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INVESTIGATION OF CONCENTEATION OF ECONOMIC POWER

FBIDAY, APRIL 19, 1940

United States Senate,
Temporary National Economic Committee.

Washington^ D. C.

The committee met at 10:45 a. m., pursuant to adjournment on
Thursday, April 18, 1940, in the Caucus Room, Senate Office Building,
Representative Clyde Williams, Missouri, presiding.

Present: Representative Williams (acting chairman) : Senator
O'Mahoney (chairman) ; Messrs. Lubin, O'Connell, Pike, and
Brackett.

Present also: William T. Chantland, Federal Trade Commission;
S. Abbot Maginnis, Department of Justice; and Dewey Anderson,
economic consultant to the committee.
Acting Chairman Williams. The committee will be in order,

please.

Dr. Anderson. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, to-

day we open hearings on the subject of technology in the fields of
white-collar employment, the clerical fields of business particularly,

and this morning we have with us Mr. F. W. Nichol, vice president
and general manager of the International Business Machines Cor-
poration, and the president of that corporation, Mr. Thomas J. Wat-
son. In talking over the nature of the presentation this morning we
have come to the conclusion that it would be best to proceed as fol-

lows : That Mr. Nichol, who has prepared a statement for the cor-

poration discussing this whole problem, will read that statement,
and we hope with as few interruptions as possible, because it is gt

continuous statement in which things discussed follow one after the
other. Following the presentation of the paper and the question
period, Mr. Watson will be available to the committee for interroga-
tion on the problems of the paper, or more particularly the general
problems which have been the concern of this hearing on technology
and concentration of economic power and unemployment.

If it is your pleasure, Mr. Chairman, we will proceed with Mr.
Nichol at this time.
The Chairman. Will you gentlemen both be sworn? That is our

custom.
Do you solemnly swear, each of you, that the testimony you are

about to give in the mater now pending will be the truth, the whole
truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God ?

Mr. Watson. I do.

Mr. Nichol. I do.

(Senator O'Mahoney assumed the chair.)
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16760 CONCENTRATION OF ECONOMIC POWER

TESTIMONY OF THOMAS J. WATSON, PRESIDENT, AND F. W.

NICHOL, VICE PRESIDENT, INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MA-

CHINES CORPORATION, NEW YORK, N. Y.

Mr. Andebson. Proceed
Mr. NiCHOL. Shall I begin?
The Chairman. You may proceed.

TECHNOLOGY AND ECONOMIC RECO\'ERY ^

Mr. NiCHOL. The United Stares has 6 percent of the population of

the world. We started without any industries, and we have built up
to a point where we manufacture 47 percent of all the goods manu-
factured in the world based on the present rate of exchange, and

under our American system we consume about 90 percent of what we
produce. That is a great tribute to our people, to their ingenuity,

and to the machines which they have produced. By the use of im-

proved machines, we have been able to shorten working hours, and

at the same time increase wages and reduce the ^rice of manufactured

goods, resulting in the highest standards of living in the world.

From 1850 to 1930, the number of industrial workers increased

about twice as fast as population, and the wages paid increased

nearly 6 times as fast as the increase in the number of workers.
' We frequently hear that we are living in a "machine age," butT
feel we are living in the greatest man-age the world has ever laiown.

Mafc'hines are simply tools that men have devised to enable them to

do a better job.

In England, in the early 1700's, planks were made by men's ripping

logs with a long hand saw. It was verv hard work and made man
old at 40, giving them what was called "carpenter's heart." Most of

them were dead at 50. One day an ingenious Englishman decided to

hitch a water-wheel to a saw, and that became the first engme.

The introduction of the spinning jenny and looms in England in'

1764 actually started a great increase in employment in the textile

industry, though it was thought at first that nearly everyone would

be thrown out of employment in the whole industry.

In 1859 there were 191,000 wage earners in textile mills in the

United States—6,200 of each million of the total population. In

1937, there were 1,125,000 wage earners in textile mills—8,700 of each

million of the total population.

From 1859 to 1937 the proportion of the total population working

in textile mills had increased 40 percent and the annual wage had

increased 313 percent.

In 1890, when the typesetting machine was beginning to come into

use, we had 30,000 compositors in printing plants m the United States,

or 476 of each million of the total population. In 1930, the number
engaged in this occupation was 184,000 or, 1,500 of each million of the

total population. In 1890, compositors worked 54 hours a week at

the rate of 49 cents an hour. Now they work a 40-hour week and

receive $1.30 an hour. Since the introduction of the typesetting ma-

chine, the proportion of the total population having iobs at type-

setting has increased 215 percent, and the hourly wage has increased

165 percent. Thus printmg has become cheaper, and weekly news-

* Prepared statement of Thomas J. Watson.
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papers have been turned into daily newspapers, increasing the number
of employees.
In 1870, before the typewriter, only 2,100 out of every million of

population were engaged in office work. Then came the typewriter,

followed by machines for adding, computing, accounting, record keep-

ing, writing, and other business procedures. Today, there are 33,000

people per million of population engaged in office work.
In 1890, before the accounting machine, there were 159,000 book-

keepers and accountants. In 1930, there were 931,000. During this

period, population increased 96 percent, but accounting people in-

creased 486 percent.

When a new machine is installed, we must not overlook the fact

that from producing the raw materials to manufacturing the macliine,

a great amount of labor is necessary before the machine is ready to

be installed. Through the use of the machine, products can be manu-
factured more economically, and the market is broadened to serve

more people, which in turn creates more employment.
We cannot reduce the cost of goods to the consumer without using

the latest type of improved machinery.
I should like to quote here from a short article, "Things We Didn't

Have Only Ten Years Ago," which appeared recently in Reader's
Digest

:

Here are some of the things we take for granted today that we didn't have,
or hadn't begun to use, as short a time ago as 1929

:

Streamline trains. Television. Transoceanic passenger air service. Synthetic
rubber. Fluorescent lighting. Colored home movies. New plywoods, stronger
than steel. Half a dozen new plastics and resins. Polarized glass. Glass build-
ing blocks. Fibre glass for insulation and textiles. Synthetic hosiery replacing
silk. Synthetic vitamins and hormones. Sulfanilamide and sulfapyridine, drugs
that kill the deadly streptococcus germs.

Don't ever believe the country's future lies behind it. Inventive genius and
business enterprise never stand still.

Under the American system, all industries are interdependent. The
American system is largely predicated upon mass production, which,
in turn, is based on machine methods.
Under the American^ystem, the people enjoy more of the comforts

and conveniences of life than in any other country in the world.

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINE'S SHARE OF THE BUSINESS MACHINES
INDUSTRY

Mr. NiCHOL. According to reports of the Census of Manufactures
for 1937, the total business machines production in the United States
amounted to $246,362,914. International Business Machines Corpo-
ration's share of the value of business machiiies produced was 7.3 per-
cent. :

In the typewriter branch of the industry, I. B. M. has about 1/4

of 1 percent of the total output of machines.
By far the greater part of the bookkeeping and accounting work

in the United States is still done by the method of hand entries. We
made a careful estimate from available Government records of the
cost of the accounting work in the United States, and found that the
amount was about $3,788,000,000 annually. Tlie money spent for the
use of our accounting machines amounts to only % of 1 percent of
the total accounting cost of the country.

124401—41—pt. ?,0 37
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Our company does the accounting and statistical work of business

organizations and institutions whose accounting and statistical prob-

lems are such that the electric accounting and bookkeeping machines

give satisfactory service. The idea that these machines do a great

part of the total accounting work of the country is erroneous.

Those offices using our machines do a great amount of work on other

machines, in addition to which there is in these same offices a vast

amount of clerical work not done by machines at all. The documents

from which cards are punched must be prepared and arranged for the

punch operator, and the results obtained by the machines must be ar-

ranged and interpreted by accountants, auditors, and others.

It has been the policy of our company during the past 26 years to

carry on an expanding research and development program. Research

and engineering is the only branch of our business which is not

budgeted.
Our engineering staff consists of 300 scientists, engineers, and in-

ventors.

During the past 26 years our company has placed emphasis on

education. What we consider one of the most important buildings

in our business is our schoolhouse at our main plant at Endicott, N. Y.
The program at this school comprises courses for I. B. M. execu-

tives, salesmen, customer servicemen, systems servicemen, and systems

servicewomen, office and factory employees, and apprentices.

We also provide administrative training courses for customers'

employees.
In addition to training customer department heads at Endicott, we

conduct schools in various cities of the country in which customers'

employees are trained in the operation of our machines. These schools

offer an opportunity for persons out of employment to become op-

erators of our equipment, thus qualifying them for useful and
remunerative employment. No charge is made for this training.

Our educational program also covers our people in all of our offices,

where regular educational conferences are held. Educational mate-

rial for these meetings in the form of textbooks on machines and their

applications and on selling technique, leaflets describing particular

applications, and other aids are being constantly provided by the

Educational Department for the benefit of our people and customers.

In addition to the regular faculty and staff instructors, our schools

are taught and given lectures by executives, specialists in various

industries, outstanding salesmen, and noted educators and business

executives from outside our own business.

We operate on the basis that there is no saturation point in educa-

tion, and our educational program is extended over our whole
organization throughout the world.

WAGES PAID AND HOURS WORKED

Mr. JSicHOL. The company's wage-and-hour scale has always been

liberal. On April 24, 1933, the company established a minimum-wage
scale which was higher than that later fixed under the N. R. A.

In January 1935, as an incentive for quality rather than quantity

production, piecework was abolished and a minimum rate of 55 cents

per hour established for all qualified workers, which rate has since
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been raised to 65 cents an hour, without differentiating between maje
and female labor.

The 48-hour week was standard up to January 1, 1933, when it was
reduced to 43 hours and later in the year to 40 hours.

The following is the record in detail of the I. B. M. plant at Endi-
cott, N. Y., where the greater part of I. B. M. manufacturing is done.

Dr. Anderson. This is Exhibit 2607.

^Representative Williams assumed the chair.)

Acting Chairman Williams. It may be received.

(The table referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2607" and is in-

cluded in the appendix on p. 17424.

)

Mr. NiCHOL. I shall read only the years 1926 and 1939. In the
year 1926 the average number of hourly workers was 806, the aver-

age annual earnings were $1,420.99, and the average hourly rate was
58.6 cents, the average hours worked per w^eek 46.6, standard hours
per work-week 48. In 1939, the last figure, the average number of

hourly workers was 3,148, the average annual earnings were $1,850.68,

the average hourly rate was 89.5 cents, the average hours worked
per week 39.8, and the standard hours per work week were 40.

It will be seen, therefore, that during this period the number of
wage earners increased 291 percent, and the average annual wage
showed an increase of 30 percent.

At the end of 1926 we had 255 customer servicemen. They are the
men who maintain our equipment in the field throughout the coun-
try, who were paid $140 a month on the average. At the end of
1939 we had 1,098 service men who received $179 a month on the
average. In the 13-year period the number of these employees has
increased 350 percent and the average salary is 25 percent higher.
Beginning in 1937, vacations with pay were granted to all factory

workers, on the basis of 2 weeks of vacation for those who had worked
continuously for 1 year or more, and 1 week to those who had worked
from 6 months to 1 year.

In addition, hourly employees are paid full time for 6 national
holidays-—New Year's Day, Memorial Day, July 4th, Labor Day,
Thanksgiving, and Christmas.
These vacation and holiday advantages had been extended to sala-

ried employees prior to 1937, and all employees now have like vaca-
tion and holiday privileges.

Since 1924 the company has carried group insurance on its em-
ployees, without contribution from employees toward premium pay-
ments. This insurance coverage has been broadened several times.
The present schedule of group insurance covering all employees,

the entire premium for which is paid by the company, stands as
follows : $1,000 to all employees with 1 year of service, $2,000 to all

employees with 2 years of service, $5,000 to all employees with 3
years of service, $7,500 to all employees with 5 years of service;
$10,000 to all employees with 10 years of service.

The total amount of this insurance now in effect is $42,159,000.
Our factory employees have long had an organization for the pay-

ment of sick benefits. The company contributes to this relief associa-
tion so as to more than double the benefits available from member
contributions. The present sick-benefit schedule provides for payment
by the company of the full amount involved for the first 3 days, and
thereafter the expense is shared equally with the relief association*
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Recreational facilities for our factory employees have been provided

in a large country club with 680 acres of land. Thousands of meals are

served each month at cost in the club dining rooms, which are open
daily. Libraries with reading rooms, and party rooms, card rooms,

billiard, ping pong, and shuffieboard rooms are available. Organized
gi'oups meet regularly for private dinners, educational discussion, and
social contact. An orchestra, band, glee club, and chorus give regular

concerts and broadcast from the main auditorium of the club house.

There are 16 bowling alleys in the main club house, which accommo-
date 380 teams, and on which were rolled last year 184,730 games.

A rod and gun club has its own clubhouse and provides a modern
skeet field, trap, rifle, and pistol ranges. Classes, under competent
instructors, are conducted to teach the proper handling of firearms.

In connection w4th the clubhouse is a 27-hole golf course, swimming
pool, rifle and pistol ranges, 6 doubles tennis courts, 2 softball dia-

monds, 1 baseball diamond, archery ranges, and quoit and horseshoe

courts.

The management of all of these recreational facilities is vested in

the IBM Club, an organization of employees.

ACCOUNTING MACHINES AND EMPLOYMENT

Mr. NicHOL. Based upon observation and experience, w^e believe that

the use of our accounting machines tends to increase rather than to

decrease employment, due to tbe fact that our machines are designed
to obtain more information from original records rather than to make
the original records by the use of less labor. Once the entries have
been transferred to punched cards, they can be rearranged any number
of ways to develop useful information from the basic data.

I shall here cite an example of a situation which confronts many
manufacturers in tlie management of their business. This example is

illustrative of one of the many functions which our machines perform
in business, and shows that their favorable effect on employment is not
confined to the office, but extends throughout the factory.

I have in mind a specific company which had no adequate cost of
production system, nor control of sales, labor, materials, overhead, and
inventories.

A contract was made with us purely on the basis of giving them the
necessary facts to do a better job of management in their manufac-
turing plant.

Prior to the installation of our system, because of a poor produc-
tion system, they were frequently confronted with the fact that they
were suddenly out of one or more vital parts of the equipment they
manufacture. This resulted in the removal of unfinished units from
the production or assembly line and setting them aside until the neces-
sary missing parts were produced. This, in turn resulted in laying
off certain assemblers sometimes for a week or more or finding some-
thing else for them to do in the ])lant, and it also resulted in in-

creased costs and delays in production which seriously affected the
business.

Our machines corrected this condition.

Another result of the installation was the elimination of the manu-
facture of parts which could not be sold in the immediate future, and
the placing of responsibility for spoiled parts. Thus a bad situation
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which the management knew existedNbut which up to that time they
could not locate was corrected.

With our sj^stem, coordination of sales and production was achieved
through the comparison of production reports and sales reports. This
installation also resulted in the addition of a few extra men in the
plant to trace production orders, and apply corrective measures where
errors wfere revealed.

Our machines are used all over the world, including countries in

which the wage scales are so low that labor-saving as against the cost
of our machines could not possibly be the cause of preference for our
machines. Our company is doing business in 79 countries, and the
manufacture of machines in our American plants for foreign con-
sumption creates employent in our own country.
To determine the effect of the use of business machines upon em-

ployment, consideration must be given, first, to the reasons which
prompt their use by industry and Government.
Our records show that the reasons for the installation of our ma-

chines are : management control, flexibility, speed, economy, and ac-

curacy, in the order named.
Business machines may be adopted not solely because of any one

advantage but because of a combination of two or more of them.
During the past few decades the need for facts and figures re-

garding operations has increased greatly due to the increasing com-
plexities and speed of modern business. As competition increased,
iiid mass production became general, and as distribution and service
became increasingly important, business executives came more and
more to recognize the value of additional information regarding every
phase of their operations. They also recognized that this informa-
tion, if secured, must be timely and accurate. Therefore, the execu-
tive's problem in meeting these changing conditions was not one of
curtailing information in order to economize, but rather of finding
a medium that, at a reasonable cost, would provide the information
needed.

Regardless of the desirability or the necessity for these additional
facts, management still had to weigh the cost of their production
against their value. Wliile it is true that much of the additional in-
formation now being compiled b}^ modern business might have been
prepared without business machines, the probabilities are that it

would not have been prepared if only the slow, cumbersome, and
costly hand methods had been available.

Management's problem, therefore, to maintain re\'enue, profits,

and employment, to say nothing of increasing them, resolved itself

into the need for a more careful analysis of every operation of -their

business. Such an analysis was only possible through developing
more facts and figures than had ever been developed before. Coupled
with the adniitted need for additional information was the necessity
for developing it promptly and accurately, as well as providing a
method which had sufficient flexibility to permit its change at a
moment's notice. Therefore, in the marketing of business machines,
and particularly the products of our company, we fine that the prin-
cipal reason for their use is that they can provide ma lagement with
vital information—accurate and timely—at a cost that c m be justified.

Experience has shown that the failure of an enterj rise generally
does not result from a single great loss but rather fro: i the cumula-
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tive effect of minor losses which frequently are brought about by
a lack of prompt and accurate information on which to make intelli-

gent decisions. The ease with which accounting and auditing rou-
tines detect losses depends upon the quality and extent of detailed
information that is introduced into the records and summarized into
intelligible operating reports.

B.y management control action taken in time is more likely to have
a favorable influence on the earnings of a company, on the mainte-
nance of continued and increasing acceptance of a product or service,

and on the employment and earnings of personnel.
Management in recent years has recognized the tremendous wealth

of figure facts reposing in its basic accounting records.
Management then is directly confronted with the problem of eval-

uating the worth of each report contrasted to the cost of its preparation.
Because of the inherent ability of modem business machines to

completely analyze at a reasonable cost the figure facts in the basic
accounting records, management adopted these devices so that all

information of value to the enterprise would be made available.

As an example of the need for a flexible method in modern busi-
ness, let us consider the amount of information available from a
simple pay roll time ticket. Essential reports derived from it in-

clude those for pay-roll compilation, income tax, and other reports
required by audit practice and governmental agencies.
In it are also contained the data required for the compilation of

other valuable internal operating statements. Among the latter are
such statements as direct and indirect labor costs, planning on pro-
duction schedules, machine-operating costs, and the like.

It is this flexibility of electric accounting machines to analyze in
various ways information contained in one original document that
has been a determining factor in the use of the machines by many
companies.
In these days operating information regarding a business is valu-

able only if available in time to be used effectively. Information

'

which is furnished too long after the occurrence of events delays the
institution of corrective measures. Modern business is adopting
methods which will reveal facts as soon as possible after transac-
tions occur.

It must be remembered, also, that not one, but many reports which
must be compiled from one set of original records are required to
satisfy the needs of many individuals m positions of responsibility
and authority. Promptness in supplying reports to responsible
individuals is one of the most important elements in the achievement
of sound business operation.

In many instances the element of time is the predominant factoi'

in the adoption of the use of electric accounting machines. The im-
portance of current information regarding accounts payable and
receivable, Sales, inventory, expenses, and costs is recognized by
efficient management. Modern business machinery presents the best
method available for the prompt compilation of vital information
necessary to the conduct of sound business.

In the operation of any business or government constant effort

must be made to bring about economy and.' efficiency in all operations.
The installation of business machines, in some instances, results

in the temporary displacement of labor, just €is does the introduc-
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tion of many other machines and mechanical devices dev^eloped by
the inventive genius of man.
On the other hand, business machines as well as others have been

the benefactor of labor by the creation, either directly or indirectly,

of many additional places for both skilled and unskilled labor.

In manufacturing, economy is also expressed in terms of lower unit
costs of production—always, of course, with no sacrifice of quality
of product or of safety of employees.
In determining the value of reports prepared by the accounting

department, management contrasts their value with the unit costs of
preparation.

Executives recognize that under mechanized routines an increased
number of reports may be compiled at a nominal increase in total

cost, but at a lower unit cost for each report.

Economies achieved by the use of machines in the preparation of
such reports afford to management an opportunity for the com-
pilation of these vital figure facts which otherwise would remain
undisclosed.

The need for accuracy in the maintenance of records for the

preparation of financial reports such as the balance sheet and profit-

and-loss statements has long been recognized.

The expansion of the use of figure facts for management control

makes it imperative that reports upon which policies are established

should be accurately prepared.
Accuracy in the rendering and payment of bills and in the prepara-

tion of pay rolls is vital to a company's relations with its customers,

vendors, and employees.
The checking and correspondence necessary to expose and adjust

accounting errors, with attendant annoyance to customers and em-
ployees, places a premium upon accounting accuracy.

Scientific studies and practical experience have demonstrated that

mechanized accounting procedures achieve a degree of accuracy not
to be expected in manual procedures.

The modern demand for accuracy of both internal and external

accounting documents is frequently a major reason for the adoption
of business machines.
An analyses of our records covering the new contracts entered into

by us in New York, Brooklyn, and Newark in 1939 reveals that our
machines were installed for a number of reasons by many of the

companies, but the principal reasons were, 49 percent because of

managerial control, 15 percent because of flexibility, 14 percent be-

cause of speed, 12 percent because of economy, and 10 percent because

of accuracy.
Following are five cases selected from sales made last year in the

area mentioned, each of which illustrates 1 of the 5 reasons why
businesses install our machines; namely, management control, flexi-

bility, speed, economy, and accuracy.

ADVANTAGES OF BUSINESS MACHINE

Mr. NiCHOL. Our machines were installed at company A, which is

engaged solely in the manufacture of metal fasteners, for the major
applications of merchandising control, production statistics, pay roll,

and labor distribution records.
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The matter of effecting economy in office clerical personnel had
nothing to do with the adoption of our machines. They were adopted
after a study revealed that they w^ould provide essential control data.

To accomplish merchandising control, sales were analyzed by in-

dustry, customer, sales, and product. For production control, daily

and periodic production reports were rendered, facilitating plant
supervision.

The effect of the finished stock inventory application has been out-

standing. It has provided accuracy, permitted of the centralization

of stock records, provided an accurate monthly stock position report

—

which would be exceedingly difficult to prepare by other methods

—

making it possible for the management to see at a glance the pro-
duction, shipments, and inventory of each of the company's products.

It provided an important element in the production and planning
department's activities. As one result, the management's attention

was directed to the advisability of converting dead stock into cash
and removing slow-moving items from the line.

As a result of our installation, four extra people were directly em-
ployed in the accounting department. Because of better manage-
ment made possible by accurate and timely figure facts, the business
of this company was materially improved. At the time of installa-

tion. May 8, 1939, there were approximately 5 people in the office

and 300 employees in the plant. Since the installation, operations
have expanded, and there are now approximately 80 people in the
office and 400 people in the factory working two shifts, which means
800 people.

In August of 1939 the comptroller's office of municipality B con-
tracted for the use of electric accounting machines for the purpose
of maintaining the fund ledgers and contract ledgers of the munici-
pality and for providing supporting records of an accounting and
statistical nature. The fund ledgers and contract ledgers are. main-
tained to record expenditures against the individual funds set up to

take care of items prescribed by the municipal budget. The^ record
not only shows the appropriations already made against each fund
or contract within the fund but also shows the amount of the un-
expended balance at all times. Prior to the introduction of our sys-

tem to perform this work most of the operation had been done on a
manual basis, although the contract-ledger portion of the job was
being handled on bookkeeping machines.
An investigation of all types of equipment and methods was under-

taken early in 1938, under the direction of a responsible official, be-
cause of the dissatisfaction on the part of the officials of the munici-
pality with the operation and results of the methods and procedures
then in use. The ultimate objective in changing procedures was to

achieve the greatest possible flexibility and accuracy so that detailed
analyses of revenues and expenditures could be obtained and thus
enable the comptroller's office ito render an improved service to the
municipality by exercising a closer control over those items. It was
not possible to forecast all of the analyses which might be required
due to the numerous changing problems of a modern municipal
government. Consequentl}'^, a flexible method which could provide
numerous types of analyses was of paramount importance.
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Actual practice has demonstrated the wisdom of the decision to
everyone concerned. Numerous calls have been made for special
analyses and reports and all have been satisfactorily handled.
As a result of the installation of our electric accounting machines,

all objectives have been attained and nine additional positions have
been created.

Our accounting machines were installed at agency C. Tliis agency
was formed in a city under the joint supervision of Federal and State
governments, to establish new milk-pool prices monthly at the earliest

possible moment. There are 10 classifications of milk now allowed
for which new prices must be set. A set price for the milk delivered
to the distributor by the producer is established. The distributor
then contributes to, or receives benefits from, the pool, depending upon
the ultima' ^ use that is made of the milk he receives from tlie farmer.
The establ hment of the new milk-pool price is determined by a
formula wi ch takes into consideration such elements as utilization,

butterfat, ai 1 transportation. The agency produces reports on pro-
duction for ilie preceding month by the 14th of the lollowing month.
Producers and handlers must have all the reports Into the agency
by the 10th of the following month ; hence, only 4 days are available
for the compilation of the figures.

Under the manual plan reports were produced by the dead-line date,

but no immediate statistical information was available. With the
introduction of electric accounting machines, the reports are pro-
duced 1 to 2 days earlier than was previously possible, enabling
producers and distributors to.- plan the ensuing month's operations
at an earlier date. The new plan makes available valuable statistical

information which was not heretofore possible, soon after the pool
prices for the new month are determined.

It is essential that new pool prices be available as soon as possible,

and speed in handling the figures submitted by the producers and
distributors is absolutely essential. The use of electric accounting
machines has made it possible for the earlier establishment of milk-
pool prices, together with statistical information on a sufficiently

timely basis to aid the agency in its proper operation.

The installation of electric accounting machines did not displace
clerical help in this agency, nor did it result in the employment of
additional people.

Approximately 6 months ago distributor D in the metropolitan New
York area installed machines to facilitate the handling of essential

accounting and report work, and to effect certain economies necessary
to meet competition.
As a result of this installation, more timely and accurate reports are

being made for the merchandising department, the traffic department,
the buying department, and the Government.
Throu^ the development of further managerial reports this com-

pany has virtually eliminated a costly "out of stock" condition, and, at
the same time, has appreciably reduced its inventory investment. Due
to the machine accuracy of billing, they have established a vastly im-
proved retail inventory control over merchandise in their stores.

The preparation of an improved order-filling medium by the ma-
chines, and the inventory control previously mentioned, have resulted
in maximum warehouse efficiency, and provided faster and more de-
pendable delivery to stores.
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As a result of this installation, the executives of this concern are now
enabled to maintain constant control, speed up operations, realize

quicker turn-overs, and improve their services for the Ultimate benefit

of the consumer.
The effect on employment in this case has been the elimination of

11 people.

Company E is a manufacturer. Its volume of business increased

rapidly. It became apparent that more accu^^^^e and completer infor-

mation concerning manufacturing costs was necessary. A complete
survey of the requirements of the E company was made by our repre-

sentatives, a proposal submitted, and the contract was signed in

September 1939, because it was felt that electric accounting machines
were the answer to their need fop accurate and detailer^ records. Tlie

application of machines was for their pay roll and associated records,

cost accounting, stock and production control.

Under the former method, reconciliation of shop pay roll and dis-

tribution of labor had been difficult, since the annual methods they em-
ployed did not lend themselves to a volume operation. Our machines
and the system we installed facilitated this procedure and provided
accuracy.
In connection with stock control^ part numbers sometimes run into

10 characters with attendant possibility of error in transcription under
the former method. Under the present method this hazard is elim-
inated with resulting accuracy of recording stock movements.

It was found also that more accurate forecasts of requirements in
connection with booked orders by part numbers and scheduled delivery
dates were obtained.
The accuracy, speed, and flexibility of our system, in this company's

expanding situation, has placed the management in position to make
its decisions based on reliable information.
This installation has insulted in the employment of seven additional

people in the accounting- department.

DIRECT AND INDIRECT I. B. M. EMPLOYMENT

Mr. NiCHOL. On December 31, 1914, the International Business
Machines Corporation had less than 300 employees in the United States.
On December 31, 1939, the number of employees was 7,610, an increase
of more than 2,400 percent in 25 years. Incidentally, throughout the
world we now employ 11,478 people.
In addition to the 7,610 persons employed directly by our company

in the United States, other concerns employ 1,041 persons who work
exclusively and continuously on the requirements of our company,
making a total of 8,651.

In addition, because of the sale and the continued use of our ma-
chines, many other concerns manufacturing accessories and supplies
are the direct beneficiaries oi' our sales work. Such products include
wiring, motor generators, noise-reduction equipment, cabinets, files,

stationery, and so forth. We estimate there is $2,000,000 worth of
business done by other companies in furnishing the paper used in
connection with our machines, exclusive of the operating cards. This
furnishes employment for a large number of people.
And our company, in turn, gives employment to the producers of

raw materials and parts which it buys, to the producers of the machines
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and tools used in our factories, and to transportation companies and
others which render service to our company. In 1939 we paid $7,-

346,000 for materials and $1,487,000 to railroads and other transpor-

tation agencies for services.

Before we start the manufacture of any part of our machines, we
create employment. It goes back to the mines where the ores are'

produced ; to the smelters, refineries, and copper mills ; to the trans-

portation companies—rail, water, and motortruck. We have created

employment in these various places. We create employment in our
designing, in our engineering, manufacturing, shipping, and record-

ing work. All this work is created before any machine is placed that

would tend to increase or decrease employment. We not only create

employment before the machine is made but we also create employ-
ment after the maciiine is placed by enabling the manufacturer to do
a better job and sell more goods.

It is in this way that our country has been able to bring our per
capita consumption up to a point where it is seven times as great as

the rest of the world. In countries which do not use machines you
will find the per capita consumption, the wages, and the condition and
intelligence of the people are the lowest.

A study was made from our own records of every individual sale of
electric accounting machines in the year 1939 in our New York, Brook-
lyn, and Newark offices with a view to ascertaining the effect of these

orders on employment both effected and contemplated, and it was
found that in 80 percent of the installations involved, no gain or loss in

employment resulted because of adopting our machines and systems.

In the remaining 20 percent of installations, 70 percent increased
employment and 30 percent decreased it. This study shows that 153
employees have been released and 56 more may be released, or a total

of 209 actual and anticipated releases. Against this, there have been
289 persons employed, and 8 more are expected to be employed, bring-

ing the total increase to 297, or a net gain in employment of 88 persons.

There were 74 employees transferred to other work, and 112 more
may be transferred, making a total of 186 transfers within these busi-

nesses.

The increase in our employment in the same sales territories in

which these sales were made, during 1939, was 41 persons. The
sales in this same area provided work for about 600 of our factory
employees, not to mention the indirect employment to a substantial

number of people incident to our business.

This study clearly shows that the expansion of accounting and
record making which accompanies installation of these machines, and
the employment in making and selling and servicing them, results in

a substantial gain in total employment.
Our company maintains schools for machine operators and place-

ment bureaus to find employment for those whom it trains. During
the year 1939, we enrolled in our training classes 3,645 employees of

customers so that they might transfer from former occupations to

operate our machines. During 1939, our company enrolled 2,854

otlier persons, trained them in machine operation, and placed 1,170

in permanent jobs, and, in addition, 2,783 placements were made in

temporary jobs.

Considering tlie business macliinos industry as a whole, it is my well

considered o))inion tlint tlie growing use of efficient office machines
has increased rather than decreased employment.
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This interpretation of available data is based on our own experi-

ence both with office machines and other machines. In our factories,

advantage has been taken of every practical technological develop-
ment. We buy the latest, most efficient tools with which to produce.
But labor saving and reduced employment are not the same thing.

Wliile maintaining our plant in this modern manner, over the years
the record shows that we added people to our pay roll.

In 1880, before there was any office equipment industry, there were
25,467 copyists at work. Much of the work of the copyist was in

duplicating legal papers. At about that time the typewriter began
to be used commercially. The typist can write much faster, do a
better job and can produce a large number of duplicate copies. One
typist could easily do the work of several copyists. But in 1930 there
were 811,190 typists at work. That is, in 1880, before this machine
was in commercial use, there was one job of copy-writing by hand
for each 2,000 population. In 1920, 50 years later, there were 13

machine-writing jobs for each 2,000 population.

The same story can be told of other branches of office work. At
the 1890 census, the office equipment industry reported the production
of about $4,000,000 worth of office machines for domestic use. Of
each 1,000 population, 372 were reported as being employed, of whom
7 had clerical jobs.

At the 1930 census, production of about $114,000,000 worth of
office machines for domestic use was reported. Of each 1,000 popula-
tion, 398 were reported as having jobs, of whom 33 had clerical jobs.

That is, in 40 years, the total number reported as having jobs per
1,000 of population gained 7 percent, but clerical employment gained
370 percent.

I will go further and say that, in industry as a whole in the United
States, improvements as the result of science and invention have re-

sulted in increasing the wages and reducing the hours of labor, and
that they have not caused unemployment in general, although there

are undoubtedly specific instances in which they have done so.

In 1860, the average annual wage of factory hourly workers was
$288. Data of hours worked are incomplete, but the best figures I
can get indicate that the average was about 64 hours a week. Due to

the use of improved machinery and better cooperation between busi-

ness, labor, and Government, the average annual factory wage in

1937 had risen to $1,180, and the work week was down to 38% hours.

In other words, science and invention and better cooperation between
business, labor, and Government must be credited with having reduced
the hours of labor by more than 40 percent and with having increased

the wage by 300 percent.

Changes in employment are constantly occurring. At times, one
efficient person will displace two or more inefficient people. Unem-
ployment maj' be accounted for by several reasons not involving the
machine. One reason is that our economic system is out of balance
due to changes in world markets. Our agriculture has been developed
to meet world needs for certain crops which we produce to advantage,
and iirder ])resont conditions we have large surpluses. Some ar-

rangement must be made whereby we can ^hd markets for these sur^

plus products.

Change is the one certainty that we have. We cannot remain as

we are. We must either go ahead or go backward. Machines are but
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the tools which civilized man uses and whenever we find any place

in the world without machines we find a place in which few would
care to live. We either must improve and develop those tools or we
must begin to throw them away and go back to the $288 annual wage
for a 64-hour workweek and then to whatever conditions prevailed

before 1860.

As for me, I prefer progress. What we need is more science, in-

vention, and machines, because with more of these we shall replace

the inadequate equipment of the past and present with the better,

safer, and progress-promoting equipment of the future.

Thank you.

Acting Chairman Williams. Have you any further statement to

make, Mr. Watson ?

Mr. Watson. No, sir.

Acting Chairman Williams. Dr. Anderson, do you want to ask some

questions?

Dr. Anderson. I want to ask some questions with respect to this

paper, Mr. Nichol, so that the record will be perfectly clear. You
state : "At the 1930 Census production of about $114,000,000 worth of

oflSce machines for domestic use was reported," and then: "Of each

1,000 population, 398 were reported as having jobs, of whom 33 had
clerical jobs. That is, in 40 years, the total number reported as having

jobs per 1,000 of population gained 7 percent, but clerical employment
gained 370 percent."

'

May I ask for the source of the data ?

Mr. Nichol. I will have to find that in m}' statement.

Dr. Anderson. I think I know the source. I just wanted to see

whether you aren't in agreement that these are figures taken from the

census, the decennial censuses of the United States.

Mr. Nichol. They are
;
yes, sir.

Dr. Anderson. Then I would ask this following question. I think

this is an error that is very frequently made in the use of the census

of occupations, which records the total population listed as available

for work, either employed or unemployed. It does not necessarily mean
people actually employed. Then the statement that in 40 years there

was a 7-percent gain in the number of employed per 1,000 of population,

clerical employment gained 370 percent, would have to be seriously

qualified, would it not ?

Mr. Nichol. We were guided by the figures in the census of manu-
facturers. We accepted those as being correct.

Dr. Anderson. The census of manufacturers didn't give the data
for 1930. The 1930 data were taken from tlie census of population in

which the division on census of occupations is recorded. The point I

am making is that the frequent translation of census of occupations
data into census of employment data is an incorrect use of material.

Mr. Nichol. I have never been aware of that.

I have taken it naturally for granted that those figures were cor-

rect as stated.

Dr. Anderson. As a matter of fact, the census itself is so definitely

aware of it that in this particular census it no longer will have the
captions that have usually appeared, "Gainfully employed," and cap-
tions of tl at sort which have been so misleading. It will now have

1 See p. 16772.
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strict census of occupations in order to overcome that difficulty. But
I take it that the same sort of reasoning was used in your statement
when you made comparisons beween the situations in England at

various periods of time. • The English figures are also occupational
figures, occupational census figures rather than actual employment
census figures.

Mr. NiCHOL. Yes.
Mr. Pike. Is that a very substantial error?
Dr. Anderson. No one knows the size of the error. Let me show

you the size of the error if you took it at a period of time such as

this. I have a document here which is a United States Department
of Labor Wage and Hours Division document, Beport of Proposal
to Exempt Clerical Employees from the Hours Provision of the
Fair Labor Standards Act of March 1, 1940. To show you the wide
margin of error that could take place—I don't say it did, but the fact

of the matter is that we don't know what the size of the error is

—

in November 1937, the Census of Unemployment found 943,000 cleri-

cal einployees and kindred workers totally unemployed or on work
relief in the United States, If the census had been taken in 1937 the
943,000 would have been included in this group of presumed em-
ployed workers.
Mr. Pike., It doesn't necessarily infer that the error increases or

decreases by censuses, so that if the percentage of error had been
the same

Dr. Anderson (interposing). Of course, you know that these cen-

suses coming once every 10 years we would have to have a very de-
tailed, analysis of- what was occurring with respect to actual employ-
ment in each occupational category and subgroup in order to know
that the unemployment factor was canceled out in successive censuses.
Mr. Pike. I was looking at an exhibit that Dr. Kreps brought in

in the first day's statement.^ The figures aren't strikingly compara-
ble but they are something of the same nature.

Dr. Anderson. I drew attention at the time, as you remember, to

this very point. 'The caption reads "Occupational Distribution of
Gainful Workers," gainful workers being a concept meaning all those
who offer themselves or are considered to be available for labor. It

does not treat of employment. In other words, it is a caption de-
scriptive of the labor force rather than of employment conditions.
Mr. Pike. So thr.t any conclusion you would draw from such fig-

ures wouldn't be aggregate. In the case, however, where you get an
increase of 200 of 300 or 400 percent, you would say there was a
substantial increase in there somewhere.

Dr. Anderson. In employment as well as in the number of people
available, that is likely true.

Mr. Pike. If the error wouldn't be large enough to throw the
trend out. All the people unemployed wouldn't have said in 1890
that they wanted to work in a machine shop and in 1930' they wanted
to work at a desk.

Dr. Anderson. That is right; and it is true, as Mr. Nichol has
indicated, with this correction that I have attempted to bring in,

that the focus of attention upon clerical service in the United States
has been out of ail i)roi)<)rtion to the foclis of attention upon any
other broad group of gainful workers.

' See "Exhibit No. 24;5T," inda p, 172S1.
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EFFECT OF MECHANIZATION UPON EARNINGS

Dr. Anderson. I wanted to ask a further question of considerable

importance, Mr, Nichol, with respect to the effect of business ma-
chines and mechanization in the clerical field on clerical wages and
earnings. Do you have any data that would indicate what has been

the result?

Mr. Nichol. No; but my general impression would be that people

who are trained to operate our machin"es are promoted and receive

more remuneration than they did in the previous occupation. Is

that the point you wanted?
Dr. Anderson. Yes. The United States Civil Service Personnel

Classification Board made a study in 1929 on this point. They were
trying to establish certain classifications of employees and they made
a very sizeable comparison, in large and small cities, of routine

stenographer-cierks and dictating-machine operators. Then they ran

out the percentage of workers with annual earnings of less than

$1,550 and found that 69 percent of the routine stenographer-clerks

were in that category, as compared with 81 percent of the dictating-

machine operators. They found that 79 percent of the bookkeeping-
ma,chine operators were in the low-wage category, as compared with
48 percent of the routine bookkeepers. Would you care to comment on
those figures as an indication of the results of mechanization?

(The table referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2608" and is in-

cluded in the appendix on p. 17425.)

Mr. Nichol. Where did these figures come from ?

Dr. Anderson. These are from the United States Civil Service

Personnel Classification Board study, 1929.

Mr. Nichol. I am not equipped to answer that specifically. As I
said before, from my general knowledge it has been my impression
that the people who operate our machines are transferred from other
occupations and receive more money after their training and become
qualified and competent.

Dr. Anderson. So that your conclusion is that mechanization in the
clerical division actually does not have a detrimental effect upon
wages ?

Mr. Nichol. Yes, sir.

Dr. "LuBiN. Is this a classification of Government employees?
Dr. Anderson. No. This was a classification made by the civil

service of outside workers in the large and small cities.

Mr. O'CoNNELL. Dr. Anderson, if I understood those figures cor-

rectly, they come to a somewhat different conclusion from the one
that Mr. Nichol believes to be the situation.

Dr. Anderson. That is right. I wanted to bring the contrast in to
get the judgment of Mr. Nichol, who has had such broad experience
in the field. His conclusion is quite opposed to this one.

Mr. Michol, So far as that is concerned, the application to our
particular business could be very readily ascertained, and I will do so
for my own satisfaction.

Dr. LuBiN. Will you send us for the record such figures as you do
find?

Mr. Nichol. Yes ; I will be glad to.

Dr. Anderson. Mr. Nichol, I know the seriousness with which you
went about preparing this paper. I wonder if you would care to
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make a comment on the availability of material in this broad field

of clerical occupations and the effect of technology in the field. Was
it difficult to find data?
Mr. NicHOL. Yes.

Dr. Anderson. In other words, you find statistical information on

this problem is very rare?

Mr. NicHOL. It requires a great deal of digging in a great many
sources, and it isn't always up tor date, either.

Dr. Anderson. Would you be interested in seeing Government
bodies make available more complete data?

Mr. NicHOL. I think it would help the present situation, not only

in our own field but business as a whole.

Mr. Maginnis. Mr. Nichol, in your sales of machines in other parts

of the world, are those machines manufactured in this country or do
you have subsidiary companies in certain foreign countries?

Mr. NicHOL. Some of them are manufactured here, and we have
plants in Germany, France, and Italy.

Mr. Maginnis. Then, most of your machines that are sold in ii>\i-

rope are sold from those plants you have in Europe?
Mr. NioHOL. Partially. Those plants are not fully complemented

in every case. We ship parts of machines and they are assembled

there in some cases. In one plant they are wholly made. Before

tariff barriers we made all of the machines here and shipped them
abroad.
Mr. Maginnis. Do you manufacture typewriters?
Mr. Nichol. Yes; in a small way.
Mr. Maginnis. You don't sell them?
Mr. NicHOL. We have just gone into the business.

Dr. LuBiN. What kind of typewriters do you manufacture?
Mr. NicHOL. Electric typewriters, electromatic typewriters.

Dr. LuBiN. Can you tell us what it will do?
Mr. Nichol. Well, its points of advantage are the number of car-

bon copies which it can make as compared with the manual machine.
Dr. LuBiN. How many more?
Mr. NiciiOL. It will make 20 where the average machine cannot

do better than 6 or 8. Then there is the uniformity of touch, resulting

in uniform copy. Every letter is alike and it turns out a beautiful

job. The operator does not have to move her fingers off the keyboard
for a return of the carriage, turning up of the platen, and all that

sort of thing, and tabulations. It relieves the operator of fatigue and
it increases production.

Dr. LuBiN. How much will it increase production as compared to

the standard machine? Have you figured that out?

Mr. NiciioL. That is disputed in a great many ways. We have had
estimates from 6 to 25 percent.

Dr. LuBiN. In other words, you can expect the productivity of the

workei*s, on the average, to increase at least 10 percent by the use of
this machine?
Mr. NiciiOL. Yes; although ^ny personal opinion is more than that.

Mr. Maginnis. Does it have interchangeable type?
Mr. NiciioL. No, no.

Mr. Maginnis. Does it have automatic justification?

Mr. NiCHOL. No ; it does not. I might say that it is used in special

purposes for stencil cutting. It does a splendid job on stencil cutting

and duplicating work.
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Dr. LuBiN. Does that mean that we can expect, with a given rate

of output for a given firai, to be able to get along with 10 percent
fewer stenographers?
Mr. NicHOL. Not necessarily. I think it might mean that more

letters might be written.

Dr. LuBiN. But assuming the same volume of output, I mean.
Mr. NicHOL. Yes, sir.

Dr. LuBiN. It means that we can look forward to displacement of
more typists ?

Mr. NiCHOL. If we ever sell enough of them.
Mr. Pike. I suppose the price is pretty high, isn't it, Mr, Nichol?
Mr. NicHOL. The price is $225 as compared with $115 ; that is before

discount.

Dr. LuBiN. Mr. Nichol, I notice that you talk about your sales in this

report. What kind of equipment do you sell other than typewriters ?

Mr. NicHoiv. Time recorders.

Dr. Ltjbin. Well, these bookkeeping machines that you have been
talking about, when you talk about your sales, are they sold?

Mr. NicHOL. They are rented.

Dr. LuBiN. So that the word "sale" really should
Mr. NicHOL (interposing). The word "sales" means billings, really.

Mr. Pike. I see.

Mr. Nichol. We both rent and sell our machines, excepting the
accounting machines; the electric accounting machine is not sold.

It is rented. Our time recorders and typewriters are sold outright.

Mr. O'CoNNELL,. In your statement, Mr. Nichol, there are some
figures about the volume of business machines produced, indicating
a volume of $246,000,000 in 1937, and a statement to the effect that
I. B. M.'s share of the value of this business was 7.3 percent. What
is the basis of the $246,000,000 figure ; is that a cost figure ?

Mr. Nichol. Yes ; that is the value at the plant.

Mr. O'CoNNELL. Value at the plant; does that include all the types
of machines that your company makes ?

Mr. Nichol. Yes.
Mr. O'CoNNELL. Well, 7.3 percent of that would be roughly $17,-

000,000 a year, in that year. Does that mean that that was just about
the value of the total production of your company in that year?
Mr. Nichol. Yes.
Mr. O'CoNNELL. Well, what kind—taking the machines that you

rent rather than sell

Mr. Nichol (interposing). I beg your pardon?
Mr. O^CoNNELL. I say, I take it that a substantial part of your

production was of machines that you lease and do not sell ?

Mr. Nichol. That is right.

Mr. O'CoNNELL. Well, what kind of a figure would you use for
that type of equipment? There is no selling price for it, is there?
Mr. Nichol. No.
Mr. O'CoNNELL. Well, how would you figure that?
Mr. Nichol. This was the value at the factory. The sales price

has nothing to do with this figure.

Mr. O'CoNNELL. Well, what is it, a cost priced
Mr. Nichol. A cost price at the factory.
Mr. O'CoNNELL. You mean the cost of all the machines you made?
Mr. Nichol. The cost of all the accounting machines is $246,-

000,000 and our cost is 7.3 percent of that.
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Mr. O'CoNNELL. The total cost of all the machines that your com-
pany made in 1937 was 7.3 percent of the total of $246,000,000?

Mr. NiCHOL. Of the total. Our total production is about $17,-

000,000 i-n terms of cost. We got this other figure from the Census
of Manufacturers. It was 7.3 as our own figure.

Mr. O'CoNNELL. Of course, but
Mr. NicHOL (interposing). Our own proportion of that produc-

tion cost-—

—

Mr. O'CoNNELL (interposing). Do you happen to have in mind
what the value, what the total amount of vour billings in 1937 was?
Mr. NicHOL. No; I don't. In the vicinity of $25,000,000 to $30,-

000,000, I think.

Mr. O'CoNNELL. Between $25,000,000 and $30,000,000, you say?

Mr. NicHOL. Yes. That includes a service bureau. We have peo-

ple who go to business and do their work for them with our machmes.
There is a human relation involved there. In other words, we take

a certain amount of money for the human service, and then we pay
those human beings, plus a certain job cost for statistics which are

produced. Then there is the sale of cards that go with the machines
in addition to the rental. The cost of material purchased was about

$7,000,000 last year.

Mr. O'CoNNELL. How much, about?
Mr. NicHOL. $7,000,000.

Mr. O'CoNNELL. Cost of material purchased?
Mr. NicHOL, Yes.

Mr. O'CoNNELL. Well, is this 7.3 percent intended to indicate the

relative importance of the I. B. M. Co. in the business-machines in-

dustry ?

Mr. NicHOL. Yes.
Mr. O'CoNNELL. Do you happen to have in mind the other sub-

vStantial companies that make up the other 93 percent?

Mr. NiCHOL. Well, there is the Remington Rand; Underwood El-

liott Fisher; National Cash; Burroughs; Ohmer; Fare Register;

Eastman Kodak (one section of its business) ;
Royal; all the type-

writer companies.
Mr. O'CoNNELL. At that point, if you were to take particular prod-

ucts of your company and relate those products to the total pro-

duction of that product, the picture might very well be different.

For example, in the typewriter industry you indicate that you repre-

sent one-half of 1 percent of the total output.

Mr. NiCHOL. That is ri^ht.

Mr. 0'CoNNEi.L. Now, if we were to take tabulating machines or

types of equipment that you lease, the percentage wotild be quite

different, would it not?

Mr. NicHOL. You mean leave the typewriters out?

Mr. 0'CoNNEi>L. Well, that was an example of one thing. That
would really change the picture substantially, isn't that right?

Mr. NicHOL. That would change it; yes. We use that figure be-

cause we are in competition with every known type of business ma-
chine; we ai'e in competition on every deal with somebody, not one

but many. We are in coiDpetitiou with the adding machine, the

compt-oinctiT, tlu^ l)()()kk'('oj)ing macliines, and all ty[)es of bnsiness

niacliines.

Mr. O'CoNNELL. U'ell, till' leason J asked (he. (iiicstion was that in

ffeneral. I was under the imiiression that the 1. B. M. Co., in certain
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lines at least, was a much more—^had control of or was blessed with

a more substantial portion of the market than 7.3 percent

Mr. NiCHOL. I think that is a general misconception.

Mr. O'CoNNELL. A general misconception ? I think the 7.3 percent

might give rise to something of a misconception when applied to

particular products. I don't think it is at all an accurate picture

of the control you have of tabulating machines which you lease to

the Government, for example, and to other people.

Mr. NiOHOL. Well, we believe it to be accurate because we are in

daily competition with all of these machines and that is the per-

centage of, well, of the value of the machines that are produced by
the people with whom we are in competition.

Mr. O'CoNNELL. Yes ; that is, taking the over-all picture of every-

thing, regardless of whether you happen to be just coming into the

business, as in typewriters, or whether it happens to be something
that you have been in longer and have a larger control of the market ?

Mr. NiCHOL. That is right.

Dr. LuBiN. Mr. Nichol, if you took out the typewriting figures

for the total output of the industry, what percentage would your
figure be of the total ?

Mr. NiCHOL. I am sorry. I don't know that. There wouldn't be
much difference. We can get that for you if you like.

Mr. Maginnis. Mr. Nichol, what do you mean by business machines
in the use of that figure, $246,000,000?
Mr. NiCHOL. I mean the business machines in the
Mr. Maginnis (interposing). What does it include?
Mr. NicHOL. Machines that are used for keeping records, adding

machines, listing-adding bookkeeping machines, and bookkeeping-
billing machines, calculating machines, cash registers, fare registers,

addressing and billing machines, numbering machines, checkwriting
and perforating machines, and typewriters.
Mr. Maginnis. You don't make any cash registers?
Mr. NiCHOL. Any what?
Mr. Maginnis. Cash registers.

Mr. NiCHOL. Yes; but the cash register makes an accounting ma-
chine. We don't make the cash register, but they make an accounting
machine, and we are in direct competition with them.
Mr. Maginnis. You are in competition with them as on the account-

ing machine, but you do not make cash registers ?

Mr. NicHOL. That is true; we do not.

Mr. Maginnis. And in the typewriter field, it is only 11/2 to 1
percent ?

Mr. NiCHOL. That is right. That one-half of 1 percent would not
affect the figure very much.
Mr. O'CoNNELL. It wouldn't affect it? Well, it depends on how

much of the $246,000,000 are represented by typewriters, does it not?
Mr. Maginnis. Yes ; I should think so.

Mr. O'CoNNELL. Do you happen to know that figure?
Mr. NiGHOL. The typewriter figures we have here, including parts,

is about $43,000,000.
Mr. O'CoNNELL. About 20 percent of the total ?

Mr. NicHOL. And ours is $614,000.
Mr. Maginnis. Could you say from the figures you have available,

Mr. Nichol, what percent your company has in the business in the
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particular field you are in, eliminating typewriters and cash registers

and any other machines that you do not cover?
Mr. NiCHOL. Of course, we feel and we always have felt that we are

in the same line of business that all these other companies are, or with
any company that does record making of any kind or record keeping
by a machine.
Mr. O'CoNNEix. Well, I don't think there is any quarrel about that.

The only point I think we are trying to make here is that if the com-
parison were made in lines in which you have a more substantial

interest, the percentage of 7.3 would be very materially changed. I

think if you merely eliminated typewriters, you reduce it; if you take

fifty-odd million from the total figure and deduct the 50,000 figure

from your cost figure, you would find that 7.3 percent would be very
substantially changed.
Mr. NiCHOL. Of course, the typewriter companies sell recording ma-

chines; I mean their typewriters are made to record, and bill, and
everything else.

Mr. O'CoNNELL. I understand, but 1 still want to point out
Mr. NiOHOL (interposing). It would make a difference, I agree with

you, if you take out the typewriters. There is uniquestionably a

difference.

Mr. O'CoNNELL. Or if you take any other number of things out. If

we were to make a comparison between the total value of a particular

product and your percentage of production of that particular product
in any specific case we take, you would probably find it would vary
very greatly from 7.3 percent. It would be on the low side, as in type-

writers, or on the high side of something else. Isn't that true ?

Mr. NiCHOL. I should like to make the points

Mr. O'CoNNELL (interposing). Isn't that true, please?

Mr. NiCHOL, I should like to make the point that we frequently re-

place other systems, which consist of adding machines, computing ma-
chines, accounting machines of various makes, and sometimes they re-

place us, quite frequently, and sometimes in competition they get the
business and sometimes we get it. So we feel very definitely that we are

in competition with all of those record-making and record-keeping ma-
chines.

Mr. O'CoNNELL. Well, that may very well be true, but that has
little to do with the question I asked. Isn't it a fact, please?

Mr. NiCHOL. If you took the typewriters oui, it would be something
like $43,000,000 that would come out of that total, and if you took those
out, it would make a difference in that percentage. There is no ques-
tion about that. I believe that.

Mr. Maginnis. How much would you take out for the cash-register

business ?

Dr. Anderson. Mr. Nichol, might we not achieve the purpose of the
member of the committee—I think you wanted to get an answer?
Mr. Maginnis. I would like to get it if it is available.

Mr. NiCHOL. I don't think it is available right here, but we would be
very glad to get it for you any way you wanted it.

Mr. Maginnis. Whatever it is, $50,000,000 or $75,000,000 or whatever
it might be; it would again come oflf the $246,000,000, roughly, and
would
Mr. NicHOL (interposing) . Only part of it.

Mr. Maginnis. And would again change the percentage.
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Mr. Nichols. I say only part of it, because the cash-register company
does a large volume of accounting-machine business.

Mr. Maginnis. Well, we are speaking—you don't do any cash regis-

ter machine business ?

Mr. NiCHOL. No. If we take
Mr. Maginnis (interposing). Wliere they compete with you on

your machines, that is a different proposition ?

Mr. NicHOL. That is right.

Dr. Anderson. I was going to suggest, Mr. Nichol, that we might
achieve the purpose the committee member, is driving at, namely, a

better break-down of the amount of business per products done by your
company, by asking you to submit to us, if you would, a list or table

in which you would have a break-down of the type of business, the

type of machine, and the proportion of the business done by you, as

compared with all other companies.
Mr. NicHOL. We shall be glad to do that.

Dr. Anderson. I think that would solve the problem.
Mr. Maginnis. We probably had a misconception as to I. B. M.
Mr. NiCHOL. Possibly.

Mr. Maginnis. We thought it was a good deal larger than it would
appear to be ; from the figure of 7.3 percent which you have given r-

physical and social effects of mechanization

Dr. Anderson (interposing). Mr. Nichol, I wanted to ask a ques-

tion that was not touched upon in your paper, which is of importance
in analysis of technology. What are the physical and social effects

of mechanization upon workers? Now, I have, for example, before
me an International Labour Review publication of the International

Labour Office, in which they treat the problem. By way of introduc-
ing the topic, I shall read one sentence or so from the subject of
fatigue, "The increase in fatigue which often results from mechaniza-
tion," and then they go on and discuss fatigue, monotony, and effects

of that kind as a result of mechanization as compared to hand opera-
tions. Have you made any studies, or has your research division made
any studies to indicate anything about these matters ?

Mr. NicHOL. No.
Dr. Anderson. You do not know whether there is increase or de-

crease in fatigue or mental stability of workers in those physical,

psychological aspects that affect production and worker well-being
as the result of production of mechanical devices ?

Mr. Nichol: I do not know specifically but from my own observa-
tion and experience, I would say that fatigue is relieved.

Dr. Anderson. Would you have any figures to indicate whether
the introduction of machines has anything to do with the ratio of the
sexes employed in clerical work ?

Mr. Nichol. No.
Dr. Anderson. Does it have any effect upon the introduction of

employment of proportionately more or fewer women?
Mr. Nichol. I should say more women.
Mr. Pike. One thing : I don't know how much it has to do with

technological unemployment, but I think it fits in here somewhere,
Mr. Nichol. I would like to get your philosophy of the leasing as
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against the- selling and see if it does not fit into this somewhere. What
effect would it have ? In other words, why you do it. That is purely
a business reason, of course, but I would like to see if it doesn't have
some bearing on this problem of technological unemployment, let's

say, with the customer. I am not sure whether or not this fits in, and
it may be off the track, but I would like to a^et your basic background
to that leasing practice.

Mr. NicHOL. We believe that the leasing practice is best for our-

selves and for our users. We have an engineering, development, and
patent department, which is constantly improving our machines, and
we have never held back any development. As soon as it is ready,

we put it on the market, often with great costs to ourselves at the

time.

So if you were to buy machines today, and we brought out some-
thing radically new next year that you should have, you would have
bought those machines at a tremendous cost and you would probably
feel that you would have to depreciate or amortize them before you
traded them in. We trade them in immediately and give you the
benefit of the latest technological advances.

We feel that in the long run, we can better serve our customers and
ourselves in that respect.

Then there is the question of the service. These machines are

highly complicated electrical devices, and we have in the neighborhood
of 1,100 service men who are constantly operating in our customers'

offices, keeping the machines in maintenance and order.

Mr. Pike. You accept that responsibility and do it as a part of the
renting ?

Mr. NicHOL. Yes, indeed ; besides which we must give business coun-
sel. We train all of our men as well as we can in our very compre-
hensive educational system, to know every angle of business, so that

they are able to discuss with you sales problems, manufacturing prob-
lems and other kinds of proolems—counsel with you and apply our
machines and systems to your particular problems.
Mr. Pike. Now, if you sold a machine and after a couple of months,

the buyer decided that he had made a mistake and that it wasn't any
help to him, he has nobody to blame but himself really, but suppose
he leases the machine from you and after 2 or 3 months, he actually

finds that it doesn't help him as much as he had hoped, what happens
then?
Mr. NicHOL. We try to prevent any such thing from happening be-

fore we take the order. In other words, we investigate your situation

very thoroughly. Sometimes before we take your order—and if a

salesman in overenthusiasm tries to sell us on the fact that you could
use our machines for certain purposes and we believe you could not

—

we don't take the business. But the fact remains that we do have that

occasionally occur. We take our machines back in that event.

Dr. LuBiN. How long do your leases run for ?

Mr. NicHOL. Our original lease runs for a year with a 3 months'
cancelation clause, but I might say that we never enforce it.

Dr. LuBiN. So that^

Mr. NiciiOL (interposing). If you wanted to put them back, un-
fortunately we would have to take them back because we only want
satisfied customers. Our machines are in the same category as an
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employee. If you don't like him, if he isn't producing for you, you
get rid of him.

Dr. LuBiN. Well, I fully appreciate the fact that your time-keeping
machines are older machines, they have been in existence for a longer
period of time, but they are being constantly improved, aren't they ?

Mr. NiCHOL. Yes.

Dr. LuBiN. Wherein is the difference between that type of unit and,
let's say, a tabulating unit? I mean, if the purpose is to make avail-

able to the consumer, I mean the businessman who uses your equipment,
the most modern advances, as soon as they are available, why is it that

you—if that is the fundamental basis of your sales policy—why is it,

then, that you sell time machines and you don't sell any others ?

Mr. NiCHOL. To answer the first part of your question, there isn't

much improvement that you can make on time-recording mechanisms

;

in other wojds, they are limited to recording time. You may change
the outside and .you may do it a little faster, but that is about as far
as you can go. It simply records your incomings and outgoings, the
time you start a job^ and the time you finish the job. That is about
what it can accomplish. Those are simple mechanisms, not requiring
the degree of service, both mechanical and in a business advisory nature,
that other machines do^

Mr. Maginnis. Mr. Nichol, I would just like to ask you this question :

Are your employees organized ?

Mr. NiCHOL. No ; open shop.

Mr. Maginnis. Entirely?
Mr. Nichol. Yes.
Mr, Maginnis. From top to bottom ?

Mr. Nichol. That is right.

Mr. Chantland. I take it that your 1,100 service men are not
included in this Endicott plant ?

Mr. Nichol. That is right. They are throughout the United States,-
in every city.

CLASSIFICATION OF LABOR FORCE

Mr. Chantland. Below the officials of the company, what is the total
labor and salary number for 1939 ?

Mr. Nichol. Below the officials?

Mr. Chantland. Yes; leaving out the officials and iiicluding all
other salaried people and labor.

Mr. Nichol. I haven't got that figure.

Mr. Chantland. Well, approximately.
Mr. Watson. Is that number ?

Mr. Chantland. Yes; number.
Mr. Nichol. I haven't got it that way. But we can get it for you.
Mr. Chantland. Well, tabulate them by classes and add them up.
Mr. Nichol. I haven't got it here, I have just the total number

of employees here. We can get it any way that you would like
to have it.

Dr. Anderson, Mr. Nichol, I wonder if you couldn't make a break-
down of "Exhibit No. 2607" into groups which would indicate to us
salary and other workers, wage earners, by certain groupings that
would clearly bring out the proportionate number and earnings in
particular groups? In other words, the average is confusing be-
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cause it may conceal a wide range. If you enlarge the table to

do that it would give us the data that has been asked for.

Mr. NjcHOL. We would be glad to do that. The figure I quoted

from thait table was the hourly workers—that $1,850—in the plant.

Mr. Chantland. Is there any objection to having that take in the
entire company?
Mr. NiCHOL. We would be very glad to get that for you.

Mr. Pike. You mean that 7,610 did include officials?

Mr. NiCHOL. That includes everybod,y in the United States.

Mr. Pike. And the 11,478 included everybody in the world?
Mr. NiCHOL The world picture; yes.

Mr. Pike. Well, by just subtracting the number of officials you
ought to come to it. You ought to be able to guess those ejvsily.

Mr. NiCHOL. Well, it is a matter of definition of officials.

Mr. Watson. In the hourly work, that does not include the foremen.
Mr. NiGHOL. That is just the hourly workers.

Mr. Maginnis. What do you mean by hourly workers?
Mr. NiCHOii. The men who are paid by the hour at the plant.

The Chairman. Then that does not include your salesmen?
Mr. NiCHOL. No.
Mr. Maginnis. Nor the foremen?
Mr. NiCHOL. Nor the foremen. Just the hourly workers.

Mr. Chantland. What Dr. Anderson has called for now will show
this, though?
Mr. NiCHOL. That is right.

Dr. Anderson. In other words, you will supply us with captions?

Mr. NiCHOL. We will be very glad to get that.

Dr. Anderson. If there are no more questions of Mr. Nichol, I think

we might turn to questions of Mr. Watson, who has kindly consented
to come down here and spend the morning with us, and who has not

only developed this business from its inception to the present stage

but who is a man who has done a great deal of thinking, some speak-

ing, and much acting in this whole problem that concerns us and the

committee.
I wanted to ask this question first, Mr. Watson : You have placed

in your own organization, and I understand elsewhere, great em-
phasis upon educational training, placement work, and retraining and
replacement work of an occupational character; do I take it that in

doing so it is your conception that a dynamic technological society,

such as we have, in which frequent changes occur, requires sorjie rather

substantial program of training and placement and retraining and
replacement ? Would you care to comment upon that ?

Mr. Watson. I think. Dr. Anderson and gentlemen, the only thing

we have to depend on to solve this and the many other problems

that confront us is education.

On that point I should like to bring out this fact in regard to the

rental of our machines. We cannot figure out any way for our users

to service those machines. We constantly run a school in our plant,

teaching men to go out in the field and take care of these machines

because our users trust entirely to the accuracy of our machines,

and they must be exactly right, not pretty nearly right. So that is

the basis of our rental program. I know and I believe that our cus-

tomers will tell you that they would prefer that, because if they had
to make their own repairs they would have to train men, and, as we
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put new devices on the machine, they would' have to retrain those
men. I should like to make that point clear.

Dr. LuBiN. Isn't it true, however, that other firms who make com-
plicated machinery, who sell these machines, also maintain service

organizations? With such a simple thing as an oil burner, I know if

my oil burner goes bad I call up the company that represents the
manufacturer and they have trained service men who are available.

Isn't that a pretty general practice for all firms, whether they seH-

or lease, who have a complicated product ?

Mr. Watson. It is with some, and with others it is not, but in our
particularly complicated machines I wouldn't want to undertake to

build a business where I would put the responsibility of servicing the

machines up to the user. To begin w4th they would have to invest a
large amount in the equipment, and if they didn't give them proper
service they would say that our machines were no good. The same
would be true of all their friends who inquired about it. Then there

is the regular inspection that we give those machines to see that they
are working correctly. In fact, I consider our s,ervice department
the most important department in our business. The fact that our
customers can return the machines to us at any time they are not
satisfied, I think, proves that our policy along that line is a fair policy

to the customers. Does that answer you ?

Dr. LuBiN. As far as we are concerned, in our own department, we
find the service excellent when it comes to getting service on the

machines.
Mr. Watson. Thank you very nuich. On the matter of education

—

I beg your pardon.
Acting Chairman Williams. I wanted to ask if in addition to the

regular service you render when you sell or place one of these machines
you also train in the office of the customer someone in the use of it.

Mr. Watson. Yes.
Acting Chairman Williams. That is part of your sales service?

Mr. Watson. It is; in addition to training them in the office we
have a school that I should say runs at least 10 months of the year
where our customers send their supervisors, the man or woman in

the business who wdll supervise the work done by our machines. We
give those people training of 2 weeks in our regular school for that
kind of work, and then we carry on that training in the various branch
offices. Our proposition is a service proposition.

(Senator O'Mahoney assumed the chair.)

Mr. Maginnis. Pretty nearly all the machines are extremely com-
plicated and it would seem that it would require a very high degree
of mechanical skill to keep them in order.

Mr. Watson. Yes. sir: it does.

training for reemployment

Dr. Anderson. Mr. Watson, j^ou feel that in a society where tech-
nology is advancing constantly, some workers will be, as you put it,

momentarily displaced. Tliere are some people who feel that the
adjustments that people can' make cost them a great deal, and that
the time it takes a man to find a new job after being thrown out is

lengthening. You made some point that a training and retraining
program would help. What did you have in mind?
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Mr. Watson. I am not qualified to lay out the entire curriculum,
but I would say education in all directions. What you people are
doing here I include in what I call the educational program because
you are going to learn a lot of things about us, and we are going to

learn things that you want us to do. If we cooperate we are going
to make progress, we are going to be able to do a better job. Now
it is true that as improved machinery, not only ours but machine
tools, drill presses, screw machines, etc., will do more work than the

old machinery, there is a temporary unemployment that hits some
people. That is one of the things we have got to figure out.

The Chairman. Why do you call it a temporary unemployment ?

Mr. Watson. Because the unemployment as a whole in the country
keeps growing greater as we progress, as these figures show, and an-

other thing that was brought out
The Chairman (interposing). What increases?

Mr. Watson. The general employment.
The Chairman. You meant employment? I thought you said

unemployment.
Mr. Watson. I'm sorry, I meant to say employment, because as

was brought out by Mr. Nichol, employment starts in the mines and
smelting mills and so forth, and all along the line, before the ma-
chine is ready to go into our shop and displace some men there, or if

it is one of our machines, before it goes into the office.

The Chairman. Is that a statistical or a theoretical conclusion ?

Mr. Watson. It is a statistical conclusion which you can verify by
the Government records, that in these industries where improved ma-
chinery has been used the percentage of employment in those indus-

tries has increased faster than the population of the country has in-

creased. I have always contended that the use of improved machinery
makes men more valuable and makes the products that they produce
cheaper for the consumer, and in our country where we manufacture
47 percent of everything that is manufactured in the world, through
that process our working people and all of our people have been edu-
cated to want to use these things that they are manufacturing, so the

records show that we have been able to consume a little more than 90
percent—I am speaking of the average, you understand.

The Chairman. Now your contention is that technological ad-

vance by increasing efficiency and increasing productivity and creat-

ing new industries necessarily creates more employment than before ?

Mr. Watson. Yes, sir; that is not my personal judgment; that is

based on the actual figures which you can verify.

The Chairman. Of course, that assumes that the figures which are

collected with respect to specific industries, including new industries,

will give a conclusion as to the over-all condition, doesn't it?

Mr. Watson. That only applies in a progressive country where you
are increasing the standards of living and trying to do more for your
people, through increases in wage rates and reducing working hours
and giving them more opportunity to enjoy life.

The Chairman. Of course, on the other hand, those of us who sit

on various committees of Congress are confronted, particularly when
the W. P. A. appropriation bill comes before us, with^ definite

statistics of unemployment which do not seem to reflect any substan-

tial decrease. Now in the original statement that was read here this

morning you had a very interesting account taken from the Reader's
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Digest, of several extraordinary new inventions or discoveries which
have come into existence during the past 10 years; that is to say,

during the 10 years of the depression, so-called, with the unemploy-

ment figures reaching an all-time high ; nevertheless, technology has

created more new industries than were ever created before m any
comparable period. I think that probably is a correct statement,

isn't it?

Mr. Watson. I think so.

The Chairman. But still we have this unemployment problem.

Mr. Watson. The things we are speaking of have not gotten under
way yet to create the employment which they will create in the next

few years, because it takes a long time—you take a new device, you
get out a patent, and we figure as a general rule if it is a major ma-
chine that it will be 10 years before you are going to make any profit

out of it, it will be 5 years before you are ready to put your trial

models out for final test with the users.

The Chairman, Let's take two of the items that are listed in this

article from the Reader's Digest, streamline trains and transoceanic

passenger air traffic. I haven't used the transoceanic airplane yet,

but I do use the streamline trains consistently in traveling home to

Cheyenne. They have been a development which has completely
matured, practically, during this 10-year period. They are being used
daily running out of Chicago.
Mr. Watson. They are used on that road more than any place

else, but they are not used generally on the railroads.

The Chairman. Throughout the United States that might be, but
of course the West is always a little bit more progressive.

Mr. Watson. I agree with you on that. Senator. That is why I

like to go out in that country.
The Chairman. But with this expansion in the use of streamline

trains, during this same 100-year period and with the establislmient of

regular travel across the Atlantic and across the Pacific, and with
all the new jobs created in the air lines, we still have this backlog of
unemployment upon which we are apparently unable to make any
impression. Does that situation hold out hope that we are going to

solve unemployment and, if so, when?

PROSPECT OF FOREIGN MARKETS

Mr. Watson. I think so ; I think we are going to solve it in a very
satisfactory way to the unemployed, but I don't mean to say that we
are going to do it through the few streamline trains already put in

use, but I believe they will be helpful. My honest judgment is that
we are never going to completiely solve it until we find a market for our
surplus in other countries, because I don't believe w^e can solve the
problem for our farmers and our workers until we do increase pro-
duction.

The Chairman. Other countries will develop their own surpluses
with the same technological advance which we are giving them, will
they not ?

Mr. Watson, There is going to be an advance, but you understand
that we are only 6 percent of the world's population, our per capita
consumption is only seven times as great as the rest of the world's, and
as those people become enlightened, if the standard of living among
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these other 94 percent went up just a very, very little it would go a

long way in solving our problem, because when I say 10 percent, of

course you know what happened in our cotton industry, we used to

market 56 i)ercent abroad.
The Chairman. Are we then to wait for the solution of the unem-

ployment problem until we are able to market our surplus cotton and
our surplus wheat and our surplus manufacturing output in other

countries ?

Mr. Watson. We have to market a certain percentage of it there,

and in doing that create more employment here so we cad market more
here at home.
The Chairman. Of course, we are trying to do that. Congress has

made innumerable appropriations for that purpose. It has subsidized

the exportation of some surplus commodities, and the effect of that is

not to make any apparent impression upon unemployment nor indeed
upon the price which the farmer gets for his surplus product.
Now let me ask you this. In your own institution, or speaking from

your experience in your own institution, what is the position of the

worker 40 years of age or over who is displaced by technological ad-

vance ? What are the chances for his being absorbed or of h^r being
absorbed ?

Mr. Watson. I have never displaced anyone in our industry except
for cause.

The Chairman. That is an excellent record, but they do find them-
selves pushed out of employment in other industries.

Mr. Watson. I don't know, but in our own industry a high per-

centage of men whose value we appreciate are people over 40 years

of age.

The Chairman. Do you hire anybody over 40 ?

Mr. Watson. Oh, yes.

The Chairman. That age is no bar to employment in I. B. M. ?

Mr. Watson. If a man has had experience, for example, in tool

making, a very important thing in our business and it takes a long time
to make a first-class tool maker, we have never made any discrimina-
tion. We have tried in our own w^ay to take care of people as they
grow old. We have never put people on relief; we maintained our
minimum wage during the depression of $18 for married men and $15
for single men.
The Chairman. We had a human exhibit, it was called, here a few-

days ago in the person of a steel worker who was quite evidently a

man of physical vigor. He was about 50 years of age, as I recall,

and* he told us that though he was a skilled operator of a rolling mill
and skilled in the practice of acetylene welding, nevertheless he had
been refused employment because he was over 40, so that was what
suggested this question to my mind. May I now ask you how many
persons over 40 have been hired by L B. M. during the last year ?

Mr. Watson. I couldn't give you that figure, but I can say to you
without any reservation that we have no rules against employing
them, and I want to say further that I believe those men should be
given consideration, and everything possible should be done to get

the man around 40 or 45 into a permanent position so that he will

have' something to grow old with.
The Chairman. How would you do that?
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Mr. Watson. Through education. If a man cannot get a job in

one thing, to find some other place.

The Chairman. But who would do the training?

Mr. Watson, We do it in our business, and the majority of people

who employ skilled labor are giving consideration to- the same thing

and are trying to do the same things we are trying to do. I think

that we owe to the workers of this country a certain security. I am
speaking now of the men who are willing to work and who are dis-

placed or lose their jobs through no fault of their own. I have
always stood on that ground, that these men are entitled to be taken
care of until they can get new positions. I think it is the duty of
Government and industry to cooperate and study and work along
educational lines until they find the proper answer that will be fair •

to business. Government, and the worker. They have all three got to

work together on the job. I am a firm believer that when we do that

these people who are out of employment will be consumers because
they will have enough to spend to meet their requirements of food and
heat and light, and so forth, and continue their children in school.

The Chairman. It is important, then, that these persons shall be
preserved as effective consuming units?

Mr. Watson. Absolutely; and as operating units when we need
them, because we are not always going to be in the position we are

in now.
The Chairman. A person on W. P. A. who receives $40 or $50

a month whereas in a skilled occupation from which he has been dis-

placed he was able to earn $150 to $200 a month is no longer an
effective consuming unit in the economy, is he ? So that the W. P. A.
wage of itself does not create the market which industry needs to
dispose of and distribute its increasing product, so you feel that
industry and Government should cooperate.
Mr. Watson. I do.

The Chairman. To make certain that all displaced workers are
absorbed at the earliest possible moment.
Mr. Watson. Absolutely ; absolutely. I don't think it can be done

in any other way.
The Chairman. Do you have any specific suggestion, with the

exception that there should be cooperation to study the problem?
Mr. Watson. That is the only suggestion I could make, what Dr.

Anderson brought up here, education on the part of all of us.

Dr. Anderson. Mr. Watson, when Philip Murray was here the
other day he made a very strong statement to the effect that the un-
solved problem of this decade is the unemployment problem, that it

is so great that it becomes the dominant problem. He said further
that it was necessary that Government get management and labor
into the same room, so that the three could sit down and work out
this problem, regardless of how long and involved and tortuous the
route might be. Would you care to comment on such' a proposal ?

Mr. Watson. I think I did make that statement, that it has got to
be worked out through the cooperation of Government and labor and
business.

Dr. Anderson. So you would be in accord with Mr. Murray's
suggestion ?

Mr. Watson. Yes.
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Dr. Anderson. Is that kind of thinking fairly general among the

management of industry at the present time?
Mr. Watson. It is. I would say that I am quite sure that is the feel-

ing among all the people with whom I come in contact in the industries

I am in touch with.

Dr. Anderson. In other words, if a proposal came seriously from the

proper source to bring the leadership of this Nation together to wrestle

with this involved problem, the management of industry would look

favorably upon it and participate.

Mr. Watson. Yes. I would like to add one further word. I believe

that we ought to give very serious consideration to reciprocal trade

treaties. We know to start out with that we can't have them perfect,

but I think we ought—I am not a free trader—to have a fair adjust-

ment of trade barriers, because it is so important for us to import
things. I am not thinking now of the exporting, but take a nation as

highly industrialized as we are, manufacturing 47 percent of every-

thing that is manufactured in the world. We know, for example, that

the American automobile companies would have to go out of business

if we didn't import something over 50 different ingredients. If our
imports were shut off today, it would create a situation in this country
that I wouldn't know how to make a suggestion to meet except turn
our standards of living back so far that our people would not be
satisfied in any way.
The Chairman. I suppose you wouldn't import commodities from

other countries if they were m competition with commodities being
produced here and would have the result of driving down the prices

of those commodities, would you ?

Mr. Watson. I am not prepared to speak in detail on that subject

because that is a subject that requires a lot of careful thought. ' While
I am interested in international affairs, I think everybody agrees the
first thing for ' j to do is to consider the effect on our own country as

a whole.
The Chairman. As for example, if peace should one day be restored

to Europe and Nazi Germany should develop business machines of
similar character to your own, would you think it a good thing to have
them imported into the United States in order that the wheat farmers
out in that country could have a better market abroad?
Mr. Watson. I would take my chances on meeting that kind of com-

petition if the Government decided that they wanted to handle it in

that way.
The Chairman. Of course, that reciprocal trade business was just

settled in the Senate a week or so ago.

RESPONSIBILITY OF INDUSTRY TO DISPLACED WORKERS

Dr. LuBiN. Mr. Watson, I wonder whether you would be willing
to express an opinion on just where you feel responsibility of indus-
try ends relative to these people wlio are no longer needed, as you
say, temporarily, but I think there is evidence to show that that
period of readjustment is lengthening. For example, Mr. Nichol
mentioned instances where machines manufactured by you have been
installed, and although the net number of people in tliose particular
instances employed showed an increase, there were people, as he said,

who were displaced. What is the responsibility of the employer, in
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your opinion, in a case of that sort, say seven people are displaced

by a given machine in a given office, for those seven ?

Mr. Watson. First, I think that we should consider what other
positions in the business we could train them to fill, and if we have
other positions, it is our responsibility to teach those people how to

fill them.
Dr. LuBiN, Where they don't do it, assuming apparently in these

instances that Mr. Nichol mentioned, that it was impossible, do you
feel that the employer should share some of the savings in cost that
resulted from this displacement with these workers who are displaced ?

Mr. Watson. I wouldn't want to make a specific statement as to
what all the people in industry should do, but I think I am very safe
in saying that industrially the country would be very glad to cooperate
in working out a solution of that problem because it should be worked
out. I agree with you absolutely.

Dr. LuBiN. Of course we have made an approach in the form of
unemployment compensation, but apparently that doesn't last for a
long enough period.

Mr. Watson. That is the point. It should last longer, because,
as I stated before, if a man is put out of a position through no fault
of his own, and is perfectly willing to work and prefers to work, he
is in a helpless position if some plan is not figured out to take.care of
him.
The Chairman. Referring again to my question a moment ago with

respect to the creation of more jobs, the over-all creation of more
jobs, and your statement that the Government statistics demonstrated
that that was the case I have been checking through the written paper
and I wonder if this is the statement to which you refer

;

At the 1890 census, the oflBce equipment industry reported the production
of about $4,000,000 worth of office machines for domestic use. Of each 1,000
population, 372 were reported as being employed, of whom 7 had clerical jobs.

At the 1930 census, production of about $114,000,000 worth of office machines
for domestic use was reported. Of each 1,000 population, 398 were reported
as having jobs, of whom 33 had clerical jobs. That is, in 40 years, the total
number reported as having jobs per 1,000 of population gained 7 percent, but
clerical employment gained 370 percent.^

In other words, in 1890, 372 out of 1,000 were employed, and in 1930,
398, or 26 more, whereas clerical jobs increased in the same period
from 7 to 33. May I ask whether these figures as to the total number
of employed did not refer to the total number who were employed
in industry ?

Mr. Watson. No. I might say this

The Chairman (interposing). That is the gainfully employed
person?
Mr. Watson. The great increase in those clerical jobs was brought

about by the new things that came into use.

The Chairman. There can be no doubt about that.

Mr. Watson. Take, for example, the automobile industry alone, the
clerical increase there, and the great increase in selling household
articles, and so forth, on the installment plan, has created a lot of
office and clerical work.
The Chairman. What I am getting at is this : whether it has not

been characteristic of this so-called machine age that a good deal of

1 See p. 16772.
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the work has been merely transferred from the home to the factory,

that work which was formerly done in the home or on the farm or
on the ranch and which was not therefore reportable to the census
as within the category of gainful employment is now performed in

the factory and doe&come within the category of gainful employment.
For example we wouldn't contend, would we, that in 1890, 628 persons
out of every 1,000 were idle

Mr. Watson. Did you say idle?

The 'Chairman. I am just reversing the figures on this. We
wouldn't say that in 1890, 628 persons out of every 1,000 were idle,

or had no occupation, and that in 1930, 602 persons were unemployed
or idle, would we?
Mr. Watson. That figure is the total population, taking in the chil-

dren and everyone.

The Chairman. That is right, but even so, that wouldn't directly

describe the condition of the country with respect to employment, do
you think ?

Mr. Watson. I think it would not.

Mr. Pike. Were housewives supposed to be idle?

The Chairman. They were supposed to be idle.

Mr. Watson. I would like to follow what you have said about the

work we have done in the home. If our Government should decide that

we should go back to having work done in the home, then we could

get along without reciprocal trade treaties with other countries, but

we would have to knock out standard of living down. We want our.

standards of living to go up.

The Chairman. That is true.

Mr. Watson. I am looking forward, gentlemen, to higher wage
rates.

The Chairman. Nobody makes any suggestion whatever that we
should go back to the old lower standard economy, not at all. I am
just trymg to develop a correct picture of what these statistics mean,
and as has been pointed out, women who did so much of the work of

the world before the machine age were not counted in our census as

gainfully employed, so that that consideration alone makes a tre-

mendous difference in the interpretation of figures of this kind.

Mr. Watson. I tell you, I have never taken any statistical figures

that I get up myself or get from the Government as necessarily cor-

rect. What I mean by that, gentlemen, is that conditions change
while you are compiling the figures; it takes some time to compile

figures, and by the time you have them compiled the conditions have
changed.

If I may inject this thought before I forget it, Mr. Nichol referred

to some things that are done in our company for our employees, and
I should like to say a word for our employees. The reason we can do
those things for our employees, pay them high wages and give them
other things in the way of insurance, and so forth, is because they

pay us back in more accurate, better work, but I want that in the^

record because I don't want anybody to get the idea that we were
simply giving money away indiscriminately to our employees. I want
our employees to get the credit for having earned the money that

we paid them:
The CiiATiniAN. The circumstance that we ought to have clear in

our minds wIkmi we ai'o trying to appraise this problem and when
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we are looking at it through the eyes of the census taker, is that we
must remember that the woman who ran the spinning machine in the

old days before the invention of the power loom was not recorded

as gainfully employed, but she was just as gainfully employed as any
person working in a mill, don't you see ?

Mr. Watson. And 3,500,000 of them are now domg good jobs right

in factories, running machines, doing assembly work.
The Chairman. And turning out undoubtedly in many respects

better work, and more efficiently. There can be no question about that

but side by side with that improvement we see this other appalling fact

that there is displaced labor, and there is an unemployment problem
and that industry, having been unable to solve it, government has had
to undertake it, and government has not done it in a particularly

effective way, I think we must all acknowledge, so, therefore, we come
the conclusion that in the interest both of business and of government
we must find the way' to create employment at decent wages for those

who do not now have it.

Mr. Watson. I agree with you, Senator, 100 percent, and another
. thing, I don't think the government has made a complete failure in the

work they have done on this, because it is a pretty hard job, a pretty

hard thing to solve.

The Chairman. I didn't mean to imply that it was a complete failure.

Mr. Watson. I should like to ask this question, if I may. What is

the latest figure that we talk about on unemployment ?

The Chairman. I will let Dr. Lubin answer that.

Dr. Lubin. There are no official figures.

Mr. Watson. That is like these figures we were talking about.

Dr. Lubin. You have 3 sets of figures made public, the American
Federation of Labor, the C. I. O. and the National Industrial Con-
ference Board, and they vary by more than 2,000,000 between the high
and low. Certain assumptions are made in counting the number of
people who are available for employment. If you include a certain
number of women as available your figure goes up ; if you include a
certain number of people between age 16 and 17, the number goes up.
It va;ries according to the assumptions that you make as to the num-
ber available. The method is the same. Assupie how many people
are available for work, subtract from that the number who are work-
ing, and that number is more or less the same for all 3 estimates, but
the top'^timates from which you make subtractions vary depending
upon the hypothesis you use as to who is available.

The Chairman. The Bureau of Labor Statistics does have fairly

^&;,^ accurate^ figures with respect to the number of persons who are actually
%' employed.

Dr. Lubin. That is right, very definitely so.

The Chairman. May I ask you now, tnen, how does this figure ac-

cording to your latest reports compare with the figure say 10 years
ago?

Dr. Lubin. Well, as compared let's say for the same month in 1929,
it is down about 1,000,000.
The Chairman. In other words for the same month in 1929 we are

employing about 1,000,000 less persons in the United States today. Is
that correct ?

Dr. Lubin. Yes.

_1244§.l-^41—pt. 30 ^89
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The Chairman. The Census Bureau has estimated that the total

population of the United States is greater than it was in 1929.

Dr. LuBiN. Yes.

The Chairman. So that actually whatever the correct figures may
be there nmst have been an increase in the number of persons available

for employment over 1929.

Dr. LuBiN. Oh, yes.

The Chairman. So that if there are fewer persons employed than

there were in 1929 and the pool of available workers has been increased,

then obviously imemployment has increased. There is the center of the

problem, and these various disagreements.

PROVISION for UNEMPLOYABLE&

Mr. Watson (interposing). I think along with that you will prob-

ably find that the number of unemployables has increased, and I

think it is very important for us to fiiid out in the number of people

whom we list as unemployed how many are unemployable due to

mental or physical ailments of some kind, and take those people out of

the list of unemployed and provide proper care for all of them.

The Chairman. Some of that may be due to age. It ia a signifi-

cant thing that we must always take into consideration that hygiene

has improved, medical skill has improved, longevity is increasing.

We have many more older peop)le now than at any time in history in

proportion to the total population ; the number of persons over 65 is

constantly increasing in relation to the total population.. Now how
many of those are classed as unemployable because industry has no
place for the new applicant over 40 or 45 ?

Mr. Watson. That is another group that we should have. That
comes under the head of education that Dr. -Anderson brought out.

I think we should have all those things. We can solve this problem
if we just know what we are talking about. We will say here are a

group of men who unfortunately lost their savings due to the depres-

sion or some other things. Maybe some of them never saved any-

thing, but just the same they have grown old, and the industries they

were in feel they can't keep them on. It is our duty and it is in

the interests of all of us to solve the problem. It isn't philanthropic,

it is just plain good common sense business, gentlemen, and we ought
to ^0 about it on that basis. We who are in business are just as

anxious to help solve this as you people are down here. Now I be-

lieve that nearly everybody representing our Government is doing
his very best to help business and to help us solve these problems.

On the other hand I believe that nearly everybody in business feels

that way. We need to get together and get the information about
these things. Now what shall we do with these old people ?

The Chairman. Will you please include the Temporary National
Economic Committee in that statement?
Mr. Watson. I meant when I said

The Chairman (interposing). I am merely talking for the benefit

of the- newspaper men, [Laughter.]
Mr. Watson. I stated before plainly and voluntarily that the work

you gentlemen were doing here is going to be helpful, it is along
educational lines. I have learned a great deal from it since you
Rtarted your investigations. If we will, all , approach , this subject
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from the standpoint that we all want to be pretty good citizens, and
that we all want to help each other, we can get the answer. We can't

get it any other way.
The Chairman. I am awfully glad to have you say that, because it

is most important.
> Mr. Watson. I have said a little here about international trade
barriers that I think are holding us back, but, on the other hand,
I believe we have got some national trade barriers that are holding us
back. I think class feeling in this country is a national trade barrier,

and I think all of us in all walks of life ought to do everything possible

to eliminate it so we can all work together and help each other. I
think unfair criticism of government by business is a national trade
barrier; I think unfair criticism of business by government—^I say
unfair—is a trade barrier. I think constructive criticism both ways
would help. I think any form of taxation that affects the free flow

of private capital is a trade barrier. I think if we all work together

we can solve these national trade barriers and help solve the inter-

national trade barriers. There isn't any one thing that is going to

do it.

The Chairman, it has got to be done by cooperation.

Mr. Watson. It has ; no other way is possible.

The Chairman. And in a spirit of tolerance and good will.

Mr. Watson. A spirit of tolerance and fairness, and if we all follow

the Golden Rule we can't go wrong—treat the other fellow as we want
to be treated.

Dr. LuBiN. Mr. Chairman, in view of the fact that the latter part
of the discussion dealt primarily with unemployment I would like to

say for the record, however, that during the past 7 years there has
been added to the pay rolls of American industry something in excess

of 8,000,000 more people than were on the pay rolls 7 years ago.

Dr. Anderson. Despite that fact, Dr. Lubin, there has been an in-

crease in the amount- of unemployment and an increase in the number
of workers available for work who have not had it, and an increase in

the number of persons who get only intermittent labor.

Mr. Watson. And an increase in national income, too.

The Chairman. When you say number added to the pay roll you
mean in the sense that they were new individuals.

Dr. Lubin. No; in other words, there are 8,000,000 more people
working today than 7 years ago.

The Chairman. But not more than 10 years ago.

Dr. Lubin. No ; less than 10 years ago.

The Chairman. Less than 10 years ago, but more than 7 years ago.

Of course, that was borne out by many of the charts which have been
presented here.

Mr. Watson. That is making greater stride and that has been
brought about; there has been a great deal of cooperation between
labor, government, and business during these past 7 years.

Dr. Lubin. I think we can say one thing, there has been no 7 years
in history in any country where as many people were taken back on
the pay roll as during the past 7 years in the United States.

Dr. Anderson. That is right.

Mr. Watson. You ought to feel optimistic because we are going
in the right direction, that is one sure thing.

Dr. Lubin. But not fast enough.
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Mr. Watson. No ; let's improve, get into high gear.

The Chairman. If there are not any other questions now to be
asked, we will express our pleasure and our sense of indebtedness

for the very interesting presentiation you have made this morning,
Mr. Watson, with your staff. Thank you very much for having come
here. I think it has been very helpful.

Mr. Watson. If I may, I should like to thank all of you gentlemen

for the consideration you have shown us aiid for the things we have
learned since you began this study which has stimulated us to greater

activity in this connection.

(The witnesses, Mr. Watson and Mr. Nichol, were excused.)

The Chairman. The committee will in recess until 2 : 30.

(Whereupon, at 1:15 a. recess was taken until 2:30 of the same
day.)

AFTERNOON SESSION

The committee resumed at 2 : 40 o'clock, on the expiration of the

recess. •

The Chairman. The committee will please come to order.

Dr. Anderson. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, this

morning we listened to testimony in the field of the white-collar

worker from the side of management, having as witnesses Mr. Thomas
J. Watson and Mr. Nichol. This afternoon we are to hear tlie story

from the side of labor involved, with Mr. Lewis Merrill, president

of the United Office and Professional Workers Union of America, of

New York City, N. Y., as witness.

The Chairman. Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you are

aljout- to give in this proceeding shall be the truth, the whole truth,

and nothing but the truth, so help you God?
Mr. Merrill. I do.

The Chairman. You may proceed.

TESTIMONY OF LEWIS MERRILL, PRESIDENT, UNITED OFFICE

AND PROFESSIONAL WORKERS OF AMERICA, NEW YORK, N. Y.

Dr. Anderson. Mr. Chairman, do you wish to examine the witness

as to. his qualifications?

The Chairman. Why, you might bring that in
;
yes.

Dr. Anderson. Mr. Merrill, what is you^ ^-elationship to the union

you represent?
Mr. Merrill. I am its international president.

Dr. Anderson. Are there other unions of the same kind in the

field?

Mr. Merrill. There is no national union of the same kind in the

field.

Dr. Anderson. How many workers are organized in the Office and
Professional Workers Union ?

Mr. Merrill. Forty-six thousand five hundred.
Dr. Anderson. Is that a sizable fraction of the total employees in

this branch?
Mr. Merrill. Well, that is less than 10 percent.

Dr. Anderson. Less than 10 percent. Kow old is the union?

Mr. Merrill. It is 2i/2 years old.

Dr. Anderson. Is it an A. F. L. or C. I. O. affiliate?
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Mr. Merrill. Affiliated with the C. I. O.
Dr. Anderson. What is your own relationship to this field of occu-

pational service ?

Mr. Merrill. In what sense, Dr. Anderson ?

Dr. Anderson. What have you done?
Mr. Merrill. Well, I was once a financial analyst in the employ of

Moody's Investment Service of New York City, the Credit Clearing
House Corporation of New York City ; I am a trained economist in

the field of stock and bond analysis. That is my own particular

qualification as a member of the union.

The Chairman. What was your education?
Mr. Merrill, I am a graduate of the University of Toronto. I

hold what would be the equivalent of an A. B. degree in this country.

The Chairman. How long have you been in this country?
Mr. Merrill. I have been in this country since 1929. I am a citizen

of the United States.

The Chairman, How many members did you say are in the union?
Mr, Merrill. Forty-six thousand five hundred.
The Chairman. In how many States ?

Mr. Merrill. In about 23 or 24 States.

The Chairman. Where are the bulk of the members?
Mr. Merrill. The bulk of the members of our union are in the

eastern States; those being New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and
Massachusetts. We also have a substantial number scattered through-
out the west coast and in the Middle West, but not as substantial as

in the East.

The Chairman. I suppose that most of these members are employed
by large or comparatively large institutions ?

Mr. Merrill. I would say in excess of 75 percent of them.
Mr. Maginnis. Might I ask, Mr. Merrill, what do you mean by pro-

fessional workers?
Mr. Merrill. Well, that is more or less ot a euphemism. We mean

anyone who is not engaged in strictly routine work, but who has a
special training, despite the fact that he is a salaried employee.
You can take my own instance. I am a professionally trained econ-

omist; nevertheless I have been employed by a variety of firms on a
salary basis, and had the same relationship to my employer that my
stenographer had. I was and am, I believe, quite in the category of a
professionally trained individual. I could function on my own basis,

I could open up an office, I could put myself forward as a consultant,
but I happened to work for somebody else.

The Chairman. You could teach economics in the schools, I sup-
pose?
Mr. Merrill. I imagine after some additional training, I could

qualify for it. For example, to make the answer a little bit clearer,
we would consider a certified public accoui\tant as a professional, and
we have several hundred certified public accountants in our organiza-
tion. They are employed by firms on a salaried basis and are very
definitely professionals in every sense of the word.
Mr. Maginnis. Do you rate stenographers as professional?
Mr, Merrill. No ; we do not.
The Chairman. There is a growing number of professional em-

ployees, I take it, is there not ?
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Mr. Merriix. There has been a growing number of all employees.

Consequently, there has been a growing number of professional em-
ployees.

The Chairman. Well, I don't think that that necessarily follows,

as a conclusion from the premise that there is a growing number of

employees. It would not necessarily follow- that there would be also

a growing number of professional employees.

Mr. Merrilx,. I would say that there are a growing number of pro-

fessional employees employed on a salaried basis.

The Chairman. That's right ; that is the fact.

Mr. Merrill. That is right.

The Chairman. You may proceed.

Mr. Merrill. The effect of the office machine on white collar occu-

pations cannot be seen in its full import without surveying some of the

facts in connection with the ordinary role of these emuJoyees in our
economic life.

Kemote antiquity had its clerical workers. The word "clerk" itself

is used because the keeper of official records received the "priest's por-
tion" or the "cleruchy."

Dr. Anderson. Mr. Merrill, might I just interrupt you for a mo-
ment ? I see some confusion on the faces of the committee with respect

to following your text. We have a copy before us that is a brief, as

I understand it, of your document ?•

Mr. Merrill. Well, this particular matter in my hands is in three

sections. The introduction, which I was about to read to you and
which is not included in the matter which you have, posits some of the

statistical facts which should be known, relating to the development
of these employees in our economic life, and after I succeed in establish-

ing some of the statistical facts^ I proceed to the discussion of the inno-

vation of the machine itself, which you have there.

May I proceed?
Dr. Anderson. Yes, sir.

Mr. Meriull. That is, the extension of the words "clerical workers"
to business usage is natui'al. Business activities always required the
making, keeping, handling, and interpreting of records. The increased

complexity of business enterprise called into existence a variety of spe-

cialists requiring different trainings.

In the office or colonial times, a very simple apprenticeship could be
served, most likely by a member of the proprietor's family. In the

(lepersoqalized modern office, an integral part of the far-flung and com-
plex commercial.and industrial system requiring the constant record-

ing, receiving, analysis, and transmission of information, the appren-
ticeship is only occasionally a simple one.

But in colonial times and in 1940, the same essential administrative

process takes place, without which production could not be organized
or commodities distributed.

Tlie growth of the white-collar group has paralleled the developing
experience of business itself. Its requirements—that is of business

—

compelled into existence an army of clerks and professionals of every
description. Industry was confronted with an opportunity to push
back America's economic and geographic frontiers by exploiting a rich

internal market, teeming with profits for the energetic and the keen
witted, but those profits could not be secured unless there were goods.
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To produce those goods quickly in large volume, and get them into the

hands of the consumers became the main source of profit.

Administrative cost, in its broad sense, became a secondary question.

As America's economy took a firm hold of its internal market and
reached out for foreign ones as well, it was confronted with a basic

problem of administration, which it solved as well as it could with what
lay at hand. The phenomenal and unplanned rise of the white-collar

uroup and the centralized modern office are the result.

Industry today is setting about solving the problem of administra-

tive costs with all of its accustomed energy and ingenuity. In Factory
and Industrial Management of September 1930 this general process

was discussed in some detail, since post-1929, events urged speedy
reduction of costs wherever possible.

"Take your first problem," said a writer, a vice president of an

eastern manufacturing concern, "the army of clerks, material clerks,

production clerks, cost clerks, ledger clerks, note clerks, planning
clerks, inquiry clerks, correspondents—one by one I eliminated the

clerks, efficiency department, control department. Each department
has 1 foreman and clerk or 1 clerk for 2 departments."

No assistants cut indirect cost by eliminating clerical labor; use

fewer forms ; rationalize ; systematize ; introduce machinery.
For management, the machine is only one of the available means

of reducing costs. For the employee, too, the question of the ma-
chine is only one of the things with which he has to contend. Subject

as he is to abroad social pressures which are undermining a status

which has been his since the industrial revolution, he is confronted

with a problem of social adjustment which is receiving inadequate

attention from either Government or business.

THE GROWTH AND COMPOSITION OF WHITE-COLLAR GROUP

Mr. Merriix. Prior to the Civil War, clerical and kindred em-
ployees were mainly engaged in service for small proprietors. The
shift from employment in agriculture to other fields following the

stabilization of industry after the Civil War revealed a greater per-

centage increase among clerical workers than iimong any other group
in our population. Alba Edwards computes the percentage increase

between 1870 and 1930 at 2,067.5 percent, a rate of increment that

makes the white-collar worker seem like a guinea pig. Between 1870

and 1930, the percentage ratio of clerical and sales employees to the

rest of the gainfully employed population rose from 2.9 to 16.7

percent. On the other hand, figures for Great Britain made avail-

able by the National Union of Administrative Workers show that

in that country between 1851 and 1921 the ratio rose ^om 3.5 to 12.1

percent.

Alba Edwards supplies the following table based on the 1930 census,

which I wish to introduce, Mr. Chairman, as, I am advised, "Exhibit
No. 2609." This table shows the total number of gainful workers and
shows the number of white collar workers, the percentage distribu-

tion of white-collar workers and the percentage ratio of white-collar

workers to the rest of the gainfully employed.
The Chairman. Do you have a copy of the table ?

Dr. Anderson. Yes.
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The Chairman. I would like to see it.

Mr. Merrill. This table reveals some 4,677^35 white-collar male
workers, representing a 12.8 percent of all gainful workers in the

TTnited States. This table also reveals the distribution of female

wgrkers, and then distributes it as between both sexes, as between
native white, foreign-born white, Negro, and other races.

Di\ Anderson. Mr. Merrill, does that large number include more
than clerical workers, as such?
Mr. Merrill. Yes; I would say that this table includes sales em-

ployees" and other employees in the distributive trades.

.The Chairman. What is the source of this material ?

Mr. Merrill. This has been secured by Alba Edwards.
The Chairman. From the 1930 census?
Mr. Merrill. The United States Bureau of Census for 1930. It

appeared in the Monthly Labor Review in March 1934. It was
quoted by him and requoted by us.

The Chairman. The exhibit may be received.

(The table referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2609" and is in-

cluded in the appendix on p. 17425.)

Mr. Merrill. Tlie 775,140 women stenographers reported by the

last census is a far cry from the 7 shorthand writers reported 65
years ago. While the clerical group as a whole was iincreasing some
2,065,5 percent, the percentage increase of females during the same
period was 26,615 percent, representing an increase from 11,500 in

1870 to 3,072,220 in 1930. (One writer estimates that by 1950, 1 out
of every 3 gainfully employed people, Negro and white, will be
Avomen.j ^n 1870, 96.9 percent of all white-collar workers were men.
Ky 1930, 38.6 percent of all white-collar workers were women. With
the exception of domestic service" of one type or another, there are

more female white employees in white-collar erriploymenti than in

any other field.

I would like to submit, Mr. Chairman, a table^ showing the com-
parative growth of the white-collar workers as between men and
women. This shows the growth of the clerical class from the year
1870 to 1930. It shows an increase in the number of men from 297,-

000 to over 2,000,000, and an increase in the number of women from
some 8,000 to almost 2,000,000.

The Chairman. What is th6 source of these figures ?

Mr. Merrill. This table has been supplied to me by Dr. Walter D.
Polakov.
The Chairman. Who is he ?

Mr. Merrill. He is a management epgineer at present, I believe, in

the employ of the United Mine Workers of America.
The Chairman. What was the source of his information, do you

know ?

Mr. Merrill. I believe he made ah independent study in the field

of office mechanization. I cannot say the source of these particular
figures, but I think Dr. Polakov is recognized as a scientist and I think
hi? researches could be accepted as authentic.

The Chairman. Proceed.
(The table referred to was marked "E^^hibit No. 2610'' and is in-

cluded in the appendix on p. 17426.)
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Mr. Merrill. The small percentage of Negro white-collar workers
should be noted. The Women's Bureau reports the growth as follows

:

1910 3,000
1920 : 8, 000
1930 -— 11, 000

Negro white-collar workers are uniformly paid a smaller wage than
white workers employed at the same occupations.

JVomen are generally employed as stenographers, typists, machine
operators, and so forth, while the more highly paid white-collar occu-
pations, such as credit men, accounting, collecting, and so forth, are

dominated by men. In the in-between field, such as bookkeeping,
cashiering, secretarial work, and so forth, women enjoy a numerical
advantage, but there is still a high proportion of males employed.
The common belief that women work in offices as a stop-gap between

school and marriage is highly erroneous. While there is a low pro-
portion of married women employed in clerical work, 18.3 percent
being married as compared with 35.3 percent of the women employed
in trade, nevertheless the trend is unmistakably in the direction of the
married female office employee. Existing prejudice on the part of
many employers to retaining married women as office, employees un-
doubtedly has led to the concealment of this fact, while the age of the
employees, which has been uniformly less than in other fields, has also

played its part.

INDUSTRIAL URBAN CONCENTRATION

Mr. Merrill. The 1930 census listed industries employing white-
collar workers as follows—and I would like to introduce, Mr. Chai;--

man, as exhibit 2611—and its source is the Committee on Social
Security, which issued a publication in which this t^ble was reflected.

It is headed in their publication as "Census tabulations in the labor
supply in the United States."

(The table referred to is marked "Exhibit No. 2611" and is includeid
in the appendix bn p. 17426.) ^

The Chairman. This is the same table that was in that publication ?

Mr. Merrill. That is right.

This table shows 357,000 white-collar workers in the fields of bank-
ing and brokerage as^ compared with 624,0()0 total employees in in-

dustry. It reflects 212,000 white-collar employees in insurance as com-
pared with 507,000 total employees in industry. It reveals some 63,-

000 white-collar employees in the auto factories as compared with
some 640,000 total employees in industry. I have just read those 3 sets

of figures to indicate the comparative location of white-collar em-
^oyees. I will not read the table in its entirety unless the chairman
wishes me to do so.

Dr. LuBiN. Let me call attention to the telephone and telegraph,
425,000 clerks ;out of a total of 587,566 in the industry, and your per-
centage is only 82.4.

Mr, Merrill. I examined those percentages myself this morning.
The figures were supplied to me by my office. I would say not only is

that peculiar, but a number of the other percentages don't make
sense. I would suggest that we just ignore the percentage tabula-
tions as they are shown there. I really can^ say that this is an accu-
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rate copy in that respect. I would like to have an opportunity of

checking myself and submitting a memorandum to the committee.^

Office employment shows a constantly increasing trend toward
urbanization. Naturally these jobs must be performed in the centers

of trade and commerce. Joel Berrall wrote a volume, The White
Collar Class Joins the Labor Movement, and estimates that between
1890 and 1930 the proportion of white-collar workers in the 10

largest cities has increased from 26.7 percent to no more than 33.9

percent. In the average American community, approximately 5 per-

cent of the population will be engaged in white-collar employment,
while in the larger urban centers, this will increase to 10 percent. In
communities such as Washington, D. C.; Denver, Colo.; Hartford,

Conn.; and so forth, the white-collar worker is overwhelmingly the

majority group in the community.
Unemployment among white-collar workers is no longer a personal

problem. It is perhaps the outstanding question before employed
and unemployed white-collar workers alike, as thousands upon thou-

sands of them find themselves on the relief rolls with no hope of em-
ployment in private industry.

Not only are employment opportunities narrowing, but they never

can keep pace with the hundreds of thousands being graduated from
American schools and colleges every year. In 1938 alone, 148,000

young men and women were graduated from American colleges.

The social wastage involved in training young people for jobs

which will never exist is incalculable. For the individual it is a

ghastly tragedy. Disillusionment serves to heighten all the normal
psychological difficulties of the persistently unemployed, and de-

moralization results earlier. White-collar W. P. A. projects which
have performed notable service in preserving these invaluable skills

and training, have most frequently been the victims of the derisive

description, "boondoggling." The enormous wastage of training

thousands upon thousands yearly and having them join the swollen

ranks of the unemployed is truly boondoggling, and on a scale so vast

that if permitted to continue uncurbed, may have a profound effect

upon the white-collar labor market.

The Chairman. That criticism is not very widespread actually,

certainly not in responsible circles. I think it is always well to bear

in mind that when W. P. A. appropriation bills are passed in Con-
gress, even last year, very little if any opposition is registered in

opposition to them. For example, the last W. P. A. appropriation

bill, which undertook, I thought unwisely, to place some restrictions

upon expenditures, and so forth, passed in the Senate without a

single dissenting vote, and there were only 23 votes in opposition in

the House, so that I think there is a possibility of giving too much
weight to

Mr. Merrill (interposing). The criticism was not necessarily di-

rected to Congress.
The Chairman. Of course, what Congress does is ordinarily a

reflection of what the people think, and it has been my experience
that every survey which has been made of public opinion in the

United States bears out the conclusion that Members of Congress
for the most part have reached, which is that public opinion believes

'Exhibit No. 2611 has been corrected to show the proper percentages.
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it is a national obligation to take care of those for whom employment
opportunities are denied, so I don't think you need to be very much
disturbed about phrases. I think there is too much attention being

given anyway to name calling and to various efforts to—you know

—

paint the picture.

Mr. Merrill, Frankly, Senator, I am not really terribly hurt and
I don't think my membership is. We are not very much upset about

this thing.

The Chairman. That is merely argumentative. It deals witn the

superficial aspect of the problem that is before us. What we are try-

ing to find out is not what people say about on& another but what
the facts are.

Mr. Merrill. I agree with you.
Mr. Chantland. May I ask one question? Just preceding what

the Senator was talking about, it seemed to me that you inferre 1

that the graduates were all or mostly all headed toward white-colla r

jobs. Did you mean that?
Mr. Merrill, Yes.
Mr. Chantland. On what do you base that ?

Mr. Merrill. Well, I believe that it is statistically proven, and I
would be glad to provide the committee with a carefully prepared
memorandum based upon some of the reports of the school systems
of the country, which would indicate that a vast majority of the
people even in the lower grades are prepared for white-collar em-
ployment, and an indisputably vast majority of graduates of colleges

are headed toward white-collar employment. I think it can be
proven as a quotation from the reports of the various school boards,
throughout the country. I would be glad to prepare such a memo-
randum for you.

Dr. Anderson. I am somewhat familiar with the vocational studies
on high-school students. We will have it presented in detail next
week when certain educators come before us, but they surely substan-
tiate what you have said, that even in industrial communities the
children of industrial parents seek to become white-collar workers
rather than industrial workers.
Mr. Merrill. As a matter of fact, a number of educators have

taken up this question with me. They are profoundly disturbed
that they are training people for jobs which they are never going to
occupy, and I think this problem as a whole comes in for increasing
attention. It is a very important problem.
The Chairman. You don't mean to suggest that you think it would

be desirable to train more young people for industrial and mechan-
ical jobs or hard labor?
Mr. Merrill. Well, I don't think there is anything invidious in

being prepared to do a job at labor if you are going to be employed
at it.

The Chairman. Of course the evidence that comes before us is chat
the machine is making manual labor more and more unnecessary. We
had Mr, Murray here the other day with his human exhibit to show
how manual labor had been displaced by the continuous strip mill.
Now it would seem to me that it would be a rather idle thing for any
school, any vocational school even, to train young men to become the
operators of handmills because the handmill is on its way out. Like-
wise, the evidence before us with respect to technological improve-
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ments on the railways. What was it they called that machine, the

nutter, and the track layer? Both of these instruments and many
others are taking the place of hand labor, so personally I can't see

any reason why parents shouldn't desire to have their children trained

for white-collar jobs and why graduates from high school and col-

lege shouldn't prefer to do work of that kind rather than manual
labor, hard labor, for which we are bringing the machine into exist-

ence.

Mr. Merrill. You see, Senator, I haven't a single panacea to offer.

I am just drawing your attention to the fact that literally hundreds
of thousands of people are being trained for jobs which they are not
going to occupy.
The Chairman. That is the interesting point. I was going to

direct a question to you when you read this sentence : "Not only are

employment opportunities narrowing, but they could never have kept
pace with the hundreds of thousands being graduated from American
schools and colleges every year." Now that is a very important con-

clusion, if you have facts to substantiate it. I suppose that is the

purpose of your paper.
Mr. Merrill. I think if you will permit me to continue with this

aspect of the testimony you will find that it will be substantially

proven.
The Biggers November 1937 Census of Unemployment found 839,-

693 clerical and kindred workers and 143,766 professional employees
totally unemployed. In excess of 1,500,000 employees were totally

and partially unemployed or employed on emergency work.

I would like to submit a table from figures of the Biggers November
1937 Census of Unemployment showing the clerical and professional

woi;kers employed and unemployed, revealed by this census.

(The table referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2612" and is in-

cluded in the appendix on p. 17426.)

Mr. Merrill. This table shows as follows: Totally unemployed
clerical, 839,693; professional, 143,766. Emergency workers, 204,926,

professional, 82,213. Partially unemployed, 237,450, professional, 58,-

159. Total clerical employees, 1,282,069; professional, 284,238.

Mr. Chantland. How was the classification used arrived at in

establishing professional ?

Mr. Merrill. I am sorry, I have not examined the original question-

naire. I imagine it followed generally the description I liave given.

Mr. Chantland. Many of the professionals are mechanical, engi-

neering, so on. It isn't the narrow sense of professional?

JNIr. Merrill. It isn't in the narrow sense of professional. Sohie-

times it depends upon the individual investigating. He might make
an error in judgment. It is such a peculiar distinction to make, such

a very difficult distinction to make, that you might find totally dif-

ferent figures from the same source of facts as between two investi-

gators ot the Biggers census.

Mr. Pike. I don't think there were investigators in that census,

were there? Didn't you just fill out a form?
Mr. Merrill. < I meant in the sense of compilation.

I would say that there are a great many people who are, properly

speakihg, clerical workers in the strict interpretation of the sense but
who prefer to be called professional.
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We can safely conclude that in every substantial urban community
almost 17 percent of the total male unemployed and 35 percent of the

female unemployed are clerical and professional employees. On the

same basis in large cities, where the main groups of white-collar

workers are employed, in New York for example, we find that clerical

and professional employees constituted 25 percent of all males totally

unemployed and 49 percent of all females unemployed.
The Monthly Labor Review of May 1935 showed that of the workers

on relief more than 6.4 percent were clerical and professional workers,

taking the Nation as a whole, while in the city of New York clerical

Avorkers alone constituted 10 percent of the number of workers on
relief. The Division of Social Research of the W. P. A. estimated

that 215,500 office workers alone were on the public relief rolls in

1935.

White-collar workers once unemployed are qut of work longer
than any other group with the exception of the totally unskilled.

There was a time when white-collar workers could hope to advance
readily to highly paid jobs in commerce and industry. This is no
longer true. Yet it is still more respectable to be a white-collar

worker than to be a manual laborer, even where manual labor is

more highly paid. It is this will-of-the-wisp respectability which
makes white-collar jobs the objection of the majority of young people,
particularly . students.

Ordinarily office employment of the most routine nature requires

at least a high-school diploma, and perhaps in addition, special

business courses. For any job outside the range of strictly clerical

employment, and in many cases even here, college degrees and long
^nd arduous years of training are necessary.

EARNINGS OF WHITE-OOLLAR WORKERS

Mr. Merriix. The high salaries that are supposed to accrue to

white-collar employees constitute one of the most startling myths in

connection with American life. Frequently office and professional
people, after long years of training, find that in order to secure prac-
tical experience in industry they must work for little or no pay.

Stenographers frequently start at salaries of $15 a week, and at

times at less than $10.

Jn Michigan, for example, half of the 247,000 clerical workers
studied, of both sexes, earned less than $1,000 a year during 1934.
Among the 150,000 clerical workers studied in Pennsylvania, 42
percent earned less than $17.50 per week, and 56 percent of some
73,000 clerical workers earned less than this amount. Female workers
comprise this latter group.
'Professionals fare better, but Paul Douglas, in Movement of Rela-

tive Wages, Its Economic Significance, reports that between 1890 and
1924 real wages of all clerical and salaried employees declined 5
percent. The trend would appear not to have diminished but to have
increased.

According to the National Resources Committee, the average in-

come of families of clerical employees was $1,901, while 6.8 percent
had incomes below $750.
The following table which I would like to submit, prepared by the

Wage;and Hour Division of the United States Department of Labor,
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shows the distribution of clerical employees in 30 cities by earnings

for the years 1935-36. I should just like to quote you some of the

percentages reflected in this table.

(The table referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2613" and is in-

cluded in the appendix on p. 17427.)

Mr. MERRiLii. Those earning less than $700, pen?8ititage of workers,

21.8 ; those earning less than $1,100, percentage of workers 57.3 ; those

earning less than $1,500, percentage of workers 75.6; those earning

less than $2,000, percentage of workers 90.8.

I would like also to submit to, the committee the following table

taken from a study entitled "Labor in the United States," which

shows the median annual incomes of clerical and professional em-

ployees by age groups.

(The table referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2614" and is

included in the appendix on p. 17427.)

Mr. Merrill. This shows the clerical employees between the ages

of 15 and 24 to be earning a median income, of $630 per year; be-

tween the ages of 25 to 34, $1,080; between the ages of 35 to 44,

$1,285; between the ages of 45 to 54, $1,270; between the ages of 55

to 64, $1,180; 65 years and over, $985. This table also shows for

professionals between the ages of 15 to 24, $585 ; between the ages of

25 to 34 years, $1,270; between the ages of 35 to 44, $1,665; between

the ages of 45 to 54, $1,735; between 55 and 64, $1,600, and 65 and

over, $1,520.

Mr. Maginnis. May I interrupt just a moment? In connection

with that table, what do you mean by professionals?

Mr. Merrhx. I am submitting without additional information the

table as I took it from the work I quoted, which is Labor in the

United States, by W. S. Woytinsky, sponsored by the Social Science

Research Council and based upon figures of the Social Security

Board. Exactly what he classified as professional I can't tell you,

but I am submitting the figures for what they are worth. I think

the book is rather widely accepted. I cannot tell you exactly how
Mr. Woytinsky established these as professionals.

Hours of work : The white-collar group is substantially on a basic

40-hour week, but work-weeks of 50 hours and more are not uncom-
mon.

I should like also to submit to you a table prepared by Mr. Joel

Berrall for the year 1928 revealing the weekly hours of work of office

employees in private business.

(The table referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2615" and is in-

cluded in the appendix on p. 17427.)

Mr. Merrill. This table shows the weekly hours of office employees

in the fields of banking and finance, insurance, wholesale, and retail,

manufacturing and mining, public utility, and so on. I should

merely like to indicate the comparative nature of the table. Those

on a 40-hour week-would seem to number about 25.63 percent in

banking and financing; those employed on a 40- to 42-hour week ap-

proximately 32.42 percent, and so on. I will not go into the table in

great detail. It requires rather careful study in order to secure the

information.
Mr. Pike. It is too old to be ^iven great weight.

Mr. Merrill. I am quoting it because it is for the year 1928, and
^rOf.diWKl vohiwiges Jia^ve taken place since that time as business has

tried to adjust itself to a different basis of doing business.
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Mr. Pike. It doesn't mean that it should be given great weight
at this time.

Mr. Merrill. Except to indicate the trend. I have some additional

information.
Hours of work, like other working conditions of white-collar em-

ployees, have been under constant attack since 1929. I don't say wc
are in a position to say to what degree this change has taken place.

Change has taken place on a wide scale. It has undoubtedly changed
since 1928, but if we can posit that one fact we might be able to

get a better idea as to what has taken place.

Unregulated overtime tends to break down existing work-week
standards. Bulletin No. 120, of the Women's Bureau, reveals that in

New York 78.8 percent of those finns interviewed reported overtime
work. Overtime work is largely uncom.pensated.
American business for December 1938 reported a survey among 287

companies covering their overtime compensation policies.

By far the most popular plan for compensating for overtime is the supper-
money plan. Out of 287 companies surveyed, 139 pay supper money and no
extra compensation for overtime. The next niost widely Tised plan is no com-
pensation whatever, 96 companies finding it unnecessary to give either supper
money or any allowance for overtime.

American Business submitted a table based upon this survey which
I described as an overtime-compensation table, which I would like

to submit to the committee. It breaks down in detail the general
summary which I have just read to you.

(The table referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2616," and is in-

cluded in the appendix on p. 17428.)

Mr. Merrill. The operation of the Fair Labor Standards Act has
tended to reduce long hours of work and uncompensated overtime.
There is, of course, no statistical information yet available which
would show its full effect.

Mr. Maginnis. Where did you obtain those figures?

Mr. Merrill. From American Business. It is a publication rather
widely read among executives. That should be the December 1939
issue, not December 1938.

Mr. Maginnis. That is information given in the table, which we
have. Where were the figures obtained?
Mr. Merrill. Yes, I see, I am quoting to you directly from Ameri-

can Business which made this survey on its own account and did
not give, of course, the information behind that table. I presume
that the information was submitted in confidence by enterprises or
firms that had confidence in them.
Mr. Maginnis. My question was purely as to the source.
Mr. Merrill. The source is American Business.

CHANGING STATUS OF CLERICAL WORKERS

Mr. Merrill. The clerical workers not only do not form a fixed
class in the sense of fixed numbers, but are far from a fixed class in
relation to other sections of the population. It is a truism that the
white-collar workers occupy a middle position. In terms of econom-
ics, the white-collar worker is very much a part of the working class,
conforming to every established economic criteria which would justify
that description. In terms of his social habits and values he is the
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very backbone of middle-class America. One writer estimates the
American middle class as about 12,500,000 persons of which 9,200,000
are estimated to be salaried employees. A recent Gallup poll, on the
other hand, reports that about 70 percent of all Americans consider
themselves a part of the middle class.

As far SIS the average whit^-coUar worker is concerned, these doubts
about his position within society are being resolved daily. The chang-
ing economic and social situation more and more exposes him to

forces steadily depressing his position within society and his share
of the national income. This is the outstanding problem before the
white-collar worker, and it is changing his life and values. Ruptured
social habits, continued high requirements, even to items of personal
appearance, low pay, long hours, and exceplionally larsre unemploy-
ment confront the white-collar worker with an aggravated problem
of adjustment. It is not strange that it should be found that

among the white-collar occupations, illness and physical impairment are rela-

tively a more frequent cause of despondency than among laborers.

THE INTRODUCTION OF THE MACHINE

Mr. Merrill. The machine in the office has not been heralded wdth
any fanfare because it has always been present to some extent. The
principle of the typewriter itself has been known since 1712. Its

intensive introduction, however, has taken place only in recent times.

The broad economic reasons for this have been noted. As long as it

results in more economical administration of business enterprise, it

will continue apace. Other factors governing the introduction of
office machines are very much the same as those of any other type of
machine. The office machine is a tool which increases the produc-
tivity of the worker because it multiplies the number of things per-

formed by no greater effort. In the case of the office employee, these

tools are not always strictly analogous to those used by the physical
worker. Yet, the file and filing cabinet and complicated visual and
cross-index systems which have been developed are purely memory
machines. The typewriter is clearly seen to be a writing machine, as

is the shorthand machine; calculating machines of all types clearly

multiply the arithmetic process, and so forth. In the words of H. D.
Harris of the General Motors Corporation, in discussing the office

machine, "A piece of mechanical equipment is only a means to an
end." As in the case of the manual worker, the office machine has
permitted the greater division of labor and consequent standardiza-
tion and rationalization.

The office machine has fully justified itself as an aid in 'increasing

productivity. How widely it is used can be shown by an article in

American Business for March 1940 discussing the problem of costs

of administration in which tlie administrative fate of an order for a

Toledo scale is given. The machines mentioned in this quotation

have been italicized by us.

After the order is accepted, it is turned over to a clerk who makes a work
sheet on a special form for pencil writing. On this form all the details of

the order are entered and checked for the billora, who use Royal typewriters
equipiK'd with .illing type and Ditto carbons. The invoice forms consist of the
original or ma; ter. From this are run the follTHvin^r copies: Sales tax copy,
duplicate sales( tax copy, salesman's advantse-she^ from which checks are
drawn <twicc a! wopk oft Toiid clicck writer), commisstofi voucher for posting
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to salesman's account, a statistical or cost copy on which is figured the profit

or loss on the sale, customer's acknowledgement, branch collection copy (if

needed), a consignment tracer copy in the event the scale is delivered from a
branch or agency consignment stock. There is also a copy for the credit

department. * * * All these copies are run on the Ditto machine, near the
two EUiott-Fisher bookkeepers.

In the cfturse of this article, description isi given of "two punches,
a sorter, and printer in the tabulating department are kept busy
handling a statistical sales analysis job which gives a minute break-

down. * * * Same department handles pay rolls." Captions
on illustrations describe bookkeeping machines, visible index sys-

tems, mailing room rack systems, mailing machines, and so forth.

American Business for February 1938 cites

:

Using multiple-function accounting machines, Individual Towel Co. of Chi-

cago cuts billing costs, speeds all statement writing, and improves record of

deliveries at one operation ; also uses same machine for pay rolls.

Grace Coyle in Present Trends in Clerical Occupations reports that

the Commonwealth Edison Co. puts in 1 room 80 girls, • classified

by "temperament and ability." They are stenographers, typists, and
dictaphone operators. When the executive wants to dictate, he tele-

phones to the central bureau and a worker adapted to his kind of
work is sent him. "Exit the private secretary" announces the com-
paijy, reporting that the plan saves them 15 stenographers. The
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway states that by introducing

dictating machines they have increased the amount of work done
by 20 percent while saving 20 percent in labor cost. The General
Electric Co., of Schenectady, introduced 650 dictating machines and
centralized the operators in 1 room. To increase efficiency, ^ tran-

scribers are familiar with the work of each executive and thus some
continuity in the work is secured. What becomes of the displaced

workers is, of course, not mentioned in the company report.

The record of office equipment manufacturers, perhaps more
directly than in any other way, reveals the growing use of the ma-
chine m the modern office. The number of workers employed in

the manufacture of business machines is now in excess 'of 18,000, an
increase in 2 years of 6,000 workers. Its total voluipe has been
steadily growing. The census of manufacturers represented a yearly
'volume in 1937 of $138,071,167 as compared with $98,383,910 in 1925.

The Exchange, monthly publication of the New York Stock Ex-
change^ lists in its March 1940 issue a, table showing the 1939 divi-

dend yields of listed common stocks assembled into industrial groups.
The business and office group was the only group showing a lOO-per-

cent payment of cash dividends. This compares with -45.8 percent
for the automobile industry, 78.1 percent for the chemical industry,

68.7 percent for retail merchandising, 40 percent for the booming
aircraft industry, and ^4.6 percent for finance.

RATE OF TNTRODCJCnON OF MACHINES

Mr. Merrill. Of course, the manufacture of business and office

equipment is still a young industry. The office machine itself is, in

a sense, still subject to experimentfli use. Its full potentialities have
yet tc be realized. The electrically driven typewriter, for example,
may vastly reduce the n^imber of typists. The p&st-1929 develop-

1244&1—41—pt. 30^ ^40
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ments naturally boosted the wider use of oflBce machines as a means

of reducing costs in time of depression.

In the periods of relative prosperity since 1929, they have been

used to avoid hiring additional employees. Its increasing use today

is a warning of its much wider use in the future when it can be

secured at less cost and on easier terms.

One of the important factors slowing up the introduction of the

machine is the fact that reduction in operating costs is, in small enter-

prises, frequently offset by the loss of use of the capital invested in

the machine. In manufacturing industries, investment in machines

is a capital outlay. Generally, however, investment in office machines

is charged against operating administrative costs. Regardless of the

account practice used, its net effect is to reduce the amount of income

going into wages. Yet the working capital embodied in a machine

can be most important t small businessmen, consequently they con-

tent themselves with the simplest and most widely used machines.

It is primarily because the cost of office machines requires a large

volume of clerical work to justify the expenditure that only large-

scale employers of white collar labor are using it to an increasing

extent. Large volume, of course, is not always the deciding factor.

In some cases, office machines enable the assembling of information

which would not otherwise be available except at prohibitive cost.

In other cases, the machine secures the information more quickly

though not more cheaply. Where the information itself, or speed

in securing it, is important in the making of executive decisions, the

increased operating cost would be justified.

In these cases the introduction of office machines has led to new
employment. It would be quite erroneous, however, to conclude that

this is or can be the characteristic result. The net effect of machine
introduction h permanent job displacement.

The relatively slow introduction of office machines compared with
the ability to use those now available naturally serves to retard

abrupt technological changes. Office-equipment manufacturers are

unlikely to force the development of new machines. The need to

realize on investment in existing plant and equipment is but one
phase of this question. Usuallyj manufacturers do not introduce
new types of machines in greater number than their competitors, and
reduce competition to its simplest form, or they fail to bring out
new competing machines because existing ones are protected by pat-

ents or where certain types of machines have a limited market, the

venture is deemed too hazardous. A virtual monopoly in many types
of machines would seem to exist.

I should like to make it perfectly clear here, Mr. Chairman, that
I don't necessarily consider such monopoly a bad thing. The Dicta-
phone Corporation, for example, does not grant credit terms beyond
30 days and has consistently avoided installment payrhents of any
kind. Yet turning in an old typewriter will result in the immediate
delivery of a new one which can be ]:>aid for on convenient terms.
One of these days this particular financial knot is going to become

untied, and it will Ijeconie simpler for business to effect the capital
outlay for many types of machines. When that occurs, its effect

upon the white-collar employee will be to devastate existing standards
and aggravate all of the existing trends. The result in terms of
personal lives of the salaried employees thus affected is unpredictable.
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We have noted that the machine greatly increases the volume of

production. For example, H. L. Doherty Co. reports that from
1925 to 1929 its typewriters turned out 144 percent more work while
salaries increased only 47 percent.

The 1937 business show in New York displayed a typewriter-computing-bill-

ing machine that computes an entire invoice in one operation. One stenographer
can operate the new robotyper, pneumatically operated typewriter controlled
from a perforated roll, like a player-piano, incidental to her other duties and
a single operator can operate up to four robotypers at one time.

Haphazard measurement of clerical production is giving way to

scientific measurement. Now, many establishments measure perform-
ance on the job, including, for example, the use of typewriter

devices, cyclometers and others, measuring strokes, errors, time per-

formed, number of completed letters, and so forth.

In the case of other machines, adaptable controls of some sort

are usually instituted to enable management to judge relative

performance.
John Mitchell, a management engineer, in an article. Improvement

in Office Methods, appearing in a publication of the American Man-
agement Association, says, "Since 1930, the machine manufacturers
have improved their products tremendously. Some of the pioneers

in scientific management are applying the principles of motion
economy; and it is probable that during the next 10 years radical

changes will be made in the method of arranging and utilizing equip-

ment in the office." Tlie more careful study of worker performance
obviously is already leading to many refinements of existing machines.

MACHINE DISPLACEMENT

Mr. Merrill. While production continues unabated or at increased

levels, leading to the use of machine terms such as "speed up," "pac-
ing," "timing," and so forth, by white-collar workers, the volume of
wages continues to drop, and unemployment continues to increase.

Reference to the section on unemployment in the foregoing will

recall that even a marked increase in reemployment by industry

would not keep pace with the number of newly trained workers
yearly produced by our schools in the many thousands.
In the main, workers who are displaced by the machine must

either secure employment with establishments which require their

existing skills or be retrained. Retraining is an expensive process

and reluctance to finance such retraining by the ipdividual, even when
possible, is increased by the fact that there is no assurance that once
this occurs there is immediate likelihood of securing employment.
While some concerns do retrain their employees (or, rather, those

of them retained to operate the machines) the result of machine
displacement is generally permanent. There are no figures available

to indicate the number of workers affected by this process. Union
statistics merely indicate that it is substantially larger than it was
yesterday, and affecting an increasing number of categories of
employees.

In the work Shifting Occupations, by Louis Dublin of the
Metropolitan Life Insurance Co., bookkeepers were noted as among
the occupations showing a low proportion of constancy. This is at-

tributed to low wages and youth of the employees, but the inci-

dence of the machine must also be included. It was noted here that
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39.2 percent of those engaged in clerical occupations shifted to manu-
facturing, operatives, skilled building and other trades, laborers,
agriculture, railroad employees, in. just about that order.
Dr. Anderson. What is the date of the study to which you have

just referred?
Mr. Merrill. I regret. Dr. Anderson, that I do not happen to

recall that, but there is a very careful abstract of the volume in my
office, and I would be glad to send it to you.

Dr. Anderson. As far as I know, it is the only .study available,
and it was fairly well dated, so that even if this were true when
this study was made
Mr. Merrill (interposing). It might be out of date, that is right.

I am sorry I cannot proyide that information.

effect on skilled workers

Mr. Merrill. The increasing use of machines is leading both to
a demand for employees with fewer skills and attainments, while the
very specialization the machine makes possible is resulting in a re-
quirement for more skilled workers .within these narrowing cate-
gories. Clerical work generally has required a knowledge of busi-
ness practice, rehability, honesty, tact, neatness, and such skills as
shorthand, typing, knowledge of bookkeeping, as well as in some
categories trainir ^ of a kind usually characterized as "professional."
It can be argued, >f course, that a bookkeeper remains a bookkeeper
even though the accounting process is accomplished through a ma-
chine under his direction. But the use of the machine places a
premium on mechanical aptitude in its operation, ability to main-
tain sustained attention, and so forth. These qualities are not quicKly
developed. The machine process, therefore, leads to a division of
the tasks to be accomplished with especial responsibility placed upon
the worker who is required to interpret the result. The use of the
machine tends to freeze skills and limit advancement, or reduces
such advancement to fewer categories of employment.
John Mitchell says, "the department heads were unwilling to

wea;ken their particular units by passing good workers to other
departments; consequently when asked for a good worker they
invariably passed the poorest one along."

PROMOTION POLICIES

Advancement and development of new skills are retarded not only
by the fact that the use of the machine requires fewer skills of the
employee, but that it consequently reduces educational requirements
and results in inadequate preparation for the filling of vacancies in

the higher categories. A small percentage of clerical work still

opens the door to higher paying positions, but the levels to which
they can rise are becoming more fixed with every turn and t\\Hst of

the business eycle.

F. G. Nichols reports in "A New Conception of Office Practice"
that 88 percent of office managers questioned said that they preferred

clerical assistants who could not rise to higher positions. The eon-

verse to this is that when employees show a special aptitude in

lower-paid position^ particularly in machine operation, there is a
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reluctance to promote them, and no extra financial consideration is

given for this discrimination in promotions. Advancement and
regular promotion has always been haphazard and is becoming less

possible with the increasingly routine nature of employment due to

the increase of machines.
The Chairman. Who is F. G. Nichols ?

Mr. Merrill. Mr. F. G. Nichols is not an authority on this ques-
tion. He has done considerable research in the field. ' His work is

generally quoted in this connection. There has been so little Gov-
ernment study into this question, there are so few Government fig-

ures available, that naturally independent researchers who have
worker" in the field must be drawn on rather heavily. That is why
I quoted rather widely from American Business and other publicar

tions of this sort, because other information more scientifically pre-

pared and which can be authenticated is just simply not available.

The Chairman. When did he write this?

Mr. Merrill. This I believe was written in the early years of the

depression; that would be some time in the thirties.

I feel that anything Mr. Nichols might have said in this respect

is substantially supported by statements of John Mitchell, and of

others, and all of his writings from which I have quoted ai-e recent

and have been published within the last 6 months or a year
Mr. Pike. Your own experience, you have seen around Moody's,

that is reasonably true around the larger organizations—not neces-

sarily Moody's.
Mr. Merrill. I was drawing attention to a condition. I would say

that when you break a person m on a machine, there is a considerable

investment. To retrain a person or get a new person to run that

machine is going to cost you some money. And some firms make
careful iallocations as to what promotions are going to cost tomorrow.
Others do not, with the result, particularly where there is careless

management, that there is a tendency to keep these people in these

positions regardless of their ability.

The Chairman. The statement which attracted my attention was
the first one you quoted, namely, that "8 percent of office managers
whom we, or whom somebody interviewed, said they preferred cleri-

cal assistants who could not rise to higher positions."

In other words, this testimony is, for what it may be worth, that

the office manager when he seeks a person to operate a machine, wants
one whose capacity is not any greater than that.

'Mr. Merrill. I would say this, and in further explanation of it,

that if I were an office manager and I had to retrain a machine oper-

ator every year, in my department—or a large number of them—

I

think I would rather give up the job, because I don't think you can
get production out on that basis.

I am merely pointing to this fact; it is a very real problem—^how

to take care of it is again a different question.

Of course, the union has made proposals of its own to individual

employers. We are putting forward no panaceas, but where as in

the past this was not an established condition, it is true today. It is

growing, and there are sound business practices which justify it.

There is,no use avoiding the fact that it costs money to train machine
operators. I know that one employer with whom I discussed this
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question, who was my particular employer, told me this when I

wanted to leave, I w^as offered more money, and he sat down and we
figured out that after all, I w^as a trained employee. What was the

cost of breaking me into their particular system? It ran a little over

$1,500, and he said, "That is what I am losing when you leave. You
can take any raise up to that amount for the next year, and it w^ould

be all right with me."
I mean, he knew exactly what he was dealing with. He knew the

cost of actually breaking in someone, a new employee on that job.

(Discussion off the record.)

Dr. Anderson. Mr. Merrill, isn't it well to point out, too, the other

fact th9,t clerical labor in the earlier stages of its use, say in the early

years of the century, was frequently looked upon as a form of work in

which a person could begin and then rise through the ranks to some-

thing higher ?

Mr. Merrill. That is right.

Dr. Anderson. And yet you point out now that with the investment

in the worker, with the level of proficiency required, with the mecha-
nization and the load placed upon clerical service, we have what
amounts to a definite occupational skill, and management seeks to

keep it that way.
Mr. Merrill. That is right.

And in further explanation of it, I have tried to point out that

you cannot say, "Well, management is a big meanie, they don't pro-

mote people with ability." It is sound business practice that compels

this, and the difficulties of prior notions on the part of white-collar

employees to secure exceptions of their situations, and the idea that

they are going to become president, iust has to give way to th^

practical necessities.

You have to, generally speaking, operate your office within a rea-

sonable figure commensurate with the volume of business generally

done. If it were merely that we are saying that management is a
meanie, a great, big meanie, and now, let's all be good people about
this, the situation would be different. But it can't be solved that

simply. It is a definite social problem, in my opinion.

On the other hand, there is a greater tendency to salary standardi-

zation, since performance is susceptible ta the same measurements.
To offset this in part is the comparatively recent introduction of the

bonus and piece-work system in certain types of employment.
No estimate can be ventured of the extent of the human problem

involved in technological change. As yet, very few concerns main-
tain statistics that are useful for anything but determining their

own immediate administrative requirements. The Federal and State
Governments have only in recent years made an effort to compile
statistics relating to white-collar employment. It has been noted
that the machine serves to aggravate all existing trends bearing
down on white-collar employment. That these trends, including t\v'

wider use of the machine, are having cruel effects is to be expected
In this respect the white-collar worker is following in the patli

hundreds or thousands of manual workers have had to travel. Con-
ditions of work, hours, salaries, standing in the community, security-
of employment, conditions of health, are being changed for every
white-collar worker, young and old. They are being changed partly
in terms of the machine innovation, and partly 'in terms of other
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factors. All of them hang like the sword of Damocles, threatening
to sever the established familiar habits of conduct. The machine is

only one of the guns hammering away at the social fortifications of
the white-collar workers. That these fortifications should crumble is

to be expected. That there should be casualties is now taken for

granted. That these casualties should increase in number from year
to year has become familiar. What cannot be known is which gun
is causing the greatest damage at any particular time. For the
worker slain on the field of economic battle, description of the type of
bullet which laid him low can be for him a question purely academic
and about which he can hardly testify.

The trade-unions and professional associations of the white-collar
salaried employees have not resisted the introduction of the machine.
They have bent their efforts to increasing their strength in order
to make certain that its introduction would follow an orderly process
with appropriate consideration for the human problem involved.
The active discouragement of business management to the organiza-
tion of their employees into self-governing unions has militated
against their ability to insure that in given establishments this prob-
lem will be dealt with in fairness and equity. While it is the stated
public policy of the United States to encourage membership in such
organizations, this has not been accompanied by vigorous application
of existing laws.

PUBLIC POLICY AND BUSINESS PRACTICE

Mr. Merrill. The United Office and Professional Workers of
America still has pending with the labor boards of the States and
the Nation charges covering discriminatory discharges and petitions
for elections which are more than 2 years old. Other elections, sUch
as one held covering the employees in the New York district office of
the Metropolitan Life Insurance Co., have been abrogated for all

practical purposes by long-drawn-out litigation.

The direct intervention of white-collar unions is taking place on
an as yet limited scale, and represents only a beginning in this
respect. Employers under contract with local unions of the United
Office and Professional Workers of America have, during the course
of those contracts, introduced new machines. Machine introduction,
however, has not been accompanied by the increased speed-up, though
production itself has naturally improved. Employees displaced by
machines were discharged on a graduated basis, usually after pay-
ment of a dismissal wage, while the union, because it follows em-
ployees from job to job and is not confined to a single establishment,
was able to make provision for their employment. The interven-
tion of the union has served to preserve all of the beneficial features
of the introduction of the machine, while mitigating or providing
against its ill effects.

The regularizing function of the union has led in frequent cases
.
the increase of wages for the remaining employees and not reduc-

tion of wages, which is the standard accompaniment in nonunion
establishments. This has been due not to a policy of fostering this
development by the United States Government, but to the initiative
of the employees in question. Inadequate appropriation for the
enforcement of even existing legal safeguards naturally leads to gov-
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ernmental indifference. The social role of the union is consequently

limited to the size of its membership. Of course, this is the intent

of employers, who, defeated in the field of argument and social policy

as stated by Congress, are nevertheless able to have their own way
in the field of social practice. The white-collar unions naturally

propose to remedy this defect.

Discrimination against white-collar labor in many pieces of social

legislation is taken for granted. Unemployment, for example, due
to the introduction of the machine and other causes, is greater among
white-collar workers than any section of the population, yet their

inclusion in the Social Security Act is only partial and a right which
has to be constantly guarded against the encroachments of those who
would narrow its applicability. Administrative procedures are slow

and can be changed only at great expense after frequent representa-

tion, and so forth.

The efforts of the United Office and Professional Workers of

America to secure inclusion in the Social Security Act of employees
of nonprofit social agencies has not been successful, though 'A did se-

cure the inclusion of bank employees after much expense and effort.

Salaried employees are exposed to the same social hazards as bank
employees or other groups of white-collar workers. Nevertheless,

despite our efforts they are denied the benefits of the act. An em-
ployee of a bank displaced as a result of machine introduction can
secure unemployment insurance. An employee of a social agency,

perhaps working in the same building, displaced as a result of
•machine introduction, cannot secure unemploymf^t insurance. The
social logic is not clear to the United Office and Professional Workers
of America. Yet much of its time and income will have to be
devoted to overcoming this lapse of the United States Government.
The relatively poor bargaining position of the white-collar employee

in the labor market is clear from all the facts given. Yet, an act

designed to improve that position, such as the Fair Labor Standards
Act, is one whose applicability to white-collar employees is in hourly
doubt, and only preserved because of the unremitting efforts of the

white-collar unions and the Congress of Industrial Organizations.
The exposed position of the white-collar employees in our economy

is clear to all. Yet slashes of W. P. A. are directed more against

projects aiding these workers than any section of the working popu-
lation. The pleas of the white-collar unions are ignored, and their

representatives constantly insulted by major and minor adminis-
trators.

The white-collar employee in the United States today is penalized
by governmental and business practice for a position in society he
may once have enjoyed but which is no longer his. His right to be-

long to a union is under constant attack. His organizations are pub-
licly crucified by a congressional committee in Washington one day,
while in Albany on the next the New York State Senate passes a

measure barring bank employees from the State Labor Relations Act.

This bill was defeated in the assembly only after an intensive cam-
paign by the Bank and Brokerage Employees Union, a local of the

U. O. P. W. A.
The white-collar unions today are occupied with problems which are

properly within the jurisdiction of the United States Government.
They may be compared to a volunteer fire brigade which is trying to
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do a job for which a specialized, trained fire-fighting force, with
modern tools, is available, but which has not yet decided whether it

is proper to put the fire out.

The social policy of the United States is in all its implications

progressive and liberal. Its social practice is as little of this as it

can get away with, and it does not meet the needs of the white-

collar workers in this country. The ^growing introduction of the

office machine, unless modified in the light of the foregoing consid-

erations, spells the opening for white-collar workers of a period of

great chaos in standards of living, standards of work, job opportuni-
ties, and all of the things which represent the ordinary aspirations

of the ordinary citizen of the United States of America.
For its part, the United Office and Professional Workers of America

sees its responsibility, as a representative organization of white-

collar workers, of expanding its own strength and that of all organ-
ized labor; of fighting for its own legislation and the general legisla-

tive program of the C. I. O. ; of lending its main efforts to securing
greater expansion of production and purchasing power among white-
collar workers and the whole people. The orderly processes of social

adjustment cannot be accomplished without the union occupying its

appropriate place as a natural and democratic effort with which every
white-collar employee should be associated, to which pvery employer
should accommodate himself, and whose voice, as the voice of people
working for a living and speaking together and with authenticity and
sincerity by speaking for themselves, should secure the profound re-

spect and attention of all our divisions of government. In this re-

spect, the United Office and Professional Workers of America will

be enabled to discharge in its field what the Congress of Industrial
Organizations is striving to discharge in all industry in the interests

of the United States and its peof)le.

The Chairman. What modification did you have in minci when you
said, "The growing introduction of the office machine, unless modified
in the light of the foregoing considerations, spells the opening for
v/hite-collar workers of a period of great chaos," and so forth ?

Mr. Merrill. Well, as I said at the opening of my testimony,
Senator, I had no panacea. I was hoping that this committee might
come forward with one.

The Chairman. Well, that is a good enough word to tack on to any
suggestion, of course.

Mr. Merrill. Well, I agree, but apart from any facetiousness, I
really don't know at the moment just what controls could probably
be instituted. For one thing, it is quite certain that all social legis-

lation which is affecting the workers generally in 'the United States
certainly must be allowed to apply to white-collar workers.
.
Mr. Ltibin. Do you feel that the growth—well, I take it from your

testimony that the growth of the trade-union organization and collec-
tive bargaining would at least make it possible for those who are
affected l3y the machines, to take part in the formulation of policies
which will hurt or protect against the encroachment of the machine.
Mr. Merrill. Yes ; very definitely. Of course, I am a specialized

witness; I am not going to say anything but that I think everybody
should join the union. As a matter of fact, it is very difficult for an
employer to use an experimental machine, to know exactly how it is

going to work out, and the counsel of the union has made certain
that this thing is going to follow some orderly process.
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Now, no employer likes to discharge an employee for machine dis-

placement or for any other reason, generally speaking. If the union

can comisel with the employer as to just Jiow it should be introduced,

its rate, the types of machines, and give us a chance to find jobs for

these other people, we could allow these machines to be introduced

without any serious effects from our standpoint.

We want the concerns, particularly those concerns that are con-

tractually related with us, to be profitable concerns. We want them
to make more monej^ so that they can pay our workers more wages,

and, generally speaking, we are naturally more inclined to support a

unionized firm than a nonunionized firm.

With that modification, I would say that we have found that the

union has served splendidly as a means of making certain that the

human aspects of this problem are properly satisfied, and what can

be done is done.

The Chairman. Well, I come back now to that question I asked

you when you were reading your introduction. You remember I

referred to this sentence:

Not only are employment opportunities narrowing, but they could never have
kept pace with the hundreds of thousands being graduated from the same
schools and colleges every year.

Do you think that you have substantiated that in this paper—that

conclusion ?

Mr. Merrill. To my satisfaction.

The Chairman. Well, of course.

Mr. Merrill. But I

TJNEMPLOYMENT—SECULAR OR TECHNOLOGICAL

The Chairman. You see, the reason I ask that question is this

—

before you answer me. You see, the contention is made to us that

unemployment is not so much the result of the machine as it is ah
aspect of the depression. The contention is made that machines ac-

tually create more opportunities for jobs, and that removing the

depression will remove the whole unemployment problem.
Mr. Merrill. Well, you see, I can go along with that part way, as

it affects my field. I cannot discuss the broad question as it might
affect the steel industry or any other industry.

Generally, as it affects white-collar employment, there is no doubt
that white-collar unemployment is an aspect of the depression in the

following sense : Business generally over the years developed a large

oversized clerical force, and it is ordinary business horse sense to

reduce the cost of that operation. Now, along comes the depression.

It says, "You are either going to find ways of increasing the profita-

bility of your enterprise, or you are not going to be able to show the

same profitable return to your stockholders.

So they look at this problem, which has not been solved. They
start to nnd one method or another to reduce that cost. They insti-

tute a process which will not istop necessarily with immediate solu-

tions of the depression in its larger sense. In other words, you might
be able to find a solution for the depression and still not be able to

overcome this particular problem, and that is, that industry and com-
merce in this country produced as the result of its own intensive
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development a clerical group which is greater in size than its needs
at the moment, or its apparent needs in the future.

Now, then along comes the machine. It is true, as I can see it, in

my everyday life, that certain types of machines in the oflSce field do
produce new employment. But, generally speaking, this is not the
result. For example, a business firm in business for 50 years, with
an established clientele and customers which it is going to service in

one way or another, expensively or inexpensively, has a volume of
correspondence with those customers; say it runs to 1,000 letters a
day. If a machine exists, either the Stenotype machine, which you
see here, or a dictaphone machine, which can increase the productivity
of the workers employed, they are going to do it. But; generally
speaking, that is the kind of problem that industry or business is'

trying to solve. It is not only getting additional information that

enables accurate executive decisions, resulting in greater profitability,

but it is also trying to overcome that problem of excessive adminis-
trative costs.

The Chairman. Yes ; but what you are telling us is this, as I gather
it: that the future does not hold a possibility for employing all the
machines and all the clerical workers that are being turned out.

Mr. Merrill. At the same time?
The Chairman. Yes.
Mr. Merrill. No; I don't think so. I don't see how it is possible.

For example, you take this radio-typing machine
The Chairman (interposing). That is what you are telling us;

that is exactly your conclusion?
Mr. Merrill. That is right. That is exactly my conclusion. Con-

sider this robot typewriter and the other machines that are being
experimented with by I. B. M. and Burroughs and all these other
companies. They don't know exactly what is going on. How can
they? Business has not yet decided. It is making experimental uses
of these machines. For example, it may be practical to introduce
a patent which is known today; that is, radio-operated typewriters.
You can set up in a room 100 typewriters and have a centrally con-

trolled point from which you can control every indentation of that
typewriter. That is a fact; it is a scientific fact established. There
is no practical use of that being made at the moment, but some day
your business, in solving or dealing with its problems, is going to find

a practical use for it.

At the moment everything the radio-operated typewriter can give
you, the I. B. M. electrically operated machine can give you more
cheaply, or in conjunction with existing processes. But that is a
fact.

The Chairman. Of course, the answer to that is

Mr. Merrill (interposing). At the moment
The Chairman. That every technological advance of that kind in

the past has been accompanied by such an increased demand for the
product there have been opportunities for the employment of all

who came ap seeking the employment.
Mr. Merrill. Well, perhaps in the industry which manulactures it.

The Chairman. Well, for instance, let's get all the way back to

the invention of the linotype machine. When the linotype machine
first appeared, it was assumed that it would result in displacing
printers. Well, it did displace a particular kind of printer, the old
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hand type setter. If he didn't learn to use of the linotype, why, he

gradually passed out of the picture except for job work or advertising

copy an(l the like. But the invention of that linotype machine made
it so much easier to turn out printed copy that a vastly increased out-

put was the result.

We have on the newsstands, magazines in much greater number
than we had 25 or 30 years ago, or perhaps even 10 years ago; isn't

that correct?

Mr. Merrill. Generally speaking, of course; that is manifestly

correct.

The Chairman. In other words, this perfectly remarkable machine
which was so extraordinary at the time it was brought in that people

commonly said, "Why, the machine almost thinks!"—it is no com-
parison at all with this radio-operated and controlled typewriter

device of which you speak. But the one, as we look back, actually/

did not have the result of decreasing jobs.

Now, are we to look forward and say that inventions . of this kind

in the future will not follow the pattern which we have seen in the

past, but will .displace workers and there will not be an opportunity

to employ all of those who are graduated from schools and who are

being trained for clerical jobs?

Mr. Merrill. I hope I have made it clear that it is the contention

of the statement which I read, that these machines are not in them-

selves bad -

The Chairman (interposing). Oh, no, I understand that.

Mr. Merrill. But that their benefits must be controlled with the

maximum intelligence. I think that yoiir general conclusions might
be logically sound, except that the facts are not; that we are faced

with the concrete

The Chairman (interposing). Now, don't impute any conclusions

to me! I am asking you a question. I am outlining the points of

view which you have expressed, and I am trying to get your conclu-

sions. I will conceal my own for the present.

Mr. Merrill. My conclusion as to the effects of office machines

—

commenting generally on the use of the machines, of course—is that

modern civilization, as we know it, would not be possible without

machine-method production. If the administrative processes are

affected as well, of course, it should be produced. To deny that

would be to be willing to insert ancient ignorance in the place of

our modern intelligence.

The Chairman. And, of course, everybody who discusses that

question is sometime or another accused of wanting to reestablish

ancient ignorance, which, of course, is not the purpose of persons

like yourself.

Mr. Merrill. Well, I would say that the Luddites, who destroyed-

the first machines which appeared in England, are presumed to have.-:

continued right up to the present time in ever-growing numbers."^

But that is not true. I think there is a great understanding, not'

only on the part of the white-cOllar worker generally but of the

American people, of the importance of the machine to our economic
and political institutions.

I think there is also great need for the intelligent inquiry as to

how it can be controlled. For example, I think it is marked stupidity

on the part of certain enterprises to shunt aside the possibility of
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securing in an orderly way the contribution of their employees on this

and like questions. I agree with the general conclusion that in our
field particularly the machine is at this time one of the incidental

factors. But an incidental factor directly combined with another
aspect of the question, the general effect of the depression can be
social dynamite. We can say this because it is changing every day
under our own eyes, and I can cite instance upon instance out of my
own personal experience, of the fundamental change it has worked
in the lives and thinking of white-collar workers in the cities of the

United States. That change in their ideas—the way they go on,

their standing in their community, the respect of their fellow men,
the commendation of their employer—these are important things to

Americans, yesterday and today, and the machine very definitely, as

one of the implements causing this result, must be considered in its

proper relationship.

But the broad social factor which it is bearing upon is, in my
opinion, outside the scope of any particular enterprise and is part
of the general social policy of the United States, which I do not
think business enterprise follows closely enough in its own interest

ahd in the interest of the whole country.

FUTILE PROSPECTS FOR EMPLOYMENT

The Chairman. Still, what is your answer to the question, whether,
looking in the future, the machine will or will not produce more jobs?
Mr. Merrill. Whether the machine is capable of producing more

jobs? I am unable to prophesy whether it will or will not.

The Chairman. No; but you did, you did prophesy. That is

where I am trying to pursue. You said, "Not only are employment
opportunities narrowing, but they could never have kept pace with
the hundreds of thousands being graduated from American schools
and colleges every year."
Now, if I understood that sentence of yours, it is a statement to the

effect that no matter what happens, depression or no depression, job
opportunities never have kept pace with the hundreds of thousands
who are being graduated from the schools. Now, is that what you
meant to say?
Mr. Merrill. I think so, Senator, for the following reasons, as I

have tried to make clear before
The Chairman (interposing). Well, now, what are you doing—are

you are making a prophecy now ?

Mr. Merrill. No, I ainjiotmaking a prophecy; I am making a
general statement.
The Chairman. All right.
Mr. Merrill. When it comes to prophecies, that is sayifig tTiafr~at -a^

specific time, this will happen or may happen. "The number of job
opportunities todnj^—are they likely to be curtailed?

I have tried to show that business will likely reduce the number
of those jobs in its own interest, and I think that American business
IS going to operate just as efficiently as, say, British business, which
manages to get along very nicely with an administrative force repre-
senting only sonie 12 percent of the total gainfully employed popula-
tion. Yet in this country it is close to 18 percent or close to 17 per-
cent.

^
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The Chairman. But there may be more business.

Mr. Merrill. There may be more business, but it is unlikely, in

my opinion, that the increased volume of this business will not be

taken care of by the increasing use of machines in adaptation, ration-

alization, and generally a more orderly way of doing your business

than under the present form.

The Chairman. In other words, in looking forward, you have given

to us as your considered opinion that you cannot conceive of a suf-

ficient increase in business to provide jobs for all of- those who are

being trained and educated to work, because of the machine?
Mr. Merrill. I think that the machine is one of the most important

factors ; that is correct.

The Chairman. Well, what other factor is there?

Mr. Merrill. What other factor is there? Well, it depends upon
the quality of the training itself. We do note a trend of reduced
educational requirements, although they are still high. There is a
tendency to water it down. That might be a factor, too. People
might be willing to go into other occupations and shift to them much
more easily than they do now.
We have noted the tendency that when people are trained as office

workers they will go to almost any length to avoid going into some
manual occupation, because of the respectable inference involved in

white-collar occupation.

The Chairman. In other words, the machine is tending to com-
pletely displace the white-collar worker in business offices?

Mr. Merrill. No ; Senator, I don't go quite that far. I would say
that there is an implication present. I wouldn't say that that tend-

ency has already manifested itself, but the implication within the

logic of the premise we have established, that is, including the fac-

tors we know, is very definitely there.

At the moment, I wouldn't go beyond saying that it is an implica-
tion. I wouldn't say that that tendency has manifested itself beyond
the degree to which I have testified.

Dr. Anderson. Mr. Merrill, pursuing the topic from a slightly dif-

ferent angle, in the morning's testimony Mr. Watson had a section

entitled, "More machines, more employment." He oflFered evidence
from the census indicating that in the 1930 census we had a certain

increase in number of gainfully employed per population, in a 45-

year span, from 1890 onward, but that in the 40-year span, the number
reporting clerical employment had increased enormously above that.

The first was a 7-percent increase, the latter is a 370-percent increase.

Now, I should like to offer a little piece of evidence from that
occupational trends book referred to by Dr. Kreps on the opening day
of the testimony, which Dr. Davidson and I are now publishing,
which bears upon the topic you and the Senator have been discussing.

I have before me a display of percentage increases and numerical
increases in the clerical workers. We have cleared them from the
census so we have just clerical workers and no trade workers, from
1910 to and including 1930. In the decade 1910 to 1920 there were
added to the labor force 1,319,000 clerical workers. In the decade
1920 to 1930 there were added to the labor force 879,000. In the
first decade noted, clerical workers increased in the labor force by
80 percent. In the second decade noted, they increased only by 29
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percent. Their numerical increase had fallen off decidedly; their

percentage increase had fallen off very markedly.
When we projected the thing into 1940, we found. a still further

decrease in the number of persons, a decrease in the rate of growth
of the number of persons offering themselves as clerical workere.

Mr. LuBiN. How do you define clerical workers there ?

.Dr. Anderson. In this particular instance we took the classifica-

tions of the census and broke them into the following groups : book-

keepers; cashiers and accountants; general office clerks; messenger,
errand, and office boys a>i;d girls; stenographers and typists. For that

population, which covers pretty definitely the clerical group so far

as we can separate them in the census, that was the trend. I want
to ask, then, with that thought in mind, and with that material

before you, this question : Can wliite-collar employment as indicated

by this segregation of clerical workers absorb displaced workers from
other parts of the economy or new entrants to the field of labor in the

immediate future?
Mr. Meerill. I would say, categorically, no.

Dr. Anderson. In other words, despite the usual increase in the

number of clerks as compared with the rest of the gainful workers of
the Nation, the categories of gainful workers, you can't conceive that
white-collar opportunities are the place to go ?

Mr. Merrill. I would say not only despite it, but because of it.

Dr. Anderson. What do you mean by that ?

Mr. Merrill. The mere fact that they have already increased to

this large extent militates againsc their ability to absorb any addi-
tional employees.

Dr. Anderson. So the whitec liar labor force is adequate tv, meet
any employment demands that are now available or in immediate
propspect?
Mr. Merrill. I would say yes.

Mr. Maginnis. Mr. Merrill, in the light of the last page of your
statement, "The white-collar unions are ignored and their represen-

tatives constantly insulted my major and minor administrators,"
what you you mean by "administrators"?
Mr. Merrill. I mean administrators of W. P. A. We have had a

great deal of difficulty about it. Of course the Senator corrected
me before, and I don't know whether he wants me to go into this.

The Chairman. I really think that is just a matter of opinion.

Mr. Merrill. Of course it i».

The Chairman. Unless we had Y/. P. A. administrators here to

speak for themselves I think it is a little beyond our function, as a
matter of fact. X noted that statement but I didn't think it was
worth bringing up.
Mr. Merrill. I think you anticipated it.

union contracts and technological change

Dr. Anderson. Mr. Merrill, in your union procedure, in the con-
tractual relationships with employers, what use has been made of any
clauses in contracts with respect to technology ?

Mr. Merrill. We have never embodied it in any clause. We have
a general governing clause that any dispute arising in the course of
employment shall be a subject of negotiation and, discussion, and
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these matters have been taken up under that clause. The manage-
ment usually notifies: "We want to introduce new machines in a

department," and we discuss it with the union representatives of the

employees in the establishment and take that problem up. That has

been taken up just in the same manner as employer-employee rela-

tionships of the contract. .We have never required a specific clause

in order to guarantee that we would be permitted to discussthe ques-

tion. I believe I am familiar with all the contracts signed by our
local organizations, and the only case I know of that we ever had a

clause- specifically referring to the machine was when a small em-
ployer sought to introduce machines in order to fight the union.

They were organized and ready to sign a contract with us^ and we
did insist upon a clause governing the machine, but this was not
introduced as a matter of business practice; it Was introduced as a

nriatter of employer-employee relationship.

Dr. Anderson. Did you include a clause in the contract with re-

spect to the relation of the machine ?

Mr. Merrill. Yes. This was a rather harsh clause, and I beg you
to remember the unusual circumstances involved. In this particular

case the employer agreed that'Mespite the fact that he had purchased
these machines, obviously with the intent of displacing a number of
workers, nevertheless he would guarantee that no employee would be
discharged as a result of machine displacement for the life of the
contract.

Dr. Anderson. Does your organization intend to proceed with that
kind of contractual relationship?

Mr. Merrill. No; we feel that the general clause providing for

discussion of all matters is quite sufficient.

Dr. Anderson. You have touched upon the condition of married
workers in the clerical field. Do you have anything in your con-

tracts covering the matter of marital status of workers or changing
marital status and its eifect upon employment ?

Mr. Merrill. Why, I would say no, except that in no fiiin where
the union has a contract has anyone been permitted, to my knowl-
edge, to be discharged because they married. If it were to happen,
if there were objection, perhaps for practical reasons (I cannot pos-

sibly envision the circumstances that would justify it, but I have
come across strange things in the past, perhaps it would occur in the
future), we could discuss that perhaps in the case of that individual
worker or the category.

Dr. Anderson. Do you find any attitude on the part of the man-
agement generally or in specific instances with respect to marital
status of workers in which married women are not regarded
favorably? .

Mr. Merrill. I would say that once was the prevailing attitude.

They didn't want married women around, they should, be supported
by their husbands and not be in offices anyhow, they should occupy
themselves more with their homes, and that sort of thing, but I

think that is changing; It is changing for two reasons, one I think
that the employee who is married is usually a more consistently

efficient worker. I couldn't vouch for statistics for this, but I tliink

that in ordinary conversations this is generally accepted; the other,

which is a very important reason, is that it is becoming more and
more important for women who are capable of adding to the family

1
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income to do so. With the vast majority of people in the low-income
brackets in clerical work, obviously the need for additional income
exists. If they can go out and get it, it helps to solve a practical
problem, because if it is merely supplementing income already avail-

able, the pressure to provide a higher level of income, as would be
the case with a single wage earner who has to support a family,
doesn't become so great.

Dr. Anderson. You offer that as a piece of supporting evidence
with respect to the reason for reducing wages of clerical workers?
Mr. Merrill. Why, yes, I think so—well I wouldn't say this was

one of the reasons. I would say that in the process of lowering
wages, they have taken advantage of this factor as being an effective

cushion.

Dr. Anderson. And despite wide unemployment you find that
management is not pressured to remove its married workers?
Mr. Merrill. Well, I think that, as I said before, management is

not only not being pressured, but would resist it to a much greater
degree than it did in the past, because better home adjustment,
which is truer of married than unmarried people," results in a better

degree of efficiency, more persistent, more sustained, and in office

employment I can t tell you how important a factor this is. If an
employee, upon whom you cannot always check up, is consistently

efficient for 99 days out of 100, and then one day goes awfully bad
on you, it can lose you an awful lot of money and can mess up an
awful lot of important work. This question of sustained efficiency

is so important to management that I think they just naturally give

way.
Mr. Pike. I would like to ask your opinion, Mr, Merrill, on one

effect that I don't think you brought out, and that is the effect of
going into the office as part of a line of promotion. You used to

go in at the shop or at the office to learn the business. Now, in a

fair size business you go into the shop and in a year or so you end
up tightening a nut and you haven't learned much about the business.

More recently you go into the office, let's say, of a large bank or

large organization and you get to pounding a comptometer and you
don't learn much about the business there. I think industry in

general has got its line of promotion almost unconsciously without
looking for it, and I w6nder if you have ever broken up in both
places by the introduction of the transmission belt system, the pro-

duction system, a method by w^hich people can come through and take

those positions which I take it will always be available ii one way
or another, the managerial, executive functions, which do require a

large general knowledge of the business as a whole. It would seem
to me that you W'Ould have to go back to, let us say, the little man
or the little office in order to be able to learn the business as a whole.

After you departmentalize so much (the machine does that) you
seem to have created a barrier both in office and shop against the

person who either wants promotion or deserves promotion or has
the innate ability to secure promotion providing the line is open in

the upper ranges of the business. It seems to be quite important in

one of the phases that you mentioned, that siocial phase, the feelinjr

of respectability, the feeling that one is getting on and can see his

way through better than the other people.

Mr, Merrill. There is less opportunity of it than in the past. Of
course, management must provide in a large corporation for con-

124491—41—pt. 30 41
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tinuous available new managers; people grow ill, people die, people

grow old. There are only two ways in which they can do that, or

uiree ways. One is to recruit them from other firms. The second is

to recruit them from the ranks of their own employees. Now, since

the process which you refer to has taken place, that is the increasing

loutine nature of office employment generally, and is not leading to

the rapid appearance of these people, management is taking a bird

step, that is, it is providing itself in advance with people, saying, "We
are going to train this man as an executive, and we are going to take

him through every one of these departments." They are either known
to management already, they come from a friend, they show likeli-

hood, or they show exceptional attributes and abilities in some other

respects.

Mr. Pike. But not so much hope for tlie fellow who is in there.

Mr. Merrill. I wouldn't say it doesn't happen ; there is not as much
likelihood.

CHANGING STATUS OF WHITE COLLAR WORKER

Mr. Maginnis. Mr. Merrill, there is this statement in the last of

your paper: "The white-collar employee in the United States today

)s penalized by governmental and business practice for a position in

society he may once have enjoyed but which is no longer his." Do
you refer to white-collar employees in government service or in

private enterprise?.

Mr. Merrill. No; I am referring to white-collar employees in

private industry generally in the community. The white-collar em-
ployee generally was considered pretty much, and this prevailing

idea has continued despite the fact that the physical facts have
changed. He isn't paid, relatively speaking, at as high a rate. Paul
Douglas, for example, testified that the real wage of the white-

collar worker has dropped between the period I referred to. Gen-
erally these things have changed. Yet I have read debates in Con-
gress in which Congi-essmen have got up and said substantially this

:

"Well, these people enjoy a privileged position in society and in busi-

ness. Why do we have to provide exceptional things for them?"
That has changed and is changing Even the manager of a certain

business enterprise who might be quite realistic as concerns his own
enterprise, is likely to attribute to some other fellow's firm the general

condition which he believes to exist. For example, you go into insur-

ance today, and they will tell you, "Well, in banks things are that
way and the other way," whereas the banking field has equally errone-

(ms ideas about the methods insurance companies employ in directing

their employees. Both of them are wrong; they are both pretty

much the same. They are both large-scale employers of labor and are

following pretty much the same procedures, because they are based
upon sensible analysis of what their production requirements are.

The individual in the community has changed, but widely speaking,

business management, people generally, Government, Congress, and so

on, do not understand this, and he is penalized. I think, personally,

of course, that white-collar unionism has more than justified itself,

yet we are constantly having to fight off this riglit to secure the ad-

vantage and the benefits of the Labor Relations Act. Tliat is penaliz-

ing us. People feel that clerical workers don't need it, on account of
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Ihe position which they may have held in 1890, but whicn^they cer-

tainly do not hold in 1940.

'

Mr. Maginnis. Your membership covers employees in inlustry as

distinct from governmental service?

Mr. Merrill. Oh, yes; we do not accept into membership any em-
ployees in governmental service.

Dr. Anderson. We asked a witness this morning to testify as to

the effect of mechanization in white-collar fields on the psycho-
physical characteristics and habits of workers. The literature is- be-

coming increasingly filled with studies of fatigue factors, monotony,
and so forth, and their effects on clerical workers. Do you have any
comment to make?
Mr. Merrill. It would only be a recapitulation of already pub-

lished material. Of course, since this aspect of ^white-collar employ-
ment has secured the attention of people who have been scientifically

prepared to make such investigations we would not make any com-
ments of our own, we would defer to them. It is only in the areas

where scientific investigation is not taking place that we feel the

necessity in the light of our experience to come out and make an
opinion. I think that there is a great deal of material, as you say,

bearing upon the fatigue factors, and what not, and for that reason
I have not gone into that. I could only recapitulate the information
already available.

Dr. Anderson. But your organization is concerned about the in-

fluence of these machines with respect to fatigue and monotony of-

service and other effects upon workers?
Mr. Merrill. Yes; we have a health plan, for example, covering

some 16,000 workers in the city of New York; in connection with it

we are having the doctors who are on our health panel maintain very
careful statistics which incidentally have been prepared under the
direction of the United States Government.

After that has been concluded, perhaps we may be able to come out
with a statement which would bear upon facts which we can actually
trace out of our own experience or the experience of our workers. We
have found it necessary to an increasing extent to provide these pub-
lic-health services. We have been doing it on an experimental basis in

New York City, and on a somewhat larger scale in Chicago. Certain
aspects of hospitalization we are going to be able to do on a national
sc^le, but we have found this an increasing problem as the need for it

becomes greater on the part of white-collar workers, and as they are
unable to provide for it out of their own incomes.
Dr. LuBiN. Mr. Merrill, as I see the problem, there are two effects

rather than one of displacement of labor and the ability of industry
to absorb labor, both in the white-collar classes and in the manual
classes.

They divide themselves as follows: (1) Is it the machine itself

which makes it possible for that man to do more than he would
otherwise do ? Isn't there a second field equally wide, almost, of dis-

placement due to greater efficiency, and -that -efficiency may in turn
be of two parts: first, jtist tbie elimination of waste. I remember
a man telling me in 1933 thxit he-learned about so many things during
the depression, things he did not need in his plant, that he formerly
felt had to be done in this piant. As a result he felt that he could
take care of his 1929 business with 80 percent of his 1929 force, not
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working any harder, but just eliminating a lot of %vastefiil things

which he formerly thought were important but which he learned

through the depression he did not have to have.

Secondly, speed-up. Now, have you any idea as to what extent

each of these factors have played a part in the white-collar indus-

try? Would you say that machinery has beers the more important,

or more important than the two other factors combined?

In other words, the machine itself does not, although it may, in-

crease productivity. It frequently brings with it a type of speed-up

that did not exist before the machine was developed, because of the

need to get a return on investment, let us say, or because there is a

new process that makes you want to get the most out of the new
machme.

NON-MECHANICAL CHANGES IN TECHNOLOGY

Mr. Merrill. I have tried to indicate that we considered the ma-
chine only one of the factors. In estimating its relative importance,

I would say that the machine for us at the present moment, and per-

haps for a limited time only, is the least important factor; nmch more
important is the more efficient organization of work, the other definite

increases in the speed-up, as you call it.

In white-collar work that is usually described primarily as "pac-

ing"—"Who is pacing this department?" I don't think that 10 years

ago or 15 years ago, management deliberately inserted into depart-

ments the man who was going ;to pace it. For example, you can get

someone who is just going to keep the department humming. Well,

that has been done deliberately in machinery production, but not in

white-collar employment to the same extent as it is done today.

Today it is taken as a matter of course that there is going to be

someone just pushing this thing along. I would say that these 2

factors are by far the most important. Their relative order J w^ould

say would be first, the question of increased efficiency in the organiza-

tion of work, and secondly, the very definite question of speed-up

which is combined with the aspect of machinery, but I also have to

point out that perhaps the machinery might become the most im-

portant factor of all of the reasons I put forward.

Dr. LuBiN. Could you cite us any examples of the methods used to

bring about speed-up ? I know of only a few of them. The one that

comes first to my mind, one in large companies where the girls at the

typewriters are put on a wordage basis, and they are expected to

turn out a certain number of W(6rds every hour, and the number of

words is counted, and there is an actual praduction record kept.

Are there other methods similar to that?

Mr. Merrill. Yes. In the credit reporting industry, employing
some 25,000 people, they have increased speed-up simply by requir-

ing a larger number of reports to get out, greater and more careful

use of stuff in one department to get that stuff over into the next

department. They speed it up.

Dr. LuBiN. It is the application of timing systems?

Mr. Merrill. Oh, yes; time-motion studies are being made to an

increasing extent in the office field.

For example, John Hancock Co. went into it in the issuing of poli-

cies, and also most of the major insurance companies. The policy

starts at one end of the room and they get a completely written
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policy at the other end. It is just by simply typing the same thing,

and it is just shifted right along. It is a regular time-belt system.

Then you have a basis of measuring a performance, and it comes out

with lightning speed.

There are very important things sometimes. Suppose 3 or 4 agents
were competing for a policy, and this frequently happens, so the

companies might endeavor to get it, but the departments hold it up.

Well, that agent is going to say, "There is no use pushing me for

business, because when I wanted a policy I couldn't get it, and if I

had been able to get it sooner, I could have sold it."

And in other cases—and this is also a part of the promotion of a

policy—the person getting the policy wants it immediately. There
is a tremendous demand on the part of the policyholders to see the

policy.

The third important reason why they have to get the policy out
speedily is that, generally speaking, the check comes in when the

person gets the policy; he" says, ""I'll pay you when I get the policy."

And to get the policy out quickly is going to make all the dinerence

in the world as to the amount of money you are going to have on
hand. And if that policy, along with a number of others, comes
in 2 days later, you can see that a combination of them would make
a considerable difference when you think of the contribution they
make.
And the fourth thing is policyholders. Or-e they go into this

thing, they itch for the policy, itch to get their hands on it. They
want to see it and show it to the wife or the loved ones. Things
of that sort are the pressures to produce speed, and so apart from
any economic reasons that would justify cheapness there is a great

necessity for speed.

That can be duplicated in a number of places. In brokerage
houses, for example, where speed is an important factor, they are
going to rationalize this to a great extent. Formerly you could go
to a stock-brokerage house to purchase stocks, and you read the board,
is was marked up in a chart. Gradually efficiency produced a black-

board which could be marked more easily. I have not noticed this

in Washington, but you can go into a New York stock firm now and
see a man sitting in the corner^ just pushing the buttons as they come
across the table. He has a relief man, but formerly the stock broker
would use 10 or 15 runners to keep that big board marked up. Now
1 man works that by himself. He is a telegrapher, and no longer a
stock-board marker. They are practically completely eliminated.
The stock exchange itself is operated, as you know, by machinery,

apparently through necessity, but it has cut down the labor force.

The Chairman. Are there any questions^
Mr, Maginnis. I take it this interesting statement you are making

was made on the veritype?
Mr. Merrill, It is a veritype of work, not a speedier method of

doing it, just nicer.

Mr. Maginnis. Also, the interchangeable type to give your set-

ups
Mr. Merrill. That is an interchangeable collar.

Dr, Anderson, Before we adjourn, Mr, Chairman, I mentioned this

morning a Government table which gives the salaries and earnings
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of clerical workers, and compares machine and hand operators. I

should like to offer it as an exhibit.^

The Chairman. It may be received.

Is that one of the exhibits which Mr. Merrill was to revise ?

Dr. Anderson. That is right.

The Chairman. And your next witness will be ?

Dr. Anderson. We start Monday with 2 witnesses treating of tex-

tiles and new fibers. The following 2 days we discuss the impact of

technology in agriculture. One presentation will include a film which
I hope will be interesting.

Then we have the problem of what education can do with respect

to training and placement and retraining and replacement of workers.

Then we discuss coal, and, as a wind-up, Mr. Corrington Gill will ap-

pear to discuss in the over-all the implications of te 'hnology.

The Chairman. The committee will stand in recess until 10 : 30 on
Monday morning.

(Whereupon, at 5 o'cls>ck^an adjournment was taken until Monday,
April 22, 1940, at 10 : 30 a. m.)

1 Previously entered as "Exhibit No. 2608." See appendix, p. 17425.
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MONDAY, APRIL 23, 1940

United States Senate,
Temporary National Economic Comnnittee^

Washington^ B.C.
The committee met at 10 : 40 a. m., pursuant to adjournment on Fri-

day, April 19, 1940, in the Caucus Room, Senate Office Building, Sen-
ator Joseph C. O'Mahoney, Wyoming, presiding.

Present: Senator O'Mahoney (chairman) ; Representative Williams,
Messrs. O'Connell, Lubin, Pike, and Bracket!.

Present also : S. Abbot Maginnis, Department of Justice ; William
T. Chantland, Federal Trade Commission; and Dewey Anderson,
Economic Consultant to the committee.
The Chairman. The committee will please come to order.

Dr. Anderson. Mr. Chairman, today's hearings will deal with the

subject of techilology in the field of textiles, with particular reference

to new fibers. The entire topic will be discussed, however, and the

first witness of the morning will be Mr. Emil Rieve, president of the

Textile Workers Union of America, New York City, New York, He
has with him the economist for the Textile Workers Union, Mr.
Solomon Barkin, and they are prepared to present their testimony
at this time.

(Representative Williams assumed the chair.)

Dr. Anderson. Mr. Chairman, neither of these witnesses has been

before us.

Acting Chairman Williams. Will you gentlemen be sworn ?

Do each of you solemnly swear that the testimony you are about to

give in the matter now pending shall be the truth, the whole truth,

and nothing but the truth, so help you God?
Mr. Rieve. I do.

Mr. Barkin. I do,

TESTIMONY OF EMIL RIEVE, PRESIDENT; AND SOLOMON BARKIN,

ECONOMIST, TEXTILE WORKERS UNION OF AMERICA, NEW YORK
CITY, N. Y,

Dr. Anderson. Mr. Rieve, it has been cust;omary in these hearings

to substantiate the authority of the witness in his field. You are

president of the Textile Workere Union of America?
Mr. Rie\'e. That is correct.

Dr. Anderson. What is that union? What is its membership and
what is its importance in the textile field ?

Mr. Rieve. The Textile Workers Union of America has over 1.100

contracts, covering about 350,000 workers in the textile industry.

Dr. Anderson. Are there other unions in the field?

1GS31
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Mr. RiEVE. Yes; there is a smaller union, the United Textile Work-
ers of America, an A. F, of L. organization. There are also some
independent unions in the field.

Dr. Anderson. What is your own experience in the textile in-

dustry ?

Mr. RiEVE. I have been working in the textile industry since I
was 13 3'ears of age.

Dr. Anderson. Which means you have spent how many years in
tlie industry?
Mr. RIE^•E. You want me to give my age away. Well, I am 48.

Dr. Anderson. Have you been in various branches of the industry?
Mr. Rieve. No; I specialized primarily in one branch of the in-

dustry, but I do have some knowledge of other branches of the in-

dustry.

Dr. Anderson. With what organization is your union affiliated?

Mr. RiEVE. The Congress of Industrial Organizations.
Acting Chairman Williams. You may proceed, Mr. Rieve.
Mr. RiE\'E. The textile industry is a most appropriate field for

surveying the social, economic, and human impact of technological
change. As one of the first to be modernized and to be established
on a factory basis, its recorded history illustrates fully the costs

attendant upon industrial progress. The English history of the tex-

tile industry is well known to us. Protective factory legislation was
required to correct conditions in the industry. The British settings,

it may be ventured, predestined similar lines of development in tne
textile industries of other countries.

While the basic technical processes of the textile industry have
been stabilized for many years, there has since developed an unend-
ing line of technical improvements. These changes have been par-
ticularly disturbing in this maturely developed industry, as it is

now less able to cuijhion these dislocations through expansion or al-

ternative employments for its workers. Moreover, the existence of
some of its divisions is currently endangered by new processes and
revolutionary departures.

It is our purpose to offer your committee a summary statement
of the types of technical innovations in the industry making for

marked advances in man-hour productivity and the problems created
by their changes. It is also our desire to outline to your committee
the attitude and program of our organization.

It is well to appreciate the tremendous importance of, the textile

industries and the significance of our discussion. There are approxi-

mately 1,250,000 persons employed in the industry and its associated

branches. The textile workers are predominant in the South, where
almost half are located. The welfare of the southern textile worker
conditions the life of the South. Similarly, the more than 250,000

textile workers determine conditions in New England. Life in cen-

tral Pennsylvania is also colored by the life of the textile workers.

Any development which affects the welfare of these workers will

affect the life of their sections of the country.

TBCHNOIX)GICAL CHANGE IN THE TEXTILE INDUSTRY

Mr. RiEVE. All ty ^cs of technological change and all pf its problems
may be found in th - textile industry. The transition from manual to

machine processes \viis accomplished early in the history of the in-
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dustry. Textile manufacture began as a tool industry. Machines
were developed early. The greatest progress has been made since
power machines were applied. First water-driven machines were em-
ployed; then they were steam propelled. With the introduction of
ele(?tricity, the motive power changed. Finally, individual motors
replaced the belt. Each alteration meant tremendous industrial ad-
vances and higher speeds, higher levels of production.
During the last century, the remaining manual processes were for

the most part mechanized, though several gaps have been closed dur-
ing the last several decades. Most outstanding was the warp tying-in
machine, which mechanized the process connecting warping and
weaving. There is now hardly a manual operation left in the cotton
mill, and relatively few in a woolen mill. The appearance of the auto-
matic welt devices in the manufacture of full-fashioned hosiery
presages the early development of completely automatic full-fash-

ioned hosiery machines.
The mechanization process has also been extended to every phase of

mill operation. While production equipment received first attention,

conveying equipment soon followed. Tractors superseded hand trucks

;

hoists relieved workers of hard labor ; conveyors supplanted tractors

;

blowers in some instances replaced conveyors. Physical rearrange-
ment of processes and line systems of production frequently eliminated
handling and the need for conveying equipment.
The humidification and temperature and air-conditioning controls

have been mechanized ; the cleaning of floors and other auxiliary
processes are minimized by Qomposition floors and chemical com-
pounds. In the powerhouse, in the maintenance department, and in

every other phase,- mechanization is proceeding apace.

Improvements on machines are an even greater source of advance
than original basic patents. This process is continuous ; machine re-

finements are constantly being made. As machine manufacture is

improved in this country, machines have been built more soundly,

better able to withstand the wear and strain of operation, with better

lubrication devices and have been kept in better operating condition.

The standardized machine, the expansion of the machine building
industry have made replacement easy and added an . incentive to con-
stant improvements.

Patents of small and large ideas are beiiig secured constantly on
textile equipment. In one issue of a current textile trade magazine,
there was a patent for a self-contained cotton cleaning and extracting

machine ; 8 patents for rayon and cellulose treatment ; 2 for winding
frames; lior twisting frames; 9 for looms; 5 for knitting machinery;
10 for bleaching, dyeing, and finishing of textiles. Most machines are
now mechanically more perfect and amazingly more productive than
original models.
These and other innovations, have transformed the industry from

one with manually operated or tended machines to one with semi-
automatic and completely automatic machines.
Everywhere in the textile industry workers are being deprived of

their former duties. Stop motions have multiplied and photoelectric
cells have increased in number and in their applications. Workers
have become less necessary as machines perform the work themselves,
require no operators and stop automatically when the process goes
wrong. For example, a photoelectric seam detector recently installed
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on a calendar eliminated the need of an operative to control the pres-

sure on the calendar roll. Pressure controls are everywhere being

substituted for workers. Automatic devices are now measuring the

intake on machines to prevent overfilling. Recently, a mechanical

and electrical stop motion was introduced on a filling wind for spin-

ning frames, to assure uniformly full bobbins. As an indication of

the extent to which controls have been developed, we need only refer

to a tenter frame for woolen goods which, it is claimed, tenters 16-

ounce goods at 38 yards per minute or three times as much as older

tenters and can be operated by one man and is completely equipped
with automatic guiders, automatic temperature and speed controls,

selvage openers-and lint screens with starters and limit switches.

These developments have already progressed so far in the cotton

textile industry in particular that one can walk through entire spin-

ning and weaving rooms and be overwhelmed by the amazing collec-

tion of machinery and encounter difficulties in finding the employees
patroling the machinery, repairing breaks, or cleaning, doffing, creel-

ing, or performing sundry other duties.

The new order of the day in textiles appears to be regular belt

conveyors supplying automatic feeders attached to machines with
electric or mechanical stop motions and regulating devices for the

control of the feeder, the flow of material, the pressure or the tension

of the material on its passage through the machine, maintained by
automatic tiers and cleaned by moving electrical suction devices. We
may possibly look forward to automatic devices to place materials
onto conveyors for the next operation. Workers will be around just

to repair, to await signals on stop motions, to oil and to perform
sundry operations which have not become "robotized."

Machinc^peeds also have been increased by these advances. Looms
which started off at the beginning of the nineteenth century at less

than 20 to 30 picks per minute are now operating at 190 picks per
minute. Conventional slow speed cotton warpers which ran about
50 yards per minute in 1910, have been replaced by high-speed equip-
ment running 500 to 900 yards per minute. Slashers which operated
at about 25 yards per minute have been superseded by slashers which
run about 70 yards per minute. Spindles are being run up to 10,000
and 12,000 revolutions per minute on various types of frames. Speed
and higher speed is a common place demand.
Production processes are also being simplified. Easier methods

are being introduced for older processes. Less time is consumed;
the results are better. So the portable warp-tying machine replaced
in many instances the stationary warp tier. Flexibility was general
and much cost was saved. The addition of a magazine creel to the
automatic warper permitted more continuous operation of the warper
by making available an additional set of cones on the warper. Prog-
ress is also being made in the direction of operations. Single proc-
esses are substituted for numerous successive operations. The single-
process picker now does the work of the three-process pickers; the
long draft drawing frames replaced the three-process drawing
frames; the super draft roving frames now stand where formerly
were intorniodiate and roving frames. In the worsted industry,
manufacturers hope to duplicate the cotton textile industry by elim-
inating all operations between gilling and spinning. In throwing
a one-process machine which takes yarns on skeins and delivers them
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either on cones for knitting or on filling bobbins for weaving is now
sought. A completely automatic, single-unit machine for knitting

for legs and feet on the one machine is the objective of hosiery man-
ufacturers. Continuous dyeing and finishing is supplanting batch
or piece methods.
As competition became more intense after 1933, development,

acceptance, and the absorption of these machines have been more
rapid than ever before. Modernization programs are becoming pop-
ular and more necessary to success in business. The byword of the

day is to modernize. Everybody is preaching the scrapping of old

equipment and the installation of new machinery. This trend is

reflected by the fact that sales of textile machinery in 1939 exceeded
those of 1929 by 5 percent. Using 1929 as a base, the Textile World,
a trade magazine, estimates that textile machinery sales have been
climbing back to the 1929 level since 1933. In 1936 the index was
94; in 1937 it was 104; in 1938 it was 73; and in 1939, 105. Manu-
facturers are investing their funds in new equipment.
Whether the processes of modernization, mechanization, or auto-

matization proceed individually or together, they have increased the

productivity of the individual worker. It takes fewer and fewer
man-hours and more expensive machinery to produce the same prod-

ucts. In addition to the substitution of old equipment by faster and
more automatic equipment, the raw materials are becoming easier

to handle. Raw materials are more carefully selected; the prelimi-

nary cleaning process is more thorough; the specifications are more
exact ; the breaks in the yarn are less frequent ; the number of proc-

essing operations is fewer ; the handling is less frequent. All of these

factors, in addition to the successful preliminary processing, facili-

tate the operations through the weave shed, the cloth room, and the

finishing departments. These improvements in the yarn mean fewer
breaks in warping and weaving, better cloth and fewer seconds, less

work in the cloth room, particularly when burling and mending is

done. The process is constantly directed toward less work and less

labor.

Even more fundamental are the new processes and fabrics which
usually result in striking reductions in the amount of labor. The
first important substitution in the cotton textile industry occurred
when calico printed cloth replaced the hand-woven fancy cloth.

Currently, cloth effects are being secured by the use of rayon yarns
which react differently to dyes, thereby eliminating much fancy
weaving. In the pile-fabrics industry latex and chemical finishes

permit the creation of designs on carpets by cutting the required
sections from single-colored carpets and pasting them together
instead of weaving the patterns directly on a loom, and also insertion

of wool in a rubber composition base without weaving. These are

only suggestive of the multitude of substitute processes which have
reduced work and displaced older methods. We are veritably at the

threshold of such changes in the textile industry.

Even more significant than the substitution of processes has been
the replacement of fibers. This trend can be measured with great

accuracy. Little silk is now woven. Nylon and vinyon threaten
silk in the hosiery industry which now consumes some 75 percent
of all silk. While 611.302 bales cf raw silk were consumed in 1929,

the total dropped to 358,931 in 1939. Paper products were made
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inroads in the bagging field. Synthetic yarns are entirely or in part

replacing older fibers. Bei^ides taking over almost the entire silk

industry, synthetic yarn is now being made part of or blended with

cotton and' woolen fiber and fabrics. New uses are being developed

in the manufacture of draperies, filter cloths, felts, fireproofing

materials, and thread. The replacement of silk has meant a reduc-

tion in the amount of labor required to manufacture. Such cloths

as rayon can be processed on more mechanized equipment and is

betteiT subject to control. New rayon looms attain 182 picks per

minute on wide and heavy rayons. Work assignments frequently

range over 30 looms per weaver.

Improved management techniques have also inci'^ased man-hour
productivity. In its drive to reduce costs, management has con-

stantly sought to minimize the amount of labor in its plant. It has

imposed ever higher work assignments. Just as soon as the industry

encountered its first important economic set-back, it turned to this

customary method for securing lower labor cost. It extended work-

load; reduced wages; it replaced older workers by newer help; and

sought labor-saving machines. During the tw^enties, so-called scien-

tific management came to the textile industry. Engineers, at man-
agement's request, inspected mills and on the basis of time studies

and visits recommended what they considered more efficient lay-outs,

more modern equipment and better methods of utilizing labor,

usually assuming the form of greater job assignments. As competi-

tion increased, other employees endeavored to secure the same end,

through arbitrary increases in workload, irrespective of whether such

were justified. The result is well known. Strikes spread throughout

the textile industry in protest against the "stretch-out." Labor pro-

ductivity rose as job assignments were increased.

AH these types of technological change bring tremendous problems

in their wake. Each improvement can be spoken of most glowingly;

each new invention is a creation of human ingenuity. The develop-

ment of syntlietic fibers out of cellulose either from timber or lint,

or noncellulose fibers from coal, minerals, air and water, or out of

glass or casein or soybeans, are all amazing adventures in man's
conquest over nature. But the effects have been staggeringly tragic.

Like the common demand to harness the great rivers, there is a

growing insistence and labor wants to reiterate it with particular

emphasis, that human inventions and discoveries should become
socially useful without incidentally creating human scrap heaps and
human tragedy.

Before considering the effects of these tremendous changes, it is

well to exemplify the rapid strides in man-hour productivity in three

constituent textile industries. Two of these, cotton and wool tex-

tiles, are mature industries which have not undergone recent funda-
mental terlmical change. The third is the rapidly changing synthetic

yarn industry which is experiencing technical transformation of its

d^Aer processes at the same time as new ones are being developed.

TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES IN COTTON TEXTILES

Mr. RiEVE. We are generally acquainted with the major outlines

of the technical history of the cotton textile industry. In England
the industry underwent I'adical changes because of technical ad-

vances during the latter half of the eighteenth century. Preceded
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by the flying shuttle invented in 1733, the drop-box on the loom in

1760, and a series of inveaitions from 1770 to 1779 whicli resulted

in a practical mule spinning frame, tjie modern cotton textile in-

dustry appeared with the mechanical power loom in 1785, which
replaced the old manual weaving process. The factory soon replaced

the home as the work shop. The tragedies following in the wake of

these new mills are abundantly recorded in human annals.

The first period of the industry in this country witnessed the
replacement of home manufacture by factories. The mills for the

most part substituted for incidental home manufacture. The dis-

placement of commission weaving by the factory did, however, cause
some protest, particularly in Pennsylvania,
American technol()o;y developed largely on the basis of English in-

ventions adapted to American conditions. The tirst mill which fully

employed power equipment for both spinning and weaving was estab-

lished in 1813 in Waltham, Mass. Improvements in the methods of
manufacture were numerous with particular emphasis on spinning
and weaving, as cotton was relatively cheap.

From 1813 to 1860 significant improvements completed the mech-
anization of the industry. The power loom displaced the hand loom
by 1825. Hand weaving was completely dislodged by 1829. Water
power met severe competition from steam power in the late forties.

The same period saw the introduction of belt-driven machinery;
speeders, ring spindles, applied primarily to twisting; mule spin-
nmg frames, cam looms, and automatic stripping on stationary flat

cards. Stop motions appeared on a lumiber of operations. Man-
hour productivity rose s^iarply. While operatives handled only 8

spindles in 1790, the number rose to 22 in 1831, and 62 in 1880. Pro-
duction per day is reported to have risen from 100 yards per operative
in 1821 to 233 yards in 1840. Labor "ost per yard of sheeting, 18 cents
in 1815, dropped to 4.5 cents in 1830, ^nd to 2 cents in 1860. From
1850 to 1860, yardage production per \> rker increased 29.5 percent.
During the latter half of the century, avMitional advances jumped

productivity. Ring spinning replaced muie spinning. While the
number of mule spindles equalled the number of ring spindles in
1870, the proportion of ring spindles increased to 77 percent of all

spindles at the beginning of the present century. Revolving cards
replaced stationary cards; wire bobbin holders made the spooler prac-
tical; slashers were imported in numbers by 1866, and dobby looms
came in 1878.

The loom itself was made automatic in 1894, through automatic
bobbin changing devices. Work assignments increased simultane-
ously. The weaver who in 1832 tended 2 to 3 looms, running 70 picks
per minute, in 1879 tended 5 to 6, riiiining 130 picks; and in 1905, 8
to 10 nonautomatics or 15 automatics. Between 1838 and 1876, pro-
ductivity per man-hour is estimated to have increased some 300
percent.

The last 30 years witnessed further advances in every phase of
cotton textile manufacture. Every type of technological change was
found in this industry. The automat'ic loom, introduced at the begin-
nmg of the century, was widely a])plied during the twenties. Only
7 percent of the cotton looms are now (1937) nonautomatic. Spool-
ers were made automatic. Other important developments have been
the l-pi-ocess picker, controllc-t humidity, l-process drawing, long
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draft roving mechanisms, and long draft spinning, making possible

the spinning of coarser roving. Automatic knotting machines, port-

able warp tying-in machines, are all current. Firmer and speedier

automatic looms are now used. In the cloth room, shears and brush-

ing machines are high speed and automatically controlled.

The rapid advance of the cotton textile industry has not stopped.

In a single year, 1939, marked improvements were made. New auto-

matic looms run 192 picks per minute. New equipment brought on

to the market includes new warp drawing-in machines; automatic

drop wire inserting machines to replace the drop wire girl; paper

spinning tubes, and improved spindle assemblies. Automatic wind-

ers are being sold to permit an ODerative to handle 18 to 20 bobbins

per minute.
Technical progress in cotton mills has been continuous, Competi-

tion is keen and each employer attempts to get ahead of the other.

Modernization, efficiency, labor-saving devices and practices, auto-

matic equipment, single process machines, process control devices, are

all the passwords of management in the cotton textile industry.

The effects are rather evident. In the period from 1910 to 1936,

according to a survey by a prominent textile engineering company,
man-hours required to produce eight standard cotton cloths declined

between 31 to 60 percent, depending upon the type cloth, simply be-

cause of the improved equipment in the plant. The largest reduc-
tions took place on terry cloth and lawns, for which there were no
automatic looms in 1910. The other 6 cloths witnessed reductions
in labor time from 31.7 to 37.7 percent.^ It required approximately
one-third as many hours to produce a yard of cotton cloth in 1936
as it had in 1910 because of machine improvements. The rapid
strides in the respective departments of the mill may be observed in

this table.

(The tables referred to were marked "Exhibits Nos. 2617 and 2618"
and are included in the appendix on pp. 17428-17429.)
Mr. RiEv-E. The great advance in production of cotton textile fab-

rics is exemplified by the calculation of the same engineering concern
that the manufacture of a yard of carded narrow sheeting requires a
total of only 1 man-hour in a well -organized cotton textile mill. The
longest amount of time required for any of the eight cloths studied
was combed broadcloth, a very fine construction, which reported
fifty-eight hundredths of 1 man-hour.

Estimates of over-all increases in production place the rise beyond
the above percentage because factors other than machine improvements
must be taken into account. The elimination of inefficient producers,
the increased rate of introduction of new equipment, new physical lay-
outs, and new methods of management affect the results. Estimates
made by the National Research Project of the Works Progress Admin-
istration, on the basis of some 30 products, indicate a 16-percent in-
crease in man-hour output between 1919 and 1929, primarily because
of the South's acceptance of automatic weaving and the construction
of modern textile mills. From 1928 through 1939, production per
man-hour increased 'according to the National Research Project by
45.7 percent, primarily in the North because the elimination of back-
ward textile mills and the modernization of the existing mills raised

^ See "Exkibit Nb. 2017," appendix, p. 17428.
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productivity.^ That these calculations are conservative is indicated

by the estimates of the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics, that

the increase in man-hour productivity between 1928 and 1939 was 59

percent.^

(The tables referred to were marked "Exhibits Nos. 2619 and 2620"

and are included in the appendix on p. 17429.)

The total rise as estimated by the National Research Project from
1919 to 1939 was 64 percent.

Mr. RiEVE. The rise in man-hour productivity in the mature cotton

textile industry during the last few years by reason of the intensive

application of current methods of production and modern equipment
has been impressive. The changes in the offing appear to be even
more fundamental and disturbing than those of the last 2 decades.

TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES IN WOOLEN AND WORSTED INDUSTRY

Mr. RiEVE. The woolen and worsted industry experienced the same
marked changes. Starting under special difficulties, the industry first

supplemented home operations by performing mechanically carding
and fulling operations. By 1830, the modern full process woolen
enterprises appeared with equipment secured in England but improved
through American invention. The carding equipment was made
power driven ; the spinning operation was made semiautomatic ; water
power drove the hand loom ; and the cloth.-finishing operations were
developed and made power driven. The advances in carding through
the invention of the condenser eliminated the slubbing processes and
resulted in better quality roving. Spinning jacks mcreased their

spindles from 120 to 200.

The 40 years between 1830 and 1870 saw further mechanical im-
provements. The industry spread and gained maturity. Worsted
industry started well after 1850 when the modern combing process
made the industry commercially practical. Important improvements
mechanized the process of cleaning and scouring of wool; a labor-
saving mechanical burr picker eliminated all hand labor; the woolen
card was widened, made more automatic, and improved to produce
better quality roving. A pattern chain in place of a cam for the
control of harnesses made the loom better suited to the manufacture
of varied cloths. Looms were made broader and their speed increased.
From 1870 onward, most advances in this industry were labor-saving

in character, since the basic techniques of a mechanical industry had
been established. New types of cloth; new and larger machines; new
and rnore efficient methods of production ; and improvements on old
machines constantly raised production levels. Cards were increased
to a width of 72 inches. They were equipped with many labor-saving
devices such as automatic feeds, intermediate feeds, transferring de-
vices, and final condensers. The automatic mule spinning frame sub-
stituted for the jack spinning frame. Speedier looms registered 100
to 125 picks per minutes on worsted and 105 picks on woolen cloths.
Wholesale and ready-made clothing forced the industry to wider
looms. And more significant from the point of vieAv of labor, auto-
matic filling-changing devices were attached to the looms which
doomed the hand loom, particularly during recent years. So mech-

'^ "Exhibit No. 2610," appondix, p. 17420.
2 See "Exhibit No. 2620," appendix, p. 17420.
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anized has the industry become that for the most part only the wool

sortinfj and burling continued to be done by hand.

The last 30 years witnessed innovations which accentuated these

same tendencies. During this period large package ring spinning

substituted for small bobbin spinning and cap spinning. Just as the

jack spinner was scrapped by the mule spinner, so now the male mule
spinner is being replaced by the female frame spinners.- Large pack-

ages and high speed automatic warpers have junked slower methods.

The automatic loom is now dominant. While 19 percent of all

woolen and worsted looms were automatic in 1927, the percentage

had risen to 62 in 1937. In the finishing room the same trends are

evident.

As an indication of the rate of current changes we can report that

our organization is witnessing the complete revamping in one mill
of the entire card, spinning, and dyeing rooms. In the same mill,

automatic looms were introduced last year. In another very large
chain of mills, new automatic winding machines were displacing
three-quarters of these winders. In 1939, significant mechanical
changes were introduced in many departments. A new method of
wool scouring will produce softer and cleaner wool, which will spin
better and dye more easily, A new wool spread will prevent the
separation of stock when wool and shoddy mixes are being blown
into bins. An improved shoddy picker is being sold, as is also a

new high-speed worsted garnett card. New models of woolen spin-
ning machines result in savings in floor space, more production per
spindle, less time, and finally better yarn. Changes are being made
constantly.

These and other changes have created measurable increases in

labor productivity. A recent study of the effect of the mechanical
improvements between 1910 and 1936 upon the man-hour productivity
in the industry indicates for four typical woolen and worsted construc-
tions that the amount of time required for the production of these
materials has been almost halved. It required 45.8 percent less hours
to produce a 32-ounce woolen overcoating in 1936 than it did in 1919.
The percentage reduction in man-hours for a 12-ounce wool flannel
cloth was 46.7 percent; for a worsted serge, 46.3 percent and for a
cotton warp worsted filled suiting, 46.5 percent.^ In some depart-
ments, a worker could produce from two to three times as much in

1936 as he could in 1910. So, in the manufacture of woolen cloths,
production per man-hour increased in the blending and picking de-
partments by 208 to 237 percent; in the spooling and dressing de-
partments by 85 to 114 percent; and in the weaving department by
102 to 112 percent. In the manufacture of worsted cloth, production
per man-hour had risen about 100 percent in the sorting, scouring,
and picking departments.^

(The tables refeired to were marked "Exhibits Nos. 2621 and 2622,"
and are included in the appendix on p. 17430 )

Mr. Rtf\t,. These mechanical advances do not represent the full
measure of the rise. As in the cotton industry, inefficient and less

productive units have been eliminated; management has improved its

techniques and its ability to secure more production from its workers.

' Soe "Exhibit No. 2<i21." nppoiHlix. p, 1T4:!<>.
= Sco "Kxhihit No. 2(>:.'L'," iippoiidix. p. ITJ'IO
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Scientific management is more recent in the woolen and worsted in-

dustry than in the cotton-textile industry. Outside consultants for

the revamping of the production, equipment, and methods of opera-

tion are as yet rarely employed in this industry. Nevertheless,

workloads and job assignments are constantly being increased, fre-

quently on the basis of rumors of similar efforts by other mills.

Man-hour production has jumped beyond that suggested by direct

mechanical progress.

The same study made by the National Research Project which has

been referred to previously also reports that the increase in man-
hour productivity between 1919 and 1931 has risen 23 percent for

the woolen and worsted industry as a whole, while the rise for the

woolen industry was 31 percent, and for the worsted industry 19

percent.^ However, the increase subsequent to 1931 was more rapid.

From 1931 through 1939, the above group estimates an increase of

43 percent for the entire industry, making a total of 77 percent for

the 20-year period. Each woolen worker is now producing almost
80 percent more, per hour, than he could during 1910. Woolen and
worstel manufacturers are now attempting to reduce man-hour time
per yard of cloth to the level in the cotton-textile industry.^

TECHNOLOGICAL. ADVANCES IN SYNTHETIC YARN

Mr. E.IEVE. The synthetic yarn industry presents a more compli-
cated condition. The viscose filament division has attained a degree
of maturity which is not shared by the other divisions. Basically,

the chemical processes have changed little since the practical intro-

duction of the viscose rayon process in this country m 1910 by the
American Viscose Corporation at Marcus Hook, Pa. But this branch
of the industi-y has grown extensively and undergone very si^ifi-

cant mechanical and engineering changas. Most of these modifica-
tions have been in the direction of continuous operation, speeding up
and larger-sized equipment.
The most impressive advance toward continuous operation has oc-

curred in the spinning and finishing operations as developed by the
Industrial Rayon Co. at its Painesville, Ohio, plant. It has reduced
spinning and finishing time from the customary 85-liour period in the
plants maintaining discontinuous procedures to less than 5 minutes.
The elimination of numerous batch processes and the construction
of the compact spinning equipment permits the yarn to be washed,
desulfurize'd, bleached, finished, dried, and twisted successively on
the same machine. Large package bobbins have reduced the doffing

time to once every 19.5 hours in comparison with the customary 4- to

9-hour doffing periods.

With competition increasing and the profit margin narrowing in

the viscose filament rayon industry, manufacturers are seeking every
possible method of reducing their labor force. One concern changed
its method of attending to spinning and doffing and thereby dis-

placed directly 1,100 persons. This same concern is contemplating
the substitution of the cake wash method for its current procedure
of reeling the skeins before washing. It is estimated that some 4,000
girls will be displaced without any opportunities for reemployment

1 See "Exhibit No. 2(!t!)," appendix, p. 17420.
-See "Exhihit Nos. 2f>17 and 2r)21," api)pndi.'<:. pp. I742S and 17430.

. 1244!>1—41—pt. •50 42
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in their communities. In one relatively small plant, production per

man-hour increased some 100 percent in a 2-year period through the

installation of faster, more continuous and larger machines, and the

introduction of the cake wash methods. Employment at the same

plant declined 46.25 percent and production rose 10.2 percent during

this 2-year period from June 1937 to June 1939. At another small

plant, employment declined 26 percent and production increased 60

percent in a 2-year period. Production per employee increased some

116 percent.

In the acetate yarn industry, the Celanese Corporation of America

declared in a recent annual report that actual production in 1939 was

700 percent greater than in 1929, and that the actual investment in

fixed assets had risen only 137 percent. The president of the corpora-

tion declared that it had been made possible "by our intensive

maintenance and modernization policies?' Constant improvements
have been made which reduced the man-hours required at the cus-

tomary employments.
While the older processes of manufacture of filament yarn are re-

quiring less and less persons, the industry is expanding by producing
newer types of yarns. Staple fiber production has increased to the

point where 1939 production amounted to 53,000,000 pounds, most of
which has been made in plants built since 1937. New yarns now in

commercial production include nylon for which a new mill was built

at Seaford, Del. ; vinyon, which is now being produced at the Ameri-
can Viscose plant at Meadville, Pa. Glass fibers are in their ele-

mentary stages of application.

The Works Progress Administration, National Research Project,
has made estimates of the increase in man-hour productivity through
the year 1937. Between 1923 and 1929, the rise was 228 percent.
The total increase from 1923 to 1939 was 333 percent. The increases
between 1936 and 1939 have been 41 percent.^ At best, the above
estimates are very conservative as the same organization declares.

As a chemical industry, in which there is a highly developed tech-
nical and laboratory staff and in which most of the units carry on
constant research to improve the methods of manufacture and their
products, we may expect even more phenomenal developments than
those which have hitherto appeared.

TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES IN OTHER TEXTILE INDUSTRIES

Mr. RiEVE. Without offering an extended outline for the other
branches of the textile industry, we will summarize available esti-

mates on increases in productivity. The National Research Project
has estimated a total rise in man-hour productivity in the knit-goods
industry from 1919 through 1935 of 86 percent, with the most striking
developments taking place in the outerwear and knit-cloth branches
and relatively little in the underwear division. The hosiery industry
is currently exi)eriencing very significant developments through the
automatization and speeding up of full-fashioned hosiery machinery.
In the silk and rayon industry, the advance has been most impresr

sive, particularly since rayon has supplanted silk. When figures
become available after the 1939 census, we might well expect man-

1 See "Exhibit No. 2619," appendix, p. 17429.
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hour productivity to have risen well over several hundred percent.

Between 1919 and 1935, the National Research Project estimates a

rise of 145 percent.^

A study of the effect of mechanical changes on the carpet and rug

industry from 1910 to 1936 indicates a rise of man-hour productivity

due to mechanical advances of 23.6 percent for velvet carpets and
39.6 for Axminster, with a 23 percent rise for Wilton carpets.

The textile industries have witnessed every type of technological

change. These improvements have transformed the manual processes

into highly mechanized and autofnatized ones. Man-hour produc-

tivity has risen phenomenally. While the rate of increase was most
marked during earlier periods while manual operations were being

converted into mechanized ones, the rise has been no less impressive,

since the major sections have attained economic and mechanical ma-
turity. Available measures of the rise in man-hour productivity

illustrate the effects of the constant flow of improvements in the manu-
facture of textile products. The cotton-textile industry which long

ago completed the process of mechanization was able to increase man-
hour productivity by at least 64 percent from 1919 to 1939. By the

same process, the woolen and worsted w^orker now produces at least

77 percent more per hour than in 1919. The carpet and rug worker
can produce a minimum 6f 30 percent more than in 1910.

In the knit-goods industry, the rise between 1919 and 1935 was 86

percent. But the most phenomenal jumps have taken place in the

rayon-yarn industry in which the increase has been well over 333
percent in man-hour productivity. These summary calculations are

in all cases most conservative. They are indicative of the veritable

revolution which has taken place in every phase of the textile indus-

try. The textile worker is now measurably more productive than
ever before. He can produce more goods in less time than was true

even 5 years ago. The rate of technological advance has been increas-

ing and man-hour productivity has been rising fast. The problems of
technological advance are becoming more pressing now than ever

before

ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL EFFECTS OF TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE

Mr. RiEVE. The impressive stream of technological advance brought
many problems with its tide. It is our desire to direct the attention

of your committee to the lot of the textile worker following on this

history of technological progress and increase in man-hour produc-
tivity. Too frequently, people have resolved glibly the problem of
technological change into bright contrasts between the goods and
services now available with those available 100 years ago. They have
allowed years to erase memories. It is our purpose to speak both of
the long-run effects and the immediate consequences of these changes.
We believe that technological advance is pregnant with too much
good for all people to allow such progress to be discredited by its

present human toll.

The question uppermost in everybody's mind is iwhether employ-
ment in the textile industry has decreased as a result of these vast

1 IbW
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technological changes. We know that there has been a marked rise

in total production in the textile industries. While 3,252,000,000

pounds or textile fibers were consumed annually during the first 5

years of the 1920's, the total volume rose to approximately 3,809,-

000,000 pounds annually during the latter half of the 1920's, with

most of the increase occurring in cotton and rayon consumption.

Since 1936, we have had another impressive rise, which brought the

average annual consumption for 1935-39 to 4,080,000,000 pounds
("Exhibit No. 2623").

(The table referred to was marked "Exhibit No.' 2623" and is in-

cluded in the appendix on p. 17431.)

Mr. RiEVE. Three of the last five years witnessed consumption of

approximately 4,300,000,000 pounds or more of all textile fibers.

In 1936 the total poundage was 4,293,000,000; in 1937 it was 4,435,-

000,000, and in 1939, 4,558,000,000. Consumption for the last 5 years

has been about 25 percent above the level in the early part of 1920.

Actual textile yardage has risen even more impressively, since finer

cloths are now employed and more yardage is being secured per
pound of rayon than is possible from other fibers.

As further illustration of the expansion in production, one may
refer to the estimates of the Association of Cotton Textile Mer-
chants in New York that cotton textile yardage for 1929 was 6,448,-

000,000, and 9.145,000,000 in 1939, a jump of 42 percent. The
Textile Economics Bureau of New York estimates that rayon fila-

ment yarn yardage in 1939 was three times greater than in 1930.

Clothing and industrial fabrics are absorbing the increased vol-

ume. The wholesale prices of textile products have been dropping
because of technological developments in manufacture, lower raw-
material prices, and the diversion from silk to rayon and other
cheaper substitutes. The United States Bureau of Labor Statistics

reports that the wholesale price of textile products has declined from
the high price level of 1920 by 58 percent.

(The document referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2624" and is

included in the appendix on p. 17431.)
Mr. RiE\'E. While people at the same income level are now spend-

ing less on clothing than during previous periods, there is usually
more yardage consumed for such expenditures and the incomes of
many groups have been' lifted sufficiently to account for the absorp-
tion of the increased production. Industry is also consuming more
textile products in various forms.
This glowing picture of expansion in the volume of textile fabrics

is marred by the lot of the textile worker. The percentage increases

in man-hour productivity in most branches of the industry exceeded
the percentage increases in the volume of production in all but one
subdivision. The new expanded production was not sufficient to

maintain man-hours of work.
A study of 5 major branches of the textile industry indicates that

the total number of man-hours of work contracted by 20.4 percent
between 1919 and 1939, despite the increase in the total volume of
production of a mininuun of 25 percent. The story of the individual
branches is startling.

I think at this point we might as well refer to a chart that all of
yon gentlemen have before you.
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Acting Chairman Williams. It may be received for the record.

(The chart referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2625" and ap-

pears below. The statistical data on which the chart is based appears

in the appendix on p. 17431.)

Exhibit No. 2625

[Submitted by the Textile Workers Union of America]

INDEXES OF

PRODUCTION. EMPLOYMENT S MAN HOURS
IN THE TEXTILE INDUSTRY. 1919-1939

96==;nr-

60
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worsted industry between 1919 and 1939 was offset by a sharp decline

in man-hours of work of 32 percent. The probable doubling of pro-

duction in the silk and rayon industry was accompanied by a reduc-
tion in man-hours of 38 percent. In the knit-goods industry, the
total volume of man-hours declined 38 percent but actual production
increased 87 percent. Only in the rayon industry man-hours in-

creased by 108 percent, while production rose by 962 percent. In all

but one branch of the industry, total man-hours dwindled. Employ-
ment opportunities were shriveling up.
This sharp contrast between a rising volume of textile production

and a reduced volume of working hours for the textile worker is the
essence of the problem which we are discussing. More and more
goods are being produced ; their prices are declining ; demand is ex-
panding; but man-hour productivity is rising at a more rapid rate
than the^ development of demand, so that the actual volume of avail-

able work continues to contract. The absolute number of work op-
portunities within the textile industry is declining; the challenge of
unemployment exists.

To meet this challenge, organized labor has advocated shorter
hours. Insofar as shorter workweeks have been introduced, the
amount of unemployment has been reduced. Textile labor succeeded
in establishing the 48-hour week shortly after the World War, and
thereby protected the jobs of many workers. But during the 1920's,

.,

working hours increased in the North, and ranged from 55 to 60
hours per week in the South. The second major attempt to offset

the diminishing number of jobs through shorter hours was made
by the N. R. A. The textile industries by and large accepted the
principle of the flat 40-hour week. As a result, job opportunities
immediately opened up. As many employers offset these shorter
hours with higher work loads, tighter managerial procedures, and
production economies, the increase in labor demand was not equiv-
alent to the reduction in hours. But many thousands of workers
who had lost their jobs secured employment in the industry. The
N. R. A. 40-hour week offered a breathing spell in the adjustment
to the continuous displacement of labor and the ever-rising produc-
tivity of textile workers.
Employment during 1937 approximated the 1927 and 1928 levels

of employment, even though man-hours had declined. But employ-
ment in 1939 was 5 percent below 1929 levels and 10 percent below
1923 levels. Employment in 1939 was back to 1919 levels despite
the rise in production of 25 percent.

(The table referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2626" and is in-
cluded in the appendix on p. 17432.)
Mr. RiEVE. Employment in the industry has been maintained dur-

ing recent active years at slightly below 1923 levels bv reason of the
sharp reduction in working hours. The total man-hours of work
contracted by 20.4 percent between 1919 and 1939 despite the im-
pressive expansion in the industry's volume of production. There
is not how available any number of new jobs in the textile industry
to take care of the growth in the number of wage earners. Besides
failing to provide jobs for new-wage earners, it is not succeeding
in maintaining the volume of jobs formerly in the industry despite
the shorter workweek. The textile industry is declining in im-
portance as a source of employment. The "increased productivity
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of the textile worker is the major reason for the contra..tion in avail-

able working hours and employment. A chronic Condition of .unem-

ployment has appeared in this industry.

The effects of technological change cannot be told merely in terms

of the long-run effects of the absolute numbei? of jobs in the textile

industry. True enough, these studies point to a chronic unemploy-
ment problem in the industry when taken as a whole. But the in-

dividual worker stranded in a community with a closed textile mill

can find little solace in the fact that the total number of jobs in the

industry has been maintained through the shorter workweek. The
problems are infinitely more serious than even the absolute decline

in jobs would suggest. It is our desire now to offer to your com-
mittee summary observations of the dislocations resulting from or

accompanying technological advance which illustrates as serious a

phase of the effects of technological displacement as an absolute de-

cline in jobs.

The examples of dislocation are legion. But before suggesting
examples, it may be well to underscore the particular seriousness of
displacement in the textile industry. Most textile mills are located in

small cities and towns in nonurban areas, with only one textile estab-

lishment, or at most, two. The mill is frequer :ly the major, and
often the only, source of income, in these communities. The fortunes
of the mill workers determine the financial status of the town's mid-
dle and professional classes. The overwhelming importance of these
small towns in the textile industries is illustrated by a tabulation
made for the cotton-textile industry in 1933 which indicated that
29.7 percent of all wage earners were employed in cities of 100,000
or more. In the same year, in the woolen and worsted industry,
23.9 percent of the employee?; T^ere employed in cities under 2,500
and 41.8 percent were in cities under 10,000, while 15.4 per-pTit were
employed in cities of 100,000 or more. Similar observat , >us eoidd
be made about many other divisions of Ihe industry, though several
subdivisions, such as outerwear, are located primarily m I'di-^e cities.

Most major plants in the synthetic yam industry are located in small
cities and constitute the sole source of employment in them.
Dispiacsment from the mill in most textile communities strands the

worker. There are no other opportunities. He must seek employ-
ment in other communities. He must move on or remain unem-
ployed. Moving costs money; and knowledge is necessary of the
whereabouts of jobs, and both are lacking. The Joad family
described recently by John Steinbeck in Grapes of Wrath could
well be duplicated a thousand times by the stories of industrial
workers displaced by technological developments in search for jobs
and hanging on each rumor to find a lead for new employment..
Our State employment services have the most elementary facilities
to guide our displaced workers or to assist them in finding jobs in
other communities. The above is, in short, the desperate plight of
thousands upon thousands of textile-mill workers left unemployed
by technological change. Increases in employment in mills located
a thousand miles from their community cannot be of much help
to these workers.
To bring directly to your attention this scrap heap built up in

individual communities by technological change, we shall cite only
a few instances scattered among the many textile States.
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In the State of Maine a textile mill furnishing the major source

of employment in a small community recently determined after an

engineering survey to modernize its operations and released perma-

nently the least efficient of its 300 employees,

A Massachusetts worsted mill, in a town of 1,200 workers, recently

decided that it was overmanned and eliminated 10 percent of the

workers in the dressing room, 9 percent in the weaving room. Near
this mill is one which is introducing automatic winders and displac-

ing three-quarters of its present one-hundred-and-fifty-odd winders.

There are no other mills in these towns. Recently the Connecticut

velvet-weaving concerns insisted upon a 4-loom stand for weavers
instead of 2, with the result that one-half of the weavers lost their

jobs and there are no other velvet mills to absorb them. Automatic
stop motions on narrow ribbon looms in a New York State mill left

narrow-loom weavers high and dry, as there are no similar mills in

the community. The doubling of the loom load for rayon weavers
at another plant created a serious problem, as it is the only rayon
plant in the vicinity. The introduction of automatic lOoms in a

Philadelphia woolen and worsted mill sharply reduced employment
in a city already suffering from unemployment. Technical progress
in a small rayon-yarn plant reduced employment by 47 percent in a

1-industry town of 3,900 people. Several hundred people were dis-

placed at one time in a 1-industry Pennsylvania community of

14,000 inhabitants where 35 percent of the employable persons were
already unemployed.

Similar instances can be cited for the southern cities where the

process of displacement is proceeding apace. A mill located in

North Carolina introduced long-draft spinning with large packages
and cut down its work force on battery hands and doffers by 40
percent. Complete reorganization of South Carolina cotton mills

m a 2-mill town reduced the work force by 20 percent. A Georgia
2-mill town experienced simultaneous reductions in the. work force
in both of its mills through technological change.

'

Dislocation results also from the complete closing of mills. At
times, plants are shut as part of the process of consolidation and
modernization as in the case of the American Woolen Co. which has

\.;i-educed its former 55 mills to its present 25. At other tnnes, tech-
nological changes which have made the existing mill obsolete accom-
pany other factors such as inducements in new locations. As a result,

the new equipment and methods' are installed in new mills in new
places, leaving the older plants stranded. Or, new capital may be
invested in the more modern equipment and plants in new location
with the same ultimate effects. The rapid rate of technological ad-
vances facilitates this process. Older mills thereby become denuded
of machinery and people; and dead silence replaces the hum of the
frames and the cluck of the loom. At times the mills are converte'd
into other uses ; and in other places they are torn down to make place
for new developments. Ghost textile towns and mill villages abound
through New England and the Middle Atlantic States, and are be-
ginning to be known in the South, A few summary references may
suffice to exemplify the facts well known to all concerninqf the migra-
tion of textiles from New England to the South, which was accelerated
from the lower wage scales in the latter area, but which found its

root in the advance made by southern manufacturers in introducing
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modern equipment and methods and the reluctance of New England
manufacturers to modernize.
The process of dislocation is not at an end. Technological change

made possible the development of rayon weaving plants and their

displacement of silk weaving plants. Now the introduction of staple

fiber, the development of wool blends, and the increased ability of

cotton mills to manufacture woolen blends is threatening part of the

New England woolen busihess and is prompting consideration of the

transfer of such business to southern manufacturers, paying lower
wages. Simplification of processes and technological changes are

opening up to the southern employers with lower wage scales great

possibilities of wresting part of the remaining northern divisions of

the textile industry, thereby threatening additional hundreds of

thousands of textile workers in older centers.

We can only call your attention to several outstanding instances

in order to exemplify this development. The Amoskeag Manufac-
turing Co. closed in 1936 at a time when it was employing some
'17,000 workers. Drainage of capital, and obsolescence of equipment,
management practice and marketing organization, and wage differ-

entials doomed this company and left these workers unemployed in

a town already suffering from a considerable volume of unemploy-
ment. Only 14.8 percent of these displaced workers found employ-
ment by October 15, 1936, and only 81 of these found it in textiles,

principally outside of Manchester. The city's relief load increased.

A government survey concludes that "a once prosperous manufac-
turing city has been left stranded by the decline and failure of its

largest company. The loss of employment opportunities (for its

workers) created more social and economic problems than are visual-

ized in the unemployment figures alone." This study of the company
and the fate of these displaced workers is well worth reading as the

intimate, exhaustive study of the meaning of technological displace-

ment. The story is repeated in New Bedford, which has shrunken
to 30 percent of its former self; Fall River, which declined to one-

eighth of its former activity; Lowell, which now has about 60 percent
of its former textile industry. Literally, more than 100 other New
England towns have suffered in a similar manner. More recently,

complete plant shut-downs occurred at a woolen mill in Bennington,
Vt. ; a cotton mill in Dover, N. H.; a spun silk mill in New Bedford;
and a rayon yam plant in Easthampton, Mass. Last week's news-

Sapers reported 2 plant liquidations in New Bedford. Towns of
ew England wdiich once had textile mills and do not have them

now, include Glaggo and Plainfield, Conn.; Auburn and Kennebunk,
Maine.; Chicopee, Saundersville, Three River, Mass.; White Rock,
R. I. ; and Danville, Lynchburg, and Petersburg, Vt.

Similar situations can be found in other parts of the country. In
New York State, Cohoe's was the birthplace of the knitting industry.

Now it can hardly boast of an important and stable plant. Paterson,
N. J., has suffered the fate of the silk industry. With the disappear-
ance of silk woven fabrics, Paterson, N. J., hag lost a major section

of its industry. Most manufacturers failed to adjust themselves to

the times. More than 50 small silk throwing mills have disappeared
from the landscape of Pennsylvania as their equipment proved in-

adequate to meet the changing demands and they proved unequal
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to the shift to rayon. Hosiery mills which failed to modernize and
to keep their equipment in line also suffered similar consequences.

To those in the textile industry, the following names conjure up
memories of ancient glory and of great activity: United States

Worsted, Farr Alpaca, S. Slater & Sons, American Printing Co.,

Everett Mills of Lawrence, Royal Weaving, International Collar
Mills, and Lyman Mills.

The South also has its"^ roll of industrial casualties. Plants such
as the following have closed, never to reopen : Erwin Manufacturing
Co. and Lowe Manufacturing Co. of Huntsville, Ala.; Irene Mill
in Gaffney, and a cotton mill at Landrum, S. C. Towns such as

Athens and Cottondale, Ala. ; Beverly and Cochrane, Ga. ; and Cow-
pens, S. C, where industry once buzzed, now have no textile mills.

The total effects can be suggested most fully in terms of the trends
in the cotton textile industry. Cotton spindLs in place in the New
England States, which numbered 18,856,000 in 1921-22, dropped to

6,143,000 in 1938-39, a loss of 67 percent. In the other States, the

drop was from 2,014^000 in 1921-22 to 799,000 in 1938-39, a decline of

60 percent. The cotton-growing States increased their spindleage
until 193S-35 and since that year have dropped 1,021,00 spindles.'

Each area is now losing cotton spindleage. Displacement is

rampant.
(The table referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2627" and is

included in the appendix on p. 17433.)

Mr. RiEVE. Cotton textile mills ^are closing down and plants are

being abandoned. Five New England States which claimed 506 cot-

ton plants in 1923 lost 205 by 1933 and witnessed the scrapping of
an additional 131 plants by 1937, so that only 170 were left. Con-
necticut, which had 69 plants in 1923, had only 23 plants in 1937.

Massachusetts saw its 245 plants in 1923 dwindle to 96 in 1937.

In the five major southern States, tlie number of plants has re-

mained approximately the same between 1927 and 1937, except for

North Carolina, in which a number of plants have been consolidated
and closed. While there were 764 plants in North and South Caro-
lina, Georgia, Alabama, and Virginia in 1927, the 5 States had lost

61 by 1937. The latter total represents a recovery of 53 plants from
the number in 1933 when these States had 650 plants. North Caro-
lina's 383 plants in 1927 dropped to 297 in 1933, and increased to 325
in 1937. Only Alabama had more cotton textile mills in 1937 than
in 1927, an increase of 8 mills, to a total of 76,

EFFECT ON SKILLED WORKERS

Mr. RiEVE. The effects of technological change do not end with the

elimination of a number of jobs. Workers who retain their jobs are

only in a comparatively better position. They have their troubles

and problems. Tlieir lot is seldom fully happy. They are usually
fewer in number and know that their ranks have been thinned. A
textile engineering company calculated that on a 40-hour basis the

number of people required in a cotton mill to produce the same
amount of carded broadcloth in 1936 as in 1919, would decline from
174 persons to 84 ; combed broadcloth, from 218 to 108 persons ; sheet-

» S<»e "Exhibit No. 2627," appendix, p. 17433.
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ing, from 238 to 112 persons; carded filling sateen from 156' to 86;

canton flannel, from 290. to 148; print cloth, from 166 to 86; lawn,

from 148 to 74; and terry cloth, from 242 to 114. So in a woolen
mill, the decline -for the same period would be from 270 to 155 per-

sons for 32-oimce overcoating; from 272 to 154 persons for 12-ounce

woolen flannel; from 1,196 to 642 for worsted serge; and from 797

to 425 for cotton warp worsted suitings.

Simultaneously with the reduction in the number of jobs is the

alteration of job contents; unskilled jobs increase in proportion to

the total ; less skill is necessary. Employers segregate unskilled job

elements of skilled occupations and assign them to unskilled workers
to conserve the skilled worker's time and restrict him exclusively to

the skilled processes.

So the weaver has been relieved of all battery filling work, and
battery fillers have taken over their tasks. Beam hands have fre-

quently taken over some of the weaver's work. Spimiers have been
relieved of much cleaning by cleaners. This replacement process has
meant demotion for many workers. There are less opportunities for

the skilled worker to exercise his craft and skills. The chances for

securing work at the old craft become limited. A lower paid job is

the fate of many of those who remain in the plant.

In addition to reducing the relative number of skilled jobs the

aptitudes and skills required in industry are changing. Even if the

jobs remain skilled in character, the type of skill at the new job is

at times very different from that which had been formerly required.

As never before the workers have to remain plastic enough at all

ages and ready to take new duties and responsibilities when jobs

do open up.
As an example of this process of change, we may refer to the

weaver. Before the development of the automatic loom, weavers
generally attended to all work around a loom with the exception of

major repairs' which were usually made by loonifixers. With the

introduction of the automatic bobbin or shuttle filling devices and
the application of scientific management, these duties changed,.

Various specialized workers appeared on the floor. Warp hangers

—

persons with considerable physical strength—now put in warps.
Beam hands take away the rolls of cloth. Battery hands fill bat-

teries with filling yarn and are only required to be deft and dexter-

ous. Loom cleanere hose looms. Smash hands repair major warp
breaks; pickout hands remove flaws in the cloth; reed-over men
replace broken reeds. The weaver's own job has been sharply limited.

No longer is it necessary to have an all-around weaver.

The current weaver must be a person who can patiently patrol the

long aisles of looms running in some instances well over 100 and
generally, ili the cotton industry well over 40. The weaver must now
keep his eyes on the wS,rps to see that the looms do not stop and the

endsi are tied together when they do break. For this work it is not
necessary to be as skilled as weavers were formerly required to be.

In the woolen and worsted industry, we are witnessing the dis-

placement of the male mule spinner by the female frame spinner.

Employers are dismissing their skilled male mule spinners and are

hiring women for frame spinning. This change is completely dis-

lodging an old occupation.
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In some instances, there has been an increased need for more
skilled workers, but they have been few in number. More fixers

and second hands have been recjuired to repair the new complicated
machines. The substitution of a machine for a hand operation as

in the instance of the warp tying may increase the need for more
skilled workers, usually male.

The worker has not been the only one affected by the technological

changes. The type of overseer and second hand required in the,

te^ctile industry is changing. It had been customary to advance
workers to the position oi section hand, to second hand, and to over-

seer. Practical training on the job was valued above all else. But
now mill-trained supervisors are being displaced by college-trained

executives able to meet the needs of new engineering techniques.

The above summary review of changes in textile personnel indi-

cates that the workers, besides being fearful of losing jobs through
direct technological change, are also finding employment slipping

from their own community to some other locality, frequently thou-

sands of miles away froiii the original site of job. He is also faced
with the possibility that his skills may not be needed, as new jobs

develop which require new aptitudes and personal qualities.

The woolen mule spinner can obtain very little solace from the fact

that a spinning job is open if the employer has only a frame spinning
job for which he prefers a woman and for which he is willing to

pay two-thirds of the rate being paid to male mule spinners.

One significant concomitant of technological advance is the work-
er's suspicion of all change. The introduction of new machines, new
methods of production, or new work assignments have long been the

cause of much industrial unrest and many bitter strikes. Besides

causing widespread discontent because of displacement; besides sow-
ing the seeds of general dissatisfaction through frequent demotions
and loss of bargaining power, the fear of overwork, the knowledge
that neither industry nor Government will protect workers against

these hazards; besides feeling that he is increasingly dependent upon
management for careful and expert coordination and synchroniza-

tion of production, workers are suspicious of the need for changes,

their desirability, and their effects. They fear these changes, for

they know that in their wake lie many unsolved problems. They
fear them, since they have no opportunity to review them, or to

determine their necessity; to regulate their introduction; to control

the process of hiring ; to protect their service record ; to pass on their-

installation ; to share in their benefits ; to mitigate the difficulties of
the displaced employee. These and many other fears and alarms
dominate the worker's attitude. He dreads the machine; Cus-
tomarily he has taken to the only weapon of protest that he has

—

the strike. The textile industry has a long recorded history of
strikes against technological change. The last general strike of 1934
was basically rooted in this protest.

Any program dealing with tecjinological displacement and ad-
vance must take clear account of the problems of industrial unrest
which follow in the wake of technological change.

THE CH/\NGING CHARACTER OF THE TEXTILE INDUSTK^

Mr. EiEVE. The- increased importance of machinery and highly re-

fined engineering procedures have affected the economic problems of
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the industry. In the first place, investments in and maintenance of

machinery and fixed assets nave come to represent a large proportion

of the industry's costs. The Federal income-tax returns for 1937

indicate that the capital assets less depreciation and depletion of 7,128

textile mills corporations of $1,549,608,000 were required for total

gross sales of $4,343,598,000. In short, approximately $1 of capital

assets either in the form of land, buildings, or equipment was required

for each $3 worth of sales. This figure may be ^contrasted with the
situation in the clothing and apparel industry in which the ratio was
$1 investment to each $20 worth of sales.

The size of establishments has also been increasing. In the cotton

textile industry, for example, 36 percent of the concerns employed 257
persons or more in 1919. The percentage had risen in 1937 to 49 perr

cent. Moreover, there is a large number of chains of mills and there is

greater concentration of economic power in the industry. Technologi-
cal advance has fostered larger units, more capital investments, and
greater concentration of financial control.

The social and economic effects of technological change have been
so far-reaching that they have given rise to the consideration of the
desirability of these changes. There have been definite proposals to

prevent technical changes which bring unemployment and other forms
of social disaster. In our review of the effects in the textile industry,
we have observed that the increased productivity of the textile worker
has far exceeded the expansion in the volume of output, with the result

that the total number of man-hours' of work in the industry has de-
clined by some 20.4 percent in 1939 in comparison with 1919, despite
an increase in fiber consumption of some 25 percent and a probably
larger increase in yardage. The drop in employment in 1939 was
10 percent below 1933, though the volume was equal to 1919. It has
not been sharp, since working hours have been reduced from an average
of 47 hours per week in the twenties to an average of 36 hours, largely
because of the establishment of the maximum 40-hour week in the
industry. Nevertheless, employment has been declining, the number
of jobs is shrinking. There is no place in the industry now for the
expanding population ; even workers in the industry are lacking jobs.

We have also observed that the loss of work in specific plants,
among a smaller number of workers, even in the face of a compen-
sating increase in the volume of production in the industry as a
whole, leaves many workers stranded while new opportunities open
up a thousand miles away. Plant migration results in even greater
difficulties as entire communities become economically depressed. Ac-
tive communities are converted into ghost towns. Workers frequently
also lose much of their bargaining power as skills and Jobs change
and new aptitudes and qualities become necessary. Unrest is general,
•and much dissatisfaction follows on the installation of technological
improvements.
At present, technological advance^ instead of being welcomed by

all concerned as a form of liberation from exhausting tasks and
long grueling days, as a means of securing a higlier standard of
living, as a method of producing wealth with less cost and in greater
abundance, and as a tool for assuring more leisure time, is a mixed
blessing. While it has brought some of these advantages in varying
degree or has made them possible, the cost has been tremendous. The
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human toll has been heavy; the disturbances created have been far

reaching and frequently devastating. Instead of bringing new ad-

vantages, technological advance has brought depi-ession to many com-
munities. In fact, many of the problems which aflElict our economy
are rooted in our inability to harness our greatest- asset, human in-

genuity, and assure ourselves that it will be used constructively. The
solution of the problems created b;^ technological change will go a

long way toward increasing the stability of our democracy.

'

So grim has befen the future of the textile worker in the face of

these problems presented by technological advance, so inadequate the

provisions made by industry and the community that labor has long

fought technological change. Benefits are recognized to result in the

long run but industry has not met the immediate problem of the

worker and has granted him concessions only after long struggles.

While theoretical considerations might prompt the hope of reduced
prices, these are quite remote and unimportant to the direct victim
of change. He is faced with the immediate problem of existence,

adjustment, and reemployment. While the advantages of increased

productivity might be argued, the worker knows the immediate cas-

ualties and visible suffering; he knows also of the existence of millions

of unemployed even in relatively active periods. The worker can
only conclude that the answer to the problem of mechanization has
Tiot been secured. Until practical solutions have been developed and
industry and community have evidenced an ability to provide em-
ployment and facilities for adjustment, labor cannot be expected to

welcome changes.
Practically, the national unions have developed two lines of ap-

proach toward the technological change. They have formulated poli-

cies for the control of technical innovations for the protection of
tlieir members and for the mitigation of the effects of such changes.
These policies and programs are applied to their own industries inso-

far as it is economically feasible. But their success has been limited
both by the extent of organization and the opportunities and prac-
ticability of applying such policies in highly competitive industries.

These unions have realized that such policies cannot solve or even
begin to meet the issue of technological displacement. Besides being
unable to prevent displacement in their own industries or to direct
price and marketing practices in such a manner as to assure wider
markets, .they know that technological change has frequently resulted

,
in the diversion of work from one industry to another. As such, they
are beyond the control of the individual union. The industry pro-
gram can be considered only as a part of a full program advocated
y organized labor for the handling of the problem of technological

displacement. This program embraces a wider course of action.

It is my desire to present to your committee the practices which
have been developed in the textile industry by the Textile Workers
Union of America for the purpose of controlling technological prog-
ress, protecting the worker and for mitigating the effects of displace-
ment. We shall follow this discussion with our views as a constit-
uent organization of the Congress of Industrial Organizations as to
the program which might properly be followed to meet some of the
broader economic issues.
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UNION- POLICY REGARDING TECHNOLOGICAL CHARGE

Mr. Rleve. The Textile Workers' Union of America has developed
several practices for the control of the introduction of technological
changes within the industry. While control is desirable, its extent
and character vary markedly from places where the union has no
review or control over the introduction of these charges to those in

which all changes must be submitted to review by the union before
their final application. In no instance can the union really stop or
prevent the introduction of mechanical and technological change,
for all of the contracts of the Textile Workers' Union of America
provide any differences between the management and the union may
in the final instance be submitted for resolution by an outside arbiter.

Where the local union lias taken a position against the introduction
of a specific change or the conditions of the change proposed by the
management, these are subject to review by an outside party.
We shall herein describe the procedure which obtains in the limited

number of instances where the union exercises the greatest degree of
control. In these plants, employers may present two major types
of proposals concerning technological change. The first involves
minor changes aiisirig from adjustments of basios,work assignments
to specific constructions of yarn or cloth. In other words, a spinner
may be assigned 12 sides of the spinning frame on 20s cotton yarns.
Should the concern introduce 30s yarn, it may desire to establish
14 sides as a normal job^ without changing the basic terms of em-
ployment. These are adjustments to take care of the differences in
the character of work due to the varying construction of materials.
In these instances the company wi]l ordinarily notify the local union-
Adjustments are usually quickly agreed upon. In one contract pro-
vision is made for the right of the company to proceed with these
changes following 24 hours' notification of such proposed changes
and the failure of the union to interpose objections. Should the local
union dissent, the arbitrator may be called upon to stop the change
pending his final decision unless local management and the union
arrive at an understanding.
The second type of technological change involves basic changes in

work assignment or in procedures. They may be due to a variety of
reasons, such as improvements in the physical surroundings, the
construction of the machine, th& physical lay-out of equipment, the
quality of materials, or any of the other types discussed previously.
At times, changes are proposed which have no such basic cause.
They are motivated by the employer's desire to get more out of
labor than had been secured before. Employers in such instances
may have heard that other employees tend more machines or produce
more units per hour and desire to duplicate these production records
at their own plants. The latter type of change has been the source
of many serious industrial disputes in the industry and have thrown
all change into disrepute. They have aroused labor to the point
of labeling all innovations as "stretch-out."

In organized plants, where provision has been made for careful
i^view, managements submit these changes to the labor union.
The latter consults with the national office of the Textile Workers
Union of America which maintains a research department con-
versant with, the practices on specific jobs, current levels of produc-
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tion of different machines, and the various machine assignments and
methods of labor arrangement. The proposals are reviewed by this

department and the local union is furnished with the requisite in-

formation on current practice. The local union consults the par-

ticular workers affected by the proposed change. Their reactions

and th^ir opinions are. secured concerning the practicability of the

proposals. With this information, the local union committee starts

negotations with the management. It is prepared to review the

proposed changes from the point of view of competitive necessity,

practicality, savings, and their effect upon workers in the form of
displacement, demotions, and wages. In each instance the employ^x'

is requested to furnish such information as might be required to

complete the full picture of the nature, need, and effects of the
proposed change.
The local union in each instance negotiates with the employer to

prevent unnecessary and impractical changes, to minimize the num-
ber of workers displaced, assure proper jobs, to secure a share of
the increased productivity in the form of higher earnings and other
concessions, and to secure financial allowances for those released.

In a highly competitive industry such as textiles, relatively few
changes can be stopped. The industry consists of more than 7,000
companies, many of which are ever ready to forge ahead to exploit
new processes or to gain some special advantage over competitors,
in the form of lower costs. The problem which the union faces is

primarily that of controlling the pace and ternis of the change.
Probs^'^lj :he most significant advance made by the Textile Work-

ers' vjnion of America toward the rational review of technological
change has been in the field of assuring proper job assignments.
The cry of the "stretch-out" has long been heard in the textile in-

dustry. Workers have protested against unjustified work assign-

ments. During the N. R. A. special work assignment boards were
established. No successful machinery for the consideration of tjie

charge of overwork can be founded until there is a bona fide union
in a plant prepared to deal with this problem in a realistic manner
and affiliated with an international union ready to give it the techni-

cal advice and assistance necessary for the handling of these
problems.
The Textile Workers' Union of America has made great strides

toward the rational handling of the problems of work assignment.
In the first place, it has recognized the necessity of establishing com-
petitive parity as among the members of the industry. In the second
place, it demands that no job be excessive. It has preached this
basic assumption and is happy to. report that this conviction is

finding wider and wider acceptance in industry. Management is

increasingly willing to. test the propriety of a, given job assignment^
where labor finds or believes it to be excessive. When new assign-
ments are proposed, local unions review such proposals, also in terms
of their practicability or their excessiveness. If necessary, the local
calls upon the national office to have its research department study
the proposed jobs and to determine whether the job is excessive.
The Textile Workers' Union believes that a thorough study of the
job by competent, technically trained people, together with the work-
ers on the job, will disclose the practicality of any particular job.
The union insists that the worker be allowed sufficient personal and
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recuperative time on the job in the form of rest allowance and
tolerance for interference and delays so that the worker is not ex-

hausted when he leaves the job at the end of the day. For this

purpose it has set as a minimum a 15 percent personal and rest

fatigue factor for all jobs and has established higher percentages for

the more fatiguing joDs which require exceptional physical exertion.

It has, moreover, sought and in some instances secured the rotation

of workers on especially hazardous or exhausting jobs so that .they

may be relieved of exposures and hazards. In the synthetic yarn
industry, the union has succeeded in having spinners who are exposed
to. the carbon bisulphide fumes alternate their employment during
the day with other jobs. Compulsory rest periods of fixed duration

have been established on a number of jobs in various plants.

Where agreements cannot be reached between the local union and
the management concerning the propriety of a specific job, the union
and management submit such differences to arbitration. Frequently
the arbitration step is preceded by an effort at conciliation first made
by the technical representative of the national office and the second,

by the Technical Division of the Conciliation Service of the United
States Department of Labor. In the latter instance, both parties

agree upon the jobs in dispute and request the Conciliation Service
to make an impartial study of the ]db. The results are made avail-

able to both parties as a basis for discussion. In other instances
the results are made available to an impartial arbitrator. The usual
arbitration procedures are followed so that each side has an oppor-
tunity to present its case. • The arbitrator may consider other aspects
of the technological installation, such as wages, dismissals, promo-
tions, seniority rights, job guaranties, separation allowances, and
pensions. But with reference to the job assignment itself, he ordi-

narily determines permanent assignments on some of the disputed
jobs and places other jobs on a trial run. During the trial period,
usually 90 days, the arbitrator keeps control over such jobs. The
local union and the management may settle their differences and nego-
tiate an understanding. If not, the arbitrator will resolve the dif-

ference through a final decision, usually aftet further study of the
job.

The above procedure is being introduced in an increasing number
of plants and is becoming more and more typical of the procedures
followed in the industry in the resolution of their differences. Both
parties learn to- consider these problems in the spirit of understanding
and frankness and are able to resolve these problems without refer-
ence to outside parties. The arbitration procedure serves as an inter-
mediate stage in the development of permanent democratic and
rational collective bargaining between the two parties.

Many problems have yet to be solved before completely satisfac-
tory handling of these questions is possible. There are still dif-
ferences of opinion as to what is fatigue and relief time; how
it is to be calculated; whether continuous rest periods should ,be
allowed; what allowance should be made for delays; and the per-
centage of rest and personal time which should be established for
ditferent jobs. However, the groundwork has been laid for the
more rational consideration of these problems and for more intensive
study by management and labor of these issues. In fact, plans are
afoot for such studies.

124491—41—pt. 30 43
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IMfKOVEMENT IN EARNINGS

Mr. EiEVE. We are determined that the textile workers should enjoy

higher earnings as a result of the rising productivity. The more a

man produces, the more money he is entitled to. Advanced technol-

ogy has meanin<5 only if the working population enjoys some of its

benefits. It is the proud boast of our American economy that there

has been an ever-rising standard of living. If that result is to be

realized, workers must be assured of greater earnings. The rising

productivity is now translated into lower prices, if at all, only be-

latedly, slowly and haphazardly. The workers directly involved in

such change have a claim to a special share of the increased produc-

tivity in the form of higher wages, particularly in the textile indus-

try in which wages are low and productivity has been rising by leaps

and bounds without automatically affecting the wages of these

workers.
The Textile Workers' Union wants to assure the textile workers of

a share of the benefits of the rising productivity. Definite agreements
have been made with a number of concerns specifying the exact

proportions of the increased productivity which should be distribu-

ted to the workers, to management and the public in lower prices.

In one agreement, it is moreover specified that tne local union and
management may distribute the savings among the various classifi-

cations of workers in the manner they believe most desirable. Fur-
thermore, wage standards of entire industries, such as rayon yarn,

have been raised because of its phenomenal rises in productivity.

The union has encountered special difficulties in securing part of

the savings in costs of production foT the workers in the highly com-
petitive divisions of the industry. Changes are very frequently made
to keep abreast of, rather than to gain particular advantages over,

competitors. Mills which are paying lower wages often lead the
way in technological change or readily duplicate those being made
in higher areas. The chaotic wage situation in these industries deters

these increases.

Our organization has made definite efforts to protect workers dur-
ing the periods of experimentation with.new machines or methods.
Guaranteed hourly earnings are established which assure employees
that they will receive wages comparable to that which they have
been receiving prior to the experimental period. In the full-fash-

ioned hosiery industry, the experimental rate has been set at 98 per-
cent of the average normal earnings of the individual for the previous
5-week period. In other instances, it has been set at the equivalent
of average hourly earnings. This protected level of earnings is of
great value in carrying on the negotiations for the determination of
new rates of pay and assures the nvijintenance of the wage scale.

We consider it fundamental to any sound system of economy that
labor share in the rising productivity of industry through higher
wages and lower prices. In highly competitive industries, such as
textiles, it is desirable to utilize the legislative recourse provided by
the Labor Standards Act to- assure this result. Periodic increases in

• minimum wages in line with jumps in productivity will achieve this
purpose. Until our organization made extensive progress in the tex-
tile industry this principle was hardly known, not to speak of being
practiced. It is only with the extension of unionism that the prac-
tice is being adopted.
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JOB TENURE

Mr. KiEVE. Besides limiting changes to those which are absolutely

necessary, preventing excessive veork loads, and attempting to secure

higher compensation for the workers who are affected, the Textile

Workers Union has constantly endeavored to establish greater em-
ployment security for the workers already in the industry in face of

highly rapid rate of change. The principal means of achieving these

ends has oeen regulations governing lay-offs and rehiring ; and the

special rights of employees displaced by technological change.

Seniority systems are now widely recognized in all union contracts.

Initiated both by employers and organized labor, these plans are gen-

erally accepted. Under seniority plans now in existence, length of

service with a company is given foremost consideration in determin-

ing the comparative rights of employees to their jobs. Many qual-

ifications are frequently added to the consideration of service with
the company which limit the protection to long-service employees.
Some companies have introduced merit-rating plans which seek to

minimize the importance of service by giving it a limited value in

the determination of the total rating of the employee. The worker's
equity in his job is therefore restricted.

Insofar as the seniority or merit-rating systems protect the longer-
service employees, they tend to place the cost of technological change
upon those who are younger, and upon those with shorter service
records, who may include older persons as well.

The Texile Workers Union has in several instances succeeded in
securing additional protection for the workers in the plant which
protected them against arbitrary and discriminatory discharge. In
several instances management agreed to introduce the changes in such
a manner as to protect its personnel. The^ have guaranteed jobs to
all workers, and moderated the pace at which the changes were made
so that the normal turn-over of labor would provide sufficient jobs
for those who remained. In the second place, the changes have fre-
quently been accompanied by a definite program for expansion which
opened up job opportunities. In the third place, the companies have
installed the changes during periods of expanding business so that
there would be no immediate repercussions. Whatever the form of
guarantee, the organization has at all times sought to find some
formula to protect jobs.

When this alternative was not possible, the Textile AVorkers Union^-
of America has secured preferential rehiring rights for displaced
workers. In addition to enjoying the ordinary seniority rights in
their respective departments and occupations, they obtainedj-eemploy-
ment rights for all jobs in the plant.
In advancing the security of the workers against technological

change, the Textile Workers Union has gone one step further in the
case of the American Viscose Co. It succeeded in assuring the work-
ers a right to new jobs developing not only within the plant at which
they are working but also in other plants of the company. This
provision is of particular importance in this industry in which
technological progress has been sharply reducing the volume of em-
ployment in established plants and prompted the construction of new
l)lants at times close to the site of the older plants but in most in-
stances a^ay from these older plants in other communities and fre-
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quently in other States. The union has established the right of the

displaced worker to jobs in new plants built either at the old site

or in new communities.

New plants established at older sites are frequently governed by

existing seniority rulings so that employees gain a preemptive right

to their jobs. In the agreement with the American Viscose Co.,

provision is made that "employees displaced by technological changes

shall be pkced on a preferential list for rehiring as and when vacan-

cies thereafter occur." The arbitrator determined that the displaced

workers had to be "placed on a preferential list for rehiring when
appropriate vacancies occur in any of the plants of the corporation.''

'Hie preferential rehiring lists are handled by the central industrial

relations department of the company rather than by the individual

plant offices.

In practice, employees displaced by technological changes are gen-

erally employed at the older plants located either at Marcus Hook
and Lewistown, Pa. ; Parkersburg, W. Va., or Roanoke, Va. On being

placed on the preferential hiring list, they become eligible for re-

hiring at the Front Royal,: Va., or Nitro, W. Va. or Meadville, Pa.,

plants where are located the more recently constructed and expand-
ing plants. The employees on being displaced file applications in-

dicating the plants to which they prefer to move. When vacancies

occur they are notified and informed of the nature of the employ-
ment and the rates of pay. They are selected on the basis of qualifi-

cations, training, and experience. Seniority at the old plant is given

secondary consideration. If the persons are found desirable, they

are notified to report at the new plant. The persons so transferred

enjoy no seniority record at the new job but immediately become
permanent employees. If the;) refuse employment at another plant
they remain on their own departmental preferential list for a period

of 1 year and on the plant list for 3 years. It must be noted that
the new opportunities for rehiring at the older plants are rather
limited.

The mcoo outstanding application of this program to date resulted
from the reorganization of the spinning departments of four older
plants during which some 1,100 persons were displaced. Of this
number 598 signed transfer cards since about 1 year elapsed between
the actual. displacement and the determination by the arbitrator of
the right of these employees to job^ in other plants, and many had
^secured other jobs. Some 200 persons have been reemployed on
permanent jobs and 15 on temporary jobs at the new plants. Only
29 workers to whom the jobs had been offered refused them. It is

expected that in May 1940 the largest number of those willing to
accept jobs will be. absorbed as the Front Royal plant will then get
into operation.
Many difficulties '.ave arisen in making these transfers. Persons

have been reluctant to break long ties, in their cornmunities. They
have property, friends, and family. Others found the cost of mov-
mg prohibitive. Others felt reluctant to accept lower wages. The
union, it niay be added, has proposed the establishment of a fund
through joint employer-employee contributions to assist individualsm moving to new jobs. The lack of housing and other facilities in
the new communities have discouraged other workers. In the near
future, it is expected (hat some 2,000 women will be affected bv the

1
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cake-washing process. In their case, employment in new plants will

be,difficult if not impossible to find.

No one can look upon this plan as adequate nor as complete; it

must be considered as part of a larger program to meet the insecuri-

ties and cost of technological displacement.

In an industry such .as synthetic yarn, which is constantly ex-

panding, the possibilities ioP this plan are promising." New plants

are being built ; the companies are enjoying huge profits. They are,

in most instances, financing the expansion out of their own profits

and surpluses. They can afford to grant workers preemptive rights

to new jobs and to assist them in making these transfers. We look

forward to the time when complete union organization in the in-

dustry will provide workers displaced by technological change with
the preferential hiring rights to jobs in all new plants.

SEPARATION AIXOWANCES AND PENSION?

Mr. RiEVE. The preceding two efforts at mitigating the effects of

displacement must be supplemented by other programs. One method
employed is to arrange a separation allowance or pension for em-
ployees displaced by technological change. Three specific plans have
been developed through the initiative of the Textile Workers Union.
We are, I must add, recommending to companies with adequate
financial reserves a separation -wage plan. Two companies have
adopted the principle of the separation allowance in case of

technological displacement. The Bigelow-Sanford Carpet Co.

accepted this principle in its agreement with our organization and
we are currently negotiating the terms of a separation allowance.

The contract with the Celanese Corporation of America, employing
some 9,000 workers, provides that persons displaced by technological

change shall be entitled to a separation allowance or to be placed

on a seniority list for future employment on a job suitable in the

company's opinion. Employees with 2 years or more service with the

company choosing the separation allowance, receive 1 week's pay for

each year of service up to 10 years. A fund of $250,000 was estab-

lished by the company to provide fbr> these pensions.' Employees
obtaining these allowances may be rehired by the company at a

future date but do not enjoy any seniority rights. Along with un-
employment compensation benefits these separation allowances pro-

vide the worker with some income for the period during which he is

determining his future course and seeking other employment. It is

our hope to extend this principle to as many companies as possible

in order to establish some form of compensation to persons displaced

by mechanical progress.

This plan, moreover, has pi-ompted the management to minimize
the number of persons displaced. Instead of releasing personsi, the

company planned the introduction of technological changes in such

a manner that persons likely to be affected might be absorbed at

other jobs. As a result, we may testify that the most significant

effect of the plan has been to reduce the number of displaced workers.

The plan developed by the Textile Workers Union, together with
the American Viscose Co., for the Marcus Hook plant, provides even

more satisfactory financial arrangements. The company desired to'

close the plant. After considerab' , negotiations, a plan was worked
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out for the continuance of the plant for a 6-month trial period. In
the meantime, all persons 65 years of age and over have been retired

with a pension and persons under 65 entitled to jobs by reason of

their seniority position for whom no suitable openinor could be found,

were paid a dismissal wage. Pensions amounted to 1 percent of

current earnings times the number of years of service with the com-
pany. Persons between the ages of 60 and 65 years are granted pen-

sions equivalent in value to deferred pensions at the age of 65 years

so that a male of 60 years of age received for the same number of

years service, 61.1 percent of the monthly allowance which a person

65 years of age and over receives. All persons under 60 years re-

ceived a permanent lay-off allowance which was figured on the basis

of the average weekly earnings of the employees during the last

12-month period in which they worked. They received 1 week's

pay for each year of service, from 10 to 24 years, inclusive, plus '.\

weeks for each year of service over 24 years, with one additional week
for each 3 years over 45 years and a deduction of 1 week for each
3 years' age interval below 45 years. In addition,. 1 week's notice

was granted to persons with 1 to 4 years' service, 2 weeks' notice

for 5 or more years of service or pay in lieu thereof. The purpose
of the plan was to give additional protection to workers 45 years of
age and over and for those with 25 years of service and over, to

compensate for their service and offset their special diflBculties in

findmg new employment and for the fact that employment is likely

to be secured at a relatively lower wage. An employee aged 30, with
5 years' service would receive only the 2 weeks' notice or pay in lieu

thereof. An employee 45 years of age and over with 15 years of
service would receive 15 weeks of pay, while an employee 57 years
of age with 15 years of service would receive 19 weeks of pay. An
employee 57 years of age with 25 years of service would receive 31

weeks of pay. Here also the plan has resulted in planned place-

ments so that the number of displacements has been kept at a

minimum.
The technique developed by :he Textile Workers Union of

America to control the installation of changes, to protect jobs, and
to assure better earnings to employed workers and preferential treat-

ment to displaced workers, as well as the program for separation

allowances and pensions can find wider application in a national

plan to protect workers against the undesirable effects of technologi-

cal change. They must become part of such a larger program.
The right of workers to organize must be protected in every plan

to meet these problems. Without bona fide -unionism, it will be

difficult to find an answer to the extensive problems of technological

advance. The recent growth of industrial unionism has made it

possible for workers to develop a control over technological ad-

vances and to devise programs for dealing with the issues in their

individual plants which they present.' The unionization of an in-

dustry is the best guarantee that installations will be made in a

rational and controlled manner. Unnecessary innovations will be

discouraged ; but backward concerns may be prompted to make them
as had been the case in a number of instances. Wherever changes

are made, job assignments set by collective bargaining are more
nearly satisfactory than thuse set m any other manner. Unions en-

deavor to secure direct benefits for workers and also set up some
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control over the process of lay-offs and rehirihgs to minimize the
number of displacements and assure these workers such new jobs as

may be found within the plants of the same company or within the
industry. Constructive collective bargaining will produce arrange-
ments for the movement of workers and other techniques to facilitate

the adjustment of the individual worker and minimize the hardships.
The demand for collective bargaining and unions is not founded

primarily on these considerations. But it should t)e emphasized that

the urge to organization is rooted in the- workers' desire to share in

the determination of his own conditions of employment. There is no
matter in which he desires to participate as much as in the decisions

concerning technological innovations. . It is important for democratic
and healthy industrial relations in this country that all questions

arising about the necessity of these changes, their manner and rate

of application, new job assignments, wages to be paid, and provisions

to be made for the displaced worker, shall be subject to collective

bargaining. While such negotiations will not in and by themselves
solve the problems of technological advance, they will facilitate more
rational handling and possibly prevent some of the undesirable social

effects. When negotiations are carried on on a national industrial

basis the results can be even more profitable and constructive. More-
over, wage increases and shorter hours offer great possibilities for

facilitating national economic adjustment to these changes and for

establishing a more balanced national economy.
The social and economic problems created by technological change

are national in character and also must be dealt with by the Federal
Government. Legislative measures such as the wage-and-hour law,

the social-security law, and provision for the Federal Employment
Service can be of immense value in meeting these problems. Indi
vidual industry efforts must be supported by such legislation. Wage-
and-hour legislation can be of great assistance in raising wage stand-

ards and in providing a facile method of assuring labor some of the
benefits of the increased productivity through constantly trising min-
imum wages. This is particularly true of the textile industry in

which competition is very keen and national in scope and wages are

low. Our social-security laws must be liberalized ih provide for

those displaced from industry either at an advanced ag^ or during
active years. Workers affected by technological change after middle
years find it particularly difficult to adjust themselves. It is there-

fore particularly important that provisions be made for their assist-

ance in our old-age security legislation. The experience of the Tex-
tile Workers Union with the technological separation allowances sug-

gests that further study might well be made of this technique to

supplement present unemployment compensation benefits both to aid
the worker and to afford additional inducements to employers to

plan their installations in such a manner as to keep the number of
displaced workers down to a minimum. It will also place a proper
charge on technological developments. We, of course, suggest ex-
tension of the services of our employment agencies to facilitate the
reemployment of displaced workers.

Insofar as the technological change affects the individual worker,
the above suggestions are indicative of the type of program it is im-
perative that we adopt in order that the human toll of technical ad-
vance be reduced and that more persons enjoy some of the advantages
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occurriii<jj from these phenomenal advances. We are also in need of

more planning of the location of our industries so that there be fewer

ghost towns and depressed areas.

The economic issues presented by technological change are funda-

mental. They relate to the absolute number of jobs in this country.

They concern themselves with all of our basic economic problems.

Real adjustment to technological advance can only come when we
have learned to increase the number of available jobs or provide

them through public works or governmental enterprise. Higher
wages and shorter hours constitute significant means of increasing

national income, distributing work more widely, and facilitating

greater balance in our economy. They are indispensable to making
technological advance a blessing rather than an evil.

Dr. Anderson. Shall we proceed with the questiens?

Acting Chairman Williams. Yes.

Mr. Chantland. May I ask a question, Mr. Chairman?
Acting Chairrnnii "^Vtttjams. Yes.

unions as a factor in mechanization

Mr. Chantland. Mr. Rieve, you said legislative measures such as

the wage-and-hour law, the social-security law, and provision for the

Federal Employment Service can be of tremendous value in meeting
these problems. Do you mean to say that they have not been ?

Mr. Rieve. No ; I mean that they can be extended.

Mr. Chantland. You said that backward concerns may be
prompted to makethem, as has been the case in a number of instances,

in moving forward and planning. How many of these backward con-

cerns have been prompted by your union to adopt such measures ?

Mr. Rieve. Well, I

Mr. Chantland (interposing). I won't ask you to name them,, if

you don't want to. But I was planning to get the number and the

size and the location, perhaps.
Mr. Rieve. In one division of the textile industry—that is in the

full-fashioned hosiery—I would say about 60 percent of the industry
was prompted through that method to modernize tKeir plants, mostly
located in the North and Middle West.

Mr. Chantland. Do you want to elaborate further ?

Mr. Rieve. It was self-evident that/if these mills were to continue
in busihess they would have to do something because of the highly
competitive nature of the business. The union approached them and
worked out a scheme with the employers for the purpose of modern-
izing their mills.

Mr. Chantland. To save the jobs and save the mills?
. Mr. Rieve. To save the jobs for the people involved. The wage
scale was readjusted and rearranged so that the worker on the new
improved job probably earned as much,^ and a little more than on the
old job, but it brought about material saving to the employers because
of the nature, the productivity of the job. That is the primary in-

stonce where this type of thing occurred.
Mr. Chantland. That i^ concrete with me. Are there other m

stances that you Avant to tell ?

Mr. Rieve. No; I think that is sufficient as an example of what can
be done.
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Acting Chairman Williams. I notice your statement here, running
perhaps through this paper, of the control of the union over the in-

stallation of changes in the plant. To what extent has the union in-

fluenced or controlled the technological improvements that have gone
into the plant, and what is your procedure by which that is done?
Mr. RiEVE. The procedure ? I may say this, that our outline gives

examples of what can be done. In industries where the strength of

the union, not in a plant but in an industry, is greater, these questions

can be worked out more satisfactorily. In the synthetic yarn industry,

for instance, which is a highly profitable industry and in which the

extent of our organization is quite large, we have been able to work
out through collective bargaining all kinds of schemes, not to solve

the technological problem but to cushion it. In some instances it was
delayed for 6 months or a year.

A company may be expanding its business, in which instance it

might be prevailed upon to delay installation until the workers that

would be normally displaced could be absorbed. In other instances

we have been able to prevail upon employers to pay dismissal wages
and put the workers on a preferential list, and so forth. This state-

ment primarily tries to show how these technological changes may be
mitigated through proper collective bargaining in any industry. The
wider the bargaining agency is, the better the problems can be worked
out.

Acting Chairman Williams. I was just wondering what your set-up

is for that. In case a plant or the management decides to install some
new improvement, some new invention, some labor-saving device that

you have referred to, do they give the union management notice of that

intention ?

Mr. RiEVE. They do; ^v'es, sir. In many instances they do.

Acting Chairman Williams. And then do you go into conferences
and a discussion of the merits of the proposed installation ?

Mr. RiEVE. That's right. The company notifies the union, provid-
ing it is one of our regular unions, and when they notify us we try
to check whether it is a real technological change or whether it is

just a camouflaged speed-up, which in many instances happens. If
it is genuine, we start to negotiate with the company, to go more into

the detail of what their plans are, and try to work out the best possi-

ble arrangement to mitigate the shock of such displacement. In
many instances we cannot do anything about it.

There is one concern that is employing about 20,000 workers. We
knew, and we knew for a year, that technological change was com-
ing in that was going to throw out about 2,500 girls. There was
little we could do about it.

Acting Chairman Williams. That is what I wanted to find out.

In the last analysis, who has the final say ?

Mr. RiEVE. In most instances, arbitration has the final, say. If

we cannot agree, if we take the positioix that the change should not
go in and management takes the position that it should, we submit
the question to arbitration.

Acting Chairman Williams. Wlio is the arbitrator?
Mr. RiEA^E. Usually an outside person chosen by both jjarties, some-

times the Mediation Service of the Department of Labor, in some
instances the American Arbitration Society. Sometimes we have
a named arbitrator
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Acting Cliairman Williams. Is the decision of the arbitrator final?

Mr. RiEVE. Final and binding.

Acting Chairman Williams. That is bound by contract, and in

that case there would be no occasion for a strike if you did not agree.

Strikes have not resulted from the disagreement between labor and
management with reference to the installation of new devices.

Mr. RiEVE. Too many strikes have resulted in the textile industry

from the installation of new technological equipment, but they have
not occurred in plants that have collective bargaining with the union.

In plants w'here the union is recognized as the collective-bargaining

agency these matters are resolved, if by no other method, by arbi-

tration.

Acting Chairman Williams. Then, in other words, finally the

determination of what is introduced in the way of new improve-

ments in a plant is in the hands of the labor unions where they exist

and are effective, and the plant management?
Mr. RiEVE. Yes.
Acting Chairman Williams. And there isn't any such thing as a

disagreement to such an extent that it isn't settled by arbitration;

and further, labor difficult}^ is avoided.

Mr. RiETV'E. That's right.

Acting Chairman Williams. Is that the situation?

Mr. RiEA'E. That is right. The union does not interfere—I will

put it this way—in management's right to mechanize its plants, to

improve the mechanization ofits plants. All that the union is trying
io do is to protect the worker so that in such changes the burden of
that type of mechanization shall not be entirely borne by the worker.
In other words, we try to work out something so that the workers
who are displaced will be absorbed, or given some dismissal pay, or
something of that kind. We try to prevail upon management that

if they have plans for expanding within a year or so, they will post-

pone their installation of the new modernized equipment until they
expand, so as to reabsorb in that manner the displaced^ workers.
But in no instance does the union say to management, "This instal-

lation, this invention, you can't have." We are practical enough to

fealize we can't just stop invention and we probably wouldn't want
to stop it if we could.

Acting Chairman Williams. You try to persuade them and to at

least get them to see your viewpoint in the matter, and if you can't

do that and they see fit, they go ahead and install it anyway; is

that the situation?
Mr. RiEVE. No. When we can't agree on the jnethod of installation

we may submit the matter to arbitration.

Acting Chairman Williams. That is what I understood you to say
a while ago, and there is after all no such thing as having a final

disagreement on the installation of new appliances in the industry.
Mr. RiEVE. Tnat is right.

Acting Chairman Williams. In your opinion, have the benefits of
technological advance in the reduction of cost of production and
increased productivity been properly and equitably adjusted and dis-

tributed betjveen the industry, labor, and the public in general?
Mr. RiEVE. I wouldn't say so. I don't think the savings derived

from improved productivity in the textile industry have been equita-
• bly distributed. I don't think that labor got its share, generally
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speaking. I hestitate to say it; I would guess that most of the sav-

ings derived have been passed on to the consumer.

Acting Chairman Wiu^iams. Then you feel—and is that just

merely a guess, or is that opinion based upon a thorough, rather

thorough, investigation of the situation in the textile industry by a

man of your experience—^that the industry itself has not unduly
benefited by reason of these technological improvements?

Mr. KiEVE. The industry as such probably benefited unduly up to

about 10 years ago, but I venture to say that in the past 10 years

the industry did not benefit unduly as a result of technological

changes.
Acting Chairman Williams. In other words, the income which they

liave received on their investment, and proper compensation for effi-

cient and skillful management, has not been overpaid ?

Mr. RiEVE. Well, of course, when we go into that I wouldn't want
1o make that statement, because that goes into the very beginning,

into the financing of the company. I think that in days gone by, in

the 1920's, and so forth, that the industry overcapitalized itself. It

])ut out too much watered stock, and so forth, and I am not pre-

pared to say whether they are earning enough oil that type of thing

or not. As a matter of fact in the past 10 years I think the woolen
industry shows, as an industry, losses and not earnings.

Acting Chairman Williams. I am rather confining, so far as I
am concerned, myself to the last 10 years.

Mr. Reeve. I will say that the industry has not unduly profited as a

result of technological improvements.

MIGRATION or TEXTILE INDUSTRY

Acting Chairman Williams. I got the impression from your state-

ment that during the last 10 years there had not been an excessive mi-
gration of the textile industry from the East, from New. England,
and the eastern Atlantic States, to the South.
Mr. RiEVE. That is correct so far as the cotton -textile industry is

concerned, but it is not correct as far as other branches of the indus-
try are concerned, such as hosiery, which has had a terrific migration
Avithin the last 5 years. The woolen and worsted industry is begin-
iiing to RiOve in that uiiection.

Acting Chairman Williams. Wliat is the reason for that?
Mr. RiEVE. Lower costs, primarily; lower labor costs, lower taxes,

all kinds of attractions that industries are getting from communities
and from States.

Mr. Pike. You have to differentiate a good deal, when you talk
about the industry, between the cotton, woolen, and synthetic fibers.

Mr. RiEVE. The industry can be divided into five distinct parts.
There are more, but five will cover the principal parts. There is thf
cotton-textile industry, the woolen and worsted industry, the syn-
thetic-yarn industry, the carpet industry, and the hosiery industry.
Mr. Pike. And the qualifications are quite different?
Mr. RiEVE. That is right. It does not necessarily follow that the

occurrences in one of the divisions of that industry will occur in the
other.

Acting Chairman Williams. Now, taking it as a whole, I under-
stood you to say—I want to see if I am ^torrect about that—that the
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jiiimber of employees in the industry as a whole had decreased some
5 percent in the last 10 years, or from '27 to '37.

Mr, RiEVE. There has been no change in the number of employees

in the industry as a whole since 1919. There are about the same num-
ber of people employed today in the industry as were employed in

J 919.

Acting Chairman Williams. Well, now, what about the productive

output per unit? I am talking about the industry as a whole, in

general.

Mr. RiEVE. It has increased about 25 percent during that period;

iJiat is, total production.

Mr. Pike. That was in pounds, as I remember.
Mr. RrEVE. That's right.

Acting Chairman Williams. You are using, of course, the same
unit of production in both periods.

Mr. Rieve. That is right.

Acting Chairman Williams. Which would indicate the extent of

increased production. That is only 25 percent? I got the impression
it was much larger than that.

Mr. Rieve. I am sorry I don't have man-hour productivity for the

industry as a whole. I have it in the 5 divisions of the industry, if

you are interested in that. In the cotton-textile industry production
increased 18 percent from 1919 to 1939, but man-hour output in-

creased 84 percent, and man-hour employment dropped 28 percent.

Acting Chairman Williams. What was the cost per unit, com-
])aratively?

Mr. RiEve. That would depend entirely upon the fabric that was
made.
Acting Chairman Williams. I mean an over-all picture of it.

Have you that?

Mr. Rieve. There are no figures in the textile industry so that you
can make an over-all cost. The cost varies so much, depending upon
the fabric, that you can't arrive at that kind of figure.

Acting Chairman Williams. I understand that there are varying
fabrics, but I was wondering whether there are figures available

which would show the over-all cost of the entire industry in 1929 as

compared with 1939.

Mr. Rieve. There are no such figures available. T haA^en't seen any.

I don't think the Department of Labor ever prepared those.

Mr. Pike. You find it difficult to average out between a cotton

sheet and a silk stocking?

Dr. LuBiN. You also have the other factor, that the same plant
may have two fabrics, upon one of which they are making money,
and the other on which they are losing money.
Mr. Rieve. If you go a little further, you can't compare a cotton

sheet with a carpet. You can get the figure for the carpet industry
or the cotton-textile industry, but you can't lump the textile industry
together and get an over-all cost that way.
Acting Chairman Williams. Have you got it, then, for the dif-

ferent branches of the industry?
Mr. Rieve. Yes; we have it for the different branches of the in-

dustry.

Acting Chairman Williams. All right, what is it?

Mr Rieve. Man-hour output in the cotton-textile industry
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Acting Chairman Williams (interposing). I am talking about

cost.

Mr. Reeve. Oh, no, we don't have that.

Acting Chairman Williams. You seem to think you can get that.

Mr. RiEVE. That probably could be got.

Acting Chairman WiiXiIams. But you haven't it, and that's that.

Dr. LuBiN. I might say that the Federal Trade Commission has

some figures on earnings of the various branches of the industry for

a series of years starting in 1933, I think. I think they run up to

1937 or '38.

Mr. Barkin. To '36.

Acting Chairman Williams. To w^hat extent have you applied

through your bargaining agency with industry, some kind of separar

tion allowance in the textile industry?
Mr. RiEVE. To a very, very limited extent. We have it with a very

few companies. I think I stated in my presentation that we only

have it in three companies. I brought it in as an indication that

through legislative methods, or through other means, that type of

arrangement ought to be explored further and brought about, to thus
cushion
Acting Chairman Williams (interposing). Wliat kind of legisla-

tive arrangement do you think could be made about that?

Mr. RiEVE. There are several things that could be done. Some-
thing could be worked out. As I say, that would have to be studied.

As an example, we have social security, by which employers are taxed
and workers are taxed, and when a worker reaches 65 years of age
he is entitled to unemployment compensation. Why couldn't indus-

try be taxed in the same manner, to set up a fund to pay workers
as they are displaced by technological changes? That would be one
way. I don't sa}^ that it is the proper way. I am just indicating
that it is one way to do it. There might be many ether ways.
Mr. Pike. You said, Mr. Rieve, that you had not nuich trouble in

dealing with the prosperous units of this industry, and I take it that

means pretty much the synthetic fiber end. Now, I think it is notori-

ous that in the cotton mills there are a great many nonprosj)eroiis

members, to put it mildly. We have had a great many large mills

go out of business and disappear in the last several years, and in cir

cumstances like that it almost always means there are other mills on
the edge who just don't have the capital to do things. There has been
technological displacement of dollars as well as men. Sometimes
that can be painful to the owners of those dollars. But that does
make a real problem there.

Mr. RiEVE. That is correct. That is \yhy I stated that if we were
to adopt a dismissal wage principle, it must be adopted thrQjugh

governmental agencies and not through' individual mills, because if a

marginal mill wanted to enter into an agreement with a union that if

technological change came they would pay a dismissal wage, I don't
know whether I would accept the agreement, because I don't think
they could fulfill it when the time came.

Mr. Pike. That is one of the things I am driving at. A fairly

good indication is the price of mill shares, and you see very fre-

quently where the total selling price of the mill, multiplying the
number of shares by the price of the share, is less than their net
current assets on hand, allowing nothing at all for mills and ma-
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chinery. You remembeV probably a dozen of those in the last

several years, so that oil the face of it it would be profttable for

the mill to close up shop, liquidate its current assets and quit, and

one might think a mill management might always have that under

consideration, and a new consideration might turn their decision

either way. It is a very difficult situation for all concerned. I

think you recognize that. And with this very competitive industry,

one person who is profitable can do it, this other fellow who is on

the ragged edge won't or can't do it unless he is compelled to.

Mr. RiEVE. It cannot be done voluntarily. It has to be done by

action of some governmental agency.

Acting Chairman Williams. I noticed you discussed to some extent

the question of skilled labor being supplanted by unskilled labor.

Is that the situation generally? Is that the trend?

DIVISION OF LABOR IN TEXTILE PLANTS

Mr. RiEVE. The trend is to separate the skilled worker in the textile

mills. In days gone by he performed various tasks. It didn't nec-

essarily follow that every minute of his time was consumed on a

skilled task. Probably the bulk of his time was consumed on skilled

tasks, but he was also doing some unskilled work. The tendency
now is to separate that. As an illustration let me take a weave
shift. A weaver in days gone by operated, say, 4 or 5 looms, and
he would tie the cloth on the bobbins, yarn, and all these operations.
Today, he is not doing that. He is only weaving, and they have
battery hands who do the other tasks, and the result is that the
weaver, instead of taking care of 4 or 5 looms, is taking care of
60 or 60, and, in one or two instances we know, of 120 looms.
Acting Chairman Williams.. Let me ask you this. Has the techno-

logical improvement in the textile industry changed the nature and
character of the skilled workman to such an extent that a man who
formerly would be considered a skilled workman in his particular
line, by reason of these improvements, was not fit, and didn't have the
skill to carry on under the improvements, and in that way displaced
many of the skilled workers?
Mr. RiEVE. That is correct, very much so.

It necessarily follows," as I explained in the weaving shed, that there
were many improvements on that loom. The weaver was able to take
care of more looms because he confined his activities entirely to skill,

and unskilled people came in and did the other work. That means
that other skilled weavers were laid off.

^
Now, you liave other technological changes, such as in the woolen

industry, where you still have the old mule spinning system that is

being replaced by a new system where the spinner, a skilled operator,
is being displaced by a woman.
Acting Chairman Williams. I don't believe that is the idea that I

had, as I understand you. We have had evidence here, for instance
in the steel industry, of the old hand roller mill skills. When they
introduced the strip-mill process, while the old worker, the former
employee, was skilled in his line of work, the inauguration of the new
machine rnade him entirely an unskilled worker so far as managing
tha^ machine was concerned^ and he wag out entirely. He could not
continue at all, because while he was skilled under the original process,
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when it was supplanted by an entirely new process his skill was gone,

and he was out.

Mr. KiEVE. Well, that is true in some instances, as in the instance

that I described betw^een the mule spinner and the ring spinner. A
mule-spinner operation was an operation that w_as entirely operated

by males. Now a new operation came in. It is also called spinning,

but that operation is entirely different in character from the other

one, much simpler, and the result of it is that women are employed in

that operation, and the mule spinner is out of a job.

Now, I wouldn^t take the position that the mule spinner could not

become a ring spinner. Probably he could. I would question, how-
ever,' whether he could become as efficient as a girl can be on that job.

So he is entirely out.

Dr. LuBiN. Mr. Rieve, as you went through your material I was
impressed by the faqt that there were four factors operating in the

industry, and I wonder if we could stop them. In the first place, we
are creating unemployment by mills moving away. As you say, com-
munities make offers of free taxes and subsidize the cost of building

the mills, and mills move away from a certain part of the country and
go into a new section. I take it that that movement has nothing to do,

or little to do, with technological change. It is a question of costs;

you can get cheaper labor some place else, somebody puts up the mill.

Mr. Rieve. I think it is somewhat accelerated by technological

changes.
Dr. LuBiN. But the movement itself could take place without any

technological changes.

Mr. Rieve. Yes; it could.

Dr. LuBiN. Secondly, speed-up. In other words, there is evidence
to the effect that certain mills have increased productivity without
changing their machinery, but by speeding up the operation.

Mr. Rieve. That is right.

Dr. LuBTN. And, thirdly, you have what might be considered tech-

nological change, in the sense of better organization of the plant,
which eliminates certain wasteful practices, and, finally, you have
machinery. Which of these are the most important, and whicji can
we expect to play the greatest part in the immediate future? In
other words, can we break those four factors down and measure the
extent to which each is responsible for unemployment?
Mr. Rieve. Well, of coui-se, any prediction for the future would

be a guess. I would say that probably the greatest amount of unem-
ployment is caused by the physical layout of the mill, improved
operations through rearrangement of processes, and so forth, secondly,
probably by machines, unless something new and revolutionary hap-
pens that is not now in the making.

Dr. LuBiN.' There have been no revolutionary changes in the indus-
try during the last 10 years?
Mr. Rieve. No ; new things are coming in, but I wouldn't call them

revolutionary. They are speedier, and so forth.

Dr. LuBiN. Would you say that the bulk of this
Mr. Rieve (interposing). Only in the rayon industry. When you

talk about the synthetic rayon industry
Dr. LuBiN. That is an entirely different situation. Would you still

think that as far as cotton and wool are concerned that machinery
would be the second factor?
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Mr. RiEVE. In wool, especially in wool.

Dr. LtiBiN. What effect is the nylon development goin^ to have
upon the hosiery industry; that is, emplojTnent in the manufacture
of silk hosiery?

Mr. RiEVE. First I think we will have to find out what nylon really

will be. There has been considerable in the public press. I do not
think that it will have an effect on the hosiery industry as such,
but it will have on the throwing industry, the silk throwing industry

;

all that equipment will become obsolete and will have to be scrapped.
You cannot use silk throwing;: equipment for synthetic yams. The
hosiery machine can be used for nylon. It is cUimed that the
nylon will wear longer. If that is true, probably to that extent sales

will be curtailed, but outside of that I don't anticipate any difficulty

in that industry as a result of nylon development.
Dr. LuBiN. Following up this whole question of displacement, you

state in your brief that the number of spindles has been very
markedly cut down and yet the output of the industry has gone up.
I take it that increased output is the result of using synthetic yarns
in mixture with cotton.

Mr. RiEVE. That is one, and also as the result of shifts ; the remain-
mg spindles are used two and three shifts as against one shift up to

about 7 or 8 years ago.

Dr. LuBiN. But that would increase the man-hours of employment
proportionately, wouldn't it?

Mr. RiEVE. No; but it would the spindle hours.
Dc. LuBiN. It is a question of spindle-hour increase?
Mr. RiEVE. And there is more productivity in spinning equipment

The new spinning equipment is nmch more productive. As a matter
of fact, the only appreciable technological changes that the cotton
industiT made in the last few years were in the spinning departments.
Mr. • Chantland. Is there a difference of pay rate on the different

shifts?

Mr. RiEVE. No. In the bulk of the cotton industry the pay rate is

too little whatever it is.

Mr. ChantXiAnd. Whether it is the night shift or day shift?
Mr. RiEM^. Whether it is the night shift or day shift. Some indi-

vidual concerns may pay slightly more on the third shift, but it is

not a factor in the industry. .

Mr. Pike. You m<>ntionpd in your statement the fatigue factor,

which I presume still shows up in several places in the textile indus-
try. Of course, that must be getting reduced pretty well to a mini-
mum with the short hours, isn't it, now, or do you still find that is a
considerable factor?

Mr. RiEVE. Oh, it is a factor, because no man or woman can work,
even assuming that there is a lunch period, on an 8-hour employment
day 4 hours without some rest period. The fatigue question is not
as important an item on an 8-hour workday as it would be on a 10-

or 12-hour day, but it is still a factor.

Mr. Pike. Most of that work, or a great deal of it, requires close

mental attention rather than hard physical work, doesn't it?

Mr. Rieve. That is right ; it is tcMlious work.
Mr. Pike. Waiting for a break?
Mr. Rieve, Most of it is walking, these days. In the weaving

room the man who js patrolling just keeps on patrolling. It is so
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mechanized that he gets tired from walking; at least, he walks
probably as much as a policeman on a beat. The only difference is

the policeman walks in fresh air while he is walking inside a factory.

Mr. Pike. Sometimes the policeman would be willing to swap, I

think.

Mr. RIE^"E. I suppose, sometimes.
Acting Chairman Williams. Did I understand you to say there

were 1,250,000 employed?
Mr, RiEVE. That is right, in all the divisions of the textile industry.

Acting Chairman Williams. How is that divided, approximately,
between men and women?
Mr. RiEVE. I don't have the figures. It would be just a guess as

far as men and women are concerned. I would say about 50-50.

Acting Chairman Williams. Has there been a tendency to employ
one or the other more in the last 10 years?
Mr. RiEVE. Yes; the tendency has been right along in the direction

of more women.
Mr. Pike. What percentage are organized of that 1,250,000?

Mr. RiEVE. We have, as I stated, 350,000.

Mr. Pike. And the total amount organized wouldn't be very much
in excess of that? Would it run 450,000?

Mr. RiEVE. I wouldn't even claim that. I don't think it necessar-

ily follows because we have 350,000 workers covered by collective

bargaining contracts that we claim we have that big a membership

;

because we act as the sole collective bargaining agency it doesn't

necessarily follow that all of the people are members of the union.
Mr. Pike. Would you say it would be more than a quarter and less

than a half?
Mr. Rieat:. Oh, it is less than half; I wouldn't claim more than

a quarter.

Dr. Anderson. Mr, Rieve, a quarter of the workers of the industry
are fully covered by agreements?
Mr. Rieve. Yes; about 350,000 covered by agreements.

EFTECrr OF unionization on production costs

Dr. Anderson. Wliat are the possibilities of price competition be-
tween union and nonunion plants in an industry so keenly com-
petitive, and where only a quarter of the Avorker^- are covered by
agreements ?

Mr. Rieve. I think the possibilities are very good because we are
not foolish enough, even though we have the shop organized, to make
exorbitant demands of the employer if his competitors are not organ-
ized.

Dr. Anderson. In otlier words, the advantages that the unorgan-
ized plants have in regard to technological change are not so great
but that you can compete with them?
Mr. Rieve. That is right, that is ri^ht. The union shops,' just as

well as the nonunion shops, are putting in technological improve-
ments if they have the money to do it.

Dr. Anderson. How far are technological advance, and the other
problems of this, rather sick textile industry, related to market ex-
pansion itself, to increased sale of goods^

124401—4X—pt, 30 44
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Mr. RiEVE. Well, I don't know. The sale of textiles has been

mounting for the last few years. Where the limit of it is I don't

know. I suppose that technological improvements, mill lay-outs, and

so forth, have had a tendency toward broadening the market. I

suppose that because of the tendency to sell cheaper, more people

are buying textiles, but to Avhat extent I cannot say.

Dr. Anderson. Do you think that is the hope for the solution of

the problem—a greatly expanded consuming market which will ab-

sorb the workers not now used?
Mr. RiEVE. I think thatjs one way of approaching the problem, if

we devise some means of giving the consumer the purchasing power
necessary to absorb these goods, but I wouldn't say that that alone

will solve the whole problem.
Dr. Anderson. Given present market trends, and the present

1,250,000 workers in the fidd, is there any prospect that the textile

industry will absorb the workers not now employed?
Mr. RiEVE. No, not in my .opinion, unless the European war con-

tinues and we start to buy textiles in this country. Not under normal
processes, no.

Dr. Anderson. Is the problem of child labor still a serious problem
in the textile field ?

Mr. RiEVE. Not since the wage-and-hour law passed. The wagc-
and-hour law has in itself a provision that no children under 16 years
of age be employed.
Dr. Anderson. Was there a shift then to children above 16?
Mr. RiEVE. Yes.
Dr. Anderson. So that you did accent that problem ?

Mr. RiEVE. Yes.
Dr. Anderson. What is the reason for the increased use of these

youngsters from 16, say, to 20? Is it linked with. technology?
Mr. RiEVE. No; I would say it was linked with wages more than

technology.
Dr. Anderson. But the industry is such that youngsters of those

ages can perform the necessary operEitions?
Mr. Rieve. Yes; some operations. Of course, when a new techno-

logical process comes in, an employer would rather teach youngsters
that process than to reteach older people, for two reasons. It has
to be admitted, I think, that a /oung person, never knowing an opera-
tion, can probably learn pven operation much (juicker than an older
person who has been trained in another operation, because the older
person has to be untrained, and the new one does not. Secondly, the
hope is that after that younger person acquires the necessary skills
or routines the employer will have a longer period of use out of that
person than out of an older one. Therefore, in new processes the
employer tends to^ train new people for these processes rather than
retain the older ones.

Mr. Chantland. I thought you answered the chairmah when you
were talking about the tendency toward unskilled workers, by telling
him that the technological situation by which a man could supervise
as many as 100 or more machines let them hire these boys that Dr.
Anderson was inquiring about in unskilled positions. That is tech-
nology, isn't it?

Mr. Rieve. Yes.
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Mr. Chantland. Which position do you want to take? I thought
your answer to Dr. Anderson was that technology had nothing to do
with hiring these 16- or 20-year-old boys.

Mr. RiEVE. I don't think that either my answer to the Chair or to

Mr. Anderson is contradictory. What I said about these weavers
who control as high as 100 looms is that tl^t is not a changed tech-

nology.

Mr. Chantland. Isn't it?

Mr, RiEVE, No; that is a changed process; they use their experi-

enced men but fewer of them. They don't have to retrain these

people. "^

Mr. Chantland. You mean that it isn't technology that gives a

man the. power to supervise so many as against so few ?

Mr. RiEVE. It is not technology in the sense of some new, radical,

revolutionary invention that comes in. It is only technology to the

extent that a separation took place between the skilled operations and
I he unskilled operations..

Mr. Chantland. Apparently we don't agree on where technology'

begins and leaves off.

Mr. RiEVE. We may not talk the same language.

Mr, Chantland. May I ask one more question if I am not inter-

rupting? You said "customarily he has taken to the only weapon of

protest that he has—the strike." How can there be 'any reasonable
probability of improving the position of the laborer by a strike in a

decreasing laboj' market such as you described ?

Mr. RiEVE. I did not say that that was the right thing to do. I

gave a statement of fact, iJiat that is what happened. It wasn't the
proper way to approach the problem. It did not improve the wel-
fare of the textile worker.
Dr. LuBiN. Mr. Rieve, you mentioned something about speed-up,

and you probably are still very conscious of the terminology that* was
used in the early 1930's about the load. What has the union done to

handle that problem? How does the union take care of these ten-

dencies toward speed-up?
Mr. Rieve. I don^t know, Dr, Lubin, that I entirely follow your

question.

Dr. Lubin. There was a tremendous amount of discussion about
the load that each worker had to carry in the textile industry in the
early 1930's. , The matter of fact is that you state on^ of thei reasons
for the strike in 1934 was that the speed-up system had been put
in effect as the result of the shortening of hours.

Mr. Rieve. We are trying to make the worker think a little dif-
ferent from what he had formerly been thinking. I think to a very
limited extent we are succeeding. We do not subscribe to the theory
that as a result of a technological improvement the remaining worker
necessarily works harder; he may, but it does not necessarily follow
that he does. We are rather trying to get the worker to forget
abput this type of terminology and this type of psychology and try
to think in terms of how he is going to protect the job for the people
that are being replaced. I think we are succeeding remarkably well
in that direction. That is about all that has been done in that.
Wherever we have contractual relations, when a work assignment is

put in effect, we send our own engineers, our own time-study men, in
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to find out whether it is a regular speed-up, or whether something

in the professes is being changed.

Dr. LuBiN. There is one thing that interested me about your testi-

mony that raises a question as to whether this is a permanent phe-

nomenon, or whether it is temporary. After all, the textile industry

is a very old industry. It is an industry which has been criticized

very frequently because of the fact that it has been old-fashioned in

the sense that there have been many, many mills in this country that

ure still operating with equipment that was installed in the nineties.

In fact, I think an engineering study made some years ago showed
a tremendous number of firms with equipment more than 30 years

old. How far has the competitive situation that has arisen in recent

years forced these mills to be modernized? Once that modernization

is completed will that mean that the rate at which displacement takes

place will tend to fail?

Mr. RiEVE. I think that the casualties in one form or another in

these mills that you describe have been terrific lately. I think that

probably the cotton-textile industry by and large today is moderniz-
ing itself. There probably are some mills that have this 30-year-old

equipment, but they probably are very few and far between, because
the competitive situation would not permit that to continue.

Mr. Pike. They, in general, have been forced out of business rather

than modernized ?

Mr. RiEVE. Well, some have had to put in new capital and modern-
ize, and others have had to pass out of existence. I would rather say

that the number that put in new capital is probably less than the
number that passed out of existence.

E)r. LuBiN. Does that mean, then, that the rate of change will tend
to decline because these mills have done most of their modernizing?
Mr. EiE\^. No ; I wouldn't say so. Dr. Lubin. In the cotton-textile

industry today the equipment is not so much being modernized as

the mill is being systematized and more and better fibers are being
used. Put it this way : When they made silk the weaver operated
probably 4 or 6 looms; in synthetic yarn the operator is operating
as high as % ^nd 30 in many instances, partly because of improve-
ment in the loom, but also in great part because synthetic yarn
runs better, there are fewer breaks, and so on, than cotton. This
type of change is more predominant in the cotton-textile industry
today than the real mechanical changes.

PROSPECTS FOR INCREASED EMPLOYMENT

Dr. Anderson. Your industry is particularly subject to it. We
would like your comment on this subject of ghost towns, to which
your industry is particularly subject. You say a cotton-textile plant
is frequently the single industry in a town. What is the prospect of

ghost towns in the future in your industry?
Mr. RiEVE. The prospect in the textile industry is an increased

number of ghost towns.
Dr. Anderson. Do you have any figures or any indication of what

that looks like? ,/

Mr. RiBVE. Well, I don't have exact figures. The American Woolen
Co., for example, at one time had about 55 mills scattered throughout
the country, most of them in very small communities, and now has
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about 22 or 23, or something like that. They announced last week

that they were closing up a mill in a small one-mill town in New
Hampshire. That means that that community is going to be another

ghost town. The prospects are increasing in that direction.

Dr. Anderson. Do you, as the union representative, have any sug-

gestion to make to the committee as to what should be done with

respect to the social assets of these towns and the prospects for the

future ?

Mr. RiEVE. I think that one thing can be done. I believe that,

first, we will have to adopt a more uniform taxation system in this

country. When I say taxation I mean in all of its forms. I think

that any State or any community that indebts itself in order to put
up buildings and attract industry is robbing something from another •

community that has those mills.

Mr. Pike. Do you feel the same way about wage differentials?

Mr. RiEVE. I certainly do, I certainly do.

Mr. Pike. Do you still have the problem of a rather different

form of town, that is the out-and-out company town which was built

for the company and has been a source of a lot of trouble in your
industry and some others ? That is not as serious, I take it, as it was.

Mr. RiEVE. It is not as serious as it used to be. The company town
is tending to disappear. If the Housing Authority—and they can
do a very good job in these company towns—would get around there

and build a few Government houses the company town would dis-

appear over night.

Mr. Pike. But you don't have that problem of there being only
one store in the town?
Mr. RiEVE. Oh, yes; it is still there, it is still acute, and union

organizers are still kidnaped and thrown out of towns. It is still

there, but I am rather mclined to believe that it is not quite as acute
as it was. It is declining in importance.
Mr. Pike. That would be my general view.
Mr. RiEVE. But it is still there.

Acting Chairman Williams. Are you through with Mr. Rieve?
Dr. Anderson. Yes, sir.

Acting Chairman Williams. Thank you very much for your
appearance. " We have enjoyed your presentation. It is very useful
to us.

What have you for this afternoon?
Dr. Anderson. We have the management side of the same prob-

lem, Mr. G. H. Conze, president of the Susquehanna Silk Mills.
Acting Chairman Williams. The committee will recess until 2:30.
("Whereupon, at 12:45 p. m. the committee recessed until 2 J 30

p. m. of the same day.)

AFTERNOON SESSION

The hearing was resumed at 2 : 40 o'clock, upon the expiration of the
recess, Mr. Joseph J. O'Connell presiding.

Dr. Anderson. Mr. Chairman, this morning we had a witness who
discussed the textile industry from the standpoint of labor. This
afternoon we are to hear Mr. G. H. Conze, president of the Susque-
hanna Silk Mills, of New York City, and Miss I. L. Blunt, secretary
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of the National Federation of Textiles. They are ready to be sworn
and to testify.

Acting Chairman O'Connell. Are both. of these people to testify?

Dr. Anderson. Yes.
Acting Chairman O'Connell. Do each of you solemnly swear that

the testimony that you are about to give in this proceeding will be the

truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God?
Mr. CoNzE. I do.

Miss Blunt. I do.

TESTIMONY OF G. R. CONZE, PRESIDENT, SUSQUEHANNA SILK

MILLS, NEW YORK, N. Y., AND MISS I. L. BLUNT, SECRETARY,
NATIONAL FEDERATION OF TEXTILES, NEW YORK, N. Y.

Dr. Anderson. Mr. Conze, you are president of the Susquehanna
Silk Mills?

Mr. Conze. I am.
Dr. Anderson, What is the nature of that mill?

Mr. Conze. It used to be silk weaving ; recently rayon weaving.

Dr. Anderson. How long have you been identified with the textile

industry ?

Mr. Conze. I began 30 years ago.

Dr. Anderson. In this country?
Mr. Conze. Yes.
Dr. Anderson. In that time have your operations extended to other

than the silk field?

Mr. Conze. No; only the silk field, and the rayon field later.

Dr. Anderson. And it is in the rayon and silk field that much of

the change which we have been discussing has taken place ?

Mr. Conze. That is correct.

Dr. Anderson. And you are prepared to discuss what has occurred?
Mr. Conze. Yes.

As in many other industries, technological development in the textile

industry has meant the supplying of its products at lower cost to the
public, and expansion of the industry's activity for management and
worker alike. But in considering the effects of such changes on the
stabilization of employment, and, equally important, the stabilization

of business investment as the incentive for greater industrial develop-
ment, we have seen both a bright and dark picture in the last' decade.
The principal tools used in effecting the change have been the intro-
duction of so-called man-made fibers and the perfecting of the auto-
matic machinery that could use those fibers in finer fabrics at lower
cost of production. These changes have proven a boon to the con-
suming public in that they have brought within the reach of the modest
pocketbook fabrics of luxurious appearance and excellent durability.
They liave also proved a boon to the workers in the new. rayon yarn
plants and have meant increased employment in the textile machinery
establishments. But«ome of the long-range benefits are lost sight of
in concern over the future of mill owners and workers wliosa income
has been disrupted and whose future working life has been already
killed or seriously threatened. Prominent in this group are the peoplje
whose life work was invested or being spent in the plants of the fabriC-
weaving industry formerly using silk for its raw material.
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SHIFr FROM SILK TO RAYON

Mr. CoNZE. Today, to all intents and purposes, the silk-weaving
industry no longer exists. The fabric-weaving industry uses only
a very small percentage of the silk imported into this country, as you
will see from "Exhibit No. 2628," a chart showing the distribution of
silk between the two principal consuming industries, weaving and the
knitting hi hosiery.

Acting Chairman O'Connell. The exhibit may be received.

(The chart referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2628" and appears
below.)

1929

81.3

Exhibit No. 2628

[Submitted by the National Federation of Textiles, Inc.]

DISTRIBUTION OF SILK

BY TRADES
{millions of pounds/

59.1
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the effects of technological change, what has happened to this group
of mills which in 1927, according to the census of manufacturers, had
1,648 establishments employing 127,643 wage earners^ with an annual
pay roll of $140,054,000. It was located principally m Pennsylvania,

New Jersey, and in the New England districts. Todaj, the industry

has changed so in character that the 1937 census combines the figures

for silk and rayon, and we are only part of a large group making
rayon fabrics.

Dr. Anderson. May I interrupt to call the committee's attention

to the fact that the charts are in large form on the easel.

Mr. CoNZE, This group comprises now three types of mills: i.

Former cotton mills which reorganized for rayon weaving. 2. New
mills organized solely for rayon weaving. 3. Former silk mills which
adjusted their existing equipment to rayon weaving
As some indication of what has happened in 10 years, we find

that the 1937 figures show that the combined establi'shrcients of these

three groups total only 848, about half the 1927 figure; that the wigtf

earners are now 116,839, a reduction of 10.5 percent; and the total

pay rolls are $92,440,000, a reduction of 34 percent. And it shjuld be
remembered that this latter figure includes substantial increases iii

wage rates for the lower paid workers following the N. R. A The
amount of the reduction reflects the limited amount of work pvailable

for many workers. And it is the workers in the silk mills who repre-

sent a large part of this part-time or no-time activity.

From the economic point of view, our problem might be described

as the difficulty of coordinating the most economical methods of pro-

duction with the distribution methods most acceptable to all our con-

suming trades, starting with the retailer. In> the textile industry, the

maximum efficiency of a loom is a production schedule which will

bring the fabric to its lowest unit ccst. Such a schedule calls for the

latest type of automatic looms operating on a continuous basis, that is,

24 hours a day every workday of the year. The manufacturer who
wants to make the most of his machinery and give his workers steady

employment must follow such a schedule. In contrast to this, con-

sumers and wholesale purchasers of textiles follow a policy of close

hand-to-mouth buying at most irregular intervals, dictated by seasoi;

or style changes. This can mean only that any producer of style mer-
chandise ^nds stability impossible. The necessity of making mer-
chandise to fit in with these seasonal and style changes is likely tc

wreak havoc with any plan of the fabric manufacturer for stability

in operation and employment.
The group of mills with which I am most familiar is engaged in a

,

life-ana-death struggle to reconcile these two divergent elements. It

is a struggle shared by labor and management. To make,the circum-
stances more understandable, consider the background of the so-caJled

silk industry in the United States.

Up to the 1860's silk manufacturing was confined to crude experi-

ments in the making of silk thread, silk hanrtkerchiefs, and so forth,

but cloth was still an import. But the development in Europe of the
power loom for weaving silk cloth heralded the beginning of the
real American-silk industry. The handicap of few skilled workmen
was overcome. For the teaching of new workers, the industry was
indebted to a large group of experienced English weavers who emi-
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grated to America as a result of the closing down of the British

L=ilk industry. Following a reciprocal trade treaty between Great
Britain and France, all duties on manufactured silk entering Great
Britain were removed, and the result crippled the English mills.

The emigres settled largely in Paterson, N. J., and it was here that
the first weaving mills were started on a large scale.

Rapidly the industry grew through the last part of the nineteenth
century and the first two decades of the twentieth century. Improve-
ments in some of the preparatory machinery, in the process termed
"throwing" (an old Anglo-Saxon term meaning to twist), enabled
the New Jersey weavers to move to new territories where unskilled
operators could be used at a lower labor cost. The silk-throwing mills
appeared in many villages and hamlets in the coal-mining regions
of Pennsylvania to give employment to the women folk of the miners.
Operation of this machinery provided light work that women could
do eflficiently.

That period ^as the prologue for a fabulous period of prosperity,

and demand for silk fabrics, that followed the World War. Silk be-

came the everyday dres§ of the average woman. The ready-to-wear
manufacturing industry began to take hold, with its consumption of

thousands of pieces of 60 yards each, instead of the few hundred yards
that the average retail store could handle, "More and more machin-
ery," was the cry. Every effort was made to speed up the loom action

;

new plants were built rapidly. Prices for the finished fabrics were
whatever the manufacturer wanted to ask. A new development took
place with the advent of crepe-twisting machinery, that is, the twist-

ing of several single threads of silk into a tight twist to produce an
effect of creping in the fabrics. This brought with it the development
of a fabric that must be woven direl^tly from the raw threads, with-
out previous dyeing. We term such fabrics "piece dyed," meaning the

fabrics are dyed in the piece rather than in the skein. It was the intro-

duction of piece-dyed fabrics, or, rather, the weaving of fabrics in the

"greige" or natural silk thread, that was at first the fortune and then

the handicap of the industry. Previouslyj silk fabrics were woven
from dyed yam 6r "skein." Skein-dyed silks cannot be turned out
hurriedly, and it is a complicated procedure. Piece-dyed fabrics, on
the contrary, can be turned out quickly and steadily and kept in stock

until ready (for dyeing into popular colors of the moment. It was
about this time that many mills began to realize that continuous oper-

ation of the machines would lower the unit cost of the product, as the
overhead could be shared by that much more yardage. The result was
year-by-year increase in production.
As profits were substantial, because of high demand for silk fabrics

in this era, there was additional inducement to continue producing at

d high peak. This hectic period was abetted by the introduction of
n^.w processes that permitted the, weighting of silk fabrics so that the

same amount of raw material would go farther in producing a yard of
fabric. The weighting of silk involves the soaking of the silk thread
in a solution that, through some characteristic of the silk thread, is

absorbed into the fiber and can make the thread increase its normal
size. As raw-material cost in a silk-manufacturing plant is a very
important factor, the evolution of successful weighting of material
was another big step in reducing costs and making silk fabrics avail-
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able to more people of lower incomes. Huge plants were established,

and there seemed no end to the demand for the merchandise.
But here and there, doubts were expressed. A group of manufac-

turers in their trade association, the Silk Association of America, Inc.,

discussed in 1922 the formation of a statistical reporting service on
production a:nd sales so as to get some idea of the stock on hand. As
indicative of the times, one of the difficulties in establishing the serv-

ice was to secure figures from some firms on the amount of their sales.

It could be expressed only in dollars ; records were not kept of yard-

ages. The only yardage record was production and, once a year,, in-

ventory. Sales records were a minor consideration in the industry's

plg,n of operation except to boast of increased dollar volume. Inven-
tory control, or the idea of gaiting production to demand, was
unheard of.

But in the next 5 years increasing concern was felt about the burden-
some stocks of fabrics on hand. Idle machinery became more common.
Competition was being felt from small operators who had bought at

very low prices looms discarded by the larger manufacturers as new
models appeared.
By 1927 appeared a new factor, the rising development of a new

fiber originally termed "artificial silk," subsequently given the generic

name "rayon" and destined to do exactly what its inventor, Char-
donnet, dreamed it would do-^^supplant the natural thread of the silk

cocoon. And following rayon came another problem, the growth of
the automatic loom.

INTRODUCTION Or AUTOMATIC LOOMS

Automatic looms were being used to a small extent in the silk in-

dustry. They made it possible to give 6 to 8 looms to a weaver instead

of the customary 2 and 4 nonautomatic looms. But when the same
looms were used on rayon, the loom assignment could be doubled."

The reason is that rayon yarn is made with chemical and mechanical
precision, which permits more rapid and smoother running than silk.

The unit cost of a yard of goods was reduced to some extent, but the
real reduction of costs has been made through the improvement in

the automatic rayon looms built within the last 10 years. Loom im-
provement and greater speed, combined with greater perfection of
rayon yarn in uniformity and strength, has meant an increase of the

looms per worker from 24 to 36 and more. Nor has loom improve-
ment reached its peak. In some cases looms manufactured in 1937
and considered extremely modern are being offered for sale at half
price by used-machinery dealei-s today. Three or four years from now
the looms rated today as the last word in weaving ingenuity will be
as out of date as the nonautomatic looms of yesterday are now.
A recent case was reported to me of a rayon-weaving mill in New

England, formerly a cotton mill, whigh today has 320 modern looms
cared for by 8 weavers, 2 loom fixers, and 2 Dobbin hands, a total of
12 men for each shift. Ten years ago 320 looms of that time would
have required at least 40 weavers and 6 loom fixers, a total of 46 men
for each shift. As significant of the change in the manpower required
to produce a given amount of merchandise, consider the comparison
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of yards produced to wage earners, based on data from the United

States Census of Manufacturers.

You see there that, from 1927 on, the output per wofker has more
than doubled, and I am quite positive that this tendency is going on.

As the old looms disappear, the output per worker will show a rising

curve, as it has right along over the last few years.

(The chart referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2629" and appears

below.)
Exhibit No. 2629

[Submitted by the National Federation of Textiles, Inc.]
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Mr. CoNZE. This new textile fiber, the first in all the centuries since

the discovery of cotton, wool, and silk, the product of man's research

and ingenuity, has carried on the job begun when silk first became
the luxury of the multitude, and has far outshone her older cousins.

Rayon has been termed the "great common denominator" of the tex-

tile industry, for today it is found in the cotton, silk, and wool mills
to a greater or lesser degree. It has provided men, w^omen, and chil-

dren with attractive clothing at the lowest prices ever seen, and has
supplied luxurious draperies, bedspreads, and other household ar-

ticles that would have been considered the sign of ostentatious wealth
a few years ago, at a price within the reach of the most moderate.
The use of rayon on highly efficient machinery has advanced to

undreamed-of heights during the past decade. The census figures
show a clear picture of what has happened. "Exhibit No. 2630" shows
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that in 1929 the combined production of rayon and silk woven goods
was 742,775,000 yards. In 1939, this had grown to 1,330,000,000.

(The chart referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2630" and appears
below.

)

Exhibit No. 2630

[Submitted by the National Federation of Textiles, Inc.]
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Mr. CoNZE. The significant fact is that the 1929 production of

rayon or rayon-mixed fabrics was 251,115,000 yards and the 1939

production 1,250,000,000. Silk, on the contrary, showed in 1929 a

production of 491,661,000 yards and in 1939 only 80,000,000. In the

case of rayon, production increased in 10 years, 397.8 percent. In the

case of silk, there was a decrease of 83.7 percent. The production
record of the two fibers in cloth in shown in "Exhibit No. 2630." T
am positive that in the current year rayon will increase and silk will

drop materially.

The first rayon fabrics were woven in a silk plant in 1914. The silk

mill was the normal place for the development and use of rayon. By
the time the National Industrial Recovery Act was enacted, in 1933,

many of the former silk manufacturers had turned to rayon for all

or a major part of their production. From the viewpoint of con-

venience in use, rayon offers many advantages over silk. Silk is the

natural fiber of the cocoon. It is subject to all the vagaries of any
natural product. It must be carefully and painstakingly handled if

the resulting fabric is to pass the critical eye of tlie consumer. All of

the fiber is purchased abroad either directly or through agents in

this country, and commitments were usually made for months in ad-

vance. Constant fluctuation in price of raw material is another of

the hazards that makes silk manufacturing a precarious business com-
pared with plants engaged in other fiber processing. Rayon on the

other hand is most uniform in size, strength, evenness, and so forth.

Because it is made by a limited number of producers it shows a fair
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stability in price. In fact, rayon has shown a price structure typical

of large industries in this country, like automobiles, where the greater

the production the lower the cost. To the silk manufacturer, a steady
supply of raw material at low cost and steady price presented an en-

tirely new picture of production planning than had been the case in

silk.

The next chart will show you the contrast between silk and rayon
prices over the last 13 years. You find there that silk dropped from
$5.50 in 1927, touched $1 in 1934, went back to over $4 this winter,

and has dropped to $2.50 now.
(The chart referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2631" and appears

below.)
Exhibit No. 2631

[Submitted by the National Federation of Textiles, Inc.]
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Acting Chairman O'Connell. I understand you attribute the rela-

tive stability of price of rayon to the fact that there are few pro-
ducers in the field, few large units ?

Mr. CoNZE. Few very large units.
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Acting Chairman O'Connell. And in the silk industry you have
a multitude of ^lall establishments, or have had.
Mr. CoNZE. Raw silk is a product of the farmer. It is reeled in

Japan and is in the hands of a multitude of small farmers, and is

subject to speculation or trading on exchanges in Japan,
Acting Chairman O'CoNNEix. The instability is to a substantial

extent in the raw silk.

Mr. CoNZE. Yes.
Acting Chairman O'Connell. That is the ravs'-silk price?

Mr. CoNzE. Yes.
Mr. Pike. Do you have crop years there?
Mr. Conze. Exactly. Silk, being the product of the farmer, is

subject to nature.

Mr. Pike, There are great ups and downs in the various years

and difference in the amounts from year to yea^ ?

Mr. Conze. Yes; different in amount from one year to another.

Acting Chairman O'Connell. Have you anything sliowing what
sort of picture the w^oven product would showjn price? Does the

finished product fluctuate as much as this?

Mr, Conze, I have something here on that.

Then you have the rayon yarn which for 7 or 8 years has been
quite stable, it has fluctuated very little.

The next chart shows the consumption of these two fibers in mil-

lions of pounds in the United States.

Acting Chairman O'Connell. It may be received.

(The chart referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2632" and appears
below.)

Exhibit No. 2632

[Submitted by the National Federation of Textiles. Inc.]
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Mr. CoNZE. This shows the annual consumption in the weaving
industry between silk and rayon in millions of pounds. You see

the phenomenal growth of rayon used in weaving, from 48,500,000

pounds in 1929 to 285,700,000 last year, whereas silk dropped from
59,](fD0,000 to 8,900,000. That is why I say the silk industry no longer

exists, and if you take the year 1940, this 8.9 will look big in com-
parison.

SHIFT OF PRODUCTION AWAY FROM SILK MILLS

Mr. CoNZE. While the silk industry was transferring its interests to

rayon, another group had also started—the cotton manufacturer of

fine goods. He had lost his cotton fabric market to the silk manufac-
turer following the boom days of gilk after the World War. He now
started the manufacture of rayon fabrics, with the advantage of gen-

erally lower wage costs, at the time, than the silk mills.

In addition to the cotton group new units were formed for rayon
weaving exclusively. These new firms started operations with new-

plants, new machinery, and new methods of production and distri-

bution.

By 1933,' then, we have the three groups operating on rayon fabric^s.

By 1940, the bulk of the rayon yarn was being woven by reorganized

cotton mills or new rayon mills. What about the silk mill ?

In a few isolated cases, former silk manufacturers have installed

the same high-speed machinery as the other groups. But mills not

equipped with machinery in this cla^S, or whose operations are con-

centrated in certain specialties in which they excel, have found it dif-

ficult to overcome the already existing general difficulties of bad
coordination between production and demand, as mentioned pre-

viously. The silk manufacturer was accustomed to working on high-

style merchandise. Expensive raw material was used. Distribution

cost wa3' high due to special services in designing, style obsolescence,

the smaller volume sold. The fabric price structure, in dyed and fin-

ished materials, 15 years ago, averaged from $1.25 to $2 a yard. The
selling price included a sufficient margin of profit to allow for ex-

pense, ilayon fabric prices, on the other hand, today do not carry
the same opportunity for meeting overhead costs. Their prices, in the

dyed and finished material, average from 35 to 65 cents a yard. The
margin of profit must be figured in pennies. -The silk manufacturer
has found it very difficult to adj.ust himself to thinking in terms of

mass production at low unit cost and a small profit per yard.

Because the ordinary silk loom could make the rayon fabric satis-

factorily from the quality viewpoint, many silk manufacturers dur-
ing the last 10 years have made a desperate attempt to compete with
the better equipped and therefore lower cost mill for the rayon

-

fabric biisiness. In the race with lower and lower costs in the newly
equipped mill, the silk manufacturer fought a losing battle.

Incidentally, in addition to the problem of competing with low-
cost producers, silk men frequently also had on their hands the prob-
lem of carrjang their fixed investments, and in referrin^^ to those 1

Would like to express my feeling of discouragement over the attitude
of many localities in respect to old and new plants. AVhile it hi>s

been for many years a widely pracl iced policy, I believe tliat offoriii^
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tax exemption and other inducements to bring new plants into a
community is uneconomic from an industry viewpoint. The new
manufacturer starts off with a big advantage over his longer estab-

lished competitor, because he usually has newer equipment. If, in

addition, he is given tax favors, it intensifies the competitive problem
of the older millj sometimes even in the same towm. (In our industry
plants are not widely separated over the country and in these days of

automotive transportation, no village is too far from the nearest

mill town. We are a relatively concentrated industry geographi-

I can appreciate the ambitions of smaller communities who out

of local pride desire to see their industrial life added to, but it is not

helpful to industry in general. If they must do something to help
industry, they might consider giving preferential treatment for

already established plants. This community aid is responsible in

large part for the migration of plants in our industry, although the

silk industry has not suffered from that as much as cotton. In recent

jears the standardization of labor rates by law has been a great help

in preventing competition through decreased labor costs, so that a

change of policy on the part of community would help to stabilize

conditions.

Today, the 108,308 silk looms recorded by the Census of Manu-
facturers for the silk industry in 1927 are virtually obsolete. In a

report issued in 1937 by the Crompton & Knowles Loom Works,
it was stated that, "only the lopms that are less than 10 years old can
be classed as modern from the economic standpoint." This same
report shows that in 1936, 86 percent of the nonautomatic silk and
rayon looms (owned almost entirely by the silk manufacturing
industry) were obsolete. Today, it may be said that they all are;

in fact, nonautomatic looms for rayon are no longer built.

In commenting on this situation, the report states

:

Automatic loom is replacing rapidly the nonautomatic loom in the silk and
rayon clasS * * * tlie cessation of nonautomatic loom buying which took
place in 1931 when the automatic shuttle changing S-3 loom was introduced.

Increased activity in rayon weaving was accompanied by curtailed operation
in silk weaving, in which nonautomatic looms predominate.

In terms of financial records, the silk industry is not a pleasant

picture. Consider the reports of the Bureau of Internal Revenue on
profits in the silk and rayon industry for 10 years.

I turn to the next chart.

(The chart referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2633" and appears

on p. 16889.)

Mr. CoNZE. It goes only to 1936, but I don't think there would be

a material change for the last 3 years. You see a constant decline.

This report gives only the number of establishments. It does not

give dollars and cents.

Dr. Anderson. What would the dollar figures look like?

Mr. CoNZE. It certainly would not change the picture materially.

Dr. Anderson. Is it true that many corporations which were on

the verge of bankruptcy at the bottom of the depression have since

gone bankrupt, and this is, therefore, a clearer picture than we had
in '33?

Mr. Conze. Yes; I would say so.
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Dr. Anderson. So that even with the selective basis that we now
have, a very substantial percentage do not show profits.

Mr. CoNZE. That is quite right.

Dr. Anderson. Is the liquidation process still going on?
Mr. Conze. Yes, it is.

As an example of the mortality rate in the industry, also consider
a record given to me by our trade association, the National Federa-
tion of Textiles, Inc. (the significant current name of our old asso-
ciation, the Silk Association of America, Inc.). In an analysis made

Exhibit No. 2633

[Submitted by the National Federation of Textiles, Inc.]
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in December 1938, it was found that of 131 weaving firms enrolled
as members of the association in 1924, only 14 years earlier, 84 had
disappeared completely and of the 47 remaining, 17 were in the hands
of receivers or had reorganized after bankruptcy proceedings. The
year 1939 did not make the picture any brighter.
At the present time, those who have weathered the storm so far

are those who have been able to install the new machinery necessary
for efficient production of staple fabrics, in competition with the
old cotton mills or new rayon firms, or to specialize on particular
fabrics that are less commonly made. It is an industry considerably
shrunken in size, both in machinery owned and in the number em-

124491—41—pt. 30 45
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ployed. Plants have been sold or written off for a nominal value.

The number of establishments has decreased '-from 1,648 in 1927 to

848 in 1937. Value of products has dropped from $750,000,000 in

1927 to $405,000,000 in 1937, and the 1937 figure includes all rayon,

not only that in silk mills. Former silk workers have found their

way into other fields, and it may be that the future of the industry

will follow along the lines described by Dr. Bell of Brookings Insti-

tution. During his testimony earlier in these hearings. Dr. Kreps
quoted Dr. Bell as saying that when "output of workers exceeds the

expansion of productive capacity, new employment is created, and a

prosperous condition results which brings mutual benefits to all three

major divisions of industry—wage earners, salaried workers, and
investors."

REDUCTION IN SILK AND RATON P':{ICES

Mr. CoNZE. Certainly the industry is following his recommenda-
tion that consumers be given the benefit of any saving in lower cost

of production, through the supplying of better merchandise at lower

price. The consuming public today is getting excellent value for

very little money in the purchase of fine dress fabrics. And the

8reduction per worker is vastly increased as was shown in "Exhibit

o. 2629," giving the ratio between the number of wage earners and

the yardage produced from 1927 to 1939.

Acting Chairman O'Connell. May I interrupt? Some general

picture of what has happened to prices can be obtained by comparing

the total production of woven goods, which I think has more than

doubled between 1927 and 1939, although you have just indicated the

value of the product in comparable years is not much more than

half.

Mr. CoNzE. That is why I gave you a price range. Ten years ago

the average price, wholesale, ranged from $1.25 to $2, and today it

runs from 35 to 60 cents. It is very diflScult to give you an exact

comparison, because we are dealing with styles, and what was fash-

ionable 10 years ago is no longer fashionable today. I can give you
a price range, and it is, at wholesale, about one-third of what it was
10 years ago.

Using a fiber-like rayon, that is stable in price, easy to secure, uni-

form in quality, on looms that can be operated for less cost at higher
eflficiency, points favorably to the possibilities of better planning
and steadier operations in the future for those who can survive.

With these two factors must also be considered the reduced risk in

manufacturing operations caused by the fact that the raw material
is much lower in price and that the improvement of rayon yarn pro-

duction is eliminating more and more of the auxiliary machinery we
needed for silk; moreover, the heavier nature of the rayon yam
means that it takes less threads per inch of fabric to achieve a yard
of merchandise. For example, new high-speed warpers, the machines
that prepare the lengthwise thread for the loom, have eliminated
many of the workers in that department, formerly one of the most
highly skilUd operations. Today warps can be woven in much longer
length, reducing the handling in the loom and loom delays. . The
longer warp ties up more yarn in the preparatory stages of weaving,
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but with the reduced cost of our raw material that is not a serious

objection. It has been estimated that the new automatic auxiliary

machinery has reduced the help in these departments by about two-

thirds. Today 3,000-yard warps are not uncommon where 300 yards
was about the limit 10 years ago.

One big problem still remains, the buying habits of our consuming
groups. The average worker wants steady employment, but as fai

as textiles are concerned, his buying habits are quite to the contrary.

And because of his buying habits, his immediate suppliers, the
retailers, follow an irregular, at times erratic, policy of demand for

specific fabrics and garments. The garment maker in turn makes
equally erratic demands for delivery of needed material. He follows
closely the demands of the retailer for seasonable and style merchan-
dise. As long as he does, he is unable to sustain any stability in

operation, since he cannot accumulate stock. As a result, his de-

mands upon the fabric manufacturer are for immediate delivery,

frequently for fabrics or colors not being made at the moment. Not
uncommonly, by the time the fabric he demands is woven and ready
for delivery he is no longer as eager for it, or rather his customers
are not. The result is too often a sacrificing sale on the part of the
mill man of merchandise which is still as desirable in quality as it

was before, but which a style change makes a drug on the market.
The garment manufacturer, in his predicament, is helped somewhat
by the employment situation in his industry. It is the custom to take
on and lay off workers as they are needed, often without any pre-
vious notice, at the end of the day's work. Fortunately or unfor-
tunately, the industry is so concentrated in New York City that work-
ers are available immediately. On the other hand, the fabric manu-
facturer finds it very difficult, if not impossible, to operate on such
a basis. He must keep his workers in the mill if he is to maintain
any kind of standard of workmanship, and does the best he can to
guess what the dress trade will want. The result, however, is not
helpful in maintaining a balance between production and demand and
a stable price level.

Remedies for the situation are not easily defined. There has, for a
long period, been a strong feeling among a large group of manu-
facturers that the elimination of the so-called night shift, or the
third shift, would not only be a mark of economic improvement but
constructive social progress as well, from the viewpoint of the
workers in the mills. From the economic viewpoint, the supporters
of this plan believe that what the industry needs is more stability and
regularity of production. With the amount of equipment avail-
able for use, such regularity has a better chance both from the inter-
ests of betterplanning by the management and steadier employment
for the worker, if production is based on two shifts. From the social
or health point of view, both management and labor groups believe
that the worker on the third shift suffers both mentally and phys-
ically, and without any real necessity, if real demand for that
production is considered. Fuxthermore, limitation of operations
to two shifts will mean more rapid installation o* new machinery.
More machinery will be needed in the 2 shifts to attain the same
production as 3 shifts of a smaller number of looms. The sup-
porters of continuous operation contend, on the other hand, that if
free enterprise and free competition for the public market are to be
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maintained, then whatever system of manufacturing brings the low-

est cost to the public is the most desirable. It has been demonstrated

that continuous operation of the newest types of automatic machinery
is the most economical method of producing fabrics, and the prices

at which the public buys today are proof that the resulting saving

is being passed on to the consumer. Furthermore, in direct connec-

tion with our own industry, the advocates of third-shift operation

point out that in a style industry, the answer to maintaining bal-

ance between production and demand is rapid production keeping

up, not trying to catch up, with style cycle requirements. By keep-

ing up, a mill can meet the demand while it exists and promptly start

in With new demand when the style changes. The plant with slower

rate of production frequently finds that by the time they are ready

to deliver goods for which a style demand is apparent at the begin-

ning of the production schedule, the merchandise is no longer wanted,

and it is obsolete stock.

There are advocates of both policies, with no indication that their

divergent views can be reconciled. At the present time, much seems
to depend on whether the machinery owned by the proponent of

either side, is of the new or old type.

PROSPECTS OF CONTINUED MECHANIZATION

Mr. Co^zE. On the basis of the 10 years past, however, both man-
agement and labor must look* forward to continued mechanization
of tiic industry. The tendency is definitely toward reduction in the

number of wage earners necessary to turn out a given quantity
of production. This will go on more and more as the old machinery
is replaced. It will become more rapidly true if business conditions

improve and there is new money available for the purchase of that
macliinerv. Maragement will have the problem of finding a market
tt) absorb the production of more and more efficient machines. Labor
must look forward to finding new employment either in new proc-

esses in textiles or elsewhere. The use of man made fibers, with their

constantly decreased cost, to the exclusion of the natural fibers of
silk, cotton, and wool will mean more merchandise at lower prices

to the public at large, b.it less work for those accustomed to gain
their livelihod in our mill. Indeed, one of the prominent silk manu-
facturers, when asked what he saw in the future for ou/ industry,
said that at the rate changes had taken place in the last 10 years,
he did not consider improbable a future production of fabrics from
man-made fibers that would begin with the raw material of the
fiber and continue through highly efficient madiinery through to the
loom weaving the finished fabric, all with a modicum of human
labor.- The period of (ti"ansition lis even more diffixiult. in some
respects for the man who has built up a t.isiness than for the worker,
whose investment is his labor only. Progress cannot be stepped, but
whether the hardships of change can be lightened, I do not know.
Technology or no technology, what the average American >vants

is an opportunity to secure a fair income. If he is a +extiie manu-
facturer he wanti to operate a plant that will produce fabrics with
a fair profit and prov'de steady employment for the workers for
whom he is responsible, s If he is a textile worker I think he wants
to feel that he can find einployment in a weil-eqripped mill that will
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give him an opportunity to show what he can do, and to earn a wage
that is not only fair but relatively dependable. That has been pos-

sible during the past 10 years only to a limited extent, and the

period in tlie meantime between old and new developments is not
easy for either employer or employee. The reasons for the difficulty

are complex, it is true, but what some of the difficulties are I have
tried to outline to you in this history of the technological problems
of the silk industry.

Since the textile industry in general was discussed here this morn-
ing, I want to say I am only competent to talk about the silk and
rayon industry and not about cotton, wool, or rayon yarns, or the
carpet industry.

Dr. Anderson. I notice you have some samples of materials there,

and I wonder if you would explain to us what, precisely, is the dif-

ference between rayon and silk, and why rayon has moved into the
field so rapidly.

Mr. CoNZE. I brought these samples along to show you that it is

very difficult for the layman to see the difference between silk and
rayon.

Here, for instance, is a silk cloth that sold for around $2 10 years
ago. They are almost relics, some of them. One is a weighted silk

and the other is pure silk.

Dr. Anderson. Weighted with what?
Mr. CoNZE. A chemical composition of tin tetrachlonde.
Mr. Pike. Would these pieces be very much the same except for

the weighting?
Mr. CoNZE. The weighting makes it very much heavier and also

makes it relatively cheaper.
Mr. Pike. And it wears oat a little faster?

Mr. CoNZE. No ; it wears^erfectly all right.

Here you have an all-silk material which played a very important
role years ago as a printed fabric, which also sold on its heyday
around $1.75.

Dr. Anderson. And how long ago was that?
Mr. CoNZE. Twelve years ago.
Dr. Anderson. You paid $1.75 a yard for that silk ?

Mr. CoNzE. Easily, wholesale. The public pays 50 percent more.
The retailer would have a 50 percent mark-up over these prices,
which are wholesal'^ prices.

You have the relics of the past there. Now we are talking of
what is going on today. This blue one is around 65 cents. You
have two prints, one silk and one rayon, and I am quite sure that
the rayon one today is just as satisfactory to the public as the other
one, which was silk.

That is why rayon fabrics have taken such a hold; the public
could not see any difference in them.
Mr. Pike. What is the practical difference to the wjarer, Mr.

Conze?
Mr. CoNZE. Jio difference.

Mr. Pike. That's the trouble.
Mr. CoNzE. In fact, I don't want to take sides between silk and

rayon, but I am inclined to believe that rayon wears better than silk.

Dr. Anderson. What is rayon, really?
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Mr. CoNzE. Degenerated cellulose.

Mr. Pike. Is this an acetate or viscose rayon ?

Mr. CoNzE. That is viscose. I have an acetate here, too.

Here again, for comparison, are a piece of acetate rayon and one

of pure silk, used for the same purpose. They are both used for

lining purposes, and the price of the silk is at. least double that of

the acetate.

Dr. Anderson. How long was it after rayon was invented before

it became commercially practicable?

Mr. CoNZE. I don't know when Mr. Chardonnet made his inven-

tion, but when I started in business it was quite on its way. I think

it was before 1900, in the late eighties if I am not mistaken.

Dr. Anderson. It was invented in the late eighties, and. became
commercially used, I suppose, early in the century.

Mr. CoNzE. Yes ; 1909 or '10.

Dr. Anderson. And about how long was it before it began to

compete successfully with silk?

Mr. CoNZE. I would say from 1930 on it became a serious com-
petitior.

,

Mr. Pike. They had to get their yarn sizes down.
Mr. CoNZE. That is a development of the last few years, to get

fine sizes. I think I have a chart here from 1929- on ; 1929 was still

a big silk-consuming year.

Acting Chairman O'Conneix. Kelatively, rayon was about half the

production of silk in 1929.

Mr. CoNZE. The last 10 years have really seen ohe greatest change.

Dr.. Anderson. It took, then, about 15 or 20 years to move it into

a position where it supplanted silk? Why was the time so long?
Was there something wrong in the fabric itself, or did you have to

ove^'come consumer prejudice? Wliat was it?

Mr. Conze. No; I think the
.

perfection which rayon has attained
during the l^st 10 years is due to improvement in the y.^rn itself.

A rayon thread of then and today don-t compare at all, particularly

from a millman's viewpoint. A rayon thread of 10 years ago
wouldn't run, and one of today is perfect.

Mr. Pike. For the wearer, too, the early rayon fabrics, when they
got wet, gained a lot of weight and wouldn't hold their shape.

FUTURE OF fiber INDUSTRY

Mr. CoNZE. Tnat is all a matter of the past. Kayon is an article

which gives perfect wearing satisfaction.

Dr. Anderson. You hinted at the possibility of new fibers and
resulting new fabrics. Did

,
you have anything in mind when you

did that?
Mr. CoNzE. At the present time there has been much publicity given

to nylon. Nylon is going to be used first of ^11 in hosiery, but that
doesn't mean at all that either nylon or similar projects will not
revolutionize the rayon products.
Mr. Pike. Has it been put on the loom at all ?

Mr. CoNZE. It is relatively expensive and does not give any ad
vantage over the viscose or acetate yarns.
Another thing, I think the viscose and acetate yams will make

further progress. In fact,! think the Celanese Corporation, in" its
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annual report only a few weeks ago, spoke of having a yam which
was twice the strength of their normal yarn. What that is going to

mean in the fabric market in the future is very, hard for anybody
to see.

Mr. Pike. We haven't brought out any of these casein products
in this country, the Italian wool substitutes ?

Mr. CoNZE. They would go more into spun rayon. I have not
touched on the spun rayon. I think those products would go into

spun rayon, wool spun, and mixtures of wool and cotton.

Dr. Anderson. Do you think it would take a new fiber as long
to move in and capture the market, as it did rayon ?

Mr. CoNZE. No; I think it would go faster this time.

Dr. Anderson. Ami what do you think would be the effect upon
the technology of the industry and its labor force?

Mr. Conze. I don't want to prophesy. If you had asked me 10
years ago what rayon would do to the silk industry or to those that
were making rayon, I don't think anybody could have foretold what
happened. So I don't want to prophesy what is going to come be-

cause I know that 10 years ago iTo one could have foreseen the tre-

mendous change that all of us have witnessed.
Dr. Anderson. That leads to a question of great importance. You

as a silk manufacturer 10 years ago did not ioresee this possibility ?

Mr. Conze. No.
Dr. Anderson, Ten years ago you had a heavy investment in silk

mills?

Mr. Conze. That is right.

Dr. Anderson. What occurred ? How did you meet this changing,
technology in fiber?

Mr. Conze. As I said in my brief, the machinery which manufac-
tured silk could also manufacture rayon, so we could' just put rayon
on our looms and manufacture as we did before. But the new rayon
machinery that was developed beat the old silk equipment, so that
today it is totally obsolete.

Dr. Anderson. In other words, you had to meet a new machinery
that had been developed.
Mr. Conze. We had to do two things—meet a new machine and a.

new material. The new material we could have coped with ; in fact,

we did, but the new machine was so superior to what we had, because
it has been adapted to the new fiber, that the silk loom and all its

equipment is obsolete.

Dr. Anderson. What happens when a manufacturer like yourself
must meet such a problem?
Mr. Conze. You must either completely mechanize your mill or

concentrate on specialties, as my concern has done.
Dr. Anderson. There are two outs, then, for you—go into special-

ties or meet the competition in the same field.

Mr. Conze. Or a third : fold up.
Dr. Anderson. And that third has been pretty generally practiced,

has it not?
Mr. Conze. To a great extent ; a very great extent.

Dr. Ander on. When you amortize your machinery, you men-
tioned in here tl>at you would have to cover the cost within a very
brief period of time. Do you anticipate such drastic changes as

have occurred, and do yoii amortize over a brief period of time ?
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Mr. CoNZE. I don't think anybody expected any such developments
5 or 6 years ago. The latest machinery, which is so far superior to

what existed before, has, overnight, made obsolete a lot of machinery
which was fairly good 4 or 5 years ago.

Dr. Anderson. So there is no way to amortize that?
Mr. CoNZE. No.
Dr. Anderson. Is that the condition of the industry now, or are

you amortizing your new machinery over a brief period o. time?
Mr. CoNZE. I would say that it is individual. Individual concerns

have to use their own judgment.
Dr. Anderson. But the factor of machinery is the outstanding factor

in this change?
Mr. CoNZE. It is new machinery for a new product. If you had

built this same machinery for the rayon of 10 years ago it would not
have worked.
Mr. Pike. It wouldn't work on silk, either then or now?
Mr. CoNZE. No ; it is only adaptable to rayon, but the rayon of 10

years ago wouldn't work on tbe present machinery. Kayon has in-

creased so much in evenness and elasticity and strength that these

developments have become possible.

Dr. Anderson. In your own plar , what was the effect upon labor
of the change-over as you changed irom silk to rayon?
Mr. Conze. In our concern we had a great number of plants, and we

closed a great number. The ones in which we were running a staple

fabric we sold.

Dr. Anderson. And dismissed the workers ?

Mr. Conze. We h" i plants distributed all over Pennsylvania and
closed a good many o* them, keeping only the specialized plants.

Dr. Anderson. Di it generally happen that where the change-over
occurred workers we 5 dismissed ?

Mr. Conze. Eithei hey put in new machinery or closed up.

Mr. Pike. Were m t of these mills in towns where there was some
other primary employment of labor, such as in coal towns ? They were
in a great measure auxiliary to some other industry ?

Mr. Conze. That is correct. As was mentioned this morning, I

think, there are very few so-called ghost towns in the silk and rayon
industry.

Mr. Pike. At least not due to that.

Mr. Conze. Not due to that; no.

labor displacement in silk mills

Acting Chairman O'Connell. From your figures I notice that from
1927 to 1937 there is a reduction in the wage earners in these three
groups of mills of about 10.5 percent, so that is only a rough indication
of the amount of displacement of labor.

Mr. Conze. As I said, this reduction of 10 percent includes the two
new groups of mills, the cotton mills that went into rayon and the new
mills. If you refer to silk alone, for which there are no statistics avail-

able, I think you will find the old silk industry has dismissed 70 or 80
percent of its labor.

Acting Chairman O'Connell. What has happened to those men?
Would tney be skilled in working in rayon ?
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Mr. CoNZE. Oh, yes ; but these new rayon groups have grown up by
themselves, either cotton mills going into rayon or new rayon estab-

lishments in the South.
Acting Chairman O'Connell. But a man skilled in the old work^
]V|,r. CoNZE (interposing). Could go into rayon.

Acting Chairman O'Connell. There would be no retraining neces-

sary
Mr. CoNZE. No.
Mr. Pike. He would have to move to a new locality, however.
Mr. CoNZE. He would have to move to a new locality, which many

people have done.

Mr. Maginnis. Mr. Conze, w^hat has been done in the silk mills

around Paterson ?

Mr. CoNZE. I think they are closed up.

Mr. Maginnis. They are just closed, are they ?

Mr. CoNZE. At the present time Paterson, I understand, has quite a

boom on account of the aviation industry.

Mr. Maginnis. They didn't change over to rayon at all ?

Mr. CoNZE. Very little, because rayon requires a lot of capital, and
most Paterson mills were small concerns who could not buy n>jw equip-
ment.
Mr. Maginnis. I was interested because several years ago when I was

practicing law in New York I had some business dealings with the
mills over there, and I know there were some large silk mills all through
Paterson.
Mr. CoNZE.'The largest ones had disappeared by 1930. In the last

10 years the small ones, whatever were left, disappeared.
Mr. Maginnis. United was still operating at that time.

Mr. Conze. That is a dyeing concern. 1 was speaking of weaving.
Since United was a leader in weighting they dropped out when weight-
ing dropped out. They are operating on a reduced scale now.
Dr. Anderson. The introduction of this new fiber placed the silk

manufacturer directly in competition not only with itself, but with
other elements in the textile industry with which he didn't compete
before ?

Mr. Conze. That is correct.

Dr. Anderson. In other words, it intensified competition ?

Mr. Conze. Veflry much so.

Dr. Anderson. What do you feel is the final solution ? Is it desir-

able to unify the industry into a few larger units, or is it best to keep
it as it is now, broken up into small competing unit?
Mr. Conze. I don't thmk it has a tendency to consolidate itself into

a few big units.

Dr. Anderson. There is no such tendency ?

Mr. Conze. While there are a few big units, they have not been ac-

complished by consolidation.
Dr. Anderson. Mergers do not seem to be the way to solve this

problem?
Mr. Conze. The textile industry is an industry of individual initia-

tive and individual management.
Dr. Anderson. When you have to meet this new competition with

installation of new machinery, what happens to the capitalization of

your plant? Do you go into the market for money?
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Mr. CoNzE. If yoii can get it. You have- to procure it. Either you

have it or you have to find it.

Dr. Anderson. Is the industry in such a condition that you can go

into the market?
Mr. CoNZE. The survivors of the old silk industry, hardly. The

new ones in the market got money for an entirely new enterprise.

People preferred to go into an entirely new venture instead of financing

a new project in an old one.

Mr. Pike. This new material, I think I saw a picture of that in Life

a few weeks ago.

Dr. Anderson. You spoke of limiting production. There seem

to be at least two schools of thought, one in which textile operators

hoped to make their way successfully by limitmg the amount of prod-

uct and the other in which they hoped to make their way successfully

by expanding and increasing production as much as the traffic would

bear.

Mr. CoNZE. There is no question of that.

Dr. Anderson. Which school do you hold to?

Mr. Conze. Since I don't have the new machinery, I am of the

school that likes the 2 shifts. The fellow who owns older machinery

likes 2 shifts and the fellow who has the latest machinery like the

3 shifts. It is quite obvious.

Dr. Anderson. In other words, it is self-protection ?

Mr. CoNZE. I think so.

Dr. Anderson. Would you care to comment on the effectiveness, in

connection with technological unemployment, of dismissal wages
and technological clauses in labor contracts with labor ?

Mr. CoNZE. Such procedure may be feasible in part of the industry.

I particularly have in mind the rayon yarn producer, because I

understand that is where these contracts have been made. First,

•the concerns that write such contracts must have the money to pay
the dismissal wages. Second, if relatively few competitors are in-

volved and they all do the same thing, it doesn't matter. In the case

of the rayon varn producer, as I said before, there are a relatively

few big concerns involved so that it might be feasible there. It is

certainly utterly unfeasible when it comes to the textile industry at

large, because you deal with thoL .sands of concerns.

Acting Chairman O'Conneix. As a competitive proposition ?

Mr. CoNZE. The competitive proposition woulcTmake it impossible.

Acting Chairman O'Connell. If you don't do it, it puts those

who do it at an entirely competitive disadvantage ?

Mr. CoNZE. It increases their cost.

Mt. Pike. That would also hit pretty hard the company which
went into quick style changes where you must stop on very short

notice.

Mr. CoNZE. That is right.

Dr. Anderson. What, if any, effect has this change-over from silk

to rayon had upon international trade with the country concerned?
Mr. CuNZE. Well, it happened to coincide with a very substantial

increase in silk consumption by the hosiery industry. If that. had
not been the case, undoubtedly the Japanese trade would have suf-

fered materially, but as "Exhibit No. 2619" shows, if you compare
1929, an exceptionally good year, with 1936, it is only a drop from
57,000,000 pounds to 47,000,000 pounds. That is not such a tre-
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mendous figure, but if the silk had been limited to weaving only,
that would have been a very substantial figure.

Mr. Pike: Isn't it true that during this same period Japan has
expanded its rayon manufacture so it is supposed to be the largest
in the world?
Mr. CoNZE. If I am not mistaken Japan is the biggest producer

of rayon.

Mr. Pike. I think so.

Dr. Anderson. Is that material competing with your product in
this country?
Mr. CoNZE. Once in a while, very little.

Acting Chairman O'Connell.. Rayon products from Japan?
Mr. Conze. Rayon yarn and rayon products.
Acting Chairman O'Connell. It does not represent effective com-

petition?

Mr. Conze. The importation of rayon yarns is very small.

Dr. Anderson. I have no further questions.

Acting Chairman O'Connell. Thank you very much, Mr. Conze.
(The witness, Mr. Conze, was excused.)

Dr. Anderson. Mr. Byrl Whitney is here from the Brotherhood of
Railroad Trainmen, and he is speaking as the representative of Mr.
A. F. Whitney, president of the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen,
Cleveland, Ohio. Mr. Whitney has a prepared statement, which is

an important document, and should be included in the section on
American railways.

Acting Chairman O'Connell. Do you solemnly swear that the tes-

timony you are about to give in this proceeding will be the truth,

the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God?

TESTIMONY OF BYRL WHITNEY, BROTHERHOOD OF RAILROAD
TRAINMEN, CLEVELAND, OHIO

' Dr. Anderson. Wliat is your position?

Mr. Whitney. Byrl A. Whitney is my name, director of education
and research of the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen, Cleveland,
Ohio.

Dr. Anderson. You are speaking now for Mr. A. F. Whitney,
president of the Brotherhood?
Mr. Whitney. That is right.

If it is agreeable with the committee, in view of the lateness of the
hour, instead of readijlg this str.tement, which contains a lot of
statistics^ some of which you may be familiar with, I will just extend
it into the record and higiilight it in a few words.
Acting Chairman O'Connell. It will go in the record.

Mr. Whitney. The Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen, an or-

ganization representing approximately 145,000 members employed in

railroad-train and yard service and on bus lines in the United States,

,

Canada, and Newfoundland, is keenly interested in the investigations

and hearings sponsored by the Temporary National Economic Com-
mittee. We have long hoped that out of the great store of informa-
tion amassed by various Government agencies, concerning the Ameri-
can economy, there would come some practical conclusions pointing

,
the road toward the elimination of the Nation's No. 1 problem:
unemployment.
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Until the current inquiry, little had been done to show us a way
out of our dilemma. There appears to be no end to the capacity of

Congress to appoint investigating committees, but research cannot

go on forever. It is not an end in itself. Moreover, there is a> limit

to the patience of the American people, particularly the jobless in-

dustrial workers, the migratory farm workers^ the youth, and other

exploited sections of our population, who desire, before all else, an

immediate, practical, and effective solution to the problem of unem-
ployment.

It is a sad commentary on our civilization that the forgotten man
of the hour is the job hunter. Such injusticx should stir the heart of

every man of decency and of good will. Cojnmon sense should dic-

tate the need of restoring opportunity to our citizenry and of giving

everyone his rightful niche in society.

I am happy to say that the published reports of tlie hearings before

this committee reveal that at last a serious and intelligent effort is

being made to understand our economic problems with a view to cor-

recting the^ evils and abuses that are manifest. I am particularly

pleased that the T. N. E. C. has seen fit to project its studies into the

railroad industry field, one of the most important branches of our
national economy, and I appreciate the opportunity that has been
afforded me to enter into the discussion on technology and unem-
ployment in the 'railroad industry.

As you know, the railroad .'industry is the most statisticized indus-

try in the country. I am sure that your committee has had access to

the reports of the Interstate Commerce Commission and of the Bureau
of Labor Statistics of the United States Department of Labor; there-

fore, I do not think it necessary to consume time by presenting all

the statistics necessary to an understanding of the railroad industry.

It will suffice if, in touching upon various phases of the topic under
discussion, I cite merely pertinent data to illustrate my points.

ElVIPLOTMENT AND PAY KOl.LS

Mr. Whitney. For the railroad worker, the depression began long
before the 1929 debacle. Like the farmer rrsilroad labor suffered

immediately following the World War. And now, after two decades,

the railroad industrv has been closed to more than a million men,
and the pay roll has been cut l)y almost $2,000,000,000. Truly a

one-two knock-out punch

!

The average number of workers employed by class 1 carriers in 1920
(excluding switching and terminal companies) was 2,022,832. Be-
tween 1920 and 1929, employment declined by 17.9 percent. In 1933,

at the depth of the depression, the number was down to 971,196, or
48 percent of the 1920 figure. By 1937 employment on class I railroads

had recovered to 1,114,663, but in 1938 it" dropped to 939,171, the
lowest point reached since the turn of the century. Estimates for

1939 show that employment rose last year to 987,943.

The extent to which railroad labor has suffered for lack of jobs is

further revealed through a comparison of the index of employment
in manufacturing industries with ii similar index for railroad employ-
ment. This is illustrated by this table which I offer for the record.

(The table referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2634" and is

included in the appendix on p. 17433.)
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Mr. Whitney. Between 1933 and 1937 employment in manufactur-
ing industries had recovered 44.1 percent, whereas rail employment
increased but 14.7 percent. By 1937 factory employment was 5.8

percent above the 1923-25 average, but rail employment was 37.6

percent below the 1923-25 average. Factory employment has shown
a tendency to approximate the 1923-25 levels, but railroad employment
lags far behind. Of course, we must not overlook the fact that our
economy as a whole has failed to provide employment for the millions

of new workers who have since entered the labor market. Current
estimates of total unemployment cluster about the 10,000,000 mark.
There are certain unchallengeable facts with regard to the inci-

dence of railroad unemployment. Railroad workers ordinarily have
difficulty in finding employment in other industries, because the
skills which they develop in their chosen occupations are not trans-

ferable. In times of depression, tliese difficulties are multiplied.

The unemployment of railroad workers has been the subject of
investigation by the United States Department of Labor and, more
recently, by the National Research Project of the W. P. A. The
latter study found that, because of the almost universal application

of the principle of seniority, for which labor has fought for so many
years and succeeded in incorporating in contracts with the carriers,

the unemployment which set in after 1923, and which was intensified

after 1929, affected the younger workers much more, and more
immediately, than the older workers. The investigation further
revealed that unemployment resulting from permanent separation*!

was supplemented to quite a large degi-ee by short-period unemplo;
ment.

As the depression deepened in the years 1930 to 1932, furloughs increased
in number and began to bear heavily on the longer-service employees. The rate
of furlough among employees with 15 to 20 years of service reached nv annual
average of 9.8 percent for the 3-year period 1930-32, while even among em-
ployees with 30 or more years of service an annual average of 3.0 percent
were furloughed during this period.'

The National Research Project also reported that the longer the attachment
to the industry, the more difficult it appeared to be to find work outside the
industry.

The Department of Labor study which has been referred to (Carter
Goodrich, Earnings and Standards of Living of ipOO Railway Em-
ployees Dturing the Depression (U. S. Department of Labor, May 22^

1934) has been summarized by the Brotherhood of Railroad Train-
men in a book entitled Main Street—Not Wall Street^ published in

1938. I shall take the liberty of quoting from this summary, because
it will serve to remind us of the human tragedies which befall

the jobless.

This study encompassed 1,000 families of railway men in 18 localities from
all parts of the country. Sixty-four percent of the men interviewed were at
least 40 years of age. All these men were working in April 1933. "Any group
of workers who still held jobs in 1933 was a selected one, and on the railroads
the policy of seniority preference determined that the selection should be of
men relatively old in years and service * * ». These were men who were
in many ways better prepared than other employees to meet the emergency
of the depression * * * a number of agents wrd4e back from the field that
the basis of selection understated the degree of hardship among railroad
employees."

1 W. p. A. National Researcn Project, Summary of Findings to Date, March 1938, p. 136.
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Despite the fact that the group selected was one with high seniority rating,

nevertheless even this number was visibly affected by the ravages of the eco-

nomic depression. The earnings and income of the 980 railroad men proper, in

1932, were such that 38% made less than $1,000 in that year, two-thirds less

than $1,500. One hundred and two earned as little as $500 in 1932, whereas
18% earned as much as $1,750. Only 60 of the 980 men succeeded in supple-

menting their inc ime by outside work. Other sources of income helped but
little : "'For the families included in the study the total income for the year 1932
was not much greater than the income of the chief breadwinner. In more than
half the families, 58%, the income as calculated was less than $1,500; in prac-
tically three-fourths it was less than $1,750."

In the course of the depression, community services bogged down, failing to

keep pace with increased community needs. Consequently the burdens of these
families increased. Their incomes reduced, 38% of the families also had to

contribute cash and groceries to relatives and friends in 1932. Families dou-
bled-up in order to save on rent. At the same time, home lives were shattered
as families, unable to maintain a single roof, scattered throughout the country
in search of shelter.

Capital losses became the order of the day. Forty-four of these families lost

their homes through foreclosure or forfeiture between 1929 and 1933; 38 of

them lost all their investment. Half of the 884 families reporting had cash
reserves at the beginning of the depression, but at the time of the study only
31 families had their savings intact. Forty-seven per cent of the families, or
464, dropped their life insurance policies to raise needed cash. For most of
them, it meant that they could never take out nevp insurance, because rates
would be prohibitive for men of their age. Accident insurance was also dropped,
and to railway workers this was no small loss.

Not only did these families lose their homes, their savings, and their insur-

ance, but they also incurred debts, which, at the time of the study, were making
life miserable for them. Seventy-four per cent of the families stated that they
had outstanding debts or obligations incurred only since the beginning of the
depression. "These debts were not only a strain on the meager resources of

the chief breadwinner but also a source of worry and fear, since in normal
times garnishment proceedings usually mean discharge for a railroad worker."
One-fourth of the property owners were in arrears in tax payments ; 39% were
in arrears in payments of principal and interest on mortgages. One hundred
and sixty-six families had borrowed money from friends or relatives, 135, in
desperation, had gone to loan companies, where some of them were fleeced.

Fifty-nine per cent of the families, or 583, reported unpaid bills. A little more
than half owed $l00 .or more. "By far the largest single item is for medical
care."
ilow did thesfe families- live under such depressing circumstances? One man

reported: "And so Sunday comes and we just sit." Thirty eight percent of the
families said they had no recreation whatsoever. Many reported that they had
not seen a moving picture for two, three, even four years. , Trips and outings
were no longer possible for the railroad employees, even though they had passes.
Memberships in lodges, clubs, and churches were given up. Even social visits

were out of the question, because the cost of refreshments for guests was pro-
hibitive. Reading became a luxury.
The education of the children of these railway workers suffered markedly.

One hundred and fifty-seven boys or .girls either had dropped out of school or
college or had deferred their entrance into the next higher course. One hun-
dred and twenty-eight children had abandoned special instruction in music,
drawing, dancing; and the other arts.

Two hundred and twenty-five families moved within four years prior to

the time of the study, mainly to reduce rent. "Families accustomed to fur-

naces and hot-water facilities were living in 'cold flats,' often without electricity
Qf running water. To give up inside toilets and baths, as many families had
to, seemed like a reversion to barbarism."
Those were the railway employees who suffered a 10% wage cut in 1932.

Their incomes were further reduced by part-time employment.
That they went about improperly clad goes without question. "There comes

a time when no amount of thought and care will revitalize old garments, when
the Important problems are warmth and decency. Many families of railroad
workers had reached this point * * *. Many older children aliandoned school
because of shabby clothing. Parents confided that they had borrowed clothing
ill order to appear respectable at a child's graduation."
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Wide-spread neglect of health met the eyes of the investigators for the
Department of Labor. In 30% of the families one or more members required
medical attention but could not afford it. Fifty-nine per cent of the families
reported a need for dental care, and 26% of the families reported that at least
one member needed eye examination or treatment. "Many families were reduced
to monotonous and unhealthful diets * * *."

A study made recently by the United States Public Health Service of a group
which like this had been reduced from comfortable to moderate or poor circum-
stances further illuminates the situation. Those who had dropped from "com-
fortable" to "moderate" incomes showed a rate -of disabling illness 15 per cent
higher than the "comfortable" group, which had suffered no reduction ; and for
those who descended from "comfortable" to "poor" incomes this rate was 60
per cent higher.^ The chief significance of this report in connection with the
railroad workers is that it reveals a close connection between illness and
reduction in standards of living.

Summarizing the findings of this Department of Labor study of 1,000 railway
workers during" a depression, the author writes: "For these veteran railway
men, in a well-organized and thoroughly regulated industry, the study records
a slow retreat from relative security toward destitution."

With our economic machine stalled on dead center, it is little wonder
that there is widespread unemployment in the railroad industry. The
T. N. E. C. report to the President on July 14, 1939, that "evidences
of the failure of lic economic machine have not disappeared," could
be repeated today with more emphasis. It is more true than ever,

despite even the short flurry of unhealthy war trade, that

:

People are still without jobs. Farmers are still without satisfactory markets,
Industry is still without suflBcient purchasers. We are still enmeshed in an
economy the rate of growth of which is decreasing.

But besides general economic stagnation, there have been other fac-

tors making for unemployment in the railroad industry, among these

being the loss of business to other forms of transportation ; the aban-
donment of lines; technological changes; and the increased produc-
tivity of railroad labor.

Instead of enjoying the one-time virtual monopoly of freight trans-

portation, today railroads perform about two-thirds o'" the J!:'3ight

service, and the balance is handled by highways, pipe Ii-.iC.i, and
waterways. Thus, while employment on steam railroads constituted

10.2 pci'cent of the working force in 1920, it was only 7 percent in 1935.

The Interstate Commerce Commission reports that between 1921
and 1938, inclusive, class 1 railroads abandoned 8,067 miles of road
and constructed only 2,811 miles, leaving a net decrease of 5,256 miles.

Obviously such a deflationary program cut rather sharply into railroad

employment.

PRODUCTIVITY OF RAILROAD LABOR

Mr. Whitney. There are numerous evidences of the increased pro-
ductivity of railroad labor—a factor which has tended to aggravate
th problem of unemployment. Before these are considered, however,
let us note that, paradoxical as it may seem, unemployment itself has
increased the productivity of railroad labor. Because of the appli-
cation of the principle of seniority, employees with the least years of
service are bumped first, with the result that the average years of
service of those remaining on the job has a tendency to rise. Experi-
ence, measured by years of service, is closely correlated with efficiency,

^ '"Comfortable" income is defined as that of $42.5 and more per capita per year,
••moderate" income as from $150 to $425, and "poor" income as less tlian $150. U. S.
Putilic Uealth Service: Public Health Reports, vol. 28, No. 41 (Oct. 13, 1933, p. 1261.)
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and efficiency with productivity. In this negative sense, therefore,

unemployment has increased the productivity of those remaining on
the job.

How efficient is railroad labor? The answer to this question has
been given by numerous investigators. For the purpose of this hear-
ing, it should suffice to understand in general outline the extent of the

rise in the productivity of railroad workers and some of the techno-

logical causes therefor.

The National Research Project of the W. P. A., which has been
cited before, makes the following observations with regard to the

productivity of railroad labor

:

In terms of traffic units, the average output per work-hour increased from
109 in 1923 (on a 1920 base) to 128 in 1929, to 140 in 1933, and to 175 in 1936.

This increased productivity of railroad vporkers v^as a result of the teclinical

reconstruction of the railroads through managerial and mechanical changes,
made possible by large capital expenditures during the period 1923-29 and
through the further managerial changes made during the depression to reduce
labor costs.

Increasing output per hour of railroad labor is not a new phenomenon. Out-
put per hour nearly doubled during the first quarter of the pre ent century.
In 1900, railroad labor moved au average of 62 traffic units an ho; r, while in

1925, it moved 117. In the past, however, the growth of the volume of traffic

was greater than the rate of increase of productivity, so that employment, too,

continued to expand. After 1923, the rate of expansion of railroad traffic fell

behind the rate of increase in productivity. Between 1923 and 1929, the average
number of workers declined 11 per cent, the number of hours worked declined
13 per cent, railroad traffic increased by 3 per cent

;
productivity increased by

more than 18 per cent. Between 1923 and 1936 the traffic volume increased by
almost 43 per cent, but employment increased by only 3.3 per cent and hours of
work by only 2.6 per cent

;
productivity per man-hour thereby increased 39 per

cent.'

With only slight variations, these findings are corroborated by data
contained in "Exhibit No. 45," appearing on page 223 of part 1 of the
hearings before this committee. In that exhibit output per man-hour
on steam railroads is given for the following years

:

(1923-25 AVERAGE=400)
1914 75. 3
1923 96.

3

1929 . 113. 8
1932 111. 8
1936 : 140 4
1937 143.

1

Witt Bowden, of the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics,

found that "Productivity in terms of average output per man-hour
worked in 1936 was 32.8 percent greater than in 1926, and 80.9 percent
greater than in 1916." (Monthly Labor Review, July 1937.) This
study has been discussed rather fully in chapter VI of the Brother-
hood's book, 3Iain Street—Not Wall Street—which was published in

1938 as a reply to the railroads' demands for a 15 percent wage cut.

It was found that the index of productivity of all employees is not
materially less when based on hours paid for than when based on actual
man-hours worked.
On the basis of transportation traffic units (a formula derived by the

American Railway Engineering Association to measure operation and
wear and tear of equipment), the increase in productivity of all

1 Summary of Findings, March 1938, p. 111.
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employees, excluding the principal salaried groups, increased 37.7

percent between 1926 and 1933, and 43.8 percent bet^Yeen 1926 and
1936.

I quote further from page 166 of Main Street—Not Wall Street

:

Attention is called to the fact that in 1916 it required the services of 88,715

freight conductors and brakemen to move 362,444,307,129 revenue freight ton-

miles, while in 1937 it required the services of but 60,455 freight conductors and
trainmen to move 360,667,773,000 revenue freight ton-miles. In other words
28,260 fewer employees of these classes were required to move substantially the
same amount of business.

Certain indices indicate the trend of productivity

:

In 1920, as of December 31, the number of steam locomotives in serv-

ice on class 1 railroads was 64,368; in 1926, 62,342; in 1938, 42,637.

But the average tractive power of steam locomotives in 1920 was
36,365 ; in 1926' 41,886 ; in 1938, 49,803—or an increase of 37 percent.

The average length of freight trains, including cabooses, was 36.6

cars in 1920: 45.2 cars in 1926; and 48.1 cars in 1938.

The average gross tons per freight train in 1920 was 1,443; 1,736

in 1926; and 1,895 in 1938.

In 1920 freight cars had an average capacity of 42.4 tons; in 1938

the capacity had increased by 16.5 j)ercent, to 49.4 tons.

The average speed of freight trains between terminals was 10.3

miles per hour in 1920; 11.9 miles per hour ifc 1926; and 16.1 miles

per hour in 1937.

The average speed of freight trains between terroi^ials in 1939 was
62 percent greater than in 1920.^

The speed with which passenger trains operate today is amazing.
Between 1938 and 1939, the number of separate runs operating daily

at 60 miles and more per hour increased from 864 to 997. American
railroads now have 85 runs booked at 70 miles and more an hour.

Contrast this with the year 1928, when, except for 1 or 2 short runs in

New Jersey, there was not a single, train in the United States sched-
uled to average more than 60 miles an hour.

Certain labor-saving devices and technological improvements have
resulted in throwing railroad men out of work. Among these are the

following : improved rails and tools—spike drivers, wrenches", drilling

machines—the mechanical oiling of tracks; radical changes in the
design of the steam engine • reduction in the number of manual block-
signal stations; centralized traffic control; and automatic signal de-
vices. Chemical treatment of railroad ties has doubled their life-

span.

In discussing the matter of unemployment in the railroad industry,
we cannot overlook the possibility that 200,000 to 350,000 jobs are at

stake, should Congress adopt legislation calculated to open the flood-

gates to widespread railroad consolidations. It is a known fact that
the Wall Street interests that control the railroads would like lo solve
their financial problems by operating only the most profitable lines,

abandoning the so-called unprofitable Pnes, and leaving in the wake
of this destructive program many ghost communities and several hun-
dred thousand workers without employment. Current railroad legis-

lation before Congress, as embodied in the omnibus transportation
bill (S. 2009), answers the problem for Wall Street.

* Source : Press release, Association of American Railroads, March 15, 1940.

124491—41—pt. 30 46
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The Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen, however, does not propose
to acquiesce in such a vicious program. We have caused to be intro-

duced what is known as the Harrington amendment to the omnibus
transportation bill, which would offer complete protection to railroad
labor in the event of the consummation of consolidation schemes. A
large majority of the Members of the House of Representatives have
declared themselves in favor of this amendment, as have thousands
of citizens throughout the land w^ho have signed petitions endorsing
our proposal. Such wide support is indicative of a majority public
opinion which says: "Congress must not pass any legislation which
has the effect of destroying job opportunities."
At his inaugural on March 4, 1933, President Roosevelt said : "Our

greatest primary task is to put people to work." I submit that the
olackout of unemployment i^ still the first point on the Nation's
agenda.

If we ponder the fact that the remarkable rise in industrial pro-
duction which came at the end of the last year was accompanied by no
appreciable rise in employment, then we shall begin to understand why
w^e are now tobogganing downward at the fastest rate in history. The
products of the machine are not bought by another machine. They are
bought by employed people.

The usual question is asked of those who laboriously demonstrate
the existence of unemployment, and the technological causes for it, as

we have done today as respects the railroad industry : What do you
offer as a remedy?
While I am not certain that it is possible to solve the problem in its

entirety under our present economic system, which, in the last few-

years, has proved to be of more benefit to the profit takers than to the

wage earners, we should nevertheless be able to take some steps that

would alleviate the situation. The shorter workday is one such
measure. Even the Wall Street Jowmal recognized this possibility

when it declared, on February 3, 1940, that the ability of manufac-
turers to increase the number of their employees from December 1929

to December 1939, while there was a general 1-percent decrease in total

employment, in a period "in which productivity of machines has in-

creased as much as it has since 1929 i^ undoubtedly due to the reduc-

tion in the length of the workweek."
The 6-hour day should therefore be considered as an immediate and

practical remed}' for the problem of unemployment. Such a solu-

tion was urged in a resolution adopted unanimously on June 9, 1939,

at the Second Quadrennial Convention of the Brotherhood of Rail-

road Trainmen, held in Cleveland, Ohio. This resolution embodied a

comprehensive reemployment program for the railroad industry, ad-

vocating such measures as the shorter workday, rehabilitation of rail-

i-oad properties, grade-crossing elimination, train limit and full-crew

legislation. It is a clear-cut expression of the railroad worker's desire

to see America free itself, in a democratic way and through peaceful

means, from the economic dilemma with which it is confronted. The
resolution follows

:

REEMPLOYMENT PROGRAM IN THE EAILKOAD INDUSTRY

Whereas the average employment of 940,000 workers on class I steam railroads

last year was the lowest recorded for any year since 189i) and weekly wage pay-

ments to railroad workers in 1938 averaged 13 percent smaller than in 1937 and

41 percent below the 1929 average ; and
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Whereas the problem of reemploying tens of thousands of railroad workers
who have been laid off in recent years, and the problem of promoting a high
degree of safety in railroad operations are undeniably questions of first impor-
tance confronting railroad labor today ; and
Whereas hundreds of thousands of railroad employees are anxiously seeking a

solution to these problems in the form of a practicable program which will secure
their jobs and incomes and reduce the hazards connected with this work ; and
Whereas the Wall Street bankers who control the financial, and, therefore, the

business, policies of the railroads have forced railroad management—often against
its own better judgment—to curtail services, to lay off thousands of loyal em-
ployees, to attempt to slash wages, to allow equipment to deteriorate without
adequate repair of replacements, thereby endangering the safety of the trainmen
and the traveling and shipping public, in short, to carry through in the railroad
industry the game policy of sabotaging the reemployment and industrial recovery
program of the New Deal which the United States Chamber of Commerce and the
National Association of Manufacturers pursue in other basic industries ; and
Whereas this sabotage of our economic institutions is coupled with a diabolical

attempt to strike at the political and economic liberties of the Amercan people, so
clearly evident in the Tory attacks on the Railway Labor Act, and efforts to de-

stroy the principle of collective bargaining as embodied in the National Labor
Relations Act ; and
Whereas the preservation of democracy in this country demands a speedy bring-

ing together of unemployed citizens and unemployed capital, to the end that this

Nation may accomplish a complete economic recovery ; and
Whereas the reemi^loyment of men and money in the railroad industry would

provide a great stimulus to the employment of idle labor and idle capital in all

other industries, because the railroad industry is the very lifeblood of our eco-

nomic system ; and
Whereas this brotherhood—in fact, all railroad labor—has in the past recog-

nized that the ultimate solution to the railroad problem lies in Government owner-
ship and operation of the railroads ; and
Whereas pending the attainment of this ideal, railroad labor must initiate

practical steps to reinvigorate the industry : Now, therefore, be it

Resolved, That the Second Quadrennial Convention of the Brotherhood of Rail-

road Trainmen, while reaflBrming the action of the previous convention . with
regard to Government ownership of the railroads—namely, empowering the presi-

dent and the grand lodge oflicers to press for Government ownership at the most
opportune time—does hereby go on record in favor of an immediate reemployment
program in the railroad industry, sponsored by the Federal Government in co-

operation with railroad management and railroad labor ; and be it further

"Resolved, That such a program shall embody the following minimum features ;

(1) The rehabilitation of railroad properties to the extent of several billion dol-

lars in order to reemploy idle railroad workers, to increase the safety of the em-
ployees and the traveling public and shipping public, and to provide greater eflS-

ciency and speed. (2) The elimination of the many thousands of grade cross-

ings. (3) The improvement of the conditions of railroad labor by (a) enact-

ment of train-limit and full-crew legislation; (b) amending the Adamson 8-hour
law to provide for the 6-hour day; (c) increasing the basic rates of pay; (d)

reimbursing trainmen for away-from-home exijenses; (e) securing vacations
with pay; (f) liberalizing the disability features of the Railroad Retirement
Act and giving credit for time spent in military or naval service; and (g) offer-

ing to every able-bodied railroad man a railroad job ; and be it further
"Resolved, That such a program shall be financed jointly by the Federal Gov-

ernment; by the State governments, insofar as the elimination of grade cross-

ings is concerned ; and by the railroads themselves, requiring them to reduce their

capitalization and therefore, their debt burden ; and that in extending reemploy-
ment loans to railroads, the Federal Government shall be given a voice in deter-

mining business and financial practices of these roads which shall be at least

equal to the voice given the railroad banker ; and be it further
"Resolved, That the president of the Brotherhood and the national legisla-

tive representative be instructed to work for the enactment of Congress of
legislation providing for the carrying out of such a program, and to invite all

railroad labor to unite with us in backing up this practical program of reem-
ploying idle men and idle money in the railroad industry ; and be it finally

"Resolved, That copies of this resolution be sent to. the President of the
United States, to the chairmen and members of the House and Senate Commit-
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tees on Interstate and Foreisai Commerce, to the railway labor executives, to
the press, and printed in the forthcoming issue of the Railroad Trainman."

In conclusion, let me state that the logic, or rather the lack of
logic, of the contention that technology does not reduce total employ-
ment opportunities is well illustrated by a pamphlet entitled, Ten
Facts of Technology and EmployTnent^ published in" 1936 by the Ma-
chinery and Allied Products Institute. I quote

:

If technological advancement did not make possible a greater volume of
production the standard of living could be raised only by increasing hand
labor. Had it been necessary to increase hand labor in the same proportion
as production between 1900 and 1930, every adult man and woman in the Nation
and several million children would have been needed in jobs. It would have
required more than 60 percent of the entire population, whereas only about 40
percent ever seeks gainful employment, the remaining 60 percent being consti-
tuted chiefly of women and chiidren supported by the 40 percent.

Thus, the Machinery and Allied Products Institute started out to

prove that labor-saving machinery does not destroy jobs and ended
up by proving that were it not for machines and modern technology
there would not be enough men and women workers in the Nation to

accomplish the work now being accomplished with extensive use of
machines and power.
That great American inventive genius, Thomas A. Edison, once

said:

Human slavery will not have been fully abolished until every task now accom-
plished by human hands ig turned out by some machine.

In the middle of the nineteenth century Dr. Ure, an expert English
economist, advised the manufacturing classes of England that the goal
of the manufacturers should be the development of machinery to the
point where they could use the labor of women and children, which
was cheaper than that of men, and that the ultimate goal was to

displace all labor, as nearly as possible, through the development of
the machine.
We should ponder the words of Dr. Ure in the light of the great

increase in the industrial employment of women in this technological
age. We should ponder Thomas Edison's words in the light of the dire
consequences to human society. If Dr. Ure's goal should be achieved,
the male portion of humanity would live only by the grace of em-
ployers and female income earners. If Mr. Edison's goal should be
achieved, all of us would live, if at all, only by the grace of the
machine owners.

And may I add one vitally important thought? He who considers
that technological displacement of labor comprehends only the ma-
chine displacement of labor loses sight of a most important considera-
tion. For the most part, in a machme age, the labor cost of making a
product that will last for many years is no greater than the labor cost

of making a product that has only a short period of serviceability. Ag
competition and discovery force the improvement of products, a great
displacement of labor thereby results. House paint that lasts lor 5

years instead of 2i/^ years not only results in a 50 percent reduction in

job opportunities for house painters, but there is a like reduction in

employment in paint manufacturing, independent of the fact that
machine methods of paint manufacture may also eliminate many
workers. Likewise, "with automobile tires that last for 30,000 miles,

instead of 10,000 miles, storage batteries that last for 3 years instead of
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1 year, and so on. Not only does such longevity of these products

reduce by two-thirds the employment in their manufacture, apart from
machine efficiency, but also such longevity greatly reduces the business

opportunities of the cross-road garages throughout the Nation.

Gentlemen of the committee, we are face to face with the fact that

the requirements of human existence cannot safely be left to the mercy
of an unbridled private-profit motive.

Acting Chairman O'Connell. You will supplement this statement?

Mr. Whitney. With just a few highlights, if I may.
I might begin by saying that I would like also, if it is agreeable

to the committee, to introduce a document entitled Main Street Not
Wall Street^ which was a portion of the Brotherhood of Railroad
Trainmen's case before the 1938 President's Emergency Board in the"

wage controversy that was up at that time, and I would direct the

committee's special attention to chapter 6, page 162, of that book, en-

titled "Productivity of Railroad Employees," which tells quite com-
pletely the statistical story of the productivity in our industry. I have
only one copy today, but if it is desirable I would be glad to furnish
a copy for each member of the committee.
Acting Chairman O'Connell. That will be accepted. Do you wish

to substitute another copy for that one?
Mr. Whitney. No; the committee may have that copy, and I can

furnish additional copies for each member of the committee.
Acting Chairman O'Connell. If you will make other copies avail-

able to Dr. Anderson, it will be appreciated.

Mr. Whitney. We will be glad to do that.

(The document referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2635" and is

on file with the committee.)
Mr. Whitney. My organization, I might say, has for a number of

years been quite keenly aAvare of the problem you are discussing—-
technological displacement of workers. In March 1936 our official

publication, the Railroad Trainman, published an article entitled "Ma-
chinery Creates Jobs—What of It?" I believe that has a lot of data
that would interest this committee. I don't insist upon it, but if you
are willing to receive it as an exhibit I should be glad to put that in

also.

Acting Chairman O'Connell. How lengthy is that?
Mr. Whitney. It is four pages.
Acting Chairman O'Connell. Without objection, that will be ac-

cepted and printed in the record.

(The document referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2636" and is

mcluded in the appendix on pp. 17434-17439.)
Mr. Whitney. That is a little more inclusive than just our testimony

today because it covers the problem as a whole.
To highlight my president's testimony I might call your attention

to a rather lengthy quotation from a study made by Mr. Carter Good-
rich, of the United States Department of Labor, in May 1934, entitled

"Earnings and Standards of Living of 1,000 Railway Employees Dur-
ing the Depression." The human considerations there are sufficient

to move anyone to want to do something. It shows how railroad men
descended, as it were, into the dark ages through having to give up all

of their insurance, their standards of living, going together several in
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one home, sacrificing their protection in the form of accident insurance,

and all that.

That is a story which should move us all to deep consideration,

but I would like the committee to fead that bearing in mind also

the businessman's viewpoint, the terrible deflation to business that

comes to landlords and builders when people are 'thrown together

several in one home. It seems to. me that sometimes we become so

deeply concerned with the human considerations of these things

that we overlook that we are actually working against ourselves

from a business standpoint in the deflationary effect upon our whole
economy.

RAILROAD CONSOLIDATIONS

Mr, WnrrNEY. Then I would like to move on to a consideration

in our testimony which is very prominently before the country, at

this time, and that is a new teclmique for getting rid of labor and
getting greater productivity—consolidations. I think we are pretty

generally agreed that what we need in this country today is the

employment of men and money, capital and labor. The outstanding

characteristic of railroad consolidation, the very purpose of it, is to

employ less money and fewer men, so it is of very genuine concern,

it seems to me, to this committee, to ponder the possibilities of coii-

solidations. We estimate that if a widespread consolidation pro-

fram which would completely satisfy the ambitions of railroad

ankers were put into force, at least 250,000 men would be eliminated

in the railroad industry alone.

Mr. Pike. From what sort of jobs would those people ordinarily

come?
Mr. Whitney. I think it would affect all classes of railroad

workers, from the engineer down. There would be fewer trains

run, fewer train crews, tracks would be abandoned, there would be
less maintenance work, and certainly the clerks would be greatly

affected.

Mr. Pike. That is what you usually hear, that there would be less

work at the terminals and division points and things of that sort.,

Mr. Whitney. Oh, yes, indeed.

Dr. Anderson. Of how much immediate concern is that problem
of merging the railroads into a unified system?

Mr. Whitney. I was going into that. There is before Congress
what is known as the Wheeler-Lea transportation bill, which ad-
mittedly was designed to facilitate and encourage consolidations.

Our organization opposed that very strenuously because while there
are many features of the bill we favor, we felt there was no law
worth 250,000 jobs in this day and age of unemployment. I just

want to call to your attention one of the prominent characteristics

of our economy today, the tendency to pay men a pauper income
for nonproducing. So economically unimportant has man's labor
become that we have financiers actually willing in their desire for
profits, to pay men to do nothing to get rid of the labor; that is

inherent in the dismissal wage. Now we have never thought, £^s a
social policy, of paying a group of bondholders a certain portion of
their future worth- to force them to surrender their bonds, but some
seem to think that jobs and labor are less sacred. Therefore, capital

proposes to pay men to take their jobs away from them and the
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Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen regards the dismissal wage as a

relic of the dark ages. We believe that men should be entitled to

work for a decent income and we don't believe they should be driven
out of their jobs, especially when the reason for the dismissal wage is

not improved service, it is not better incomes for workers, it is not
lower rates to the shipper. It is to improve earnings to the bond-
holder, so we are absolutely opposed to the idea and the concept of
a dismissal wage. We consider it a bribery offered to workers to

surrender their opportunity to pursue their life's calling.

We introduced in the Congress, when we were threatened with this

loss of 250,000 jobs, what is known as the Harrington amendment,
which simply said to the railroads : "If you must consolidate, if you
must make ghost communities throughout the land, you can't throw
these men out overnight in mass numbers

;
you can't take the men of

shortest periods of seniority and throw them into the bread lines.

You will have to take care of them, and then you may take them off

at the other end as they die, resign, or retire."

We consider that a very modest program. It does not offer much
for the future in the way of increased employment, but at least it stops

the crowding of bread lines in order to create better earnings and
better profits.

I might tell the committee that we state in this document that 275
Congi'essmen signed a petition on behalf of the Harrington amend-
ment, and we found an overwhelming majority of the Senators—in

fact, only 1 Senator really opposed the idea of the Harrington amend-
ment, so I believe that our Senators and Congressmen are becoming
aware of thiB fact that disemploying men, for whatever cause, is not
socially desirable. That was the full implication of the Harrington
amendment, and, as I say, the dismissal wage is only a manifestation
of the growing unimportance to profiteers of human labor.

I heard over the radio only Saturday a man speaking on behalf of
the rural-electrification program, who said a farmer for a nickel could
buy enough kilowatts to equal a full day's labor of a man, so that on
th?.<" basis human labor is reduced to 5 cents a day. Now, if we are
going to listen to the arguments that capital efficiency brought about
this efficiency, that labor didn't bring this about, that labor should be
paid what it is worth but no more, on that standard a farm laborer
would be worth 5 cents a day.

RAILROAD FINANCES

Mr. Pike. You don't think that capital isn't taking a spanking in
the railroad business, too, do you ?

Mr. Whitney. I don't know what you have reference to, but the
thing that would loom in ray mind would be $100,000,000 lost in
gambling in stocks and things like that.

Mr. Pike. Another $100,000,000 was used to extend the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St, Paul to the Pacific coast, op. which 98 percent is lost
on today's quotations. You wouldn't call that gambling particularly.
Mr, Whitney, I am not paiticularly familiar with the fiiiancing

shenanigans that Avent on in that cpse, but I do know the Chicago &
North Western has been paid for two and seven-tenths times and still

owes its average capital indebtedness.
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Mr. Pike. Yes; and the owner of those bonds hasn't received any
income on his investment in some years. In the case of the Missouri
Pacific, which sold common shares at $100 a share, that is wiped out;

in the case of the Rock Island a great many of its bonds are running
around here at 5 to 20 cents on the dollar. I don't want to minimize
your statement, but if there is any implication that capital hasn't

been displaced lay technology and other features in the railroad busi-

ness, it is an entirely mistaken feeling. Its quoted value is about half

of its stated value, though for purposes of the record I think the

United States valuation showed very little water in the railroad busi-

ness at the top, and whatever there was has been more than squeezed

out by this deflation. The New Haven is another one which sold

preferred shares at $100 a share and during the last week the I. C. C.

has said there is not enough left in the entire investment to deserve

any consideration in the receivership.

I am not minimizing your story, but this technological change is

not to the profit of the bondholders and the shareholders in the rail-

road industry. Everybody has taken a licking.

Mr. Whitney. I agree with you. I think we are just forcing oui-

selves up on a precipice to destruction. I think after the depression

set in—I think I am correct on this—the railroads paid the highesi

dividends in history; they had such a momentum of big profits and
big dividends that they couldn't stop, but, naturally, you have grad-
ually washed up labor until now we are all upsetting the boat. I
agree with that analysis of the situation very much.
Mr. Pike. I think if you can point to apybody who foresaw where

we would be in 1939 from the point of view of 1929, I believe we
would like to have him appear before the committee.

Mr. Maginnis. Let me make this comment. Isn't the railroad in-

dustry the one industry that to common knowledge since the depres-

sioB', in the last 10 years particularly, has been in terrible financial con-

dition ; and it is not due to technology, it is due to economics, isn't it?

Mr. Whitney. I have a friend, and I have never seen the time yet

when he wouldn't take an hour off to tell me how busy he is. I some-
times think that about a lot of things we read in the newspapers about
the railroads. When in a period of around 15 years the railroads can
spend $200,000,000 to tell you how poor they are, they are kind of like

my friend who will take an hour out any time to tell you how busy
he is.

Mr. Maginnis. Don't you think that is exaggerating it slightly?

Mr. Whitney. No; I do not. I am very sincere in making that
statement. For instance, wouldn't you say any corporation that -pays

out more in dividends than it pays in wages is a pretty sound
corporation ?

Mr. Maginnis. What corporation does that?
Mr. Whitney. The Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad did that as re-

cently as 1936, but that part doesn't get in the newspapers.
INIr. Maginnis. How many other railroads have been able to do it?

Mr. Whitney. I don't know that very many have. However, and
this may shock you, but it is a fact, m 1931 and again in 1936 the -Besse-

mer & Lake Erie paid 1,100 percent dividends.

Mr. Maginnis. What railroad?
Mr. Whitney. The Bessemer & Lake Erie.

Mr. Magi-n^nis. That is a freight railroad.
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Mr. Whitney. Sure.

Mr. Maginnis. In the steel industry.

Mr. Whitney. But when you talk about the abject poverty of rail-

roads.you are talking about certain railroads, not all railroads.

Mr. Maginnis. But you are talking about the railroad industry.
Now, isn't it a fact that due to a great many conditions, including the
economic conditions of the country during the depression period and
the buses, the railroads have lost in revenue to such an extent that
everybody knows that most of the railroads have been struggling
against tremendous odds. The Interstate Commerce Commission has
been trying to work out their problems to prevent more receiverships.

Mr. Whitney. What you say is true, but it can be said about other
industries that we don't hear so much about. I read a piece about the
railroad industry back in 1890, and I swear it sounded like the morn-
ing's newspaper. They were complaining then just like they do now.
Mr. Pike. They were in trouble then.

Mr. Maginnis. Tliey were in trouble then, but they didn't have the
busses.

Mr. Pike. They were in pitiful trouble then.

Mr. Whitney. Of course, but we understand there are conditions

in the railroad industry that are serious. Any industry which can
afford to waste $1,000,000 a day must be in bad shape. Senator Burton
K. Wheeler, after making a very thorough investigation of the rail-

road industry, solemnly announced that the railroads were wasting
$365,000,000 a year, $1,000,000 a day. Now that, of course, we don't

read about every day in the papers.

Mr. Pike. That wasn't in wages.
Mr. Whitney. No ; they haven't wasted a thing in wages ; they are

getting more now for their wage dollar than ever before in history.

Whatever is wrong with the railroads, they can't lay it at the door of
their employees, because the labor dollar today is worth more in the.

railroad industry than ever before in history.

Mr. Chantland. Mr. Whitney, would you accept Mr. Pike's sugges-
tion that the Rock Island and New Haven and that west coast extension
of the Milwaukee are typical examples of good railroading and
financing?

Mr. Whitney, Oh, not at all. I don't accept the statement either

that our railroad industry is not overcapitalized. I still think there

is a lot of water to be wrung out of the railroad industry.

If J ou read the history of the New Haven, it would put the Teapot
Dome scandal to shame. I think that is the road that was mixed up
in the Westchester, that spent $1,500,000 a mile for the construction
of the railroa 1. Well, when we go out on a drunk, we naturally have
headaches afterward.
Mr. Pike. That is gone, too.

Mr. Maginnis. That is water under the bridge, large'y.

Mr. Pike. I d'dn't mean to bring those up as cases of good judgment
in the railroad industry at all.

Mr. Chantland. I rather thought you did luid I wanted to know if

Mr. Whitney accepted those as good sam'^les.
Mr. Whitney. Not at all.

Mr. Pike. Yon can pick out a great many cases of bad judgment
in the railroad industry, and I do think, though, that it isn't fair, that
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when half the stated capital has gone in market quotations it is ex-

f remely probable from the evidence in hand of valuation that the waste

has been eliminated and a gi"eat deal of the actual investment. It

is particularly true in the case of that St. Paul extension; there was

some funny business, in my opinion, on the bond financing, but the

railroad was built, the money was spent on it, a great portion of it

—

perhaps there was a fair margin for what was regarded at that time

as legitimate construction profit, but whatever money was put properly

into that railroad at the time is gone. I think those St. Paul adjust-

ments they were selling at one and a half the last time I looked at

them, but they were the ones that finally came out of the Puget Sound
*>itension. In the'case of the Missouri Pacific

Mr. Chantland. Considerable was said about the cost of the

receivership administration of the road, wasn^ there?

Mr. Pike. I think it is fairly true. Several insurance companies
had a set-to over that.

Acting Chairman O'Conneix. I think it might be well to let Mr.
Whitney proceed. We are getting too far afield.

Mr. Whitney. I don't want to pose as an expert in railroad fi-

nancing. I think to clear the record, though (I thought I heard you
say the waste had been eliminated), it should be said that only a

little over a year ago Mr. Wheeler made the statement that the rail-

roads were wasting $1,000,000 a day.
Mr. Pike. I didn't mean waste m operation, I meant in original

construction that had probably gone out the window in the decline

in quotation of bonds or lack of unearned interest. That money has
proved to be wasted by the fact that it didn't earn enough to pay its

board. I didn't mean the annual day-to-day waste.

Mr. Whitney. Just the other day I read a statement that the rail-

roads overpay on supplies purchased, through favors to shippers, and
that they could save $100,000,000 a year on purchases if they got
value received, as you and I are supposed to when we buy.
Acting Chairman O'CoNNEiii. Can you tell me where the Wheeler-

I^a bill is now?
Mr. Whitney, It was just reported out. The conferees announced

that they agreed Friday night.
Acting Cnairman O'Connell. Did they include the Harrington

amendment ?

Mr. Whitney. I am sorry to say they didn't. They struck out
the entire consolidation section of the bill, dealing with the facili-

tating and expediting of railroad consolidation.
Acting Chairman O'Connell. There is really no point to the

Harrington amendment without the consolidation?
Mr. Whitney. The Harrington amendment was conceived because

of this threat of facilitation of consolidations.
Of course, I can't too strongly urge tile necessity for shorter work

hours as one means of meeting this problem.
Dr. Anderson. In that connection, I have just received a distribu-

tion of working time from Dr. Parmelee, in response to our request.
That statement indicates that a very substantial proportion of all

railroad workers now work very brief hours, which would not per-
mit reducing their hours any further ; many of them were employed
for a few days in less than 2 months of a year. You weren't talking
about reducing hours for such part-time employed workers.
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SIX-HOUR DAY

Mr. Whitney. Absolutely not. I mean reducing a normal month's
work without any reduction in pay, in other words, making the
standard day of work 6 hours instead of the present 8 hours.

Dr. Anderson. And how would you cover the increased costs of
such a procedure?
Mr. Whitney. Well, I sometimes think there are a lot of great

economic truths which cannot be stated in terms that an economist
would understand. I refer, of course, to the so-called "expert" eco-

nomists who write for the financial pages of newspapers.
What I mean by that is this: in 1932 the railroads asked us for a

10-percent deduction in pay rolls. They solemnly told us that if we
would take that 10-percent deduction for 1 year only—that is all they
were asking for, and they emphasized that—it not only would solve

the problems of the railroad industry but would restore national and
world prosperity. Of course, that made us feel pretty important,
and in our weaker moments we accepted the 10-percent cut, although
our organization never felt that it was good for the country or the
industry. In 1 year that deduction, I think, took something like

$24,000,000 out of the purcliasing power of the Chicago area alone.

You asked about the increased cost. This supposed reduction in

cost meant a net increase in costs, because it didn't help the railroad,

industry. The industry got worse, and the countr;;^ got worse, and it

certainly didn't solve the problem of world prosperity. I think as we
distribute wealth through shortening hours and dividing up the work,
we don't decrease costs on an economic basis, because the social values
far outweigh the economic costs. Most economists would want proof
of that generalization. However, I believe observation indicates .that

the natural consequences of constant deflation are more (X)stly, even to

the businessman, to say nothing of society, and it seems to me that
that is the answer. We can do more work today in 6 hours than we
could in 10 or 12 hours back in 1910.

Acting Chairman O'Connell. But assuming that the railroads

are in general in a rather bad state, in part because of attempting to

meet competition from other areas, as a practical railroad man I am
afraid it would be a little bit difficult for him as a businessman,
looking at his costs, to take the long-run view, as an individual,
that a reduction in his wages is going to decrease mass purchasing
power and is going to be part of a deflationary spiral which will

make him worse on in the long run, because he is confronted with
the day-to-day situation of meeting competition. While I would
be inclined to agree with you on the social desirability of the long-
range policy, most businessmen today confronted with the problem
of making money are not so apt to take that broad view.

Mr. WnrrNEY. I think that is very true. I don't think you can
point to a thing in our industry, whether it be shorter work hours
or increased wages or safety legislation, that the railroads haven't
solenmly predicted it would bankrupt the industry. The Safety
Appliance Act, which was designed to save the lives and limbs of
working men, was hotly argued against as being a device that would
completely bankrupt the railroads. We have grown in social con-
science, and we haven't, bankrupted anybody. Where we went bank-
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rupt is when we let millions of people go and destroyed their pur-

chasing power. That is what bankrupts us all.

Mr. Maginnis. Mr. Whitney, your remark about dismissal wages
as being a form of bribery to the employee, isn't it a fact that every

other industry, or we will say most of the other industries, in trying

to meet the changing situation of progress and technology are work-
ing for that very thing of having some sort of a system of dismissal

wages or displacement wages, which you term bribery ?

Mr. Whitney. If you are talking about the legal definition of

bribery, it obviously isn't.

Mr, Maginnis. I don't mean legal definition, I mean as a charac-

terization.

Mr. Whitney. It is an inducement to a man to part with his job,

without knowing what you are going to do with him after you get

him separated from his job. I am condemning the social conscience

which builds up these mechanisms designed to offset the economic
cheapness of human labor, the change from the days of the wilder-

ness, when probably all economic production was 95 percent human
labor, to now, when it is 2 or 3 percent human labor. Wlien you
give a man a dismissal wage, and separate him from his job, have
you solved anything ? Haven't you only aggravated the problem ?

Mr. Maginnis. But if a certain railroad, being operated in a busi-

nesslike manner, finds that the economic conditions in the territory

in which that railroad is operating are such that its revenues are

not keeping up to operating costs, would you argue that rather than
cut down on the operating costs, even to the extent of letting some
of the men out, that it wouldn't be better to keep that road in opera-
tion, than to try to get the I. C. C. to let them abandon the road
completely ?

Mr. Whitney. Of course, that is the threat that the railroads

constantly hold over us. "If you don't do something here, we are

going to abandon, and you will lose all your jobs."

displacement as a result of consolidation

Mr. Whitney. That was the argument for the Wlieeler-Lea bill.

It was argued on the floor of the House, "If you boys will just give

up 250,000 jobs everything will be rosy, and in the end you will have
more jobs than if you gave up none." That just doesn't appeal to

me. The way the banker and the butcher and the candlestick maker
get more is by getting more, but railroad employees are supposed to

believe that by giving up a large part of what they have they will get

more. I don't believe that.

Mr. Pike. Do you use that 250,000,000 pretty accurately?

Mr. Whitney. Two hundred and fifty thousand.
Mr. Pike. I had three too many ciphers jon it. I was trying to

remember the figure they gave us the other day of those, working in

the railroads. As I remember, it was just about a million or a little

under. If my memory is correct, that would mean a quarter or more
of all railroad employees displaced under such a bill.

Mr. Whitney. That is right.

Mr. Pike. I think that would require some demonstration to me.
Mr. Whitney. I can demonstrate to you in just a moment. I have

been arguing it for the last 2 months, so I have the data at my finger-

tips, fortunately. In the first place, the Prince plan, which was ddvo-
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cated about 4 years ago and which didn't depend upon any enabling

legislation at all, as I understand it, propobed to eliminate one-third

of the railroad employees. The Wall Street Jourvial, I think, on

January 17, 1940, said that if they could get this enabling legislation

they could look forward to saving $500,000,000 annually through rail-

road consolidations.

President Daniel Williard, of the B. & O., says that in consolida-

tions 80 percent of the savings come from labor. Well, 80 percent

of $500,000,000 would be $400,000,000. You are going to eliminate the

lower-paid groups, mostly. But, let's say the average elimination

will be of men. who have $l,000-a-year jobs. Four hundred million

dollars would eliminate 400,000 jobs, so I am basing my estimate on
Wall Street's ambition. I don't say it will be 400,000 jobs. I believe

Mr. Willard included in his 80 percent some indirect labor, so it seems
to me that 250,000 or 225,000 is rather conservative.

Mr. Pike. We just don't see along the same line. I was trying to

see where the consolidations of corporations would have that effect.

I would see a few runs eliminated where there are now, say, compet-
ing runs not doing very much business, biit I can't get the mental
picture of more than a quarter of the railroad employees being elim-

inated. I don't take your demonstration as a complete demonstra-
tion. You have taken one quotation from one source and another
from another and come to a conclusion that I still don't quite feel can
be warranted.
Mr. Whitney. Are you familiar with the Prince plan of railroad

consolidation ?

Mr. Pike. That this Chicago fellow put out a few years ago ?

Mr. Whitney. He is a Boston banker.
Mr. Pike. I think it was the same man.
Mr. Whitney. Mr. Prince boldly admitted that his plan would

eliminate one-third of the employees, so I have pretty good authority

back of me. I am telling you what the ambitions of the railroad

bankers are. I am not admitting that we will ever consent to the
elimination of that many.
Mr. Pike. You are not going to stand for it ?

Mr. Whitney. Consolidations^^ offer one very interesting aspect.

They are the one thing that brings organized labor and the chambers
of commerce together. When we have a threat of a railroad consoli-

dation, the chambers of commerce all along the line threatened with
elimination join hands with us, and we raise so much trouble about it

that the Interstate Commerce Commission is convinced that it

isn't a good thing, and they don't approve the consolidation. I am
not admitting that we are going to lie down and let them eliminate
250,000 men, but I am saying that is the ambition of the men who
pretty largely determine the destiny of our economic system.
Mr. Maginnis. That may be a plan, but it is a long way from being

carried out, a consolidation plan of that size, don't you think?
Mr. Whitney. I would feel a lot happier about your prediction if

you were a railroad banker, because I know what their ambitions are,

and I know that they want to do that. Whether they can do it is a
question of how much we will protect ourselves.

Mr. Pike. I will put it to you this way, that not one of the railroad
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consolidations put through during the twenties eliminated anywhere
near that proportion of men from the railroads involved.

Mr. WnrrNEY. You bring up another question that is very im-
portant and that probably should be answered, if we aren't getting too

far from the subject.

Mr. Pike. This is the subject, this elimination of men. We are

not going far from the subject.

]V^. Whitney. If you read the hearings and testimony and the

arguTnent before the Senate, including the speech of Senator Cum-
mings himself, at the time of the enactment of the 1920 Transporta-

tion Act, you will find that the purpose of consolidation then was
entirely different from the purposes now hoped to be achieved. I
understand that since 1920 some two hundred railroads have been con-

solidated, which is apparently what you have in mind.
Heretofore consolidations in the railroad industry have been what

is called end-to-end consolidations, the completion of lines, the throw-
ing of two partially complete routes together. The whole purpose of

the consolidation section of the 1920 act was not to eliminate men, or

even to achieve economy. The word "economy" was not even men-
tioned in connection with it. The whole idea was to establish rates

which would give a fair return to the railroads. They had a very

mean problem, which still exists today, which accounts for the, huge
dividends of the C & O. and Pennsylvania and some of the other big

roads. Theii problem was this: If they fix a rate low enough to

make a fair return to the C. & O., it will be so low that the struggling
roads can't live on it.

On the other hand, if they make a rate high enough for the weak
roads, then the Chesapeake & Ohio and the Bessemer and Lake Erie
will pay huge dividends, and the returns would be unconscionable.

So, they said, "The way to solve this problem is to even the thing out

by having the strong roads absorb the weak." Now, of course, it

was placing too much faith in railroad bankers to assume that they
would ever go around and pick up these poor-paying roads and con-

solidate them, so nothing has happened and we haven't had many
major consolidations since the 1920 act went in force. But now we
come along with a law where the whole idea is not to consolidate
the weak with the strong but to consolidate for improved profits.

Now, that is a major change in the purpose. I think if you will give
that a little thought, you will see that when the whole purpose of
consolidation is economy, you will get a greater elimination of men
than when the purpose of consolidation is to complete routes or make
the strong and weak come together.

Mr. Pike. There is certainly something in what you say.

Mr. Whitney. I want to make just 2 or 3 more points. I might
call your attention to an article entitled "Ten Facts on Technology
and Employment," published in 1936, by the Machinery and Allied
Products Institute. I won't read that quotation, in order to save
time, but the rather humorous part of that pamphlet is this. They
started out to prove that machines do not destroy jobs, and they
ended up by proving that if it were not for machines and- power
there wouldn't be enough men, women, and children in the whole Na-
tion to fill the jobs that would be required. To me that represents the
lack of logic of the contention that machines do not eliminate jobs.

Then, I want to callto your attention that Thomas Edison once
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said, "Human slavery will not have been fully abolished until every
task now accomplished by human hands is turned out by some ma-
chine." And way back in the middle of the 19th century, Dv. Ure, an
English expert economist, advised the manufacturing classes of
England that the goal of manufacturers should be the development
of machinery to the point where they could use the labor of women
and children, which was cheaper than that of man, and that the
ultimate goal was to displace all labor as nearly as possible through
the development of the machine.
Now, gentlemen, if we have in mind Thomas Edison who said all

work should be done by machines, and bearing in mind the great
growth of women in industry, we can see the tendency pointed out
by Dr. Ure in the middle of the 19th century, and we are brought
to the conclusion : How are we going to live if a few people own our
natural resources and a few other people own our machines and
machines do all the work or most of it? We will be living pretty
largely by the grace of the few owners. I think that is a verj' serious
matter.
Another point that I want to impress upon you is this : Most people

think of technological displacement of labor in terms of the machine.
I would say that is only a small part of the problem. The improve-
ment in products, for instance, paint which lasts for 5 years instead
of 2y2 years—what does that mean? It displaces men who manu-
facture the paint, it displaces house painters, and it displaces trans-
portation workers, and so on. Bear in mind that the improvement in
the quality of a product does not necessarily call for greater labor
cost. For instance, I think for a pair of pliers that you buy in the
10-cent store the labor cost is about the same as if you got a good
pair of pliers that would last a lifetime. As invention and discovery
force us into better and better products, that in itself will probably
eliminate more jobs even than the machines as such.
You know there is a tendency to bring the manufacturing centers

closer to the point of consumption, to spread out Mr. Ford's idea.

What is that going to do us railroad workers ? Naturally, it is going
to mean less transportation.

Finally, most all industries have a great increase in productivity
with a very small increase in labor. It doesn't take any larger train
crew if the passenger cars are filled or if the freight cars are filled

than if they are partially filled.

I don't want to be too much of a pessimist here today. I heard a
story the other day that said the difference between an optimist, a
pessimist, and a skeptic was well illustrated at the breakfast table.
The optimist says, "Please pass the cream." The pessimist says, "Pass
the milk." The skeptic says, "Pass the pitcher.'^ I am asking that
we pass the pitcher. I think these are problems that we have just got
to do something about. I am not a pessimist. I think they can be
solved, but I think they are ominous, to say the least.

Acting Chairman O'Connell. Have you any further questions?
Dr. Anderson. No.
Acting Chairman O'Connell. Thank you very much, Mr. Whitney,

for coming. We will recess until tomorrow at 10 : 30.

(The witness, Mr. Whitney, was excused.)
(Whereupon, at 4 : 35 p. m., the committee recessed until 10 : 30 a. in.,

Tuesday, April 23, 1940.)
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United States Senate,
Temporary National Economic Committee,

Washington^ D. G.

The committee met at 10:40 a. m., pursuant to adjournment on
Monday, April 22, 1940, in the Caucus Room, Senate Office Building,

Representative Clyde Williams, Missouri, presiding.

Present: Representative Williams (acting chairman), Senator
O'Mahoney (chairman) , Messrs. O'Connell, Pike, Lubin, and Brackett.

Present also : William T. Chantland, Federal Trade Commission

;

S. Abbot Maginnis, Department of Justice; and Dewey Anderson,
economic consultant to the committee.
Acting Chairman Williams. The committee will be in order, please.

Dr. Anderson. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, we
are beginning today two important days of hearings on the subject of

employment in agriculture and the whole broad field of agriculture.

Today's witnesses are from the United States Department of Agri-
culture, and together they form a panel which will attempt to present
the range and scope of this problem. In working out the testimony
with each other they have split it up into parts, each man appearing
in the field in which he is expert. It is hoped that it will be possible

for them to present their testimony without too much interruption.

They will all be present after that for the questioning of the com-
mittee, but I know we will expedite matters greatly if we can proceed
in that way.
The experts to be heard are Dr. Carl Taylor, of the Division of

Farm Population and Rural Welfare, Department of Agriculture;
Mr. Ernest Holcomb, who is reading Dr. William T. Ham's paper (he
is.of the Division of Farm Population and Rural Welfare) ; Dr. Sher-
man Johnson, Division of Farm Management and Costs of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture; Dr. Louis Bean, economist, of the Bureau of
Agricultural Economics of the Department of Agriculture; and Dr.
Norman Wall, Division of Agricultural Finance, of the Department
of Agriculture. It is presumed that they will take the day for their
testimony.

The first witness this morning will be Dr. Carl Taylor, followed by
Mr. Ernest Holcomb. I would suggest swearing both witnesses at

the same time.
Acting Chairman Williams. Will you be sworn, please? Do each

of you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give in the
matter now pending shall be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing
but the truth, so help you God ? ^

Dr. Taylor. I do.
^

Mr. Holcomb. I do.
124491—41—pt. 30- 47 16921
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TESTIMONY OF DR. CARL TAYLOR AND ERNEST HOLCOMB, DIVI-

SION OF FARM POPULATION AND RURAL WELFARE, DEPART-
MENT OF AGRICULTURE. WASHINGTON. D. C.

Dr. Anderson. Might we have a brief resume of yuiir professional

experiences and background to determine your competency as wit-

nesses in Ihis particular testimony ?

Dr. Taylor. Well I was born and reared on an Iowa farm. After
going through college I taught in the Agricultural College until I

came to the Depai'tment here in Washington. I taught at the Uni-
versity of Missouri and the North Carolina State College of Agricul-

ture and came here with some of the newer agencies and for the past

5 years I have been head of the Division of Farm Population and
Rural Welfare.
Dr. Anderson. Dr. Taylor, you have published works in this fields

Dr. Taylor, "^es.

Dr. Anderson. Will you give us some indication of its character?

Dr. Taylor. I have a book on rural sociology which is just a text-

book. I have a number of pamphlets, experiment-station pamphlets,
having to do with farmers' organizations, community organizations,

and so on.

Dr. Anderson. And scientific organizations?

Dr. Taylor. Yes.

Dr. Anderson. Mr. Holcomb, what is your professional back-

grouhd"?
Mr. HoLCOMB. I was reared in Texas on a small poultry farm and

educated at the Texas Agricultural and Mechanical College and have
been with the Department of Agriculture for the past 4 years. Prior
to that I worked at an experiment station in Texas.

Dr. Anderson. We will proceed with Dr. Taylor.

Dr. Taylor. I think Mr. Chairman, I will read a short statement,

to give a sort of background for all the testimony that will be pre-

sented during the day.

technolog¥ IN agriculture

Dr. Tayix)r. The information to be presented here has to do with the

developpient of science and technology in farming, and their influ-

ence upon efficiency in production, employment, pojjulation move-
ments, and the capital debt structure in agriculture. The story in

brief consists of

:

(1) an increasing efficiency in the production per man in agricul-

ture, but a steadily diniinishing opportunity for employment on
farms

;

(2) an increase in out-of-pocket and fixed costs of farm operations,

and an increase in the economic risks involved in farming, due to ex-

penses incurVed in the purchase and operation of machinery, and inter-

est charged for debts and tax services;

(3) an increase over several decades in the farm-mortgage debt in

relation to farm values, resulting in a decreasing percentage of farm
real^estate equities owned by those wlio till the soil

:
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(4) a icityward movement of farm population during pei*iods of
prosperity, dnd a tendency of this movement to reverse itself during
periods of depression, which has resulted in recent years in the ac-

cumulation of a great surplus of persons of working age in the farm
population

;

(5) a fairly steady shift from owner to tenant operated farms since

1880, resulting in an ever-increasing number of persons in agriculture

occupying the lower rungs of the agricultural ladder

;

(6) an increasingly larger share of farm income now spent for

farm implements and machinery and for their operation, which con-

tributes to the rigidity of the farm operating cost structure and the
disparity of farm income and parity income, and increases the com-
petition between operating costs and farm family standard of living

;

(7) a sizable shift in the ownership of farms from farmers to cen^

tralized lending agencies in satisfaction of debts, and an increase in

the proportion of farm-mortgage debt held by the centralized lending
agencies; and

(8) the effect of these trends to technological developments is seen
in part in a somewhat different distribution of the number of farmB
in relation to size and to income. In a number of types of farming,
we now have a somewhat larger number of small -sized farms and a
more marked increase in the relative number of large-gized farms
Similarly, we now have a relatively larger proportion of inoome in thd
relatively low-income brackets, and marked increases in the proportion
of income in the farms of the highest-income brackets.

That is an attempt to give a sort of over-all of the testimony to be
presented during the day.

My particular part of the testimony has to do with the population
movements, unemployment in agriculture, the increase in percentage
of farm people who are in the working-age group.
The first chart that is before you presents the shift in the percentage

of gainfully employed between the different occupations of the Nation,
and shows a steadily diminishing percentage of all gainfully employed
who are occupied in agriculture.

Acting Chairman Williams. It may be received.

(The chart referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2637" and appears
on p. 16924.)

Dr. Taylor. This chart gives information from 1870 to 1930. I
don't think I need to say much about it because it is pretty graphic in
its display, but the percentage of the total gainfully employed in the
imtion who were employed in agriculture fell from about 53 percent in
1870 to about 21 percent in 1930. This was undoubtedly chiefly due to
the shift to urban centers of many occupations and processes at one
time carried on on the farm.: canning, smithing, milling, and things
of that kind, to a point where a great deal of canning and even bread
making and things of that kind have shifted into the city.

The occupations which picked up the losses in gainfully employed
from agriculture during this period were manufacturing and mechan-
ical pursuits, which picked up steadily until about 1910, but have held
about steady since 1910, the domestic, professional, governmental serv-
ices of all kinds, and the trade and transportation and finance group,
which is in those groups at the top, which increased from around 25
percent of all gainfully employed in 1870 to about 38 percent now.
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The next chart simply takes that agricultural block and projects it

by estimation from 1930 to 1940, although the estimation is not com-
plete because it is now 1940.

(The chart referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2638" and appears
below.)

Dr. Taylor. During that period the decline has been stayed, due to

lack of opportunity for rural born and reared people to continue to

shift into urban industries. The percentage, therefore, in 1940 is pre-

ExHiBrr No. 2637

[Submitted by the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, Department of Agriculture]

SHIFTS IN OCCUPATIONS. 1870-1930
PERCENTAGE OF ALL PERSONS OVER 16 YEARS OF AGE ENGAGED IN EACH MAJOR GROUP OF OCCUPATIONS
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Exhibit No. 2638

[Submitted by the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, Department of Agriculture]
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sumably about the same, 21 percent as in 1930, but of course the increase

in population makes that a considerably greater number of people, I
have not attempted to estimate just how many those people were. It

simply tells the story that over a long period of time there has been a

steady shift of the people of employable age out of agriculture into

urban industries.

The next chart is Movement to and From Farms, 1920-38.

(The chart referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2639" and appears
below.)

Exhibit No. 2639

[Submitted by the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, Department of Agriculture]

MOVEMENT TO AND FROM FARMS. 1920-38
BIRTHS AND DEATHS NOT TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT

1920 "22

«»MnunMcm or «fiacM.niM

34 '36 '33

Dr. TayliOR. That shows the story for the last 20 years of that move-
ment of population, presumably either attracted by opportunities for
employment in cities or pushed by lack of opportunity on the farms.
The lower block of the chart shows the movement annually from 1920
to the end of 1938 (the estimates for 1939 are going through the mill

at the present time) of the people who left cities to return to farms;
there is a constant movement back and forth from farms to towns and
cities and from towns and cities to farms. The upper curve, the one
running from the bottom of the chart to the top, represents people
who move from farms to cities, and the mottled section of the chart
between the two curves is the net movement. You can see that for

most of the period there has been a net movement of population from
farm to city. Between 1922, which is the first high point in the top
curve, and 1926, which is the second high point in the curve, there was
a net movement; that is, there w^ere 3,480,000 more people, or more
moves, from the farm to the city than there were back, leaving a net

migration to cities from farms during that 5-year period of 3,480,000.

That was a period of relative urban prosperity, and I think you may
safely conclude that tvas largely the reason for the great flow from
the farms to the cities. From 1926 until 1932 there was an almost
steady decline annually of the people flowing from the farms to the
cities, with the result that in 1932, the only year of which this was true,
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there was a net flow back to the farm. Taking the 5-year period pre-

ceding 1932, there was a net flow of 1,588,000, or less than half what
there was in the first 5-year period ; in 1932, at the depth of the depres-

sion, there was a net movement of 266,000 people back to the land from
farms and cities. In 1933 there were 318,000 movipg in the other direc-

tion, so 1932 and. 1933 approximately balanced each other for that

period.

Then take the 5-year period since that time : there has been a move-
ment back to the city again, fairly steady, but you will see that it

has not been as great in the last 2 years as it was in the 2 years pre-

ceding that. The net movement from farms to cities in the 5-year
period since 1933 is about 1,604,000, or about $320,000 per year. This
movement, as you can see, is not a depression phenomenon. The shift

back and forth is something that is going on in our national life all

the time, and yet I suspect we can draw the conclusion that it does
vary with the opportunities for employment in agriculture as con-

trasted with those elsewhere, except that when both agriculture and
industry are down there seems to be a tendency for the people to

seek shelter on the land.

The next chart is, Estimated Rural-Farm Population 15-64 Years
Old.

(The chart referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2640" and appears
below.)

Exhibit No. 2640

[Subhiitted by the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, Department of Agriculture]

ESTIMATED RURAL-FARM POPULATION 1 5-64 YEARS OLD. 1920-60
( ASSUMING THAT MIGRATION AFTER 1930 IS HALF AS GREAT AS BETWEEN 1920-30*)
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people from 15 to 65 years of age. That doesn't mean that no one
works on a farm before he is 15 years of age and that everyone quits

at 65, but we use census data and say those of working age are from
15 to 65. You have a regularly increasing number of people in this

group, because the migration to the city has slowed up, reversing it-

self in 1932, and recovering a little less than half the migration of
the twenties, and because of the number of births in the farm popula-
tion. That rural birth rate feeds a great many more people into the
lower end of the age limit than move out at age 65, so the number of
people in this group constantly increases.

That chart is projected to 1960, two decades in the future.

That is not a very wild guess, because all the people who are
bom in 1940 or before 1940 are now in existence and therefore the
youngest of them will be 15 years old in 1955, so you don't have to

guess on how many of them are going to be born. All you have
to do is to take the mortality rates and the expectancy of deaths,

and your calculation is pretty safe as to how many of those people
will have reached 65, or 64, and so on down, because they are all in

the population at the present time.

If the amount of migration from farms to cities which prevailed in

the twenties, when in 1 year over a million net moved into the cities

off farms, were to take place again, our farm population would
gradually diminish, as it did fairly steadily between 1910 and 1930.

It was about 1,900,000 less in 1930 than it was in 1910 because of
this cityward migration. If that happened, our farm population
by 1960 would fall to about 29,000,000. There is no evidence, how-
ever, in the present trend that it will fall that rapidly. On the

other hand, if we were to have the phenomenon that we had in 1932
and 1933, when there were just about as many people coming back
from the cities and towns as went into the cities and towns, and the

farm population retained all of its natural increasie, we would have
about 45,000,000 in the farm population by 1960. We undoubtedly
have today the largest farm population we have ever had because of
this increase since the depression. So taking the migration from
1930 to 1940, which you saw in Exhibit No. 2639 was around
300,000 a year, or assuming that the migration in the next two
decades will be one-half of what it was between 1920 and 1930 (and
that is higher than it is running at the present time) we would
then probably have in 1960 37,500,000 farm population.

I think I had better read the last paragraph of the explanation

that you have before you.

Should the rate of net migration away from farms during the next two
decades (1940 tol960) be half as great as during the pre-depression decade of

the I920's (and half is considerably above the rate during the decade of the

1930's), the increase in farm population (by 1960) will be 16 percent, or

5,000,000 people.

Now because most of the people are in the age group from 15 to

65, '4,000,000 of those people would be in the working-age group,

so we would add to the people now seeking employment in agricuir

ture about 4,000,000 more people trying to find the way to make a

living in agriculture.

The next chart shoA^ that a little more graphically.

(The chart referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2641" and appears

on p. 16928.)
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Dr. Taylor. The block to the right shows the male farm people of
working age and the one to the left both male and female. The
story of that chart is a continuation of the one which I just men-
tioned, that we have a steadily growing number of farm people of
working age in agriculture.

And that number is far greater than the number needed to replace

the people who die in agriculture, and far greater than the number
needed to displace or to replace all the farmers who reach 65 years
of age, if all of them quit, farming at that age, so on the right-hand
block even assuming that all farmers will retire' at 65—and they
won't—and that they have the normal death rate according to the

experience tables of the life insurance companies, you will have

Exhibit No. 2641

[Submitted by the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, Department of Agriculture]

RURAL FARM POPULATION: TOTAL ENTRANTS TO
AGE GROUP 15-64,1930-40
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present a pretty serious problem. This increased farm population
of working age is not only confronted with the lack of farms to which
to go, and a not too rosy, picture from the standpoint of farm income,
but they are immediately thrown into competition with a lot of
pe(n)le out there who are already unemployed. In the face of an
almost certain increase in the number of farm-born persons seeking
employment in agriculture, there is a great volume of unemployment
already existing on farms. In 1937, according to the Unemployment
Census, 1,547,000 males living on farms were either totally or par-
tially unemployed, or had only emergency employment.
Acting Chairman Welliams. At what age, just in that connection ?

Dr. tStixjr. That age, again, was, I thiSi, 15 to 65, or was it 18 to

65 ? I think it was 15 to 65.

Of this number, '576,000 were partially emplo3^ed and 266,000 were
employed in emergency public works—W. P. A., C. C. C, N. Y. A.,
and so forth ; the remaining 705,000 were totally unemployed.

Exhibit No. 2642

[Submitted by the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, Department of Agriculture]

UNITED STATES TOTAL

»71.000 PERSONS

CENSUS OF
UNEMPLOYMENT

tt. S. DEPARTMENT OF ASmCULTURE UREAU OF ASRICULTURAL ECONOMICS

Unemployment on farms is not entirely due to the economic depres-
sion but in part to a combination of long-time trends. As has been
noted, the proportion of the total gainfully employed in the Nation
who were employed in farming declined at an almost constant rate
from 1870 to 1930, but during this period the increase in nonfarm
employment created opportunities for those not needed in agriculture.
The result was a net migration from farms to cities, which reached a
maximum of 500,000 to 1,100,000 each year from 1922 to 1926. This
annual net migration now is only a little more tlian 300,000 per year.
In other words, as these people came on in the past they found an

opportunity to leave the farm and find employment elsewhere. But
that is not true now—neither the migration flowing to the cities as it

did and unemployment piling up on the farm.
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It does not, therefore, appear that the unemployment situation

among farm families will correct itself through natural migration
away from farms unless we have an industrial pick-up far beyond
anything that has happened up to the present. Should the rate of net
migration away from farms during the next two decades be half as

great as during the decade from 1920 to 1930, the increase in the farm
population of productive age from 1940 to 1960 would be 23 percent,

and the problem of unemployment on farms would become one of the
major problems of the Nation. Unless therefore net migration to the
cities from farms develops in great volume, or new opportunities for
employment are developed in agriculture, the problem of unemploy-
ifient in the farm population will grow steadily worse.

The next chart simply shows the partially employed.
(The chart referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2643" and appears

below.)
Exhibit No. 2643

[Submitted by the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, Department of Agriculture]

CENSUS 01-

UNEMPLOYMENT

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE BUREAU OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS

PersonV, living on farms who registered in the nnemployment census of November 1937
as partly unemployed were numerous in the Cotton Belt, particularly in the Mississippi
River bottom lands of eastern Arkansas and southeastern Missouri. But large numbers
registered also in the Appalachian region, extending from Maine to northern Georgls
and Alabama, in Ohio, Indiana, Missouri, and the Lakes States, also in the valleys ol
the Pacific Coast. Relatively few registered in the Corn Belt and the Wheat Belt

Dr. TAYiiOR. The only thing I do not comment upon in the written

statement you have there is anything concerning the location of these

unemployed and partially employed people. I might make one gen-

eralization concerning that, and that is that the greatest number of

unemployed, partially employed, and employed in emergency works
programs of different kinds appear in those very areas of the Nation
where the birth rate is highest and where the farm population is stack-

ing up in competition with itself in a most marked way.
Acting Chairman Wiluams. In that connection what is considered

"partly unemployed" on a farm ? What is the definition ? What class

do you cover with that term ?
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Dr. Taylor. These data are from the unemployment census and I'm
sorry I don't know what they used for that. In the regular census

$150 income off the farm would make you partially employed in indus-

try, but I am sorry I can't say what the unemployment census figures

used. I don't know whether any of the other men know that definition

for their unemployment or not.

Mr. Holcomb, Mr. Chairman, will take this story of the farm popu-
lation and farm labor on through the next charts.

Mr. HoLcoM?. Dr. Taylor has already shown in the first chart that

there has been a steadily diminishing percentage of the gainfully

employed in agriculture. I am submitting a chart showing the per-

centage in each tenure class gainfully employed in agriculture.

(The chart referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2644" and appears
below.)

Exhibit No. 2Q4t

[Submitted by the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, Department of Agriculture]

PERCENTAGE IN EACH TENURE CLASS GAINFULLY EMPLOYED IN AGRICULTURE.
UNITED STATES. 1850-1935. WITH ESTIMATED CONTINUATION OF

TREND LINES PROJECTED TO 1940 AND 195C
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INCREASE OF EARM TENANCY

Mr. Holcomb. Since 1880 there has been a continuous decrease in

the proportion of farm owners and an accompanying increase in the

proportion of farm tenants.. In 1880 owners were 42 percent of all

those engaged in agric\ilture ; in 1935 they were 31.8 percent. Because
of debt, the real.equity of operating owners was less in 1935 than these

figures indicate. In 1880 the tenants formed 14.4 percent of all the.

persons employed in agriculture; in 1935 they formed 23.1 percent.

A part of the reported growth of tenancy in the United States since

1880 has consisted of movement from the . status of laborer to that

of cropper, which in many cases means little or no advance up the

agricultural ladder, since the status of southern croppers is more like

that of laborers than of tenants elsewhere. Between 1920, when it
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first became possible to classify croppers separately from other tenants,

and 1935 the proportion of tenants other than croppers increased from
16 to 17.3 percent, and the proportion of croppers from 4.7 to 5.8

percent of all persons employed in agriculture. In 1920 croppers
constituted 22.9 percent of all tenants, and in 1930, 29.1 percent
Between 1930 and 1935 their numbers declined from 776,000 to 716,000,

or to 25 percent of all tenants. As further technological improve-
ments are made, their numbers are likely to decline still further.

The figures upon which this chart is based indicate a downward
trend from 1880 to 1900 in the proportion of laborers and thereafter

a trend upward. The imperfections in the census data for those years

are such that, on slightly different assumptions as to the corrections

to be made in the census figures, an increase in the proportion of farm
laborers up to 1910 could be shown, and thereafter a definite slowing
up of the rate of increase in the proportion of farm laborers. The
main point to be observed is that during the past 30 years there has
been no decrease in the proportion of laborers, but rather a tendency
toward increase of that of hired hands. This development is as sig-

nificant as the increase in the proportion of tenants. It is lively to

continue. In many areas it has been offset to some extent by increas-

ing use of power machinery.
I would like to point (Jut, in connection with "Exhibit No. 2644,"

the line sloping upward between the family laborers and hired
laborers between 1930 and 1935. We do not attach any particular

significance to the magnitude of that change, but tlie direction of the

change I think is significant.

Acting Chairman Williams. Have you got a reason for that ?

Mr. HoLcoMB. Dr. Taylor has already pointed out one thing—the

movement of population during that period. . There was a net migra-
tion back to the farms, and during that period I believe the following
witness will show that there has been a more rapid increase in mech-
anization. It is probably a joint phenomenon of increasing farm
population and mechanization.

Dr. Taylor. May I add a remark, Mr. Chairman ?

Acting Chairman Williams. Yes.

Dr..TATLOR. I think it is partly due also, as Mr. Holcomb said, that

when you get in a tough spot on a farm you simply quit paying the

son, therefore he is no longer hired labor but a family worker; you
quit hiring a hired man and you and the children do the work, so in a

period like that you naturally have fewer hired men and more family
labor. I would like to tie this chart up also a little bit to the testimony
I gave by saying that I think it gives a part of the result of the heavy
competition of farmers with each other when your population piles up,

and they do compete heavily with each other. . You find a greater and
greater number of them shifting to the bottom rungs of the agricul-

tural ladder, as is shown with the number of decreasing owners, and
the increase of tenants and laborers and share croppers. That is hap-
pening in our total farm population, an ever greater number of them
appearing on the lower rungs of the agricultural ladder.

Dr. Anderson. Dr. Taylor, if you substitute actual numbers for the
percentages shown in this chart, would the number of owners be
decreasing

Dr. Taylor. Yes ; over the period the number of owners would de-

crease. When you got down ,iHto the tenant group, during the last
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few years the numbers would increase but the percentage would not
increase, so your numbers would be different from your percentage
figures.

Dr. Anderson. Is that true with respect to laborers as well? The
number of laborer? has grown.

Dr. Taylor. By and large I think the number has remained pretty
steady in the labor group itself. After you drop below the owner
group, you have a different meaning for labor there than you may
have in hired labor. You have in the upper part of the chart owner
operatoi'S, and below that "all others"; and you have the total farm
population in considering your percentages, rather than just those

operating farms.
Acting Chairman Williams. In order that' we may have in the

record a clear understanding of tenant and share cropper, what is the

distinction upon which that chart is based ?

Mr. HoLCOMB. The distinction is largely the one used in the census.

The matter of ownership of work stock and equipment was the basis

in the several censuses. The share cropper does not own his work stock

and equipment, the renter does.

Acting Chairman Williams. And then what is the difference be-

tween the laborer—or is there such a term? You don't seem to

designate it, as a farm laborer and sharecropper.

Mr. HoLcoMB. The wage laborer is the second group from the
bottom. He works for a wage, monthly, weekly, or piece rate, while
the sharecropper works for a share of the crop.

Acting Chairman Williams. Is that hired labor in cash or part
crop ? Always in cash ?

earnings of farm laboiuers

Mr. HoLcoMB. Yes. Of course, in many areas there is a custom
of allowing them a dwelling place and garden patches and grazing
privileges for their livestock, I should say, in addition to their
money wage.
Acting Chairman Williams. That was my understanding of those

terms, but I thought it might be well to make it plain.

Mr. Holcomb. In the next two tables we present some informa-
tion as to the earnings of sharecroppers and wage laborers.

(The tables referred to were marked "Exhibits Nos. 2645 and
2646" and are included in the appendix on pp. 17440-17441.)
Mr. Holcomb. The first one compares the income of sharecroppers

and wage laborers. The data of incomes of hired farm workers are
so scattered and incomplete as to defy comparison. However, it is

apparent that such incomes are low, and that they are lower in some
farm areas than in others. Comparable data from cotton farms in-

dicate that in recent years the net cash earnings of hired workers,
whether sharecroppers or wage hands, only occasionally exceed $100
per worker per year, and that even when goods for liome use and
perquisites are added, total annual net income ]wr worker seldom
exceeds $150. Low net cash incomes of sharecroppeis were reported
in recent studies from both the eastern Piedmont and the Mississippi
Black Belt and Delta areas. The highest net cash earnings were
in the Piney Woods area of Texas in 1938, with an average of $152
per worker. In the case of cotton wage hands, the lowest average
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cash earnings reported were $65 per worker per year in the Black
Belt in 1934, while the highest earnings were in 1937 in the Delta
areas at $112 per worker.
The data indicate that as regards income the cropper is little better

off than the wage hand. The slight income differential in favor of the

former is almost wholly accounted for by the differences in the value
of production for home use. Per family the difference is greater

because of the larger average size of the cropper family.

I would like to point out, in addition, in connection with this, the

percentage of their total net income that accrues from home-use goods
and perquisites, as is shown in the third column. That ranges from
about 30 percent in 1936 for the Yazoo-Mississippi Delta area to ap-

proximately 52 or 53 percent in that same area in 1932; the dollar

values attached to those home-use goods and perquisites were not
greatly different between the 2 years, but the percentage of the total

increased materially.

For the wage hands, the percentage represented by home-use goods
and perquisites did not range quite so widely. Their home-use goods
and perquisites are quite a bit lower than that of sharecroppers, I

think principally because of the relative instability of that groHp of

workers, for at least the sharecropper has 1 year that he can count on
being on the farm.

Passing on then to the next table, we show income figures for wage
hands in various areas in the United States, from studies that have
been made from time to time.

(The table referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2647" and is in-

cluded in the appendix on p. 17442.

)

Mr. HoLCOMB. These are for the period between 1930 and 1938.

With respect to other areas and crops than, cotton, few comparable
studies have been made, owing to variations with respect to home-use
products, perquisites, total family earnings, and total earnings
throughout the year. However, taking the figures as they stand, in-

comes of farm laborers in the various areas, the studies may be grouped
as follows

:

Arranging them from lowest to highest, from these spot studies, the
lowest income appears to be in the tobacco area of Kentucky, between
1935 and 1936, with cash earnings of $188. In the small-grains area

of Minnesota and Kansas those earnings amounted to $206 and $205,
respectively. In the truck area of New Jersey, in 1936, the earnings
amounted to $265, and in the Corn Belt in Illinois and Iowa in 1935-

36 the cash earnings of wage hands amounted to $306 and $312,
respectively.

A study made in four sugar-beet States in 1935 indicated that tlieir

earnings amounted to about $340.

In the State of Washington, laborers working in hops earned $352;
that is, single persons. Heads of families earned $496.

In California we have two studies during this period. The first was
made in 1935 and indicated that the earnings of migrant workers who
had applied for relief at the close of that year were $261; and in

another study in Placer County, a fruit county in California, the earn-

ings amounted to $651. That study took the workers as they came in

the fields, irrespective of whether or not they were on relief.
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Acting Chairman Wblliams. Does that mean that there has been
that much increase in the earnings of the hired laborers in California

during the period ?

Mr. HoLcoMB. As a matter of fact, you will notice in section IV of

"Exhibit No. 2647," between 1930 and 1935, there was an actual de-

crease in the earnings of these workers. These are migrant workers
who applied for relief at the close of the particular year.

Actmg Chairman Williams. What is the significance of the big dif-

ference between those two figures in the same State, of $261 and $651?
Mr. HoLCOMB. The figures shown under section IV (A) on the chart

are obtained from the entire State from relief applicants who had
worked as migrant workers in agriculture durirg the past year.

Under IV (B), the study made by the Department of Agriculture was
made in one county in California, and they obtained information from
workers irrespective of whether or not they obtained relief.

Mr. Pike. You got the lowest section, though.
Acting .Chairman Williams. I don't quite understand yet what you

mean by "relief." Does that mean the workers who were on public
relief?

Mr. HoLCOMB. That is a study made by the State Relief Adminis-
tration of California, and they obtained this information from clients

as they applied for relief.

Acting Chairman Williams. Take the figure of $261 ii> California

in 1936. What does that represent?
Mr. HoLCX)MB. That probably represents the lowest-down group

employed in agriculture.

Acting Chairman Williams. But if they are employed, they are

privately employed?
Mr. HoLCOMB. Yes.
Dr. "Anderson. Mr. Chairman, I can explain the figure, because I

know something about its source. Applicants for relief at the State
relief station stated that during that year their earnings per family
had totaled this amount.
Mr. Pike. They were irregularly employed.
Dr. Anderson. They were casuals, migrants, and seasonal har-

vesters employed during that year at some sort of agricultural labor.

Mr. Pike. That wouldn't be a fair section of the agricultural Ip-bor-

ers in the State.

Dr. Anderson. That is precisely what Mr. Holcomb said. It is the

lowest rung of the agricultural group.
Acting Chairman Williams. Is the 651 intended to be a fair

average l

Mr. Holcomb. I think it is a fairly representative figure for that
one county.
Acting Chairman Williams. Oh, just for the one county. That is

what kind of industry, the fruit industry ?

Mr. Holcomb. Fruit. It is in the section north and east of Sacra-
mento.
Acting Chairman Williams. What, in addition to cash income, do

these hired laborers receive? What other kind of income do they
have, if any ?

Mr. Holcomb. Most of them receive some perquisites. It varies

from area to area. Some studies have been made along that line. In
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the South and East it amounts to quite a bit. What it amounts to in

the western areas I don't know.
Acting Chairman Williams. What is the nature of it?

Mr. HoLCOMB. Fruits, perhaps culls, lodging, occasionally board,

and in some instances washing and ironing for the men.
Acting Chairman Williams. A garden patch for married men?
Mr. HoLcoMB. For those regular workers, yes; but not the seasonal

workers.
Acting Chairman Williams. And a house or hut to live in?

Mr. HoLCOMB. That is right; a place to live.

Dr. Anderson. You wouldn't implj^ that the workers receiving $651
in Placer County were year-round workers in that county who were
provided these perquisites.

Mr. HoLcoMB. No ; many of them were, as a matter of fact, migrant
workers, and I don't know what the amount of perquisites amounted
to in that particular study. I don't know that they obtained informa-
tion with respect to perquisites. That figure probably should bp taken
into account, or it should be taken into account in that figure that the

expense of moving about was not obtained in the study. How much
that moving around from place to place was, I don't know.

Dr. Taylor. That includes the very best and the very lowest. It

averages up pretty high, because it includes those permanently em-
ployed and those who have a house, and so forth.

Colonel Chantland. Isn't it a fact that in certain sections the com-
mon practice is, in the employment of labor, that they are founded
completely—they have their board and washing and ironing, so that

what they get is net in that sense? These migrants are not in that

class, are they?
Mr. HoLcoMB. No. Occasionally they do receive fruits, though.

Colonel Chantland. I heard you saj'^ that.

Acting Chairman Williams. Have you made a study to indicate

what influence this especially large migration in California has had
on wage rates there when they hire farm labor ?

Mr. Holcomb. A study was made a year or so ago. The tabulations

are now going on in our regional office in Berkeley, Calif. Just what
that will show I am not certain yet. The tabulations are not complete.

Acting Chairman Williams. I was just wondering whether John
Steinbeck's portrayal was anything like accurate in his Grapes of

AVrath.

Dr. Anderson. I might interrupt to say that Dr. Paul Taylor, who
will be on the witness stand tomorrow afternoon, is the authority on
this western problem. We brought him particularly because of the

interest in it, and he is prepared to give such data as are available on
that subject.

Acting Chairman Williams. Proceed.
Mr. Holcomb. These data are not shown on that chart. There were

studies made in 11 different areas in the year 1936 by Folsom and
Vasey of the Department of Agriculture which show cash earnings of

workers in 11 different areas. The cash earnings range all the way
from $126 in the self-sufficing area of Tennessee to this same $651
figure in Placer County, Calif. The lower incomes were in the south-

ern areas, and the higher incomes were in California, the dairy areas,

and in the Corn Belt.
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Acting Chairman Williams. Is there any indication—let me ask

you in connection with the various figures that you have given here

—

as to the time in which these laborers were employed during the year;

for instance, whether their period of employment was much longer in

onei area of the country than it was in another, and for that reason

perhaps their wages might be higher or lower, depending upon the

period of regular employment? I am talking now about the ones

who are regularly employed and considered so,

Mr. HoLCOMB. There is some data available on the seasonal dis-

tribution of employment, and we parleyed once about presenting that

information, but we decided against it because of the length of testi-

mony and the shortness of the time we were permitted to use. That
information could be made available. I don t have it with me now.
Concerning the seasonal distribution of workers in the Southern

States, they have two peak periods, particularly in cotton, around the

cotton chopping and hoeing times, and again in the cotton-harvest

times. That varies from one part of the Cotton Belt to the other.

In the Southern States the first peak in cotton chopping and hoeing is

far more significant than it is in the western end of the belt, in western
Oklahoma and Texas. That particular peak is negligible in the

Cotton Belt, but in the cotton harvest it is quite significant in all areas.

Acting Chairman Williams. The annual income might not be an
index as to the hourly wage he received.

Mr. HoLCOMB. That is right.

Acting Chairman Williams. By reason of varying periods of em-
ployment in the same year in one place and another.

Mr. HoLcoMB. We have two studies, the manuscripts for which have
been completed. One is for two counties in South Carolina, one in the
Piedmont cotton area, and one in the Coast Plains tobacco section.

Also, there is another study in Arkansas. A mimeographed bulletin

has been released to three counties, and the manuscript is now in hand
to be published in the near future for six additional studies, three of
which are in the delta and three in the hills.

In those studies the seasonal distribution of employment and the
earnings by month are shown. There is quite a significant change in

earnings from January to May, the first peak, and it dropped along
about in August, which is comparable, perhaps, with March or Feb-
ruary, the peak rising again and continuing until early November,
when it drops off to a low during the winter months. With that
distribution of earnings and the hours of work, from the number of
days worked, it is possible to show the daily earnings in terms of real

wage rates received by sharecroppers and wage laborers, and as I recall

in the South Carolina study, it runs around 70 cents a day.
Acting Chairman Williams. Of course, I believe you stated that it

was a fact that the annual income, perhaps as the daily income, of the
farm laborer in the South was lower than it was in Northern and
Western States. That is pretty generally recognized, isn't it?

Mr. HoLCOMB. I think it is fairly true. There haven't been many
studies made that can be used to compare it to make it a statement of
fact, but there is reason to believe that.

124491—41—pt. 30 48
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"gainfully employed" in agriculture

Mr. HoLcoMB. The next table shows the number of gainfully em-
ployed persons in agriculture. The table shows the total employ-
nent between 1909 and 1939. The index of the trend line, based
upon the 1924-29 average, shows the number of family workers,
which includes the operators of the farms themselves, and their de-

pendents who worked with them without pay, and the number of hired

workers.

(The table referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2648" and is in-

cluded in the appendix on p. 17443.)

Acting Chairman Williams. I don't believe we have had a definition

in connection with this study here as' to what you mean by gainfully

employed.
Mr. Holcomb. I think, according to the Census definition used by

the Agricultural Marketing Service in developing this series of data, it

is those persons 10 years of age ajid over gainfully employed in

agriculture.

Acting Chairman Williams. Just the expression "gainfully em-
ployed" itself is what I am inquiring about.

Mr, HoLCXDMB. In this it is the number of persons who worked 2
weeks or more during the month of January, so it is conditioned by
census enumeration data. However, these data were adjusted to in-

dicate an average for the year, to eliminate the bias of a particular

date of enumeration.
Acting Chairman Williams. I must confess that that isn't very

clear to me yet. It may be to all the others, and I don't want to labor
the question any further. It isn't entirely clear in my mind what is

meant by the expression "gainfully employed."
Dt". Taylor. It simply means that the person does work. He may

be past 10 years of age, but .if he does no work in any occupation, he
is not classed as gainfully employed.
Acting Chairman Williams. Regardless of the amount he does.

If he worked 1 day during the year, he would be gainfully employed.
Dr. Taylor. If he earned money; yes. You asked a moment ago

about the partially employed in the unemployment. I don't know
what definition they used there, but if a fellow works and earns $5, he
would be partially employed.
Acting Chairman Williams. Let me see that I understand it. As I

understand you now, it would mean anybody that was employed for
any length of time during the year would be considered gainfully em-
ployed.

Dr. Taylor. That is right.

Acting Chairman Williams. If he did anything for which he re-

ceived money during the year.
Dr. Taylor. Thixt is right. And the figure that Mr. Holcomb gave

of those who were employed for a given period of time preceding the
taking of the census applied only to farm labor, as to whether he
would be counted a farm laborer or not, provided he had been em-
ployed then, but there is a difference of meaning in the descriptions
as to whether you are a farm laborer of working age, or gainfully em-
ployed. They are all different things.
Acting Chairman Williams. You might say all those who are avail-

able for employment within certain ages during that year, because if
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he IS only employed for an hour or a day, it would cover the entire

field.

Dr. Taylor.- It can't be quite all those who are available, because

there would be some in there who didn't work.
Mr. HoLCOMB. As a matter of fact, I believe the census in 1930

showed about 8 percent 6f the females 10 years of age and over who
lived in rural farm areas were employed in agriculture, and about 69

percent or 70 percent, something like that, of males working, came
from employment in agriculture, but these figures are the average
number of persons employed on the first of each month.
Acting Chairman Williams. It doesn't, then, include the family

workers, the boys, and I will say the girls, who were working at home
for their parents.

Mr. HoLcoMB. Yes; they are included in that middle column, family

workers.
Acting Chairman Williams. They are included as gainfully em-

ployed, are they?
Mr. HoLCOMB. Yes; they are helping produce on farms—the num-

ber of family workers employed on farms, including the farm operator

himself, on the first day of each month.
Acting Chairman Williams. Then it really includes everybody who

does any work on the farm ?

Mr. HoLCOMB. That is right—10 years of age and over.

Acting Chairman Williams. We are getting about down to it now,
I think.

Mr. HoLCOMB. It appears that from 1909 to 1915 there was a slight

decrease in agricultural employment which, after a slight increase in

1916, fell rapidly until 1919, owing to the competition of other indus-

tries with agriculture for manpower. From 1919 there was a slight

increase until 1926, when a downward trend set in which continued
without interruption in 1935 until 1939.

Wage laborers in agriculture numbered 2,868,000 in 1909, while in

1939 this number had been reduced to 2,479,000. However, between
1909 and 1929 the trend was slightly upward. Thereafter, until 1934,

there was a decrease in hired laborers and an increase in the number
of family workers. Although from 1935 to 1937 there was an increase

in the number of hired laborers, in 1938 the trend was again down-
ward.

Dr. Anderson. Mr. Holcomb, what was the proportion of hired
laborers to family workers, including the farmer himself, in 1939

—

2,479,000 to 8,150,000?
Mr. HoLcoMB. The proportion of hired laborers represented by

family workers?
Dr. Anderson. The proportion hired laborers are of the total, which

would give the percentage rate.

Mr. HoLCOMB. I am not sure that I follow you.
Dr. Anderson. Let me put it this way. It would appear from this

that about 30 percent of farm employment is hired-labor employment.
Dr. Taylor. Only about 25 percent.
Mr. HoLcoMB. About 25 percent of all persons employed in 1939

were hired labor. I think there is quite a variation in those pro-
portions with changes in prices and changes in wage rates. You take
both of them into consideration.
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Dr. Taylor. It varies greatly in certain sections of the country, too.

Dr. ANDERSON. Well, I would like to have comment on this other

point. In the census of gainful workers—and this will explain partly

the chairman's question of a moment a«^o—which includes both em-
ployed and unemployed, but available for employment, the total in

1930 was 4,392,000 agricultural laborers. In your segregation of hired

workers actually employed at a given time in the month average em-
ployment for the year 1930 was 2,850,000.

Mr. HoLCOMB. Yes; the census, I believe, obtained their informa-

tion as to the number of hired workers as of the date of enumeration.

Dr. Anderson. That is right.

Mr. HoLCOMB. These are monthly averages as obtained from the

crop reporters from the farmers.

Dr. Anderson. Would the difference, roughly, approximate the

number of agricultural laborers available but unemployed? In other

words, there is apparently a plentiful supply of agricultural labor.

Mr. HoLcxDMBE. Yes ; I am sure there must be.

Dr. Anderson. Would this indicate an oversupply of agricultural

labor in terms of employment, available employment opportunities?

Mr. HoLCOMBE. I suspect that it would. I haven't that accurately.

Dr. Anderson. Mr. Chairman, that concludes the testimony, and we
can go on to the next witness.

Acting Chairman Williams. Thank you, gentlemen.
(The witnesses, Dr. Taylor and Mr. Holcombe, were excused.)

Dr. Anderson. The next two witnesses are Dr. Sherman Johnson,
Division of Farm Management and costs; and Dr. Louis Bean, the

economist of the Bureau of Agricultural Economics; and I would
like of have Dr. Kifer, of the Division of Farm Management and
Costs, at the same time.

Acting Chairman Williams. Have you been sworn?
Dr. Bean. I have, sir.

Acting Chairman Williams. Do you and each of you solemnly
swear that the testimony you are about to give in this proceeding shall

be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you
God ?

Dr. Johnson. I do.

Dr. Kifer. I do.

TESTIMONY OF SHEKMAN E. JOHNSON, HEAD OF DIVISION OF
FARM MANAGEMENT AND COSTS, UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT
OF AGRICULTURE, WASHINGTON, D. C, AND LOUIS H. BEAN,
ECONOMIST, BUREAU OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS, UNITED
STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, WASHINGTON, D. C,

AND DR. R. S. KIFER, DIVISION OF FARM MANAGEMENT AND
COSTS, UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Dr. Anderson. Mr. Chairman, we just asked for a definition of
partially employed workers according to the 1937 census, and learned
that the Census Bureau made no precise definition at the time for use

by enumerators. The enumerators left cards with farmers, and they
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were filled out on each farm according to approximation of partial

emplo3'ment on the farm.
Acting Chairman Williams. Have you a statement to make first?

Dr. Anderson. The witness may proceed.

Dr. Johnson. My testimony will be concerned primarily with four

points: First of all, the reduction in the amount of labor used for

producing different crops, largely accounted for by increases in

mechanization; then some tendencies of increases in mechanization
on the farm, shown by increase in tractors, and so on; thirdly, the

effect of mechanization on physical efficiency in the use of labor on
farms; and, lastly, the effect of mechanization on the investment in

the farm business, and on operating expenses.

The first two charts show labor used in producing wheat and oats.

(The charts referred to were marked ''Exhibits Nos. 2649 and 2650""

and appear on pp. 16942-16943.)

PRODUCTIVITY IN AGRICULTURE

Dr. Johnson. They show the changes in the amount of labor used
in producing wheat and oats. The first chart refers to- the amount
of labor used in producing wheat by different areas and in different

jieriods from 1909 to 1936. The different perpendicular bars show
the amount of labor used for these different periods, reading from
left to right. The bar labeled A refers to the period 1909-13, the

B bar, 1917-21; the C bar, 1927-31; and the D bar, 1931-36.

That information is shown for different regions in the country,
which are labeled. The first set of bars indicates the changes
in the ainount of labor used in wheat production for the United
States as a whole. Then we come to the Corn Belt region, next the

eastern dairy, which is largely the northeastern part of the country,
and next the western dairy region, the Lake States.

Acting Chairman Williams. Before you go any further, I think I

would like you to tie up those with the years.

Dr. Johnson. The first one is 1909-13, the second is 1917-21, the

third is 1927-31, and the fourth is 1934-36; roughly, we can say
pre-war, the World War period, the late twenties, and the post-war.

On the amount of labor used per acre in wheat production, taking
it first for the United States as a whole, you will notice that only
about half as much labor was used per acre in 1934-36 as was used
in the first period, 1909-13. This is largely accounted for by the

use of tractors, tractor equipment, combines, of course, along with
tillage equipment for use with the tractor. There is also the question

of shifting of wheat production to the plains areas, to the more
level areas, where machines can be used to better advantage. The
least amount of labor per acre is used in the small grain area which,
as indicated in the exhibit here, includes the Dakotas, Montana,
Nebraska, and Kansas; and also the region called the western cotton
area, which is the wheat-producing area of Texas and Oklahoma.
Only about 3 or 4 hours of labor per acre were used in the small-

grain areas and in the western cotton area, and those areas or re-

gions actually used less labor in 1909-13 than some of the Eastern
and southern" areas did in 1934-36.
Mr. Pike. Those are the highly important areas in grain growing?
Dr. Johnson. Those are the most important areas in grain pro-
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duction. One should include also the northwestern area, Wash-
ington, Oregon, and Idaho.

Dr. Anderson. Why do you use the measure of hours per acre?

Dr. Johnson. Hours per acre ? Well, of course, one could use hours

per hundred bushels, or hours producing a bushel of wheat.

Mr. Pike. You have done that on potatoes ?

Dr. Johnson. We have done that on potatoes, that is right, and also

in the wheat tier ; for the western cotton area and for the small grain

area it runs from 0.3 to 0.4 hours per bushel. The average yield out

there is about 10 bushels per acre. I might say that that is the

customary method.
Dr. Anderson. That is the commonly accepted method ?

Dr. Johnson. That is the commonly accepted way of portraying the

amount of labor used in production.

Turning to the next set of charts, I want to discuss corn first.

* (The chart referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2651" and appears

on p. 16945.)

Dr. Johnson. The labor used per acre for corn production does not

show as marked a proportional decrease as does the labor used pe^ acre

in wheat production. The most outstanding evidence that we liave of

the effect of mechanization is on wheat production. However, as far

a§ labor used per acre, the reduction in actual hours per acre is con-

cerned, it amounts to about the same reduction in corn production for

the country as a whole as it does for wheat production, namely, about

6 hours per acre; a change for the country as a whole from 29 :iours

in the 1909 period to 23 hours in the 1936 period.

A part of this decrease in corn product on is due to the use of corn

pickers in. the Corn Belt, but probably more resulted from the use of

tractors and multi-equipment. J think that is much more important.

I want to call attention also to the fact that a relatively small amount
of labor is used in corn production in the winter wheat and spring
wheat areas. They have less cultivation, less tillage, and very often,

of course, the yields are much less.

The next chart is Labor Used Per A/'ve Producing Cotton in Major
Areas.

(The chart referred to was marked "Exhibjt No. 2652" and appears
on p. 16946.)

Mr. Pike. The chart is not complete ?

Dr. Johnson. That is right. Tliey were borrowed from another
source. Reading from left to right, the first set of 4 bars is for the

United States as a whole ; the second one is for the eastern cotton area

;

the third set is the Delta area, Arkansas, Mississippi, Louisiana ; and
the last set is for the western area, Texas and Oklahoma, the latter

representing the newer cotton areas where mechanization up to pick-
ing time has become very important. As a matter of fact, it is the only
area where there is outstanding evidence of a reduction of labor in

cotton production. Most cotton is still picked by hand.
The decrease shown, then, for the country as a whole is largely due

to the shifting of cotton production during that period to the western
cotton area.

I might say that the development of an acceptable cotton picker
would, of course, make a revolution in cotton production comparable
to that which has already taken place in wheat production, perliaps.
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Exhibit No. 2651

[Submitted by the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, Department of Agriculture]

Variations by Areas in Labor Used Per Acre in Producing Corn, 1909-36
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The next chart shows the amount of labor used in potato production
by selected counties rather than for areas as a Avhole, and those counties

are, first, Clay County, Minn. ; second, Waupaca County, Wis. ; third,

Montcalm County, Mich.; fourth, Steuben County, N. Y. ; fifth, Suf-
folk County, N. Y. ; and, last; Aroostook County, Maine,

(The cliart referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2653" and appears
on p. 16947.)

Dr. Johnson. In Aroostook County, Maine, there has been a net
reduction of 14 hours per acre, and in that county the yields werei

increased nearly 90 bushels per acre between 1909 to 1936, so that the

time used to produce and market 100 bushels of potatoes—and here
we put it in the other terms—in 1936 w^as only 16 percent of that
required in 1909.

Exhibit No. 2652

[Submitted by me Bureau of Agricultural Economics, Department of Agriculture]

In Clay County the yields per acre were down during the period;

consequently the man-hours per hundred bushels actually went up.

I am going to read a short statement here on mechanization in other

lines.

Some of the most striking examples of labor saving equipment are those used
on relatively minor crops. Although these types of equipment—the can^ stripper,

the pick-up baler, the field ensilage cutter, Uie mechanical beet blocker, etc.—have
not been used on large acreages, they do have an actual or a potential influence

on labor requirements in particular sections of the United States. A good
exjunple is the combination of mechanical pea harvester and huller in use with

newly developed processes of quick-freezing and packaging in the preparations of

peas for market.

(The chart referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2654" and appears

on p. 16948.)
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Dr. Johnston. I turn now to the second part of the testimony,

some evidences of mechanization. The next chart is on tractors.

(The chart referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2655" and appears

on p. 16948.)

Dr. Johnson. This shows the number of tractors of all types on

farms January 1, 1915, to January 1, 1939. Starting from an almost

insignificant number in 1915 we see a spurt during the World War
period which extended up to 1921, a slowing down during the depres-

sion of the early 1920's, and then again a spurt in the latter 20's, a

slowing down again in the early 30's, and again a later spurt after

1935.
Exhibit No. 2653

[Submitted by the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, Department of Agriculture]

Labor Used in Potato Production in Selected Areas 1909 36

MAN- MAN-HOURS PER ACRE

CLAY Ca MINN WAUBkCA CQ WIS MONTCALM CO MICH STEUBEN CO. NY SUFFOLK CO NY

WPA- National Reseaech Project

A-IO

In 1930 there were 900,000 tractors on farms. These were mostly

either the standard type or the crawler tractors. Some standard

tractors were used in the Corn Belt, particularly on the large farms,

but with the development of the general purpose tractor, and par-

ticularly with the addition of pneumatic tires to tractors, the use of

tractors and mechanical equipment increased rapidly in the Corn
Belt and in the Eastern States, so that we have estimated for 1939

1,600,000 tractors. With further improvement in tractor design and

especially with the recent introductions of the small tractors, we can

expect mechanization to take place in some of the eastern areas and
the Southeastern States where tractor use has not made the advances

that it has in the Midwest and the small grain regions.
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Exhibit No. 2654

[Submitted by the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, Department of Agriculture]

Labor Used in Potato Production in Selected Areas, 1909-36
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Exhibit No. 2655

[Submitted by the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, Department of Agriculture]
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Acting Chairman Williams. Has there been a tendency toward the
use of smaller tra(5tors in recent years than larger ones ?

Dr. Johnson. Qh, yes ; there has been a very decided shift to the
smaller, general-purpose tractor with pneumatic tires.

Acting Chairman Williams. That is perhaps due partly at least to
using them on smaller farms than they did formerly.
Dr. Johnson. Right, and, of course, the general-purpose tractor is

more adapted ; it is adapted for a good many different operations, and
with the power take-o^ the usefulness of the tractor has been vastly
modified.

Mr. Pike. That has been a development of the last few years.

Dr. Johnson. That has been a development in, you might say, the
30's, although, of course, the general-purpose tractor came in the
middle 1920's.

Mr. Pike. There has been a great change, though, in the last decade.
Dr. Johnson. Oh, yes, there has been a great change in the last 2

or 3 years, especially in the development of the small tractor suitable
for a small family farm.
The other side of the story of tractor increase is shown on the next

chart.

(The chart referred to was market "Exhibit No. 2656" and appears
below.

)

Exhibit No. 2656

[Submitted by the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, Department of Agriculture]

HORSES AND MULES: NUMBER ON FARMS, JAN. 1. 1915 - JAN. 1. 1939
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related to lack of replacement of horses, that is young colts, and the
horses that are on farms today average much oldfer.

Acting Chairman WiiiLiAMS. I would think there would be another
very important reason .in there. It strikes me that the mule is an
animal that is used almost exclusively on the farm, while the horse
formerly was used as a means of transportation which has been sup-
planted almost entirely by the automobile.

Dr. Johnson. Yes; that is true. The horses were used, of course,

for hauling and for going to town.
Acting Chairman Williams. And for riding horseback.

Dr. Johnson. Yes; but, af course, the horse numbers that are

shown here are horses on farms.
Acting Chairman Williams. Well, of course, they would be on the

farm. You don't mean the horses and mules that are simply w^orked

on the farm as work animals.

Dr. Johnson. Oh, no; I mean kept on farms.

The decrease of about 10,000,000 head of horses and mules during
this period releases approximately 50,000,000 acres of land for other

purposes; that represents the amount of land that was needed to

produce horses' fe^d, hay, grain, and pasture, horse and mule feed.

Colonel Chantland. Five acres?

Dr. Johnson. Approximately five acres per animal, so that that

becomes available for cash crops, for pasture and feed crops, for

other livestock, for market, and it represents, of course, a part of our
surplus crop situation.

The total number of horses and mules is now, roughly, 15,000,000,

and it is probable that the number might be stabilized at about

12,500,000 head. However, the recent introduction of the small 1-

plow tractor may reduce the horses and mules still further. •

The next chart is Percentage of Wheat Acreage Harvested With
the Combine.

( The chart referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2657" and appears
on p. 16951.)

mechanization of farming

Dr. Johnson. This chart shows the percentage of wheat acreage

that was harvested with the combine in 1938. It indicates that the

combine is almost universally used in the hard winter-wheat region,

in Kansas, Oklahoma, Texas, and southwestern Nebraska. If the

crops had been better in previous years, I would expect a much larger

number of combines to have gone into the Red River Valley and a
part of the important spring-wheat area. Of course, in the Pacific

Northwest and in California the combine has been in Use for a long

time.

The combine is making a very strong bid for the wheat harvest

in the soft winter-wheat country of Illinois, Indiana, parts of Iowa,
and Minnesota, and Ohio as well. As a result of the use of the com-
bine a crew of 3 men can now perform the same work that was per-

formed by a crew of 8 to 10 men, and can do the work in less time.

Probably 110,000 combines are now in use. It has been estimated that

somewhere between 100,000 and 200,000 casual migrant laborers found
employment in wheat areas in 1920. This opportunity for employ-
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ment has practically disappeared and the extra labor required at

harvest is for the most part supplied from local sources.

The next chart is Percentage of Acreage of Corn for Grain Har-
vested With Mechnical Field Picker, 1938.

(The chart referred to was marked "Exhibit Na. 2658" and appears
on p. 16953.)

Dr. Johnson. I want to call attention to a difference between this

chart and the one preceding on combines. The percentages are lower

;

that is even the areas of greatest concentration here start with 35 per-

cent of the corn harvested with the picker rather than 70 percent in

the preceding chart. You will notice, of course, the field pickers have
made the greatest inroads in the heart of the Corn Belt, although it

is interesting to see that it goes up pretty far into southwestern Minne-
sota and the eastern Dakotas.
Mr. Pike. How recent a development is that ?

Dr. Johnson. The corn picker has been on the market for, I should
say, about 15 years, but there have been some very decided improve-
ments in recent years.

Mr. Pike. They probably have got the cost down to where they
have on the combines.

Dr. Johnson. They have got the cost dow^n and it is a much more
manageable machine. With a 2-row picker and facilities for hauling
and cribbing corn yields of 60 to 70 bushels per acre can be harvested,

with only II/2 to 2 man-hours per acre. Hand picking and scooping
would require about 9 man-hours per acre to harvest a 70-bushel yield.

Thus it cuts down the labor of harvesting about one-fourth and prob-
ably where the picker is used the work will be done largely with family
labor.

The next chart is Labor on a 320-Acre Central Kansas Farm.
(The chart referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2659" and appears

on p. 16954.)

Dr. Johnson. This chart portrays the changes in the seasonal

use of labor, the seasonal distribution of labor, on a half-section

central Kansas wheat farm before and after the purchase of tractors.

The solid perpendicular bars show the man labor actiially used, by
weeks, on this farm when it was operated as a horse farm, that is,

with horses for power and horse equipment. The Cross-hatched bars
represent an estimate of the amount of man labor required by weeks
when the same farm is operated with tractors and tractor equip-
ment. You will find a broken horizontal line running across the

fhart which shows the available family labor, available for work
on the farm. It represents a man and boy who goes to school part
of the year but is available for work in the summertime. You will

note, by comparing the solid and the cross-hatched bars, the very
important reduction in the amount of labor needed' m excess of the
family labor, especially during the peak periods which are largely
represented,there by harvest, first of all, and alfalfa cutters. They
have different seasons for the stjmmer months. On this farm when
it was operated with horse equipment a hired, man was used on the
farm for approximately 90 days, or 3 months. With a shift to

tractor equipment only about 10 days in extra labor would be re-

quired, and this could probably be furnished by exchanging labor
with the neighbors. Thus 3 months of hard labor has been elimi-

nated. .
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Dr. Anderson, Eliminated by the purchase and use of one tractor?
Dr. Johnson. By the purchase and use of one tractor and comple-

mentary equipment, combine and tillage equipment to go with the
tractor.

Dr. Anderson. Is this a typical example of what would occur on
that size farm generally?

Dr. Johnson. It is a typical example of what would occur on that
size and type of farm.
Mr. Pike. That is a mixed farm?
Dr. Johnson. No.
Mr. Pike. It is mostly wheat?
Dr. Johnson. Mostly w^ieat, with some alfalfa and some livestock,

but the major income comes from wheat.
Mr. Pike. And the major work involved, peaks of work, is wheat.
Dr. Johnson. -Peaks of work represented largely by w4ieat.

Exhibit No. 2659

[Submitted by the Bureau of AgricuUural Economics, Department of Agriculture]

LABOR ON A 320-ACRE CENTRAL KANSAS FARM, BY WEEKS

Mr, Pike. It is winter wheat.
Dr. Johnson. Winter wheat. You do the seeding in September.
We turn now to the third part of the testimony w-nich indicates the

effect of these mechanization changes on physical efficiency in agricul-

ture as a whole.
(The chart referred to was mafked "Exhibit No. 2660" and appears

on p. 16955.)

INCREASED EFFICIENCY IN AGRICULTURE

Dr. Johnson. The solid line represents the eniployment figures from
column 3 of "Exhibit No. 2648," the number employed in agi-iculture

the first of each month, averaged for the year. The line is an index
Jine, with the 1924-29 average considered 100, and the changes are
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percentage changes from that base. The circled line represents the
size of the total farm business in this country in terms of acres of
crops and numbers of livestocks-weighted on a 1924-29 base, and com-
bined according to the amount of labor that was used during that
period. The third line, the broken line, shows the change in size,

that is, in acres of crops and numbers of livestock handled per worker,
from 1910 to 1938. In the period from 1910 to '16, '17, or up to 1920,
we had a rather constant increase in the size of the farm plant, the
total size of the farm business. We had a constant decrease in em-
ployment in agriculture because of the city-ward movement which has
already been portraj'ed by Dr. Taylor, but, because of the increased
eflficiency of production, that expansion of agriculture took place with
a constant decrease in employment and with a constant increase in

the acres of crops and numbers of livestock handled per worker.

Exhibit No. 2660

[Submitted by the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, Department of Agriculture]

RELATION OF EMPLOYMENT IN AGRICULTURE TO
THE SIZE OF AGRICULTURAL ENTERPRISE

INDEX NUMBERS (192 4-29 = 100)
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Mr. Pike. Tlie type of expansion we were having is mostly exten-

sive farming of new wheat Ir.nds on the western edge of the plains?

Dr. Johnson. Yes, at that time; but also a considerable extension

in farming; you find increase of dairy farming during that period.,

which is fairly intensive.

Mr. Pike. I was thinking about western Kansas and the Panhandle,
and so on.

i)r. Johnson. Yes; I think that is the most important development.
The later part of tlie period, of course, 1934 to 1938, is very much
influenced by the very serious drought years of 1934 and 1936, with
not very much of a recovery in 1935. Still this index shows a larger

enterprise handled per worker in that last period than in 1910.

Dr. LuBiN. It is rather significant, is it not, that the really great

increase in productivity in the agricultural industry occurred between
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1910 and 1918, and nothing since then, despite the tractor and all the

new equipment, has caused an increase of productivity anywhere near

approaching it in an equal length of time?

Dr. Johnson. Well, I think that that question will be answered a

little bit better by the next chart.

(The chart referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2661" and appears

below.)
Exhibit No. 2661

[Submitted by the Bureau of Agricultural Economies, Department of Agriculture]

RELATION OF EMPLOYMENT IN AGRICULTURE
TO AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION

INDEX NUMBERS ( 1924-29^100)
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Dr. Johnson. This chart shows the same employment in agricul-

tural index as the previous chart did, but the other two lines, the total

agricultural production and production per worker, are made up in

terms of the output from acres in crops and the output in numbers
of livestock; in other words, the total physical crop. That goes up
rather constantly throughout the period with the exception of the

severe drought years which are outstanding here, 1934 and 1936. You
will jiote also that total output is the highest, and production per
worker in terms of output is also higher, in the latter period tliaii at

any other time.

Dr. LuBiN. What is the difference between the two charts? When
you talk about size of farm enterprise are you talking in acreage or

values?

Dr. JoiiN'SON. In acreage and numbers, in terms of acreage in crops
and numbers of livestock. In the hist chart we are talking in terms
of bushels of wheat, pounds of cotton, pounds of butter, and so on.

Dr. Lunix. In otlier words, you are getting a larger yield per
acre ?

Dr. Johnson. We are getting a larger yield per acre, especially in

recent years. The corn crops have been very high in yield per acre,

the cotton crop Iv.is been high in yield per acre.
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Dr. LuBiN. Which then would be the better measure of produc-
tivity? I noticed in your earning charts you talked in terms of the •

number of hours per acre. I take it that would cover the preceding
'

chart, namely the relation of employment in agriculture to the size

of the agricultural enterprise. Wouldn't the former chart be the

better index of what has actually happened to productivity ?

Dr. Johnson. The acreage chart?
Dr. LuBiN. Yes, the acreage and numbers.
Dr. Johnson. Of course, production varies more fron^ year to

year—that is especially true of crops—than does acreage, and there-

fore the acreage measure is a more stable measure. I should say
that we need both in order to get the picture.

Dn LuBiN. I mean, in one case, you are dealing with a fortuitous

element. If you haven't got a rain and good weather conditions, you
get a big crop and get more off that acre than you otherwise would,
but in the preceding chart, you are dealing with the actual size of
the enterprise, the number of acres taken care of and number of
livestock taken care of.

Isn't that really the best measure of what the productivity of labor
is? If, by the use of better fertilizer, you get more of that produc-
tion, that isn't attributable to the workers or

Dr. Johnson. M3' reply would be that it is a more stable measure,
but that we do need to look at this other measure, too, because there
has been an increase in yields per acre and output per man-hour.
Dr. LuBiN. Isn't it rather significant, however, and your preceding

chart shows an actual decline in the efficiency of labor on farms, and
as a matter of fact, for the year, the last year on your chart, which
I think is 1939, we are way below

Dr. Johnson (interposing). It is 1938.

Dr. LuBiN. We are way below any point since 1914.

Dr. Johnson." Yes, because of the drought influence, and in small
part because of acreage adjustment programs.

Dr. LtTuiN. But if you take that whole period, however, let's take
the peak of- 1930 and 1931, you were slightly above where you were
in 1918—liardly any above.
Dr. Johnson. Yes.
Dr. LuBiN. So that in terms of the amount of territory covered,

as it weie, and livestock taken care of, there has been relatively little

increase since the war years in the efficiency of labor on farms, as

measured b}^ the size of the enterprise handled per worker.
Dr. Be.\n. I think you need to take into account the size of enter-

prise as it would have been if you had not had adjustment programs
in eflfect, do you not?

Dr. Johnson, Yes; and also the drought.
Dr. LuBiN. That would apply to any economic activity, the pro-

duction policy of a given industry—in other words, the policy of some
nidustries of cutting down on production when prices fall. -

Dr. Bean. If you put it on production pej* factory and if you
defined the industrial plant in terms of the number of factories in-

volved, and you put two out of use because Qf a depression, I think
you might have the '^ame sort of showing you have here.

Dr. Anderson. Ii n the previous charts you used a bushel, or pro-

duction, basis, inst' id of an acre basis, you got an accentuated pic-
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ture, didn't you? You got an increased productivity which corre-

sponded to the last presentation you have made.
Dr. Johnson. That is correct. In any area where the yield per

acre grows during the period that will be true.

Dr. Anderson. Is it possible to distinguish between the effects

upon productivity of these natural factors of climate and weather
conditions, man's increased productivity due to mechanization?

Dr. Johnson. Well, it is very difficult to isolate the effect of the

two.

Dr. A-NDEESON. In other words, both are included in this chart.

Dr. Johnson. That is correct, because even the acreage harvested

was reduced on account of the drought.

PROSPECTS FOR INCREASED EMPLOYMENT

Dr. Anderson. Granted this increased productivity per worker em-
ployed, and the absorptive powers of the market which I presume
will be discussed, do you expect an increased or decreased number of

workers on the farm?
Dr. Johnson. I think the evidence points toward a decrease.

Dr. Anderson. Do you attribute much of that to the technological

change which has occurred ?

Dr. Johnson. Yes; I would say quite a little. The evidence as

we have had it presented by types of farms, on the wheat farms, and
the amount of labor used in w^heat production in the different

areas
Dr. Anderson (interposing). In other words, a summary chart

such as Exhibit No. 2660 conceals very important and vital infor-

mation concerning productivity increases?

Dr. Johnson. Well, I wouldn't say that it conceals

Dr. Anderson (interposing). Fails to reveal, let's put it.

Dr. Johnson, (continuing). Productivity increases. I would say

that it fails to differentiate between increases in productivity per

worker* due to technological,developments,. and increases due to other

causes.

Dr. Anderson. And it fails, of course, to distinguish vital move-
nients and changes that might be occurring in such a crop, for ex-

ample, as corn or cotton, or has occurred in wheat?
Dr. Johnson. Yes.

Dr. Anderson. And it would also fail to distinguish such differ-

ences by geographical areas, and the impact of such changes on par-

ticula:r localities?

Dr. JoTiNsoN, Eight.

Dr. Anderson, li won't .tell us the story of the depressed condition

of the Dakotas, i6r example ?

Dr. Johnson. No.
Table I, the next exhibit here, has already been discussed by Mr.

Holcomb, so we will pass over it.

Dr. ANDt:7isoN; Is that already in the record?

Dr. JoHN-tsoN. It is already in the record in Mr. Holcomb's testi-

mony, for a longer period.

The next chart begins the last phase of the testimony and per-

centage.
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Dr. Anderson. Combined investment in work stock, machinery, and
mechanical power on farms operated with horses and tractors.

(The chart referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2662" and appears
below.)

Exhibit No. 2662

[Submitted by the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, Department of Agriculture]

COMBINED INVESTMENT IN WORK STOCK, MACHINERY AND MECHANHZAL
POWER ON FARMS OPERATED WITH HORSES ANDTRACTORS
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EFFECT OF MECHANIZATION ON INVESTMENT

Dr. Johnson. This phase oi the testimony is concerned with the

effect of mechanization on investment in the farm business, largely, of

course, in the part of investment represented by machinery and me-
chanical power, and different both in the amount and the nature of the

operating expenses that result. We have taken here again some typical

situations.

The first is an Iowa Corn Belt farm of 160 crop acres, on April 19,

1937. The equipment investment on farms using horses for power and
horse equipment (which includes work stock) is less than for the Corn
Belt farms of the same size that used tractor power and tractor equip-
ment. It should be said, however, that those farms actually had more
equipment. In other words, when they bought a tractor, they bought
a combine, perhaps, to go with it, or a corn picker, so that they actually
had more equipment, and part of the increased investment in equip-
ment made it possible for them to reduce tjie amount of the contract
work,or hired labor on that farm, such^ for instance, as threshing.
Acting Chairman Williams. Does your term "traitor" there include

the investment of all tlie equipment that goes with it, or just confined to
the .tractor alone ?

Dr. Johnson. No, no.
Acting Chairman Williams. It includes all the equi[)ment to go

with it?
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Dr. Johnson. It includes all the equipment to go with it, with its

present viihie of work stock, machinery, and mechanical power on those
farms.
Acting Chairman Williams. It is contrasting horsepower formerly

used on the farm with the mechanized farming of the present.

Dr. Johnson. It is contrasting the farms of that same size that used
liorses in 1937, and liad horse equipment, with the farms that used
tractors and luid tractor equipment, as of the same date, the same sized

farm.
Acting Chairman Williams. Do you mean, now, that is the invest-

ment in the animals, in the one case, and in machines in the other?
Dr. Johnson. It is the total value on both kinds of farms. It is the

total present value of horses, if they had them, and most of them do,

you see, even though they have tractors—horses, tractors, and other
machinery.
Mr. Pike. There would be different types of plows say, if you had

horses, and if you had tractors?

Dr. Johnson. That is right
;
yes.

The next situation, then, is on small grain farms. We had to go
back to 1931 for a comparable situation ; that is, where we could com-
pare horses with tractors in a small-grain area, because mechanization
is just about complete in the wheat-producing areas. We took there a
comparison for South Dakota, 360 crop acres, and again you will

notice that the tractor-operatecl farms had a larger present value of
investment in their work stock, machinery, and mechanical power than
did the horse-operated farms.
You will find a little different situation on a Mississippi Delta cotton

plantation. This represents a fairly large business, of course—750
acres—and the data are for 1937. When you take the present value of
work stock, machinery, and mechanical power on such a plantation,

you will find that the mules represent a very iinportant part of the
investment and that therefore the actual present value of that part of
the plantation investment represented by those items is larger on mule-
operated farms than it is on the tractor-operated farms.
Mr. Pike. Would it be fair to guess that in general the differential

in investment against this mechanized farm increases as the size of the
farm decreases? In other words, wuth the small farm, your added
acre, let's say, would be rather larger than if you could split it

Dr. Johnson. I didn't have any evidence readily available, but my
own judgment is that on a smaller cotton farm you would have a
larger investment resulting from the use of tractor power.
Mr. Pike. You probably won't be able to make as full use of your

mechanization on a small farm.
Dr. Johnson. That is correct. I might add another statement to

that, and that is that on a good many farms and in a good many types
of farming areas, and on a good many different kinds of farms, when
you add a tractor, and when you substitute a tractor for horsepower
and the complementary equipment that goes with the tractor, you have
capacity for operating a larger acreage than you had before. Conse-
quently, there is a constant pressure because of unused capa^^ity for

attempting to increase the number of acreas operated per farm.
Dr. Anderson. These displays are made up on the basis of actual

farms that were in operation on the dates mentioned?
Dr. Johnson. Oh, yes.
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Dr. Anderson. In the same area, and covering how many farms, say,

in the Iowa Corn Belt farm under review here?

Dr. Johnson. I cannot answer that. Can you, Mr. Kifer—^how

many farms are covered ?

Mr. Kifer. I can't tell you exactly how many farms there were of

this particular size, but I think it Avas something like 56 or 60.

Dr. Anderson. So that you take it to be typical of what occurred ?

Mr. Kifer. I think the sample was large enough so that the aver-

age was reasonably stable. The group of South Dakota farms in-

cluded a few more than 100.

Dr. Anderson. Do you comment on the substantially larger mar-
gin of difference there between tractor-operated farms and horse-

operated farms in the Corn Belt as compared with the other two,

the difference in cost being, say, five-hundred-odd dollars?

Dr. Johnson. Yes.
Well, I would expect that the relationship would be in that direc-

tion. I would not make a great point of any wide disparity.

The next exhibit is a table showing comparative costs in operating

a 320-acre wheat farm with horses and with tractors.

(The table referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2663" and is in-

cluded in the appendix on p. 17444.)

Dr. Johnson. This shows the operating expenses in terms of cash

outlay, broken down by direct crop expense and other expense, ma-
chinery, replacement, the total charges, and receipts, and the differ-

ence between the cash farm receipts and expenses, including ma-
chinery replacement.
Hired labor expense is reduced materially. The threshing expense

disappears, but there is an increased expense for machinery, repairs,

fuel, and oil. Total cash expense increased somewhat ;. machinery
replacement, depreciation charge on machinery considerably in-

creased.

There is an increase of income from wheat because more wheat
is produced.
The difference between cash receipts and the expense is indicated

as approximately the same, so that one offsets the other. A higher
investment in equipment is shown.
That doesn't quite tell the full story, because the significant dif-

ference to the wheat farmer is that the expense for operating and
replacing equipment is no longer a variable cost, varying directly

with his production, and consequently with his income. The neces-

sity for meeting these payments 'in years when incomes are low,
because of low prices or drought, has added to the agricultural dis-

tress in drought areas. I mentioned a moment ago that, of course,

when this change takes place on a half section farm of this size,

there is some unused capacity, so that in good years, this farmer
will have that inducement for renting or purchasing additional land,
and increasing the size of his business, which in good crop and price

years would be profitable for him.

COMPARATHTE COSTS OF OPERATION

Dr. Johnson. The next table shows the comparative cost of op-
erating a 200-acre Corn Belt farm with horses and horse.equipment
as compared with tractor and tractor equipment.
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(The table referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 26G4'' and is in-

cluded in the appendix on p. 17445.)

Dr. Johnson. We find here approximately the same changes in

expenses ; a decrease in direct crop expense, a decrease in hired labor,

an increase in expense for operating equipment, an increase in ma-
chinery replacement expense, and some increase in receipts, so that

there is a slight increase in the difference between receipts and ex-

penses, and a small increase in investment in equipment and hoi-ses.

The next table shows the comparative expenses of operating planta-

tions in the Mississippi Delta situation, with croppers and mules, with
wage hands and mules, and with wage hands and tractors.

(The table referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2665" and is in-

cluded in tlie appendix on p. 17445.)

Dr. Johnson. The first column shows the cash outlay and the de-

preciation for work stock and equipment, and the net income to the

plantation for the investment in the business as well as for labor and
management. The first column shows figures for operation with crop-

per labor and mules, the second column with hired labor rather than
cropper labor, but operating with mule equipment, and the third col-

umn with hired labor and tractor power.
Now, for the situation that prevailed in 1938, with the prices that

prevailed at that time, a very considerably higher net income to the
plantation would result from operating with hired labor and tractor

power. More cotton could be produced, by the way. There would
be a reduced number of families on the plantation. That comparison
is for a situation with a picking charge at 90 cents per J.0O pounds of
seed cotton, and other labor at $1 a day.

The last table compares the net plantation income under two dif-

ferent systems with different prices of cotton and different wage
rates. The. first comparison, w^ith cotton lint selling for 12 cents a
pound, labor $1 a dp,y, and the yields as above, 350 pounds of lint

per acre, shows a very considerable advantage of operating wdth
wage hands and tractors. When labor is raised to $1.50 a day, with
the price of cotton remaining the same, that advantage of operating
with wage hands and tractors is very much reduced. With cotton
down to 6 cent$ a pound and labor $1 a day, a plantation operator
would lose less money by operating with cropper labor and mule
])ower than he w^ould by operating with wage hands and tractor power.
If labor were 50. cents a day, the situation would be reversed, and
it would pay him to shift to wage hands and tractors.

(The table referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2666" and is in-

cluded in the appendix on p. 17446.)
Dr. Anderson. Mr. Chairman, might we break for lunch and come

back?
Acting Chairman Williams. I suppose you have concluded with

Dr. Johnson. We appreciate your statement.
The committee will be in recess until 2 : 30.

(Whereupon, at 12: 50 p. m., a recess was taken until 2: 30 p. m. of
the same day.)

AFTERNOON SESSION

The hearing was resumed at 2:45 o'clock, upon the expiration of
the recess, Senator 0'Mahoney,the chairman, presiding.
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The Chairman. The committee will please come to order.

Dr. Anderson. Mr. Chairman, we are proceeding with the remain-
der of the testimony from the Department of Agriculture experts.

We have composed them into a panel for this purpose, each giving
his testimony with as few interruptions as possible, and they are going
to remain thereafter for questioning on the entire day's testimony.

There are two witnesses this afternoon, Mr. Louis Bean and Mr.
Norman J. Wall. Mr. Wall will proceed next. He is head of the
Division of Agricultural Finance of the Bureau of Agricultural
Economics of the Department.
The Chairman. Mr. Wall has appeared before us before. You may

proceed.

TESTIMONY OF NORMAN J. WALL, DIVISION OF AGRICULTURAL
FINANCE, BUREAU OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS, DEPART-
MENT OF AGRICULTURE, WASHINGTON, D. C.

Mr. Wall. During the forenoon you listened to the exposition

which showed the gi-eat increase in productivity in agriculture. Dur-
ing this same time there was also a ver^ rapid rise in farm-land
values, which was the basis for a large increase in farm-mortgage
indebtedness.

The Chairman. Would you mind summarizing for me, because I
was absent attending the Committee on Appropriations this morning,
the story of the increased productivity of agi'iculture ?

Mr. Wall. I am sorry. Senator, but I was also absent.

The Chairman. Well, then I will read the record.

Mr. Wall. This chart shows that there has been a very substantial

increase in farm-mortgage indebtedness from 1910 to about 1934.

(The chart referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2667" and appears
below.

)

Exhibit No. 2667

[Submitted by the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, Department of Agriculture]

TOTAL FARM MORTGAGE DEBT AND RATIO OF DEBT TO VALUE OF
FARM REAL ESTATE, UNITED STATES. 1910-39
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Mr. Wall. Farm-land values, however, rose more rapidly, and as

as consequence the ratio of debt to value did not show as large an
increase in the total farm-mortgage debt in the 1920's. However, the

situation was reversed, as you will note that total farm-mortgage
debt continued to decline, but the ratio of debt values stayed at prac-

tically a constant value during the period. Farm-land values also

declined.

You will note the high peak in the ratio of debt to value in 1933, at

which point it amounted to 28 percent of the total value of farms, and
since that time, it has been reduced to about the level of the twenties.

Representative Williams. You are talking now about the entire

farm values, as compared with the entire farm-mortgage indebted-

ness; is that true?
Mr. Wall. That is right.

Representative Williams. Are you going to show later on, or have
you the figures there, to show the relation of the farm debt to the

farms upon which the debt is placed?
Mr. Wall. We do have some information on that, showing the

ratio of debt to value, which I can supply for the record, if you wish.

Of course, it is much higher on the mortgaged farms. About 34 ])er-

cent of all farms are mortgaged, so you can see that the ratio of debt
to value on the mortgaged farm would be substantially higher.

Representative Williams. Oh, yes, undoubtedly. I was just won-
dering about what that was, whether it was 65 or 80 percent?
Mr. Wall. Well, I would judge, just offhand, that it might run

around 50 percent.

The Chairman. Now, to explain this chart, which I understand
you want to admit to the record?
Mr. Wall. Yes, sir.

farm indebtedness and farm values

The Chairman. It represents, in a solid line, the curve of the farm-
mortgage debt of the United States from 1910 to the present time, in

terms of dollars.

Mr. Wall. That is correct.

The Chairman. And in the dotted line, it represents the ratio of
debt to the value of the farm property mortgaged, in terms of
percentage.
Mr. Wall. The value of all farms, including those not mortgaged.
The Chairman. All right. The chart represents the ratio of the

entire mortgage debt to all of the farms in the United States.
Mr. Wall. That is correct. Senator.
The Chairman. In terms of percentages?
Mr. Wall. That is correct.

The Chairman. The dollar scale appearing at the left-hand sside
and the percentage on the right-hand side.

Mr. Wali^. That is correct.

The Chairman. So thtit it would appear that in 1915, Avhen the farm
mortgage debt amounted to about $5,000,000,000, that debt was ap-
proximately 121/^ percent of the value of all the farms in the United
States; is that correct?

Mr Wall. That is true.
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The Chairman. In 1930 the farm debt amounted to almost $10,000,-

000,000, and the percentage had risen to 20 percent ?

Mr. Wall. That is correct.

The Chairman. Then there was a very sharp rise between 1930 and

1934 of the ratio of debt to value?

Mr. Wall. From 1930 to 1933.

The Chairman. In 1931 or 1932, the ratio for the first time went

above 21 or 22 percent.

Mr. Wall. Yes.

The Chairman. And it is now back to about 20 percent ?

Mr. \V' VLL. That is correct.

The CiL'iRMAN. That shows a trend of reduction of the farm mort-

gage debt at the present time, arid likewise of the ratio.

Mr. Wall. And a lower level of land values as compared to the

twenties.

The Chairman. There is nothing on this chart to indicate any lower

level of land values, is there ?

Mr. Wall. "Exhibit No. 26C8" is a short table showing the mort-

gage debt, the value of farm real estate, and ratio of debt to value.

In 1935 the value of all farm real estate was about $35,000,000,000,

which is lower than at any time during the twenties.

(The table referred to* was marked "Exhibit No. 2668" and is in-

cluded in the appendix on p. 17446.)

The Chairman. Yes; but in 1933 the value of farm real estate was
only $30,724,000,000.

Mr. Wall. That is correct.

The Chairman. Which was far lower than it was in 1910.

Mr. Wall. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. And it has been increasing since that time?
Mr. Wall. That is right.

The Chairman. Now, what have you to sa}^ about the future as indi-

cated by these trends ?

Mr. Wall. It is probable that the total farm mortgage debt will

not decline much further, assuming that we have a reasonable pros-

perity in agriculture. In other words, we would rather look for an
increase in farm mortgage debt as the acquired farms of leading lend-

ing agencies are sold back to farm operators.

The Chairman. You think we can make that assumption?
Mr. Wall. Well
The Chairman. Of a reasonable prosperity in agriculture?
Mr. Wall. That is up to Congress. [Laughter.]
The Chairman. Oh, I wish it were. [Laughter.] It would be

settled tomorrow. Don't you agree with me on that. Congressman ?

Representative Willia*ms. Yes; but I won't say what I think,

would like to say it off the record. [Laughter.]
Let me ask you a question in connection with this. There has

been an actual reduction in the farm indebtedness from about
$11,000,000,000 to $7,000,000,000.
Mr. Waix. That is right.

Representative Williams. Along what line has that been? Has
that been the result of foreclosures, scaling down of the indebted-
ness between the mortgagor and mortgagee or simply the paying off

of the indebt( Iness?
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Mr. Wall. I think it represents a combination of ali those factors.

Representative Williams. What has been the main factor?

Mr. Wall. In the period from 1930 to about 1934, I think perhaps
the rnajor factor was .the liquidation of debt through foreclosure and
assignment, yet we find from our studies that in certain areas where
income has been fairly favorable there is a fairly sizeable amount of

loans liquidated through payments. There- is another factor of

increased debt put on for one cause or another, so that you have a

combination of several factors there. Of course, debt adjustment
was another factor, particularly during the pei"ix)d of commercial
financing of the Farm Credit Administration, but I w^ould jlidge

that if you were going to single out any one single factor, it prob-
ably w^ould have been foreclosure.

liepresentative Williams. Have you those separate figures, the
figures which would indicate the extent which each of these factors

played in that farm-mortgage reduction ?

Mr. Wall. It would be difficult to give you exact figures because
there are so many outstanding factors. We could put into the record
some indications of the different factors, such as foreclosures and
new loans closed, which would tend to give you a fair picture of the
situation. We do come to some material i-^tpr on in the exhibit that
does have some bearing upon that.

The next table shows a break-down 'of the total farm-mortgage
• indebtedness by geographic divisions.

(The table referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2669" and is

included in the appendix on p. 17447.)
Mr. Wall. I thmk the most significant thing the, table brings out

is thfe change in the importance of the West and the South during
the 30-year period. The North Atlantic States accounted for roughly
11 percent of the entire farm-mortgage debt in 1910, as compared
with, 8 percent in 1939. On the other hand, the Southern States,

which accounted for only ' 16 percent of the total in 1910, now
account for aboiit 22 percent of the total. The Western States now
account for about 17 percent, as compared with 8 percent in 1910.

The Chairman. This is the table representing the estimated
amount of farm-riiortgage loans outstanding by geographic ^divisions.

Mr. Wall. It is merely a break-down of the heavy black line

which you see on the chart before you.^

The Chairman. How were th£se figures obtained?
Mr. Wall. The estimates of farm-mortgage indebtedness are based

upon the data for the known sources, that is for the Federal land
banks, life-insurance companies, commercial banks, and State credit
agencies, and in addition to that a W: P. A. study w^as conducted in
which data were obtained on farm mortgages filed and recorded in
the several hundred agricultural counties, and tli£se w^ere used to
estimate the loans other than those of the known agencies. Then in

each census period, the Census Bureau obtained a figure on the total

amdunt of debt on owner-operated farms', and on the basis of this
infornuition and special surveys we develop estimates for debt on
part -owned farms and on tenant farms, so that the other dAta are
linked to the census dates as bench marks.

' See "Exhibit I^o 2667' supra, p. IGOO.'l
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The Chairman. What is the significance of this division into

regions? Is there very much significance in the table without figures

to accompany this table indicating the value of farm lands in those

same areas?
Mr. Wall. I think that is a very good point, Senator. I have

right before me a chart which we do not include in the exhibit which
shows that the rise in land values in the five divisions, Mountain
States, Pacific States, South Atlantic, East South Central, and West
South Central States, has been much more rapid than in other sec-

tions of the country or for the United States as a whole, and that

in part explains why there has been a more rapid increase in mort-
gage debt in these geograpiiic divisions. These are the sections of
the country which have been developed very rapidly during the last

three decades, and as a consequence have provided a greater amount
of security for obtaining loans.

The Chairman. So that increasing debt in a particular region
might only be an indication of increasing values.

Mr. Wall. Increasing development of that particular area.

FARM OWNERSHIP AND OPERATION

Mr. Wall. The next chart deals with the percentage of the value
of farm real estate belonging to the farm operator. United States,

for census years 1890-1935, and by States, 1930 and 1935.

(The chart referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2670" and appears
on p. 16968. The statistical data on which this chart is based are

included in the appendix on p. —.)

Mr. Wall. You will note at the top of this chart several black
bars, which indicate the percentage of the value of farm real estate

belonging to the farm operator; a.nd there has been a very significant

trend in this series from 1890 to 1935. In the earlier period, the
equity of the farm operators in their real estate was 59 percent of
the total value of that farm real estate, while in 1935 it represented
only 39 percent.. In the two maps you will note the differences by
individual States from 1930 to 1935, and during this period there was
also a decrease in the equity from about 41 to 39 percent. This de-
crease occurred in practically every State. Only about six States
showed slight increases. The decrease in equities during the 5-year
period were particularly marked in some of the Mid-West States,

where there had been a high ratio of debt to value, and a sharp drop
in farm income caused a very large number of farms to come under
foreclosure.

Mr. O'CoNNELL. When you refer to the equity of this group, do
you mean the percentage of the total of farm property that is at

present owned by the farm operators, or do you mean the equity of
individual farmers as against the value of the property?
Mr. Wall. This refers to the total value of farm real estate, and

refers only to the equity of owners. In other words, it excludes the
mortgage debt. It is the equity of owners, compared to the total

value of farm real estate.

The next table shows a breakdown.
(The table referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2671" and is in-

cluded in the appendix on p. 17448.)
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Exhibit No. 2670

[Submitted by the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, Etepartment of Agriculture]

PERCENTAGE OF THE VALUE OF FARM REAL ESTATE BELONGING TO THE
FARM OPERATOR. UNITED STATES. FOR CENSUS YEARS 1890-1935.

AND BY STATES. 1930 AND 1935

« S OCPAITMCNT or ACRICULTURC BUMEAU OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS
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Dr. LuBiN. Do you mean the figures for 1930 and '35 refer to

the value existing in those years of all farm real estate that is owned,

or do you use a fixed base for both periods ?

Mr. Wall. It refers to the value of farms in each of those periods.

X>r. LuBiN. So despite the fact that the values in these farms went
down, the equities went down as well.

Mr. Wall. More rapidly.

If there are no further questions on that particular chart, we will

turn to the table entitled "Total farm mortgage debt and amounts
held by principal lender groups, January 1, 1910-39.

(The table referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2672" and is in-

cluded in the appendix on p. 17449.)

Mr. Wall. I think the chief significance of this table is to indicate

that there has been a rapid shift of the mortgage indebtedness into the

hands of the centralized lending agencies and out of the hands of

individual investors.

(Representative Williams assumed the chair.)

Mr. Wall. For instance, on January 1, 1939, the land banks and
the Land Bank Commissioner, life insurance companies, and commer-
cial banks held about 60 percent of the entire farm mortgage debt.

Individuals and others held about 40 percent of the total, as compared
with 75 percent in 1910. A large part of this shift to the centralized

lending agencies, of course, represents the substantial increase in the

holdings of the Federal land banks and Land Bank Commissioner as

a result of the emergency refinancing program following 1933 and
1934. Life insurance companies have reduced their outstanding loans

by more than one-half in the past 10 years; commercial banks have
show^n a very substantial reduction, and the joint stock land banks,
which are now in liquidation, of course, have shown the greatest de-

crease of any of these groups.
The picture of the indebtedness situation of the American farmer,

however, is incomplete if we consider solely the farm mortgage in-

debtedness, as in addition to such debts he also borrows various

amounts from commercial banks, government sponsored agencies, in-

dividuals, and others.

The next chart which you see before you, "Short-Term Loans to

Farmers Held by Commercial Banks and Federal Agencies, Com-
pared with Index of Prices Received by Farmers," will give you a

picture of the changes that have occurred in non-real estate debt of

farmers.
(The chart referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2673" and appears

on p. 16970.)

Mr. Wall. There has been an even more drastic reduction in per-

sonal and collateral loans to farmers held by commercial banks than
there has been in the farm mortgage indebtedness. On December 31,

1920, commercial banks held commercial and collateral loans to farm-
ers in the amount of about $3,870,000,000. By the end of 1936 this

had been reduced to about $593,000,000, and since that time there has
been an increase of about 100 percent, but this has represented largely

commodity loans under the Commodity Credit Corporation loan pro-

gram. The loans from federally sponsored agencies of the character

similar to those made by commercial banks, which are indicated in

the chart as of bankable quality, now amount to about $195,000,000,

124401—41—pt. .'^0 50
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or roughly about one-fifth of the loans held by commercial banks.
This type of loan has not increased materially since 1934. The big-

gest increase was in 1931-32, when the regional Agricultural Credit
Corporations were established to cope with the emergency that existed
in agricultural areas at that time. There has been, however, a very
substantial increase in another type of loan made by Federal agencies,
and that is represented primarily by emergency crop and feed loans,

rehabilitation loans, and loans made to stabilize the prices of agricul-

tural commodities, the latter under the Commodity Credit Corpora-
tion loan program.

Exhibit No. 2673

[Submitted by the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, Department of Agriculture]

SHORT-TERM LOANS TO FARMERS HELD BY COMMERCIAL BANKS
AND FEDERAL AGENCIES. COMPARED WITH INDEX OF

PRICES RECEIVED BY FARMERS

1910 1915 1920 1925 1930 1935 1940

D S DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE BUREAU Of AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS

We might make a rough estimate of the total indebtedness of Amer-
ican agriculture, which would be roughl}' about $10,000,000,000,' repre-
senting about $7,000,000,000 of farm mortgage indebtedness, about $2,-

000,000,000 of short-term loans obtained from commercial banks and
Federally-sponsored agencies, and the balance of roughly 1,000,000,-

000 representing loans obtained from individuals, amounts owed to

merchants and dealers, and so forth.

You will note that we have charted the index of prices received
by farmers along with the data for the short-term loans, and it will

be noted that as prices rise there is a general tendency for the
volume of agricultural loans of this character to expand, and con-
versely, when prices decline, there is a consequent reduction in the
volume of that type of loan.

Changes in farm income naturally result in a change of the valiie

of the collateral that the farmer has to offer in obtaining credit,

and also influence his ability to repay advances already obtained.
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Dr. LuBiN. Mr. Wall, do these figures include short-term loans

in the sense that they represent debts of farmers for purchases of

equipment, in other words, if the financing is done by the selling

agency rather than the bank?
Mr. Wall. No ; they would not, these are direct loans to farmers.

If the advance were financed through, say, an implement manufac-
turer who, in turn, obtained credit from a commercial bank, that

would not be in these figures, but would be in this rough catchall

figure of $1,000,000,000, that I mentioned a moment ago.

Acting Chairman Williams. What, taking the entire farm indebt-

edness, is the indebtedness of the farmers at the present time, com-
pared with what it was at the peak, its highest point ?

Mr. Wall. Well, I would say about $15,000,000,000, compared with
$10,000,000,000. It was up around $15,000,000,000 in the very early'

twenties. Then, as the mortgage indebtedness increased following
1920, there was some refinancing of short-term loans which didn't

represent an increase in the total debt but merely resulted in a shift

from the short-term category to the long-term category.

That likewise occurred to some extent following 1933; the increase

in loans, we will say, of the Farm Credit Administration represented
a refinancing of a considerable amount of short-term indebtedness.

Acting Chairman Williams. There has been, roughly, then, a de-

crease of $5,000,000,000 in farm indebtedness.

Mr. Wall. Yes; as a rough figure.

Acting Chairman Williams. What about the rate of interest during
that same period of time? How does the entire interest load which
he carries now compare with what it did at that time?
Mr. Wall. Well, I have with me material on the total farm mort-

gage interest payments, I do not have immediately available the inter-

est payments on the short-term indebtedness. In 1922 total interest

charges on the farm mortgage indebtedness amounted to about $680,-

000,000, and in 1938 that had been reduced to about $357,000,000. That
represents, of course, a substantial reduction in the mortgage debt, but
also some decrease in the rate of interest.

FARM INTEREST RATES

Mr. Wall; i^or instance, the average rate of interest paid on out-

standing farm mortgages in 1923 was 6,35 percent, and in 1939 that
had decreased to 4.99, or about 5 percent. There has also been a re-

duction in interest rates and short-term indebtedness to the increasing,

proportion of short-term indebtedness held by Federal agencies, of
course, reduces the average rate in all outstanding short-term indebt-
edness, and we know from fragmentary data that commercial banks
have also reduced quite sharply, particularly in some areas, the
interest rates that they charge farmers on personal collateral security.

Acting Chairman Williams, It would appear from that that the
interest load today was perhaps not over half what it was in the early

twenties,

Mr. Wall. Well, the relation of farm mortgage interest pa^nients
to farm income is about the same now as it was in the pre-war period,

1909 to 1914. The next table shows total farm real-estate taxes and
farm-mortgage interest payable, and the, percentage they form of cash
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farm income. In 1938 the total of both taxes and interest charges
represented about 9.5 percent as compared with 6.4 percent in 1910,

but that increase in percentage is accounted for largely by an increase

in farm taxes in relation to farm income.

(The table referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2674" and is

included in the ai)pendix on p. 17450.)

Dr. LuBiN. Mr. Wall, in your previous charts you have an item

called "Loans of bankable quality held by Federal agencies." You men-
tioned emergency legislation in the early tliirties. Are there any Gov-
ernment sources to which a farmer can go for a so-called commercial
loan of a bankable quality that will make loans today?
Mr. Wall. Yes, indeed. There are something over 500 production

credit associations located throughout the United States, in which
farmers can obtain credit on good collateral at interest rates around
41/^ percent per annum. These production credit associations cover

the entire United States.

Dr. LuBiN. Evidently the number of loans they have been making
since the value of loans has not been increasing, judging by these

borrowers, but has held more or less the same since 1936?
Mr. Wall. That is just about right. I have before me some figures

here for December 1936, $172,000,000; and in 1938, $181,000,000; in

December 1^39, $194,000,000. Of course, these are year-end figures, at

which time such loans are lower than they are in the middle of the

year, which is the peak season for short-term advances.
Dr. LuBiN. Does this mean that commercial banks are meeting their

needs, so they don't have to have recourse to these commercial credit

agencies ?

Mr. Wall. Well, there are a number of factors involved there. In
some areas the commercial banks are giving very active competition in

obtaining loans of this sort, so that these production credit associations

have not shown as large an increase as they did in earlier years. On
the other hand, there are certain areas, like the livestock areas, where
the local institutions are not able to handle all the loan business, and
in those areas the production credit associations have shown a very
satisfactory business.

Dr. LuBiN. Are they incorporated ?

Mr. Wall. Yes; each borrower must take stock in the amount of
5 percent of his loan.

Acting Chairman Williams. In that respect they parallel exactly
the Federal land-bank system ?

Mr. Wall. That is correct.

Acting Chairman Williams. And what about the rural rehabilitation

program ?

Mr. Wall. Those are direct loans made by the Farm Security Ad-
ministration to farmers who cannot qualify for credit from other
agencies.

Acting Chairman Williams. That is an additional agency to make
these nonbankable loans?
Mr. Wall. That is right.

The next table, which is entitled "Number of Farms Changing Own-
er.ship by Voluntary and Forced Sales, Per 1,000 of All Farms, by Geo-
graphic Divisions, 1926-39," will have some bearing on the question
which you raised earlier in connection with the factors that accounted
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for the sharp reduction in mortgage indebtedness. The amount of

forced sales rose rapidly after March 1931 and reached a peak during
the year ended in March 1933, at which time they were about two and
a half times the average prevailing during the 5-year period 1926 to

1930. The portion of that that is just sales has been quite large in the

West and North Central States, and this is accounted for by the larger

percentage of farms mortgaged, together with the relatively high rates

on the mortgage debts to land values in these particular areas before

the depression set in.

(The table referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2675" and is in-

cluded in the appendix on p. 17451.)

Mr. Wall. Now, if you want to see the result of all these develop-

ments, you might turn to the following table, which shows farm real

estate held by leading lending agencies.

(The table referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2676" and is in-

cluded in the appendix on p. 17451.)

Mr. Wall. As a result of the depression and the large volume of
forced sales, there has been a considerable shift in the ownership of
farms from owners to the large lending agencies.

At the beginning of 1939 a group of five of the most important lend-

ing agencies held acquired farms in an estimated investment of slightly

over $1,000,000,000. This represents roughly around 28,000,000 acres.

These holdings are largely concentrated in the Midwest States, where
land values were relatively higher in other sections of the country, and
with, as I mentioned a moment ago, the ratio of debt to A^alue and
percentage of farms mortgaged were both quite high before the de-

pression set in.

Acting Chairman Williams. Are there any further questions? I
think that is all; thank you.

Dr. Anderson. The next witness of the panel is Dr. Louis Bean.
He has been previously sworn.

TESTIMONY OF DR. LOUIS BEAN, ECONOMIST, BUREAU OF AGRI-
CULTURAL ECONOMICS, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
WASHINGTON, D. C—Resumed

Dr. Bean. I should like to begin, Mr. Chairman, with the very last

tabulation in that small document that was brought together.
Acting Chairman Williams. What is the title of it?

Dr. Bean. The title of that tabulation is "Gross income from farm
production, expenditures for labor, and value of farm implements and
machinery on farms, by types of farms, 1899 and 1929."

(The table referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2677" and is in-

cluded in the appendix on p. 17452.)
Dr. Bean. The purpose of this table is to give a very general im-

pression as to the relation between expenditures for labor and the
expanded use of farm machinery during the period of 30 yea,rs, 1899
to 1929, with the assumption that there will be a great deal more
detailed information presented for the most recent decade.
Another reason for presenting this table is that it gives information

which has not been presented so far, on the relation of expenditures
for labor and machinery, by types of farms.
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The contrast is presented here in terms of the expenditures for labor

as estimated or tabulated by the censuses in these 2 years, as percentages

of gross vahie of production, sometimes called the gross income from
agricultural production.

Similarly, I ha\e used the value of machinery on farms as reported

by the Census, as a ratio to gross income, merely to get some indication

of the changes in these two items as between types of farms and over

this 30-year period, not purporting to say that this represents the situa-

tion of 1939 but merely to supply the committee with material for

that 30-year period as a background for more recent data. As indi-

cated by the testimony of this morning, much more striking changes
have taken place in the past few years than took place during the

earlier 20 or 30 years.

The gist of this tabulation, then, is that between 1899 and 1929, ex-

penditures for farm labor as a> percentage of gross income^^ declined

from 9.7 percent to 8.7 percent.

Dr. LuBiN. Does the series in the 1929 figure include the same things

as the 1899 figure? They are labeled differently, but taken as a whole,

are they the same?
Dr. Bean. That is right. They are essentially the products of agri-

culture, exclusive of products fed to livestock, sometimes defined as

the value of sales plus the vajue of products consumed in the farm
home.

In that same interval, the ratio of farm machinery inventorv to

income increased from 20.2 percent to 30 percent.

Dr. Anderson. Your ratio for farm machinery is based on inven-

tory and total gross income?
Dr. Bean. That is right.

Dr. Anderson. Let me ask you, first, what does farm machinery
include?

Dr. Bean. It includes all of the farm implements plus the motor
equipment that farmers have bought during the past generation or

so. In other words, you had, in 1899, farm implements and machinery
exclusive of the motor equipment which is now typical of farming.

Dr. Anderson. In other words, it would include automobiles?
Dr. Bean. Automobiles and tractors.

Dr. Anderson. And trucks?

Dr. Bean. That is right.

Dr. Anderson. And would it include household machinery, sewing
machines, and so on?

Dr. Bean. No; this is only machinery on farms, for productive
purposes.

Dr. Anderson. The ratio in 1899 was 20 and in 1929 it was 30.

Do you have any break-down to indicate what would make the
difference ?

Dr. Bean. I will come to that a little later. We have some infor-

mation on the relative increase in the plurchases and costs of motor
equipment.

Dr. Anderson. But this is an inventory figure, and would not be
taken to mean in any sense the proportion of an income that would
be spent for machinery

Dr. Bean. Not directly, only as indicative of the, say, incidence

of costs for machinery in relation to gross income. Insofar as a
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change in the value of inventories is representative of a change in

depreciation costs.

Dr. Anderson. And we will discuss the detail of it later?

Dr. Bean. I will have a little more detail on that in another tabu-
lation.

If you will take the cash grain farms for that interval, we find

that in 1899 the inventory figure increased from 21.8 percent to 46.7

percent. That is the largest increase of any of the types of farms
shown here. The proportion of income paid out for labor in this

group of farms declined from 10 percent in 1899 to 8.3 percent in

1929. In the ' se of cotton, the proportion going for wages was the
same in 1929 aS in 1899, namely, 5.9 percent; while the farm ma-
chinery inventory figure rose from 10.4 to 16.4 percent. Similar
changes took place on dairy farms. There, wages took 13.3 percent
in 1899, and 8.6 percent in 1929. Farm machinery inventories in-

creased from 25.6 percent to 34.4 percent.

On livestock farms the shift in the wage proportion was from
8.2 to 6.2, and the machinery item increased from 19.1 to 29.5. The
smallest change occurred on fruit farms. There wages took 20.1
percent of income in 1899 and 23.7 in 1929, the macliinery item rose
from 19.1 to 24.7.

EFFECT OF MECHANIZATION ON LABOR COSTS

Dr. LuBiN. Is it fair to conclude from these figures that in some
instances the large increase in the use of machinery had little or no
effect upoii percentage of income that went to labor whereas in
other instances the relatively small increase through this machinery
affected labor costs rather markedly 'i

Dr. Bean. Well, I present this material for such inferences as
any of you may make, and I think you are in about as good a
position to draw inferences from this as I am. I thought that you
were interested in such quantitative expressions of that question as
we can bring to you.

Dr. LuBiN. Evidently the table shows that a 50-percent increase in
machinery inventory resulted in about a 9-percent decline in the
amount of farm income that w^ent to labor.

Dr. Bean. That is the over-all evidence, that you could have a
substantial increase in machinery costs and not have a similar offset
in the reduction in the wage bill.

Dr. LuBiN. In many instances no offset at all, in fact an actual
increase.

Dr. Bean. That is possible.
Mr. Pike. You probably had a much higher rate of wages in 1929

than in 1899.

Dr. Bean. All values were different.
Mr. Pike. But the man-hour reduction doesn't show\
Dr. Anderson. Dr. Bean, the question I raised earlier w^as to fix the

pomt you have just brought up about an increase in machinery costs.
Do I take it that we can consider inventory figures as machinery-cost
figures ?

Dr. Bean. Sometimes, lacking better information, it is possible to
take an inventory item and allow, say, 10 percent of inventory as cost
of depreciation, or some suCh formula; it doesn't have to be 10 percent.
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It is for that purpose that I have used tliis over-all impressionistic

ratio of inventory to gross income. I think it represents fairly well

a shift or change in the relative importance of this item as a cost, not

an absolute, but a relative change. I think we come a little closer in

answer to your question in the next exhibit, which is called "Cash
Farm Income FrOm Marketings and C6st of Operating Farm Machin-

ery, Depreciation, ai^d Wages Paid for Labor as Percent of Farm Cash
Income, 1910-39.''

(The tabic' referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2678" and is

included in the appendix on p. 17453.

)

Dr. Bean. The Bureau of Agricultural Economics is in the process

of making estimates of items in the cost of producing the annual farm

production, and I have utilized that material, which has not yet been

fully published, in the form of ratios to cash income from the market-

ings of farm products.

The estimates of depreciation allowance on all farm machinery and
farm equipment as a percentage of cash income appear in the second

column, and you will notice that in the pre-war years that figu •. repre-

sented close to 6 percent of the annual receipts. In the post-war years

of the 1920's, that percentage is something over 6 percent, between 6

and 7 percent. In 1931-32, naturally that proportion rises sharply as

it did in 1921 because of the sharp shrinkage in income. In the more
recent years, 1938 and '39, that depreciation ratio stands at about 9

percent.

Mr. Pike. It is a pretty high depreciation there, better than 20 per-

cent. The only year where it is comparable, in 1929, you had 30

percent inventory and 6.8 depreciation

Dr. Bean. That would be a fifth.

Mr. Pike. Yes
;
you were amortizing there in less than 5 years on

your farm machinery.
Dr. Bean. These are the facts and if you would like to argue about

them I will get you the reasons for them. For the moment I think all

that I want you to use these figvires for is to get an impression of rela-

tive change. The 5 or 6 percent before the war isn't absolutely signifi-

cant, but the change from 5 or 6 before the war to 8 and 9 now I

think is.

Tlie next column represents the net cost of operating farm machin-

ery, which is essentially automobiles, trucks, and tractors, including

gasoline, tires, oil, things of that sort. And you will notice that in

the pre-war years that cost was insignificant because this type of farm
-equipment didn't exist. In the 192^s, it had risen to over 7 percent of

annual receipts, and in the last 2 years, it was slightly under 12 percent,

or 11.7.

Mr. Pike. For a man operating equipment with his own horse, you
wouldn't charge that

Dr. Bean (interposing). No; it is cash outlay.

Dr. Lubin. What would the percentage be now if the level of farm
prices were equal to what they w^ere in 1929 ?

Dr. Bean. Farm prices now are approximately 100; in 1929 they

were 50 percent higher. I suppose this ratio would drop to perhaps 8.

Dr. Lubin. You would be close to where you were in the '20's.

Dr. Bean. That's right. The wage proportion is shown in the next

column, and here it appears that in the pre-war years farmers paid out
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annually a little over 9 percent as cash wages. In the 1920's it was
something under ^ percent, but not a great deal. In 1929, it was 8.5,

compared with 9.1 lr> 1910 ; since then it has fallen off to 7.1 in 1939,

having gone lower in i934.

Dr. LuBiN. Do these wages include all wages on the farm or only
those wages for the cost of operating machines?

Dr. Bean. This is all wages, cash wages for hired labor. The sum
of these three cost items in relation to income is in the last column,
and we find here that nearly 16 percent of receipts in the pre-war years

went for these three costs. By 1929, the figure amounted to 23 percent,

and in the last 2 years, it has averaged 28 percent. As you study the

make-up of this aggregate figure, it is clear that there has been some
offset as between the increase in the depreciation column and the de-

crease in the cash wage column, so that the net increase in the relative

importance of these three cost items is almost entirely accounted for

by the increased importance in the cost of operating automobiles,
trucks, asd tractors.

Dr. LuBiN. Has there been an increase in the cost of operation, or an
increase in proportion of income that has been devoted to it ?

Dr. Bean. All this information shows is that there has been ah
increase in the proportion of income going for this type of expenditure.

Dr. LuBiN. The costs may have gone down.
Dr Bean. Whether or not other costs have gone down to offset this

is another question, and I think'on that I can tell you that there have
been some reductions naturally in the past few years, taxes and in-

terest

Dr. Lubin {interposing) . Even in operation, I mean if you had tbe
same cash income in 1939 that you had in '29, your actual percentage
of income that goes to operation of these machine^ would have been
lower.

Dr. Bean. Oh, naturally.

Dr, Lubin. In other words, it isn't cost of operation that has gone
up, that may have gone down for all we know, but as a ratio to total

cash income
Dr. Bean (interposing). That is right; and I thought it was im-

portant to give you the relation of costs to income and not merely the
absolute figures which you already have.

Colonel Chantland. Wasn't there a figure given this morning that
indicated that the farm help without the payment of wages did go up
during this time at the same time that these other costs went down ?

Dr. Bean. "Exhibit No, 2648" gave the annual average of persons
employed, divided into three groups, total employment, family work-
ers, and hired workers. I have just been studying this tabulation,
because I wanted to see what relation it bore to the course of the
number of tractors on farms,^ and if you wish I will give you the
relation of those two.

Colonel Chantland, In other words, if they did pay less wages, but
had more of their own family on without paying the wages, the cost
still was there, if the boy is entitled to anything,
,Dr. Bean. If you will hold that "if" for a moment, we will see if i'

is really pertinent,

1 See "Exhibit No. 2655," appendix, p. 17440.
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I would like to give you the figures for three separate periods. You
may recall from "Exhibit No. 2655" that the number of tractors on
farms rose fairly persistently from 191S to 1939. It was pointed out
that there were three periods when the expansion in the use of trac-

tors was more marked than in other periods. We had a rapid expan-
sion which culminated in about 1920, then you had another expansion
which was more rapid than in other years, which culminated shortly
after 1930, and then you had another expansion in the last few years.

CHANGES IN FARM LABOR FORCE

Dr. Bean. I want to present the figure^ for your question for these
three periods. Family workers, during that first period of expansion
in farm machinery of this type, dropped from an index of 107 to 101,
the years being 1915 to 1920- In other words, you had a 7-percent de-
cline in family workers. During that same period you had a decline
of 2 percent in hired workers.

Colonel Chanland. But that is family wages. Supposing they
don't pay family wages, or do you figure it at any rate?

Dr. Bean. May I first present the physical aspect of the question,

numbers of people, because it underlies the problem of evaluation.
That family workers declined 7 percent, hired workers 2 percent dur-
ing that first period when farmers went into motor equipment fairly

heavily. During the second period of expansion, which I mark off

as between 1925 and 1932, over that period of 7 to 8 years there was
no change in the number of family workers, the index being 102 in

each of those 2 years, but during that interval family workers de-
clined from 102 in 1925 to 99 in 1929, which is a decline of 3 percent
prior to the onset of the depression, so that the subsequent increase
in family workers from 99 in 1920 to 102 in 1932 is apparently a
function or a result of the low prices and the depression.
Dufing that same period, froni 1925 to 1932, we have a decline in

the number of hired workers from an index of 97 to 85; in other
words, 12 points, or approximately 12 or 13 percent.
Now we come to the final, the most recent, period of expansion,

and there, taking the period from 1935 to 1939, we find a reduction
in the number of family workers of 6 points, from 103 to 97, or,

roughly, 6 percent, but no change in the number of hired workers,
the index being 84 in 1935 and 84 in 1939, with some increase in that
interval, and a subsequent decrease. The net change over that 5-year
period is zero.

So that over this period you have a reduction in the number of
people producing as one of the factors in this wage bill, and at the
same time I think you see the relation between the change in the
number of workers to possibly one of the factors which is at least

logically associated with that change.
Dr. Anderson. Dr. Bean, why do you select the particular periods

of time that you do?
Dr. Bean. They are selected for me by the data.
Dr. Anderson. Let's see that clearly, sir.

Dr. Bean. Is it possible to get ''Exhibit No. 2C55" back on the"

easel

?

pf. Anderson. In other words, you are basing it upon that dis-

tribution of time? We would like to see the connection between the
two sets of data.
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Dr. Bean. While the predominant record nere is of a sharp in-

crease in the inventory of tractors on farms, it is clear that the

changes in that rate of expansion are an indication of the more or

less rapid rat€ of accumulation or purchases. This curve peaks up
at January 1920, indicating that there was a rapid increase in pur-

chases or expansion in purchases of tractors. In 1922 the inventory

figure was about the same, indicating that there was practically no

additional purchase of tractors in that year, or at least a very srnall

one. To put it another way, it was only enough to offset depreciation.

The next period of rapid accumulation occurred during the late

1920's, culminating with 1932, and the final, or the most recent

jieriod, occurred during the last 5 or 6 yeai-s, so I select these three

periods merely because the record suggests that those are the periods

when, if this has any relation to employment of farm labor, you
would expect to find it in the record.

Dr. Anderson. Would it be possible to take, instead of the in-

ventory of farm tractors, actual increased sales?

Dr. Bean. I think, if you can visualize numbers of tractors around

this line, you will have essentially annual purchases, assuming that

you have a constant purchase for replacement, but these variations

in the rate of increase of this line represent variations in annual

purchases.

Dr. LuBiN. Dr. Bean, I am sorry I wasn't here this morning when
the question of farm population was discussed, but evidently, judging

by the tables which were submitted, and the charts, there has been a

very marked increase in agricultural population in the last 15 or 20

years.

Dr. Bean. No.
Dr. Taylor. Since 1932 there has been, Mr. Lubin ; up to 1932 there

was a gradual decline.

Dr. Lubin. The chart here

Dr. Bean (interposing). That is certain groups in the farm popu-
lation. That is not the total farm population. May I give you the

total farm population? In 1909 it is estimated at 32,000,000; in 1920

at 30,200,000, in 1939 at 32,000,000. In other words, between 1909 and
1939 there has been no real change in the farm population. The
change that you have there represents the changes in the age groups.

Dr. Lubin. That was a 6-percent increase, roughly.

Dr. Bean. Between 1929 and 1939 you have an increase of about

1,800,000; yes; about 6 percent,

Dr, Lubin. The increase in your family workers, however, at the

maximum, was 4 percent, is that right?

Dr. Bean. The increase in family workers? There has been no
increase in family workers.

Dr. Lubin. Between 1929 and 1935 there was an increase of about

4 percent.

Dr. Bean. Yes ; for that period there has been.

Dr. Lubin. Well, now, what do these people do? You have in-

creased your population by 6 percent on farms. Do you assume that

most of these people are doing nothing on the farm, that they don't

help at all?

Dr. Bean. I personally assume that they are doing very little, if

anything ; that some of thefh are on relief work and some of them
perhaps are doing nothing. We have no
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Dr. LuBiN (interposing). Although you have 6 percent more peo-
ple on the farm, about 2 percent less of them are working, which
means they are either on relief oi- do notliing at m11. They are not
helping on tlie farm.

Dr. Bean. All I can say is that we have a general impression that
there is a surplus population on the land, bot-h total and working.

Dr. LuBiN. There may be a surplus in terms that they are not
necessary, but the question is, are they doing anything?

Dr. Bean. Well, what do you think they are doing?
Dr. LuBiN. I get the impression that they have been doing odds

and ends and, consequently I can't reconcile your decline in the

number of family workers since 1929 with the increase of farm
population since 1929. It assumes not only that everybody who went
back to the farm is doing nothing, but all new additions are doing
nothing, plus some others who formerly were doing something who
are now doing nothing.

Dr. Bean. Unfortunately, I don't have any qualitative impression
of this thing, and I doubt if anybody has, so that whatever I say is

hardly worth the saying. You might, however, assume that since

a larger proportion of your population is in the higher-age gioups,
over 60 or above 65, perhaps they are not working as much as they
used to, if they can rely on some of the folks who have come back
from the cities onto the land. But that is all speculation.

Dr. LuBiN. That assumes that everybody w^ho came back from the
city, plus 2 percent more who formerly were working, are not work-
ing today.

Dr. Bean. I don't know that it is worth while pursuing this. I

don't have any information, and I don't think anybody else has, as

to what this excess of population is. If they are working, then it is

clear that they are not working economically.
Dr. LuBiN. I will agree with that. That we can all agree on. But

I am just wondering; it seems unreal to assume that the net differ-

ence, the increase in farm population, both through migration and
birth, is not doing anything—let's not use the word "employed" be-

cause that has an economic significance—plus 2 percent more who
formerly were working who aren't doing anything at all.

Dr. Bean. It is your privilege to make that assumption. I might
assume something different, but I don't think either of us knows.

Dr. Anderson. The designation "family worker" has never been
precise, and any small percentage of change would mean nothing
significantly in a series of data. As a matter of fact, we are getting
more improved data as we go along, but nobody would stake his life

on the precise meaning of 'family worker" in 1 year of collection of
data as compared with another. I think that would have something
to do with the interpretation to be made of the changes that have
occurred.

Dr. Bean. Your remarks lead me to add that between 1929 and
1935 there was an increase in the number of fai'ms, and therefore
presumably an increase of something like 600,000 or 700,000 persons
who are engaged on these farms as part of this farm family labor
group.

Dr. LuBiN. But they seem to have disappeared since '35, because
you are down below where you were in 1929.
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INCREASE IN FARM PRODUCTIVITY

Dr. Bean. I think we will be a little clearer on that point as soon
as we have the next census data. But this happens to be the best

information we have, and roughly, the data indicate that your total

farm population is the same as it was 25 years ago; there has been
some increase, of uncertain magnitude, in the past few years and
that all the evidence we have indicates that there are more people on
the land than are now required for production.

Colonel Chantland. Omitting all idea of exports, how many more
people in the United States' have they had to take care of during these

same periods ?

Dr. Bean. You might say, very roughly, that 32,000,000 people on
the land are now feeding or taking care of 99,000,000 people.

Colonel Chantland. Besides themselves.

Dr. Bean. Besides themselves; whereas in 1909 they took care of
nearly 58,000,000. In other words, the same number of people on
the land now feed roughly 70 percent more people. If you make
one further assumption, which is not unrealistic, that over this pe-

riod of years there has been no material change in the per capita
consumption of food products for the Nation as a whole, the annual
intake of agricultural products tends to be a pretty constant figure

per person.

If that is so, then you might say that 32,000,000 people on the land
today are 70 percent more productive than 32,000,000 people on the land
in '99.

Colonel Chantland. That is assuming that your export remains
at a sort of constant factor. If it changed it would throw it out of
kilter.

Dr. Bean. We know within what period that change may take
place. Before the war—I am giving you a figure from memory now—
something like 18 percent of our total output went out as exports.
In the past few years it has been only 7 or 8 percent.

Colonel Chantland. That makes quite a difference.

Dr. Bean. It makes a difference of 10 percent.
Dr. Anderson. But let's put in the import picture and see what

happens. What were our imports before the war as compared with
what we import now?

Dr. Bean. I don't have that here.

Dr. Anderson. As I remember it, it cuts it down materially,
so that 10 percent doesn't look quite like that.

Dr. Bean. I^« put it this way: in 1909 you had 100 units of
domestic consuinption plus 18 units of exports; today you have 100
units of domestic production and 8 units of exports, giving' you a
total of 118 in one case and 108 in the other. That is a difference of
9 percent in the 70 percent figure I gave you.

Colonel Chantland. But Dr. Anderson says that 108 is to be
reduced by certain imports.

Dr. Bean. Let's leave it this way.
Colonel Chantland. I think we had better not pursue it because

we haven't the figures.

Dr. Bean. I w^ould like to leave an impression as to where that
figure might lie. If it isn't 70 it might be 60 or it might be 50, but
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it isn't less than 50 percent increase in productivity in terms of

people engaged on the land.

Colonel Chantland. That is really all we can say.

Dr. Bean. And that is, I think, the long-time history of agriculture

in this country, that a fairly constant number on the land is decade
by decade able to produce for an increasing industrial population,
without increasing the number of people on the land.

I have two items that I would like to call to your attention. One
is in connection with the chart labeled "Per Capita Farm and Non-
agricultural Income Available for Living."

'

(The chart referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2679" and ap-
pears below.

)

Exhibit No. 2679

[Submitted by the Bureau of AgricuUural Economics, Department of AgricuUureJ

PER CAPITA FARM AND NONAGRICU LTU RAL
INCOME AVAILABLE FOR LIVI NG. 1909-39

220
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140

100 -sg

60
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1910-14 = 100
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Acting Chairman Williams. Are you talking about cash income?.

Dr. Bean. I am now talking about cash plus the value of things

consumed, goods consumed in the home, derived from farming.

In 1939, the last point on the chart, income per person not on farms
was roughl}' 156 percent of the pre-war level. Agricultural income
available to people living on the land—that is, income from farm
production—was approximately 120 percent of the pre-war figure, and
the difference between those two is represented by a ratio of 80. In
other words, had farm income been higher by the equivalent of $1,500,-

000,000, the farm-income line would have been up where the non-
agricultural income line is in 1929. The nonagricultural income line,

incidentally, is what the Department of Agriculture calls parity in-

come ; it is the level of income of nonfarm people to which farm income
would need to rise if parity income for agriculture were attained,

and that difference in 1929, in addition to the Government payments
made to farmers, approximates $1,500,000,000.

Dr. LuBiN. Where would that be if you would change your base
from 1915 to 1920?

Dr. Bean. It would have to turn back and make some mental
computations.

Dr. LuBiN. The farm income would be greater than nonfarm in-

come average per capita.

Dr. Bean. Naturally that relationship depends upon the base period
selected. If you want to go into wliy that period is selected I will do
that, but I don't think that is what you need this afternoon.

Dr. LuBiN. I am trying to find out what significance this is. If you
change to a different base you find the farm income higher thart tl^it.

Dr. Bean. If you took 1919 as a base, then, of course, farm income
would be much lower in relation to other income than it is; if you ^6ok
it at 1929 it might not be quite as low. Perhaps that disparity wtruld
be completely wiped out.

Acting Chairman Williams. I had the impression that when we
were talking about parity we were talking about that period between
1909 and 1914 or '15. The purchasing power of the farm products
as compared with the value of manufactured products'would be that
period on which that line seems to run about parallel from 19()l^ to

1915. I have always understood that when legislators talk ^tout
parity of agriculture to industry it meant l:Hat period of time.

Dr. Bean. There are two things. This represents parity income.
You are referring to parity price. In concept, they are essentially the
same except that one is a price comparison and this is an income
comparison. It is true that in both cases the pre-war years are taken
as a point of departure, and the relationship of the pre-war years con-
stitutes the parity relationship. The parity relationship, these two
lines, may come together at any point. They may come together at

156, in which case you have restored parity. That is, one would have
the same relation to the other at this higher level of 156 as they Jiad
in the pre-war years, when they were equated at a lower level.-

The main point is that equation ; that is, the two series of data have
the same numerical value. They have been given a value of 100 bef6re
the war, and if i;hey both should have the value of 156 in 1939, then
they would have parity of income.

Similarly with prices. Industrial prices are now, speaking fi;om
memory, about 125 or 128 percent of the pre-war level,; farm prices are
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at about the pre-war level, so you have a discrepancy there indicated

by a ratio of 80 or 82. I think 80 is the most recent figure, so that

both in terms of price ratio and income ratio, we come to practically

the same point in terms of the parity level.

Acting Chairman Wiixiams. What in figures was the farm income
for 1939, if you have that?

Dr. Bean. The cash income figure was about $8,500,000,000. A
gross income figure, including the value of things consumed from
farm production, would bring it close to $10,000,000,000. In 1929, it

was around $12,000,000,000. That is gross income.

For the purposes of this comparison, it is necessary to deduct busi-

ness expenditures from that gross-income figure to obtain income
available to (farm families for living purposes, and to make it com-
parable with the income of the nonfarming population, because no
business expenditures or income are included in the non-farm-income
line.

May I make one other observation about this discrepancy of $1,500,-

000,000 ? In one of the previous tables, I indicated that there has been

a net increase in the cost of operating farm machinery from 0.2 per-

cent of income in 1910 to ll.T percent in 1939. Part of that increase

represents the use of automobiles for home or pleasure use as against

production use so that not all of this increase of nearly 12 percent is

to be associated with the increased costs of running the farms. If

we assume that only about 8 percent of this increase is to be so asso-

ciated, then that net increase of 8 percent is the equivalent of some-

thing like $500,000,000 to $600,000,000 in an annual cash income of

nearly $8,000,000,000. Six billion dollars of income represented in

this column of expenditures associated .with machinery is approxi-

mately 40 percent of this discrepancy between actual farm income in

1939 and parity income.
Now, I would like to turn to a table entitled "Distribution of gross

farm income in each of 10 equal groups of farms arranged accord-

ing to the size of income," for the years 1899 and 1929.

(The table referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2680" and is in-

cluded in the appendix on p. 17454.)

Dr. Bean. This material has been gotten together hastily. It was
done last night, so that many questions about it I may have to stall

on, or ask you to give some additional time. There are additional

comparisons that we need and want to make and hope that we can

either present at a later occasion or for the record. As it stands, this

material gives some impression as'to what is happening to farm income
in relation to the number of farms in the different income brackets.

You will notice that in the column marked "All farms," the number
of farms up to the first 10 percent in the lowest income group there,

we find less than 1 percent of the value of farm products in 1899 and
a little more than 1 percent in 1929.

If you go to the other extreme and examine the income which falls

in the last 10 .percent of the farms associated with the higher-income
brackets, namely, in a group I have marked 90 to 100 percent, we find

nearly 40 percent of all farm income in that group of 10 percent of
the farms in 1899 and 41 percent in 1929—in other words, a shift of
1.5 points.

As you look down the third column of that tabulation marked "Dif-
ference," it is clear that there has be6n some shift in income into the
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lowest-income groups, and some shift into the very highest income
groups. There is an additional comparison given so that you may
see whether that increase in the. highest income brackets took place
evenly as between the last 5 percent and the next to the last 5 percent.

When you take all farms you find that the increase in the highest
income bracket occurred for that bracket which I have marked 95 to
100 percent; in other words, the 5 percent of the farms getting 4he
highest income in 1929 got a little bit more than similar farms got in
1899.

The next column is labeled "Cotton farms." Here we also find that
there has been some increase, not a great deal, but some increase in the
proportion of income associated with the farms ir the lowest-income
brackets and some decrease in the farms associated with the highest-

income brackets. It is particularly in connection with this column that
we want to do some more work to examine this type of data with
respect to the owner-operated farms, the tenant farms, and the share-
cropper farms.

Mr. Pike. The present census will affect that.

Dr. Bean. We are really waiting eagerly for the 1939 results. It is

really in anticipation of that that we are preparing this background
material.

In the case of the grain farms, the same situation appears, with a
somewhat lower concentration in the grain farms, with a somewhat
higher concentration in the last 5 percent of the high-income farms.

In the case of livestock, the thing which differentiates that column
from the others is the increase of 7.5 points in the group of 90 to 100
percent of the farms, and there, too, the increase occurs chiefly in the
last 5 percent. The most striking of these groups is the fruit-farm
group. Here we have a decrease in the.proportion of- income for each
of the income brackets except the lowest 10 percent, and a very marked
increase in the last income bracket, an increase of 16.7 points in the
95- to 100-percent bracket. In the final column, labeled "Crop specialty
farms," which is a catch-all, including vegetable farms, truck crops,
tobacco, and sugar, we have the same general showing, that there has
been an increase in the prop6rtinate income in the low-income
brackets, and only a very slight mci-ease in the highest-income brackets.
With respect to that last column, I think it would be worth while

to show that in its detail because the groups that are included here
represent a great diversity. In general, then, I would say that the
low income brackets have received somewhat more than the former
share and that the middle income brackets have received somewhat
less, but that the very high income brackets are receiving, or in
1929 received, relatively more. That fact checks also with the usual
data supplied by the census on the size of farms, and just to give
you a brief comparison in these terms, if you take the number of
farms with 20 acres or less, we find that in 1920 there were 12.4
percent of all farms in that low acreage group.
Mr. Pike. That is just number of farms?
Dr. Bean. That is number of farms. In 1930, it is 14.6, an in-

crease of 2.2. In all other size groups, there is a relative reduction
similar to what I have just discussed in terms of income. When we
get to the group of 500 to 1,000 acres, we find a slight increase, from
2.3 percent of all farms in 1920 to 2.5, about an,8-percent Jncrease

124491—41—pt. 30 -51
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relative to numbers; and in the size of farms over 1,000 acres, the

proportion goes from 1 percent in 1920 to 1.3 in 1930. Also, con-

trasting this size of farm with the relative importance of farm
implements and machinery, we find something of the same general

characteristic, that in the lowest size group, under 20 acres, the

value of implements and machinery rises from 3.2 percent of the

total in 1920 to 4 percent of the total.

In the next size groups up to above the average, we find relative

reductions, but in the group of 175 to 500 acres, the value of farm
implements and machinery rises from 31.7 percent of the total in

1920 to 32.2 percent in 1930, and in the next two groups, or all the

rest, above 500, the increase is from 11.3 in 1920 to 15.1 in 1930, so

that you have three sets of data here, the distribution of your farm
machinery by size group, the distribution of the number of farms
by size, and the distribution of the number of farms by income
group, which seem to present three patterns of the same general

characteristics.

Mr. Pike. You would infer some increase in corporate farming,
what is happening in the larger farms, wouldn't you ?

Dr. Bean. That would be an inference but I don't know whether
that is a fact.

Mr. Pike. It isn't necessarily so but it sounds very much that way.
Dr. Bean. It would lead one to investigate that question.

Acting Chairman Williams. What is your definition of "farm''?

What do you consider "farm" ?-

Dr. Bean. I have ndopted the census definition, whatever it is. I

think it is generally 3 acres or more, producing something like $250
worth of goods. That figure has changed over the years, but I think
between 1900 and 1929 the definition hasn't been much different.

Acting Chairman Williams. I notice you spoke of an average. Do
you mean an average-size farm ?

Dr. BeaN: The groups that I have here run under 20 acres, 20 to 49,

50 to 99, and 100 to 174, and the average-sizs farm falls within that
bracket of 100 to' 174 acres to a farm. It is beyond that bracket of 100
to }74 that we find a relative concentration of farm implements and
madhinery.-
Acting Chairman Williams. Have you figured actually how many

farms there are in the country ?

Dr. Bean. For 1900 the number- of farms is given as 5,700,000; for
1929 it is given as 6,200,000 in rough figures, and for 1935, 6,800,000.
Acting. Chairman Williams. Something was said a while ago by

s.omeone about the number of farms that were mortgaged. Have you
that figure ?

Dr. Bean. Mr. Wall, who I hope is still here, had that.

Acting Chairman Williams. I -don't know whether he gave the
number.
Mr. Wall. It is 341/2 percent of all farms.
Dr. Bean Which would be a third of the 6,800^000, which is 2,-

300,000, for a quick calculation.

Dr. LuBiN. I wonder whether you would repeat for the record the
percentage of gross farm income that goes to the upper 10 percent, in
each of these groups.

Dr. Bean. Do you want the contrast for each group ?
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Dr. LuBiN. No
;
just for the year 1929.

Dr. Bean. Just the 1929 figure?

Dr. LuBiN. Yes.
Dr. Bean. For all farms, 41 percent of the value of products, or

gross income, went to the highest 10 percent in 1929, 32 percent in the
case of cotton farms. 31.5 percent in the case of cash grain farms, 41.3

percent in the case ot livestock farms—that livestock includes what the
census called animal- specialty, poultry, and stock ranches—48.3 per-

cent in the case of fruit farms, and 42.8 percent in the case of crop
specialty farms.
May I say that this proportion would probably be a little larger if

it were put on a cash-income basis.

Dr. Anderson. "Mr. Bean, I wish some of the other members of the
staff would come up to the "mikes" so we could talk a little better.

PROSPECT OF GREAT TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE

Dr. Anderson. Several questions occurred as we were going along,
some of which were not cleared up during the morning session. There
was one point raised just in passing, I think by Mr. Taylor, concern-
ing impending technology on the farm. Your testimony this morn-
ing indicated major changes that have occurred and suggested that
should one or another thing happen, there would be drastic results.

You mentioned the Rust cotton picker. As experts in the field, have
you come to any conclusion about impending technology which would
drastically alter the material that we have been discussing today?
Do you anticipate any such drastic changes in the immediate or

near future, and if so w^hat do you think the trend would be?
Dr. Johnson. It is awfully difficult to anticipate something like

that, and you have this kind of situation. A good many of these ma-
chines are on the horizon for a good many years before they are
finally perfected, and also priced low enough in relation to the price
of the product and of hand labor so that they w^ill be widely adopted.
I confess that I do not know at what stage the varioua kinds of pick-
ers that are being experimented with will be adapted. We know that
they ore not ready for adoption today. How long it will be before
they are generally adopted is a real question. For instance, the com-
bine harvester was being experimented with, I think, as early as
1850, just quoting the date from memory, and, of course, it was used
in the Pacific Northwest for a good many jears before it got into
the Great Plains country. Finally now in the last 4 or 5 years, it is
coming into w ide use in the Corn JBelt. If the cotton picker does be-
come perfected so it can be widely adopted it will create a revolution
in cotton which will be gt_least as important, perhaps much more
important, than the revolution in wheat machinery—the combine and
the associated tillage machinery in the small-grain areas.

Mr. Pike.
^
Just one question occurs to me. Fromwhat I have heard

about the cotton pickers, my memory is that the trouble is not with
the picker but with the cotton plant. I wonder what your idea would
be in a-griculture toward giving the country a cotton plant, if you
thought you could,
Mr. Johnson. Well, I am not a plant breeder, but I do know that

plant breeders are working on that at the present time. Of course,
the uneveness ot the ripening period varies in different sections of
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the cotton South. You have much more uniform ripening periods and
the cotton is left so that it can be picked much more at the same time
in the western cotton area than in tlie Delta.

Mr. Pike. Say, the Texas Panhandle area? They do use some
mechanical means now and have for some years.

Mr. JoHNSOK. Yes, but the Texas station especially is working with
cotton plants more adapted to machine picking.

Dr. Bean. The changes are slow. Perhaps it is easier for Mo-
hammed to come to the mountain than it is for the plants to ac-

commodate themselves to the picker.

Mr. I*iKE. Well, you have done some very funny things with plants
in the last several vears.

Dr. Bean. Or shall I say the time involved is too long?
Dr. LuBiN. That raises a very significant question, and I wonder

whether we can get an opinion for the committee from this group, on
the relative importance of machine technique and the other scientific

information which has become available in the last generation. Now,
Dr. Bean stated that the same number of people today are producing
food for a much larger population than, say, 25 years ago, which
means in turn an increased productivity of the farm population as a
whole, of something between 50 and 70 percent.
Now, how much of that increased productivity is the result of

better fertilizer, better breeding, the use of better seed, more efficient

operation of farms, better use of land in the sense that it is selected

and the more efficient acreage being used, and how much of it is

attributable to machines as such ?

In industry, several witnesses, have stated that the big improve-
ments of productivity have not come necessarily from machines in
their particular cases, but from better organization, better knowledge
of their products, and things of that sort.

One gets the impression, by looking at these figures that were
submitted here today, that if you are going to explain that 50 to 70
percent increase in productivity, you must explain it in terms of
scientific information, of the sort I mentioned, rather than in terms
of the machine as such, although the machine must have played an
awfully important part.

Now, is there any way of measuring the relative importance of the
machine as opposed to these otlier things in measuring this increased
productivity ? Would it be 50-50 or 75-25 or what ?

Dr. Johnson. I wouldn't have any quantitative basis for judging.
I can give one illustration. Hybrid corn, for instance, has been
tremendously important already because it has been widely adapted
in the Com Belt. Now, as it spreads out from the Corn Belt, it will,

perhaps, be again as important in increasing the yield of com as it

has been today. So that you would have there an increase of about
200 bushels of corn as against! an average corn crop of—speaking
from memory—2,500,000,000 bushels.

Now, there is one significant increase in productivity of agricul-

ture, coming from a scientific discovery. It is just an illustration.

Dr. LuBiN. Your land utilization problem would come into the
picture there, wouldn't it? I mean, you select the better acreage?

Dr. Johnson. That has been done in recent years
;
yes. You have

some, increase in production per cow
;
you mentioned the question of

commercial fertilizer. The sales of fertilizer are very closely asso-
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ciated with the prices and income of the previous year in the fer-

tilizer-using areas.

Dr. LuBiN. Have there been improvements in fertilizer?

Dr. Johnson. Oh, yes.

Dr. LuBiN. So that it is advantageous?
Dr. Johnson. Yes.
Dr. Bean. May I supplement that comment? Insofar as fertili-

zer has been used chiefly in the South, you would expect to find some
evidence of that increased use of fertilizer in terms of increased
acreage, increased yield per acre in the South. My impression is

that there has been no change in the level of acreage, or yield per
acre, in the cotton South, up to recent years, say, the early 1930's.

There has been a marked change in the level of yield per acre, in the
average yield per acre, in the past 3 or 4 years, which apparently is

associated with neither weather nor—I was going to say, with the
fertilizer use, but I want to qualify that because I don't have those
fertilizer figures per acre well enough in mind.
The fact that the change came rather abruptly in the years 1935

and 1937 would suggest that it may have been associated with the
adjustment programs, where the emphasis, after 1935, was on im-
proving yield per acre.

Mr. Pike. Of course, in a great many cases, fertilizer is used more
to check a decline—or as much to check a decline as it is to increase

yield. I think that perhaps has been true in the South, that it became
absolutely necessary to use fertilizer to get any reasonable return

at all, and perhaps it dampened or checked the decline in that area

that otherwise would definitely have occurred.

Dr. Bean. I wonder. Dr. Lubin, if the answer to your question

might not be put tentatively in this form, that insofar as you have
an increase in productivity as the result of a reduction in the number
of persons engaged in farming, that proportion of it may be asso-

ciated with the increased use of machinery, and the excess or the

balance of that increase of productivity might be associated with- the

scientific advances of hybrid seeds, more efficient use of feed, and
the various other things ?

Dr. Lubin. In other words, the ratio would be about 4 to 1 ? In
other words, 80 percent of the increased productivity of the agri-

cultural plant country is attributable to science and the application

of
Dr. Bean (interposing). No, I would put it more nearly 50-50,

because you have had something like a 25 percent increase in pro-

ductivity per person—no, you have had a reduction in the number
of people engaged, which would account for what? About 20 percent

increase in productivity?

Dr. Lubin. No, in the past 25 years, you say there has been no

change in the number of people who are feeding the country.

Dr. Bean. But that is not exactly talking about workers in agri-

culture. I meant to check vou on that earlier. The fact that we have

30,000,000 people on the land today and had 32,000,000 in 1910 doesn't

mean that the same number of people are engaged in production ; in

fact, I am inclined to think that you have fewer people engaged in

production, but the same number of people, the total number of

persons, on the land.
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Dr. LuBiN. Well, there has been a decline since 1915 of 1,300,000
people, which is approximately a 10-percent decline, in the total em-
ployment on the farm?

Dr. Bean. Yes.
Dr. LuBiN. During that period of time, however, that 25 years,

the population has increased by what? About 30 percent? So the
ratio is 3 to 1. In other words, science has contributed 3 times as
mlich to the increased efficiency as machinery.
,Dr. Bean. Well, you have come down from 8 to 1 to 3 to 1, and

you might come down to 2 to 1.

Dr. LuBiN. So then it is 2 to 1 ? Is it 66-33 ?

Dr. Bean. Well, I w^ould like to

Dr. Anderson (interposing). May I ask it in this way, Dr. Bean:
aren't we dealing with things that are so vague and difficult to get
at, that it is impossible, at this stage of our knowledge, to make
even a rough estimate of the proportionate weights of these

influences ?

Dr. Bean. That is why I would suggest that if the committee must
have a figure, 50-50 is about as good a one as it can take. [Laughter.]

Dr. Anderson. I was going to put it a little bit differently, but
isn't it possible to be much more precise by making your analysis in

terms of particular crops for particular areas? In other words,
just a moment ago you talked about the cotton in a certain area.

This morning we saw some relationship to. corn in a certain area.

Isn't it possible, when you go into a specific crop and area, that you
can get very much closer to the answer to Mr. Lubin's question ?

Dr. Pean. ^es; but you should not be too hopeful, because even on
this question of hybrid corn, which has been talked about a great deal,

there is no exact estimate as yet as to how much that scientific de-

velopment has increased productivity. A figure of about 20 percent

has been bandied about, but I happen to know the origin of that

figure, so that I am inclined to say that we still don't know exactly

what the truth is.

Dr. Anderson. Well, it would be triie, w^ould it notj that some areas

in the country show a much higher rate of productivity, in volume of

products and workers employed, than other areas ?

-Dr. Bean. You mean a greater change in productivity ?

Dr. Anderson. That is right.

Dr. Bean. Yes.

B:r. Anderson. Are any scientific studies how in progress or recently

completed which would attempt to measure these factors and their

relative weights?
Dr.^BEAN. I think. Dr. Johnson, that is yours.

Dr. Johnson. There are studies in progress that "have not reached
conclusion by any means, but the attempt is being made to measure
it\i>y commodities and by types of farms in the way that you have
indicated.

Dr. Anderson. What is the purpose of making such a study ? Why
do we want to know precisely the weights of the relative influences?

Dr. Johnson. Well, I would say that that is the first requisite to
understa>iHling the situation. I think that it gives a much better
background if we understand the forces that make up the total change.

Dr. Bean. May I say •something on that, too? Another reason for
trying to discover .the answer is to see whether we can anticipate the
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number of people that will be required on the land to supply the food

that the Nation is going to need over the next 5 or 10 years.

(Senator O'Mahoney resumed the chair.)

FUTURE MOVEMENT OF FARM POPULATION

Dr. Anderson. That leads to a question we have been asking altnost

every witness we have had before us, and we would* like to put it

here now. You indicated this morning a surplus labor supply on the

farm available for migration, and you also indicated that, with con-

ditions as they are in urban communities, this migration might not

take place. Will that farm population, then, continue to grow; will

there be more people on the farm in the immediate future, and possibly

more unemployed on the farm also in the ihunediate future ?

Dr. Bean. Do you want to answer that, Mr. Taeuber?
Mr. Taeuber. I see no escape from that conclusion, if there is no

resumption of the migration sufficient to offset the excess of births over

deaths on farms, which is now between 300,000 and 400,000 per year.

Dr. Anderson. So that the farm, in your opinion, does not offer, the

opportunity to these unemployed city workers that it did in the past ?

Mr. Taeuber. No.
Dr. Anderson. Well, in that connection, what happens to the whole

program of so-called public subsistence farming, the maintaining of
people on the land even though they are not able to Compete on com-
mercial terms?

Dr. Bean, You mean what is the significance of it ?

Dr. Anderson. That is right, and its future.

• Dr. Bean. Well, in my mind, if we have a subsistence farming
program, we would be altering our notions as to the kind of life that

certain groups in the country should lead.

The Chairman. It would be a complete alteration of the American
idea of what constitutes society, wouldn't it?

Dr. Bean. Yes. So far we have accepted the notion that if you
can't make a living on the land you move into town and try your
hand there. A subsistence kind of existence would mean that, since

you can't find a place in the cities and since by remaining on the land

you are just producing more and lowering the general standard of.

living for those commercially engaged, you'd better find yourself an-

other kind of life which would be neither commercial farming nor
industrial activity. What that intermediate is is something that we
will probably have to do some tall thinking about.

Kepresentative Wilulams. After all, that might be better than to

be in the congested cities and in the slums without anything to do,

and dependent entirely upon charity relief.

Dr. Bean. There is a great deal behind that word "better," and it

is there where you begin to deal with different notions of standard of
living.

Representative Williams. I have been interested in one thing I
wanied to ask, and that is, the effect that our agricultural adjustment
program has had on production. It seems that from 1934 to 1937 this

jajoduction rose from a percentage of 82 in 1934 to 104, according to
the plat I have here in front of me. During that same period ther*
was considerable acre age taken out of cultivation, wasn't there ?
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Dr. Bean. I think you can bring those two together by studying not
only the index of production but the size of the farm enterprise.

Representative Williams. That is the fact, though, is it—the pro-

duction was very much greater in 1937 than it was in 1934 ?

Dr. Bean. Well, you have there the extreme difference between a

drought of 1934 and the most abundant year of 1937.

Representative Williams. All right; you take 1937 and it is above
all time.

Dr. Bean. Yes
;
you have record production of cotton and sub-

stantial production of grains.

Representative Williams. And in 1938 it had come down ; 1938 is

the last one shown there, but it is still far above the average. That
has taken place notwithstanding the fact, as I understood this pro-

gram, that it was to at least try to adjust production to consumption
and maintairt a higher standard for the farmers of the country^ and
to that end the Government itself has spent many, many million

dollars. It doesn't seem to be working, and that is what I would like

to know ; if we are not doing any good along that line, I feel like we
ought to quit the program, maybe.
Mr. Holcomb. I believe in 1937 the volunteer program was on, and

quite a few of them did overplant in cotton acreage.

.Dr. Bean. The Secretary of Agriculture commented with respect

to the production changes after 1936, that prior to the Supreme
Court decision, the programs were more exact, more specific, in that

they dealt with specific crops. ^After that decision the agricultural

programs became general. They became soil-conservation programs,
where you didn't have exact control of acreage, because you were
dealing with a general program instead of /Commodity programs. The
combination of an expansion in acreage,under that system, and good
weather, produced, say, the bumper crop of 1937, part of which we
still have on hand.

Representative Williams. The fact is, isn't it, that there has been
a .very substantial reduction in acreage? Is that a fact or not?
Mr. HoLCOMB. Of certain crops.

Mr. Bean. That is indicated in this measure labeled "Site of the

farm enterprise," which is really nothing more than the aggregate
acreage harvested.

Dr. Johnson. Plus numbers of livestock.

Dr. Bean. Which went down from an index of 102 or 103 in 1931 or

1932, to about 93 in 1938, so that you had approximately a 10-percent

reduction in aggregate acreage and livestock.

Jlepresentative Williams. That was the very deliberate purpose of
the-.program, wasn't it?

Dr. BeXn. Yes. There was an attempt to reduce production for

export.

Representative Williams. In order to adjust production to domes-
tic consumption and, therefore, give the farmers a better price. Now,
that was the very fundamental of the program, as I understood it. Is

that correct?

Dr. Bean. Yes ; farmers have better prices, have higher incomes,
but I am not sure that this is where you want a dissertation in defense

of A. A. A. programs.
Representative Williams. I was just wondering and asking j^ou

men who have made a study of it what effect it has had on production
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and prices. It is sometimes claimed by some who are not in favor of

the program that it has been disastrous to the farmers, and not effec-

tive. I have not b?en one of those, but I was wondering how the men
who have made a particular study of the situation think of it.

Dr. Bean. In general, I find myself in your company on that

question.

Representative Williams. But on the other hand, it does seem that

there has been a very substantial increase of production there, and the

piling up of an inordinate surplus in some products, especially cotton.

Dr. Bean. There is no denying that acreage control by itself doesn't

effectively control production, where you have variations in the

weather to contend with, and for that reason Congress has written

into the law certain controls of marketing as well as control of acre-

age, to deal with the weather factor as well as with acreage.

The Chairman. I like this euphemism, "Congress has written into

the law." We pass the law that you fellows write.

Dr. Johnson. You flatter us.

The Chairman. I was very much interested in some of the charts

that were presented here earlier in the afternoon, which illustrate the

fact which is well known to all students of the agricultural problem,

that the percentage of farm ownership is steadily decreasing in the

United States, the number of farmer-owner operators has been stead-

ily decreasing year by year for more than 50 years. That is a fact,

isn't it?

Mr. Wall. That is true.

increase of corporate farm ownership

The Chairman. Corporate farming, institutional farming, has been

increasing during this time ; isn't that true ?

Mr. Wall. Particularly during the last decade.

The Chairman. Exactly.
Dr. Johnson. Corporate ownership, wouldn't you say, more than

corporate farming?
Mr. Wall. Corporate ownership.
The Chairman. Tenant farming has been increasing and corporate

ownership has been increasing, but all of these farm programs are based
not upon any concept of the effect upon the operator or the tenant as

an individual, but in terms of production. Am I right?

Dr. Bean. I think that statement would cover pretty well the agri-

cultural adjustment philosophy of 1933, where the problem was prices,

volume, and income for the Nation as a whole, the creation of a new
flow of purchasing power.
The Chairman. Isn't that a correct statement of the present philos-

ophy? Soil conservation is carried on and the payments are made
regardless of the type of ownership.

Dr. Bean. Well, I think you have additional things that have been
created since 1933. The farm-security program, I think, is not quite

the way you describe it.

The Chairman. No ; of course, the farm-security program, I think,

is separate and distinct policy, and that has to do with an attempt to

preserve families upon the land ; that is trua

I
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Dr. Bean. You have the tenant program in the same category.

True, it is very small, but at least the philosophy has been developed,

and here and there accepted.

The Chairman. Yes ; but neither of those is geared to production,

and soil conservation is geared to production.

Dr. Bean. That's right.

The Chairman. That's correct, isn't it ?

Dr. Bean. Yes.

The Chairman. So that in whatever benefits or subsidies we extend

to the farmer, we make no differentiation between the corporate farmer

and the flesh-and-blood farmer. Is that right?

Dr. Bean. That is right.

Dr. Johnson. We limit the size of the benefits.

Representative Williams. We limit the size of the benefits we pay
to them.
The Chairman. That is one concession that has been granted to

them.
Dr. Bean. That may also affect the noncorporate farmer of large

size as well.

Mr. Pike. How does this control tie in—well^ I just went back to

the country last year and found a barn half full of superphosphates

that the Government had given me to improve what was left of the

acreage, so that I could raise, perhaps, as much on, I should think,

about one-third of the acreage as I did on the whole of it before. I

couldn't tie that in, lying for 2 or 3 years. It would make good farm-
ers crajnp themselves, I am afraid, by holdmg down, taking out of

production here, and then all this refertilization. I couldn't rational-

ize it. We had to take it and put it on the land. It was sort of

contradictory.

Dr. Bean. In general, I would say that the philosophy probably is

that if we are going to produce, we might as well produce as eflBciently

whatever the country requires, and if you are going to produce a

certain amount of bales of cotton, say 12,000,000 or 13,000,000 bales, you
want to produce it as efficiently as possible.

Mr. Pike. That still isn't quite clear.

Dr. Bean. Also, if you want to produce' 5,000,000 automobiles, you
produce those as efficiently as possible In terms of manpower and other

costs. That is what I take it is society's frame of mind at the present

time.

The Chairman. Have you, in these discussions, indicated the trend

of agricultural development in relation to employment?
Dr. Anderson. Yes.

The Chairman. You have. And wliat is that trend ?

Dr. Bean. In general, it is that over the years we can expect to

produce either more agricultural products with the same number of

people that are now on the la^id, or the same volume of production

with fewer people on the land, and unless there is an opening up of an

entirely new channel of consumption, it would be difficult to see any
opportunities on the land for people who are not now there. In fact,

there is difficulty to see opportunities for all the people that are now
living on the land.

The Chairman. Well, what opportunities do you see for new uses

of agricultural products?
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Dr. Bean. There are a thousand and one uses of agricultural prod-

ucts, new uses, that are being experimented with but, for some reason

or other, these uses just don't occur rapidly enough for the immediate

situation within the next 2 or 3 or 4 years.

Dr. Johnson. For the future, but not for the immediate time.

Dr. Bean. We have an exhibit in the Department of Agriculture

now of the many uses of cotton that have been developed—gears and
handles and what-not, all sorts of things it is difficult to imagine that

you can use cotton for, but in the aggregate those things at present

don't consume a great deal of cotton. They may in time, but that

is in the lap of genius of the scientists.

The Chairman. What can be done to stimulate the development of

new uses?
Dr. Bean. The Department of Agriculture, I believe, has quite an

extensive program of effort in that direction.

The Chairman. The opportunity is ^here, is it not, and it is recog-

nized.

Dr. Bean. I would say the hope is there. Whether opportunity is,

I don't know. For example, a good deal

The Chairman (interposing). I didn't mean opportunity in the

commercialized sense. You speak of all these possible uses of cotton

but for some reason or another they don't develop. Is that because
they have not been made commercially profitable as yet ?

Dr. Bean. That is probably a factor.

The Chairman. Is it true, for example, that the use of alcohol as a

fuel has long been recognized but it cannot yet be produced at a price

to make it competitive with oil or gasoline ? Is that correct ?

Dr. Bean. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. So science, chemistry, already can point out to us
innumerable new uses for agricultural products which are not being
taken advantage of because they are not yet in a competitive stage.

Dr. Bean. Yes; but that same science needs to make one more re-

mark, namely, that we scientists need to discover how to use agricul-

tural products in these new ways on a commercial basis, but it isift

up to the farmer or to any of us who are not scientists to develop the
new uses, after scientists merely tell u£ that here is a place ; it is still

the scientists' job to discover the next trick, which is to bring that
process down onto a commercial level.

The Chairman. Well, could we bring it to a commercial level by
using the same device that we used to bring so-called infant industries
to a commercial level ?

Dr. Bean. I am not sure I have in mind
The Chairman. Tariff as an exclusion policy, an isolation policy.

Dr. Bean. That is a question of many, many colors.

The Chairman. It presents itself to any student of this problem
because the alternative seems to be the subsistence homestead and the
reduction of a large proportion of our people to a peasant cl^ss.

Dr. Bean. Not necessarily.
The Chairman. What is the alternative if that isn't it? We liave

the Farm Security Administration, which is an effort to keep farm
families on the land, whereas we know that your testimony here is

absolutely correct, namely, that production per man is increasing, and
the market is not increasing.
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Dr. Bean. If you will allow me to make a statement without
spelling it out in detail, because I don't have the detail, I would say

this: We ought to be able to look forward to opportunities of

employment which are not in the industrial centers and not in com-
mercial agriculture, but somewhere in between where we utilize our
resources more effectively then we now do. Some people call that

a rural works program, or some kind of a set of opportunities for

work which doesirt necessarily have to be a subsistence type of

living.

EFFECT OF INCREASED EMPLOYMENT ON FARM PRODUCOTON

Dr. LuBiN. Mr. Bean, let's assume the per capita consumption of

all goods in America were equal today to what they were in 1929,

which means in turn, let's say, that we would be employing in indus-

try and jn service trades and transportation, just for the sake of

argument—I don't know what the figures would be—6,000,000 or

7,000,000 more people than we are employing in those forms of

activity today. What would that mean in terms of consumption of

farm products? Or put it this way, wouldn't an increase in employ-
ment by 7,000,000 or 8,000,000 in other types of economic activities so

increase the demand for farm products that this problem you are

talking about would disappear?
Dr. Bean. It all depends on how much time you are goin^ to take

to get that increase in employment. If you can do it immediately,

overnight, then, of course, you have a stepping-up of agricultural

consumption. The extent of that stepping-up will depend on the

extent to which consumption by the unemployed is now below stand-

ard, and it probably isn't as much below standard as the overall

impression would suggest. It would still leav*:- us, incidentally, with
an unemployment pioblem on the land, becaus when you merely
absorb 6,000,000 people in your industry, you are not even doing a

good job of employing the number that are variously estimated to be

unemployed in the cities. In the testimony this morning, you had
various figures which, while the figures were of wide range, never-

theless indicated a substantial unemployment problem in the rural

and farm areas, somewhere perhaps around 2,000,000 people.

The Chairman. Are you indicating to us that if all of the unem-
ployed were capable of purchasing food and agricultural commodities
as though they were receiving $1,200 a year, there would still not be
an appreciable increase of the market for agricultural products?

Dr. Bean. Yes ; I think there would be an increase, but I think it

would be an increase which the farmers on the land now can supply
and still leave us with a block of people on the land who ought to be
working more effectively in other pursuits.

The Chairman. Ouv^vhat do -you base that conclusion ? Is that an
im])rossion that you get from your readings and your studies, or is it a
well-developed conclusion? I ask you that question because the Sur-
plus Commodities Corporation seems to feel that there would be a
very substantial increase of consumption.

Dr. Bean. Provided you channelize that increased purchasing power
into food or farm products. Do I make myself clear? The Surplus
Commodities Corporation adds purchasing power to the family with
tlie proviso that that increased purchasing power be spent for food.
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Whether or not you would get the same increase, the same use of pur-

chasing power, if it were created without any strings tied to it, I don't

know. The fact that so-called size of farm income, the average of

acreage harvested in the past few years, has been roughly 10 percent

less than in 1930, with from 8,000,000 to 10,000,000 people employed in

agriculture today as against 11,300,000 in 1929—which suggests to me
that there are additional people around there somewhere that are not

working—all that suggests to me that the people now on the land can

produce more than we are now producing to supply this increased con-

sumption that you might expect from an increase in purchasing power.

The Chairman. Of course, what is true of our economy, of our agri-

cultural economy, is necessarily true of every other agricultural econ-

omy, too, in varying degrees. The capacity of the land to produce is

not altered by the flag that flies over the land, is it ?

Dr. Bean. Well, if you have in mind such technological advances as

we make, they are easily and quickly transferred to other countries, in

expansion of agricultural output, just as in the United States.

The Chairman. So that leads us to the question whether we should
be content to see our future in the marketing of surpluses in other
countries which eventually, if not immediately, will be producing their

own surpluses.

Dr. Bean. That, of course, opens up the area where statesmanship
has its task for ^he next few years, dealing with the international flow

of surplus raw materials.

Dr. Anderson. Dr. Bean, the National Resources Committee's
study of consumer expenditures indicates that it would take an ex-
penditure of about $2,000,000,000 for food to move the lowest third
up to the level of the middle third. Would that size exj^enditure,

in your opinion, alter the employment situation in agriculture?
Mr. Bean. You assume that an increase in expenditures for food

must be effected in the form of an increase in the volume of intake
which I think isn't a necessary assumption.

Dr. Anderson. It would take an additional expenditure of $2,000,-

000,000 on food to move these people into the level of consumption
expenditure with the middle third of the Nation.

Dr. Bean. I say that that increase in expenditures doesn't neces-
sarily mean a comparable increase in volume.

Dr. Anderson. That is quite likely.
**"

Dr. Bean. We have the whole question of change of diet and
quality;

Mr. Wall. If we were to increase consumer income by the propor-
tions that you have indicated, the increase in farm income would give
rise to additional employment in the service occupations and in per-
haps farm construction, because with a higher level of farm income
you would open up, I think, a certain amount of additional employ-
ment in agricultural areas, in rural areas.

Dr. Anderson. In the over-all.

Mr. Wall, In the over-all.

Dr. Bean. That is right. Let's see if we can get a little closer to

the implication of that figure. You have $1,900,000,000 increase in
consumer expenditures. Farmers would get roughly half of that,
close to $1,000,000,000. Then the question is, will consumers buy 10
percent more in volume, or will they merely be changing their type of
intake without increasing their volume, merely paying for another
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set of services? If half of that increase in purchasing power means
increased volume, that would mean what, roughly, a 10-percent in-

crease in the aggregate volume of farm products?
Dr. Anderson. Possibly.

Dr. Bean. But you have the underlying fact that over the years
the aggregate volume of consumption of farm products doesn't vary
with the rise and fall of the national income^ and this computation
is based partly on that concept, so that it is difficult to conclude that

that much increase in income would actually give you that much
more employment in agriculture for additional production.

Dr. Anderson. There is one other problem that has bothered me
all day long during the discussion. Having something of a farm
background, I have been led to regard farming and independent
ownership as somehow linked with the concept of Americanism, that
as landed people we have the right to own a farm and operate it.

In your discussion this morning you showed that apparently the
rungs are being taken out of the agricultural ladder and we can't

move so readily from the bottom to the top. Is that a continuing
trend which will foredoom an increasingly large number of people
to tenancy, and keep them from ever becoming independent owners
on the farm?
Mr. HoLCOMB. I don't know about the doom, but I think that there

is reason to believe it will become increasingly difficult to rise from
the lower rungs of the ladder to the higher ones, as we increase the

amount of capital necessary to become owners or tenants. If the
machinery is made available to them at lower and lower prices, that
may facilitate the rise in the ladder. However, the increased pro-
ductivity of individuals may tend to shunt out an increasing number
of workers in the field.

The Chairman. Have any of these farm experts testified as to any
relationship between the machine and the amount of food consumed
by the individual who uses the machine ? In other words, did a hand
worker in the old days eat more than a machine worker today ?

Dr. Bean. Have we had that kind of testimony for the rest of the
ec(momy ?

The Chairman. No.
Dr. Bean. None was brought here this morning.
I have a feeling that that is a real question.

The Chairman. I would naturally assume that a person who worked
with his hands laboriously would consume a great deal more food
than one who didn't work so laboriously. I would assume, for ex-
ample, that an outdoor worker, a laborer, would eat more than an
office worker because of the increased demand upon the body for ef-

fort, and naturally an increased consumption of body forces. I won-
dered if the statisticians and philosophers of the Department of
Agriculture had ever studied that possibility.

Dr. Bean. Like yourself we have thought about it and have come
to about the same conclusion, that it must be so.

Mr. LuBiN. I think in many types of industrial activity the amount
of energy a man uses is much greater, concentrated for a shorter
period of time, of course, than work by hahd ; I should assume that
running a caterpillar tractor 8 hours a day probably takes more energy
out of you than if you were digging a hole.
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The Chairman. Undqubtedly that would be true ii^ many in-

stances, but I think it is also probably true that the use of the ma-
chine by and large has reduced the amount of physical effort which
all workers must exert.

Dr. Bean. I think that a complementary question to yours has to

do with the increase in the service industry, and that probably is

related to the reduction in the per capita consumption of such thmgs
r.s wheat.
The Chairman. Of course we do know that there has been a very

marked change in the diet, the change from meat to salads has been
marked, ^ome of your experts in domestic economy have testified

from time to time with respect to that.

Dr. Bean. We have had a net reduction in the per capita consump-
tion of pork and cereals in the past generation.
The Chaibman. And it seems to me that I have a very distinct rec-

ollection of an intensive drive that was made several years ago against
some of the publications of the Department of Agriculture, because
it was alleged that they were tending to impair the consumption of
wheat and flour.

Well, are there any other questions? If not, what is your pro-
gram?

(Off-the-record statement by Dr. Anderson.)
The Chaibman. Then we will stand adjourned until 10 : 30 o'clock

tomorrow morning, in room 357.

(Whereupon, at 5 : 20 o'clock, a recess was taken until Wednesday,
April 24, 1940, at 10 : 30 a. m.

)
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WEDNESDAY, APRIL 24, 1940

United States Senate,
Temporary National Economic Committee,

Washington^ D. G.

The committee met at 10:40 a. m., pursuant to adjournment on
Tuesday, April 23, 1940, in room 357, Senate Office Building, the

chairman, Senator Joseph C. O'Mahoney, presiding.

Present: Senators O'Mahoney (chairman), and Kin^; Representa
tive Sumners (vice chairman) ;

M^'T'TT's. Kades, Lubm, O Connell,

Pike, Kreps, and Brackett.
Present also : S. Abbot Maginnis, Department of Justice, William

T. Chantland, Federal Trade Commission, and Dewey Anderson,
economic^ consultant to the committee.

(The committee meeting was preceded by the showing of moving
picture films of mechanization in farming operations.)

The Chairman. The committee will please come to order. Your
first witness this morning.

Dr. Anderson. 'Die first witness this morning is Mr. Fowler Mc-
Cormick, vice president of the International Harvester Co., of Chi-
cago, 111. Mr. McCormick has prepared a statement which he wants
to read and offer certain exhibits.

The Chairman. If Mr. McCormick will come forward, we will
begin.

Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you are about to give
in this proceeding shall be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing
but the truth, so help you God ?

Mr. McCormick. I do.

TESTIMONY OF FOWLER McCORMICK, VICE PRESIDENT, INTER-
NATIONAL HARVESTER CO., CHICAGO, ILL.

The Chairman. Won't you please give your name to the reporter,
for the record.
Mr. McCormick. My name is Fowler McCormick.
The Chairman. And your position. v

Mr. McCormick. I am vice president of the International Har-
vester Co.
The Chairman. How long have you occupied that position?
Mr. McCormick. I have been vice president since 1934.
The Chairman. Afid are you not a descendant of the original

McCormick who was the inventor of the first harvester?
Mr. McCormick. I am a grandson. Senator.
The Chairman, You are his grandson?

124491—41—pt. 30 52 17001*
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Mr. McCoRMicK. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Are there any other questions that you wanted
to ask?

Dr. Andeeson. Mr. McCormick, how long have you been engaged
in the business of farm implements?
Mr. MoCoRMiCK. Well, L have been in the business for 41 years,

in a sense, in another sense, 15.

Dr. Anderson. In other words, you grew up in the business.

Mr. McCoRMiOK. Just about.
Dr. Anderson. And you observed its effect and growth and de-

velopment.
Mr. MoCoRMicK. For a considerable period I have been directly

connected with it; yes.

The Chairman. Mr. McCormick, the committee is indebted to

you and to your associates for the presentation of the motion picture

which we have just seen exhibited in another room in this building.

It certainly leaves no doubt that farming is much less a back-breaking
job in 1940 than at any other time in the long history of upward
progress of the human race. There can be no question about that.

I suppose, however, that there still remains unanswered the problem
of markets for increased production. All the testimony which we
have had presented to us to date in this committee, from every angle,
whether from the point of view of the manufacturer of machines or
from the point of view of the representatives of labor, has been to

the effect that by reason of technological advance we are now having
much greater production per man than ever before. The machine is

unquestionably a labor-saving device, and there is some testimony
to the effect, a good deal of testimony, I may say, that it is also a
job-displacing device, and, of course, it is obvious that the use of
machines and the purchase of the product of the machines depends
upon the ability of i>eople to buy the machine and to buy the prod-
uct, so finally we come down to the question of how we are going to
promote markets for the products of th^ farm and of the factory.
Mr. McCormick. That is very true.

The Chairman. You may proceed.

.

The Vice Chairman. Mr. Chairman, just before Mr. McCormick
proceeds, may I make a little observation, a very short one?
The Chairman. We will be very, very happy to have you do so.

Your observations are always interesting and constructive.
The Vice Chairman. This observation I suggest for the considera-

tion of the country as a whole in connection with this record. It was
stated in connection with this magnificent exhibition to this effect.

The question was asked, "Where are the people who could or would do
the work now done by machine?"
That query would indicate a great progress in the strength and

eflSciency of the machine, probably a corresponding deterioration in
the stren^h and courage and determination ana capacity of the
human being. I don't make that observation in any criticism of
what we call progress, but it seems to me that society should give
some consideration in connection with its progress as to whether or
not it is developing, whether or not it is making strong machines
and weak people, whether or not the capacity to do things and the
responsibility of doing things is being shifted from people to
machines.
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One of the interesting observations that was made in connection

with this exhibition—and I want to repeat that certainly what I am
paying is no criticism of anything that is being done—was that it

wasn't any strain on the fellow's suspenders to operate those machines.

There is not much strain on his muscles, and muscles grow stronger

with us. There i3 not awfully much strain on his head. It doesn't

tend to strengthen the thinking machine. Of course, it is a little more
difficult to operate a complex machine, but, after all, there was a good
deal of individual resourcefulness required when a fellow was plow-
ing on a hillside with a bull-tongue plow in the days of long ago.

Something was said about putting hay up on the wagon by the Arm-
strong method. It musn't be forgotten that when you changed from
putting it up on the wagon by the Armstrong method, the tendency

was for the arm^ to cease to be strong, because nature is not disposed

to. let strength remain where it is not used.

Now, I hope I make myself clear. I am not at all criticizing. I do
have a good deal of the fogie in me ; I admit that, but I am reasonable.

I am not criticizing this progress. I know that machinery has done a

great thing in progress. But in connection with this appreciation of

what machinery is doing, it seems to me, as indicated by our chair-

man, we are going to probably have to be cautious that we don't

develop a sort of warfare between machinery and human beings. He
has indicated that. That is one of the big problems that you are not

here to talk about, but I think you will probably have to think about

it. When I was looking at the work that was being done by the mag-
nificent machine, I was thinking of the picture I see when I go home,
of these tenant farmers sitting around on the streets, living oiff direct

or indirect contributions from other people. It presents a serious

question.

I want to continue to repeat, because I don't want to be misunder-

stood about it, I am not saying this in any criticism of what you
gentlemen have done who are making this wojiderful progress, but I

think society is well able to realize it charges them with some addi-

tional responsibility, and we have to meet that.

That is the line of talk that I thought might impress my people.

I have got to come up for reelection pretty soon.

The Chairman. Well, the vice chairman's talk to his constituents

prompts the chairman to add a few remarks to what has already been

said in this record. I think there can be no doubt that the ma-
chinery has done a great deal to improve the living standards of the

human race. No one, I think, would have the hardihood to deny
that. The trouble, as I see it, is that it hasn't done enough. Our
problem is to find a way by which it can do the remaining job, which
is, of course, to provide full employment for all who want and need
jobs. The machine has certainly been very successful in contributing

to the creation of abundance, abundance of farm products and
abundance of all typeg of natural resources, abundance of all types

of commodities that the human race needs or desires. There can be
ho doubt that the machine has also created a great deal of leisure.

We saw the leisure in the farm home on the picture that you pre-

sented this morning, Mr. McCormick. The loijg, long day of the

farmer has been made unnecessary by farm machinery, and the long

day in the shop has been made unnecessary. There is no question

about that.
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The machine has created leisure. The trouble is that it has also

created a certain amount of unpaid' leisure. That is the forced
leisure of the workman who, though he wants a job, can't find a job,

and because he can't find a job, if he is a farmer or a farm tenant
he can't get the land upon which to buy the tractors that the Inter-

national Harvester and Allis Chalmers and the others make.
I'm sorry.

Dr. Anderson. May we proceed?
The Chairman. That was also a speech to my constituents.

[Laughter.]
Senator King, May I make an observation, but not in the way of

explanation ? I am listening, and after the testimony is all in, than I

may submit a statement for the record.

Dr. Anderson. Very good.
Mr. MoCoRMiCK. Mr. Chairman, if I might defer any comment

on the Congressman's remark, I think they are very pertinent in-

deed, and perhaps we can go into them more fully a little .bit later.

I want to express at the beginning our appreciation of the time that
you gentlemen have taken to see those pictures given by Allis Chal-
mers, the Deere Co., and ourselves. We had a feeling that they might
be illustrative of some of the modern practices in the industry, and
we very much appreciate the time you have taken.

Mr. Chairman, if I may ask your permission, we have prepared
a statement on behalf of our company which I will ask your per-
mission to insert in the record because there are two exhibits in the

back of the statement, and than I should like to read the greater
proportion of the statement, if I may.
The Chairman. To avoid duplication, this statement now pre-

sented will appear in the record as the statement which you are
making.
Mr. McCoRMicK. If that is permissible.
The Chairman. Without objection that will be the rule.

(The charts referred to were marked "Exhibits Nos. 2681 and
2682" and appear facing p. 17604 and on p. 17005.)

Mr. McCormick. I am glad to come here to give any assistance I
can to your study of the progress of technology. No such inquiry,
naturally, could be complete without a careful examination of the
technology of farming, for the farm is the basis of our civilization.

If there had been no developing farm technology, there could be
no industrial America as we know it today.
That is true, I believe, because the farm has furnished two of

the absolute essentials of an industrial society—adequate food and
available manpower. Today we take those things for granted. This
could not have come about unless farm technology had removed the
fear of famine and set men free to work in industry, at manufac-
turing, selling, and transporting goods of all kinds.

In addition to these general benefits, the progress of farm mech-
anization has made the farmer's life more attractive and enabled
him to raise his income by reducing his costs of production.
There are many questions touching on farming which I am not

competent to discuss. I do not come before you today as an agricul-

tural economist or a sociologist. I am able to suggest no panacea
for unemployment, on or off the farm. I think it is obvious that
advancing technology, whether in farms or in industrial regions,
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Exhibit No, 2682

170Q5

THE FARM DOLLAR
DISTRIBUTION OF U.S. FARMER'S 1931 EXPENSES

BASED
ON THE
BEST DATA
AVAILABLE.
PftlNaPAL
SOURCE OF
INFORMATION

:

as. DECVKHTMENT OP
A6RICULTURE. BUREAU
OF AGRICULTURAL
EOONOMCS. WASHINGTON.DC

YEAR

1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939

GROSS
FARM , ,

INCOME (l)

5,562
6.404
7.629
8.688
9.672
10.425
9.290
9,100

EXPENDITURES FOR
FARM IMPLEMENTS.
TRACTORS AND
REPAIRS (1)

$ 95
96
194
343
464
585
475
422

<* OF
FARM MACHINERY
EXPENDITURES TO
GROSS FARM INCOME

1.7%
1.5

2.5
3.9
4.8
5.6
5.1

4.9

(1) IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS

sometimes results in displacements of labor. Although the distress

caused in this way is generally temporary and local, it is neverthe-

less acute to those affected and is important to society in general.

Obviously, solutions of these problems are of vital importance.

MECHANIZATION IN AGRICUI/TUKE

Mr. McCoRMiCK. I think I must limit myself to the contributions

to farm technology which have been made by the industry with which
I am connected, and I say that in the sense, Mr, Chairman, that I

think technology can rightly include other fields in which we are
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not expert or engaged, such as the improvement of seed, improve-
ment of plants and fertilizers and farm buildings, and so forth, and
I don't intend to touch on them todaj'.

These contributions of our industry lie chiefly in two areas

—

the mechanization of farm production methods and the development
of farm transportation through the use of the motor truck.

The problem of the farmer under any economic system is to pro-
duce as efficiently, as unfailingly, and as easily as possible. The
business of our industry is to improve the farmer's ability to do that.

I want to talk a little, if I may, about what machines have achlryed,
what they have failed to achieve, what the sources of farm mechaiu-
zation are, what some of the present tendencies and future possibili-

ties are, and what some of the results and contributions have been as

I see them.
Most of you are generally familiar, I believe, with the evolution of

farm machinery. But since my later remarks will be based on the
course which that evolution has followed, it might be well to review
briefly some of the high spots in the history of farm mechanization.

Prior to 1831 agriculture had been for many centuries an industry
which utilized human labor as its source of power. Animal power
had been brought into the-picture only partially. The most notable
uses of animal power were in plowing with wooden or cast-iron
plows, and in hauling. The other processes, planting, cultivation,

harvesting, were carried on almost entirely by hand.
The two decades between 1830 and 1850 witnessed a remarkable

revolution in agricultural methods. The reaper was invented in 1831.

The machine that was to become the basic mower appeared 3 years
later. The steel plow, which made it possible to plow the rich, sticky

soil of the prairies was invented in 1837. The threshing machine
came in 1834 ; the earliest combine in 1836. Grain drills, permitting
more accurate planting of seed than was possible with hand sowing,
appeared in the forties.

The effect of these inventions was almost immediately apparent.
The time required to harvest an acre of wheat, for instance, was
reduced approximately 65 percent between 1830 and 1840, from an
estimated 37 hours in 1830 to an estimated 11% hours in 1840.

These new machines all utilized animal power, usually in the form
of horses or mules.

The next half century between 1850 and 1900 witnessed the develop-
ment of many other machines, including the corn planter, improved
types of harrows and cultivators, the grain binder which was evolved
from the reaper, and, on the Pacific coast, the big combine powered by
from 18 to 50 horses.

Throughout the period, farm machinery underwent a continuing
process of improvement in design, production methods, materials, and
utility, and new machines and accessories continued to be developed
for special purposes according to the needs and demands of a changing
agriculture.

This period was notable for the first effort to substitute mechanical
power for animal power. This was the steam engine, which appeared
in the middle of the century and was useful chiefly as a mobile source
of power for threshing machines. Occasionally these steam engines
were used in plowing, in regions where the terrain permitted.
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In the last decade of the nineteenth century many experimenters

began work with the internal-combustion engine, looking toward the

development of the tractor.

(Representative Sumners assumed the chair.)

Mr. McCoRMicK. Commercial production of tractors powered by

gasoline engines may be said to have begun in the first decade of this

.present century. Before the World War their use was widespread

and during the war it greatly increased.

The basic tractor from 1910 to 1924 was a four-wheel machine useful

mainly in preparing the seedbed and in harvesting operations. These

tractors were intended to pull machines which were essentially of a

horse-drawn type, although the construction of many such machines

wns strengthened to stand up under tractor use. In field work these

tractors applied their power principally through the drawbar.

Two devices enabled the power of the tractor engine to be applied

to related machines. The belt pulley made it possible to use the

tractor to run stationary threshers, hammer mills, ensilage cutters and
blowers, small sawmills, and other such machinery. The power take-

off, through a drive shaft, operated grain binders, corn binders, corn

pickers, potato diggers, and other machines with moving parts, thus

making these machines independent of power from ground traction

for the first time. In other words, before this time the mechanism
of an implement pulled before by a' horse was motivated by power
derived from the wheel.

From this time forward the wheel became something simply to

carry the implement, and the power necessary to move the mecha-
nism of a binder or mower was derived by a shaft running from the

rear end of the tractor to the front end of the implement. That
made quite a revolution in machinery design.

Side by side with the growth of the tractor came another applica-

tion of the gasoline engme to farm technology. This was the rise

of the automobile and motortruck.
The importance of the automobile and the motortruck led a num-

ber of farm equipment manufacturers to enter that fifld during
this period. No company in the farm equipment industry is now
engaged in making passenger automobiles. Our company is the only

one in the industry which manufactures motortrucks. I consider

our motortruck business a contribution to technological advance on
the farm in the same sense as our other products. Although our
motortruck sales eventually J)ecame greater in urbt^n areas than in

farm areas, we entered the business originally with the needs of

farm transportation foremost in view.
In this period, too, a third type of tractor was introduced, the

crawler or tracklaying type. It appeared about 1905, an^ soon became
available in several sizes. Its chief advantages are its g,reat tractive

power in hilly or loose soil conditions, and its relatively low height.
Small crawlers are used extensively in orchard work while larger

ones have been adopted in many regions where great power on the
drawbar is the principal need.

During these same years the large Pacific-type combine was
adapted in a greatly reduced size to the smaller farms of the prairies.

These prairie-type combines, having cutting widths of from 12 to 16

feet, became available about 1914.
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Such developments as the power take-off, the belt pulley and the

prairie-type combine added greatly to the utility of the tractor but

it still could not perform one of the essential farm operations, the

cultivation of growing crops. This did not become possible until

the Farmall tractor was introduced in 1924.

The great contribution of the Farmall tractor was its ability to

do everything the earlier tractors had done, and in addition, to

cultivate row crops without injury to the growing crops. It made
possible for the first time the s application of tractor power to all

field operations. It took the tractor out of the class of a partial

substitute for animal power and made it unnecessary to keep horses

at all.

The Farmall differs from standard tractors in that it is a 3-

wheeled machine with a higher axle clearance.

It derives its traction from two large drive wheels at the rear, its

steering from the small wheel centered at the front of the ^xachine.

Its rear wheels are adjustable to different row spacings and its

design enables the operator to see the work he is doing better than
with a four-wheeled machine. The popularity of this type of trac-

tor has influenced all subsequent tractor design and has made all-

purpose tractors standard in the industry.

I don't mean by that that the four-wheeled tractor is an extinct

type of tractor, but it means that all manufacturers manufacture an
all-purpose type of tractor at the present time. There is a use for

four-wheeled tractors in certain sections of the country where row
crops are not the all-important feature.

Under the influence of the all-purpose tractor the principal farm
machines underwent a radical revision in design. An important
phase of this change was the construction of machines not to be
pulled by the tractor but to be mounted directly on it as quick-

attachable tools.

The all-purpose tractors had their greatest usefulness in farming
areas where row crops predominate, particularly in the Corn Belt
and the Cotton Belt, where the previous four-wheel models had been
of limited utility.

During this period between 1924 and 1932 the prairie combine
underwent still further changes which tended to reduce its size and
the width of its cut. Ten-foot machines and 8-foot machines were
introduced.
The census of 1930 showed 900,000 motortrucks on farms. By

1935 manufacturers' estimates place the figure at nearly 1,000,000.

I believe the 1940 census will show more than 1,000,000. The figure

does not in itself reflect the importance of the motortruck in farm
transportation, since much farm produce moves to market in common-
carrier trucks. I know of no statistics covering the number of such
trucks.

Before the present development of the motortruck, the farm view-
point was bounded by the number of miles a horse could cover in a
day. The farmer's market was the nearest market, unless he enjoyed
an unusually favorable location on a railroad. There were costly

delays in shipping. Stock lost weight, which meant dollars to the
farmer, on the way to market.
By 1932, 40 percent of livestock went to market on the highways.

By last year that proportion had increased greatly. Department of
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Agriculture studies in October 1939 of 67 major markets showed that

58.8 percent of the cattle, 66.9 percent of the hogs, 58.4 percent of the

calves, 40.5 percent of the horses and mules, and 25.7 percent of the

sheep and lambs went to market by motortruck.

Aside from livestock marketing, I think it is proljably not neces-

sary to do more than refer to the obvious boon the motortruck has

been to dairymen, fruit and vegetable growers in increased speed of

delivery, widening of markets and lessening of spoilage losses.

Turning again to the field of farm machiney, the year 1933 was

notable for the introduction of an all-purpose tractor substantially

smaller and cheaper than ^ny other theretofore built. This was the

Parmall 12. While designed primarily for use with one plow for

which it poved popular, it also developed that in many soils it had
enough power for two-plow operations. Competitive developments

in the one-plow tractor field immediately followed with the result

that still smaller and cheaper one-plow tractors were introduced and

a substantial demand from farmers for this small type of tractor

has been clearly demonstrated. At the present time 4 or 5 of the

tractor manufacturers of the country have one-plow tractors and
those who have not will presumably have tractors of this type within

a short time. Last year the Harvester Co. introduced two new one-

plow tractors, smaller and substantially cheaper than its original

one-plow tractor of 1933.

The year 1933 was also notable for the first introduction of a

tractor with rubber tires as regular equipment. And you gentlemen,

I am sure, noticed the large number of implements and tractors

you saw with rubber tires in those pictures.

Since that date the increase in demand for rubber tires has been
remarkably rapid until today the overwhelming majority of all trac-

tors of all sizes made by all manufacturers go out on rubber.

Although rubber tires increase the first cost of a tractor their

advantages more than offset their disadvantages. Their rolling re-

sistance is much less than that of the steel wheel with lugs. Under
most conditions, therefore, the use of rubber tires permits either

higher speed of operation, or the use of larger implements, or a

reduction in fuel costs while using the old implements at the oil

speeds.

By their cushioning action rubber tires save wear and tear on
the tractor and, even more important, add greatly to the comfort of
the operator. Furthermore, the rubber tire admits the tractor to the

paved highway, either to move implements from field to field or for
road hauling with a rubber-tired wagon. The utility of the rubber-
tired tractor for road work is causing manufacturers to build greater
speeds into tractors, and road speeds of 8 to 15 miles an hour are
commonplace on current models.
In addition to the use of tires on tractors, an increasing number

of wheeled implements, such as plows and combines, are being
mounted on tires.

You will be interested to know that an eifort is being made by
our company, and I believe by other implement companies generally,

to standardize the wheel sizes of implements on which rubber tires

are desirable, in order that the farmer may equip his machine with
Second-hand automobile tires. Tires with worn-down treads no
longer safe for automobile use can still give long and cheap service
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on implements which are not required to furnish their own traction,

but are drawn or powered by tractors or horses.

I might say at that point that one of the resistances to the intro-

duction of rubber tires some years ago was just that fact of the first

cost. There was a natural skepticism and doubt about whether the

farmer was really warranted in adding that additional cost. to his

tractor or to his implement. There was a further question about
the durability of tires on the farm. You men know that around a

farm and out on country roads there are any number of nails and
sharp things loose, and it was thought that the life of a tire might
be short. That has not proven to be true.

Another thing that caused a resistance to the introduction of the

rubber tire was the thought that it would not have sufficient traction

under a large number of conditions. That hasn't been proved true

either. It is true that under certain limited conditions, for instance

frozen soil on which there is a little thawing on top, the rubber tire

has not had the desired traction, but in other conditions you have
either equal or better traction than another tire, and it looks as if it

were here to stay.

The Vice Chairman. Does the rubber tire help to prolong the life

of the machine?
Mr. McCoRMicK. Yes, sir; it does very definitely, and it has

another definite effect: When you take away by the use of rubber

tires the sharp shocks, the shock of a steel lug on a hard surface, a

frozen surface, for example, or a steel wheel hitting a stone, you are

able to design your whole machine less heavily, less strongly, and
therefore more inexpensively. The rubber tire has had a distinct

influence on our being able to lessen and lower the cost of the tractor,

and I believe that that will maintain to a degree in imp]ements,
although not to as great a degree.

Another notable development since 1932 has been the small combine.
Prior to that date, the smallest combine had an 8-foot cut, and there

had been sufficient sales of these machines east of the Mississippi to

indicate that combine harvesting was not limited to the dry areas.

The development of the small one-plow tractor naturally led to exper
imentation with small combines which could be pulled with the one
plow tractor, operated with a power take-off and handled success

fully by the operator of the tractor without other assistance. The
Allis-Chalmers Co. w^as the first in the field with a successful small

combine having a cut of 5 feet. Othel- manufacturers, including the

Harvester Co., were soon in the field with small combines of their

own designs having various cutting widtlis. At the present time

the farmer has a wide range of choice of combines, with cutting

widths varying from 3^/2 to 6 feet, all of which can be operated with
small tractors.-

One of the reasons for the popularity of tlie small combine is that

it will harvest many other crops besides the grain crops which
the larger combines were designed to handle. The small combines
have harvested successfully almost 100 different kinds of crops.

Some of the most important, in addition to the grain crops, are soy-

beans, clover, edible beans, lespedeza, buckwheat, flax, peas, and
sorghum.
Time will not be taken to list other newly designed implements

for use with the one-plow tractor other than to say that many spe-
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cial machines have been recently designed and are now available.

The pesult is that w;th the old implements formerly available and
all of the new machines specially designed for use with the one-plow

tractor, the purchaser of such a tractor can use it for practically all

farm operations; that is, a complete line of implements is available

and each purchaser may choose those needed in his operations.

Reviewing the technological changes in farm machinery since 1932

as listed above, your attention is called to the fact that in the main
they relate to equipment for small farming, and that a remarkable

number of new machines have been designed, put out and proved
popular, within a short time. When the history of this period is

reviewed at a later date, it may well be that it will stand out like

the period of 100 years ago as a time of concentrated invention having

a marked effect on the future of agriculture.

The inventions of 1831 to 1850, with their subsequent refinements,

made possible the rapid development of our prairie States and the

building of our industrial civilization. The recent technological ad-

vances in farm machinery from which the family-size farm will

greatly benefit, may well become a bulwark to preserve this important

part of our social structure.

There are in the States about 6,800,000 farms of which the great

majority are family-size farms operated without hired help. The
United States census figures indicate that only about 1 farm out of 7

has hired help. In the 1920 decade most of the tractors were used on
the larger farms with the exception of the specialized small fruit

and vegetable farms. This was largely because one-plow tractors

were not available and many farmers who would like to have farmed
with tractors did not feel justified in making the investment required

for a two-plow tractor and its tools.

Because of the situation some dire prophecies were made that farm
mechanization would lead to corporate farming and the elimination

of the family, farm. The development and production of the one-

plow tractor and all of the small-tool equipment to go with it, reflects

the determination of the family-size farmer to remain in business

and his desire to share in the benefits of mechanization. Only in

response to such a demand could the many small tractor and the

many tools to go with them have been designed, produced, and
marketed. The small farmer wanted an automobile and in many
cases had one, purchased perhaps in the second-hand market. Not
needing his horses on the road, he wanted to do away with the care

and expense of horses on the farm and enjoy the savings in time and
shorter hours made possible by the use of improved farm machinery.
With the mechanized equipment now available for small and me-

dium-sized farms it seems reasonable to believe that the family farm
which has often been called the backbone of our Nation will still

stand and perhaps be in a stronger position than ever.

(Dr. LuBiN assumed the chair.)'

Mr. McCoRMicK. The foregoing is a very condensed outline of the

technological progress in . labor-saving farm machinery during the

last century, with an indication of the pronounced present-day trends.

farmers' demand for mechanization

Mr. McCoRMicK. One conclusion seems fairly clear. It has not been
the implement manufacturers who have directed the efforts of the
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farmers, but rather the farmers who have directed and inspired the

efforts of investors, engineers, and manufacturers to solve their prob-

lems and supply their needs.

The early implements were in many cases invented or designed by
farmers themselves. Highly trained engineers now design farm
machinery, but their efforts are naturally directed to the solution of

the problems actually presented by farmers. These problems of

demands for different kinds of equipment find constant expression

in contacts with farmers and are transmitted to manufacturers
through their sales and research organizations.

Now, Dr. Anderson, with your permission, if I could skip over to

page 12, in the interest of saving time, the- material covered there I

would be very glad to discuss any questions which you might care to

cover at a later date. We will go to the bottom of page 12, then.^

(The material omitted appears below) :

Refrigeration has only recently become an important part of farm equip-

ment, and is one more example of the industry's response to the farmers'

demands. The demand began when health authorities required the cooling

of milk on the farm before delivery to the cities, and it has been stimulated by
the farmers' desire for household refrigeration.

Ordinarily not very many types of implements are required to handle the

operations of a single family-sized farm, but most people would probably be
astounded at the immense variety of implements and tools required for the

many varied farm operations throughout the country, and also for similar

operations under varying weather or soil conditions.

Progress in developing better implements, and by better I mean more
efficient, more durable and less expensive, has been continuous and is still going

on ; but it is a gradual process, requiring field experimentals, including waiting

periods between seasons for further experimentals.

MAJOR EFFECTS OF THE USE OF FARM MACHINERY

Mr. McCoRMiCK. As already noted, all the principal labor-saving

devices for the preparation of the soil, planting, cultivating, harvest-

ing, and handling of farm crops have been developed or invented

within the last century, and during that time a continuous process

of development and improvement has been going on. It is worthy
of note that all this happened in our country and also that American
manufacturers, unprotected by any tariff, have led the world in the

manufacture of farm machinery, and that the American farmers

have always been the greatest users of farm machinery.

It would seem, therefore, that the history of the last century should
reveal in long-range perspective the effect of the use of farm ma-
chinery and the contribution it has made toward the progress of our

country to its outstanding position in the world. The four major
effects may be stated brie/ly as follows

:

(1) Farm machinery has brc)ught about an assured food supply

and freedom from famine.

(2) Farm machinery, through enabling a much smaller proportion

of the total population to produce food for the wdiole, has released

from the soil tjie manpower which has made possible our great in

dustrial pro^jess.

(3) Farm machinery has done much to relieve the drudgery and
shorten the hours of labor for that portion of the population remain-

ing on the farms.

1 Referring to prenorod statement.
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(4) Farm machinery has brought more profit to the farmers.
(And not alone or mainly through labor displacement, but also in

the many ways by which better yields and better quality of crops
are obtained and assured through improved methods of soil prepara-
tion, planting, cultivating, and harvesting. Tlie weather always will

be one of the greatest farm hazards. The speed and timeliness of
cultivation can do much to conserve moisture and effect weed control,
and the speed of mechanized harvesting has greatly reduced the risk

of losing matured crops through rain, hail, wind, heat, or other
adverse weather conditions.)

(Senator O'Mahoney resumed the chair.)

Mr. McCoRMiCK. These four statements are self-explanatory, but
I want to add a few comments on some of them, and in this connec-
tion discuss the subject of present-day labor displacement by farm
machinery.
An assured food supply is a condition which never existed any-

where at any time in the world's history until it became a reality

here within comparatively recent times. The change is so great that
we no longer think of crop failure in terms of hunger and starvation,
but rather in terms of the effect of a short crop on farm prices and
farm income. We regard our food supply as so certain that we do
not worry about the matter at all. Credit for this change belongs,
of course, in part to the governmental and private agencies which
have contributed to the control of pests and diseases, produced new
and better varieties of plants, and improved the quality of livestock
breeding and handling. But I believe the mechanization of farming
between 1831 and the present day has been a foremost factor.

We can all remember the World War slogan, "Food will win the
war." We can also remember that the machines available made it

possible to bring about a vast increase in food production to 'meet
the unparalleled demand of that period. I believe our imequaled
capacity to produce food is the foundation of our strength from the
standpoint of national defense. The present uncertain state of the
world certainly brings home the vital importance of this productive
capacity.

At present there are surpluses of some farm products, but in the
main these are surpluses in the sense that they are not currently
salable rather than in the sense that our people do not need or could
not use the products. Regarding these surpluses, I am in substantial
agreement with the views expressed by Dr. Mordecai Ezekiel, of the
Department of Agriculture, before the National Industrial Confer-
ence iBoard meeting in New York last January.

Dr. Ezekiel gave it as his opinion that a level of industrial em-
ployment comparable to what existed in the 1920's would cause a
substantially larger demand for farm products, and might even
require an increase in acreage of some crops. He suggested that the
more fundamental problem is how to put back to work the city people
who are not working and are ready to work, and ready to buy more
food for their families. When that problem is solved he believes

the remaining farm problems will be comparatively simple of solu-

tion. I think that is probably true. And* I have faith enough in the
future of the United States to believe that these problems will be
solved.
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Next in importance to our assured food supply, and conditioned
upon it, is the fact that without agricultural mechanization our in-

dustrial society would be impossible. Only when men were released

from physical toil in the fields could they apply their stren^h and
intelligence to the development of industry.

From the beginning of history until very recently the necessity of
producing food by crude hand method^ chained the vast majority of
people everywhere to a life of hard labor on the land. Secretary
Wallace has clearly stated the' dramatic change that has taken place:

One liiuidred fifty years ago it required 19 people living on the land to' support
themselves and one person in town. Today, under greatly commercialized and
industrialized conditions, one person on the land supports himself, 3 people in
town, and contributes to the support of another person overseas.

The mechanization of agriculture, including farm transportation,

made the farm population a great reservoir from which almost con-
stantly man power has been drawn for the expanding industries that
have made the United States the foremost nation of the world. For
more than 100 years, right down to the depression of 1929, the pressure
for release of men from farms to join the ranks of industry has never
cea-sed.

This* movement halted witTi the depression, and now the persisting
industrial unemployment has made socially undesirable, for the present
at least, this very process of release of men from the soil which for so
many years was of social and economic benefit.

This brings us to consideration of the present situation. Naturally
the question arises as to whether the continuing sale of farm machinery
is aggravating the unemployment problem of the Nation.

First let us agree that farm machinery is labor-saving without ques-
tion. No machines have ever been demanded or salable unless they
enabled farmers to perform farm operations in less time and in a more
efficient manner. That is their very purpose.
The Chairman. May I interrupt you there? Going back 1 or 2

paragraphs to your statement that for more than 100 years, right down
to the depression of 1929, the pressure for release of men from farms
to join the ranks of industry never ceased, do you mean to imply by
that that industry is something new, or do you agree with me that it

is merely a transfer of the situs of industry, so to speak?
Mr. MoCoRMiCK. That is correct, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. Before the invention of the "modern machine, in-

dustry was carried on on the farm.
Mr. McCoRMiCK. Going way back, before even city industry, yes.

The Chairman. Yes, and the story of our industrial development,
the development of the factory system and the machine age, has been
the story of the gradual transfer of industrial activities from the farm
to the city as well as the story of the substitution of machine labor for
hand labor.

Mr. McCoRMiCK The substitution of machine labor for hand labor
on the farm ?

The Chairman. In the industries.

Mr. McCormick. Yes, I think of course that statement is true, with
perhaps the addition that new industries were created in the cities

which never did exist perhaps on the farm.
The Chairman. Yes ; that is perfectly true.
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Mr. McCoRMiCK. This only means to imply I think just what you
mean, that there has been a demand as industry moved into and
grew in the city, for this labor which now is freed from 'agricultural
use to go into the industry. Of course that is a broad statement, and
undoubtedly there were periods in the past where that process was
held up, just as it is held up at tlie present time.
The Chairman. In other words, by reason of the inventions of

thoughtful and skillful men and the discoveries of science, we are able
as a race to produce many things which were impossible to produce
100 years ago, 50 years ago, even iO years ago.
Mr. McCoRMiCK. Exactly.
The Chairman. In earlier days mankind had to be satisfied witli

what he could produce in the circumstances that then existed,

Mr. McCoRMiCK. That is right.

The Chairman. So industry is changing both its form and its

locale, so to speak.

Mr. McCoRMicK. Naturally, yes.

The Chairman. And our problem is, as you stated here, to provide
for the absiorption of those who may be thrown out of employment.
Mr. MoCoRMiCK. That is true.

farm MACHINERY AS LABOR SAVER

Mr. McCoRMiCK. But in appraising the effec^ of farm machinery,
an important distinction must be made between labor saving and
labor displacing. The labor hours saved by machines may be re-

flected in shorter hours for those working on the farm or in someone
leaving the farm to seek other work. I believe both effects have
occurred in varying degrees at different times and placesi.

There have been long periods when the attraction of city jobs led
many farm workers, both hired hands and farmers' children, to leave
the farm. During these pei-iods the benefits of labor-saving ma-
chinery were mainly applied to replacing those leaving the farms,
and in less degree to shortening the iabor day of those remaining on
the farm.
At the present time, however, and looking ahead, I believe it can be

gaid with some assurance that the tendency is to shorten the houre
of the workers on the farm rather than to decrease their number.
The working hours of industrial labor have been substantially short-

ened by law, agi-eement, or custom. The farmers' working hours
have been much longer than the hours of factory labor, and it is only
natural that they should desire shorter hours and also relief from
the most back-breaking farm operations.

In addition, there is the important fact already mentioned that the
great majority of farms are family farms without hired help where
no labor displacement takes place, as ffirmers do not fire themselves
or their children when the time required for farm operations is

shortened. These farmers earnestly desire the help of machinery.
They constitute the great market for which the newer and ^nailer
tractors and implements are being made and on which the farm-
equipment industry is pinning its hopes.

When farmers think of labor-saving machinery, they are thinking
primarily in terms of shorter hours and release from physical labor
of the most w^aring.kind, and secondarily of the cost reduction which
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in many cases results from and can be obtained by the improved
methods of production and handling of crops made possible by ma-
chinery. Any farmer who has ever walked 15 miles a day in the

furrow, wrestling every foot of the way to keep the plow in a true

course, knows what the tractor and the tractor plow really mean.
Anyone who has ever plodded through a cornfield in freezing fall

weather, husking by hand, knows what a blessing the mechanical corn
picker is in terms of labor saving.

This kind of labor saving has small effect on employment. Its

main effect is in shortening the working day for the family group,
father, mother, and children, and making the group work more effi-

cient, more pleasant, and more profitable. Farming, as has been
said many times, should be a way of life as well as a way of earning
a living. Labor-saving machinery has contributed much to a more
attractive way of living for the farm family, and it will contribute

more.
We know there has been an improvement in rural educational

facilities. We can see it in the new consolidated schools and in the

growth of the agricultural colleges. That growth could not have
taken place unless young people had been released from work by
machines.
We know there has been an increase in the social opportunities of

the farmer arid his family. We need only consider as one example
the really wonderful work which has been done and is being done
through the 4-H Clubs to train farm children for better living. We
know that before mechanization, such a program could not have been
carried out.

We observe that the Federal Government through the Rural Elec-

trification Administration is itself concerned to extend mechanization
on the farm by making available a new source of power.

In short, farm life can be made more attractive than it ever was,

and is being made so, and the farmers want it that way. There is

no longer tne vast gap between farm living and customs and city

living and customs which once existed and there should not be.

In this connection I should like to quote from a radio address by
S. H. McCrory, Chief of the Bureau of Agricultural Engineering,

delivered July 22, 1938. Speaking of the effect of machinery on the

farmer's way of living, Mr. McCrory said

:

He must still keep close to his work, but he has been given such able assist-

ants he can lift his nose from the grindstone of the past md give more atten-

tion to the business of farming and living.

While stressing the major effects of farm machinery and shortening

hours, I do not mean to imply that farm machinery has brought about
no recent labor dis'placements. No doubt it has brought about such
displacements. But not, I think, to any such extent or to the degree

which has occurred in industry. In addition to the family size farms
there are, of course, larger farm operations in various parts of the

country employing hired labor which have had and are having dif-

ficult times on account of the low prices of their products. Such
farms, if they are to survive, must be operated in the most efficient

way to achieve the lowest costs and this in some cases has brought
about the use of machinery to reduce the amount of hired labor.
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These situations parallel to a certain extent industrial operations.

I firmly believe that the best interests of our society as a whole are
served by encouraging technological advances tending to bring about
the production of cheaper, better, and more goods for general use.

But no intelligent person, and no one of good will, would ignore
the fact that the benefits of such progress are sometimes achieved at

the cost of temporary labor displacements involving hardships and
readjustments. The answer, I believe, lies in recognizing these situa-

tions as social problems to be handled with sympathy and with poli-

ces calculated to alleviate the hardships of tho necessary readjust-

ments.
The extent of labor displacement by farm machinery is sometimes

exaggerated by confusion with other causes. Nature smiled during
the ^'s on the settlement of the semi-arid areas of the Midwest
plains. Then followed many successive y^-rs of cruel drought, want,
and poverty. Naturally this led to miration, and the lure of an
Eldorado where a certain amount of migrant labor was needed led

to the concentration of this migration and its dramatization.
Straight thinking on the problem may be easier if we consider what

would be a sound national policy for the resettlement of these unfor-
tunate people. Surely they should not be returned to the dust bowl
now that we know how severe and prolonged the drought periods can
be. The human hazard of concentrating populations in such areas

is too great. To the extent that a sound national-conservation policy
would include the use of these lands for farming operations, it would
seem advisable that they be conducted with a minimum amount of
population and maximum efficiency of mechanization. Only in this

way can the human and economic hazards of drought be minimized.
Bearing on the effects of farm machinery on the farmer's income,

the National Resources Committee in its study of technological trends
and national policy says:

That the income of the agricultural worker tends strongly to increase with
increase in power and machinery available for his use is indicated in comparing
by states the average gross annual income, available power, and value of farm
mechanical equipment. * * * Fragmentary data from foreign countries
seem to indicate that throughout the world increase in the amount of power
available, within the limits observed, tends to increase the Income of the agri-
cultural worker.

This increase in the income of the agricultural population, through
mechanization of the farm has also been of importance to urban in-

dustry in maintaining^ market for its products, since the ability of
the farmer to buy industry's product depends upon his income. I do
not Jbelieve that the American type of high-volume, low-cost industry
could have developed in connection with a backward, underpowerea
agriculture.

The extended use of labor-saving machinery on the farms of the
Nation is indispensable if any fair balance is to be maintained be-
tween the farm worker and the industrial worker with respect to
their ability to produce and exchange their products.

FUTURE TREND TOWARD SMALL MACHINES

Mr. McCoRMicK. No one, of course, can predict what the future
may hold. But some things about the future may be said, I believe,

124491—41—pt. 30 53
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on the basis of what has happened in the past. On that basis, I
believe the future will witness continued progress in the application
of mechanical power to farming. I believe the changes will be grad-
ual, as all changes in agriculture are. I believe that they will come
in response to the changing needs of the farm population. I believe
that tliey will have the same objectives as before—to increase the
farmer's income and improve his way of living. I am convinced that
the pronounced trend toward smaller machines will continue and
that the end result will be to improve the position of the family-
sized farm which has always been held as the ideal basis for American
farming.

(Appendix A to Mr. McCormick's testimony, which was not read,
follows :)

At the request of Mr. H. Dewey Anderson of the committee, the following
brief sketch of the organization of the farm-equipment industry has been
prepared.

Prior to the Civil War the manufacture of farm machinery was carried on
in small factories, each of which usually produced only one type of implement,
and many of which were owned by local mechanics or blacksmiths.
As the industry grew, individual manufacturers tended to make more than

one implement, but they generally confined themselves to one classification of
implements. A plow maker, for instance,, might add to his list of. products
such other tillage tools as harrows and cultivators, but was not likely to
engage in the thresher business.

In this way the industry by the end of the last century had developed- several
fairly well defined branches. These might be enumerated as plows and tillage
tools, drills and planters, threshers, wagons, spreaders, engines, harvesting
machines and cream separators.
The turn of the century saw a trend toward consolidations of companies in

this industry, as in several others, which resulted in larger units, and which
also resulted in a tendency to broaden the range of implements supplied by
the individual company.
The impetus toward broadening the line of products came from the system

of distribution of implements. Most manufacturers had found it necessary to
maintain wholesale branch sales houses in various parts of the country to
handle their sales, since unafiSliated wholesale houses often lacked either the
knowledge or the energy required to promote the sale of new or little known
implements. Maintenance of these branch houses, however, was expensive
when only a single line of implements was sold, because of the seasonal nature
of the business. The tendency toward broadening a company's line resulted
from the desire to have something to sell at each season of the year.
This tendency has led to the growth of 8 companies which are known as long

line companies. They are Deere & Company ; J. I. Case Company ; Allis-
Chalmers Manufacturing Company ; Oliver Farm Equipment Company ; Min-
neapolis-Moline Power Implement Company ; Massey-Harris Company, Incorpo-
rated ; B. F. Avery & Sons Company ; and International Harvester Company.

In addition to these "long line" companies, there are many smaller concerns
engaged in manufacturing lines which range from a single machine, such as a
cream separator, to a line of implements and machines of considerable length.
Among the more important "short line" companies are New Idea, Inc. ; Avery
Farm Machinery Co. ; Gleaner Harvester Corp. ; Dempster Mill Manufacturing
Co. ; Stover Manufacturing & Engine Co. ; A. B. Farquahar Co., Ltd. ; Lynchburg
Foundry Co. ; Papec Machine Co. ; Wood Bros. Threshing Co. ; Ann Arbor
Machine Co. ; Del^^aval Separator Co. ; Anker-Holth Manufacturing Co., Inc. ; Ohio
Cultivator Co., and Farm Tools, Inc.

In all, the "long line" and "short line" companies engaged In the farm equip-
ment industry total approximately 200. To these should be added 2 of the large
mail or^er houses, Sears, Roebuck & Co. and Montgomery, Ward & Co., both of
which engage in the selling of farm machinery on a large scale, and the Ford
Motor Company, which has recently reentered the farm equipment field and is

now marketing a tractor with some implements.
The majority of agricultural implement factories are located in the Midwest,

especially in the state of Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Wisconsin, Minnesota, and Iowa,
although factories are to be found also in such other States as New York, Penn-
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sylvania, Kentucky, Nebraska, Tennessee, and Michigan. A number of specialty

implement factories are on the Pacific coast because of the special requirements
of West Coast agriculture. The Midwest has been favored as a manufacturing
area because of its central location, its transportation facilities, and its poistion
in the heart of a rich farming area suitable for mechanized cultivation.

Probably the two most important districts in manufacturing are the Chicago-
Milwaukee district and the Rock Island-Moline-East Moline-Davenport district.

Individual factories tend to specialize on certain related groups of machines
and implements rather than to make many products. A factory may thus make
only tractors, tillage tools, or harvesting machinery. There are, however,
numerous exceptions.
The distribution system of the larger and many of the smaller companies is

usually national in scope. The sales unit of the manufacturer is the company-
owned branch house, whose territory usually embraces a number -et covmties
and may even, in sparsely settled regions, take an entire state or parts of
several states. The branch houses sell to dealers in the local communities who
in turn sell the goods to the users.

The blockman, or whosale salesman, is the principal contact of the manufac-
turer between the manufacturer's branch house and the local dealer. It is his
responsibility to secure dealers, to assist them in merchandising, to advise them
on stocking machines and repairs, and to help, when needed. In closing sales.

Ordinarily there are 3 to 10 blockmen to each sales branch.
The branch houses at all times carry large stocks of new machines and of

factory-made repair parts which are available both to dealers and users of the
machines. The maintenance of adequate repair stocks is vital, since any long
loss of time due to the breakdown of a machine means a considerable monetary
loss to the farmer.)

The Chairman. I note with much interest, Mr. McCormick, the
statement that the answer lies in recognizing these situations which
you have described as "social problems which are to be handled with
sympathy and with policies calculated to alleviate the hardships of
the necessary readjustments." I assume from what you have said

that you regard this policy as one of national responsibility.

Mr. McCormick. Yes, sir; I do.

The Chairman. Policies to be undertaken by the Government.
Mr. McCormick. Where the localities are unable to handle them,

the national Government certainly must take care of them.
The Chairman. Have you given any thought to the particular poli-

cies that might be adopted?
Mr. McCormick. No, sir ; I haven't. Naturally we all think about

those things, but I am unable to give anything of a definite nature
in that way.
The Chairman. Of course, there are certain national policies, for

example, reclamation, which is of great interest to those of us who
come from the so-called arid-land States. The Reclamation Service
was first established in 1902, and many large reclamation projects

were undertaken. Later the feeling grew up that we had too much
farm production and for many years the Federal contribution by
way of appropriation to the building of new reclamation projects

was delayed. Practically one might almost say it was abandoned.
In my own State, in Wyoming, though that State contributed
by way of oil royalties to the public domain, millions of dol-

lars to the reclamation fund, more than $25,000,000, for example,
came^ out of a single county in my State into the reclamation fund,
there was no atempt at all to expand the reclamation projects in

the State or to develop new ones. During the last 7 years new recla-

mation projects have been constructed and are now under construc-

tion in various of the States, and some of these Dust Bowl families

to whom you have alluded are being settled on these new lands. You
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don't regard that as an undesirable policy, do you, from what you
stated here?
Mr. McCoRMiCK. I think, Senator, that my opinion on individual

matters isn't worth very much. I think, in general, we have to take,

care of temporary situations, that is all there is to it. In other
words, when distress arises in a given section of the population, it-

must be taken care of. Aside from that, the only position I could
take would be that whatever is for the permanent good of the farmer
in each iiidividual case is what we want.
The Chairman. Your use of the word "permanent" points again

to the real significance, we need a permanent policy.

Mr. McCoRMiCK. That is right, not a flash in the pan or a thing
that isn't fundamentally sound, but something which year by year we
can build on as a permanent thing.

The Chairman. You have no suggestion to make on that?
Mr. McCoRMiCK. I have no suggestion.

The Chairman. Who buys the farm machinery you manufacture?
Mr. McCoRMiCK. On the whole, speaking generally, we, the manu-

facturing company, sell to dealers and the dealers are those who
sell to the farmers.
The Chairman. Do the dealers in farm machinery, like the dealers

in automobiles, absorb the difficulties that are inherent in the used
tractor, the used machine ?

Mr. McCormick. The situation is very similar. In many instances

they take a trade-in, in some cases recondition it and resell it.

The Chairman. When you dispose of your product to the dealer,

your story is told.

Mr. McCormick. That is right, Senator, in general.

EFFECT OF TENANT FARMING ON MECHANIZATION

The Chairman. So that you don't have any figures, certainly no
experience, with respect to the relative importance of the tenart as a
purchaser of these machines?
Mr. McCormick. No; I wouldn't have any—do you mean as a pur-

chaser of a second-hand machine?
The Chairman. Of any machine. You see, the testimony is here,

and it is clear from the census returns that the number of tenant
farmers is steadily increasing.

Mr. McCormick. Yes. I am sorry I wouldn't have any concrete
information that would be of any use as to what proportion of our
sales went to tenant farmers and what went to owners.
The Chairman. Do you think it would be a reasonable assumption

that the tenant farmer is unlikely to be as good a purchaser as the
owner?
Mr. McCormick. I would rather have the feeling that it would

depend a great deal on the indi\*dual and his capacity, ability, and
financial worthiness rather than w nether he was a tenant or owner.
That is just an offhand statement.
The Chairman. Well, the figures presented to us indicate not only

an increase of the tenant farmer, but also an increase of what might
be called institutional farming, that is, corporate farming, the own-
ership of fanns by corporations. Insurance companies, for example,
have been compelled, through no choice of their own, but by reason
of the depression, to take over many farms.
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Mr. McCoRMicK. Yes, and if that is the case, and farming can
come back to a more profitable position, wouldn't we consider that

part of it a temporary phase, that wouldn't be an underlying trend

toward larger farms in that particular connection. In other words,

insurance companies, as you say, are not taking those farms because

they like to do it, tney have to, and I understand they are trying

to put them in good condition and then sell them. So, after the

end of that cycle^ you might say of transfer of ownership, those

farms I should think would revert to individual owners.

The Chairman. That may be true to some extent, but the steady

increase of the proportion of tenants seems to be independent of the

depression.

Mr. McCoRMiCK. Oh, yes ; that is a quite different thing.

Dr. Anderson. I wonder if you could discuss the used farm ma-
chinery market, and tell us whether the used farm machinery market
offers a possibility to farmers in lower circumstances to mechanize
their operations and compete successfully with other farmers who
buy original and new equipment.
Mr. McCoRMiCK. Dr. Anderson, I think there is no question about

that. It is entirely parallel to the automobile situation. The used
tractor or the used implement does go toward supplying the farmer
with the lower income so that he can have the benefit of mechaniza-
tion without the cost of the original equipment.
With your permission I should like to i-ead that section of my

printed statement, if I may.

An effective factor in extending the benefits of farm machinery to a larger
proportion of the farmers has been the development of resale markets in
vphich serviceable used equipment of many kinds is being purchased at prices
substantially below the cost of new equipment. This development has been
greatly accelerated since 1935. Most of the tractors in use during the depres-
sion were manufactured in the late '20's. The improvement in farm income
which took place after the worst of the depression, together with the improved
machines offered by the industry, resulted in extensive buying of new tractors
and implements and the trading in of the old machines and these old machines
after reconditioning were in turn sold to other farmers.
We estimate that currently about 80 percent of the sales of new tractors

involve the trading in of an older tractor. Naturally, the percentage on these
very small tractors that are now being introduced to some farms which have
been exclusively horse or mule farms before won't huve as high a percentage
of trade-in as that.

This makes tractor power in the form of a used tractor available at low cost
to farmers who might not otherwise obtain it.

You gentlemen ai-e probably familiar with the somewhat similar situation
in the automobile industry, where a very large proportion of all automobile
owners have never owned anything but a used car.

In the case of farm equipment, the potential usefulness of a machine pur-
chased at resale is even greater than usual as the industry has an outstanding
record of good repair service on old models which are no longer in production.
The result is that the purchaser of a us*d iractor is able to get parts and

service and need put no arbitrary limit on tlip length of time he will use the
machine. As a matter of fact, no one knows what the life of a tractor is. The
first Farmall tractor ever sold, which was manufactured in 1925, is still in
daily use on an Iowa farm.
The history of the motor truck on the farm parallels that of the tractor.

Here again the resale market and the practice of reconditioning machines for
resale has made the motor truck available at very low cost.

Dr. Anderson. Mr. McCormick, yesterday when we were exam-
ining this question with the experts in the Department of Agricul-
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ture we were given some depreciation figures that would not be in

line with the statement you have just made. The indication was
then that depreciation was relatively high and replacement neces-

sary within a rather brief period of time. Carrying out the state-

ment you have just made, that this first Farmall tractor ever sold

is still in operation, is it your judgment from your observation of

the industry that the depreciation period is relatively high or not ?

Mr. McCoRMiCK. I would say that any time that we sold a tractor

that you couldn't use for more than 5 years we would be cheating

the man out of his money.
Dr. Anderson. In other words, a person buying farm machinery

and installing it on his farm has a prospect of a life of, what would
you guess for the tractor?

Mr. McCoRMicK. I would put the lowest figure at 8 years, the

very lowest. Iwould say that 10 years should be a fair average.

Just as I say here in this paper, the first Farmall is being used on
an Iowa farm and that is 16 yeare. That isn't the only one. We
have got thousands and hundreds of thousands of them still out,

and I am quoting just from memory now and I can't back it up,

but it seems to me that I have seen figures which indicated there

were some hundred thousand Fordson tractors still in use. The
Fordson tractor was last produced in 1927, which would make those
tractors at least 13 years old.

Dr. Anderson. What is this process of mechanization? How does

the farmer go about becoming meclianized, changing over from the

horse to the tractor?

Mr. McCoRMicK. Well, that is a pretty broad question to answer,
and I should like to know if you mean that in a rather historical

sense, or if a man who had been just a horse farmer up to today
were to change today.

Dr. Anderson. What does he do today?
Mr. McCoRMiCK, What kind, an Iowa corn farmer?
Dr. Anderson. Take an Iowa corn farmer, to make it specific.

Mr. McCoRMicK. If he were a liorse farmer up to today he would
naturally be preparing the soil with horses. He would have pre-

sumably a horse plow, probably a 2-bottom gang plow; he would
have a horse disk; he ^-atjuld have a horse peg-tooth harrow, or
smoothing harrow. Suppose he was going to start in at the begin-

ning of the year to prepare his soil, he would have to buy his tractor;

some of those things it would be difficult to do with the plow; he
could do it to a lesser extent, not quite successfully, with a harrow

;

he might cut hh tongue off and try to make a tractor hitch out of

his horse hitch. He might u?6 ihat for the first year^ and maybe the

second year, I don't know, l>ut he wouldn't be satisfied with it very

long. Let's say that he wasn't satisfied with it when he first tried

it out in the field, and he v/ent to the dealer, and said, "That doesn't

work very well, I think I'll just li.ive to buy a tractor disk," then he
would buy a tractor disk harrow which would cover the ground
faster than the horse disk; he would buy his peg sections that he
could use beliind the tract r>r; he could put on new chains behind the

tractor.
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COST OF MECHANIZING A SMALL FARM

The Chairman. What would l?e the capital investment, let's say,

for a 50-acre farm?
Mr. McCoRMicK. Well, Senator, that is a very difficult question to

answer, because we have to decide whether we are going to talk about
new price, or, what most farmers do, buy some new and some old.

The Chairman. Well, of course, there would be a change of capital

invested. He would dispose of his horses.

Mr. McCoRMiCK. Yes.
The Chairman. And buy the machinery.
Mr. MoCoRMicK. Yes.
The Chairman. Comparatively speaking, by and large what is

the relation of those two items?

Mr. McCoRMiCK. Well, that is a difficult figure to arrive at. We
had yesterday, I think it was in Dr. Johnson's testimony, if I can
find it, some figures given here that I will just cite for reference,

speaking of an Iowa farm. Dr. Johnson gave $2,445.

Mr. Pike. That is for a 160-acre farm?
Mr. McCoRMiCK. That is for a 200-acre Corn Belt farm.
Colonel Chantland. That didn't include a wheat combine, then.

Mr. McCoRMicK. I don't believe he had a wheat combine included.

I don't know just what was included. They don't give the list.

Colonel Chantland. What is the retail price of your small combine,
ordinarily ?

Mr. McCoRMicK. The smallest we are manufacturing this year is

$405, retail price, a 4-foot machine. The next size is a 6-foot machine
that retails for $665.

. .

'
.

Colonel Chantland. And the retail price of this Farmall 12 tractor ?

Mr. McCoRMiCK. The new one, Colonel ?

Colonel Chantland. Yes.
Mr. McCoRMicK. In one-row size that lists at $515. In the two-

row, which is a little change-over of that same machine, it lists for

$535.

Colonel Chantland. And you figure. the average life of that is

10 years?
* Mr. McCoRMicK. We would be ashamed of it if it didn't last 10

years.

Colonel Chantland. What about the life of a combine ? I suppose
that is a matter of housing?

Mr. McCoRMicK. That is a great dfeal a matter of how the farmer
takes care of his machine. There are many combines being operated

in Kansas and Nebraska and other wheat sections that I venture to say

were bought in at least the late twenties. I don't know why with
good use a combine should not last 12 to 15 years.

Colonel Chantland. Suppose we take what we would call a rea-

sonably diversified Iowa farm, including, then, a combine. Would
yould feel that that $2,400 figure or a $3,000 figure as an initial

investment would be reasonable?
Mr. MoCoRMicK. lam just giving it to you off-hand.

Colonel Chantland. For all the implements needed ? I think jyou
ought to include in the implement's needed the grinding and storiiigpblE

it, ought you not?
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Mr. McCoRMiCK. I should say that it would come to some place in

that neighborhood, although I would have to sit down and add up this

thing. Let's say some place between $2,000 and $2,600. I am just

giving an ofF-hand fi^re. Let's say between $2,000 and $3,000. I

think that might be a little more accurate.

Colonel Chantland. Your exhibit 2682 shows that the average
per year for '39 has gone up to 442. I don't quite know what that
means. I suppose that is maintenance and replacement. That is the
last of your exhibits.

Mr. MoCoRMiCK. Will you say that again? I am sorry I missed
that.

Colonel Chantland. Well, it shows down at the bottom, there, 422
as the 1939 figure. I take it^-

Mr. McCoRMiCK (interposing) . That is millions of dollars of ex-

penditures for farm implements, tractors, and repairs. That won't
give you anything comparable there.

Colonel Chantland. I see up above there in your 100-percent circle,

you have the machinery down to 3.2 of the farmer's dollar.

Mr. McCoRMiCK. That is a question of the proportion of the farm-
er's cash outlay or dollar used in different ways. That item of 3.2

represents the purchase; in other wordsj that is his cash outlay for
his farm implements, his tractors, and his repairs.

Ci >lonel Chantland. I was just wondering whether that is his initial

expense.
Mr. McCoRMiCK. It is initial. It is, in other words, whether he buys

a machine for the first time or* if he replaces it when he gets his second
machine. It is whatever he spends for equipment. That is not the
cost of operating. Down here at the bottom you have another oper-
ating figure.

Colonel Chantland. I understand that.

The Chairman. How does that capital investment in machinery
compare with capital investment in animals?
Mr. MoCoRMiCK. Well, we have the figure given here by the gentle-

men yesterday, the figure they gave on this Corn Belt farmer, "In-
vestment in equipment and horses, $2,265. Investment in tr&.ctor and
equipment, $2,445," or a difference of $180.

The Chairman. Do you accept that as being reasonably accurate?
Mr. McCoRMiCK. I would say so, in general. I wouldn't want to

be committed to it, because I haven't studied it, Mr Chairman.
The Chairman. Do you care to make any comments upon this other

phase of the transfer, from horse power to motor power, that when
horses were used for motor power on the farm, the farmer raised
his own fuel, so to speak?
Mr. McCoRMiCK. That is true.

The Chairman. Because he raised the feed. Today the farmer
buys the fuel.

Mr. MoCoRMicK. That is true.

The Chairman. Now, what is the effect of that change?
Mr. McCoRMiCK. The effect of that, naturally, was to take a certain

amount of crops on a certain number of acres ^hat were used for
feeding horses and the crops from those acres then were transferred
to other uses, such as increased livestock on the farm, increased dairy
cattle, and other livestock, which are consuming a great proportion of
that.
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Another thing that happened, strikingly in my home State of Illi-

nois, a new crop, the soybean crop, has grown in the last 10 years

to absorb millions of acres. I won't say just the number; that may
be an exaggeration, but a great number in Illinois, which forms,

probably, some of the feed.
' The Chairman. Did it contribute to the farm surplus of which we

talk so much?
Mr. McCoRMiCK. Not in this particular way. The soybeans weren't

a surplus ; they are a growing size crop in this country.

The Chairman. Of course, it has increased our own self-sufficiency.

Mr. McCoRMiCK. That is right. Instead of importing these we
grow them ourselves.

The Chairman. I noticed with interest that you spoke of the need
of new farm machinery in the raising of sugar beets.

Mr. McCoRMiCK. Yes.

The Chairman. Experimentation with the development of such
machinery, of course, is going on.

Mr. MoCoRMiCK. It is important in your State.

The Chairman. Very important in my State, and^ of course, the
development of such machinery would do away completely with the
problem of child labor on the beet farm, if it weren't already done
away with substantially by the Sugar Act, and it would tend to re-

duce the problem of hired labor.

Mr. McCoRMiCK. Yes. There are certain cases like that. Senator,
that you have mentioned.
We had a case the other day. I read in the newspaper of a group

of people, I think in one of the Carolinas, who were clamoring for
some machine to help them with their peanuts. They had a certain

labor situation which was bothering them there, and they didn't
come to us. We just saw in the paper that somebody was trying to

work that problem out. The present farm mechanization is just a
series of such instances, one after the other.

The Chairman. And as we continue technological advance with in-

formation from the farm, does it follow that we become increasingly
independent of the foreign sources of supply?
Mr. McCormick. Well, I don't think mechanization
The Chairman (interposing). Because machines make us capable

of developing our own?
Mr. McCoRMiOK. I don't think mechanization can claim the sole

credit for that. I think many other agencies, such as governmental
agencies experimenting with new crops, various agricultural agencies
and research people, are all doing that, but to the extent a new
machine would be needed, it would be our job to see if we coiild

develop a machine for the new crop.

The Chairman. And does it make it necessary for us, if we are
to take full advantage of techaoiogical gains, to make ourselves inde-
pendent of the supplies of given commodities, agricultural com-
modities which may be secured from areas not as advanced, tech-
nologically, as we are?
Mr. McCormick. That is a pretty deep question, Senator.
The Chairman. You don't want to go into it? Very well, I will

pass that.

Mr. McCormick. We are getting into pretty wide fields.
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CREDIT POLICY OF INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER

Dr. Anderson. Getting back to this question which I think is of
fundamental importance, how the farmer becomes mechanized.
Your thesis is that mechanization, and particularly the all-purpose
tractor, has now made it possible—as a matter of fact you went
on to say pointedly that this perhaps means the saving of mdepend-
ent farm ownership on the small farm. How available is mechan-
isation to the average farmer ? You pointed out that he turns in part
of his old equipment, he turns in his horses. He doesn't make any
such cash outlay, does he, as $2,445 right on the spot?
. Is it important for him to become mechanized without any con-
siderable cash outlay ?

Mr. McCoRMicK. That would depend a great deal on the locality

in which he is. In other words, our credit terms in one part of the

country are more stringent than they are in others, naturally. If he
had—of course I am speaking again second-handed, because as the

Senator has brought out, it is the dealer who does this and we don't

have any part. in it except in a few minor instances—if he had, for

example, horses and maybe some horse equipment to trade in, it is

very likely that a good dealer could arrange to take the horses and
horse equipment in as a down payment and perhaps more. In other

words, that equipment, "depending on the amount of equipment he
was going to buy, might be sufficient to handle his down payment
so he could go into farm powering.

Dr. LuBiN. What isi the maximum period of credit extended for

these purposes?
Mr. McCoRMiCK. The maximum period we extend is 30 months.

One may say, "Why 30 months?" The general thing is that we en-

deavor to give the farmer 2 crop periods in order to enable him to

pay for his equipment.
Colonel Chant LAND. He can raise a 2-year-old steer in that time,

tod.

Mr. McCormick. Yes; he could do that.

Dr. Anderson. In other words, Mr. McCormick
Mr. McCormick (interposing). That is the longest. The average

is far below that, very far below that.

Dr. Anderson. He has approximately two growing seasons in

which to move into mechanization on a growing scale?

Mr. McCormick. That has been the custom of the farm equipment
industry pi*actically since its inception.

Dr. Anderson. Does the farm equipment industry itself underwrite

these credits?

Mr. McCormick. We do. Tliere are some companies which to a

greater or less degree have finance companies finance some of their

paper. Local banks do quite a bit of farm equipment financing, and
we do the balance.

I)r. Anderson. And, in your judgment, then,, the benefits of mech-
anization to the small independent farmer are not in any serious

way impeded or denied by reason of a credit structure that is not

suitable, or by his failure to have access to the machines themselves?

Mr. McCormick. No, sir. We endeavor, and we have been doing

it increasingly as the years have gone on and our experience has

grown, to suit our credit policy to the individual and to get away
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from broad classifications which might be unfair or bad business.

We have been endeavoring to fit these credit policies to the individ-

ual. In any size of farm, I would say, and almost in any category,
there would be men who could buy equipment. There is no question
about it.

The Chairman. The committee will stand in recess until 2 : 30.

(Whereupon, at 12 : 45 o'clock, a recess was taken until 2 : 30 p. m.
of the same day.)

AFTERNOON SESSION

The hearing resumed at 2 : 30 o'clock, upon the expiration of the

recess. Representative Hatton W. Siunners, the vice chairman,
presiding.

The Vice Chairman. The committee will please come to order.

Colonel Chantland. I think, Mr. McCormick, we left one open
before the lunch period. What I was trying to find out was whetner
you had or whether the figures given yesterday indicated at the
present time how many tractors were out and actually in use on th-^e

6,800,000 farms that you gave as a figure for the United States.

Mr. McCormick. Colonel, we have an exhibit here that was sub-

mitted yesterday by Dr. Johnson,^ giving the trend in numbers of
tractors on farms from 1915 to 1939, which would indicate that at the.

end of 1938 there were something over 1,500,000 tractors on farms.

Colonel Chantland. Were they on farms or is that the number
that had been sold? Did they take into account any obsolescence?

Mr. CoRMicK. I would assume, without knowing exactly the date

on which this is based, that would represent an actual census on
farms. I might be mistaken.

Colonel Chantland. Just one other question on this last exhibit '—
let's get that out of the way.

I was trying to make something out of that last figure. That is

total expenditures per annum for all farm implements, isn't it?

Mr. McCormick. All purchases.

Colonel Chantland. Not mechanized or anything else.

Mr. McCormick. What distinction—do you mean not necessarily

power-driven ?

Colonel Chantland. That is what I mean.
Mr. McCormick. All farm equipment, tractors, and repairs.

Colonel Chantland. And we can't tell how much of that is new,
replacement or maintenance.

Mr. McCormick. That is correct.

Colonel Chantland. So there is no use of trying to do anything
with that figure as applied to what you are talking about here.

Mr. MoCoRMiCK. Except that one could say from the chart that

that was the total outlay of a farmer for his equipment.

Colonel Chantland. But we don't

Mr. McCormick (interposing). We can't correlate it.

Colonel Chantland. As to your problem.

Mr. McCormick. No; as to the cost of equipping the individual

farm, for example.
Dr. Anderson. But ^e do know that the percentage of farm ma-

chinery expenditure to gross farm income rose from 1931 to 1937.

dropped slightly in '38, and again in '39.

' See "Exhibit No. 2655," supra, p. 16048.
' See "Exhibit No. 2682," supra, p. 17005.
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Mr, MoCoRMiCK. That is correct.

Dr. Anderson. In other words, there was a gradual increase, a

rather gradual increase, in the percentage of farm machinery ex-

penditures as compared with the gross income.

Mr. McCoRMiCK. That is a cyclical feature, of course. The farmer,

of course, purchases in proportion to his estimation of his ability to

buy, and when his prices are reasonable and his income is expected

to be good, he invests more in equipment than he would otherwise.

Dr. Anderson. And if we took the high point of 1937 with over

$10,000,000,000 of farm income, we have the highest percentage ex-

penditure as well for farm machinery.

Mr. MoCoRMiCK. That is correct.

Dr. Anderson. In other words, in an especially good year he buys
more machinery and becomes mechanized faster in good years than

in bad.
Mr. McCoRMiOK. That is characteristic of the industry at all times.

Colonel Chantland. And, of course, , on any gross at the top is

where the net comes from, so that the small addition to the expendi-

ture might mean considerable increase in the net.

In other words, you have to go up to a certain percent before you
make cost, don't you, in your gross—on anything?
Mr. McCoRMiOK. Yes.

Colonel Chantland. So that the top part is the net; so that a

small percent of iiicrease in expenditures here might be a very good
thing

Mr. • MoCoRMioK (interposing) . Toward stimulating the top
part-

Colonel Chantland (interposing). Which is the net.

Dr. Anderson. Mr. McCormick, before lunch the chairman asked
about the cost of mechanizing a given sized farm. I understand that

you have a compilation on that point.

Mr. MoCoRMiCK. Yes, Dr. Anderson. Some of my associates fur-

nished me here with roughly retail prices on typical implements to

equip a family farm in the 50-70 acre plats. We assume that on that
farm a man would use a small tractor, a 14-inch tractor plow, a

1-row cultivator, a 2-row planter, 1 of the small combines, and a disk
harrow. The total cost of that equipment, retail, f. o. b. factory,
would be $1,207.

Now, on the assumption, which is justified in most cases, that that
man was a horse farmer previously, he naturally had a team or two
of horses and some horse equipment. It is impossible to estimate
what the value of that equipment would be in a trade-in at the dealer,

but assuming that it ran, to be conservative, $250, which I believe
would be low—I think, if he had a good team of horses, he would
probably get better than that—but just for the sake or argument
suppose it was $250, he would have a net balance to pay of $957.
The Vice Chairman. I don't believe I followed you there. What

are his horses worth ? Would you assume he would retain his same
team of horses?

^

Mr. MoCoRMiCK. I was assuming that by buying the tractor he
would be able to gell at least a team of horses:
The Vice Chairman. This farm that you have in mind—is that a

2-horse farm?
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Mr. MoCoRMiCK. It might be a 4-hor3e farm, but if he bought a
tractor he might say, "Well, I will keep a team of those horses, and
I will trade in a team." Just assuming for the sake of argument
(this is purely hypothetical) that he did trade in a team, and some
other equipment; for instance, a horse cultivator and a horse plow
The Vice Chairman (interposing). You have started in with new

machinery ?

Mr. McCoRMiCK. That is correct.

The Vice Chairman, Wouldn't it be better if you had figured on
the cost of installing it? But I won't disturb your figures, though.
Mr, McCoRMiCK. It is just on the assumption, you see—that he

was an entirely new farmer who had no equipment. Then he would
have to pay, naturally, $1,207. But let's just suppose that he had
been a horse farmer. He could spare at least a team of horses if he
bought this small tractor, and he wouldn't need his horse plow, he
wouldn't need his horse cultivator, and he wouldn't need his disk har-

row. So he would say, "I will see what I can get for that in a

trade-in." I am just making an assumption, Mr. Chairman, that the

dealer would be able to allow him $250 for that. It might be con-

siderably more ; in some instances it might be less. But suppose the

dealer did allow him $250, He would then have a net balance to pay
of $957, and that balance, then, could be paid for in accordance with
the usual credit terms over a period of two harvests.

Dr. Anderson. In other words, Mr. McCormick, his annual pay-
ments would be around $400 to $500.

Mr. McCormick. About $475,

Dr, Anderson, And I take it from your testimony this morning that

it is possible for an up and coming ambitious farmer who seeks to

compete with mechanized farms in his neighborhood and in his crops

to get access to the $400 or $500 and the equipment in the first year.

Mr. McCormick. Without any question in my mind, Mr. Anderson.
In fact, a great deal of our equipment is sold and works! out on the

basis that the investment in that equipment will be returned in in-

creased yield and increased income to him, and we must assume that

that has been the case in hundreds of thousands of instances on the

farm.
The Vice Chairman. Now, how do you know that his yield is

greater? Have you statistics showing that the yield average is

greater on a farm cultivated with machinery as distinct from horses?

Mr. McCormick. There are figures, Mr. Chairman, some of which
were submitted yesterday by the Department of Agriculture, indicat-

ing that in the case of the fully equipped farm, the mechanized farm
or the tractor farm, the yields are increased over the horse farm.

That won't maintain, naturally, in every case, but there is considerable

evidence that there is an increased production on those farms in

which machinery is used.

The Vice Chairman. Were those figures based on statistics gathered

from a given farm. cultivated by animals, and that same farm culti-

vated by machinery, or do you know ?

Mr. McCormick. I don't know that. I don't know the basis on

which these department figures were arrived at, but Mr. Johnson yes-

terday submitted figures showing an increase, I think in one case of 7

percent, and in another case of 15 percent in the case of a mechanized

farm or the horse farm. You see, with tractor power you can make
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operations more timely than you can with horsepower. You know
the importance of that in planting and seeding^ and harvesting, and
those things do tend toward an increased production.

EFFECT OF MECHANIZATION ON LABOR COSTS

The Vice Chairman. What effect upon labor costs on this 50- to

70-acre farm will result from the change to mechanized farming?
Mr. McCoRMiCK. Well, the assumption that we must make in that

case—it is only an assumption, but I am making it because I believe

it would be the typical case rather than the exception—is that a 50-

to 70-acre farm was a family farm. In other words, a farm of that

size, unless it was a very specialized truck farm or something of that
nature, could most easily be handled by one family. In that case you
would have an instance where the advantage to the farmer was a

lessening of his hours of work and the arduousness of his labor, and
an increase, or rather, let me say a decrease in the cost of his produc-
tion along with an increase in his production of crop. In other words,
in that case I would assume that you wouldn't have a displacement of
labor. That is only an assumption, and I wouldn't say that there

might not be some farms of that size which had a hired man who per-

haps then wouldn't be necessary if you had this mechanized equip-

ment.
The Vice Chairman. Wliat is the difference between the element

of obsolescence or wear-out in the two sorts of farming equipment?
Mr.MoCoRMiCK. Well, we have to consider two things tnere. We

have to consider, in the first place, machinery versus machinery—in

other words, a horse tool versus a tractor tool. I don't believe there

would be any difference in the obsolescence or depreciation there. In
other words, a horse cultivator probably, I would think, would last

as long as a tractor cultivator, although, due to the bearings, and
wheels, and so forth, it might not. Then we Jiave to consider the

obsolescence, or the depreciation, if you choose to call it that, of the

horse versus the tractor. That is a figure that I am not prepared to

give you. That is a question I am not prepared to give you exact

figures on, but I should say that the depreciation, the period of

depreciation, of a tractor would be somewhat longer than what you
have to figure on a horse. In other words, the expected life of a

tractor would be longer than the working life of a horse.

Dr. Anderson. Mr. McCormick, that covers substantially the story

with respect to the family-sized farm. You have been putting out,

however, combines which have gone into the harvest fields, particu-

larly into the prairie harvest fields, for a number of years. There
undoubtedly, as these combines have met man competition, a num-
ber of harvest hands have been affected. Wliat, in your judgment,
has been the net effect of the introduction of harvest combines in

the prairie areas?

Mr, McCormick. I should think that one might characterize the

net effect, briefly, to sum it up, as one of stabilization of employment.
If you remember, back in the days when the binder and the thresh-

ing rake were used you had the situation in which a large number of

men were needed to shock the grain that came from the binder, and
tlien you had the situation of the threshing crew wandering around
the country, either in a ring among farmers, or a traveling commercial
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crew, and that kind of operation was characterized especially in the
western plains by a very distinct type of migratory labor. There
was a large number of men who traveled from the Mexican—well,

not quite from the Mexican border, but from Texas, through Okla-
homa and Nebraska, and up to the Dakotas and Montana, and even
Canada. Now, if anything has happened, I would say that in the
first place the living conditions for the farm wife have been enor-
mously improved, because she doesn't have to take care of this gang
of men who crowded in on her and dirtied the kitchen up and both-
ered the life out of her, and, secondly, that the work of the harvest
now is stabilized within the individual farm, or a very small group
of neighbors, one of whom may rent the machine from his other
neighbor, or borrow it in exchange for other work. So I think we
could characterize it by the increase of stability.

The Vice Chairman. Wasn't the question as to what effect it had
on labor?
Mr. McCoRMiCK. The general stabilizing of labor, I would say,

Mr. Chairman, and that is borne out by the peak figures as shown in

Dr. Johnson's chart of labor on a 320-acre central Kansas farm, in

which is it very obvious that the harvest peaks involve a great num-
ber of men who just have that amount of work, and then have to

drift on.

The Vice Chairman. Yes, but the effect, isn't it, is to eliminate

the jobs of these migratory laborers and make it possible for each
community to take care of its own harvest?
Mr. McCoRMiCK. That is it exactly, and, of course

—

Dr. Anderson (interposing). What happens to these migrants or
transient laborers who found their sustenance in the harvest fields,

^nd were able in some way to eke out a year-round existence as a
result of what they got there, and what they could pick up elsewhere?
Mr. McCoRMicK. I am not able to answer that question in detail.

Dr. Anderson. I imagine those—it is not only imagination—men
have had to find more regular employment in some locality rather
than wandering ; but aren't we safe in making it—or taking the posi-

tion that if any form of labor has to be obviated, the floating or
migratory form is possibly socially the best one?
Dr. Anderson, In other words, you are assuming that if labor

is to be displaced, it had better be the floater than the person who
has a tie in the land?
Mr. McCoRMiCK. That is it exactly.

Dr. Kreps. Is that stability or stabilization of employment taking
place in other than wheat farming? Is the effect, for example, in

fruit and vegetable growing in California of the introduction of the
machine, of the same order?
Mr. McCoRMicK. Well, I am not really prepared to answer that

question with a great deal of confidence. However, I think it is

true that in any situation in which you have peak demands for labor,
the use of a machine on the individual farm would tend to stabilize

labor, at the same time displaces that migratory laborer.
Dr. Kreps. Now, mechanization is used, say, for plowing opera-

tions and cultivating operations, and your peak laborer is engaged
in picking, such as is frequently the case in fruit farming. Then
would it not be true that you would use fewer laborers in the seasons
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in which you would do plowing and cultivating, seasons which are

slack, in which labor is slack anyhow, and that on the whole, the

peak labor which is used for picking would not be eliminated.

Mr. McCoRMicK. That is true. In other words, in certain opera-

tions, there are bottlenecks, and until there is something that can be
done about those, they still remain.

Dr. Kreps. That is what I was trying to bring out. You are quite

right. In the Kansas wheat area, the mechanization has served to get

at the peak of the harvesting demand
Mr. McCoRMicK. Yes, and level it off.

Dr. Kreps. Yes, it leveled it off. But therfe are an array of other

products in which that may not be true.

Mr. MoCoRMiCK No, because you have not been able to eliminate

that particular operation.

The Vice Chairman. Well, you just cut the top off, don't you?
You just eliminate these people who travel around getting em-
ployment ?

Mr. McCormick. That is right, Mr. Chairman.
The Vice Chairman. And what became of them we just don't

know.
Mr. McCormick. Well, that is the question which Dr Anderson

raised, and that is one of the social questions we all have to find

some answer to

prospect of further technological change

Dr. Anderson. I have one more question I want to ask. We have
asked it successively in these hearings of witnesses on the topic of
technology and its impact.

Mr. McCormick, in the field of agriculture, do you know of any
impeding major technological changes, such as, for exampk the
cotton picker and others that might occur to you, in your laboratories
or in the process of development in th*^ area, that will have an effect,

and what effect will they have, on agricultural labor and the develop-
ment of American agriculture^
Mr. McCormick. Well, Dr. Anderson, if I may have your permis-

sion, I could best cover that, I believe, by reading a portion that I
omitted this morning, if I have the chairman's consent to tliat'^

The Vice Chairman. Yes, sir.

Mr. McCormick. At the present time, machinery is available for
handling all processes in the production of hay, small grain and some
row crops. On the other hand, the production of cotton, tobacco, and
vegetables can only be handled in part by machinery. It might be of
interest to enumerate some of the major farm operations for which
so far no satisfactory commercial machines have been developed.
A crop which badly needs mechanical assistance at present is the

sugar beet crop. What is required is a machine that will pull the
beet out of the ground, cut off the green top without removing a
wasteful amount of the beet itself, and load the beet into a truck.
Fairly successful machines can be built, but none now exists which
can justify itself on a medium or small-sized farm from an invest-
ment standpoint.

Secondly, there is now a demand for a corn combine, a machine
to do for corn harvesting what the combine does for wheat; that is.
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to pick, husk, and shell the corn in one continuous operation. The
problem is not yet solved. It is not a mechanical problem, but one

of the moisture content of the corn. The corn must in some way
be dehydrated after shelling so that it may be safely stored in bins.

Thirdly, similarly, there is a large demand for a sugarcane har-

vester. Cane presents a problem because it varies greatly in size and
requires three operations by a commercially successful machine. The
cane stalk must be cut as close as possible to the ground, the leaves

must be stripped from it, and the two upper joints of the stalk, which
have no sugar content, must be cut off. There is a great demand for

this machine, but you might be interested to know that the problem
has defied satisfactory solution so far as we are concerned for more
than 35 years.

Now, it is a fact that several machines have been built for these

purposes, but they are very large and bulky and expensive machines,
and we have never come anywhere near finding a solution to that
problem mechanically and what we think is a commercial product.
The Vice Chairman. Mr. McCormick, right on that point, we

have now an arrangement under which we can cut the stalk close to

the ground.
Mr. MoCoRMiCK. In the sugarcane?
The Vice Chairman. Yes; by human beings.

Mr. McCormick. Yes
;
you mean with a knife ?

The Vice Chairman. Yes. I mean, it is possible now to cut the
stalk close to the ground.
Mr. McCormick. Correct.

The Vice Chairman. It is possible how to strip the leaves from the
stalk. It is possible now to cut those two upper joints off.

Mr. McCormick. All by hand, you mean?
The Vice Chairman. Yes. But I say it is possible to do that thing,

Mr. McCormick. Yes.

The Vice Chairman. Now, being done by human beings with their

hands—then we get a machine that does it. There is no job that we
know of for those people to engage in who used to do stripping, cut-

ting, that sort of thing. As I said this morning, I appreciate that we
have got to go ahead with this business. There is no way to turn
back that I can see. We cannot let those people starve, it is against
the law to kill them, and if you killed them, why, it would shut down
the use of the sugar and you would put the sugar fellow out of busi-
ness. [Laughter.] This whole business is not a one-sided business,
is it? i mean, it really has two sides to it.

Mr. McCormick. Of course it does.

The Vice Chairman. How much real progress is there in a trend
that is displacing a human being with a machine and putting him
out on the road? I hope you will understand that I am not criti-

cizing this trend, but I am not unmindful that it obtains.
Mr. McCormick. I do. What you are saying is that any advance

in any technology creates new problems that didn't exist before, it

solves some and creates others.

The Vice Chairman. When we have accumulated such a surplus of
unemployed people, I have had a serious question as to whether or
not the government ought to continue to offer a premium in the nature
of a patent.
Mr. McCormick. In the nature of what?

124491—41—pt. 30 54
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The Vice Chairman. A patent. I have had a question in my mind,
when you accumulate this surphis of unemployed people and with

such an inefficiency on the part of the generation of which I am a

part to deal with these big problems which we are creating by our

unusual or rapid advancement in the supplanting of human beings

by machines, whether or not it is a sound policy to continue to offer

a premium, a bid, for more inventions or more machines and put
more people out of business. This is something we have got to face.

Of course, a patent is not a natural right ; it is a thing given by gov-

ernment, and the government is now bidding 17 years of the right

of monopolistic use to anybody who will int-ent a machine that will

add some more idle people to what we have already got. I know that

is not the whole picture. I am just stating one side of it. The other

side we all understand. But it is there, and I wish these gentlemen
who are digging up testimony would bring us 2 or 3 people who are

smart enough to handle it.

Mr. MoCorancK. I would like to find them.
The Vice Chairman. Yes ; I would, too. You are making an inter-

esting and helpful witness.

Dr. Anderson. There is one other feature of the new technology
that has come to our attention. I wonder if you would comment on
such a thing as this rotary tillage that we have been seeing so much
about in the papers in recent days. Does it offer something for the

future which will increasingly displace the use of man-power on
the farm?
Mr. McCoRMioK. By rotary tillage, do you mean that type of plow

which may have a share but up above you have a revolving member
which breaks up the soil?

Dr. Anderson. That is right.

Mr. McCoRMiCK. I haven't see the recent press notices on that or

the stories on it, but that is not a new idea, as you know. That has
been experimented with for a great many years. We have made
some tests of it. I think there were quite extensive tests made in

Iowa on that kind of implement. The point of it I think probably
would be that in certain soils it would do a very good job of pulver-

ization of the soil, we might not have to do any disking after such
a plow ; on the other hand, in some soils it probably would do too good
a job of pulverizing. I wouldn't care to comment on it because I
haven't read just what you are referring to, but if I may say so,

I am doubtful that it would be a thing in the nature of a great
revolution. It might be a moderate change in farm methods.

Dr. Anderson. And it is your contention that new technologies or
impending ones have an introductory phase sufficiently long for

adjustments to be made to meet them as they arise, as they become
widespread ?

Mr. McCoRMicK. I believe that to be true in almost every case.

You take this case of the cotton picker. I was going to refer to

that in a moment. That is a similar thing, and the development of
these machines is a very long process, as you know. It takes years
of experiment. We have been working on the cotton picker for a
great many years, and the sugarcane harvester, and many other things
that we haven't found the solution to. Then, furthermore, the intro-

duction and use of those machines is not just over night, on the
whole. I remember when we came out in 1924 with the Farmall
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type of tractor, a thing that has been as revolutionary in its effect

on farm mechanization as ahnost anything, the farmers . were slow

to take hold of it. It was a funny looking thing to them, it wasn't

like the conventional tractor. I believe that is the general case, as

you mentioned.
Dr. Anderson. When Rust was planning the introduction of the

cotton picker, scientific journals and popular journals mentioned that

Rust had developed a contract which he proposed to enter into with
purchasers or users of the cotton picker, in which he took account
of this very problem. He realized the probability of the displace-

ment on a large scale of workers, and therefore would attempt to

ameliorate this in his contract which introduced the Rust cotton

picker by certain things that would be to the advantage of the labor

there displaced. Do you know of any practical attempts on the

part of either implement makers or others to meet this problem in

some fashion?
Mr. McCoRMicK. I do not. I do not know of any such action as

you speak of.

The Vice Chairman. Well, you couldn't get a contract that would
stand up through any long period of time under which somebody
would agree just to hand over part of his property to take care of
somebody who was sitting on the fence.

Dr. Anderson. That is perhaps a weakness of the Rust contract.

Mr. McCoRMicK. If I might read this section, it might bring out
that point.

For many years there has been a demand for a mechanical cotton picker.
This was especially true during the 1920 decade when labor was fully employed
and foreign migrant labor was frequently imported to pick cotton. Several
machines now exist which will get the cotton off the plants in a fairly, satis-

factory manner provided the conditions are favorable.
Our company's experimental work on cotton pickers has extended over ap-

proximately 30 years, but we are not yet really satisfied with the results and
have never offered a machine for sale. The necessity of leaving the cotton
plant uninjured for further growth and subsequent pickings, and the great
irregularities in the size of the cotton plants present difficult problems. Cotton
picked with present experimental machines is usually graded down because
of the presence of leaf stains and more or less trash, and the grading down
means a lower price and less possibility of saving.
A special stvidy of mechanical cotton pickers was made in 1937 by R. L.

Home and E. G. McKibben under the direction of the Works Progress Adminis-
tration. The authors state, page 18

:

"Even though a mechanically successful and economically feasible cotton
picker may be near at hand, its spread will probably be gradual rather than
sudden. This view is strengthened by the history of the introduction of other
agricultural machines. Rapid mechanization has occurred only where the
financial rewards have been high or labor short&ge acute. Therefore, as long
as there is an abundance of cotton pickers willing to pick cotton for 75 cents
to $1 per 100 pounds, and as long as other prices maintain their present align-
ment, the mechanical picker cannot be expected to take the Cotton Belt by
storm."

I concur in this view that if and when the cotton picker comes into com-
mercial production, its use and spread will probably be gradual.

PROSPECT FOR INCREASED FARM EMPLOYMENT

Mr. O'Connelx,. Mr. McCormick, referring generally to the unem-
ployment problems of the country, would it oe fair to conclude from
your statement that in your judgment the agricultural industry or
that line of endeavor affords little hope for absorbing any substan-
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tial number of the unemployed in the country today, at even assum-
ing a much higher level of mcome?
Mr, McCoRMiCK. When you say the agricultural industry you

mean the farm?
Mr. O'CoNNELL. I mean the farm, of course.

Mr. McCoRMicK. I am afraid I am not competent to give a judg-
ment on that.

Mr. O'CoNNELL, The thing that caused me to believe that was
your general belief was that you quoted with approval that state-

ment from Dr. Ezekiel in which he suggested that the more funda-
mental problem is how to put back to work the city people who are

not now working and who are ready to work.
Mr. McCoRMicK. Right.
Mr. O'CoNNELL. It occurred to me that even assuming no more

rapid technological advance is taking place at the present time, with
the ptesent people on the farm, the farmers would probably be able

to produce enough of the products that they are presently engaged
in producing to take care of those persons even assuming much more
mass purchasing power than exists today. I thought that was the
general tenor of your remarks. Maybe I am wrong.
Mr. McCoRMiCK. Yes ; that is the point that we heard quite a liUle

discussion on yesterday, whether a pick-up in industrial centers will

mean a large or a small or a negative pick-up in farm employment.
Now, I am not prepared, I am not expert enough, to give a really

valid opinion on that, but my feeling is along the lines stated there,

that industrial pickup, increased employment in the cities, should
mean some improvement in the farm situation, and to my mind that,

plus the other thing that was talked about yesterday, namely, the
introduction of new farm products as time goes on, are two of the
most hopeful possibilities for reemployment on the farm, or increas-

ing employment.
Mr. O'CoNNELL, That rather interested me because we have had

witnesses here who in other fields took something of the same posi-
tion. For instance, the representative of the white-collar workers is

of the belief that that particular line of endeavor is already very
overcrowded and that there will be little or no opportunity to absorb
any of the unemployed in that area. The farmers take the same view.
Other groups seem, on the one hand, to feel confident that something
is going to happen to take up the slack of the unemployed, but insofar
as their particular line of endeavor is concerned their position is, "Let
George do it because we can't " If that becomes general it leaves us
rather hanging in midair as far as any place, any specific place, to
absorb the people who are unemployed. It isn't very helptui to the
unemployed to have someone say that technological advance ulti-

mately increases productivity and therefore more work and all that
sort of thing, when you have accom panying that fact what is assumed
to be a fact, that there are 10,000,000 people out of work.
Mr. McCoRMicK. Well, those, of course, are very difficult problems

to talk about, and one cannot safely make predictions. On the other

hand, I have the feeling that it is just as unsafe to take a given set of
conditions and say that that set of conditions is goin^f to continue
forever. In other words, there might be the introduction of this thing
new or that new thing which is quite unforeseen today. You know
what I mean.
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Mr. O'CoNNELL. Oh, of course, but it ^s somewhat nebulous when
the only alternative is to say that something about which we know
nothing is going to happen.
Mr. McCoRMicK. That is correct.

Mr. O'CoNNELL. The most concrete thing about the condition is

10,000,000 or 12,000,000,000 people out of work.
Mr. McCoRMicK. It is necessarily nebulous, as the same kind of

thing in history has been nebulous many times. There have been
times when the future looked just as dark as it may at the moment.
Mr. O'CoNNELL. There may have been.

Mr. McCoRMiCK. I am saying that I can't, and I don't believe any-

body can see clearly into the future, yet, on the other hand, I per-

sonally wouldn't dare take the position that something couldn't

happen that we are not able to see at the moment. I do say that in

the meantime we have to do temporary things to clear the situation.

Mr. O'CoNNELL. It seems to me perfectly obvious that as between
hoping for something to happen and trying to make something hap-
pen, the balance is in favor of the latter.

The Vice Chairman. I think this kind of business is a whole lot

more important than about these machinery improvements you have
made, because we all know about that. Anybody going down the
road can see machinery has been improved, and it is interesting too,

but we are trying to find out something about what we are going
to do about it, not what you did about your job, but what we are

goin^ to do about it. That is what this gets down to. If we could

fet rid of about 90 percent of these words and get down to business

—

think, though, we have some other kind of a doctor coming on
who knows something about this.

Mr. Pike. I have one before you go, Mr. McCormick, and I am
afraid it is impractical, too, but we heard yesterday about the wages
of farm hands. I was really pleased to know that somebody was
hiring people at $1 a day to work on the farm. They are not in my
area. But it sounded pretty bad when you got to the all-yearly
wages of a good deal less than $1 a day all over the country. So
you not only have the problem of the unemployed labor and the
partially employed labor, but as nearly as I could read it the fully
employed laborer had quite i little problem. He didn't have any
leisure and he didn't have much income. The steel worker in 30
days could earn more than the farm worker in a year, according to
the figures that were presented, and I just wondered if you ap-
proached, as part of the solution, the same thing that we have done
in industrial lines, and if Congress, in its wisdom, passed a minimum
wages-and-hours law for farm workers, giving them something like
the same minimum wage that industrial workers have, it would,
without question, have a great upsetting effect in tremendous areas.
It would change some cost figures enormously.
Mr. MoCoRMiOK. Yes.
Mr. Pike. Well now, it wouldn't change the cost figures on a

family farm much of anything. The thing I wanted to ask you was,
if something like that did happen and there aren't enough solutions
around so that you can afford to throw away anything that offers
3ven the shadow of one, you probably would increase mechanization
further on farms which had part-time labor, almost surely, if you
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really had to pay a decent day's wages. And* you would probably

have quite an eflfect on further mechanization in what we may call

corporate farming, very large-scale farming if *you, say, double the

wage rate. The incentive to mechanization would be much greater,,

of course.

Mr. McCoRMiCK. Yes.
Mr. Pike. You have a further displacement of substantial size of

these partially employed, and I should think perhaps of some fully

•employed who still end up with $126 a y^ar in the Mississippi Delta,

but it is .a real question whether that would be a loss, whether that

would end up in a loss or a gain. It is a sort of inchoate thing in

my mind; I didn't mean to say I am for it. That is one of the

thmgs that has to be looked at. Farm wages, even for the fellow

who is working all the time, are way out of line with industrial

wages. I believe they are further out of line than the so-called parity

prices that we saw yesterday between farm products and industrial

products.
The Vice Chairman. But it doesn't seem to me, as a plain farmer,

that there ought to be much difficulty about that. Whenever your
labor cost gets higher than you can afford to pay, as against the job
where the man was you get a machine. That is all there is to it, and
you take these factories—they have organized labor, they sell their

labor; but you take a producer of an exportable agricultural com-
modity and he sells to the highest bidder in the world market, and
to him the domestic market is the lowest market, because he has to

sell his commodity in the domestic market at prices much lower
than the world market, with the cost of transportation from the
domestic market over the world. You people can take your surplus
up to Canada and sell it at a less price.

Mr. MoCoRMiCK. We don't do that.

The Vice Chairman. I know you don't. I just said you could.

EMPLOYMENT IN FARM MACHINERY INDUSTRY

Dr. LuBiN. Mr. McCormick, this is a little bit aside from the
subject of this testimony, but in view of the fact that you are here
and we are interested not only in agricultural employment but in
industrial employment, I wonder if we could get 2 or 3 minutes of
your time to discuss some of the elements of employment in your
own industry.

How many people do you employ, roughly?
Mr. McCoRMiCK. Well, that varies, or course, Mr. Commissioner.

I should say, roughly, around 50,000 at the present time.
Dr. LuBiN. And nas the trend over the past several years been

upward or downward?
Mr. MoCoRMiCK. In our plant it has been upward. In '37 we

employed considerably more people than we did in 1929.
Dr. LuBiN. You people have the problem of technological dis-

placement in your plant, I take it?

Mr. McCoRMicK. Eight.
Dr. LuBiN. Do you have any policy relative to installation of

machinery to ease displacement?
Mr. McCormick. I think I would have to answer that question m

two ways. If it were proportionately a small number of men
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involved, the situation would be handled more or less in just the
regular ways, having regard to seniority arrangements and agree-

ments, and it is not a simple problem. I mean it isn't simply to

analyze. It isn't just as if, let's say, a new machine was installed

and one man was put out of work and then the question was, Would
he be on the street or wouldn't he? It isn't as simple as that. That
man who was displaced by the machine, let us say, has a given senior-

ity standing in that plant. Therefore, if he had a long service, he
would take the place of a man with a shorter service.

Now, then, that process would go on down the usual line until vou
came to the last man in that chain. Now, what happened to the last

man would depend—and here is the complicating factor—on the
nature of our employment at that time. If our employment was even
slightly going up, and I should say under any even keel of employ-
ment, that man would not be thrown out of work. If employment
was decreasing at the time, then he, along imfortunately with others,

would be laid off for the time being. So in that sense it is not a
simple problem to answer.
Now, suppose, to take a very extreme case, a very major thing

should occur that I can't conceive of occurring, but should it, that a
whole department, let's say, or a whole plant, due to some techno-
logical change, was affected in such a way that employment was
greatly decreased. I could cite to you what we did in a similar case,

not for that but because we were moving the manufacture of a given
number of machines from one plant to another. In a case like that
the men who were of pensionable age would be pensioned. We have
had a pension plan for some 32 years.

The men who were nearly of pensionable age we would give a pre-
pension. The rest of the men we would try to employ in some neigh-
boring plant of ours. And then, down to a service of perhaps 3 to

5 years, we would do something in the neighborhood of termination
wage or something of that nature for them.

I am just speaking of a very extreme case, to illustrate the prin-
ciple, and I have never seen that happen in our company.

Dr. LuBiN. I take it from what you say, then, that changes in
technology in your industry are not radical or revolutionary m the
sense that something comes along and displaces a whole series of
men.

Mr. McCoRMiCK. That is correct.

Dr. LuBiN. A gradual change is taking place from day to day or
when you change a model or something of that sort.

Mr. MoCoRMiCK. That is correct.

Dr. LuBiN. And consequently this technological shift is taking
place every day in the work.
Mr. MoOrmick. That is correct.

Dr. LuBiN. And it is your policy to provide for these people, either
through normal turn-over or through expansion periods, or when
yoa come to an acute crisis, through giving a man a pension before
he is entitled to it, or a dismissal wage.

Dr. Anderson. Mr. Chairman, we have another witness this after-
noon that I would like to interject here.

The Vice Chairman. Bring him on.
(The witness, Mr. McCormick, was excused.)
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Dr. Anderson. Mr. Chairman, the final witness in this series on
the discussion of technology and its impact on agriculture is Dr. Paul
Taylor, professor of economics, University of California, Berkeley,

Calif. Dr. Taylor hasn't been before the committee and should be

sworn.
The Vice Chairman. Do you solemnly swear the testimony you

are about to give shall be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing

but the truth, so help you God?
Dr. Tatix)r. I do.

TESTIMONY OF DR. PAUL TAYLOR, PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS,

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY, CALIF.

Colonel Chantland. Dr. Taylor, before you start, may I ask a

question ?

Dr. Anderson. May I qualify him first ?

Dr. Taylor, how long have you been engaged in the study of agri-

cultural economics?
l)r. Taylor. Something over 12 years, Dr. Anderson, undej various

auspices—my own institution, the . University of California; the

Social Science Research Council of New York; and with the Cali-

fornia Emergency Relief Administration, as field director of the

Division of Rural Rehabilitation ; regional labor adviser of the Re-
settlement Administration ; and consultant to the Social Security

Board. I am professor of economics at tlie University of California.

Dr. Anderson. Have you published in this field that you are going
to give testimony on ?

Dr. Taylor. I have published numerous materials. Government
reports, articles, and several books.

Colonel Chantland. Before you start with your paper, may I

ask a question? I see you are from California where the trek ended,

and I notice by the papers this morning that this committee was
presumed to have gotten into a discussion of Steinbeck's book yester-

day. I wonder if you could give us your judgment as to the truth

of the picture of the conditions there discussed?

The Vice Chairman. Oh, now wait a minute ! Do you want him
to jump on the book as a competitor?

Colonel Chantland. Oh, I don't think they are competitors.

The Vice Chairman. But I mean, would you have any embarrass-

ment in doing that?

Dr. Taylor. It would be very nice if I could be a competitor.

His sales have been very fine.

The Vice Chairman. But I mean, seriously now, do you want to

discuss the book or do you just want to give your testimony?
Dr. Taylor. Well, Congressman, perhaps I can put it this way

:

It is in a sense embarrassing to ask a social scientist to venture into

the fields of literary criticism, and in that sense I am not at all

competent to answer. But if, on tlie other hand
The Vice Chairman. We might have some criticism of the social

scientist.

Dr. Taylor. Tlie purport of the question is this: Have you a

serious, even critical, problem among migratory agricultural workers

in California? I can answer that question unhesitatingly. Yes;

we have.
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I brought with me a photograph furnished by the Bureau of Agri-

cultural Economics, which your committee may wish to examine.

Dr. Anderson. What is the photograph?
Dr. Taylor. That photograph was taken only a month ago* and

shows migratory agricultural laborers, mostly families, encamped
behind the levees at Sacramento, our State capital. I think you can
see from that photograph the conditions of these laborers in our

State.

Before leaving the question, however, I should like to say this:

That many people believe we have a problem in California which is

peculiar to our State. I think it quite true that we have the problem
in its most acute and most dramatic aspects. I hope before my testi-

mony is completed, however, that I will have brought you to a

realization of the fact that in varying forms and degrees, similar

problems are developing in a number of parts of our country and
that we have the problem only in its most acute form.

The Vice Chairman. I think the entire committee has recognized

that fact. Doctor. I believe you wouldn't have to take much time to

convince us of that fact. You say it is most prevalent, but wherever
there are any migratory laborers, they follow along these seasonal

activities, you have similar situations to that?

Dr. Taylor. Yes.

The Vice Chairman. I think the committee is convinced of that

fact.

Dr. Taylor. I am glad.

Dr. Anderson. Do you want to proceed with your testimony?
Dr. Taylor. Shall I proceed with my formal statement ?

Dr. Anderson. Y6s.

EFFECTS OF FARM MECHANIZATION

Dr. Taylor. The effects of machinery on agriculture which are

beneficial are well known. The saving of arduous labor, the cheapen-
ing of costs of production, and, for many, the elevation of living

standards on the land are so important that no reason exists to attack

men or corporations simply because they manufacture or use agri-

cultural machines. At the same time, the advance of machinery on
the land is causing human and socio-economic problems which grow
increasingly acute. Even in times of industrial prosperity these ef-

fects would be serious, for they permeate and alter in important re-

spects the social and political structure of our Nation. In times of
unemployment like the present, they are critical. Distress, severance
of families from the land, reduction in status, and complete disloca-

tion of farm people are appearing with striking similarities in widely
separated areas. These effects and their import are the aspects I
wish to discuss of those problems in agriculture which technological
progress creates.

Ample statistics and other data on the increasing use of agricul-

tural machinery, and the prospect that this will continue rapidly to

spread already have been presented to your committee. I should like,

as my contribution to your deliberations, to describe the social pat-
terns which result, directing your attention, first, to the Cotton Belt,
then, successively, to the Wheat Belt, the Corn Belt, and to the fruit
and vegetable industry.
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The landscape and towns of the western Cotton Belt today show
clearly the effects of spreading displacement. We had believed that
these would not appear until the manufacture of mechanical cotton
pickers in commercial quantities. However, displacement is occur-

ring now over large areas because of introduction of all-purpose trac-

tors and auxiliary machinery. In west Texas, the Black Wax Prairie,

the Panhandle, and the southwest quarter of Oklahoma, consolidation

of cotton farms and displacement of substantial tenant farmers is

proceeding rapidly. Landlords replace their tenants with tractors

and hired laborers—sometimes 1, sometimes 6 or 8 or 10 laborers,

when their holdings are large. Tenants with foresight and sufficient

resources buy tractors, rent a second farm, operate them both—and
another white American farm family has been cut from the land.

Farmers not protected by ownership or strong family ties to the land
are starkly fearful that their turn to go may oe next.

Towns are crowded with the displaced. The local W. P. A. and
relief rolls are loaded with them, a stream of distressed humanity
forms and hopefully seeks outlet to the West, in Arizona and Cali-

fornia. Empty houses of families who used to make their living

from the land strew the landscape, windows are boarded, and culti-

vated fields close.

Letters from rural folk deeply troubled by what they see occur-
ring appear in the Dallas Farm News, especially around the turn of
the year when old leases expire and new arrangements for the com-
ing year are made. The following are recent examples

:

From Henderson County, Tex., December 1939:

I ask the editor kindly to publish the following copy of a petition. I ask
every county in the state to send similar i)etitions to their Congressmen before
Congress meets in January. It is for the purpose of asking some protection
for the one-team and two-team farmers of Texas.
Do you love your neighbor? Something must be done. We, the undersigned,

are opposed to a few men renting the whole country in order to get the gov-
ernment checks and the full cotton acreage the little farmer had and rerent
the same house back to him. The little farmer has to then sign up for WPA
work or relief. One man told me he was renting over 400 acres and nearly
500 acres of land, which deprive 15 one-team renters.

From Tishomingo, Okla., March 1940:

. . . the land hog is all-powerful. He may buy a tractor and get possession
of all the land in a community and, with a little hired help, farm all the land
and thereby drive all his neighbors off the land to starve—^just for his own
private gains.

From Crockett, Tex., February 1940

:

The big landowner does wrong in dlschargin.!:, his tenants and working his
land with hired labor, but since that is the only way he can get a fair compen-
sation he can't be blamed. This situation Is causing more people to be without
work than anything else.

The ground for these popular fears is confirmed by experts. Pro-
fessors Bonnen and Magee state in the Journal of Farm Economics
for August 1938, that within little more than a decade, by introduction
of tractors and four-row tillage equipment on cotton farms on the

high plains, "the amount of cropland that can be handled by a farm
family has increased * * from approximately 100 to approxi-
mately 450 acres."

This process has some advantage for the one in four who may
survive as a farm operator, but the other three face alternatives,
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"none of which," say those Texas authorities, "are particularly
promising."

In the first place, they may migrate to less productive land in lower rainfall
zones on the western fringe of the area or in older areas to the east. Secondly,
they may find their way into other occupations, in most cases as laborers.
Thirdly, they may remain in the area as agricultural laborers with small
chance for employment except during the hoeing and harvesting seasons, and
perhaps be forced to depend upon relief during a large part of the year. The
latter alternative" has been the one most frequently resorted to during the
past 3 or 4 years.

What this opportunity to become an agricultural laborer means
to those who have been farmers is told by Dr. C. H. Hamilton of the
Texas Agricultural Experiment Station in a 1938 report.

The typical farm tenant in the High Plains or in the Blackland (Prairie)
may be exi)ected to earn a net farm income of from $800 to $1,000 annually,
even with cotton prices as they are today. As either a common or an agricul-
tural laborer the same tenant cannot expect to earn more than from $250 to
$300.

A fourth alternative of the displaced—farmers, laborers, and small
townsfolk alike—is to take to the highways leading west.
The process which I am describing so briefly has contributing causes

more complex than time permits me to explain, such as drought, de-
pression, and phases of the agricultural and relief program. But the

,
displacing effects of machinery on the cotton land are final, and they
are not limited to areas of drought.
May I call your attention at this point to the first chart, which

shows the origins of migrants to California.
(The chart referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2683" and appears

below.)
Exhibit No. 2683

[Submitted by Dr. Paul Taylor]

ORIGINS OF MIGRANTS TO CALIFORNIA*

June 16. 1935 - November 15, 1937

Shown OS percentage, by States,

of total number reported.

Source: (form Security Administrotion and
Colifomio Deportntent of Agriculture.

Data on 210,268 invnigrants.
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ORIOrN OF MIGRANTS TO THE WEST COAST

Dr. Taylor. This chart is, of course, not a measure of persons dis-

placed by mechanization, for no such classification is possible in ob-

taining the data. However^ it does show the origins of the people

who have come to us in California seeking employment over about a

2-year period. The width of the line is proportioned to the per-

centage of the total influx to California that came from each particu-

lar State.

The Vice Chairman. Does that line bend back into the country "J

from whence they came?
Dr. Taylor. It does, and by looking at the width of the line, you

can approximate the proportion of tne whole migration that came
from that particular State.

The Vice Chairman. What I was asking is, you have three lines

that bring these people into California?
Dr. Tatlor. Yes.
The Vice Chairman. Do they move out of California ?

Dr. Taylor. Out of California ? No statistics are now available of

the migration out of California.

The Vice Chairman. How do you accumulate these facts ?

Dr. Taylcmr. These statistics are obtained by a count at the Cali-

fornia border maintained by the California State Department of
Agriculture.
The Vice Chairman. They do not maintain any count as they go

out of California?
Dr. Taylor. The Bureau of Agricultural Economics a few months

ago completed arrangements with the Arizona Department of Agri
culture which will give us that back movement concerning which
you inquire. Congressman, but at the present time that is not avail-

able. We know tnat there is a sizeatje return migration. We know
also the net deposit in California is heavy.
The Vice Chairman. These are what you call migratory workers,

largely, these people.
Dr. Taylor. These people may very well find themselves in , the

kind of camp shown in the photograph at Sacramento. They are
likely to be working in the southern San Joaquin Valley, migrating
about, or seeking to settle themselves in one way or another.

The Vice Chairman. Those camps represent places where people
who come into California, maybe who have been in California, who
have no better place than those places in which to stay. That is all

there is about it.

Dr. Taylor. The kind of camp that is exhibited in the j^oto-
graph?
The Vice Chairman. Yes.
Dr. Taylor. There is no other facility available. The Farm Se-

curity Administration, you understand. Congressman, has placed a
chain of camps through California to which may of these people
come, and those camps have been very effective in eliminating the
kind of condition that still prevails in Sacramento.
The Vice Chairman. To give the same person who is here a better

place to live.

Dr. Taylor. To give the same kind of person who is shown in
those tents and trailers a better place to live as he follows the crops.
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There are other projects of the Farm Security Administration
which endeavor to provide a better place. There are some of those
projects in California and Arizona.
The Vice Chairman. What is the type of those ?

Dr. Taylor. The project is of two types. Both are based upon
decent housing. One type provides a small plot of ground around
the house on which a garden may be cultivated. The other type pro-

vides what is called a cooperative part-time farm, in which approxi-
mately, it is believed, the rental paid for a decent house can be
earned. The remainder of the income of the migratory labor family
living in such a project is expected to be derived from seasonal

employment in crops in California.

The Vice Chairman. In the meantime the difference is being taken
care of in some way from the treasury of some governmental agency.

Dr. Taylor. That is very likely to be true among those in the
lower income groups. There are of course some who will keep off

relief.

The Vice Chairman. But do these hoOses that are put up bring a
rental that will take care of the cost of production and construction

and maintenance?
Dr. Taylor. I think, Congressman, that the Farm Security Ad-

ministration could furnish you figures on that. I am sure that that is

the intention, that the costs shall be kept low by extensive construc-

tion, and that the rental shall be such as can be paid by these people.

The Vice Chairman. Yes. I beg your pardon for leading you into

that field, because it is a little aside from what you are discussing.

Dr. Taylor. Not at all, Congressman. I don't mind the questions

in any way.
Colonel Chantland. May I ask if there is any other project that

tends to more permanency ?

Dr. Taylor. Yes, Colonel; I planned to discuss that a little later,

if that is agreeable, but I hope that question will recur. I don't

know whether time is going to permit. I should like very much to

answer that question. I would prefer to do so a little later.

May I invite your attention to the next chart, which shows origins

of migrants to Oregon.
(The chart referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2684" and ap-

pears on p. 17046.)

Dr. Taylor. This chart is constructed in similar fashion. The
base of the data is somewhat different. It is based upon something
over 5,000 rural immigrant families studied by the Oregon State
Agricultural College. You may again compare the breadth of these

lines showing origins from the different States, You cannot com-
pare the breadth of these lines with the breadth of those on the
preceding chart. In other words, the volume of migration to Cali-

fornia is very much larger than the migration to Oregon. This
shows the relative importance of different sources of origin of immi-
grants to Oregon.
The Vice Chairman. Doctor, what is the point about that ? What

lesson do we draw from the fact that people who are close by move
in more numerously than people who are far away ?

Dr. Taylor. My purpose in introducing the chart is twofold : First,

to show that the problem is broad in respect to the destinations of
those who are cut loose from the land ; second, that the area of dis-
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placement is broad. You will notice that the California migFanta
come mainly from Oklahoma, Texas, Arkansas, and Missouri. You
will notice from the chart which I am now exhibiting that the North-
em Great Plains States show up in much more important fashion.

There is a whole belt of emigration which is not apparent as you look

at the single chart.

The Vice Chairman. Do you think it is because there are better

opportunities, relatively better opportunities, in that belt to which
they are going, than would have been afforded if they had stopped
closer to the point where they started moving from ?

Dr. Taylor. I don't think that the reason they came to the west
coast is primarily that opportunities are so good for them. I think
the expelling forces are their principal reasons for leaving. I shall

describe those in a moment.

Exhibit No. 2684

[Submitted by Dr. Paul Taylor]

ORIGINS OF MIGRANTS TO OREGON*

January 1933 -June 1936

Shown OS percentage, by Sfotes,

of tofol number reported

Source: Breithoupt, L R.ond Hoffmon.CS

Oregon Stote Agricultural College, Stotion

Circular of Informotion No. 157. Dato on

5,022 rurol immigront families. CHART NO. «

YouThe_ third chart shows origins of migrants to Washington,
notice the source of emigrants lies still farther northward.
Dr. Anderson. That will be "Exhibit No. 2685."

(The chart referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2685" and appears
on p. 17047.)

SHARECROPPING ON CXXTTON PLANTATIONS

Dr. Taylor. Displacement of cotton farmers in the rich lands of

Mississippi and Arkansas is beginning to be heavy. Sharecroppers,

supplanted by machinery and wage laboi-ers, are being swept from
the plantations. Tliey crowd the towns of the Delta and choke the

slums of Memphis, Tenn. During cotton chopping in spring and
picking season in the fall they are hauled daily in great trucks to

work on plantations as far as 43 miles distant. The rest of the year
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they remain largely unemployed, and a heavy burden on relief. Tliey
constitute a mobile labor reserve, supported at public expense in tii6

winter, and by this fact make possible further mechanization and
further displacement of sharecroppers.

It is the impact of these changes on the plantation system that
produced the highway demonstrations in the Arkansas Delta and
boot heel of Missouri in January 1939, and the eviction crisis in Jan-
uary of this year. From this area where both Negroes and whites are

victims of technological progress, the displaced whites already iiave

appeared in numbers as migrator}' workers in the cotton fields of
Arizona and the pea fields of California.

The displaced plantation Negroes who are not left on the land as

wage laborers flock to towns. Some are seeking outlet in the indus-

trial cities of the North. No tide of Negroes has yet started west.

The advance of machinery in the Cotton Belt is irregular. It

Exhibit No. 2685

[Submitted by Dr. Paul Taylor]

ORIGINS OF MIGRANTS TO WASHINGTON*

1932-1936

* Shown OS percentage, by States

of totol number reported.

Source: Landis, Paul H., Rural Immigrants

to Washmgton State, 1932-1936, Washington

Stole Agricultural Experiment Stotion

Doto on 467 rurol immigrant households.

spreads over delta and river bottom lands, and appears in spots where
topography and other conditions are favorable, in Alabama, Georgia,
and North Carolina. Behind this disclocation on the plantations is

the economic pressure cited by a report of the Mississippi Delta Ex-
periment Station which forecast in 1932, that "from 30 to 50 percent
of present Delta farm labor must ultimately be' replaced by ma-
chinery * * *." When plantations follow this program they are

transformed into large industrialized farms. The starkest exatnple
of this change which I have personally encountered was told me by a

planter who purchased 22 tractors and 13 four-!row cultivators, let

go 130 of his 160 sharecropper families, and retaine4 only 30 for day
labor, ,
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In the Journal of Rural Sociology of September 1939, Prof. B. O.
Williams, of Clemson Agricultural College, South Carolina, formally
advances the proposition that

—

The mechanization of agriculture in the Soutli has already gone forward
much further than is generally recognized * * * (It) will result in a dis-
ruption of the family-farm institution * * * It is probable that the owner-
manager type of organization will come to prevail, changing the system of
social organization from the family-farm type to the manager-labor type * * *

The mechanization of Southern agriculture would result in either (1) a lowering
of material living standards of large numbers of the farm population; or (2)
the migration of large numbers of surplus and displaced laborers to other areas.

Mr. Maginnis. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question at this time?
Isn't the situation so far as the Cotton Belt is concerned due pri-

marily to the low price of cotton as a result of the loss of the world
markets in the last several years ?

Dr. Taylor. Of course that is a very serious factor in cotton pro-
duction. I don't think that is the major factor in the changes in

the structure of production which I am describing.

Mr. Maginnis. You don't think that primarily that is the cause
of most of the difficulty in the Cotton Belt in line with what has been
written in the last several years about the necessity of changing pro-
duction in the cotton States to other commodities ?

Dr. Taylor. There is, of course, pressure for lowered costs and
undoubtedly machinery is sought as one of the means of meeting that.

I agree entirely with that. I think the use of the machinery, then,
is the factor that cuts the pattern which I described.

Mr. Maginnis. In other words, the price of cotton in the last few
years due to the loss of the world markets has forced to a large extent
placement of machinery for more economical operation to avoid, if

possible, the giving up of the raising of cotton.

Dr. Taylor. Possibly hastened it. I think there is always pressure
for lower costs of production in a competitive market.

Dr. Kreps. Dr. Taylor, in that connection ^ if the price of cotton
should rise appreciably, is it your feeling that the pace of mechaniza-
tion would be retarded or is it likely to be accelerated in that farmers
will have more funds in order to buy machinery?

Dr. Taylor. I think that a rise in the price would accelerate the
process ; as has been presented here by preceding witnesses, the pur-
chases of machinery depend in part upon the income of the farmers.
The Vice Chairman. The reduction of the number of people to be

found on the farm would seem due to the fact that we have lost a
good deal of the world market regardless of how we lost it. It takes
fewer people to raise 10,000,000 bales of cotton than 15,000,000.

Dr. Taylor. Certainly.

The Vice Chairman. Then you have this mechanization and that
has something to do with it. I wonder if our governmental farm
policy—are you going to discuss that—has anything to do with it.

Dr. Taylor. The agricultural adjustment program? I am going
to make one recommendation with reference to' it if I am permitted
to at the conclusion of this statement.
The Vice Chairman. If you will be permitted to do it. [Laugh-

ter.]

Dr. Anderson. Dr. Taylor, I have before me the figures of the
Department of Agriculture on the production of cotton, just to clear
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this point under discussion. It is your contention that these major
mechanical mechanization changes have taken place in the last few
years ?

Dr. Taylor. In the Cotton Belt that is true.

Dr. Anderson. If that is true, that it has occurred, say, since the
depression, since 1932-33, except for the year '37, we have had a
rather steady production of cotton^ so that the production of cotton
itself would not be a factor.

Dr. Taylor. I think there is no question that mechanization is an
extremely important factor in displacing people in the Cotton Belt.

MECHANIZATION IN THE WHEAT BELT

Dr. TAixoR. In the Wheat Belt the combine harvester and tractor
have been displacing farmers, laborers, and many of the townsfolk
dependent upon them, during 15 years or more. In Oklahoma, so the
State commissioner of labor reports, adoption of the combine har-
vester was already so general by 1932 that laborers furnished by
State employment oflfices to wheat farmers dropped from 11,298 in

1921 to 165 in 1932, and that the machine had

—

* * completely reversed our harvest lai)or problems of finding and distrib-
uting an adequate supply of labor to that of preventing a surplus from coming
into the state during the harvest season, as an oversupply of labor in any locality
is almost as disastrous as a shortage and more so as far as the community in
general is concerned.

A notable and significant, if extreme, instance of mechanization
and labor displacement in Oklahoma wheat was drawn to my atten-
tion in 1937. In one of the northern wheat counties one man had
purchased successively 100 quarter sections. He introduces ma-
chinery, leaves one tenant on each section, and displaces from one to
three tenants.

The effects of the combine harvester on the inland empire wheat
country of eastern Washington were described in 1932 by the United
StatesDepartment of Conmieree in a report of Edwin Bates. The
report quotes first a leading wheat fanner

:

We no longer raise wheat here in eastern Washington ; we manufacture it.

With large tractors, gang plows, seeders and combines for production and trucks
for transiKtrtation to shipping points, we have virtually a factory system of pro-
duction in which horses are rapidly passing out of the picture, and lab^r de-
mands are decreasing. Under the new system this "wheat factory" can run 24
hours a day. Most of our operations can be carried on at night if necessary.
In dispensing with work stock we reduce the number of men required. (Com-
mercial Survey of the Pacific Northwest, p. 273.)

Bates, after traveling through the country, noting the abandoneu
farm homes and talking with townspeople, observed significantly
that—

* * * there are two sides to this story. It is easy enough to reconcile the
above statement of the wheat rancher with that of the implement dealer who
estimates that every time he sells a tractor he drives at least 5 customers off
the farms. The general merchant has frequent expressed it as follows: "This
movement toward power farming is damaging every small town in this section of
the State. Towns which had a good volume of business a few years ago are
now very dull. There are fewer farms and less people on them. A few years
ago we had a heavy seasonal labor movement into this section. The harvest
hands would come in about the 15th of July and stay through the greater part
of the summer. Now the harvesting season is much shorter, and there is a,

124491—41—pt. 30^—55
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snialh'r nunibei- of workers. Our sales of work shoes and work clothing of all

kinds as well as foodstuffs have fallen off very heavily.

These divergent points of view, (continued the Department of Commerce re-

port) "one from the wheat rancher with his eye fixed on lower costs of produc-
tion, and Ilie other from the retail merchant whose interest centers in an increas-

ing population with an expanding volume of retail sales, are evidence of the
changes which the technical revolution in grain production is working in the
economic fabric of this area."

Between 1 920 and 1930 in 7 counties of eastern Washington affected

by this process of mechanization, the average size of farm increased

25 percent, the number of farms declined 19 percent, and the popuhi-
tion fell 15 percent.

The effects of machinery on the wheat country of North Dakota to-

day are described in the March 1940 issue of Rural Sociology by
l*rofessor J. M. Gillette of the University of North Dakota. In an
article entitled '''Socuil-economiG Submergence in a Plams State"
he writes

:

There has been and is thus being formed a self-perpetuating class of socio-

economically submerged individuals in a wide region where it would least be
expected.

* * Rapid mechanization of farm production anu farm processes and
forced foreclosure of farm mortgages during recent years are the most imi)ortant
of the immediate aiuT local factors. New types of rubber-tire tractors which
propel new and larger plows, disks, harrows, seeders, harvesters and threshers,
cultivators, sprayers, and so on, are rapidly transforming much farming into a
highly sedentary mechanized and technically industrialized business. These
machines are rapidly displacing agricultural labor of regular and seasonal kinds.

I was repeatedly told that within 6 years the number of laborers required to

harvest and thresh a crop of grain has been reduced from three or five to one.

This means a displacement of 2 out of 3 or 4 out of 5 workers. It is also dis-

placing many small farmers. Many men who operated a quarter or a half sec-

tion a few years ago with horse power are now operating from twice to four
or more times as much with tractor power, combines, and trucks. Two or three
men in Bottineau County are operating 45 quarter sections of land, with a very
few men as hired laborers * * *. This alone has caused the displacement of
many small farmers and scores of laborers. It is a most serious situation for
the young men and women on farms who are just coming to maturity. Farming
no longer has power to absorb them; and after remaining idle parasites on the
farmstead for a tinu they float into towns and villages, marry, and join the
Work Projects (sic) Administration forcein. For them and the stranded agricul-
tural laborers and farmers there is no longer a i-etreat in great cities to join the
armies of manual and white collar workers; for those cities are filled with unem-
ployed millions, and new recruits generally soon apply for relief and are then
sent back to the Dakota counties from which they derived and where their

legal residence is.

Professor Gillette estimates the probable future extent of this

"submerged class" at from 5 percent in some counties to 15 or 20
percent in others.

Tlie Vice Chairman. Doctor, I don't know how limited your time
is. You are covering things that ought to go in the record, but they
are matters with which the committee are very familiar. If you are

not in a hurry and have plenty of time just go ahead and read, but
iT you you are in a hurry just discuss the points you want to discuss

with us.

Dr. Taylor. My time is at j^our disposal, Congressman.
The Vice Chairman. How much more have you ?

Dr. Taylor. I have a half dozen pages.

The Vice Chairman. We want that all in the record for the

permanent record, but the men who are sitting at this table are j)retty

familiar with that general picture. We are anxious that you get to
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the point where you are going to make some suggestions. Pick out

anything in there in particular that you would like to call attention

to.

(The material omitted appears below) :

CORN BELT MECHANIZATION

Dr. Taylor. The Corn Belt, like "Wheat and Cotton Belts, is ex-

periencing rapid mechanization, and with similar effects—displace-

ment of laborers, expanding farms, displacement of farmers, replace-

ment of tenants by wage laborers. As early as November 1937, Kay
Murray, formerly Secretary of Agriculture of Iowa reported

:

Despite the fact the we have this year in Iowa one of the biggest and best

crops for a period of some 20 years, and despite the fact that these products

have been selling for a price above the average for the past 5 years, and de-

spite the known resumption of normal business conditions which are as
favorable in Iowa as in any other part of the United States, we still find that

thousands of Iowa people, farm-trained and farm-minded, are still without
employment * *. The greatest contributing factor in this distressing pic-

ture is the mechanization of Iowa farms with modern power machinery * *.

One man with a tractor behind which he can haul two disks and one harrow
can thus do at less expense and less time the work that 3 men and 3 horse-

drawn outfits would in an earlier day * * * many Iowa farms are now
equipped with three- and four-row power-driven corn planters, and three- and
four-row tractor-driven corn cultivators * . Other farm operations such
as haying have been greatly simplified and hastened in their operations by
such labor-saving equipment as side-delivery hay racks, mechanical hay stack-

ers, sweep rakes, hay loaders, universal adoption of slings for unloading, and
so forth. Modern manure spj^eaders, grain elevators, portable feed grinders

and other such modern mach«iei*y have, also, contributed greatly to the ease

and speed of farm operations, but have not been so successful in contributing

toward the employment of men who make at least part of their living from
such farm operation. We have seen the tractor-pulled binder shorten the

harvest of our small grains by a considerable length of time and the introduc-

tion of small threshing machines have made a couple of weeks' job out of what
used to be a month or two's work every year during the harvesting season
• • *. The use of such machines eliminates the services of thousands
of men who previously found work shocking the crop of oats, wheat, barley,

and so forth * * we could say roughly that the mechanical corn pickers

in Iowa this year are replacing 15,000 to 20,000 men who formerly were em-
ployed at hand picking during this season of the year * * *. With the ex-

ception of Des Moines and Sioux City * * in * * * our cities and
villages, all the people who are not gainfully or continuously employed either

as hired help or in their own establishments are men who depend to a greater

or less degree on whole or part-time farm labor as their means of subsistence.

With one single machine eliminating the jobs of over 15,000 of this class of

people annually and with similar situations arising from the use of other power
machinery, one can easily glimpse the position in which these people now find

themselves.

From the Illinois Emergency Relief Administration come reports

on April 29, 1938, that suddenly the spring farm-labor supply con-

ferences held to help farmers needing laborers have turned into con-

ferences to help laborers needing farm jobs which no longer exist.

From county after county the reports came in

—

From Calhoun County: As in other counties, power machinery is supplanting

farm labor.

From Greene County: The supervisor of Kane Township gave us, before the

meeting, some very interesting information as to what is occurring in his

township. There are 10 farmers who are planning to plant 75 acres of corn

each and intend to cultivate this crop without any help. There is one farmer
who is tending 1,500 acres of land. He has 6 tractors and will. hire only 6 or
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7 men, when previously between 15 and 20 men were employed to tend this

amount of land.

From Ogle County: One person who is a farmer on a large scale, stated

that modern machinery has replaced to a large extent the need of farm hands
and has tended to level off the cycle of farm work. He stated that in his own
community of Polo there have been 70 tractors sold during tWs last year and
that as a rough estimate each of these has displaced one farm worker.

From Vermilion County : The farm advisor and several members of the Farm
Bureau pointed out that the displacement of the casual farm laborer was due
in a large measure to the general use of power machinery and sugb^jsted that

some program of public employment would have to be planned to absorb these

permanently displaced agricultural workers.
From Peoria County : It is reported from the Jacksonville area that farmers

are using their tractors day and night rather than hire additional labor.

Displacement by i .chinery in the Corn Belt is not limited to farm
laborers. For farm operators, too, it is extinguishing the chance to

make a living from the land. The chairman of the Iowa Farm
Tenancy Committee stated in 1938:

A matter which received considerable discussion * * * is the operating
of a number of farm units by one operator, thus displacing many farm
homes. • * * Landlords naturally seek the greatest net income from their

land regardless of possible destructive effects upon the social conditions of the
country. Farmers with large sets of machinery bid up the rent to a point
where a tenant family with little power equipment can no longer compete with
large-scale operators.

In July 1939 Wallaces' Farmer and Iowa Homestead carried an
article entitled, "Pushing Farm Families Off the Land." A State-

wide questionnaire was sent out which asked, "How many farmers
who were running farms in your school district 3 years ago have been
squeezed out as a result of such expansion by big operators?" Draw-
ing its conclusion, after eliminating the sniftless and incompetent
from the count of the displaced, Wallaces' Farmer states

:

If this sample is typical of the State it means that over 6 percent of Iowa's
farm families have been pushed off their farms in the last 3 years.

On March 9, 1940, Wallaces' Farmer published a leading article

called Men Left Without Land, which states after a field survey, "If
those questioned are representative, there are around 2,000 new land-
less tenants this year."^ Displacement comes about under a number
of circumstances, which are reflected in the attitudes of people toward
(hem, says Arthur T. Thompson, author of the article:

I have listened to a lot of talk, trying to size up attitudes. Not much is said,
I find, when a man goes back on his own place. This is still a free country;
it's got to be expected. Nor is there much talk when a farm is sold to an
enterprising chap who has been a good tenant, or when a father helps his son
lo buy a place. There is a little more stir when one man keeps increasing his
string of tenant-operated farms, but this depends on how he treats the tenants.
Sometimes, through his capital help, the multiple landlord actually helps the
tenant to make more money.

Its when a landlord throws off a tenant and starts working the land with
hired help, especially trailer-house migrants, that voices raise and you see
anger on men's faces. Or when the farm is leased to a nearby owner-operator
who, say the neighbors, already has "a God's plenty."
A friend of mine says this thing is going to end up in a farm-tenant's pro-

tective association or something of the sort, just like the share-croppers' union
of tlie Sontli. That seems a little extreme, yet I wouldn't be too sure if greedy
owners and landlords keep reaching for more and more land. As I said at the
beginning. I have been looking into the eyes of these landless men, and I see
something there that is pretty sure to snap if they are pushed too far.

Dr. Taylor. I should like to call attention to the fact that dis-
placement is moving rapidly into the Corn Belt, which has always
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been regarded as one of the most stable sections of our American
social and political life, that the same pattern of displacement of

laborers and of small farmers which appears in the Cotton Belt is

now occurring also in the Corn Belt. Tractors, smaller combines, a

variety of machines, pre accomplishing that. The farm laborers are

hit with the utmost severity, and the smaller farmers are now feel-

ing the pressure of displacement from machinery, and they are writ-

ing to Wallace's Farmer and Iowa Homestead the same kind of let-

ters that the displaced tenants of Texas are writing to the Dallas
Farm News.
The Vice Chairman. When you say the small farmer do you mean

the tenant farmer or the owner of a small farm ?

Dr. Taylor. I think mainly they are tenant farmers. They are

the northern counterpart of what in Texas you call, I believe, the
tenant farmers on thirds and fourths, substantial citizens with a
substantial amount of propery who find themselves deprived of an
opportunity to make their living on the land.

Studies have been made by Wallace's Farmer and Iowa Homestead
which indicate that for the last 3 or 4 years this has been progressing
at the rate of something like 2,000 tenant farmers per annum.
Dr. Anderson. Dr. Taylor, is that a nevr phenomenon in the Corn

Belt area?
Dr. Tayeor. So far as I know, that has not appeared in the Com

Belt before. Certainly it has not been conspicuous, either to outside
observers or to the people themselves in the Corn Belt.

The Vice Chairman. It has to follow, though, that wherever you
have curtailment or reduction of acres, regardless of whether you
have to do it or not, when you put in machines—I mean it just has
to happen. Any field of production where you curtail your acres
as a part of the program and then you put in machines, of course,
you will have reduction of hours of work, but the tendency of those
two things is bound to put somebody off the farm.

EXPANSION OF HOLDINGS AFTER MECHANIZATION

Dr. Taylor. When you put in the machinery, the tendency is to ex-
pend the size of your farm, in order to make use of the otherwise
unused capacity of your machine.
The Vice Chairman. And when you have an agricultural program

that requires a reduction in the number of acres that you us^ to
have in a given crop, then that means a reduction, too. I don't mean
to say that it isn't necessary to do it, but that is one of the con-
sequences.

Dr. LuBiN. Mr. Taylor, just how does this happen—I was inter-

ested in your statement to the Judge just now, in other words, the
farmer buys more land in order to make the machine pay its keep,
or does he refuse to rent his land?
Dr. Taylor. In the Cotton Belt, it usually starts by a renting of

more land. Take, for example, the tenant farmers in the plains
of Texas. If they expand the size of the farm by placing machinery
upon it, it throws 2 farmers together and 1 tenant leaves. Some-
times 2 enants leave if the landlord moves in and operates directly
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with hired labor. There is a loss of status of the tenant-farmers

and replacement with someone of the hired-labor status.

Dr. LuBiN. And the same thing happens in Iowa? "Wliat form
does it take?

Dr. Taylor. "Well, I think the record will show that the pattern is

strikingly similar in Iowa to what happens in Texas, that one man
leases more land, or not infrequently, that a farmer with means buys
another farm.
The Vice Chairman. I happen to come from Texas. If a man

who owns maybe five or six hundred acres of land, who used to have
5 or 10 tenants there, he would get in 1 or 2 hired hands and a tractor

and the tenant would have to get out.

Dr. Taylor. I have seen that in Ellis County, Tex., which I under-
stand is in your district.

The Vice Chairman. Right in my neighborhood; yes.

Dr. Taylor. I have here. Dr. Lubin, a description from the Des
Moines Register of March 3, 1940, under the title "Tractor brings
trend toward fewer and larger farms in Iowa," which tells exactly

what is happening. I don't know whether you wish to hear it.

The Vice Chairman. Let's hear it.

Mr. Taylor (reading) :

Is it "good" or is it "bad"? Is it toward an agriculture based on a more
stable family-sized farm or is it toward a different kind of farming community?
Apparently the movement is dual. In some instances it is toward a healthier

farm community in terms of the past—the owner-operator farming with little

or no hired help but with all members of the family pitching in, the individual
farm' and the community based on farming as a way of life as well as a
business. But in other instances the change seems clearly to be toward
something different. And the differknce between these two tendencies is

LAlUiELY ONE OF DEGREE.
In some cases, multiple farm operation is undoubtedly better for the soil.

But what about the people? Is it better to have a large number of farm
families b;uely above .subsistence levels or a smaller number operating larger
units and e.irniiig incomes in excess of their minimum requirement? Better,

certainly, for those who .survive, but is it better for those who. lose their farms?
THtrv Ml'ST BE TAKEN CARE OF— Is IT BETTER TO TAKE CARE OF THEM IN THI2
< OUNTKY OR IN TUr: CITIES AND TOWNS?
Those problems will press us more fiercely if multiple farm operation radically

changes our Iowa (>((jnomy in a direction in which the other phase of the
trend seems headed. Larger farms means fewer farms; fewer farmers and
niore mechanization mean fewer farmers and their families. And this means
keener competition ainong tennats for farms, with greater insecurity for those
who get fanns and many who do not get farms.

It means a larger transient iKjpulation, moving from county to county, state
1o slate, with hurt to themselves and damage to institutions like the school.

It means, j)robably, a larger agricultural proletariat class * * *.

This proldem, like all problems of its kind, will not be solved by blind pas-
sionate opi)osition. Its soiuMon demands that we answer in our own mind the
• inestion, "What kind of an agriculture do Wf want?"

The Vice Chairman. What kind of a citizeusliip do you want, too.

Dr. Taylor. Certainly.
Tlie Vice Chairman. That is involved.

Dr. LiTiuN. Does this mean that it is harder for a man to rent a
farm in that area now tlian before the tractor came up?
Dr. Taylor. Unquestionably; for many, imposible.
Tlie Vice Chairman. I live in that country, and the year before

last I was in a connnmiity where the sons of people whom I had
known ever since I have been in Texas, friends of mine, young fel-

lows, wanted to have a home and they weie good people. They told
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me that it is absolutely impossible for them to rent a place. They
were young fellows who wanted to farm awhile and then buy a place
after awhile, and they just couldn't rent a place anywhere.
Dr. Tati/)r. Traditionally, we have insisted upon maintaining the

agricultural ladder as the opportunity by which men could rise. As
the capital equipment on farms increases, it becomes increasingly
difficult to ascend that ladder from laborer to owner, and for those
who make the ascent it becomes increasingly a matter of inheritance.

Those who are not favored in their parentage find increasing diffi-

culties.

The people in the Com Belt are becoming conscious of that, as I am
sure they are in your country.

The fullest development oi mechanization with which I am familiar
in the field of agriculture is in the fruit and vegetable industry.
There, mechanization has transformed market gardening into a highly
mechanized industry within a generation, with factory methods of
production on the land, factory methods of processing materials, and
with hordes of laborers working in gangs at piece rates on the land,

moving from harvest to harvest, hired and fired in thp manner
familiar among old-fashioned industrialists.

There should be called to the attention of this committee, it seems
to me, the fact that when mechanization has moved as far as it has
in the vegetable industry there is apt to take place an integration, the

same sort of thing that occurs in, say, the manufacture of automo-
biles, a control of the industry spreading from a processor clear

back to the land, or from the middleman back to the land.

The concentration of economic power with which you are so
familiar in industry has its counterpart in the vegetable industry.

Dr. Keeps. Dr. Taylor, do you have any figures showing the extent

to which you have concentration of production in agriculture in Cali-

fomia-T-in various agricultural products?
Dr. Taylor. As you know. Dr. Kreps, a subcommittee of the Senate

Committee on Education and Labor recently came to California in

order to make investigations in agriculture. Their staff has fur-

nished me with a table showing crop concentration. Perhaps the

committee would like this introduced in the record ?

Dr. Anderson. Yes. Mr. Chairman, tjie table should be admitted
to the record.

(The table referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2685-A" and is in-

cluded in the appendix on p. 17455.)

Dr. Tatlor. I think you have that before you. I might then read
just three or four examples of the crop concentration.

In canning asparagus, for example, based upon 1939 datai II/2

percent of all producers produced 23.4 percent of the entire product
in terms of deliveries to canneries. In cotton production, 3.5 per-

cent of all producers produced 33.3 percent of cotton in terms of
ticreage.

In lemon production, less than 3 percent of all producer*? in 1940
produced 34.6 percent in terms of acreage.
There are other ways of measuring concentration. Under the

A. A. A. prfegram, for example, the sugar-beet concentration of
the production shows 2.1 percent of all payees received 20.6 percent
of the total of all payments under the program. For agricultural
conservation, 2 percent received 43.6 percent of all payments.
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There are other measures also. Ten percent of all farms in Cali-
fornia received 53 percent of the 1939 gross farm income; 9.4 per-
cent of all farms made 65 percent of all expenditures for wage
labor in 1929.

The Vice Chairman. Doctor, will you kindly repeat those figures
just before you gave us these figures? I would like to ask you to
repeat the acreage there, if you have it. Will you repeat the figures
just before the ones you have just given?
Dr. Taylor. The sugar beets?
The Vice Chairman. No; the income.
Dr. Taylor. Ten percent of all farms received 53.2 percent of the

1939 gross income. Is that it?

The Vice Chairman. Yes. Now, I wanted to know what acreage,
what relative acreage, did that 10 percent in number make up?

Dr. Taylor, I am not able to answer that question, but I may say
this, that with respect to California, acreage is the most misleading
measure of concentration.
The Vice Chairman. Yes; that is so.

Dr. Taylor. Much more in my State, I think, than in yours, be-
cause we have everything from range land to irrigated acreage.
The Vice Chairman. That is right.
Dr. Taylor. And very often, on 20 acres, we have a tremendous

product. So, I think the measures which are employed in these
figures are more accurate than if I tried to ^ive you an acreage figure.

The Vice Chairman. Yes ; I know that is so, and I beg your par-
don for asking the question.

agricultural concentration by states

Dr. Anderson. One question before we leave this important ex-

hibit. This, I take it, is a measure of the concentration in "California
agriculture. Dr. Taylor, are there any comparable figures available
anywhere co^icerning agriculture concentration State by State?

Dr. Taylor. There are, Dr. Anderson; I have had prepared the
next chart, which

Dr. Anderson (interposing). I think I anticipated you.
Dr. Taylor. Shows the percentage distribution of number of farms

and value of 9,11 products sold, traded, or used in the United States
in 1939.

Dr. Anderson. That will be admitted to the record.
(The chart referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2686" and appears

on p. 17057.)
Dr. Taylor. You will observe there that 1.4 percent of all of the

farms of the United States produced 15 percent of all products by
value, or combining the lower two categories, that 3.9 percent of all

farms produced 25.6 perceot of all products by value. The chart
which follows presents figures for the United States on another basis.

(The chart referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2687" and appears
on p. 17058.)

Dr. Taylor. This chart classifies farms of the United States in
terms' of the numbers of laborers employed per farm. In July of
1935, this was estimated by the Social Security Board from the
census of 1935 and the seasonal indices of the Bureau of Agricultural
EcOinomics.
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May I call your attention to the fact that some 78 percent of all

farms in the United States, of the 6,800,000 farms, employed no
laborers, no hired laborers at all.>

Dr. Kreps. Do you mean to imply by that that taxes on labor,
such as social security taxes and others, would leave such farms
completely exempt?

FARMS WITH PRODUCTS
VALUED AT>
UNDER I 400

Exhibit No. 2686

[Submitted by Dr. Paul Taylor]
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UNITED STATES

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF .NUMBER OF FARMS AND
VALUE OF ALL PRODUCTS SOLD, TRADED, OR USED.

1929

SOURCE- COMPIteb FROM 1930 CENSUS

Dr. Taylor. Virtually that, Mr. Kreps. You realize that this
figure is employment at a particular month in the year, so it is not
identical with your question, but it comes fairly close to answering
your question.

Dr. Kreps. Would you say that July was a period in which, on
the whole, the amount of farm labor would tend to be as large as
in any other month during the year?
Dr. Taylor. Something below the peak. It is a month of large

employment, but below the peak.
Dr. Kreps. At any rate, better than average, possibly ?

Dr. Taylor. It is average or a little better.
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FARMS

Exhibit No. 2087

[Submitted by Dr. Paul Taylor]

NUMBER OF WAGE WORKERS
PER FARM WAGE WORKERS

78.2
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Dr. Ejieps. That would mean then that, on the whole, we tend to
subsidize, as I ^et it, large-scale agriculture in the United States and
mechanization in large-scale agriculture?

Dr. Tatlor. Well, it seems to me that there is another way of look-
ing at the exemptions from social legislation which generally Con-
gress has granted to agriculture. I think in general it has been felt

that because of the peculiar importance of agriculture to our national
life, and for some other reasons, it was appropriate that social legis-

lation should exempt agriculture

I think upon examination of "Exhibit No. 2687" it becomes plain
that that is not exactly what we have been doing. On the contrary,
you notice that most of the farmers employ verj, little or no labor.

It has been proposed by the Social Security Board, for example, that
old-age insurance should be extended to cover hired farm laborers
with exemptions for the family farmer. So that an agricultural
labor exemption which is complete in its coverage of agriculture, it

seems to me, may well be looked at as a public subsidy, not to agri-
culture in general but to a particular manner of carrying on agricul-
ture. In other words, it is industrialized agriculture which in a sense
is in competition with the working farmer, that we are subsidizing
by our so-called exemptions to agriculture, and insofar as mechani-
zation plays its role in building up an industrialized form of agri-
culture we are thereby subsidizing further displacement from the
land and reduction of working farmers in status.

Dr. Kreps. I believe you will recall that there was a reemployment
commission recently, will you not?

Dr. Taylor. Yes.
Dr. Kreps. Do these farm laborers receive support from other

groups, and particularly from governmental groups, in addition to
the support which they receive during the time they are employed
on the larm ? Is there a seasonal problem there ?

Dr. Taylor. In terms of relief?

Dr. Kjieps. Yes.
Dr. Taylor. There is a very serious relief problem, and the curves

of. employment on the land and of relief show a very considerable
dovetailing, which means, of course, that the taxpayers of California
are supporting the unused labor supply of the agricultural enter-
prises during their slack seasons.

May I ask, with further reference to the suggestion that I have
just made, that we look again at the effects of the agricultural
exemptions which we have granted in the past. The President's
Farm Tenanc}' Committee of 1937 recommended to Congress that it

g've very careful consideration to the extension of social-labor legis-

tion to agricultural enterprises above the size operated by the
working farmer.

Dr. LuBiN. Dr. Taylor, if the social security, that is, the unem-
ployment compensation and old-age insurance, were made appli-
cable to agriculture, as far as this industry itself is concerned, only
about 20—what is it, 21 percent of the farmers ?—would have to pay
any taxes for social security; is that right?
Dr. Taylor. It depends on where the exemption is drawn.
Dr. LuBiN. I don't mean
Dr. Taylor (interposing). If it covered all of the labor, the figure

based upon the 1935 census is something like 22 percent.
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Dr. Ltjbin. In other words, 22 percent of the farmers would haxe to

bear the burden ?

Dr. Taylor, That is right.

Dr. LuBiN. That is, pay taxes. Now, if you put it at, let's say you
exempted every farmer who had one employee ?

Dr. Taylor. If you exempted every farmer who has 1 employee,
only 6 percent of the entire 6,000,000 would be covered. You under-
stand, I am giving you simplified figures that would need elaborating

in a more careful discussion.

Dr. Anderson. Suppose you made it on a parity with present con-

ditions of the Unemployment Compensation Act ; how many farmers
would be affected, how many employers? What would the propor-
tion be ?

Dr. Taylor. Well, the Unemployment Compensation acts vary
from State to State, I believe. The Federal has an exemption of four.

Dr. Anderson. That is right.

Dr. Taylor. A good many States, I think, have no exemption.
Dr. Anderson. Suppose we took an exemption of four?
Dr. Taylor. Well, if you took four, it appears that 1.6 percent of

our agricultural employers employ something over one-third of all

the hired labor. May I point out a further aspect of this problem of
coverage of agricultural employers and their employees by social and
labor legislation ? May I refer now, Dr. Anderson, to my next chart ?

It is the average cash expenditure for labor performed, reporting by
tenure of operator.

Dr. Anderson. That will be admitted.

(The chart referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2688" and ap-
pears on p. 17061.)

CASH PAYMENTS TO LABOR

Dr. Taylor. This chart is derived from the 1930 census. It shows
the average expenditures in cash for farm labor per farmer reporting.

In other words, all of the farms which spent no cash for labor are ex-

cluded, and we are dealing here only with that minority of farms which
spent money to hire labor.

Please note, at the top, for the United States as a whole, the aver-

age cash expenditure for farm labor was $356, by owners. The open
bars refer to owners, the next bars refer to tenants, and the solid black

bars refer to farms operated by managers. Please note that the av-

erage expenitudres for owners are $365 a year; for tenants, $261 per
year ; and for managers, $2,985.

Dr. Taylor. The chart permits you to carry out comparisons of that

kind through every division of the country. The point of the chart

is this: That the manager-operated agricultural enterprise typically

is the industrialized enterpise, and if these so-called agricultural ex-

emptions were reinoved, retaining always an exemption for the man
who is a bona fide working farmer, the enterprises which would be
most surely covered, are those where the manager hired labor type of
industrialized agriculture has developed.

Dr. LuBiN. In summarizing your previous statement then, is it fair

to say that insofar as your agricultural industry does not give steady
employment and consequently, places upon the rest of the economy
the burden of taking care of the people who are not unemployed during
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periods of slack, that 78 percent of the farmers insofar as they are

taxpayers, and consequently through their taxes, are helping to support

the unemployed, are helping to bear the burden to praTide a suffi-

cient
ExHiBrr No 2688

[Submitted by Dr. Paul Taylor]
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Dr. Taylor (interposing) . In connection with which they have now

a problem.
, , , /e • x

Dr. LuBiN. To the other 21 percent, when they need a sufficient

^^I)r.^TATix)R. The answer. Dr. Lubin, is yes. I would like to make

just one additional remark at this point, so if anyone examines the
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record, he will realize that these conclusions are based upon that single
estimate. There should be compared with these estimates the expendi-
tures for labor derived from the 1930 census, so that you cannot say,

21 and 78 percent. You must give other estimates which show a range.
In principle, your statement is correct, but I wouldn't want someone

to read from the record and quote me as apparently ignorant of the
fact that other estimates might be made which would vary som<»what
from the answer I have given.

Dr. Anderson. Go ahead.
Dr. Keeps. Pursuing that question of integration, Dr. Taylor, just

a bit further, as I understand this statement of yours, this isn't only a
matter of concentration of production in agriculture as such, but an
interrelationship betweeit agriculture and variety of enterprises of
industries, that is, concentration in agriculture as a part and parcel of
concentration in variety of industries. Is that correct?

Dr. Taylor. I think that is essentially correct, Mr. Kreps. You are
undoubtedly familiar with the reports of the subcommittee of the
Senate Committee on Education and Labor, which have developed
that, I think, very fully. They have pointed out, for example, the devel-
opment of large-scale processing corporations which move back into

control of the land through ownership, through finanping, leasing

arrangements, and so forth.^

Again, my emphasis is that although in California we perhaps have
the most extreme development of this industrialized* and integrated
agriculture, it is very conspicuous in quite a number of other parts of
the CQuntry. For example, one of our largest corporations, the Califor-

nia Packing Corporation, to quote from some testimony which recently

was introduced into the Senate committee record, "the California Pack-
ing Corporation owns and operates some 20,000 acres of farm land in

California, valued at $9,000,000. In Illinois, Hawaii, and the Philip-
pine Islands, the corporation leases and operates 47,000 acres additional.

The American Fruit Growers, Inc.," continuing the quotation, "is an-
other Nation-wide shipping and brokerage firm which controls a con-
siderable amount of farm property. It owns some 15,000 acres of farm
iai)d in 10 States, of which 2,500 were planted with citrus fruits, grapes,

and vegetables in California. In 1936, this company handled 34,225
cars of fruit, of which about 9,000 cars originated in California and
Arizona, where the company maintains 31 })acking houses."

Mr. Pike. They get the same exemptions from social security, wages
and hours, as any farmer would get, do they ?

Dr. Taylor. It would be difficult to answer your question yes or no,

because each of the laws has its own definition, its own
Mr, Pike (interposing) . The statute would vary ?

Dr Taylor. The statutes vary. I have been discussing in these
charts the employment of workers for cash on the land. Now, I point
out the fact that the processing industry has moved back on the land.

The exemption of those who work in the processing plants, and those
who work on the land for farmers are somewhat different in nature.

Mr. Pike. Yes; but these people, when they are farming, get all the
compensations that family farmers get ? I mean in their farm opera-
tions.

Dr. Taylor. Not entirely, but to a large extent, that is true.

^See Hearings before the subcommittee of the United States Senate Committee on
Sducr.tion and Labor, Part 47, pp. 1735a ff.
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Dr. LuBiN. Well, as far as they employ workers in agriculture on
the land they are exempt from social security and the wage-and-hour
law, those people.

Dr. Tayi/dr. I believe that under the latest amendments, that is so.

Dr. LuBiN. But as I understand the law itself, in other words, the

corporation happens to be running a farm and doesn't pay any social

security taxes for the workers working on that farm directly, that is,

on the land hoeing, plowing, and so forth.

Dr. Taylor. They did until the amendments of a year ago.

Dr. Anderson. Are we to understand, Mr. Taylor, that these cor-

porate groups engaged in processing, moving back now onto the land,,

who come frojn California and ramify out into other States and other

counties, are to be found not only in California, but elsewhere over the

country, that is, developing to the extent that this begins to characterize

an aspect of the agricultural change ?

Dr. Tayix)r. It appears to be of growing importance. Certainly it

characterizes portions of the country like Florida and south Texas and
other important fruits and vegetable producing areas. I think it is a

very significant development.
Dr. Anderson. Has it moved beyond the fruit and vegetable pro-

ducing groups into any of the other agricultural groups that you know
ot?
Dr. Taylor. I do not.

Dr. Anderson. Milling houses, for example are not engaged, as you
know them ?

Dr. Taylor. I am not able to answer.

citizens' associations and farm labor

Mr. Kreps. Again, referring back to this report by the Committee on
Education and Labor, on violations of free speech and rights of labor,

and particularly part 46, 1 notice throughout that subpenas are issued

to about the same groups. Is this an integrated ^roup? Was this

subpena issued on the whole to the same group but with different inter-

ests ? I'd like to read some of this group to you because the variety of
interests involved is truly amazing. They start with the Associated
Farmers of California. I presume that is tne farm organization.

Dr. Taylor. That is the organization of the agricultural employer'.
Mr. Kreps. Then I notice immediately Industrial
Dr. Taylor (interposing) . Processors.

Mr. Kreps. Yes. Then I notice Industrial Association of San Fran
cisco. Is that affiliated with the farm group ?

Dr. Taylor. It had relations with the Associated Farmers. I be-
lieve the committee reported or found that it had financed in part the
Associated Farmers. The Industrial Association no longer is in exist-

ence.

Dr. Kreps. Well, then, I notice that they have the Growers-Shippers
Vegetable Association, as you indicated a moment ago, a citizens' asso-

ciation of various areas. Then the California Processors and Growers,
and then the chambers of commerce, I take it, in California, find
kindred interests in the agricultural groups.

Dr. Taylor. I believe, Dr. Kreps, that the committee was concerned
with these various organizations because it was endeavoring to ascer-

tain the facts concerning interrelationships which developed concen-
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tration of economic power. I am not in a position to speak in the fullest

detail. I am sure they appear amply in the reports. I know that it is

the purpose of the committee, in general, to discover those relationships,
and I assume that that is why those subpenas were issued. Its reports
will show the facts in full concerning your question.

Dr. Keeps. That means, then, that 'on the whole the assumption is

correct that these organizations are all interrelated and subject to a
common control, for example, the Association of San Francisco Dis-
tributors, the San Francisco Retailers Council, the Water Front Em-
ployers Associations, and Southern Califomians. Inc.?
Dr. Tatlor. I am speakmg now from newspaper reports written

very largely at the time that the Senate committee held its sessions.

I believe it is largely an employers' organization which has had very
close relations witn the agricultural employers.
Dr. ICreps. Organized to attract tourists?

Dr. Taylor. No, not at all ; concerned to a considerable extent with
labor relations on the farms in California.

Dr. Kreps. I notice other organizations, the Union of Ca,lifomia
Citizens, California Crusaders, Neutral Thousands, Women of the
Pacific, Merchants and Manufacturers Association, East Bay Defense
Association. Are those interrelated ?

Dr. Taylor. They are a wide variety of organizations into which
the. committee made inquiries. No simple answer :would cover, and
in fact I can't give you a categorical answer with respect to tiiem, but
I am sure that the Senate committee report which is now in process
of publication would carry a full anf^wer to your questions. I was
furnished today with a typewritten listing of expert testimony pre-
sented at hearings of the Subcommittee of the Senate Committee on
Education and Labor with reference to the concentration of economic
power in agriculture and allied industries in California.^ It may be
that you would wish to carry this in your record. I am sure it would
answer your questions more completely and satisfactorily than I can.

Dr. Anderson. The exhibit is accepted for the record.

(The document referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2689-A" and
is included in the appendix on p. 17456.

)

Dr. Keeps. I get the impre-ssion that this is a regional economic
emipre. Do you know whether it obtains on the Pacific Coast?

Dr. Taylor. Perhaps that is a good way of characterizing it Cer-
tainly the interrelationr,hips between the various elements of industry
and agriculture are close and the controls are more or less centralized
or at least coordinated, I think, to a rather surprising degree.

.

Dr. Kreps. So that the mechanization in agriculture is tied up with
mechanization in industry and gives us a concentrated economic con-
trol both of agriculture and industry.

Dr. Taylor. I think the evidence shows a good deal of what you
have just stated.

The course of mechanization and economic development has run so

far in sections of the fruit and vegetable industry, that the patterns
produced by its advanced stages of development, merit examination.
As early as 1929 Wells A. Sherman, late chief marketing specialist of
the Bureau of Agricultural Economics said

:

1 See hearings before the subcommittee of the United States Senate Committee on
Education and Labor, pt. 46.
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"Within a generation market gardening has largely changed from a hand and
horse to a mechanized industry.. The changes in the production and handling of
most of our annual vegetable crops have been generally comparable to the
changes in industries once conducted in homes or private shops but which are
now centralized in immense factories. These changes begin with seed production
and run through to the final delivery of the goods to the consumer. They com-
prehend all of the changes from their small beginnings to the present era of mass
production,

"* * * squat labor is as essential to our mass production of some vegetables
as is the tractor or power sprayer * * * In the bar-vesting of most truck
crops and all fruit crops a large amount of hand labor is still necessary. To meet
this need we have thousands of itinerant harvesting and packing crews in the
fruit districts picking the fruit from the trees and performing every operation in

the packing house ; in the vegetable districts, selecting and picking cantaloupes or
tomatoes, or * * * cabbage. Mass production has thus brought about what
may be called the mechanization of the human element in the industry. The
harvesting gangs are called in when wanted just as the tractor and the gang plow
are brought out of the sheds when needed. These waves of itinerant labor ebb
and flow with the seasons. Alimost every district of important specialized com-
mercial production counts upon them as it counts upon the succession of the
seasons * * *.

This policy of "hire and fire," without responsibility for carrying
the overhead cost of supporting their laborers between seasons is

itself a contributory factor to that acute specialization which makes
employment so highly seasonal and laborers so mobile. Under this

systeni, which utilizes foremen, gang labor, piece rates, recruiting by
labor contractors, the personal paternalism traditional between farmer
and hired man is virtually absent, unemployment is intermittent and
severe, milling about from crop to crop is necessary in order to obtain

work, the average annual earnings are low despite wage rates which
appear high, and opportunity to ascend the agricultural ladder from
laborer to tenant is practically closed.

In some areas, particularly in the West, the vegetable industry has
become highly integrated, not infrequently with a single corporatioi

carrying on every phase from planting the seed to marketing the prod-
uct in cities 3,000 miles away. Some corporations maintain exten-

sive field and processing activities scattered all the way from Washing-
ton and Arizona to Florida. Ranch headquarters maintain direct

wire services to sensitive eastern markets, and have the appurtenances
of modern business oflBces.

FUTURE OF FAMILY-SIZED FARM

Dr. Taylor. May I, in conclusion, on the California situation, quote
to you briefly from the official organ of the fruit and vegetable industry
in our State, the Western Grower a,nd Shipper of Lkds Angeles, which
describes itself as "a monthly publication serving the West's great
fresh-vegetable and melon-growing shipping industry." It says in

October 1939 that the family-size farm cannot survive in California
agricultural industry, particularly of its type

:

It is true, of course, that a large sector of California agriculture is indus-
trialized. * * * The incidents of husbandry, the family-sized farm with all

of its pastoral glamor, is a lovely idyll—elsewhere than most sections of Cali-
fornia. California is not unfriendly to husbandry and farming as a mode of
life, but costly experience has shown that a large percentage of its acres, no
matter how attractive to the inexperienced eye, are not suited to such purposes.
The history of attempted development of many sections now successful under
industrialized agriculture to small farming is a history of blasted hopes and
broken" hearts.

124491—41—pt. 30 56
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Mr. Pike. Do you subscribe to that view ?

Dr. TATiiOR. I think, on the whole, that is pretty close to the truth.

You understand I am not generalizing for the United States as a

whole,

Mr. Pike. But where irrigation costs are high, and all that ?

Dr. Taylor. Yes. The course of economic development very clearly

is adverse to the family farm. We had them there. They were swept
out by the process which I have been describing.

Dr. Anderson. Do you generalize from that? Would you care to

even hint at such possible tendencies with respect to the rest of the

country and other crops?
Dr. Taylor. I think that the testimony which I have prepared, not

all of which I have read, but which I take it you are more or less

familiar with, shows very clearly the appearance in widely separated

areas of agricultural production on a pattern of industrialized agri-

culture—the Wheat Belt, the Corn Belt, the Cotton Belt, fruits and
vegetables.

The Vice Chairman. Doctor, do you find any parallel between this

tendency with regard to agriculture and the tendency of a good many
years ago, which has greatly developed now, where the little manufac-
turer went out of business ?

Dr. Taylor. I think that there are a great many parallels between
the entry of machines on a large scale into agriculture and the entry
of machines into industry. Certainly I think we are in the earlier

stages of an important counterpart to what we call the industrial

revolution.

The Vice Chairman. Isn't that perhaps one of the biggest things
in this whole picture to be looked at ?

Dr. Tayi^r. It seems to me that it is.

The Vice Chairman. You have something to go out and sit on the

fence a good while and think about.

Dr. Taylor. May I, Congressman, read a couple of pages which
will perhaps open up some other aspects of this problem ? I want to

speak for a moment on changes in status of farmers and the hired man.
Ninety years ago during the debates on the homestead bill, a Con-

gressman Irom Indiana voiced the traditional American ideal of work-
ing farmers on the land in these words

:

Instead of baronial possessions, let us facilitate the increase of indei)€ndent
homesteads. Let us keep the plow in the hands of the owner. Every new home
that is established, the independent possessor of which cultivates his own free-

hold, is establishing a new republic within the old, and adding a new and
strong pillar to the edifice of the state.

American land policy and pioneer conditions developed a common
type of farm-operator known as "the farmer," distinguished alike from
the European peasant and the landlord. "The farmer," says Dr.
Joseph Schafer of the State Historical Society of Wisconsin, in a de-

scription of the type, "is one who operates a 'family-sized farm' for a

'living,' rather than for 'an actual or potential modern fortune' ; a farm
on which the owner and his son or sons can perform the actual work
of tillage, the female members of the household smoothing the way by
providing home comforts, assisting about chores, or in field or meadow
as pressure of work may indicate. Hired men are rather the exception

than the rule in this typical agriculture. So far as they are employed,
it is usually with the instinctive purpose of raising the labor force to
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the normal family plane rather than in hope of abnormally expanding
the business beyond the family-farm size."

The progress of technology on the land not only displaces many of
this type of farmer and his hired men; it also changes their status.

The type of land oper:ator which may result when change runs its full

course can be illustrated from the citrus industry of southern Califor-

nia. The "farmer" is being displaced there not physically, but in a

far subtler fashion which leaves him a resident on the land, but strips

him of the traditional functions of a farmer who tills the soil. The
packing of his fruit is usually performed in large packing plants co-

operatively or privately owned, valued on the average at $100,000,
highly organized, and not located on the farm. But more than that,

even the work in the grove of pruning, fumigating, spraying, picking,

and so forth, commonly is performed by gangs of laborers under con-

tract, or employed and directed by the manager of a citrus association.

In an economic affidavit prepared for California citrus employers this

has been stated by J. Eliot Coit very succinctly

:

The term "farm" in the old or commonly accepted sense in the East, South, and
Middle West is long since obsolete in respect to the highly specialized agricultural

occupation of growing such products as citrus fruits, walnuts, avocados, and a
large number of other specialty crops grown on the Pacific coast.

In some instances this removal of the farmer from work has become
so complete that Mr. Coit declares

:

In fact, there .are some farmers who do no manual work on their farms.

To most Americans accustomed to thinking of farming as a family
enterprise carried on by a "farmer" working beside his sons and an oc-

casional hired man, these citrus growers clearly are no longer "farmers."
Their functions, as such, have been progressively assumed by associa-

tions, corporations, and labor contractors.

Another subtle change away from the American farmer type results

from replacement of "farmers" by managers, especially on large-scale

and multiple farms. Such absentee operation of the land is perhaps
more common than supposed. According to the census of 1930, one-

eighth of all cash wages paid to farm laborers in the United States were
paid by farm managers, and in Arizona and California one-quarter.

These changes which affect the status of the farmer have their

counterpart in changes which affect the wage worker. It is a far cry
frtom the migratory gang labor of industrialized cotton farms and the

vegetable industry to the "hired man" described 20 years ago by
Henry C. Taylor, now head of the Farm Foundation, in these words

:

On the general farm in the northern part of the country the typical wage worlser
on the farm is a young man who is temporarily a, member of the farmer's family
as well as part of the farm crew. He eats at the family table, reads the paper in
the family living room after supper, puts his soiled clothes into the family washing,
and in general shares the life of the farm home. If he is a good hand he will soon
become interested in the work of the farm and attached to the farm by many ties

other than the wages he draws. This young man is a part of the farm family, and
whether he is contented with the life and interested in the work depends largely
upon the success of the farmer and his wife in developing sympathetic and
happy relations. There are no class distinctions. The young man expects to be-

come an independent farmer and feels that he is gaining skill, money, and credit
which will enable him to establish a home of his own in a few years.

That is a picture of a scene which is passing in many parts of the

country.

'
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The Vice Chairman. Doctor, that was largely true, too, with the
small cabinet maker, the small implement maKer, just a few decades
ago.

Dr. Taylor. Yes ; the apprentice became the journeyman, married
the daughter of the master, and became a master himself.

Dr. Anderson.- I take it that is what you implied by "the ties that
bind."

Dr. Taylor. If I may proceed, I have about 3 pages more which
bring this together.

Perhaps I am wearing you out.

The Vice Chairman. No, sir, you are not. You are one doctor that
seems to know what he is talking about.

Dr. Taylor. The course of mechanization in agriculture reveals a
strong economic pressure to expand the scale of farm operations. En-
largement of the farm results in manifest benefits to those who are suc-

cessful in thus obtaining fuller utilization of their machines, and some
benefits may accrue also to laborers who are retained. But the eflFects

of technology fall unequally upon our agricultural classes.

displacement of farm owners and laborers

Dr. Taylor. Many farm families—both farmers and laborers—are

being displaced completely or driven into uneconomic subsistence agri-

culture. The result of combined forces—a narrowed outlet for farm
youth in industrial employment, a high rural birth rate, and the intro-

duction of machines—is a piling up of rural population on poorer
lands. The Dallas Farm News, citing a study of the United States
Department of Agriculture, stated on April 5

:

Mechanization has driven many of the farmers from the better land and forced
them to live on poorer land, subdividing the remaining small farms in poorer areas.

When mechanization achieves success in planting and cultivating,
but not in harvesting a crop, agricultural employers must then depend
for the harvest upon hordes of underemployed, mobile laborers. These
conditions are conspicuous already in vegetable and fruit production
and are spreading in cotton. This stratification upon the land is ac-
companied by bitter strife. It has appeared in the Arkansas delta and
the Missouri boot-heel, in the onion fields of Hardin County, Ohio,
where industrialized agriculture is conspicuous, in the potato fields of
southern New Jersey, the pea fields of Idaho, the cotton fields of Ari-
zona, the orchards of Yakima Valley, Wash. Its intensity in California
and adjoining States moved the United States Senate last year to ap-
point a committee to investigate and report on violations of civil

liberties in agriculture on the Pacific coast.

The socio-economic displacement pattern varies when mechanization
of all processes from planting to harvest is completed. The seasonal
laborers in wheat are virtually eliminated from all employment where
the combine harvester. is adopted. Farmers are completely displaced
by enlarging farms, and merchants suffer. The success of sugar beet
or onion harvesting machinery would strand the communities of beet
and onion tenders now resident and necessary in Colorado and Ohio.

In the Corn Belt the effects seem to follow different directions. Ex-
pansion of the farms of middle-sized farmers eliminates other middle-
sized farmers and smaller farmers. Carried far, this trend results
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in industrialized farms, multiple farms, change in status from tenant
to hired labor, displacement of both laborers and farmers, and com-
mercialization of the relations between agricultural employers and
those wage workers whom they retain.

On March 3, 1940, the Des Moines Kegister, in the heart of the Com
Belt, stated:

All in all, our Iowa agriculture may be on the road toward a sharp division
into three kinds of farming: (1) large, highly industrialized, commercialized
and mechanized crop farms ; (2) specialized farms such as for dairy and hog
operations, which are largely independent of the size of the farm and have been
profitable in spite of ruinous grain prices; and (3) subsistence farms, growing as
much as possible for home consumption.
A few of the implications are suggested : An emotional and jwlitical alignment

of the farm-operator with the industrialist of the city and of the farm laborer
with the urban laborer ; a decreasing birth rate among the farm population,
which is the principal source of repopulation of our cities today ; a lower standard
of education and culture for those who migrate to other parts of the Nation.
The story, in brief, could be the sacrifice of agriculture as a way of life for

the many upon the altar of agriculture as a way of making a living for the few.
The trend hasn't gone far in this direction yet. And there are forces working

against it. Tenants compete for farms. Attention is being focused upon their
problems and they are being encouraged and helped to secure better tenure or to
purchase their farms by Farm Security Administration and others.

The great mass of Iowa farmers strongly opposes the change toward fewer
and larger farms. Greater value has recently been put upon the nonmaterial
elements in rural life. There is a law of "diminishing returns" in operating large
farms in Iowa, as elsewhere—the bigger the farm the higher the profits in good
times under good management, but the bigger the loss in poor times or under
inefficient management.
But economic factors are working tovi'ard larger and fewer units * •

Sometimes it is well to look backward also as we strive to see ahead.
About three generations ago Daniel Webster said

:

Our New England ancestors brought thither no great capitals from Europe

;

and if they had, there was nothing productive in which they could have been
invested. They left behind them the whole feudal policy of the other con-
tinent. * * They came to a new country. There were as yet no lands
yielding rent, and no tenants rendering service. The whole soil was unre-
claimed from barbarism. They were themselves either from their original

condition, or from the necessity of their common interest, nearly on a general
level in respect to property. Their situation demanded a parceling out and
division of the land, and it may fairly be said that this necessary act fisDed the
future frame and form of their government. [Webster's italics.] The charac-
ter of their political institutions wi\s determined by the fundamental laws re-

specting property * * • The consequence of all these causes has been a
great subdivision of the soil and a great equality of condition ; the true basis,

most certainly, of popular gQvernment * * •

The freest government, if it could exist, would not be long acceptable, if the
tendency of the laws were to cr'^nte a rapid accumulation of property in a
few hands and to render the great mass of population dependent and penniless.

In such a case, the popular power must break m ui)on the rights of property,
or else the influence of property must limit and control the exercise of popular
power. Universal suffrage, for example, could not long exist in a com-
munity where there was great inequality of property. The holders of estates

would be obliged in such case either in some way to restrain the right of

suffrage, or else such right of suffrage would ere long divide the property.

Already we hear half articulate appeals from distressed and fear-

ful farmers against "land monopoly," "land hogs," and "tractoring

out." We see vague efforts to curb expansion of farms, or to dis-

tribute land more widely. Their aim is somehow to hold a broad
popular base on the land. Also we hear talk of placing limits on
the right of suffrage of those who are victims of mechanization in
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agriculture. Native white American farmers displaced by power
farming in Texas and Arkansas are virtually disfranchised by older
poll-tax statutes.

The Vice Chairman. What was that statement ?

Dr. Tatix)R. Native white American farmers displaced by power
farming in Texas and Arkansas are virtually disfranchised by older
poll-tax statutes.

The Vice Chairman. A poll tax disfranchises? Do you make
that statement on your own responsibility?

Dr. Taylor. I have been informed by many who are so disfran-

chised—you understand the reason they are disfranchised is when
they are stripped of their property, they don't feel able to pay the

amount of money required in your State, and they are, many of them,
many of your white tenant farmers whom I have seen, reduced to

such estate that they don't feel able to pay the tax.

In California attempts are made to restrict the vote of migrant
workers who serve our agriculture.

The issues which we face in the effort to distribute the benefits

of machinery more broadly among our agricultural people are not

alone economic. That they are also political in a fundamental sense

is coming to be recognized. A week ago the chairman of the 1938

farm tenancy committee of Iowa said of this problem

:

I am fearful that unless something is done about it within the next decade
it will bring about and develop such unrest among our people that it will

threaten our democracy.

mechanization as a force for expanding acreage

Dr. Anderson. Dr. Taylor, Mr. McCormick said this morning : "The
recent technological advances in farm machinery from which the fam-
ily-sized farm will greatly benefit may well become a bulwark to

preserve this important part of our social structure." I take it the

discussion this morning hinged largely on the fact that we are now
changing from a kind of mechanization which benefited particularly

the large scale corporation and manager ^arm that you have been
discussing, to a kind which benefits particularly the family-sized farm.
The implication is that this new type of mechanization may make it

possible to equip a family-sized farm with the necessary machinery to

enable them to compete succesfully with larger units, and that
mechanization now becomes a great benefit rather than a hazard to

independent farmers.

Wiiat is your position with respect to that ?

Dr. Taylor. In other words, the argument runs that the small
farmer now bias a security and independence on the land which he has
not had in years recently past because of the rapid development of

smaller machines which he is able easily to purchase. I cannot share

the optimism of that position, and I agree with the statement which
was made by an earlier witness before this committee, Mr. Sherman
Johnson, of the Department of Agriculture, when he said that when
the small farmer buys a tractor and machinery to go with it, he has
capacity to operate more land. In other words, when the jnachiner7/

is there, there is economic pressure to use it to the full. You can't

simply put your tractor and all the' auxiliary machinery in the shed
with no expense to yourself. You can cut off the fuel expenses, to be
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sure, but you can't cut oil Lin overheadN&psts, the depi-eciatioii of that
machinery. It is good farm managenierit practice, I believe, to use
vour raachinery to the full, tf- use your own labor to the full, and that
pressure which exists, it seems to me, will continue to exist when the
smaller farmer is abla to bi;;- machinery which now is not available

to lor^u

It iiu.y well be that the small farmer "• rould like to CGme in from the
field earlier and reed his paper in the evening in the parlor of the
hov'te, and leave his tractor in the shed, but it seems to me that tlue

pressure of costs and -^he chance to earn wages for himself in operat-
ing the machine to maximum capacity will prevent many of them from
d(.i]:g what undoubtec'ly I'ley would like to do. I don't say that none
cf them will do it, b t I. say there exists this continous and strong
economic pressure wl.ich prevents me from accepting that conclusion.

It seems to me, th^-;i, i'wt while the smaller machinery may enable
some smf'll working farmers to resist displacement and hold their
places on the land, it is more likely actually to spread the area of dis-

placement into peaces where it was not taking place before.

May I illustrate th^t ^ th perhaps two examples. The first is the
combine harvester. I bt eve that the large combine harvesters oper-
ated first, in the western 'heat country. The Corn Belt was closed to

them by their great size !i.nd cost. When smaller machines were de-

veloped, smaller combines with shorter cutting bars ; it was possible to

use combines in the Corn Belt, so the area of displacement spread from
the great wheat country of the plains aiid California to the Corn Belt,

where previously it had been absent.

And it is this same pressure to which I referred earlier, to use the ma-
chine to capacity, that mttkes the owner of the smaller machine Avish

to enlarge his farm when he gets his combine and other machinery.
Another illustration, it seems to me, can be derived from the history

of tlie introduction of tractors. In my part of the country, on the
west coast, we are pretty highly mechanized. We use to a considerable
extent the caterpillar tractor or tracklaying type of tractor, many of
them huge machines costing a good many thousands of dollars. These
machines, which are so familiar in California and Arizona, occasioned
no displacement at all in the western dry country of Texas, or in the
black lands of Texas. It wasn't until much smaller machines were
developed in the form of the all-purpose tractor that displacement by
machinery entered into the high plains of Texas and the black lands
of the Delta ; so it was the smaller machine, costing perhaps a quarter
or less of the cost of the large tractor, which spread displacement into
an entirely new area.

In the western part of Texas and Oklahoma the all-purpose tractors
for some years have been oi)erated with 4-row cultivating equipment.
As smaller tractors are ]eveloi)ed they pull 2-row and 1-row outfits.

It seems to me that the natural effect of those smaller machines will

be to spread the displacement into areas of the cotton belt wliere, for
reasons of topography or otherwise, the larger machines with 4-ro\v

.-cultivators couldn't operate.

May I repeat, I am not attacking the machines any moi-e than the
Congressman is attacking them. I am trying to answer the question,
and to i)oint out that I do not believe that continued mcchanizatio:!
in terms of the sn ,il machines offers a stable bulwark against dis-

nlacement at certain points. It may assist the small working rariner
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to maintain a balance for a time. For how long I don't know. But
its additional effect will be to spread the area of displacement where
it did not occur before. That, of course, refers to the farm operator.

It is plain that the smaller machines are bound to displace hired work-
ers, and indeed they are advertised to do exactly that.^

Mr. Pike. I would like to ask you, Doctor—it worries me a good
deal—about these people who are required at harvest time only, in

some of these highly mechanized farming operations that you have
mentioned. Here the farms are going to need operators for a week
to 2 weeks or 6 weeks, and here, scattered all over the State or over
several States are relief camps operated by the Government, some of
them perhaps of the sort you showed us in the photograph.

Dr. Taylor. Those camps which I showed in the photographs are

not Government camps.
Mr. Pike. I realize that. They are overflow. But here are these

pools of unemployed workers and here are these jobs that are coming
up. I think it would be a grand chance for the industrial people to

get working with the people who are managing relief so that the un-
employed laborer is in a warehouse just as truly as the unemployed
machine, with the exception that the farmer doesn't have to pay his

depreciation, even, or any of his support. He can pull him out of
the relief camp or off the relief rolls almost the moment he needs him,
but the worst of it is, he shoots him back there the moment he is

through with him, so that the Government supports and
Dr. Taylor (interposing). Someone else carries the overhead.
Mr. Pike. And if it weren't done in a highly legitimate manner, re-

quiring almost inhumanly perfect management, you would think there
would be a chance for dovetailing and you would have the boys on the

job for a few days and then back in the cooler. It is one of the greatest

possibilities for the inhuman handling of labor that I ever saw. Have
you seen some of that, or am I describmg something that doesn't exist?

Dr. Taylor. I am not familiar with the industry-relief dovetailing.

Mr. Pike. I mean the agricultural labor and the relief.

DF! Taylor. Oh, yes ; that is the constant procedure.

In other words, the relief administration in California stores a

large percentage of the worJters engaged in agriculture.

Mr. Pike. You are subsidizing the big farm people again.

The Vice Chairman. I would like to know if anybody has an opinion
as to whether or not these migratory peoples become accustomed to

that way of living, and wouldn't like to change it.

Dr. Taylor. Congressman, I think I can answer for the people who
have come from Texas and Oklahoma and adjacent States. They
don't like the migratory labor life which we provide for them in

California.

^ On June 20, 1940, Dr. Taylor submitted the following relevant quotation from
"Economic Information for Wisconsin Farmers, prepared by members of the staff of the
College of Agriculture" (December 1939) :

"It has been estimated that the power and machinery on Wisconsin farms at the
present time would be sufficient to handle satisfactorily two or three times the acreage
now covered. * • • A farm of 40 to 60 crop acres usually has a rather complete
set of farm machinery and in many cases these machines could successfully handle a much
larger acreage. For example, a man with 15 acres of hay would probably have a 5-foot
mower, a side-delivery rako, and a hay loader ; a man with 45 acres would probably have
the same machines ; thus the investment per acre is only one-third as much on the larger
area. * * • Many farmers are enlarging their farms by buying or renting neighbor-
ing farms in order to utilize their equipment to a greater extent. Even though there is
a notable tendency to develop equipment suitable to small farms, further mechanization
may tend to result in increased size of farms and reduced farm labor requirements."
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The Vice Chairman. They would like to settle down somewhere ?

Dr. Taylor. They would like it very much.
Dr. Keeps. Dr. Taylor, I had an uncomfortable feeling during part

of this afternoon of rereading Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the Roman
Empire, where he described the displacement of the independent farm-
ers by formation of huge latifundia operated by slaves. I also agree
with Mr. O'Connell that I hate to just sit around and hope for some-
thing to happen. I wonder whether you could not tell us what might
be done. Do you have any recommendations that you could make to

us that might serve a useful purpose in the problem ?

recommendations to eliminate displacement

Dr. Taylor. I have some rather specific suggestions which might be
helpful. I have tried to suggest things that are practicable, that can
be done and done fairly soon. I have suggested already that we stop
subsidizing displacement by giving exemptions which are not exemp-
tions to the working farmer. That I have already discussed and
shan't repeat it.

Another way to stop subsidizing displacement is to remove the in-

centive for landlords to displace their tenants in order to get their

A. A. A. checks. I understand that Congressman Snow has intro-

duced Ml amendment to the act directed to this point.

Another suggestion is that the funds available for rural rehabilita-

tion loans be increased. At the present time, I am informed, there are
120,000 eligible applicants who are rejected by the Farm Security Ad-
ministration in the States of Oklahoma, Arkansas, Kansas, Missouri,
and Texas, for lack of funds. About a like number were taken care of
with the funds available.

The Vice Chairman. Doctor, do you know whether that is for lack
of funds or because, to a considerable degree at least, the applicants
did not provide, in themselves, a fair prospect in the judgment of those
who are responsible.

Dr. Taylor. I am informed by the administrators. Congressman,
that these 120,000 applicants who were rejected were in every respect
eligible.

The Vice Chairman. They just didn't have the money ?

Dr. Taylor. The agency did not have the money to take care of the
situation.

I would suggest, further, with respect to rural rehabilitation, that
the level at which loans for cooperative purchase of machinery are
available be elevated in order to forestall and anticipate displace-
ment.
At the present time, in general, the practice is to give loans for coop-

erative purchase of machinery, and tuus cut the costs of operation for
the small-work farmer on the land, to make those loans after he is

already in distress, perhaps displaced by tractors on other farms. I
suggest that the rural rehabilitation loans for the cooperative purchase
of machinery be made available to small working farmers before they
are displaced, in order to anticipate and forestall it.

The Vice Chairman, Doctor, it is all right to borrow money, but
they would still be owing it, wouldn't they ?

Dr. Taylor. Well, I can't give you offhand the record of repayment
of the Rural Rehabilitation clients. I am sure the representative of
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that agency could tell you exactly what percentage of repayment the

Government gets ircrii the funds it makes available for that program.
I understand that it is a high percentage.

Mr. O'CoxNELL. May I ask a question ? On that question of making
,f*.inds available to Ihcso people at reasonable rrtes of interest, that
alone would do nothing more than delay the inevitable, would it?

AVouldn't you have to tie. that in with other things that you have re-

ferred to, which would tend to otherwise retard the progress of the
integrated interests ?

Dr. Taylor. I am suggesting these points as part of a pattern, a pro-
gram, not with the intention of implying that any single one, or even
all of them together, would entirely meet the situation. I am trying
to make practicable suggestions to ameliorate the situation. I think,

in some respects, those loans for cooperative purchase of machinery
would be permanently stabilizing, for they would keep down ihe over-

head costs of operation, and that is an important thing in holding
working people on the land against those operators who, through lower
costs, might displace them.
A third point involves consideration of the funds available for pur-

chase of land. We have now what is called the tenant-purchase pro-
gram which, in view of the magnitude and urgency of this situation,

should, by all means, be continued and expanded in amount and in the
flexibility with which the program can be administered. That, of
course, involves direct appropriations for land purchased to take care of
tenants.

I think, coupled with that, we might very advantageously provide
for Government insurance of private loans for purchase of land to

maintain working farmers on the land, as provided, I understand, in

the Lee-Jones bill, S. 1836.

The Vice Chairman. Private loans which the Government would
guarantee?

Dr. Taylor. That's right. If the Government would extend a
guaranty, we might hope for a large volume of private loans which
could go into the stabilization of our working farmers on the land,
which would involve no heavy outlay by Congress.

It is essentially the procedure* of the Federal Housing Agency.
The Vice Chairman. In that sort of situation, the Government would

permit private money to take a chance on the profit, while the Govern-
ment would be taking all the chances on the loss, wouldn't it?

Dr. Taylor. That, of course, is true. It is correct that the Govern-
ment stands in the position of guarantor, and it is to be expected that
there will be some losses. It seems to me, however, that the net cost
to the Public Treasury may be a good deal less, and the chance of giving
momentum to this program of holding people on the land may be so
much more that it would be well worth enlisting private funds, even
at the cost of the guaranty.

Dr. Kreps. Certainly, if the Government is going to lose money, it

would much rather subsidize smnll farmers remaining on the farm
than increase the subsidy to hu-ge-scale farming through its present
relief payments. Isn't that coi'iTct ?

Dr. Tayi/ir. I think so.

Another roconunendntion is mow lochimation projects.

The Vice Chairman. You mean ])u( more land into cultivation?
Dr. Taylor. I mean ])ut more land ii\lo cultivation.
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The Vice Chairman, That is interesting. We have turned out a
lot of land already.

Dr. Taylor. I realize that. I realize the inconsistency.

The Vice Chairman. I didn't say that is inconsistent. I said it was
interesting.

Dr. Taylor. Perhaps both. Ne>^ertheless, I recommend that in the

circumstances there be some more reclamation projects. I think it

would do a good deal to hold people in an economic position in areas

of the country from which many of them now are in flight.

The Vice Chairman. Why don't they do some of this migrating and
turn the tide back from California? Come back to the place where
they didn't have to have an irrigation projeci

,

Dr. Taylor. Wliy don't the people go back :

The Vice Chairman. Why put in an irrigation plant and put more
land in cultivation? Why not let the tide of cultivation turn back?

Dr. Taylor. I am sorry. I perhaps don't iiiKierstand.

The Vice Chairman. I don't wonder, because I don't think I under-
stand the question myself.

Dr. Taylor. Thank you.
The Vice Chairman. My question is, Why not let the population

move away from those sections where it is necessary to irrigate in

order to cultivate, and let them go back to the country where such
necessity does not obtain, and where the land is available for cultiva-

tion?

Dr. Taylor. Could you make any specific suggestions as to where
they could go ?

The Vice Chairman. Except for just what you have indicated,

yes—Texas, anywhere.
Dr. Taylor. Where would your people farm in Texas, under pres-

ent conditions ?

The Vice Chairman. On farms. There are a lot of farms. But as

you say, the tenants are being run off those farms. That is the diffi-

culty, and we have been turning out a lot of land, you know, in order
for the farmers to get the advantage of the three A's, putting out of
cultivation.

Dr. Taylor. Perhaps the reason for my suggestion is that I don't

think that the other program is likely, in practice, to be sufficiently

and rapidly effective.

The Vice Chairman. You see. Doctor, what I mean to say is that
we have had a general policy of reducing the utilization of land that

is susceptible of cultivation, and to put in these crops. We have re-

quired people to reduce their acreage, in order to get the benefit of the
Government's policy. Now, then, why put in some more land, and
increase the burden on the Government, when you have the land already
that could Be cultivated ?

Dr. Taylor. If you could reshape our social policies to deal with
mechanization
The Vice Chairman (interposing). In other words, if we are able

to have a certain number of acres under cultivation under the general
policy, the more land you put under cultivation, if the policy is sound,
it.seems you would have to make a corresponding reduction somewhere
else, and make an additional burden on the Treasury, one, the burden
of putting in the reclamation project, and two, the burden of taking
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out this land. I don't want to go into that now. We can think that

over after we have gone to it.

Dr. Tatlor. I see your point, Congressman.
The Vice Chairman. Let's not bother with it any more. We will

take it under advisement.
Dr. Taylor. I would like to raise for your consideration just one

more point, which is rather long range in its implications. I will make
is very brief, for the time is passing.

It seems to me that in our thought*we should begin to give some con-

sideration to one or two points that we have been a little reluctant to

think about. Our land policy has been based upon such acts as the

homestead law, giving land m fee simple absolute to the man who
settled upon it. We have believed, through a large part of our history,

that that meant security and independence for tlie working farmer on
the land.

It seems to me that it is time to raise, in our thoughts, the question.

In certain situations, particularly in irrigated lands, I think the rec-

ord is rather clear that it has not meant security and independence.

The suggestion I am making grows out of a statement in the Presi-

dent's Farm Tenancy Committee in 1937, which said, "The land

policy adopted by this country under which title to practically all

of the agricultural land of the Nation passed to private owners in fee

simple absolute has proved defective as a means of keeping the land

in the ownership of those who work it."

We have seen how, in some areas, there is a concentration of control

of the operation of the land which very commonly accompanies ex-

tensive mechanization. As I say, that has been particularly conspic-

uous in areas where there is irrigation.

To cite a conspicuous example, the San Carlos irrigation project in

Arizona irrigates about 100,000 acres of land. Under the basic laws

governing land policy, the Homestead Act, the Desert Entry Act,

those lands initially could be taken up only in 160-acre blocks, and
that was done. Virtually all of the land passed into private ownership
in the early 1900's.

Then it was found that no sooner had the land passed to private

ownership than concentration of ownership began, and larger land

holdings developed. Then, in the early 1920's, Congress passed an
enabling act to provide for construction of Coolidge Dam. As a

condition it was provided that there should be no holdings of land

larger than 160 acres, again following our traditional policy. That
was done in conformity with law. The water was put on the land

in the middle 1920's. In hardly more than a decade, the land was
all concentrated again.

The Government, through the Farm Security Administration, pur-

chased a block of about 3,600 acres of this land, and the concentra-

tion, the type of agriculture that is developed upon it is illuminating.

It illustrates the futility, under some conditions, of protecting the

working farmer on the land by a device so simple as fee simple abso-

lute ownership. I am taking the facts of my illustration from expert

testimony by W. E. Packard, placed in the record of the subcom-

mittee of the Senate Committee on Education and Labor.

TTie Vice Chairman. You mean. Doctor, that the Government
establishes a limitation insofar as the original occupant is con-

cerned, and leaves to him the power, then, to sell it immediately?
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Dr. TATiiOR. In a few years you have the enforcement of three
acts, each of them endeavoring to do it, and the last time, within a
decade since the water has gone on the land, there were only nine
owners of this 3,600 acres.

The Vice Chairman. In those cases^ a lot of people simply go
on that property, in order to get possession, and sell out. I know
that is true in the ranch country in my section and I am sure that
is true there.

Dr. Tatlor. I am quite sure, in 1936, when the land was bought
by the Government, there were only nine owners of the entire prop-
erty. Eight of the farms were operated by tenants using hired fore-

men and migratory laborers. That was only one of the nine owners
who was operating, and he was operating 800 acres of irrigated land,
which is a great deal of land. He was living 75 miles away, and
operated with hired labor. In other words, there is a story of com-
plete absenteeism, extreme mechanization, entire use of hired labor,
most of which is migratory, without settled abode. There was only
one decent house on the entire project.

There were only 7 families livmg on the project at the time of the
purchase, though on one of the properties alone as many as 35 families
lived during the cotton-picking season.

We see in this example, then, the development within 10 or 12 years
of a rural slum of the worst type, of the most concentrated ownership,
miserable housing, manager-hired labor or operation, and virtually
everything that we have regarded as undesirable in our rural way of
life.

Dr. LuBiN. Would you recommend a life lease or an option to the
Government to repurchase, in the sense that the Government would
have to pay for such improvements as were made by the original home-
steaders In other words, if he wants to sell, all he can sell is his own
improvements and give the property back to the Government if he does
not want to keep it ?

Dr. Taylor. I have not given close thought to the details of dealing
with this, but I am sure it is a fertile suggestion and worth considera-
tion.

I think there are many ways, ranging in this situation all the way
from Government ownership and secure leases, to protected situations
such as you have described, that would ameliorate this condition and
prevent it from
The Vice Chairman (interposing). You could put a condition

forcibly in the deed to run with the land, that it was never to be owned
by anybody who didn't occupy the land, or any condition you want
to put in.

Dr. Tatlor. It seems to me
The Vice Chairman (interposing) . And limit the ownership.
Dr. Taylor. It seems to me, Congressman, there are real possibilities

in modifications which will protect the working farmer.
The Vice Chairman. In other words, your reasoning is, if there is

any necessity in the first instance to have a 160-acre limit, it ought to
run with the title ?

Dr. Taylor. There is some reason for the continuance. I would
avoid excessive rigidities because in the course of a generation some-
what different conditions may obtain. The development of machines
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which we do not now foresee, or the development of different t3'pes of

culture, different crops, and so forth, might alter it so that 160 acres

might not always bo correct. But the assurance of

ECONOMY OF OPERATING LAIIGE X NITS

The Vice Chairman (interposing). You could put a maxiir-nm on
it. Doctor, let me ask you one questic^ • Does the fact that Ir.rger

ownerships make it possible better to market the product of th.'. soil

cut any figure in the advantage of bigger ownerships over little own-
erships ?

Dr. Taylor. I think that an integration, which has gone far in

California, and which I described earlier, is a factor in the economy
of operation by large industrialized outnts.

Tlie Vice Chairman. You would have to have a large acreage to

maintain a big processing plant that would handle your own 'com-

modities ?

Dr. Taylor. Yes.
The Vice Chairman. And then, having got a big processing plant

and a big acreage, you could probably maintain a marketing organiza-

tion to give you economical distribution.

Dr. Iaylor. Yes, I think those things work together.

The Vice Chairman. Any further questions ?

Dr. Anderson. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Elliott, counsel for the Interna-

tional Harvester Co., has asked permission to make a very b^ief state-

ment in counter to Dr. Taylor's difference with Mr. McCorniick's testi-

mony this morning. If it is the pleasure of the committee that he make
such a statement
The Vice Chairman. Anything to stir up a row. This meeting is

getting mighty tame.

Dr. Anderson. This witness has not been sworn.

The Vice Chairman. Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you
are about to give shall the the truth, the whole truth and nothing but
the truth, so help you God ?

Mr. Elliott. I do.

TESTIMONY OF WILLIAM S. ELLIOTT, VICE PRESIDENT, INTER-

NATIONAL HARVESTER CO., CHICAGO, ILL.

Dr Anderson. Mr. Elliott, I presume you refer to my quotation of

Mr. McCormick's statement thnt the recent technological advances in

farm machinery, in which the family size farm will greatly benefit,

may well become a bulwark to preserve this important part of our
social culture. Mr. Taylor dissented from that opinion, giving his

reasons.

I take it you want to dissent from his dissent.

Mr. Ellioti'. That is the only reason I wanted to say anything. Mr.
McCormick had to leave and asked that if there was anything I thought
should be added, I should dO' so.

Dr. Taylor has expressed the directly opposite opinion that the new
farm machinery, which is much cheaper and smaller than has ever been
offered before, so far from helping to preserve the small farms, is going
to aggravate the movement the other way. He gave onl}^ one reason

for that opinion, which was that the statements put in the record by
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the Department of Agriculture, or some of their statements tended to

show that the investment in farm machinery was so high that larger
acreage had to be acquired by the owner to make it pay. I wanted to

call attention

The Vice Chairman (interposing). Your statement—pardon me,
Mr. Elliott—as I understood it, was that it would tend toward a dis-

position on the part of the owner of the machinery to use it to the full

capacity of that machine to operate.

Mr. Elliott. That is another way of stating my same point. I
wanted to call attention to the fact that all the statements put in the
record yesterday by representatives of the Department of Agriculture
related to the larger machinery, to the 320-acre wheat farm, the 200-

acre corn farm, both of which would use a two-plow tractor or larger,

and that nobody has any figures as yet on this recent development
under which a farmer would buy a small tractor and a combine for
less- than he could buy a tractor and a binder before, I realize Mr. Mc-
Cormick is expressing an opinion on an undemonstrated thing, but
I think Dr. Taylor will also agree that the fact that a man with a
two-plow tractor will want to enlarge his operation in order to use
it to the fullest capacity, may not be true of this smaller tractor which
is for farms from 50 to 100 acres.

That is an undemonstrated fact as yet.

Now, we are not alone in developing that theory. There are sev-

eral—I am no agricultural economist—^but there are several for whom
Dr. Taylor would have the highest respect who fully agree that this

small machinery development which is very recent represents an
eflfort oh the part of the manufacturers to meet the desire of the fam-
ily sized farmer, not to be put out of business, but to have shorter
hours and an easier life. That machinery is produced in response
to his demand.

It has not been demonstrated that this is going to lead to larger
acreage and it should not, because the machinery itself is adjusted for
use on the single small farm.

I just wanted to say that there is no aata on that yet, Dr. Taylor.
I am not disagreeing with you as to the effect of the larger machinery
in some places.

I should like to ask, if I may, that we might have peimission to

put into the record some statements of our own as to our estimates of
the relative cost of horse farming and power farming.^ We find the
industry in a curious position. Mr. Johnson of the Department of
Agriculture put figures in here yesterday to show that the farmer
made no more money out of tractor farming than he did out of horse
farming, and today Dr. Taylor shows that it is so much more eco-

nomical that it is sweeping the country and will go further.

Now, it is quite possible that' technological progress may -produce
tendencies running in different directions. The larger farm machin-
ery, the problems of marketing, and the association of farmers who
farm in California may produce one tendency. The technological ad-
vance of this small machinery may be the very thing which persuades
the family-size farmer to stay there and keep on rather than go some
other place.

^ See data submitted by Mr. Elliott under date of July 9, 1940, which appears In the
appendix on p. 17597.
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I do not think we are going to keep him there by depriving him of
the benefits of technology and by telling him, "Your job is "to work 16
hours a day, with a back-breaking job."

I think tne whole tendency or imaking his hours shorter and giving
him some of the benefits which other parts of our population are get-

ting, is going to make it a more livable life which he will try to preserve.

The Vice Chairman. But anyway, it seems to be fairly reasonable
that you probably wouldn't make the machine unless there was some-
body who wanted to buy it? I mean, that is fairly reasonable.

Mr. Elx>i6tt. We think the farmers know 50,000,000 Frenchmen
can't be wrong. The farmers know perhaps more than some other
people [laughter] about what they save by buying that machinery,
and we are asking permission to put in tables here of actual farm
operations.

The Vice Chairman. Do those tables show whether he is getting

lazier or greedier ?

Mr. Elliott. Well, I don't know whether you would say that, Mr.
Chairman. We don't call our laborers, our factory laborers, lazier

because they now have a 40-hour week instead of a 50, and I don't

believe anyone in this room would deny the ri^ht of the farmer to get

his hours shortened, if it can possibly be done without bad social effects

;

and in itself, it is a good social effect.

The Vice Chairman. We understand, and I think the committee
can appreciate the strength of the poinfs. In other words, if you can
make life on the farm easier, you have a greater tendency to hold the

farm boy on the farm than to go to town and work in a job where it

is more mechanized. There are many different aspects to the thing.

Now, Dr. Taylor—and this may be off the record.

(Off the record.)

Do you want to say anything further. Dr. Taylor ?

Dr. Taylor. Well, Dr. Anderson invited me to return to the stand
and I would like to say just one or two things.

The Vice Chairman. Well, go ahead.

Dr. Taylor. As a man who has husked corn and plowed corn with
a walking plow behind a team of mules, I am fully appreciative of

what the manufacturers of machinery are doing, to make labor less

arduous.
I think the farmers sense their economic increase pretty well when

they buy the machines. I think that that is the driving force behind
the social and economic effects on others, of which I am so appreheli-

sive. So I recognize the force and do not deny the fact that the farmers
buy the tractors and other machines because it is good for them to

do so.

The Vice Chairman. Well, now, that looks like a pretty good quit-

ting point, doesn't it ? Let's quit.

Dr. Taylor. May I add just one more thing? May I end on a note

of harmony also?

There are ways of holding working farmers oin the land, as we have
discussed a few moments ago, a variety of ways, and one form of do-

ing that, to which I think we should give more consideration than we
have been disposed to give it in the past, is the cooperative farm.

There are a number of cooperative farms in the country and we are

beginning to get records on them. I am going to cite only one, not to
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generalize or say that the records of all of them are of that kind, but to

indicate that they seem to be worthy of very serious consideration.

In San Joaquin Valley, where we recently had so much trouble that

the Senate came out to look us over, the agricultural employers felt so

aggrieved and so just in their cause that they felt, in their own words,

it was necessary to take rubber hose and fan belts to drive striking

cotton pickers out of the city park of Madera. (I am quoting now
from the record of the Senate committee.)^

Very close to that same area, we have a cooperative farm. The cot-

ton strikers last fall were asking for more than 80 cents a hundred,
which is what the agricultural employers felt was all, in justice, they
could afford to pay and all that they should pay.

Two counties away was this cooperative farm, operated by the Gov-
ernment. The 15 families on that farm (this I draw from the records

of the Senate committee also, the testimony of Mn Packard)," these 15

families made their monthly wages as participants in the farm. Out
of the profits of the year's operation, after meeting all of their obliga-

tions to the Government and to everyone else, they put aside $500, ap-
proximately, in an educational fund, and $2,500 in a reserve fund in

order to finance their operations the next year independently of the

banks. In addition to that, they allocated $1,200 to pay the cotton
pickers, who were employees and not members of the cooperative and
whom they had already paid 90 cents, $1, or even more, when the agri-

cultural employers felt that they could not pay more than 90 cents.

Having paid them 90 cents, $1 and even more, for 100 pounds of
cotton picked, they allocated from their profits something like $1,200
for distribution among 201 cotton pickers as a bonus. The amounts
ranged from, I believe, 7 cents to $55.

It seems to me evidence of that kind suggests that in our eflfort to

hold working farmers securely on the land, we should give more atten-

tion to the possibilities of domg it through cooperation, than we have
given in the past.

Dr. Anderson. The last three charts in Dr. Taylor's brief will be
admitted to the record.

(The charts referred to were marked "Exhibits Nos. 2689 to 2691"
and are included in the appendix on pp. 17456 and 17457-17458.)
The Vice Chairman. I am afraid we are going to have to adjourn.

We are very much obliged to you.
We stand adjourned until 10 : 30 tomorrow morning.
(Whereupon, at 5:45 o'clock, the hearing adjourned until 10:30

in the morning of the following dayj April 25, 1940.)

1 See hearings before the subcommittee of the United States Senate Committee on
Education and Labor, Part 51, p. 18685.

= Ibid, Part 50, p. 21823.

124491—41—pt. 30 57
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THURSDAY, APRIL 25, 1940

United States Senate,
Temporary National Economic Committee,'

Washington, D. C.

The committee met at 10:40 a. m., pursuant to adjournment on
Wednesday, April 24, 1940, in the Caucus Room, Senate Office Build-
ing, Senator William H. King, of Utahj presiding.

Present: Senators King (acting chairman), and O'Mahoney (chair-

man) ; Representative Williams; Messrs. Kades, O'Connell, Berge,
Pike, Lubin, Kreps, and Brackett.

Present also: William T. Chantland, Federal Trade Commission;
S. Abbot Maginnis, Department of Justice; and Dewey Anderson,
economic consultant to the committee.
Acting Chairman King. The committee will be in order. Call your

first witness.

Dr. Anderson. Some 3 weeks ago we started these hearings with an
over-all view of the situation presented by Dr. Kreps and Mr. Watson
Davis, who reviewed what was occurring in the field of industry and
agriculture with respect to scientific and technological advance, and
pointed out some of the problems which confront us, in an attempt to

solve this unemployment situation. In the last 2 weeks we have pre-

sented a whole series of what amounted to case studies of the situation.

Today we propose to examine what can be done about this big prob-
lem of training and placing and retraining and replacing the labor
force of the Nation. We have assembled a panel of witnesses, each
expert in a particular field. They iare educational men and applied
educational or vocational-educational experts, whose business it is to

deal realistically with the training and placement of the youth and th^
adult population of the Nation.
Each member of the panel will speak on a particular phase of the

topic. The first witness will be Dr. John K. Norton, formerly head
of the division of research of the National Education Association here
in Washington for many years, and for several years now professor
of education ard an expert in the field of educational finance and school
support at Teachers College, Columbia University.
Acting Chairman King. That is not the City College that Bertrand

Russell wanted to be connected with ?

Dr. Anderson. No ; it'is not.

The second witness in the panel is Dr. Harold F. Clark, an economist
who is now professor of economics at the same university. The third
witness is Dr. J. C. Wright, Assistant Commissioner in charge of Voca-
tional Education of the United States Office of Education. The fourth
witness will be Dr. William G. Carr, executive secretary of the Educa-
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tional Policies Commission and research director of the National Edu-
cation Association. We hope to follow through with this panel today.

We do have, however, a witness who was not able to come at his

scheduled time, Mr. William Green, who will appear this afternoon.

It may be necessary, therefore, to carry some of today's witnesses over
to tomorrow.

Acting Chairman Xing. By that you mean that Mr. Green may not
be callea?

Dr. Anderson. Mr. Green will be called in any case as the first wit-

ness this afternoon, after lunch.

(Senator O'Mahoney assumed the Chair.)

Dr. Anderson. Our first witness, then, this morning, in this discus-

sion of education and its influences in placing the Tabor force and
raising the economy to a prosperity level, is Dr. John K. Norton, whom
we will ask to come to the stand at this time.

Before Dr. Norton is sworn, Mr. Chairman, the Educational Policies

Commission, a commission of professional and lay people brought to-

gether under the auspices of the National Education Association to

study the problem of education in a democracy and the relationships

of education to recovery, has prepared and presented to us a series of

charts which are pertinent to the discussion of the day. I would ask
that they be accepted as exhibits, as they are basic material for our
study.

The Chairman. You want them entered in the record ?

Dr. Anderson. That is right.

The Chairman. Without objection, it is so ordered.

(The charts referred to were marked "Exhibits Nos. 2692 to 2718"
and are included in the appendix on pp. 17459-17485.)

Senator King. May I make one inquiry before you start? Do you
intend to discuss the question of education for—what shall I say?

—

farming and for irrigation and for land development, or is it merely an
intellectual excursion we are going to enter upon this morning ?

Dr^ Anderson. I am glad you asked the question. I believe these

men are something extraordinary in the field of educators, in that they
will hew to the practical line all the way through. One of the wit-

nesses will deal specifically with the matter of vocational education of

an applied kind, the training of young and old so that they can do the

work of the workaday world

.

Mr. Chairman, Dr. John K. Norton, professor of education of

Teachers College, the first witness, is ready to be sworn.

The Chairman. Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about
to give in this proceeding shall be the truth, the whole truth, and
nothing but the truth, so help you God ?

Dr. Norton. I do.

TESTIMONY OF DR. JOHN K. NORTON, PROFESSOR OF EDUCATION,

TEACHERS COLLEGE, COLUMBIA UNIVERSJTY, NEW YORK,

N. Y.

Dr. Anderson. Dr. Norton, you are professoi of education of

Teachers College at Columbia University?
Dr. Norton. Yes.
Dr. Anderson. How long have you been professor of education ?

Dr. Norton. A little over 10 years.
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Dr. Anderson. What is your specific field of study and teaching ?

Dr. Norton. Educational administration and educational finance.

Dr. Anderson. You have published books in the field of finance?

Dr. Norton. Yes ; such things at Wealth, Children, and Education.^

and other things.

Dr. Anderson. You are also a member of the Educational Policies

Commission ?

Dr. Norton. Yes.
Dr. Anderson. And as such are responsible for the writing and

publishing of this very recent work, Education and Economic Well-
Being in American Democracy ?

^

Dr. Norton. Yes; with the cooperation of other members of the

Commission, economists, and other people.

Dr. Anderson. This is one of the basic studies being made by edu-

cators and economists ?

Dr. Norton. It is one of the 4 major reports issued by the Educa-
tional Policies Commission to date.

Dr. Anderson. I think the committee has been supplied with copies

of this volume, and I hope they have had time to review it.

The Chairman. The members of the committee have not yet re-

ceived copies of it, nor have they received copies of the charts. I

think they are on the way up.

Dr. Anderson. The material you are presenting is on the subject

of education and economic well-being, and I take it you are laying the

groundwork for the discussion that will follow during the day ?

Dr. Norton. That is true, although I will particularly focus my
remarks on the relationship of education to production and produc-
tivity.

Dr. Anderson. Would you proceed?
Dr. Norton. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, the Educa-

tional Policies Commission recently issued a report dealing with the

interrelations of education and economic well-being. In preparing
this document, the Commission sought the counsel of economists, edu-
cators, and other competent scholars. The technical literature of
economics, education, and other fields pertinent to the investigation

was carefully examined. As a result of this work, which extended for

a period of several years, we are in a better position than ever before
to attempt the difficult task of assessing the relationship of educa-
tion and economic well-being.

potential production of the united states

Dr. Norton. I will begin by pointing out that one of the striking
features in the development of the United States has been the enor-
mous increase in its production, both actual and potential. When the
Nation was founded, it had an annual current income of some $677,-

000,000; that is, total income, social income, of all the people, less

than $1,000,000,000. Now it receives a yearly income which, even in

years of limited prosperity, runs somewhere between $60,000,000,000
and $70,000,000,000, and which in prosperous years is between $80,000,-

^ John K. and Mary A. Norton, Wealth, Children, and Education, New York, 1938.
^ Educational Policies Commission, Education and Economic Well-Being in American

Democracy, Washington, D. C, 1940.
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000,000 and $90,000,000,000. Furthermore, competent researches by
the Brookings Institution group and others have demonstrated that

without expanding existing plant and resources the national income
could be increased more than $15,000,000,000 above even the most
prosperous years.

Now, I recognize clearly that the problem of realizing that potential

productivity is an exceedingly difficult and complex one, and I have
come here to offer no quick and easy panaceas for taking care of that

problem.
I rather am interested in analyzing one element which doubtless

will be, must be, in the picture when the problem is met. I refer to

education.

Per capita production and per capita income increased several fold

during the past century in nations like Great Britain and the United
States. During the last 70 years population in the United States in-

creased threefold, while the physical volume of goods produced and
consumed increased more than ninefold.

The Chairman. What is the authority for that statement ?

Dr. Norton. Investigations of the Twentieth Century Fund in one
of their recent publications, and other sources.

The Chairman. The Twentieth Century Fund staff made an analy-

sis of authentic figures ?

Dr. Norton. A competent staff of economists an dother experts.

The Chairman. So that this conclusion is drawn from those figures

which are taken from authentic statistics ?

Dr. Norton. I believe that they are drawn from absolutely reliable

statistics properly interpreted, yes.

A primary factor in this phenomenal expansion of productivity has
been the application of science, invention, and the power-driven ma-
chine, and that whole complex of forces we sometimes call technology,

to the processes of agricultural and industrial production. Education,

and here is where we get down to our topic more directly, is also in

the picture. The purpose of this statement is to examine the relation

of education to increasing production and increasing productivity.

If you will examine economic literature you will find that economists

generally recognize four basic factors in the productive process.

These are labor, the human factor, natural resources, capital, and
management. A properly planned and administered system of edu-

cation makes one of its greatest contributions to economic well-being

because of its effect on the first of these—namely, labor. In the United
States this contribution has been exercised through various means,
and I would like briefly to point out some of those in outline form as

a basis for further discussion.

First, and I put this first one advisedly, the development of an open-

door policy in education, we might say the American way in education,

served as a driving influence throughout our history to encourage each

individual to rise through his own efforts. As Thomas Nixon Carver,

well known economist, has said

:

The greatest stimulus that can be given Xo the human spirit is to serve notice

upon it that its achievements are to be limited solely by its own native power,
* * that neither birth nor family prestige will count for much, and that
humble birth and lack of prestige are no handicap to the person of ability and
industry. This has made the typical American a model of energy. Our public
school system has provided him a free chance to train whatever native ability

he possesses.

I
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We have done that in education at least to a degree. We need to

do it more effectively in the future, but we have done it to a degree

that has made education an important factor m developing individual

initiative.

With the passing of each decade, graduation from high school and
even more extended schooling are prerequisite to admission to a grow-
ing percentage of occupations. My point here is that actual formal
schooling, the ability to answer "Yes" when an employer, asks you
whether you are a graduate from a high school, in the practical worka-
day world—and one could give many illustrations of this—is becom-
ing a prerequisite to employment.
In some industries that one is surprised to hear about they are even

calling for college graduation.
Energy and graduation from the "school of hard knocks" no longer

promise success in most callings. Maybe in some the exceptional in-

dividual may get by with graduation from the "school of hard
knocks," but not for the rank and file. Opportunity more and more
lies along the route of extensive general education and specific voca-

tional or professional training. The doors of educational opportunity

must be wider than ever before if all Americans are to feel that no
insuperable obstacles prevent the individual from realizing the best

that is in him. Such a feeling must prevail if the dynamic economic
effects of education are to be continued.

If you are interested in future evidence to support that whole gen-

eral thesis, we would be glad to come back to it later.

Senator King. May I interrupt you ?

Dr. Norton. Yes.

Senator King. Have you elaborated upon the views expressed by
Herbert Spencer in his great work in education and other classical

writers of that period, one or two from Germany?
Dr. Norton. You refer to such things as education's worth ?

Senator King. In part
;
yes. Of coui se, I wouldn't want to confine

is to a materialistic eduction; there must always be the moral and
spiritual, a factor which, after all, is basic in any proper education,

but Herbert Spencer devoted some of his great ability to the -elabora-

tion of what education is

Dr. Norton. Yes.
Senator King (continuing) . What it must do, and he discusses the

various spheres of activity in which the human being may operate. I

was wondering if back of your thesis and the views of those with

whom you are associated, the exposition made by Spencer has any
recognition.

Dr. Norton. I would say yes. In fact, almost any fundamental
idea if you trace it to its roots often goes back a great many years or

centuries, even. If you take material of the type that Spencer issued,

and The Wealth of Nations, of Adam Smith, who -a century or more
ago pronounced in these areas, and add to that the experience of a

century (they were hypotheses when they stated them), I think we
have a right to say that many of those ideas now have to a consider-

able degree been proved in the practical laboratory of social develop-

ment.
Second, education has increased productivity by directly or indi-

rectly contributing to the occupational efficiency of the individual

worker. As the number and proportion of unskilled laborers have de-
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clined, the number find proportion of semiskilled, skilled, and techni-

cally trained workers has increased. In fact, the economic growth of

the United States may be epitomized in the fact that a growing per-

centage of trained workers have used more and more effective methods
of work. I would emphasize both of those, trained workers using more
effective methods of work, as responsible for the tremendous increase

in productivity that has occurred in the industrial revolution.

Mr. O'CbNNELL. Wlien you speak of trained workers you are using

that phrase, I take it, as meaning skilled in doing a particular job?

Dr. Norton. I am using it in a very broad sense, here meaning every-

thing from professional workers to semiskilled workers.

Mr. O'CoNNELL. AVould it have the same significance as the old skilled

worker, meaning a craftsman or master mechanic? I have in mind
that we have had a substantial amount of testimony here by other
witnesses to the effect that mechanization resulted in—the word used I

think was "degrading" the quality of the worker in that the type of

training that was required was something that could be acquired in a

period of maybe 30 days, and while they were in a sense highly trained

workers they were not comparable to the old skilled mechanic at all.

I was curious to know on what basis you came to the conclusion that

the number and proportion of semiskilled, skilled, and technically

trained workers has increased. It seemed to me that it might be that
you would construe all the people on a production line in an automobile
factory as technically trained workers and yet not skilled in tlxe old
traditional sense.

Dr. Norton. I am referring to evidence such as is presented on
pages 84, 85, and 86 of this report, and I would say further that

The Chairman (interposing). You are referring to the report of

the Educational Policies Commission ?

INCREASE IN OCCUPATIONAL TTAINING

Dr. Norton. Yes ; in which we cite a number of scientific investiga-

tions. In discussing the general trend of that evidence I would say
that it is very important, as you have indicated, to define what area of
occupations you are discussing. First, dealing with the area that we
call manufacturing, in which the highest degree or percentage of the

automatic machine has come into the picture, I tried to find every in-

vestigation on that subject that had been made, and after looking them
all up and very carefully reviewing the evidence, I think it is fair to

say that it is inconclusive. Some investigators say that even in manu-
facturing the total amount of training must be more, if you consider
all workers, than it was a decade or 2 or 3 decades ago. Some say that

it is not as much. Quite frankly, when you consider all investigations

it is inconclusive if you think only of the field of manufacture. But
please have in mind that workers in manufacturing constitute a minor
fraction of all workers, and a declining proportion of all workers.
Now, if you will direct your attention away from mechanized industry
to occupations as a whole, the evidence there is quite clear and definite

that the total amount of training per worker on the average is defi-

nitely increasing, and from all reasonable interpretation of present
trends it is going to continue in the future. So it is very important to

distinguish between one segment of occupational life, manufacturing,
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and all occupational life involving everything from the professions
down.

Mr. O'CoNNELL. By training you mean training which is rather
directly connected with the particular work that the man does as
distinguished from general education?

Dr. Norton. Yes; although you can leave general education out
of the picture altogether. M^^ emphasis here is on what we should
call direct occupational trairxng.

The most immediate and apparent economic outcome of educa-
tion is where it provides specific training for a trade or profession,

which you were just asking about. The objective here is to give
each worker the general and the specific training which will permit
him to work, in whatever occupation he may find himself, in an
intelligent and eflEicient manner. Such training may be provided
through a variety of agencies—trade schools, public or private, as

well as industry itself, or labor may be in the picture. The important
factor, however, is that the provision of such training has positive

economic effects. There is complete agreement on this among econ-
omists. I quote one

:

Without education one is likely to be limited to unskilled occupations. With
education he is able to find more remunerative employment. The general effect

of more widespread schooling is to increase the ranks of skilled workmen and
to decrease the number of people capable only of cruder manual work.

A series of factors are now operating in American life which make
carefully planned and effectively organized occupational training of

first importance. The decline in immigration has largely cut off our
supply of skilled workers from Europe, and it happens that many
of them who came here 2, 3, and 4 decades ago are beginning to reach
the age of retirement. The percentage of occupations in which
definite training is either desirable or imperative is increasing. I am
referring now to occupations as a whole. It seems probable that

education can and should make increasing contributions to produc-
tivity in the future through expanding and perfecting its training

of youths for occupational efficiency. I would emphasize that point

of perfecting its training. I think in many respects, as in other

areas of life, we have fallen considerably short of the ideal of doing
what we should, so I am not arguing for just more of the( same
kind of education we have had in the past ; I would rather urge that

we need more of a different kind of education. In this publication

that has already been brought to your attention, you will find two
chapters right near the front of the book and two very important
chapters dealing with the kind of general education for economic
well-being. Dr. Carr, one of the later witnesses, is going to deal

with that particularly, and Dr. Wright will be particularly con-

cerned with another chapter, Kind of Occupational Education for

Economic Well Being.
However, it is important that education to increase efficiency of labor

should not be conceived in narrow terms. The effective operation of

enormous aggregations of labor and capital, characteristic of con-

temporary economy, demands high types of vocational and economic
intelligence. I am referring there both to occupational and general

education. Improved organization and industrial techniques can be the

outgrowth of suggestion and initiative on the part of the rank and file

worker, as well as the product of research and managerial ingenuity.
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The general pattern of organization in a business enterprise is likely to

be different, as well as more efficient, when the manager is able to as-

sume a degree of judgment and initiative on the part of the worker, as

opposed to the ability merely to follow simple directions in a routine

manner. That was brought very strikingly to my attention repeatedly

on a little journey that took me through the Orient here 2 or 3 years

ago, in which I visited mills in Indian and China and talked with man-
agers and talked mith them particularly as to the problem that is in-

volved in the fact that the typical worker they have to deal with has
little education. Even in mechanized plants such as cotton mills

—

they emphasize that what they can do even in that highly mechanized
process is very much conditioned by the general economic and educa-
tional background of their workers. One gets a much clearer picture

of some of these things that we take for granted in our country when
one goes to countries in which the general level of education is not so

high.

One industrial leader from a background of practical experience in

directing a large business organization has stated

:

* * * the effectiveness of individual capacity to produce, or to manage pro-
duction, is determined by the degree of social cooperation, and that this coopera-
tion depends primarily upon education * • *

I am quoting from Chester I. Barnard, as you notice.

High productive eflBciency is impossible without widespread education. This is

not simply a matter of securing leaders in science, invention, industrial organiza-
tion, statecraft, etc., by an educational screening of the masses. No greater error
could be made, it seems to me, than to adopt the notion too commonly held that
either political or economic effectiveness is chiefly a matter of leadership. When
generals can find no colonels, they must become mere captains. Captains are
limited by the character, spirit, and ability of the men they command. The in-

tensive training given to recruits is significant.

Now a third area. Education increases productivity by promoting
occupational mobility. It is an accepted tenet of economics (and this

idea occurs over and over again in standard economic literature) that
the ability of labor to secure the training needed to transfer from
crowded and low-paid occupations to those less crowded arid better-

paid tends to increase the national income. It is simply that if the
individual worker on the average is working with greater skill and
is producing more, by definition the national income is increased.

When workers of energy and capacity must continue in low-paid com-
mon labor because of inability to secure training requisite to entering
higher-paid callings, the national income tends to be decreased.

Occupational mobility is of increasing importance in a dynamic
economy in which new discoveries are continually creating new voca-
tions, many of which involve technical training. Education in the
past has assisted in thinning out the overcrowded ranks of unskilled
labor by increasing the proportion of workers in skilled and profes-
sional occupations. Its contribution in this area in the future should
and can be made more effective. There is a whole series of ways in

which that can be more effective. We give them in this publication,

such matters as the collection of much more significant and definitive

data as to what the occupational trends are, so that vocational advice
which is pertinent can be given to high school youths, information as to

the kind of training which is required, so that the kind of traiiiing
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given in the school will be that which it can give best, leaving it to
other agencies to give the ti^ming that can be given best by other
agencies.

POSSIBILITY OF DISCRIMINATION IN VOCATIONAL TRAINING

The Chairman. The objection has been made in the past to voca-
tional training, particularly for mechanical and industrial putsuits,

that it would tend to limit the opportunities for advancement of those
who take the vocational training rather than broader training in what
in the old days used to be called the humanities.

Dr. Norton. I don't believe you can speak in easy generalities in
dealing with that problem. I begin by saying that every citizen, if

you are going to assume a democratic order, needs a certain amount of
general citizenship training, and he needs that particularly in the
economic realm. We have just eliminated from the census the ques-
tion about illiteracy because education has pretty well conquered the
problem of what we call alphabetical illiteracy. I would say we still

have the great problem of conquering what we call economic illiteracy.

That applies to all workers. When you go beyond that and get into

the more specific vocational or occupational training, I don't believe

you can generalize too easily.

The Chairman. Well, does vocational training^ vocational educa-
tion, tend to diiferentiate youth into classes according to the economic
standards of the parents ?

Dr. Norton, It should not if there is proper vocational guidance,
because the area into which a youth goes should rest upon, first,

knowledge of the various areas in which he might go, factual infor-

mation, and, second, knowledge of his capacity and aptitudes and
industry and all of those things.

The Chairman. You started out by quoting from Thomas Nixon
Carver.

Dr. Norton. Yes.
The Chairman (continuing)

:

That neither birth nor family prestige will count for much, and that humble
birth and lack of prestige are no handicap to the person of ability and energy.

Now, I take it that you quoted that statement from Carver with
entire approval.
Dr. Norton. I did.

The Chairman. It still remains the general desire of all American
educators

Dr. Norton (interposing). The ideal.

The Chairman. But do you not tend to divert from the ideal when
you undertake to establish a different kind of education for different

kinds of children ?

Dr. Norton. No ; I don't believe

The Chairman (interposing). And liow are you going to determine
the kind of children which should take this particular training of
which you speak?

Dr. Norton. I would say first generally that I do not believe that
there is anything undemocratic in the principle of differentiation,

that is having different kinds of education. Now it is true that in

the field of general education up to a considerable level, up, to a
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relatively high level, limited only by capacity and such factors, we
should have the same kind of education, the same general cultural

background, but along about the end of high school, maybe before,

certainly not very much after (it depends on the individual), there
should be pretty careful assessment of the vocational opportunities
of the country and the capacities and diligence and all that of the
individual child, and out of that should come the best possible guess
as to where he will achieve greatest success. Please don't misunder-
stand me. I do not mean T would have any board say, "You have
to go this way." That is not what I am arguing for. I am rather
saying that you should put in the possession of the parents f a
child and of the youth himself by the time he hat "^ached 17, 1' or
19 years of age, the information on which he can maKe an inlelligent

choice himself. Now we have done that to a very limited extent.

We should do it far more, and I would say that to the extent that

3 ou do that you encourage each person to rise through his own energy
through the areas of work where he is most likely to rise.

The Chairman. Then your idea is that the preliminary education
and high-school education should all be upon the highest cultural

basis and for all children alike. That is, the public-school system
should be so arranged that all children in the community should
receive the same high cultural training, the very best that the com-
munity can afford.

Dr. Norton. And I would go further and say also the very best

occupational training for them.
The CirAiRMAN, Yes; but I was leading now to the point of the

introduction of the vocational training. As I understand your state-

ment now, it is that that vocational training should not be imposed
upon youtn, but should be opened as an opportunity to him after this

cultural training for all has been completed.
Dr. Norton. No ; I wouldn't cut it off that way.
The Chairman. I didn't intend to imply that it was being cut off.

Dr. Norton. They would run parallel. You would begin prevoca-
tional education, some thinking about what they were going to do
in vocation, perhaps even as early as 13 or 14 or 15 years of age. You
begin the actual vocational education at age 16, 17, 18, depending
upon where the youth was going and his capacity, and certainly all

would, by the time they were through high school, have some kind
of an idea of the general route they were taking.
The Chairman. In any event, the choice would lie with the student

and not with the school board or the school master or whatever.
Dr. Norton. I would say in our society, in a democratic society, the

final decision would rest with the student and his parents.
The Chairman. Now, that is a qualification. You say, "the final

decision." What preliminary decision would not rest with them ?

Dr. Norton. I wouldn't say that things would be called preliminary
decisions; I would say that the function of the school is to collect
the most accurate, unbiased data bearing on the whole situation, both
occupations and his capacity, honestly interpret them, and then try
to show him exactly where the best opportunities are for him, with
the hope that he will make the proper choice. In most cases where
we have better develoj)ed programs they do take the proper choice. I
Buppos^ gometimes mistakes are made, human beings always make.
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some mistakes, but in the long run there will be far fewer than if we
give them no information and have a situation such as exists in some
places today.
The Chairman. In any event, you want to preserve complete

freedom of choice on the part of every student.

Dr. Norton. Yes.
The Chairman. So that there will be no measuring of the quality

and kind of education by the economic level of the parents.

Dr. Norton. Right, or putting it negatively, I would certainly not

want to make any change in the school system that would be in the

direction of making it a class-school system, the type that they have
had in Europe, and still have in some places.

Senator King. Dr. Norton, in your very interesting, instructive

presentation thus far you have frequently used the word "cultural,"

cultural teaching, cultural education. What definition do you give to

the word "cultural"?

Dr. Norton. Well, perhaps a better term, one that is used more in

education, would be general education. By general education I

mean preparation for all of those responsibilities of citizenship, both

individual and group, which lie out of the field of specific training

for a vocation or occupation.

Senator King. You would not exclude the preparation for farm-
ers or blacksmiths or persons engaged in various manual pursuits?

Dr. Norton. No; I would say that those parts of our population,

just as all parts of our population, should have full opportunity for

cultural or general education as well as for vocational education.

Senator King. Do you think that the educational trend is toward

—

I don't use the term offensively, of course—the white-collar profes-

sion or the white-collar class, with a growing disposition to avoid
manual labor, the manufacture of furniture, the manufacture of

beautiful things with the hands, as our fathers and our forefathers

did? I remember in my State we had some fine English cabinet

workers who built a ^eat organ, one of the finest in the world; they
didn't have the machinery they have these days. We had men there

who would make the finest violins, and their skill and technic was
great, they had been taught that from youth—men who made the

finest tables and furniture that would be an ornament a thousand
years from now. I was wondering if we are not drifting away from
the concept that labor by hand is honorable and involves cultural

development and appreciation of the fine cultural things of life.

INCREASED EMPHASES ON SKILLS

Dr. Norton. If you put it on the basis of what is the trend, I do not

think the trend is in that direction. I might adjnit that in the past,

due to a series of factors which we won't review now, there has been
that emphasis in many schools. I think the trend is away from that

emphasis. For example, I spent a day in one of the well-developed
vocational high schools of Pittsburgh recently. I happen to be asso-

ciated with a general school survey that is going on there now. You
can go into those high schools in Pittsburgh and you find them getting

the foundation training that leads in the directions that you were speci-

fying. They are gaining respect for skilled work of the manual type.
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Now, if you had gone into Pittsburgh 30 or 40 years ago, or when I

went to school, you wouldn't have found that type of thing. Those
schools have all come in, or nearly all of them, within the last genera-

tion. I would say the trend is very much in the direction of giving
respect for and training for what you would call highly skilled callings.

Professor Taussig deals with the whole thing that we have been dis-

cussing in a very beautiful sentence because it is so sweeping and yet

I belieA'^e is so fundamental

:

The removal of all artificial barriers to choice of occupation Is the most Impor-
tant goal of society.

•In addition to the quantity and quality of its labor supply, the natu-
ral resources of a nation constitute another basic factor affecting pro-

ductivity. The lack of foresight in America's wasteful depletion of

natural resources is an outcome of their plenitude. Other peoples
have gained from experience the lesson which the United States is just

beginning to learn.

Schools and colleges have already made substantial contributions to

the conservation of natural resources. Schools and extension services

are teaching farmers the importance of contour farming, crop rota-

tion, soil fertilization, and protection of forests. Dr. Wright, when
he comes on this afternoon, can give you many more details on this

area. Colleges and universities are conducting research and impart-
ing technical knowledge to agricultural and chemical engineers, busi-

ness executives, and other experts.

Further contributions of education in conserving our heritage of
physical resources should be made in directions already begun. There
should be increased appreciation of the fortunate position of the
United States with reference to resources. I don't believe many of us
realize just how fortunate we are to have taken possession of a conti-

nent with none of its resources depleted as we did a few centuries ago.

We have but 6.2 percent of the world's population, but we produce and
consume some 50 percent of the world s mechanical energy. The
United States ranks first among world powers as to national self-

sufficiency in iron ore, coal, petroleumj copper, lead, sulphur, alumi-
num, zinc, phosphates, and other strategic resources.

We ought to understand the significance of that position. Educa-
tion for conservation of the right kind emphasizes wise and economic
use, not only conservation but wise and economic use of natural re-

sources and develop3 vigorous public disapproval of flagrant waste
whenever it exists. If you will go to the courses of study that are be-

ing developed in otir high schools, you will find that this is coming in

as a subject of specific and autnorvtative study, and I would say mat
there is no place where education cah make a more fundamental con-
tribution to preserving our economic foundations in the field of pro-
duction than in this realm.

Capital is a third basic element in production. Here we are con-
cerned with tools, machinery^ plants, and technical processes em-
ployed in transforming materials into consumer goods. Science and
technology are involved since they play a major role in discovering
the tools and technical processes which give capital its peculiar mcd-
ern characteristics.

Colleges and universities have conducted much of the significant

research resulting in basic modifications in technics of production and
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' designs of machines and equipment. Research in the field of agricul-

ture has perhaps been the most continuous and effective, going back,

as you know, to the establishment of the land-grant colleges in 1862.

Investigations concerning agricultural and biological chemistry, soils

and soil fertility, field crop^, horticulture, animal husbandry, and
many other areas have been a major factor in remaking agriculture

in the United States during the past two or three generations; and if

you could compare the intelligence with which the farmer approaches
agricultural problems with those used by the farmer in some of the

other parts of the world, we would realize what a great asset we have
here.

The research of scientific workers in universities has resulted in

discoveries on which many new industries have been founded. This
is but one of many illustrations of the important effect of university

research in founding new industries.

Karl Compton say3

:

Eighteen of the new industries which have grown directly out of scientific

research within the past 50 years provide one-fourth of all the employment in

the United States. The majority of the products now manufactured by electrical

companies were unknown 15 years ago. It is estimated that 95 percent of our
chemical industry (which as you know in the last two or three decades has
become a basic industry in this country) is based on lundamental discoveries
made in university laboratories.

Nearly 200 college laboratories are used noferonly for the purpose of

instruction but also to a considerable extent for industrial research

work and commercial testing. The proved economic value of uni-

versity research is one of the factors which has influenced industry
to establish commerical research laboratories, involving expenditures
of $100,000,000 annually.

A fourth factor in this whole complex is management. The size

and complexity of business concerns, the number of employees in-

volved, the range of raw materials consumed, and the amount and
types of capital equipment employed give a social significance to

executive decisions and demand a grasp of technical knowledge and
principles of organization which transcend those required of entre-

preneurs in earlier economics.
Schools have long provided literacy and other elementary education

which the self-made man has possessed. The tendency recently

has been to emphasize the importance of formal training as a qualifica-

tion for leadership in business enterprises. Colleges, technical schools,

and universities train scientists, engineers, and technologists who pro-
vide expert knowledge for the business executive and who in some
cases themselves assume managerial positions. Graduate schools of

business are training growing numbers of young men, who first enter
minor executive positions from which they are recruited to those
involving more managerial responsibility.

Now we are coming to another subject—^how does this theory that
education affects productivity at these various vital points work out
in practice ? A number of studies have attempted statistical measure-
ment of the relatioiiship of productivity and provision for education
among the 48 States of the Union. One of the most comprehensive
and careful of these was made several years ago by Bowyer, and this
is merely illustrative. It attempted to compare the percentage of
its wealth which a State spends for schools with the rate of increase
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in its wealth during the subsequent 25 years. This study found that
"in those. States in which the percentage of wealth expended for
public schools in 1890, 1900, and 1912 was the greatest, the increase
in the average per capita Wealth during the following periods was
larger than the corresponding increase in States which had provided
adequately for their schools."

We can approach this problem also from the negative side, as
Odum has done in some of his investigations. He shows that "the
Southeast excels in the two primary resources—namely, natural
wealth, natural resources—and human wealth, while it lags in the
secondary resources of technology, artificial wealth, and institutional
services," such as education. One of the outcomes of these lags is

the wasted, as he calls it, "possibilities of youth undeveloped and
untrained, born, living, and moving through life without ever gain-
ing a knowledge of their power and possibilities." The outstanding
fact in this whole situation, he says, seems to be that of "undeveloped
possibilities and of human waste."

POTlENTIALITIES 0P< DOMESTIC CONSUMPTION

Dr. Norton. One calculation was made recently as to what the
effect would be on our market for goods if the States in the lower
half with reference to income per capita were lifted to the average
for the country as a whole, and the conclusion was reached that the
effect in terms of creating a new market would be far greater than our
whole foreign trade. In other words, we have the possibility of de-
veloping within our own boundaries, by bringing areas that have not
advanced as rapidly economically as others up to the average, a market
for goods, opportunity for trade, which is far more important than
we get from all of our foreign trade.

It appears, then, that logical analysis of economics, involving
more than a century of study, the experience of the nations of the
world, and the findings of technical statistical investigations, unite
in supporting the hypothesis that high productivity and adequate
education go together and that the latter does have important effects

on the former.
The Chairman. May I interrupt? To return to what you were

saying just a moment ago, by whom was this conclusion reached that
a much larger market would be opened by raising the capacity or
ability to consume of the lower income States?
Dr. Norton. It is based on certain data that I took from certain

economic sources.

The Chairman. I think it is a perfectly obvious conclusion.
Dr. Norton. It is obvious, but it is very striking when you get the

facts.

The Chairman. Your statement was that the conclusion was
reached. I would like to get some additional authority.

Dr. Norton. I car personally send you some of the data on that,

if you would like to have it.

The Chairman. Can't you state for the record some additional
authority on it? I think it is a perfectly clear statement that nobody
could disagree with in the facts that are presented.

Dr. Norton. Yes.
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The Chairman. I have frequently thought that many of us pay too

little attention to the open door at home, as I think Professor Beard
once referred to it.

Dr. Norton. Yes.
The Chairman. We are spending too much time thinking about

potential markets that are not so easily reached. I was very much
impressed about 2 years ago by seeing a 2-page colored map of the

United States in the Saturday Evening Post prepared by the adver-

tising division of the Saturday Evening Post. This map undertook
to designate the comparative value as markets of every county in the

United States. It illustrated that business was national in the first

place.

Dr. Norton. Eight.
The Chairman. It was an appeal to national advertisers in the

Saturday Evening Post to distribute their wares in counties which had
the highest purchasing capacity, but it was perfectly obvious that if

those counties which were represented in the color that told of the
lowest purchasing capacity could be raised to the other level there
would be a tremendously increased market for £tll of the Saturday
Evening Post advertisers.

Dr. Norton. And I would emphasize the importance of looking to

that market and of using measures, of which, education is one, of
developing that market.

Colonel Chantland. Didn't Dr. Lubin present figures or data along
that line, of bringing the lower level up ?

^

The Chairman. Yes ; he has done some of that.

Dr. Norton. It is important, however, that easy conclusions and
naive assumptions should not be encouraged by this undoubtedly im-
portant fact that education is in the picture. Mere increases in

amount of education, irrespective of its quality, character, and inci-

dences, are not likely to have important economic effects. Further-
more, education is only one of several factors responsible for the re-

markable increase in economic productivity, which some nations have
achieved during the last century. It would be superficial to disre-

gard this fact. On the other hand, it is not necessary to make ex-
travagant claims as to the economic value of education. The annual
cost of schools and colleges, both public and private, in the United
States is only about $3,000,000,000 even in the most prosperous years.

This, after all, is a minor fraction of the $80,000,000,000 income which
the Nation enjoys in prosperous years. The assumption that even a
small part of such an unprecedented level of productivity can be
credited to the effects of education would more than amortize its

cost.

The relation of education and productivity, we would say, is most
clearly understood when one looks upon them as complementary, in-

ter-acting forces. The existence of a high level of productivity makes
possible the financing of an extensive system of schools and colleges.

Adequate provision for education is essential to a high level of pro-
ductivity. Each makes the other possible, and progress is made by
this route rather than assuming something of that nature. Modern
economic productivity and popular education have developed con-

^ See hearings, Part 1.
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currently and both are requisite to the maintenance and improvement
of the Nation's economic well-being.

It is of the utmost importance that we do not permit ephemeral
conditions or fallacious opinions to blind us to the fundamental rela-

tion betwen education and economic well-being.
Representative Williams. Right in that connection, does that not

conclude there must be a consuming capacity or the ability to consume
before they are produced ?

Dr. Norton. I would rather not be too specific as to the order. I
would rather rest on the statement, otherwise we will get into a whole
new realm, which Irecognize is important. I would rather say that
goods and services must be produced before they can be distributed
and consumed.

Representative Williams. But it is perfectly evident that our pro-
ductive capacity is increasing and it is unbounded for that matter,
through education and technological advancement, but on the other
hand, unless there is some means devised by which there can be a
consumption of that production

Dr. Norton (interposing). Right.
Representative Williams. I don't see how we can increase, or con-

tinue to increase, production. The fundamental, the very underlying
principle, to my mind, is the question of how we are going to increase

consumptive capacity and provide the means by which the goods,
when produced, can be bought and consumed.

Dr. Norton. I recognize the importance of dealing with problems
affecting distribution and consumption, and I say that is very im-
portant, as you have just been emphasizing, but should not obscure
the thing that I am principally concerned with this morning, the

crucial significance of conserving and upbuilding the factors essential

to a high level of production. The two are not out of relationship.

Representative Williams. Of course, I don't want to be under-
stood as intending to counteract that tendency in what I say.

Dr. Norton. I realize that.

Representative Williams. I am heartily in accord with what you
have said with reference to education's part in this advancement.
The Chairman. Well, isn't it an important thing to consider, even

now—^the answer to the question propounded by Congressman Wil-
liams, which comes first and which in the interest of society should be
made to come first, the capacity, the ability to consume, or the pro-

duction? Now, let me say this, before asking you to give us your
opinion, that before the modern advance of technology, when industry

was practically confined to the home and to the farm, those who lived

on the farm and those who lived in the home produced what they
wanted.
In other words, they geared their production to their own well-

recognized capacity to consume, and they could fit one to the other

because they were themselves both the producers and the consumers.

But technology has caused another factor to intervene. We have
broken down production into such specialized trades that the capacity

to produce has outrun the ability to consume, has it not?

Dr. Norton. If you give the proper definition to ability, yes; I will

agree.

The Chairman. What is the proper definition of ability ?

Dr. Norton. Well, if you mean the willingness and readiness to

consume if they can get hold of it, right.
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CONSUMPTION LAGS BEHIND PRODUCTION

The Chairman. That's right, exactly what I mean. The desire to

consume may be there, but the purchasing power has been lacking be-

cause the productive capacity of individuals has been cut off. The
individual who formerly could produce upon the farm because it was
his farm was in a much better position so far as stability of his living

standard was concerned than the person whose capacity to produce is

dependent upon his getting a job from some large industrial organiza-
tion, a job which he cannot command. He could command it under
the old economic system. Do you agree with that ?

Dr. Norton. You have undoubtedly outlined an area of extreme
importance, and in my emphasis on the production side I don't want
to give the impression that I failed to recognize the importance of
that area.

The Chairman. Still you haven't given us your opinion of which
does come first.

Dr. Norton. I wouldn't think that my opinion was of great value
in that area.

Dr. Anderson. Mr. Chairman, I mi^ht say that the second expert
of the day, who is an economist in this particular field, is going to

devote most of his time to trying to answer that one question.

Dr. Norton. And I am anxious to give him the right of way in a
few minutes.
The Chairman. Congressman Williams said that if we find the

answer to that question we will have done our job.

Dr. Norton. I was tempted to make a facetious remark, and here
I am speaking as a layman. I will just say that that argument is

about as difficult as deciding whether the egg or the hen comes first.

It is sometimes stated that less education should be provided since

as a Nation we are already producing more than we can consume.
The fallacy of this conclusion is readily demonstrated by referring

to studies such as those of the Brookings Institution, which clearly

demonstrate that even at the peak of production in 1929, we were pro-
ducing less than enough to provide an acceptable standard of living

for all Americans. There is every logical reason to continue the policy
of expanding our productive capacity in an orderly and efficient man-
ner. All agencies which contribute to this goal should be effectively

maintained.
Some will point out that even well-trained workers now find it diffi-

cult to obtain employment, particularly during the depression. Ac-
cordingly, they would propose that fewer workers be trained and that
the percentage of unskilled workers should be allowed to increase.

I believe this is a counsel of despair. Followed" to its logical conclu-
sion, it would lead to economic retrogression or an uneconomic popu-
lation of low-skilled, low-producing workers. We cannot afford to
base our long-term educational policies upon our present temporary
economic maladjustments. This would be equivalent to assuming that
such problems as serious unemployment, production far below poten-
tial capacity, and similar depression maladjustments are permanent
and incapable of solution. Much of what we have a right to hope
for would be impossible if such an attitude were to become the basis
of public policy. A far more intelligent approach, we would believe,
is to assume that human intelligence will find solutions to present
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economic problems and that most, if not all, workers possessing train-

ing and diligence will eventually find real opportunities for service.

Certainly such workers—and by "such workers" I refer to trained
workers—cannot be absorbed if they do not exist, and they will not
exist unless they are trained.

It is important to note, also, that even in the depression trained
workers found it far less difficult to obtain work than did those with-
out training. A disproportionate percentage of the unemployed is

made up of unskilled labor. Furthermore, there appears to be an
actual shortage at present in the supply of some types of skilled labor.

Available evidence, therefore, suggests that both individual and
general economic welfare require that we should develop every prac-
tical means for increasing, rather than decreasing, the percentage of
trained workers.
Mr. O'CoNNELL. On what do you base the statement that a dispro-

portionate percentage of the unemployed is made up of unskilled
labor?

Dr. Norton. On certain factual studies that have been made. I
would particularly cite you Census of Partial Employment, Unem-
ployment, and Occupation, which was issued for 1937 by the Govern-
ment Printing Office. There have been a number of studies on a fac-

tual basis that quite clearly demonstrate this to be the fact.

Some will contend that there will be no one to do unskilled labor
if too many workers are trained. This attitude, again, is based upon
short-term considerations. The whole advance of western society
economically has consisted in discovering efficient means of perform-
ing labor of the type which in earlier times was done by imskilled
workers. As the number of trained workers increases, mechanical
ways are found to perform routine work. The training of unskilled
workers should continue, subject only to the limitations of their ca-

pacity and willingness to take the training involved. The economic
efficiency of a society increases as its proportion of unskilled workers
of low productivity decreases.

There is serious danger that shortsightedness will prevent the de-
velopment of long-term policies in education, essential to economic
Avell-being. It is unfortunate that forces growing out of the depres-
sion have caused us to decrease expenditures for education, while
those for relief have been enormously increased. Humanitarian con-
siderations may have made this necessary, but it is a trend which
should be reversed at the first opportunity. In the field of physical
well-being, prevention of illness and the building of abundant health
is recognized as sounder practice than emphasizing the curative side.

The analogy has applicability to economic well-being.
Our economic health should be protected at all costs. Continuous

education for replacement of economic knowledge and skill is of
supreme importance in a technological society. The length of the
period of training and the brief span of a man's working years testify

to this fact. Education has an enormous job to perform in merely
maintaining the accumulated capital of knowledge and skill. Every
death of a professionally or technically trained worker reduces this
capital unless it is currently replaced.

Willford King, well-known economist, has this to say on this
important factor:
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Some of the most expensive and important forms of savings are not tangible

but consist of such things as accumulated scientific knowledge and the training

of the human mind. Savings of the last-mentioned variety are extremely

perishable, since they are constantly being lost through the death of the persons

possessing the education.

Mr. O'CoNNELL. I take it there is a certain volume of that so-called

savings which is lost through technological change, too, that as a

man might have been a skilled worker in a particular line for a period

of years and would have accumulated ftiat knowledge it might over-

night, almost, have become worthless to him..

Dr. Norton. It doesn't take death, if the industry you are working
]n so changes that it makes your training obsolete. Unless you are re-

trained you become an unskilled worker. It is very important, jjer-

haps as irnportant as the factor of death, when industry is changing
so rapidly.

An appraisal of the current situation clearly demonstrates that we
have not provided facilities appropriate to the maintenance and ex-

pansion of economic capital. I want to emphasize that there are two
chapters dealing with this point and giving extensive factual infor-

mation in this report on Education and Economic Well-Being. I
refer to the chapters. Existing and Desirable Amount of Education
for Economic Well-Being, and Extension of Facilities and Selection

of Students. It is a fact which you can document easily, that for-

tuitous factors to a large extent now determine whether children and
youths shall have generous or little educational opportunity in the
United States. Now, we are coming back to the point that Senator
King was emphasizing, that although we have kept the door of
educational opportunity open in this country, it has not been com-
pletely open. It has been open enough so that a considerable number
of people could squeeze through, but it is also closed enough so that
a great many people who happen to be born in a poor family or in
a poor area or in some other restricted situation do not have a chance
to go through that door.

aMORTALITY ' IN HIGH-SCHOOL EDUCATION

Dr. Norton. There have been a number of studies that justify this
figure I am giving now : 30 percent, as a conservative estimate, of the
youths in high school drop out for economic reasons. I would cite

the studies on pages 135-142 of the Educational Policies book that
document that statement. Some studies put it as high as 50 percent.
Lack of money to meet college expenses not only keeps thousands of
capable youths from entering college but is also one of the chief
reasons for their withdrawal.
Mr. Pike. Would you also say that too much money has put a great

many people into colleges that perhaps clutter up the educational
system ?

Dr. Norton. I think I know what you refer to—that we sometimes
make rather poor use of the time of youths who go on for advanced
education, but I would add further that if we offered the programs and
the opportunities that they should have, and developed what you might
call an ideal and practical educational opportunity, say, from the end
of high school on, you would probably in toto increase rather than
decrease the number of youths going on beyond high schools.
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Mr. Pike. But you wouldn't have them in those specific institutions

where perhaps some of them don't belong.
Dr. Norton. I think many of them are misplaced at the present

time, misplaced as to the kind of training they are getting and various
other factors. A youth's chance to prepare for high calling, or for
any calling except unskilled labor, now in these free United States
often rests upon such factors as the taxable capacity of his local

school district, whether his father is a professional man or a laborer,
which means whether he will be encouraged to .go on or not; whether
he happens to be born in the North or the South, in the city or in the
country, or in an urban or even a suburban community. Large num-
bers of youths are prevented from continuing their education through
high school and into college because of lack of ability to meet expendi-
tures required. Many of these youths have superior ability, and I am
not making that statement on the basis of generalities, I am making it

on the basis of scientific investigations which have measured these
youths as to intelligence and industry, and record in high school, and
the facts show that about as many capable youths fail to go on to

college as actually do go on.

Many of these youths have superior ability. When competent youths
are given financial aid permitting them to continue their education they
make outstanding records, and once again that is based on the studies

connected with the N. Y. A. program and scholarship programs, that
if you make a reasonable selection of youths from the very poorest
families, families with less than $1,000 a year of total income, and
send them on to college, they make outstanding records. There are a

number of studies that have demonstrated that beyond question.

The distribution of educational opportunity in the Nation today is

such that the potential economic effects of education are far from being
fully realized. Tens of thousands of youths each year are foolishly
being thrown into the overcrowded ranks of casual and unskilled
labor who could have qualified for callings which demand more and
pay more. They have both the capacity and the ambition to so qualify.

But we at the present time permit fortuitous factors beyond their

control to sentence them to 30 or 40 years of low-grade and low-paid
service. I would say that that is a thoroughly undemocratic situa-

tion. The youths thus condemned by an uneconomic social policy
will earn less than they could have earned, and the Nation's income
will be less than it might have been. Wise public policy urges that
this undemocratic and uneconomic situation be corrected as rapidly as

possible through the right kind of effectively free education.
Schooling must be made free enough so that its costs do not con-

stitute an effective barrier to education. By effectively free schooling
we mean schooling provided under such circumstances that persons
who should have that schooling are not debarred from it by financial

reasons, and literally tens of thousands of American youths who should
have additional schooling and training today are being debarred be-

cause of financial reasons.

Because effectively free schooling is necessai'y to obtain maximum
income, the economically wise society will continue making additional
amounts of education effectively free, so long as the income which
accrues from added productivity exceeds the cost of these additional
educational expenditures. This will be done because there will be
more left to buy other goods and services after such education is paid
for than there would be if such education w^r? not provided.
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The development of a program for maximizing the economic effects

of education should be initiated at once. Some educational funds now
expended for less vital purposes should be directed to this end. Funds
from this source should be supplemented by additional appropriations

as rapidly as conditions permit.

This policy is justified on the grounds that the proposed educational

program in the long run will yield substantial economic returns. It

will pay for itself, since it promises to increase national income more
than enough to cover the expenditure required. Education may Ttot

be self-liquidating in the immediate and narrow sense of a toll road

or a harbor where tolls and wharfage fees meet original investment

and maintenance costs, but education of the right kind is self-liqui-

dating in a far more fundamental sense than material improvements
can be. In contributing to increased productivity, it helps to create

the economic basis in national wealth and income upon w^hich taxa-

tion for education and other governmental activities, as well as our
whole standard of living, depends.

Now, Mr. Chairman, are there questions you would like to ask?
The Chairman. There are many questions that I have no doubt

that many of us would like to ask. Some of them, of course, have
already been propounded to you.

Mr. O'CoNNELL. I would like to ask one at the moment. Do you
happen to know whether organized labor has any view with regard
to what I understand to be a proposal to continuously extend the

development of vocational training?
Dr. Norton. I know of some of the opinions of the type that Mr.

Phil Murray has, and doubtless of the type that you will get from
Mr. Green, that have been issued by different labor broups. I have
read about those; yes.

Mr. O'CoNNELX.. Are they, in general, sympathetic with your ap-

proach, or are they, in general, somewhat opposed?
Dr. Norton. I think you have ^ say it depends somewhat upon

the man you are talking with. I think Mr. Philip Murray appeared
before this group earlier. You know his viewpoint and I don't need
to emphasize it. And if you will go to the schools of Pittsburgh,
where he happens to be a member of the board of education, you
wiil find that their policy is to develop increasing amounts and
increasingly effective vocational education, and so on that basis you
could say that at least part of labor does emphasize the importance
of increasing the amount of training.

Of course, I suppose anyone who is intelligent would emphasize the

importance of just not increasing training in one particular realm
or two or three trades. It should be a broad diffusion of training;
it should be based upon occupational information as to where the

outlets are, and most training should be given in those areas where
the supply of trained labor is least. All of those qualifications have
to be made, but I have a feeling that intelligent labor as a whole
recognizes the importance of effective vocational training for the
rank and file of workers.
Mr. O'CoNNELL. You spoke of the fact that lack of sufficient facil-

ities of free education was a barrier to be removed. It occurs to

me there are other barriers with wliich a person who might have
received adequate training would be apt to be confronted when he
attempted to put his training into action. I would assume that in

a highly skilled trade you would have to belong to or join in some
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areas at least a union, and in some of the unions there wouldi also

be financial barriers, in the sense ol" initiation fees and things of
that sort. You are discussing only one barrier.

Dr. Norton. I am emphasizing that one barrier because the lack

of education constitutes that barrier. There are many other bar-

riers. If you happen to go to the right college and make the right

contacts, you perhaps get other opportunities, and luck enters into

the situation as well as skill and training. My emphasis would be,

let's take down one barrier that should not exist in a democratic
society, and that is the opportunity to obtain the requisite education.
Certamly if you don't have the educational training you can't qualify,

no matter how close your contacts may be, and therefore I would
say that with proper guidance and advice, give every youth the
amount and kind of training that his capacity and diligence says he
should have.
Mr. O'CoNNELL. I don't think we would quarrel with that.

Dr. Anderson. The next witness's testimony, which is directly con-

nected with this, is discussional. We could perhaps finish Kcfore the

lunch hour, as we have a terrifically heavy schedule this afternoon.

INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY OF LABOR

The Chairman. That would be quite agreeable to me if it is to the

other members of the committee. I just wanted to ask Dr. Norton
another question.

In your statement you said

—

The economic growth of the United States may be epitomized in the fact that
a growing percentage of trained workers has used more and more effective

methods of worlc.

Dr. Norton. Yes.

The Chairman. By that I take it that you are referring to the

training which enables the worker to make the most effective use of

all of the discoveries of science and invention, power-driven ma-
chinery, and the like.

Dr. Norton. Right.
The Chairman. It is the application of trained skill to technology.

Dr. Norton. Right.
The Chairman. That conjunction of trained skill and technology

upon raw materials brings about the increased productivity of which
you speak, and which you regard as necessary. Is that correct?

Dr. Norton. That is right.

I would like to bring into the picture, though, the fact that a

minoritv of our employed workers in this country, a minority of

gainfully employed workers, are now in what you would call strictly

manufacturing or mechanized industries. There is a whole series of

occupations, for example, the distributive trades, which we are just

now beginning to recognize on the basis of training, in which persons,

by looking at their trade or calling as something that can be trained

for, may become more efficient.

The Chairman. Well, even in the service industries mechanization
is present in a degree that I think is sometimes overlooked.

Dr. Norton. That is right.

The Chairman. The ordinary gasoline service station is just a

marvel of mechanization.
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Dr. Norton. Right.
The Chairman-. And yet, though many machines are used, there

IS also a great deal of personal, individual manual labor involved in

running those machines.
Dr. Norton. Right.
The Chairman. Even the beauty shop and barber shop of modern

days use a lot of new devices.

Dr. Norton. Right.

The Chahiman. And yesterday we had a good deal of testimony

with respect to mechanization upon the farm, so that even the agri-

cultural industry has become mechanized. We see it almost wherever
we turn.

Dr. Norton. It is a very important factor in our lives.

The Chairman. But you were developing the application of train-

ing to natural resources, and so forth, to increase productivity, and
then at the outset of your statement you were referring to the fact

that at the time our country was first organized and the Constitution-

adopted, the national income was only $677,000,000, and that this com-
bination of training, skill, and technology has increased our national

income, so I just wanted to lead up to this question: Is it your conclu-

sion that the most effective way to increase the national income is to

increase production ?

Dr. Norton, I would say, undoubtedly that is one of the important
factors in the situation, because I would think that by definition you
can't increase income and the general standard of living without actu-

ally increasing production.

The Chairman. Would you think that the national income could
be increased by decreasing production?

Dr. Norton. I would not.

The Chairman. That was the answer I hoped you would give.

Dr. Norton. That is easy.

Thank you very much.
(The witness. Dr. Norton, was excused.)

Dr. Anderson. Mr. Chairman, the next witness is Dr. Harold F.

Clark, an economist as well as an educator, and his procedure in pre-

senting his testimony is a series of topical headings which he is per-

fectly willing to discuss as questions.

The Chairman. I would like to swear the witness.

Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give in this

l>roceeding shall be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth, so help you God ?

Dr. Clark. I do.

(Mr. O'Connell took the chair.)

TESTIMONY OF DR. HAROLD F. CLARK, PROFESSOR OF EDUCATION,

TEACHERS COLLEGE, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY, NEW YORK, N. Y.

Dr. Anderson. In connection with this subject, we are discussing

such things as bottlenecks to skilled trades and things of that kind.

I know the witness and his background, and should like to question

him to show the type of expert we have.

Dr. Clark, you are an economist?
Dr. Clark. I am.
Dr. Anderson. How long have you been working in the field of

economics ?
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Dr. Clark. For the past 15 years.

Dr. Anderson, You nave done expert study in the field of occupa-

tions and their relationships to our economy?
Dr. Clark. I have.

Dr. Anderson. Have you published?
Dr. Clark. Yes.

Dr. Anderson. What have you published?
Dr. Clark. We have here a little volume on Economic Theory and

Correct Occupational Distribution, another on Life Earnings in Some
of the More Important Occupations in the United States, and some
160 technical articles in various journals.

Dr. Anderson. I might say, gentlemen of the committee, inasmuch
as this is a field which I know something about, that this little volume
on Economic Theory and Correct Occupational Distribution was the
most provocative writing in the whole field of occupational distribu-

tion that has ever appeared in economic literature in this country, and
Dr. Clark, prior to it, had developed the educational implications of
occupational distribution to a degree that no other scholar has done in

this country. Since then he has examined this whole field of occu-
pational earnings and the relationship of economic theory and plan-

ning to occupational distribution, the very topic we have been
discussing.

Would you proceed, then, with your testimony. Dr. Clark?
Acting Chairman O'Connell. You are at present professor of edu-

cation at Columbia?
Dr. Clark. Yes.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, the topic I want to

discuss is the allocation of the labor supply of the country and its

effect upon the level of economic welfare. First, I want to

call to the committee's attention the fact that the bottlenecks caused
by shortages of skilled labor in particular industries constitute one of
the greatest dangers to a country in time of war.
The holders of these bottleneck positions in times of crises are in

a monopolistic position, and are almost certain to take full advantage
of that fact. The danger, however, is not due to the exceptionally
high wages that will have to be paid in those fields, but to the fact
that production will be held up in many fields. This, in turn, may
ca«se dislocation in a large part of the economy.
Mr. Pike. Do you think of any at the moment. Dr. Clark—any

examples you care to give ?

Dr. Clark. Yes; I think w^e could all put our fingers on one or two,
l)articularly in the machine-tool industry.

(Senator O'Mahoney assumed the chair.)

Dr. Clark (continuing). It, of course, would have been child's play
to prevent that. The type of community organization that I am going
to try to outline in a few moments should have effectively prevented
that very happening. That is just plain stupidity.

There is only one proper solution of this difficulty. This solution
consists in having a large number of highly trained people for all

fields. Adequately trained workei-s would have great flexibility in
adjusting to a wide range of occupations. These bottlenecks could
all easily be avoided by a rationally organized training program.
Mr. Pike. You mean, there, the sort of training that leaves a certain

amount of elasticity in the person so that if this job is displaced tech-

I
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nologically, or doesn't require a full force at the moment, he can gO'

over to another job that requires rather high schooling and swing into

it in a short time.

NEED FOR CATALOGING OF AVAILABLE JOBS

Dr. Clark. I mean that, but I mean something more than that, too.

I mean a training program designed to achieve what in the past we
might have called overtraining. The man will have a breadth of train-

ing that will enable him to go here or there, plus the fact that each
community will have such a carefully drawn up plan that you will be
able to look forward and see where your shortages are likely to de-

velop. At the present time we never know until it is right upon us.

We can go back now and see that there were indications that this

shortage was going to develop whenever your machine-tool industry

reached a certain stage of expansion, which it could reasonably be
expected to reach at a certain time. In other words, in 1932 you
should not have dropped your training program. There is no eartnly

reason for letting a man stay on relief, idle, when he will be very
much better off being trained. We could have used the past 10 years,

the greatest period in human history, to get an overtrained labor

force without any expense. We didn't use it because the individual

communities didn't have the plans drawn up in terms of their being

likely to need people when the expansion came. It wouldn't have
cost us a red cent.

The Chairman. How could that have been done ?

Dr. Clark. I would like to postpone the answer just a little, if there

is no objection. If I do not get to it, I trust you will remind me.
The Chairman. Very well.

Dr. Clark. The level of economic welfare of a country probably
depends more on the quantity and the quality of the training of all of
its workers than on any other one item.

There are those who would like to tell us that the level of economic
welfare of a country is determined almost exclusively by basic re-

sources, or a lack of them. A very casual comparison of such countries

as Switzerland and Colombia, South America, would readily disclose

that Colombia has far more resources. The difference between the two
countries lies in the quality of their trained labor force. I have spent a
considerable amount of time in the last 15 years studying and working
in 58 different countries in the world trying to find out what does deter-

mine the relative levels of economic welfare, and you find essentially no
relation between the basic physical resources and the level of welfare
in that country.
Denmark, with almost no basic natural resources, has had an exceed-

ingly high standard of living. Mexico, with large resources, has had a
relatively low standard. Denmark has perhaps the most highly trained
and skilled farming population in the world. Mexico's population is

essentially untrained. Training of the workers, then, seems to be the
key to determining the level of welfare of any country or even of the
major sections of the country.
This highly trained labor force would also be a powerful factor in

suggesting and bringing forth a continuous flow of new industries
that would make possible a higher standard of living than this country
now has.
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In other words, your highly trained worker is able to see the next

step; he is able to see the new industry that ought to be established; he

has training, and certainly should be able to work out the teclmique

of getting the capital and closing the gap.
A substantial amount of unemployment is caused by the lack of flexi-

bility in the total labor supply.

There are many well authenticated case studies of heavy unemploy-
ment in a city and still a substantial number of jobs going unfilled.

The classic one is the one in Philadelphia, made a few years ago, at a

time of heavy unemployment. It was an actual factory-to-factory sur-

vey on one minor job, asking the manager how many people he would
employ if a trained man for this job appeared, and it showed that quite

a large number would be employed.
One of the classical cases existed in the Panama Canal Zone up until

a few years ago. The case study can be found in a volume by F. W.
Hosier, entitled, The Administrative Organization for an Apprentice-
Leamership Program in the Panama Canal Zone. This study showed
clearly that many of the key positions in the Canal Zone could not be
filled by adequately trained persons when they fell vacant. There was
no systematic training program for them. This applied to many of

the higher positions as well as to large numbers of positions requiring
lower skill. There were actually substantial numbers of positions un-
filled because no qualified persons could be found to fill them. At the

same time there were lar^e numbers of individuals unemployed but
unprepared to do any specific thing.

The unfortunate fact is that modern technical industrial society

does not have any mechanism to anticipate where jobs are likely to

be and to provide adequate training, for them. Each individual is

left to flounder in his own ignorance and to collect what little infor-

mation he can casually pick up. Some more systematic arrangements
must be made to all communities to see that a complete and up-to-date
record is kept of the probable need for new workers.
I want to outline in just about half a minute, if I may, and start

on the answer to the chairman's question.

Dr. Anderson. I want to ask this question. You have stated that
there are situations in which jobs are available of a skilled character.

Are they usually of a skilled character?
Dr. Clark. Almost always.
Dr. Anderson. And workers are not available to fill them. Do you

care to generalize as to the extent of that in the total economy, or
where it is located, how it manifests itself?

Dr. Clark. I should like very much to generalize to this extent,

that we do not know with any degree of accuracy, and the reason we
do not is that we haven't the machinery that could possibly give us
the answer. That is the basic point that I want to discuss for a

moment, if I may.
I see no chance of making any real progress on this point until we

get a change, in addition to what you might call your comnmnity or-

ganization. We need what you might call an occupational planning
group in every comnmnity \n the United States, representing every
type of occupation, carefully organized, systematically meeting, study-
ing the occupational need, being in contact with all the technical
groups, looking as far forward as possible, making the plans for that
particular community.
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If in this community, after the most careful study, you find out that

you are going to have 10,000 boys and girls leaving school—and we
will just take the school-leaving group as an illustration—and you
look over all of the occupations in the community and you find that

only 9,000 can be absorbed, at that point you have, for the first time,

set up the machinery to frankly face the issue of unemployment. Until

you have that much information, you can't even discuss unemployment
intelligently. In other words, you can't even get the answer to your
question, you haven't the facts on which you can start. You have to

go back and set up some kind of machinery of that order in every

community in the United States.

If you find that 9,000 can be absorbed in present jobs, then the ques-

tion is, what are you going to do with the other 1,000 ? Then you can

begin to discuss it on a variety of bases. You can ask intelligently,

"Do you want to reduce hours, and if so, how much would they have
to be reduced in the reallocation of the labor force?" "Do you want
to establish new industries? If so, what would they have to be?"
For the first time, then, you can frankly face the question of liow

many new industries you would have to establish^ at what rate, of

what Ivijid, where would they have to be? Otherwise your talk must
be in very vague generalities.

Mr. Maginnis. Professor Clark, do I understand that your idea

would be to set up such a body, whether a commission or otherwise,

with a certain number of members, say three members? Do you mean
each large community, at the expense of that community or the Federal
Government, would make it a permanent proposition ?

Dr. Clark. I would very much rather it would be a voluntary rep-

resentative body from all the occupations, elected members from every
occupation, meeting -as an occupational planning body with no power,
of course, in compulsion, but to really get the information continuous.

It might meet once a month. In the larger communities, of course, it

would have a small, paid technical staff.

Mr. Maginnis. Don't you think the practical difficulties about such
voluntary propositions are that they only last just a short time and
that sometimes the period is very short because every man is too busy
to devote the time necessary?

Dr> Clark. I don't think so. I think we have some experience in

our city planning councils. I would not be dogmatic on that point,

but I think we have enough experience from the planning of the physi-
cal resources to lead us to think we could get the ablest people from all

the occupations. After all, it is one of the 2 or 3 most important
aspects of the total community. I wouldn't want to argue the point.
If we find out we ultimately have to pay for it, all right. I would be
very insistant, though, in my own opinion at least, that they root in

the community, that they gi-ow out of the community. I would want
as little overhead compulsion coming down from Washington and the
State capital as I could possibly get. I would try to get it springing
up out of all the occupations, all the communities, with a minimum of
coordination.

Mr. O'CoNNELL. The problem is rather a national problem than
a community problem.
Dr. Clark. You have to have a coordination, plus or minus, in your

communities.
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Mr. O'CoNNELL. You might have 1,000 extra workers in one com-

munity that might not be solved by that community.

Dr. Clark. It is a fairly simple coordinating job in a State, I think,

if those local bodies are really functioning actively.

Dr. Anderson. There will be diflficulties arising in connection with

the mobility of labor.

I am thinking now not only of occupational but also of geograph-

ical mobility.
MOBILITY OF LABOR

Dr. Clark. Quite ; that is a complication which you would take into

account in setting up your plans for your individual community. It

is no objection to the plan; only another complication in carrymg it

out accurately. In the early stages it would introduce another in-

accuracy in your estimate, but it makes it all the more important, if

you are trying to set up a training program in your local community,

that you have made the best guess you can of how many of those people

are likely to be absorbed in the particular community on the basis of

past experience, on the basis of the intention of all the people, and
everythmg else.

The Chairman. How could a local community do that with respect

to a national industry? Let us take, for example, the telephone in-

dustry, because it covers the entire country. Yet, because it is a na-

tional institution, governed by a board of directors operating from,

ordinarily, some one central head, how could a community in the far

West make any effective plan with respect to training the youth of

that community for employment in the telephone company ?

Dr. Clark. You gave me an awfully easy one, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. Good.
Dr. Clark. I have worked a little with Mr. Bridgeman and some

of the other technical men of the staff there, and it would be sim-

plicity itself for them to make the estimates

The Chairman (interposing). For whom to make the estimates?

Dr. Clark. For the people m the telephone company to make the

estimates of what they thought they were going to do. Then they

pass that back down to a little town of 10,000 in central Nebraska.
They employ 9 people. They estimate a certain rate of expansion.

They estimate that they will take another employee in 2 years. That
information could be obtained right today in any community that

wants to take the trouble to get it. There isn't any excuse at all

for its not being done, probably for 25 to 40 of the major large

organizations.

The Chairman. The telephone industry is one, as was pointed out

during the testimony of Mr. Harrison, the vice president here at these

particular hearings, which depends for its success upon the number
of contacts it makes with individuals. It is a direct producer to

consumer industry, so to speak.

Now, another industry is the railroad industry, the transportation
industry, and there are many communities on various systems which
are service connections to the railroad and which do not at all depend
upon the amount of business that those particular communities, pro-

duce. They may have a large or small demand for labor, dependent
not upon anything that happens in that particular community but
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upon what happens on the whole in the whole field of the railroad

itself.

Dr. Clark. Eight.

The Chairman. And the decision as to what shall be done in this

particular community, in the shops for example, is made not upon
the basis of anything that exists in that community but upon the

judgment of the board of trustees or the operating vice president

in a distant community upon consideration of the over-all picture of
the transportation industry.

Dr. Clark. And all I am saying is that we should have arrange-

ments by which the best guess he can make moves down to this plan-

ning body in the local community.
I happen to have graduated from high school in a little railroad

town. What did the individual do there? He had to ^ess at all

of that and make his guess as to whether there was going to be a
job for him in the railroad shop when he finished high school.

Now, as you know, all you have said is that it isn't a perfect guess
that the vice president of the railroad is going to make in the light

of all the factors. It is going to be a lot better than this boy's in

the local high school. All I am saying is, let's get all the information
we can. It will not be any better than our technical knowledge, but
it will be incomparably better than this poor little individual's trying
to guess, "Is there going to be a job there? Are they going to move
these shops? Is this particular process going to fade out of the
picture?" with no contact between the school system, the people giving
the guidance, and the people making the decision.

The Chairman. There are innumerable communities in the United
States which, by reason of the development of the national industry,
are pay-roll communities dependent upon the contributions in wages
made by national industry which happens to pass through that town.
You may have a railroad running through it, you mav have an air-

plane line running through it; you may nave, and probably do have,
a number of chain. stores in almost every one of these communities.
And you have the oil industry, with filling stations that are owned
and operated or sometimes just leased by a large oil company, the
whole policy of which is directed from some other and distant com-
mimity, industries over which the local community as a community,
as a city or a town, the county as a county, and even the State as a
sovereign unit in the United States has no jurisdiction, or no effective

jurisdiction, at least, whatever.
Such communities are dependent almost upon the largess of those

who are managing these great national industries. In my State, and
in most of the Western States, for example, the farmer and the rancher,
the rancher who raises livestock and wool for the market, must, ship
their product to the packing centers, and they are dependent upon
what the managers of the packing industry are content to pay. Per-
haps I shouldn't say "are content to pay" ; what they do pay, but the
determination of the price is made not upon a basis upon "which he is

willing to sell or desirous of selling, but upon the basis on which the
purchaser is willing or desirous to pay.
And so, in an ever-increasing degree you have this divergence be-

tween the economic independence of the local community and the local

citizens of the community, and the control exercised by a national
industry.
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Now, will training help to bring the sort of solution that you were
talking about ?

Dr. Clark. The very least we can ask of those organizations is that
they send the plans back. At least I think it is a perfectly reasonable
request. We have tried it a little with them and we have every reason
to think that with all of the other faults that those organizations may
or may not have, they will be willing to pass down the best estimates

that they can make of what is likely to happen. The specific issue

here is whether it would complicate the local community estimates of

the training and employment situation, and I am quite inclined to

think that we can handle it all right.

Mr. O'CoNNELL. Let's see how your plan would work in connection
with New Castle, Pa., which is a case which was described to us before
this committee last week, where, in a town of 50,000 people, some 1,600

people were let out. Under your plan what would have happened?
Dr. Clark. Most of the tragedy of New Castle would have been

prevented.
Mr. O'CoNNELL. It would have been ?

Dr. Clark. It is going to be a beautiful case study when somebody
goes back in the record and pins the blame : "There was the day that
could have been predicted," in 1900, 1905, 1910, 1 don't know how far

back. But long ago somebody should have known that there was
likely to be a changfe. At that date a storm signal should have gone
up over the high school and every school in that community saying,

"There is danger ahead here, and here are the facts. Here are the
reasons why we think there is going to be a calamity in this com-
munity. In the light of that, do you want to make your plans to move
out, to make your contacts?"

No; we wouldn't do that; we pile them up, pile them up, the same
thing that I have seen in coal community after coal community in

Pennsylvania when everybody on earth knew that the coal mine was
going to shut down for 3 years or 5 years, except the people running
the local school. They wouldn't take the trouble to find out, they
wouldn't give the warning. All I am saying is, let us do the best

we can. Now in some cases it is very well done. At least it will give
the boys and girls a little better chance.

The Chairman. Of course, you realize how difficult and distasteful

it would be for the principal of a high school in that dying community
to say, "Now look out, boys, this town is near the end of its rope."

Dr. Clark. I know those little mid-western towns well enough, liuv-

ing spent most of my life in them, to know that he couldn't hold his

job and do that, but he could present certain factual evidence and say,

"This decision has been made," and this or this or this. All I am
saying is that he certainly hasn't really helped those boys and girls

to let New Castle reach the stage that he has. , That is all t would say

:

get the best information you can, the best in the community on the
total situation.

productivity of trained labor

Dr. CioArk. I think I had better move on to my next item. A
trained labor force produces more than an untrained one. I am going
to omit (a) if I may, entirely. Dr. Norton referred to it. Essen-
tially it is the ar^ment that if you get it down to a specific case the
trained farmer will produce more than the untrained one.
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(b) Presumably, farmers are trying to make these adjustments all

the time, and the same is true of all individuals. But lack of training

constitutes perhaps the major barrier that keeps people from making
these shifts and moving from places of lower productivity to higher

productivity. In my little book. Economic Theory and Correct Occu-
pational Distribution, this discussion is followed through at length,

and I think it is amply demonstrated that there are aU kinds of bar-

riers in our society due to lack of training which prevent many persons

from moving from occupations of low productivity to those of high

productivity. It is a perfectly safe guess that in any country in the

world a very great extension of the training of the working force will

enable such shifts to take place and make it possible for workers to

move from- where they would be producing little to where they would
be producing much.

I want to start at this point to answer the question raised in the early

discussion of Dr. Norton about the consumption of this increased pro-

duction. I obviously do not claim that I have anything like the nnal

answer ; it is just a little light on the issue.

Some individuals are bothered with this point because they say, "We
cannot buy or consume or use all we can now produce, so why train

more people to produce more?" It is too well established for argu-

ment that one of the reasons we cannot buy more is that there are all

kinds of monopolistic tendencies that hold up prices, and among these

monopolistic tendencies are relative shortages of trained workers in

particular fields. This great expansion of trained labor would reduce

the cost of many products and would thereby enormously expand pur-

chasing power. There seems to be no possible answer to the conten-

tion that, all other things being just as they will be, a highly trained

group of workers will produce, distribute, and consume more than a

poorly trained one.

The next point I think goes into the discussion more fully. Pre-

sumably, much of the reason that we have difficulty over this consump-
tion issue, to put it mildly, is lack of purchasing power. The Amer-
ican way of bringing about a fairer distribution of the income and
production of the country is to provde more nearly equal opportunity.

Certainly as far as earned income is concerned—and this constitutes

perhaps 80 or 85 percent of the effective spendable income—any pre-

sumed unfairness in its distribution is caused almost entirely by lack

of opportunity. This lack of opportunity hinges quite largely upon
lack of training. You see, we are beginning to chisel away at this lack

of purchasing power. First, we are going to actually produce things

more cheaply, people will have effective purchasing power in greater

quantity; second, as far "as the earned income is concerned (and keep
in mind that is something between 80 and 85 percent of it), you can
bring about almost any distribution of that if you are willing to set

up a training program to train where you have the high incomes and
to pull the people out of the low incomes ; that is your easy, obvious,

American answer to your lack of purchasing power.
The Chairman. You don't mean to say that training of itself will

do that.

Dr. Clark. Training will do practically all the job, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Anderson. In.other words, Mr. Clark, the returns in any un-

usually highly paid or compensated occupation are returns for a
scarcity position.

124491^1—pt. 30 59
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Dr. Clark. A monojjolistic tendency, right.

Dr. Anderson. And if you multiply the number of competent peo-

ple offering that service you thereby divide the amount available for

that expenditure among them, reducing the amount anyone receives,

making the price lower to any consumer of that service.

Dr. Clark. And at the same time you are pulling the people away
from the bottom, creating less pressure on the income down there,

so that their income goes up automatically. The important thing is,

of course, the total production of goods and services.

The Chairman. But training of itself would not create the jobs,

would it?

Dr. CiiARK. The training will do most of it, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. That is a very simple answer.

Dr. Anderson. One point bothers me greatly in examining that

theory. You are presuming that occupations are at work in a com-
petitive field. Now, how competitive are these unusually scarce occu-

pations, for example, the skill of a highly trained surgeon or the

managerial skill which brings Mr. Watson around $400,000 a year?
Even though you put 10 Mr. Watsons in the field, would you thereby
create 10 Watson jobs and split the $400,000 among them?

Dr. Clark. We have a great deal of evidence on the question. Now,
I am quite willing to admit that you may have certain positions that

seem to be so highly protected monopolistically that you cannot get
into them, and some of the very top movie salaries may be in that

class. Personally, I doubt it. If we may take the case of the rail-

roads, there was a time when the railroad salaries, as you know, in

the eighties and nineties of the last century, were relatively very
high as compared to almost all others. I am not saying that is the
only reason that railroad salaries have gone down, but as you have
trained more people capable of doing this thing—we haven t done it

deliberately and consciously, it has just been a little accidental—there

has already been pressure down ; there are other reasons, of course, but
there are two basic answers to the question. The first is that it

wouldn't make very much difference m the total purchasing power
if you ruled out a few hundred or a few thousand of these very large
incomes. Certainly, after you get out of those, competition will work.
The fact that you have a limited number of people here trained for
these jobs enables these people to get relatively high semimonopolistic
incomes
Mr. .Pike (interposing). You are thinking, say, of the building

trades having priced the housing possibilities almost out of the mar-
ket, and that sort of thing?

Dr. Clark. I would want that investigated awfully carefully to

see if there were monopolistic elements in it. At least the issue ought
to be investigated. All I would say here is that a rational society will

see to it that as many as possible of those monopolistic protections
to positions are removed, and that will, if you train enough people,
tend to adjust income to a fairly equal level, which will bring the
purchasing power and will consume your goodsl
The Chairman, Now suppose that we were to establish a school in

Washington, D. C, to train telephone operators on the manual switch-
board. What good would that do?

Dr. Clark. Oh, absolutely none. Obviously, all of your planning
for occupations must be in terms of the way your technology is moving.
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The Chairman. In other words, your training must be keyed to the
opportunity for jobs.

Dr. Clabk. It has to be, always. But you
The Chairman (interposing). All right, then, which comes first,

the training or the opportunity for jobs?
Dr. Clark. No question about that, the training comes first. The

evidence is clear the world around.
The Chairman. I wish you would develop that.

Dr. Clark. Well, you can look at it comparatively in the various
countries of the world. The countries that have the trained labor
force are those that have, the world around, moved up. For instance
Denmark was just a sand stretch sticking out in the North Sea.
The Chairman. Now, of course, I haven't studied this question as

you have, but the impression that I ^et from a rather inadequate view
of economic development is that training inevitably is a result of the
desire of some man to do a certain thing. Necessity is the mother of
invention. Men became trained to build bridges across rivers because
first of all they wanted to cross the river on a bridge. They didn't
undertake to train bridge builders before they conceived the necessity
and the desire to cross a bridge.
Likewise, no railroad workers, to jump through many centuries,

were trained until after the opportunity for the job had been de-
veloped, and the first training in railroad employment as in every
other line of human endeavor came from the practical application of
an untrained person's mind and body to the doing of a job which his
mind had conceived. If that be true at the beginning doesn't it neces-
sarily follow that it must be true all the way through our develop-
ment? Now the training, for example, of a man to operate a con-
tinuous strip mill depends upon the conception of the strip mill first.

Dr. Clark. But you see, the
The Chairman (interposing). In other words, the creation of the

job first.

Dr. Clark. No.
The Chairman. Give us the other side.

Dr. Clark. You have a job situation existing in the United States
at the present time.

The Chairman (interposing). We have a job situation in the United
States nonexisting at the present time.

training to reduce unemployment

Dp. Clabk. Quite right, to the extent of 8,000,000 or 10,000,000
workers—nobody knows quite what. Any movement toward sending
more people, training them for, moving them toward the high-paid
jobs, will create more jobs, it will create more purchasing power, it
will move toward the solution of your consuming problem, which was
bothering the committee an hour ago. The mere fact that it will
move toward that will bring about a better distribution of your in-
come. Probably most economists would admit that if you have a more
nearly equal distribution of income, the income would tend to be spent
more smoothly, and I think again most economists would agree that
if your total income were spent fairly smoothly we might move fairly
quickly toward the picking up of this unemployment. ^ ^
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The Chairman. I wish you would come down to my office after this

session is over and go through the list of applicants who have written

in to me, trained applicants, who would like jobs somewhere or an-

other. They can't get them in industry, they can't get them in govern-
ment; they are tramed, they are capable, they are educated, they have
good characters, they have all the qualifications that go to make up a

competent worker or a competent educator, but they just don't have
the job.

Dr. Clark. Now, we find that objection raised chronically by people
saying, "Well, why train any more doctors? I know four doctors who
are on W. P. A." So it doesn't make any sense to say train any more.
But we have to watch that. , You have to watch that argument awfully
carefully. If you put it to the extreme the other way and say, "Well,
why not train more doctors?"—if you do, then doctors' incomes will

tend to go up more, you will tend to accentuate the inequality of income,
you will cause all kinds of other incidental things to happen in your
economy, and you will actually cause more unemployment by the proc-

ess. If you tend to train more doctors, the tendency will be ior doctors'

incomes to go down.
The Chairman. The tendency will be to develop socialized medicine.
Dr. Clark. I am inclined to think it is far more likely to happen if

you keep to the present rigid determination of the number of doctors.

Essentially all we are arguing for is to try to find out the total number
of people that ought to be trained for the present occupations. Then
vou would be in position to say how many new occupations you would
nave to train to be in a position to move right up to that issue.

The Chairman. In other words, instead of having through W. P. A.
during the last 5 years created jobs, made work in many instances, for
trained and untrained persons, you would have given them more train-

ing. Is that the idea

?

Dr. Clark. We have a double answer to that.

The Chairman. Before you answer it, let me just call your attention

to this. The W. P. A. comes annually before the Appropriations
Committee of Congress to ask for funds that may be necessary, and
in the showing the Administrator always lays before the committee
the schedule of wages. It is divided into unskilled, semiskilled, and
skilled at least. In other words the W. P. A. administrative force

divides the labor supply into various classes of skills. Now, these
skills run all the way from the manual laborer to the^ highest kind
of professional or cultural skill.

Dr. Clark. But there is exceedingly little at the top. We have
this very large study of about 5,000,000 people on W. P. A., so we
happen to have the facts there, and it is overwhelmingly weighted
toward the bottom. Now, you are quite right in saying we do have
substantial gross numbers at the top, but that still doesn't change
the

The Chairman (interposing) . We had a witness here speaking for
the white-collar office worker. His complaint is that this highly-
trained, well-educated office worker, sometimes of a professional
character, a college graduate, trained in economics, and tlie like, has
been unable to secure employment. I ask would it be beneficial to
him and to society to give him more training or train him in a dif-
ferent field?
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Dr. Clark. You can't even say whether you need any more econo-

mists, perhaps you liave too many already.

The Chairman. Now, we come down to need, don't we?
Dr. Clark. There isn't any way to answer that question with our

present machinery, absolutely no way at all. I would like to go back

and answer part of one of your earlier questions. If you had had
the proper kind of organization in your community, saying that your

unemployment was here nad here and here, and that you could only

use this many people in your present occupations, it is conceivable,

at least, that if half of the money that has gone into W. P. A. had
gone into the careful development of those new industries and occu-

pations in industry we would not have a shortage of workers in the

United States at the present time.

Mr. O'CoNNELL. In your reference here to earned income, you don't

mean that earned income is 85 percent of all income, do you?
Dr. Clark. No.
Mr. O'CoNNELL. Earned income generally is more spendable than

income from dividends
Dr. Clark (interposing). No; it isn't that. All I was taking out

is the money that under any economy has to go back into improving
the capital plant, and you can't spend it, it isn't spendable for ordi-

nary consumer goods.

Mr. O'CoNNELL. What do you mean by "earned income?"
Dr. Clark. All wages and salaries.

Mr. O'CoNNELL. Regardless of how high?
Dr. Clark. Regardless of how high, and I would throw in all farm

income, all salaries of all kinds. It would compare with the usual

figure of 60 or 65 percent—the one you usually get.

Mr. O'CoNNELL. Would you say that $400,(X)0 that would be re-

ceived by Mr. Watson would be as spendable as a practical matter as

the equivalent amount if divided among 400?
Dr. Clark. No; it wouldn't, and I don't think we have made it

clear yet as to why real competition in the long run will put some
pressure on those high-paid jobs, and will get more people in them.

Now, it won't do it quickly, it won't do it suddenly, and that is the

reason it is awfully hard
The Chairman (interposing). Competition of what kind? Com-

petition to cut down the compensation?
Dr. Clark. No; competition of capable people who could do the

work and over the long periods
The Chairman (interposing). Won't that result in the reduction

of compensation?
Dr. Clark. Definitely, yes; it will.

The Chairman. So that you train more people in order to lower the

price w^hich the trained worker receives; in other words, to lower
the wage.

Dr. Clark. Right.
The Chairman. That is correct?

Dr. Clark. Certainly; but you are doing another thing; you are

raising the total. You see, his is coming down, and the bottom is

coming up. That is the reason you are chiseling at the consumer
[)roblem.

Mr. Pike. Referring to the scarcity of wages, whether they be

wages, salaries, or profit percentages.
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Mr. O'CoNNELL. In fact, a higher percentage of income going into
consumer's goods. Taking Mr. Watson's case as an example if his

$400,000 salary were paid to a hundred person3 at $4,000 each, I take it,

a much more substantial percentage of the total would go into con-
sumer's goods.
The Chairman. That might result in the reduction of the hourly

rate and the weekly wage of carpenters, and on the other side of the
scale in the annual salary of faculty members.

Dr. Clark. Quite likely. The annual income would be almost cer-

tain to drop.
Th Chairman. The annual income of the worker himself, the indi-

vidual worker.
Dr. Clark. The hourly wage of the individual building worker, the

carpenter, to whom you referred a while ago, would almost certainly
do that.

The Chairman. But he would work a longer period during the year
at a lesser rate; he would have more work and less leisure for the
same pay.

Dr. Clark. Probably. He should have that choice though.
The Chairman. And the professor would get along without his sab-

batical year, I suppose.
Dr. Clark. I shouldn't be at all surprised.
Dr. Anderson. But isn't it true that we have developed a whole

series of institiitionalized forms and protections, so that there is' an
extreme rigidity against any such inroads as you suggest? You would
have to do more than simply multiply the number of workers for a
given level of employment. You would have to do this occupa-
tional training and placement program that you indicated earlier in

your community approach, and beyond that you would have also to
examine into the reasonable ways of breaking down the institutions
protecting this rigidity.

Dr. Clark. Yes ; and that, of course, is a long term affair and some
people get awfully pessimistic and say "Why discuss it?" The only
thing is the longer we put it off the worse it is going to be. We have to

make a start on it.

Dr. Anderson. I would suggest a break in lunch hour and come
back for this.

The Chairman. Your paper has elicited more questions than we
had expected. The committee will stand in recess until 2 : 30.

(Whereupon, at 1 : 05 p. m., a recess was taken until 2 : 30 p. m. of
the same day.)

AFTERNOON SESSION

The committee resumed at 2:30 o'clock, on the expiration of the
recess.

Acting Chairman King. The committee will please be in order.

Dr. Andkrson. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, just

before lunch, we were interrogating Mr. Harold Clark, who is ready
to continue and close his presentation.

Dr. Clark. I want to emphasize one point again, that perhaps was
not made clearly. There is an obligation so to organize our com-
munities that we will use all the people to do all the work. It is that
positive approach to the problem that I think we are all interested in.

There is one other thing I should like to say, emphasizing the
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difference between a short-term and a long-term approach to the prob-
lem. The question was raised this morning whether just a training
program alone, just training more people, would automatically solve
this problem of unemployment. Well, obviously it would be unreason-
able to expect that to happen.
We did not make it clear this morning that there is a fundamental

difference between the short-term effect of training more people, and
its effect in smoothing out incomes, increasing purchasing power, get-

ting a better flow of many things in the economy.
It is partly for that reason that I would like to emphasize the dif-

ference, that in your long-term program, if you start to plan properly
for the use of your human resources, many things happen that should
very greatly ease these drops.

Mr, Pike. You are thinking in terms of a generation now, aren't you ?

Dr. Clark. Fully, yes, and it would be a very great mistake tb as-

sume that I was advocating this morning that we could go out and
train these 11,000,000 people and unemploj'^ment would disappear.
The other point is the important one, that gradually, if you raise

[v^our level of training over a long period, it has the indirect .effect

toward equalizing income, and that would go far to answer the ques-
tion raised by the chairman as to how it will have a good effect upon
the question of purchasing power.

INCREASE COMPETITION FOR HIGHLY PAID POSITIONS

Dr. Clark. If any of your earned incomes are unduly high as com-
pared with others, the most effective way to deal with this situation is

to* increase the competition for those positions. Essentially, this

means equipping more people with adequate training to enter the
competition.

In my volume. Life Earnings in Selc^ied Occupations in the United
States, a report of the income to be expected for various lines of work
in this country is made. There can be little doubt that much of the
differences in these occupational groups is caused by lack of adequate
training to enter the more highly paid ones. The United States would
be far better off if it paid less attention to some other efforts to redis-

tribute income and paid more attention to.the historic American claim
of providing equality of opportunity and adequate training. We have
not been doing this. Consequently many of these inequalities have
become much larger than they would have become if we had lived up
to our claim of equality of opportunity for training.

Acting Chairman King. Of course,, you appreciate the fact that
there is a very heavy responsibility in order to achieve the end to which
you refer, resting upon the parents and upon local communities?

Dr. Clark. Yes; and they should be encouraged in every way we
know, to strain themselves to the limit to do it.

Acting Chairman King. Your thesis does not contemplate the Fed-
eral Government taking over the training and education and public
schools ?

Dr. Clark. I would be strongly opposed to it, and I emphasized at
great length the extreme importance of building up these local plan-
ning bodies to deal with it. I would have just as little Federal control
as possible in it, and just as little State interference and control. I
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wouM throw everything back on the community and back. on the

individual that I could possibly get there.

Acting Chairman King. There may be considerable technical devel-

opment under the totalitarian state, but there is a deprivation of those

fine qualities which are essential to the development of the highest form
of citizenship, including moral and spiritual qualities.

Dr. Clark. I have said on various occasions that a dictator can
solve unemployment very easily by just saying, "You have to go out

and dig this ditch," but it isn't worth that price. In other words, we
have to work it out on a democratic basis, working up from the bottom,
showing the people of each community how they could organize
together at that job.

Acting Chairman Kjng. Don't you think there has been too much
emphasis in some of our schools upon the proposition that they must
aspire to the highest political job, and the expression is frequently
heard, "Hitch your chariot to a star," as a result of which many of the

young people, instead of qualifying themselves for positions in what
some call the "humbler" but after all, they are the basic things of the
community, and get off on an intangible theory ?

Dr. Clark. I agree entirely with that.

Acting Chairman King. Proceed.
Dr. Clark. All things considered, the most effective and fairest way

to bring about a reasonable distribution of the income of the country
is to move as nearly as we can toward equality of opportunity, to

begin with—and perhaps the crucial element in this is completely free

and open training for all of our citizens.

The sixth and last point, one very much neglected and extremely
important part of the training to all individuals is to train peoj^le

to do things for themselves.
This does not mean going back to a nonspecialized or handicraft

economy. But particularly for the third of the Nation that is re-

ported to be ill-fed, ill-housed, and ill-clothed, it is extremely impor-
tant that we explore every possible way to train them to provide as
many things as possible for themselves.
For instance, evidence is quite clear that in many communities the

diet is very inadequate. Evidence is equally clear that in many of
these communities even the poorer members of the community, by
making certain changes in their old habits, attitudes, and actions,

could very greatly improve their diet. There are many rural and
semirural communities which have very bad diets. We have made a
very careful check in some of these communities and have found that
by adequate training those people could produce all the things neces-
sarv for an adequate diet.

A good many people objected at first. They said, "Well, you will

stop the purchasing of goods if they produce these things for them-
selves." But that misses the point. Because they only have a limited
amount of money, they are going to spend the money anyway, and if

they can produce more things for themselves, that is, particularly the
bottom part of the economy, the total econoniy will be that much
better off. . Our relief load will be less and their standard of living
will be that much higher.
The Sloan Foundation is carrying on certain experiments that may

turn out to be of historic importance to this country, in trying to dis-

•'over what persons of these very low-income communities can do to
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increase the adequacy of their food supply, their housing, and their

clothing. If the longer studies now projected bear out the same con
elusion or the preliminary experimentation, we may find the most
powerful evidence in support of training people and thereby improv-
ing their own level of economic welfare.

There has been a rather sensational development in certain low-
income communities, in the Southeast and Middle West, where some
profound changes are occurring in the economic conditions of these
people by simply helping them to grow things for themselves or help-
ing them to do certain tnings about their own housing ; many of the
things that you were suggesting this morning—working with their

hands, doing a long list of very important things.

(Senator O'Mahoney resumed the Chair.)

Dr. Clabk. From any standpoint, then, it is of crucial importance
to a country to have the proper allocation of an adequately trained
labor force. An inadequatelv trained labor force may very well be a
disastrous factor in time of military crisis. Economic welfare of
countries in general depends probably more upon quantity and quality
of the trained-labor force than any other single factor. An adequate
and expanding capital equipment and highly trained labor force will
almost guarantee the economic welfare of any country.

Substantial unemployment is caused b^ the lack of flexibility of a
labor force inasmuch many times there is heavy unemployment and
at the same time there are jobs unfilled because there is no one trained
to fill them.

All the detailed studies that have been made indicate that a trained
labor force actually turns out more goods and services than an un-
trained one. The American way to produce a fairer distribution of
the income of a country is to offer the necessary background and train-
ing so that each individual can compete for the top positions. This
would probably bring about a distribution of earned income that
would come close to satisfying most individuals of this country.
And, lastly, it is extremely important to train particularly the very

low-income groups to do as many things as they can to increase their

own level of economic welfare. Seemingly the results will be sensa-
tional if they do.

The Chairman. Professor Clark, we are very much indebted to you.
Are there any questions to be addressed to the witness?
We were very happy to have had you with us. Professor, and thank

you very much for the statement.

Dr. Anderson. Mr. Chairman, the next witness for the afternoon is

William Green, president of the American Federation of Labor. You
will remember that he was invited to appear early in our proceedings
and due to unforeseen difficulties in his schedule was unable to do so.

We are very happy to have him here this afternoon to ma..e a state-

ment that represents the viewpoint, I presume, of Mr. Gieen and of
the American Federation of Labor on the subject of Teclmology and
Unemployment.
The Chairman. You have been previously sworn by this committee,

haven't you?
Mr. Green. No.
The Chairman. Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you are

about to give before this committee shall be the trutli, the whole trutli,

and nothing but the truth, so help you God ?
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Mr. Green. I do.

The Chairman. You may proceed, Mr. Green.

TESTIMONY OF WILLIAM GREEN, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
. FEDERATION OF LABOR, WASHINGTON, D. C.

Mr. Green. Mr. Cliairman and honorable members of the commit-
tee, I am happy indeed to come and make my contribution toward the

study you are making of a very important national question.

These are days of swift change which sweeps the surface of our eco-

nomic living. These are years also of deep and far-reaching read-

justments in our economy, some of which have been taking place over

a period of many years but have made themselves acutely felt only

recently.

After a decade of severe unemployment, economic instability, and of

tremendous wastage of our resources, the American people have the

right to ask: What are the real facts? What of the future? What
provision can we make ? The American people can rightly ask these

questions, and it is the public responsibility to secure unbiased, impar-

tial facts that would provide this vital information. And labor can

ask these questions and seek this information with more justification

than any other group.
The record of hearings of the Temporary National Economic Com-

mittee opened with a broad inventory of economic conditions in the

United States since 1929. The committee properly began its investi-

gation into the causes of idle factories and idle men. The facts sum-
marized in this inventory brought out forcefully the changing nature

of our economy and of its setting and the vast complexity of our
economic problem.
Unemployment is the central problem in America today. The idle-

ness of men, machines, and capital has been slowly eating into the very

marrow of our economic organism. We cannot accept it or even any
part of it as a chronic condition without admitting defeat. But in

devising any means, no matter how effective, to bring about reemploy-

ment, we must fully recognize the impact of technological . develop-

ments on production.

The crux of the problem we are facing today is the relationship of

technological developments to employment opportunities. But before

approaching this basic problem, we must first examine the outstanding

features of our employment trends in a living, growing, changing
national community. How has technological change affected the em-
ployed worker? What is its relation to labor costs? Have rising or

falling wages speeded up or slowed down mechanization ? How much
is known of the net effect of industrial mechanization on employment ?

All these and other questions are of crucial importance to all men and
women wage earners. I earnestly hope that an approach to more com-
plete answers than we have today will grow out of the present investi-

gation. Labor's future depends upon a full, equitable, and democratic

solution of this problem, and labor's future is inextricably bound up
with the destiny of our entire Nation.
Manpower is the greatest wealth, the iic)iest resource, of the Ameri-

can Nation. The standard of our living depends upon the productive

activity of our workers, skilled and unskilled—managers, mechanics,

and day laborers; farmers and seamen; architects designing sky-
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scrapers and miners burrowing into the bowels of the earth, or any
others who take part in production of goods and services.

Our Nation is generously endowed with natural resources. Coal,

oil, and precious metals, fertile soil covering fields, broad pasture lands,

and lumber-producing forests, as well as lire-giving rivers and streams,

make this a country rich in resources.

To these we have added man-made resources. We have built cities

and towns, we have constructed highways, power houses, and trans-

mission lines. We have built dams and irrigated large areas of land,

and have built factories and homes. Above all, we have built ma-
chinery and mechanical equipment for the use in production of goods
and services and their distribution. All these man-made resources wt
have developed and perfected. But we must remember that it is from
the productive work, the skills and the activity of men and women who
perform their daily tasks on farms, in factories, in mines, in offices,

and in hundreds of occupations that we derive our vitalizing strength

for the development and intelligent use of our other resources.

When I speak of manpower as the most significant of our resources,

I think of it in terms of experience, skill, and intelligence, combined
with productive activity and the heritage of human knowledge, always
expanding, which gives that activity direction. Manpower, however,
cannot be thought of as a resource only—it cannot be separated from its

human terms. A worker, no matter in what occupation, is a member
of his family and a member of his community. He has obligations to

himself, to his family, and to the community which he must fulfill.

And so the community also owes a responsibility to him. As an indi-

vidual, as a member of the family, and as a member of the community,
he, as a producer, is entitled to his share in the return from the eco-

nomic process. By all the tests, the man as a producer must be con-

sidered the source of our greatest wealth, and yet he, as the source of

human labor, must clearly and for all time be distinguished from any
commodity or article of commerce. This distinction was made, clearly

and unequivocally, many years, ago, because such was the sense and
the will of the American people.
" In discussing manpower as a resource of our Nation, it must also be
pointed out that manpower which is not put to use is a perishable re-

source. Much has been written and said about the waste in the exploi-

tation of our natural resources, but I believe these wastes are relatively

insignificant when compared with the waste of trained labor forced to

remain idle because the economic mechanism is hopelessly jammed.
Ten million idle workers remaining unemployed over a period of time
is an incalculable loss to our whole nation. It means more ihan the
loss in potential national income due to the unemployment and the loss

of earning power of such a large number of wage earners. Loss of
skills caused by unemployment makes a scrap heap of their ability and
experience and prevents them from making their contribution to the
national growth. If we are in agreement that manpower is the most
important resource of the nation, we must give our foremost attention
to the utilization of manpower above everything else. For the very
welfare of our Nation, labor must be given prior consideration. Full
employment of labor is the first order of business of our Nation.
The Chairman. In other words, you feel, as many of us do, that the

natural resources which are around us in such great abundance are
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perfectly useless unless the people who inhabit the earth can use and
consume those resources?

Mr. Green. You have put it just right, Senator; that is it exactly.

It means nothing, it is of no consequence, unless we can develop and
utilize the manpower of the Nation. Then it becomes a contributing

force toward the promotion of our civilization, our social and economic
well-being.

The Chairman. People are both producers and consumers?
Mr. Green. Producers and consumers.

The Chairman. And we must have the consumer if we are going to

promote production?
Mr. Green. That is it.

Let us consider the facts surrounding the general problem of em-
ployment. Our population today is estimated at 131,000,000. Al-
though our population is growing, the rate of growth has been steadily

declining for a long time. In 1830 it is estimated that there were on
an average 5 births per 100 of our white population, while in 1930

there were only 2 births per 100. This was to some extent offset by a

decline in death rate and by increased longevity.

From the average rate of 19 per 1,000 at the end of the last century,

the death rate dropped to 11 per 1,000 in 1930. The average annual
rate of increase in population, which was 1% percent from 1900 to 1920,

has dropped to less than 1 percent in the past decade.

(Mr. O'Connell assumed the chair.)

increase in available labor forcJe

Mr. Green. These facts are important to bring out because of the

recent developments affecting employment. The number of persons
available for the production of goods and services, who can also be
described as persons with gainful occupations, may be secured from
census data. When I speak of persons with gainful occupations, I do
not mean only those employed; by this term, I include all men and
women available for productive activity, employed and unemployed,
farmers, professional workers, and self-employed. While our total

population increased from 40,000,000 in 1870 to 131,000,000 in 1939,

persons with gainful occupations increased froiii 13,000,000 to 56,000,-

000. In other words, while in 1870 persons with gainful occupations
represented 32 percent of the total population, by 1930 this percentage
liad risen to 40 and by 1939 it is estimated to have come to about 43

])ercent of the total population.

Another significant fact bearing on employment is that on the aver-

age, our population is getting older. In 1880, about 38 percent of our
population was under 15 years of age. By 1930, liowcver, only 29 per-

cent of the population was in that age group. While people on the

average live longer, the proportion of the younger people has dimin-
ished. We have a larger proportion of mature and older workers
today, and the continuation of this trend is indicated for the future.

Inasmuch as persons with gainful occupations are mostly those over

18, this relative reduction over the 50-year period in the number of

young persons provides one of the reasons for the increased proportion
of persons with /rainful occupations.

The important tact^ however, is that a proportionately^ larger num-
ber of men aud women have become ivailable for productive activity,
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Our imperative objective is to utilize their productive ability—not
at any fixed level of production such as that of 1929 or of any other
year, but at a level dictated by the considerations of the best utiliza-

tion of labor in productive use in order to bring up the standard of
living of workers engaged in useful production. Nor can the utiliza-

tion of productive ability serve our purpose if it is done as a makeshift
arrangement on a chronic basis. Productive ability of our workers
must be utilized at such standards as will insure them a livii.g com-
patible with the American standard of living and fulfill the obligation
of the community to these workers as producers.
This gi'owth in numbers of persons with gainful occupations gives

a clear indication that the country can draw upon a proportionately
larger reserve of available manpower now than was the case in the
past. In tracing these changes we must give particular attention
to the shifts in occupational groupings which have taken place in our
total labor force. Considering the proportions of each broad occupa-
tional group, we find that since 1870 manufacturing and mechanical
industries—which include also building trades, printing trades, etc.

—

comprise about the same share of those gainfully employed as they
did in 1870. It is true that manufacturing and mechanical industries

accounted for a growing proportion of persons with gainful occupa-
tions up to 1920 and that there has been a decline since 1920. The
growth of our manufacturing production and the expansion of mar-
kets for our products accounted for a steady increase in the number
of wage earners employed in manufacturing to 1920. Although be-

tween 1920 and 1930 the production expansion continued, employment
during this period, as reported by the census, showed a slight decline.

In 1870 manufacturing industries accounted for about 17 percent
of persons with gainful occupations. This proportion had in-

creased to about 27 percent by 1920. From 1920 on the proportion
of persons with gainful occupations employed in manufacturing
industries was in a decline and by 1930 was only 23 percent.

The most outstanding shift in the economy as a whole since 1870
has been the decline in the number of persons who considered agri-

culture and its immediately related operations as their normal, gain-
ful occupations. In 1870 nearly one-half of all persons with gainful
occupations were attached to agriculture. It is estimated that today
agriculture claims less than 20 percent of our total labor forces. At
the same time there has been a marked occupational shift toward
service occupations, with the largest proportional increase in trade
and transportation.

It is clear, then, that the center of gravity of our economic ma-
chine has shifted and that adjustments have to be made or its most
vital parts will be burned out and destroyed. Broadly speaking, dis-

tribution and service fields have to be given special consideration in

dealing with employment opportunities under changing conditions.

A clear appraisal of the occupational distribution of all those who
have productive qualifications, whether they are employed or not,

is essential to our analysis of the problem. Equally important to us
is a detailed knowledge of employment facts, and by that I mean
facts revealing the actual employment situation. Although employ-
ment dai.a have been greatly perfected since 1930 and are vastly
superior to the prior information, they are still far from cojnplete.

Labor hopes that complete and adequate information on employment
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wages, hours, and labor costs will in time be made available so that

we would have a complete and continuous set of facts in order that we
could study them, analyze them, offer solutions, and devise remedies

based on realities.

Acting Chairman O'Connell. Mr. Green, may I interrupt you for

a moment? How do you think that material ought to be collected?

Mr. Green. I think it ought to be collected under the statistical

department of our Government, and that, I think, should be better

set up so that the facilities would be more serviceable in order to

collect that data.

Acting Chairman O'Connell. You mean the

Mr. Green (interposing). Now, for instance, we speak in round
numbers of 10,000,000 unemployed people, but there is no person in

America who knows how many of those 10,000,000 are unemployed
employables and how many of them could, perhaps, be classified as

impaired unemployed employables, and then another number, another
grade, perhaps, of really unemployed unemployables. Who can an-

swer that question? Nobody. Now, shouldn't we have it in order
to determine a great question such as you are studying ?

Acting Chairman O'Connell. Yes.

Mr. Green, Now, that is what I mean. Better statistical service,

more available facts and data, because, after all, we ought to make a

clear diagnosis of our problem and then of the case before us, that

would enable us to deal with it in a more realistic way, a more prac-

tical way.
Acting Chairman O'Connell. That would require a larger, prob-

ably better set-up organiation in the Government to compile the mate-

rial, and it would also involve a degree of cooperation with industry

and labor, and so on, with those who come to collect the material ?

Mr. Green. Labor and our State organizations.

Colonel Chantland. Continuity and up-to-dateness are vital, I

think.

Mr. Green. How's that?

Colonel Chantland. I say that continuity and up-to-dateness are

vital.

Mr. Green. Yes; continuity and up-to-dateness. It ought to be

available continuously, right up to date, so that we could deal with the

problem effectively. For instance, look how much better we could deal

with unemployment if we had the groupings I mentioned.
Dr. Anderson. Would you include in the data to be collected similar

adequate data on agricultural employment?
Mr. Green. Oh, yes ; because as I pointed out, 50 percent, some 40,

50, or 60 years ago, were employed in agriculture, and now we are down
to 20. Why is that, and what does it mean, and how does it come
about? What are the lacts? They ought to be assembled and made
available.

Dr. Anderson. Just as employment data should be kept for both
industrial and agricultural workers?
Mr. Green. Absolutely.
Needless to say, any estimates of total employment or any other

basic facts on which our information is incomplete, made at a time
when we are taking our great national inventory, must be accom-
panied by some reservations. Our attempts to compare the total non-
agricultural employment in 1929« and 1939 are also ,subject to such
reservations with reerard to the 1939 estimate. The Bureau of Llibor
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Statistics' estimate of 33,686,000 employed nonagricultural workers in

1939 may not exactly represent the actual number of workers em-
ployed, but it does give us a range for the purpose of comparison. As
compared with the 36,160,000 employed in 1929, this estimate indicates

that roughly 2,500,000 fewer workers were employed in 1939 than in

1929 in such nonagricultural employments as manufajcturing, mining,

construction, transportation, utilities, trade, service, etc.

PRODUCTION AND INCX)ME SINCE 19 2 9

Mr. Green. Now, in making any such comparison, it is important to

determine, first, how 1939 production compared with 1929. First, let

us compare the volume of production in manufacturing on a sample
basis. While the 1939 production of nondurable goods (such as tex-

tiles, tobacco, paper, rubber, etc.) averaged only 4 percent below its

1929 average, the durable goods production (such as steel, lumber,

shipbuilding, automobiles, etc.) for the entire year 1939 was about

22 percent below 1929. Between 1929 and 1939, the loss of employment
in the manufacture of durable goods was more than 700,000, while in

nondurable goods the decline was around 16,000.

Great losses in employment also occurred in construction, where
between 600,000 and 1,000,000 workers had been displaced during the

10-year period. In transportation and public utilities, as many as

800,000 jobs were wiped out. In the combined fields of trade and
service establishments, we note another decline in employment to the

extent, of 800,000 jobs.

While"* the Federal Keserve index of industrial production is the

best available indication of the pattern of industrial production and
its various branches, it is only the best sample, and does not by any
means provide a complete picture. Probably the best clue we have
to the relative volume of goods and services produced in 1939 is derived

from the annual comparisons of our "national income produced." Our
"national income produced" in 1929 was $82,700,000,000. In 1938, our
next best year, the income was $71,900,000,000. In 1939, it was
$68,500,000,000. The meaning of the "national income produced" was
fully described in a Senate report in 1934.

This concept was used in the basic studies on productivity by the

National Research Project and has gained acceptance without serious

challenge. It merely represents the net value of the goods and services

produced, the result of which appear on the market place of our
economy. "National income produced," in order to serve as a reliable

measure of annual production of the quantities of goods and services,

must be adjusted for the changes in the value of money.
I have just shown chat the 1939 national income was approximately

$14,000,000,000 less than the record total of 1929, but now I want
to point out that this 17 percent change took place at the same time
with a 19-percent drop in wholesale prices and a 15-percent decline

in the cost of living. Neither of these price adjustments is sufficient

to make the correction precise, but it gives ample indication that the
total quantity of goods and services produced in 1939 was very nearly
the same as that of 1929. The same conclusion has been reached by
the economic analysts of the United States Department of Commerce
in their Economic Review of 1939.

Don't let this conclusion be taken to mean that it' our 1939 produc-
tion of goods and services was about equal to the previous all-time
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peak of 1929, we were really as well off as we had been in 1929. We
must not forget that our 1939 production had to provide food, cloth-

ingj housing, and service to 10,000,000 more j^eople, and on a per capita

basis we should have produced at least 71/2 percent more of everything

to equal the 1929 level. As it is our living standard is just that much
lower.

But the fact with which we are especially concerned here is that our
1939 production about equaled 1929, and yet our total employment
dropped some 3,000,000 below the 1929 employment level. The loss

of employment of this number of workers cannot be charged up to

production declines.

Of the total number of unemployed, which we estimated at 10,-

200,000 in 1939, some 8,400,000 represent the total increase in unem-
ployed during the 10 years, as we started out with 1,800,000 jobless in

1929. Our estimate, of course, takes into consideration, together vvith

all other elements. The fact that during the past decade some 12,-

000,000 people reached working age. Having made a generou i allow-

ance for increased school attendance and earlier retirement, we esti-

mate that 5,300,000 people came to look for work, wanting to earn an
independent living. The new job seekers, brought by population

growth into the struggle to earn a living. Cannot be excluded from
the count of those who must be provided with jobs.

Let us bear clearly in mind these facts : There were 10,200,000 un-

employed in 1939. This represented an increase in unemployment of

8,400,000 from 1929. Employment in 1939 was roughly 3,000,000

below 1929 employment, and yet, the volume of 1939 production about
equaled 1929.

At the same time, we must remember that, entirely apart from any
changes in the methods of organization of production, standards and
conditions of employment changed. Average hours of work in man-
ufacturing changed from more than 48 per week in 1929 to less than
38 per week in 1939—a decrease of over 22 percent. Had the same
workweek been maintained in 1939 as in 1929, our unemployment prob-
lem to day would have been much larger. Without making sweeping
generalizations on a question involving the relationship of output to

production schedules and other modifying factors, it may be merely
pointed out that a production crew of 100, which is employed 48 hours
a week, will put in 1,000 more man-iiours of employment per week
than when it is employed 38 hours a week. But with the shortening
of hours from 48 to 38. these 1,000 man-hours make possible full-time

employmenl of 26 additional men.
When labor raised its voice for the shorter work-week 7 years ago,

it spoke for the employed and the unemployed workers alike, insisting

that sound recovery must be accompanied by a full measure of re-

employment. Through the application of principles of our proposal
emoodied for 2 years in the N. R. A. codes, through the ceiling

placed on hours of work by the Fair Labor Standards Act, and above
all, through collective bargaining. Labor has succeeded in everting
a greater economic blight and a w^orse disaster than we have seen. If

positive progress is to be made in resolving the persisting and deep-
ening unemployment problem, further shortening of hours must be
achieved in our industry and trade.

Considering the plain evidence that the shortening of hours since

1929 mitigated the unemployment situation to some extent, we ''^^^^
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have the stubborn reminder of a basic change in the speed of produc-

tion. Although during the entire period, production passed through
several drastic fluctuations, a simple comparison of 1929 and 1939

shows that a similar volume of goods was turned out with the use

of fewer workers but also in shorter work time. To what extent can
we attribute this to increased productivity, technological development,
or specifically to the use of labor-saving devices ?

INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY

Mr. Green. In order to measure changes in industrial productivity,

we must measure changes in the amount produced per worker for a
given unit of time. While a number of fragmentary studies have
been undertaken recently, our information with regard to produc-
tivity is still far from complete.

One of tine latest studies on the subject by Dr. Frederick C. Mills,

of the National Bureau of Economic Research, reviews changes which
have taken place from 1899 to 1929 and from 1929 to 1935. The meas-
urements of productivity per worker per man-hour in manufacturing
made available by Dr. Mills show that during the 30-year period end-

ing in 1929, man-hour productivity had increased 125 percent. Ac-
cording to this estimate, the rate of increase in the volume of output
per man-hour remained about the same from 1899 to 1919. During
this time productivity measured on this basis increased about 24 per-

cent in each 10 years. Between 1919 and 1929, however, this rate

of increase rose sharply, being nearly doubled, as shown by the esti-

mate for this decade of 46 percent. It will be noted that the number
of wage earners represented in this estimate increased only 68.5 per-

cent over the entire 30-year period. The figures just cited on the
increase in the rate of productivity shows striking evidence that the
post-war developments brought about changes in technology and
greatly speeded up the rate of production. This jump in man-hour
productivity registered in the 1920's explains the fact that in a decade
of a rising manufacturing output, employment failed to increase pro-
portionately. A substantial portion of the unemployment which al-

ready existed in 1929 must be attributed to displacement, caused by
these developments in the preceding decade.
According to Dr. Mills in the period~1929 to 1935, while employment

in the manufacturing industries studied decline 31 percent below 1929,
and production in these industries was 13 percent below 1929, estimated
output per man-hour was 27.2 percent above the 1929 output.
Broadly similar conclusions were reached as the result of a detailed

and painstaking study of productivity conducted by the National
Research Project, in collaboration with several agencies and institu-

tions. ,The index of output per man-hour for 59 manufacturing indus-
tries analyzed in this study rose from 69 to 100 between 1919 and 1929,
and rose further from 100 to 124 between 1929 and 1936. In the 59
manufacturing industries considered, the rise in output per man-hour
was thus indicated to be 24 percent. In substantial agreement with
these conclusions is the recent study by Dr. Spurgeon Bell of the
Brookings Institution.^

1 Spurgeon Bol), Productivity, Wages, and National Income, Brookings Institution, Wash-
ington, 1940.

124491—41—pt. 30 :60
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It must be remembered, of course, that technological change as such

does not necessarily mean displacement of labor in our industry in

every instance. The increases in productivity are usually due to the

installation of new improved 'machinery which yields a greater rate of

production on the amount of investment. Greater productivity may
also be due to better organization of production or to increased work
requirement. In individual industries, we have seen mass tragedies of

workers subjected to inhuman working conditions where, through
"stretch-out" and "speed-up," every ounce of their energy is extracted

in order to derive ^eater output.

Some of the equipment installed does not represent labor displacing

equipment. Much of the machinery that jias come into use has been
supplementary to labor operations and has been used in addition to,

rather than in place of, normal work activity performed by the labor

force.

With these qualifications, however, it must be said that the major
effect of technological change upon employment has been the displace-

ment of workers through labor-saving machinery. The labor content
of our basic products has been declining. When we note that the to-

bacco industry, including cigars and cigarettes, dropped 27,000 work-
ers betW'Cen 1929 and 1939 (when cigarette consumption rose 45 per-

cent) , we cannot pass this fact over by merely saying that this is due to

the rapid introduction of machine processes for hand processes.

Nor can we pass over the fact that in industry after industry the
introduction of the machine process has meant complete and irrevoca-

ble destruction of jobs. In the glass container industry, to use but one
example, the glass bottle blower is a highly skilled craftsman. Years
of apprenticeship and of day-to-day experience were necessary to build
upjthe skill and dexterity required by the high standards of the trade.

m 1904 and 1905 the Owens machine was brought into the manu-
facture of glass containers, and, with later modifications, made the
glass-bottle blowing process almost completely automatic. Wliatever
else the use of this machine has meant to the industry, it destroyed the
individual and collective skill of some 28,000 craftsmen on whom the
industry had depended for its output. For me that is the tragic de-
velopment which has taken place in this technical development of
modern industry, the destruction of skill, skill acquired just the same
as the student acquires professional knowledge, skill that resulted in
lifting the American family to a higher level of living, and then sud-
denly overnight that skill was destroyed and the level lowered because
that skilled worker is no longer fitted for any other occupation except
common labor. That, to me, is tragic.

Thus for each one of these technological changes labor is paying a
terrific price—that is labor that paid that price, the skilled worker.
The change comes suddenly, like a stroke of lightning, and the life-

giving source of employment is withered and dried up for all time.
In furniture manufacturing hand carvers, jig-sawyers, hand finishers,

and other skilled workers have all given up their place in industry to
machinery. In the tire industry, in the mining industry, in the rail-

road industry, in the shoe industry, I could tell you story after story
of human tragedy and despair which would turn cold figures into the
flesh and blood of human reality. But here I am concerned only with
the total picture, and I want to impress upon you the national scope
of the problem.
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In doing this, I want to call your attention to a phase of the problem
which I consider basic. It is often argued that any and all technologi-

cal changes in production which increase production, although they
displace labor, are of ultimate benefit to the workers because they
ultimately increase jemployment. According to this argument, the

initial reduction in labor force is merely a temporary effect of tech-

nological change, and the reduction in the price of the product made
possible by the introduction of labor-saving machinery would widen
the market and eventually lead to greater employment. It is important
to realize that while this had held true in the past, there is no magic
in this formula and it is unlikely that it will hold true in the future.

When textile machinery was introduced in England at the end of
the eighteenth century, it made possible muc^h cheaper production, and
rendered unemployed some 600,000 weavers and other textile work-
ers who used to make cloth by hand for the greater part of the civilized

world. There was much rioting and much talk of permanent un-
employment. Gradually textile machinery became an accepted fact

and its use grew apace. Eventually the mechanical textile industry
in England absorbed a larger number of wage earners than the origi-

nal number of artisans who used to make hand-woven cloth and fabrics.

The use of cutting machinery and other power-driven devices revo-

lutionized the dress industry not very many years ago, and while the
machinery had displaced a large number of manual operators, the
drastic reduction in the price of dresses, having brought the $4.98 and
the $2.98 dress within the reach of women of low income, has expanded
the market enormously and given rise to unprecedented growth of this

large and important industry.

While all this is quite true, it is also true that in a number of
industries new installations of machinery have appeared, driven by
electric power, operated by electric controls with more than human
precision, which in their operations call for no manual operations,

no manipulation, or other human activity for which mass-production
industries have to date required large numbers of semiskilled workers.
In the operations of these completely mechanized plants most of the
labor requirements may consist of a small skeleton maintenance crew
of skilled mechanics and a negligible supervisory force. There may
be a watchman, but even a sweeper is practically unnecessary because
the machinery is installed in an air-conditioned building.
Although plants such as this are not yet numerous nor typical,

they cannot be disregarded, and may prove to be an indication of
things to come. The significant point about this development is that
when you do away with the most of labor, it does not matter how
cheap the product becomes, nor how great the demand for it, for the
production and sale of that product simply is not going to give
anybody employment.

TECHNOLOGY AND WAGES

Mr. Green. One of the important questions in connection with
technological unemployment is the question of its relationship to
wages. Whenever a question of general wage increase, is debated,
there is always someone to argue that by gaining a larger share in
production returns through increased wages workers would eventu-
ally lose because management through the installation of more eflS-
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cient equipment would "beat" the increased wage and supplant work-
ers by more productive machinery. It is extremely important there-

fore to examme the facts on the actual relationship of productivity,

wages, and labor costs.

(Senator King assumed the chair.)

Mr. Gkeen. a recent study by Spurgeon Bell shows that since

1919 to date productivity in manufacturing industries showed a

steady increase over the entire period. Hourly earnings, having
shown a slight increase during the 1920's, dropped sharpfy during
1929-33 and following the drop advanced more rapidly than pro-

ductivity between 1933 and 1939.

Between 1923-25 and 1938, however, the rate of productivity per
man per hour increased 44 percent, while hourly earnings increased

only 18 percent. In other words, between 1923-25 and 1938, produc-
tivity increased twice as much as hourly earnings. As Dr. Bell

points out, "In monetary terms, therefore, labor did not absorb all

the savings arising from the increase of output per man-hour."
Another significant fact brought out by this analysis is that, while

during. the period as a whole man-hour productivity increased sub-

stantially and hourly earnings increased appreciably, unit costs were
reduced by 17^/^ percent.

The figures I have just cited referred to manufacturing generally.

It is interesting to compare these with the figures of some other
industries. In railroads Dr. Bell's figures reveal a similar picture.

Between 1923-25 and 1938 productivity rose 44 percent; hourly earn-
ings, 19 percent ; while unit-wage costs declined 17 percent.

In mining industries, however, the picture is even more striking.

In this group of industries between 1923-25 and 1938 man-hour
productivity^ rose 99 percent, or almost double. At the same time
hourly earnings, after steadily declining for 10 years from 1923 to

1933, rose by 1938 only 81/2 percent above 1923-25. This took place
in the face of sharp reductions in unit-wage costs, which between
1923-25 and 1938 were reduced by 46 percent.

In the electric-light and power industry productivity rose during
the same period 116 percent, while average hourly earnings rose

35 percent. Unit-wage and salary costs in this industry were reduced
31 percent.

Thus, in industries with widely differing proportions of labor costs

to the total value of the product, increased productivity invariably
outran wages. At the same time wage increases which took place
neither speeded up the fairly constant rate of technological change,
nor increased the operating costs of the industry as a whole.
The 1925 convention of the American Federation of Labor declared

that "social inequality, industrial instability, and injustice must
increase unless the workers' real wage—the purchasing power of their

wages—is advanced in proportion to, man's increasing powers of
production." That is an unassailable fact. It is clear to me today
in the light of the facts I have shown that the essence of our problem
is that, while we have increased enormously our ability to produce,
we have not increased the workers' real wages, nor the purchasing
power of their wages, in proportion to this production.
Only this approach can enable us to deal at all effectively with

the problem of job displacement which results from technological
change. In our attempts to deal with the problem we must remem-
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ber that these technoJogical developments are one of several basic

changes. I have emphasized the shifts in occupational distribution

of our population. The shrinkage of production industries as an

occupational field and the expansion of the distributive field of trans-

portation, trade, and service industries gives some indication of the

changing direction of .the trend.

Technological development and industrial mechanization may in

time completely revolutionize the methods by which goods and serv-

ices are produced and our economic wants are satisfied. Our whole

way of life may be changed. But it would be idle speculation at

this time when our immediate needs are so urgent and so vital to

muse on the possibility of the triumph of the machine over man.

The current rate of technological change ,has been fairly well indi-

cated to us by the recent studies I have cited. We do know that the

technological rate of displacement of labor is large. We do know
that of the 3,000,000 difference between 1939 and 1929 employment a

large portion, though probably not the entire number, have been

displaced by increased productivity. There is no reason to believe

that this rate of technological progress within the range of the past

two decades will change substantially. To offset this tide of new
unemployment and to channel those already unemployed into pro-

ductive activity is the problem before us.

It is being said in many quarters, and with stubborn finality, that

America as a nation has stopped growing ; with no frontiers, with no
new markets, with a population growing at a relatively slow rate,

we must resign ourselves to the fate of economic stagnation. Now
that is the language of the defeatist, and I cannot accept this defeat-

ist philosophy because to me it seems not only false, in fact, but
also treasonable to our entire American heritage.

Acting Chairman King. As a great labor leader you ought not to

accept that.

Mr. Greei^. Never, never, Senator. Never that. It is clear, of
course, that in all industries and especially in manufacturing, we can
achieve no substantial gain in employment without a marked in-

crease in production and a further shortening of working hours.

That is so we can distribute the amount of work available amoiig a

very much larger number of people. We must maintain our efltort

of gradual reduction in the weekly hours of work in order to attain

this end. The question of achieving a large increase in production in

order to gain full employment seems to have been the stumbling
block of all of us in these past years.

We suggested recently that a $10,000,000,000 increase in our na-
tional income would be sufficient to provide reemployment for the
majority of the workers now unemployed. Considering that 93 per-

cent of all families and single persons in America have incomes of
less than $3,000 per year, and that three-fourths of them have incomes
under $1,500 per year, we must realize that this is the income group
that buys 78 percent of all consumer goods sold on the American
market. The answer is clearly that with the release of the purchasing
power of the wage earners, and through the maintenance of their real

wages at the level necessary to sustain a rise in the national income,
enough productive activity can be generated to achieve this reemploy-
ment. The question is how to release the flow of goods and services,
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how to release the pent-up savings and investment funds to put our

money, equipment, natural wealth, and manpower to work. We are

now giving careful study to a proposal which, after further analysis

and consideration, I hope I will be in a position to place before the

country as a practical program for reemployment and as a realistic

approach to our immediate problem.
It must not be forgotten that in addition to all other dislocations

discussed, readjustments have taken place traceable directly or in-

directly to war developments abroad. In some sections of industry,

plant nas been expanded beyond immediate domestic requirements.

That is something we have got to think about. Pulp and paper in-

dustry has developed much new production in the South and South-

west, which is also attributable to technological advances. Shipbuild-

ing, aircraft construction, and machine tools have been directly af-

fected by war activity, with employment in these groups reaching

extremely high levels. Other changes, such as the elimination of the

tobacco purcnases from England, have adversely affected certain

groups. It is clear from this that the period of readjustment at the

end of the European war will present many difficulties. The problem

of employment opportunities already caused bj industrial changes will

be further aggravated by these special conditions. Organized labor

calls upon industry and the public to take full cognizance of these

developments so that a joint and representative consideration of chang-

ing conditions can be made nationally and so that standards would
be devised national in scope. Only national consideration of em-
ployment channels, provided through public employment offices, and
of other factors which enter into this complex problem can ade-

quately approach a satisfactory solution.

SUGGESTIONS FOR DEALING WITH LABOR DISPLACEMENT

Mr. Green. Among the ranks of our unemployed a large number of

workers have lost their jobs because of technological developments.
Additional workers will lose tljeir jobs or will be denied jobs because

of further increase in technology in the future. After hearing all

testimony I know that your committee will be in a position to reach

broad conclusions with regard to the entire problem. In this general

statement I want to leave with you these suggestions derived from
my presentation.

1. More complete and detailed facts are needed, especially on em-
ployment, wages, hours, labor costs, and productivity in order to

enable us to understand changing conditions.

That is what I dwelt upon a moment ago when you asked me the

question. What we need is better statistical facilities so that all the

facts ought to be assembled and presented to Congress, to the Na-
tion. It is probably similar to a physician diagnosmg the illness of

a patient. First of all, he may not be able to lay his finger upon the
cause, and it may be necessary for him to make a more scientific

analysis, but finally he makes a diagnosis of the case, then he can
apply the remedy.
Acting Chairman King. Mr. Green, have we not at the present

time—and I am asking for information—many sources of statistical

information which pretty well cover the field to which you refer?
Dr. Lubin of the Labor Department and his fine agency have done
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most excellent work in providing statistics with regard to labor and
costs, wages, and so on, and I know of other agencies which are

furnishing us—I will not say complete and adequate information,

but a vast amount of statistical information. Of course, I agree

with you that we ought to have as nearly as complete information

as it IS possible to obtain, dealing with these complex questions of

wages and hours, and so forth, to which you have just referred.

Mr. Green. Yes; the Department under Dr. Lubin is rendering
excellent service, it is doing fine work.
Acting Chairman King. I didn't know that Dr. Lubin was here

when I made that statement. I just came in. I will not retract it,

however.
Mr. Green. We all say that, whether he is away or whether

lie is here.

Dr. Lubin. Thank you so much, Mr. Green.
Mr. Green. He is aoing a fine piece of work, but I know he will

admit, if you will put him under examination, that his facilities are
inadequate. Of course, we depend perhaps on the census now that
is being taken to assemble a lot of facts that we can analyze and
study and consider. Just as I remarked a while ago, Senator, here
we have in round numbers 10,000,000 unemployed, some say more,
but where is the department in our Government that can tell us the
classification of these unemployed, whether there are 5,000,000 unem-
ployed employables and then another grade with so many million
of partly incapacitated, and then perhaps a certain number of un-
employed unemployables. They aren't able to go into that, they
haven't got it yet. Don't you think if we could assemble those facts

we could than find where each group properly belongs and how
to treat and deal with each group separately.

Acting Chairman King. We ought to have that information to
make a proper distribution, if that is the proper term, of the unem-
ployed and unemployable, the migrants, and so on.
Mr. Green. Yes ; the cause of it all, why is it, the wherefore, what

about it? How is this economic machine operating? What is it

doing here?
Acting Chairman King. Speaking of our physical health, we not

only want a health chart, but we want a proper labor chart, a graph,
to tell the causes of unemployment, the causes of dislocation, and so
forth.

Mr. Green. Second, I suggest a further shortening of the work-
week as essential to future reemployment, because we feel that the
real solution for our unemployment problem is the reabsorption of
these unemployed back into private industry where they will be pro-
ducers of wealth and goods and v/ill be consumers of wealth and
goods. If the facts—and that is what we must deal with—show that
we can't find work for all these people on, say, an 8-hour day, then
we must face that issue courageously and make the adjustment so as
to find them employment in private industry.

Third, increase of our national income by $10,000,000,000 in order
to make this reemployment in productive activity possible. A prac-
tical proposal for accomplishing this is being developed by the Ameri-
can Federation of Labor.
We are working on that and I hope we will be able to supply you

with our recommendations on that in a reasonable length of time.
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After all, it is a matter of buying power. We must try and balance

the facilities of production with our ability to consume, or raise our

market buying power to a higher level in order to consume, these

goods that are constantly flowing from industry. In other words,

establish an equilibrium. What is the use of producing cheap goods

if nobody can buy them a:nd use them? That doesn't count.

Acting Chairman King. I take it tliat this committee will die in the

not distant future, and if you have any suggestions along the line

you have just suggested, I take the liberty of indicating you submit
them as soon as possible to the chairman.
Mr. Green. I will do that. I hope the committee doesn't die-

Fourth, special consideration should be given to insure to produc-

tive workers their share in the return from technological improve-
ments.

Fifth, exhaustive consideration to employment opportunities should

be given on a national basis with participation of representative

groups.
In conclusion, I want to express my urgent hope that through our

common endeavor we shall succeed in devising a truly effective, coop-

erative instrument with which we could adjust the existing economic
unbalance and bring our Nation back upon the upward path of eco-

nomic rise. I sincerely believe that if we achieve real understanding

of the problem and real willingness to cooperate, we. can bring about

full utilization of our wealth and full reemployment through our own
efforts. I feel confident that the work of this committee will con-

tribute much toward this end.

I don't know of any committee in Congress that is dealing with a

more vital question than this one, and nobody will be able to adequately

appraise the value of the service you are rendering society through
this investigation.

Acting Chairman. Thank you very much.
Have you any question to ask, Dr. Anderson ?

Dr. Anderson. One or two questions. First I wonder if the com-
mittee would care to ask any.

Acting Chairman King. You had better get yours off first.

A. F. OF L. ATTITUDE TOWARD DISMISSAL WAGE

Dr. Anderson. We have had testimony as to the methods used by
various labor groups to meet technological displacement in particular

instances ; such things, for example, as the dismissal wage. Does the

American Federation of Labor make much use of the dismissal wage
to alleviate the effects of displacement?

Mr. Green. Yes
;
yes, we have. We have utilized that in some of

tlie relationships that have developed between members of the Ameri-
can Federation of Labor and employers. I can't recall at the moment
the names of some industries in which we have jointly worked that

out with the employers. It has afforded relief, temporary relief at

least, and has helped tide the displaced worker over a serious part of

his life.

Dr. Anderson. You look upon it, however
Mr. Green (interposing). We have looked upon it with favor.

Dr. Anderson. But as a temporary affair?
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Mr. Green. Temporary only.

Dr. Anderson. Does your unions seek to include in their contracts

clauses dealing with technological change?
Mr. Green. Well, we have; yeSj in some instances. We have pro-

vided in some instances for movmg these who have been displaced

from one section of a plant into another, so that they have been ac-

corded some work. We have found it possible to do that among the

younger workers, but it is not so easy where the workers are older, say

45 or 50 years of age.

Dr. Anderson. What do you think is eflPective for older workers ?

Mr. Green. My point of view is that we have to move up the retire-

ment age in order to adjust it with these economic needs. Here is an
army of younger people coming in, displacement is going on, and
we have to work out some plan by which the older worker may move
out at an earlier age so as to afford opportunities for younger people.

Dr. Anderson. Do you think, Mr. Green, that labor should have a

share with management in the solution of these difficult problems of

technology, the rate of introduction of technological change, and fac-

tors of that sort ?

Mr. Green. By all means. They are a matter of joint interest and
each one should participate in the discussion of the problem.

Dr. Anderson. When you speak of shortening the workweek to

spread employment, do you include also maintaining the weekly wage,

or do you propose also to spread the pay ?

Mr. Green. Well, no good would be accomplished if you merely

reduce the buying power. Tlie buying power must be maintained in

order to prevent further unemployment. We have met that question,

however, in a realistic way. Our position is that weekly wage rates

ought to be maintained even though the hours of labor are reduced.

That is in order to maintain a balance between buying power and
production. But there have been particular cases where wage adjust-

ments have been made in order to create opportunities for a larger

number.
Dr. Anderson. Do you think spreading the work through reduction

of hours is realistic, in the sense that it can be attained in the immedi-
ate future?

Mr. Green. It can be, but it will have to be done not in a revolu-

tionary way, but in a progressive, practical way, so that the necessai-y

adjustments can be made. Some industries are better suited to the

change quickly, immediately; others probably would have to make
adjustments before the change could be made.
Acting Chairman King. I suppose, Mr. Green, war conditions

abroad with their impacts and repercussions would affect our economic
conditions, affect wages, affect industries, change the current of pro-

duction ; some streams, so to speak, are swollen, others are diminishing.

That produces dislocation. We have to take into account those

changes and can't establish a rigid rule now in the light of the world
chaotic situation.

Mr. Green. The war situation is having a profound effect upon our
economy. We probably don't realize it fully and completely, but it is.

I am apprehensive over the reaction that will come when the let-down
period arrives, when we will be face to face with a very serious problem.
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Acting Chairman King. Of course, the let-down period will more
seriously affect, perhaps, the European nations.

Mr. Green. Oh, more seriously there, but
Acting Chairman King. I was going to say that even though it will

affect them more seriously, it will have serious repercussions in our
economy.
Mr. Green. Probably the effect on the European nations involved in

the war will be one of the direct causes of the serious affect here.

Dr. Anderson. I don't believe your summary included any allusion

to the youth problem, as we are learning to speak of it. I wonder if

you will give us the viewpoint of the A. F. of L. on that.

Mr. Green. Well, I think I referred to that just a few moments
ago. We have this youth problem, this growing army of young
people coming in every year. Now, first of all, their needs must be
met by broadening, perhaps, the activities of our Government just
at the present moment. Secondly, I think we ought to move up the
retirement age of older people. That is, we must not do that in a
destructive way or a revolutionary way, but it ought to be a matter
of study. Where should it be in order to take care of this army that
is coming in ? We ought to give special attention to the employment
needs of the youth of the Nation. I think we have neglected that a
little too much and have considered merely the general aspect of
the whole situation.

But here would be, as I see it the older worker moving out and the
youth coming in. That is a matter of study. I couldn't at the mo-
ment express what it should be or how it should be done but it is a
matter for study and a problem that ought to be tackled.

Dr. Anderson. The group of educators who testified this morning
stressed the importance of vocational education and guidance for
youth. Do you agree with that position ?

Mr. Green. We have consistently supported that. I think perhaps
we pione6red in advocating vocational training and vocational educa-
tion. We have our committees functioning cooperating with the
agencies of Government in the promotion of that, but after all, that
is merely equipment. The question, the big problem, is the job. How
are we to find work for them, even after they are trained and are
given a vocational education? That is the thing I am thinking
about more than the other problem. As I mentioned a little while
ago, take the glass bottle-blowing industry. Here we had an appren-
tice system, a highly skilled trade. Young boys, young men, came
in as apprentices, just like the young high-school student entering
college to equip himself for his life work. In comes the apprentice
all inspired by hope and vision, and as a young man he learns his

trade, as is provided for under our union rules. As you know, all

these rules provide for so many apprentices.

And suddenly, over night, a machine is invented that is substituted
for the skilled workers and the apprentice. Out they go. There is

the hope blurred ; that is a tragedy.

Mr. O'CoNNELL. Mr. Chairman, I don't have a question, but with
your permission I wanted to make one very brief comment about one
statement in Mr. Green's statement. It has to do with his statement
about the school of thought which has apparently resigned itself to

the thought that we are in for a period of economic stagnation and
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decline. I thought it proper for somebody on this committee to make
a statement about it at this time, because the philosophy has been in

some quarters attributed to some members of this committee, and I

feel very strongly that those people have a mistaken impression, arising

out of a misconception of what is really only an unusual awareness on
the part of some members of the committee of the unusual seriousness

of the problem. The fact that they have discussed the problems in

not too optimistic a way has led some people to believe they subscribe

to the theory that nothing can be done. It seems to me proper to say

that there is no member of the committee who subscribes to the philos-

ophy you mention in your statement. We, with you, are inclined to

believe that while the problems are difficult and apparently becoming
more so, there is nothing constructive abo^it saying nothing can be
done about it.

Mr. Green, I am glad you brought that point out, because I say to

you truthfully that I never had heard of any member of your committee
assuming a defeatist attitude.

Mr. O CoNNELL. I understand thai,.

Mr. Green. I wouldn't want you to think that that was made as

applicable to anyone. I get it out among my own people. I think it is

perhaps due to the pessimism of the people. They probably sink down
to a low point of discouragement sometimes, but none of us, no think-
ing person, can ever accept such a philosophy as that in America with
its inexhaustible resources.

Acting Chairman King. Are there any more questions? Mr. Green,
we are very grateful to you for your message.
Mr. Green. Thank you for the opportunity of coming. I hope I

may have made a little contribution toward your study of the subject,

and I will be glad to cooperate any time in helping you along.

Dr. LuBiN. Mr. Green, may I say I think I am expressing the opinion
of the committee that we are all going to wait with bated breath for
your memorandum on the $10,000,000,000, and I suggest to the chair-

man that we make arrangements now to leave the record open at that
point so that when this memorandum does come we can get it in. We
want it badly. We will need it.

Mr. Green. I have raised your hopes, you see.

Acting Chairman King. The only difference I have with Mr. Green
is that it ought to be more than $10,000,000,000, and with our inex-

haustible resources and our great manpower and technological skill,

there is no reason why we should not get, with some degree of nor-
mality, to a $100,000,000,000 or $110,000,000,000 productive period.

America doesn't confess any defeatism.
Are there any other witnesses this afternoon ?

(The witness, Mr. Green, was excused.)

Dr. Anderson. Mr. Chairman, the next witness for today is a Gov-
ernment expert, Dr. J. C. Wright, Assistant Commissioner of Educa-
tion, in charge of vocational education, who is speaking on the topic,

Vocational Education and the Future of Workers Old and Young.
Dr. Wright has not been before the committee.
Acting Chairman King. Dr. Wright, do you solemnly swear the tes-

timony you shall give in this hearing shall be the truth, the whole
truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God ?

Dr. Wright. I do.
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TESTIMONY OF DR. J. C. WRIGHT, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION, UNITED STATES OFFICE OF EDUCA-

TION, WASHINGTON, D. C.

Acting Chairman King. Proceed, Doctor.

Dr. Anderson. What is your position with the United States Office

of Education?
Dr. Wright. I am Assistant Commissioner for Vocational Educa-

tion.

Dr. Anderson. Your duties, then, are in the definite field we have
been discussing, that of vocational training, guidance, placement of

vocational trainees?

Dr. Wright. That is correct. In my division we administer the

acts of Congress known as the Smith-Hughes Act, the George-Deen
Act, and other acts relating to vocational education.

Dr. Anderson. How long have you been engaged in such work?
Dr. Wright. I have been in education for 43 years, the last 28 of

which have been in vocational education and the last 23 of which have

been with the Government. Since 1917 I have been in this present

work, under the Smith-Hughes Act.

Dr. Anderson. And you have published in the professional field

of vocational education?
Dr. Wright. Yes, sir. I have published a number of books, some

dealing with technical phases of the program and others with profes-

sional phases of administration, supervision, and training.

Dr. Anderson. I suggest. Dr. Wright, that you highlight your pre-

pared statement as much as possible, in order to see if we couldn't

encompass it in the hour that is before us.

Acting Chairman King. Proceed as best you may to carry out the

suggestion.

Dr. Wright. I will be glad to do so.

Mr. Chairman, I beg your indulgence in the beginning to express

my appreciation of two remarks that were made earlier in the day,

one that was made by the chairman himself with respect to the im-

portance of securing, on the part of our public schools, an apprecia-

tion of the dignity of labor, the willingness and right of every man
to work whether it be at a highly skilled job, a professional job, or a

lob of common labor, so long as it is honest work. I believe that we
in the school business, and the public, should give the same respect to

the worker that we do in the more highly skilled and professional

occupations.

My second comment, if you will permit, is to compliment the pre-

vious speaker. President William Green, of the American Federation
of Labor, on the very wholesome and helpful data which he has pre-

sented to us, and which we in the field of vocational education will

take occasion to study and digest.

A century ago the question of training men and women for work
was not in any sense a national problem. Boys and girls in their early

years were quite naturally inducted into the work of the family, both
as regards to ,the upkeep of the home and the prosecution of the main
business of the father and mother. Practically 90 percent of the

usefully employed population was engaged in farming, lumbering,
mining, and fishing. Manufacturing was largely a series of activities
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which were either a part of the household routine or closely connected

with the household. Large families of children were assets rather

than liabilities, because there was neither public sentiment nor public

law against having these children participate in such activities.

William S. Knudsen, president of General Motors Corporation, has

well stated the educational value of work experience, when he says

(Trained Men, vol. XX, No. 1, 1940, p. 4, International Correspond-

ence Schools) :

The pioneers were men of little education. So were the immigrants. Con-

sequently, there grew up a great reverence for book learning. The man who
made his living sitting at a desk, wearing a white collar, was looked up to and
envied. His life was easy, clean, "genteel." He seemed of a higher social class.

From this came many good things. It provided. the urge for universal edu-

cation in America. It gave every American mother the ambitidh that her child

should have "the highest possible education."

But maybe we have gone a little too far in our reverence for book learning

;

maybe in our concentration on that we have forgotten other things which are

just as important. This is the knowledge of how to work with our hands, how
to create with practical skill.

I am not belittling education. What I am trying to say is that a person educated
entirely through books is only half educated. There is a kind of practical knowl-

edge and good sense which can flow into the brain only through the use of the

hands.
What to do about it? Well, I think all our schools should put more emphasis

on training in manual skills, give more opportunity for the youngsters to test the

theories they learn in actual practice, let them compete with one another in build-

ing useful things. You can tell a boy what a pump is ; but if he gets a pipe, and,

by means of a cork on a string, draws water up through that pipe, he really under-

stands what a pump is.

Today, the entire scene is changed for a large part of the public.

Even in present-day rural communities most of the home-manufactur-
ing activities have disappeared, and the production formerly thus, sup-

plied now comes from highly concentrated and highly specialized in-

dustrial concerns which are far removed from the home of the worker
who participates. During the period of the development of this highly

complicated industrial and commercial system, the general tendency
has been to depend upon the facilities still existent m the industries

themselves for training the workers. At the same time, large depend-
ence has, until recent years, been put upon foreign countries for the

supply of skilled workers in the more generalized trades.

It is safe to say that at the present time a very large percentage of

all those who are working in industrial and commercial occupations
have received their training "on the job" either by the "pick-up"
method, by the "show-and-tell" method through fellow workmen,
through organized instruction carried on by the industry itself, or by
some combination of these methods. Although there are no statistics

available that show conclusively the relative percentage of such work-
ers who have been trained through the unorganized type of training

Jinyi the percentage trained through the organized type, it is safe to

say that many more have been trained through the unorganized type
than through the organii^^d type of training. The most prevalent of
the organized type of plarii^training are the vestibule school and ap-
prenticeship.

THE VESTIBULE SCHOOL

Dr. Wright. The vestibule school is usually operated by an indi-

vidual plant. Its purpose is to give novices in the shortest time pos-

sible, suflScient training to enable them to take their place at a machine
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in an assembly line, or at a hand operation and perform skillfully

enough to avoid spoilage—of machine, of raw material, or material in

process. This type of training is suited to a narrowly specialized oper-

ation which can be taught in a relatively brief period of time and is

practicable only in plants that use comparatively large numbers of

workers in the various processes for which training is given.

Whenever possible, operatives being trained in a vestibule school

are paid on a piece-work basis. This means that the training is, in most
instances, given on the workers' own time. Recent interpretations of

the Wage and Hour Administration are aimed at reversing this situ-

ation and requiring the training to be given on company time.

Apprenticeship, as it developed in the European countries and as it

existed in the early industrial days in this country, practically in-

sured an employer or master the services of an apprentice for many
years after he attained his journeymanship. It also assured the ap-

prentice of employment by the master usually as long as he was a

faithful worker and desired to remain with his master.

Apprenticeship included not only instruction in the manipulative
skills of the trade, but also in the necessary related technical instruc-

tion which 50 years ago was not extensive, but which has increased

until, at the present time, a real craftsman in the skilled trades is the

possessor of a wide range of technical knowledge concerning tools,

materials, mathematics, science, drawing, and so forth, basic to the

application of the skills inherent in the trade.

Formerly the master was also responsible for teaching the ap-

prentice to use the basic tools of education, namely, reading, writing,

and arithmetic. Moreover, he was responsible for the social, civic,

and religious training of the apprentice.

With the development of the large corporation and the wide sepa-

ration of the actual employer from the journeyman worker and the

apprentice, there has been an increasing narrowing down of the re-

sponsibilities of the master to the present-day situation in which the

master, as a usual thing, feels responsible for giving the apprentice

an opportunity to acquire only the manual skills connected with the

trade;

Recent trends in social legislation and social development have
supplemented the increased technical requirements of the trades to

the extent that the training of apprentices, at the present time, is

quite generally considered acceptable only when there is opportunity

for the apprentice to acquire skill not only in the manipulative opera-

tions of the trade, but also the related technical knowledge.
Some programs of apprenticeship carried on by individual com-

panies include not only manipulative practices on the job but also

classroom instruction in the related knowledge by instructors hired

for that purpose by the company. In other instances, cooperative

relationships are set up with schools, usually public, although some-
times private, in which the related technical knowledge is offered in

the school at public expense.

The inherent difficulties in apprenticeship, at the present time, are,

in part, due to the high degree of division of labor and conse,quent

specialization, and, in part, due to the general restiveness of the

American workman and the lack of close employer-employee sym-
pathy and coordination.
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In many instances, an apprentice is taken on with the under-
standing that he will be given an opportunity to acquire the skills

necessary in the various operations and different classes of work of
the whole trade.

The economics of production are such, however, that in order that
the employer may get a return on the apprentice commensurate with
the wage he has to pay, he breaks him in on a single operation or a
narrow range of operations of the trade ; makes him, in a compara-
tively short time, actually productive ; then keeps him on this narrow
range of operations because he is productive. In other instances, the
apprentice is used as a helper to save the time of the more highly
paid journeyman. In either instance, the apprentice fails to acquire
tie basic skills necessary in the whole range of operations in the
different branches of the trade.

The Federal Committee on Apprenticeship is promoting th^ idea
of a written indenture which will contain a list of the operations
to be taught the apprentice and the class of work he is to be taught
to do. For the purpose of securing conformity to the agreement,
local advisory committees will be expected to supervise the work of
the apprentice to the extent of seeing that he gets the all-around
training that is specified in the indenture. The obvious way to

overcome the handicap whicli tends to make the emplover use the
apprentice either as a "fetch and carry" man for the journeyman
or as a specialized operator, is to see that the apprentice, before, he
is put on as an apprentice or during the initial steps of his appren-
ticeship, has an opportunity, through organized instruction either

in a company school or in a public school, to be taught the. basic

operations of the various branches of the trade. This is considered
to be the legitimate function of what is known as the "all-day school."

So far as the related technical instruction is concerned, it is now
quite generally recognized that this is to be given in the school.

This instruction may be designated preapprentice training.

The Federal Committee on Apprenticeship advocates and requires,

for an approved apprenticeship program, that arrangements be made
to provide for at least 144 hours of instruction per year in related

subjects for each apprentice.

The foregoing relates very largely to organized programs of ap-
prenticeship. By far the greater number of persons who have gone
into a shop as novices and have later become journeyman have become
so not through organized training but through a program of un-
organized training which usually .consists of a period of service as

a helper plus a period of service as a "two-thirder and improver,"
or a job with some similar terminology which means a stage between
that of helper and journeyman and the stage where the learner is

allowed to use the tools and machines of the craft under the super-
vision of a recognized journeyman. The labor unions by and large

are securing the discontinuance of the helper as a recognized worker,
presumably with the hope that, with the disappearance of the helper

and the appearance of common labor to do the fetch-and-carry work
for the journeyman, it will be possible to organize and build up a
system of apprenticeship.
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PRIVATE SCHOOLS

Dr. Wright. Private schools are of two kinds. The endowed
schools are the result of the interest of some individual in the problem
of training for the skilled trades. The individual usually provides

a building and sometimes provides an endowment which will, in part,

support tne program of training. In a few instances, these schools

have maintained the original purpose of training of a trade type.

In many other instances, however, these schools have aspired to

what they considered to be higher levels of operation and have
become technical institutions, junior colleges, and colleges of engi-

neering. For the most part, these schools have been pioneers in the

field and have done much to arouse interest in training for the

skilled trades and have tried out various methods of teaching and
types of equipment. So far as the numbers trained in these schools

is concerned, they have been and are negligible. By far the greater

number of private schools are the ones which have been and are being

operated for profit. In quality these range from some of the best

trade training in the country to those which are nothing more or

less than a racket. We have no means of knowing the numbers
enrolled, but, on the basis of experience of those schools which must
be certified by State departments of education before they are allowed

to operate, we know that the numbers run up into the hundreds of

thousands and that the money paid to them runs up into millions of

dollars.

These are the schools of air conditioning, refrigeration, Diesel engine

operation, auto mechanics, airplane mechanics, radio mechanics, and
numerous others. This type of school flourishes in the heyday of the

development of an industry. They make all kinds of promises and,

all too frequently, fulfill none of them.

In this connection, it might be pointed out that the correspondence

schools of this country are also connected with the program of training

for and in the skilled trades, though, as a usual thing, they do not offer

instruction in the manipulative operations and usuall ydo not pretend,

at least in the correspondence part of their program, to teach niiwipiula-

tive skills.

PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Dr. Wright. During the past 20 years, there has been a remarkable

development in tlie field of training for and in the vocations connected

with industry, agriculture, and business, particularly the distributive

occupations. I will not take the time to rehearse all of the aspects of

this program except to point out the importance of the all-day trade

preparatory industrial school in its relation to the development of a

sound apprentice-training program which will fit in with modern in-

dustrial and economic conditions and, at the same time, afford real

apprenticeship. And second, to point out the importance of the so-

called diversified occupations program as a supplement to an appren-

tice-training program, particularly insofar as it relates to opportuni-

ties for training for the skilled trades in the smaller communities

which could not of themselves afford to support a day trade-prepara-

tory school, and for whom there is no free instruction offered in a

State or regional school of the trade-preparatory type. The first ex-

hibit is a tlescriplion of the diversified occupations program as pre-
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pared by a member of the trade and industrial education staff of the
United States Office of Education.

(The document referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2719" and is

mcluded in the appendix on pp. 1Y486-17488.)
Dr. Wright. In connection with the Federal-State aided program

of vocational education, there are a number of facts which might be
pointed out

:

1. The present agricultural education program makes use of the
home opportunities for education and ties up the school instruction
with a series of home projects carried on by the boy on the home farm
but under the joint supervision of the teacher and the parent. This
and the home economics program of a similar nature is one of the
noteworthy attempts to preserve educational opportunity that still

exists in the home and on the farm. (See "Exhibits Nos. 2720 and
2721" for statistics on these programs.)

2. The trade and industrial education program was apparently not
designed by Congress to afford opportunities for training of a
trade-preparatory type except for those occupations which require a
relatively long period of training. The requirements are that the
school shall be in session at least 9 months of the year and 30 hours
a week, and that the instruction should be for those who are prepar-
ing to enter upon a trade and industrial pursuit. (See "Exhibits
Nos. 2720 and 2721" for statistics on these programs.)

3. The trade and industrial education enrollment in part-time and
evening schools is nearly twice that of the all-day preparatory school,

which means that the Federal-State aided program reached more
workers already employed in the trades than it does those who are
preparing to enter upon a trade. It is quite probable that one reason
for this IS a recognition on the part of workers of the necessity of
keeping abreast of the time during an era of unprecedented techno-
logical development. This will be discussed again under another
part of this testimony.

4. It should be remembered that the country, as a whole, has not
as yet accepted the philosophy that education at public expense
should be available for adults. One of the first activities to be elimi-

nated by a community in a period of economic stress is schools and
classes designed primarily for adults. Comparatively few of the
communities of the country maintain educational programs aimed
primarily to meet the needs of adults.

(The documents referred to were marked "Exhibits Nos. 2720
and 2721" and are included in the appendix on pp. 17489-17492.)

Dr. Wright. It is assumed that the terms "retraining" and "re-

habilitation," as used in this testimony, apply only to persons who
have worked successfully at some occupation and, in some instances,
are still working successfully at an occupation, but in other instances,
have been forced to leave the occupation and must be rehabilitated
and retrained for some other occupation.
There are a number of factors which enter into the possibilities of

retraining and rehabilitation and that modify the methods used in
retraining. In general, it may be said that the factors which bring
about conditions which make retraining necessary are the age or
physical condition of the individual, and the technological changes
that have occurred, are occurring, or probably will occur in the
occupation in which the person is engaged or has been engaged. In

124491—41—pt. 30- 61
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general, it may be said that retraining has to do with two groups of

workers—those wro are still employed and those who are unem-
ployed.

RETRAINING FOR THE EMPLOYED AND UNEMPLOYED

Dr. Wright. The old saying, "An ounce of prevention is better than

a pound of cure," applies in this situation. If we can foresee the sit-

uation of the future and take steps to help an individual, put him in a

])03ition that will enable him to avoid unemployment, we have done
jnuch more for him and at less cost than would be the case if we
waited until he became unemployed and then tried to retrain or reha-

bilitate him for reemployment.
Depending upon the type of work at which a man is engaged, we can

foresee to some extent the age at which he will probably become un-

employed even if the company for which he works stays in business

and considers his work satisfactory. Whether or not it is a matter of

public knowledge, it is certain that some concerns try to avoid retain-

mg the services of an employee beyond a certain age. In some types

of occupations it is impossible for a worker to contmue beyond a cer-

tain age, for such reasons as partially disabling accidents, failing eye-

sight, loss of fine muscular control, and numerous other causes associ-

ated with occupational hazards and age. In some occupations, tech-

nological changes come about which make the position unnecessary and
it ceases to exist. Some workers engaged in piecework are certain to

have their earnings decrease when they r'each a certain age. With this

type of individual it might be possible to get him established in a small

place \vhere he could supplement his industrial income with a small
contribution to the larder of the family from a garden and chickens.

It is possible for some of these workers to build up a small business

on the outside, either with a service station, a roadside stand, a paper
and magazine business, or other small entrepreneur undertakings. In
the case of technological changes as they appear on the horizon, it is

possible to off-er courses of instruction in evening schools which will

enable the worker engaged in one occupation either to supplement his

skill in that occupation or change to a closely related occupation. Ex-
amples: The steam engineer who can readily become a Diesel engi-

neer, or even the operator of an electric engine. The pressman who
has had experience on the cylinder press to be trained to run a high-
,speed automatic press or platen press in connection with which it

would*be unnecessary for him to lift the heavy forms that are used on
the cylinder presses. The watchmaker or watch repairer, because of
failing eyesight or muscular control, may become an instrument maker
or instrument repairman, or even a radio repairman. The plumber
or the sheet-metal worker who learns to use a welding torch or arc.

The telegrapher who beconpies a radio operator. Every employer
knows that, other things being equal, it is better to retrain an employee
than it is to fire him aiid take on a new employee. Particularly is

(his true if the company has an indemnity company policy, and if the

job which the employee holds is governed by this policy.

The steam engineer on the railroad who learns how to operate the

Diesel engine knows the policies of the company, knows the personnel,

knows the procedures, knows the road, and in all respects is everything
that is signified by the term "trusted employee." It is more economical
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to capitalize these assets rather than to teach all of these things to a

new man, however competent he might become as a Diesel-engine oper-

ator. In other words, retraining of employees to remain in the service

of an employer reduces the cost of labor turn-over and conserves the

wages and the morale of the employee who otherwise might be forced

into the ranks of the unemployed.
Training costs increase with the amount of training to be given to an

employee. It is,. therefore, general practice in good adjustment pro-

grams to attempt in any retraining to salvage all of the fine old skills

and knowledge which can function in a new type of employment. When
retraining is to be given, it is also the usual practice to find a new job

which is as closely related as possible to the job formerly held by the
trainee. The general morale of any company is strengthened by the

knowledge among the employees that it is the policy of the company
to meet the demands arising through technological changes, and to re-

train those already employed rather than to fire them and hire others

who have the new skills or knowledge required.

The evening-school program should be built, to a large extent, upon
newly developed and developing requirements of industry in the way
of new skills and additional knowledge.
Much of what is said about the economy of retraining the employed

may be applied to retraining of the unemployed. It has often been said

that retraming of the unemployed will not in any sense reduce unem-
ployment because the retraining of an unemployed man makes him
ready to take the place of an employed man. This is not entirely true
because, when the unemployed man is retrained to start a small business
of his own or to render personal services which are ordinarily per-
formed by the individual himself, there is no replacement of an em-
ployed person. The older employee, who is retained to operate a news,
candy, and general notion stand does not necessarily replace someone
else who is already operating such a stand. It may be said that the busi-

ness he gets will be taken away from some other entrepreneur who is

already operating. On the other hand, experience shows that increas-

ing the number of salesmen does not necessarily mean merely increas-

ing the amount of business taken away from some other manufacturer.
It frequently means increasing the number of persons who j)urchase
certain commodities. Certainly the rendering of personal service which
ordinarily is performed by the individual himself is not displacing
another worker.
Although it may not exactly be called retraining, consideration should

be given to the offering of opportunities for those who are unemployed
to keep up their level of competence during the period of unemploy-
ment; opportunity for the stenographer to keep up on shorthand
speed, for the concert singer to keep "in voice," and for the machinist
to maintain skills formerly used, to brush up on skills not so fre-

quently used, or even to acquire new skills.

In the present industrial condition, many skilled mechanics have
found themselves forced into positions of specialization on the job in

which they have little opportunity to use more than a narrow range of
the skills belonging to the old trade. Before these skills disappear en-
tirely, it would appear to be economical to exercise these skills with a
view to extending opportunities for employment.
At this point it should be recalled that the number of persons engaged

in industry, who are not working at skilled occupations but raher at
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semiskilled or unskilled occupations, is probably at least twice the num-
ber engaged in skilled occupations. In this testimony no attempt will

be made to discuss whether more or fewer private schools should be

encouraged. The testimony will deal entirely with the need for and

methods of establishment of a larger publicly supported vocational

education program.

THE NEED FOR A LARGER VOCATIONAL PROGRAM

Dr. Wright. There are about 6,000,000 young persons enrolled in

public 4-year secondary schools at the present time, of whom slightly

more than a million are graduated annually. From 30 percent to 35

percent, or more than 300,000, of these high-school graduates enter col-

leges or other post-secondary schools. Yet the major portion of the

secondary-school programs is built upon and consists mainly of sub-

jects aimed at meeting college-entrance requirements. There are those

who would say that an increase in the vocational-school facilities would

offer these young persons a better opportunity to prepare themselves

for their future occupations than does the present academic college-

preparatory course. This is probably true, but an increase in the pres-

ent vocational-school facilities with the retention of the present ainis of

the day vocational school would not be a complete solution of the prob

lem because the present-day school facilities aim to prepare young per-

sons for advantageous entrance into the skilled occupations only.

It is a generally accepted fact among those experienced in the

field of vocational education that training for a skilled trade is not

the best opportunity that could be offered to the young pereon who
eventually is to find himself engaged in unskilled or semiskilled

work. On the basis of actual experience, no one at the present time

can say what the best training would be for this great group th^t

probably will be earning a living in the semiskilled and unskilled

occupations, but it is perfectly safe to say that there is some educa-

tion on the secondary level that would be more satisfactory than

either the present unit trade courses of the day trade-preparatory

vocational school or the academic college-preparatory course.

The question may be raised as to whether or not it is possible to

increase the number of young persons who will be prepared to enter

skilled trades, and the answer to this is to look into the present field

of occupations and we discover that not more than 20 percent of all

the persons who are gainfully occupied are employed in occupations

which require training beyond high school, at any rate that require

professional training of a college level. That approximately 25 per-

cent of the persons already gainfully employed are employed in

skilled occupations, including the skilled occupations in business and
skilled occupations in industry.

The differentiation made here between professional occupations

and skilled occupations is that professional occupations require uni-

versity, collegiate, or t(^chnical preparation of from 3 to 8 years
beyond high school. A skilled occupation is one in which, to succeed,

it is necessary to have either on the job or in school, or through a

combination of on-the-job and in-school training, 2 to 4, or more
years of combined school and work training.

The question naturally arises: How is it to be decided which indi-

vidual shall take the college-preparatory course, which shall take
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the courses leading to the skilled trades, and which shall take the

more general courses that aim to prepare for employment in occu-

pations, the specific preparation for which will be largely learned on

the job? The best available ans*" er to this is that a period of general

education of an extensive type be offered to all pupils at the begin-

ning of the secondary school period, and that all pupils continue in

this general education program until they have demonstrated that

they are qualified, through aptitudes, interests, abilities, and desires,

to branch off either into special fields leading to professional work
or into special fields leading to skilled occupations. The extent to

which this general course for all pupils should perrnit of emphasis in

any direction would depend upon a number of factors which need

not here be discussed. The fundamental idea of this period would
be discovering, or rather helping the individual to discover, the

kinds of instruction best suited to him as an individual, taking into

consideration his past experiences, present assets, and future oppor-

tunities. His instruction should function as a springboard from which
he may make up his mind as to the occupation he wishes to follow.

The probabilities are that, in view of the economic and occupa-
tional situation, about 20 to 25 percent of the pupils should find

themselves in the college preparatory course, about 10 to 25 percent
in courses aiming at the skilled trades, and at least 50 percent in

the more general type of secondary education.

We are concerned here primarily with the 10 to 25 percent aiming
at the skilled trades and the phases of the work for the 50, or more,
percent that look toward general occupational competency.

. From
the sheer standpoint of numbers, there is at the present time far too
small a number enrolled in the vocational courses looking toward
the skilled trades. In the Federal-State aided program at the pres-
ent time, there are about 200,000 pupils enrolled in day ti*ade-prep-

aratory industrial schools, and about 250,000 in the all-day agricul-
tural schools. Of this latter number, certainly fewer than one-half
expect to be engaged in or will be engaged in wage-earning occupa-
tions other than farming (entrepreneur), so that it is safe to say
that not over 5 percent of all the pupils enrolled in secondary schools
are enrolled in federally aided vocational courses other than home
economics. Even if we were to make a liberal interpretation of what
might be called "vocational commercial courses" looking toward em-
ployment in skilled occupations, less than 10 percent of the pupils
now enrolled in secondary schools are enrolled in vocational courses
aimed toward the skilled occupations.
This means that perhaps 350,000 of the 6,000,000 high school en-

rollees go to college or other post-secondary schools, and perhaps
600,000 are trained to enter the highly skilled trades and commer-
cial pursuits—a total of less than one million, or, roughly, 15 per-
cent of the total high school enrollment. This leaves 85 percent who
leave high school before graduation or who receive a general academ-
ic education of a type that may be described as a more or less modi-
fied college-preparatory training, but without specific vocational
value.

What has been said under "Economic Potentialities of Vocational
Retraining" makes it evident that the present facilities in extension
training, available to those employed in wage-earning pursuits, is.
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pitifully meaner. There were about 49,000,000 "pjainfully occupied"
persons at the 1930 census, and our eveninji and part-time ext^^nsion

training program reaches about 1,000,000 of these, counting in farm-
ers and homemakers who comprise about one-half of the number
reached through the evening and part-time extension courses.

If we are to stabilize employment which has come about through
technological changes, our greatest hope is in the evening and part-

time trade extension school. Whether these extension opportunities
be offered by the public schools, by the Y. M. C. A.'s, Y. M. H. A.'s,

Knights of Columbus, churches, or private agencies, it is apparent
that the public program must be extended beyond the confines of a

few larger urban centers, and it must have much more diversified

offerings than does the evening school of the present. The general

public must be converted to the idea that educational opportunities

for adults are as much a part of the public progrg,m as are educa-

tional opportunities for youth.

It should be noted that tlie statistics here quoted are for high
schools over the country, large and small. They must be discounted

by the fact that we continue to conduct many small secondary schools

with enrollments of from 10 to 100. Of the Nation's 23,000 high
schools, 50 percent have enrollments of fewer than 125 pupils; 75
percent enroll fewer than 250 students. Thus, three-fourths of sec-

ondary schools have little possibility for vocational training other

than in agriculture and home economics.
These data on size of high schools must be distinguished from the

propoj-tions of the total secondary school ])opulation who attend small

schools. The 1930 census showed 95 cities with populations of

100,000 or more, or 31 percent of the total population. There were
also 284 cities with populations of from 25,000 to 100,000. Both
classes of cities thus comprise more than 40 percent of the total

]>opulation. It is clear that approximately 100 cities should be able

to provide complete and highly diversified vocational programs, and
that an additional 300 cities should be able to maintain limited voca-

tional programs of a high order of effectiveness. There remains more
than 50 percent of the total pojjulation resident in communities of

fewer than 25,000 inhabitants, of w^iich perhaps 45 percent are rural

in the sense of less than 2,500 population. Unless large-unit (county,

region, or State) vocational training institutions are set up under
State-planning and State-Federal support, at least half of our high
school youth can receive no formal vocational preparation other than
that in agriculture and home economics. It is also clear that diversi-

fied occupations programs in trade and industrial and in distributive

occupations offer about the only solution for vocational education
in medium-sized communities.

HOW A LARGER VOCATIONAL PROGRAM SHOULD BE ESTABLISHED

Dr. Wright. 1. Apprenticeship should be made a major activity of
industry through and with the support of Federal and State Govern-
inents. Preparation for apprenticeshii) in ))reparatory courses should
be recognized as a i)art of a training program. Through the develo])-

ment of such programs as the diversified occupations program and
the establishment of State, regional, and county schools, opportu-
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nities for such preparation as well as for extension training oppor-
tunities for those already employed should be made available to every

section of the country.

2. The secondary school, as its main objective, should direct its

education to the preparation of young people for citizenship, economic
competency, physical well-being, social integration, and the fullness of

living. This will mean new subject matter, new objectives, changed
administrative policies, and, above all, a new attitude on the part of the

general public toward tlie secondary school as the stabilizing influence

of the country. It also means a secondary place for the college pre-

paratory academic course m its highly specialized role of preparation

for college. It will mean an adaptation of buildings, through suiting

new building progi;ams to new purposes, and reconstruction of present

buildings and equipment to meet new needs. It will mean specific

education on the part of the secondary school as to the placement and
follow-up of studeiros t-itiiei graduating or leaving the school before

graduation. To the extent that the school modifies its practices in the
light of what happens to its pupils after leaving school, it will be,

successful.

3. Teacher-training institutions will need to adopt a new philosophy,
new points of emphasis, and n^w methods of procedure to meet the

changed conception of this type -of secondary school.

INDTJSTRIAI TRAINING

Dr. Kreps. I notice in your first recommendation you say, "Appren-
ticeship should be made a major activity of the industry through and
with the support of Federal and State governments. Preparation
for apprenticeship in preparatory courses should be recognized as a

part of a training program."
(Mr. O'Connell tool- the chair.)

Dr. Kreps. Would you like to elaborite for us just how the Federal
and State Governments' support would be given to an apprenticeship
program; in what industries you would establish it; in what centers

you would establish it? You have been working with this for a long
time.

Dr. Wright, I would establish apprenticeship in practically every
skilled trade and occupation, many of which are not called trades; they
are sometimes called occupations.

Take, for example, the program to which one speaker referred this

morning, that is put on in the Canal Zone. I happen to havci been
called down there 4 years ago to make a survey and to recommend a
program. There we reconjmended apprenticeship for those occupa-
tions that have heretofore been common to apprenticeship, sucli as
machinist, carpenter, and patternmaker, but we also extended the same
principles, only under the title of "learnership," to those occupations
in the commissary that are commonly known as salesman, buyers, stock-
men, and so forth,, where a considerable knowledge, technical knowl-
edge, perhaps, and a certain amount of skill is necessary.

Dr. Kreps. Did you establish those in schools, or in the industrial
plants ?

'

V

Dr. Wrioht. In the Canal Zone the industry is conducted entirely
by the United States Government. The commissnrios are operated by
the Government.- The largest maintenance-repair plant is operated
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by the Government, but on a basis about the same as it would be if

it were private industry.

Dr. Kreps. Then, returning to the mainland, would you establish

schools in industrial plants in various industrial centers, or would you
establish

Dr. Wright (interposing) . The plan that is carried on in the Canal
Zone provides that the apprentices are put to work by industry, but
the school gives the related instruction. . In that particular instance

all the apprentices and learners were to be graduates of the high school,

and the related instruction was carried on in connection with what they
called their junior college.

Dr. Kreps. This would not be a substitute at all for the small-indus-
try training programs that are necessary to train a semiskilled worker
in 30 days or 60 days ?

Dr. Wright. No, sir. It is generally recognized that occupations
which can be learned in> a matter of months are hardly apprenticeable.

Perhaps 1 or 2 years' length is about the minimum for which appren-
tices should be taken on.

Dr. Anderson. Dr. Wright, in an apprentice course of this kind, are

you confining your effort only to those occupations which require that
long a period of time, or have you devised ways of making a vocational
training effective even for those persons who are going into a variety

of semiskilled occupations?
' Dr. Wright. The present program as operated by the Federal Com-
mittee on Apprenticeship is one calling for, I believe, the minimum of

2,000 hours. That effectually sets up about a 2-year program. I do
not believe that a formal apprenticeship ought to be set up for occu-

pations which require only a few months for training.

^ Dr. Anderson. Mr. Green said something about the traditional

set-up in the A. F. of L. which provided a certain number of appren-
tices per master. Is it true, as we heard, thai the apprenticeship sys-

tem is being broken down, and that some public agency such as the

school must take over the training of masters ?

Dr. WrighTw Apprenticeship as it existed 100 years or even 50 years*

ago has almost disappeared. At that time the apprentice was inden-
tured to a IT aster workman. The master had time while working to

stop and instruct the apprentice. He was oftentimes responsible for

the apprentice in the matters of education, matters of almost loco

parentis.

Today master workmen do not have time to stop and instruct an
apprentice. Modern methods of production call for high speed.

Therefore, we have had to develop a new type of apprenticeship, one
where the related instruction that the old master used to give on the

job is now tnught in the school, and where the apprentice gets his train-

ing on the job.

Dr. Anderson. In certain localities where I have noticed vocational

training in progress, I have found some resentment on the part of

craftsmen—for example, among electrical or other building trades-

men—against the schools ente ing this field. Is that characteristic

or exceptional ?

Dr. AVrigiit. Labor has consistently objected to any attempt to train

more people for nn occupation than there were opportunities for em-
ployment. In other words. I imagine, and I myself would agree with
this statement. I tliink labor would—and I differ with one of the
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speakers this morning-—-that the training should precede the oppor-

tunity for work, I think that it should be fairly well known that there

is an opportunity for employment and that there are jobs before we
set up a training program, and that there should be some definite rela-

tionship between the number trained and the opportunities for work.

That enables us to make the training more specific.

Dr. Kreps. Would you care to elaborate on that just a moment
Dr. Wright (interposing) . If you will permit me, just a moment
Dr. Kreps. Because opportunities for work are obviously not a

fixed quantity.

Dr. Wright. If you will excuse me, I should like to finish my answer

to his question.

The manner in which the relation between opportunities for work
and the training provided are brought into balance is through the use

of advisory committees, joint advisory committees, representative com-

mittees made up of labor, employers, and representatives of the schools.

These committees are for the most part local, although there are State

and national committees that advise in a general way. During this

past year there were 1,343 of these committees in active operation.

These committees settle such questions. In addition, there .are

committees that are locally responsible for the indentureship of these

apprentices under the Federal Committee on Apprenticeships Plan.

Dr. Kreps. Economic opportunities in any occupation cannot be

forecast at a given time with any great degree of accuracy. You
can never say that the opportunities now existing are the only ones

that will exist in the future. Moreover, the number of opportunities

that exist depends upon the price. It is quite conceivable that if

you have increased the number in any skilled craft a great deal, that

service will be available at a lower price. The demand for such

services would be considerably expanded, for construction workers,

or machinists you mentioned. Isn't it conceivable that a large in-

crease in the number of machinists might decrease their hourly wage,

but increase their annual income, and particularly the opportunities

for machinists ? Therefore, when you say we won t train people until

we see opportunities, you have the cart before the horse.

Dr. Anderson. Let me add this one point because Dr. Kreps wasn't

here this morning. That was precisely the thesis that Dr. Clark
advanced this morning and caused considerable stir in the com-
mittee. When you said that you had some difference of opinion, it

was on that very point, was it not, Mr. Wright? Apparently there

are two very definite schools of thought on this subject, one that

workers shouldn't be trained for jobs that are not available, the

other that the field should be looked over to find the ptaces where
occupational returns are high. Therefore, since these are scarcity

fields, new workers are shoved into them because the returns there

are disproportionately high.

Mr. Pike. May I make one observation at that point? During
the lunch hour I was reading the proceedings of the New England
Council last week in New Haven, and the head of one manufacturing
company making, incidentally, precision tools, in talking to other

manufacturers, said that he had been forced by tlie lack of fully

trained mechanics, machinists, and inferred that it was due perhaps
to the apprentice policy of only training men when there were jobs

available, restrict, as it came to be, over a period of years by the
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natural eagerness of that particular labor group to protect itself so
that it dried up the supply, so when extra orders came he could not
^et trained mechanics, and he stated very flatly that now he was mak-
ing better tools than ever without the trained mechanic or machinist
in the old sense in his factory. He didn't have enough employment
of that sort left to keep one trained toolmaker in his shop, he sent that
work out. A few years ago he wouldn't have thought of putting
anybody but a trained machinist or mechanic, a highly skilled work-
man, on any precision job in the shop. Now he is through with them
and he doesn^'t need them any more.
That struck me, coming right after Dr. Clark had spoken, as being

sort of first-hand evidence on the point favoring him.
During this particular meeting several, other people in the same

line of manufacture gave similar stories, that due to the lack of
skilled people available they had split their work up in such a way
that the average training period now necessary w as not over 200 to

250 hours before a man could do any job in the shop, but he was in

no sense a skilled man except on that particular thing. I thought it

was evidence bearing directly on that point.

Dr. Anderson. This is perhaps the most crucial and controversial

aspect of the topic of vocational training and placement. Because
you are the head of a large enterprise that develops practical policies

for the expenditure of Federal and other funds, we should like to

have your opinion in the matter.

Dr. Wright. Mr. Chairman, I am an administrator, I am not an
economist, and therefore perhaps I should not take issue with those

who are experts in that line. I differ with the statement to which you
refer, if I correctly understood the speaker, that I'P ^ould train people

for jobs at the top without regard to the number of jobs that would
be available, if that be a fairly correct statement of the problem. My
reasons for differing with him are these: That vocational education

at the best is more expensive than other forms of education, because

unless the pupil has selected an occupation for which he wishes to be

trained within reasonable limits I know of no way by which we can

organize the instruction so that it will function in his occupation, in

his future, as vocational training. Furthermore, unless we have a

teacher who is occupationally competent, a master of the trade, and
who has in addition been trained to teach, we have a very inefficient

set-up.

OOCUPATIONAL TRAINING IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Dr. Wright. We have throughout the country, aS you all know,
schools in manual training, industrial arts, industrial education.

They are very essential parts of our public-school system., but they are

not vocational. They may have in the shop the identical tools in the

way of lathe equipment, macliine-tool equipmt^nt, which would be

used by another teacher with another group of pupils to teach the

machinist trade, but the subject matter will be entirely different in

many respects, the time given to it will be different, and the objective

or the purpose for which the pupil takes it is different. It seldom in-

ducts a boy into the occupation. I think -it is a waste of the public's

money, I think it is a waste of the pupil's time, and otherwise undesir-
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able economically to attempt to train too many people for the higher
jobs, and then let them percolate below.

My own view is that we need to select certain unit trades for what
we call the day school, trades that can be analyzed to determine what
subject matter should be taught, for which we can find a competent
occupational teacher, and put him in charge of pupils who have been
properly advised in tiie way of a guidance-testing program, and who
of their own volition have chosen this occupation and want training
in it. We should then give them the best training we can.

The best training that we can give under those conditions never
takes place out of an apprenticeship, because it is impossible to dupli-

cate in the schoolroom the conditions under which an apprentice has
to work on the job. The matter of human relations, work with fellow

men, spoilage of material, the calling down that he gets from the boss,

and whatnot, are conditions that are foreign to the classroom, and we
can't give him enough producti^^e work, enough training for speed, to

keep up with his fellow men as a journeyman. We in the vocational
field admit and agree and believe that for the youngster in the second-
ary school the vocational school is never a supplement for full appren-
ticeship, but it is a scliool that advances him on his apprenticeship and
makes him employable.

Tlien before leaving the top they must come to the other type of
school. There were a little more than 2,000,000 enrolled in all the
vocational schools during the last fiscal year under what we call the
Federal-aid program. Of the 2,000,000, something over 1,100,000, or
considerably more than 50 percent, are enrolled in the evening and
part-time schools. They are not the youngsters who haven't yet got a
job ; they have a job ; some of them may be temporarily out of a job
due to these changing conditions, but they are workers and they are
coming back to the school in the evening or in the daytime, even as a
part of their working time, to secure a training and education which
will enable them to progress and get ahead on their job.

I believe that that program which is for the employed people is of
much greater importaiice vocationally than the other one, because they
already have a job, it isn't a question of employment, but it is a question
of giving them help which will enable them to keep their job or to get
a better job. Have I answered your question ?

Dr. Kreps. Let me see of I accurately get the picture you are trying
to draw. I take it that you feel that the group at the top, the mana-
gerial group, cannot be trained?

Dr. Wright. What do you mean by the managerial group ?

Dr. Kreps. That group which you find in any large corporation
which we call the executive group.

Dr. Wright. Yes ; I do believe that they can be given training. As
a matter of fact, 20 years ago, or 19 years ago, I put on such a program
myself at Big Stone Gap, Va., for the Stonega Coke & Coal Co. In
one group which I had for 3- weeks for 3 hours a day were the gene^i-al

manager^ his engineers, and some of his superintendents, 11 of them.
In the afternoon for 31/2 hours for 3 weeks I had a group of foremen,
but I was not giving them training in the job of mining coal. It was a
conference on what we called foremanship, and the first group in the
morning were merely brought together for the purpose of acquainting
them with the program that was being put on in the afternoon for their
general foremen inthe principles of managing men.
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Dr. Kreps. If I understand you correctly, then, they could be trained

in special schools in industry or special graduate schools of instruc-

tion or
Dr. Wright (interposing). It is on-the-job training, or training

given in connection with their employment.
Dr. Kreps. You don't think we need to wait for an opportunity

there. We can train as many as we like and hope we can reduce the

compensation and get an increase in the supply of managerial talent

in the country ?

Dr. Wright. With the exception of the engineers in this group, 3 or

4 engineers, the rest were all men who had been promoted to positions

of superintendent from the ranks. I learned last Saturday night when
I went down to their graduating exercises that one of the men who
drove me from one camp to another who was a mine foreman, is now
the superintendent in a large colliery. Another is general manager.

Dr. Kreps. Let me ask you another question. As I get it, the group
at the bottoin, the common laborer, semiskilled laborer, labor that can
learn its occupation in 15 to 30 days, have nothing to gain from voca-

tional education.

Dr. Wright. Not in the field of coal mining. Using this same illus-

tration, there are in that series, in that region of 5 counties in the

western part of Virginia, about 1,500 to 2,000 miners attending eve-

ning classes each year. Last Saturday night I addressed 152 of them
who had for 2 years taken a program of instruction sponsored by
the State, in coal-mine timbering, in mine gases, in ventilation ; there

were 15 unit subjects dealing with underground work in the coal mine.

They had successfully passed a stiff examination and were awarded
diplomas. They had taken this because the State of Virginia requires

that officials in the coal mine, beginning next July, must have a
license.

Dr. Kreps. Does it extend beyond coal mining to a substantial

range of manufacturing enterprise, or would you say the coal-mining
example was somewhat exceptional?

Dr. Wright. The same principle does not extend on a State-wide
basis, so far as I know, to other fields. It does extend to various occu-
pations in the city governments, such as inspectors of plumbing and
electric wiring and other things of that sort. They must be licensed,

too, if that is what you mean.
Dr. Krfps. Then what percentage would you estimate of the labor

force can profit from an apprenticeship pi . Tram ?

Dr. Wright. That is a very difficult question to answer. I know
of no basis on which, to set a percentage. I think it perhaps would
always be a small part of the entire group, perhaps not more than
10 percent, but that is a guess.

training of the UNfcMPLOYED

Dr. Kreps. Could vocational training be used as a way of lielping

people who were displaced to find another job in which *they mighti

utilize their capacities?

Dr. Wright. Vocational training and education does not create
work; it creates an ability on the part of human beings to do work.

Dr. Kreps. Do you think it should be used to educate persons who
have been displaced who are still educable?
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Dr. Wright. I do, by all means. There are a considerable number
of programs that have been organized in the past 6 or 7 years throuoh-
out the country for those whose jobs had to be changed. For ex-

ample, when the Pennsylvania Railroad changed from steam engines

to electric engines, a training program was put on in the State of

New York in advance to give the training to steam engineers and
firemen they would need to operate the electrically driven engines.

Other illustrations could be cited in the same way. Where it is known
that jobs are changing due to the introduction of new equipment or
new methods, schools should be available for the purpose of giving
the necessary training. I will give one more illustration. About 3

years ago, maybe 4, it was known in Portland, Oreg., that several

large buildings were to be erected under specifications where the
plumbing work would be welded instead of by the old screw method.
The plumbers in the city, a union organization, held a meeting and
took cognizance of the fact, and somebody proposed that they get back
of a plan to be trained to weld by this new method.
They came to the Board of Education, and a plan was put up,

teachers were secured, and 300 plumbers in that city within 6 or 12
months were given training in the field of gas welding or electric

welding, whichever method was used, as a part of the tool of the
plumber. Welding is not a trade; it is a tool in many trades. That
is a pretty good illustration of these changing conditions and the
extent to which vocational education can serve to keep them employ-
able. As a result, instead of importing plumbers who could weld
into Portland, when the buildings were erected the plumbing work
was done by local plumbers.
Mr. Pike. You made a pretty strong statement, Mr, Wright, which

I can't find myself in total agreement with, that education cannot
create work. I think Dr. Clark made a pretty good showing this
morning on the otj.-^r side, and I should more properly have asked
the question from him, but I think you have had experience enough
to answer this one that is in my mind. Suppose the opening toward
all sorts of education were as free as he recommended. Wouldn't
you have the same situation we always had in school, that a great
majority of the boys showed a vast and consuming lack of interest
in further education, beginning with the first or second grade? I
remember quite a few that had to be whipped to school at eight, and
as soon as they got too old to be whipped, quite a few of the boys
quit. I am wondering what proportion in your work, say at Stonega,
of the people who were entitled to take training were actually willing
to take it and go through with it.

Dr. Wright. I couldn't answer that question except to say that
they had about 8,000 or 10,000 employees in their 10 different col-
lieries. The largest group enrolled in any evening school year that
I know of was 3,000.

Mr. Pike. That would be the total enrollment, not stating whether
they finished their courses.

Dr. Wright. I couldn't say as to that.
Mr. Pike. One could perhaps use the illustration of correspondence

schools, where, even though at the learner's expense he has bought the
course, yet in some cases he doesn't go on and finish it, even though it
may be a good course. That was a thing that worried me when Dr.
Clark was on the stand.
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Dr. Wright. If you will pardon me, I would like to use a chart I

havo back here to further answer your question.

On the morning of last June 2 I an-ived in Butfalo at 7 in the morn-
ing. I was met at the station by the principal of the Burgard Voca-
tional High School.

Dr. Anderson. That photograph will be admitted m the record.

^The photograph referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2722" and
appears facing p. 17158.)

Di . Wright, He said, "Before you go to your hotel I should like

you to come over to our school, because I have something there to

show jou."
I went with him to the school, and here was a line of boys from

the front door of the building extending back for seven blocks. These
boys were graduates of the elementary schools and some 1 or 2 years in

high school, and they had come on that morning to enroll in this school

for the coming September, that particular morning having been

set aside by the schools for enrollment in the seven vocational high
schools in Buffalo for the coming Septerriber.

There was a total of 1,100 boys who came th ore that morning to

enroll. Only 400 of them could be .admitted. Of the 1,100, 700
wanted to take aviation, and the school maintains a department in

aviation training giving an enrollment of a total of 400. That de-

partment of aviation admits 100 boys each year, and I said to the prin-

cipal, "Well, if you are maintaining a total enrollment of 400, then it

would seem to me that you would need to admit more than 100 fresh-

men, running the 4-year course."

He said, "No ; we have practically no drop-outs. Ninety-seven per-

cent of the boys who enter into this course finish
"

I said, "What becomes of those 97 percent?"

He showed me the records extending back over, I think, about 10

years, which are kept for a period of 5 years for each boy after gradu-

ation, and 1 found that 90 percent, as I recall, of the boys who had
entered into the aviation employment were still engaged Jn that par-

ticular field. I point this out merely as an answer to your question to

this extent, that these boys, the 700 who came there, especially the 100

wliG were chosen, had very definitely made up iheir minds as to what
they wanted to do.

In December of last year, the Board of Education announced that

on the evening of January 2 they would o^^en their evening schools in

Buffalo, which had been closed for the first half of the school year

because of lack of money. That group of 1,380 men came at 8:15
in the evening to enroll in this school. Only 1,200 of them could be

accommodated by the capacity of the school. Thereafter they had to

open another school, beginning about 4 o'clock in the evening, to

accommodate the others.

Practically all of those 1,380 men were employed in the automotive

industries, in repair stations, garages, filling stations; a large number
of them were employed in aircraft. As many as could wanted to get

into the aircraft business. Why? For two reasons. Buffalo has 2

"very go«d aircraft factories, and they have very good relations with

those factories, the factories are prepared to take all of the men the

school can turn out.

I think these two pictures are illustrative of your question because

they point to this one thing that is essential to a successful vocational
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program, and that is that the youth or the adult must know very
definitely what it is he wants to be trained for. When the school gives

that training, you do not have these drop-outs that are so prevalent in

other situations. I think that the drop-outs we have in our colleges

due to failures and for other reasons would be materially reduced if

the pupils went to college and paid their own way, rather than because

it is the fashion, or because they are sent by their parents.

Dr. Anderson. Those people I presume in substantial number are

unemployed ?

Dr. Wright. Quite a few of them, I wouldn't say a majority of

them.
Dr. Anderson. We know, don't we, that a very substantial propor-

tion of the youth population of 16 to 21 is unemployed and out of

school.

Dr. Wright. The average age is 23 of these in this evening school.

ADEQUACY OF PRESENT TRAINING PROGRAM

Dr. Anderson. Knowing the facilities available for vocational edu-

cation so well, what in your opinion is the adequacy of the program ?

Is it meeting the need of all who desire it throughout the country?

What proportion are not accommodated as a result of either lack of

funds or other reasons that you might care to indicate ?

The picture "Burgard Vocational High School, Buffalo" is sub-

mitted for the record.

(The photograph referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2723" and
appears facing p. 17159.)

Dr. Wright. Mr. Chairman, I would like your permission to answer
the question with the chart on vocational agriculture.

Dr. Anderson. The chart you refer to is submitted for the record.

(The chart referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2724" and appears

on p. 17160.)

Dr. Wright. We ought to give agriculture a little recognition in

this part of the program. This chart shows that for the year 1936-37

there were 6,004 departments of vocational agriculture in the rural

high schools of the country. That number increased the next year

to 6,904. In the following year, for 1938-39, it increased to 7,598, and
in the present fiscal year the number is 8,194, enrolling about 250,000

boys and a few girls in vocational agriculture. But there yet remain

6,023 rural high schools in which there are no departments of voca-

tional agriculture. There are no opportunities for those boys who live

in those particular areas where these 6,000 schools are located, some-

thing more than one-half, about 60 percent, of these opportunities.

Dr. Anderson. This next chart you have put up, "Vocational Agri-
cultural Departments," is admitted as an exhibit.

(The chart referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2725" and appears

facing p. 17164.)

Dr. Wright. The pins on the map which have been photographed in

black represent these 8,000 different departments showing the dis-

tribution over the country and the opportunities for these young men
in vocational agriculture.
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Exhibit No. 2724

VOCATIONAL AQRICULTURZ

kS STATES

Number of
Vocatloncil Agxlcultuie

Departments
1936-37

Number of
Vocational Agriculture

Departments
1937-3«

Number of
Vocational Agriculture

DepcLTtments
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Number of
Vocational Agriculture

Departments
1939-4-0

Number of
Departments still

to be
Establlebed

6,OOl4-
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Exhibit No. 2726

Diagram I.—Enrollment in Vocational Schools or Classes Operated Under State Plans,
by Years, 1918_39
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Exhibit No. 2727

DiAfJRAM v.—Eniollmont in Federally Aidrd Trade and Industrial Classes, by Yca'rs,
1918-:!'j

720,000

703,000
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(The chart referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2727" and appears

on p. 17162.)

Dr. Wright. Again the upper curve represents the total enrolhnent.

Then we have what we call the general continuation part-time school,

which is operated for that miscellaneous group of employed young
people who are oftentimes employed in jobs for which no specific train-

ing can very well be set up—office, messengers, and clerical positions.

The green curve is the evening school and the yellow is the all-day

school and, below, the part-time trade extension. It is significant that

this enrollment in the trade industrial classes fluctuates with conditions

of employment.
A number of years ago the Y. M. C. A. made a study of their enroll-

ments in evening classes and the conditions of industrial activity. It

was found that during periods of unemployment men did not come to

their evening classes, but that during periods of industrial activity

when jobs were more plentiful, they began to come with a lag of about

6 months, I believe, in their enrollment. So you see, beginning again

in '29 and '30, the enrollment in this group dropped very rapidly

and since then has been increasing, due, of course, to two things,

increased Federal funds available, but more largely, I think, to the

upward trend of the evening school.

Dr. Anderson. You would say, Dr. Wright, in conclusion on this

matter of attendance, that both in agricultural and industrial classes

in the country no such thing as a full complement has been reached of

either students' enrollment or facilities available for their schooling.

Dr. Wright. I think the present program of the all-day school is

available to only about 5 percent of those who want it, slightly less

than 200,000 in total number. That, of course, covers the enrollment

of 2 years at least, in some cases 4, which w^ould be only about 100,000

for any 1 given year. It is a little bit difficult to answer your ques-

tion exactly, but it would be easily safe to say that the program that is

offered here is not yet available to large numbers of our people.

Dr. Anderson. Is that because of the newness of the progi-am? I

see the period goes all the way back to 1918, which would indicate

that it is not a broad, new program. What is the cause of this tardi-

ness in meeting the needs of our i^eople?

Dr. Wright. Largely a matter of funds and facilities in the way of

buildings and equipment. Many of the public schools are just now
beginning to awake to the need for providing buildings and equip-

ment. I think it is due more, though, to the realization of the need
of providing this type of training. When I was a member of the

high-school faculties, previous to going into this program, I was ear-

nestly working to get more and more pupils into this school. That
was 30 years ago. Now two-thirds of all of our pupils of high-school

age are in high scliool, 67 percent, and we don't know exactly what
to do with them. There is a strong tendency on the part of school

administrators today to turn toward vocational education as a solu-

tion of some of these difficulties. For my part, I again feel that the

program of vocational education should not be introduced into the
schools unless the school is prepared to maintain certain standards of
instruction, qualifications of teachers, equipment, and buildings that
will guarantee their ability to really give the student an employable
asset.
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Dr. Anderson. Is it fair to say that there is no oversupply of quali-

fied teachers in this field of vocational education?

Dr. Wright. No ; thei-e is an undersupply. The teachers in trades

and industrial subjects must be secured from the trades, and today we
are having difficulty in getting teachers from the trades who are not

rather old.

Dr. Anderson. This would offer a fruitful field, then, for employ-

ment, would it not?
Dr. Wright. As a teacher ?

Dr. A nderson. Yes.

Dr. Wright. Yes : but a teacher of a trade subject must first serve

his apprenticeship or the equivalent of it, become a master workman,
and, on the average, have experience of about 8 to 10 years as a jour-

neyman before he is qualified to teach in the vocational school. Of
course, we do have teachers of related subjects who do not go through

that same experience. They perhaps have an engineering training

and are qualified to teach the growing science of mathematics, English,

and civics. But there would be, of course, to the extent that^ teachers

are drawn from the trades, an opportunity for others in the trade to

enter the trade to take the jobs that would be vacated.

Dr. Kreps. Dr. Wright, I am impressed with the intensive char-

acter of the training that seems to characterize vocational-guidance

programs. I may be wrong in this impression, b.ut I wonder whether
in addition to teaching them specific skills you teach them how to be

a member of that trade. Do you teach them, for example, how to

take their place with their fellow workers in a trade-union organiza-

tion, how to read, interpret, and negotiate collective bargaining agree-

ments; how to interpret the place of their vocation and their trade

in the industry and in the business, and, furthermore, whether you go

beyond teaching them to be industrial citizens, to be intelligent worker
consumers, and teach them something about the market for their

services. Is all that material extraneous to the courses and to the

curriculum of vocational training as now given ? Is it limited .pretty

specifically to development of particular skills which some new set of

machines may make obsolete as opposed to giving them what I would
call a training as a member of a vocation which might stand them in

good stead no matter what particular machines were utilized?

Dr. Wright. Well, I am not sure that I can remember all of the

questions you have asked me, but I will try.

Dr. Kreps. There are two parts to it. One, do you teach them to be

industrial citizens?

Dr. Wright. We do not do very much, and it is a question that has

not yet been answered as to how much we ought to try to do with the

young people that are, let us say, 16, 17, or 18 yeai-s of age, in the way
of teaching them the matters of labor organization, collective bar-

gaining, and other matters that sometimes get into controversial fields.

To the extent that a teacher who has been employed, and a great many
of them are, is a member of a union organization, there is no objection

on the part of the school to his explaining such matters as a part of

his trade instruction, but there have been several examples in the last

several years, and going on now in California, where classes of older

workers and business agents, even, are brought together under a

teacher of their own choosing, or a conference leader, to discuss mat-
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ters in collective bargaining and organization, and so forth. For my
own part I think it is a safe matter to include in the adult program,
but there is still a question as to the advisability of putting it into the

secondary program.

EFFICACY OF VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE

Dr. Anderson. Dr. Wright, there is a problem that has always
bothered me as a person who has had some background in the field

of education and in fairly close relationship- to the field that you have
been discussing. It seems implied in any program of vocational edu-

cation that an effective vocational-guidance program will either ac-

company it or precede it or in some way be associated with it. You
are very familiar undoubtedly with the vocational-guidance programs
the country over. What would your judgment be as to their effective-

ness in actually getting at the material that is basic information for

youth, for those to be guided, and in making that material effective

in the guidance of youth into occupational life ?

Dr. Wright. I think the first responsibility that the schools have
in that field of occupational information and guidance is one of occu-

pational information, I think that information ought to be given to

our pupils in the secondary schools in an entirely unbiased way so that

the pupil would not be unduly directed toward one field or one occu-

pation over another. At least, he ought not to be taught that it was
degrading to be employed in any one field of honest endeavor. The
second thing is that we need to get a great deal of information about
our pupils.

That information should be secured throughout a rather long period
of years, beginning fairly early, and made accumulative through pupil
record cards, so that at the time when the pupil thinks that he needs
advice about occupation, whether he should go to a vocational school

or college or what he should do, the counselor then would have before
him a fairly good history of the pupil for a considerable period of
years. It is needless to say that this counselor is serving or should
serve in the position of the parent, as the parent used to do, but which
parents have now fallen down on in that they are so remote from
many of these activities, and do not counsel their own children. He
should give this advice to a pupil or pupil and parent in a factual
way and without bias, and leave it to the pupil and parent to make
their own selection as to the field of training in which the pupil wants
to enter. If that field calls for high-school graduation and college,

then that is the activity which they ought to advise them in. If on
the other hand it does not, and the economic situation of the family
calls for earlier wage earning or there is lack of funds to attend col-

lege, perhaps the youth will elect to enroll in the vocational school and
get into productive work at an earlier age.

Dr. Anderson. Dr. Wright, what is your opinion of the effective-

ness of the programs you have seen the country over.
Dr. Wright. I think it is fairly effective, because we don't have a

large turn-over in our vocational schools such as we had 20 years ago.
Dr. Anderson. Do you attribute that to the greater effectiveness of

the guidance aspect of the program ?
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Dr. Wright. Yes, sir. There are about three fundamental char-

acteristics of an efficient teaching situation, as I see it. The first one
is that your i)upil9 should be properly selected on the basis that they

are prepared to receive the instruction and will use it after they have

received it. The second one is that your teachers should be occupa-

tionally competent and trained to teach. The third is that the sub-

ject matter that is taught should be functioning in the occupation for

which the pupil is being trained
Dr. Anderson (interposing). There is only one other question that

comes to me beyond thi^ excellent summary you have given, and it is

one that has caused some doubt in the minds of people out West, at

least, and I presume in other States. Is it your opinion that it is a

function of the State to provide adult education at public expense
of a specific training character as well as other kinds of adult

education ?

Dr. Wright. Absolutely. I believe that we are at the point in

America where all education for youth up to a certain year—perhaps

16, perhaps 18—should be regarded as a public responsibility to pro-

vide an opportunity. I think that we also are in this country at the

point where we recognize that we owe to the adult a similar oppor-
tunity to come to an evening school and secure his training at public

expense.

Dr. Anderson. Do you think that is both a socially desirable and
economically sound policy?

Dr. Wright. I do.

Acting Chairman O'Connell. Mr. Wright, it is now beyond the

time w^e usually adjourn. Have you anything in particular you would
like to emphasize in the statement?

Dr. Wright. I do have, sir, just one, which will take just a moment.
I brought with me a few publications. Here is one entitled "Train-

ing for the Painting and Decorating Trade." It illustrates the pro-

cedure that we use in developing subject matter through the assistance

of journeymen workers in the trade. And on pages 5 and 6 of this

publication we have some data that, with your permission, I would like

to suggest be included in the record. And diagram I on the subse-

quent page discloses a most interesting story about that fact that
today many of our highly skilled occupations are becoming old men's
trades. The average age I think in this particular case is something
like 55.

Acting Chairman O'Connell. In what trade is that?
Dr. Wright. Painting and decorating. Wliatever the figure is,

these six points that accompany the chart will disclose the i)oint I
want to make, unless you wish to give me time to review them.
About 621/2 percent of the persons employed are from 25 to 40

years of age, and I think the statement is made that there are more
men over 60 in that occupation that are working than there are under
25 years of age. I reserve the right to correct these figures, but it

clearly shows the fact that in that particular trade according to the
United States census, it is becoming an old man's occupation. The
gravity of the situation is that the number of apprentices that are in
training are entirely inadequate to take thv place of those who will be
passing out. I have about five of these if you want them.
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Acting Chairman O'Connell. They may be left with Dr. Anderson

as a file exhibit.

(The document referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2728" and is

on file with the committee.)

Dr. Anderson. Before we adjourn, in order to clean up the business

of the day, there are several

Dr. Wright (interposing). May I make one more statement? I

sent over to my office as a result of an arrangement made this morning
for a little publication called "Automobile Facts and Figures." It was
issued by the Automobile Manufacturers Association. I am not pre-

pared to say how accurate these figures are that come from it, but you
will know as much as I do about it.

On page 47 I find a statement of numbei;s that are employed.
Mr. Kreps. Is that number employed or number representing them-

selves as having an occupation in the automobile industry ?

Dr. Wright. The heading says, "Millions Employed in Motor
Transportation," and so forth.

Mr. Kreps. Is that a census of employment ?

Acting Chairman O'Connell. Dr. Wright doesn't know, but we will

accept the figures.

Dr. Wright. The question of whether it is the full number or not is

immaterial to the point that I want to make. There are about 6 col-

umns in this table. The first column shows that there are 713,611 em-
ployed in the manufacturing end of that business out of the 6,000,000.

The next column shows a little over 1,000,000 employed in sales servic-

ing, and then there are 267,000 Federal and State road building, and
then we come to an item of 3,544,956 that are said to be employed as

truck drivers with an additional 177,000 as bus drivers and those are

the 2 figures that I want to talk to, because they represent more than
50 percent of this number that are represented as being employed, and
the statement was made this morning, or inferred, that many of our
new industries that grow up do not provide new jobs for which train-

ing is needed, that things were handled by automatic machinery, and
so forth. In this industry if there be over 6,000,000 employed and if

there be over 50 percent of them employed as truck drivers and bus
drivers, they alone call for a training program. They are operating
equipment over our roads. You go touring, as I did 2 weeks ago to

Florida, and you will meet many of them; they are traveling at 50

and 60 miles an hour.

You will meet on a trip of that kind a half dozen situations where
the driver and his assistant and maybe the second car will be stopped
and they will be clown under fixing some part of the apparatus or the

engine is out of repair or something needs to be done to it to keep it

rolling. There is too much equipment, too much investment, for

those men to be put in charge of those jobs who do not know how to

make repairs and keep them going. I happen to have specialized

some in that field some years ago, I am the author of four books on
that subject, and I know that those men have to be trained in some way.
It is not a common labor job. While you are sitting up there at the

wheel steering along, that seems very simple, but when something goes

wrong, if it is only once on a half-dozen trips, the man must be just as

well prepared as though it happened every hour.
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Thank you.

Acting Chairman O'Connell. Thank you very much, Mr. Wright.
Dr. Anderson. Mr. Chairman, we have several additional exhibits

for insertion in the record.

Acting Chairman O'Connell. They will all be admitted.
(The documents referred to were marked "Exhibits Nos. 2729 to

2734" and are included in the appendix on pp. 17493-17503.)

Acting Chairman O'Connell. The committee will stand in recess

until 10 o'clock.

(Whereupon, at 5:25 p. m., a recess was taken until 10 a. m.>

Friday, April 26.)

I
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FBIDAY, APBIL 26, 1940

United States Senate,
Temporary National Economic Committee,

Washington^ D. C.

The committee met at 10 a. m., pursuant to adjournment on Thurs-
day, April 25, 1940, in the Caucus Room, Senate Office Building, Mr.
Joseph J. O'Connell, Jr., special assistant to the general counsel,

Treasury Department, presiding.

Present: Mr. O'Connell (acting chairman); Senators O'Mahoney
(chairman) and King; Representatives Williams; Messrs. Kades,
Pike, Lubin, Hinrichs, Kreps, and Brackett.

Present also : S. Abbot Maginnis, Department of Justice ; William
T. Chantland, Federal Trade Commission; and Dewey Anderson,
economic consultant to the committee.
Acting Chairman O'Connell. The committee will be in order.

Dr. Anderson. Mr. Chairaian, we agreed to come here at 10 o'clock

this morning in order to make an attempt to wind up the 3 weeks'
hearings during the day. The schedule is very heavy. We have
three witnesses this morning. The first witness is Dr. William G.
Carr, executive secretary of the Educational Policies Commission and
director of research of the National Education Association, who will

make the summary statement concerning education and its relation-

ship to the problem of technology that the committee has been dis-

cussing.

Dr. Carr is before you and ready to be sworn.
Acting Chairman O'Connell. Do you swear that the testimony

you are about to give in this proceeding shall be the truth, the whole
truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God ?

Dr. Carr. I do.

TESTIMONY OF DR. WILLIAM G. CARR, SECRETARY, EDUCATIONAL
POLICIES COMMISSION, WASHINGTON, D. C.

Dr. Anders* N. Dr. Carr, what is your position in the Educational
Policies Commission?

Dr. Carr. I am secretary of the Educational Policies Commission.
Dr. Anderson. What is the commission itself?

Dr. Carr. It is an organization of 20 people, created by the National
Education Association to develop American educational policy in this

critical period.

Dr. Anderson. What is the National Education Association?
Dr. Carr. It is a professional organization of workers in education.

Dr. Anderson. How many members does it have ?

17169
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Dr. Carr. Roughly, 200,000.

Dr. Anderson. Is it the principal organization in the United States
affecting workers in education ?

Dr. Carr. Yes. It enrolls more than any other national organiza-
tion.

Dr. Anderson. And your position is what?
Dr. Carr. I am the secretary of the Educational Policies Commis-

sion, and director of research for the association.

Dr. Anderson. You have worked in the field under review, that of
training citizens to meet the problems of the present-day economy?

Dr. Carr. Yes, sir.

Dr. Anderson. You have published in that field?

Dr. Carr. Yes, sir. The Educational Policies Commission has a
volume on the purposes of education in American lemocracy, which
they asked me to draft. It is part of a series that Dr. Norton referred
to yesterday.

Dr. Anderson. And beyond that, have you written in the field of
citizenship and the training of citizens?

Dr. Carr. We have just finished a Nation-wide study of the work
of American high schools in training for economic citizenship. In
the course of this study we have visited 90 schools in 27 States. We
have interviewed many thousands of teachers, laymen, members of
boards of education, labor leaders, editors, and the like, and have
observed over 2,000 classroom teachers of superior quality in their

classrooms at work making American citizens.

Dr. Anderson. And that w^ork was under your direction ?

Dr. Carr. It was.
Dr. Anderson. Some time earlier did you not publish a book in the

field of citizenship and citizenship training?
Dr. Carr. A long time ago ; not recently.

Dr. Anderson. All right. Dr. Carr, if you will proceed.
Dr. Carr. Mr. Chairman, knowing the limitations of time on your

committee, I shall not, if I may, read the entire statement that I pre-

pared, but simi:)ly ask that it be incorporated in the record. I am
referring to the one headed "Education and economic literacy."

Acting Chairman O'Connell. The statement will be incorporated
in the record as it has been prepared.

Dr. Carr. The staff of the Educational Policies Commission has
just completed a study of the pioneering aspects of citizenship educa-
tion in American secondary schools. My comments will be based in

part on the observations of our staff in connection with this investi-

gation, and in part on the Commission's publications on Education
and Economic Well-Being in American Democracy^ and The Pur-
poses of Education in American Democracy.^
The civic education study involved first-hand observation of the

work of 90 first-class American secondary schools of various types.

The schools were located in 27 different States and were scattered'

n many kinds of communities throughout the country. The field

work involved conferences with school officials, school-board mem-
bers, teachers, students, and interested members of the public; the

1 National Education Association and American Association of School Administrators,
Educational Policies Commission. Education and Economic Weil-Being in American Demo-
raccy. Wasliincton, D. O. : the Commission, 1040.

' National Education Association and American Association of School Administrators,
Educational Policies Commission. The Purposes of Education in American Democracy,
W^ashington, D. C. : The Commission, 1938.
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examination of school records, courses of study, and otlier printed
materials; and the observation of the work of approximately 2,000
classroom teachers who are doing outstanding work in the develop-
ment of intelligent citizenship.

NEED FOR ECONOMIC LITERACY

Dr. "Carr. As long as we aspire to operate our common affairs

through representative and democratic procedures, we shall need
economic intelligence on the part of the massies of the pcG^le. Prob-
lems of citizenship and government are today closely related to prob-
lems of economic adjustment. In advanced industrial countries it is

probable that the level of economic welfare is depressed as much by
the lack of economic intelligence and social cooperation among the
masses of the people as it is by inability to produce and consume.
The people of the United States are called upon to make decisions

with reference to a wide range of economic matters. It is true that,

in some of the more technical aspects of these decisions, they may,
and indeed should, utilize the judgment of qualified experts. But the
definition of goals and, to a considerable degree, the choice of meth-
ods for reaching those goals will be controlled by the diffusion of
knowledge and ideals, or by the lack of knowledge and ideals, among
the people. An ability to deal with economic forces and facts in a
realistic manner, plus a social idealism to direct the necessary adjust-
ments to modern technological conditions, are proper and legitimate
purposes of that system of universal education which is provided
everywhere in the United States.

Many schools are already making deliberate efforts to render the
entire population literate as far as economic problems are concerned.
Verbal, or alphabetic literacy, has already been practically achieved.
Illiteracy of this particular type has declined in the United States
to the point at which the Census Bureau felt, it unnecessary to in-

elude a literacy question in its 1940 enumeration. The Bureau ha?
substituted in its place a question relating to the grade level of
schooling attained. But, without appropriate educational methods,
verbal literacy will not automatically extend to tlie mastery of other
fields of knawledge.
One may be very modest in what he claims schooling can do to

develop economic literacy, and still make a powerful case for deal-

ing witn economic facts and problems in the schools. Much of the
urge toward dictatorship in the world today arises from the necessity
of securing action on economic issues that are not sufficiently under-
stood by the masses of the people. Ignorance is the great sub-
verter of democracy because, in the. presence of ignorance, necessary
action can be taken only by deserting democratic principles.

It may be well at this point to emphasize a point which has already
been stated by other witnesses. We do not provide universal edu-
cation in this country solely because it may aid in increasing oui
economic welfare. There are many other excellent reasons for pro-
viding general education. Furthermore, it is entirely possible to
think of a type of schooling that would not increase the economic
xWelfare of society one bit. We could all study astrology for 20
years and still not materially increase our economic well-being.
This, of course, is an extreme illustration, but it demonstrates a
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source of real difficulty. If we wish schooling to improve economic
welfare, it must be reasonably well adjusted to that end.
Economic literacy may be narrowly defined as such acquaintance

with basic economic facts as will make it possible for citizens to

comprehend the economic problems which confront them. More
broadly conceived, the term covers attitudes and ideals as well as

knowledge and skill in the economic sphere. Unless the average
citizen is the final arbiter of economic issues, democracy is function-
ing poorly ; and yet, unless the average citizens has some information
upon which to base his judgment and some social philosophy within
which it may be exercised, the resulting decisions are apt to be hap-
hazard, inefficient, guided by prejudice, and of doubtful value to the
general economic welfare.

Education affects economic well-being in two ways. First, and
most easily, education can disseminate knowledge. The development
of social statistics and the other social sciences in institutions of higher
education and in governmental agencies is helping greatly to increase
the range and specificity of our knowledge about social problems.

Second, education can help people to apply this knowledge wisely to

human needs—individual and social. From this part of the educa-
tional process arises a public demand for remedial action directed
toward unsatisfactory economic conditions. Without this public de-

mand, political leadership will remain impotent, no matter Jiow high-
minded or well-equipped in the technical sense that leadership may be.

In order that he may deal wisely with the economic problems on
which, through ballot and otherwise, he registers an opinion, the citi-

zen must be acquainted with some of the basic economic facts and
problems. He should be sensitized to the importance of these problems,
to the difficulties involved in their solution, and to his own responsi-
bility with relation to them. He should knosv the proposed remedies
for economic difficulties and the advantages or dangers which these
solutions may involve. He must know the reliable sources of economic
information which he can use with confidence to supplement his own
knowledge. Such a standard is beyond the present attainments of
the average adult. It appears, however, entirely practicable to achieve
such a standard through a well-conceived program of education. The
relentless pressure of political and economic developments make such
education more necessary with the passing of every hour.

ECONOMIC INFORMATION NEEDED

Dr. Carr. Let us enumerate, by way of illustration, a few of the basic
economic facts which every citizen ought to know and some of the out-

standing economic problems with which he should be conversant. I
attempt no complete or authoritative catalog; others are more compe-
tent than I to present such an analysis to this committee.
The blessings of this country in natural, resources are well known to

all students of economy. This knowledge should be extended to the
entire population. The American people should" know that their land
is enormously wealthy in its natural resources, and that although the
soil has been used with reckless abandon and its fertility depleted in

many sections, it is still capable, by and large, of producing the neces-

sities of the American people, as well as a part of the necessities of the
restof the world.
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The citizen who is economically literate will also know in oreneral

about our network of transportation and communication. He will

have a general understanding of the relation of the various means
of transportation and communication to each other, to the public, and
to the Government.
The educated citizen will know something about other aspects of the

rich and varied capital resources of the Nation. He will know that

by no means the least important of the great resources of the United
States is the cultural and technical heritage which the people of the

country possess ; first, in recorded form, and, second, in the knowledge
and skill of individual citizens. It would be impossible, of course,

to estimate the monetary worth of the learning possessed by the Na-
tion's scientists, its professional and business men, and its laboring

classes, and of the general level of intellectual attainment throughout
the country.

The .educated citizen will have some information about the indus-

trial organization of the United States. He will know about the

growth of modern industry, the importance of machines, particularly

power-driven machines, the specialization of labor, the demand for

large markets, the credit basis of many transactions, and group action

on the part of producers and workers. He will know about the status

of various social reforms designed to ameliorate the impact of economic
changes upon the individual, such as workmen's compensation laws,

laws relating to public health, public housing, and social insurance of
various types.

A mere knowledge of the facts alone is important, but it is not-

suflScient. Upon the measure of success which citizens achieve in

identifying and solving the problems which grow out of these facts

is dependent the future welfare of this country and its continued
existence as a democracy. And the quality of national decisions on
economic questions is conditioned partly by the intelligence and in-

formation of the voters and partly by their personal and social ideals.

Generally speaking, it has been our observation that the schools of

America are doing a reasonably adequate job ii transmitting to young
people a factual knowledge along lines such as I have just outlined.

There are. of course, many imperfections in connection with this task,

imperfections which grow out of the limited ability of some students,

and of some teachers. A much better job could be done, and no
doubt will be done in the future, in the imparting of information.
This, however, is probably one of the least of the problems facing
American education with reference to economic literacy. Informa-
tion by itself is relatively uninteresting and relatively low in social

value. Unless related to some problem which is sensed by the learner,

facts are learned with difficulty and forgotten with astonishing ease

and rapidity.

The economic problems pressins: upon the United States are, as

this committee is well aware, highly complex in their relationship.

For the purpose of discussing what the schools might do and are

doing with reference to these problems, it may be convenient, although
admittedly an oversimplification, to identify tliem in four gron|)s:

(1) Problems relating primarily to production; (2) pr()l)lpms relating -

primarily to consumption; (3) pr()l)lenis relating laigely to goxern-
mental functions; and (4) the major ])roblem Avhich relates to the
type of economic organization which will be most effective in serving
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the economic welfare of the country and in conserving its political

and social ideals. The fourth problem, of course, is basic to all the

others.

To say that the United States is faced with economic difficulties

does not neccvssarily imply that all of them must be solved by the

Government. It does mean, hoAvever, that they must be met in some
fashion by the citizens of this country either through Government
or through business, social, and other nongovernmental groups. In
either case an intelligent solution waits upon the considered action

of intelligent individuals making up the electorate or comprising the

business and social groups involved. Therefore, the more widely

diffused is economic literacy, the more likely will be a happy solution

of these critical economic difficulties.

Let me list a few of the problems which you would be likely to find

under discussion if you would visit for a few days any one of hundreds
of good American secondary schools.

1. Problems relating primarily to production.

a. The business cycle—its possible causes, its control, and the effects

of periods of depression on human beings.

h. Industry—its historical background since the industrial revolu-

tion, the growth of large industrial enterprises, and the problems
accompanying such growth, regulatory legislation.

c. Agriculture and its economic problems—farm debt, farm produc-

tion, crop irregularities, price irregularities, and the measures taken to

offset the disadvantages of agriculture.

d. The conservation of natural resources—the natural endowment of

the United States, the use of that endowment, its exploitation, the

possibilities of conservation and wise use in the future.

e. Transportation and communication problems—the historical de-

velopment of various types of transportation and communication, the

relation of Government to commerce and communication. Government
subsidies, Government regulation versus Government ownership, free-

dom of speech as related to control of the media of communication,

tax policies with reference to the communication and transportation

industries.

/. Public utilities—their monopolistic nature, regulation, public

ownership, other possible solutions.

g. Labor relations—the operation of trade unions and of employers'

organizations, collective bargaining, wage rates and conditions of em-
ployment, legislation protecting labor, safety legislation, workmen's
compensation laws, wages-and-hours legislation, the enforcement of

labor laws.

2. Problems relating primarily to consumption

:

a. How tlie national income is distributed.

h. Savings and other provisions for social security, including Gov-
ernment action.

c. The protection and education of the consumer in the fields of food,

clothing, and houoing particularly—the role of private enteiprise and
of Govennnent regulations in protecting the consumer.

3. Problems relating ])rimarily to governmental functions:

a. Tlie control and issuance of money.
6. Public finance—taxation, the public debt, the distribution of pub-

lic expenditures, the efficiency of public administration, the number
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and size of tax-levying units, types of taxation, and the economic effects

of tax levies.

c. The relation of Goveriunent to problems of production and con-

sumption listed under 1 and 2, above.

4. The major problem relating to the type of economic organization

to be chosen in this country—the nature and disadvantages of the

various possible forms of economic organization—possible modifica-

tions in the present economic organization.

SUMMARV

Dr. Carr. Most of us look at our economic problems through a lens

of exceedingly short focus. The members of this connnittee Avho hold
their positions because of the votes of their fellow citizens in varicvs

parts of the United States would probably agree Avith me that it is

by no means easy to persuade voters 1o look at national economic and
political issues from a long-range, x\^ation-wide viewpoint. All of
us tend very naturally to consider only our own innnediate business

and that of our friends and neighbors. It is probable that this tend-

ency of human nature will persist. However, it is possible, through
a properly devised program of education, to do several" things about
this difficulty. In the first place, education may make the citizen aware
of conditions affecting his own personal welfare which, without the

education, he would not recognize as being of any importance to him.
He can be made aware of the distinction between a tenqjorjiry change
and a long-time trend. Furthermore, tiie possibility of brocHlening

social viewpoints, of breaking down narrow provincialism, and of in-

creasing an unselfish devotion to the common good through educatioii,

is by no mean^ remote.

Government has always been closely related to economic problems.
Whether or not that relationship is becoming closer with the passage of

time, it is certainly true that the major problems of public life have
important economic aspects. The issues upon which elections turn,

the questions which agitate the public mind, the problems debated by
legislative bodies, and the duties of public officials, are very freciuently

econorpic in nature or in origin. The citizen of a democracy, therefore,

needs to acquire the information, the experience, and the willingness

to deal constructively with collective economic problems. Each needs
also information, experience, and motivation to maintain his own
economic contribution at a high level.

The person who is economically literate has found out, by direct or
vicarious experience, that goods and services usually vary greatly in

quality ; that advertising is interested in selling goods, services, or
ideas; tliat collective expenditures, in cooperatives or in public finance,

for example, may be either good or bad depending on the attend;int

circumstances; that getting something for nothing, through gambliug
in any of its forms, always means that the other fellow gets nothing
for something; that every dollar spent is an economic ballot voting
for necessities or for trash; that war uses natural resources to destroy
human resources; and tha' individual economic advancement through
deceit or exploitation of others is unworthy of an honest man.
The citizen who is economically literate is acquainted v.ith certain

broad economic issues, conditions, and i)i'ocedures-. He has l)ecomQ
familiar through frequent usage with curi'Mitly important economic
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concepts, with the ideas of supply and demand, investment and profit,

capital and labor, scarcity and abundance, monopoly, the market,
wages, and prices. He is informed concerning the principal economic
developments under public auspices, such as the Tennessee Valley

power projects and the Social Security laws. He sees these trends

and conditions in the light of their historic antecedents. He knows
certain facts which are crucial to the economic life of the country

—

its basic physical and human resources, its potential and actual pro-

ductivity, the distribution of incomes and wealth, and the degree of

concentration or dispersal of ownership and management. Only as a

growing degree of competence and interest in these matters is diffused

among the people can democracy function in the teeth of technologi-

cal change.
Should an investigating committee which is studying the economic

effectiveness of this country be concerned with matters of education?

The whole burden of my testimony, and that of the other witnesses,

has been to the effect that education has highly important effects 'on

the efficiency and equity of the economic system. In order to maxi-
mize these effects, certain types of legislation are required and certain

public attitudes must be developed.

A school system which fails to reach a -large proportion of the

young people of s'^condary school age cannot make these particular

young people economically literate. Hence, legislation which keeps

youths in school and w^hich provides schools for them to attend is leg-

islation in the interest of economic well-being.

If the schools are so overcrowded and so meagerly financed that an
adequate program can scarcely be offered, economic well-being is de-

creased. Consequently, State and Federal legislation which looks to

the lessening of the inequalities of educational opportunity and the

provision of adequnte funds and personnel for education is in the

mterest of economic eflficiency.

If i)ublic indifference or antagonism prevent realistic instruction in

the current problems of citizensliip and of econ..mic adjustment," edu-

cation for economic literacy is stymied and economic well-being is

thereby depressed. Consequently, anything that can be done by way
of legislation—Federal, State, or local—to protect the integrity of the

educational system from those who would bar the discussion of eco-

nomic issues or would limit discussion to a single prejudiced point of

view is in the interest of education for economic literacy, and there-

fore in the interest of economic well-being for the people of the

United States. What goes on In American schooh-ooms with reference

to -jconomic teaching or what fails to go on in these schoolrooms will

reappear in the economic life of the Nation within the next few dec-

ades, j^ust as surely as the day follows the dawn.
I will comment on it very briefly, calling your attention, repeating,

if I may, to one or two paragraphs which I tKink summarize the en-

tire statement. The first paragraphs give a little of the nature of the
evidence on which this report is based, largely in connection with the

various publications of the Educational Policies Commission and in

connection with this study of citizenship education which we are
now engaged in writing and to which Dr. Anderson has referred.

The general nature of the problem is set out in the next paragraph.
As long as we aspire to operate our common affairs through rep-
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resentative and democratic procedures, we shall need economic in-

telligence on the part of the masses of the people. Problems of cit-

izenship and government are today closely related to problems of
economic adjustment. In advanced industrial countries it is prob-
able that the level of economic welfare is depressed as much by the
lack of economic intelligence and social cooperation among the masses
of the people as it is by inability to ]3roduce and consume.
Repeating again:
One may be very modest. I think one should be very modest, in

what he claims schooling can do to develop economic literacy, and
still with that modesty he can make a very powerful case for deal-
ing with economic facts and problems in the schools. JVIuch of the
urge toward dictatorship in the world today arises from the neces-
sity of securing action on economic issues that are not sufficiently

understood by the masses of the people. Ignorance is the great
subverter of democracy, because, in the presence of ignorance, neces-

sary action can be taken only by deserting democratic principles^

(Senator King assumed the chair.)

Acting Chairman King. Political ambitions in connection with
economic questions impel many people to do so.

Dr. Carr. That is true as far as the ambitious politican is con-
cerned, but since in a democracy he must in the last aiialysis secure
his position through the suffrage of the people, I think you will

feel that public ignorance is part of the problem.
In the presence of ignorance, necessary action with regard to cry-

ing economic and social needs cannot be taken by democratic means,
and hence autocratic means are resorted to.

Just a word as to the definition of economic literacy Avhich this

paper supposes.

Economic literacy may be narrowly defined as such acquaintance with basic
economic facts as will make it possible for citizens to comprehend the economic
problems which confront them. More breadly conceived, the term covers at-

titudes and ideals as well as knowledge and skill in the economic sphere. Un-
less the average citizen is the final arbiter of economic issues, democracy is

functioning poorly ; and yet, unless the average citizen has some information
upon which to base his judgment and some social philosophy within which
it may bfe exercised, the resulting decisions are apt to be haphazard, inefiicient,

guided by prejudice, and of doubtful value to the general economic welfare.

DEMOCRACY DEPENDS UPON ECONOMIC KNOWLEDGE

Dr. Carr. I shall not take your time to develop any of the additional
points. Knowledge of economic facts alone is important, but it

is not sufficient for this country, o - for any democracy. Upon the
measure of success which citizens aciiieve in solving economic prob-

lems, which in part requires the acquisition of facts and in part
assumes ideals and attitudes and social philosophies, our democracy
depends.
The quality of national decisions on economic questions is con-

ditioned partly by the intelligence and information of the voters and
partly by their personal and social ideals.

I should like, therefore, to suggest that we think of economic
literacy in that dual sense. It has been the observation of our staff

in visiting these American schools that the secondary schools are
doing a reasonably adequate job in transmitting to the younger

124491—41—pt. 30 63
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generation a basic factual knowledge with regard to many of our

economic issues. There are, of course, many imperfections which

arise from the ability or lack of ability of the students and of the

teachers. No doubt a better job can be done and will be done in the

future in this factual area. But this is probably one of the least

important aspects in the development of economic literacy. Infor-

mation by itself, as we all remember from our own school days, is rela-

tively uninteresting unless it is related to some issues which the

learner himself feels to be important. If it is not so related, the

information is acquired with great pain, and forgotten with re-

markable speed.

I should like to introduce, if I may, Mr. Chairman, into the record

at this point some examples of how American schools are developing

their instruction in these economic areos. In the testimony quoted

above, I have outlined a series of economic problems which we find

American'schools are dealing with, and I have prepared here a state-

ment headed "Examples of study units on economic problems from

American secondary schools," which illustrate the approach that is

being followed -in American schools with reference to these problems.

This printed material I am sure you will realize is a very poor sub-

stitute for the exciting experience of stepping into a classroom and
seeinf' a teacher in action, but it is the best we can do for this com-

mittee, and I would like to introduce that information in the record.

Acting Chairman King. It may be received.

(The document referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2735" and
is included in the appendix on p. 1705^17515.)

Acting Chairman King. I would like to inquire if in statement you
have just made you include only the public schools, or the aniversities

and those so-called higher branches of education ?

Dr. Carr. Our actual observations. Senator, are limited to secondary

schools and junior colleges. 1 have reason to suppose that the same
generalization would apply to- the higher institutions. Perhaps, and
this is just a ^uess, our higher institutions emphasize the factual side

of economic literacy, even more to the exclusion of the idealistic and
attitudinal side than the lower institutions do. I couldn't back that

up with evidence; it is just a guess.

I should like to repeat the concluding three paragraphs of the tes-

timony which I prepared for this committee

:

Should an investigating committee which is studying the economic effective-

ness of this country be concerned with matters of education? The whole burden
of my testimony, and that of the other witnesses, has been to the effect that
education has highly important effects on the efficiency and equity of the eco-

nomic system. In order to maximize these effects, certain types of legislation

are required and certain public attitudes must be developed.

I would like to interrupt my written testimony there to say that I

do not by any means, nor do educators generally, assume that the so-

lution oi educational problems stems ^\Miolly from l^^gislation by the

Congress or by State legislators or city councils or boards of educa-
tion; it stems in considerable part from the wisdom, the intelligence,

aim the devotion to the ideals which the schools represent, which the
common people hold ; but let us take some examples in the legislative

area.

A school system which fails to reach a large proportion of the young
people of secondary school age cannot make these particular young
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people economically literate. They are not in the school. Hence, leg-

islation which tends to keep youths in good schools and which pro-

vides schools for them to attend is legislation in the interest of eco-

nomic well-being.

Again, if the schools are overcrowded, if they are so meagerly
financed that you just can't offer an adequate program, economic well-

being is indirectly decreased. Therefore, State and Federal legisla^

tion which looks to the lessening of the existing inequalities of edu'

cational opportunity and the provision of adequate funds and per-

sonnel for education is in the interest of economic efficiency.

I should like the members of this committee to have been with me
time and again when we visited these American secondary schools.

Almost without exception they all bulge. They are built for 1,500

students and they have 1,800, 2,000, 2,500, double shifts, no room in

the cafeteria, no room on the playground. They are doing a splendid
job against great handicaps, frequently understaffed, staff working
from early morning until late at night to carry on the program, with
no loss in efficiency. Now, anything which improves the effectiveness

of the school itself, if you grant my primary assumption, will be in

the interest of economic well-being for this country.
Again, if public indifference or antagonism prevents realistic,

honest instruction in the current problems of citizenship and of
economic well-being, education for economic literacy is stymied and
education for economic well-being is thereby decreased in efficiency.

And so anything that can be done by way of legislation or by way
of modification of public opinion which will protect the integrity

of the educational system from those who would bar the discussion

of economic issues or who would limit the discussion of economic
issues to a single prejudiced, partisan viewpoint is in the interest

of economic literacy and hence, in the long run, in the interest of

economic well-being in this country. What goes on in American
schoolrooms with reference to economic teaching or civic teaching
or the lack of it will be reflected in the economic well-being of this

country in the next generation just as surely as the noon follows the

dawn.
Now, Mr. Chairman, may I move over very rapidly to an attempt,

hastily conceived, to summarize the testimony of the other members
of the panel with reference to education? I would like to suggest

that there be distributed to the members of the Committee the state-

ment headed, "Summary of testimony relating to education."

Acting Chairman King. May I. inquire whether or not you have
been selected to summarize and to draw the deductions from the

testimony heretofore obtained or whether you are speaking for your-

self alone?
Dr. Carr, I am speaking in part for myself alone, and in part

as a representative of my colleagues. We met at noon yesterday,

and my colleagues asked me to do this. I did not have an oppor-

tunity to submit my statement to them.
Dr. Anderson. The "Summary of Testimony Eelating to Education"

will be admitted to tlie record as an exhibit.

(The document referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 273G" and is

included in the appendix on p. 17515.)

Acting Chairman King. Proceed.
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USE OF EDUCATION FOR RECOVERY

Dr. €ark. Ediicalion, provided it is rio;]it in amount, in kind, and in

distribution ani()n<i the people, can and will improve the economic well-

being of the American people.

That, I think, is our central conclusion, and the evidence is drawn in

part from the recent report of the Educational Policies Commission'
on Education and Economic Well-Being, from other reports of

the Commission, and from this study of citizenship education which we
have just completed in 90 schools.

Now, this Committee is interested in how that generalization might
be applied in actual things to do, and I have attempted to set down in

this summary some of the things which ought. to be done in order- to

inake this generalization effective in American life.

First, the American people should encourage qualified youth to

remain in school through the legal school-leaving age, and beyond, if

possible, by: (a) development of technical and vocational schools at

the upper high-school and junior college levels—Dr. Wright pointed

out yesterday the shortage of such agencies; (h) by the provision of

scholarships by public initiative, such as the National Youth Adminis-
tration, and through private philanthropy

;
(c) by adapting the course

of study to individual needs.

I am afraid that sounds like a pedagogic axiom to you gentlemen,

and I shoidd like to put more meat into it if time permitted. I can only

say very briefly that the history of our secondary schools is that of a

college preparatory institution. They have now moved from college

preparatory institutions into common schools, enrolling most of the

people of appropriate age.

They have not been brought into the secondary schools by any cam-
paign on the part of educators. The primary reason for their presence

in the schools is economic and social forces outside of the school which
have thrust them in. We are in the midst of a period now when a col-

lege preparatory institution, designed for a very small percent of the

total population, is being adjusted to take care of the common needs
of all the people. Just as years ago even the elementary schools were
looked upon as schools that only a few people could profit by,- and the

ability to read and write was the mark of a learned man, so today the

secondary school, formerly a school for the education of just a few
people, is becoming part of the common general education that we
expect all American people to possess and to enjoy.

That is what I mean by saying that we must adapt the course of
study to the individual needs. We cannot continue to operate a col-

lege preparatory institution and expect it to serve the needs of ^11 of
the people.

The second general thing that we ought to do is to remove youth
from the labor market—at once. This should be done, I believe, (a)

by approval of the Federal child-labor amendment; (&), by fixing the

school-leaving age at 16 years in every State.

This, of course, is a matter of State legislation jn which the Federal
Government cannot take a part. Some States have already reached
that limit; a few have exceeded it. All should move to at least 16
years.

That is about 10 years of schooling. Ten years of schooling, gentle-

men, is not too much to equip boys and girls to deal with the problems
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of this society. Every boy and girl becomes a voter, and in an ideal

democracy a participant in the affairs of his conntry.

We shonld improve the enforcement of school attendance laws,

especially for children in industrialized agriculture and street trades,

and other occupations.

The third thing we must do is to encourage revision and vitaliza-

tion of economic education, first by better vocational guidance based,

as Dr. Clark outlined yesterday on community and national service

to determine occupational opportunities, and on surveys of individuals

to determine aptitudes and abilities and interests.

The teaching profession is struggling to develop that' vocational

guidance program. It is a great need, and one which Ave have not

been able to achieve yet. I should like to call your attention at thii^

point to a chart presented yesterday, entitled "The Jobs Youth Want
and the Jobs They Get," taken by courtesy of the American Youtn
Commission from the Maryland Youth Study.^
The heavy line down in the center divides what youth want to do

from what jobs they get. And these are proportions of all the youth
studied. The top row represents the professional desires. These
people on the left are the ones who want to go into the professions;

the ones on the right are the group that get in. The figures on the

second line, left, are the groups who want to go into the managerial
operations, and the ones on the right are the ones who get in.

When we get into office work, we get a more nearly equitable bal-

ance between what they want and what they get.

The next to the last line is domestic service, and you see there a
tremendously large number of people going into domestic service.

Relatively few say that that is what they want to do. We believe that

an honest and intelligent program of vocational guidance, without
using any compulsion upon the students, can help to overcome this ter-

rific dislocation between the hopes of young people and what they are

destined to achieve.

Mr. O'CoNNELL. Do you think it practical to ekpect that in this top
group, for instance, everybody would be comewhere near in balance,

so that the people who wanted to be in professional or technical lines

could ever expect to arrive there ?

Dr. Carr. In terms of "ever," perhaps, yes; but in terms of any rea-

sonably immediate future, nc^

There is always going to be this ambition to rise, but I would like

to point out that this so-called ambition to rise in the professions is

due partly to the halo of prestige which attaches to professions and
partly to the fact that the professions are, on the whole, very much
better off economically. So that if anything were done to increase

the number of persons in the professions, thereby reducing the average
earnings in the higher-paid professions, that differential would tend
to disappear.

I can imagine, for instance, that if I could take a group of high-
school students and tell them, "If you will go into domestic service

you can look forward to $25 a week," that situation which I showed
you on the chart would tiot exist, in quite as great a degree, at least. .

1 See "Exhibit No. 2712," appendix, p. 17479.
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Acting Chairman King. Don't you think that a good deal of our edu-

cation—I will modify that—d(m't you think that some segments of our

educational teacliing and development do not emphasize sufficiently

the dignity of labor?

Now, I have been a laboring man, and some of the wisest men, some
of the most patriotic men, some who have been the most useful to the

moral and spiritual development of this Republic, were men who
worked with their hands.

I think tha<^ too many of you educators devote too much time to

what you caU the intellectual and cultural things, and, of course, a

man can be cultivated and be intellectual and work on the farm, in

the coal mine, or do an}' form of manual labor.

I was reading this morning in the paper of a young man 37 years

of age in England who has written the best work this last few weeks,

and when the reporter went to confer with him he found him in the

barnyard milking the cow. But he was cultured, he had read, he was
a thinker, and yet he wanted to remain on the farm and w'ork with his

hands and develop the -soil and make contribution to the material as

well as to the moral and spiritual development of this country.

I think you educators—I beg your pardon, I fear sometimes that

the educators have fallen a little short in emphasizing what might be

termed the fundamental things in life.

INCREASED EMPHASIS ON SKILLS

Dr. Carr. I think. Senator, that education is subject to such stric-

ture in part, and I notice you have limited it to part. I will say—and
I expect you would agree—that I do not think it is a matter of choosing

between this emphasis on the dignity of work and an equal emphasis

on the cultivation of the mind and of the spirit. Indeed, what you said

indicates you would like to see both developed concurrently.

Booker T. Washington, I think it was, said that his race would
prosper in proportion as they were able to put brains, spirit, and
ability into the common manual tasks. I think his viewpoint, while

it is not representative of the entire teaching profession, is becoming
quite representative. I think if you could have talked with the many
thousands of teachers as we have in the last few years in this civic

study, you would be quite encouraged by the shift that has taken place.

Acting Chairman King. The old Romans had an expression which
I think you teachers ought to emphasize, Laborare est orare—labor is

worship. Too many of you teachers and too many of these dilettantes

look down a little upon the laboring man, the man who works in the

mines and the mills and on the farm. Labor is worship. '

Dr. Carr. Of couree, that "looking down" is a reflection, Senator,
of what the rest of the culture does. It is not exclusively in the schools.

After all, when a laboring man leads a most precarious economic exist-

ence with little or no security, it is not to be wondered at that boys
and girls do not rush eagerly into the unskilled, and humble tasks.

Acting Chairman King. Proceed.
Dr. Cark The question of guidance, to which I referred a few

moments ago, is illustrated in this exhibit.^ These are various groups

^ Sec "Kxhibit No. 271;'.," aiipeiidix, p. 17480.
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of the youth population, showing the proportion which have received

g:uidance in the schools with reference to the choice of a vocation, and

the proportion which have not. The group on the right is the propor-

tion which have not. The school people would like to change that.

We think that the revision and vitalization of economic education

should involve vocational training and that this training should utilize

the public schools, industry, labor, private efTorts—wherever we can

get help in this gigantic job we ought to use it.

We think this should involve consumer education, and I understand

if there is time the committee will hear another witness in the field of

consumer education.

We think that this education should involve conservation education,

development of an understanding of the resources of our country and

of the importance of using them wisely.

We think that health education in our schools is a very important

measure toward the development of economic well-being. The figures

on the loss of income due to illness, to incapacity of one kind and
another, are staggering, and we think that health education which
will teach young people to maintain their health wisely is a real con-

tribution to the economic well-being of the country.

Acting Chairman King. That is being emphasized more and more in

our public schools, isn't it ?

Dr. Carr. Yes, sir.; quite right, very hopefully so.

Acting Chairman King. As chairman of the District Committee I

can say we are emphasizing it in the District of Columbia, and doing

all that we can to bring to the attention of the children the importance

of health.

Dr. Carr. Yes, sir ; that is true, I know that is so.

Finally, there should be vocational retraining for workers dis-

placed by illness or accident or technological change. That will pay
big dividends to the country as a whole, far beyond the relatively

small cost of providing the training.

Mr. Maginnis. Dr. Carr, the chart that you had a few minutes ago
showed the relative number of youths or young people desiring to

enter the professions and the number who enter.^ There is quite a

decided difference; I should say offhand about one-eighth, roughly.

Is that correct? Are those based on figures of any kind

?

Dr. Carr. Yes, sir. These figures are based on interviews with

young people in school and young people who have finished school

and secured employment.
Mr. Maginnis. Now, considering the situation as it exists today,

many, you might say 100,000, young people would be turned out each

year, with the difficulty of absorbing them into the professions.

Wouldn't it be well, in your judgment, if perhaps the plan along
educational lines was directed further into vocational rather than
professional lines? Might that not be desirable?

Dr. Carr. In the skilled trades I believe that would be so. How-
ever, all the figures we have been able to bring together (I am not

sure they would coincide with the figures of this committee) indi-

cate that the proportion of unemployment among unskilled and semi-

skilled occupations is much greater than unemployment in the profes-

sions. That is, the competition for a job is greater in the unskilled

1 See "Exhibit No. 2712," appendix, p. 17470.
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group. If you want to lessen that competition at its worst point it

would appear to be desirable to move qualified people, and only q^uali-

fied ones, up into the higher branches of vocational and professional

training.

Mr. Pike. You notice, Dr. Carr, that the four eminent jurists on
this side of the table are trying to keep new competition from entering

their profession.

Acting Chairman King. I should supplement my friend's statement

by saying that the earnings of the lawyers throughout the United
States only a few years ago were less than $800 per year and during
this depression many lawyers are upon relief.

Dr. Carr. Yes, sir.

Acting Chairman King. I think the earnings by and large of many
of the lawyers have been less than of some of those who worked on
the farm or in the mines or elsewhere.

Dr. Carr. I am quite sure that is so.

Acting Chairman King. The legal profession hasn't been so profit-

able to the great mass of the lawyers.

Dr. Carr. That is true of all professions, isn't it ?

The fourth point I wanted to emphasize is that education for eco-

nomic citizenship may be improved by giving public support to the

discussion of important economic issues in secondary schools, in col-

leges, and in adult forums; second, by improving the preparation of

teachers ; and third, by supplying much better teaching materials and
more of them, including textbooks, recordings, pamphlets, motion
pictures, and other means of instruction.

Again, if you could have visited these schools with us you would
have been struck time and time again with the sight of eager qualified

teachers trying to do their work without tools, not only because the
school board didn't have the money or was unwilling to supply the

tools, but because the tools of instruction haven't been fashioned yet

in this economic sphere. That, of course, I realize is not a matter of

legislation.

Fifth, we should use free education as one of the means to improve
the Nation's economic well-being by removing the artificial and finan-

cial barriers which now debar many youth of real and proved ability

from advanced training which would greatly benefit them and society.

If I could leave just one point with you I would certainly choose that

one.

An exliibit already entered in the record is a picture of why youth
leave school.^

WHY YOUTH LEAVE SCHOOL

Dr. Carr. These are based on the responses of the young people
tliemselves, which may i^ot be wholly reliable, but which were taken by
skilled interviewers and I believe to be substantially accurate. The
division in the chart here is between males and females. The long
bar at the top is the youth who said that they had left school because
of lack of funds. You notice the immediate drop to the other points.

I shall not discuss the chart in detail, but these young people, many
times of unquestioned ability, who arc being allo'*''"'^

"" "-^ to seed,

^ See "Exhibit No. 2710," apiiondix, p. 17477.
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represent a wastage of human resources which this country ought not
to tolerate. We don't know how many Pasteurs, how many Edisons
we are throwing away for lack of opportunity. Now I know it will

be said, "Well, if he has it in him it will come out," but I have yet to

see the evidence of that. There are plenty of cases, of course, of poor
boys struggling upw^ard and making a great deal of themselves, but
there are many, many cases where if you give a youth a small scholar-

ship, some small amount of assistance which will enable him to go to

school, he will become a contributor in a very large way to the economic
well-being of the country. We have abundant evidence on that in the

report which Dr. Norton referred to yesterday.

We should also use free education as one means to improve the
Nation's economic well-being by destroying the monopoly or partial

monopoly in certain occupations by opening up training opportunities.

I know the technical and political disadvantages of that problem, but
it seems to be the desirable thing to do.

Sixth. Let America proceed to make good on the claim that this is

a land of equal opportunity. In order to do that, there will have to

be, in the first place, provision for State funds to reduce the inequali-

ties of educational opportunity among the districts. You can go to

schools within the boundaries of the same State, where the legislature

of that State is mandated by its constitution to provide a free and
equal educational opportunity, and yet see the most striking differ-

ences in educational opportunity^; situations where the buildings, the
teachers, the equipment, everything in one school is incomparably in-

ferior to that in the other school. I do not advocate, Mr. Chairman,
identity of educational opportunity for the people of America. I do
not advocate that a community with a great burning desire to do an
exceptionally good job by its children should be told, "No; you can't

do that; you must chip into the common treasury." I do advocate a
reasonable minimum of educational opportunity for every child born
under the American flag. Until we come to grips with that problem,
we are just not making good on the American promise.
We ought to have Federal equalization of educational opportunity

among tlife States. Evidence has been introduced before various com-
mittees of Congress time and again which, in my judgment, leaves no
doubt that there are in the United States whole areas which, with tht
best intention in the world, cannot finance an educational system at
a reasonable minimum of effectiveness. The only agency that can
remove those difficulties is the Federal agency, and our experience has
been that that can be done without the interposition of Federal control
or dictation in any undesirable way on the school.

We ought to have effectively free education. I have already referred
to that. By effectively free education, which we do not have now, I
mean education provided in such a manner that the lack of money on
the part of a youth or his parents will not of itself debar him from
securing tiiat education. We do not have effectively free education
now.

Tlie last two poincS are in the nature of exceptions.
Seventh. I just want to make the point that we in education recog-

nize fully that many factors, many causes, affect the economic well-
being of this country. We are not so overcome with the importance of
our profession as to suppose that we have the exclusive key to the
answer that this committee is seeking. We do believe that education is
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only one factor, but an exceedingly important and powerful factor, a

good lever to put under the inertia of this economic system and get it

rolling in the direction we want.
Eighth. I would like to say that education has many highly impor-

tant values other than the economic values, Senator, you were refer-

ring to this yesterday. An emphasis on the economic values of

education, which we have selected here for emphasis because we
understood that was tl\e committee's primary concern, does not in

any sense ignore or minimize these other values of education.

Acting Chairman King. Thank you very much. Are there any
questions?

Dr. Anderson. Thank you, Dr. Carr.

(The witness. Dr. Carr, was excused.)

Dr. Anderson. The next witness is Mr.* Kennedy, who will discuss

technology and its effect in the coal industry. Before this, gentlemen
of the committee, we have presented representatives of two groups,

management and labor, in the particular industries under review.

Because this is the final day of testimony and we are attempting to

rush this thing through today, we have asked the witnesses to be as

brief as possible and to file as much of their material as they can. In
this connection, management has been very cooperative, and Mr.
Charles O'Neill, president of the United Eastern Coal Sales Corpora-
tion, expressing the point of view of management, has very kindly

agreed to file his statement in toto with the committee and not make a

personal appearance.

At this time, Mr. Chairman, I should like to submit his statement to

the committee to be incorporated into its deliberations as if read.

Acting Chairman King. Any objections? It will be received.

(The document referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2737" and is

includeei in the appendix on pp. 17516-17535.)

Dr. Anderson. The next witness for the coal industry is ThomaL
Kennedy, secretary-treasurer of the United Mine Workers of America,
and with him is associated Dr. Walter Polakov, director of the engi-

neering department of the same organization.

Acting Chairman King. Do you and each of you solemnly swear that

the testimony you are about to give in this proceeding shall be the

truth, the whole truth and nothing but the trutli, so help you God?
Mr. Kennedy. I do.

Dr. Polakov. I do.

TESTIMONY OF THOMAS KENNEDY, SECRETARY-TREASURER; AND
WALTER N. POLAKOV, DIRECTOR, ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT,
UNITED MINE WORKERS OF AMERICA, WASHINGTON, D. C.

Dr. Anderson. Mr. Kennedy, what is your position at the present
time?
Mr. Kennedy. Secretary and treasurer of the United Mine Workers

of America.
Dr. Anderson. Is that an affiliate of the A. F. of L. or the C. I. O. ?

Mr. Kennedy. C. I. O.
Dr. Anderson. How many mine workers are organized in your

United Mine Workers organization ?

Mr. Kennedy. Six hundred thousand.
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Dr. Anderson. How many mine workers are there in the entire

country mining coal ?

Mr. Kennedy. We figure approximately somewhere in the neigh-

borhood of 650,000 or 660,000.

Dr. Anderson. So that you are speaking for the vast majority of

coal miners in America.
Mr. Kennedy. I believe so.

Dr. Anderson. Dr. Polakov, you are an engineer?

Dr. PoLAKOv. I am a management engineer.

Dr. Anderson. How- long have you been engaged with or related to

the United Mine Workers organization ?

Dr. Polakov. I am director of their engineering department ajid

have been for a little over 3 years.

Dr. Anderson. And both of you have been studying this problem of

the impact of technology on mine workers and mining ?

Dr. Polakov. That is right.

Mr. Kennedy. Yes.

Mr. Chairman. I have prepared a summary of the facts and data
which are contained in this table which will be filed with the com-
mittee.

Acting Chairman King. It will be received.

(The document referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2738" and is

included in the appendix on pp. 1T536-17550.

)

Mr. Kennedy. Coal mining has been considered a sick industry for

many years. As far back as March 1932, the U. S. Supreme Court, in

the case of Appalachian Coals, Inc., took cognizance that "unemploy-
ment mounts and communities dependent upon profitable production
are prostrated.''

The United Mine Workers of America have consistently supported
measures tending to stabilize the coal industry. They sponsored the

National Bituminous Coal Act, the establishment of minimum prices,

and in every other way possible have been helpful.

While this legislation has as yet not had a chance to operate, it is

safe to say that the force of technology is closing the economic scissors

that cut the life line of emp)oyment on which hundreds of thousands
of coal miners precariously hang.
One blade of these scissors continually cuts the number of men

needed to produce each ton of coal, while the other blade cuts the
number of tons needed to carry on industry, transportation, and the
generation of heat, light, and power.

increased productivity

Mr. Kennedy. The technology of coal mining has steadily increased
productivity of labor from less than 3 tons (2.98) per day in 1900
to 4.6 tons in a much shorter (23.9 percent) workday in 1938. Since
the advent of mechanical loading, the time needed to produce 1

ton of bituminous coal has been shortened by 17 minutes ; this means
that 15 years ago the production of 1 ton of coal required 18.6 per-
cent more time.

Such speeding up of production would have eliminated 131,000
.jobs in and around the bituminous mines of this country, but due to
the reduction of hours, the reduction of the number of days mines
operate within a year (in 1929 mines operated 219 days, in 1938
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only 160 clays), and the sliarinrij of work amon^ miners, the total

disemploynient from mechanization and other means of increasing

labor productivity was actually 75,715 men in the bituminous coal

industry. This number of men and their families were denied the

right to work within the 15 years from 1923 to 1938.

In the anthracite field, while mechanization and the general rise

of labor productivity were even more pronounced, showing an in-

crease of 48.3 percent in hourly productivity per man, the total dis-

employment due to this cause was less—about 2,500 men displaced

by mechanization—within the same period, because the reduction in

the number of days operated per year was in about the same pro-

portion as the increase in productivity per man-day.

The total elimination of jobs by technological changes in labor pro-

ductivity reached during the last 15 years the ominous figure of

78,140 men.
During the same period (1923-38) the consumption of coal was

gradually reduced by 219,000,000 tons of bituminous coal and by

47,200,000 tons of anthracite.

Acting Chairman King. Was that reduction in part due to the

increased consumption of gas and oil?

Mr. Kennedy. Yes. I come to that later on. Senator, I have that

all worked out.

This reduction of coal consumption is not due to the economic de-

pression alone. As a matter of fact, our total energy consumption
increased 20.8 percent—from 21,308 trillions of heat units (B. t. u.)

in 1921-25 to 25,739 trillions of heat units in 1937.

The principal cause of the reduced coal consumption bas been

technological progress in almost every engineering activity.

Wherever coal is used, it is used in smaller quantities for secur-

ing the same results. Mechanical stokers, pulverized coal burners,

automatic combination controls, economizers, preheaters, and so forth,

greatly enhance the efficiency of steam generation.

The use of steam produced with a smaller quantity of coal is in

turn made more efficient by the use of high-pressure, high superheat

steam, better pipe insulation, the use of regenerators, superheaters,

and so forth. Steam engines gave way to three-stage steam turbines

of greater efficiency. The wider use of electric current from large

and economical central stations took the place of isolated plants of

lower efficiency. Thus public utility plants alone reduced their coal

consumption by 40.4 percent per each kilowatt-hour generated.

Likewise in railroad practice modern locomotives, improved road-

beds, roller bearings, and so forth, reduced coal consumption 22.0

percent per 1,000 ton-miles of freight moved, and by over 15 percent
per passenger car-mile.

In the cement industry coal consumption per barrel of cement
was reduced by some 20 percent, and in pig iron production by 14.6

percent, and so on through achievements in various branches of
engineering.

Domestic heating is no exception—the development of domestic
stokers, of automatic combustion and heat regulators, and the more
efficient: insulation of houses has considerably reduced this important
market for coal.

Translating these economies in coal utilization into the number of

men needed to mine the coal wliicli is no longer required, we get
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another group of 34,000 miners who lost their jobs due to engineer-

ing efficiency in coal utilization within the last 15 years.

At the same time the technique of geophysics has made noteworthy

strides in locating new oil and gas wells. Whereas we knew of only

15 to 20 years of oil reserves at the close of the World War, we are

now reasonably certain of 30 years of an increased supply of these

substitute fuels. Along with the opening of new oil and gas fields,

perfected methods of recovery have increased their yieldT

This yield of crude oil is refined by technically improved processes,

and this increased production of gasoline is accompanied by an in-

creased output of fuel oil and Diesel oil.

Mr. Pike. I think I would have to take a little exception on that

point, Mr. Kennedy. There is an increase in the total over a long

period of years due to a great increase in the total amount of oil

put through the refineries, but by and large the proportion of fuel

and Diesel oil from the barrel is rather less than it was. After you
have built up your gasoline, say, to 45 or 50 percent of the total of

the barrel of criide put in, as against perhaps a natural yield of

around 25 or 27, as a rough guess, a good deal of that increased pro-

duction of gasoline comes right out of the fuel and the burning
oil cut.

Mr. Kennedy. Is that under the new process?

Mr. Pike. Under the new process I think they burn all the gaso-

line.

Acting Chairman King. Does the engineer desire to make an ob-

servation ?

Dr. PoLAKOv. We have it worked out in our figures here.

Mr. Kennedy. Our figures show an increase.

Mr. Pike. In the total number, yes; but it is a rather decreased
proportion. Of course, the oil industry has grown very substantially

over the period. That is the onlj^ exception I wanted to make.
Mr. Kennedy. Residual oil (fuel, gas, Diesel) is not, in our judg-

ment, priced in proportion to the cost of production, but fuel oil is

subsidized by gasoline sales. Thus, technological advances in the
petroleum industry have made it possible to put liquid fuels on the
market in competition with coal.

Diesel-engine installations by 1940 represent over 15,000,000 horse-
power, which otherwise would be largely generated by coal. Fuel-
oil consumption increased between 1923 and 1937 by 84,000,000 bar-
rels. This amount of fuel alone replaced nearly 15,000,000 tons of
coal and eliminated the jobs of at least 16,000 miners.
The technology of natural-gas production and transportation has

]ikewise made great strides and offers for sale this substitute for coal
at somewhat advantageous prices. While only a portion of the
natural gas enters into direct competition with coal or with manu-
factured coal gas, the portion has grown tremendously. Some 530,-

000,000,000 cubic feet of natural gas have displaced coal in domestic
and industrial uses. This quantity is equivalent to some 22,000,000
tons of coal. The resulting elimination of jobs which would have
been necessary to mine this tonnage put about 24,000 miners out of
work.

Last, but not least, important technological progress has been made
in the design and construction of hydroelectric plants. In 1937 nearly
44,000,000,000 kilowatt-hours were produced by water power. Coal
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burned for this purpose would liave given employment to 34,500

miners. The increase in hydroelectric output between 1925 and 1937
alone is equivalent to over G,()00 miners' jobs.

Acting Chairman King. The Government then through T. V. A.
and these hydroelectric plants constructed by the Government are in

competition with the coal mines.
Mr. Kennedy. In a certain sense; yes.

To summarize this technological displacement of miners within the

last 15 years, we add these groups by causes of disemployment.

Mechanization and increased productivity of labor 78,140
Increased efficiency of utilization 33, 9.'j0

Substitute fuel oil 36,100
Substitute natural gas 23,900
All hydroelectric power 34,540

Total 186,630

The unaccounted-for balance of disemployed miners may be due to

some extent to the conservatism of the above calculation. It' is reason-
able, however, to presume that these remaining unemployed lost their

jobs because of the economic depression, which reduced industrial
production and transportation as well as compelled a large section of
our population to economize on heating their homes, illuminating
their rooms, and otherwise curtailed their former standards of living.

DECLINE IN EMPLOYMENT

Mr. Kennedy. Statistics of the United States Bureau of Mines
indicate that the total shrinkage of employment between 1923 and
1937 was:

Men
In bituminous mines 214,022
In anthracite mines 58,553—f

Total 272,680

By 1938 this figure on unemployment reached a still higher level of
297,250 men. Therefore, the unemployment not directly allocated
to technological displacement is

:

Men
Total 272, 680
Technological 186, 630

Due to depression (in 1937) 86,050

In 1938 (about) 110,000

Of course, all of these men are not necessarily totally without
work. The computation was made on the man-year basis, which in
1937 was equal to 1,372 hours of employment andi in 1938 shrank
to 1,120 hours per year. It is quite possible that some of these men
whose work was made unnecessary by technology were sharing work
with others, so that instead of 272,000 men working zei'o hours and
589,000 working full time, some of the men worked fewer days per
week to prevent starvation of disemployed families, at the cost of
undernourishing their own children.

What the future holds for employment in the coal industry is

reasonably certain. Extended mechanization will continue to take its

toll in men swept aside by machines. This displacement will gradu-
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ally slow down until a new type of machine will again accelerate the.

rate of displacement.

A careful inspection of new mining equipment, as it is exhibited

annually at the Mining Congress conventions, gives a much better

picture of the trend in the future than all the economic compilations

and legal considerations can possibly disclose. And the writing on

the wall of the exhibition halls is that within a few years the pro-

ductivity of labor will approximate 1 ton per man-hour.
The other blade of the economic scissors—the reduction of demand

for coal—can be foreseen from the examination of engineering evi-

dence. Little can be expected in better equipment for combustion

of competing fuels. As gasoline is sold in ever-increasing quantities

for motor transport, a greater quantity of fuel oil will be available

and will become the chief competitor of coal unless and until new
processes of oil fractioning are perfected which would yield more
gasoline and less fuel and gas oil, which I think is being brought

about. Natural gas may be expected to continue to compete and to

displace coal wherever possible.

But deposits of both petroleum and gas are much more limited than
of coal. It is officially estimated on the basis of present-day technol-

ogy that petroleum deposits will last 15 to 30 years. Unless new
discoveries are made within that time, competing fuels may go up
in price or otherwise become T-pstricted,

The opposing force which may retard the shrinking employment
in the coal-mining industry is to be looked for in the development
of the technology of coal byproducts, liquefaction of coal to derive

motor fuels, and the expansion of chemical industries.

In other words, the "long view" on the situation of the present

ravages of technological disemployment offers some solace that per-

haps in the not distant future new industries will spring out of' new
technology or multiple production, usiing coal as a raw chemical as

well as a crude fuel.

• In the meantime the United Mine Workers of America believe

that the Federal Government should give some consideration to the

matter of assisting the bituminous and anthracite industries to ad-

vance their markets and create employment. Increased employment
in the mining industry constantly aggravates the national unemploy-
ment situation and is a vital factor in that problem.
Acting Chairman King. May I interrupt you, Mr. Kennedy? I

am very much interested in the suggestion you have just made about
the obligation or duty upon the part of the Federal Government to

find means for a larger utilization ^of coal. Will you elaborate that

point a little, if you care to ?

Mr. ICennedt. Yes.
As against competing fuels, labor plays a very important part in

the production of coal, as evidenced by figures showing the relation

of labor costs to the total cost of producing various goods in this

country. Oil, gas, and so forth, come from practically laborless

industries.

Now, fuel oil is one of our serious competitors in the coal business.

We have made constant overtures to the Federal Government to

put an excise tax on the imports of oil. We have had up with the

Federal Government the question of taxes in these so-called trade

agreements with foreign countries, for instance the Venezuelan
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Trade Agreement. We made overtures to the Department of State
urging that nothing be done to interfere with the tax on Venezuelan
oil. We believe it should be taxed. Well, tliey reduced the tax on
that oil. We believe, in connection with the Canadian agreement,
that somthing could be done to facilitate the sending of our coal into
Canada. There is a tax of some 50 or 60 cents on a ton now against
American coals into Canada. That was reduced very little in the
last agreement.
Mr. Pike. They have some mines of their own to protect, haven't

they, Mr. Kennedy ?

Mr. KJENNEDY. But they don't protect them. The Canadian mines
have a potential productive capacity of about 50,000,000 tons a year.

They consume from 90,000,000 to 100,000,000 tons in Canada, but
the former Canadian Government, that is, the Bennett government,
made a trade agreement with Great Britain in which they subsidized

Great Britain's coal even against Nova Scotia and British Columbia
coal, and against our coal. So that anthracite lost about 2,000,000

tons of a market that it had in Canada as a result of those trade
agreements. I mean the agreement between Canada and Great Bri-
tain and the tax that is levied against American coals by Canada.
Mr. Pike. That probably goes into the shipping situation to some

extent.

Mr. Kennedy. I think it does to some extent.

Mr. Pike. To give perhaps a boat for grain from England to

Canada.
Mr. Kennedy. • I was personally acquainted with Mr. Harrington, of

Nova Scotia, at that time, and I got the impression that the coal in-

dustry in Canada was sold out in the interest of the grain and fruit

industries.

Mr. Pike. The maritime provinces frequently had that feeling.

Mr. Kennedy. That is right.

Somewhere along the line, recognition of this factor must be ac-

cepted by the American people and by the Congress. Legislation con-

templating equalizing taxes on competing fuels and imports of oil and
solid fuels, together wnth-the possibility of taxation and regulation

within the realm of labor-saving machinery, may be pertinent and
necessary.

In this connection, of course, the United Mine Workers are strongly

on record apropos of the convening of a national meeting by the Presi-

dent or by Congress in which labor and industry and finance might
be represented, and which should give some consideration to an
approach of this problem of unemployment and its solution.

In any event we believe Congress should do what is necessary to

bring about a national economy that will put our unemployed back
to work on a basis of hours that will be geared to the trend of modern
industry; and wages and opportunity for earning that will bring
about sufficient and adequate purchasing power to provide for con-

tinuing steady employment and prosperity in this Nation.

Acting Chairman King. Thank you very much, Mr. Kennedy. Are
there any questions?

Dr. Anderson. I think Mr. Polakov was to read his statement fol-

lowing, or are you to insert it in (he record?
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Mr. PoLAKOv. I leave it to the committee whether they want to hear
a somewhat different approach to the subject from the engineering
point of view, or insert it in the record.

Acting Chairman King. How many more witnesses have we?
Dr. Anderson. One more this morning.
Acting Chairman King. How long will it take ?

Mr. PoLAKOv. Twenty minutes.
Acting Chairman Kjng. This is a very interesting subject. I would

like to hear the engineer.

COMPETITION OF COAL AND GAS

Mr. Pike. May I ask a question of Mr. Kennedy? This matter of-

competition between gas and coal is a very difficult thing. Gas, as

you say, in its inceiption is almost entirely a laborless industry. There
. is a great waste of gas going on in our Southwest, considerable waste,
let me put it, which our National Resources Commission want stopped,
and I think we would all like to see stopped. So we have a Federal
interest in utilizing that gas. At the same time it is utilized, it comes
right in to your product and competes more.
Under this present bituminous law, we have a stabilized price of

coal at or a little bit higher than the rate it has been selling at, let's

say, over the last 2 or 3 years. In the meantime, another agency
of the Federal Government is trying quite hard to get down the

prices of delivered natural gas. If those prices come down, natural
gas displaces more coal.

It is pretty contradictory, it seems to me, and I wondered what
your reaction was.
Mr. Kennedy. I have an idea that somewhere along the line there

has got to be a correlation of these prices in the industries affecting

all kinds of fuel, solid, liquid, gas—it just doesn't make sense.

Mr. Pike. The thing you said is very true; our resources of gases

and oil are quite limited. The Natonal Resources Planning Board
estimates there is the equivalent of about 4,000,000,000 tons of coal in

sight in form of oil and about the same heat value in the form of

natural gas. There will be more of these discovered, of course. On
the other hand, 2,500,000,000,000 tons of coal are in sight. The dif-

ficulty of competition is probably just a matter of this generation,

but it doesn't help this particular generation very much.
Mr. Kennedy. That is true in Pennsylvania during the adminis-

tration that I was associated with over there; we kept natural gas
out of Pennsylvania; we wouldn*t permit to enter there. I don't

know what the present administration is going to do, but we are in

hopes they will continue that policy.

Dr. Andeeson. Mr. Kennedy, your competition with other fuels

is made more serious, isn't it, but isn't the coal by the highly com-
petitive nature^ of the coal industry—some 6,000-odd units fighting

over price?

Mr. Kennedy. It is very highly competitive.

Dr. Anderson. That is one of the major problems that you face in

attempting to solve the employment problems of the workers in the

industry?

124401—41—pt. 30 G4
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Mr. Kennedy. It was one of the problems that we faced, and which
we hope has been solved by the enactment of a National Bituminous
Coal Act in the publication of prices. We think that may help to

solve that problem.
Dr. Anderson. Is there any feeling that one of the ways to solve

at least part of the coal problem is to unify the industry into larger,

more monopolitic groups?
Mr. Kennedy. Well, I don't know; we had that situation in an-

thracite, where they had virtually a monopoly up until 10 years ago,

and since that time it has disintegrated. We now have less mon-
opoly there than we ever had.

Dr. Anderson. In other words, when industry was unified, you
could get at the problem quicker.

Mr. Kennejdy. Much better.

Mr. O'Connell. It was that disintegration, I take it, that was
in part responsible for the Pennsylvania Bituminous Coal Act.-

Mr. Kennedy. That is true, but we do not have any such act in

anthracite.

Mr. O'Connell. Are there many competing units in the anthracite

field?

Mr. Kennedy. More now than ever in its history ; we probably have

200 or more units there now where we formerly had about 60 or 65.

Acting Chairman King. Has the number of units increased by
reason of developing new anthracite coal mines, or by a division of the

former areas of coal ?

Mr. Kennedy. We had very keen competition in prices there for

a number of years, and a lot of companies folded up and leased their

mines out to individuals. There are a greater number of independent

operators now.
Dr. Anderson. Mr. Kennedy, we had testimony concerning what is

occurring in steel towns as a result of a new stripping process, and
closing down of old mills. I understand that you have also fa^ed that

in the plight of the coal miners, and that has been met by ctosing of

mines.
Mr. Kennedy. We have a number of those cases. Dr. Polakov can

touch on them. Right in my own State, up in the anthracite regiorls,

we have many ghost towns.

Dr. Anderson. Is the problem being accentuated, or growing less?

Mr. Kennedy. Well, I don't know ; it is not being aggravated. The
loss of employment by thousands of miners in certain sections of the

anthracite really brought on the so-called bootleg mine problem, be-

cause the whole community was lost by shutting down all the mines
in a given territory.

Dr. Anderson. I understand in England they have finally come to

the conclusion that they have to move whole populations. What is

your judgment on stranded populations and the possibility of moving
them?
Mr. Kennedy, I was in England last year at the miners' convention

there in South Wales. That was the really bad area in England,
South Wales. Since the war, that problem has sort of disappeared,
rather since they started to prepare for the war. The Government
had built manufacturing establishments in some of those Welsh val-

leys, which meant industries. That was working out pretty well until
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the war reached them, and now the mining industry is working full

blast, together with steel and all other industries in that section of

England.
Dr. Anderson. The Government had to intercede to the extent of

actually going in with capital equipment and building factories, in-

viting new industries to engage in their business there and by so doing,

link the factor of coal to industry.

Mr. Kennedy. That is right, right in those valleys.

Dr. Anderson. How realistic is such an approach in the solution of

our problem here ?

Mr. Kennedy. I think it offers something, especially in the mining
area.

Dr. Anderson. All right, Mr. Polakov.
Acting Chairman King. Mr. Kennedy, we appreciate very much

the contribution of this important subject.

Mr. Kennedy. We have a gentleman here from the Pittsburgh dis-

trict who lost his job the other day as a result of the introduction of

machinery. Do you care to question him, or see him, or talk to him ?

This is Mr. Renton.
Acting Chairman King. Do you solemnly swear the evidence you

are about to give in this hearing shall be the truth, the whole truth,

and nothing but the truth, so help you God ?

Mr. Renton. I do.

TESTIMONY OF WILLIAM RENTON, OF COVERDALE, PA.

Mr. Kennedy. Where do you live?

Mr. Renton. Coverdale, Pa.
Mr. Kennedy. It is in Allegheny County. How old are you?
Mr. Renton. Forty-six years old.

Mr. Kennedy. What is your occupation?
Mr. Renton. Coal miner.
Mr. Kennedy. When did you last work?
Mr. Renton. On the 20th of January 1940.

Mr. Kennedy. How did you lose your job?
Mr. Renton. By introduction of machinery.
Mr. Kennedy. How many men wer'i displaced at your mine by

machinery ?

Mr. Renton. From the 20th of January until the present time there
have been 200 men displaced.

Colonel Chantland. Out of how many?
Mr. Renton. Out of 800.

Mr. Kennedy. Do you think your age had anything to do with
your loss of employment by not going on the machines in the mine?
Mr. Renton. My not going on the machines is the reason I am

unemployed.
Mr. Kennedy. They usually put younger men on machines?
Mr. Renton. Yes, sir.

Mr. Pike. You mean they think you are too old to go on ?

Mr. Renton. On going around to the other mines, 45 years prac-
tically is the limit to go on a machine.
Mr. Pike. They are apt not to hire a man over 45, or apt not to

keep him if they bring machines in.

Mr. Renton. That is riffht.
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Mr. O'CoNNELL. Generally speaking, were the men let out—the

older men?
Mr. Renton. Mostly older men; yes, sir.

Mr. Kennedy. What are you doing now, Mr. Renton?
Mr. Renton. I am not employed at the present time.

Mr. Kennedy. Have you employment insurance compensation?
Mr. Renton. I did up until last week.
Mr. Kennedy. That is given for 13 weeks in Pennsylvania, is it

not?
Mr. Renton. Yes, sir.

Mr. Kennedy. And you are finished on that. What are you going

to do now, from now on after your insurance runs out?

Mr. Renton. Well, I will have to go—these last few months I

have been trying to get employment with these other mines, but I

have been unsuccessful, and about the only thing left now is to try

and go on relief, and I don't want to do that.

Mr. Kennedy. Do you own your own home?
Mr. Renton. Partially I do.

Mr. Kennedy. You are paying for it on the installment pla i?

Mr. Renton. That is right.

Acting Chairman King. Have you a family?

Mr, Renton. Yes, sir; 3 children.

Mr. HiNRicHS. Was this January the first time you have ever

drawn unemployment compensation? Have you had unemployment
compensation before?

Mr. Renton. I did last year, in April.

Mr. HiNRiCHS. How long were you out in April ?

ISIr. Renton. Seven weeks, at the time of the strike.

Mr. HiNRiCHS. And you hadn't drawn compensation before that?

Mr. Renton. Yes sir.

Mr. Maginnis. Were you paid any wages at all when you were let

out because of machinery?
Mr. Renton. No sir ; except the unemployment compensation.

Dr. Anderson. But you were paid no dismissal wage when ma-
chinery was installed in your coal mine and you were dismissed?

Mr. Renton. No ; unless we had earned it.

Dr. Anderson. I mean dismissal wage.
Mr. Renton. No sir.

Dr. Anderson. Do you know of any such among your acquaint-

ances or work in the coal mines?
Mr. Renton. I do not.

Dr. Anderson. And when you go from one mine to another and
apply fOi. work what do they tell you ?

Mr. Renton. Well what they have told me is that they are sori-y

they are laying men off and putting machines in. That has been my
answer all through the valley.

Dr. Anderson. You look like a perfectly healthy and strong man.

Why is it you can't handle a machine?
Mr. Renton. I haven't had an opportunity to handle the machine

because I can't be reemployed.

Dr. Anderson. But you could handle a macluKe.

Mr. Renton. I could.

Dr. Anderson. AVhy do they want younger men to handle the

machine ?
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Mr. Renton. Tlie way I see it, they can mold the young men to

what they want them to do more than an okler man.
Dr. Anderson. You mean it will take some time to train a man

to handle a machine?
Mr. Renton. On these big machines; yes.

Dr. Anderson. And you don't think a man of your age can learn

just as well and rapidly as a young man?
Mr. Renton. I certainly do.

Dr. Anderson. Who thinks differently?

Mr. Renton, The foreman thinks differently on that.

Dr. Anderson. Well, when these young men are taken in your place,

are they taken from miners already at work in the mines, or are
they taken from outside unemployed workers?
Mr. Renton. They are taken from the lads in the mines.
Acting Chairman King. They didn't bring in new men?
Mr. Renton. No, sir.

Acting Chairman King. They took the younger men who were
working in the mine?
Mr, Renton. That is what they only partially did. They brought

in some other men w^hen they started that first, some cutteis, we called

them, that cut the coal. We didn't have enough at the mine at that

time to take those positions.

Acting Chairman King. Then the new men brought in Avere per-

sons that had skill that none in the mines possessed.

Mr. Renton. That is right.

Mr. HiNRicHS. How many years have you been employed by the

company ?

Mr. Renton. Since 1930.

Mr. HiNRicHS. So that you have been with them for 10 years.

Mr. Renton. The past 10 years, all but 6 months. Two years ago
I didn't work for 6 months, and then I was reemployed at that same
mine.

Acting Chairman King. What did you do before you worked in

the mine?
Mr. Renton. Before I came back to this mine, I was sealing mines.
Mr. Kennedy. That is sealing up abandoned mines.
Acting Chairman King. You have been in the coal mining business

many yeai-s, then.

Mr. Renton. Yes, sir ; the hist 30 years I worked in the coal mines.
Acting Chairman King. In Pennsylvania?
Mr. Renton. No; since 1914 in Pennsylvania; I came to Pennsyl-

vania in 1914.

Acting Chairman King. You came from Wales?
Mr. Renton. From Scotland.

Mr. HiNRiciis. Had any of the youjiger men who are kept on in

the mine been with the company lor a short ei- period than you had
been ?

Mr. Renton. Absolutely.

Mr. HiNRiCHS. Men who had been there for only 2 or 3 years?
Mr, Renton. That is right, sir.

Mr. HiNRiciib. So that you weren't protected by any form of

Seniority,

Mr. Renton. That is rijxht.
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Mr. HiNRiCHS. And seniority protection would have protected you
as a particular individual?

Mr. Renton. That is right.

Colonel Chantland. What do these machines consist of?

Mr. Renton. Well, it is a conveyor system. The machine goes

in on the coal face and takes the coal up a boom and enters it onto

the car. Then they have other types that go in with a shaking

system that does practically the same thing, but it is a different kind

of machine.
Colonel Chantland. Mr. Kennedy, how nearly typical is this man's

example throughout the industry—I mean how many instances of

this has occurred within this short time that he speaks of—during
the last 15 months?

Mr. Kennedy. There is quite a lot of it in the bituminous, for one
of the reasons advanced by Mr. Hinrichs. In many sections we do
have seniority rights. In a lot of sections in the bituminous, Ave

do not have seniority rights, especially in the newly organized fields,

the coke fields in West Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, and other newly
organized districts.

Where we have seniority, we can protect our older men; that is,

men older in point of service.

dismissal wages

Colonel Chantland. What about any dismissal wages anywhere in

the industry?
Mr. Kennedy. There is no dismissal wage in the coal-mining in-

dustry that I am aware of. We have it in the chemical end of our
industry, but not in the coal-mining industry.

Dr. Anderson. How abrupt was the notice you got? When were
you told you were to be dismissed ?

Mr. Renton. I was told on January 20, and the next day was my
last day.

Dr. Anderson. And you had no inkling that that was going to
occur ?

Mr. Renton. Absolutely not; I didn't think I was going to be
laid off.

^

Dr. Anderson. There wasn't any rumor afloat that the mine was
going to move into mechanization and you had better get ready ?

Mr. Renton. There was to that effect, but we didn't pay any atten-
tion to it; we didn't think we were going to be laid off until the day
before the assistant foreman told me, "Bill, tomorrow is vour last
day."
Mr. Hinrichs. Even if you had known the mine was to be mech-

anized and they were going to lay off workers, you 'as a particular
individual wouldn't have known whether you were going to be one
of the 200, or whether it was going to be someone else, would you?
Mr. Renton. That is right.

Mr. Hinrichs. Your notice as an individual came before the mech-
anization took place.

Mr. Renton. That is right.

Mr. O'CoNNELL. Had you known it a week or 2 woeks in advance
there wasn't very much you could have done about it.
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Mr. Kenton, Couldn't have done a thing about it.

Acting Chairman King. Will you proceed, Mr. Polakov?
Mr, PoLAKov. I will abbreviate.
Acting Chairman King. Your paper will be printed if you desire.

(The document referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2739" and
is included in the appendix on pp. 17551-17557.)
Mr. Polakov. The economic consequences of such changed tech-

nique m mining are grave and far-reaching. With 78,000 men who
lost their jobs in mines due to mechanization within the last 15
years, with a total of 187,000 displaced by all forms of changed
technology, and a total of 272,000 men out of jobs, the industry and
the Nation is faced with a problem of what to do with these men
and their dependents, a total well over 1,000,000 people.

One director of personnel department of a typical coal company
wrote to us recently, and I will read his letter.

We mine bituminous coal and employ 6,000 men. When we are fully mech-
anized we will have laid off about 1,000 men. I realize that the general thought
is that these men will be employed in other industries, as there will be moi'e
inen employed in the manufacturing of these machines. But, to start with, this

type of labor, and the age of these men, will make it practically impossible for
them to even do this type of work, and besides the automobile and steel plants
and machine shops are reducing their personnel and have the same problem.
Industry is using the best talent and research for improving its machinery
so as to lower their costs and in many instances to just maintain their present
business. Of course, no corporation can afford to maintain these extra men,
and if industry doesn't take care of these men the government must—and in the
end the industry must pay for this in the way of taxes.

Now, that is a quotation from a letter of one of the large coal

companies.
The United Mine Workers of America have favored the introduc-

tion of a 6-hour day, 30-hour week, with 200 days a year guaranteed
work ever since Mr. John L. Lewis proposed this measure at the 1933
Bituminous Coal Code hearings.

When the 7-hour day, 35-hour week was finally secured, it was
obvious that this measure was no longer adequate, that the securing
of it was delayed too much, and it was unable to absorb the techno-
logical displacements, and again in the wage negotiations in 1939 the
30-hour week was sought but not attained.

Miners themselves, rather than see their neighbors and their chil-

dren starve, frequently demand that the local management reduce the
number of working days for all instead of laying off completely men
whose jobs are eliminated by machines, "Work together, starve to-

gether" seems to be a motto in most of the mining camps. And work
for 2 or 3 days a week instead of 5 is frequent in many localities. In
other words, in such closely knit and mutually supporting communi-
ties we find that among miners disemployment appears in two forms,
direct displacement by technology and indirect -underemployment
created by the sha^ring of. unemployment. How great is this indirect

disemployment is difficult to estimate, but it is certain that it is at

least half as large as direct unemployment. That is, it affects not
less than 40,000 families.

In Illinois, for instance, where mechanization of mines is more
advanced, W, P, A, conducted a census in 3 counties, Williamson, Sa-
line, and Franklin. It was found that

—
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a large part of the working population is completely stranded. * Coal
miners constitute the great bulk of the worker population. • * Mine opera-

tors have mechanized the loading of coal to the point where thousands of hand
loaders have been eliminated.

Acting Chairman King. Is there as much coal produced now as

there was a few years ago, before the discharge or separation of the

service of a considerable number of employees?
Mr. PoLOKOv. The production of coal essentially changes with the

market conditions, but potentiality or capacity for production now is

greater than it has been before mechanization.

I will introduce these charts in evidence.

LABOR DISPLACEMENT BY MECHANIZATION

Dr. Anderson. This chart, headed "Displacements of Miners by
Mechanization in Deep Bituminous Mines in the U, S. A." will be

entered in the record.

(The chart referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2740" and appears

on p. 17201.)

Mr. PoLAKOv. In other words, with a quantity of coal that requires

three men (3.15) to produce by ordinarj^ hand methods, which repre-

sents about 75 percent of coal production today in this country, it

takes only two men with the aid of conveyers—of which the weak vic-

tim we saw a few minutes ago was one—and it takes only one man with
a fully mechanized mobile loading mine.

Mr. Pike. Are those adapted for all mines, or are there only particu-

lar mines in which they can be introduced ?

Mr. PoLAKOv. Theoretically speaking, they are adapted to probably

95 percent of mines. From the point of view of sound economy and
sound management, it is easily applicable to 50 or 60 percent.

Acting Chairman King. What is the character of the mechaniza-

tion, the cutting of coal or hoisting it or taking it from the tunnels or

from the face of the drift to the surface and unloading it there and
loading it onto the cars ?

Mr. PotiAKOv. Well, mechanization today covers practically every

phase or stage of the coal production.

Acting Chairman King. That is

—

'—
Mr. PoLAKOv (interposing) . Undercutting instead of kerfing is done

by the machine. Drilling is done by electric drills instead of by han»l.

After it is shot—and now less and less explosives are used and more
and more carbon dioxide or compressed oil in rubber tubes—the coal

is loaded not by shoveling into the cars but by self-loading conveyors

or pit car loaders—you have probably seen them in the gravel yards

and things like that—or by mobile loaders which are a combination of

conveyor and a grabbing, eccentric attachment in front which grabs

the broken, loose coal and loads it on the conveyor, wliich carries it all

the way to the tipple, in some instances, or on the main haulage train,

in some others.

Acting Chairman King. Wliere you have a very slender layer of

coal, say a foot or 18 inches or 2 feet, have you used machinery there

to load that coal ?

Mr. PoLAKov. In many places in Alabama and in some places- in

Kentucky where there are thhi seams, 20 inches plus or minus, they

use conveyors. Men lie down on their sides or on tlicir backs and

I
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Exhibit No. 2740

DISPLACEMENT OF MINERS
By Mechanization

In deep Bituminous mines, U.S.A.

3.15 16.28 Tons

^
Hand Loadinq

2.02

Conveyor

I
18.28 Tons

1.00

Mobile Loadinq
18.2 8 Tons

jL-jL ''•#,',.,#. ^^'^AWtim'^^

Source:

United Mine Worl<.ers of America
Engineering Department

Enqineerinq Dept., U.M.W.A.

^Valter M. Polakov, Director
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shovel coal from the face on these conveyors, having only a couple of

inches or a few inches above between the roof and the top of the

conveyor, but still it is being done.

In central Pennsylvania, similar methods are used in low veins, the

low conveyors.
Acting Chairman King. Of course where you have very thick

seams—in my State we have some seams there 6—one seam, as I recall,

is some 10 or 15 feet.

Mr. PoLAKOv. That is right. In your State more than 80 percent

of the coal is mechanically mined and loaded, but even with thick seams
sometimes it is not safe to use mechanical loading, as for instance, in

the Pittsburgh seam, which has a tender roof. And the danger is in-

creased out of all proportion.

Acting Chairman King. They have to use a good deal of timbering,

do they not?
Mr. PoLAKOv. Which they usually fail to use because it obstructs the

free motion of the machinery. So they take the risk of life with men.
Dr. Anderson. You mean the laws of Pennsylvania permit them to

continue to risk human life in order to avoid proper timbering of

mines?
Mr. PoLAKOV. The laws are written in the books and the, inspection

of the mines is left to human beings.

Acting Chairman King. There is a human factor there.

Mr. PoLAKOV. That is right.

Acting Chairman King. Proceed.

Mr. HiNRiCHs. On Exhibit 2739 you haven't any unit of time. I

presume that those are comparable.
Mr. PoLAKov. Average day.

IVIr. HiNRiCHs. That means a 7-hour day.

INIr. PoLAKOV. Yes.

One of the most telling effects of mechanization was recorded in

the town of West Frankort, 111. In 1930 the population of that town
was 14,700 people. In 1939 it had shrunk to 12,000. During 1926 the

average output per man-day in a town of 6,000 mine workers w^as 5.4

tons within 8 hours. By 1937 efficiency increased so that one man
working 7 hours produced 8.9 tons, due to mechanization, an increase

of 63.2 percent.

To equal the all-time record of coal production. West Frankfort,

111., operators need to rehire only 700 men to replace 3,000 men
displaced.

Another case is reported in Ziegler, 111.,

At the time the census was conducted by W. P. A., there were 3,017

persons living in Ziegler; 774 of them were engaged in private em-
ployment, either in the service industries or in mines; 269 were on
W. P. A., N. Y. A., or in C. C. C. camps; 107 were without any work of

any description. Thus a total of one-third of all Ziegler workers

were without private employment during the census week. These
figures sliow unemployment in one of tlie most active coal towns in

Illinois during the peak of the year's activity.

In West Virginia the district north of Morgantown (Scott's Run)
and the southern part of the State in Logan County are perhaps eveu

more desperately hit. A specinl report was prepared by tlie National

Research Project of the W. P. A, describing the plight brought by the

machines which was so shocking that tlie report was not published.
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In Pennsylvania, both central Pennsylvania coal fields and the

anthracite region offer many similar examples.
With only 25 percent of the underground coal loaded mechanically,

and with the immediate possibility of using labor-saving equipment in

mines, the mechanization of loading has not yet gone halfway. Con-
sidering that in 1935 only thirteen and "a fraction percent of coal ton-

nage was mechanically loaded and in 1939 25 percent was so loaded, we
may expect within the next 4 or 5 years to double the mechanical ton-

nage. This would throw out of employment within the next few years

at least 80,000 more miners.

This estimate takes into account merely the existing state of

technique and projects it into the future. Yet we are reasonably sure

that further steps in technology will be of even more drastic nature.

Recent reports indicate the successful operation of coal mines on a

wholly different basis. In Russia, for example, we are informed that

some mines are sealed and set afire, which is maintained by a regulated

supply of air and steam to produce "water gas" underground. This
gas is then cooled and purified in the scrubbers and piped to distant

points of consumption, at a cost said to be one-fourth the cost of gas

generated from mined coal. Such a process requires a very small crew
of gas workers and mechanics on the surface, virtually eliminating all

mine labor as such.

I don't know whether I should proceed with the conclusion ; if we
have time I will.

» Dr. Anderson. I have one more,witness.
Acting Chairman King. It will be in the record, and we thank

3^ou for your appearance. May I ask just what particular field you
occupy in connection with the mining operations, mechanical engineer
or electrostatics or what? What field do you cover?
Mr. PoLAKOv. The engineering department is a new venture with

the United Mine Workers, and in the first few years of its existenc(

we handled all sorts of problems. We started with the study oi

mechanization in connection with the operating agreement that tht

United Mine Workers will study that jointly with the operators.

Since the operacorSs however, have shown no inclination to cooperate

with us for the last 21/2 years, we have been doing that work ex-

clusively ourselves.

Besides that, the function of the engineering department covers
economic and statistical matters of production, cost of living, acci-

dents, safety engineering, and a number of allied functions of that

type.

Acting Chairman King. And you have charge of that activity in

the organization with which you are affiliated ?

Mr. PoLAKOv. Yes. I should like to introduce my remaining charts
as exhibits.

(The charts referred to were marked "Exhibits Nos. 2741 to 2747"
and are included in the appendix on pp. 17558-175C4. Exhibit No. 2748
is on file with the committee.)
Dr. Anderson. The final witness for the morning session is Prof.

Caroline Ware, associate professor of social history and social economy,
American University, and chairman of social studies, American Asso-
ciation of University Women.
She is here to testify on a twofold aspect of our problem, which she

has stated is a problem of effective participation as a producer and as
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a consumer. Dr. Ware is an expert in the field of consumer education

and labor studies.

ActiufT Ciiainuiin King. Do you soleuHily swear tlie evidence you
are about to give in this hearing shall be the truth, the whole truth,

and nothing but the truth, so help you God?
Miss Ware. I do.

TESTIMONY OF DR. CAROLINE F. WARE, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
OF SOCIAL HISTORY AND SOCIAL ECONOMY, AMERICAN UNI-

VERSITY, WASHINGTON, D. C.

Dr. Anderson. State your name and address, please.

Dr. Ware. My name is Caroline F. Ware, and my residence is

Vienna, Va.
Dr. Anderson. Dr. Ware, what is your professional position at the

present time?
Dr. Ware. I am associate professor of social economy and social

history at the American University graduate school in Washington.
Dr. Anderson, In your connection as chairman of social studies, of

the American Association of University Women, what has been your
duty ?

Dr. Ware. My duty in the association has been to act as chairman
of the committee which prepares material and responds to requests

from study groups and the branches in the field of consumer education
and other related subjects.

Dr. Anderson. How large an association is that?
Dr. Ware. Sixty-seven thousand members.
Dr. Anderson. Scattered over the United States ?

Dr. Ware. Scattered over every State in the Union, and the con-
sumer study groups are in 300 different communities. There are in all

870 branch groups in the organization..

Dr. Anderson. Studying consumers' problems?
Dr. Ware. Three hundred out of the 870 have been" studying con-

sumers' problems.
Dr. Anderson. And the others studying social problems?
Dr. Ware. Studying various problems, social, welfare, labor stand-

ards, and general economic problems.
Dr. Anderson. I understand you prepared a statement for the record.

Do you wish to talk from it, or do you wish to read it ?

Dr. Ware. I have a very brief statement that I would rather talk
from than to read. What I have to say is chiefly this. The American
system of public education was, as we all know, established on the
assumption that in order to have an effective democracy it was neces-
sary to have an educated citizenry. That system was established many
years ago. The problem which led to the establishment of public
education is with us today in the specific form, "How can we have a
lemocratic citizenry in a technological society?"
As I understand the essence of a democratic citizeniT, it is a citizenry

whose members are competent to participate in the aflfiiirs which relate
to their own problems in their own daily lives. That means that for
us, for the people in our technological society, the problem is. How,
through education and through other means can we develop the ability

to participate effectively in the economic activities which are real to
all our citizens.
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Technology itself has determined the form in ^vllich we must answer
tliat question, because the technology itself has, you might say, driven

a wedge between the producer activities of the individual and the

consumer activities of the individual. AVe no longer produce, most
of us, most of the things which we consume ; we produce for somebody
else to consume ; we consume what somebody else has produced, and it

is this very fact of technology which you are discussing which has
produced that situation.

Now, since technology has divided our individual economic activi-

ties into these parts, the problem of effective ecenomic citizenship is a

twofold problem of effective participation, as a producer and as a

consumer. I would like to discuss the subject of adult education for

economic citizenship under the two general heads of workers' educa-

tion and consumer education.

. I am making certain assumptions. First, I think I have alrea^.^

made clear the assumption of the continuing validity of the democratic

premise.
Secondly, I am assuming that insofar as our economic system ae-

pends upon the bargaining relationship, whether between employer
and employee or between producer and consumer, the parties to the

bargain have to be equipped to bargain if the bargaining relationship

is to be a real one.

Thirdly, I am assuming that, insofar as we have an economy which
relies upon administrative action on the kind of decisions which are

made when machinery is introduced, for example. Many such de-

cisions are administrative decisions rather than buying decisions. In
order to function as economic adults and to participate in bargaining'"

and in administration, individuals need to have an understanding of

the economic system of which they are a part, and particularly an
understanding which is directly associated with their own economic
function.

^
They need to understand the industry in which they work, and the

factors affecting the goods which they buy. Moreover, as the exten-

sion of the technological society has brought more and more activity

into the realm of public activity through tlie provision of public serv-

ice and the intervention of Government to adjust and to regulate^ it

has become necessary for these same individuals to understand govern-
mental activity relating to their lives. But it is not enough for indi-

viduals in, our technological society to understand the economy and
the Government. They must have the necessary tools with which to

participate actively, if the principles of democracy are to obtain today.

(Mr. O'Connell assumed theiehair.)

Dr. Anderson. Are you willing to be interrupted ?

Dr. Ware. Yes, indeed.

Dr. Anderson. What do you mean by the generalization "by undj?r-

standing the economy"?
Dr. Ware. I mean, specifically, that as lies within his powo-, the

individual should understand the meaning of the economic activity

in which he is engaged; he should understand his relation to the

parts of th^ economy which he touches as a worker and as a consumer.

Dr, Anderson. Should that be specific understanding in the souse,

that he knows what the nature would be, for example, of a labor nego-

tiation. Should a person who is affected by sucli a negotiation be

able to read and intefnret^iich negotiajtioiisl
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Dr. Ware. Certainly. I am assuming that the things which are
of direct bearing on hi5 own economic life demand his understanding
in just the way that things which have a direct bearing on his political

life demand understanding.
Dr. Anderson. Do we have the facilities for such training and

equipping of individuals?

workers' education

Dr. Ware. That is one of the things which we are beginning to
devdop through the field of workers' education. Workers' education
is young in this country as compared with other forms of education.
It has developed during the past 20 years, first from very small and
privately sponsored beginnings, through the development of education
within unions and through the extension of the services of the Federal
Government, by the workers' education specialists in the W. P. A.,
and to workers who are seeking such an understanding.

If a worker is not merely an adjunct or temporary substitute for
a machine, he must know not only his job on the line, but the plant
and the industry of which he is a part. In one part of the rayon
industry, for example, the union organization duplicates manage-
ment from top to bottom. Opposite each subforeman, each foreman,
each superintendent of the room or building or the plant or the com-
pany, there is a worker chairman of the same group ; a worker chair-

man of the same group needs to know as much as management at

that point in organization.
A very interesting illustration of what this can mean came out

recently in a steel community in Pennsylvania, where the steel union
was conducting a 2-month training course for union officers. In
one community the classes were so good that the foreman who had
to deal with these trained union stewards are reported to have
stormed the class and demanded to be allowed to take part in it, too.^

The International Ladies Garment Workers, at its 1937 convention,
resolved that I. "An applicant for a paid office in the I. L. G. W. U.
who has not previously served, shall not be qualified to run as a
candidate unless he or she shall first have completed a satisfactory

coui'se of training conducted or approved by the educational depart-
ment of the I. L. G. W. U., in localities where such courses are avail-

able." The kinds of things which were included in those courses of
training are: 1. Background of theoretical courses in (1) History
of the I. L. G. W. U. and (2) Economics of the Garment Industry;
II. Practical Training Courses in (1) Parliamentary Procedure,

(2) Trade Union Technics, and (3) I. L. G. W. U. structure and
function.^ Two years after this rule in the union went into effett the

union's educational director reported that more students than could
be handled had enrolled for these courses.^

Mr. Maginnis. May I interrupt you? I would just like to ask
you one question. I don't quite understand your statement there in

the rayon industry.

Dr. Ware. I, had reference to the union organization in the viscose

plants, the rayon workers union. In those plants the union organiza-

> Alice Hanson, Workers' Education on the March, American Teacher, April 1939,
p. 2. (Dr.Ware's footnote.)

» Justice, March 5, 1938. (Dr. Ware's footnote.)
Hanson, op. cit., p. 2 (Dr. Ware's footnote).
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tion down through the plant is so set up that for every representative
of management there is a corresponding chairinan, a shop chairman,
forHhe union.
Mr. Maginnis. Is that corresponding or shop chairman, as you call

it, working along with the other one ?

Dr. Ware. He is a worker in the shop.
Mr. Maginnis. Do you mean there is an additional representative

of the union working alongside the regular employee, whether he is

a foreman or shop foreman or superintendent?
Dr. Ware. No, I just mean that if a foreman has a group of, let

us say, a hundred workers under him, those hundred workers have
a worker chairman in the union ; if a superintendent has 500 workers,
including the 100 under the foreman, there is a chairman of that
500; if there is a squad of 10, 15, or 20 men, with a subforeman,
then there is a worker chairman of that same group.
Mr. Maginnis. And in that squad, that particular set of employees,

they elect their chairman?
Dr. Ware. Yes, that is right.

Dr. Anderson. I take it the W. P. A. Workers Education program
stems from earlier beginnings with the unions themselves and other
private efforts?

Dr. Ware. Yes.
Dr. Anderson. It has taken on such proportions now, and has been

in existence long enough, so that we may hazard a guess as to ita

future. Would you say that it had proved its worth to management
and workers both, to make it look like a permanent institution, neces-
sary in this complex economic situation in which we find ourselves?
Dr. Ware. My own answer would be very definitely yes. May I

read an excerpt from a recent report of the Workers' Education
Specialist of some of the demands from workers for the services of the
W. P. A. Workers' Education Service. This is a report by Hilda
Smith, the director, of one evening on a field trip in which she met
with rubber and automobile workers in a midwestern town. I don't
know thevtown. She asked them what kind of classes they wanted,
and they asked, among others, these things

:

Something to explain Social Security and how these new laws worked ; classes
on constiniers' problems for the wives of union members in the newly organized
women's auxiliaries ; a teacher to talk about hygiene and the care of children

;

more help with English in the classes in parliamentary law and public speaking

;

advice from a librarian who knew whith books and pamphlets would be most
useful in a small library built up by one of the local unions; a motion-picture
projector so that pictures might be shown before or after a union meeting or
on a holiday.
Then what about someone to help with tl>e newly organized sports league in

one of these locals? Here as in many other places, tlie shorter workday in
industry and the beginning of paid vacations had brought a new interest in
recreation of all kinds. Could someone go along on their fishing trips, asked
one young man, a-nd teach "biology and all that wildlife stuff." Orchestras,
choruses, drama groups, were mentioned and briefly discussed. There was no
lack of interest in the fields of music and art, if only leaders could be found who
understood not only music and art, but also how to use them in workers' groups.
Some union had made a survey of changes in their own industries; the dis-

placement of men by new machines, accident rates, changing v/age scales. Fig-
ures had been collected, but only a few people understood them. Could they get
some help in making charts to show clearly and simply the results of these indus-
trial studies? Maybe then their members would understand what the figures
said and be able to use them in discussions of contracts or proposed legislation.
Social science workshops, they had heard, had been started in other places.
"What about one here?" these union leaders asked.
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Miss Smith's comment on this report is

:

That meeting with its suggestions of new needs and new directions for workers'

education could easily have taken place in almost any industrial center in our
country today, and in many rural districts also.^

Colonel Chantland. Miss Ware, is what you are trying to develop

here or are developing a sort of postgraduate vocational education

divided into two broad parts : First, to let each one learn more of his

individual position and knowledge of the trends and effects, and, sec-

ond, the specialized part of it which puts the certain number of better

qualified ones up farther in the scale so that he can stand opposite his

identical man from the other side in the industry? Is that something

of the nature of it?

Dr. Ware. The word which I would have to be sure I was using the

same way that you were is the word "vocational."

Colonel Chantland. I am accepting it as it has generally been used

in the discussions here, vocational education, that is the elementary

training in a trade.

Dr. Ware. I am not talking about training in a trade.

Colonel Chantland. I know you aren't ; that is what I am trying

to find out. Are you talking about somethig that would be in the

nature of a postgraduate course following that? You assume that

back of what you start with, don't you ?

Dr. Ware. I assume a worker on the job, whatever his previous

training; a consumer with a market basket, whatever her previous

experience. With that as a starting point, I am talking about a form
of adult education which builds upon the direct experience on the job

and the market basket, and from that goes lo and attempts to develop

in individuals an understanding of their activity and an ability to

function more effectively in their whole body of economic relationship.

Colonel Chantland. Pick him up as a trade man, as a journeyman
rather than an apprentice, and start from there ?

Dr. Ware. You pick him up where you find him. You may find

him with no formal education at all, or you may find him with school

or college education back of it, but you pick him up on the job and
go from there to the question of his desire to understand the job.

Perhaps if I quote from the President's Advisory Committee on
Education the definition of workers' education as they see it, it will

make it clear.

Colonel Chantland. No doubt.

Dr. Ware. I hope it will make it clear. The President's Advisory
Committee on Education, commenting on this program of the W. P. A.,

says:

Workers' education is an attempt to satisfy the individual's expressed desire

to undcr.staiivl tlio problems of the working-wage class or group to which he feels

tlij.c he belongs, to comprehend the relationship and responsibilities of that group
to the rest of society, and, so far as possible, to apply the intellectual comprehen-
sion and emotional attitudes thus eng(>n(lered to the process of living.*

Colonel Chantland. That is pretty general, but you added some-
thing more specific to that when you had these more highly capable
people as standing opposite—able to meet with and talk with their

•Smith, Hilda W. "New Directions for Workers' Education." Journal of Adult
Education. April 1!)40, pp. 102-103. (Dr. Ware's footnote.)

'Campbell, D. S. Blair, F. H., and Harvey, O. L. Educational AcUvitiei^ of the Works
frogresa Administration. The Advisory Committee on Education, No. 14, Washington,
1939, p. 91. (Dr. Ware's footnote.)
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parallels in industry. That is beyond this.' It may l^e in there gener-

ally, but I thought you carried it specifically further.

Dr. Ware. I think this second definition carries it further still. The
first definition which I read was from the person who surveyed the

field. The second definition is from Miss Smith, the Workers' Edu-
cation Specialist, and here is what she says: "Workers' education is a

IDrogram offering to industx'ial^ office, store, domestic, and agricultural

workers an opportunity to tram themselves in clear thinking through
the study of those questions closely related to their daily lives as work-
ers and as citizens," and then later she says, "Workers' education leads

straight from the classroom to the community, encouraging the stu-

dent to analyze his own situation as a worker and as a member of that
community ; to follow the classroom's term with further study of in-

dustrial and social problems; and on the basis of new facts discovered
to assume definite responsibilities." ^ Carrying through to participa-

tion in a responsible manner is of the essence of the kind of education
wliicli I am talking about.

HEALTH PROGRAM ARISING OUT OF WORKERS' EDUCATION

Dr. Ware. I don't want to take the committee's time for illustration,

but I would like cither to give an illustration or to insert it in tlie

record, whichever (he committee wishes. The illustration is of a group
of workers (tliis ilhist ration again happens to be from the rayon in-

dustry) wlio went into the problem of health in that industry, and
before they got through they touched the whole community, the De-
partment of Labor had come in with a study, the compensation laws
were involved, and the workers in tlie next State were trying to .o"p<^ "

comparable law. Shall I introduce this in the record ?

Acting Chairman O'Connell. Why don't you just tell us about it?

Dr. Ware. The story was this.^ When the union was organized in

(he viscose industry, the union had a hard time finding in some of the
rooms, workers wi(h enough vitality and enough concentration, enough
energy, toxassume even shop steward jobs. They began to inquire as to

whedier maybe there wasn't something seriously wrong there.

There are two serious poisons, carbon disulphide poison, to which
workers in the churn rooms are subjected in the regular course of their

work, and hydrogen sulphide poisoning to which the spinners are
subjec(ed. In spite of these dangerous occupational disease hazards,
almost no information on these poisons was available in American
medical scientific or industrial journals when the union started organ-
izing the rayon workers in 1937.

Acting Chairman O'Connell. I take it the management had no
adequate information on these diseases?

Dr. Ware. Apparently not. There is some difference in the prac-
( ice among (he rayon companies with respect to health protection, and
I am not fully informed. I can only give you this story here.

The ••""on then set out to demons(rate the need for a study of the
healtl^ conditions in (he rayon indus(ry. They sot-up a health com-

^ Smith, Hilda W. "Workers' Education at Determining Social (Control." Annals of the
Amei-ican Academy of Political and Social Science. Novembor 1935 ; pp. 82-92. (£)j»
Ware's fdotnote.)

* Hanson, Alice. ' HeaJtli Committees in Rayon." in Workers' Education Through
Action. AfflliuledScTjeolR tor Workers, February 1939, pp. 24-26. (Dr. Ware's footnote,)

124491 - 41 —pt. L;0 -G5
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mittee. They surveyed the plant conditions to try to make a system-

atic report on all cases of sickness, and they had an expert criticize

their questionnaire. They had reported to their committee all cases

of illness which developed, and they began getting not only occupa-

tional illness but accidents, until they got a basis for checking not
oiily on illness, but on compensation cases and the proper handling of

accidents.

As information about this survey went- out into the shops, the

workers began to come into the union office for information, and the

health committee had to go out and find doctors and lawyers who
would advise the committee and the patients about their cases and
about their probable claims. After this activity had been going on
for several months the United States Department of Labor ^requested

the Pennsylvania Department of Labor to cooperate on a study of

health hazards in the rayon industry. When they undertook the

study, it was, of course, carried on by experts, but the union group
cooperated in bringing cases before the experts that were making
the study.

While the study was in progress, various community developments
occurred. The Governor of the State mentioned the preliminary
studies in a speech and brought the wrath of several chambers of
commerce down upon his head. One newspaper offered as refuta-

tion of the studies finding a front page statement that "after

all, we have the mute evidence of healthy workers walking the
streets of Chester. This study after this can't be true."

Mr. Maginnis. Do I understand that management had nothing
whatever to. do with trying to meet that danger in flie industry, that
it was entirely the unions and the Department of Labor?
Dr. Ware. This sory is entirely the story growing out of the

union.
Mr. Maginnis. I understand that, but didn't mail^^ement have

anything to do with that?
Dr. Ware. No.
Mr. Maginnis. They didn't mnke any effort to try to protect their

employees ?

Dr. Ware. I can't answer that categorically vithout more infor-
mation than I now have. As I understand it, the answer to your
question is "No.'' As I understand it, whereas certain of the com-
panies making some of these same things had acknowledged the
presence of health hazards and had established conditions within the
plant to try to deal with them-
Mr. Maginnis (interposing). In some of the companies the man-

agement were trying to deal with the problem.
Dr. Ware. That is right.

Mr. Maginnis. Then you couldn't say categorically the manage-
ment had nothing to do with it.

Dr. Ware. No; T Mas talking of this specific situation, in a spe-
cific company.
Mr. Maginnis. y<ui are dealing from the nniqu angle entirely and

you don't protend to answer for what management has done or at-
tempted to do to meet this situation.

Dr. Ware. I don't know the answer to that. I know only that
when the study was undertaken it was not possible to find technical
information.
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Dr. Keeps, Miss Ware, I may say, as one who has studied the chem-
ical industry, there are, of course, certain well-known poisons, and
management is the first to try to see to it that the workers are pro-
tected. On the other hand, there are a number of chemicals concern-
ing which the physical effects are not well known. We have had
experiences with that in the administration of the Food and Drug
Act. That sort of debate also takes place in industry, and there is a
predisposition, a perfectly natural predisposition, in such a contro-

versy for management to say, "Well, let's see ; show us." ' There is

such a thing as mere complaint on the part of the worker, and there

is such a thing as management's resistance to action on every com-
plaint by the worker. Now, the case that you mentioned is not, as

might seem, an isolated one. I could demonstrate it in industry after

industry. It is quite characteristic in this debatable area.

Dr. Ware. Thank you, Mr. Kreps.
Mr. Pike. I have one along that same line. I was in a mine in

Canada 7 or 8 years where they had been troubled with silicosis and
knew they had trouble with silicosis for years. I asked the manager
in what part of the mine people worked who contracted silicosis, and
after. many years' experience he didn't know. It never occurred to

him to find out whether they got silicosis in the mills, at the faces, at

the haulage levels, or where. I think within 6 weeks he had a pretty

good answer as to where it came from. That elementary thing had
never occurred to him.

Dr. Ware. That sort of thing comes out in these workers' classes all

the time. For instance, in a class that I was teaching at one time there

were some garment workers and the girls from a particular room said,

"The light in our room is placed in such a way that it reflects from
the metal plate on our sewing machine into our eyes, and girls that

have worked in that room for even a relatively short time get so they
just cannot see on the job," and all the workers in the room knew it,

but that particular piece of information didn't get up through man-
agement. There are countless things like this of minor and major
importance—this rayon story happened to be one of major importance.
Dr. Kreps. I may be anticipating what you want to say later, but

aren't you pointing out that here is an example where workers' educa-
tion, by changing the basis of dealing with management from asser-

tion to fact, tends to raise the whole level of worker participation in

industrial citizenship—a level, incidentally, that in the economic
sphere is one we ought to reach quickly in this country ? I was going
to ask you whether a good many of our problems in the industrial-

relations field have not been due to lack of experience on the part of
worker leadership, experience which they can only gain either by long ;^

operation in the trade or some process of worker education. I would
go further and ask whether probably some of the pressure for higher
rates might not be abated, as it has been in Sweden, I believe, (I take it

you are going to mention Sweden a little later) , and that the workers
themselves see that the way toward full employment and toward the*
highest annual earnings is not necessarily through higher wage rates.

It seems to me all of this can only be attained through a vigorous pro-
gram of adult worker education.

Dr. Ware. Y s. The main point which I Avould make would be
roughly what you have been saying there; that is, that th^ area, oi
worker partici] ition, if we are to have a democratic society and at
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the same time a technological society, must involve the economic and
the public sphere. It goes way beyond a mere bargaining over a spe-

cific wage rate, as you have said.

Mr. HiNRicHS. Coming back just a moment from exactly that point

to what you were saying with reference to health, as I understand it

you didn't mean to imply that the employer doesn't likewise have a

function to perform, you didn't mean to say that in many instances

he doesn't have a very vital concern in the production of health haz-

ards. All that you were saying was that in this field of health and
accident there is at the present time a high hazard to workers, part

of which may be inevitable, but which can always be somewhat re-

duced by increased knowledge of the source of the hazard, increased

knowledge as to the means by which the hazard can be eliminated, and
the willingness to make the necessary expenditures to reduce the

hazard that is involved, and given that hazard rate which does exist

and our ignorance with reference to the source of the hazard, and our
unwillingness at times, and inability at other times, to make the ex-

penditures that are necessary to completely eliminate the hazard, there

is certainly a field in which the worker has at least as vital a concern

as the employer in actively participating, pushing to a situation in

which lower hazards' occur. That is what you were driving at.

Dr. Ware. Yes ; very definitely. This particular story that I start^
to tell included the community education by the workers, who got a

reprint of an article which appeared in a medical journal and got it

distributed to all the doctors in the county, the problem being on a

frontier of knowledge ; an occupational disease- law went into eftect

in Pennsylvania, and the problem then became one of preparing com-
pensation cases, and the workers participated there. The rayon
workers in the neighboring State of West Virginia, where there was
no such law, studied the PennsylvariH law and the experience of the

workers in Pennsylvania and started in West Virginia to work for

the same kind of protection. I want to use it as an illustration of the

way in which a specific proi)lem in a specific plant—namely, the in-

ability of the union to find sufficiently vigorous workers in a particu-

lar room to take a union job of shop steward—led out through this

whole range of contact in the community and made for more adequate

participation.

May I add just one kA>re quotation, this from the educational direc-

tor of the particular union from which I have taken this illustration,

who says

:

An active union today is no longer an isolated business unit concerned only

with the settlement of grievances in the plant. The fact that the new unions

so largely are made up of unskilled and semiskilled workers means that earnings

in this group will not for a long time to come represent an income to sustain a

good standard of health and decency. Supplemental income must appear in the

form of public services—housing, unemployment, old-age and health insurance,

extension of public-school facilities, and services.

The worker's dollar, moreover, must be stretched in its buying power through
cooperatives, through price regulation, and through credit unions for handling

loans and savings. It is the business of the union in protecting its members and
increasing their access to the good life to foster all these public programs which
are directed toward more adequately feeding, clothing,' housing, schooling, and
doctoring the underprivileged two-thirds of the Nation.^

1 "Workers' Education Through Action," Afflllated School for Workers, February 1939,
p. 5. (Dr. Wfire's footnote.)
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Did you want me to turn to Sweden and draw on the experience

there ?

Dr. Keeps. You traveled there this last summer, didn't you ?

workers' education in SWEDEN

Dr. Ware. Yes. I traveled there this last summer and I visited

the center of the Workers' Education, the Trade Union College at

Brunnsvick, and visited classes there and talked with tlie head of

the Workers' Education Association as well as the head of the school.

In Sweden workers' education is spread throughout the country under
the general direction of the Workers' Ed.'cation Association, which
supplies materials and lectures and advisory services. Nearly one-

third of the entire adult population of Sweden is included in the mem-
bership of organizations which support the Workers' Education Asso-
ciation there in Sweden. In addition, this work receives extensive

public support, supplemental to the support which comes from mem-
ber organizations, and that support is both local public and national

public support.^

The most intensive and ambitious part of the program is this Trade
Union College which meets for 3 months during the summer. There
some 50 young trade-unionists assemble for a 3-month course. They
are rank-and-filers, picked by their unions and representing their

unions ; they are expected by their fellows to be the future leaders who
will assume responsible positions.

Their method of study is very interesting, and may I take your time
just to describe it? They want the very best in education, they can't

afford to keep the best economists in Sweden at the school for all

summer, so they bring one of the ablest economists in Sweden there

for the first 2 or 3 weeks and he gives a series of lectures; then he
goes away and leaves a tutor behind him, and divides the workers up
into groups to write reports on a series of topics. Those reports are

mimeographed and put in the hands of the entire school. The pro-

fessor then comes back at the end of the summer and holds seminar
discussions on these reports.

May I read you the list of some of the subjects on which they were
writing reports :

^

Population Developments in the Labor Market.
Women in the Labor Market.
Working Hours, Intensity of Work, and Unemployment.
The Effect of International Economic Relations Upon the Struc-

ture of Price and Production.
Planning Public Works from the Point of View of the Business

Cycle.

Regional Differences in Wages and Living Costs.

Housing from the Social Point of View and the View of Pro-
duction.

Rationalization.

Possibilities of Smoothing Out the Business Cycle.

Should the State Set Minimum Waives?

^Eleanor G. Colt, Qovernment Support of Workers' Education, pp. l!0-24. (Dr. Wine's
footnote.)

- Landsorganisationens Skola. Forraltniny.sniimtulenii Hehiittrlxe. Stockholm, in.;!>,

pp. 7, 8 ; class materials, summer 1939.
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Should the Trade-Union Workers Movement Become Further Cen-

tralized? If So, in What Manner?
Should Tliere Be a Leveling of Wages, and How Can Trade Unions

Work for This?
These are the sorts of things on which those workers were prepar-

ing their own reports to constitute the basis of their seminar discus-

sions, and, as I say, they were not now union leaders, they were rank
and file, young people in their twenties.

Dr. Andekson. Dr. Ware, don't we have a growing experience in

the United States on the same thing? I think I still am a member of

the board of directors of the Western Summer School of Workers,

and I have taught on its faculty several times. We have the same
sort of thing there that you have just indicated in Sweden, although

I suppose we are not nearly so far advanced as Sweden. The thing

has taken hold here and it is moving very rapidly, is it not?

Dr. Ware. Yes; we have it, only Sweden has gone so much further.

I was interested in the comment of the head of the Workers' Educa-
tion Association in Sweden on the character of this program. I com-
mented on its broad scope and his answer was

:

It must be so, for in Sweden labor has power and responsibility, responsibility

which extends out to the whole community. The broad problems of the whole
community must be understood by the leaders of labor. A strictly trade union
college cannot confine itself strictly to union problems, for the problems of trade-

unions are the problems of the economy.

That is Sweden's experience, which is way ahead of ours. It is

along the line of democratic economic citizenship, looked at from the

worker's point of view.

May I turn from the worker's approach to the consumer approach?
Historically, the two approaches have come from different groups.

Actually, in subject matter and in essential meaning they are very

close together. Workers' education started with the worker in the

industrial plant and has extended to white-collar workers and even

professional workers, in the government, for example. Consumer
education, or consciousness of the problems of economic citizenship of

the consumer, has developed first in the middle-income groups ; in such

a group as the members of the American Association of University

Women, in which I am active. The two are coming very close together

as the workers are coming to see what goes out of the pay envelope is

as important as what comes intq it.

Workers' education and consumer education have in common not
only that they are aimed at effective economic citizenship but they

both start with concrete daily economic experience; consumer educa-

tion starts with the market basket; workers' education starts in the

shop.

The need for consumer education, as I have said, is a direct product
of technology. It is a product partly of the splitting of functions

through technology and partly of the complexity and multiplicity of

goods which technology has put on the market.
In a nontechnological society, the problem of the consumer is to find

the physical things or to make them himself. In a technological

society the problem is to know and choose and have the means to

acquire those things, and it is that that has made the new problem
of cor.sumer education a very real problem.
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Consumer education started, as I say, with the market basket, and
has grown out like circles from a pebble in a pool.

It started with attempts of consumers to learn to be good buyers,

but very soon consumers found that the means of knowing enough
about the things they were buying to be a good buyer weren't available,

in many cases. Consumer education, like workers' education, leads

out into an attempt to do something as well as to learn. Consumers
found themselves seeking ways of getting more information on labels,

in advertising, and in the hands of sales people. Then ihey found
that there- was difficulty even here, because although in many cases

information was in the possession of the manufacturer and of the

distributor, there were many cases in which there were no adequate

terms to describe goods that could have meaning for consumers. So
consumers found themselves asking, "How can relevant means of

describing merchandise be developed; that is, how can standards for

ultimate consumer goods be established?"

Mr. Pike. The necessary translation of trade terms familiar in the

industry but totally unfamiliar to the consumer ?

Dr. Ware. That, for one thing, but that not alone.

Mr. Pike. Going forward from that.

Dr. Ware. Going forward. Of course, no industrial consumer, no
buyer of industrial products for further manufacture, would buy with-
out specification, and the work of the American Standards Association
over the years has developed a very extensive standardizing procedure
for goods which go into further manufacture. Some of those stand-

ards are relevant or applicable to the finished product, and the problem
there is to find ways of getting that information passed on to the con-

sumer. Many finished products, how^ever, have not had standards
developed, so that the consumers found that the job was a job of de-

veloping standards as well as getting out the information which is

now available.

Moreover, the kind of standard which is informative to the manu-
facturer who is putting things together may be quite different from
the kind of^standard which is relevant to the consumer ; the consumer
wants to know what use he can get out of it. He wants a performance
standard, whereas the manufacturer who has technical knowledge
Avants a standard based on composition.
Mr. Pike. That answers the question most completely. For exam-

ple, say in cotton cloth, the manufacturers know that a certain given
number of threads would mean a certain thing, but to the consumer
that wouldn't mean anything in the world.

Dr. Ware. Consumers are beginning to learn about thread count.

But consumers feel that they should have, let us say, ABC standards
for sheets for a particular purpose which would give a basis of com-
parison. After all, a producer can be technically informed about a
particular product, but the consumer's activity is scattered over so

many products that consumers can't be expert in everything. It is

that problem that consumer educators are trying to get over.

In my organization we had an interesting experience the other day.

A man from a company came to us and said, "Here is our last example
of glamor advertising." He had a magnificent book—it was a fabric

firm—all full of pictures of these fabrics, done up with oriental scenes

and Lord knows what—it must have cost\^ lot—and he said, "We are
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throuf^h with that. Now we are going in for fact tags, and we want
to know whether this is the right information to put on those tags."

He had the results of a survey of consumer opinion—I don't know how
carefully he had conducted it—showing a very, very cordial response
to the kind of information that he was going to put on the fact tags.

That is evidence of the process of consumer education which is

going on.

Mr. Pike. You might say the education was going the other way,
too, perhaps.

Dr. Ware. That is true. Consumers trying to educate themselves

found very quickly that the job couldn't be done by self-education

unless the educated consumer moved out into action.

Mr. Pike. And educated the manufacturer as to what they wanted.

Dr. Ware. Educated the manufacturer as to what they wanted
and developed procedures for getting the relevant information in the

right place.

I thinJc perhaps if I just read over the list of. some of the subjects

which are covered in consumer education, starting from the problem in

the market place, it has gone to the problems ojf consumer economic
citizenship.

The General Federation of Women's Clubs, with some 3,000,000

members, has recently developed a series of what they call one-day
programs in consumer education, and this is the brief list of their

study leaflets:

Government Services to Consumers.
The Planning of Savings and Expenditures.

Our Taxes and What They Buy.
Interstate Trade Barriers.

Consumer Protection in Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Industries.

How Far Can Consum.ers Help Themselves by Cooperation ?

Social Security.

Agricultural Production Control.

Medical Care.

Consumer Credit.

That is where consumer education, which starts with the market
bakset, leads ; those are the questions w^hich the General Federation of

AVomen's Clubs has turned to.

The material which the American Association of University Women
study groups are using along with their study guide on Scientific

Consumer Purchasing ^ includes such things as this (I won't go
through tlie whole list) : Material on so-called fair-trade laws; credit

to consumers; judging fabric quality, and other things of that sort;

material on developing standards; food and drug regulation; the

Federal Trade Commission, the complaint of the Commission in the
case against Good Housekeeping magazine; interstate trade barriers;

the methods wliicli are now being carried out for cooperation between
retailer and consumer; consumer taxes; the challenge of undercon-
sumption. Tliose are just some of the subjects.^

The main contribution of consumer education, as I see it, is in the

orientation which it gives to economic problems. After all, consumer
education assumes that the consumer is a person and not just ? market,

'Alice Edwards, WasliiiiKton m.'iO. (Dr. Wares' footnote.)
^ See also Consumer Education Service, News Letter, published by American Home

Economics Association. (Dr. Wares' footnote.)
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and assumes that the purpose of production is in order to have the

things people need. Although that is a terribly, obvious and self-

evident point, nevertheless it is almost a new point of view^ largely

because we have developed a thoroughly producer-minded society.

A nice illustration of that is the story behind this publication of

the Bureau of Home Economics on Children's Body Measurements for

Sizing Garments and Apparel. When a project to get more standard-

ization of sizes for children's garments came up, the question was,

Shall the standards be set in terms of the practice in the trade or in

terms of the sizes of children? It took 2 or 3 years' battle to get the

project finally set up in terms of the sizes of children instead of in

terms of the practice in the trade.

One could illustrate endlessly the respects in which we have a pro-

ducer-centered society, which goes on the assumption that somehow
or other if the interests of the producer and the seller are taken care of,

the interests of everybody as consumers will somehow come out all

right.

Our habit of calling the balance of foreign trade favorable when we
get rid of more goods rather than when we get more goods is just an
illustration of something which goes through our whole society.

Acting Chairman O'Connell. One illustration was fair-trade laws?
Qr. Ware. Yes.

Acting Chairman O'Connell. Price fixing?

Dr. Ware. Yes. One need not multiply tlie illustrations, but they
could be multiplied.

The possibilities of the consumer approach are endless. I was struck

with the possibility in a meeting of teachers in the District of Colum-
bia that I was attending the other day where the discussion centered
on the community resources in relation to the schools. One of the men
on the panel, after the discussion had gone on and had, jrought out
various interesting possibilities, said : "Do any of you have any expe-
rience of any community which has set itself the problem of figuring

out what it wants its young people graduating from hi'^h school to do
and what it wants done in the community ? The comm inity is not go-
ing to let those youngsters starve. Have any of you any experience in

a community which has thought through its wants and resources in

that fashion?" Well, a pall of silence fell over the meeting. But it

seems to me that there is the direction in which the consumer-educa-
tion approach goes.

workers' education and economics literacy

Dr. Ware. In summary, I think I would say that the major contri-

bution of both workers' education and consumer education to the de-
velopment of economic citizenship lies in their method and approach
ratner than in the specific content of any part of their programs.
Workers' education is built on the assumption that the worker as a
human being takes precedence over the worker as a tool. Consumer
education is built upon the assumption that the consumer as a human
being takes precedence over the consumer as a market.

Traditionally we have assumed that democracy began in the political

ward, not in the shop or the market place, and education for democracy
has been built in those terms. To my Way of thinking, worker and
consumer education together provide a constructive educational ap-
proach to the problems of democracy ir a technological society.
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Dr. Anderson. You infer then that bargaining involves some equal-

ity—that a worker, for example, will know enough about the whole
economic scene to be able to act on something like an equal basis with
his manager or employer ?

Dr. Ware. Well, we have a traditional economic theory which as-

sumes that we get the right price, the right wage as the result of bar-

gaining in the market. Insofar as we are relying on that kind of

mechanism, I would say that we have got to have a bargain wliich is

I bargain, and not a take-it-or-leave-it proposition.

Dr. Anderson. The bargaining itself implies equal bargaining
power.

Dr. Ware. Yeg.
Dr. Anderson. And would you then move in the direction of an

educational procedure for workers in which very precise informa-
tion would be in their hands? For example, would workers' edu-
cation include such things not only as negotiation and necessary ele-

ments of negotiation, but the use of such an instrument as the strike

and what the use of the strike means, what discipline is necessary
to use it effectively, and when it should or should not be used? Is
that part of workers' education ?

Dr. Ware. Yes; just the same as the use of the ballot and the
same as the use of any of the social tools. I think I could generalize

the answer to your question in this way: One of the products of
our technology is that we do things in groups; we don't do many
things inuividually. Since we are doing things in groups, in order
to be effective we have to know how to use group tools.

Dr. Anderson. In other words, you don't ^ny longer put the strike

in the same category as the supposed unmentionable social diseases
we are now beginning to take a look at openly. You say that the
way to proceed is to take serious cognizance of all these social tools,

learn how to use them effectively, and you will raise the plane of
bargaining and substantially reduce the friction points. Is that
right ?

Dr. Ware. That is right. You have just taken the strike as an
illustration.

Dr. Anderson. Yes, that is all.

Dr. Ware. Of course, it is the last social tool to use, everybody, I
think, w^ould agree.

Dr. Kreps, In other words, as you see the problem of living with
the machine and getting the benefits of the machine, it consists funda-
mentally in raising the level of worker and consumer literacy, eco-
nomic literacy, rather than in trying to break so-called log jams by
going around and suing a few people or trying to subsidize some-
body or trying to tax somebody.

Dr. Wake. I wouldn't regard it as an either-or; I would regard it

as a necessary "and" to any program which may be developed in any
other area. I would not say that either workers' education, or con-
sumer education, or a combination of them, was the answer to all
the ills of our society; but I would say that if we are to operate
a democratic society in the face of technology, no matter what other
devices are used economic literacy has got to come along, too, and
it has got to be the foundation.

Dr. Keeps. In other words, the ability to make economic adjust-
ments and to use, as I understand the Swedish consumers have
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used, their organized power to emancipate themselves from monop-
olies of various kinds—the ability of workers to restrain their own
desire for higher wage rates because of the possible impact on the
economy as a whole, that type of self-discipline which is necessary

to civilize the machine comes into operation with the kind of worker
and consumer education program which you have seen operative in

Sweden.
Dr. Ware. Which I have seen operative in the United States more

than I have in Sweden.
Dr. Kreps. And in the United States, I should say.

Dr. Ware. May I put as a footnote a little illustration from a,

class of Southern workers in which the question of technological
unemployment was discussed?

This was a class of very limited literacy and very limited voca-
tional experience, and it included both agricultural workers and
industrial workers. The class started thii^king about technological
unemployment, and someone mentioned a cotton picker. One of the
girls in the class said, "The cotton picker is going to be awful; it's

going to put so many people out of a job."

There was an Arkansas sharecropper in the class, and I turned to

her and said, "Will you describe cotton picking for us, Johnnie?"
And Johnnie described cotton picking, how heavy the bag was,

and how all the youngsters were out working in the field picking
cotton along with the adults. One of the industrial workers shook
her head and said, "Gee ! It sounds as if that cotton picker was going
to put a lot of cotton pickers out of mighty poor jobs."

And another girl said, "Yeah, but a mighty poor job is better'n

no job at all."

They all shook their heads over that, and then I said, "Well, sup-
pose you were in a position yourself to decide how to use this ma-
chine. Suppose it was your machine." They thought about that
for a while and one of them said, "You mean if the people that
are working on the plantation had the machine and could use it

instead of being put off by it, why then the kids wouldn't have to
pick cotton ; they could go to school."

I think it is a relevant illustration.

Acting Chairman O'Connell. Are there further questions?
(The witness, Dr. Ware, was excused.)
Acting Chairman O'Connell. We will recess until 2 : 30.

(Whereupon, at 12 : 55 o'clock, a recess was taken until 2 : 30 o'clock
of the same day.)

AFTERNOON SESSION

The hearing resumed at 2:35 o'clock upon the expiration of the
recess, Sumner T. Pike, Department of Commerce, presiding.

Dr. Anderson. Before I introduce the first witness, I should like to

introduce as an exhibit the testimony of Thomas F. Burns, vice presi-

dent of the United Kubber Workers, on technological unemployment
and decentralization in the rubber industry. This statement would
have been presented orally were it not for the shortness of the time.
Acting Chairman Pike. It may be admitted.
(The document referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2749" and is

included in the appendix on pp. 17564-17577.)
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Dr. Anderson. Mr. Chairman, two witnesses will summarize the case

studies and their own observations on the effects of technology upon
the employment of the national labor force. They are Mr. Corrington
Gill, of the Work Projects Administration, and Dr. Isador Lubin, a

member of your committee.
Mr. Gill is before you.

Acting Chairman Pike. Do you solemnly swear that the testimony
you are about to give in this proceeding shall be the truth, the whole
truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God ?

Mr. Gill. I do.

Dr. Anderson. Mr. Gill is accompanied by Mr. David Weintraub,
who is responsible for a great deal of the work that will be discussed.

Acting Chairman Pike. Mr. Weintraub, do you solemnly swear that

the testimony you will give in this proceeding shall be the truth, the

whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God?
Mr. Weintraub. I do.

TESTIMONY OF CORRINGTON GILL, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER;
AND DAVID WEINTRAUB, WORK PROJECTS ADMINISTRATION,
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Dr. Anderson. Mr. Gill, what is your position ?

Mr. Gill. Assistant Commissioner of the Work Projects Adminis-
tration.

Dr. Anderson. How long have you been employed in this field of

activity ?

Mr. Gill. In 1931 I became the economist and statistician for the

Federal Employment Stabilization Board ; in 1933, in the spring, I be-

came Assistant Administrator of the Federal Emergency Relief Ad-
ministration, and have been with W. P. A. since July 1, 1935.

Dr. Anderson. Prior to that were you engaged in a profession that

is related to the field of your testimony ?

Mr. Gill. Prior to that time I had done some 6 years of research

work in the field of economics and business conditions. Prior to that

I was in newspaper work here in Washington, covering the depart-

ments for financial news, and as business manager of the Washington
Press Service.

Dr. Anderson. And you have published in this field ?

Mr. Gill. One book and several articles.

Dr. Anderson. And the book is a recent publication, Wasted Man-
power.
Mr. Gill. Wasted Manpower, published last September.
Dr. Anderson. In which you have covered a good bit of the topic

that you are going to discuss today.

Mr. Gill. In a broader way. This is one phase of the broad subject.

When the Works Progress Administration was established in 1935
we had had 2 years of recovery. Industrial production was substan-
tially above the low point of the depression; ind...atrial employment,
however, had not picked up nearly as rapidly; the unemployed num-
bered 10,000,000 to 11,000,000, or 'about a fifth of the Nation's man-
power.
As a functioning part of the administration's program directed

essentially toward recovery, the W. P. A. was vitally interested in the
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prospects for reemployment of this labor force. Since technological
advance was obviously one of the important factors which affected

these reemployment prospects, we initiated a group of studies of the
role that technology played in current unemployment problems* and
long-run employment trends. This was the origin of the National Re-
search Project on Reemployment Opportunities and Recent Changes
m Industrial Techniques.
The other day Mr. Kettering spoke here about the cooperative nature

of industrial research. Since the W. P. A. was not the only organi-
zation which had an interest in these problems, we too sought and ob-
tained the cooperation of other governmental and private agencies and
of industry and labor. One series of the studies, for example, was con-
ducted in cooperation with the Bureau of Labor Statistics; other
studies were done in cooperation with the United States Bureau of
Mines, the Railroad Retirement Board, the Department of Agricul-
ture and various agricultural experiment stations, the Department of
Commerce, the Social Security Board, the Bureau of Internal Reve-
nue, the Federal Trade Commission, and the Tariff Commission.
Among the nongovernmental agencies were the industrial research de-

partment of the Wharton School of Finance of the University of
Pennsylvania, the National Bureau of Economic Research, and the
employment stabilization research institute of the University of Min-
nesota. Throughout, in collecting information the project has also

enjoyed the cooperation of industry, of labor, and of farmers.

We feel that the National Research Project, directed by David
Weintraub, is currently contributing the greatest amount of informa-
tion on this question of the role of technology in production, employ-
ment, and unemployment. Thus far more than 60 published reports

have resulted from the project's work.
Dr. Anderson. In order to facilitate Mr, Gill's presentation, we

would like to introduce his exhibits into the record, and will assign
them numbers.
Acting Chairman Pike. They may be received.

(The documents referred to were marked "Exhibits Nos. 2752 to

2783" and are included in the appendix on pp. 17577-17596.)

Mr. Gill. The reports have been widely distributed and the value
of the findings is well shown by the frequency with which material
from the project's reports has been used before this committee during
the past 3 weeks.

The two main subjects which I should like to discuss before this

committee are (1) the economic role which technological changes have
played in recent years and (2) the impact of technological change on
workers. I will discuss these subjects primarily from the viewpoint
of an agency charged with the responsibility of caring for the able-

bodied unemployed.
The decade that has just passed is unique in American economic

history. It has been marked by the worst depression the country has
ever kiiown—a depression unparalleled both in severity and in persist-

ence. At the end of the decade recovery is still far from providing
normally full employment of the country's human and material
resources.

Perhaps the best indication of how much worse the economic diffi-

culties of the last 10 years have been than those of any previous period
is afforded by a comparison with the so-called great depressions of the
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1870's and 1890's. Production and employment are the most vital

elements in economic Avell-being. Although it is only in compara-
tively recent years that employment figures have been gathered, rea-

sonably satisfactory production data are available as far back as 1870

Indexes of general industrial production undoubtedly furnish the most
satisfactory measures for a comparison of the course of the three

depressions.

I should like to submit this chart for the record.

Dr. Anderson. It will be admitted.

(The chart referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2750" and appears
below.)

Exhibit No. 2750

Chart I INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION DURING THREE DEPRESSION PERIODS

1872-1882, 1892-1902. AND 1929-1939

NUMBER OF YtARS IN PERIOD
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INDUSTRIAL RECOVERY AFTER DEPRESSION

Mr. Gill. This chart compares industrial production for the three

decades—187^-82, 1892-1902, and 1929-39. The peak year of the

preceding prosperity is in each case taken as the base. The unique

character of the decade that has just passed is immediately evident.

The differences in severity and length between the depression of the

1930's and the two earlier depressions is so great, in fact, as to suggest

a difference in kind. From 1929 to 1932 industrial production de-

clined by almost 50 percent, as compared with a maximum fall in the

1900's of 13 percent, and in the 1870's of 7 percent. The contrast in

the three recovery periods is quite as striking. In 1939 production

averaged somewhat below 1929. In each of the earlier periods it had
far surpassed the previous prosperity peak ; 1882 was 70 percent above
1872 and, 1902 was 55 percent abrve 1892.

Other indicators tell the same general story. No data exists on
which to base a direct estimate of unemployment in either the seventies

or nineties. However, some idea of the extent of unemployment in the

earlier depressions can be formed from a study of production and
labor-supply figures. The latter are available for census years ; 1870,

1880, 1890, and 1900 were all generally prosperous years. Hence it

is reasonable to assume that unemployment in each of them was at

or near the practical minimum. The increase in labor supply can thus

be taken as a rough measure of the increase in employment for the

decades 1870-80 and 1890-1900.

I would like to submit the next chart.

Acting Chairman Pike. It may be admitted.
(The chart referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2751" and appears

on p. 17iii4.)

Mr. Gill. This chart shows the trend of gainful workers, minus
those attached to agriculture, for each of the three decades—1870-80,

1890-1900, and 1929-39. It also shows the course of industrial pro-

duction in each of these periods. Many refinements for which the

materials do not exist would, of course, be necessary before any de-

tailed conclusions could be drawn. One central fact does, however,
stand out clearly. The increase in the severity of the decline in indus-

trial production in the 1930's was so great as to leave no, room for
doubt that unemploymenc must also have been considerably more
severe than in earlier depressions.

These facts are unmistakably clear. In every important respect
the depression of the 1930's has been far more severe and far more
persistent than any previous depression the country has seen. In
1939 we had 2,000,000 or 3,000,000 fewer persons employed than in

1929, although the volume of goods and services produced was almost
the same. This unemployment was in addition to the 2,000,000 per-
sons who were unemployed in 1929, and was aggravated by the natural
increase in population which resulted -rji over 6,000,000 net new addi-
tions to the labor market. Consequently, despite recent attempts of
some newspaper columnists to write them off, there were 10,000,000 to

11,000,000 unemployed in 1939. The major problem is thus one of
fuller utilization of the productive forces of the Nation—natural
i^sources, plant capacity, and labor.
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With respect to the subject matter of these hearings, the question
arises: What were the effects of technological changes on recovery in

recent years?
As your chairman aptly put it the other day: "The measure of

technological advance is the capacity of the masses to buy the products

Exhibit No. 2751

Chart 2 INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION AND THE LABOR SUPPLY
DURING THREE DEPRESSION PERIODS
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of technology." We are therefore interested not only in the physical
aspects of changing industrial technics, but also in the social and
economic ways in which these technics are used.

Traditionally, technological progress has contributed to a contin-

ually expanding economy by stimulating increases of production
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through the reduction of costs, by introducing new products and new
industries, and by increasing the demand for capital goods. Hence,
technological progress has, in the past, played an. important role as a
factor of recovery from depression.

Now, it has already been pointed out to you by several witnesses

that technological changes in industry are continuous and cumulative
in their effects. There is no way of telling what the technological

changes of the future will be, or precisely how they will affect employ-
ment and investment. Moreover, it is important to realize that the
consequences of technological advances are by no means uniform.
The automobile industry, which has been discussed before you at

some length, is a classic example of a technological innovation that, in

the past, had created more jobs than it destroyed and also provided
important indirect support to employment through its effect on in-

vestment and income.
That such an effect of technological change is by no means universal

can be seen by a glance at our industrial history since 1920. The
country's manufacturing industries were, throughout that period,

subject to continuous and cumulative technological changes. The
effects of these changes on labor requirements are reflected in the meas-
ures of increased labor productivity which are embodied in several of

the National Research Project's reports. Many of these data have
already been presented to you by Dr. Kreps and others. These in-

creases in labor productivity were, during the 1920's, usually accom-
panied by increases in production. But in the face of the rate at which
technological improvements were taking place, the increases in pro-

duction were not great enough. The manufacturing industries, al-

though their production increased by 50 percent during the 1920's,

showed virtually no increases in employment. Other industries which,

prior to the World War, were relied on to provide an increasing .num-
ber of jobs for our growing population not only failed to continue

this traditional role but in many instances also failed to maintain their

previous employment levels. Mining and the railroads registered sub-

stantial declines. Employment in agriculture declined during the

war period and showed no increase during the twenties.

These increases in the productivity of labor represent continua-

tions of past trends in our economy. The particular feature of

recent developments is the important part played by a multitude
of refinements and improvements, which are a day-to-day outgrowth
of developing science and technology. The revolutionary changes
which are associated with the initial shift of an industry from a
handicraft to a mass-productioti basis pave the way for a continu-

ous chain of less spectacular changes ^hose effects on labor produc-
tivity may be even more important. Revolutionary changes which
result in the direct displacement of workers are by no means a thing
of the past, as you heard in the description of the introduction of
the continuous-strip mill by an earlier witness. Today, however,
such changes rarely occur. The typical changes in industrial proc-
esses at the present time are the day-to-day improvements of already
existing equipment; they are usually not spectacular and many of
them require relatively small capital outlays.

Thus the development of tungsten carbide steel has made it pos-
sible to increase the operating speeds on machine tools as much as

thirtyfold without any important additional capital outlay. Metal-
1244fl]—41—nt SO fifi
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lurgists have also developed more easily machinable alloy steel which
has enabled many manufacturers to increase the output per unit of

labor time from ^0 to 50 percent. The important part played by
increased knowledge of chemical changes and its application to in-

dustrial processes is illustrated by the introduction of organic ac-

celerators, which reduced the time for curing rubber tires by one-

half to two-thirds, with only small attendant capital outlays. Thus,
operating costs and labor requirements have been significantly re-

duced by a series of refinements which create small or no invest-

ment opportunities.

ADVANTAGE OF SIZE IN MECHANIZATION

Mr. Gill. Many of the improvements and refinements in. machines
are associated particularly with equipment of large capacity. Aside
from improved design, size is frequently an advantage in and of itself.

Large-capacity equipment frequently requires no greater operating

labor per operating unit than smaller equipment. Furthermore, the

cost of manufacturing a particular type of equipment does not usually

increase proportionately as the capacity of the machine increases. Ac-
cordingly, the capital investment per unit of capacity usually decreases

with an increase in the size of the equipment. In the petroleum-
refining industry, for example, for one type of equipment, operating

costs per unit of capacity for the large units are only about one-third

as great as for the small units. Similarly, investment per unit of

capacity is only about one-third as great for the large as for the small

units. These economies of large-capacity equipment are available

principally to the large enterprises. This is due both to the technical

possibilities of large-scale production and to the availability of funds
for investment.
Other types of technological change which accrue principally to

large enterprises are the mechanization of handling and the introduc-

tion of continuous processes. The most important economies associ-

ated with these changes follow the reorganization of plant lay-out to

assure the continuous flow of materials and the necessary synchroni-

zation of one operation with another, that is, by improvements .in the

organization of production—an important phase of recent technical

advances. I should like to illustrate this by reference to the conveyor
assembly-line system of production which has effected spectacular

economies in such mass-production industries as automobile and radio

manufacture, which involve the assembly of numerous parts. The
elimination of hauling labor by the conveyor is only a small part of

the total economies effected. Labor productivity is increased, princi-

pally through the reduction in stoppages and the increased intensity

of labor, whose speed is to a very large extent set by the speed at

which the belt operates.

In large-scale industries working with honlogeneous materials, the

introduction of the continuous-process principle has effected equally

great economies, but has been accomplished somewhat differently.

Previously distinct operations have been integrated, either directly or

through tlie use of mechanical conveying equipment. The necessary

synchronization is accomplished largely with the aid of instruments,

and much operating as well as handling and storage labor is elim-

inated. In many of these industries, notably electric power, petroleum
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refining, steel, glass, paper and pulp, and chemicals, after two decades

of such developments, entire departments and plants are now oper-

ated from central instrument panels at which a few operators are

stationed.

Such recording and controlling instruments, employed in large,

highly mechanized plants, are an example of the type of equipment,
auxiliary to the principal production units, which has found extensive

application in recent years. Such auxiliary devices have involved only

small capital outlays in relation to the economies which they made
possible.

Numerous instances could be cited to show the reduction in operat-

ing costs effected through the precise regulation of processes with the

aid of such instruments. According to one of the project's studies, the

expenditures for controlling and measuring ipstruments per $1,000 of

machinery rose from less than $4 in 1919 to more than $14 in 1939. The
increase in the use of industrial instruments which automatically

control the operation of machinery or processes has been especially

notable
As a percentage of total sales, controlling instruments have risen

from 8 in 192b to more than 35 at the present time.

Not only are the larger enterprises the principal beneficiaries of the
typical developments in industrial techniques, but they also possess the
organization for systematic technical advance, through organized in-;

dustrial research. As one of the project's reports has shown, the

number of workers engaged in industrial research has increased five-

fold during the past 2 decades. It is estimated that in 1940 close to

60,000 research workers are employed.
This work has been .concentrated in the hands of relatively few com-

panies
j;
half the research personnel is employed by about 50 large cor-

porations. Approximately 2,000 other concerns employ the other half
jf research personnel, while more than 150,000 manufacturing com-
panies do not maintain any organized research. In 9 leading in-

dustries, one-fourth of the companies' that operated laboratories in

1938 employed between 56 and 90 percent of the research workers in

the respective industries.

Now, there are certain points which I should like to stress with re-

spect to the characteristics of recent technological developments.
First, the establishment of the basic machine techniques, which was

accomplished in the bulk of manufacturing industries before 1920, has
multiplied rather than restricted the opportunities for technological
change. There is, therefore, no reason to expect any cessation in the
rate of increase of labor productivity, since it can be expected that as
mechanization continues fresh opportunities for improvement will

unfold themselves.

Second, while revolutionary changes in technique are still occurring,
the emphasis in the recent period has beeii on detailed improvements
in established techniques. These latter changes are, however, ex-
tremely pervasive ; in time they cut across the whole production proc-
esses of an industr^, spread from industry to industry, and their cumu-
lative effect on labor productivity and their threat to the security of
\yorkers has been far greater than the occasional, spectacular, revolu-
tionary changes.

Third, it is important to note that technological advances may be
reflected in a reduction in labor requirements outside of the establish-
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ment in which they occur. Illustrative of this is the reduction in the
demand for coal as a result of improvements in the efficiency with
which coal is burned. One ,of the project's studies shows that fuel

consumption per unit of output was reduced by almost 80 percent at

central power stations between 1899 and 1936, by 32 percent on steam
locomotives between 1917 and 1936, and by 16 percent at cement plants
between 1914 and 1935. The difficulties of the coal miners are in no
small degree ascribable to this technological development outside of
their own industry.

Fourth, the nature of recent technological changes has been such
that significant increases in labor productivity have been accomplished
in many instances without important additions to capital investments.

The studies of the National Research Project present a mass of infor-

mation covering changes in technology and productivity during the

last 2 decades or more. During the last decade the emphasis has been
on technological changes of a labor-saving rather than plant-expan-
sion character. This is reflected in the project's findings on recent

types of changes and on productivity in mining, manufacturing, trans-

portation, communication, and power production. Notwithsta iding

(he fact that many factors operate to reduce productivity when pro-

duction is curtailed, the findings show that productivity continued to

increase in most industries even during the decline of the early thirties.

In many instances, old and fully depreciated machines are replaced
by improved machines, which are capable of much higher outputs but
which do not involve an increase in investment. The economies ef-

fected through the use of auxiliary equipment are frequently accom-
plished with only small capital outlays. In many cases, moreover, the

smaller capital outlays involved in the use of auxiliary equipment
are a substitute for the larger capital outlays involved in the construc-

tion or in the equipping of new plants for additional production
capacity. Although the introduction of handling and conveying
equipment involves considerable investment, there is frequently no
increase in investment per unit of output since the initial outlays ai'e

offset by savings in space, the fuller utilization of equipment, and the

reduction of raw-material inventories and storage.

The fifth point I want to make with respect to the characteristics

of recent technological developments is that they are obtainable prin-

ci])ally by the large concerns. There is evidence that in many indus-

tries the small concerns are being forced out of business because they
cannot keep abreast of new technological developments. In testimony

presented to you by an earlier witness, the elimination of many small

steel mills was attributed to their inability to employ the new
processes.

In the bulk of American industry, the trend toward(the elimination

of small enterprises and the concentration of production in large cor-

porations is an observed fact. Our studies have shown that this trend

luis a technological basis in the advantages in production costs gained

by the organization of production in large plants, by equipment of

large capacity, and by many types of special-purpose equipment
which aid in economies of production while they add little to capital

requirements. The economic advantage possessed by large enterprises

with respect to the utilization of labor has been reflected in most of

the manufacturing industries studied by the project. In mining oper-

ations, also, the benefits of mechanization tend to accrue to the larger
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enterprises, and mechanization in agriculture favors production on
larger farm units.

One more point. The strengthening of large enterprises through
technological changes has its basis not only in the characteristics of
their production techniques, but also in the concentration of research.

This concentration tends to widen the technical and economic advan-
tages of large enterprises over smaller ones which are without research
facilities and cannot keep pace with new scientific developments. TJiis

factor is important in any evaluation of the prospects for the develop-
ment of new industries and new products, on a scale sufficiently great
to constitute a demand for capital goods substantial enough to stimu-
late general recovery. In considering the prospects for the develop-
ment of new industries out of current industrial research, it must be
remembered that though the companies which finance this research are
interested in the development of new products, they are also concerned
with the safeguarding and improvement of their existing investment
in plant and equipment.

I have earlier referred to recent types of technological changes whicli
typically find application where production is organized on a large
scale. This is doubtless in part ascribable to the fact that most research
is done by large enterprises which naturally concentrate on their own
problems. The characteristic technological advances which they de-
velop cannot usually be applied in small enterprises either because fi-

nances are wanting, or because the techniques cannot be employed on
the production scale of such enterprises. Yet this is not a necessary de-
velopment in all industries. Efficient production does not necessarily
exclude small-scale operation, provided the technological base is studied
specifically with a view to improving it ; I am certain that in some cases
at least research can fruitfully be redirected to problems of the small
enterprise.

Some means should be developed for making the results of scientific

research more generally available to small as well as large enterprises.

Greater emphasis should be given to industrial research directed toward
the development of new products or industries and to those technical
problems which are peculiar to the small and medium-size producers
now without adequate research facilities. Such a development, en-
couraged and perhaps in part supported by government, may make if

possible not only to employ all of our trained scientific personnel, but
also to stimulate capital investment.

Up to this point I have sketched the economic role which technologi-
cal change has played in recent years. I come now to the second sub-
ject, namely, the effects of technological changes on workers.

^fFECTS OF MECHANIZATION ON WORKERS

Mr. Gi-L. The process of industrial change is by its very nature ac-
companied by a constant displacement and rea'bsorption of labor.
When new occupations, plants, and industries come into existence while
old ones decline, when new areas become industralized while old ones be-
come "stranded," when a technological change results in the displace-
ment of an old product or process by a new one, when job requirements
are altered, when fewer workers are needed to meet the requirements
of production, workers lose their jobs. Under these circumstances.
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even when such changes are accompanied by an absolute increase in the

total amount of employment offered, unemployment of individuals
and groups of individuals is continually being created because of
changes in the location of activity, transformations in the nature of
the employment offered, or changes in the types of persons hired.

One of the most important factors in changing the location of
economic activity has been the persistent relative decline of agriculture

as an employer of our nation's labor. As the technique of production
in agriculture has been steadily altered and improved, it has been
possible to produce food and raw materials for a growing population
and an expanding economy with an ever-dwindling proportion of the
nation's workers. In 1870, for example, more than half the working
population was engaged in agriculture. Tpday only one-fifth of the
population is so engaged and a large share of this one-fifth is no longer
necessary to produce the volume of agricultural products which we
consume. One result of this marked decline in opportunities on the

land has been the migration of approximately 2,000,000 persons an-
nually from the land to the cities in search of mdustrial employment.
Industry, however, even in the 1920's, was unable to absorb this tremen-
dous extra supply of labor that was "released" from agriculture. This
is reflected in the fact that the 1920's saw annually an average of 1,-

500,000 persons leave the cities to return to the land. That is to say,

some 3,500,000 migrations took place annually in this country as a part
of the search for jobs.

The accumulation of people unable to secure employment and unable
to maintain themselves on the land is continuing. Although there has
been some reduction in the amount of migration from the land, this

slackening is not caused by a lessening of the problem conditions on
the land, but by the development of severe depression conditions in

the cities. As a result, there are uncounted persons dammed up on
the laad who in recent years would have moved to the cities had con-
ditions there warranted the hope that they might find employment.
These constitute an unemployed reserve for industry that has not even
been tapped^ and one which is growing steadily. The continuation
of technological changes in agriculture impel them to move, but in the
current industrial situation there is no place for them to go.

Another broad industrial change which has been constantly creating
unemployed workers, even in periods of generally rising activity, is

that which results in the transfer of the location of industrial activity.

America is dotted with cities and towns which can point to better days
when they \3^^ere flourishing commercial or industrial centers. As
methods of transportation and communication have changed, many a
canal and river town lost its locational advantage. As automobiles,
trucks, and improved roads made large cities more easily accessible,

many a rural shopping and marketing center has lost most of its trade.

Stranded towns abound in areas where once rich deposits of coal, or
timber stands, or bonanzas of ore have been exhausted, or where indus-
tries liave lost out in the competitive struggle with industries in other
areas. Thousands of skilled textile workers have been left stranded
in New England towns when mills either moved southward or went
out of existence because of their inability to compete with southern
manufacturers. Over 200,000 coal miners lost their jobs between 1923
and 1929, when 3,000 commercial coal mines closed down. The better
utilization of coal and the increased use of other fuels cut into the
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market, and what demand was left went to the technologically more
advanced mines.

In a true sense the populations that are left behind represent a
group stranded through the operation of industrial and teclmological

change. Their situation represents a pressing phase of our general
unemployment problem which will continue to exist, short of an
extraordinary expansion of productive activity.

As examples in this connection I would like to refer to some studies

made by the W. P. A. in various localities.
' In 1935, the year in which the great Amoskeag Mills, of Manchester,
N. H., were shut down, more than 17,000 different persons had had
employment in these mills. After the shut-down, there were a few
other jobs to which the displaced workers could turn. In a field

survey conducted late in 1936,. only two-fifths of the men and one-
fifth of the women interviewed had had any work since their last

Amoskeag job in 1935. Only one-third of the men and one-sixth of
the women were employed at the time of the interview. Of the total

man-months elapsed between the last Amoskeag job and October 1936,
only 15 percent were spent in employment. Under these circum-
stances the need for relief became acute and continued to be so through
the ensuing years. About one-fourth of Manchester families were
receiving general assistance or W. P. A. work in 1937. In 1938 the
average rose almost to 29 percent.

Somewhat similar situations prevail in several of the declining
Massachusetts textile centers. New Bedford is a good example. It

had 31 cotton-textile mills running in 1920, and employed 34,000 textile

workers. While new plants in the South flourished. New Bedford
had slipped backward. By 1937 the number of cotton mills had been
cut to 17, and the 34,000 mill workers employed had shrunk to 14,000
Between 1937 and 1938 another 6,000 cotton-mill workers were thrown
out of work. During the two decades since the World War, New Bed-
ford cotton textiles have lost about four-fifths of their workers. In
spite of some new industry. New Bedford is clearly a chronically de-
pressed community. About a year ago, 30 percent of all the available
workers were jobless. Among workers whose last job was in the
cotton mills, 37 percent were unemployed, and their average duration
of unemDloyment was a year and a half.

Brazil, Ind., presents a similarly drastic situation affecting a some-
what smaller population. As a result of the general decline of coal-

mining operations in the region and the collapse of the clay-products
industry m the early thirties, more than one-third of the employables
in the community were unemployed i'^ 1936. During the 3 years pre-
ceding 1936, the number of different pt.sons who had received public
assistance of some kind was equal to 71 percent of the 1930 population.
A block of counties in in southern Illinois, where coal mining" is the

major industry, presents another clear-out example of a depressed area
with a large stranded population. The decline of activity in these
counties (Franklin, Saline, and Williamson) began well before 1929,
and had, by 1939, reached the point where two-fifths to one-half the
available labor force was without private employment.
The peak year of employment was in 1923, when 36,000 workers were

employed in 105 shipping mines. Bj 1937 the number of these mines
had declined to 40. With mechanization, the man-day output of the
surviving mines had risen from 4.9 tons in 1923 to 8.8 tons in 1938,
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and at tlie same time approximately 5,000 additional men were dis-

placed. In all, mine abandonment and technological advances had
reduced employment opportunities by about two-thirds—from 36,000

workers in 1923 to 12,500 in 1937.

The cumulative effects of these developments on the community are

shown by an unemployment census conducted in these counties about
a year ago. At that time approximately 42 percent of the total labor

force was unemployed; and about three out of five unemployed
workers were dependent upon the W. P. A.

(Senator O'Mahoney, the chairman, resumed the chair.)

The Chairman. Did you have any studies made in any of the other

coal-producing areas of the country ?

Mr. Gill. Yes, we did, Mr. Chairman. We made some in Pennsyl-
vania and in West Virginia.

The Chairman. Were the results of all these investigations sub-

stantially the same ?

Mr. GipL. Substantially the same. I believe that the Illinois situa-

tion was a little worse, but it was only a matter of degree. It was quite

similar otherwise.

EFFECT OF MECHANIZATION ON SKILLS

Mr. Gill. With respect to changes in the nature of jobs as distinct

from their location, there can be no doubt that technological changes
markedly influence the quality of labor requirements. Whatever may
be the trends in production and employment at any time, the first

effects of changes in teclmics are the displacement of workers, changes

in the kind of labor required, and, as Mr. Murray's human exhibit so

tellingly illustrated the other day, the obsolescence of particular skills

and occupations. These often result in the need for unemployment
relief even though, eventually, there may be increased demand for

another type of labor somewhere else. The effect has been different

in different occupations. Technological changes have favored semi-

skilled jobs at the expense of both the highly skilled and the unskilled

workers. In many cases new skills must be learned. Frequently the

new jobs are lower in the occupational scale. Often it is a matter

of months and sometimes several years before reemployment takes

place. For the older worker it frequently means permanent unem-
ployment.
The National Eesearch Project's studies have shown that the jobs

of factory production workers are steadily becoming more simplified

as machinery is made more automatic or more specialized and as pro-

duction methods are otherwise improved by management. Where an

entire process is rendered highly automatic and continuous, both un-

skilled and skilled workers are eliminated. On the other hand, where

auxiliary devices, such as recording or controlling instruments, sim-

plify the method of work by eliminating operations which formerly

required long training and great dexterity, semiskilled labor may be

substituted for highly skilled workers. Tliis reduction in skill re-

quirements is naturally a prime objective of management, since the

wages of unskilled workers are lower than those of the skilled, and

unit labor costs are consequently reduced by the change. _

While stranded communities present a spectacular type of problem,

due to the concentration and isolation of the unemployed group, our
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studies have indicated that industrial changes which alter the nature
or volume of demand for certain types of labor can create special

groups of workere who are as effectively stranded in a highly diversi-

fied industrial community as those residing around the tipples of shut-
down coal mines.
The textile industry provides examples of a number of such occu-

pations. . Weaving and loom fixing in the woolen and worsted, carpet
and rug, and upholstery-goods industries require a high degree of skill

which cannot be used in other industries. These occupations have
been declining since the early 1920's as a result of the introduction of
more automatic looms and also because of a decline in the demand for

the product of these industries.

The Chairman. .To what do you attribute that decline in demand?
Mr. Gill. Partly the use of linoleums and other new floor cover-

ings. I think that would be a major example.
The Chairman. That is technological substitution.

Mr. Gill. It is a substitution.

The Chairman. It is a substitution because the manufacturing has
been vastly improved.
Mr. Gill. Vastly improved, but it is a shift. A different group of

individuals get work in the linoleurn plant than those which were dis-

placed in Philadelphia, let us say, in the field of carpet and rug manu-
facturing.

The Chairman. In other words, the displacement of labor isn't at

all to be ascribed solely to improved looms, improved machinery, but
frequently to substitute materials for those that were
Mr. Gill (interposing). That is true in this case, I believe, sir.

In Philadelphia, the center of these branches of the textile industry,
29 percent of the weavers and loom fixers were unemployed in May
1936. One-fifth of these unemployed had lost their last regular' jobs

earlier in that year. Twenty-eight percent had lost their jobs the
previous year, 1935, 13 percent in 1934, 12 percent in 1933, 7 percent
in 1932, and 20 percent prior to 1932.

The Chairman. What is the base upon which these percentages are

figured ? Twenty-eight percent of what ?

Mr. Gill, It is the number that were unemployed in May 1936, add-
ing up to 100 percent.

That is, one-fifth had been unemployed continuously for more than
5 years.

A sample study of the work experience of a group of unemployed
railroad workers indicates that there also, because of the limited trans-

ferability of their skill to other industries, displaced workers were
able to find little work in other industries. Moreover, the longer the
attachment to the railroad industry, the more difficult it was to find

work outside . of this industry. The proportion of workers finding
other work during periods of interruption of railroad employment
ranged between a high of 63 percent for those with less than 5 years'
service to less than 10 percent for those with service records of 30
years and more. The factor of age is, of course, partially responsible
for inability to find work in other industries; but long years of at-

tachment to an industry coincide with advancing age. Thus, when
such workers are displaced they are at a double disadvantage in finding
work in other industries or occupations.
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The effect of changing skill requirements as a result of mechaniza-
tion is illustrated by our study of cigarmakers after the process was
converted from a system employing hand workers to one utilizing

machinery and machine operators. One of the major results is the

fact that the skill of the hand cigarmaker is not needed at the new
process, and women are generally substituted for men. In our study,

5 years after the lay-off, 13 percent of the men- were self-employed
cigarmakers, another 17 percent were employed by others in the cigar

industry. Though many of them searched for work as cigarmakers,
the majority did not find it, and 25 percent of them found no work at

all during the 5 years.

With tliese and other economic factors constantly augmenting the

labor reserve, the size of which has been swollen to tremendous propor-
tions due to the long continuation of depression conditions, certain

special problems have developed within the general unemployment
problem. Because of their age, their sex, their race, their s^ill or lack

of skill, the nature of their previous experience, or even because of the
length of time they have been unemployed, certain workers face par-

ticular difficulties in securing jobs. In a labor market crowded with
aspirants for whatever job openings arise, they are passed oyer in favor
of other job seekers who appear to the employers more desirable.

INCREASED UNEMPLOYMENT AMONG YOUTH

Mr. Gill. One of the most tragic of such special problems is that of
the youth entering a labor market already crowded with experienced
unemployed. The young people on the farms face perhaps the most
desperate situation. They are growing up in a situation where, with
advancing technology, agriculture is unable to provide a livelihood

even for these who were formerly associated with it. In the cities also,

particularly where opportunity has been declining or stagnating, the
youths unable to secure even a first job in industry have been a most
important element in the general unemployment situation. In Phila-
delphia, for example, 7 percent of the total unemployed in. 1933 were
workers who had never secured a first job ; by 1936 tl\is proportion had
reached 20 percent of the unemployed ; and by 1937, 21 percent.

While it may be impossible to designate the unemployed youth of
this country as technologically displaced, it is nevertheless true that
our production activity has failed to keep pace with productivity ad-
vances, that in spite of production levels almost equal to those of

1929, there were no jobs for them in 1939, and that as a result this

important gix)up is losing valuable years in which it might be fruit-

fully employed and contributing to our economic life.

The Chairman. Does that condition which you just described
represent the situation as it is to be found elsewhere in the country?
The figures you have taken are those of Philadelphia. How wide-
spread is this condition ?

Mr. Gill. It is widespread; it is all over the country, Mr. Chair-
man. It just happens that we made a study of this particularly in

Philadelphia. We have a good deal of other data available at

W. P. A., however, which indicate that the problem of the unem-
ployed youth is serious throughout the country.

The Chairman. It is perfectly appalling, ttiat it could be said of

any community that 21 percent of the unemployed were persons who
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had never had a first job, and you think that that condition may be
found elsewhere in the country?
Mr. Gnx. It is found elsewhere. We find it in the W. P. A., in

the youth that we have there. A very high percentage of the youth
that are employed on the N. Y. A.—that is the National Youth Ad-
ministration—have never had a job and have striven unsuccessfully
for months and sometimes even for years to get one.
The Chairman. Well, does that not indicate to your mind that a

primary and supreme necessity is that of finding a way to stimulate
the creation of normal jobs?
Mr. GiiiL. It does, yes, sir.

The Chairman. Productive jobs?
Mr. Gill. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Would it be proper for me to. ask you whether you
consider the jobs that are created by W. P. A. as the type of job
that can offer an opportunity for a permanent cure, or by N. Y. A..
either, for that matter?
Mr. Gill. May I come to that later, Senator?
The Chairman. Certainly.
Mr. Gill. It is in the statement.
The Chairman. I have been anticipating your paper.
Dr. Anderson. In 1933, 7 percent of the unemployed were people

who had not had a first job in private industry, it moved up to 20
percent in 1936, and to 21 percent in 1937. Have we leyeled off, then,

at a point where about 20 percent of W. P. A. is made up of these

youth ?

Mr. Gill. Between 1933 and 1936 unemployment was reduced in

Philadelphia as in other parts of the country. Wliat happened was
that those who got jobs were for the most part experienced workers,

. so that the people who had not yet held a first job became a larger

proportion of the total unemployed. But these figures do not refer

only to W. P. A. workers.
Dr. Anderson. Oh, I thought they were W. P. A.
Mr. Gill. No, they are unemployed people ; some were on W. P. A.

and some were not. They were not in private industry.

Dr. Anderson. In other words, they are reliefers or nonreliefers?

Mr. Gill. No, they are unemployed people.

Dr. Anderson. Unemployed regardless of their condition?

Mr. Gill. That's right. Some were on direct relief, some were
W. P. A., some were living on their savings; there were all types of
unemployed in that group.

Dr. Anderson. And do you think that will be the census figure for

1940?
Mr. Gill. I wouldn't like tp forecast, but this is a census of Phila-

delphia, a complete census of a 10 percent sample of the city, made up
on a very careful basis. I don't know, of course, what the census of
1940 will show for the country.
Mr. O'CoNNELL. Were these figures intended'^to include the unem-

ployables or merely unemployed ?

Mr. Gill. The definition is essentially the same as that used by the

census. It excludes unemployables, but no physical examination, of
course, was made.
Dr. Anderson. Do you know of any other such studies which would

give us a measure of th condition elsewhere ?
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Mr. Gill. There was a census in Michigan in 1934 or 1935, and a
census made in Massachusetts in 1934, I believe it was, had similar

material in it.

Dr. Anderson. It came to about the same conclusion, as I
remember it ?

Mr. Gill. Just about the same conclusions. I haven't the data here.

Other Nation:rl Research Project studies also have showed substantially

the same results.

Colonel Chantland. Mr. Gill, did you say that some of these who
had not had their first jobs were living on their savings?
Mr. Gill. No; I didn't mean to say that. A good many of the

unemployed, of course, were living on relatives.

Colonel Chantland. I was just wondering about that.

Mr. Gill. This problem, to the extent to which it was met, was met
almost solely through the work of the Federal Government, the

W. P. A., the N. Y. A., and the C. C. C.
The older worker also faces a situation of increasing difficulty.

Studies made by the National Research Project and others have shown
that while the older worker may have some advantage in maintaining
his job due to the value of his experience, once he is displaced he is less

likely to regain his job and far less likely to secure another job. The
result of this and other tendencies to pass over certain workers in filling

jobs from a crowded labor market has been the creation of a group of
chronically unemployed, who constitute one of the most serious aspects
of our unemployment situation. For the passage of time itself proves
to be a factor in the distribution of employment opportunity, and those
longest unemployed are likely to have the last chances for jobs for that
reason alone. Such evidence as there is points to an increasing serious-

ness of this problem—an increasing number of able and willing workers
who, in an economic setting characterized by a persistently large
volume of unemployment, are chronically unemployed.

I would like to make a particular point with reference to these
long-term unemployed. In Philadelphia, a diversified metropolitan
labor market, we made a special study of this problem in 1936. The
group studied had not only suffered unemployment of long duration
but they had also been continuously on relief or the Works Program
for at least 2 years. They were, then, one of the groups hardest hit

by the depression. Over 30 percent of them had not had a private
job for more than 5 years. These long-term unemployed num-
bered 20,000, or one-fifth of Philadelphia's relief load at the time of
the study. They were an unwanted part of the labor market, but
they wer6 certainly not an undesirable part. By every available
test these people were employable. They were out of work only
because, relative to other job seekers, they had some disadvantages
of age, sex, race, or type of occupational experience. The disad-
vantages affected not their ability to work but only their ability to

get*jobs.

In all, the situation that has developed, the wide-spread unemploy-
ment and underemployment, the inability of the younger workers to
find a place in our crowded labor markets, and the increasing chronic
unemployment, particularly of our older workers, presents a wide
variety of problems for "which a solution must be found.
These problems, both the general ones and the special ones which

have been indicated here, are not, it must be emphasized, temporary.
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The process of rapid technological and industrial change will con-

tinue to raise problems through prosperity and depression, as the

process of displacement and reabsorption of workers continues.

They are aggravated during periods of depression, particularly as

in the present situation, when widespread and long-continued unem-
ployment adds new considerations and raises new questions as to

reemployment prospects of the persons affected. Any attempt to

gain full employment of our manpower must take into account tech-

nological change and its action in continually jeopardizing the job

security of workers.

EFFECTS OF TECHNOLOGY ON EMPLOYMENT

Mr, Gill. I should now like to draw some conclusions.

The effects of technological change on employment and unem-
ployment present two distinct sets of problems. We have, on the

one hand, the situations where particular groups of workers, in

specific industries or localities, have been reduced to a condition of

unemployment as a direct effect of technological changes. Such
situations exist even at times when business is prosperous and em-
ployment opportunities are plentiful. We need only to recall the

situation which prevailed, even at the height of prosperity in the

late twenties, in some of our argicultural areas, in sections of our
textile industries, and in some of the coal-mining districts. Such
situations will be recurring even at the best of times. The adjust-

ment, whether through migration, retaining, or development of new
employment opportunities, may be a long process, much too long to

be taken care of by present systems of unemployment insurance. A
permanent work program would be well suited to meet such situa-

tions. It would help maintain the work habits and morale of the
displaced workers and would aid them in the acquisition of new
skills in a manner that would yield returns not only to the indi-

viduals concerned, but to the community as well, through the execu-
tion of socially useful projects.

The Chairman, May I interrupt there, Mr. Gill ? The implications
of the statement which you have just concluded, this first paragraph
of your conclusions, would seem to be that the conditions at present
are not such as to encourage business—let me see, you speak of it as

though we were in a depression—we are in a period of unemployment,
but I think the evidence which we may gather almost any day, in fact

every day from the newspapers, particularly from the financial sections

of the daily press, would seem to carry at least some basis for believing

that business in many lines is steadily improving.
Mr. Gill. That is correct.

The Chairman. I was very much impressed during the testimony
a few days ago of Mr. Watson, of the International Business Machines,
who quoted from an article in the Reader's Digest or a recent issue,

which summarized some of the new industries which have come into

existence during the last 7 or 10 years. I was glad to have him make
note of that, because I had myself alluded to it in the opening state-

ment at the beginning of this hearing. He called attention, as I did,

to the development of trans-oceanic aviation, commercial aviation,

building of streamlineis on the railroads, im]iroveme]it in the tele-

phone, and many new industries as a result of chemical discoveries.
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All of these, I think, are common knowledge, and as you testified, they
seem to have no difficulty in getting capital with which to finance them-
selves. The Transcontinental Airlines, for example, which have been
doing such a remarkable piece of work in conquering the air and pro-
viding safe traveling—they just completed more than 12 months of
commercial aviation without the loss of a single life—have appar-
ently not had much difficulty in securing whatever capital was neces-
sary for developmght.
We are, therefore, confronted with this anomalous situation, that

science and invention bring new industries, but they do not create new
jobs, I remember very well the report of the Standard Statistics Co.,
issued about 6 weeks or 2 months ago, on the fiscal affairs of the lead-
ing corporations of the country. It told of the profits of 669 of the
leading industrials, railroads, and utilities. These 669 corporations
have made net profits of more than $1,250,000,000 in 1939, as compared
with net profits of something less than $700,000 in 1938, an increase of
only 83 percent, and yet the unemployment problem remains.

It seems to me to be perfectly clear that a condition which allows
the advance of business and an increasing profit for business, cannot
properly be called a depression period; at least not in the old sense.

It is a period in which we have been unable to adjust advancing tech-
nology to human needs in such a way as to create new jobs while we
have in certain lines been increasing the opportunities for profit.

Mr. Gill. That is very true.

The Chairman. Do you agree with that statement ?

Mr. Gill. Very definitely. We are not in a depression from a busi-

ness point of view, even from the point of view of industrial activity

if the comparison is with 1929, but from the point of view of employ-
ment, we certainly are still faced with a very serious problem, because
the increase in activity in business and industry generally has not been
accompanied by a proportionate increase in the number of people that
they have had to hire.

The Chairman. We are told by the Federal Reserve Board Index
that production is back—well, it is above 1929 levels, but unemploy-
ment apparently is below 1929 levels.

Mr. Gill. Well below.

The Chairman. Our capacity to produce has so far outrun our abil-

ity to consume that the lack of jobs is the result.

. Mr. Gill. I would like to point out again, if I may, Mr. Chairman,
that another very impdi^tant aspect is that there are some 600,000
workers, net, entering the labor market every year, and you have got
to expand your industrial production of business activity and your
economy over the previous year to take care of 600,000 workers every
year if you are going to maintain—even maintain—the same level.

The Chairman. Yes ; the same level ; the same ratio,

Mf. Gill. That is right.

A different type of situation confronts us in times of contracting
business. The groups of workers who are unemployed, directly or
indirectly, as a result of technological changes are many and varied.
There -are, first, those directly displaced by labor-saving devices intro-
duced during the depression. But in addition to these, there are others
whose unemployment r,eflects the previous course of technological
progress, although not always in a directly traceable manner. They
are the ones whose previous employment was in technically backward
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or temporarily revived plants, and those whose employment was con-
tingent upon equipment installations during })rosperity when tech-

nological change went hand in hand with plant expansion, but who
were dispensed with once the constniction was completed.

In periods of depression, with widespread general unemployment,
these displaced workers become one additional element of an excessive
labor supply. Although their existence in the labor market tends to

reduce the general chances for employment, they are not necessarily

the ones whose opportunities are lowest. In the general scramble for
jobs, they are not necessarily the ones doomed to constitute the "hard
core of unemployment." They do, however, tend to make the core
harder and heavier, and to make the criteria of selection on the part
of the employers more stringent.

The incidence of displacement ol labor through technical improve-
ments in a depression is thus not limited to any particular group of
workers, but its effects are diffused through the labor community.
Remedial measures cannot, therefore, be viewed as a matter of mere
readjustment of any concrete group or groups. The maintenance of
a flexible work program becomes a matter of necessity under s^^jcli

conditions, but the fundamental problem is that of remedy against
unemployment, the problem of recovery.

^In the comparative recovery achieved since 1932-33, the main draw-
back has been the lag of the capital-goods industries. Technological
improvements introduced in recent years have been many and they
have had very substantial effects on the productivity of labor and on
reducing costs of production. But, as I have pointed out, those effects

have in many instances been achieved without incurring capital out-
lays large enough to develop the cumulative demand for capital goods
which is necessary for recovery. As a result of the available tech-
nical improvements, not only cost reduction but also the expansion
of productive capacity can be, and in many instances has been, affected

with coiTQparatively small capital outlays.

As long as technical trends of this nature continue to prevail, a
growth of demand for capital goods in a volume requisite to make the
recovery cumulative can be expected only from a flow of investments
directed at quantitative expansion of production on a vast scale. The
failure of private capital expansion in the thirties not only resulted
in the lack of employment in the capital-goods industries but contrib-
uted to a further reduction in purchasing power by withdrawal of
savings from the economy, which were not reinvested. This failure
of private capital expansion and the increasing productivity during
the thirties had to be offset to provide employment. This necessitated
the large-scale public-works program as measures for fha relief not
only of the unemployed but also of the capital-goods industries.

INCOME DISTRIBUTION AND FULL EMPLOYMENT

Mr. Gill. The problem of income distribution is, of course, an im-
portant i)art of the problem of full employment. The increases in
wage rates due to the spread of collective bargaining and minimum-
wage and maximum-hour laws, the expenditure of funds for public
Avorks, emergency work projects, unemployment insurance, and of' er

forms of social legislation and relief have contributed to the removal
of some of the deficiencies of the distribution of income during de-
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pression years. But with a view to bringing about full utilization

of our resources, we need, in addition to the public policy of strength-

ening the purchasing power of the mass of consumers, a policy of

directly promoting an expansion of demand for capital goods by direct

investments by puolic bodies in large-scale undertakings and by stim-

ulating private investment in other directions.

Public capital investment has, of course, and oi necessity, always
been a contributing factor in developing opportunities for private

investment—notably in transportation facilities. The public devel-

opment of streets is a necessary condition for the growth of cities

and the development of loc^l construction; the development of har-

bors and navigable rivers was a necessary condition for the growth
of national and international commerce ; use and development of rail-

roads were necessary conditions for the growth of domestic com-
merce; Federal land giants and subsidies were necessary conditions

for development of the railroads; the development of hard-surfaced
highways was a necessary condition for the growth of the automo-
bile industry ; and the construction of airports for the growth of air

transportation.

I would like to point out, Mr. Chairman, that the air industry,

the Air Transport Association of America, have given W. P. A.
credit for the fact that they are a'ble to have commercial aviation

in this country today on the scale that they have it. The Govern-
ment has contributed, by a subsidy, if you will, as far as the private

industry is concerned, by constructing 197 new airports in the coun-
try, and they have assisted in the remodeling and bringing up to

date, so they can be used, 387 additional -airports. If it hadn't been
for that public investment in airports in the past 6 years, you
wouldn't have the business in the air-line travel or the profits that
are now accruing to the private companies.
The Chairman. It may be worth mentioning to call attention to

the difference between the terminal facilities of the railroads and of
the air lines. When the railroads were undergoing their period of
expansion, the costs of building railroad stations and yards was, and
still remains, wholly a matter of expense for the railroad company
itself, but aviation has been able to progress without that burden of
expense. The public has invested whatever capital has been necessary
for the raost part in building the various airports, and W. P. A., as
you say, has contributed tremendously in that respect.

Municipal airports cover the country.

Mr. Gill. Mr. Chairman, don't you think the land grants that were
given to the railroads have more than made up for the fact that the
Government didn't do anything directly for the railroads?

The Chairman. Of course, the land grants did make up substan-
tially, but the railroads continue to pay taxes on all this physical
jiroperty. The air lines are not paying taxes, at least upon the air-

fields. Then, of course, whenever you raise this question with a
railroad, man, he will talk about the c()mi)ensation which the railroads
have rendered the Government by reduced rates on transportation of-

conimodities.

Mr. GiLi.. The air lines do pay quite a heavy fee to municipalities
for the use of airports, wliich, in a way, is equal to a tax.

Capital requirements for the phenominal expansion of the use of
the automobile are not limited to the planned facilities required for
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their production, for the replacement of parts, and for providing the

fuel for . automobile operation. The expansion and use of the pas-

senger car, the truck, and the bus depended upon Federal, State, and
local cooperation in building roads. Total expenditures on streets,

roads, highways, bridges, and tunnels thereby rose in rank second only

to education in total public expenditures. Among other transporta-

tion agencies, aid to the new aviation industry was provided as early

as 1926 by the Air Commerce Act, and the successive emergency
work programs have established airways and constructed airports

and landing fields. More recently a legislative provision has been
made to aid in the construction of ships for a merchant marine.

Federal, State, and local outlays for all types of construction formed
a substantial proportion of the demand for capital-goods production
during the 1920's. This public investment, in addition to supplying
the needs of private industry, aids the expansion of the capital-goods
industries and therefore multiplies the amount of employment cre-

ated and thereby expands the purchasing power of the Nation for
more consumers' goods.

Reduction in hours of work would help to maintain employment;
increases in wage rates would increase consumption and employ^nent

;

special programs have been developed and are required to meet the
special problems of youth and the aged. But the solution of the
major serious problem of unemployment necessarily depends upon
full utilization of our resources and manpower—the problem defined
by the President, by the committee, and by the witnesses appearing
before the committee, as idle men, idle machines, and idle money.
The Chairman. We have no difficulty in diagnosing the ills, but

the doctor who will prescribe the cure hasn't testified to us yet.

Dr. Anderson. Haven't you in your conclusion indicated, Mr.
Gill, that while there is no cure-all, there may be cures? In other
words, you have indicated some of the treatments that can be ad-
ministered.

Mr. Gill. I tried to
;
yes, Dr. Anderson.

Dr. Anderson, And you think the actual cure lies beyond even the
summation of all these special things that could be done.
Mr. Gill. It lies in the full use of all our resources. As I said,

apart from increased, more widely diffused purchasing power we
need a public policy of direct promotion of expansion in capital
goods. .

Dr. Anderson. You reviewed the situation in industrial research,
pointing out that the larger business enterprises were able to carry
on research, had the facilities, and benefited by the results of such
research. Mr. Kettering, I believe, answered- by saying that time has
removed the restraints that once were presumed to limit the benefits
of such research to the companies actually performing it, so that now
the smaller corporations and companies benefit almost equally with
these larger units. Would you care to comment on that?
Mr. Gill. I wo.^ld say that most of the research carried on by the

large corporations is of a type that is directed to their own problems
only, and cannot be converted and used by the smaller manufacturer
or the smaller business enterprise.
Dr. Andkkson. And you wou! In't see in patents, for example, any

restraining influentie that would benefit those who held the patents
124491—41—pt. 30——07
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for the period of the patent life as compared with those who didn't

have access to such patents?

Mr. Gill. I should certainly think that the holding of a patent

would be restrictive in itself.

Dr. Anderson. You indicated in your testimony that technological

advance in the field of agriculture benefited particularly larger agri-

cultural units.

Mr. Gill. That is correct.

Dr. Anderson. We have heard testimony that a technological devel-

opment, the all-purpose tractor, with small farm units of equipment,

might set a new trend which would enable small farms, farms oi

50 to 100 acres, to remain in business on competitive terms with

these larger units. Have you gathered any data on that point?

Mr. Weintraub. That is perfectly true, but the development of

the small tractor is rather recent. All the material we have been

able to gather on the relative efiiciencies of small and large farms
would' tend to indicate that the larger farm today and in recent

years has certainly been able to operate with less labor per unit of

product than the small farms. What the all-purpose tractor eventu-

ally will do, we don't know, but the vast majority of the farms still

don't have any tractor at all, large or small.

Dr. AndersoiJ. Those are the questions I had, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. Thank you, very much, Mr. Gill. We are very

much indebted to you.

Dr. Anderson. Mr. Chairman, our final witness is our own com-
mitteeman. Dr. Isadore Lubin, head of the Bureau of Labor Sta-

tistics, Department of Labor, who will testify at this time.

TESTIMONY OF DR. ISADOR LUBIN, COMMISSIONER OF LABOR
STATISTICS, DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, WASHINGTON, D. C.

Dr. Ltjbin. I think that the committee is perfectly conscious ol

the fact that there was once upon a time a year known as the year
1929. I do not know, however, whether this committee is conscious

of the fact that exactly 11 years ago, to be specific, on the Senate
calendar day, March 1, in that year 1929, the late Senator Couzens,
at that time chairman of the Education and Labor Committee of
the Senate, submitted- a report to the Senate on the problem of
unemployment.

I should like permission to take a minute to read 2 or 3 short
paragraphs from that report. This, I want to reemphasize, was on
March 1, 1929, when approximately 1,400,000 more people were em-
ployed in nonagricultural activity than are employed today, a year
m which we, most of us, believed there was no problem of unem-
ployment of sufficient size to concern the American people. In that
report, issued in that year 1929, the statement is made

—

During the past year or two, much has been said in the press and in public
discussion about the great amount of unemployment that has resulted from
technological changes in industry. Machinery and discovery are every day
displacing men whose lives have been spent in developing the skill and ability
necessary to their crafts. .Efficiency methods which aim at eliminating waste-
ful and unnecessary processes are daily eliminating workers from industry.
At the same time the amalgamation and mergers which have recently been
going on at a pace faster than ever before in history have resulted in closing
down factories and in moylng plants and warehouses from one part of the
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country to another. The declining markets for certain products resulting from
the changing habits of consumers have also led to the shutting down of plants.

Bankruptcy is also taking its annual toll of employers of labor, a tendency

which we must assume will go on forever in a Nation which attempts to give

full play to individual initiative and relics upon free competition to regulate

its economic activity.

All of those forces make for uneiuployinont ; in good times and bad times

they are relentlessly at work. Undor the accepted competitive theories, it is

assumed that they eventually lead to greater efficiency, lower production costs,

and lower prices to the consumer. They are part and parcel of progress. The
question arises, however, as to whether tlie laborers who are thrown out of

work as a result of these movements in our economic life should be made to

pay the price of such progress. Is it just that society should benefit at the

expense and suffering of the dispossessed worker?

And one final paragraph included in the report of Senator Couzens
to the Senate in March 1929:

Technological unemployment covers that vast field where through one device

or another, and chiefly through a machine supplanting a human, skilled workers
have found that their trades no longer exist and their skill is no longer neces-

sary. What- becomes of these men? What <'an be done about these thousands
of individual tragedies? What do these individual tragedies tnean to society as

a whole? It is an imponderable thing. Some of the experienced witnesses who
appeared before your committee stated that new industries absorbed the labor

turned adrift by machine development; tin? auioniobile, the airplane, the radio,

and related industries were suggested as examples.
Undoubtedly there is much truth in these statements, but, nevertheless, we

are not relieved of the Individual problem. It offers little,t<i the skilled musician

to say that he, who has devoted his life tc his art, may find a job in a factory

where radio equipment is manufactured. Then there is the little aid that in

every period of idleness when readjustments are being effected, the suffering,

the loss, the enforced change in environment. True, this may all be the price

of progress, but society has an obligation to try at least to see that all thia

does not become the burden of the worker.

The Chairman. Would you be" good enough, Dr. Lubin, to turn to

the front page, the cover of that report, and see if you find there the

list of the members of the committee, and read it into the record ?

Dr. Lubin. James Couzens, chairman; William Borah; Lawrence
C. Phipps; Jesse H. Metcalf; Hiram Bingham; Frederick H. Gil-

lett ; Eoyal S. Copeland ; Lawrence D. Tyson ; David Walsh ; Cyrus
Locher; Morris Sheppard.
Mr. Maginnis. Dr. Lubin, to me, that is very interesting. May I

ask, I didn't hear clearly, did you state the number of unemployed
in the year '29 as compared with today ?

Dr. Lubin. No, I did not. I said that during that period, the

spring of 1929 when this country was going along full speed toward
that peak which culminated in the fall of the year, we were not con-

scious—when I say "we," I mean, the rank and file of the Amer-
ican people—of the fact that there was a problem of unemployment
on our hands, and this report, as I say, issued on the 1st of March
1929, restated in a sense the gist of everything that has been pre-

sented to this committee in the last few weeks.

Mr. Maginnis. Did it state the number of unemployed at that

time ?

Dr. Lubin. In the report it was estimated that the number of un-

employed was in the neighborhood of 1,000,000.

Mr. Maginnis. Of 1,000,000?

Dr. Lubin. Yes.
Now, Mr. Chairman, 11 'ears later, the same problem that "^as

presented to the Senate of he United States by its Committee on
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Education and Labor has come to the forefront. We had witnesses
here from every important branch of industry testifying to the exist-
ence of the same problem tliat apparently prevailed, and of which
there was very definite evidence, in 1929.

The problem todaj', of course, is much more acute, because, as Mr.
Gill ponited out a minute ago, a larger proportion of our labor sup-
ply is unemployed. In other words, the large unemployed mass that
has to be absorbed by industry makes the problem of those who have
been displaced by technological changes even more acute than it nor-
mally is. Under these conditions technological unemployment inten-
sifies the whole problem of unemployment. What I should like to
do with your permission is to point out the different types of problem
involved as they have been presented to this committee and attempt
to differentiate the causal factors that must be differentiated if we
are going to deal with this i)roblem at all.

In other words, all sorts of instances of so-called technological un-
employment have been cited to this committee and yet no single cure-
all, whether it be prosperity with . full employment or some other
general program, is going to solve the problems presented by techno-
logical progress as it affects workers. This is a fact which must be
realized and accepted if this country is to go on and if progress is

to continue. As a further matter of fact the worker's problem in

facing technological change is not always the same. The character
of his problem depends in large part upon the type of change in-

volved and upon the conditions surrounding its introduction.

FACTORS AFFECTING LABOR PRODUCTIVITY

Dr. LuBiN. I have attempted to break down the types of factors
that affect labor productivity. If I might say so, the thing that has
impressed me most about these hearings has oeen that we have been
talking about labor productivity as a problem in itself, as it were,
without differentiating (and it was impossible, of course, to differ-

entiate with the types of witnesses we had) the factors that bring
about these changes in labor productivity.
Now, I should like to list for the record what we might call five

different types of factors which affect the productivity of labor.

. The first, as I sjiid, is changes in technology, and these changes
in technology may in turn be divided into four subdivisions. The
first of these changes in technology are those that make possible the
creation of new kinds of wealth—in other words, they are the types
of technology which create new employment and bring about little

or no direct or indirect displacement of labor.

The second is that type of technology that creates substitute
products.

The Chairman. Can you give an example of each one?
Dr. LuBiN. I want to come back to that, if I may, Mr. Chairman.

I just want to list them first and then come back.
There is technology which creates substitute products, and it does

so by displacing other j^roducts. Some of this technology that cre-
ates substitute products, creates net unemployment; in other words,
adds to the total number of unemployed in the country. Others
create net employment. But all of them cause some direct displace-
ment of labor, although the net to the country as a whole may be a
gain or a loss. —
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The third type of changes in technology is the new methods of

production, where you do not necessarily create a new product at all,

but you substitute machines or tools for human workers.

Now, these three types come under this heading that I should like

to call changes in technology, as distinguished from other factors that

affect human productivity.

I also want to add a fourth, at this point, because it apparently

will become increasingly important as time goes on, and you might
call it labor-and-capital-saving technology. In many cases today new
methods make possible not only a direct saving of labor through the

introduction of new machinery, but it frequently happens that the

new process involves the use of less capital as well, and thus results

in an indirect saving of labor in equipment producing industries.

As I say, those four groups come under what I should like to term
changes in technology.

The second factor in improving human productivity—and one

which, incidentally, according to many of the witnesses who testified

here, is of much more significance—is changes in the way of doing

things. They are those changes that we might call managerial

changes, that reduce labor requirements but do not substitute machines

for human labor, and it is quite evident that in many industries,

these managerial changes cause more displacement and increase pro-

ductivity at a greater rate than revolutionary changes of a techno-

logical type.

The third type of factor that affects the productivity of labor might
be put under a group called changes in types of raw materials. By
using a new type of raw material to make the same product, you
may require less labor.

The fourth is an increasingly important factor of changes in human
productivity by changes that have been occurring in management-
labor relations; the sheer change in the psychology of relationship

and the conditions of relationship between the employee and manage-
ment has had tremendous effects in many instances upon productivity

of labor.

And finally, a very important factor, particularly in periods when
the plant or industry is moving from low rates of production to high
rates of production, is the relationship of output to capacity which
affects the productivity of labor. In other words, a plant running at

half-time requires more man-hours to produce a given number of

units than if it were running at full capacity. There is no change
in technology, no change in methods,, no change in fuel or anything
else, but the ability to get more use of your capacity through greater

operation.

The Chairman. Well^ why does it have that result ?

Dr. LuBiN. Let me give you a concrete illustration : In the case of

the steel industry, when you operate at 20 to 25 percent capacitv, you
require 35 percent more man-hours to produce a ton of finished pri. duct

th^ when you are operating at 55 to 60 percent.

The answer, I think, is simple ; to get 25 percent you have got to

have a minimum number of men to keep the furnaces going, to keep
that plant in operation, and you cannot operate with less than that

miuimum. Now, that same numbe;r of men, with the same machines,
can produce twice as much, frequently—in the case of the steel indus-
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try, 35 percent more—by just having more to do, with the same plant
and the same equipment.
The Chairman, I can understand that an administrative force

would have to be maintained in any factory regardless, or almost re-

gardless of its size, but it would appear to me that that would not also

be true of the labor force. When you talk about man-hours, required

in production, do you refer to the entire labor force, including office

management and so forth, or only to those who are paid by an hourly
rate?

Dr. LuBiN. Even in the manufacturing process, you must have a

certain number of people present to keep these furnaces going. To
take care of them, you have to have a certain number of men at the
machine, whether it turns out 1 unit or 100; and during periods of
increasing industrial activity such as that between 1932 and 1940 (and
I think it is rather important that we note this fact), this closer

approach to capacity operation has in itself, without anv change in

management necessarily, brought about increased productivity of
labor.

Mr. O'CoNNELL. Yes ; but that is a partial measurement of the extent

to which your unit cost would decrease when you
Dr. LuBiN (interposing). It is the unit labor cost. We know that

the mafi-hours required, given the same wage rate, would be 35 per-

cent less when you operate at 55 to 60 percent than it would at 20 to

25 percent.

Mr. O'CoNNELL. Likewise, because of fixed charges, I take it that

the unit cost would also tend to go down ?

Dr. LuBiN. Yes.

Dr. Anderson. Is there a point where this difference tends to fade
out?

Dr. LuBiN. Apparently there is, but we haven't found it. As a
matter of fact, this study is based on an investigation that we made in

the steel industry in 1935, and we are now trying to make arrangements
to bring this thing up to date, because the industry, at no time during
the period we covered, exceeded 65 percent capacity, so we had no
record.

Dr. Anderson. And do you have it for any industries other than
steel ? I can understand the situation more easily in steel than I could
in some more diversified field, or in one more completely organized on
a belt line.

Dr. LuBiN. Well, your rate of change, of course, would differ with
different industries, but there probably is a stage in every industry
where you must have a minimum number of men to produce anything
at all. I can hardly think of any industry in which capacity opera-
tion does not reduce unit labor time for maintenance workers. Steel

is probably an extreme case of saving in direct labor costs, but it is

by no means unique.
Dr, Anderson. Yes ; that is true.

Dr. LuBiN. And the point at which you get into the period of, say,

decreasing returns will vary with the type of product you are making
and the type of investment you have.

In coal mining, that is a very significant fact; in other words,
even when you shut down you have got to have your company force,

your air force, you have got to have your men seeing that the roofs
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don't fall in, and all that sort of thing. Frequently it is cheaper to

maintain a mine at 5 percent capacity than to shut it down, because

if you did shut down you would lose everything. So it is worth

while putting in some investment so you can use the mine when you

want to.

Now, I am going to touch briefly on the various types of tech-

nology that come under these different classifications that. I have

mentioned.

WORK-CREATING TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE

Dr. LuBiN. Under the types of work-creating technology, where
most of the employment created is net gain and there is little or no

displacement of labor, either direct or indirect, the advantage is self-

evident. With the telephone and telegraph, of course, you had some-

displacement of the pony express, but by and large there was a very

great net increase in employment. There are photography and the

development of the phonograph, air-conditioning, the pneumatic tire,

the development of a number of medical supplies. The radio did sup-

plant vaudeville actors, but the net increase in employment was rather

marked. The same thing is true of most household electrical appli-

ances, like vacuum cleaners and waffle irons, and all of those thou-

sand and one electrical devices which create new products and which
do not supplant them in other industries.

The Chairman. In referring to the telephone industry, I assume
that you are thinking of it in terms of its entire life and not in terms

of its recent life, durmg which the dial system has been introduced?

Dr. LuBiN. Yes; well, the technological changes that ha^ occurred

in the industry in recent years have not changed the product that we
get. Those have been changes in the ways of giving us the product.

I am thinking of the development of the telephone instiiiment as an
instrument of communication, you see. It may temporarily have
supplanted some messenger boys, but even immediately it created

more employment than it displaced.

The Chairman. But the record offered to this committee with re-

spect to the introduction of the dial telephone was that there has been

a complete displacement ; that is merely a segment in this larger picture

to which you refer.

Dr. LuBiN. Yes.
Now, among those types of technology that create substitute prod-

ucts or substitute outlets, there is again a whole series of instances

that are known to everybody here. In such cases the net change of

employment may be large or small. It may be an increase or a

decrease. But in all such cases some people are displaced, even if

on balance there is an increase in total employment.
Take automobile and truck transportation. There is no doubt

that automobile and truck transportation displaced a large number
of people who were engaged in activities which had to do with horse

transportation, but offsetting that you had road building and petro-

leum refining and steel and rubber and textiles and glass and real

estate, and a tliousand ,iind 'one other activities that were not possible

without the automobile. So there again there was a net increase

in the number of people enii)loyed. .

The gross increase in employment in these new activities was,

of course, offset by the displaced employment in vehicle itidustries
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and stables and raising mules and horses and wtiter transportation and
horse training, but, by and large, we will admit that the net has been

a gain to the country as a whole in the total number of jobs.

Again, there are the movies. You had employment created in book
writmg and in making film and in the production of movies and dis-

tribution of movies, and that net was greater than the number dis-

placed among vaudeville artists and musicians.

Rayon is another case in point. Through improved quality and
through lower prices, there has been an increase in employment,
which was offset in part by losses in the silk industry and in other

natural fibers, like wool and cotton.

Electric power created employment through endless possibilities

for cheaper light and cheaper power. On the other hand, it created

unemployment in coal and gas and oil, but again I say there was a

net increase for the country as a whole.

LABOR AND CAPITAL SAVING CHANGE

Dr. LuBiN. The third type of technological change that affects

human productivity is new processes for making the same product

or the same service with less imman labor. The chairman mentioned
the telephone as a case in point. In other words, the same service is

given to us, we get exactly the same product but it is given to us in a

different way, and in that way human labor is conserved.

Mr. Pike. Miss Sullivan said that you changed the labor from the

telephone employees to the subscribers. She said there wasn't any
displacement.

Dr. LuBiN. Well, I said displacement of employment.
Mr. Pike. Yes ; I believe she used that word.
Dh LuBiN. And, of course, one could, under this third category,

mention a whole series of revolutionary changes, like automatic ma-
chinery instead of semiautomatic or hand operation. Among those
you have the automatic cigarette-making machine, bottle-making
machine, the hot-strip mill, automatic drills, electric welding—and
one could go down the list.

The fourth type in this group of technological changes is what I

call labor and capital saving devices; in other words, more efficient

or better itilization of the things we are Avorking with. We have
heard a lot from witnesses this morning and witnesses this afternoon
about coal and the locomotive. Take the case of the Diesel engine.

That is an awfully interesting sJtaation. The Diesel engine makes it

possible to keep traffic moving day after day, year in and year out,

without having to have the expensive equipment and the labor force
necessary to keep it serviced.

I think I read of one the other day that had been in service exactly
a year and a montli and had been to the shop once. It ran 365 days
a year, which nialces it possible for 1 engine to do the work of 4, because
you can use it 4 times as long in 24 hours, w}iich is not only labo'-

saving but also capital saving. You need only 1, whereas formerly
you needed 4, and yet the power may be the same or even less.

Similarly, we have had examples cited here of better and more
lasting equipment. Take the case of the creosoted tie. A creosoted
tie costh more than one that is not creosoted, but you have to replace
it only once in 21 years, whereas the old ones, uncreosoted, you had to
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replace every 7 years ; so that over the life of the tie you save as much
as two-thirds in some instances. Again, that means not only saving

labor because you have to replace it only once in '21 years, but saving
capital.

Mr. Pew mentioned the case of new developments in his industry

which make it possible to get 92-percent ^ realization of gasoline out

of a barrel of crude. Again, that is saving not only labor but it is a

capital-saving device. One plant with a given investment can turn out

so much more than another plant could with the same investment.

Probably the best case we have is the modern automobile tire.

You replace it once in 20,000 miles, whereas you formerly replaced
it every 7,000 miles, which conserves labor in changing, selling, serv-

icing it, and at the same time saves your capital investment, of course.

One could go on to cite cases of mergers and consolidations which
bring about the same result. Also better materials are used in tools.

Mention was made this afternoon, I believe, that by using a certain

type of steel in a tool the tool would last so much longer, although
it is exactly the same tool. The composition of the tool makes it

possible to save both on the labor in using it and in the capital in

replacing it.

The second series of factors which I should like to emphasize par-
ticularly bring about changes in labor productivity which are not
technological in character, in the sense that they necessarily involve
scientific discoveries or the application of new methods or even new
materials. They are those changes which are due to managerial
progress and result in reduced labor costs. There are no new ma-
chines used, no supplanting of machine labor or power for hand
labor, and yet a very marked increase in the productivity of labor.

You probably will remember Mr. Rieve, of the Textile Workers
Union, and Mr. Merrill, of the Office and Professional Workers
Union, emphasizing the fact that these changes that management
makes, eliminating waste here and there, in their opinion, have caused
much more reduction in employment in their industries than any
mechanical changes that have occurred in recent years.

Instances can be cited in the shoe industry jind the textile industry
and in dozens of industries where by just clianging the routing of
your product, eliminating lost motion, as- it were, in the mere move-
ment of the product, has led to a tremendous increase in the effi-

ciency of labor.

We made a study recently of the so-called bundle system of operation
as opposed to the line system of operation in making cotton gar-
ments. The only difference between those two systems is this: In
the old bundle system each girl went to the otlice, or wherever the
goods were given out, and was given a bundle of pieces. She took
them to her machine, sewed them together, put them back in the
bundle, and returned that bundle to the office. Uiuler the line system,
one girl gets a bundle or somebody bringii the stuff to her, she sews
the two pieces together, just pushes it forward, and the girl in front
of her takes it and sews it some more, and hand^ it to the girl in front
of her, and so on until the garment is completed, and it is estimated
that this change has increased the output of the workers over 20
percent. We have the same machine, the same fabric, the same

^ See hep.rlngs, Part 14, p. 7190, an 'art 15, p. 8350.
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thread, the same temperature, everything is identical. The only

change is in the way the work is arranged.

Let's take the case of job analysis and time-motion studies. The
various systems that have beon em[)loyed in various industries all

give evidence of very marked increases in productivity of labor and
the displacement of labor with no change in mechanical methods of

production or in products made or used.

I might instance one other case in the steel industry. There is evi-

dence that the elimination of job hazards and accidents and the
bringing about of a very low accident rate as compared to the high
one they had 25 years ago has alFecled the efficiency of the workers
and there again, as I say, with no change of any signiiScance in the

type of production.

CHANGES AFFECrriNG RAW MATERIALS

Dr. LuBiN. Now, the third type of activity which aflfects the pro-

ductivity of labor is changes in the types of raw materials used.

You can't stamp cast iron, you can stamp sheet steel, and by the

substitution of sheet steel for cast iron you can make all kinds of

bathroom materials, bathtubs, lavatories, and so forth, and turn
them out at a terrific rate, whereas when you make a cast-iron bath-

tub, you have to cast it and let it set and take the time for hardening,

and so forth. It might interest the committee to know that just

within the past 2 weeks the manager of one of the smallest steel

plants in this country told me he was going to put in a strip mill.

He has a hand-rolling mill now. I asked nim why, because I felt

that his mill was small for a strip process. He said, "I have to do
it to meet competition. The product of the new rolled-sheet mill

apparently lends itself more effectively to stamping than this hand-
rolled product, and in order to meet the competition of these new
rolling mills, I will hav«} to put one in, because the people in this

particular country"—it was in the far West—"are increasingly using
sheets for stamping purposes." In other words, the major ])art of the
demand was for making of stoel products that were going to be
stamped for refrigeratoi's and a Ihoii >and and one things. Now, the
type of raw material in his plant is going to affect the output of his

workers because he can gt>t a product through this new mill that ho.

can't get any otlier way, and wben he puts the new mill iji, he won't
have to have as many peojde as lio formerly needed.
The CHAiRiiAN. Are alt of the^f; effects which you liave been dis-

cussing evidenced in increased produt tivity?

Dr. LuBiN. Every one of them, but 1 think the significant thing is

that the causal factor isn't somebody making a new machine and
putting it in.

Dr. Andi:k8on. You wouldn't say these so far enmnerated factors
operate in the majority of instances, or instances unknown in amount
or number?

Dr. LuBiN. They are all happening all the time, everywhere.
Dr. Anderson. So tiiat is one oi the reasons we get this clouded

effect and the inability to differentiate between causes.

Dr. LuBiN. Yes; and I think we are going to have to differentiate if

we are going to attack the problem.

I mentioned as the fourth type of factor that affects production,
the type of labor-management relations, the hours of employment in a
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plant. One of the outstanding facts in the coal industry immediately

after the shortening of hours under N. R, A. was the increase of pro-

ductivity per man per day, before there was time enough to change
methods of production. The methods of wage payment affect pro-

ductivity. It has been found that under a group bonus system where
a group of people work together and share the total amount paid to

the group and they get a bonus after they produce a certain amount,
it has almost in every case increased the output per worker. We have
found in a report that we shall make to this committee very shortly

that there are many plants in this country that pay much higher wages
ihan any of their competitors, and when I inquired of them why they
paid almost 50 percent more than their competitors, they said that

by paying a higher wage they get the cream of the workers and their

people produce more with the same methods that their competitors
use.

The guaranteeing of employment has been known time and time
again to increase productivity. A man knows that he has a job, he is

not going to work himself out of a job, he is going to be taken care of.

It affects his moraje and his productivity moves up, and you will find

many plants where the fact of security plays an important part in the
picture. And I might even go a step farther. In some instances, the
signing of a union contract has automatically increased productivity.

The men have felt secure, they have felt they have something to pro-
tect them, and the union itself by giving this protection has been a
factor in increasing the morale of their people, and output per man
has gone up.

Of course, one must admit one can cite contrary instances, too, but
those are factors that are working every day and must be distin-

guished from the machine or invention or new processes.

It is quite evident that by now what I am trying to emphasize is

the necessity for distinguishing between productivity and technologi-
cal displacement. It is quite evident we are confronted with a whole
series of problems. It isn't the machine alone, and because there is a
whole series of problems, I personally do not think that we will find
a single solution to it.

Mr. Gill dealt rather elaborately today with the question of the
ghost town. The ghost town was discussed in our hearings when the
steel industry was discussed, and we heard the story of what the new
rolling mill has done to certain communities.
As Mr. Gill pointed out, in New England todays and not only today

but during the twenties, ghost towns were being created every year.
Mills moved away, particularly from the textile areas in New Eng-
land, because sometnnes they could get cheaper labor, sometimes be-
cause of lower taxes, sometimes they got freedom from taxes entirely
and sometimes they were even given a brand new mill. On the other
liand, ghost towns are being created every day by the exhaustion of
raw materials. Northern Michigan is dotted with ghost towns that
once throve when there was lumber there. In the Southern States
you will find areas of ghost towns where the raw material has been
exhausted.

I have known of a ghost town that Was created by a change in freight
rates which affected the competitive position of the manufacturer in
that community ; he couldn't stay in business, so that it is quite evident
that again no single solution is going to take care of this problem.
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In the case of lumber, if we are going to eliminate the ghost town
we are going to have to do it through selective logging or through

some conservation program. In the case of cotton, or shoes, in New
England—and ghost towns have been created in New England in the

last 5 years by plants moving away from Massachusetts into Maine
and into Vermont where prior to the wage-and-hour law they were

able to get labor at lower costs than they would have to pay in

Massachusetts.
In other words, all these phenomena of moving, bankruptcy, and

disappearance of raw material, create what appears to be the same
problem, namely, the ghost town in stranded areas, but they arise

from different causes. And I think the significant thing that should

be emphasized is that in this period of mass unemployment it is im-

possible to tell where technology has been the cause and where other

factors in the economic picture are responsible.

I think that one wouldn't be going far afield in reporting what
Senator Couzens' report to the United States Senate said; namely,

that these are problems of competitive economy, they are problems
that arise out of a desire to improve your own profit position if you
are in business, and the fact that we have never compelled those who
benefit from these changes to bear the burden of the costs involved.

SOCIAL ACCOUNTING FAULTY

Dr. LuBiN. Frankly, the problem of technological displacement,

particularly, I think can be attributed to bad social accounting and
to bad social bookkeeping. In other words, we haven't recognized

the fact that progress, improvement, a better way of living, involve

hazards for someoody. The hazards have been borne for the most
part by labor, and nobody cared about it. You and I, who got a

better product at a lower price, or the employer who got a better

profit, didn't have to bear that burden. It was only because of this

displacement that it was possible for us to get a better ])roduct and
perhaps cheaper prices, and we took all the advantage to ourselves

insofar as it was given to us, and the employer took as much of the

advantage as the competitive system would let him have in higher

profits, and we refused to recognize the fact that there was a hazard
there, that somebody was bearing part of that cost, and we refused to

share the burden of bearing that cost with him. Tliat cost was
borne by the displaced worker.
Now, as again Mr. Gill pointed out, the problem of this type of

unemployment is accentuated during periods of abnormal depression.

But we must not attribute our problem of unemployment entirely

to technological change. Certainly we can't hold any 'of these forces

that I have briefly outlined here responsible for the unemployment
situation that appears today in the cement industry. There have
been radical changes, no doubt, but, those changes don't account for

the fact that the industry is only employing 60 percent as many
people at it did in 1023-25.

Dr. Anderson. That exhibit is admitted.
(The chait referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2784" and appears

on p. 17254.)

The Chairman. Just let us see what that comparison is. What was
the peak?
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Dr. LuBiN. During the period 1923-25, during the seasonal period,

the index was 100.

The Chairman. The base is what?
Dr. LuBiN. 1923-25.

The Chaieman. That is 100?
Dr. LuBiN, Yes ; and you will note the highest the index of employ-

ment has reached since 1930 was in 1937, when it temporarily reached
about 76; it is now down to 59.4, which means that for every 100

people they employed in 1923-25 they now are employing approxi-
mately 60 people.

Similarly in the case of structural and ornamental metal work.
(Tlie chart referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2785" and appears

on p. 17254.)

Dr. LuBiN. You will find the same picture there. The industry is

now operating at the point where it is employing 703 people for every

1,000 it employed during the period 1923-25.

The Chairman. And the cause in these instances was ?

Dr. LuBiN. I will come to that in just a minute. In the lumber
(sawmill) industry employment at the present time is at 59.5, which
means that 60 people are being employed for every 100 fornierly

employed.
(The chart referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2786" and appears

on p. 17255.)

Dr. LuBiN. In the brick, tile, and terra cotta industry approximately
55 people are being employed for every 100.

(The chart referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2787" and appears
onJ). 17255.)

Dr. LuBiN. The explanation of these changes in employment, I
think, is found in this chart on the Value of Building Construction,
"Exhibit No. 2788."

(The chart referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2788" and appears
on p. 17256.)

Dr. LuBiN. Unless you are building houses you are not going to get
employment in these industries. There is no doubt that the techno-
logical changes that have occurred in these industries are such that
we can get back to our former levels of production without necessarily

reaching the former levels of employment, but the major problem of
unemployment in these industries is due to conditions that exist in

the building industry. There, I think, we have a series of factors
which were discussed before this committee last summer: the cost
of building materials, the cost of financing, the labor costs of building
houses, and a thousand and one other items.
My sole purpose of bringing in these charts is to point out that if

you can solve technological unemployment tomorrow, that isn't neces-
sarily going to affect the picture in housing.
As I said, during these periods of depression this problem of

technological unemployment becomes accentuated because you add
to an already large volume of unemployment more unemployed to
make the problem still more severe. It is accentuated also for an-
other reason which is that during periods like the present we become
socially conscious that the problem exists. We are trying to find an
answer. Some Members of Congress were interested in finding an
answer in 1929, but the American people as a people weren't
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interested. But when you have a problem of unemployment and you
are trying to find out what it is all about, these other factors, every-

thing that impinges upon it, becomes very, very important and you
become conscious of them.
The displaced worker, however, has always been conscious of the

problem, and he was just as conscious in 1929 as he is in 1940. But
society wasn't, and society has been forced into that period of con-

sciousness, as I said, because of a general abnormal economic situa-

tion rather than by these technological changes.

DISPLACEMENT AND THE YOUNG AND OLD WORKER

The Chairman. Of course the testimony of Mr. Gill emphasized
that the displaced worker doesn't make up all of the unemployed,
that we have now confronting us the worker who never had a job

and therefore never could have been displaced.

Dr. LuBiN. Well, he was displaced in a sense, in part, to the

extent to which his ability to get a job, even in the 1920's, was de-

layed. He may have been absorbed, but the need for taking him on
was not as great, due to the greater efficiency in operation.

The Chairman. Not alone that, but as you, I think, have very
correctly pointed out, due to a number of other factors which have
increaseid. the productivity of labor, not alone the machine, but all

of these accumulating factors. But the thought occurs to me that

while it may be true that we cannot assign to technological unem-
ployment responsibility for the entire situation, if we look at it

from the point of cure, we probably are compelled to come to the

conclusion which was reached by Mr. Gill, namely, that unemploy-
ment is the central problem, unemployment whether by reason of

technological advance or by lack of demand or new industries, of
which you have spoken, or any of these factors. So that anything
that contributes to providing employment, whether by machines or

by hand labor or by new industry or what not, will by that very
fact create increased consumption and thereby tend to overcome
all of the factors which you have set forth.

Dr. Lubin. I think very definitely; as a matter of fact, that is

the conclusion I am gradually getting to. Before I get to it, though,

I would like to point out one other factor, and it is the other side

of the coin that Mr. Gill pointed to when he talked about the youth.

He also mentioned the old worker. I think it is worth while em-
phasizing what Mr. Hook said in part and what Mr. Murray im-
plied, that this problem of displacement, whether it be through
machines or for other reasons, becomes ingrained in the public
conscience because, during periods like this, displacement through
any radical change in methods of production puts a rather heavy
toll, probably a heavier toll than usual, on the old worker. In the
steel industry, as Mr. Hook stated, the plants that were shut down
were the less efficient plants, the more obsolete plants. Now the
more obsolete plant is the older plant usually, and the older plant
usually has more older workers; in other words, there are people
there who grew up with it, stayed with it, and the result is that
as you shut down these obsolete plants during a period of competi-
tive stress, whether it be due to sheer competitive conditions or the
invention of new methods, by shutting down those plants the proba-

124491—41—pt. 30 68
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bility is tliat you are tlirowinj^ more older people onto the market
than the general run of industry is doin^. Of course, the older
worker, durmg periods of very keen competition on the labor market,
with more younger workers there looking for jobs, comes into a tight
labor market and finds still more difficulty finding a job. As it is,

he would have some difficulty, more than the youngster.

So because of the nature of the type of plant that is shut down
because of these newer processes, you accentuate the problem of the
older worker and you lengthen his period of unemployment, and
again force back into the public consciousness the fact that it is the
machine or the new process that has been a r&sponsible factor, whereas
the responsible factor may have been, probably is, for the most part,

the tight labor market.
Despite the great scientific progress and the severity of techno-

logical displacement that has occurred, I cannot accept the idea that
this is a permanent burden on society that we are never going to
solve. I think that as unemployment decreases, as the economic
system absorbs more and more people, the severity of the aftermath
of technological displacement will become progressively less. In
other words, I feel that the severity of the problem of technological
displacement is geared into the whole question of the problem of
recovery, and I believe that with the growth in the economy, as more
goods are made, more services are. available, and these goods and serv-

ices are better distributed, as the national incomes goes up, you have
a higher standard of living, and the impingement of these tech-
nological changes upon the employment situation will become pro-
gressively less severe.

But that is not to say that the problem is going to disappear, be-

cause even if we have full employment it is going to crop up every
day at particular points and particular plants in different ways, and it

is only during periods of more or less full employment that you can
actually distinguish the technological element from all these other
forces that operate. Of course, one can distinguish these forces today
when you get a radical thing like a new steel mill going up or a new
plant being erected, but by and large it is next to impossible to
attribute a particular unemployment to a particular, technological
factor.

As I say, that problem is going to exist, it is going to keep crop-
ping up, and will be appearing in'Hivery segment of the economy even
though you have gi«at industrial activity, and the question arises as

to how the problem should be coped with. Again I am talking only
about this specific problem of displacement.

DISPLACEMENT (X)STS PAID BY WORKERS

Dr. LuBiN. I think one thing is evident, as shown by the testimony
before this committee, that everybody is agreed the displaced worker
should not bear the cost. I personally think that the cost should be
borne by those who benefit from displacement. I think that indus-

try, which profits by these displacements, and consumers who profit

by this displacement should share some of the burden with the dis-

placed worker. We have already given recognition to this' principle

of putting the burden upon those who benefit in our Social Seturity
Act.
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We have said in our Social Security Act to the ladies of this country,

"If you want to buy your Easter bonnets in April and no other month
of the year, and you are going to go without another hat until next
fall, you are going to have to pay part of the cost of taking care

of these unemployed during the period when you don't want to buy
hats," and we have assessed the employer, we have taxed him, and
those taxes are put into a pool, out of which funds are given to these

unemployed workers. By taxing him we have made the cost of main-
taining these people part of the cost of production, and you and I,

who get the benefits of these services^and you and I who can have all

of our whims catered to, who buy today or tomorrow, are bearing
part of the cost of taking care of these people who are in their

present condition partly because of our whims and habits of purchase.

We have recognized that same principle in workmen's compensa-
tion. For over a generation now, workmen's compensation has been
an accepted part of our economy. All but-one State have workmen's
compensation laws.

Now, how does the workmen's compensation law operate? Well, it

says there is a hazard in industry. You and I want the products of
this iodustry, and there are certain hazards to the worker in the
industry and we must pay for those hazards. So the employer pays
a premium on his pay roll, which again is attached to the cost of
production, which he adds to the price which we pay, and if a man is

injured, he is taken care of with those funds that you and I as con-
sumers pay through the cost of production.

The Chairman. Of course, one difficulty about laws of that character
is that they deal with only a segment of the problem ; they deal only
with the industrial worker in the sense of the worker who is employed
in manufacturing or mining or work of that kind. There are usually
exemptions, as in the Social Security Act; the agricultural worker is

not included at all.

Dr. LuBiN. Of course, I would advocate the expansion of the cover-
age. Take the case, probably the best case we have, of the house-
worker. A woman wants somebody to come in and help her just for
3 hours one day, and there is a person there to do that for her. During
the rest of the week either W. P. A. takes care of the house worker
or her family takes care of her. Tlie way we have organized our
method of living in this country a lot of people only want a person
for 2 or 3 hours a day, and I feel that if I want that luxury I ought
to pay an unemployment-insurance premium when I hire that person
so that I will be paying my share of taking care of her so that
she will be there next week when I want her.
Now, in the case of workmen's compensation we have said and

the courts have held, that if a person is partially disabled he shall be
entitled to a certain income, and partial disability has been inter-
preted by the courts as including inability to earn wages or full
wages at the employment in which the employee was working at
the time of the injury. In the State of New York we pay * man as
much as 66% percent of his wages, with a maxinmm of $25 a week,
for as many as 6 years, and a man can get $7,200 in cash over a period
of 6 years in New York if, because of an injury, he can't go back to
his old job and earn the wages that he formerly earned.

I can't see any distinction between my being unable to go back to
my old job because I have lost a couple of fingers and not being
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able to go back to my old job because a machine took my skill away
and I am no longer needed. Yet in one case we have recognized the

responsibility of society to take care of these people, and in the other

case we have paid no attention.

Mr, O'CoNNELL. Under the workmen's compensation law you get

the compensation even though the injury were not your own fault,

and clearly a man who is unemployed because of the economic situa-

tion is not to any extent responsible for his condition.

Dr. LuBiN. Or go a step further. Take the case, of obsolescence

of machinery. lou put a million-dollar investment in a plant

and equipmentj and if somebody comes along and puts in something
new, a change in the art, that obsolescence loss can be charged to de-

preciation, because of the accounting and tax structure, and it be-

comes a part of the cost of production. Many a firm has an obsoles-

cence fund which they accumulate each year and it is charged to the
cost of production, and you and I as consumers are making provision

for that firm or that industry against the possibility of that machine
becoming obsolete. The stockholder gets not only his regular rrturn,

he gets something additional. I noted, for example, that the income-
tax division of the United States Treasury when the talkie made
obsolete the old methods of production and the old methods of
projecting movies, gave the industry the. opportunity to write off

more than it otherwise would of this obsolescence which suddenly
came up it. In fact, the policy of business is to permit allowances
not only for ordinary but also for extraordinary obsolescence of plant
and machinery.

Certainly if it is the policy of industry, of our economy as a
whole, to make the consumer pay for the obsolescence of the invest-

ment of the producer, society should be asked to bear the burden
of the obsolescence that that very machine that makes other equip-
ment obsolescent brings about in the case of the worker. And again
I get back to what I said earlier, namely, I think we have had bad
social bookkeeping, we haven't charged all of our costs of produc-
tion. We have made certain people bear those costs of production,
and in the case of technological changes it has been the worker or
his family or his relatives or the public relief agencies.

Mr. Pike. We have charged them but our allocation has been
terrible.

Dr. LuBiN. We haven't charged them. Somebody paid for them
but the people who got the benefit didn't pay.
Mr. Pike. We haven't hit the right place.

Dr. Anderson. As a matter of fact, you wouldn't say that we
had made any charge, that it was charged only in the sense of
misery ajid poverty and deprivation. That is a definite social loss,

but it doesn't appear in the bookkeeping.
Mr. Pike. That is a big social charge.
Dr. LuBiN. Not only that, but workers' families and friends have

paid part of the cost.

Dr. Anderson. That is true.

Dr. Kreps. In a sense the total cost, even when concentrated upon
these workers, is larger than it would have been if we had diffused
the cost of obsolescence to all the consumers, because it might well
be that this perfectly valid cost charge would have tended to make
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the introduction of some machines less speedy than would have
been otherwise the case.

Dr. LuBiN. It mi^ht have in some instances; on the other hand, in

other instances it might not have. But I want to come to that point

in a minute, namely, what the results might be if we forced this burden
upon those who really should bear it.

DISPLACEMENT COSTS CHARGEABLE TO SOCIETT

Dr. LuBiN. The question arises, then : how would you allocate this

cost? One of the suggestions made to this committee by many
witnesses was the dismissal wage. As you know, the dismissal wage is

now in effect under voluntary arrangements in some instances and
under collective agreements in other instances. I want to point out
that the Congress of the United States, just as it has recognized the
right of the investors to protect themselves against obsolescence in

the income-tax law, has also recognized the ecjuity of the principle

providing for the displaced worker in the Railroad Transportation
Act of 1933. Under that act, which makes specific provision for
workers who are displaced as a result of railroad consolidation, an
agreement was reached in 1936 whereby any worker who loses his

job because of a merger of railroads, who has been employed for 15

years or over, is entitled to 5 years' pay on a basis of 60 percent of his

average monthly earnings, in other words, we have undertaken to

shift that cost from the employee who is displaced to the employer
and thence to the consumer of the product. If he does not want to

go on that sort of pension basis, he is entitled, if he has worked for

more than 5 years, to ^ full year's pay, if he wants to withdraw
from the industry. And we have gone even further. If as a result

of consolidation a man has to move, the coordination plan provides
'hat these workers be compensated for losses sustained by compulsory
sahi of their homes or other equities at less than fair value. So we
protect not only their earning power but their capital losses. In
other words, the principle, then, has already been accepted by the
Congress of the United States in this consolidation law.

Not so very long ago in the case of the telephone and telegra))h in-

dustry, when the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce held
hearings on a probable telephone and telegraph merger, that same sug-
gestion was presented to the Congress. A merger will mean in-

creasing the equity of the bondholder. At whose expensed The
expense of 14,000 people who may lose their jobs. Of course, you are
going to cut the cost of operation, you need fewer people wlien one
company runs the system rather than two. It was recommended that
for a certain number of years those savings in the equities of bond-
holders be shared with the workers ; in other words, make provision for
the workers over a series of years until they reach the retirement age,
and only after they have been taken care of shall these increased equi-
ties and the values of the securities that arise out of this merger be
given to the person who owned the equities.

Other cases were mentioned by various witnesses of similar attempts
to handle the problem.-
The question arises as to what the proper allocation of those costs

might mean in terms of unemployment and technology as a whole.
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I personally believe that the equitable allocation of these costs, the

pooling of risk and some sort of insurance system, would, like the

workmen's compensation system, not only tend to ameliorate the con-

ditions of those who are displaced, it might even eliminate some of

the causes.

We have found that the fact that workmen's compensation is

charged to the cost of operation has led to cutting down accidents.

In other words, it has made the employer conscious that he has to

give consideration to the problem of his accidents, and similarly if

he had to pay for displacement he would give more careful co^i-

sideration to the problem of displacing labor. I think if he knew
that it was going to cost him something he would be more careful

in timing the introduction of his technological improvements. That
may not necessarily delay imj)rovements, it may even hasten them, if

the employer tried to time this introduction to his labor turnover so

he wouldn't displace people, that is time them to periods of increasing

production when he is going to increase his employment. That has
already been done by some employers, and some collective agreements
like those of the Pressmen's Union, the Textile Workers' Union, and
the Hosiery Workers' Union already have some provision for timing
these changes so that they will bring with them the minimum
suffering and displacement.

I think that the fact that the employer knows that the burden
is being borne by liim and his industry rather than by the worker
himself will stimulate him to attempt to find jobs for displaced work-
ers in his own plant, whereas now he doesn't care; it doesn't cost

him anything, it doesn't cost the industry anything. I think that
it will force him to retrain his workers, to seek some way of teaching
them new jobs, so that his burden and the burden of his industry
will be cut down. In other words, I think that such a system will

not only shift the burden where it belongs, so that the hardship is

no longer borne by the worker himself, but would, as I said a minute
ago, tend toward elimination of the problem that we are trying to

ameliorate through these dismissal wages.
Now, the question, of course, is as to how to cover these costs.

I recommend very definitely to this committee that it give careful
consideration to the feasibility of a compulsory dismissal wage law
to be tied up in some way or other with the unemployment-insurance
system. I will admit that a voluntary system such as is now in effect

in many plants would be an ideal way, or getting it through collec-

tive bargaining would be an ideal way, but the problem is too large,

and I doubt whether we can wait that long.

Mr. Pike. Isn't it also true, Dr. Lubin, that as brought out in the
textile hearings the other day, in many of those industries that might
need it most, where the problem is worst, the financial ability of the
competing concerns is such that they couldn't do it unless it were put
on all of them at once.

Dr. Lubin. Exactly. Or let me put it this way, that the manufac-
turer himself, the employer himself, may be subject to the same forces
that he may be technologically displaced by his competitor. Conse-
quently it has got to be pooled.

Dr. Anderson. Do you include partial pooling as well as total
pooling?
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Dr. LuBiN. Tliat is a question to be worked out. I don't want to

o into the details. As I say, I think this is a question of experience,

t took us a generation to iron out the knot in workmen's compensa-
tion. There is still controversy as to whether or not we should have
a State system of unemployment compensation or a Federal system
or a company system like Wisconsin has.

Dr. Anderson. It is more than a detail in this instance, I believe.

The opposition to a universal dismissal wage would be tremendous,
from a practical standpoint, were it to be a complete pool, on account
of the variety of circumstances prevailing in the industry.

Dr. LuBiN. Well, those are administrative matters; I mean, how to

determine whether a man has been displaced by a machine. And
again I say, the only way you are going to solve the problem is to

have to do it' and deal with it. You have the problem, of course, as

you probably know, in your own States, of certain boys at a university

who went to work in the summer and their employers paid unemploy-
ment compensation benefits, and the boys went back to school in the
winter, were not employed, but were drawing unemployment compen-
sation while they were in school in the winter. Now, nobody foresaw
that, but we are going to iron that out and find an answer to it;

I mean, you are gomg to find that all the time.

Dr. Anderson. And you wouldn't make any distinction in dismissal

wage procedure? You would take in all labor displacement regardless

of cause ?

Dr. LuBiN. I don't know. Frankly, I just couldn't answer that.

I want to discuss the general idea. Now, I might point out that
there are about 15 countries that have compulsory dismissal wages
now. They apply to all dismissals. They make no distinction. Now,
in a sense you have compulsory dismissal wages in the Unemploy-
ment Compensation Act. I mean, if a man loses his job, he is

entitled to a certain number of weeks of compensation which, in a
sense, is a dismissal wage, which they did not have before.

I feel definitely that the committee should give consideration to a
compulsory dismissal wage, but with it should be tied up the whole
problem of retraining and mobility ; in other words, one of the condi-
tions of receiving dismissal w'age should be certain retraining pro-
grams, and if necessary, mobility, and it may be that that part of the
dismissal wage might be used, for exa,mple, as in the railroads paying
the cost of moving the family to another place where a job might be
had.
My second recommendation is the extension of the benefit period

under the Unemployment Compensation Act, again tied up with re-

training and with mobility.

Such a system is going to create a lot of problems, but every
new insurance idea, or pooling idea, is going to create a lot of prob-
lems. But I think that it is a direction in which we should look. I
admit that during periods of large masses of unemployment the
problem becomes much more difficult of administration than it would
be when everybody was working

j
but that to me is no reason why we

should not get moving in that direction now. If we can get started
now, if another major depression occurs, we might have a working
machine which will really cope with the problem of displacement
even under such difiiculties. If I might end these hearings in
terms of a summary—our job would be, as I see^it, to find a solution
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of these problems within the framework and the pq.ttern of private

enterprise in our competitive system.

I think the solution can be found inside of that framework. In
order to keep within that framework, however, I think that it is going
to be our duty at all times to press to see to it that the system is kept

flexible so that the mass markets can be exploited and more and more
goods can be made available to more and more people; and inciden-

tally, in keeping the system flexible, I want to make one point which
may not appear very important and yet, to me, it is important.

As we discuss the question of the flexibility of the system and
make these benefits of lower cost and technological improvements
available to the man on the street, we stop ending our vigilance at

the factory door.

In many instances, where costs are lowered by these methods, these

lowered costs are reflected in lower wholesale prices, but the consumer
never sees them. They are lost somewhere between the factory door
and the consumer and if you are going to increase mass production,

the consumer must get the lower price.

If I might conclude, Mr. Chairman, I would like to say that at

least as I see the picture, power, invention, machinery, and ef-

ficiency have been the basis of the progress of the United States. They
have made possible a continuous rise in our standards of living, and
we should welcome more and more the application of science to methods
of production and distribution.

At the same time, however, we must recognize that th^ application

of science to industry is accompanied by certain social costs, frequently

rather temporary wnich in the past have been borne by innocent vic-

tims. Our problem is today to allocate these costs so that all of us

who benefit from scientific progress shall bear our equitable share.

The Chairman. Any questions ?

COOPERATION OF EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES

Dr. Anderson. Dr. Lubin, I am sure you meant to include in your
proposals, along with retraining and mobility and a dismissal wage,
an integration also of employment agencies. The employment-serv-
ice i:)rograms would have to be greatly enlarged, would they not, and
integrated to provide complete coverage for agricultural, industrial,

and other workers ?

Dr. Lubin. You would have to, if you were going to get any ef-

fective administration ; in other words, I always like to think of the

function of an administrative agency to be that of working itself out

of a job. It ought to be there to eliminate the reasons for its being
there. I think that the employment service would come in very
effectively under that point.

Mr. Pike. Dr. Lubin, I thinlc you have gathered the feeling around
here.

Dr. Lubin. Well, I think the interest of the people here in these

problems sliows their awareness of them.
Mr. Pike. No doubt, but you are trying to work yourself out of a

job when you eliminate the function.
Dr. Lubin. Well, the better you do it, the closer you come to elim-

inating the reason for your being there. I always felt that the Na-
tional Labor Relations Board, if it ever gets to the point where it

can bring about collective agreements, collective bargaining, has no
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longer any reason for existence. It is only because you do not Have
collective bargaining that they are there.

Mr. Pike. Yes ; when you have accomplished that, the initial rush
of administrative necessity is over.

Dr. Ltibin. That is right.

Mr. O'CoNNEix. Of course, that would be less apt to be so in an
area such as that covered by the Federal Trade Commission, because
you would really have to change human nature before you could
do that job.

Dr. LuBiN. Well, I agree that there would be exceptions of that
sort.

The Chairman. Now, what about the criticism which is sometimes
made that legislation of this kind unduly increases costs and thereby
penalizes production?

Dr. LuBiN. Well, Mr. Chairman, there are definite data—I am
sorry I have none available with me—which show the relationship

between some of these burdens and costs. In virtually all instances,

they have been insignificant in any particular product.
I don't think I am exaggerating when I say that in every instance

where protection of dismissed workers has increased cost, it has
also brought about decreases in costs in other instances because of
the changed morale, the changed efficiency of labor that rises out of
security.

The Chairman. Yes, you testified earlier in the afternoon with
respect to instances that have come to your attention, of industries
paying—or at least of manufacturers paying—50 percent more than
the prevailing rate of wages and still maintaining a high competitive
standard because of increased productivity.

Dr. LuBiN. Yes.
The Chairman. But is it not a fact that there is also a sort of

psychological resistance against their suggestions of this kind?
Dr. LuBiN. Oh, I agree with you.
The Chairman. And based on this very ground ?

Dr. Lubin. Oh, yes; I will agree fully with you, and us a matter
of fact, my contention is that this charge is being borne today and
somebody is paying the cost of taking care of these people. The
wrong people are paying the cost.

The Chairman. Yes; of course; the cost of taking care of the
people uow is being borne by the National Government in increased
debt. It is perfectly obvious that the more we increase the debt,

the greater the burden we place upon the future to pay the debt.

National debt, like any other debt, can be paid only out of produc-
tion; so that you would agree that we must stimulate production in

order to pay off the debt?
Mr. Lubin. I will say that there is no answer to any of our problems

>vithout increasing production; in other words, increased prodilction

is the basis of greater distribution of goods, which means a higher
standard of living, which in itself increases productivity.

The Chairman. National production and national income are prac-
tically synonymous, are they not?

Dr. Lubin. Yes, except-for changes in the price level.

The Chairman. And anything that contributes toward a reduction
of production necessarily contributes to a reduction of national in-

come, whether that factor is a monopolistic practice by industry, or
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increased national debt, for example, or ineflBcient application oi

relief, to the imemployment problem?
Dr. LuBiN. That is true.

The Chairman. Then I suppose you would agree that the measure
of tax revenue is the measure of production ?

Dr. LuBiN. Yes. If tax rates remain unchanged.
The Chairman. If we can stimulate production, we necessarily

increase revenue.
Dr. LuBiN. With the same rates you automatically increase it.

The Chairman. That is right. Well, do you think there would be
any virtue in attempting to stimulate employment and thereby in-

creasing the available consuming power by tax rewards to those who
employ labor?

Dr. LuBiN. Well, it depends entirely what sort of tax reward you
have. Let me give you a concrete illustration of what I mean; I

think there is some logic, although I have been told by those who
know the tax system, that the administrative problem would be very
difficult, in giving a tax reward to a man who increases both his pro-
duction and his employment. You might increase employment by
this device but you might not necessarily increase production. You
might find yourself with no addition to the national income.
The Chairman (interposing). Well, the net addition might not be

made by that particular producer or that particular employer, but the
increased purchasing ability or capacity of the worker who is given
the job would reflect itself in increased demand for the product of
some other industry.

Dr. Lubin. That assumes, however, that tlie funds used to take
care of the worker who has been added to the staff would not have
been used in some other way. In other words, if a man is receiving

$50 a month from W. P. A. and you take him off of W. P. A. and put
him into a private job and you have not at the same time increased
the net production of the country, you have made no increase in the
national income.
In other words, what I am getting at is this, that all you may have

is a shift from the Government supporting a displaced worker to the
employer supporting him, so the net gain in purchasing power may
not be changed. If, on the other hand, in the process of doing it, he
produced more goods, so the country as a whole would be better off,

I would say we would benefit.

The Chairman. Are there any other questions? Well, then this

brings our hearing regretfully to a close.

Dr. Anderson. Mr. Chairman, what we have tried to do in the last

3 weeks, I think, has been well summarized by the two witnesses of
the afternoon.

We started 3 weeks ago with a statement of a general character Dy
Dr. Kreps, which took tlie positive position that this America of ours
had an unlimited internal frontier, that we can do much more than we
have done, that our present unemployment, involved and difficult as
it is to solve, can and must be solved if our private economy is to
continue. From that first statement we moved to an outline of the
prospects of the immediate future, and gave the areas of technological
change which might give us the expansion necessary to provide full

employment of our labor force.

On successive days we presented industries which were in them-
selves large employers of labor, and in which technological changes
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(using "technological" in a broad sense to encompass the five points

that Mr. Lubin has enumerated) were large and paramount features of

a substantial labor displacement.

Yesterday we began an analysis of what could be done about it.

Educational people discussed the possibilities of vocational training

and placement, and Retraining and replacement of the displaced labor-

ers, and today we have had a summary by Mr. Gill, of the National

Research Project, which forms the largest, most comprehensive avail-

able analysis of the effect of technology upon labor. Now, finally, this

brilliant statement of Dr. Lubin's summarizes and brings to a close

Jthe 3 weeks of hearings.

Following this, the technical staff will offer the committee certain

analyses for its deliberations and conclusions.

The Chairman. I beg your pardon? I didn't get that last state-

ment. I want to know what is in store for us.

Dr. Anderson. We have collected a body of material, much of which
is before you and in your files. There is also much yet to come which
must be summarized and brought to the committee's attention for its

deliberations. That is what I meant by that last statement.

The Chairman. The interesting factor in this whole story to me nas
been the practical unanimity of all witnesses, whether they came from
the employer side or the employee side, that there is an unemploy-
ment problem and that although the advance of science, invention,

and technology does create new problems and new industries, there is a
displacement of particular persons and a lack of opportunity for em-
ployment as a result.

It was also a striking thing to me that almost every person who
testified protested that he was offering no panacea, no cure for it all,

and even though Dr. Lubin has made a recommendation, he has also

qualified that oy saying that he does not believe that one solution

will solve the whole problem. It is unquestionably a matter of the
gravest importance, and one which not only the committee but all

people in the country should give a little inore thought to than, ap-
parently, was given to the report of Senator Couzens' committee in

1929, when the problem was diagnosed. We are still waiting lor

a cure.

Dr. Lubin. I am very sensitive about that, Mr. Chairman^ because
I was the economic adviser of that committee.

The Chairman. The States which were represented by the Com-
mitted on Education and Labor, which authorized this report, perhaps
deserve mention, since they share part of the credit : Michigan, Idaho,
Colorado, Rhode Island, Connecticut, Massachusetts, New York, Ten-
nessee^ Ohio, and Texas. It was a pretty broad representation of the

country
The committee is very much indebted to you, Dr. Lubin, for- this

statement this afternoon.

I cannot declare an adjournment without; complimenting Dr. Ander-
son for the excellent manner in which the evidence has been presented,

and Dr. Kreps for his participation.

Perhaps I should also mention that Mr. Pike and Mr. O'Connell
were conspicuous for their consistent record of attendance.

(Whereupon, at 5:30 in the afternoon, the committee adjourned,
subject to call of the Chair.)





APPENDIX
Exhibit No. 2428

[Submitted by the Temporary National Economic Committee Study Staff]

Below are listed only those innovations, mostly inventions, which have been
of major direct importance for modern industry. For example, no medical dis-
coveries are listed at all despite their undisputed significance.
The increase in the pace of invention appears clearly in this Exhibit. Note

that some of the most important inventions were made in prehistoric time.
Those unknown inventors who domesticated fire and found out how to tre^t metals
who tamed the wild animals of the field and forest to draw th^if plows and trans-
port their burdens rank among the greatest inventors of all human history.
Nothing that we did from 1750 to 1930 in the improvement of the cereal grasses,
for example, has approached the accomplishment of prehistoric man in increasing
the amount of wheat and corn and the like yielded by the original grasses with
which he began. Our debt to the unknown inventors of all ages can hardly he
fully appreciated.

Moreover, many of the inventions most fundamental to human well-being
came into being long before we had devised large corprations or patent systems
or university and industrial research laboratories or technical schools and other
paraphernalia often thought by those unacquainted with history to be fundamental
prerequisiteis to the birth and development of a new idea. Leonardo da Vinci,
for example, one of the greatest scientists as weU as artists of his day, was instru-
mental in giving modern industry the centrifugal pump, the dredge for canal
building, the anti-friction roller bearing, the universal joint, the conical screw,
the rope-and-belt drive, link chains, bevel gears, spiral gears, proportional and
paraboloid compasses.

Advances in medicine have been fully as rapid as those in industry, yet owe
almost nothing to economic institutions or individual desire for wealth. Because
inventions depend on science they are predictable. On this point a chapter
written by Dr. S. C. GilfiUan entitled "The Prediction of Inventions" in the well-
known study entitled Technological Trends and National Policy published by the
National Resources Committee in June 1937 gives conclusive proof. Among the
interesting examples cited is that published in the Scientific American of October
1920 when a long editorial article entitled "The Future as Suggested by the
Developments of the Past 75 Years" made predictions concerning the inventions
that would occur during the next 20 years. Of these 78 percent have been
verified.

If one is familiar with what has happened in the world of science, one can predict
what is going to happen in industry. For it takes time for that which has been
found out by the scientists to be known and applied in industry. "Television
began to be invented in 1877, picture telegraphy about 88 years before it attained
important use, * * * radio telephony 23 years, the airplane 70 or more and
the talking picture 40 years, before they had any importance."

Other notable examples are: the electric furnace, of arc and incandescent types,
first working model in 1810, beginning of modern commercial practice, 1886;
nitrogen fixation,. 1785 and 1900-1903; calcium carbide, 1862 and 1895; petroleum
cracking, 1860 and 1908-1914; mechanical firing of boilers, 1800 and 1845; the
caterpillar tread, 1770 and 1904; the combined harvester and thresher, 1828 and
1886; the milking machine, 1819 and 1905; the moving picture, 1859 and 1892;
the typewriter, 1714 and 1873.

Says Dr. GilfiUan on this point:
"Taking 19 inventions voted most useful, introduced in 1888-1913, the average

intervals were: Between when the inventions was first merely thought of, and the
first working model or patent, 176 years; thence to the first practical use, 24 years;,

to commercial success 14 years; to important use 12 years, or say 50 years from
the first serious work on the invention. Again in the study of the most.important
inventions of the- last generation before 1930, in Recent Social Trends (written
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by President Hoover's Committee) , a median lapse was found of 33 years between
the 'conception date' * * * and the date of commercial success."

Inventions, in short, have causes. Ab Dr. GilfiUan says:

"They are not just accidents, nor the inscrutable products of sporadic genius,

but have abundant and clear causes in prior scientific and technological develop-
ment. And they have social causey and retarding factors, both new and constant,
of changed needs and opportunities, growth of technical education, of buying
power, of capital, patent and commercial systems, corporation laboratories, and
what not."
The fact that scientific knowledge brings about invention after a period of time

also accounts for the fact that the same invention is so frequently made at the
same time by individuals unknown to each other and widely separated geograph-
ically and industrially. To cite one or two well-known examples: alizarin was
discovered in the same year by Graebe and Liebermann in Germany, without
benefit of patent system, and by Perkins in England, where a pateiit system had
been in operation since 1634. Similar simultaneity characterized the invention
of the process of extracting aluminum from bauxite by Hall in the United States
and Heroult in France; the telephone in 1876 by Bell and Gray; and the telegraph
in the period from 1831-1837 by Henry, Morse, Cooke, Wheatstone and Steinheil.

In fact, in a book entitled "Social Change with respect to Culture and Original
Nature," W. F. Ogburn gives a list comprising 13 pages of inventions made simul-
taneously. If additional evidence is required, one need only look at the volumi-
nous court record of patent cases involving disputes over claims of priority.

List op Inventions

Summary of the existing technics before the tenth century.—Fire: its application

in furnaces, ovens, kilns. The simple machines: inclined plane, screw, etc.

Thread, cord, rope. Spinning and weaving. Advanced agriculture, including

irrigation, terrace-cultivation, and soil regeneration (lapsed in Northern Europe).
Cattle breeding and the use of the horse for transport. Glass-making, pottery-
making, basket-making. Mining, metallurgy and smithing, including the
working of iron. Power machines: water-mills, boats with sails, probably
windmills. Machine-tools: bow-drills and lathes. Handicraft tools with tem-
pered metal cutting edges. Paper. Water-clocks. Astronomy, mathematics,
physics, and the tradition of science. In Northern Europe a scattered and
somewhat decayed technological tradition based on Rome; but South and East,

from Spain to China, an advanced and still active technology, whose ideas were
filtering into the West and North through traders, scholars, and soldiers.

TENTH CENTtJBT

Use of water-clocks and water-mills. The iron horse-shoe and an effective

harness for horses. Multiple yoke for oxen. Possible invention of the mechan-
ical clock.

999: Painted glass windows in England.

ELEVENTH CENTURY

1041-49: Movable type (Pi Sheng).
1050: First real lenses (Alhazen).

1065: Oliver of Malmesbury attempts flight.

1080: Decimal system (Azachel).

TWELFTH CENTURY

Military use of gunpowder in China. The magnetic compass, known to the

Chinese 1160 B. CT, comes into Europe, via the Arabs.

1100: Bologna University.
1105: First recorded windmill in Europe (France).

1118: Cannon used by Moors.
1144: Paper (Spain).

1147: Use of wood cuts for Capital letters. (Benedictine monastery at

Engelberg).
1180: Fixed steering rudder.

1188: Bridge at Avignon. 18 stone arches—3,000 ft. long.

1190: Paper mill (at Herault, France).

1195: Magnetic compass in Europe (English Citation).
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THIRTEENTH CENTURY

Mechanical clocks invented.
1232: Hot-air balloons (in China).
1247: Cannon used in defence of Seville.

1269: Pivoted magnetic compass (Petrus Peregrinus).
1270:

Treatise on lenses (Vitellio).

Compound lenses (Roger Bacon).
1272: Silk reeling machine (Bologna).
1280: Opus Ruralium Commodorum—Compendium of Agricultural Practice

(Petrus de Crescentis).
1285-1299: Spectacles.
1289: Block printing (Ravenna).
1290: Paper mill (Ravensburg).
1298: Spinning wheel.

FOURTEENTH CENTURY

Mechanical- clock becomes common. Water-power used to create draft for blast
furnace: makes cast iron possible. Treadle loom (inventor unknown). In-
vention of rudder and beginning of canalization. Improved glass-making.

1300: Wooden type (Turkestan).
1315: Beginnings of Scientific Anatomy through dissection of human body
(Haimondo de Luzzi of Bologna).

1320: Water-driven iron works, near Dobrilugk.
1322: Sawmill at Augsburg.
1324: Cannon [Gunpowder: 846 A. D. (Magnus Graecus)].
1330: Crane at Luneburg.
1338: Guns.
1345: Division of hours and minutes into sixties.

1350: Wire-pulling machine (Rudolph of Nurnberg).
1370: Perfected mechanical clock (von Wyck).
1382: Giant cannon—4.86 metres long.

1390: Metal types (Korea).
1390: Paper mill.

FIFTEENTH CENTURY

Use of wind-mill for land drainage. Invention of turret windmill. Introduction
of knitting. Iron drill for boring cannon. Tfip-hammor. Two-masted and

three-masted ship,

1402: Oil painting (Bros, van Eyck).
1405: Diving suit (Konrad Kyeser von Eichstadt).
1405: Infernal machine (Konrad Kyeser von Eichstadt).
1409: First book in movable type (Korea).
1410: Paddle-wheel boat designed.
1418: Authentic wood engraving.
1420: Observatory at Samarkand.
1420: Sawmill at Madeira.
1420: Velocipede (Fontana).
1420: War-wagon (Fontana).
1423: First European woodcut
1430: Turret windmill.
1436: Scientific cartography (Banco).
1438: Wind-turbine (Mariano).
1440: Laws of perspective (Alberti).

1446: Copperplate engraving.
1440-1460: Modern printing (Gutenberg and Schoefifer).

1457: Rediscovery of wagon on springs referred to by Homer.
1470: Foundations of trigonometry (J. MuUer Regiomontanus)

.

1471 : Iron cannon balls.

1472: Observatory at Nurnberg by Bernard Walther.
1472-1519: Leonardo da Vinci made the following inventions:

Centrifugal pump.
Dredge for canal-building.
Polygonal fortress with outworks.
Breech-loading cannon.
Rifled firearms.
Antifriction roller bearing.
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Universal joint.

Conical screw.
Rope-and-belt drive.
Link chains.
Submarine-boat.
Bevel gears.
Spiral gears.
Proportional and paraboloid.
Compasses.
Silk doubling and winding apparatus.
Spindle and flyer.

Parachute.
Lamp-chimney.

• Ship's log.

Standardized mass-production house.
1481: Canal lock (Dionisio and Petro Domenico).
1483: Copper etching (Wenceslaus von Olnutz).
1492: First globe (Martin Behaim).

SIXTEENTH CENTURY

Tinning for preservation of iron. Windmills of 10 H. P. become common. Much
technical progress and mechanization in mining industries, spread of blast-
furnaces and iron-moulding. Introduction of domestic clock.

1500: Mechanical farming drill (Cavallina).

1518: Fire-engine (Platner).

1530: Foot-driven spinning wheel (Jurgens).
1534: Paddle-wheel boat (Blasco de Garay).
1546: Railway in German mines.
1548: Water supply by pumping works (Augsburg).
1550: First known suspension bridge in Europe (Palladio).

1558: Military tank.
1558: Camera with lens and stop for diaphragm (D^niello Barbaro).
1565: Lead pencil (Gesner).
1578: Screw lathe (Jacques Besson).
1579: Automatic ribbon loom at Dantzig.
1589: Knitting frame (William Lee).

1590: Compound microscope (Jansen).

1595: Wind-turbine (Veranzio).

SEVENTEENTH CENTURY

Water wheels of 20 H. P. introduced: transmission by means of reciprocating rods
over distance of one-quarter mile. Glass hothouse comes into use. Founda-
tions of modern scientific method. Rapid developments in physics.

1613: Gunpowder in mine blasting.

1618: Machine for plowing, manuring and sowing (Ramsay and Wilgoose).
1620: Adding machine (Napier).
1624: Submarine (Cornelius Drebbel). Went two miles in test between West-

minster and Greenwich.
1624: First patent law protecting inventions (England).
1628: Steam engine (described 1663 by Worcester)

.

1636: Fountain pen (Schwenter).
1636: Threshing machine (Van Berg).
1650: Calculating machine (Pascal).
1652: Air pump (v. Guericke).
1665: Steam automobile model (Verbiest, S. J.).

1669: Seed drill (Worlidge.).
1678: Power loom (De Gennes).
1680: First power dredge (Cornelius Meyer).
1688: Distillation of gas from coal (Clayton).

EIGHTEENTH CENTURY

Rapid improvements in mining and textile machinery. Foundation of modern
chemistry.

1700: Water power for mass-production (Polhem).
1709: Coke used in blast furnace (Darby).
1711: Sewing machine (De Camus).

i
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1714: Mercury thermometer (Fahrenheit).
1714: Typewriter (Henry Mill).

1727: Light-images with silver nitrate (Schulze: see 1839).
1730: Stereotyping process (Goldsmith).
1733: Flying shuttle (Kay).
1733: Roller spinning (Wyatt and Paul).
1736: Commercial manufacture of sulphuric acid (Ward).
1738: Cast-iron rail tramway (at Whitehaven, England).
1755: Iron wheels for coal cars.

1756: Cement manufacture (Smeaton).
1763: Modern type chronometer (Le Roy).
1765-1769: Improved steam pumping engine with separate condenser (Watt).
1767: Spinning jenny (Hargreaves).
1769: Steam carriage (Cugnot).
1774: Boring machine (Wilkinson).
1776: Reverberatory furnace (Brothers Cranage).
1778: Modern water closet (Bramah).
1778: Talking automaton (von Kempelen).
1781-1786: Steam engine as prime mover (Watt).
1781: Steamboat (Joufroy).
1782: Balloon (J. M. and J. E. Montgolfier). Original invention Chinese.
1784: Puddling process—reverberatory furnace (Cort).

1784: Spinning mule (Crompton).
1785: Interchangeable parts for muskets (Le Blanc).
1785: Power loom (Cartwright)

.

1785: Chlorine as bleaching agent (Berthollet).

1785: Screw propeller (Bramah).
1787: Screw propeller steamboat (Fitch).

1788: Threshing machine (Meikle).

1790: Manufacture of soda from NaCl (Le Blanc").

1790: Sewing machine first patented (M. Saint—England).
1791: Gas engine (Barker).

1792: Gas for domestic lighting (Murdock).
1793: Cotton gin (Whitney).
1793: Signal telegraph (Claude Chappe).
1795-1809: Food-canniog (Appert).

1796: Lithography (Senefelder)

.

1796: Hydraulic press (Bramah).
1797:

Screw-cutting lathe (^Maudslay.)
Improved slide-rest metal lathe (Maudslay).

1799: Manufactured bleaching powder (Tennant).

NINETEENTH CBNTtTRY

Enormous gains in power conversion. Mass-production of textiles, iron, steel,

machinery. Railway building era. Foundations of modern biology and soci-

ology.
1801: Public railroad with horsepower—Wandsworth to Croydon, England.
1801: Steamboat Charlotte Dundas (Symington).
1801-1802: Steam carriage (Trevithick).
1802: Planing machine (Bramah).
1804: Jacquard ioom for figured fabrics.

,

1805: Twin screw propeller (Stevens).

1807: First patent for gas-driven automobile (Issac de Rivaz)
1807 : Kymograph—moving cylinder for recording continuous "njovement (Young)

.

1813: Power loom (Horrocks).
1820: Incandescent lamp (De la Rue).
1822: Steel alloys (Faraday).
1824: Portland cement (Aspdin).
1825: Stockton and Darlington Railway.
1826: Reaping machine (Bell). First used in Rome and described by Pliny.

1827: High pressure steam boiler—1,400 lbs. (Jacob Perkins).

1827: Chromo-lithography (Zahn).
1828: Machine-made steel pen (Gillot)

.

1829: Filtartion plant for water (Chelsea Water Works, London).
1830: Compressed air for sinking shafts and tunnels under water (Thomas
Cochrane)

.

124491—41—pt. 30— 69
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1830: Elevators (used in factories).

1831: Dynamo (Faraday).
1833: Magnetic telegraph (Gauss and Weber).
1834: Anilin dye in coal tar (Runge).
1834: Workable liquid refrigerating machine (Jacob Perkins).

1835: Electric automobile (Davenport).
1836: First application of electric telegraph to railroads (Robert Stephenson).
1837: Needle telegraph (Wheatstone).
1838: Electro-magnetic telegraph (Morse).
1838: Steam drop hammer (Nasmyth).
1838: Two-cycle double-acting gas engine (Barnett).

1838: Propeller steamship (Ericsson: see 1806).

1838: Boat driven by electric motor (Jacobi).

1839: Manganese steel (Heath)

.

1839: Daguerreotype (Niepce and Daguerre).
1839: Hot vulcanization of rubber (Goodyear).
1840: First steel cable suspension bridge, Pittsburgh (Roebling).
1843: Typewriter (Thurber).
1843: Gutta percha (Montgomery).
1844: Practical wood-pulp paper (Keller).

1844: Cork-and-rubber linoleum (Galloway).
1845: Modern high speed sewing machine (Elias Howe).
1845: Pneumatic tire (Thomson).
1845: Mechanical boiler-stoker.

1846: Nitroglycerine (Sobrero).

1848: Modern safety match (R. C. Bottger).

1851: Electro-magnetic clock (Shepherd).

1851: Reaper (McCormick).
1853: Great Eastern steamship—680 feet long—watertight compartments.
[1854: Automatic telegraph message recorder (Hughes)].

1855: Commercial production of aluminum (Deville).

1855: Television (Caselle\
1855: Safety lock (Yale).

1856: Open hearth furnace (Siemens).

1856: Bessemer converter (Bessemer).

1859: Oil mining by digging and drilling (Drake).

1860: Ammonia refrigeration (Carre)

.

1860: Asphalt paving.
1861-1864: Dynamo motor (Pacinnoti).

1863: Ammonia soda process (Solvay)

.

1864: Motion picture (Ducos).
1865: The lead storage battery.

1866: Practical dynamo (Siemens)

.

1867: Dynamite (Nobel).
1867: Typewriter (Scholes).

1867: Two-wheeled bicycle (Michaux).
1868: Tungsten steel (Mushet).
1869-1872: Ball and roller bearings, the air brake.
1870: Electric steel furnace (Siemens).
1870: Artificial madder dye (Perkin).-

1872: Automatic airbrake (Westinghouse).
1873: Ammonia compression refrigerator—Carle Linfle (Munchen).
1874: Steamed-lined locomotive.
1876: Electric telephone (Bell).

1876: The cigarette machine.
1877: Microphone (Edison).
1877; Phonograph (Edison).
1878: Centrifugal cream separator (De Laval).
1879: Carbon glow lamp (Edison).
1879: Cash register.

1880: Electric elevator (Siemens).
1880-1887: The automobile.
1882: First central power station (Edison).
1882: Motion picture camera (Marly).
1882: Steam turbine (De Laval).
1883: High speed gasoline engine (Daimler).
1884: Steel-frame skyscraper (Chicago).
4884: Linotype (Mergenthaler).
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1884: Steam turbine (Parsons).
1886: Aluminum by electrolytic process (Hall).
1886: Hand camera (Eastman).
1886: Electric fan.

1887: Polyphase alternator (Tesla).
1888: Recording adding machine (Burroughs).
1888: Cyanide process for gold and silver.

1889: Artificial silk of cotton refuse (Chardonnet)

.

1889: Modem motion picture camera (Edison).
1890: Pneumatic tires on bicycles.

1891: Trinitrotoluol.
1892: Calcium carbide "(Willson and Moissan).
1893-1898: Diesel motor.
1893: By-product coke oven (Hoffman).
1895: Motion picture projector (Edison).
1895: X-ray (Roentgen).
1895-1897: Liquid oxygen.
1896: Steam-driven aerodrome flight—one-half mile without passenger (Langley).
1896: Radio-telegraph (Marconi).
1898: Radium (Curie).

1899: Loading coil for long distance telegraphy and telephony (Pupin).

TWENTIETH CENTURY

General introduction of scientific and technical research laboratories.
1900: High speed tool steel (Taylor & White).
1900: Nernst lamp.
1902: Radial type airplane engine (Charles Manly).
1902: Hydrogenation of oils.

1903: First man-lifting airplane (Orville and Wilbur Wright).
1903: Arc process nitrogen fixation (Birkeland and Eyde).
1903: Oil-burning steamer.
1903: Tantalum lamp (von Bolton).
1903: Flotation process for non-ferrous metals.
1905: Cyanamide process for nitrogen fixation (Rothe).
1905: Domestic electric washing machine.
1906: Synthetic resins (Baekeland).
1906: Audion (De Forest).
1907: Automatic bottle machine (Owen).
1907: Tungsten lamp.
1907: Television-photograph (Korn).
1907: Multiple disk clutch.

1909: Duralumin (Wilm).
1910: Gyro-compass (Sperry).
1910: Synthetic ammonia process for nitrogen fixation (Haber).
1913: Tungsten filament light (Coolidge).
1917: Mechanical refrigerator.

1920: Radio broadcasting.
1922: Perfected color-organ (Wilfred).
1924: Quick drying, colorful varnishes.
1927: Radio television.

Compiled from Technics and Civilization, by Lewis Mamford, pp. 438-446; Recent Social Trends, pp. 136-

148.
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Exhibit No. 2429

(Submitted by The Temporary National Economic Committee Study Stafif]

Proportion of hand and machine workers in selected industries; based on sample
inspections in 1926

Industry Macbine
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'Exhibit No. 2431" Appears in Text on p. 16223
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'Exhibit No. 2432" Appears in Text on p. 16227

'Exhibit No. 2433" Appears in Text on p. 16228

Exhibit No. 2434

[Submitted by the Temporary National Economic Committee Study StaflJ

Productivity, Output, and Employment—Percentage Changes between Designated
Years

I. IN MAJOR QEOUPS OF INDUSTRIES

A. Feom 1923-24 TO 1936-37

Item
Manu-

facturing
Mining RaU-

roads

Electric
Light and
Power

Productivity
Physical volume of output.
Man-hours of employment.
Number of wage earners

-1-60

+25
-16
-1-3.5

-1-89

+12
-41
-14

+43
-17
-42
-39

+111
+141
+14
+36

B. From 1923-24 to 1928-29

Productivity.. -

Physical volume of output.
Man-hours of employment.
Number of wage earners

+25
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Exhibit No. 2435

[Submitted by the Temporary National Economic Committee Study StaflJ

Index of Productivity and Unit Wage Cost in Selected Groups of Industries, 1919-S8.

( 1923-26 » 100)
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Exhibit No. 2436

[Submitted by the Temporary National Economic Committee Study Stafl]

Production, employment, and productivity in 69 manufacturing industries in 19S6

[1929=100]

Industry

Agricultural implements
Beet sugar (1936)

Boots and shoes .-

Bread and bakery
Biscuits and crackers
Cflne sugar refining
Canned and preserved fruits and vegetables.
Canned and cured fish (1935)...
Cement
Chemicals
Clay products, other than pottery
Coke
Beehive coke
Byproduct coke
Confectionery
Cotton goods
Electric lamps (1931)
Fertilizers...
Flour, etc
Furniture
Glass (1935) .-..._
Window glass (1935)./--.
Plate glass (1935)-. :....
Glass containers (1935)
Pressed and blown glass

Icecream
Iron and steel 1

Blastfurnaces
Steel works and rolling mills
Knit goods (1935)
Hosiery (1935)
Underwear (1935)

Outerwear ('335) .._

Knit cloth (1935)
Leather industry...
Sole and harness leather
Side and upholstery leather
Calfskin
Kid leather
Sheep and miscellaneous leather
Lumber and timber products
Logging camps
Sawmills and saw-plane mills
Manufactured ice

Motor vehicles
Newspaper and periodical printing and publishing.
Nonferrous metals (1935). ._

Primary smelters and refineries (1935)..
Secondary smelttrs and refineries (1935)...
Alloyers, rolling mills, and foundries (1935)
Paints and varnishes
Paper and pulp manufacturing...
Paper manufacturing..
Pulp manufacturing
Petroleum refining
Planing mill products (1935)
Rayon (1937)

Rubber products (1935)
Rubber tires and tubes (1935)
Other rubber goods (1935)

Silk anc rayon goods (1935)
Slaughtering and meat packing
Tobacco products
Cigars
Cigarettes
Chewing and smoking tobacco ,...

Woolen and worsted goods

Produc-
tion

Employ-
ment

72.7
115.2
111.1
96.0
lOi.l
83.7
105.1
104.6
66.4
106.0
54.1
74.0
26.1
82.9
106.3
95.6
78.8
76.0
86.1
66.6
105.7
84.5
110.8
118.4
95.6
99.0
89.1
72.3
90.0
111.0
110.0
90.2
131.4

109.4
110.5
133.0
91.1
91.8
104.2
66.2
66.9
66.8
71.6
85.3
96.1
54.1
51.3
86.7
53.9
97.2
104.8
102.0
119.4
108.9
45.2
281.6
78.4
80.8
77.3
107.8
92.6
8X0
77.6
129.8
91.3
111.4

76.5

97.2
112.4
89.3
95.0
108.6
98.0
68.4
113.3
60.0
101.9

45.5
109.9
79.3
92.0
83.2
77.5
99.7
75.2
94.5
80.5
54.6
113.2
100.6
78.5
101.8
68.4
103.9
105.4
106.5
84.2
122.4

136.6
103.0
107.4
140.7
67.3
96.7
90.6
66.9
65.9
65.9
69.1
89.6
94.9
78.0
72.6
91.0
79.5
98.9
100.9
101.8
97.1
97.3
53.5
148.3
77.0
59.4
90.6
96.5
103.2
77.7
66.5
114.1
100.3
103.1

Man-
Hours

61.6
90.7
80.1
93.2

60.1
74.8
67.2
51.6
89.7
55.1
77.5
29.5
83.0
61.9
72.1
73.1
62.2
85.3
68.0
67.2

67.4
79.0

76.4

84.9
90.1
112.6
64.7
74.6
74.9
62.4
52.6
52.3
50.6
73.7
76.9
62.4
60.3
72.0
62.8
80.0
87.0
86.6
88.6
68.9
46.4
116.6
65.8
43.6
63.2
70.3
86.1
58.3
49.6
96.2
73.4
78.8

Output
per wage
earner

96.0

114.3
85.4
113.2
88.1
96.8
106.7
97.1
93.6
90.2
72.6
57.4
75.4
134.0
103.9
94.7
98.1
90.0
88.4
107.1
121.0
202.9
104.6
95.0
126.1

87.5
105.7

86.8
105.3
103.3
107.1
107.4

106.2
102.9
94.5
159.0
94.9
Uo.O
100.5
101.5
99.8
121.2
96.2
101.3
69.4
70.7
95.3
67.8
98.3
103.9
100.2
123.0
111.9
84.5
189.8
101.8
136.0
85.3
111.7
89.7
112.0
K6.7
113.8
91.0
108.1

Source: National Research Project, Works Progress Administration, Philadelphia, Pa., 1939.
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The National Research Project collected data from various sources showing
the production, employment, and productivity in 59 industries, employing .more
than 50 per cent of all workers in manufacturing. Some of the series run from
1913 to 1937, others are complete for shorter time spans. In the summary table
compiled from these data, 1929 is used as a base, and in all except a few cases
the comparison is made between 1936 and that date. Thus, the series is three
or more years old, a significant fact, in view of technological changes made since
1936. For example, the most abrupt changes in steel occurred after 1937, with
the result that while in September, 1939, steel production was only 1.3 per cent
below the comparable month in 1937, workers engaged in that production had
decreased 16.0 per cent.

Production.—In the series 67 industries, or branches of industries, are repre-
sented. Of that number, 23 showed appreciable gains in production in 1936 as
compared with 1929; 3 maintained production at approximately the same levels;
and 40 had curtailed production below 1929 levels. The largest production
increase was experienced in the rayon industry, which in 1937 had an index of
281.5. The greatest loss in production was shown in beehive coke, which had
declined in 1935 to 26.1 per cent of 1929.
When the products of the 67 industries or branches are divided into durable

and non-durable categories, it appears that 17 are producing durable goods and
48 non-durable. Only one of the durable goods industries showed an increase,
in output in 1936 over 1929, while 16 showed losses. Among non-durable goods
industries, on the other hand, 24 made gains in production, 3 remained stationary,
and 21 experienced declines. Of the ten food industries represented, 5 showed
increases in production, 1 remained stationary, and 4 suffered actual declines.
Of the 9 clothing industries, 7 had increased production, while 2 had fallen oflf

in 1936 in comparison with 1929. Some industries suffered loss of production
due to partial displacement by others, such as manufactured ice, which by 1936
had declined to 71.6 per cent of 1929 output. For the most part, however, the
drop in production can be iittributed to loss in consumer demand, which was
especially noticeable in the durable goods and capital goods industries.

Employment.—The series of indices on employment records the average annual
employment, as compiled from Bureau of Labor Statistics data. It is conse-
quently not the total actual employment used in the production recorded in the
table. It does represent, however, the best available data on average number of
workers engaged in these several industries during the calendar year. Of the
67 industries and branches, 20 experienced increases in employment in 1936 as
compared with 1929, 3 remained stationary, 43 suffered losses in numbers] of
workers, and there was one industry for which figures were not available.
Of the 15 large users of labor, each of whom employed more than 100,000

workers, and whose combined labor force was 36 per cent of all manufacturing
workers in 1929, 6 had more workers in 1936, while 9 had fewer workers on their
payrolls. The latter represented 23 per cent of all who were employed in manu-
facture in 1929. When workers are distributed by the type of product made, it

ai)pears that in the durable goods industries, which are the largest '^isers of labor,
only 1 increased employment from 1929 to 1936, while 4 employed fc"\'er workers.
Among the ten large labor u.sers making non-durable goods, 6 employed more
workers, and 4 fewer woil '^rs.

Man-hours.—The series on man-hours gives information concerning the actual
quantity of labor used in production. It does not indicate the number of workers
mployed, but gives the number of hours of employment in particular industries.
It is con.s(>(|uently a very significant measure of employment. Of the 66 industrial
units- reprc.soiited in the table, data are available for 56. Only 2—side and up-
holsterj- leatiicr, and raj'on manufacture— actually used more man-hours of
employment in 1936 than in 1929. All of the others required less man-nours, some
of them showing declines of 50 per cent or more.

Outp^'t per wage-earner and per man-hour.—Significant comparisons are made
in the table between output per worker and per man-hour of employment. In
35 industries, the output per wage-earner employed increased from 1929 to 1936,
in 30 it actually declined. For 2 there were no figures. This is not a measure of
technological efficiency or inefTiciency, however, for it takes no account of the
working tin^e involved in production. Consequently, what is being measured may
be either an increase or decrease ii. the number of hours of employment.
To measure technological change, it is necessary to use the last series in the

table, which shows production per man-hour of employment. In 33 of the 56
industrial units represented in the series, man-hour profluctivity increased from
1929 to 1936, in 9 it remained approximately stationary, while in 4 it actually
declined. The increases in man-hour productivity ranged upward to a peak of
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241.1 in rayon manufacturing. Some of the gains made in the seven years under
review have been startling. In 8 industries they exceeded 50 per cent, while in

22 others they ranged between 25 and 50 per cent.

Comparisons between series.—A helpful comparison can be made between the
various series of indices given in the table. For example, the production of agri-

cultural implements declined 27.3 per cent in 1936 as compared with 1929, the
number of workers employed dropped off 23.5 per cent, the actual number of

man-hours worked declined 38.2 per cent, but the output per employed worker
fell off only 4 per cent, and the actual production per man-hour increased 18 per
cent. Under these conditions, the industry might have regained its 1929 produc-
tion level and still used 18 per cent less man-hours of labor than was employed
at that time. This does not necessarily require a correspondingly reduced labor
force, for the alternative is available of fewer hours of employment per worker.

Beet sugar production is an example of an expanding industry. In 1935 the
quantity of beet sugar was 15.2 per cent more than in 1929. But this expanded
production was achieved with 9.3 per cent less man hours of labor tha,n was em-
ployed in 1929. The reason for such conditions is not far to seek, for the tech-
nological efficiency of the labor force had so increased in the six years that the
output per man hour in 1935 was 27.0 per cent greater than in 1929.

Ice cream manufacture is an example of an industry whose production was
practically the same in 1929 and 1936. Yet in the latter year it required 21.5
per cent fewer workers to make this same quantity of ice cream, and the man
hours they worked declined 32.6 per cent. The output per wage earner employed,
however, increased 26.1 per cent, and on a man-hour basis this output had grown
46.9 per cent since 1929.

Exhibit No. 2437

(Submitted by the Temporary National Economic Committee Study Staff]

Occupational distribution of gainful workers, 18S0-19S9—As a percentage of all

gainful workers
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over 40 will in the near future require every scrap of ingenuity that leaders in
business and government can summon.

(3) Judging by past trends the percentage of persons who will report themselves
gainfully employed will increase from present levels of 40 to 42 per cent of the
total population to 50 per cent. The fact that it has risen markedly is due in part
to the fact that families have fewer under-age children today than in 1870. (Ex-
hibit 2438-C.")

(4) Past trends show rapidly declining percentages of total population reporting
gainful occupation in agriculture, small declines for manufacturing and mechanical
industries and domestic and personal services, and significant increases for those
in trade, transportation and communication, professional and public service, and
clerical occupations. ("Exhibit 2438-D.")

(5) In terms of the absolute number reporting gainful occupation, agriculture
has shown decreases since 1910, the figure dropping from about 12.4 millions at
that time to 9.3 millions today. AU the other occupational groups have shown
increases in each decade. ("Exhibit 2438-E.")

(6) In terms of percentages the story is somewhat different. In agriculture
the percentage declined from 47.3 of the grand total reporting gainful occupation
in 1870 to 17.5 at the present time. And all the others show increases except those
for the mineral industries (which reached a peak in 1920) and the manufacturing
and mechanical industries and domestic and personal services (in 1930). The
number during the last ten years reporting gainful occupation in these industries
has not increased as fast as the total. ("Exhibit 2438-F."')

(7) In 1940 the per cent of absolute increase over 1870 of those reporting gainful
employment has oeen largest in public service (over 2000 per cent), next in clerical

service (1670 per cent), then in trade (1170 per cent\ then in order, transportation
and communication, professional service, mining, forestry and fishing, and domes-
tic and personal service. Those reporting gainful employment in the manufac-
turing and mining industries have increased 300 per cent while the grand total

increased more than 320 per cent. Agriculture has the poorest record. ("Exhibit
2438-G.")

(8) Detailed figures of those in occupational groups show manufacturing most
important (27.9 per cent of the total in 1930 reporting' gainful occupations there),

agriculture next (21.4 per cent), trade (12.9 per cent), domestic service (10.8 per
cent). These four accounted for about three-fourths of all employment. In
manufactuiing a third of all workers said that they belonged in administrative
or service jobs, 43 per cent of all transportation and communication woikers
reported being occupied on the roads and streets (not street railways). Only
10 per cent of those reporting usual occupation in public service were public
oflficials. ("Exhibit 2438-H to N.")
At the outset, it is extremely important to point out that these figures are taken

from the Census of Occupations, obtained by census takers in their house-to-house
canvass, for a given point of time spaced at ten-year intervals, usually obtained
from housewives and not directly from the workers whose occupational status is

recorded. They are strictly a record describing the "usual occupation" or "occu-
pation in which customarily employed" of persons whose records are being taken,
and under no circumstances must they be confused with a record of actual em-
ployment, for they tell nothing about the actual employment status or work
record of "gainful workers."
Nor does the census offer data on specific occupations for the whole range of

occupational endeavor. For example, the 1930 census divided the total of occu-
pations into ten categories, containing 213 groups, and thCoC groups contained
534 sub-groups, some of which were specific occupations, while others were small
families of occupations.

"Exhibit No. 2438"may require some clarification. The upper half shows gainful

workers as a proportion of the total population. Much has been made of the
presumed fact that because each census has shown a larger proportion of the total

population listed as gainful workers, the economy was healthy, always finding
employment for a larger proportion of its people. But the Census of Occupations,
as before stated, is a measure, at a given time, of the number of people customarily
on the labor market, and not a measure of employment. While the percentage of

"gainfully employed" incrcsaed in successive decades from 1870 to 1910, repre-
sents in large part a transition from a barter to a pecuniary economy. The unpaid
housewife or spinster, for example, has become a wompn in industry. She fol-

lowed baking, laundering, etc., out of the home, but got money for it. Moreover,
the number of children per family has decreased more than a third sirce 1870.
The drop in gainfully employed from 41.5 per cent in 1910 to 39.8 per cent in 1930
may reflect changes in social policy with respect to child labor, and also increased
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prosperity. If so, it seems likely that the percentage in 1940 may, if anything,
be the same or higher. It is estimated that by 1960 the gainfully employed will
constitute 50% of the total population.

In the lower half of Exhibit 2438-C, which shows such a marked change in
occupational emphasis during the past 70 years, the ten familiar occupational
categories are regrouped into three: agricultural, manufacturing and mechanical,
forestry and fishing, and mining occupations are caUed "producing industries;"
trade and service occupations are grouped together; and transportation and com-
munication make up the third functional class. The producing industries, which
included 77 per cent of all gainful workers in 1870, comprised only 46.5 per cent
in 1940. Trade and service occupations, on the other hand, moved from 20 pei
cent of all gainful workers in 1870 to 44.3 per cent in 1940. Transportation and
communication included 3.2 per cent of the gainful workers in 1870 and 9.2 per
cent in 1940.

Accurate interpretation of the remaining charts is easy if the essential point is

remembered that "gainfully occupied" does not mean "actually employed."
The wide dissemination of that fallacy is strikingly shown in an article entitled

"Science, The Soul of Prosperity," by Dr. Karl T. Compton, President of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, published in Think, Volume VI, No. 3,

March, 1940, p. 10 et. seq. On page 34 he states:

"There has been so much misconception in regard to the effects of technological
progress upon employment and standards of living that I am going to run the risk
of boring you with a few facts. * *

"Between 1900 and 1930, the greatest thirty-year period of technological devel-
opment in history, employment in the U. S. increased by more than 20,000,000
jobs.

"Even during the recent depression a larger proportion of the population were wage
earners than in periods which were considered prosperous seventy-five or one hundred
years ago." (Emphasis is the author's.)

Such so-called facts are not boring. They are amazing. Presumably Dr.
Compton bases his contention on reports of the Census of Occupations, which
enumerated 29,073,233 persons reporting a usual gainful occupation in 1900 and
48,829,920 such in 1930, a difference rated at "more than 20,000,000 jobs." But
even in the very year 1930 for which he uses occupational data, an employment
census was taken (in April, so it happened; the average figure for the year must
have been much higher), showing at least 3,138,000 actually unemployed of those
Dr. Compton counts as in "employment" or "jobs." This ignores the part-time
jobs and the economic and social changes which shifted many activities from
reward in kind to payment in money, from an unpaid household status to a
pecuniary basis.

The dross in the second and more emphatically stated of his "facts" is in part
the sam.e. The term "wage earners" does not seem to be meant in the careful,

scholarly sense in which the Brookings Institution has used it, for example, in
Exhibit 2437, where the percentage since 1880 is shown to have been about 52 or
54 per cent, falling somewhat after 1910. If Dr. C'"'mpton means to say that the
percentage actually employed was larger in 1932 than, say, in 1830, he must possess
information not elsewhere available, because no Census of Occupations was taken
in 1830.

If he is making a comparison with 1870, and is referring to the percentage of the
total population reporting customary occupations then, he is probably incorrect.
The figure in 1870 was about 32.5 per cent. In 1932 the National Industrial
Conference Board estimated total employment at 37.5 millions. Midyear esti-

niates of population made by the Brookings Institution in its volume entitled
The Recovery Problem in the United States are 125.0 millions foi 1932 and 125.8
millions for 1933. The resulting percentage is 30 per cent.

The statements which Dr. Compton makes have appeared in almost identical
form in many places. Thus, for example, the Machinery and Allied Products
Institute, in their pamphle'^ entitled Machinery and the American Standard of
Living—An Illustrated Factual Story of the Contributions of Technology to American
Civilization, (Chicago, 1939) state on page 20:

"In 187n about 32 out of every 100 persons in the United States were gainfully
employed, according to the United States Census. In 1930, according to the last

census, about 40 out of every 100 were gainfully employed. Back in 1830 only
27 out of every 100 persons in the United States were gainfully employed. Thus,
there was an increase in 100 years of almost 50 per cent in the proportion of the
population gainfully employed. Even in the years of most severe depression in

the 1930's the percentage was higher than in periods considered prosperous prior

to 1900."
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Similarly the National Association of Manufacturers in a pamphlet entitled

Men and Machines, one of the well known You and Industry Series which are given

nation-wide free distribution to schools, women's clubs, study groups, and indi-

vidual citizens, states:

"Even admitting the benefits of the machine to the consumer, these are serious

charges (that the machine is responsible for unemployment) requiring factual

evidence to bring out the truth.

"What are the facts?
"* * * (The table) described how between 1870 and 1930, the last census

year, while the population increased 218 per cent, those engaged in gainful occupa-

tions increased 290 per cent, and that is during the period of the most intensive

development of the machine."
Quotations from other sources which have similarly fallen a victim to this fallacy

could readily be multiplied.
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Exhibit No. 2438-A

GROWTH OF POPULATION OF
THE UNITED STATES

1850-1980

NUMERICAL GROWTH

17285
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Exhibit No. 2438-B

Oroivth of population in the United States, 1750-1980

[Population figures in thousands]
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ESTIMATED LABOR FORCE OF THE FUTURE
UNITED STATES. 1940-1980

MILLIONS
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NUMERICAL BASIS MILLIONS
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^ New Entrants to Labor Force—20-24 years of age
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And«f«on, H. Dwey, TAXATION ANO RECOVERY, Tjmporory NoVonol Economic Commllloo, Washington, OC, 1940

SCXMCE: BoMd on ENTERPRISE AND SOCIAL PROGRESS, Notioool InOutlriol Con(ef«nc« BoorO, New York, 1939, p. 34.
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Exhibit No. 2438-D

GAINFULLY EMPLOYED IN THE UNITED STATES
1870-1940

PER CENT
45

GAINFULLY EMPLOYED AS PERCENTAGE
OF TOTAL POPULATION

1870 1880 1890 1900 1910 1920 1930 1940

FUNCTIONAL GROUPS AS PERCENTAGES
OF GAINFULLY EMPLOYED

1870 1680 1890 1900

An4«rton, H 0«««v, TAXATION ANO RECOVERY, Ttmpororr Noll«nol Economic CommitIM, Woahinglon, DC. 1940-

SOi/ftCe: OCCUPATIONAL TRENDS, Andarton, H Oiwoy, ond Dovldton, Ptrcy E,. Slonfofd Uqlvortlly Pf»«, 1940.
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Exhibit No. 2438-E

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL POPULATION
GAINFULLY EMPLOYED
BY OCCUPATIONAL GROUPS

UNITED STATES. 1870-1940

AGRICULTURE MANUFACTURING & MECHANICAL INDUSTRIES

670 1880 1890 1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 900 1910 1920 1930 1940

PER CENT DOMESTIC S PERSONAL SERVICE

1870 I6S0 1890 1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1870 1080 1890 1900 1910 1920 1930 1940

PtB CENT TRANSPORTATION a COMMUNICATION

1870 leaO 1890 1900 1910 1920 1930 1940

CLERICAL OCCUPATIONS

P£R CENT
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Exhibit No. 2438-F

NUMBER OF WORKERS GAINFULLY EMPLOYED
BY OCCUPATIONAL GROUPS

UNITED STATES. 1870-1940

AGRICULTURE iQHs MANUFACTURING S MECHANICAL rNDUSTRIES

870 1980 1690 1900 1910 1920 1910 1940 870 1880 1890 1900 1910 1920 1930 1940

DOMESTIC 6 PERSONAL SERVICE

1870 1880 1890 1900 1910 1920 1930 1940

:
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Exhibit No. 2438-G

DISTRIBUTION OF GAINFULLY EMPLOYED
BY OCCUPATIONAL CATEGORIES

UNITED STATES, 1870-1940

PER CENT PER CENT
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And«r<on,H.Oe«ey, TAXATION AND RECOVERY, Ttmporory Notionol Economic Commiltet , Wothinglon.D C. 1940
fOt/^Cf-' OCCUPATIONAL TRENDS, Andatton.H. D*w«y and David>on,pircy E., Stdnlord Univtrtity Prtii, 1940
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Exhibit No. 2439

[Submitted by the Temporary National Economic Committee Study Staff]

Capital-Savings Innovations

The number of capital-savings innovations recently perfected is legion. A few
examples will suffice, taken for the most part from a study of David Weintraub
entitled "Effects of Current and Prospective Technological Developments upon
Capital Formation." American Economic Review, Vol. XIX, No. 1, March 1939,
The superior performance of modern steam hammers widely used for drop forging
is such, that although the price of a current model is about the same as that of a
1905 model, a decline of more than 55 per cent has been brought about in the
investment per unit of work accomplished.

In numerous ways large capacity equipment tends to operate at less cost per
unit of capacity than small. A steam electric generating station operates at a
cost from $135 to $150 per kilowatt for capacities of 2,000 kilowatts and only $92
to $115 for 200,000 kilowatts. Likewise in Diesel plants the investment per unit
of capacity declines from $230 for 100 kilowatts of capacity of $106 for one of
10,000 kilowatts. Larger machinery usually requires smaller amounts of fuel
and also of labor per unit of capacity or of output. Installation costs are likewise
lower as is the amount of floor space required per unit of capacity.

Moreover, industrial measuring, recording and controlling devices bring about
uniformity of operation and help to minimize the wear on machinery. In one
test case, boilers under hand control had to be rebricked every three months
while with instrument control no rebricking was required even once a year.

Furthermore, the "topping" technique in which exhaust steam from high pres-
sure, high temperature turbines is utilized by being discharged into the steam
headers of lower-pressure units, tends to increase the capacity of existing stations
from 40 to 90 per cent without an increase in fuel requirements and without
corresponding additions to plant and equipment, a fact sometimes ignored by
those who state the capital investment needs of utilities. In the period from
January 1936 to May 1937 topping units represented more than 75 per cent of
the total turbine capacity installed in central stations using pressures of 1000
pounds or more.
Through chromium plating the life of various tools and parts has been extended

from 3 to 20 times. By the use of tungsten carbide, carboloy tools have been
formed which operate in some cases 300 to 400 times as efficiently as the old steel
tools. On a brass-plug job the number of finished pieces produced by old tools
was 200, through the substitution of carboloy tools this was increased to 15,000.
Welding has been substituted for casting, roller bearings for old t"ype friction
bearings which has meant increased speed of operation, greater durability of
machinery and reduction in total power requirements in recently installed ma-
chinery. Similarly, improvements in paints, varnishes, and lacquers, as well as
erosion-resistant steel alloys and plated steels have meant huge savings on inven-
tories and storage space for the automobile manufacturer in addition to lowering
the drying time from 26 days to a few hours.
The improvement in the mineral industries due to the use of recent chemical

concentration and flotation processes has been one of the most remarkable achieve-
ments of the last 10 years. Also noteworthy have been the mechanization of
conveying operations and of the handling of bulk materials.
The story of the savings of fuel is also familiar. By the use of devices for

retrieving the heat formerly lost in stack gases or hot products and using it for
pre-heating raw materials and air for combustion or for generating steam; by
reductions in heat and power requirements through adoption of speedier and more
continuous methods of manufacture; by the prevention of heat losses through
insulation, seals against cold-air leakage; by improved techniques for more effi-

cient transfer of heat and power; and, in particular, by more exact controls
through recording instruments, great fuel economies have been achieved on the
railroads and by public utility stations and elsewhere.

Similarly in the rayon industry in the "thirties" costs of production have been
cut about 50 per cent, most of the decrease in costs being due to refinements of
detail in processing and spinning machinery, improvements in precipitating bath
composition and in washing procedure, and the use of more uniform and purer
materials. Even in the telephone industry, which has' always been regarded as
the classic example. of an industry subject to diminishing returns where fiied
capital requirements grew faster than increases in the number of telephones
installed, recent and current technical changes such as the introduction of carrier
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current systems or of the coaxial cable are increasing the capacity of the telephone
plant with less than a proportional increase in fixed capital investment.

In the report of President Hoover's Committee on Recent Economic Changes
in the United States, Volume 1, a table is given, excerpts from which (Exhibit
No. 2438-A) show in dollars and cents the substantial savings and increases in
output which were made possible by the utilization of new types of apparatus,
standard conveyers, hoists, tructractors, locomotive cranes, gravity chutes and
the like. Processes have been made continuous with the result that savings are
secured in floor space, in inventories, in storage room, in machinery and auxiliary
equipment, and in costs of maintenance and repairs while wastes have been
eliminated, spoilage reduced, and the whole process considerably speeded up.

Exhibit No. 243ft-A

[Excerpts from Volume I, First Edition (1929) of "Recent Economic Changes in the United States"]

[Report of the Committee on Recent Economic Changes of the President's Conference on Unemployment,
pp. 14-15]

Industrial processes

Process

CHEMICAL

Refining edible oils

Eliminating corrosion in
water circulating sys-
tems by use of sodium
chromate.

Recovering borax

ELECTRICAL

Filament material for

radio tubes.

Automatic arc welding....

MECHANICAL

Pressing linseed.

Dry quenching.

Utilization of powdered
coal.

METALLURGICAL

Leaching process

Centrifugal cast
manufacture.

pipe

Electric-thermic smelting

PETROLEUM REFINING

Cracking of heavy petro-
leum hydro-carbons.

METAL WORKING

Drilling long oil holes

Utilizing diamond tools..

Roughing outforgiflg bil-

lets.

Arc welding

Process supplanted

Old processing tanks...

U<>iog base metals in
place of platinum for

oxide coated filaments.
Hand welding

Eliminates press cloths
and about two-thirds
labor.

Cooling of hot sub-
stances by liquids.

Stoker firing

Sand-cast process

Old pressure distillation
type of apparatus.

Replaces method" using
two spindle horizontal
machines.

Old method of boring
and reaming holes
with steel tools.

Old swaging or fullering
method.

Riveting

Savings

J4 cost of old process
SM.noo per yr. in repair

bills $75,000 due to
elimination of lost

time in plant.
Present production costs

are less than 10 per-
cent of those of 1919.

Annual saving of about
$3,000,000.

Annual saving about
$60,000.

Four cents per bushel of
linseed crushed.

In a water gas plant, fuel
saving of 2.3 pounds
per 1,000 cubic feet

gas made.
Operating efficiency 6 to
8 percent higher than
for stoker firing.

Recovery of approxi-
mately 20,000,000
pounds copper per
year, previously
wasted.

Reduction of equipment
and labor. Great sav-
ings in time.

Reduced selling price of
f6rro-vanadium about
25 percent.

Reduction of fuel con-
sumption about 80
percent.

1,000 per year.

Company

Annual saving about
$15,000.

Annunl saving' about
$20,000.

Economies effected in
time and labor.

American Linseed Co.
Midwest Refining Co.

American Potash &
Chemical Corpora-
tion.

Weslinghouse Electric
& Manufacturing Co.

Cadillac Motor Car Co.

American Linseed Co.

Dry Quenching Equip-
ment Corporation.

Combustion Engineer-
ing Corporation.

Calumet <fe • Hecla Con-
solidated Copper Co.

United States Cast Iron
Pipe <fe Foundry Co.

Vanadium Corporation
of America.

Kansas City Testing
Laboratory.

Cadillac Motor Car Co.

Cadillac Motor Car Co.

Cadillac Motor Car Co.

Newport News Ship-
building & Dry Dock
Co.
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Industrial processes—Continued

Process Process supplanted Savings Company

BUBBEB

Automatic tube molding.

Development of age re-

sisters.

UISCELLANEOUS
PEOCKSSE9

Elimination of crazing... Replaces process of dry
pottery.

Manufacturing costs re-

duced about 40 per-
cent and quality im-
proved.

Estimated savings to
consumers about
$50,000,000 per annum.

Fuel savings from 76 to
89 percent.

Fisk Rubber Co.

B. F. Ooodricb Co.

Homer Laugblin China
Co.

Exhibit No. 2439—B

Fifty typical installations of material-handling equipment

Material or product
handled

Equipment used Plant
Savings and improve-

ments

AtJTOMOBltES AND
ACCESSORIES

Cylinder bloclis.

Annealing pots..

BUILDING MATERIAL

Materials

Cement materials

Sand and gravel

Lumber on trailers and
switching cars.

Building material

Lumber

Crushed stone

FOOD
Sugar.

Coal and ashes.

Coal

Sugar packed in cartons..

Candy in boxes and car-
tons.

Materials

gupola charges,
astings

Materials

Castings.

Standard conveyors.
Tier-lift trucks

Overhead carrying sysr
tem.

2hoists

Portable conveyor and
loader.

Tructractor

Locomotive crane.

Locomotive crane.

Belt conveyor

Automatic packing and
handling equipment.

Bucket conveyor

Conveyor..

Conveyors.

Nash Motor Co
New Departure Mfg.
Co.

Architectural Tile Co...

Crex Patent Column
Co.

Crume Brick Co

Oravitv conveyors and
spiral chutes.

Overhead trackway con-
necting all depart-
ments.

Hoist
Belt conveyors
3 tructractors—

Tructractors..

M. B. Farrln Lumber
Co.

Dwight P. Robinson
Co.

St. Helena Dock.A Ter-
minal Co.

Leathem D. Smith
Stone Co.

American Sugar Re-
finding Co.

George Ehret Brewery
Co.

Freeman Dairy Co.

National Sugar Refining
Co.

Samoset Chocolate Co.

Swift & Co

Davis & Thomas Co
Kelsey Wheel Co
Southside Malleable
Castings Co.

Standard Sanitary Mfg.
Co.

$8,600 per year.
$10,800 per year.

$5,000 per year.

$6,000 per year.

$3,900 per year.

$4,650 per year, conges-
tion eliminated; 15
horses eliminated; 70
percent return on in-

vestment.
$18,000 in six weeks.

$41,000 per year.

Double capacity.

One-half of labor.

Equipment handles
20,000 tons of coal per
year at 9 cents per ton
including maintenance
and repair charges.

$0.98 per ton; $2,500 per
year.

$8,800 per year.

$3,370 per year.

$125,000 per year; $0.60

Eer ton material
andled.

$5,850.

$10,000 per year.

$22,500 per year.

Annual savings 17 times
cost of equipment.
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Fifty typical installations of material-handling equipment—Continued

Material or product
bandied

Equipment used Plant Savings and improve-
ments

IRON AND STEEL

Iron and steel

Steel, machinery, forgings.

Iron and steel

Ralls
Steel (on buggies)

Iron and steel scrap

LEATHER

Flesbings
Patent leatber In frames..

MACHINERY

Shipping cases.

Castings and foundry
supplies.

Materials

METAL WOEKINO

Materials

Materials

Assembling stoves.

Materials

Dies

Materials and product
Materials

Coal, coke, ores, and slag.

Materials

PAPER
Paper

Paper

Paper in rolls to cutting
machines.

Paper and paper stock

TEXTaES

Materials

Raw cotton

MISCELLANEOUS

Lumber and materials.

2 tructractors

2 locomotive cranes

15-ton locomotive crane.

Locomotive crane
Tructractor.

Locomotive crane

Tractor
Overhead carrying sys-
tem.

Gravity chute

4 tructractors and trail-

ers.

3 cranes

Complete conveyor sys-
tem.

2 tructractors

Conr^vor

Roller and belt conveyor

Tier-lift truck

3 elevating conveyors ..

Overhead carrying sys-
tem

Locomotive crane

Stationary roller con-
veyors and containers.

Skids for loading box
cars.

Electric hoist

Shoists

Nailed wooden skids for
shipping.

Complete conveyor sys-
tem for mill.

Pneumatic conveyor.

.

Miscellaneous handling
equipment.

American Radiator Co

E. W. Bliss Co

Delaware River Steel
Co.

McKonna Process Co .

Riter-Conley Mfg. Co..

Sonken-Oalamba Iron
and Metal Co.

Joseph Elsendrath Co...
Oreiss-Pfleger Tanning
Co.

General Electric Bloom-
field plant.

Holt Mfg. Co

Reliance Electric & En-
gineering Co.

Belden Mfg. Co

Bullard Machine & Tool
Co.

Detroit Vapor Stove Co.

Hobart Bros. Co

Ireland & Matthews
Drop Forging Co.

Tin Decorating Co
United Metal Co

United States Metals
Retining Co.

Walworth Co

Champion'Coated Paper
Co.

Paper Manufacturers
Co., Inc.

Patcrson Parchment
P .per Co.

West Vifginia Paper
and Pulp Co.

Jjckson Mills..

Milstead Mfg. Co.

A nerican Seating Co.

$22,000 per year; $1,345
per ton

Equipment pays for itself
each year.

$10,300 per year.

Doubles production.
$2,960 per year; saves

$8,000 in increased pro-
duction; labor turn-
over reduced; pays for
itself in about 54 days.

$30,000 to $40,000 per year
big saving in time.

$3,400 per year.
$5,000 per year.

$6,000 per year; rapid
loading of cars.

$13,300 per year.

$9,350 per year.

Yearly profit $12,450 on
Investment of $1«,611.

$10,500 per year.

Increases production;
saves 60 percent of
space.

Cut production cost 25
percent.

$32,000 per year.

$47,400 per year.
$7,500 per year.

Increased production 100
percent.

$60,000 per year.

Reduction in labor 93
percent.

Increased production on
one process 66 percent.

$4,100 per year.

Reduction in shipping
material ccst 77 per-
cent; reduction in labor
in handling shipments,
80 percent.

$16,250 per year; success-
ful material control
and improvement in

machine operations.
$1,600 per year.

Reduced handling cost
per man-hour from '7

to 9 cents; annual
saying, $95,000; addi-
tional saving over
handling improvement
about $25,000 per year.
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Fifty typical installations of jnalerial-handling equipment—Continued

Material or product
bandied
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of higher wage rates per hour. If wage rates are considered as identical with labor
costs, such costs, adjusted for price changes, have been rising steadily during the
last 160 years, as wage rates have continuoiisly risen in line with increasing labor
productivity.

While some economists are aware that labor costs per unit of output have
declined during the last ten years because of increased eflSciency, they argue that
finished goods prices have declined even more, and accordingly labor costs per
dollar of output have risen. In fact, the national industrial conference board
publishes an index of labor costs per dollar of output, and a stock exchange firm
recently used this index in a "market letter" to demonstrate that high labor costs
have wiped out the manufacturers profit. The fallacy of this argument is that
it overlooks the simultaneous decline in raw material costs.

If this firm had made a similar analysis in 1929, it would have noticed that
finished goods prices were 27.5% below 1919 while labor costs per unit of output
were only 20% lower. Following this reasoning, it would have stated that labor
costs were eating into profits, and that because of subnormal profits new invest-
ment in plant and equipment must be very small. Of course, profits in 1929 were
high because raw material costs had declined more than finished goods prices.
How can we find a true measure of labor costs that takes into consideration

changes in labor productivity and the spread between finished goods prices and
raw material costs? It is necessary to consider these factors, if we wish to deter-
mine whether labor costs are squeezing profits or not. For profits are affected
not by wage rates per hour alone but also by the amount of goods that can be
turned out with one hour's labor and by the spread between finished goods prices
and raw material costs.

To find a measure of labor costs that includes these important factors, the first

step is to subtract raw material costs from the value of manufactured products,
which gives us a gross profit called the "value added by manufacture". This is

done in the Biennial Census of Manufactures, and the result is shown in line (1)
of the Exhibit. The next step is to take all wages paid in manufacturing, which
also appears in the Biennial Census of Manufactures and is shown in line (2).
In calculating his expected profits the manufacturer is interested in the proportion
of wages paid to the value added by manufacture or gross profit. This proportion
is shown in line (3) in the Exhbiit as a percentage. When this percentage rises,

labor increases its share of gross income and profits are squeezed. When it falls,

profits comprise a larger share of gross revenues.
Before commenting on these figures, I must point out that the "value added by

manufacture" for 1939 has not yet been reported and accordingly had to be
extrapolated with the aid of those production statistics available and certain
wholesale commodity price indexes. Wages were extrapolated by the Bureau of
Labor Statistics. The figures for 1940 are extrapolated on the basis of the last
few months when industrial production was about the same as the 1929 average.

Note in line (3) on the Exhibit that the percent of labor costs to "value added"
declined about 8 p-ints from 1921 to 1929, in spite of the fact that wage rates
per hour, shown in line (4), rose 12%, and finished goods prices, shown in line (5),
declined 9%. This was due to the increasing productivity of labor. In 1935
under Roosevelt the percent of wages to "value added" was slightly lower than
in 1925 under Coolidge, although wage rates per hour had risen 7% and finished
goods prices had fallen 18% in the ten year period. Of course, this isn't Mr.
Roosevelt's doing; the credit is due to the manufacturer who increased his efficiency
enough to permit this rise in real wage rates.

In 1937, despite the activities of the C. I. O., the proportion of wages to value
added was 39.3%, roughly the same as in 1925. I believe the estimate of 39.2%
for 1939 errs on the high side, and we will be able to check this a year from now
when the Census of Manufactures for 1939 is available. During the last few
months labor costs have been lower than for any year in the 1920's except 1929.
This is due to the fact that labor efticiency increases as production rises nearer
to capacity.
Labor costs are not the only factor to be considered, however, in calculating

profit margins. Changes in "overhead" production costs such as taxes, interest

and depreciation must also be considered. We all know that corporation taxes
have risen under the New Deal, but higher taxes have been offset by lower interest

rates and lower depreciation charges per unit of output when production is at the
current high level. While we all agree that overhead costs are relatively inflexible,

and therefore on a per unit of output basis vary inversely with the level of produc-
tion, the statement that depreciation charges today with the same volume of out-

put do not need to be so large as in 1929 does require explanation.

124491—41—pt. 30 71
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But first let us make a rough check on the statement that these offsetting cost

declines have made manufacturing as profitable today under the New Deal as in

years of comparable business activity in the 1920*3 by referring to manufacturing
corporations income tax returns. The Statistics of Income for all manufacturing
corporations are analysed in lines (7), (8), (9) and (10) in the Exhibit. These
figures have been computed by the National City Bank and appeared in their

monthly bulletin of November 1939. Line (7) shows that gross revenues in 1937
were slightly below 1927. If allowance were made for price changes, they would
be about $4 Billion higher. The two years are particularly comparable because
production and prices were declining throughout the year in both cases, and profits

were somewhat reduced by inventory losses. As shown in line (9), the per cent

of net profits after taxes to gross revenues was about 4% in both years.

The chief difference between the two years is that less capital was needed for

the same volume of sales in 1937 than in 1929 so that net worth was about $8
Billion lower. As a result of this greater turnover of capital, the per cent earned
on net worth, shown in line (10), was 8% in 1937 against 6.6% in 1927. This is

very important because the manufacturer looks at the per cent earned on net worth
in determining whether a new investment in capital equipment is likely to be
profitable enough to warrant the trouble he takes.

The reason why net worth is lower today than 10 years ago also explains why
depreciation charges do not need to be as high, and why new capital security issues

have apparently been subnormal. The reason is found in the increasing produc-
tivity of modern machinery.

While it is impossible to make an overall estimate of capital equipment produc-
tivity like our estimate of labor productivity, we can draw conclusions from
individual industries in which such an analysis can be made.
The cotton textile industry, one of the largest and most important of our manu-

facturing industries, affords an excellent opportunity for capital equipment
productivity analysis. Capital equipment in this industry is measured by
spindles and looms in place. The number of spindles in place in 1937 was 19%
less than in 1929, and average active spindles during the year were 21% less.

But with less equipment cloth production was 12% higher in 1937 than in 1929.

Each active spindle produced 392 square yards of cloth in 1937 against only 276
square yards per spindle in 1929. This was not due to more work shifts, for

spindle hours run in 1937 were 4.4% below 1929. Cloth production per spindle

nour run in 1937 was 17% higher than in 1929. This is a true measure of capital

equipment productivity. Looms in place in 1937 were 28% less than in 1929,

and average active looms were 26% less. In 1939 the number of spindles in place

and average active spindles declined further to a new low but cloth production

was 10% above 1929 and cloth produced per active spindle was 410 square yards,

which was 49% above 1929.

It is interesting to note, incidentally, that jiew spindles installed in 1939 were
349,416, an increase of 9% over 1929, which indicates plenty of incentive to invest.

Here then is an industry which has discarded more capital equipment each year
than has been replaced with new equipment but can still produce more now than
in 1929 when 27% more equipment was being used. Thus, the total capital

invested in the industry has declined as the result of retirements from depreciation

without any decline in actual productive capacity.

Capital equipment productivity in the cotton textile industry

1. Spindles In place (000) -

2. Average Active Spindles (000)

3. Spindles hours run (000,000) -

4. Cloth Production (000,000 sq. yds.) -.

.). Cloth Production Per Spindle
6. Cloth Production Per Average Active Spindle.—
7. Cloth Production Per Spindle hour run.-
8. Index of Cloth Production Per Spindle Hour
9. New Spindles Installed (including replacements)
10. Looms in place (000)

U. Looms Active (000)

1929
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The American Woolen Company states in its report for 1939 that it has only
about half as much plant and equipment today as in 1924 but nevertheless has
the actual capacity to turn out the same amount of goods.
The electric light & power industry has also increased its actual capacity more

than its investment in fixed capital. While the gross book value of fixed capital
increased only 16% from 1929 to 1939, generating capacity increased 27% and
energy output increased 36%.
The capital investment of the steel industry declined 18% from 1929 to 1939,

but ingot capacity increased 17%. The American Iron & Steel Institute in its

publication "Steel Facts" for March 1940 presents a study of capital equipment
productivity in the steel industry, from which I have taken the following quota-
tions:

"The design and operation of open hearth furnaces, which produce about nine-
tenths of the total steel ingot output, have been greatly improved in recent years.
These improvements account for most of the increase in steel capacity which has
occurred as a result of technological progress over the past ten years.

"Effect of these improvements upon output is shown by the production records
of four representative open hearth furnaces in two periods of peak operation—1929
and 1939. An average increase of 31 per cent in output is shown by records of
the four furnaces.
"The average daily output of a typical 170-ton furnace increased from 302 tons

per day in 1929 to 395 tons in 1939, a rise of 31 per cent. A smaller furnace,
rated at 110 tons per heat, produced 186 tons per day in the peak month of 1929
and 265 tons, or 43 per cent more, in the best month of last year. Similarly the
average daily output of an 85-tons furnace rose 35 per cent, from 133 tons to
179 t«ns, in the past decade.
"Among the principal reasons for the increase in productivity of open hearth

furnaces are the increased use of steel scrap as a raw material, the redesign of
furnaces to permit the charging of greater quantities of raw materials, and the
introduction of improved auxiliary equipment."
Two significant observations can be drawn from this capital equipment pro-

ductivity analysis. (1) Depreciation charges per unit of production are substan-
tially lower when capital equipment is fully utilized today, than was the case
in 1925-1929. For example, the annual depreciation at 10% on $1 Million of

machinery capable of producing $1 Million of goods in 1929 was $100,000 or 10^
per dollar of production. If today $1 Million of machinery can turn out $1,200,000
of goods, or 20% more, the annual depreciation is still $100,000, but this is at
the rate of only 8.35j5 per dollar of production, a saving of 1.6.5% per unit of
output. (2) Actual capacity can be increased today by replacing fully depreciated
equipment with modern equipment without adding to the gross book value of the
capital account, and no new securities need to be issued to finance this expansion
of capacity. For example, using the illustration above, when the $1 Million of

machinery bought in 1929 is fully depreciated on the books in 1939, it is discarded
and $1 Million of new machinery is bought with the funds represented by the
depreciation reserve. Since the new machinery can produce 20% more than the
old, productive capacity is increased 20% without the need of raising any cash
by the sale of securities.

This explains why capital expenditures by manufacturing corporations in the
last 10 years have not entirely offset depreciation charges, while at the same time
productive capacity has actually increased. New security issues, consequently,
are largely sold to raise funds for new industries such as airplane manufacturing
and transport companies, and chemical companies. Another explanation for the
apparently subnormal volume of new capital issues referred to by economists is

that they include issues for real estate other than factories, for financial institutions

and for holding companies that intend to purchase operating companies. New
capital issues for manufacturing corporations alone have averaged a little less

than $1 Billion per year in recent years against around $1.5 Billion in the 1920's.

At no time have new capital security issues represented a significant proportion
of actual expenditures for capital equipment.
The proof of this statement is found in the statistics on expenditures for plant

and equipment calculated by George Terborgh of the Federal Reserve Board,
shown in line (11) in the Exhibit. In 1937 these expenditures in the mining and
manufacturing industries were larger than in 1919, 1921, 1923, 1925, and 1927.

If allowance is made for price changes, they were practically as large as in 1929.

In 1939 such capital expenditures were slightly lower than in 1925 and 1927
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in current prices, but when allowance is made for price changes were $3 Billion
in 1925 prices or about 10% above 1925 and 1927 in physical volume. Since
new capital security issues were substantially lower in 1937 and 1939 than in
the 1920's while capital expenditures were just as large, there is obviously no
correlation between the two.

In conclusion, wage rates have risen while finished goods prices have declined,
not because of the activities of labor unions and the labor legi.slation of the New
Deal, but rather because the use of modern machinery has increased labor pro-
ductivity and capital equipment productivity enough to permit manufacturers
to grant these wage increases without sacrificing any profits. Roosevelt can not
claim the credit for wage rates today being 23% above 1929. The credit belongs
to the manufacturers who have increased the productivity of labor about 30%
during the last 10 years, which is only slightly less than the increase from 1919
to 1929.

This study also indicates that profits are good in the manufacturing industry
whenever consumer demand for its products is normal, and that investment in

plant and equipment in this industry is not lagging. Thus, if the only effect of
throwing out the New Deal in the coming election is to change its labor and tax
laws, our problems will not be solved and business is not likely to be stimulated
by any large increase in capital outlays on the part of the manufacturing industry.
The problems to be solved lie rather in the field of housing, commercial build-

ing, durable consumer goods, foreign trade, and agricultural adjustment. In
appraising the outlook for business activity and corporate profits in the future,
it is accordingly preferable to consider the effects of political and other develop-
ments on these fields of economic activity which are currently subnormal and
in need of important stimulation. Even in the boom years 1929 and 1937 invest-
ments in plant and equipment in the manufacturing and mining industry absorbed
only one-fifth of the nation's gross savings. Gross investments in other fields

of economic activity normally absorb four-fifths of the nation's savings, and are
four times as important as investments in manufacturing and mining in stimu-
lating the nation's purchasing power. In view of the fact that the manufacturing
industry has solved its problems and has done more than its share towafd bringing
about economic recovery, it seems to me that we will make better progress if

politicians and economists devote more of their energy toward solving the prob-
lems in these larger fields in which investment has been subnormal instead of
spending most of their time in considering political policies in relation to the
manufacturer.
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"Exhibit No. 2440" appears in text on p. 16239

Exhibit No. 2441

[Submitted by the Temporary National Econoiric Study Staff]

'Jndexes of Fixed Capital, Output and Employment in Selected Industries, 1919-38

11923-25=100]
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Exhibit No. 2442

[Submitted by the Temporary National Economic Committee Study StafiH

Effects of the Radio Telegraph and Telephone and of Radio Broadcasting

i. on tjniformity and diffusion

Regional differences in cultures become less pronounced.
The penetration of the musical and artistic city culture into villages and country.
Isolated regions are brought in contact with world events.
Illiterates find a new world opened to them.
Standardization of diction and discouragement of dialects.

II. ON RECREATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

The manufacture of better phonograph music records encouraged.
Establishment of the melodramatic playlet with few characters and contrasted

voices.

Greater appreciation of the international nature of music.
Entertainment for invalids, blind, partly deaf, frontiersmen, etc.

Interest in sports increased, it is generally admitted.
Entertainment on trains, ships and automobiles.

iri. ON TRANSPORTATION

Radio beams, enabling aviators to remain on course.
Aid furnished to ships in distress at sea.

Brokerage offices on ships made possible.

Receipt of communications en route by air passengers.
Communication between airplanes and ships.

Ships directed for better handling of cargoes.

IV. ON EDUCATION

Broadcasting has aided adult education by talks on political, economic, health,
and other questions.

V. ON THE DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION

Wider education of farmers on agricultural rnethods, parasites.
Prevention of loss in crops by broadcasting weather reports.
Market reports of produce permitting better sales.

Important telephone messages between continents.
Small newspapers, an experiment yet, by facsimile transmission.
Transmission of photographic likenesses, letters, etc., especially overseas where

wire is not yet applicable.
Quicker detection of crime and criminals, through police automobile patrols
equipped with radio.

VI. ON RELIGION

The urban type of sermon disseminated to rural regions.

Services possible where minister cannot be supported.
Invalids and others unable to attend church enabled to hear religious service.

VII. ON INDUSTRY AND BUSINESS

Better phonograph recording and reproducing now used.
Lowering of cable rates followed radio telegraph development.
The busfiiess of the lyceum bureaus, etc., suffered greatly.

Equipment cost of hotel and restaufa.nt increased.

A new form of advertising has been created.
Led to creation of new magazines.
An increase in the consumption of electricity.

Provision of employment for 200,000 persons.

Aid to power and traction companies in discovering leaks, through the assistance

of radio listeners.
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VIII. ON OCCUPATIONS

A new employment for singers, vaudeville artists, etc.

New occupations: announcer, engineer, advertising salesman.
Dance orchestras perhaps not increased but given prominence.

IX. ON GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS

In government, a new regulatory function necessitated.
Legal questions raised beginning with the right to the air.

New specialization in law; four air law journals existing.

Executive pressure on legislatures, through radio appeals.
Rumors and propaganda on nationalism have been spread.
Constituencies are kept in touch with nominating conventions.
Political campaigners reach larger audiences.
High government officers who broadcast are said to appear to public less distant
and more familiar.

X. ON OTHER INVENTIONS

The vacuum tube, a radio invention, is used in many fields, as for leveling elevators,

automatic, train controls, converting electric currents, applying the photo-
eLctric cell, as hereinafter noted. A new science is being developed on the
vacuum tube.

Television was stimulated by the radio.

Developments in use of the phonograph stimulated by radio.

Amplifiers for radio and talking pictures improved.
Geophysical prospecting aided by the radio.

XI. MISCELLANEOUS

Morning exercises encouraged a bit.

Irritation against possible excesses of advertising.
Development of fads of numerology and astrology encoujaged.
Wider celebration of anniversaries aids nationalism.
Used in submarine detection.
Home duties and isolation more pleasant.
Creative outlet for youth in building sets.

More Detailed Effects.—For instance, the item of the foregoing list, "Interest
in sports increased, it is generally admitted", when analyzed in further detail

shows fifteen further social effects, which are as follows: The Broadcasting of

boxing matches and football ^ames tends (1) to emphasize the big matches to the
neglect of the sm£i,ller and local ones, (2) increasing even more the reputation of

the star athletes. In the case of football (3) the big coaches are glorified and (4)

their salaries become augmented. (5) The attendance at colleges specializing in

football whose football games are broadcast is increased. (6) Football practice
in the springtime is thus encouraged and (7) the recruiting of prospective star
players for college enrollment is fostered. (8) The smaller colleges or the ones
with higher scholastic requirements tend to be differentiated as a class by contrast.

(9) Boxing matches with big gates have accentuated trends in boxing promotion,
notably the competition for large sums of money to the neglect of smaller matches.
(10) Broadcasting of sports has led to a greater advertising of the climate of

Florida and California, and (11) no doubt has aided a little the promotion of these
two regions. (12) Broadcasting of sports has led to the developing of a special

skill in announcing the moveme ts of athletes not at times easy to see, a skill

rather highly appreciated. (13) Athletic and social clubs with loud speakers
have become popularized somewhat on the afternoons and evenings of the matches.
(14) The broadcasting of baseball games is said to have bolstered the attendance,
particularly by recaptt -ing the interest of former attendants. (15) Another
effect it is said has been the reduction in some cases of the number of sporting
extras of newspapers.

(Selected from "The Influence of Invention and Discovery", by W. F. Ogburn,
with the assistance of S. C. Gilfillan, Chapter III in Recent Social Trends in the

United States, McGrow-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, 1933, pp. 153-157.)

'Exhibit No. 2443" appears in text on p. 16259

•'Exhibit No. 2444" appears in text on p. 16268
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The study of plant growth hormones which apparently control growing rates to a
large extent is of much significance. (2) Another way is to solve the mechanism
of how to fix with the tools we now have available, the carbon of carbon dioxide
and the hydrogen of water into chemical compounds similar to methane or marsh
gas and gasoline, or, by +he addition of oxygen, to get sugar, woods, or fats, and,
by the further addition of nitrogen, to get proteins and so on to thousands of
possible compounds or molecules with energy stored ready for our use. In order
to learn as much as possible about this storing of radiant energy the green plant
is being studied. It can do a large scale commercial job under many varying
conditions of environment. The green plant is about the only place available to
us where energy is not degraded or changed to a less available form. When we
know more, the chances are that man will solve the problem and set up his method
of storing radiant energy from the sun in some way that is not the exact duplicate
of the green plant. It may, however, be more efficient.

A recent review of studies of chlorophyll alone listed 400 papers covering the
last six years. The number published on the whole problem of photosynthesis
would be much greater than this. Rather than attempt to give you the naiAes
of all the chief research workers in this field, I shall list the laboratories where
there are several staff members engaged in this work:

1. The Carnegie Institution of Washington with Laboratories at Stanford Uni-
versity, under the direction of Dr. H. A. Spoehr.

2. The Smithsonian Institution. Division of Radiation and Organisms, under
the direction of Dr. Earl Johnston.

3. The University of Chicago Physics Department, under the direction of
Dr. James Franck.

4. The University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin, under the direction of
Dr. B. M. Duggar and Dr. Farrington Daniels.

5. The University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn, under the direction of
Dr. George 0. Burr.

6. At Antioch College, Yellow Springs, Ohio, The Charles F. Kettering Founda-
tion, under the direction of Ondess L. Inman.

7. Recently a few men at Dr. E. O. Lawrence's Laboratories, University of
California, Berkeley, California and at Massachusetts Institute of Technology
have begun work in this field.

The above list does not include approximately a hundred or more investigators
who have contributed one or raore papers in this field in recent years.

In Europe Dr. Hans Fischer's Laboratories at Munich, Germany, and Dr.
A. StoU at Basel, Switzerland, are probably the most active now. Then there
are laboratories in Russia, Japan, England, France, and Italy, which do some
work in this field.

A rough estimate of the amount of money budgeted in 1940 for this work in
the United States would be about $250,000-$300,000 annually. In 1930 I

should estimate about $150,000 was spent in this direction. If necessary, I

could give you the names of almost every individual engaged in this research,
but I felt this was too detailed for your purposes.
The committee might like to know just how large a problem this is. The

best estimates are that the energy reaching the earth from solar radiation each
year is equivalent to that received from burning 4 X lO^^tons of anthracite coal.
From this source we could draw plenty of available energy for all our needs.

I believe one thing should be clear and that is the problem of photosynthesis
"is mainly a "power problem" on a large scale. If and when the energy of the
atom is tapped, part of the power problem might be solved. There is, however,
still use for the green plant to furnish food in forms suitable for man and the
animal kingdom, and there are literally thousands of compounds found in green
•plants which still, need to be synthesized in the laboratory. It is perhaps true
that we can eventually duplicate all these things, but it will probably be several
million years before we can hope to duplicate most of the work of green plants.
As far as energy is concerned a knowledge of the mechanism of fixing radiant
energy in hydrocarbon compounds would be good. When we have really solved
this problem we may need to derive energy from water power to produce atomic
hydrogen by decomposition of water or" molecular hydrogen and then reduce
CO2 to some (CH)„, (CHO)„, (CnON)„, (CHONPS)„ or other similar compound
with suitable available energy in compact form. In this manner, tremendous
power might become immediately available without re.sort to green plants. At
the present time we are mostly in the theoretical stages of producing available
energy by this latter means, but the stakes are so high that it is of clear cut im-
portance to undertake such work.
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Further than all this, while working on all these problems by-products are

showing up all along the line. For example, in trying to extract the green pigment
chlarophyU from the plant in an unchanged condition the plants must be dried

carefully. It is clear that this careful drying also preserves food values better

and we now have dehydration applied to alfalfa for animal feeds. In other words
better ways of preserving the food value found in fresh green plants is a by-product.
Also in trying to synthesize chlorophyll many new chemical compounds have been
developed and some of them may prove valuable in medicine or industry. The
use of radiation in photosynthesis studies gives us more knowledge of the effects

of radiation on plant and animal growth and on chemical molecules used com-
mercially in hundreds of ways.

In final analysis man has been taking for granted that he can in some way keep
on depending on deriving energy or power from our capital stores of coal, oil,

and gas. If he waits until he no longer has these stores, he is likely to find it is

a long time research program and he was several years too late in beginning his

work, ;

0. L. Inman.
3/28/1940

Exhibit No. 2447

[From the files of Science Service]

Atomic Power

A statement by Dr. M. A. Tuve, Department of Terrestrial Magnetism, Carnegie
Institution of Washington, Washington, D. C, prepared at the request of

Watson Davis, Director of Science Service, for presentation to the Temporary
National Economic Committee, April 8, 1940
Fifty years of research on the constitution of matter and the internal structure

of the atom, supported and carried out for philosophical reasons quite unrelated
to so-called practical objectives, has brought to light a great store of potential
energy in every material body, tremendous in amount but until recently quite
inaccessible. This discovery was only one of many unexpected by-products of
atomic research. Another illustration occurred a year and a half ago when a
special type of artificial transmutation reaction ("atom-smashing") was dis-

covered in uranium and thorium, a reaction evidently possible only with the
heaviest atoms in the atomic table. This very specialized reaction, for the first-

time, gives promise of making atomic energy available for use in the form of
heat. Recent experiments indicate that the straightforward technical problem
of separating two varieties of uranium atoms, increasing the concentration of one
variety from two-thirds of a per cent to 10 or 20 per cent, is a remaining difficulty

to be surmounted. This type of reaction at best will tap only an infinitesimal
fraction of the total atomic energy around us, but it shows that another un-
expected development in the future might put at our disposal a large amount of
power derived from atomic energy. Two years ago "atomic power" of any kind
seemed fantastic. Today it appears that the only hope for tapping large amounts
of atomic energy lies in the possibility of discovering In the future a mechanism
for atomic annihilation.

Atomic power from uranium gives us no promise at present of replacing coal
and oil on a large scale, especially because of the scarcity of high-grade uranium
deposits. Nevertheless it might have great future importance in specialized
applications on not too small a scale, because a ton of the active component of
uranium evidently will yield as much energy as 2,000,000 tons of coal. Plenty
of uranium exists, as it amounts to one part in a million of the Earth's crust, or
an energy equivalent of forty pounds of coal for every ton of rock. This is

possibly a large reserve of energy for future use, but its wide dissemination means
a very high cost to make it available.

Perhaps the chief point to emphasize in this connection is the importance of
supporting fundamental research prograrrTs which have no immediate practical
objectives, as a part of our social organization. In a democracy like ours it is

encouraging to see that support can be obtained for long-range research, as
exemplified by the National Cancer Institute and by some of the State Universities,

(Signed) M. A. Tuve.
M. A. Tuve.
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Exhibit No. 2448

[From the files of Science Service]

Hundred-Million-Volt, Forty-nine Hundred-Ton Atom Smasher Made
Possible at University of California Through $1,150,000 Gift From
Rockefeller Foundation

Copyright 1940 by Science Service.

Berkeley, Calif.—The Rockefeller Foundation of New York City has given
the University of California $1,150,000 for the construction of a new and much
larger cyclotron or atons ;^iier.

The plans for the new cyclotron call for a mechanism, or a fine integration of

mechanisms, that will produce energies in excess of 100 million volts, as compared
with the 33 million volts produced by the University's present 60-inch cyclotron.
The weight of the new cyclotron will be 4,900 tons, or more than 20 times

heavier and bigger than the present instrument.
The new cyclotron will resemble the present medical cyclotron, but in details

it is planned to be the most distinctive engine of its kind in the world. The design-
ers in the University's radiation laboratory state that, because it is the first of its

size ever planned or even contemplated, its actual operation may compel changes
that cannot be predicted at present.

Technically, the new cyclotron is expected to show, in a quantity sufficient for

observation, the types of phenomena observed in cosmic rays. More simply, its

primary objective is to study new regions in the atom, which itself is an infinites-

imal planetary system. More simply still, it will endeavor to wrest from the atomic
substances that make up al! matter the secrets of the energies that make plants
and animals grow.
The initial operation of the new cyclotron will call at once into play some 50

million volts of energy, or 17 million more than the maximum noted thus far for

the medical cyclotron. Nothing is known of the potentialities of cyclotron opera-
tion beyond this present maximum, and the scientific world is waiting to see

what it will reveal.

Exhibit No. 2449

[From the flies of Science Service]

Summary of U. S. Weather Bureau Work in LoNo-riANGE Forecasting

A Statement by Dr. C. G. Rossby and L. F. Page, U. S. Weather Bureau, Wash-
ington, D. C., Prepared at the Request of Watson Davis, Director of Science
Service, for Presentation to the Temporary National Economic Committee,
April 8, 1940

(a) In the field of "short" long-range forecasting experimental five-day forecasts

have been made during the last two years, based on a combination of statistical

studies, synoptic techniques and physical theory of the general circulation of the
atmosphere. These forecasts have been subjected to rigid verification tests and
have lately become sufficiently successful to warrant a broader try-out. It is

accordingly planned to organize a special group which will devote itself exclu-

sively to the preparation of such experimental forecasts for distribution to the
individual district forecast centers where they niay be used as a guide by our
district forecasters in the preparation of the so-called weekly outlooks.

In the field of "long" long-range forecasting a critical suryey has been made
for possible methods of approach, without discovering any method which can be
adapted directly to forecasting in the United States. Statistical studies of seasonal

weather in the U. S. as related to previous departures from normal in other parts

of the world have been carried out with no more than slight indications of factors

which might have forecasting value but considerable progress has been made in

defining trends in temperature and precipitation for the dilferent regions of tlie

U. S. and other parts of the world.
(b) Further progress seems most hopeful through an increased \mderstanding

of the general circulation of the atmosjihere— the maintenance of the semi-
permanent centers of action, for example, whicli determine the paths of individual

storms. A single index of the strength of this circulation has been tentatively

related to local weather occurrences and it is hoj)ed that this index will provid6 a
means of integrating apparently conflicting trends and fluctuations in dKTerent

parts of the world into a world-weather pattern. Although some statistical
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methods may be available for the same purpose, much more reliance can be placed
in results which are founded on a physical explanation of factors which may be
used in forecasting.

(c) (1) Experimental five- and ten-day forecasts in . "~ operation with M. I. T.
under the direction of Profs. Sverre Petterssen and H. C. Willett of that institution.

(2) Studies in the mechanics of the general circulation under Dr. C. G. Rossby of

the Weather Bureau, combined with statistical studies of the relation between
circulation patterns and simultaneous weather conditions, under the direction of

Mr. L. F. Page of the Weather Bureau. (3) Correlation of weather in the
U. S. with preceding conditions in other parts of the world, by Mr. R. H. Weight-
man of the Weather Bureau. (4) Determination of trends in temperature and
precipitation, under the direction of Mr. J. B. Kincer of the Weather Bureau.

(d) The Weather Bureau is spending approximately $30,000 on research directly

related to long-range forecasting during the present fiscal year.

Prospect of Long-Range Weather Forecasting

A Statement by Dr. C. G. Abbot, Secretary, Smithsonian Institution, Washington,
D. C. Prepared at the Request of Watson Davis, Director of Science Service, for

Presentation to the Temporary National Economic Committee, April 8, 1940.

This subject may suggest two branches. First, the extension of present
forecasts from 2 days to 2 weeks. Second, to accomplish forecasts of temperature
and precipitation for seasons and even years in advance. Both projects I consider
to be practicable.

First: In the year 1936 I discovered that when short sequences occur of increas-

ing or decreasing emission of radiation by the sun, they are followed for as much
as 2 weeks by definite patterns of weather departures. These patterns differ at
different stations and in different months of the year, but they appear to be stable

for many years at a given station for each month. These patterns are generally
opposite, like the right and left haiid, following respectively rising or falling

intensity of solar emission. Though the solar variations are only of the order of

1 per cent, the differences in temperature brought about by rising radiation as
compared to falling radiation are of the order of 10° or more Fahrenheit. These
are in fact major changes of weather, and are evidently governed by the sun's
variation. In order to use solar variation as a predicting element it would be
necessary to increase the number of "solar constant" observing stations, now only
3 in the world, to perhaps 10, for it would be necessary to get excellent determina-
tions of the sun's condition every day. This expansion of observing program
would cost about $200,000 per annum.

Second: In the year 1935 I discovered 12 long periods in solar variation, ranging
from 7 to 273 months in length. Seven of these periods have lately been strongly
confirmed by Dr. Sterne of Harvard through statistical methods according to the
theory of Least Squares. Three others of them I regard as certain, or 10 in all.

Meteorologists have .seldom been successful with studies of periodicity. A
proposed period may go on very well for a few months or years and thpn change in

phase.
In studying the connection between the 10 periods of solar variation and

precipitation and temperature, changes of phase are encountered also. But it is

believed that the cause of these changes of phase has been discovered. Predictions
of both temperature and precipitation have been made for several stations for

5 years in advance, by a synthesis of the effects of these solar periods. These
predictions come true approximately 70 per cent of the time, and appear to be as
good after 5 years as in the first year. The method is not fully perfected, but
these preliminary results give promise that verj'^ useful forecasts for at least 5
years in advance may in due time become practicable. The method involves no
appreciably expense. At all events the work already done shows that tlie variation
of the sun, always hitherto neglected, is the main cause of departures from normal
temperatures and precipitation at all stations.

A Statement by Dr. Charles F. Brooks, Director of Harvard University's Blue
Hill Meteorological Observatory, Milton, Mass., Prepared at the Request of

Watson Davis, Director of Science Service, for Presentation to tlie Temporary
National Economic Committee April 8, 1940

Progress in long-range forecasting research in the United States is exaspcratingly
slow at present, owing to lack of sufficient funds to permit an adequate attack on
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this world-wide problem. For daily forecasting it is practically enough to know
what the weather is over and near the United States; for forecasting a week in

advance, conditions far outside ^he limits of the country must be known, while
for seasonal forecasting a knowledge of world weather is required. Whether or
not the causes of variations from week to week, month to month or season to

season are understood, no long range forecasting can be successful without thor-
ough knowledge of the manner in which the atmosphere interacts over wide areas
or over the entire earth to produce the local abnormalities. Since your telegram
refers to long-term agricultural and other planning, I shall confine my further
remarks only to long-range forecasting embracing a season or a year or a term of

years.
Slow progress is being made in studies of world weather, to learn how the

seasonal weather in the United States follows marked abnormalities here or

elsewhere in the previous season or seasons. It has been found that conditions
in the southern hemisphere indicate subsequent abnormalities in the northern
hemisphere more often than do antecedent conditions in the northern hemisphere
itself. And it has been found that autumn weather conditions in the tropical

Australasian region when markedly abnormal will indicate the general character
of winter rainfall over the northwestern plains and northern Rockies and over
Florida and the neighboring portion of the West Indies. A trial forcast of the
winter precipitation for Montana, 1939-40, was made and proved successful.

Seasonal weather maps for the entire world should be made, to learn why there
is such a relationship, which has been established beyond reasonable doubt on
statistical grounds. The statistics of the relationship should be extended to a
longer period of years and tested for areas about the centers already established.

Other groupings of months than the standard seasons should also be compared.
Supplementary charts of the extent of polar ice, of snow-cover, and the distri-

bution of the surface temperatures of the oceans are needed before the abnormal-
ities on the seasonal weather maps can be explained.
The departure of solar radiation from normal is also required. Studies arg in

progress based primarily on variations ^n solar radiation from which certain per-

iodicities are appearing that seem to have their counterparts in weather trends.

Also certain weekly, monthly, and seasonal weather abnormalities seem to follow
variations in the sun. If these apparent relations are real, others of the same
sort should appear on world weather maps. Some studies seem already to have
shown such.

Statistical studies of cycles or sequences at particular places have been made,
and with results that encourage further investigation. They are perhaps suffi-

ciently definite to permit long-term planning in a broad way; but their value and
one's feeling that they could be depended on would be enhanced if they could be
related to the general abnormalities and their causes revealed on seasonal world
weather maps.

Leading (or lonely) U. S. investigators are {alphabetically arranged): C. G.
Abbot, Dinsmore Alter, H. Arctowski, T. A. Blair, L. E. Blochman, H. H. Clay-
ton, H. W. Clough, G. F. McEwen, L. F. Page, C. D. Reed, I. I. Schell, R. H.
Weightman.
Annual expenditures for research on this problem should cover the following:

(1) Funds for each of the above and others with ideas to develop his ideas and
bring them to an adequate test. (2) A centrally directed fund for world weather
mapping by months and sequential combinations of months, and for a study of

these by dynamic and statistical meteorologists. (3) A fund for thorough study
of all scientific attempts at long-range forecasting that have been made anywhere
in the world. (4) A fund for the establishment of weather stations in the larger

areas of the earth's surface that are currently unreported, esp. in the South Pacific

and the Antarctic. '

Item (1) should have $20,000 at least; item (2) should have $20,000 at least,

and preferably $50,000; item (3) would require $5,000 to $10,000; item (4) would
take $100,000 to $1,000,000 a year, depending on the adequacy of coverage. The
total would be at least $200,000 annually for any adequate attack on the problem
of long range forecasting; and such an appropriation should be continued annually
and increased. The amount might settle down to about $1,000,000 a year at the

end of 20 years, by which time seasonal, annual, and term of years forecasts should
be established on a routine basis for all parts of the United States.

I feel certain that long-range forecasts are possible for the United States. The
problem is no easy one and would take much work at great expense to solve to a

generally useful point. The value of such forecasts, however, would far exceed
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the cost. Therefore, I think it would be true national economy to promote the
necessary investigations with adequate appropriations.

Sincerely yours,
(Signed) Charles F. Brooks,

Charles F. Brooks.
Professor of Meteorology, and Director.

Exhibit No. 2450

[From the flies of Science Service]

A Practical Application of Knowledge Derived From the Study of Plants:
Vitamin K Chemotherapeutic Attack on Disease: Pneumonia, Syphilis,
Malaria

A Statement From Dr. Walter Simpson, Miami Valley Hospital, Dayton, Ohio,
Forwarded by Dr. C. F. Kettering, to Watson Davis, Director of Science Service
for Presentation to the Temporary National Economic Committee, April 8, 1940

In 1929, Doctor H. Dam, of Copenhagen, observed that chicks raised on certain
artificial diets became anemic and suffered from hemorrhages. After extensive
experimentation he discovered that the hemorrhages and prolonged clotting time
of the blood were due to a lack of a new fat-soluble factor, which he named
vitamin K. Doctor Dam and his associates found that this anti-hemorrhagic
vitamin is widely distributed in green leaves and vegetables, with an abundance
in alfalfa leaves. Doctors Almquist and Stokstad reported in Nature in 1935,
that the addition of 0.5 percent of dry alfalfa to the diet prevented the hemor-
rhagic symptoms. Hence one of the chief sources of this vitamin has been alfalfa.

More recently, chemists at St. Louis University and the University of California
have identified chemically the active principle of vitamin K contained in alfalfa

and other green vegetables such as spinach and cabbage. This has resulted in a
much more stable and reliable product which can be manufactured at relatively
little cost. Now, in thirty minutes, a skilled medical technologist can tell

whether or not a person is deficient in vitamin K by determining the prothrombin
time of a tiny sample of blood taken from an arm vein. The prothrombin defi-

ciency and hemorrhagic tendency is most common in jaundiced persons, particu-
larly newly born infants and in those adults who become jaundiced because a gall

stone is obstructing the flow of bile through the gall ducts. The old mosaic law,
as revealed in the book of Genesis, forbade circumcision in infants during the
first eight days after birth. Again modern science finds justification for another
old belief based upon long observation, m the recent studies by Doctor Armand
Quick, of Milwaukee, Doctor H. B. Smith, of Iowa City, and Doctor Albert N.
Snell, of the Mayo Clinic. These medical researchers have found that two to
three percent of newly born babies are bleeders because of vitamin K deficiency.
This bleeding tendency is most prevalent during the second to the fourth day of
the baby's life. The administration of vitamin K promptly eliminates this

hazard.
No longer need the surgeon hesitate to operate upon the jaundiced patient be-

cause of the previously great danger of fatal hemorrhage following the operation.
The bleeding tendency can now be abolished overnight by injections of the new
synthetic vitamin K (2-methyl-l, 4 naphthoquinone).

chemotherapeutic attack on diseases

Pneumonia is now regarded as the third great killer of mankind. The advents
of new chemotherapeutic agents, such as sulfanilamide and sulfapyradine has
already produced such remarkable results in curing both the pneumococcus and
streptococcus forms of pneumonia that it seems very likely that pneumonia will

soon occupy fourth or fifth place among the causes of death. The great physician.
Sir William Osier, once referred to pneumonia as the friend of the aged. , Pneu-
monia strikes particularly at children and old people. But pneumonia can no
longer be called the friend of the aged, because the new chemical agents are just
about as curative in old people and in children as they are in robust adults. In
those cases of lobar pneumonia that do not respond promptly to sulfapyradine
and similar chemical compounds thirty-three different types of anti-pneumonia
serums are available as additional aids.
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Since the discovery of Doctor Paul Ehrlics' magic bullet (606) many new types
of organic arsenical compounds have beehi developed for the everlasting warfare
against syphilis. Some of the newer arsenic and bismuth compounds are much
more effective and much safer than Ehrlich's salvarsan. Experiments now under
way indicate that by combining relatively large doses of arsenic compounds with
artificial fever it may be possible to reduce the minimum time for the treatment
of syphilis from eighteen months to a few days. When the treatment for syphilis
becomes simpler and cheaper we will be well on our way towards the eradication
of this great destroyer of mankind.

Ever since the Spanish conquerors of South America discovered that the Peru-
vian Indians had long used an effective remedy against malaria which they de-
rived from the bark of cinchona trees, quinine has been the sovereign remedy for
malaria. In the past few years quinine has been largely displaced by the new
chemical compound known as atabrine. Now it appears that five days of treat-
ment with atabrine is even more effective than weeks and months of treatment
with quinine.
Many more new chemotherapeutic agents might be mentioned, but these three

examples will suffice to demonstrate that while eighty percent of the people of
the world are now engaged in a campaign of destruction, a small army of chemists
and physicians is struggling incessantly to save the lives of men.

Exhibit No. 2451

[From the files of Science Service]

Harvard University

graduate school of business administration

george f. baker foundation
Elton Mayo

Professor of Industrial Research

Soldiers Field, Boston, Massachusetts, March 28, 1940.

Dr. Watson Davis,
Director Science Service, Washington, D. C.

My Dear Dr. Davis: There are three outstanding present and future problems
of industry and general living. So far as I know the amount of research being
done on these problems is so small as to be negligible. The three problems are:

I. The problem you name; the development of better human relations in indus-
try and generally.

II. The problem of executive authority.
III. The problem of unemployment.
My statement that little or no research is being done on these important prob-

lems may seem at first surprising. I hope to show you that it is only the obvious
aspects of these difficulties that are being studied and that the various inquiries
deal only with palliative measures for the symptoms and are not concerned to
diagnose the malady.

I. human relations in industry and generally

For some fourteen years we have been directly interested in an investigation at
the Hawthorne Plant of the Western Electric Company and throughout this

period we have collaborated closely with the company officers in research. The
course followed by the inquiry and the results obtained have been described in a
book recently published by us. Management and the Worker (by F. J. Roethlisberger
and W. J. Dickson, Harvard University Press, 1939). This book has not yet been
reviewed by the more serious publications although we have been permitted to
see certain reviews in proof. It is an interesting fact that we published an edition
of one thousand copies, October last, at $4.50 a copy and that by the end of

February it was completely sold out. It is also interesting that the book has
attracted the interest not only of management but also of Mr. Harold J. Rutten-
berg and the intelligent organizers of the CIO. It would seem that both these
groups, the management and the CIO groups, are willing to accept our findings
as representative of the actual situation on the working line in industry.

In brief, the inquiry began with intensive studies of the individual worker

—

physiological, psychological, psychopathological. Step by step over a period of
six years we were driven away from an intensive study of the individual worker
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to a study of the individual as related to the informaUy ordered group of workers
about him. The psychoanalytic method of digging deeper and deeper into the
particular individual's condition, though exceedingly interesting and in a few-

cases relevant, proved entirely fruitless for the main inquiry. Nevertheless, the
whole investigation and the manner of its conduct owe a heavy debt to Asklepios
and to psychopathology.
The science of economics tends to adhere to assumptions made in eighteenth-

century France and nineteenth-century United States, the assumptions being,
first, that society consists of individuals and that their organization is predomi-
nantly economic; second, that the individual is motivated mainly by his material
interests; third, that the individual thinks logically in the service of these interests.
We have found that in industries it is generally and almost invariably true that
the individual is actuated chiefly by a passionate desire for an intimate and routine
relation with his fellows at work. It is our general finding that in the service of
this passionate desire he wiU sacrifice not only what seems to be his own material
interests but also his right to independent and logical thinking. It is, in other
words, the chief character of the human scene that the individual adapts to his
work by subordinating his own sentiments to the sentiments demanded by a
routine association with his fellows and that, as adequately as may be, he adopts
their ways of thinking and living as part of his own. This indeed is society as we
find it in industry.
Now it is the habit of industry and economists and psychologists and psychi-

atrists to ignore this very real informal group organization and to behave as if

one exercised control over the mass by relating the control directly to the separate
individuals in it. This is not true and it leads to grave misdirection of research.
It leads in fact to what I call a psychological "rat-hunt."

First, the psychologist is trained to search for I.Q.'s or for particular vocation
"sets." I am not denying that such inquiries have their value but in effect it

becomes a search for a "structure" (traceable possibly to the biological genes)
which neglects completely to inquire into, or to take account of, the balanced
relation between individuals in an organization. Yet it is this balanced relation
which is the important fact for the administrator. In other words, the inquiry
is directed at the structural and neglects the dynamic completely. Since at the
moment our modern problems all relate to the dynamics of social control, these
studies, however interesting in themselves, become in the main irrelevant.

Second, psychiatry. Here also is another inrtance of the same technical error.
In his ordinai^y practice there are brought to the psychiatrist those persons who
quite obviously have failed to establish a harmonious and happy relationship with
other people about them in the society. Frequently, thpugh not always, the
failure is serious because if any ordinary adjustment will serve to aid the individual
it is contrived for him before he drifts into the hands of the psychiatrist. By
reason of the work he is required to do, the psychiatrist is therefore in part dis-

qualified for actual social study. Indeed, the ordinary practitioner of medicine
is in this respect better qualified because he is required to handle many such
cases and does so admirably; he does this work so well that he stops many indi-
viduals on their way to the psychiatrist and contrives for them a happy solution
of their troubles. The psychiatrist therefore is by his work conditioned to expect
that behind the social ineptitude that he studies there will be a structural defect
in which the unbalance originates. He therefore, when his attention is turned
toward industrial or social inquiry, charges into action with this as a guiding
idea—the idea, namely, that it is his business to discover those persons who do
not easily adapt and to make special provision for them. One would have expected
that psychoanalysis, With its close study of infancy and adolescence, would have
effectively changed this point of view. Curiously enough, the psychoanalysts
are no better in this respect than are the psychiatrists. For them, the structural
defect is traceable to an infantile trauma or a distortion of attitude due to a defect
of infantile environment. But once they have established this as their main
tenet their attitude becomes in other respects identical with that of the ordinary
psychiatrist. In other words, their main idea resembles far too closely the rat-
hunt principle of looking for individuals with structural defects in order to throw
them on the ash heap.

I am happy to say that I know one exception to this rule. Dr. J. S. Plant, in
Essex County, New Jersey, has conducted for many years an inquiry into delin-
quent children which, if one makes allowances for differences in situations studied,
moves step by step very closely with our studies of the actual balanced relation
between persons organized in groups, which is the main character of our industrial
and social life.

124491—41—pt. 30 72
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There are two other psychiatrists, of whom I know something, who are inter-

ested in this point of view. One is Dr. Douglas C. Campbell, who is leaving Chi-
cago to take up work in California. The other is Dr. Temple Burling, of R. H.
Macy & Company, New York City.

Third, economics. I can illustrate an identical point of view by quoting briefly

from a book entitled An Essay on the Sature & Significance of Economic Science,

by Lionel Robbins, Professor of Economics in the University of London. On page
98 he says that from the point of view of pure Economics the demand for com-
modities is conditioned on the one side by individual valuations and on the other
side by the technical facts of the given situation. He goes on to discuss whether
one can scientifically investigate individual valuations, and in this regard he at
once makes the statement, "* * * we are here entering upon a field of investi-

gation where there is no reason to suppose that uniformities are to be discovered."

The reply to this observation is twofold. In the first place, I do not suppose that
any scientific investigation has ever been certain that there are uniformities to be
discovered before the investigation begins. Science has always made the assump-
tion that there are such uniformities if an inquiry is rightly conducted, and the
assumption has not yet been disappointed. Second, these uniformities have been
discovered, though not by the economists. It is these uniformities, imposed by
the informal groups upon the members conditioned to a particular way of living,

that we have been studying for fourteen years. It is true that Mr. Robbins and
the economists have not discovered the uniformities which are actually there, but
this fact implies nothing but neglect on their part.

II. EXECUTIVE AUTHORITY

This subject has been discussed admirably by Mr. Chester I. Barnard in his

book The Functions of the Executive (Harvard University Press, 1938). This book
is based upon his own experiences as President of the >few Jersey Bell Telephone
Company. But although I regard knowledge of Mr. Barnard's work as a neces-

sary preparation for the research that is required, I do not regard his book as doing
more than mapping out the country and indicating where exploration is gravely
needed. In this connection I should like to point out that every department of

government or political science in the universities of this country discusses the

exercise of executive authority, whether politically or in industry, as if government
were a one-phase system, capable of being set out thus as a blueprint plan. This
inadequacy to the actual facts of democracy and executive control puts our
political theorists into a very awkward position with respect to the exponents of

authoritarian systems, such as Fascism and Communism, for it makes it seem that

the only diflference between democratic and Fascist authority is the inferiority in

respect both of intelligence and action of democratic systems. In other words,
there is no government department in the country which has even begun the
appropriate research into, or is capable of explaining, the superiority of democracy
to absolutist systems.
The fact is that democracy is a two-phase (perhaps multi-phase) system. In

any society, authority originates mainly in the spontaneous co-operation of the
people who constitute the society. That is to say, it originates in the informal
group associations of which I have been speaking. In a complex society, no
matter where, this spontaneous co-operation still originates in the informal asso-

ciations at the working bench, but the formal, logical, and purposive authority,

the organization plan and control, originates at the executive head. This, then,

gives the two-phase aspect of democracy logical and critical control from above,
spontaneous and co-operative control from below. Democracy, therefore, is at

least a two-phase system. In ordinary times it is important that any authoritative

reordering of the group should proceed from the lower level of spontaneous
co-operation. In exceptional times, in times of emergency, it is necessary that

the central authority should take over an almost absolute control for the period of

the emergency. Democracy, then, is a two-phase system in that in times of

emergency the central control is strengthened; when the emergency is past the

control is automatically passed again in some degree to the peripheral organiza-

tions. This fact has not ever been adequately studied or documented. It is,

nevertheless, crudely represented in the elective systems of the great democracies.

The periodic election is at least symbolic of the passing of the control to the

peripheral organizations. The period between elections is symbolic of the

vesting of control in the logical and purposive executive.

I have two young men who have been trained and who wish to make this

study. At present we lack funds to do it. I have no knowledge of any such
Btudy elsewhere.
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III. UNEMPLOYMENT

The usual method of studying unemployment, which can be illustrated either
here or in England, is first to find out and express statistically, as accurately as
may be, the number of unemoloyed. Second, a study is made of so-called
depressed areas and of the morale of individuals in them. Third, an attempt is

made by means of civilian camps or resettlement or training in new trades to
start some of the unemployed again in work. I should like to point out that,
excellent as this is, it is no more than the intensive study of a symptom and
includes no attempt whatever to diagnose the ill. Yet it is possible to take
account of work done many years ago in France (and some work here) and to see,

however dimly, the nature of the ill that so urgently demands diagnosis. First,

one must study the people who are employed rather than merely the unemployed.
Palliatives are excellent but the disease demands specific treatment. In the last

century, Durkheim pointed out that during prosperity the informally ""ganized
ways of living that had developed historically in a society were apt to be adversely
affected. And he showed that this is specially true of modern industrial societies.

It is not only the rapid movement from place to place which disrupts the ordered
way of living, it is also the rapid change in the type of house and the type of

relationship between families in a neighborhood. Whereas in simpler times a
neighborhood unit was a real entity, in the modern industrial center, on the con-
trary it is largely inhabited by a floating population which has no time or oppor-
tunity to develop a common and neighboihood way of living. The effect of this

upon the standard of living is disastrous. Economists are accustomed to consider
the phrase "standard of living" as if it were satisfactorily accounted for by
examining the amount of money spent, or available for spending, by individuals.
While this does give actual expenditures and may be of interest to those who study
demand, it gives practically no information about standard of living. A standard
of living is once again a group determination. There is stability of demand for

those commodities which an informal group has decided are necessary to the social

group life. Such a group, even when its income is gravely diminished, will not
willingly abandon the purchase of those commodities which to them are necessary
for the maintenance of social relationships with their acquaintances and friends.

Now, as Durkheim has pointed out, in times of rapid social movement, in times of

chaos and social disintegration, these standards suffer severe damage. If people
cease to be members of a group, they no longer have actual need of those material
possessions which are necessary to the group amenities. Consequently, those
material goods w^hich formerly were necessities for a people become merely
luxuries, the purchase of which can be instantly abandoned in any period of

"depression." For example, when we lived in small communities, a marriage at
almost any level required of those marrying that they should possess household
linen and household silverware of some kind. In these recent times of rapid
movement (and social impoverishment of living) the demand for these goods has
fallen rapidly. They have ceased to be necessities and have become luxuries
that few people can afford. All that a marriage require? in these days is a single
apartment and a few cocktail glasses. This is social impoverishment of the most
serious kind and a definite degradation of the standard of living which infallibly
shows itself in a diminished stability of demand for almost all civilized commodities.

If one reads such a book as Schumpeter's recently published Business Cycles
one sees that a claim can be made for American capitalism. Only American
capitalism can claim to be a system which has progressively raised the standard
of living of [the working group; This is indeed the chief character of] North Ameri-
can civilization. It is, however, unfortunately true that in the process of con-
tinuously raising the standiard of living American civilization has unwittingly
destroyed all standards of living, i. e. social disintegration has converted neces-
sities back to luxuries—the "ways of living" have deteriorated. The resulting
ills are an incredible instability of demand for almost anything, with embarrass-
ingly wide fluctuations according to the popular estimate of the present and
future and, as a consequence very largely of this, unemployment.

So far as I know this study, which is cardinal to the diagnosis of the social
disequilibrium which we call unemploj^ment, is not actually in process anywhere.
Here again it is perfectly obvious that the assumption made by psychologists,
psychiatrists, and economists, that society is no more than a horde of individuals,
must be thrown overboard, and as speedily as possible a direct study of informal
group organization substituted for the gratuitous and unwarranted assumption.

This is the best that I can do for you by way of statement at short notice.
You ask me at the end of your telegram not only where we badly need to institute
and develop researches, but who in my opinion are the leading investigators in
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these fields. I have already mentioned, I think, two names. I have also described

our own struggle to develop such inquiries. Beyond this it is a melancholy fact

that neither here not in England or in France do I know of anyone who is actively

engaged in developing research df the type I describe. For years here we have
hoped that some one or other of the universities would undertake investigations

distinct from our own, which would result in a valuable comment or critique of

what we have been struggling to do. I cannot report anything even of the smallest

of beginnings. Here we are hampered by lack of funds. We can pick up almost
any number of exceedingly intelligent young men eagerly interested in this kind
of inquiry. I then find that the funds we should need to hold thern in the work
for the five or six years that would be necessary are not available. We have
done the best that we could do in the circumstances.

I should like to suggest that you consult certain other persons upon the state-

ments I have made. First, my colleague, Dr. L. J. Henderson, Morgan Hall,

Soldiers Field, Boston. Henderson is chairman of a special committee appointed
by the National Academy of Science and the National Research Council, which
is just completing a report on "work in industry." This report will cover very

thoroughly the topics I have briefly mentioned in the first section of this letter.

Dr. Henderson has also conducted for some years here a sociological class.

Sociology 23, which has endeavored to give to students some species of dynamic
conceptual scheme in social or industrial study. Dr. Henderson has been the

chief lecturer but has brought in physicians, administrators, investigators, of all

types, the business of each one being to present to the class some actUitlity of

social fact which he has himself studied and for which he has been, at least in

part, responsible. This class, after some years of comparative neglect, is now
beginning to attract the active intelligences amongst the undergraduates.

Mr. Chester I. Barnard (540 Broad Street, Newark, New Jersey), President of

the New Jersey Bell Telephone Company, not only has a most unusual interest

in some of the problems I have described but has also some knowledge of the work
we have been doing.

Mr. Harold J. Ruttenberg (Research Director, Steel Workers Organizing Com-
mittee, 1500 Commonwealth Building, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania) in the course

of his work for the CIO has come to conclusions with respect to the human facts

at the work bench which are capable of being closely related with the facts emerg-

ing from the Western Electric inquiry.

Professor John G. Jenkins (University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland)
has become interested in the work we are doing. I believe that he is at present

the Washington representative on the National Research Council of the Division

of Psychology and Anthropology.
Your final question is that as to the cost of such researches. On the one hand

my feeling is that in view of the present incapacity of psychologists and economists

to provide any diagnosis of the ills we suffer no outlay could be too great, if the

right type of inquiry can be instituted. Once again, however, I have to report a

melancholy fact: It is clear that this work in its actual operation must be accom-
plished by young men. At the moment there are exceedingly few young men
who have been given the right training, and the slipshod discussions of political

and economic theories of the last century have so distorted the capacity for vision

in many instances that a slogan is more the metier of a young man than genuine

inquiry. There are a few who have been appropriately trained at the moment—

.

I regret to say, very few. I believe that these inquiries should be begun wherever

possible but that wherever they are begun the prevision for appropriate training

of intelligent youngsters should be considered to be almost as important as the.

inquiry itself.

Written in haste at your request

—

Yours very sincerely,
(Signed) Elton Mayo.

EM/BB Elton Mayo
Please pardon coriections.
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Exhibit No. 2452

[From the flies of Science Service]

Background op Conflicts

Excerpts from a statement by Lawrence K. Frank, Josiah Macy, Jr., Foundation,
JS^ew York, prepared for Science Service"

The usual interpretation of wars and other international conflicts is in terms of
urgent political and economic struggles for wealth, power or other similar motives.
Suppose, instead, we look upon each nation as having a past history expressed
in their memories and traditions and ideas and beliefs. Each nation, in its

present state, is derived from a past, sometimes very remote. Each group of
.
people has developed in that past specific ways of living, thinking, believing and
feeling which still control their lives. These maj' be wholly inadequate or un-
suitable to their situation today. This past experience of a people is transmitted
from one generation to the next by parents, teachers, and others who instruct
the young. While the people exist in today's world, nevertheless they are living
primarily in the past.
We are governed to a large extent by tradition, by what our ancestors have done.

Anthropologists and ethnologists who study they many different ways in which
people have organized group living and regulated their lives call these persistent
memories and traditions "culture."
They point out that in this prior history or the culture of peoples, one can usually

find the source of their internal difficulties and perplexities as well as the clue tp
their external conflicts.

Let us look for a moment at the situation in the life of a single individual.
Here we are beginning to realize that each person's conduct is an expression of
what he experienced and felt in his past, usually long forgotten and buried beyond
his recognition. We usually interpret his behavior in terms of various supposed
motives, saying he does this because he is angry, or jealous, or ambitious. But
we may look upon his conduct as arising from his past history, which makes him
do just what we observe today under the direction of this long forgotten childhood.
What difference does that make? Suppose we stop thinking that society does

something because of supposed causes or social forces, and that the individual
does something because of specific motives. Suppose we say, instead, that a
people, as well as each individual, are coerced and dominated by past history
and traditions and memories. Suppose we recognize also that feelings have been
created by those past experiences that are being expressed today? What then?

It would change the way we look at life. We are learning that as soon as a
people or an individual discover that they are being ruled by this forgotten past,
as soon as they realize that their prior experience and traditions and their feelings
about the past are operating to control their lives today, this awareness or con-
sciousness of their past may actually free them from such control. We have long
been told that we cannot change human nature. But now we are discovering
that what we call human nature is just an e.xpression of what an individual has
experienced and felt. It can be changed just to the extent that we change our
cultural traditions and modify what individuals experience in their childhood.

'Exhibit No. 2453" is on file with the Committee

'Exhibit No. 2451" appears in text facing p. 16401

'Exhibit No. 2455" is on file with the Committee

"Exhibit No. 2456" is on file with the Committee

'Exhibit No. 2457" is on file with the Committee
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"Exhibit No. 2458" is on file with the Committee

"Exhibit No. 2459" is on file with the Committee

Exhibit No. 2460

[Submitted by the American Rolling Mill Co.]

Continuous sheet & wide strip mill installations—Iron Age—January 6, 19S8

Company Location
Year

Started Size
Annual
Capacity
Gross Tons

The American Rolling Mill Co
The American Rolling Mill Co
Republic Steel Corp
Weirton Steel Co.
Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corp
The American Rolling Mill Co....
Wheeling Steel Corp
Qreat Laices Steel Corp
Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corp.*.
Otis Steel Co
Inland Steel Co
Allegheny Steel Co
Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co
Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co
Carnegie-Illinois Steel Co
Ford Motor Co
Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corp
Bethlehem Steel Co
Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corp
Great Lakes Steel Corp
Granite City Steel Co
Camegie-IlUnols Steel Corp.*
Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp
Bethlehem Steel Corp
Republic rteel Corp
Tennessee Coal, Iron & R. R. Co.
Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corp

Ashland, Ky
Butler. Pa
Warren, O
Weirton, W. Va....
Gary, Ind
Middletown, O
Steubenville, O
Ecorse, Mich
S. Chicago, 111

Cleveland, O.
Ind. Harbor, Ind...
Brackenridge, Pa..
Ind. Harbor, Ind...
Campbell, O
Gary, Ind
Detroit, Mich
MacDonald, O
Lackawanna, N. Y.
Gary, Ind
Ecorse, Mich
Granite City, ni_..
Homestead, Pa
Pittsburgh, Pa
Sparrows Pt., Md..
Cleveland, O
Birmingham, Ala.

.

Pittsburgh, Pa

1924
1026
1927
1927
1928
1929
1929
1930
1931

1932
1932
1932
1934
1935
1935
1935
1935
1936
1936
1936
1936
1936
1936
1937
1937
1937
1937

68
48
36
54
42
80
60
38
96
72
79
38
72
79
38
56
43
79
80
96
90
100

Total.

« Revised.
* Continuous and semi-continuous plate mills capable of rolling heavier gauge sheets.

432,000
315,000
302,000
420,000
400,000

I 600,000
540,000
400,000
720,000
375,000
600,000
275,000
214,000
600,000
270,000
500,000
300,000
600,000
720,000
720,000
375,000
729.000
720,000
600,000
720,000
300,000
600,000

13, 347, 000

Exhibit No. 2461

[Submitted by the American Rolling Mill Co.]

Exhibit No. 5.

—

Estimate of number of workers employed in industry in hand mill

processes including preparatory, rolling and shearing operations

1926:
Number of Old Style Hot Mills Listed 1,264
Production:

Sheets 4,237,479 G. T.
Black plate 2, 090,'395 G. T.

Total 6, 327, 874 G. T.
Estimated Annual Production Per Worker:

Sheets 165 G. T.
Black Plate 125 G. T.

Estimated Number of Workers:
Sheets (4,237,874+ 165) 25, 682
Black Plate (2,090,395+125) 16, 723

Total.- 42,405
1940:

Number of Hand Mills Listed 750
Estimated Number of Workers 15, 000
Number of Workers Dislocated 27, 405
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Exhibit No. 2462

[Submitted by the American Rolling Mill Co.]

Armco production

TOTAL PARENT COMPANY

1926 1937 % In-
crease

Net Tons of All Products.
Net Tons of Sheets
% Sheets of All Products.

.

431, 347
428, 996
99.3%

1, 203, 736
1, 110, 414

92.2%

179. 1%
168.8%

EXCLUDING BUTLER PLANT (ADDED IN 1927)

Net Tons of All Products.
Net Tons of Sheets
% Sheets of All Products.

.

431, 347
428,996
99.3%

894,488
847, 753
94.8%

107. 4%
97. 6%

Exhibit No. 2463

[Submitted by the American Rolling Mill Co.]

Distribution of Armco sheet shipments between continuous and hand mills

1926 1937

Total Sheet Shipments
Rolled on Hand Mills

%of Total -

Rolled on Continuous Mills
% of Total

428, 996 N. T.
274, 835 N. T.

64. 1%
154, 161 N. T.

35. 9%

1,110, 414 N. T.
313,136 N. T.

28.2%
797, 278 N. T.

71.8%

Exhibit No. 2464

[Submitted by the American Rolling Mill Co.]

Armco parent company employment average number of employees
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Exhibit No. 2465

[Submitted by the American Rolling Mill Co.]

Employment, wages, hours, and production, Armco Middletovm plant

1937 % Change

Average Number of Employees
Payroll (Wages Only)
Shipments (Net Tons)
Man Hours Per Net Ton
Labor Cost per Net Ton

3,278
$6, 125, 208

221, 382
32.6

$23.16

4,327
$7, 234, 256

403,805
19.1

$17. 92

+32.0%
+41.2%
+82. 4%
-41.2%
-22.6%

AVERAGE HOURS AND EARNINGS OF WAGE EARNERS

Common Labor Rate -

Average Earnings Per Hour.-
Average Hours Per Week ,

Average Actual Earnings Per Week
Cost of Living Index (N. I. C. B.)..

Average Real Weekly Earnings

+68.9%
+34. 1%
-21.8%
+4.8%
-15.1%
+23. 5%

Exhibit No. 2466

[Submitted by the American Rolling Mill Co.]

Expenditures for construction Armco Middletown plant

19g7 Thru 1937

Amount of Expenditures . . .

.

$20, 492, 778
Estimated Man-Days of Employment 2,342,031
Estimated Man-Years of Employment 9, 008
Estimated Average Employment Over Period 1927 Thru 1937 819

1923-
1926_
1929-

ExHiBi* No. 2467

[Submitted by the American Rolling Mill Co.]

Armco average iron and steel sheet selling prices

$100.15 1933 1 $45.91
83.18 1937 64 50
73.87 1939 57.31

Exhibit No. 2468

[Submitted by the American Rolling Mill Co.]

Iron and steel industry {blast furnaces steel works and rolling mills) employment,
wages and production

1937 % Change

Average Number of Wage Earners
Payrolls (Wages Only)
Steel Production (Gross Tons)
Manhours Per G. T. of Steel ;

Labor Cost Per G. T. of Steel

399,914
$660, 297, 150
45,119,113

23.12
$14. 63

502,417
$817, 777, 929

51, 598, 785
19.38

$15. 85

AVERAGE HOURS AND EARNINGS
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Exhibit No. 2469

[Submitted by the American Rolling Mill Co.]

Iron and steel industry increase in sheet and tinplate production

17329

1926 1937 % Change

Total Hot Rolled Production
Hot Rolled Products other than Sheets and Tinplate
Sheets and Tinplate. -.

Increase in Tinplate Production—4,465,718 O. T.

35, 495, 892
29, 168, 018
6, 327, 874

36, 766, 389
25, 972, 797

10, 793, 592

+3. 6%
-11%

+70. 6%

Exhibit No. 2470

[Submitted by the American Rolling Mill Co.]

Distribution of sheet & tinplate production to consuming industries

Industry
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Exhibit No. 2472

[Submitted by the American Rolling Mill Co.]

Industry expenditures for continuous mill construction

Estimated Amount of Expenditures $500, 000, 000
Estimated Man-Days of Employment 57, 142, 857
Estimated Man-Years of Employment 219, 780
Estimated Average Number of Workers Employed from 1923
Through 1937 14, 652

"Exhibit No. 2473" appears in text on p. 16433

"Exhibit No. 2474" appears in text on p. 16434

"Exhibit No. 2475" appears in text on p. 16439

Exhibit No. 2476

(Submitted by the American KoUing Mill Co.]

The American Rolling Mill Company, Middletown, Ohio

Subject: Plan for handling hot mill employees in connection with new finishing

mills.

1. We do not expect to be able to find jobs for employees who have been with the
company for less than one year.

2. Jobs will be found on new finishing mills for as many men as are necessary for

their operation and every effort will be made to place as many as possible
in other positions in our various plants.

The employment department will have charge of placing men.
3. Men who are not placed will be given half pay for as many months as they

have years of service but not more than six months and with a minimum of

$50.00 per month.
4. No special payment as outlined in Paragraph Three will be given to men who

are placed in any of our plants.

5. Any man who accepts a position in our p'ants, but decides within a period of

30 days that for some reason he is not able to go on, will receive the pay-
ments as outlined above.

6. Continuous service with full insurance will be carried for the period men-
tioned in Paragraph Three on all men who are not placed in our plants.

7. If an employee gives up a job and received payment as above and then starts

with the company later his special payments will cease and he will not
receive them again if he should leave the company's employ a second time.

8. If requested, the company will be glad to assist in placing men with other
companies if positions cannot be found in our plants.
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Exhibit No. 2478

[Sabmitt«d by the Steel Workers' Organizing Committee]

War and the Steel Ghost Towns

By Harold J. and Stanley Ruttenberg

Compliments of C. U. O.

(Taken from Harper's Magazine, January, 1940)

"It's started," a lean-faced, bedraggled, unemployed steel worker announced
excitedly. "I mean the war. ^'tier's marching into Poland. I just heard it on
the radio," he explained further to a group of sullen men loafing on South Mill
Street, across from the relief headquarters in New Castle, Pennsylvania. The
dead silence broke. One man whittling a stick dropped it. Another sitting on
the (^irb got up and walked to the middle of the group. Someone asked hopefully,
"Do you think the mills'U start up?" Everyone began to speculate on this

possibility.

Within an hour news of the outbreak of war in Europe was all over town.
Rumors of good things to come began to fly fast and furiously. This is going to
be a long war. There's going to be a big boom all over. The mills, factories,

and mines everywhere will soon be needin' men. There'll be work and plenty of

jobs. A few days later the Mayor of New Castle solemnly told us that U. S.

Steel had received a large order from Japan and that the obsolete hand-mills
would soon be reopened because the modern strip mills were being taxed to capac-
ity. We heard about "the order from Japan" from a newsboy, a waitress, from
conversations in the street, and from almost everyone we met.
More hopes were being built on equally plausible rumors. Someone heard

from some official at the mill that the war had caught the strip mills unpre-
pared. Canadian tinplate supplies were low. The German submarines had cut
off Canadian can manufacturers from their regular supply of Welsh tinplate,

at least for six months until England could organize its convoy transportation.
Oldtimers in the tinplate trade were saying that the food packers would rush to
buy up one hundred per cent of the 1939 vegetable and fruit crops, pack them in

every tin can they could lay hands on, and store from twenty to ninety per cent
of the several food packs until prices went up. Before the war was two weeks
old everyone in town had convinced himself that U. S. Steel would have to reopen
the hand-style tinplate mills, which had been abandoned for good, to meet these
multitudinous demands for tinplate, despite the fact that hand-rolled tinplate

costs were five to twenty dollars a ton higher than on the automatic strip mills.

Dreams began to be dreamed—not by workers alone, but by everyone in town.
We'U get the gas turned back on. We'll pay the back rent and won't be kicked
out. The kids can get new school clothes. I'll buy the wife a new dress. Dad
won't have to wear that sloppy old hat no more. We'll fix the car and buy a
license for it. The milk bill can be paid and we'll start to get milk again each
morning. Our rent collections will go up. Business will be better. The workers
Will start buying all the things they need and have been without. New Castle
will be back on its feet in no time.
• "Glory hallelujah I"—in brief, that is how World War II Was greeted in New
Castle. And understandingly so, because private industry had deserted the
town; new machines had thrown 5,700 of its workers on the ash heap; its indus-
trial employment had declined sixty-four per cent since 1927; fifty-two per cent
of its fifty thousand people were dependent upon government aid for subsistence
(with another twelve per cent trying to get relief or WPA jobs) ; the State and
Federal governments had turned a deaf ear to the workers' call for real help, and
the 76th Congress had limited their last hope for employment by cutting WPA.
With its future hopeless, despairing of any aid from private industry or govern-
ment (except meager relief or WPA grants). New Castle succumbed to the war
fever. And not in vain.

" 'M' added to 'Boo'—" Thus the Pittsburgh Press's headline writer, twenty-
six days after the war started, prefaced a front-page heddline:

" 'Ghost' Towns in District Stir as Mills, Mines Open"

The story under the headline announced that one of New Castle's obsolete
tinplate mills would resume operations, and 2,500 of its technologically displaced

workers would be reemployed. Like the stranded people in other "ghost" steel
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and coal towns, the people of New Castle cheered—though they must have guessed
that the mill was being reopened for a limited and final time.
"Ghost" towns in coal have been chronic since the end of World War I, but in

steel they are something new. In the past two 3/ears the steel strip mills, "a
moving picture director's dream of the future of technology," had displaced
25,000 hand-mill woikers and turned more than a dozen thriving communities
into "ghost" steel towns. Overnight the "war boom" put new life into several
of these, like New Castle and Martins,Ferry, Ohio. Other steel towns that are
still dead, their obsolete mills idle, their' displaced workers unemployed, symbolize
the nation's pressing economic problems that have cried out in vain for a domestic
solution. The ghost towns that have been revived since the outbreak of war sym-
bolize the way in which bombs over Warsaw can bring joy to workers, farmers,
and industry starving respectively for work, higher prices and profits. The
deadly parallel between these ghost steel towns and the country as a whole, af-

flicted with common economic ills that have not responded to domestic forces, both
resuscitated for the time being by war in Europe, raises the question: "After the
war boom, what then?"
When the extraordinary tiuplate and other steel demands cease, the skilled

hand-mill workers will be through, this time for good. Revived steel towns will

revert to ghost towns. More steel communities will be added to the "ghost"
category. In all the horrors of a post-war depression the country's pressing
economic problems will be more acute^ the plight of New Castle and the other
ghost towns more tragic, and the necessity for domestic solutions inescapable.
The war boom can only postpone the day when we shall have to come to grips
with the economic ills it is temporarily solving. These ills are deep-rooted in-

deed. Distressed communities with stranded populations in the coal fields, de-
pleted timber lands, copper, lead, zinc, oil, and gas districts, and textile centers
have been the by-products of the exploitation of natural resources and the shift-

ing of production centers. But in the steel industry ghost towns are the result
of economic ills that permeate our national economy. Technological unemploy-
ment has reduced these steel towns to economic ruin.

II

The story of New Castle gives the picture of all the ghost steel towns, be-
cause their rise and fall resembles one another as closely as the play-by-play de-
scription of one football game resembles another. New Castle lies sixty miles
north of Pittsburgh, midway between Lake Erie and the Ohio River, in the
middle of the Shenango Valley. It was founded in. 1798 by a small band of
Swedish pioneers, who became prosperous farming the fertile fields of the valley.

At the time of the Civil War ugly coal tipples began to dot the landscape of

the beautiful valley, rich meadow lands were torn up to qncover limestone, and the
iron ore openings spit forth huge chunks of red earth. "Billy" Patterson, a farm
boy risen to banker, transformed the peaceful Shenango Valley into a seething
industrial district, put its coal, ore, and limestone—the main ingredients of iron

and steel—together, and sold his outside interests to concentrate on expanding
New Castle. By 1890 he gave the town one of the country's first integrated steel

firms with a continuous chain from iron ore to finished products. Billy Patterson,
having become an iron master and steel magnate, sported a walrus mustache in

keeping with his reputation as "the father of New Castle."
The rise of New Castle was phenomenal. Despite the panics and depressions

of the eighteen nineties, its population increased 144 per cent to 28,339, faster

than that of any other town in the country. At the turn of the century over six

thousand workers were employed in its steel and iron works and rod, wire, nail,

and tinplate mills. The town proudly boasted having the largest tinplate mills

4n the world, and its rapid growth attracted several consumers' goods industries.

Youngstown, Ohio, to-day's number three steel town, was then only a'flyspeck

on the economic map of the industry, and Gary, Indiana, to-da3''s number two
steel town, still a swampy marsh along Lake Michigan. New Castle seemed
destined to become the very center bf the new steel world, until Billy Patterson
retired and the town fell into the hands of a stepfather.

In 1898 J. P. Morgan & Company bought every important New Castle steel

works, and apparently obtained from their previous owners an agreement not to

.reinvest their profits in steel works in New Castle that would compete with the
billion-dollar Steel Trust—at least, such were the results. Seventy-four years

old, Billy Patterson gracefully retired. All the other important steel men in

town, except George Greer, moved away or invested their money elsewhere.

Even Green, whom U. S. Steel put in charge of the tinplate mills, invested his
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money in the LaBelle Iron Works at StubenviUe, Ohio, and in other firms through-
out the country. Thus ended the expansion of the steel industry in New Castle.
For a while a few enterprising local business men tried to carry on the tradition
of an ever-growing industrial community. But the people soon learned that
their town was no longer run by local men; New Castle's new boss was an absentee
owner.
That boss was Judge Elbert H. Gary. His first act was to throw fifteen,

hundred rod, wire, and nail mill workers on the streets, blame it on "labor trouble,"
and merge the rod, wire, and nail mills with similar operations elsewhere. It
was soon evident that New Castle's absentee owner was not interested in develop-
ing the town but only in U. S. Steel's interests as a whole. Ruinous competition
of Welsh tinplate having eliminated" by the McKinley Protective Tariff on tin-

plate, that to this day gives American tinplate producers a monopoly in the
United States, U. S. Steel, then settled down to making handsome profits from
the New Castle tinplate mills until 1937, when technology made them obsolete.
Gary acted on the idea that ownership of the steel and tinplate works entitled
U. S. Steel to control the town. The results were soon evident. A glass com-
Jany, founded in New Castle in 1849, moved to West Virginia. John Stevenson,
r., who had played an important role in developing New Castle's tinplate works,

dismantled his stately stone mansion on Lincoln Avenue overlooking New Castle;
piece by piece he moved it twenty miles up the Shenango Valley to Sharon,
where the mansion was reconstructed. In south Sharon Stevenson erected a
large tinplate works, but as soon as it was completed the powerful U. S. Steel
combine bought it, built a company town round the works, and named them the
Farrell Works and Farrell, Pennsylvania, in honor of James A. Farrell, one of
U. S. Steel's ranking officers.

Now only one force—the labor unions—stood between Judge Gary and
complete domination of New Castle. His efforts to exterminate the trade unions
in the tinplate mills failed in 1901 because of an esprit de corps pervading the
workers and management. Behind this harmonious condition was a long tradi-
tion of collective bargaining that the skilled Welsh and English workers brought
with them and that had been in practice in the New Castle mills from their
beginning. George Greer, the manager of the tinplate mills, refused to round
up a gang of strikebreakers. With head always erect, shar^ eyes, and a. distin-

guished goatee, Greer was a man of forceful independence and did not fit into
Gary's military type of organization. But he was such an indispensable operat-
ing man that Gary was not free to oust him until July, 1908. The following
July, 1909, Gary handed the tinplate workers' union an ultimatum to disband.
Having seen the pottery workers' union shattered to bits three years earlier, the
tinplate workers received the Judge's ultimatum stoically and closed down the
mills. The pottery strike had shaken up New Castle, which had been a union
town for years, because it was plainly observable to the townsfolk that U. S.

Steel was behind the pottery firm. With Greer safely retired to his farm where
he raised Shorthorn Durham cattle. Judge Gary imported strikebreakers and
broke the strike in six months. Not until the rise of the C. I. O. in 1937 were
New Castle's tinplate workers organized again.

Anger, especially among the workers, turned into a spirit of revenge. In
191^ the town elected a Socialist Mayor, Walter V. Tyler, who was a railroad
brakeman. A split between the "wets" and "drys" facilitated the Socialist vic-

tory, but their capture of the cStycouncil was clean cut. Judge Gary's followers
lost no time in getting the Republican legislature in Harrisburg to rip out the
council of fifteen members elected on a ward basis that proved hard to control,

and to install a commission form of government with only four councilmen. The
local paper editorialized:

"* * * the bitterness and desire for revenge that led up to the election of a
minority mayor have been gathering volume for years. Petty jealousies, lack of
tolerance for the views of others * * * found expression in this election."

The humble editor of the town's paper was telling Judge Gary that the workers
had elected a Socialist Mayor to get even with him for taking their union from
them. Mayor Tyler did a valiant job while his term lasted. Judge Gary saw
that he never got another one. And when Walter V. Tyler was elected to city

council in 1928 as a Republican he symbolized U. S. Steel's domination of every
phase of New Castle's life.

Ill

Before World War I intervened, there were omens of New Castle's economic
decline. In 1912 a stamping and enameling company failed. The next year,
Youngstown, Ohio, already overshadowing its rival as a steel town, gleefully

reported in the Youngstoton Vindicator:

w

I

I
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"With * * * the wealth of the city tied up principally in banking and
other private financial interests, New Cjistle gradually commenced to feel the
effects of its wealthy men's inactivity. Merchants * * * interested in the
prosperity of New Castle pointed longingly to the vastly different spirit shown
by the home capitalists of Youngstown who on selling their stock to the combine
(U. S. Steel) * * * organized * * * independent companies. But
* * * New Castle dollars went * * * to promote gold mines in the
west, to build oil refineri^ in other parts * * * v^th little concern for the
industrial advancements at home. The effects of this spirit were bound to bring
bad results."

The bad results were postponed by the War, throughout which New Castle
prospered. U. S. Steel added seven hundred and fifty more tinplate workers to

its rolls, restoring half the number of jobs it had eliminated a decade earlier.

The wheels of industry hummed until the advent of the' post-war depression,

from which New Castle has never recovered.
Like its rise. New Castle's fall has been phenomenal. During the prosperous

twenties its population increased only eight percent while the nation's popula-
tion rose sixteen percent. The Chamber of Commerce became alarmed about
'the loss of industries and jobs by 1927 and hired experts to make an industrial

survey of New Castle, which showed:
"* * * You have * * * lost a number of plants * * * The

time has come for * * * a program that will cover a period of the next few
years. You are in real competition when you land an industry these days.
* * * The program we recommend is:

"Replace Lost Industries * * * the Car Works, the Rubber Plant, the
Baking Company, the Knitting Mill, the Brewery, and the Stove Works (all left

town). The Engineering Works in 1920 * * * had 452 employees * * *

During the summer of 1927 they had 66 * * * It does seem as
though there would be some way to save this important industry for New
Castle * * *"

Spurred on by the loss of these firms that employed 3,340 workers the Chamber
started a campaign late in 1927 to replace them. Not a single new firm was
brought to town by 1930 when the depression set in. Gone was Billy Patterson
and the spirit of local initiative. When a firm failed in Patterson's days he
would solicit New Castle business men to subscribe for stock in a new firm to
take over the bankrupt one, and loaned the money to those subscribers who
could not raise it on the spot. New Castle's absentee overlord had long since

snuffed out this enterprising spirit. When the car works closed early in the
twenties and threw two thousand men on the streets, for instance, U. S. Steel

did nothing.
But the Chamber's drive to replace New Castle's lost industries failed ig-

nominiously because the townsfolk expected that U. S. Steel was going to expand
its New Castle operations and employ more workers. An officer of one of the
pottery firms in town told us:

"In the twenties U. S. Steel bought a large tract of land adjacent to its property,
and built a modern power plant with a much greater capacity than its operations
required. Everyone assumed that the land was purchased and the enlarged
power plant erected to take care of the open hearth furnaces and coke plant the
Corporation was going to build."
Talk of this expansion created a wide-spread feeling that the Chamber was

unduly alarmed about the loss of jobs, and that U. S. Steel "would take care of

New Castle." As a consequence, the Chamber's drive fell flat because the towns-
folk did not get behind it.

Not until 1931, when U. S. Steel abandoned its Bessemer steel works, thromog
twelve hundred workers on the streets, did the townsfolk suspect that the com-
pany would not take care of New Castle. Some clung to the hope that the Bes-
semer steel works would reopen after the depression, although informed steel men
knew that it was the victim of technological advances in the use of open-hearth
steel where Bessemer was formerly used. In 1935 the works was dismantled;
Bessemer steel had declined from sixty-seven per cent of the steel produced in

1900 to less than ten per cent. Technology dealt New Castle a body blow.

The Chamber's ill-fated program was revived. By 1937 ten new industries

employing 950 workers were brought to New Castle, and its future seemed less

hopeless. But only for a brief period. In the fall of 1937 there came a second
blow: U. S. Steel permanently abandoned the Greer tinplate works, displacing

fifteen hundred workers.
Thoroughly alarmed now, the townsfolk suddenly got visions of a "ghost" town.

The Mayor led a committee of leading citizens to the Pittsburgh office of U. S.

Steel. "Why didn't you build your continous strip mill in New Castle, which
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has the workers to man it and the community facilities to serve the workers,
instead of building it in the wilderness of Irvin, Pa.?" the committee asked.
The reply, in effect, was: "We would have liked to honor New Castle with

the Irvin strip mill, but we had to protect the interests of our stockholders. We
can produce at Irvin anywhere from five to ten dollars a ton cheaper than we could
in New Castle. Irvin is on the Monongahela River, interconnected by our own
railroad with the Edgar Thompson works that supplies it with semifinished steel.
Our Clairton by-product coke ovens are nearby and they supply Irvin with gas.
Finally, we of course have the advantage of cheap water transportation down the
Ohio River, as well as of our own railroad, to ship our finished products from
Irvin. You understand, gentlemen, that building in New Castle was out of the
question because of its disadvantageous geographic location. It is an inland town.
Transportation costs in and out of New Castle are prohibitive."

All hope of U. S. Steel expansion in New Castle was gone. The committee
returned home disheartened. The townfolk agitated for a canal from Lake Erie
to the Ohio River,- but their hopes for cheap transportation were soon drowned
in the failure of the canal project. Geography had dealt New Castle another
blow as a heavy industry town.

IV

Merritt Reynolds, a handsome, trim boy in his late teens, graduated as president
of the 1939 New Castle High School class of 601 young men and women. Chosen
with the other ofl!icers of the class as the most likely to succeed, he hunted for a
job, any kind of work, put his application in at "a dozen places but they all drew
blank." The auto repair shop located in the stables of Billy Patterson's old
mansion didn't need any help. "Can't use anybody," he heard at the bronze
plant, the potteries, the chemical works, everywhere he went. There was no use
trying at the lone remaining tinplate mill, " 'cause there's hundreds of tinplate
men from the old Greer mills walkin' the streets." All Merritt Reynolds could
find was a job as an extra usher in a movie house. Unable to make out on his part-
time earnings, he went to the Knitting Mills building, now occupied by the relief

offices. Here Merritt got his first opportunity, a chance to go to a CCC camp in

Arizona. He took it, gladly.
Only one ofl^cer of the 1939 class got a jofij^—as a bell hop at a hotel on strike

by the A. F. of L. A year after graduating, the president of the 1938 class was
still unemployed. The rank and file of the graduates found the going just as
to'uj^h. Of the 513 graduates in 1937 three out of ten went on to school, two
got jots, while five out of ten could not find work. 554 graduated in 1938. Six
out of ten joined the unemployed, two went on to school, and two got jobs. High
School authorities will not know what happened to the 1939 class until next year,
but one school official said "The 1939 graduates are not competing for private
jobs, there are none to compete for, but fighting to get into the CCC."
Among the workers who once had a job despair is ghastly, hope more forlorn.

"I'm whipped" a $15 a day tinplate worker told us a few days after he was fur-

loughed from a $3.20 a day WPA job in August. "I can't make a livin' any
more. The hand-mills are through. They're turnin' oit more tinplate pushin'
buttons in these strip mills than the whole lot of us could roll. I use' to make
good money, and I saved some. Ma and I bought our home when we were mar-
ried, got it all paid for, and now can't meet the taxes. Wfe can't even get on
relief 'cause my oldest boy and his family are livin' with us and he has a job drivin'
a truck. A fellow can't get a job in town, everything is dead, and he can't go
nowhere lookin' 'cause he's busted. I bummed a few bucks and traveled for two
weeks huntin' work. It was no use. My youngest boy can't get in the CCC
camp 'cause we ain't on relief, and can't get on. What's the use o' talkin'!

How about settin' a fellow up to a glass of beer?"
Seven thousand families, sixty-four per cent of New Castle's population, are in

the same boat. Few have the money to go elsewhere to seek a job, and those who
do only discover that private industry is not expanding to take up the slack in

jobs createa by technology.
"Shave and haircut—two bits" is painted on the window of a barber shop

in the workers' section of town. The barber explained: "I charged the regular
price until a few months ago, but I couldn't make out. My good customers didn't
have the ca.sh and charged it. I did their work because I had nothing else to do
and to keep them as customers if things ever pick up around this place. I was
about forced to close the shop when my wife gave me an idea. She said, 'Nobody
has any money, but thc,y' can always scrape up fifteen cents to go to a show.
Why don't you cut out the charge accounts and make everyone pay ten cents for
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a shave and fifteen cents for a haircut?' That's just what I did, and I've taken
in enough cash the last two months to keep the wolf from the door."
A Main Street dentist told us that his paying practice has almost vanished,

that he had had to take his boy out of medical school and didn't know whether
he would ever be able to send him back. "There isn't any question about it," an
official of the Retail Merchants' Association said: "government money—WPA
Relief, Unemployment Compensation, CCC, and the rest—is keeping most of

our merchants out of the bankruptcy courts to-day. Last week (this was in

July) WPA laid off a lot of men, and all the merchants complained immediately
that their sales dropped off."

Indeed, the main spigot of cash in New Castle is no longer private payrolls,

but government money. At the rate of expenditures for the first eight months of

this year, the Federal and State governments were pouring $3,246,000 yearly into
town. On September 1, 1939, 28 per cent of New Castle's population,* listed

as 3,146 cases, were drawing State relief; 8 per cent, 952 cases, unemployment
compensation; another 8 per cent, 900 cases, on WPA rolls; and still another
8 per cent, 864 cases, had applied for State relief and were waiting to be accepted.
Fifty-two per cent of "New Castle is dependent upon government aid for subsistence,
or on the verge of it. Another 12 per cent, 1,338 cases, consisting in the main of

recently displaced tinplate workers who were high wage earners, are registered at
the State Employment Office as unemployed. Before being eligible for relief a
worker must prove himself a pauper, and these workers will eventually join the
relief rolls when their savings are exhausted.

"Let your Castle and my Castle be New Castle!" With this slogan officers

of the Pennsylvania Power Company, subsidiary of the Commonwealth & Southern
utility empire, appealed to the workers, business men, and professional people
to pull New Castle out of the mire. Thus the Greater New Castle Association
was born last winter. For political reasons—certainly not for economic ones

—

the utility company built a three and one-half million dollar power plant in

town, completed this year. The utility company officers frankly admitted that
their interest in the Association was to bring payrolls and jobs to town to offset

their large losses of industrial and home power customers and to protect their

new investment; and they were quick to emphasize that the welfare of the towns-
folk coincided with the utility company's interests. Everyone, no matter what his

station in life, was invited to join the Association, which raised thirty thousand
dollars and hired an executive director and economic experts within a few weeks.
The Association's first circular explained:
'<* * * We lost between 1920 ajid 1939 eleven industries, employing 5,340

workers; we lost through decline in operations 700 workers, or a total of 6,040.
We gained in new industries ten. * " * These placixl 950 back on employ-
ment payrolls, and the expansion of existing industrii^s * * * added 920
more, so we have gained 1,870 employees, but our net loss is 4,170
employees. * * *

"* * * the payroll loss due to industrial decline is conservatively estimated
at $5,000,000 or 28% percent. * * "' What we need is jobs St supportable
wages. * * *"

But before the Association could bring any new jobs to New Castle it had to
obligate itself to pay one per cent of the $250,000 annual payroll of the pants
company that threatened to leave town and throw four hundred workers out of
work. This subsidy saved the four hundred jobs, for the moment, and in hailing
its victory the Association announced hopes of "increasing (New Castle's) payroll
in 1939" by a quarter of a million dollars. Then a bombshell burst. In mid-July
U. S." Steel closed the Shenango tinplate works, its sole remaining New Castle
operation. Three thousand workers were thrown on the streets. A yearly
payroll of five million dollars was lost. New Castle's loss in private employment
since 1920 climbed to 7,170, and its annual payroll for the same period fell another
five million to seven and one-half million dollars, a fifty-seven per cent drop.
Technology dealt the town a third and, this time devastating blow.

Private industry that once employed 11,259 workers now takes care of only
4,071, a drop of sixty-four per cent. Just as the Shenango works closed, the 76th
Congress hurt New Castle by cutting WPA wages five dollars a month and
reducing WPA jobs from 1,900 in May to 900 in September. Certainly the Asso-
ciation's goal to increase the industrial payroll in 1939 by one-twentieth of the
loss of the Shenango works payroll demonstrates its helplessness to cope with the
oombination of forces that have wrecked the economic life of the town.

•1930 census 48,674; present population not estimated any higher.

124491—41—pt. 30 73
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Unable to help itself, forgotten by private industry, fed meager relief by the
State government, ignored by the Roosevelt Administration, and abused by the
76th Congress, New Castle has been revived by World War II. Its revival,

however, is partial and temporary. On October 2, 1939, the huge Shenango
tinplate works swung open its doors and 2,600 workers rushed in, eager to get
back to work. The war-born prosperity is bringing joy into twenty-five hundred
homes; eventually there will be another five hundred when the full contingent
of Shenango workers returns. But the hopes of four thousand other New Castle
families have not yet turned into joy, nor are they likely to. Although much
of the town's retail business will be aided, and the potteries, the bronze plant, and
other firms will pick up, the war boom will still leave at least one-third of New
Castle's population dependent upon government aid.

Furthermore, Shenango's reopening is to be brief. "This is the last lap for

the hand-mills," an official of U. S. Steel told us. Strip mills, on the average,
produce tinplate fifteen dollars a ton lower than the hand-mills. Under ordinary
conditions the capacity of the strip mills is more than enough to meet demands,
and if the extraordinary demands are sustained, strip capacity will be increased
instead of high-cost obsolete mills >>eing operated indefinitely. In either case,

Shenango will be closed as quickly as it has been reopened, and for the last time.

Ghost town is New Castle's destiny.

A similar fate awaits more than a score of other steel towns. Technologically
displaced workers who have been idle for almost two years—1,500 in Yorkville,

Ohio; 1,100 in Elwood, Indiana; 1,000 in Cambridge, Ohio; and thousands more
elsewhere—are breathlessly awaiting an announcement that their abandoned
mills will reopen. The announcement may come, but the odds are that the war
boom will leave these ghost towns untouched. Obsolete mills in a dozen more
steel towns—employing 900 in Apollo, Pennsylvania; 1,000 in FoUansbee, West
Virginia; 2,500 in Newport, Kentucky; and thousands more elsewhere—have
taken a new lease on life; their workers new hopes and aspirations. When the
war boom collapses these mills will fold up with a terrific crash. And the post-

war depression will shake the foundations of another score of steel towns, like

Farrell and Vandergrift, Pennsylvania, each employing twenty-five hundred
workers, and Massillon, Ohio, with three thousand steel workers, to such an extent
that their only destiny can be that of New Castle. Technology takes its toll

not only of workers, but of entire mills and complete towns.
The new steel technology means more than a slow elimination of workers; it

is wholesale displacement. A hand-mill is a hot, noisy place, crowded with old-

style equipment with squads of workers waiting about while others relieve them
for short periods at the furnaces. In one such mill of this character the "iron" is

handled more than fifty times by tongs and hands before the process is finished.

In a modern strip mill all this vanishes. The place is cool and spacious. A
few workers, some scattered about in over-head control booths pushing buttons,
handle the "iron" in one operation. Here a huge slab as big as a mattress but
weighing several thousand pouikls is automatically released from a furnace, rolled

into a coil a thousand feet long like a thread on a spool, placed on a conveyor and
put through more continuous operations until it is cut into sheets for your auto-
mobiles, or plates (later tinned) for your canned soup. All the horde of men
who once were employed in the making of steel are swept away, leaving a few
watchful men guarding controls. And all those swept away are piled up in the
scattered steel towns, wondering what next.

Certainly the war boom is no answer to technological unemployment. The
unsound social and economic structure of the steel towns remains unchanged.
Absentee overlords continue free to legislate their economic future, and that of

other basic industry towns, without any responsibility for the social and political

effects of such legislation. Throughout the nation there are scores of industrial

towns dominated by one industry or large corporation that are now prosperous,
but doomed to economic destruction by the same forces that have razed the econo-
mic life of New Castle. These forces like mass unemployment and the country's
other more obvious economic ills, will be more ugly and difficult of solution
when the boom and its allaying effects are over. In addition, the maladjustments
in our economic machinery, as during World War I, are being aggravated by the
war-boom recovery, after which our task of domestic reconstruction will be the
same as in March, 1933, only ten times greater.

Gradually the American people as a whole will recover from the suddenness,
enormity, and intellectual shock of World War II, and the immediate prosf)ect8
of personal economic gain from the prosperity it has provoked, to realize with
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Carl Sandburg, poet and biographer of Abraham Lincoln, "that in this hour
mankind's greatest need is a common agreement on the causes and conditions
that have produced idlers at the top and bottom of society." And that such an
agreement wiU

"* * * have to consider the vast mass of unspeakable, inarticulate, woe-
begone human tragedy gathered under the head of that hideous but accurate
phrase from the science of economics, 'the technologically disemployed'-Hihe
people whose jobs have been abolished and destroyed by machines and new
industrial processes and transitions. * * *"

The purpose of the agreement will be to provide the basis for an "arrangement
by which the idle rich and the idle poor could make a two-power pact to take
care of each other" in a way that no war boom can possibly do.

Exhibit No. 2479

[Submitted by the Steel Workers' Organizing Committee]

Displacement of Men by Automatic Strip Mills

Summary

Already Displaced (Names of Plants Attached) 38,470 workeri
To Be Displaced In Integrated Companies (Names of Plants 22,950 worken
Held in Confidence).

To Be Displaced in Small Independent Companies (Names of 23,350 workers
Companies Held in Confidence).

Total Displacement By Automatic Strip Mills 84,770 workers

EXPLANATION

Of the 84,770 hand mill workers adversely affected by the automatic strip mills,

38,470 have already been displaced. The mills in which they have been displaced
are attached hereto, indicating the year in which the displacement took pla^e.

In this compilation an effort has been made to place each abandoned mill in tl|iat

year in which it last operated substantially. This rule could not be followed 'in

all cases; and some are listed in the year in which they were abandoned, which is

usually later than the year last operated.
Of necessity the number of hand mill workers displaced in each abandoned mill

is estimated, and most estimates are conservative. The number of workers
affected in mills of equal size but abandoned in different years is not strictly

comparable because of the difference- in maximum weekly hours prevailing in

different years. Hand mill workers displaced as a result of the installation of

semi-automatic reversing mills are also included in this list. This list is not com-
plete, but includes the major hand mills abandoned during the 1930's as a result

of the introduction of the automatic strip mills.

Company Location Product
No. of men
displaced

1929 and 1930

American Rolling Mill Company ^....

Empire Sheet & Tin Plate Company (Then the Em-
pire Steel Corp.).

Empire Sheet & Tin Plate Company (Then the Em-
pire Steel Corp.).

Republic Steel Corporation...
Republic Steel Corporation
Youngstown Sheet & Tube Company.

Middletown, O.

Ashtabula, O...

NUes, O

Warren, O.
Warren, O.
Warren, O.

Sheets, Tin
Plate.

Sheets

Sheets.

Tin Plate.
Sheets
Sheets

700

450

•l,lSO

6S0
400
4G0

Total Workers Displaced

1931

Allegheny-Ludlum Steel Corporation (Then the
Allegheny Steel Co.).

Canonsburg Steel & Iron Works -

Cahiegie-Illinois Steel Corporation (Then the Ameri-
can Sheet & Tin Plate Co.).

8,800

Brackenridge, Pa.

Canonsburg, Pa...
Leechburg, Pa

Sheets.

Sheets.
Sheets.

400

500
500
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Company

1931

Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corporation (Then the Ameri-
can Sheet & Tin Plate Co.).

Empire Sheet A Tin Plate Company (Then the Em-
pire Steel Corporation).

Sharon Steel Corporation (Then the Sharon Steel
Hoop Co.).

Total Workers Displaced.

None Reported.
1932

1933

Continental Steel Corporation.
Wheeling Steel Corporation

Total Workers Displaced.

1934

Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corporation (Then the AmcH-
can Sheet & Tin Plate Co.).

Inland Steel Company __
Republic Steel Corporation (Then The Newton Steel

Co.).
Wheeling Steel Corporation

Youngstown Sheet & Tube Company (Operated a
brief time in 1937, then abandoned).

Total Workers Displaced

1935

Great Lakes Steel Corporation
Weirton Steel Company T

Total Workers Displaced..

1936

Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corporation

Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corporeation
Columbia Steel Company
Columbia Steel Company
Continental Steel Corporation (Operated a few
months in 1939, then abandoned).

Continental Steel Corporation.
Inland Steel Company
Weirton Steel Company
Weirton Steel Company

Total Workers Displaced.

1937

Bethlehem Steel Coropration
Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corporation.

Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corporation ..
Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corporation..
Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corporation..
Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corporation
Empire Sheet & Tin Plate Company
FoUansbee Brothers Company..
Jones & Laughlin Steel Corporation (Displacement
begun in 1933, completed in 1937).

Otis Steel Company..
Republic Steel Corporation
Republic Steel Corporation.
Republic Steel Corporation
Wheeling Steel Corporation
Wheeling Steel Corporation
Youngstown Sheet & Tube Company (Abandonment
begun in 1932).

Total Workers Displaced

Location

Scottdale, Pa

Niles, O..

Youngstown, O.

Kokomo, Ind
Martins Ferry, O.

Morgantown, W. Va.

Milwaukee, Wise
Newton Falls, O..

Wheeling, W. Va.

Youngstown, 0._.

Ecorse, Detroit, Mich.
Steubenville,

Gary, Ind

MeKeespoit, Pa.
Pittsburg, Cal....
Torrance, Cal
Canton, O

Indianapolis, Ind
Indiana Harbor, Ind.
Clarksburg, W. Va...
Weirton, W. Va

Blasdell, N. Y.
Cambridge, O..

Elwood City, Ind.
Farrell, Pa
Monessen, Pa
New Castle, Pa...
Mansfield, O
Toronto, O.
Aliquippa, Pa

Cleveland, O
Canton, O
Cumberland, Md.
Warren, O
Portsmouth, O
Yorkville, O
Campbell, O

Product

Sheets.

Sheets.

Sheets.

Sheets.
Sheets.

Sheets, Tin
Plate.

Sheets
Sheets

Sheets, Tin
Plate.

Sheets

Sheets
Tin Plate.

Sheets, Tin
Plate.

Sheets
Tin Plate...
Sheets
Sheets

Sheets
Sheets
Tin Plate.
Tin Plate.

Sheets
Sheets, Tin

Plate.
Tin Plate...
Sheets
Tin Plate...
Tin Plate...
Tin Plate...
Sheets
Tin Plate...

Sheets
Tin Plate.
Tin Plate.
Tin Plate.
Sheets
Tin Plate.
Sheets

No. of men
displaced
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Company
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ment decreasing in spite of sustained or increased production. The source of

this difiference is found in the company's program of increasing productivity
through improved technology. The concern embarked upon a comprehensive
program of this nature in 1924 and continued it until 1928, although it was
practically completed by 1927. The following table shows the results:

Year
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Mergers and consolidations by major steel producers—Continued

REPUBLIC STEEL CORPORATION

Year Merger Consolidation

1930

1935

1935

1935
1936
1936

1937
1937

Central Alloy Steel Corporation and Donner Steel
Company, Inc., merged and consolidated into Re-
public.

Corrigan, McKinney Steel Company merged and
then consolidated into Republic structure.

Newton Steel Company (acquired by acquiring
above) merged and consolidated into Republic
structure.

Truscon Steel Company. .-.

Niles Steel Products Company .-_

Canton Tin Plate Corporation merged and then con-
solidated into Republic structure.

Gulf States Steel Corporation
Union Drawn Steel Corporation _ . .\

NATIONAL STEEL CORPORATION

1931 Michigan Steel Corporation merged and then consoli-

dated into National Steel structure.

AMERICAN ROLLING MILL COMPANY

ALLEGHENY-LUDLUM STEEL CORPORATION

1936

1938

West Leechburg Steel Company merged and then con-
solidated into Allegheny Steel Co. structure.

Allegheny Steel Company and Ludlum Steel Com-
pany merged into Allegheny-Ludlum.

Summary: Eighteen companies went out of existence, eight merged companies have kept their separati
identities and only two new companies were formed.

"Exhibit No. 2483" appears in text on p. 16483

Exhibit No. 2484

[Submitted by the Steel Workers Organizing Committee]

Explanation of material submitted in the following charts:

Exhibit 2485—Man-Hours Per Ton of Ingots Produced
Exhibit 2486—Wages Per Ton of Ingots Produced
Exhibit 2487—Relation of Production to Payrolls (at 72% to 76% of Ingot

Capacity)
Exhibit 2488—Relation of Production to Employment (at 72% to 76% of

Ingot Capacity)
Source of material:

American Iron & Steel Institute, New York City, Statistical Sheets 1 and 2
which are distributed to companies in the steel industry which supply data
to the American Iron & Steel Institute.

Periods of comparison:

Three representative months are used for the basis of comparison. They
are August, 1936, September, 1937, and September, 1939.

Actual ingot production in each of these three months was virtually the
same, varying not more than 1% to 2% either way. The rate of operations

in these months varied from 72% to 76% of ingot capacity. This rate of

operations is truly representative of profitable operations in the steel in-

dustry. 90% of capacity or more is not representative of steel operations
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because in the past seven years in only three months has the industry operated
at 90% of capacity or better.

Employees covered:

The total monthly hours worked, average hourly earnings, and total

monthly wages are for employees who are paid on an hourly, piece work, or
tonnage basis.

The figures illustrated in these charts are not adjusted for the entire steel

industry. These figures cover more than 90% of the industry and are used for the
purpose of showing relationships. When adjusted for the entire industry, the
relationships between production, employment, and payrolls do not change
because the adjustment of all factors would be made on the same basis.

EXHIBIT 2486—MAN-HOURS PER TON OF INGOTS PRODUCED

This chart shows the changing relationship of total monthly hours worked to

ingot production.
Man-hours per ton of ingots produced was computed by dividing total monthly

hours worked by hourly, piece work, and tonnage employees by the monthly open
hearth and Bessemer steel ingots produced. The total monthly hours worked
cover all operations in the steel industry. These hours are related to ingot pro-

duction because the latter is the accepted measurement of production.
In August, 1936, the man-hours per ton of ingots produced was 18.7. In Sep-

tember, 1937, this declined to 18.5; and by September, 1939, it had declined to

14.7. In the following month, October, 1939, it had declined to 14.5. It returned
to 14.7 in November, 1939, and to 14.9 in December, 1939.

A 21.4% decline in man-hours took place from August, 1936, to September,
1939, or a drop from 18.7 man-hoyrs to 14.7.

EXHIBIT 2486—WAGES PER TON OF INGOTS PRODUCED

This chart shows the relationship between monthly wages and monthly ingot

production.
Wages per tor of ingots produced was computed by dividing the total monthly

wages received by hourly, piece work, and tonnage employees by the monthly
open hearth and Bessemer steel ingots produced. The total monthly wages paid
are for all operations in the steel industry.
The wagco paid per ton of ingots produced in August, 1936, was $12.50. In

September, 1937, it had risen to $15.61, primarily as a result of an increase in

average hourly earnings. By September, 1939, wages per ton of ingots produced
had returned to $12.51 a ton. In October, 1939, wages per ton of ingots declined

to $12.32. In November, 1939, they rose to $12.52 ^nd in December, 1939, to

$12.77.
Despite an increase in average hourly earnings from August, 1936, to September,

1939, wages per ton of ingots produced in these two months were virtually the
,ame.

EXHIBIT 2487 RELATION OF PRODUCTION TO PAYROLLS

In this chart payrolls are set forth in two terms: average hourly earnings, and
total monthly wages.
From August, 1936, to September, 1937, average hourly earnings increased from

66.8 cents to 84.3 cents per hour, or 26%. From September, 1937, to September,
1939, average hourly earnings increased from 84.3 cents to 85.1 cents per hour,
or 1%- The increase in average hourly earnings from Augost, 1936, to September,
1939, was 27.3%.

Total monthly wages increased 27.7% from August, 1936, to September, 1937,
or a little more than $14,500,000 (From $52,278,846 to $66,800,712). By Sep-
tember, 1939, total monthly wages had declined to $52,921,352.
The increase in total monthly wages from August, 1936, to September, 1939, was

1.2%, and the increase in production from August, 1936, to September, 1939,
was 1%.

EXHIBIT 2488 RELATION OF PRODUCTION TO EMPLOYMENT

This chart shows the relation of production to employment in terms of wage
earners and man-hours.

As a result of the reduction in maximum hours of work per week from 48 to 40
in 1937, the number of wage earners rose by 58,690 from August, 1936, to Sep-
tember, 1937, or 13%. In September, 1939, the number of wage earners was
415,171. Compared to September, 1937, when maximum weekly hours were the
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same, this represents a drop of 88,472 wage earners, or 17.5%. Compared to

August, 1936, when maximum weekly hours were eight per week higher, this

represents a drop of 29,782 workers, or about 7%.
Total man-hours worked per month rose from 78,208,172 in August, 1936, to

79,230,977 in September, 1937, an increase of 1%. By September, 1939, the man-
hours worked per month declined by 17,059,554 from September, 1937, or a de-

crease of 21.5%. Although production in September, 1939, was 1% greater than
in August, 1936, the total man-hours jyorked had decreased 20.4%.

"Exhibit No. 2485" appears in text on p, 16485

"Exhibit No. 2486" appears in text on p. 16486

"Exhibit No. 2487" appears in text on p. 16487

"Exhibit No. 2488" appears in text on p. 16488

Exhibit No. 2489

[Submitted by the Steel Workers' Organizing Committee]

Comparison of working force, wages, and production in continuous butt-weld pipe mills

and in hand style butt-weld pipe mills

HAND STYLE BUTT-WELD PIPE MILLS

Position

Welder..
Welder -.

Picker
Picker-.
Charger
Yard Boss
Hook Runner.
Hook Runner
Hook Rimner
Tongs
Tongs
Tongs...
Tongs
Roller
Roller
Roller
Rack
Rack
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Exhibit No. 2490

[Submitted by the Temporary National Economic Committee Study Stafl]

Technology and Employment

Hearings before the Temporary National Economic Committee

) By H. Dewey^ Anderson

DESCRIPTION OF TERMS

The following descriptions have been compiled to present the most commonly
used and accepted meanings of certain terms appearing frequently in the litera-

ture and statistics dealing with employment and production. Unfortunately;
there is no universal agreement In the use of these terms nor in the methods of

compiling the statistics. In other words, in individual studies and particular
statistical series the definitions may vary from those given here because of the
special nature of the problem under consideration or the limitations of the statis-

tics. The principal limitation of the statistical measures described here, as well

as some of the most frequent misuses of the data, are also indicated.

Gainfully employed.—The "gainfully employed" or "gainful workers" is a term
used in the decennial census reports on occupations. "The term 'gainful workers'
[in census usage], includes all persons 10 years old and over who usually follow a
gainful occupation, even though they may not have been actually employed at
the time the census was taken. It does not include women doing housework in

their own homes, without wages, and having no other employment, nor children
working at home, merely on general household work, on chores, or at odd times
on other work." ^

It is not a count of the number of persons employed nor of the number of jobs
available. The number of gainful workers is a much more stable series than the
number employed and responds much more slowly than employment to changes
in the volume of production. In fact, it is conceivable that during an extended
depression the number of gainful workers would increase., For example, married
women may seek jobs in depression to supplement the family income, whereas in

more prosperous times they would remain at home and would not be counted as
gainful workers. Extension of child labor laws, on the other hajad, automatically
decreases the number of gainful workers, irrespective of the trend in production.

Changes in the methods of compilation and in the census definition of "gainful
workers" limit the comparabihty of the census figures over a long period. Begin-
ning with the census of 1870, the occupation inquiry applied to all persons in the
population. The possible discrepancies in the total number of gainful workers in

various censuses since then, caused by such factors as changes in instructions to
enumerators and changes in the census date, are evaluated in the census. Com-
parisons of shifts of workers among occupations and among industries are subject
to even greater limitations than changes in the totals.^

This term has been discussed at length because throughout the current litera-

ture on technological change there is a tendency to use the number of "gainful
workers" and "gainfully employed" to indicate the number of jobs or the number
of persons at work. The terms are not synonymous, and in periods of depression
the difference between the number of gainful workers and those actually at work
is very important. Unfortunately, comprehensive figures on the total number of

people actually at work cover only the period since 1929, and even these figures

are only approximations. For many industrial subdivisions the estimates are less

reliable than the over-all figures. Consequently, historical comparisons are de-
pendent on the figures in the occupational census. The point to be stressed is

that although these are the best figures available, they cannot be used to measure
the relationship between technology and employment except in a very rough way
in view of the numerous limitations which have been pointed out.
Employed person.—An "employed person" is one who is currently engaged in a

gainful occupation, i. e., actively engaged for a return in cash or kind. This
includes both those working for others and the self-employed. Alh'arm family
labor (employables in the farm family who work on the farm without receiving a
stated wage) and farm operators are counted as employed persons. Women
doing housework in their own homes, without wages, and having no other employ-
ment, are not counted as employed. Persons enrolled in the Civilian Conserva-
tion Corps or engaged on W. P. A. and N. Y. A. work projects or C. W. A. and

» Fifteenth Census of the United Slates: 1930, "Population", Vol. V, p. S9.
• For discussion of these changes, sve ibid., pp. 4-5 and 38-39.
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F. E. R. A. work programs are not counted as employed. Persons employed on
Public Works Administration projects, on the other hand, are counted as em-
ployed. Most P. W. A. projects involve construction and are carried on largely
under contract and are thus closely related to private activity.
Most employment indexes reflect the number of persons who worked during the

week ending nearest the middle of the month represented by the index. These
indexes include part-time as well as full-time workers; consequently, the estimated
number of persons employed also includes both full time and part-time workers.

Unemployed person.— In current estimates the number of "unemployed"
represents the difference between the number of "gainful workers" and the number
employed. An "unemployed person" may thus be defined as one of working age
who is able and wiUing to work and who normally would be employed, but who is

not currently engaged in a gainful occupation.
Separations.—Separation refers to the termination of employment of an in-

dividual, whether voluntary or involuntary, at either the instance of the employer
or the employee.
Wage earners and salaried employees.—The distinction between salaried officers

and employees, on the one hand, and wage earners, on the other, depends primarily
on the character of the work done. The first group includes, in general, super-
visory and office employees, and the second group, manual workers. The Census
of Manufactures makes the following distinction:

"In the salaried group are included principal officers of corporations; managers,
superintendents, and other responsible administrative employees; foremen and
overseers who devote all or the greater part of their time to supervisory duties;
and clerks, stenographers, bookkeepers, and other clerical employees on salary.
Wage earners are defined as skilled and unskilled workers of all classes, including
piece-workers employed at the plant, and foremen and overseers in minor positions
who perform work similar to that done by the employees under their supervision."

'

The statistics for these two groups are collected on a somewhat different basis.
The number of salaried employees is reported to the Census of Manufactures for
December 14, or the nearest representative day. As a rule, there is little variation
from month to month in the number of employees of this class, and this number
is treated as equivalent to the average for the year.
For wage earners, the number shown by the payroll for the week which included

the 15th day of each month, or for some other representative week, is reported.
The average number of wage earners employed is calculated by dividing the sum of
the numbers reported for each month by 12. The average number of wage earners
in any industry, thus calculated, is necessarily somewhat in excess of the number
that would be required to perform the work if all were employed continuously
during the year. The reason is that the payroll for any week is likely to contain
the names of employees who have bepin temporarily laid off and of persons whose
services had terminated before the close of the week covered by the payroll.
Also, if a manufacturer operated his plant only part of a month, he would select an
active week as a representative week and would report the total number of wage
earners whose names were on the rolls for that week. In other words, these figures
indicate outright reductions in the number of wage earners, but they do not reflect
part-time employment.

Indexes of factory employment and payrolls.—The Census data on employment
and payrolls are collected at intervals of two or more years, and to supplement
these data various indexes of employment and payrolls ha/e been compiled to
indicate current trends. The most comprehensive figures of this type are the
indexes of factory employment and payrolls computed monthly by the U. S.

Bureau of Labor Statistics. These indexes are based on monthly reports of a
carefully selected sample of manufacturers who report the number of wage
earners and their total wages for the week ending nearest the 15th of the month.
The number of wage earners reported each month and their weekly wages are
expressed as percentages of the averpge number on the payrolls and the average
weekly wages in the years 1923, 1924, and 1925.

Indexes which are based on samples mp.y tend to deviate from the true trend
for an industry over an extended period. To overcome this tendency, the Bvreau
of Labor Statistics has adjusted most of its indexes to factory employment and
payrolls to conform with the averages shown in the biennial Census of Manu-
factures. The Bureau of Lal^r Statistics indexes of factory employment and
payrolls thus describe, in percentages, essentially the same class of employees
included in the Censuis figure of average wage earners for the year.

» Fifteenth Census of the United States, "Manufactures: 1929," Vol. II, p. B.
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Man-hours.—The number of man-hours is a measure of employment which
takes into consideration the length of time worked. In other words, total man-
hours per year reflects not only the number of wage earners employed, but also
the number of weeks they worked and the length of the working week.

Production.—Production refers to the volume of commodities and services
made available for consumption. A production series measures the changes in

the quant^ity of goods made or services rendered over a specified period of time.
Production in agriculture refers to bushels of wheat, gallons of milk, dozens of

eggs, bales of cotton, and so forth; in the motor vehicle industry, to the number
of cars and parts; in the telephone industry, to the number of local and toll calls;

in steam railroads, to the number of freight-ton miles and passenger miles. The
complexity of our industrial organization and the variety of products result in

numerous statistical difficulties in any attempt to measure the output of a single

plant or industry, and the difficulties increase as the industrial area included is

extended. Consequently, most measures of production are based on selected

products or services which are considered representative and typical. In all

comparisons of production with employment and payrolls, it is therefore essential

to determine whether all of the series cover the same group of products. In other
words, did the employees devote their full time to producing the goods included
in the production index?

Productivity.—Measures of productivity relate physical volume of output to

the amount of labor expended in producing it. In other words, productivty is

the ratio of output of product to imput of labor. There are several ways of

expressing this ratio, two of the most common being output per wage earner
and output per man-hour. The difference between the two is obvious: in one
case output for a given period is divided by the number of wage earners employed,
while in the other output is divided by total man-hours of employment during
the production period.

The trends in output per wage earner and output per man-hour may not be
the same. Output per wage earner may decline while output per man-hour
increases, if the hours of work have been reduced. For this reason output per
wage earner is less reliable than output per man-hour as an indication of the
effects of technological change on productivity.

It should also be borne in mind that changes in output per wage earner or

per man-hour in an industry arise from causes other than technological change.
In coal mining for example, output per man-hour may rise because some of the
poorer mines have been closed. On the other hand, it may decrease over a long
period because the richer veins have been exhausted and it requires more effort

to get the same amount of coal from the thinner veins. For some industries, the
quality of the product has been improved, but the improvement in quality is not
reflected in the production index. If the improvements require additional man-
hours, output per man-hour may appear to be decreasing simply because the pro-
duction index is too crude to reflect the changes in quality.

Seasonal variation.—Seasonal variation is a term applied to recurrent seasonal
movements, such as the recession in midsummer and midwinter and increased
activity in spring and autumn, that are frequently apparent in monthly or weekly
statistical series. Some series are adjusted for seasonal variation. The Federal
Reserve Board indexes of industrial production, for example, are published
"Adjusted for Seasonal Variation" and "Without Seasonal Adjustment." The
purpose of the adjustment is to eliminate insofar as possible the changes which
are due primarily to seasonal factors and to focus attention on variations arising

from other causes.
Calendar year.—Calendar year refers to an annual period beginning in January

and ending in the following December. Most statistical series reflating to employ-
ment and production are reported on a calendar-year basis.

Production year.—Production year is a general term used in contrast with calen-
dar year. It is applied in industries in which measures of production are more
significant when reported from the normal period of operations rather tha)n for

a calendar year which imposes artificial limits and may result in a meaningless
statistical series. There are numerous terms used in particular industries to
express this idea. For example, in agriculture and in industries processing agri-

cultural products, annual series are compiled for the crop year, harvest year, and
growth year. The terminal months for such series are determined by the custom-
ary harvesting and marketing periods. Sometimes statistics for the automobile
industry are presented for the model year, beginning in September and ending
with the following August.
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Campaign period.—"Campaign" is a term used in some highly seasonal indus-
tries which do not operate continuously throughout the year. In the beet sugar
industry, for example, seasonality is caused by the perishability of the beets, which
cannot be stored. Hence the factory must operate when new crops of sugar beets
are harvested. The period of operation is known as the campaign. Once the
campaign has begun, the factory may operate 24 hours a day until the supply of
harvested beets is exhausted. In this industry, the campaign period has varied
from 15 to over 100 days, averaging about 70 days for the past few years. The
campaign in beet sugar often runs into January of the next year; hence, in this

industry the "campaign year" is usually defined as the year extending from March
1 to February 28.

National income.—The phrase "national income" has been loosely applied to a
variety of concepts and statistical measurements. The estimates. of "national
income" vary according to the statistical concept or measure selected, and this

accounts for a great deal of the misunderstanding and apparent contradictions in

discussions of income. In the usage of the U. S. Department of Commerce, in its

official estimates of income in the United States, "national income" is an abbrevia-
tion for "national income produced."

' National income produced is the most inclusive of the concepts used by the
Department of Commerce, and is a measure of "the net value of all commodities
produced and all services rendered in the country. This total can be described as
representing the gross value of all goods and services produced, minus the value of

all raw materials and capital equipment consumed in the processes of production.
It may also be designated as the value of goods and services consumed plus the
value of additions to the national wealth during the year." * This definition must
be further qualified to the effect that it covers primarily only efforts whose results

appear on the market-place of the economy. In other words, such services as
are performed by housewives do not appear on the market, and are therefore not
included in the estimate.^ This is important to bear in mind in comparisons of

income over a long period of time, for the fact that many activities such as baking,
sewing, canning, and gardening have to a large extent been transferred from the
home to the market-place tends to increase the estimates of national income,
without commensurately increasing the quantity of goods and services available
for consumption.
The Department of Commerce also publishes estimates of "income paid out,"

which may be described as "the compensation paid to individuals for personal

and capital services rendered."^
In any one year the income produced may be larger or smaller than the total

income paid out by all business enterprises. When it is larger the difference is

called "positive business savings" and represents the proportion of the year's net
product retained by business enterprises. When income produced is smaller than
income paid out, the difference is labeled "negative business savings" and repre-

sents a decrease in the net worth of business enterprises as a rosult of the current

year's operations.
These two measures have been selected for definition because they describe the

official income statistics. The National Industrial Conference Board also pub-
lishes estimates of national income, using definitions which differ from those given

here. Space does not permit a description of the numerous statistical measures
of income. It should be emphasized, however, that since there is ^uch a variety,

of measures loosely referred to as "national income," it is essential to know what
each includes before any use is made of the statistics. Otherwise, the conclusions

may be misleading.
Purchasing power.—Purchasing power is a measure of the quantity of goods and

services a given amount of money will buy. The distinction between purchasing
power and income arises because prices fluctuate. A measure of income is con-

verted into a measure of purchasing power by dividing income by an index repre-

senting the average prices of goods and services purchased. Various cost-of-

living indexes are used to convert income figures into purchasing power series.

< Robert R. Nathan, Income in the United States, 1929-1937, U. S. Department of Commerce, p. 3.

' For the items not included in the estimates, see ibid., pp. 6-7.

«/Wd.,p. 4.
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Exhibit No. 2491

[Submitted by the Association of American Railroads]

Mileage of railway tracks operated

All railways—United States

Dec. 31
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Exhibit No. 2493

[Chart based on following statistical data appears in text on p. 16557]

Locomotives

Railways of Class I

17351

Dec. 31

1916
1921

1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927

1928
1929

Number
steam &
other

61, 332
64,949
64,512
65,327
65,358
63, 974
62, 776
61,363
59, 470
57, 571

Average
tractive
power
(steam,
pounds)

33,188
36, 935
37,441
39, 177

39, 891

40, 666
41,886
42, 798
43, 838
44,801

Dec. 31

1930.
1931..

1932.

1933..

1934..

1935.

1936.
1937.
1938.

1939 <

Number
steam &
other

56, 582
55, 149

53, 316
50,903
48,304
46, 694
45, 146
44,683
43, 810
42,500

Average
tractive
power
(steam,
pounds)

45,225
45,764
46,299
46,916
47,712
48, 367
48,972
49, 412
49, 803
50,659

1 1939 preliminary.

Exhibit No. 2494

[Chart based on following statistical data appears in text on p. 16559]

Freight-carrying can

Railways of Class I

Dec. 31:

1916
1921

1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929

Number

2, 253, 233
2,315,692
2, 293, 392
2, 315, 612

2, 348, 725

2, 357, 234

2, 348, 679
2. 324, 834
2, 297, 589
2, 277, 505

Average
capacity
(tons)

41.0
42.5
43.1
43.8
44.3
44.8
45.1
45.5
45.8
46.3

Year

1930..

1931..

1932.

.

1933..

1934..

1935..

1936..

1937.

.

1938.

.

1939'

Number

2, 276, 867
2, 201, 510
2, 144, 730
2, 034, 886
1, 938, 362
1,835.736
1, 758. 192

1, 743, 834

1, 699, 689
1,655,000

Average
capacity
(tons)

46.6
47.0
47.0
47.5
48.0
48.3
48.8
49.2
49.4
49.8

> 1939 Preliminary.

Note.—Excludes freight-carrying cars not directly owned or leased by steam railways, totaling 285,069 on
January 1, 1939.
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Exhibit No. 2495

[Submitted by the Association of American Railroads]

Installation of new equipment

Railways of Class I
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Exhibit No. 2497

(Chart based on following statistical data appears in text on p. 10563.)

Rails laid in replacement and wooden ties laid in previously constructed tracks

RAILWAYS OF CLASS I

Year
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Exhibit No. 2499

(Chart based on following statistical data appears in text on p. 16568.

)

Purchases of fuel, material and supplies

RAILWAYS OF CLASS I

[Figures expressed in thousands of dollars]

Year
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Exhibit No. 2501

(Chart based on following statistical data appears in text on p. 16570)

Freight traffic

RAILWAYS OF CLASS I

17355

Year
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Exhibit No. 2504

(Chart based on rollowing statistical data appears in text on p. 16573)

Average revenue per passenger-mile

RAILWAYS OF CLASS I

Year
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"Exhibit No. 2507", introduced on p. 16575, is on file with the Committee

Exhibit No. 2508

(Chart based on foUowiog statistical data appears on p. 16577)

Condensed income account

RAILWAYS OF CLASS I

(Figures expressed in thousands of dollars]

Year
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Exhibit No. 2511

(Chart based on following statistical data appears on p. 16579)

How the railway dollar is spent

RAILWAYS OF CLASS I

17359
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"Exhibit No. 2513" appears in text on p. 16580

[There is no statistical data supporting this chart]

Exhibit No. 2514

(Chart based on following statistical data appears on p. 16580)

Railway taxex per dollar of earnings

RAILWAYS OF CLASS I
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Exhibit No. 2516

(Chart based on following statistical data appears on p. 16581)

Index of railway material and supply coats

[May, 1933 = 100]

17361

Prices as of:
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Exhibit No. 2518

(Chart based on following statistical data appears in text on p. 16586.)

Unit cost of operation

RAILWAYS OF CLASS I

Year
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Exhibit No. 2522

(Chart"baged on following statistical data appears in text on p. 16592.)

Fuel conservation

RAILWAYS OF CLASS I

17363

Year
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Exhibit No. 2524

(Chart based on following statistical data appears in text on p. 16594.)

Casualties to employees in train, train-service and nontrain. accidents

RAILWAYS OF CLASS I

Year
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Exhibit No. 2526

(Chart based on following statistical data appears in text on p. 16C95.)

Loss and damage and injuries to persons expense

RAILWAYS OF CLASS I

1736^

Year
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Exhibit No. 2529-B

Burro Crane

Cost of Crane, $641; Ys Yard Bucket, $382.
Cost of Outfit, $8,023.
Working Period, 180 Days (9 Months) Per Year.

MISCELLANEOUS WORK
[Loading Heavy Scrap; Unloading, Loading and Laying Rail; Ditching; Distributing and Unloading

Heavy Material]

By Use of One Machine By Hand

Organization:
1 Engineer Work
Equipment— Hour-
ly Rate.

1 Laborer— Hourly
Rate.

2 Men.
Wages
3% Federal Pension, 3%

Federal Unemployment
Insurance, 6%.

Total Wages...,
Work Train Labor
Work Train Expense
Interest—5% on $8,023

f6.6% on
1 $ 7, 6 4 1

.

Depreciation
1 9

/*^^*>„jj

$382.
($38.)

Supplies.
Running Repairs-
Annual Overhaul-

TotalCost..

$.74

.30

$1,498
90

$1,588

$401

542

486
108
827

$3,952

$.74

.35

$1, 570
94

$1,664

$401

542

486
108
827

$4,028

$.74

.40

$1,642

Organization:
1 Foreman—Month-
ly Rate.

12 Laborers—Hourly
Rate.

13 Men.
Wages
6% Tax

$1, 740

$401

542

486
108
827

Tool—$10.00 Per Man.

$4, 104

$153

.30

$6,561
394

$6,955

$7,085

$153

.35

$7,425
445

$7, 870

$8,000

$153

.40

$8,289
497

$8,786

I
130

$8,916

Curtailment of Force and Expendi-
tures by Use of One Burro Crane
With Bucket

At 30^ Rate
At 35^ Rate
At 40* Rate

Force Expenditures

$3,133
3,972
4,812

180 Day—Hand Organization

Miscellaneous

37 Days Loading Scrap
22 " Loading, Unloading &
Lajnng Rail

70 Days Ditching (Straight)

30 " Ditching, Loading & Un-
loading. _.

21 Days Distributing Heavy Ma-
terial -

1 Foreman

-

1

1

1

1

12 Laborers.

I
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Exhibit No. 2530

A typical main track railroad—1,200 miles main track

17367

Requirement

Num-
ber of

ma-
chines

Type

Power track nutters
Power rail drills

Rail laying—4 tie adzers
only

Burro cranes
Air tamping outfits
Unit tie tampers
Drag line crane and 1 bull-
dozer

Discers-- .^

Scarifier :

Weed burner
Weed mowers _

Power jacks and 2 power
tampers

Total.

Days
oper-
ated in

one
year

160
60

120
180
190
180

120
52
85
75
60

160

Cost

$4,974
1,264

7,616
16,046
58,152
5,940

22,301
2,484
8,097
9,354
3,642

21,100

$160, 970

Interest

$249
64

358
802

2,904
295

1,115
124

405
468
182

1,055

Depre-
ciation

126

707
1,084
5,760

590

1,636
246
802
926
360

2,089

Sup-
plies

and
repairs

$2,388
364

2,452
2,842

13,. 800
3,005

2,756
596

1,226
2,769
1,534

7,780

Oper-
ating

cost and
fixed

charges

$3,129
554

3,517
4,728

22.464
3,890

5,497
966

2,433
4,163
2,076

10, 924

$64, 341

Men
dis-

placed

18
6

35
22
24
10

17

170

90
150

60

100

Man
days

2,880
360

4,200
3,960
4,560
1,800

2,040
8,840
7,6,'iO

11,250
3,600

16,960

68,1^

68,100

255

255 working days per year on 5-day week basis:

=207 total men displaced by above mechanization.

—-|:^ =603 or for each $003 invested in M. W. machinery one man will be displaced.

Exhibit No. 2531

Total railway capital outstanding

CLASS I RAILWAYS

Year
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Exhibit No. 2532

Investment in road and equipment, Class I railways and their lessor companies

Year
Expenditures
for New Llne^
& Extensions

Expenditures
for Additions
and Better-

ments

Credits for

Property Re-
tired

Total Invest-
ment during

the year

1021.

1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931

1932
1933
1934
1935.

1936.

1937.

1938

$18,

59,

29,

27,

47,

38,

166,

54,

34,

31,

36,

6,

6,

' D7,
2,

11,

3,

1.

884,834
466,185
952,809
876, 910
317,634
219, 191

782. 844
578, 063
792, 771

907, 722
043, 070
759, 833
470, 158

657, 122

045. 149

637,208
636,188
207, 675

$538,
474,

1,038,
902,

753,

831,

764,

668,

829,

801,

311,

162,

105,

179,

190,

302,

537,

258,

150,618
022, 769
413,598
757, 824
595, 034
368, 677
000,365
346, 443
422,609
213, 940
799, 101

360,230
574, 145

282,289
051, 138
698, 164

390,444
966,026

569,820,122 9.649,385,414

$100, 322, 842
158,434,456
265, 588, 367
206, 879, 197

217,086,014
214, 44.'), 073
222, 346, 686
253,112,006
325,931,122
240, 6.56, 949
211, 145, 172

194,714,083
273, 369, 222
345, 372, 295

334, 783, 432
354, 296, 288
328,058,176
244, 438, 345

$456,
375,

802,

723,

.583,

655,

708,

469,

538,

592,

136,

D26,
D 161,

D 173,

D 14?,

D39,
212,

15,

712,610
054,498
780,040
765, 537

826, 654
142, 795
437, 523
811,500
281,258
464, 713
696.999
694, 020
351,919
747, 128

687, 145

960,916
867. 456
735, 356

4, 490, 976, 725 6, 728. 228, 811

1 Includes an adjustment of $15,659,181 made in accounts of A. B. & C. Railway Company, so as to state

its investment in road and equipment on basis required by order of the Commission.

Source : Statistics of Railways of United States, ICC, 1938, Table No. 137, and old Table 46 in the

Volume for earlier years.

Exhibit No. 2533

[Submitted by the Brotherhood of Railway Clerks]

Number and tractive effort of steam locomotives

CLASS I RAILWAYS

Year
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Exhibit No. 2534

[Submitted by the Brotherb ood of Railway Clerks]

Average tractive effort of steam locomotives in service '

[Excluding Switching and Terminal Companies]

17369

Year
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Exhibit No. 2536

(Submitted by the Brotherhood of Railway Clerks]

Locomotives, passenger and freight cars installed and retired ?

CLASS I RAILWAYS
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Exhibit No. 2538

(Submitted by the Brotherhood of Railway Clerks]

Ties laid in replacement i

CLASS I RAILWAYS. 1921-1938

17371

Year
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Exhibit No. 2540

[Submitted by«the Brotherhood of Railway Clerks)

Total number of e7nployes, total number of hours worked, and total compensation,
class I carriers, in the United States, excluding switching and terminal companies
for specified years

Year
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Exhibit No. 2543

[Submitted by the Brotherhood of Railway Clerits]

Average Hourly Compensation
OF Railroad Employes in the United States

Class \ Railroads Representing 94% of Mileage Operated

AND Approximately 95% of Total Number of Employes

CENTS ^"^

70

BUSK RATES STATKMARY 5«iNa»EASE 731

DCOUCTlOtI

1920 1925 1930 1935 1940

Exhibit No. 2544

(Submitted by the Brotherhood of Railway Clerks]

Total operating revenues and total employes' compensation, class I carriers, exclud-
ing switching and terminal companies, in the United States, for specified years

Year
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Exhibit No. 2546

[Submitted by the Brotherhood of Railway Clerksl

Operating revenue per employee, per hour of service and per dollar of compensation
class 1 carriers, excluding switching and terminal companies, in the United States
for specified years '

Year
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Exhibit No. 2548

[Submitted by the Brotherhood of Railway Clerks)

Total mileage of track operated by class I railways, excluding switching and terminal
companies, in the United States, and number of employes, number of hours
worked, and total compensation of employes per mile of track operated for specified

years

Year
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THOUtANO^
09 TOMt

340

320

300

280

260

240

220

200

180

160

Exhibit No. 2550

[Submitted by the Association of American Railroads]

REVENUE FREIGHT TON-MlLES PER EMPLOYE
TMOUSANOI

1 1 1 1 1 n I

.III

II

340

^320

300

H280

260

240

220

200

180

920 1925 1930 1935 1940
160

[Chart based on following statistical data appears above.]

Revenue freight ton-miles per employe, per hour of service, and per dollar of compen-
sation, class I railways, excluding switching and terminal companies, in the

United States, for specified years
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Exhibit No. 2551

[Submitted by the Brotherhood of Railway Clerks]

17381

Total revenue FftEiCHT MMiles^-total Wages
INDEX

120

INDEX

120

[Chart based on following statistical data appears above.]

Wages paid per 1,000 revenue freight ton-miles, Class I steam railways in the United
Slates, excluding switching and terminal companies, for specified years

Year
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Exhibit No. 2552

[Submitted by the Brotherhood of Railway Clerks

GROSS TON-MILES PER EMPLOYE

[Chart based on following stali.stical data appears above.]

Gross ton-miles per employe, per hour of service, and per dollar of compensation.
Class I carriers, excluding suntching and terminal companies, in the United
States, for specified years

Year

(1)
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Exhibit No. 2553

[Submitted by the Brotherhood of Railway Clerks]

ToN-MiLES Per Dolur of Wages
Wages Per Thousand Ton-Miles

1925 1930 1935

(Chart based on following statistical data appears above.)

Wages per 1,000 gross ton-miles, class I carriers, exluding switching and terminal

companies, in the United States for specified years

Year
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Exhibit No. 2554

[Submitted hy the Brotherhood of Railway Clerks]

Operating expenses Per IDOO revenue tomWiles
INDEX inde;

DO

100

80

60

40

20
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Exhibit No. 2555

[Submitted by the Brotherhood of Railway Clerks]

17385

OPERATING EXPENSES PERWOO GROSS TON-MlLES
INDEX
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Exhibit No. 2556

(Submitted by the Brotherhood of Railway Clerks]

Revenue freight ton-miles and gross ton-miles per dollar of operating expense, class I
carriers, excluding switching and terminal companies, in the United States, for
specified years

Year
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ExHiEpT No. 2558

[Submitted by the Brotherhood of Railway Clerks]

17387

Increased efficiency and productivity reflected in selected items of freight service

operating averages, class I carriers, excluding switching and terminal companies,

in the United States, for specified years

Year

(1)
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Exhibit No. 2560

[Submitted by the brotherhood of Railway Clerks)

Traffic units

Year
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Exhibit No. 2562

[Submitted by the Brotherhood of Railway Clerks]

Decrease in employment opportunities—Executives, officials and staff assistants

CLASS I RAILWAYS IN U. S., 1921-1939

Year
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Exhibit No. 2563

[Submitted by the Brotherhood of Railway Clerks]

Decrease in employment opportunities—Professional, clerical and general

CLASS I RAILWAYS IN TJ. 8., 1921-1939

Year
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Exhibit No. 2565

[Submitted by the Brotherhood of Railway Clerks]

Decrease in employment opportunities—maintenance of equipment and stores

CLASS I RAILWAYS IN U. S. 1921-1939

Year
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Exhibit No. 2&67

[Submitted by the Brotherhood of Railway Clerks]

Decrease in employment opportunities—transportation, yardmasters, switchtenders
and hostlers
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Exhibit No. 2568

[Submitted by the Brotherhood of Railway Clerks]

Decrease in employment opportunities—train and engine service employes

CLASS I RAILWAYS, 1921-1939

Year

1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929.

1930.

1931.

1932.

1933.

1934.

1935.

1936.

1937.

1938.

1939.

396,390
431,507
515,210
485, 86]

510, 880
539, 536
519, 591

515, 079
528, 114

453, 168

361, 771

269, 616
281,904
304, 777
318, 988
381,846
407,466
331, 179

376, 493

a
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Exhibit No. 2572

Technology in the Bell System With Particular Reference to
Employment

W. H. Harrison, Vice President, American Telephone and Telegraph Company,
New York. April 17, 1940

TABLE OF CONTENTS

Purpose and Scope of Statement. Technology and Employment.
General Considerations. Enlarged Opportunity for Employment.
Oigani/.ation of Bell System. Effect on Productivity of Labor.
Orowth of the Business. The Dial Program.
Nature of Technolocical Changes. Other Employment Considerations.

General. 1933 Period.
Switching Syst<fms. Conclusion.
Transmis.sion of Speech.
Other Aspects of Technological Changes.

This statement and exhibits were prepared following the receipt of a letter dated
January 24, 1940, from the Temporary National Economic Committee to the
American Telephone and Telegraph Company inviting information on technology
in the telephone industry. An attachment to that letter defines technology as
follows:

"While technology is often used to mean the machine process which
increases productivity, it is here meant to describe that noticeable change or
combination of changes in the techniques of management, trade, finance,
production, processing, and distribution by which the productivity of labor is

considerably increased."

This statement accordingly deals with the broad aspect of technology as it may
be encountered in the activities of the Bell System with particular reference to
employment.
At the outset it may be well to outline briefly the need for and character of

technology in the Bell System.
The telephone business is a business based upon scientific discovery and scien-

tific invention. Technological progress in the physical instrumentalities of the
business and in management methods has been continuously required to meet the
ever-changing actual and potential needs of the nation for telephone service.

Without the technological progress which has been achieved, it would have been
impossible to provide telephone service of the present scope at any price. With-
out this technological progress, it would have been impossible to furnish a tele-

phone service which is unequaled anywhere else in the world for scope, speed,
accuracy, dependability and low cost.

The record shows that the Bell System has been alert to foresee and anticipate
the needs and opportunities for technological progress. But more tnan that, it

also has been the aim and policy to introduce into its plant or practices those new
technical developments which are clearly essential to progress, and to do this in

such a way as to avoid or minimize any possible adverse effects in the nature of

economic waste or human hardship. Broadly speaking, employees affected by
improvements in apparatus or operating methods have not been laid off but have
been retrained and reassigned. An exception has been the conversion of certain
manual central offices to dial operation. Even in these instances, the separations
from service consequent upon the conversion have been held to a minimum; and_
since the early 1930's it has been increasingly the practice to make lump-sum*
termination payments to those individual employees for whom no work could be
found, in order to help them over the interval before they secured new employ-
ment if new employment was sought.
The long term effects of technological progress upon the scope, quality and cost

of telephone service without exception have been beneficial to all participants in

the business—employees, investors, and customers—as well as to society as a
whole. By overcoming, one after another, physical limitations upon the possi-

bilities of telephone expansion, technology has increased the aggregate opportuni-
ties for employment. Similarly, it has created new investment opportunities and
has expanded the demand for capital goods. Technology has made for advances
in wages, shorter hours, more highly skilled jobs and many other betterments in

working conditions; and these betterments have been realized without the use of

"speed-up" systems.
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Technology in the Bell System has not benefited one group at the expense of
any other group. Labor has received a practically constant proportion of the
revenue dollar. While the proportion of the revenue dollar going to capital has
tended to decline, investors have received regular reasonable returns (partly out
of past earnings in years when current earnings have been insuflScient).

In the future, technology in the pursuance of Bell System policy will produce
the same type of results as in the past. There is a large potential market for
more and more telephone service. The importance of developing this market is.

recognized. Technology will be a force in this. The resultant growth will in-
crease employment. The need for new capital goods for plant additions and
betterments will bie substantial and new capital must be attracted to the business.

ORGANIZATION

In directing attention to the more specific aspects of technology in the Bell
' System it will be helpful to first outline briefly the' nature and scope of the organ-
ization we are considering.
The Bell System is a closely integrated group of telephone companies associated

for the purpose of providing, in conjunction with several thousand independently .

owned companies, a single, unified telephone service in the United States. There
are now close to 21,000,000 telephones in the United States, of which ne"arly
17,000,000 are in the Bell System.
The American Telephone and Telegraph Company is the parent company, and

there are twenty-four principal telephone operating subsidiaries, each functioning
within a given territory.

In general, the operating companies provide telephone service and interconnect
communities within their own territories. The American C<)mpany, through its

Long Lines Department, constructs, maintains, and operates inter-state long dis-
tance lines and other facilities by which the telephone lines of the operating com-
panies, and of independent connecting compadQies, are. united to provide nation-
wide and world-wide service, and are linked with telephones onships at sea.
The American Company also performs certainnfunctions whiqh can most effec-

tively and economically be performed centrally and which are essential to the
continuous improvement of telephone service and its provtsion at the lowest cost
to the public. Its headquarters staff furnishes the operating companies with
engineering assistance and operating advice, as well as assistance and advice in

legal, accounting, financial and other matters. Also it conducts for the System
extensive research and development work in the Bell Telephone Laboratories. .A
subsidiary, the Western Electric Company, serves as the manufacturer and pur-
chasing agent for the System. ,

GROWTH

BMore embarking on a consideration of the kaleidoscopic changes which have
taken place in recent years in the art of communication, it will be helpful to
retrace the road traveled by this comparatively young industry.

Prior to the invention of the telephone in 1875, communication other than by
direct conversation was for the most part confined to the interchange of written
messages by the mails and the telegraph. The telephone made it possible for the
first time to transmit the spoken word and thus opened up the whole range of
present-day voice communication which now knows no barriers of time or dis-

tance—world-wide telephony, radio broadcasting and all the related fields.

That these possibilities were early recognized is shown by the following excerpt
from the Certificate of Incorporation of the American Telephone and Telegraph
Company, dafed February 28, 1885.

"And it is further declared and certified that the general route of the lines

of this association, in addition to those hereinbefore described or designated,
wiU connect one or more points in each and every city, town or place in the
State of New York with one or more points in each and every other city,

town or place in said State, and in each and every other of the United States,

and in Canada and Mexico, and each and every of said cities, towns and
places is to be connected with each and every other city, town or place in

said States and Countries, And also by cable and other appropriate means
' with the rest of the knowir world as may hereafter become necessary or
desirable in conducting the business of this association."
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This romantic picture was drawn when there was only the most elementary
knowledge of the art. The telephone had grown out of science and the founders
of the industry foresaw the unlimited possibilities through further application
of science, research and management. Today's telephone service affirms the
completeness of this early vision.

The history of the Bell System is the story of an organization serving the
every-changing needs of society in a field where new frontiers of knowledge in

the arts and sciences are constantly opening up.
Some of the more significant aspects of the expansion of the business are

illustrated in the graphs opposite.'

These graphs suggest the extent to which a single invention, continuously
developed, has contributed to economic and social progress. It has made pos-
sible a serVicQ which not only of itself has aided progress, but has provided in-

creased opp>ortunities for labor and for capital. When it is realized that the
graphs ocver only the Bell Operating Companies and not the independent operat-
ing companies, the manufacturing companies or the telephone operators employed
in connection with private branch exchange and other services on the customer's
premises, the magnitude of this contribution becomes even more striking. Fur-
thermore, the very trends give strong hope of continued progress.

To. facilitate discussion, the graphs and references herein cover the American
Company and its principal telephone subsidiaries, which comprise nearly 90

Ser cent, of the employees and about 97 per cent, of the investment of the entire

iell organization.

NATURE OF TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGES

To consider the general matter of technology and the productivity of labor

within the System in relation to employment, it is first necessary to review
briefly some of the basic factors which control the trend of technological develop-

ment.
General.—To the layman, the operations of the telephone business may appear

simple, seeing, as he does, only such things as the telephone instrument and poles

and "wires, but to one who has b^n able to look behind the scenes the complexity
and evolutionary nature of the business become immediately apparent. In no
period has the business ever remained static—and this is so today—controlled

as it is by the changing and expanding needs of society and the continuous ad-

vances in the fund of human knowledge. All the engineering arts and their Under-
lying sciences are basic to its progress. Ail the complex facilities for the trans-

mission of speech and signaling and for tht control or switching of channels of

communication have bad to be devised.- New materials, alloys, and compounds
have had to be invented or developed. Mathematics, physics and. chemistry all

-underlie this work. Biology and botany enter into the consideration of textiles

and timber products used in telephone plant. Physiology and psyehology enter

into many aspects of the action of the vocal and auditory organs of the human
body, so intimately associated with "fche use of the telephone.
"Technological advances are therefore basic. Equally essential to the sound

conduct of the business arfe advances in administration, operation, finance and
human relationships so necessary to the rendering of a public service.

It will be clear from later discussion that the very nature of the business

—

growth, constantly changing requirements, advances in knowledge of the art,

etc.—has brought about the evolutionary change in instrumentalities, practices

and procedures. Similarly it will be clear that- each change is weighed carefully

in relation to its possible effect on employment and any other considerations

that may affect the men and Wipmen of the organizatio'n.

With this background, a brief discussion of some of the technological changes
in chnnection with the telephone business and the reasons leading thereto is

appropriate. No attempt will be made to consider separately the research and
development, operation or manufacturing aspects. Many phases of operations

might be chosen but the two most basic will indicate the trend. One is the

development of switching systems for interconnecting individual telephone cus-

tomers with one another; the other, the instrumentalities for the transmission of

conversation.
Switching Systmes.—The earliest problem of interconnecting telephones grew

out of the multiplicity of lines required for direct connections between sub-

scribers. With only two subscribers to be interconnected, simply one line would
be required; for direct connections for three subscribers, three-lines; for five sub-

Entered as "Exblbit No. 2560," see supra, p. 16640.
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scribers, 10 lines; for 10 subscribers, 45 lines; for 100 subscribers, 4,950 lines;

1,000 subscribers, nearly one-half million lines; and so on to astronomical numbers.
The principle is indicated diagrammatically below.

3 TELEPHONES
3UNES

5 TELEPHONES
10 LINES

to TELEPHONES
4S LINES

LINES REQUIRED FOR DIRECT CONNECTIONS
BETWEEN VARIOUS NUMBERS OF TELEPHONES

It was clear that this complexity had to be met by means of a "switchboard"
where all subscribers' lines terminated and where any two could be linked together
by an operator.
The only apparatus available at that time for this purpose was that employed

in telegraph, messenger, and burglar alarm systems. While some of this, such as
wire, insulators, batteries, annunciators, etc., was found useful, the requirements
of telephone service called for signaling and switching equipment different from
that employed in any other branch of the electrical industry. This made it

necessary to develop an entirely new switching art.

When the number of calls became too great for one operator to handle, the
subscribers' terminals had to be duplicated or multiplied one or more times so that
each of the operators could reach all terminals for completing calls. This require-
ment caused a large increase in the central office in the amount of equipment
for each subscriber and greatly increased the complexity of the equipment and
operating work.

As the number of subscribers in a community became too great for a single
central office, a second office just like the first had to be installed and means
provided for connecting the two offices. This necessitated circuits called "trunks"
between the two offices. Later on an additional switchboard of a new type called
a "B" switchboard, for terminatijig these trunks in each office, was required.
This meant extra operators in each office for completing the trunk calls. Each
such call thus required the services of two operators.
Now, as the number of central offices grew, niore interconnecting problems arose

similar to the original one of connecting individual subscribers. For example, to
connect two central offices, two trunks or groups of trunks are required, one in
each direction: to connect four offices, 12 groups are required; for 10 offices, 90
groups; for 100 officers, 9,900 groups, etc. In order to reduce the number of
trunks another new type of switchboard, known as a "tandem" board, had to be
developed. How such a board made possible fewer trunks is illustrated below.

DIRECT TRUNK PLAN

90 CROUPS

ALL TANDEM TRUNK PLAN

20 GROUPS

COMBINATKm
TANDEM AND DIRECT

TRUNK PLAN

~ CENTRAL OfrtCES

COMPARISON OF DIRECT AND TANDEM ARRANGEMENTS
FOR TRUNKING BETWEEN 10 CENTRAL OFFICES
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As the business grew, the increase of trunking and the introduction of tandem
switching further complicated the operating work. The operators hatl to know or

be able to ascertain quickly the route to a large and increasing number of called

offices. With the introduction of the third operator (tandem operator) on some
calls, the chances for delays and errors materially increased.

It is a long step from the early switchboards to the modern ones. As time went
on wholly manual service became' increasingly inadequate and more and more
mechanical aids were necessary in order to give speedy, accurate and effective

service. For example, at the start it was necessary for the subscriber to signal

the operator by turning a crank on a magneto generator at his station, which
action tripped a "drop" in front of the operator which she had to restore by hand
after answering the call. Later, a lamp was substituted which lighted when the
subscriber lifted his receiver to make a call and was extinguished when he hung
up his receiver. Many other arrangements of a machine character became
necessary and desirable. Among these were automatic ringing of the subscriber's

bell and many forms of signaling. Thus, requirements of the service called for

more and more automatic operation, although very few of these changes were
visible to the public.

It early became evident that the future demand for service would be such that

switching systems and operating methods would continue to be more and more
complex and it was clear that manual operation, even with such automatic
features as could reasonably be introduced, would be less and less suitable for

handling the anticipated volumes of traffic, to say nothing of permitting improve-
ments in quality of service. As an indication of this problem, one has but to

consider the situation in gne of the large cities where hundreds of thousands of

telephones are served from many central oflSces. Each subscriber in this net-

work—and it must be borne in mind that there are many types of service: Busi-
ness, residence, coin box, measured, flat rate, etc.-—must be able to reach promptly
every other subscriber and every other class of service. Furthermore, the neces-

sity for reaching the extensive suburban areas as well as the vast number of cities,

towns and rural communities throughout the country requires the handling of

thousands of suburban and long distance messages daily, each of which must be
recorded, supervised and timed. One can readily appreciate the growing com-
plexity of the operating work to meet this situation and the difficulty of main-
taining an accurate and efficient service through the medium of manual operating

methods alone. From such practical realities as these, it waj certain that manual
switchboards, even with such automatic features as could be provided to assist

the operator, could not continue indefinitely to meet adequately the local operating
problems of the larger cities.

It inevitably followed that switching equipment to complete certain types of

connections entirely by mechanical means would ultimately be required. After

exhaustive investigations and experiments, an automatic switchboard which met
the exacting service conditions was developed and introduced for general use in

the early 1920's. Like the manual boards, these automatic boards contine to

undergo change and improvement to better adapt them for the ever-expanding
needs of the business. As an indication of this continuing evolution, a new dial

switchboard known as'the "cross-bar" was introduced in 1938.

Transmission of Speech.—No matter how speedy and accurate the connection,

service is unsatisfactory if the maze of wires, switchboards and other apparatus
does not provide connections over which customers can talk and hear easily and
without repetition or interruption. Thus, in addition to the problems of switch-

ing, there are the problems of putting together and maintaining the various parts

which go to make up the intricate and extensive telephone plant so that every one
of the millions of connections established each day will permit a satisfactory talk,

no matter what the distance.

In the early days the trarismitters and receivers were,^«f course, relatively crude

and inefiBcient. The lines were noisy and were affected by all manner of electrical

disturbances. Connections were limited to distances of a few miles. To permit
the service to expand, ways had to be found to improve transmission. Early

research in this field led to the development of such things as the metallic circuit,

hard-drawn copper wire, and to improvements in the subscribers' instruments
themselves.

With the continued increase in the number of subscribers, especially in the larger

cities, the amount of wire strung along the pole lines and across housetops began
to be so great as to constitute a serious problem. For example, some of the open
wite routes along the principal streets of the cities employed poles ranging up to

90 feet in height which carried over 20 crossarms. These cumbersome structures

with the mass of wires carried across highways and rooftops where vulneral)le to
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fares and sleet storms. This is illustrated by the picture which shows the pole
line and wire arrangements on lower Broadway at John Street, New York City,
in 1890.
Under these conditions, and looking ahead, more reliable and compact forms of

line construction became necessary. This led to the development of cables. The
earliast ones were far from satisfactory. As the single wire grounded method of
transmission was employed, noise and crosstalk, that is, overhearing from one
circuit to another, were troublesome. Also, the existing types of insulation re-

sulted in the strength of the voice currents being reduced rapidly as they pro-
ceeded along the circuit. These conditions limited the length of cable to a few
thousand feet and necessitated development of more efficient cables. This led

to the use of paper insulation on the wires, which reduced the transmission losses,

and to the provision of twisted pairs in the cables for metallic transmission. With
more satisfactory cable circuits, the process of replacing open wires in the larger
cities proceeded rapidly. Longer and longer lengths of cable required still more
efficient transmitters and receivers; this in turn necessitated continued develop-
ment to bring about improvements in station apparatus.

Along with the rapid expansion within cities, there was a rising demand for

service between cities. The first line between Boston and New York was com-
pleted in 1894 and there followed many extensions to more distant parts of the
country. These lines, of the open wire type, were subject to the same hazards
of sleet and fire as the city plant and soon many had to be placed in cable. Due to
the large transmission losess these first intercity cables were limited to tens rather
than hundreds of miles. In the early 1900's, after intensive development work,
a new means of improving the transmission in cables became available, known
as the loading coil. This is an inductance which, when inserted in the cable pairs
at periodic intervals, greatly reduces the transmission loss. With this new de-
velopment, it was possible by 1913 to place the toll circuits in cable along the
eastern' seaboard from Boston to Washington, D. C.
Even with large gauge conductors equipped with the best loading coils avail-

able, inter-city cables could not be extended as far as desired. Furthermore, even
with the open wire plant, Denver was about the farthest point with which con-
versations could be successfully carried on from New York City. To overcome
these limitations, work was begun on the development of a telephone repeater,
that is, an amplifier, that could be inserted at intervals along the route to over-
come transmission losses. A repeater employing a vacuum tube was developed
and applied to the New York-San Francisco route in 1914.

These and other developments made it possible to meet the rapidly growing
demands for long distance service, using modern-day inter-city cables which pro-
vide within a single sheath several hundred telephone circuits and many telegraph
and broadcasting network circuits. Looking ahead, it became evidejQt that still

other developments were necessary and efforts were directed to finding ways and
means of superposing a number of speech channels on one or two pairs of wires.
This resulted in the development of telephone carrier, one present-day example of
which is the cable carrier system, which provides 12 telephone circuits on two pairs
of wires by the use of special terminal equipment and intermediate amplifiers at
many points along the line. Intensive research continues and still other forms
of carrier employing copper tubing are in the otfing.

It is only by means of many technological improvements such as those mentioned
above that it has been possible to provide the satisfactory quality of transmission
which has been so essential to extending the scope of the business.

These examples of technological changes arising from many sources, some even
wholly outside the industry, could be multiplied many times. They are presented
here simply to illustrate a fundamental characteristic of the business, namely,
that one upon another, technological advances are essential to its very life. And
it is clear that progress will only be through this prpcess.

Other Aspects of Technological Changes.—The beneficial long-term effects of
technical progress are present in all phases of operations. Reference already has
been made to the relation of technology to growth, and to the continual improve-
ments in speed, accuracy and dependability of service.
The very nature of the telephone business (speedy, accurate inter-connection

of the constantly expanding millions of telephones throughout the nation, any
one with any other—no limitation as to distance or time) necessitates more and
more intricate and complex physical instrumentalities. In this, technological
advances are essential to keep costs down. While it might be interesting, yet it

would be futile, to speculate as to what the cost of present-day service might be
under the state of the art say thirty, twenty, or, in some respects, even ten years
ago, for the simple reason that service of the present day scope and quality could

124491—41—pt. 30 77
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not be provided in the light of the art of other days. No one questions that

technology has held costs down. It would be impossible to measure the degree.

Costs under an outmoded art are themselves outmoded.
The increase in Bell System plant investment which has accompanied technical

progress is depicted on the graph opposite page 4 and indicates the magnitude of

the demand for new capital investment which growth has entailed. But the

demand for new capital goods is not limited to requirements for growth. Capital

goods already embodied in physical plant wear out or become outmoded and must
be replaced. Therefore, in its effect upon demand for new investment funds for

growth and for new capital goods, technological progress in the telephone business

has greatly increased the needs.

Finally, what has been the effect of technology upon the human element in the

telephone business—the opportunities, wages, and general welfare of men and
women? All of this is of vital concern to Bell System management; and since the

Committee has indicated a special interest in the subject, a somewhat extended

treatment of it appears in the following.

TECHNOLOGY AND EMPLOYMENT

The net result of technological development in the Bell System over the years

is

—

To create and enlarge opportunity for employment.
To increase the productivity of labor.

To make possible constantly higher wages, shorter hours, and better

working conditions.

Enlarged Opportunity for Employment.—Whether or not, as is sometimes said,

mechanization and other technological changes reduce opportunities for employ-

ment in some industries, such changes in the telephone industry increase employ-

ment in the long run. Technological advance, of course, often reduces the labor

content of individual telephone operations. To attach undue importance to this

would be to overlook the more fundamental consideration that such development

overcomes the barriers limiting expansion and thereby opens up new and greater

opportunities for employment.
This result is demonstrated in the graphs opposite, showing the trends of em-

ployees and payroll.2 Naturally, these trends were interrupted by circumstances

growing out of the depression. But, serious as is this setback, there is nothing to

indicate that the long-term upward trend will not continue. This has already

been resumed.
Productivity of Labor.—Efficiency, consistent with safe and wholesome working

conditions, has been an objective of the Bell System from the beginning. On the

whole, however, the continual improvements in instrumentalities and methods

have been made to permit of extending the scope or improving the quality of the

service and not primarily to increase labor productivity.

Naturally, many new arrangements and methods reduce the labor required

for specific operations— the dial switchboard illustrates this. Furthermore,

many changes introduced solely to improve service lessen the work involved in the

operations concerned. For example, improved transmission between customer

and operators reduces errors and repetition of orders and reports; this, in turn,

reduces the effort required to complete a connection. Improvements in "Informa-

tion" switchboards and the provision of more complete and simplified records for

the use of operators who supply information regarding telephone numbers, changes,

moves, etc., have made it possible to perform this service more promptly and

completely and with less work-time per call. Another example is the creosote

treatment of telephone poles, which lengthens the life of the poles and reduces the

amount of work required for inspection and replacement.

Since, however, one of the fundamental policies of the Bell System, and one

which has been adhered to from the beginning, has been to make every effort to

provide security of employment, the introduction of technological changes has

been undertaken in each case with the most careful consideration of the welfare

of the employees involved. As changes occur in instrumentalitiCvS or methods,

the employees affected are generally absorbed elsewhere in the business by
retraining and reassignments, usually in the same locality.

The technological change which may be said to result in actual loss of jobs is the

introduction of the dial switchboard. For the most part, the operators released

are those in manual central offices who were engaged for.the period preceding the

conversion of these offices to dial. These separations are scattered and their

« Entered as "Exhibit No. 2570", see supra, p. IfiMl.
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number is not large in relation to the operating force as a whole. They are offset,

in part, by increased work for men. Except for the dial program, specific tech-
nological changes have rarely caused employees to lose their jobs.

Because of-4;he general interest in the dial, there follows a discussion of that
subject at some length.

The Dial Program.—A fundamental of forward looking management is the
careful timing of changes to permit of steady progress With a minimum of fluctua-

tion in employment, as well as in overall operating results, both for the short
period and the long pull. The dial program was so planned. A large proportion
of the change was accomplished during the period of expansion in the 20's when
most of the employees displaced by the change could be absorbed within the
business and those who could not, found relatively little difficulty in locating jobs
elsewhere. During the depression the rate of introduction of new dial offices was
reduced to a minimum. On the whole, the introduction of the dial has proceeded
at a moderate rather than a rapid pace.

Large numbers of operators are needed with the dial system. This is frequently
not realized, perhaps because of the nature of the dial itself and its original desig-

nation as '.'automatic". The dial system substitutes electromechanical processes
for some, but not all, of the manual operations. In a dial area, operators are
needed to assist customers who dial incorrectly or who require other help. Manual
or dial, there is equal need Of operators for inany special services—among them,
interception of calls on changed or discontinued numbers and supplying informa-
tion about new telephones or telephone numbers in distant places. Also, large

numbers of operators continue to be required for handling toll and long distance
calls. The same is true of operators at private branch exchange boards, of whom
there are about as many in the country as telephone company central offi.ce

operators. On the whole, it is expected that the number of operators will increase,

rather than decrease, with the growth of the business.
Conjecture as to the number of operators that would be required today, whether

more or less, had the dial switchboard not been introduced, is futile. The present-
day scope, quality and price of telephone service would be impo'osible und^r
all-manual operation. The change to dial was inevitable for that reason alon
the limitations of the manual switchboard. The dial system, like many of tf»e

other technological improvements discussed, overcomes these limitations and by
making continued growth possible, increas9S employment opportunities in the
aggregate over the long term.

Discussion of the effect of the dial on employment is not complete if confined
to operators. While, on the one hand, the conversion of individual central offices

to dial operation displaces operators at the time, on the other hand the day-to-day
operation of the dial system makes for more employment of men, as well as in the
manufacturing, construction and installation aspects of the business. Moreover,
under dial operation there is an increase in the complexity of equipment and
practices, with the result that greater knowledge and skill are required of the
employees, both men and women, with resultant higher wages.

In dealing with the specific problems involved in the readjustment of the
operating force when individual central offices are changed to dial operation,
management is constantly endeavoring to avoid adverse reaction on the employees
and takes the utmost care in planning and carrying out the necessary program in

each case. Usually the replacement requires the construction of a new building
and the manufacture and installation of the necessary equipment. Plans for the
conversion, therefore, must be under way some 2 to 3 years in advance of the
actual change. The methods used are perhaps unique in some respects and a
brief mention of the principal ones may be of interest.

As a first step, well in advance of the probable date of conversion, forecasts are
made of force requirements up to and following the conversion. A thorough-
going survey is made of placement opportunities for the operators likely to be
affected by the conversion. On the basis of these estimates and of the practices

outlined below, a program is developed which coordinates all pertinent factors -go

that the force will be of requisite size at all times and the number of operators
released after the conversion will be held to a minimum. This program, of course,

is modified from time to time as required by changing conditions.

Usually, most of the employees on the payroll at the time tho dial program is

started can be given assurance of continued employment; this is partly becaui^e

the force progressively reduces itself by normal resignations and partly because
of the opportunities for reassignmetits. At the earliest possible date each member
of the force is made thoroughly conversant with her probable stafus after the
office changes to dial operation.
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During a period extending from a few months to a year or more prior to the
conversion, all losses from the force are replaced with temporary people who are
engaged with the understanding that their employment is for the period up to
the time of the conversion. These temporary employees are chiefly people who
desire work for limited periods, such as persons taking a year out from school or
expecting to be married soon, or ex-employees who are willing to return for a few
weeks to a few months. Sometimes part of the force losses prior to conversion
are replaced with employees borrowed from other central offices in the same or
other cities. Many other measures are employed to minimize force requirements
prior to the conversion date and the number of employees to be released after
such date; an example is the postponement of most of the vacations until after
the conversion. Employees released are given regular vacation pay. and, since
the early 1930's, generally lump sum seyjaration allowances.
Over a period following the conversion, the operating force is readjusted to the

work requirements of the new basis. A large proportion is retained for services
which continue to be handled manually, such as customer assistance, information,
toll and long distance. Scheduled transfers and postponed resignations take
effect. Borrowed employees return to their home offices. Part or all of the
temporary employees are released, some of whom go to positions which have
previously been arranged for on private branch exchange switchboards.

There are many other interesting aspects of the adjustment of the operating
force in connection with dial conversions, but the foregoing gives some picture of
how this problem is handled with a minimum of unfavorable effect on the em-

• ployees.
Other Employment Considerations.—In addition to increasing employment

opportunities, technological development benefits labor in other ways. That
labor has shared in the fruits of technological development is demonstrated by
the large and consistent proportion of the revenues of the business which is ex-
pended for wages and associated benefits. The wage rates themselves have
increased greatly and today are higher than ever before, notwithstanding the
considerable reduction in hours.
The rise in the average weekly earnings of telephone employees is shown in one

of the graphs opposite page 12. This rise is chiefly the result of increases in basic
wage rates, but other factors have influenced the trend, such as greater length of

service and increasing proportion of more highly skilled jobs.

Other advances which labor has gained with the progress of the business are
longer vacations! increased number of holidays, greater security of employment,
more liberal payments during periods of sickness, more wholesome and safer con-
ditions of work, and similar betterments. Important as is the Bell System
Benefit and Pension Plan in furthering the economic security of the employees
and their dependents^ it will suffice merely to mention that here.

Finally, it may be pointed out that while technological development often
decreases the number of employees required for individual operations, usually
the changed operations require greater knowledge and skill on the part of the
employees. In other words, technology in the telephone business has the effect

of "up-gtading" the workers with, of course, a corresponding favorable influence

on the trend of wage rates.

1933 Period.—The whole of the foregoing, discussing broadly the extent to which
employment opportuinity and welfare of labor are dependent upon technological
advances, deals with the general matter from the long-term viewpoint. This is

in accord with the broad approach which the Committee has suggested.
In the Committee's advance statement specific reference is made to the failure

of substantial recovery since 1933 to eliminatie unemployment. The following

has to do with that reference.

Broadly stated and as indicated in the graph opposite page 4, recovery of
revenues, of services (telephones-conversations) and of total wages has been at
about the same rate; in fact, services to customers (telephones-conversations) and
wages to employees have increased somewhat more rapidly than have the reve-

nues of the business. There is no need, therefore, to refer further to these relation-

ships here.

On the other hand, the number of employees has not increased as rapidly as

these other factors. To understand the reason for this,, and also the reason for the
relatively greater drop in employees and in payrolls from the high of 1930 to the
low point, it is necessary to outline the situation prior to 1930, and the situation as

it existed during the depression years.

The telephone industry, while relatively stable, is none the less directly affected

by the level of business in general. Its activities fall into two broad divisions:

I
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one, day-to-day operations; the other, construction of plant to meet future needs.
Construction is naturally less stable than operations".

There can be no back log of unfilled orders—telephone connections between
customers must be completed promptly as requested. Facilities must be pro-
vided in advance. Personnel must be engaged and trained in advance.
Under this obligation of preparedness, and with the heavy demands for service

in the 1920 decade, a large construction program had to be carried on to insure
adequate physical facilities. In this period, annual gross additions rose from a
level of 200 million dollars to 600 million dollars per year; in all some 3.5 billion

dollars of construction was completed as compared with one billion a decade
earlier. The investment in plant rose from 1.2 billion at the beginning of 1920
to 3.7 billions at the end of 1929.
To assure preparedness in personnel, large numbers of new employees had to be

engaged and trained, and in advance. Thousands of these were needed simply
to maintain the existing force—during the 20's, for example, resignations and
other normal losses amounted on the average each year to more than 40 per cent,
of the force. The losses are shown in the graph below. i These had to be replaced,
and other thousands of new employees had to be engaged for the increased require-
ments. By the end of 1929, there were about 90,000 employees with less than one
year of service—25 per cent, of the total force. On the average, 40,000 em-
ployees were engaged in the construction of plant necessary to care for current
growth.
The result of all these factors was that by the end of 1929 the Bell System

personnel reached a total of 364,000. This was clearly an abnormal situation and
not an appropriate yardstick with which to appraise subsequent developments.

With the depression, and in 1930, came a sudden, sharp drop in demands for

new facilities and a slowing up in telephone usage. To make the force situation
more difficult, normal force lossef decreased materially, incidental absences
dropped, the experience and resulting skill of the forces increased and operating
conditions generally become easier. These changes at once produced a surplus of
people and this situation became progressively more acute.
As the work volume dropped, adjustments had to be made to bring -the forces

more in line. This was done in an orderly way and with the utmost regard for

the welfare of the men and women. Construction was carried on for a period at
existing levels but had to be curtailed as more and more telephones were discon-
tinued and usage reduced. Intensive sales and other .prorhotional activities

were carried on. Thousands of employees were retained by spreading the avail-

able work and other thousands by introducing productive "made" work.
Despite all efforts, work requirements dropped steadily. There was simply

not enough work to go around. Had the System released all employees not
actually needed, instead of spreading work and providing made work, there would
have been more than 60,000 fewer employees at the bottom of the depression; this

condition prevailed in varying degree throughout the depression.
The readjustments of the force took place gradually and over a period of

years. For the most part the readjustments'occurred by not making replacements
of natural losses—resignations, deaths and retirements. Layoffs because of lack
of work and dismissals because of unsatisfactory, work actually averaged a lower
percentage of the regular force during the depression than during the previous
10 years. This is shown by the preceding graph. Those affected were chiefly the
short service employees, not the older people.

Employees laid off were given their regular vacation pay in advance and, in

addition, it became increasingly the practice to pay lump sum allowances at the
time of separation in order to assist them in their readjustments.

In brief, as the situation existed at the time, all was done that soundly could be
done to lessen the reaction.

Here, then, stood the situation late in 1933 as losses in telephones and shrink-

age in usage and in revenues stopped. There was appreciable excess plant, the
result of the loss of 2,600,000 telephones and the continuing of construction in

the interest of employment—there remained an excess in the force because of

the desirable practice of spreading of work—there were those on "made" work.
The force as a whole had an experience factor theretofore never attained. In
1933 the average length of service was 10 years; the "1928- 1929 average was 5>^.

During this period there were no new technological changes which might have
tended to aggravate the immediate unfavorable employment situation.

With this greater experience—with plant margins beyond any that existed

before—with little of .the day-to-day activities of the organization associated

' Entered as "Exhibit No. 2571," see supra, p. 1C&46.
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with the problems incident to growth—with incidental force absence small, and
with the continuing improvements in management procedures and practices—the
effectiveness of the entire organization became progressively greater.

Therefore, as the losses in telephones were regained, as usage became greater,
and as the number of dial telephones increased, the added work was handled
with relatively few additions to the force, particularly as during the early part of
the "pick-up" period there was less and less spreading of work, until the force as a
whole worked full time—40 hours.

Stated briefly, as the work load dropped the forces were not readjusted down-
ward to the full extent of this—at the low point, as previously mentioned, there
were some 60,000 employees over and above the actual requirements. These
had to be gradually absorbed; and there was little new plant required. This
explains why the increase in number of employees has not kept pace with the
increase in telephones, usage and revenues. On the other hand, the number of
employees has increased over the past few years and, as growth continues and the
telephone markets are further developed, it is expected that this upward trend
will continue. More and more people will be required to meet additional con-
struction needs and for day-to-day operations.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, it is clear that the provision of communication facilities adequate
to care for the expanding and ever-changing social and business needs of the
nation can be met in no other way than through a close adherence to the established
policy of prompt recognition, development and introduction of essential techno-
logical changes making for cheaper and better plant as well as for more efficient

administration and operation.
As to the effect of these changes on employment, the number of people now

employed in the Bell System is certainly far greater than it would have been had
the art remained static. Opportunities for employment have been enlarged.
Higher wages have resulted, along with shorter hours and many other betterments
in working conditions.
The meeting of Bell System objectives of the best possible service of broadest

scope at lowest cost consistent with fair return and just treatment of employees
has been possible only as a result of taking full advantage of these technological
advances.
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Exhibit No. 2573

(Chart based on following statistical data appears in text on p. 16665.)

Production, Employment and income Distributed, Bell System, 1919-1938

[1923-25= 100]
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Exhibit No. 2579

[Submitted by the National Federation of Telephone Workers]

[From Fifth Annual Reportof the Federal Communications Commission for fiscal year ending June 30, 1939]

Selected data showing the development through the years 1926 lo 1938, inclusive, of
Class A telephone carriers which reported for the year 1938 *

Year
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Exhibit No. 2580

[Submitted by the National Federation of Teleplione Workers]

[from Fifth Annual Report of the Federal Communications Commission for fiscal year ending June 30, 1939]

Selected data showing the development through the years 1926 to 1938, inclusive, of
Class A telephone carriers which reported for the year 1938 '

Year
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Exhibit No. 2581

(Submitted by the National Federation of Telephone Workers]

[From Firth Annual Report of the FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION for the fiscal

year endmg June 30th 1939)

Selected data showing the development through the years 1926 to 19S8, inclusive, of
Class A telephone carriers which reported for the yedr 1938 '

Year
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Exhibit No.2583

[Submitted by the National Federation of Telephone Workers]

Bell System—Index of output per employee and employee man-hour ^

Year
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Exhibit No. 2586

(Submitted by the National Federation of Telephone Workers]

Production, employment and output per employee summary indexes for the telephone

industry (Bell "ystem)—All employees: 1919-37 '

[1929=1001

Year
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total electrical production of 2.'5 percent, and approximately $620,000,000 worth
of motors-j motoro which rose from 10.1 percent of the total production to 15.1

percent. Of these two items, i* is probably sstfe te say %bftt the majority of the
firsts control apparatus- and a sizable percentage of the second have gone to

other industries, where they have replaced more primitive apparatus.
In addition to the control apparatus mentioned above, there is a separate

industry classified by the census as "Instruments and Apparatus, Profes-
sional, Scientific, Commercial and Industrial," which, according to "Indus-
trial Instruments and Changing Technology" (WPA National Research Project,

Report # Ml, October, 1938) is being more and more refined on electrical princi-

ples. This industry, between 1909 and 1929, increased its production almost
fiffey-50-fold, and in the latter year sold $30,000,000 worth of products to industrial

concerns. It is pointed out, however, that whereas in 1919, for each thouaand
dollaro $1,000 invested in machinery only $3 was spent for control instruments,
by 1935 fef each thousand dollaro ef machinery purohaocd, there wae purohaacd
that figure had reached $14.37 ef control apparatua .

The second important factor along %hie li»e item in this connection is the fact

that direct controlling apparatus, such as tachometers, flow meters, etc., as opposed
to strictly indicating and recording instruments, are becoming increasingly im-
portant. Thus, in 1923, only 7.7 percent of aU instruments produced were control

instruments, but by 1935 control instruments represented SSyi percent of all new
instrument sales. "These increasingly important industrial instruments repre-

sent a type of equipment which is relatively inexpensive and serve to contribute
substantially toward reducing costs of production and toward increasing effective

capacity of equipment already in use, thus obviating the installation of new
machinery. As a safeguard against break-down, instruments serve to reduce the
volume of repair work. Through securing uniformity of operation, they help
minimize the wear of machinery and extend its normal life.

It must be remembered that, conversely, technological changes in other indus-

tries brought about through products developed in the electrical industry will in

turn reflect upon the production and employment in the electrical industry itself.

Thus the Federal Power Commission reports, in "National Power Survey:
Interim Report, Powers Series #1, 1935," that steam-power units installed in

central power stations in the period of 1931 to 1934 averaged over 30,000 kilowatts
in capacity, as against approximately 15,000 kilowatts per unit in 1921 to 1925.

"The original investment per unit of capacity is a great deal smaller for large

tjteam-electric generating stations than for small ones, ranging from $135 to $150
per kilowatt for stations of a capacity of 2,000 kilowatts to $92 to $1 15 per kilowatt
for stations of 200,000 kilowatts. The cost per unit of capacity in the case of

boilers capable of producing 1 million pounds of steam per hour is less than one-
half that of a boiler with one-tenth that capacity.

"Likewise, in Diesel plants investment per unit of capacity varies inversely

with the capacity, declining from $230 to $106 as the capacitv increases from 100
to 10,000 kilowatts." i

"Again, wherever large-capacity electric motors are required, similar economies
in investment per unit of motor capacity are secured as the capacity of the motors
increases." ^

"Another outstanding development in the power industry has been the growing
use of the 'topping' technique, whereby the exhaust steam from high-pressure,

high-temperature turbines is utilized by being discharged into the steam headers
of lower-pressure units. In this way it is possible to increase the capacity of

existing stations from 40 to 90 percent without an increase in fuel requirements
and without corresponding additions to plant and equipment. Instead of replac-

ing all of the obsolete units in the recovery years since 1933, replacementof certain

key units was thus sufficient to secure the required modernization of equipment
and expansion of capacity. 'Topping' units represented more than 75 percent
of the total turbine capacity installed in the period from January 1936 to May 1937
in central stations using pressures of 1,000 pounds and over and about 30 percent
of all turbine capacity installed using pressures above 400 pounds." ^

All the above have had the effect of lowering the amount of employment and
production in the electrical industry.
The electrical industry, for all practical purposes, could be termed a concen-

trated industry. Of 29 states reported in the U. S. Census, 95 percent of the

' "Effects of Technological Developments upon Capital Formation"—National Research Project, p. 6.

2 "Effects of Technological Developments Upon Capital Formation"—National Research Project, p. 4.

' "Effects of Technoloc;ical Developments Upon Capital Formation"—National Research Project, p. H.
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total electrical products manufactured are produced in 12 slates. Of these 12,

9 which ftP« located north of the Mason-Dixon Line and east of the Mississippi
River produce 87 percent of the total production. It could be pointed out further
that within these states there are rather decided concentrations in limited areas,
such as Philadelphia and Pittsburgh, in the State of Pennsylvania. Further-
more, the industry is concentrated from the standpoint of the importance of
major companies; General Electric, Westinghouse, and Western PJIectric, for
example, annually produce between 25 %e and 35 percent of the total production.

In The Structure of the American Economy, the National Resources Committee
reports that 44.4 percent of the total value of production in the electrical machinery
apparatus and supplies industry was produced by the 4 largest producers. The
tabulation which follows points out this fact to an even more startling degree,
for whereas only 4 percent of the 1,400 plants in the electrical industry had an
annual production in 1937 of $5,000,000 or more (and it must be remembered
that this 4 percent includes in many cases more than one plant of a given company,
such as General Electric) this 4 percent employed 51.7 percent of all the wage
earners, and produced 57.6 percent of the value of products.

Electrical Industry 1937 Classified by Value Produced—Percentage

Value Produced
($000)
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per unit of capacity or of output than is called for in the operation of smaller

equipment units.

"In addition to those direct economies brought about by the introduction of

large-capacity units, there are indirect ones, such as those associated with instal-

lation costs per unit of capacity. Floor space required per unit of capacity is

much smaller for larger than for smaller units. Saving in floor space clearly

implies a smaller volume of plant construction to secure a given productive
capacity. There are similar economies in transportation costs per unit of capacity

as larger-capacity units are used.

"The obvious implication of the trend toward larger-capacity equipment is

that during the recovery period after 1933—as idle plants were being put into

operation and as old obsolete machinery was being replaced^—considerably smaller

capital outlays and less construction of equipment were required than in the middle
twenties to secure the same or even an increased volume of output." *

Regarding the second point mentioned above, the question of research in rela-

tionship to large companies, the report of the National Research Project, entitled,

"Industrial Research and Changing Technology" points out that the electrical

industry was one of the first to engage in large scale research. At the present

time, the electrical industry is the fourth largest industrial group as to research,

and accounts for approximately 7 percent of the total industrial research employ-
ment in the United States.

Radio, another branch of our industry, at present accounts for approximately
2.5 percent of industrial research employment.

Furthermore, between 1927 and 1938 research employment in the electrical

industry has grown 58 percent, while research employment in the radio industry

has grown 1,600 percent.
Regarding the concentration of research within these specific fields, the report

states that 18 companies, which represent 25 percent of all electrical companies
conducting research, employ 82 percent of the research workers.

In radio, 5 companies, which represent 25 percent of those doing research,

account for 83 percent of the research employment.
Finally, among the 45 largest employers of research workers, there are 6 firms

in the electrical and radio field as well as 2 others whose secondary production in

the electrical apparatus division is very great.

In relation to large plants, another factor is of great importance. These con-

cerns have, for several years, been experimenting with job specifications, and this

process has perhaps been given wider acceptance in our field than in many other

industries. In this manner, they have been able to break down jobs into a num-
ber of minor operations, and on the basis of classification of these minor operations

the workers are hired and paid. Thus, instead of hiring a machinist, for example,
who is unquestionably a skilled worker and receives much higher rates of pay,
new workers are today hired as punch press operators, screw machine operators,

etc. at considerably lower rates. This tendency has reached alarming propor-

tions, for the ratio f€e^ of skilled workers to the total labor force is continually

dropping. In faet, deed many previously skilled workers have today become, by
definition and in fact, semi-skilled workers. We estimate that today less than

% of the employees in our industry are in the skilled classifications. The following

table will give some idea of the importance of these classifications:

Skilled- ---- 78,000 21 percent

Semi-Skilled 196,000 52 percent
Unskilled 105, 000 27 percent

(These classifications include the same occupations as those of the Bureau of

Labor Statistics.)

The productivity of American workers has been increasing steadily. If 1899
were considered 100 percent, productivity per wage earner was between 151

percent and 155 percent in 1927, according to Recent Economic Changes. There
is no reason to believe that since that time productivity has declined or has even
decelerated.

Regarding one branch of our industry, Production, Employment and Produc-
tivity in 59 Manufacturing Industries, Report # SI of the National Research
Project, states that the output per man hour in the electric lamp industry rose

from 25.4 in 1920 to 108.2 in 1&31, using 1929 as 100.

Working only from 1929 to date, we have found the following to be true of our
industry. Taking 1937 as 100 and considering the entire industry—that is,

electrical machinery apparatus and supplies, radios and parts, refrigerators and

• "Effect of Technological Developments Upon Capital Formation," National Research Project, p. 6.
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other major appliances—we find that the units produced in 1929 were 108.5
which dropped to 39.3 in 1932, and was 74.5 in 1938 and 99.7 in 1939. Hours
worked per week are now about 25 percent under 1929, and employment is

approximately 16 percent under 1929. However, production per man is 10
percent over 1929 and 18 percent higher than 1937. Production per man hour is,

at present, almost 36 percent higher than in 1929 and 19 percent higher than in

1937. The greatest gain made in productivity was in the heavy section of the
industry, that is, electrical machinery and apparatus, where production per man
is now 23 percent above both 1929 and 1937, while productivity per man hour is

about 32 percent above 1929 and 29 percent above 1937.

In radio, productivity in 1938 was higher than in 1939, but in 1939 productivity
per man is+still almost 36 percent above 1937, and over 100 percent higher than
in 1929. Practically the same is true of productivity per man hour.

In the ajjpliances and miscellaneous field, productivity per man is slightly less

than it was in 1929, but is about 3 percent better than 1927, while productivity
per man hour is 4 percent better than 1927 and 28 percent better than 1929.

(See Tables 1 to 5 following.)
Using a different method of computation, and considering only the census data

of the electrical machinery, apparatus and supplies industry, we find the following:

Productivity per man-hour, with 1929 being considered as 100, rose to 132.5 in

1931. There are various reasons for this, among which are the closing down of

less efficient plants, the closing down of less efficient departments, of plants,

concentration of production in the most efficient units, laying off all but the most
"capable" workers, intensification or speed-up of work, and the introduction of

more mechanical processes. By 1933 productivity was back to 122.8 and dropped
another 2 percent by 1935, and then rose in 1937 to 122.7. We estimate that in

1938 it had again risen to 125 and in 1939 reached a peak of 137.5. (See Table 6
following.)

Table 1.— Value of production

la— [In millions]
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Table 1.— Value of production—Continued

EMPLOYMENT
[In Thousands!
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Table 3.

—

Electrical machinery and supplies

[U. S. Census]
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Table 5.

—

Appliances and Miscellaneous Products—Production, Employment,
Hours, Wages, Productivity & Labor Cost 1929 and 19S2 to 1939

[1937=
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To put this data in still a different form, if the labor force of 1929 in our Industry
(machinery, apparatus, radio appliances, etc.) were now employed on a 35-hour
week, the volume of production would be about the same as in 1929; and if the

present work week were used, production would be approximately 10 percent
greater than 1929.

Should the argument be advanced that productivity figures based upon the
units produced are invalid due to price changes, the following points from the
tables previously submitted should be worth noting.

For the entire industry, the labor cost per $100 of value produced has dropped
about 15 percent between 1929 and 1939. In the heavy branch of the industry,

that is electrical machinery and apparatus, labor costs have dropped about 19

percent. In radio the drop has been only about 2 percent and in the appliances

and miscellaneous products, the drop has been approximately .5 percent.

This would indicate that whether we calculated productivity on the basis of

units, or value produced, there has been an increase over the past 10 years in all

lines.

We must, furthermore, point out that whether we consider productivity on the

bnsis of units or value, or whether we consider productivity per man or per man
hour, wages have not kept up with productivity. Between 1929 and 1939 the

average weekly wage for the ent'ire industry has dropped approximately 5 percent,

while the productivity figures, as mentioned above, have gone up. In the heavy
branch of the industry wages dropped 2 percent; in radio they are slightly above
1929, and in the appliances and miscellaneous field the drop has be u over 15

percent.
Present technological trends are not so revolutionary as the introduction of

steam or electricity. "These technological changes are directed primarily at im-

proving the existing technology . . .
"." In many cases there is no change in

a machine itself, but in the attachment of a controlling mechanism. In many
cases it does not effect the producing mechanism at all but consists of an improved
raw material.

Technology affects the worker in many ways. By simplifying operations it

reduces skills, allows time study norms to be easily established and results in

lowered total employment, lower wages, and loss of skill. It also increases the

relative proportion of women employed and affects to a great extent the age distri-

bution of workers.'
The concluding section of our report will cite specific instances in our industry

which demonstrate all the above conclusions.

^

The following excerpts of reports sent to the National Office of the U. E. give a

much better picture of technological changes in our industry than several volumes
of derived statistics.

1. From a man who has worked for 5 years in an instrument shop iii New York
City.

"I have been employed as instrument-assembler since September 1935.

"About one year ago the following labor saving machines were installed:

1) One Warner & Swasey Turret Lathe #4, model 1933, reconditioned, to

replace on Engine lathe.

On operations at present performed, double output per man-hour, setting-

up time included in the new working hours. This machine has capi-

talized its cost after about J^ year of operation.

2) One high speed 4-spindle drill press, to replace one 3-spindle drill press of

less power and speed.
Output per man-hour increased about 10 percent.

3> One Pratt & Whitney M-1115 Multiple Drill-press with 16 adjustable

spindles, to perform jig-drill work, formerly done ,on the 3-spindle

drill-press.

On operations at present performed (up to 8 spindles used simultaneously)

output per man-hour increased on some parts as much as 10-fold, due to

less jigging and due to drilling all holes in one stroke: average increase

on all operations now performed on this unit about 4 to 5-fold.

« "Effects of Technological Developments upon Capital Formation", Works Progress Administration,

' In September 1939 the Electrical Industry employed 15.8% more men but 32.2% more women than in

September 1938. In Radio the increases were 29.7% for men and 50.1% for women. (Women's Bureau,

U. S. Dep't of Labor). ^ ,

« At the Wcstinghouse plant in Pittsburg the output of two departments was increased 254 and 2h limes,

with no increase in labor force, thru a rearrangement of machines combined with installation of some con-

veyors, etc. (C. Q. Johnson, "Plant Layout Cashes in on Motion Economy" Factory Manngemtnt and
Maintenance, Vol. 92, No. :i (Mar. 1934), pp. lU-fi.)
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4) One turret attachment for one of the two precision lathes, transforming
the same for many purposes into a handscrew machine.

Correct data not available due to lay-off of former operator, who worked
without attachment.

Inside of the last 3 months the following new tool machines were added:
5) Two Hardinge Cataract Precision lathes with turret attachments.

Without turret attachment each unit about 10 percent more effective, due
to qiiicker speed-change and easier set-up performance.

6) Two Ettco Emric Drill presses, specially adapted for holding precision
tapping attachments, to perform tapping operations formerly done with
ordinary tapping attachments on a regular 1-spindle or on a 3-spindle
drill press.

Probably 20 percent more effective, besides saving on broken taps due to
automatic clutch.

7) Several single spindle drill presses, mainly for use in the assembly depart-
ment, to cut down on unnecessary handling of material and assemblies.

"To keep the new machines working under full load, many jobs, formerly
done under sub-contract by other concerns for the Corp., are now done in their
own machine shop. Total average increase of output per mdn-hour of the whole
machine-shop department is about 50 percent.

Total Number of employees one year ago 75; of those in machine shop 30
(40 percent).

Total Number of employees at present 102: of those in machine shop 38
(37 percent)

.

and this smaller percentage of machinists doing work, formerly done on the
outside, decreasing thereby the jobs on hand by the sub-contractor, and fully

supplying an assembly department, which itself is working more efficiently due
to installation of department-drill presses, arbor-presses, and various jigs and
fixtures. (A new W&S Turret lathe #4-1939 recently installed not calculated.)

"Production is mainly for U. S. Army and Navy (airplane, ship and subma-
rine gauges). A reduction in the production-cost, even when expressed in a
lower selling price will not increase the demand by as much as one unit."

2. Fuse production, Brooklyn:
"Previously it took 17 people and 17 operations to complete the making of a

fuse. The company installed a machine, the Weiss machine, whereby 9 people
can now complete the fuse."

3. Metal fabrication, Brooklyn:
"Bright acid dip: Process whereby metals are dipped in a bright acid solution

and the process of hand polishing on a buff is eliminated."
4. From an electric plant in St. Louis:
"My work for the past 3 years has been assembling oil burners.
"When I began working here I could assemble, test, and inspect 5 burners in

a 9 hour shift. Now I am able to carry 8 through the line in an 8>^ hour shift.

"This has been accomplished by a technical simplification of the parts used
thereby cutting down the cost of labor in the assembly line and a£o cost Of
materials. Formerly where two units were used for pump and cut-off valve now
only one is used, as the cut-off valve has been incorporated within the pump itself

at a smaller cost than the making of two units, and at the same time eliminating
work in the assembly line.

"A number of other technical simplifications were made which cut down the
work of assembling.

"As a result this has cut down my income as I now only work a little more than
half the time I formerly worked.
"When such changes take place in industry the old men who have been dis-

placed are kicked out and new unskilled men and sometimes women are brought
in to run the machines at reduced wages, as the new machines take the skill out
of the work and thus the trade becomes nil."

5. From an incandescent lamp works in New Jersey:
"In reply to your letter of January 30, 1940, I submit some facts. In and prior

to 1929—it required the work of 6 girls to make a production of 3,500 packed
lamps of various types per day working 8^ hours per day and receiving between
$23 and $25 per week. Today it requires less than 6 girls to produce 15,000 per
day in 8 hours. This is considered slow—we have new machines running 2,000
per hour or 17,600 per day. So much for girls. By moving machinery closer
together and the use of mechanical arms, conveyor belts, etc. it also helped reduce
the amount of men needed to maintain these machines."
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6. From one of the largest producers of electrical machinery:
"My department, consisting of 48 employees, produces 20,000 double or 40,000

single magnets per week, working one shift of 8 hours, 5 days per week.
"A new system of manufacturing magnets is now being introduced and within

a few months the new set up will be complete. Under the new set up, production
will be the same but the number of employees will be reduced by 12. The chief

difference in the new set up is that the magnets will now be poured into moulds
instead of formed, thus eliminating such operations as cutting the steel for the
magnets, forming the steel, hardening (in the new set up hardening will be ac-

complished by the use of cobalt), aging, gap grinding, shoeing, single magnetizing
and measuring.

"Elimination of operations and the consequent reduction in the cost of pro-

duction was not the reason for installing the new set up. The new type magnet
is of a better grade and was already being produced by competitors."

7. The meter department of the same company:
"I have been employed in the meter department as a drill press operator for

the past 15 years. In 1939, 33 men were employed in the machining of cast iron

frames for meters, 3 8-hour shifts, 11 men to a shift. The total man hours for

one week was 1320, and 15,000 frames were produced.
"In 1939 a machine known as the straight line machine was set up in the de-

partment. This machine is 60 ft. long, is composed of 75 tools, 18 jigs, 28 motors,

3 hydraulic pumps, 8 safety switches, and will perform 37 operations. This
machine eliminates such man operations as drilling, tapping, milling, profiling,

counter boring, and reaming.
"The machine operates 2 shifts a day, with one operator a shift, and the total

production capacity is 240 frames per hour, or better than 19,000 per week for

the 2 shifts, but due to occasional breakdowns the average production is 15,000

per week, or the same production as that of 33 men.
"Two new jobs per shift have been created—mechanics to service the machine,

and repair in case of breakdown. Thus, 6 men produce the same number of

frames per week as did 33 in 1938, a reduction of 27 men, and the man hours
have been cut from 1320 to 240 per week."

8. From a lamp company in Ohio:
"(A) Stem Machine—Used for making the insides of standard electric light

bulbs. The machine used in the past, produced 1600 stems per hour. The new
machine will produce 2000 stems per hour, an increase of 400 per hour.

"(B) Three or four years ago an automatic feeder was built for a machine doing

a certain operation on radio tubes. Before the feeder was used, 4 girls were re-

quired to serve one machine. After the feeder was put in operation, it required

only 1 girl to serve 5 machines.
"(C) 15 years ago the Glass Division used 8 bulb blowing machines, producing

3500 bulbs per hour, and required the services of 50 girls per shift and 3 shifts

per day,— 150 girls for the 24 hrs. Today 2 new machines make 360 bulbs per

minute, or 21,600 bulbs per hour, and use 100 girls for the 24 hours.

"(D) New production methods and modern machinery has enabled the manage-
ment to decrease the working force by 81 men, and still produce more than at

any time in the history of the company."
9. From a large battery plant in New Jersey:

"About 7 years ago there was a rolling mill in operation at our plant. This

mill employed about 30 men. The company installed a Stickel Mill, with the

result that they can now produce considerably more rolled metal and reciuirc

only 4 men.
"In the Iron Load Department the elimination of 50 men was accompli.shed

by the installation of more modern machinery.
"There is a department known as the 'Crane Department' ^hich at ofic time

contained twenty cranes. Each Crane required an operator prior to the invention

of the automatic crane which runs without any human assistance. They now
produce about double the quantity with 10 of these automatic cranes and no

operators.
"In our plating department the installation of continual plating machines has

enabled the company to do away with about 75 men.
"In 1938, with normal production, we had about 2000 people on the payroll.

With peak production in 1937 we had only 937 people employed."
10. From a battery plant in Wisconsin:

"I have been working here for about 7 years, and in that time these arc the

.changes that have been made. In the production of batteries there are lead plates
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to be made and at the beginning of my employment the lead plates were made by
hand, and now they are being made by a fast producing machine which is capable
of turning out about 10,000 lead plates per 8-hour day, where when same plates

were made by hand a man could put out about 1500-2000 lead plates per 8 hour
day. Lead parts are to be made by a machine, whereas now they are being made
by hand thereby taking off approximately 2 men per 8-hour shift. At the present
time there are about 8-10 men trimming lead parts, whereas when the new
machine will be in full running, these men will be taken off, as the new machine
will produce lead parts that will not necessitate the trimming of the parts. A
process of pasting of the lead parts were previously done by 6 men, now is produced
by a machine operated by 3 men.

"In our Forming Room, work which was done previously by 5 men is now being
done by 3 men on an 8 hour production basis. There are other operations which
the writer is not familiar with, but are being handled by the firm in the manner as
the aforementioned operations."

11. From a metal fabricating plant in New Jersey:
"I have been working for over 6 years on power presses, stamping aluminum,

and have never been laid oflf, until this year. The reason for this is simply that
before a man had to operate one machine, whereas now one man operates 3 or 4
machines. I have every reason to believe that in the near future one man might
have to operate more than 3 or 4.

"Firstly, the company had installed hitch feeds, that is the hitch feed feeds the
stock into the die. Secondly, they began to install automatic stops; that is if the
machine jams, it will stop itself. Thirdly, as I was laid off they were contemplating
the installment of electric eyes on the presses so that even if the stock came to an
end, the machine would stop and a red light would flash on. And finally, they have
improved the dies in such a manner that whereas before each die had one oper-
ation, now that same die does 4 operations, therefore, they can get much more work
out with not quite half the number of men that they had previously."

12. From another shop ii) St. Louis the following changes are reported:

PUNCH SHOP MOTOR WORK

Production per day was—H D 1013-1237 stators (perf or notch) ; 8 min.

—

12,000 a day
Production per day now—H D 1013-1237 stators (perf or notch); 2 min. 5

seconds—47,200 a dav
Was—H D 2023 Rotors (perf or notch) ; 8)^ min.—13,600 a day per man per 100)
Now—H D 2023 Rotors (perf or notch) 4}4 min.—21,600 a day per man per 100)
Was—H D 1410—8577 Rotors (perf or notch); 7>^ min.— 11,200 a day
Now—H D 1410—8577 Rotors (perf or notch); 3]4 min.—28,000 a day

SMALL MOTOR DIVISION

Stator Core Division :—5 men—610 day. Formerly hand rolled band to hold
iron together, new hydraulic press does 630 pes. 2 men operating. All figures on
8 hr. da3^ This speed up within the last 30 days.
Punch Shop—motor work: Copper seg. bland 29,600 a day (formerly done)

Now being done—55,000 a day. Protector Blank #3712, 24,000 per day formerly.
Protector Blank #3712, 96,000 per day now.
Welding machines on dust shields Hydraulic Brakes since 1936—job of welding

shoe guides on dust shields speeded up from 380 (ore welding) pes. until today
768 (machine welding). Brake shoe group lyi for 1 man was 400— 1 man today

—

2400.

Was

—

Now

—

#MB 5075 short center weight blank #MB 5075 short center weight blank
(perf stack) ; and using 2 men at 4 min. perf stack— 1 :20 bunch or 730 bunches
per bunch—240 bunches per day per day— 1 man

#F C 309 retainer's blank perf. 2 min— #F , Cj 309 retainer's blank perf. IJ^

48,000 day (formerly 10 min. 9,600 min.—64,000 day
day) #1304 Valve Body Blank & pelf 2J4

1304 Valve Body Blank & perf 8,000 min.—36,400 day
day #4084 Baffle plates assemble 6 min

—

4084 Baffle plates assemble 28 min— 16,000 day
3,400 day
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TRANSFORMER FARM LINE

I

Operation—lead assembly (making leads & adding terminal)'
1937—6 min to each lead
1940— 1.16 min per lead
Farm line—boxing—assembling transformer element in tank straight hourly

rate
42 min each in 1937 (42^ per hour)
1940—34 min each

NOTES TO TABLES

Table 1.—Employment in the appliances field for the individual items are esti-

mated for census years on the basis of production per man. Thus in 1937 there
were 50,623 workers in the refrigeration industry who produced $363,000,000
worth cf products. In the same year there were approximately $193,000,000
worth of electrical refrigerators produced in the refrigerator industry. Thus, if

production per man was the same throughout, we can assume that approximately
53 percent of the workers were employed in the manufacture of electrical refriger-

ators. The same reasoning was carried out for each of the products listed. Inter-

censal years were then figured on the basis of B. L. S. indexes of employment.
Values were obtained by adding census items. A smooth curve of the ratio of

census production to new orders as reported in the "Survey of Current Business"
was constructed in order to interpolate intercensal years' production. Supple-
mentary data published by NEMA, tS^ade journals, and some company data were
used as a check and to obtain the relative amount of electrical production in

certain census branches, such as turbines and tools.

We have used production and employment of business machines as a whole,
because the non-electrical parts of this industry would be balanced by certain

other electrical machines in other fields, as electrical typewriters, duplicators, etc.

Table 2. Production.—The method of obtaining the intercensal figures on pro-

duction are discussed above. Employment is based on B. L. S. data. The same
method was followed to obtain production in the electrical machinery, apparatus,
and supplies industry, and in appliances and miscellaneous products. The pro-
duction in radio is based upon the census, and an article by Julius Weinberger,
entitled "Economic Trends in the Radio Industry", pubhshed in the November
1939 issue of the Proceedings of the I. R. E.
Tables 2, 3, 4, and 5, derived indexes, were obtained as follows: productivity

per man is obtained by dividing the indexes of production per man by the index
of average weekly hours worked. Labor cost per $100 value, is obtained by
dividing the product of employment and weekly wages by the index of^ units

produced.

"Exhibit No. 2606," introduced on p. 16746, is on file with the committee.

Exhibit No. 2607

[Submitted by the International Business Machines Corp.]

Wages and Hours of Labor at the IBM Endicott Plant, l'926-19S9

Year
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Exhibit No. 2608

17425

Routine Clerical Workers: ' Cumulative Percentage Distribution by Anny,al Earnings
in Large and Small Cities, 1929
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Exhibit No. 2610

(Submitted by United Office and Professional Worlcers of America]

Growth of Clerical Class

1870
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Exhibit No. 2613

[Submitted by the United Office and Professional Workers of America]

Distribution of Clerical Employees in SO Cities by Earnings 1935-1936

Earnings of less

than
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Exhibit No. 2616

(Submitted by the United OfSce and Proressional Workers of America]

Overtime compensation table

No Pay Hourly
Rate

Supper
Money

Equiv.
Time off

l^i times
Hr. Rate

Textiles
Office Equipment
Publi.shers
Food Products
Retailers (small)..-

Retailers (large)

Wholesalers (small)
Wholesalers (large)

Banks.
Utilities....
Manufacturers
Heavy Industries
Auto Access & Equip.
Railroads
Aircraft
Furniture & Stoves
Farm Implements
Insurance.
Petroleum Prod
Bldg. Mat & Equip...
Amusements
Drugs, Soap, Cosmet.
Miscellaneous...

Exhibit No. 2617

Productivity and labor requirements in manufacture of cotton textiles, 1910 and 19S6
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Exhibit No, 2618

17429

Per cent of increase in man-hour output of processing departments in 1936 cnmvared
with 1910

PER CENT OF INCREASE IN MAN-HOUR OUTPUT IN MILL PRODUCING

Department

Carding
Spinning
Spooling & warping
Slashing & drawing.
Weaving
Cloth room

Carded
Broad-
cloth
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Exhibit No. 2621

Labor productivitij and man-hour requirements in manufacturing woolens and
worsteds, 1910 and 1936
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Exhibit No. 2623

Annual fiber consumption in the Vnited States

[Units are millions of pounds]

17431

Cotton
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Exhibit No. 2627

Spindles in place, 1921-39 by regions

[In thousands]

17433

Crop year
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Exhibit No. 2636

(Submitted by Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen]

President's Department

machinery creates jobs what of it?

There is considerable propaganda against sliorter work-hour legislation, which
propaganda although largely based on fact, draws erroneous conclusions. The
argument is that notwithstanding the growing increase of labor-saving machinery,

the percent of our population gainfully employed has actually increased. This is

a fact. In 1880, 47.3 percent of our population, ten years and older, were gain-

fully employed. In 1930, 49.5 per cent of our population, ten years of age and old-

er, were gainfully employed. However, those who argue against shorter work
hours on the basis of these statistics, make a convenient omission of what hap-

pened between 1880 and 1930. The following figures showing the per cent of

gainfully employed, ten years of age and older, are interesting:

1880 47.3%
1890 49. 2

1900 50. 2 .

1910.-.-' 53.3
1920 50.3
1930 1 49. 5

It will be noted from the above that there was an ascending per cent of gain-

fully employed from 1880 to 1910. From 1910 to 1930, the per cent of gainfully

employed began to drop off and we find that by 1930, it had decreased to 49.5 per

cent, which was almost the same percent as in 1890. Along with these figures,

we should also consider the fact that we reached the peak of industrial production

in 1929, but we had reached the peak of industrial employment in 1918.

These figures are explainable. In the years prior to 1930, there was a period

of great expansion in this country. Railroads and highways were being laid out,

factories were being built, and our frontiers were being expanded to the Pacific

Ocean. During the rapid growth of this country, our problem was not one of

unemployment, but rather one of a shortage of human beings. Naturally, in

such a building period the per cent of gainfully employed was on the ascendency.

Had this not been true, we would have had an unbearable amount of unemploy-
ment, because our population was also expanding rapidly. Five per cent unem-
ployment in an expanding nation of 30,000,000 largely self-sustaining, rural,

rugged individuahsts may not present serious social consequences, but the same
per cent of unemployment in a nation of 127,000,000 people, living in a highly

complex social and economic system, with hugh cities, vanished frontiers and
"No Trespass" signs on all lands, gives rise to serious 'social problems. But now
our factories are built, if not over-built, and our use of electrical power is growing

out of all proportion to human employment. Strenuous efforts are being made to

tear up railroad trackage and terminals rather than to expand them. This level-

ing off process is even extending to our population, and it is estimated that our

population growth will become static within another decade or so. The above
figures on gainful employment show that the leveling off process began on employ-
ment between 1910 and' 1920.

I was interested to read the following statement in the Cherokee (Iowa)

C!ouRiER, republished from an Iowa newspaper sixty-three years ago, on Decem-
ber, 18, 1872. It follows:

"The House of Representatives at Washington last Thursday passed a land

bounty bill that gives to each officer, soldier, sailor or marine, the right to enter a

quarter section or any unoccupied lands including double minimum priced lands

along lines of land grant railways, and procure patent at once in the regular way,
and he becomes than as free as any holder of public lands to sell if he desires. It

is said that there will be a good deal of opposition to the bill in the Senate."

In those days, the government was actually giving land away in order to get

settlers to occupy it and thereby spread our frontiers. Does anyone know of

anywhere in the United States today where good agricultural land is being given

away? Instead of giving away land now, the present President of the United
States and his predecessor, have found it necessary to promise the people tha,t

"no one in .our land shall be permitted to starve." This is not a very compli-

mentary goal for a nation possessed with greater wealth than any other natiron

in the world. Now, we are trying to prevent full use of the available agricultural

land, on the theory of creating profits by artificially creating scarcity. If people

were not sufifering for want of food this might make sense. This brings us to

another important factor which those who are arguing against shorter work hours
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are overlooking. Through its spokesman, Mr. W. J. Cameron, the Ford Motoi
Company, in its weekly Sunday night radio broadcasts, has been giving some in-

teresting facts, but also some very erroneous conclusions. Mr. Cameron points
out that in 1870, it required 324 persons out of every one thousand of the popu-
lation to produce what the consumers demanded, but in 1930, "with the machine
predominant," as Mr. Cameron says, it required 400 persons out of every thou-
sand. He concludes from this that the charge-that machines pnake fewer jobs is

completely refuted.
Mr. Cameron overlooks the fact that in 1870 this nation was m.iinly composed

of an agricultural economy, whereas in 1930, it was an industrial economy. Ac-
cording to page 337 of the World Almanac for 1933, 10,482,323 persons were
engaged in agriculture in the United States in 1930. This was a little more than
8 percent of our total population. It is estimated that in colonial days the farm
population constituted about 95 per cent of the total, whereas now it is about 22
per cent. If the modern farmers were given an opportunity to produce at full

capacity, the change from an agricultural to an industrial economy woiild be even
more pronounced. Fifty per cent of our farmers produce 88 per cent of the mar-
ketable agricultural produce. If given a fair opportunity, they could easily pro-
duce the other 12 per cent, and thus eliminate half of those now engaged in agri-

cultural pursuits.

When we consider that in the early days, such a small per cent of our population
was engaged in industrial occupations, as compared with those so engaged today,
the amazing fact is, not that there has been an increase in the per cent of those
gainfully employed, but that the increase has been so small.

Why has this per cent of increase in gainful employment been so small in com-
parison with the great growth of industrial enterprise over agricultural pursuits?
The answer clearly is, the use of machinery and the great technological achieve-
ments that have accompanied the Macnine and Power Age. There are two ways
of viewing this problem brought about by the change from an agricultural to an
indiis^rial economy, followed' by the inevitable leveling off processes now under
way." One view is that of the narrow-minded industrialist who ignores the socio-

logical implications of these changes in our economic and social e.xistence. The
industrialist, such as Henry Ford, answers it as follows:

"One year when the (Ford) Company spent four million dollars for machinery,
its employees increased by 20,000 men, and the pay roll by 48 million dollars.

Another year when the Company spent nine million dollars for machinery, its

employees increased by 40,000 men, and its pay roll by 88 million dollars. In
another year when the Company invested 10 million dollars in machinery, em-
ployment increased by 37,000 men, and the pay roll by 76 million dollars. That
was the invariable experience—the more machinery, the more men."
Such a statement cannot be considered as industrial statesmanship. Rather,

it is a futile effort to chart the destiny of 127)000,000 people on the basis of what
one sees in his own backyard. Mr. Cameron of the Ford Motor Company further
asserts that industry has never employed, in round numbers, more than 8,800,000
persons. He states that industry, never having employed as many as nine million

persons, is now being "asked to employ immediately an additional eleven million

persons, 'or else'." This is an important fact.

Industrialists claim that they will solve the unemployment problem if the
government, the people, will let them alone and enable them to regain their "con-
fidence." The Cameron viewpoint suggests that industry is now doing its full

duty and that the great social problem of unemployment is not a problem for in-

dustry. If the government is not permitted to solve the unemployment problem
and industry feels that it is unreasonable to expect it to give jobs to the millions

of unemployed, then starvation seems to be the only alternative for a great por-
tion of our citizenry. At the beginning of the panic, industry promised President
Hoover to cooperate fully in maintaining wage and employment levels. Both
then and before the panic struck, industry had the gold standard, "sound" money,
extensive foreign trade, a strong durable goods market, a balanced governmental
budget, freedom from governmental "interference," "confidence" and everything
it is now asking for, yet the panic came and has lasted since 1929. Through Henry
Ford's spokesman, industry now admits that the unemployment problem is be-

yond its capacity to solve. If industrial leaders would take their minds off

profits long enough to realize that the fundamental law of self-preservation will

eventually compel the social body to defend its own existence, they would realize

that their rather egotistic attitude of self-satisfaction is leading them to self-

destruction.
Mr. Cameron, with an air of self-satisfaction, asserts that his company has em-

ployed vSore men as it has installed more machinery. He creates the impressioD

that' the Ford Company has "done its bit" and will not be interested in the salva-
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tion of society itself. But Mr. Cameron tells us nothing about the greatly in-

creased productivity of the workers employed by his company to operate the
machii^es it has installed. He does not tell us that in 1929, the labor cost of mak-
ing an automobile door was $4.00, but today it is only 15c. He has not told us
that in 1929, it cost $3.00 in wages for body framing one automobile, but today it

costs 35c; or that in 1929, it cost $3.00 to hand-finish the body frames of wood
before paneling, but now it costs 20c. In other words, Mr. Ford is anxious to
^end some of his fortune to tell the people, in a nationwide radio hook-up, what
he is doing in the way of giving jobs to workers, but he is significantly silent as to
what the workers are giving him in return for it as a result of their greatly increased
productivity.
The director of the governmental survey known as the National Survey of Po-

tential Product Capacity, Mr. Harold Loeb, is authority for the statement that
"Productivity per worker has gone up from 1,648 (1913) dollars in 1869 in manu-
facturing, to 6,533 (1913) dollars in 1932. Per capita income has gone up from
277 (1913) dollars in 1890, to 282 (1913) dollars in 1932." This represents an
increase of 296.4 per cent in dollar value of the workers' productivity, but the per
capita income has increased by the pitifully small amount of only 1.8 per cent.
Production per worker in our manufacturing industries has increased 71 per cent
from 1919 to 1933, while the workers' share has decreased 6 per cent. While
profits have increased 50 per cent, wages have decreased 40 per cent. With a
296.4 per cent increase in dollar value of worker productivity and only 1.8 per cent
increase in per capita income, where has this wealth gone? Because profits and
inflated capital structures have taken more than their share, this potential, not
actual, w^ealth has been dissipated through the practice of non-production. These
are some of the pertinent facts that Mr. Ford does not reveal to the public.
They are pertinent because they prove that as the workers have increased their

productivity, instead of being given incomes sufficient to enable them to buy back
the real wealth which they have produced, it has been diverted into capital in-

vestment, factories, machinery, etc., thereby enlarging the workers' productive
capacity, without correspondingly increasing his purchasing or consuming ability.

Instead of the "prosperous" years preceding the panic, being years of improvident
spending, they are marked as the period of the greatest savings in history. Dur-
ing this period, while housewives were spending .$34,700,000,000 on consumable
goods, capital was spending $53,900,000,000 on capital investment. Capital in-

vestment is savings. It is now clearly evident to any thinking person that such
a course would eventually wreck the economic system. An important reason
why the collapse did not come before 1929 was because of the debt-creating device
of installment selling by which the workers were enabled to obtain a part of the
wealth they produced, not as a matter of right, but by mortgaging their future
earnings. In the face of this history, our "expert economists" are telling us that
all we need to restore prosperity, is such "confidence" as will inspire greater
investment in capital goods.
We no'w have the over-expanded capital structures, idle factories, machinery,

etc., as well as the debts which will require the masses, for some years to come, to
pay the "coupon clippers" instead of consuming or buying back the wealth which
they may produce in future years. Not only do we have the idle capital structure
and the debts, but for over six years we have refrained from producing some
$350,000,000,000 of real wealth which we might have produced had we listened
to the voice of reason and common sense instead of the bought voices of "expert
economists." Let me explain parenthetically that by referring to an over-
expanded capital structure, I have reference to over-expansion from the standpoint
of purchasing power of the masses, rather than from the standpoint of the needs
of the people. From the standpoint of "profitable" markets, and we are still

under a profit system, there is over-expansion of capital enterprise, as witness the
idle factories, but from the standpoint of human needs, there is no over-expansion,
except possibly in unimportant and isolated instances, such as four gasoline
stations on one corner.
What has Mr. Ford learned from the history that has been written in his life-

time and more especially in the last decade? His recent announcement, in an
obvious air of triumph, that Ford cars may now be purchased for $25.00 per
month, would suggest that he has learned little. The Ford view is the narrow
view of the industrialist, without statesmanlike vision and apparently without
serious conciern for the welfare of the society which has^^nade it possible for him
to become one of the richest men on earth. If this ma< i*:i is viewed with courage
and vision and with a consciousness of social welfare, then Mr. Ford's propaganda
to the effect that he has employed more men as he has bought more machinery,
may well be answered, "What of it? The fact remains, that we still have some
ten or eleven million unemployed in this country."
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Unless we consider, as Mr, Ford apparently does, that the prospect. of having
some eleven million men permanently unemployed in this country is no concern
of ours, we must cease confining our vision to our own backyard and undertake
to arrive at some solution of the great social problems before us, if Ford automo-
biles are to conttinue to be sold. In looking at this problem from the social view-
point, we must bear in mind the great changes that have taken place in this

country, particularly with reference to the change from an agricultural economy
to an industrial society which consumes an amount of electrical power energy,
the equivalent of which could not be furnished by the muscular power of a half
billion stalwart able-bodied men.

Recently the Machinery and Allied Products Institute published a pamphlet
entitled "Ten Facts on Technology and Employment," in which the narrow
Ford viewpoint is taken, that machinery is really solving our unemployment
problem, rather than creating a problem of technological unemployment. After
giving various facts, and the usual erroneous conclusions, this Institute success-
fully destroys its own case in the following words:

"If technological advancement did not make possible a greater volume of

production the standard of living could be raised only by increasing hand labor.

Had it been necessary to increase hand labor in the same proportion as production
between 1900 and 1930, every adult man and woman in the nation and several

million children would have been needed in jobs. It would have required more
than 60 per cent of the entire population whereas only about 40 per cent ever
seeks gainful employment, the remaining 60 per cent being constituted chiefly

of women and children supported by the 40 per cent."
Thus, the Machinery and Allied Products Institute starts out to prove that

labor-saving machinery does not destroy jobs and ends up by proving that were
it not for machines and modern technology, there would not be enough adult
men and women workers in the country to accomplish the work now being accom-
plished with extensive use of machines and power.
We have already noted the great reduction in the per cent of our population

engaged in agricultural pursuits. In. 1850, we had 12.6 farm acres for every
man, woman and child in the country, but today we have only 8 acres for each
man, woman and child. What has happened during the period in which our
population has doubled and redoubled, while those engaged in a largely self-

sustaining occupation such as farming, have not increased in proportion. Indus-
try has been able to absorb some of these people, as Mr. Cameron points out.

But also, as Mr. Cameron points out, we cannot expect industry to employ all

of the unemployed, at least, not on the present schedule of working hours. During
the time that our frontiers were expanding nationally, internationally, and indus-
trially, the slack was taken up, but now the gap is ever widening. The proportion
of gainfully employed engaged in manufacturing dropped from 30.5 per cent to

28.6 per cent between 1920 and 1930, according to "Recent Social Trends."
Although machines and modern conditions have created many new jobs, the
existence of some eleven million unemployed testifies to the fact that machines
have not created a sufficient number of jobs to assure economic security for all.

But those who argue that machines and modern methods have created new jobs,

seem to overlook the fact that they have also eliminated many jobs. Data
assembled by the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics, which may be found
on page 311 of the 1936 World Almanac, relating to employees per million of

United States population, is most interesting. A few of these facts are as follows:

Employees Per Million of United States Population
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It will be observed that the above occupations are those which have been
reduced or eliminated entirely because of the machine and modern conditions.
Not the least surprising in the above table is the fact that the American people
had more physicians and surgeons per million of persons in 1850, than in 1930.
This is an awful commentary on modern society. No doubt, many capable
doctots are now in the breadlines or are digging in the frozen ground for WPA.
Of coyVse, physicians and surgeons also are subject to modern trends which reduce
employihent in their ranks. Doctors in large city hospitals can now attend far
more patients than the country doctors of 1850, who were forced to struggle
through the snowbanks of the byways, rather than on the hard surfaced highways
of today.
By carrying through to the present population the same per cent of the above

workers who had such jobs in 1850, we find that if these jobs had not been reduced
or eliminated and if the same per cent were now so employed, we would now have
18,246,471 occupied in the above callings. However, on the basis of the per cent
Bo occupied in 1930 which undoubtedly would be smaller now, instead of 18,246,-
471 being eroploy(ki in these callings, only 13,365,861 are now so employed.
Thus, machines, technology and changed habits have eliminated 4,880,610 jobs
in the above few callings N^rrow-visioned industrialists are constantly pointing
out, through a favorable pi;ess'' and radio, that machines and modern conditions
create new opportunities for employment, such as Mr. Cameron's illustration of

four blacksmiths formerly beittg einployed in a Michigan town, where now there
are no blacksmiths, but 23 men are employed in garages, filling stations and tire

and auto accessory stores. But these industrialists are not willing to portray a
realistic picture by giving all of th6 pertinent facts, such as those herein set forth
relating to the decrease in jobs in certain callings.

Mr. Cameron's illustration pertaining to a Michigan town is worthy of a more
thoughtful analysis than he gave it. It is vakiable because it refers to a smaU
urban community, whereas the problem of unemployment in our modern tech-
nological society is too frequently considered only with respect to large urban
centers. Let us attempt to comp. te the f>ic+.ure of this small Michigan town,
which was only outlined by Mr. Cameron, On the basis of the year 1850 ratio of

Harness Workers and Wheelwrights to Blacksmiths, there was approximately one
Wheelwright and Harness Worket; for every two blacksmiths. Thus, Mr. Cam-
eron should have added two Wheelwrights and Harness Workers to the four
Blacksmiths, making six, instead of four cornparable former workers in thi^

Michigan town. To make the (comparison more accurate, there should be
included those working in livery stables and feed stores, figures on which are not
available to the writer, but certainly there would be at least one man working in

the livery stable and one man working in the feed store. This makes a total of

eight former workers, instead of four in comparative occupations in the Michigan
town. Thus, the 23 garage, filling station and auto accessory workers represents
an increase in the eight former comparable workers of 187.5 per cent.

We shall assume that in the interests of accuracy Mr. Cameron selected a
representative community. Having this in mind, although Mr. Cameron's illus-

tration shows an increase in jobs, he significantly omits to point out that froni'

1850, when these former jobs existed, to 1936, there has been an increase in the
nation's population of approximately 452 per cent, while Mr. Cameron shows
an increase in jobs of only 187.5 per ceni.

But in the interests of completeness and accuracy, we should carry through
the per cent of population employed as Blacksmiths, etc., in 1850 and determine
approximately what number would now be so employed had we not abandoned
the horse and buggy for the automobile. The picture cannot be made complete
because of the absence of figures relating to feed store and livery stable workers,
but the omission is in Mr. Cameron's favor. By comparing the number of

Blacksmiths, Wheelwrights and Harness Workers per million of population in

1850 with the number so employed today, we find the number of these jobs per
million of population was 615 per cent greater in 1850 than in 1930, as compared
with Mr. Cameron's increase of 187.5 per cent in jobs in the Michigan town as a
result of the abandonment of the horse and buggy for the automobile. If we
assume that the automobile had never been created and we tried to use horses,

buggies and wagons to do the work now being done by automobiles and trucks,

there would not be enough Blacksmiths, Harness Makers and WheelWTights in

the entire world to fill these necessary jobs in the United States. Does this look
like the automobile brought about a net increase in available work opportunities?
"Horses and buggies" may yet be the means of humiliating the modern Bourbons
and Tories who are so solemnly propounding the American Liberty League
philosophy.
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We could not intelligently consider this problem without referring to a very
pertinent statement of Thomas Edison, who said:

"Human slavery will not have been fully abolished until every task now
accomplished by human hands is turned out by some machine."

Dr. Ure, an expert English economist, advised the manufacturing classes of

England, in the middle of the nineteenth century, that the goal of the manufac-
turers should be the development of machinery .to the point where they could use
the labor of women and children, which was cheaper than that of men, and that
the ultimate goal was to displace all labor, as nearly as possible, through the devel-
opment of the machine. With this goal in mind, why is it that there are not a
greater number of unemployed than there is? The answer to this question is not
a great compliment to our modern society.

In the early days when the overwhelming part of our population was rural,

the major part of the population was essentially self-sustaining, that is, the
farmer consumed most of his own production. The farmer of those days had
far fewer urbanities to support than today. In 1870, there was one person
engaged in agricultural occupation for each 6.5 persons in the nation. By 1930,
there was one person engaged in agriculture to 11.7 persons in this nation. With
the increase in the general population expanding out of all proportion to the
increase of those following agricultural pursuits, therfe has been a tremendous
increase in non-self-sustaining and non-productive persons. We now have
millions engaged in such pursuits as advertising, salesmanship, social, welfare and
relief work, public employees, debt-merchants and debt collectors, real estate
operators, brokers, bookmakers, bootleggers, and many other forms and kinds of
non-producing individuals, not to mention our high and increasing prison popu-
lation. From the standpoint of producing the needs of t'le people, these groups
might be considered as parasites upon the real producers. Of course, I do not
mean to say that under present conditions some of these non-producers are not
necessary, particularly t,he welfare, relief and socia;! workers. If we are going to
maintain poverty and millions of unemployed, we must have hundreds of thou-
sands engaged in the task of keeping them from starving. Can we doubt that
if all or most of these non-producers were engaged in productive enterprise, the
working hours of all could be shortened? It is true that this great increase of

non-producers has helped to raise the per cent of gainfully employed, but it has
also placed additioxial burdens on the backs of the producers of real wealth.

One. who has only the selfish viewpoint of the industrialists who set profits as
their only goal, may be content to dismiss this great social problem of our day
merely by saying that the per cent of gainfully employed has increased along with
the use of machinery. But the statesman who has social vision cannot so easily

blind himself to the fact that, notwithstanding this, we have some eleven million

unemployed and that if we again reach even the 1929 level of production volunaes,

we shall still have some eight million unemployed in this country.
Then we also have four gasoline stations on one corner, many struggling

individual merchants and like "rugged individualists" who are struggling to
stay in futile "private enterprise" rather than to lend their efforts toward achieving
the productive capacities that wiU supply the needs of the people. In other words,
the real producers of wealth in the country are having more and more non-
producers to support. In the face of obvious potential abundance on the one
hand and widespread poverty and unemployment on the other hand, we maintain
these great non-productive classes, because we think we want that rugged indi-

vidualism and private enterprise which it was possible for our fathers and grand-
fathers te ^ave a hundred years ago. While we struggle to maintain private
enterprise by requiring small merchants and farmers to work from sun-up to long
after sundown, and industrial workers to labor many more hours than should be
necessary in a system which has so increased their productivity, we °eem to

overlook the fact that the great aim in life is not profits, but to live and to live

the more abundant life which the Saviour of men laid down as the goal for human
achievement, when He said:

"I am come that ye might have life, and that ye might have it more abundantly."

'Exhibit No. 2637" appears in text on p. 16924 *

'Exhibit No. 2638" appears in text on p. 16924
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"Exhibit No. 2639" appears in text on p. 16925

'Exhibit No. 2640" appears in text on p. 16926

'Exhibit No. 2641" appears in text on p. 16928

'Exhibit No. 2642" appears in text on p. 16929

'Exhibit No. 2643" appears in text on p. 16930

'Exhibit No. 2644" appears in text on p. 16931

Exhibit No. 2645

Adjusted sharecropper and wage laborer net income in specified localities, 19S2-S7

[Submitted by the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, Department of Agriculture]

Area
Total
net

income

Net
cash

intome

% home use
& perq. of

total net
income

Net income
per person

Total
net

Net
cash

Net income
p)er worker

Total
net

N«t
cash

8HAEECR0PPER

1932

Yazoo-Mississippi Delta ' :.. ..

1933

Yazoo-Mississippl Delta '

1934

Yazoo-Mississippi Delta '

Arkansas: Red, Arkansas and Mississippi
River Basins '

Atlantic Coast Plain *

Upper piedmont *

Black Belt*
Upper Delta «...

Lower Delta

1935

Yatoo-M Ississippi Delta '

Mississippi Delta «...

Georgia Piedmont •

South Carolina-Coast Plain «

1936

Yazoo-Mlsslsslppl Delta*
Mississippi-Black Belt*
Qeorgla-Lower Piedmont*
Teias-Piney Woods Cotton Area*

1937

Arkansas: Red, Arkansas and Mississippi
Deltas* ^

South Carolina Piedmont •

South Carolina Coast Plain •

Footnotes at endTof table.

252

334

381

334
569
386
360
373
204

424
492
518
570

530
310
401
489

483
661

648

119

202

217
355
204
207
230

261

303
187
312

367
204
162

303

313
349
430

52.8

39.5

36.2

35.0
37.6
47.2
42.5
38.3
52.0

38.4
38.4
63.9
45.3

30.8
34.0
60.0
38.0

35.0
38.0
34.0

66

95

109

118

114

93
104

156
82
73

109

118
95
108

58

108
64
39
67

87

136

159
167

133

124

170
85

146
141

133
150

196
107
106
245

161

140
158

72

87

103
104

70
71

105
41

82

136

70
43
152

104
87
105
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Adjusted sharecropper and wage laborer net income in specified localities,

1932-37^—Continued
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Exhibit No. 2647

[Submitted by the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, Department of Agriculture]

Farm Labor Income: Various Studies, 19S0-S8

Areas and studies

I. Corn Belt (Resident):
A. Illinois—Livingston Co., 1935-36 1...

B. Iowa—Hamilton Co., 1335-36 1

II. Small Grains (Resident and non-resident):
A. Wheat—Kansas—Pawnee Co.. 1935-36 i

B. Small grains—Minnesota i Lac qui Parle Co.
1935-36

Ill Sugar Beets (Resident and non-resident):.
Michigan-Minnesota-Montana-Wyoming, 1935.

.

IV'. California (Migrants):
A. Various areas and crops, 1930

1931

1932
1933
1934
1935

B. Placer Co.—fruit, 1935-36 i..._

V. Yakima Valley—Washington, 1935-36:

Resident:
A. Fruit and general farms:

Single workers
Family heads.

Non-Resident:
A. Fruit and general farms:

Single workers
Family heads

B. Hops, 1937:

Single persons:

(1) All workers _

(2) Earning from agriculture only.
Family heads:

(1) All workers ..

(2) Earning from agriculture only
VI. Kentucky (Resident):

A. Todd Co.—Tobacco, 1935-36 1.

VII. A. Truck-general dairy, New Jersey, 1935
B. Truck, 1938».

Author of study

Vasey and Folsom

Johnson

SRA

VaseV and Folsom

BroOiis.

>Reuss, Landis, and Wakefield.

Vasey and Folsom
Folsom 2 :

Natl. Child LaTjor Com

Cash
earnings
exclusive
of relief

income

$308
312

206

340

343
326
308
299
287
261
651

217
198

334
297

620
352

496

188
431
265

1 Vasey and Folsom studies are averages of single hands and family groups; in some cases they include
sharecroppers, tenants and farm owners who worked out as laborers^ in some instances migratory and
resident workers' incomes are represented in the averages.

2 Income represents earnings for seasonal employment on the farm only. Average number of days avail-

able for farm work was appro.ximately 99. Income figures are case averages including both single persons
and families 6f workers.
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Exhibit No. 2648

[Submitted by the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, Department of Agriculture]

Agricultural Employment in the United States, 1909-39

ANNUAL AVERAGE OF NUMBER OF PERSONS EMPLOYED ON FIRST OF
EACH MONTH
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"Exhibit No. 2656" appears in text on p. 16949.

'Exhibit No. 2657" appears in text on p. 16951.

"Exhibit No. 2658" appears in text on p. 16953.

'Exhibit No. 2659" appears in text on p. 16954.

'Exhibit No. 2660" appears in text on p. 16955.

'Exhibit No. 2661" appears in text on p. 16956.

"Exhibit No. 2662" appears in text on p. 16959.

Exhibit No. 2663

ISubmitted by the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, Department of Agriculture]

Comparative Costs of Operating a 820 Acre Wheat Farm with Horses
or with Tractor

Horse
Power

Tractor
Power

Cash Outlay:
Direct crop expense:

hired labor @ $2.50, 88 days
threshing...
other crop expense _.

machinery (repairs, fuel, oil) -..

Other expense:
purchased feed —
taxes - -

other -

Total cash
Machinery Replacement -

Total Charge... - -.

Cash Farm Receipts:
Wheat, 2,000 bu
Other crops
Livestock and products

Total
Difference :

Acres of wheat
Acres of other crops
Farm value of equipment '.

Farm value of livestock

Wheatm bushel.
Labor $2.50 day.
Data adjusted from original record, U. S. D. A

$230
198
41

96

167
244
225

l«days $45

26
543

167
244
225

$1. 151

820
$1,250

560

$1, 471 $1, 810

1,600
35
480

2,360 bu .1,

75
480

$2, 115

$644
$2, 443

$653

1193
80

$1,600
1,200

225
48

$2,800
600
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• Exhibit No. 2664

[Submitted by the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, Department of Agriculture]

17445

Comparative Cost of Operating a 200 Acre Corn Belt Farm with Horses and Horse
Equipment or with Tractor and Tractor Equipment

Horse
Power

Tractor
Power

Cash Outlay:
Direct crop expense:

hired labor
other crop expense
operating equipment

Livestock expense ._

Purchased feed
Repair buildings, taxes, etc

Total cash
Machinery Replacement

Total Charge

Cash Farm Receipts:
Livestock.
Crops -

Other :

Total .-.

Difference
Man hours on crops
Investment in equipment and horses

$129
388
293
75

158
385

$2, 847
1,926

$2, 265

$287
475
65
168
395
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Exhibit No. 2666

[Submitted by the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, Department of Agriculture]

Comparison of Net Plantation Income Under Two Systems with Different Prices of
Cotton and Different Wage Rates; Mississippi Delta

Net Plantation Income

Cropper
and Mule
Power

Wage
Hands and
Tractors

Lint 120 per lb.; labor $1.00 per day; Yield 350 lbs. per acre
Labor $1.50 per day; Yield 350 lbs. per acre-

Cotton Ci lb.; labor $1.00 per day; Yield 350 lbs. per acre...

Labor 50^ per day

$4,898
$4,475

$939
$516

$12, 190

$6,751
$4,318
$1, 122

Data from U. S. D. A. Tech. Bui. 682.

"Exhibit No. 2667" appears in text on p. 16963.

Exhibit No. 2668

[Submitted by the Bureau of Agricultural Economics Department of Agriculture]

Changes in Farm Mortgage Debt and Value of Farm Real Estate, United States,

1910-39

Year
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Exhibit No. 2670

[Chart based on the following statistical data appears In text on p. 16968]

Percentage of the value of farm real estate belonging to farm operators in selected

States, 1930 and 1935

State
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Exhibit No. 2672

[Submitted by the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, Department of Agriculture]

17449

Table C. -Total farm mortgage debt and amounts held by principal^lender groups,
January 1, 1910-39
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Exhibit No. 2674

[Submitted by the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, Department of Agriculture]

Total farm real estate taxes and farm mortgage interest charges payable, and percentage
such payments are of cash farm income, 1910-38

Year
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Exhibit No. 2675

[Submitted by the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, Department of Agriculture]

Estimated number of farms changing ownership by voluntary and forced sales, per
1,000 of all farms, by geographic divisions, 1926-39 >

Year

Voluntary:
1926...
1927--.
1928...
1929-..

,
1930-..
1931..-
1932-..
1933...
1934...
1935...
1936...
1937--..

1938--..

1939 »..

Forced:

»

1926-..
1927..-
1928...
1929....
1930..-.

1931-..
1932...
1933...
1934....

1935-.-
1936..-
1937--..
1938-..-
1939 «...

,
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Exhibit No. 2677

(Submitted by the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, Department of AgrictUture]

Gross Income from Farm Production, Expenditures for Labor, and value of Farm
Implements and Machinery on Farms, by Types of Farms, 1899 and 1929

Types of farms

Gross
income
value of

products
(not fed to

stock)

Expend
for

labor

Value of

impl. &
machinery

Percent of gross income

Exp. for

labor
Value of

machinery

Hay &. grain.
Vegetables
Fruits
Livestock -

Dairy products
Tobacco
Cotton
Rice
Sugar
Flowers & plants.
Nursery products.
Miscellaneous :

Total 1899.

1929
General
Cash grains
Cotton
Crop specialty
Fruit ...

Truck.
Dairy
Animal specialty
Stock-ranch

,

Poultry..
Self-sufT) cing
Abnormal and unclassified.

Thousand
dollars

1, 003, 198

103, 672
75, 153

1, 232, 846
281, 314
65, 341

461,113
7,630

39,050
18. 423
10,086

466, 353

3, 764, 178

1, 544, 996

1, 338, 335

1, 698, 107

834, 365
474, 315
243, 605

1. 672, 132

1, 740, 974
509, 423
331, 167

211,720
412, 192

Thousand
dollars

100, 097
18.500
15, 120
101,545
37,428
5.424

27, 043
1,707

14, 574
4, 156
2,305

39, 406

Thousand
dollars

218, 536
21,567
14. 373

235, 508
71,916

K 151

47, 875
1,212

33, 651
1,367
540

1.06, 565

305, 306

80,112
111,475
99, 472
84, 785

112, 531

53, 733
144, 530
107, 691
50, 878
15, 824
4,091

84,297

Total 1929 J.. 11,011,329 955, 420

761, 262

565, 875
624, 698
278, 805
187, 160
117,195
56, 582

575, 527
513. 244
72, 805
70,741
62, 279

176, 742

10.0
15.9
20.1
8.2
13.3
8.3
5.9

22.4
37.3
22.6
22.9
8.4

9.7

5.6
8.3
5.9
10.2
23.7
22.1
8.6
6.2
10.0
4.8
1.9

20.5

21.8
20.8
19.1
19.1

25.6
12.5
10.4
15.9
86.2
7.4
5.4

22.9

20.2

36.6
'46.7

16.4
22.4
24.7
23.2
34. ;

29.5
14.3
21.4
39.4
42.9

3, 301, 654 8.7 30.0
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Exhibit No. 2678

[Submitted by the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, Department of Agriculture]

Cash Farm Income from Marketings and Cost of Operating Farm Machinery, Depre-
ciation, and Wages Paid for Labor as Percent of Farm Cash Income, 1910-19S9
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Exhibit No. 2680

[Submitted by the Bureau of Agricultural Economics Department of ARriculture]

Distribution of gross farm income in each of 10 equal groups of farms, arranged
according to size of income

Percent of farms
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Exhibit No. 2685-A

17455

Measures of concentration in California agriculture

CROPS AND LIVESTOCK ENTERPRISES

Product
Year for

which data
obtained

Percentage
of all pro-
ducers

Percentage
of output
or capacity

In terms of

Apricots, Brentwood District
Apricots, Santa Clara County

Asparagus for canning

Chickens
Cotton (operating under AAA Program)..
Hops
Lemons
Lettuce (proration zone #2)

Milk (State)..
Milk (Los Angeles County)

Olives for canning
Oranges
Peaches for canning

Potatoes (operating under AAA Program)
Prunes
Range land in AAA Program
Rice
Sugar beets... '.

Vineyards
Wheat

1939
1939

1939

1929
1939
1939
1940
1939

1929
1939

1935
1940
1934

1938
1935
1938
1938
1938
1930
1939

12.2...
7.6

1.5 had

5.3
"

3.5
"

11.4"
2.8

"

3.2
"

4.7
"

6.4
"

6.5
"

2.9
"

4.0
"

8.7
"

4.9
"

3.5
"

4.5
"

8.1
"

17.2
"

4.4 "
.

52.3
26.9

23.4

53.4
33.3
42.1
34.6
34.0

38.8
34.0

48.5
26.1
41.4

50.1
39.8
33.3
28.1
39.2
52.5
33.7

Apricot tonnage.
Acreage in apri-

cots.

deliveries to can-
ners.

chickens.
acreage in cotton.
acreage in.hops.
acreage in lemons.
Prorated lettuce
acreage.

milk produced.
All dairy cattle in
herds of 5 or
more.

canning tonnage.
acreage in oranges.
acreage in canning

peaches.
acreage in potatoes.
prune tonnage.
range capacity.
acreage in rice.

sugar produced.
acreage in vines.

acreage in wheat.

PAYMENTS UNDER AAA PROGRAMS

Program
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Exhibit No. 2689

[Submitted by Dr. Paul Taylor]

It ST»tt$

-- CZl

FARMS EMPLOYING NO HIRED LABORERS

UNITED STATES. PACIFIC REGION AND CALIFORNIA

SOuRCf wtN02tL SOCi BOJBO, CENSUS l»31

Exhibit No. 2689-A

Expert Testimony Presented at Hearings of the^ Subcommittee of the
United States Senate Committee on Education and Labor With Refer-
ence TO THE Concentration of Economic Power in Agriculture and
Allied Industries in California

(December 6:)

Factors which underlie the infringement of Civil Rights of Laborers in agri-

cultural and processing industries—Industrialized Agriculture, Employer Desire
for Control of Wages, Perishability of Crops, Lack of Status of Mobile Workers,
Interstate Migration of Excess Labor Supply—Dr. Paul S. Taylor, University
of California.

Large Scale Farm Operators as a Factor in California Agriculture—Seasonal
Demand for Large Labor Supply—Influx of Migratory Workers and Recent
Changes in Farm Wages—National Trends in the Development of Industrialized

Agriculture-^ Dr. Paul S. Taylor, University of California.

(December 13:)

Character of Ownership and Operation of Agricultural Lands in California-

Arthur Stuart, Staff Economist.
Processing, Canning and Shipping Industry in California—Dr. Theodore

Norman, Staff P^conomist.
(December 14:)

Relation of Shipper and Canner to the Farmer, and Integration of Farming
with Processing, and Description of Large Scale Agricultural Corporations—Dr.
Theodore Norman, Staff Economist.

Description of the Operations of the DiGiorgio Fruit Corporation.
(December 20:)

Cotton Cultivation in California and Farm Credit Financing of Cotton Growers

—

Dr. Theodore Norman, Staff Economist.
(January 16:)

The Structure of the Agricultural Economy in the Imperial Valley of Cali-

fornia—Arthur Stuart, Staff Economist.
(January 17:)

A study of the citrus industry and agricultural labor—Dr. Theodore Norman,
Staff Economist.

(January 23:)
The Structure of the Los Angeles County Milk Market—Arthur Stuart, Staff

Economist.
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Exhibit No. 2692

Potential Productive Capacity, Income Produced, and Expenditures for Public
Education, 1929-1934

1929

1930

1932

1934

KEY

'i"''iV'li''''"'T'''T''l'

"Potential productive capacity

Income prbduce<i — -. >

"^,1
—

Expenditures

for public edttcatiofl

•iiVV'-'"'-'i-V""V;"i'i'/'1i'"n''Vi-"'";''f'"irii'ii'i|'lii

k ^ - -Unutilized capacity - -- *•

From Norton, J K. and Norton, M. A., Wealth, Childrtn tnit.Educalion. p. J
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Exhibit No, 2693

Index of Educational Expenditures and Other Govern-
mental Expenditures, 1 9 Z6-34

150

//
.^

-#

# ••••

Federal, sUte, and

local expenditures,

excludin3 education

HIGH-SOIOOt (rtfOUrfENT

/
/ /

A/"

State and local

expenditures,

excluding education

TOTAL WKfjOM

Local expenditure*,

excluding education

Public educational

expenditures

iMtd M "Cod el qovmiMiil In Hm l/nlud SUIm, 1933-33," Nation*! Indntrid Coiif«r«nc* Bowd; and "BamU)
Swrty el EdecMloe, 1931-34/ Fodeid 0*lci ol EdsctUon.

From Research BulletUi of the National Education Association. FfJrrjl Support for

Education. Vol. XV. No. 4. September 19)7. p. 176.
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Exhibit No. 2695

Trend in Number of Youth in the United States,

1920-1952

o
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Exhibit No. 2696

Percentages of State and Local Taxes and Appropriations

for Public Elementary and Secondary Schools Derived

from Property Taxes, Commodity Taxes, and All

Other Taxes, in the Various States, 193 5-36
PERCENT

« 29.

From Heer, Clarence, Federal Aid and the Tax Problem. The Advisory Committee on
Education. 19)9. p. 4}.
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Exhibit No. 2697

Effort and Adequacy, 1934

Effort*

Percent pi income

Expended for Education

Adequacy^

Number of Dollars Expended

Per Pupil Enrolled

$1*0

US.

KIU.

MtM.

Wyo.

WL
OU*.

W.V.
KJ.
MMo.
Mb*.

HA,.

Oho
Wi..

MicL

On.
CM.
Aril.

Ak
P..

HV.
W«k.
S.C
Tcm.

Tom
M«>.

FU.

.
Mo.

R. I.

KC
U
(U.

HK
Dd
V*
K».

Vt
CM..

AiIl

From Research Bulletin of the National Education Assuciaiiun. financing Public Edu-
-*lion Vol. XV. No. 1. January 19)7. p. 44.
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Exhibit No. 2699

Proportion of Native Sons and Daughters Living in Other
States, 1930

Per Cent
Ten States With Greatest Proportions

Per Cent

S5 —
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Exhibit No. 2700

Proportion of State Residents Born outside the State, 1930

Ten States With Greatest Proportions

90

40

30

20 —

10

II II II
nil I

mill

50

40

30

20

10

Per Cent

20

Ten States With Least Proportions

10

Per Cent

20

mmill
S. C Me. N. C Ga. Miss. Ky. Pa. Ala. U. Va.

10

From Edwards, Newton. E^jtial Educational Opportunity for Youth. A rejjort to the
American Ycuth Commission. American Council on Education. 19J9. p. 126.
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Exhibit No. 2708

Percentage of Children of High School Age (14 to

Years) Enrolled in Public and Private Schools

in the United States Since 1890

17

Pw Caul

;o
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Exhibit No. 2709

Realized Private Production Income, 1799-1937

Billions of Dollars

)799 1609 '19 '29 '39 '49 '59 '69 '76 '89 '99 1909 '19 '29 '37

From Martin, R. F., National Income in the United Stata. National Industrial Con-
ference Board. 19)9. p. 24.
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Exhibit No. 2715

Enrolment in Vocational Schools or Classes Operated
under State Plans, by Years, 191 8^1939
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Exhibit No. 2716

Enrolment in Federally Aided Agricultural Departments
or Schools, by Years, 19 18-1 939
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Exhibit No. 2717

Enrolment in Federally Aided Trade and Industrial

Classes, by Years, 1918-1939

I

760.000
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Exhibit No. 2718

Enrolment in Federally Aided Home Economics Depart-
ments or Schools, by Years, 1918-1939

17485
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Exhibit 2719

[Submitted by th'e U. 8. Office of Education]

Cooperative Part-Time Diversified Occupations Program >

C. E. Rakestraw, Federal Agent, Industrial Education

it was a typical May -day high school graduation in a small community in one
ot 'he southern states. On that day some twenty boys received tneir high school
diplomas. The Superintendent of Schools, whom we shall call Mr. Smith,
wondered just what would become of these boys since he knew that only five

would have tlie financial opportunity to go to college. The other fifteen would
have to secure employment in the community or elsewhere in the state or country.
Mr. Smith also knew that the education which these boys had received did not
prepare them for employment in any special field of work. All that he could
hope was that their high school education would afford a suflScient background
to permit them to succeed in learning any occupation in which they might become
engaged. The tragedy he knew lay in the fact that not one of the boys had had
sufficient counseling and occupational information to enable him to make an in-

telligent choice of a life work. Mr. Smith, with this problem weighing heavily

on his mind, soiight advice from his local school board and the vocational divi-

sion of the state department of education. Representatives of the state depart-
ment of vocational education, with one from the United States Office of Educa-
tion, conferred with him regarding the boys. All were agreed that the solution

of the problem would be to provide some form of vocational training for the
youth of the community before sending him out into the work-a^day world.

Of coi'rse, it was out of the question for Mr. Smith's community to provide a
vocational school manned and equipped to teach more than one or two occupa-
tions. Even the cost of this small effort would be prohibitive. The representa-

tives of the state department of vocational education stressed the fact that all

programs should be closely adapted to the social and economic needs of the com-
munity, en'ployers, and employees. With this in mind a study was made of

local employment opportunities in the community, and then Mr. Smith and his

school board established a program, based on a plan which is known as the Co-
operative Part-Time Program in Diversified Occupations.

what IB THE PROGRAM?

Briefly stated, the Cooperative Part-Time Diversified Occupations Program
operates as follows: High school students of employable age are enrolled in the

program and spend one-half of each school day in bona fide employment in their

chosen trades or occupations for the purpose of securing organized instruction on
the job as student-learners. Two period;? of the remaining one-half day of the

high school time are devoted to directed and supervised study of technical and
related subjects pertinent to the trades or occupations in tvhich t] e students are

engaged. The technical subjects, which are studied on an individual basis, are

those subjeijts which have been approved by a craft or occupational committee
as being pertinent. Related subjects are those which are taught on a group
basis and include such social subjects as conomics, civics, health, safe+y. Stress

is also placed upon the development of good work habits and attitudes. The
remaining ;;chool time is devoted to the tiidy of regular academic subjects. The
pupils included in this type of program are usually high school juniors and seniors,

although boys and girls of sixteen years of age and over who can profit from the

training are not excluded.
'

REQUIRED CREDITS

I'hose who wish to do so may graduate from high school with a regular diploma
which will permit college entrance. To do this, however, it is necessary for the

student upon entering high school to arrange his subjects in such a manner as to

gain eight required credits during the first two years. The remaining required

two credits plus six electives may be earned during the junior and senior years.

Credit is allowed on a vocational basis for time spent in employment and time

devoted to the study of technical and related subjects. Since high school credit

• Reproduced by permission from Ocmpations, the Vocational Ouidance Magazine for March, 1940. (Copy-
right, 1940.) Published by the National Vocational Guidance Association, 425 West 12?rd Street, New
York City.
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requirements vary in the various states, the above statement cannot be applied
to all; and space will not permit describing the various plans for allowing credits.

Cooperative Part-Time Diversified Occupational training has grown from a few
programs in 1934 to some six hundred at the close of the last school year. Each
of the states in the "Southern Region now has programs of this type, varying in
number from five to thirty, with an approximate total enrollment of 5,000.

STANDARDS SET

The State Supervisors of Trade and Industrial Education in the Southern
Region, realizing that all programs of vocational training should be organized on
a sound basis, adopted the following standards for Cooperative Part-Time Pro-
grams in Diversified Occupations at their regional conference in Little Rock,
Arkansas, in April, 1939:

Fieia iVai>u%.—Any trade, industrial, distributive, commercial, or service
occupation eligible for inclusion in the training program for student-learners shall
be one the preparation for which requires 2,000 hours, or more, of organized in-
struction and organized work experience on the job, as determined by an occupa-
tional committee.^

Agreement.—A written training agreement or memorandum shall be required
for each student and shall include a schedule of processes to be learned on the job,
related instruction to be given in school, wages and length of training period,
type and degree of responsibility of parties concerned, provision for school credit,
hours of work and related instruction, provision for job progression, probationary
period and termination of agreement.

Repi^^^evJ^fi've Advisory Committees.— (1) State: The program of training
shall be ^u0..1, od under the general oversight of a representative state advisory
committee, such committee to consist of equal representation from employers and
labor, together with a representative of the state department of education.

(2) Local: The program of training shall be conducted under the general
oversight of a representative local advisory committee, such committee to consist
of equal representation from employers and labor, together with a representative
of the local department of education.

(3) Craft or occupational committees shall be formed for the purpose of
assisting the coordinators in developing the schedules of processes, approving
outlines of related instruction, and assisting in organizing the individual student's
training plan for a particular occupation. Such a committee may be composed
of one or more members of each craft or occupation.

Rates of Pay.—Provisions shall be made for a progressively increasing scale of
wages on an hourly basis over the period of training, which should average approxi-
mately 50 percent of that paid a regular worker.

Hours of Work and Study.—All student-learners shall be required to spend
one-half of the regular school day, which shall be not less than fifteen hours per
week (three consecutive clock hours per day) , in organized work experiences on the
job under the joint supervision of the school and the employer. In addition to
the required time spent in acquiring job experience, each student-learner shall
devote, eanh day, two of the regular school periods to the study of technical and
related oui.ject matter on a correlated basis, under a qualified coordinator-
instructor or a qualified related-subjects teacher, in segregated classes.

Selection of Student-Learners.—Student-learners shall be enrolled in this program
with the approval of the local advisory committee on the basis of their ability
to profit from the training and only after they have received advisement and
guidance from trained coordinators or counselors.

Schedule of P-^ocesses.—The schedule of processes to be learned on the job and
the related subject content to be taught each student-learner in school shall be
outi'ned d approved by representative occupational or craft committees.

j^qai,pi::- it and Instructional Materials.—The local school authorities shall
provide a- equate funds to secure necessary equipment and instructional materials,
imuiiding reference material, textbooks, bulletins, pamphlets, trade journals,
correspondence courses, etc., to insure that pertinent, practical, and current
occupational practices may be taught in the two school periods per day devoted
to technical and related study.
High School Credit.—Provision shall be made by state and local school authori-

ties to enable the student-learners to receive high school credit for the satisfactory

' By student-learner is meant a student enrolled in a public high school who has satisfactorily completed
at least eigM units of credit toward graduation, or equivalent, is at least 16 years of age, and has been ac-
cepted for occupational training on a cooperative basis under a written agreement, approved by a repre-
sentative aovisoty committee, among the school, employer, student, and parent.
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completion of the schedule of organized work experiences and related instruction,
making high school graduation possible. (Such an arrangement has been made
and accepted by the Southern States and approved by the Southern Association
of Colleges and Secondary Schools.)

Ratio of Student-Learners.—Due consideration will be given to the ratio of

student-learners to regularly employed workers in any occupational field, and
shall be determined by the local advisory committee.

Job Progression.—Provision will be made for the student-learners to be trans-
ferred from one job process to another upon reaching the proficiency level required
for satisfactory performance in the occupation.

Placement and Follow-up.—Consideration will be given to final placement and
follow-up, and in cases of occupations requiring more time for training than can
be given during the period the student is enrolled in high school, arrangements
for the completion of training on a full-time basis will be made in cooperation
with the Federal Committee on Apprenticeship.
That such a program as the cooperative part-time diversified occupational

training is needed is shown by the following facts: There are enrolled in the public
high schools throughout the country approximately 6,500,000 students. The
traditional high school course is designed largely to prepare students for college

entrance. Since only a small percentage of the graduates enter . oUege, it became
apparent many years ago that some form of vocational training should be pro-
vided in the public school system. In the larger industrial communities vocational
schools have been organized to provide such training for the boys and girls residing

there. But vocational schools are expensive to build, equip, and maintain, and
many communities cannot offer any such advantages for their youth. The only
program possible for these small communities to organize is the cooperative
part-time type which, in reality, uses the equipment in the business and industrial

establishments of the community as a laboratory. This plan does not in any
sense supplant the regular apprentice-training program, but, as has been shown
in many communities, actually stimulates the development of apprenticeship.

That the Cooperative Part-Time Diversified Occupations Program proved
successful from the first is indicated from the fact that 36 percent of the first

graduating class in one of the first communities to establish this program continued
in permanent employment with the business or industrial establishment where
training was received, 32 percent received employment in other business or

industrial establishments in the occupations for which their training had prepared
thfm, and the remainder of tha group, although not receiving immediate employ-
ment, could state that, in addition to their high school diploma, they had acquired

2,000 hours of practical working experience in a definite trade or occupation.

Employers in the communities where these programs have been organized have
accepted the responsibility of cooperating with the schools from the standpoint
of their duty, as citizens, to provide an opportunity for youth to prepare for useful

employment. A study of the employment records of graduates indicates that

the employers have provided continued employment for these students without
displacemfeut of regular workers. In other words, many are retained after they
finish their course because they have made themselves valuable to the employer
and not because the employer feels the need of additional worke'-s. The local

authorities and the coordinators have been urged not to seek placement of students

in any occupation where so doing would mean displacement of regular workers.

However, since it is necessary for the student-learner to receive work experiences

in accordance with the approved schedule of processes, it is not possible for hini to

replace a regular worker in any phase of an occupation and at the same time
achieve the objectives of the training. The employees and labor groups have
accepted the program on the same basis, realizing also that in such a, program the

danger of training more workers than the occupations can absorb is eliminated.

School authorities have accepted the program enthusiastically because- it provides

a means of offering to their students occupational training which could not other-

Wise be provided in their communities.
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Exhibit No. 2720

[Submitted by the U. S. OflBce of Education]

17489

Number of Pupils Enrolled in Specified Vocational Schools, Federally aided, by
Type of Class: Fiscal Years Ended June SO, 1918-1939
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Number of PwpiJs Enrolled in Specified Vocational Schools, Federally aided, by
Type of Class: Fiscal Years Ended June SO, 1918-19S9—Continued

Type of class an*! year

All-day classes:

1939
1938
1937
1936
1936
1934
1933
1932
1931
1930
1929
1928
1927
1926
1925
1924
1923
1922..
1921.
1920
1919.
1918

Number Enrolled

In all

schools

941,273
801, 381

691,131
666, 740
602, 5.33

441, 099
389,836
339, 416
294,058
251, 443
221, 960
211, 671
189, 466
173,994
154, 967
138, 129
124, 926
113, 338
88, 366
68,962
51,042
42,485

In agri-

cultural
schools

305, 031
259, 163
236,580
215, 462
194, 632
175, 138
169, 858
154, 269
143, 155
123, 685
116,033
105, 251

95.088
87, 673
74,960
68,614
59,889
52,961
40,763
31,301
19, 933
15,450

In
trade and
industrial
schools

196, 365
184,203
159, 770
145, 631
131.680
123,485
110, 846
93,400
80,641
71. 389
64,838
57, 439
50,116
44,799
39,666
33,262
34, 101

31,390
26,042
21,224
18.664
18, 596

In home
economics
schools

439, 877
358, 015
194,781
195, 647
176, 321

142, 476
109, 131

91, 747

70, 362
66, 369
41. 089
48,881
44,261
41,622
40, 341

36,253
30,936
28,987
22,661
16, 437
12,445
8,439

In
distributive
occupations

schools

Exhibit No. 2721'

[Submitted by the U. S. Office of Education)

Amount Expended from Federal. State and Local Money for Vocational Education,
by Field of Service and by Years Ended June SO, 1918 to 1939
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Amount Expended from Federal, State and Local Money for Vocational Education,
by Field of Service and by Years Ended June SO, 1918 to 1939—Continued

Type of Service

Agricultural service—Con.
1934.
1933
1932
1931
1930
1929
1928
1927....
1926
1925 1

1924 ..<

1923 -

1922
1921.
1920
1919
1918

Trade and Industrial Service:
1939
1938....
1937.
1936
1935-...
1934
1933
1932
1931..
1930
1929
1928
1927
1926
1925..
1924
1923.
1922
1921
1920
1919
1918

Home Economic Service:
1939..
1938
1937
1936
1935.-.-.
1934
1933
1932.
1931.
1930
1929
1928
1927
1926
1925
1924...
1923 .-^
1922 .-

1921
1920 -

1919
1918

Teacher Training:
1939.
1938
1937
1936
1935..
1934
1933
1932.
1931
1930
1929
1928

Amount expended

$8, 333,

9,468,

10, 212,

9, 982,

8, 743,

8. 418,

7,608,

7, 469,

7,164,

6,146,

5, 253,

4, 647,

4, 058,

3, 393,

2, 437,

1, 413,

739,

20,832,
18, 115,

17, 312,

15,006,

13, 177,

13,446,

13, 714,

15, 525,

14, 808,

14, 330,

12, 746,

12, 020,

11, 374,

10, 650,

9, 577,

8, 555,

7, 513,

6. 419,

5, 291,

3, 396,

2,002,

1,536,

11,565,

9, 135,

5,890,

5,806,

5, 030,

4,331,

4, 677,

5, 129,

4,751,

4, 382.

3,903,

3, 721,

3, 337,

3, 137,

2, 943,

2,744,

2, 748,

2, 118,

1, 822,

1, 054,

554,

334,

669.46
535.68
810. 78
628.94
382. 05
981.20
913. 76
295.39
460.46
124.01
912. 86
042.04
440.36
088.21
286.06
938.49
933.27

644.20
847. 31
562. 22
127.80
443.06
691. 91

762. 16
723. 79
542.29
079. 59
710. 62
655. 81

555. 34
837. 79
893. 35
484. 55
129. 51

777. 32
761. 72
726. 65
473. 50
438. 95

398. 70
325. 57
064.56
760. 57
603.39
977. 91
657. 49
039. 10
274. 46
036. 65
118. 66
132.23
827. 71
391. 82
524. 30
635. 63
947. 42
562. 96
347. 97
489. 05
195. 42
548.49

4, 010, 999. 46
3, 500, 020. 26
2, 348, 001. 15
2, 286, 045. 88
2, 213, 475. 57
2, 071, 475. 24
2, 261, 982. 39
2, 530, 872. 78
2, 600, 746. 68
2, 453, 400. 43
2, 396, 571. 74
2, 359, 044. 94

From Federal
money

$3,006,

3,364,

3,688,

3, 461,

3, 173,

2,903,

2,844,

2, 801.

2, 656,

2,262,

1, 897,

1,669,

1, 435,

1, 192,

889,

528,

273,

949. 51

441.31
513. 47
542.87
623.55
959. 92
464.24
591. 57
886.13
542.88
807.50
698. 75
475. 22
131.17
886.29
679. 13
282.08

From State
money

6, 301, 254. 30
6, 046, 141. 86
3, 553, 812. 68
3, 429, 772. 81
3, 291, 901. 48
2, 098, 241. 17

2, 298, 675. 92
2, 546, 899. 95
2, 578, 544. 29
2, 509, 530. 68
2,467,217.11
2, 454, 445. 05
2, 426, 585. 97
2, 403, 773. 71

1, 973, 634. 12

1, 589, 524. 44
1,345,911.72
1, 170, 907. 05
1, 006, 570. 56

699, 644. 75
491, 192. 65
307, 374. 57

4, 124, 088. 81
3,670,804.51
1, 442, 322. 66
1, 428, 800. 59

1, 365, 403. 94
958, 579. 29

1,116,077.13
1, 130, 398. 29

876, 890. 91
678, 225. 71
481, 192. 67
492, 158. 26
486, 126. 06
499, 631. 33
400, 120. 15

331, 860. 81
285, 968. 57
245, 885. 87
192, 387. 21

155, 768. 24
115„952. 01
57, 773. 82

1.883,778.45
1, 664, 371. 13

1, 050, 817. 71

1, 027, 450. 32
998, 720. 18
887, 174. 73
949, 050. 76

1, 049, 022. 04
1, 061, 751. 13

1, 042, 843. 24

1, 026, 160. 01

1, 030, 384. 19

$1, 629,

1, 979,

2,123,

2,088,

1, 787,

1, 703,

1, 539,

1,509,

1, 571,

1, 370,

1,203,

1, 108,

1, 039,

968,

678,

399,

220,

191.50
739. 11

443.05
542. 68
246.80
948.63
661.36
065.78
426. 97
964. 90
486. 62
461. 22
487. 89
674. 16
824.43
982. 80
713.98

From Local
money

$3, 697,

4,124,

4,400,

4, 432,

3, 782,

3,811,

3, 224,

3,158,

2, 936,

2, 512,

2, 152,

1, 868,

1,583,

1,232,

868,

485,

245,

528.47
356.26
854.26
543.39
511.70
072. 65
788.16
638.04
147. 36
616.23
618. 74
882.07
477.25
282.88
575. 34
276.56
937. 21

4,612,056.39
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Exhibit No. 2729

EXPENDITURE OF FUNDS

FOR

TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION

Fiscal year ended June 30 > 1939

(Including expenditures for teacher-training)

Federal Funds $ 6,95if,9SS.56
State Funds 5,166,593.24-
Local Funds 10.083,230.03

Total .... ^22,204,811.83

DIVISION OF EACH DOLLAR EXPENDED

By

EACH FEDERAL DOLLAR MATCHED

;$0.7^ - State Money
1.45 - Local Money

Total $2.19 - State and Local money
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Exhibit No. 2730

Cooperative Part-Time Diversified GcctJPATioNs Program *

C. E. Rakestraw, Federal Agent, Industrial Education

It was a typical May-day high school graduation in a small community in one
of the southern states. On that day some twenty boys received their high school
diplomas. The Superintendent of Schools, whom we shall call Mr. Smith, won-
dered just what would become of these boys since he knew that only five would
have the financial opportunity to go to college. The other fifteen would have to
secure emploj'ment in the community or elsewhere in the state or country. Mr.
Smith also knew that the education which these boys had received did not pre-
pare them for employment in any special field of work. AU that he could hope
was that their high school education would afford a sufficient background to per-
mit them to succeed in learning any occupation in which they might become
engaged. The tragedy he knew lay in the fact that not one of the boys had had
sufficient counseling and occupational information to enable him to make an in-

telligent choice of a life work. Mr. Smith, with this problem weighing heavily
on his mind, sought advice from his local school board and the vocational division
of the state department of education. Representatives of the state department
of vocational education, with one from the United States Office of Education,
conferred with him regarding the boys. All were agreed that the solution of the
problem would be to provide some form of vocational training for the youth of

the community before sending them out into the work-a-day world.
Of course, it was out of the question for Mr. Smith's community to provide a

vocational school manned and equipped to teach more than one or two occupa-
tiops. Even the cost of this small effort would be prohibitive. The representa-
tives oi. the state department of vocational education stressed the fact that all

programs should be closely adapted to the social and economic needs of the com-
munity, employers, and employees. With this in mind a study was made of local

employment opportunities in the community, and then Mr. Smith and his school
board established a program, based on a plan which is known as the Cooperative
Part-Time Program in Diversified Occupations.

WHAT IS THE PROGRAM?

Briefly stated, the Cooperative Part-Time Diversified Occupations Program
operates as follows: High school students of employable age are enrolled in the
program and spend one-half of each school day in bona fide employment in their
chosen trades or occupations for the purpose of securing organized instruction on
the job as student-learners. Two periods of the remaining one-half day of the
high school time are. devoted to directed and supervised study of technical and
related subjects pertinent to the trades or occupations- in which the students are
engaged. The technical subjects, which are studied on an individual basis, are
those subjects which- have been approved by a craft or occupational committee
as being pertiaent. Related subjects are those which are taught on a group
basis and include such social subjects as economics, civics, health, safety. Stress
is also placed upon the development of good work habits and attitudes. The
remaining school time is devoted to the study of regular academic subjects. The
pupils included in this type of program are usually high school juniors and seniors,

although boys and girls of sixteen years of age and over who can profit from the
training are not excluded.

required credits

Those who wish to do so may graduate from high school with a regular diploma
which will permit college entrance. To do this, however, it is necessary for the
student upon entering high school to arrange his subjects in such a manner as to
gain eight required credits during the first two years. The remaining required
two credits plus six electives may be earned during the junior and senior years.

Credit is allowed on a vocational basis for time spent in employment and time
devoted to the study of technical and related subjects. Since high school credit
requirements vary in the various states, the above statement cannot be applied
to all ; and space will not permit describing the various plans for allowing credits.

' Reproduced by permission from Oceupationt, the Vocational Outdance Magazine for March, 1940.

(Copyright, 1940.) Published by the National Vocational Guidance Association, 425 West 123rd Street,
New York City.
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Cooperative Part-Time Diversified Occupational training has grown from a few
programs in 1934 to some six hundred at the close of the last school year. Each
of the states in the Southern Region now has programs of this type, varjing in

number from five to thirty, with an approximate total enrollment of 5,000.

STANDARDS SET

The State Supervisors of Trade and Industrial Education in the Southern Re-
gion, realizing that all programs of vocational training should be organized on a
sound basis, adopted the following standards for Cooperative Part-Time Programs
in Diversified Occupations at their regional conference Little Rock, Arkansas, in
April, 1939:

Field Training.—Any trade, industrial, distributive, commercial, or service oc-
cupation eligible for inclusion in the training program for student-learners shall
be one the preparation for which requires 2,000 hours, or hiore, of organized in-

struction and organized work experience on the job, as determined bj;^ an occupa-
tional committee.

2

Agreement.—A written training agreement or memorandum shall be required
for each student and shall include a schedule of processes to be learned on the job,
related instruction to be given in school, wages and length of training period, type
and degree of respon.sibility of parties concerned, provision for school credit, hours
of work and related instruction, provision for job progression, probationary period
and termination of agreement.

Representative Advisory Committees.— (1) State: The program of training shall

be conducted under the general oversight of a representative state advisory com-
mittee, such committee to consist of equal representation from employers and
labor, together with a representative of the state department of education.

(2) Local: The program of training shall be conducted under the general
oversight of a representative local advisory committee, such committee to consist
of equal representation from employers and labor, together with a representative
of the local department of education.

(3) Craft or occupational committees shall be formed for the purpose of assisting
the coordinators in developing the schedules of processes, approving outlines of
related instruction, and assisting in organizing the individual student's training
plan for a particular occupation. Such a committee may be composed of one or
more members of each craft or occupation.

Rates of Pay.—Provisions shall be made for a progressively increasing scale of

wages on an hourly basis over the period of training, which should average approxi-
mately 50 percent of that paid a regular worker.

Hours of Work and Study.—All student-learners shall be required to spend one-
half of the regular school day, which shall be not less than fifteen hours per week
(three consecutive clock hours per day), in organized work experiences on the job
under the joint supervision of the school and the employer. In addition to the
required time spent in acquiring job e.xperience, each student-learner shall devote
each day, two of the regular school periods to the study of technical and related
subject matter on a correlated basis, under a qualified coordinator-instructor or a
qualified related-subjects teacher, in segregated classes.

Selection of Student-Learners.—Student-learners shall be enrolled in this program
with the approval of the local advisory committee on the basis of their ability to
profit from the training and only after they have received advisement and guidance

"

from trained coordinators or counselors.
Schedule of Processes.—The schedule of processes to be learned on the job and

th^ related subject content to be taught each student-learner in school shall be
outlined and approved by representative occupational or craft committees.

Equipment and Instructional Materials.—The local school authorities shall

provide adequate funds to secure necessary equipment and instructional materials,
including reference material, textbooks, bulletins, pamphlets, trade journals,

correspondence courses, etc., to insure that pertinent, practical, and current
occupational practices may be taught in the two school periods per day devoted
to technical and related study.

High School Credit.—Provision shall be made by state and local school author-
ities to enable the student-learners to receive high school credit for the- satisfactory
completion of the schedule of organized work experiences and related instruction,

» By student-learner is meant a student enrolled in a public high school who has satisfactorily completed
at least eight units of credit toward graduation, or equivalent, is at least 16 years of age, and has been
accepted for occupational training on a cooperative basis under a written agreement, approved by a repre-
sentative advisory committee, among the school, employer, student, and parent.
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making high school graduation possible. (Such an arrangement has been made
and accepted by the Southern States and approved by the Southern Association
of Colleges and Secondary Schools.)

Ratio of Student-Learners.—Due consideration will be given to the ratio of
student-learners to regularly employed workers in any occupational field, and
shall be determined by the local advisory committee.

Job Progression.—Provision will be made for the student-learners to be trans-
ferred from one job process to another upon reaching the proficiency level required
for satisfactory performance in the occupation.

Placement and Follow-uf.—Consideration will be given to final placement and
follow-up, and in cases of occupations requiring more time for training than can
be given during the period the student is enrolled in high school, arrangements for
the completion of training on a full-time basis will be made in cooperation with
the Federal Committee on Apprenticeship.
That such a program as the Cooperative Part-Time Diversified Occupational

Training is needed is shown by the following facts: There are enrolled in the
public high schools throughout the country approximately 6,500,000 students.
The traditional high school course is designed largely to prepare students for
college entrance. Since only a small percentage of the graduates enter college, it

became apparent many years ago that some form of vocational training should
be provided in the public school system. In the larger industrial communities
vocational schools have been organized to provide such training for the boys and
girls residing there. But vocational schools are expensive to build, equip, and
maintain, and many communities cannot offer any such advantages for their
youth. The only program possible for these small communities to organize is

the cooperative part-time type which, in reality, uses the equipment in the
business and industrial establishments of the community as a laboratory. This
plan does not in any sense supplant the regular apprentice-training program, but,
as has been shown in many communities, actually stimulates the development of

apprenticeship.
That the Cooperative Part-Time Diversified Occupations Program proved

successful from the first is indicated from the fact that 36 percent of the first

graduating class in one of the first communities to establish this program con-
tinued in permanent employment with the business or industrial establishment
where training was received, 32 percent received employment in other business or
industrial establishments in the occupations for which their training had prepared
them, and the remainder of the group, although not receiving immediate employ-
ment, could state that, in addition to their high school diploma, they had acquired
2,000 hours of practical working experience in a definite trade or occupation.
Employers in the communities where these programs have been organized have

accepted the responsibility of cooperating with the schools from the standpoint
of their duty, as citizens, to provide an opportunity^ for youth to prepare for
useful employment. A study of the employment record? of graduates indicates
that the employers have provided continued employment for these students with-
out displacement of regular workers. In other words, many are retained after
they finish their course because they have made themselv^^v, valuable to the
employer and not because the employer feels the need of additional workers. The
local authorities and the coordinators have been urged not to seek placement of

students in any occupation where so- doing would mean displacement of regular
workers. However, since it is necessary for the student-learner to receive work
experiences in accordance with the approved schedule of processes, it is not possible
for him to replace a regular worker in any phase of an occupation and at the same
time achieve the objectives of the training. The employees and labor groups have
accepted the program on the same basis, realizing also that in such a program
the danger of training more workers than the occupationp can absorb is eliminated.
School authorities have accepted the program enthusiastically because it provides
a means of offering to their students occupational tr&ining w^iich could not
otherwise be provided in their communities.
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Number of Pupils Enrolled in Specified Vocational Schools F^^^^^^^^^ aided, hy

ISumoer oj r
y^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^.^^^ y^^^^ ^^^^ j^^e SO, IQlS-WSy

Typo of class and year
In all

schools

Inagricul- Intradeand In home In distnbu-

tural Indmtrial economics tiveoccupa-

schTOls schools schools |tions schools

All classes:

1939 -- •

1938 -

1937 - -

1936. -

1935 r
- ---

1934 .

1933 -
1932 -

1931 -

1930 -
-

192& --
1928
1927 - - -

1926 -

1925
1924 -
1923 ---

1922 --

1921.-.-- -

1920
1919
1918.

Evening classes:

1939
1938 -

1937 -
1936.. --

1935 -— - ---

1934 -- -

1933...
1932
1931
1930
1929
1928 ---. - -
1927
1926
1925 -

1924 -

1923
1922
1921. - - ----

1920 - -

1919 - -

1918 ---- --

Part-time classes:

}^^^
-

'"":'.:::'.:'.'-'-'--l
438,993

I937:::::::::::::::::-:-:
373,466

1936
1935
1934
ra33
1932 — -- -

1931
1930 - -- -

1929
1928.. --
1927 — -

1926 - -

1925 -,-

1924
1923
1922
1921
1920
1919
1918

Included in trade and industrial part-time enrollment.

2, 085, 427

1,810,082
1,344,728
1, 255, 861

1, 178, 896

1, 051, 000

1, 032, 429

1, 077, 844

1,055,370
981, 882
886,839
858, 456

784, 986
753, 418

676, 677
652, 594

536, 528

475, 828

324, 247

265, 058
194,895
164, 183

657, 603

569,708
380, 131

369, 907
398, 713

353, 875

343, 059

379, 427
378, 773

323, 154

271, 836

247, 968
212, 377
210, 238

194, 300
193, 274

157,874
133, 836
84, 918
73, 122
66, 176

68,693

486, 551

329,214
277, 650

256, 026

299, 535
359, 001

382, 539
407, 285

393, 043

398, 917
383, 144

369, 186
327, 410
321, 191

253, 728

228, 655
150,963
122, 974
77, 677
53,005

538,586
460, 876

386, 302
343,809
325,685
286,150
264, 131

252, 199

235,328
188, 311

168,434
144,901
124, 937
109,528
. 93, 115
85,984
71,298
60,236
43, 352

31, 301

19. 933

15,450

181, 962

158, 813
120,626
107, 517

109, 070
99,293
81,715
87, 138

85,688
60,462
47,283
35, 192
26,227
19,239
15, 825

15, 227
9,319
1, 333

1,139

51, 593
42,900
29,096
20,830
21, 083
11,719
12, 558
10, 792
6,485
4,164
6,118
4,458
3,622
2,716
2,330
2,143
2,090
5,94!J

1,450

715, 239
685,804
680, 990
537, 151

503, 865

466,999
489,900
560,150
591, 876

618, 604

563, 515

537, 611

495, 629
466,685
•.S,071
409,843
325,889
296,884
217,500
184, 819
135, 548

117, 934

156, 464

163, 319
125, 376
120,216
154, 352

130, 901

123, 807
151,042
168, 822

165, 317

131, 103

114,629
97, 574

89, 694

85, 553
84, 973
69, 856

66, 477
51,823
48, 354

43, 485

46, 333

362, 410

338, 282

295, 844

271, 304
217, 933
212,613
255, 247

315, 708
342, 513

381, 898
367, 574
365, 543
347, 939
332, 192

303. 852

291,608
221,932
199, 017

140, 635
115,241
73, 399
63,005

236,034
215, 168

134, 129

142, 174

134, 391

123. 681

137, 537

141,247
124,263
97, 375

93, 450

98, 147

88,576
101, 305

92, 922

93, 074

78, 699

66, 025
31,956
24,768
22, 691

22,360

90,099
36,008

83, 143
32,408

124491—41—pt. 30- -83
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Exhibit No. 2731-A

Diagram VI.—Enrollment in Federally Aided Home Economics Departments or Schools,
by Years, 1918-39
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Exhibit No. 273 1-B

DiAQRAM IV.—Enrollment in Federally Aided Agricultural Departments or Schools,
by Years, 1918-39

6iO,000
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Amount Expended from Federal, State and Local Money for Vocational Education,
by Field of Service and by-Years Ended June SO, 1918 to 19S9

Type of Service

Amount expended

From Federal
money

From State
money

From Local
money

All services: >

1939
1938
1937 -

1936
1936
1934
1933.
1932 ./.

1931
1930
1929
1928
1927
1926
1925
1924
1923—..
1922
1921.
1920
1919
1918

Agricultural Service:
1939.
1938.
1937
1936.
1935
1934 .'

1933-
1932
1931
1930
1929
1928.
1927
1926
1925
1924
1923
1922
1921.
1920..."..

1919
1918...

Trade and Industrial Service:
1939
1938
1937
1936
1935... .1

1934.
1933
1932
1931
1930
1929
1928
1927.
1926 ;-..

1925
1924.
1923
1922.
1921 .-

1920
1919.
1918

$52,668,
44,944,
36, 399,

33,427,

29,289,
28,188,
30, 126,

33, 402,

32, 143,

29,908,
27. 474,

26, 716,

24,562,

23, 181,

20, 919,

18. 845,

17, 132,

14, 812,

12,618,

8,536,

4,961,

3,039,

15,428,

13,600,

10, 842,

10, 327,

8,865,

8,333,

9,468,
10. 212,

9; 982,

8, 743,

8. 418,

7,608,

7,469,

7,164,

6,146,

6,253,

4,647,

4,058,
3, 393,

2, 437,

1, 413,

739,

20, 832,

18, 115,

17. 312,

15,006,

13, 177,

13,446,

13, 714,

15, 525,

14,803,
14,330,
12, 746,

12,020.

11,374,

10, 650,

9, 577,

8, 555,

7,513,

6. 419,

5,291,

3,396,

2,002,

,536,

491. 12
537.22
285.42
833.76
922.68
416. 75
888.12
402.59
192. 37
898. 72
305. 86
760.46
116.08
700.46
855.76
350.92
446.09
988.70
262.56
163.84
776.75
061.15

166.61
313.96
818. 17

234.34
608.90
669.48
535.68
810. 78
628.94
382.05
981.20
913. 76
295.39
460.46
124.01
912. 86
042.04
440.36
088.21
286.06
938. 49
933.27

644. ?0
847. 31
562.22
127.80
443.06
691.91
762. 16

7;23.79

542.29
079. 59
710. 62
655. 81
555.34
837. 79
893. 35
484.55
129.51
777. 32
761. 72
726. 65
473.50
438.95

$19, 434,

17, 737,

10, 013,

9,r48,

9, 371,

6,950,

7,728,

8, 414,

7,978,
7,404.

6, 878,

6, 821,

6, 730,

6,548,

5, 614,

4,832,

4, 308,

3,850,

3,357,

2, 476,

1,560,

832,

6,638,

6, 107,

3,966,

3, 862,

3, 715,

3,006,

3,364,

.3,688,

3,461,

3, 17.^

2,903,

2,844,

2, 801,

2,656,

2,262,

1, 897,

1,669,

1, 435,

1, 192,

889,

528,

273,

6, 301,

6,046,

3, 653,

3,429,
3, 291,

2,098,

2,298,

2,546,

2, 578,

2,509,
2,467,

2,454,
v2,426,

2,403,

1, 973,

1,589,

1, 345,

1, 170,

1,006,
699,

491,

307,

553.96
117.78
668.89
924.62
979.83
944.70
245. 02
833.75
729.20
223.18
529.71
451.75
314. 24
657.46
550.14
880.34
886.68
118.78
494.23
602.83
008.61
426-82

379.62
589.59
715. 84
900.90
954.23
949.61
441.31
513. 47
542.87
323.55
959. 92
464.24
691. 57
886.13
542.88
807.50
698. 75
475. 22
131. 17

886.29
679. 13

282.08

254.30
141.86
812. 68
772. 81

901.48
241.17
675. 92
899.95
544.29
630.68
217. 11

446.05
586.97
773.71
634.12
524. 44
911. 72
907.05
670. 66
644.75
192. 65
374. 57

$10, 947,

9,446,

8,907,

8,606,

6, 782,

7, 093,

8, 204,

9, 036,

8,858,

8,233,

7. 471,

7,028,

6,504,

6, 149,

6, 771,

5, 174,

4, 874,

4,523,

4, 074,

2, 670,

1,566,

1,024,

2,442,

2,188,

2,168,

2, 039,

1,499,

1,629,

1, 979,

2,123,

2,088,

1, 787,

1,703,

1,539,

1, 609,

1,571,

1, 370,

1, 203,

1, 108,

1,039,

968,

678,

399,

220,

4, 612,

4, 176,

4, 178,

4,232,
3,211,

3, 622,
3,956,

4, 370,

4, 230,

4,093,
3,568,

3, 378,

3,074,

2, 791,

2, 651,

2,281,

2. 178,

1,888,

1, 558,

999,

610,

497,

861.94
752.24
389.47
400.49
425.57
203.01
515.56
174. 82
973. 65
148. 77
858.30
986.81
592.46
081.99
976.23
831.06
532.11
939.39
500.73
284.76
627.05
930.48

136. 76
732.97
014. 59
397. 13

006.11
191. 50
739.11
443. 05
542.68
246.80
948.63
661.36
065.78
426.97
964.90
486.62
461,22
487. 89
674. 16

52". 43
{82.80
' 13. 98

056. 39
218. 97
082.83
635.26
770. 68
824.00
253. 51
487. 57
266. 30
033.83
066. 20
574. 19

673. 63
708.97
117.74
706.64
352. 74
173.64
828.72
847.48
885.63
988.39

$22,286,
17, 810,

17, 478,

15, 072,

13, 135,

14, 144,

14, 194,

15, 95U
15, 305,

14, 271,

13, 123,

11,866,

11,317.

10,483,

9,633,

8,837,

7,949,
6,-438,

6,186,

3,388,

1.826,

1, 181,

076.22
667.20
227.06
608.65
517.28
269.04
127.64
394.02
489.52
526.77
917. 86
321.90
209.38
961.01
330.39
639.52
028.30
930.53
267.59
376.25
141.09
703.85

6,347,651.23
5,303,991.40
4,708,087.74
4, 424, 936. 31

3, 650, 649. 56
3, 697, 528. 47
4, 124, 356. 26
4, 400, 854. 26
4, 432, 543. 36
3,782,611.70
3,811,072.65
3, 224, 788. 16

3, 158, 638. 04
2, 9.36, 147. 36
2, 512, 616. 23
2, 1.'52, 618. 74
1, 868, 882. 07
1, 583, 477. 25
1, 232, 282. 88

868, 576. 34
485, 276. 56
245, 937. 21

9, 919,

7,894,

9,580,
7, 343,

6, 673,

7, 725,

7,459,

8,608,
7,999,

7, 727,

6,711,

6, 187.

6,873,

5,465,

5,053,

4,684,

3,988,

3,358,

2,726.

1,697,

900,

731,

3334 61
486. 48
666.71
719. 73
770.90
626.74
832.73
336. 27
741. 70
616.08
427.31
636.67
395. 84
355. 11

141.49
253.47
865.05
696.63
362.44
234.42
395. 22
075. 99

' Amounts expended for aU services, combined, include expenditures from State money for administration
which are not distributed by type of service as follows: 1939, $13,642.10; 1937, $5,839.32; 1936, $1,665.17; 1934

$4,602.21; 1933, $3,950.40; 1932, $3,958.14; 1929, $8,923.64; 1928, $6,013.72.
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Amount Expended from Federal, State and Local Money for Vocational Education,

by Field of Service and by Years Ended June SO, 1918 to 1939—Continued
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Exhibit No. 2733

Diagram I.—Number and Percentage of Persons Employed in Different Age Groups, as

Painters, Glaziers, and Varnishers, According to United states Census, 19J0

Aqe
Groups
10-17 112.360 -5%

10-19 p 9.g46| 2.4«!5

20-24 iiL^iiHHHHiHJHilHHHHIl

25-29 l40:94l|||B||BBHHHHHHHHHi

30-34 iso^aEsHHHHHIHHHIHBIIBHHI

35-39 i^^^^ilSIJjjJHHIIIHHHHHHBHHHHi^^^'^

40-44 i5i^02iHHIilHHHiHIHlHHHIIHH iz.i%

45-49 iid^^i^HHHHHHHHHHHilHi
50-54 |4i^o54||IHBHHHHHHIiHii

55-59 i^i.\IiHHHIHHHIIH

60-64 i^s.cjlijiHHHHIi ^^''*

65-69 Il3i97Tm| 3 2%

70-T4 p~6l90i6 ^ ^"^

75&over«2.T10 12.606 under 20 .64%
46.40G over 60

Unknown! 293 23.5fl7 over 65 .06«!l

Exhibit No. 2734

Distributive workers—Census 1930

Managers: _„

Owners, Operators, Contractors <5, lyo, ^oy

Officials 517, 164

Supervisors 49, ^6U

^''^neral 186,248

Purchasing
,nn ^i 2

Sales 500,512

Salespeople: - „

Selling in stores ' io? nS
Commercial travellers .--- ^j^ ^^"
Canvassers "^'

^^^
Demonstrators ^' ^^*

Apprentices *' q**
Clerks in stores «ni ' o i o
Deliverymen o04, 812

Service 1, 853, 42b

Total 9, 737, 119
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Exhibit No. 2735

Examples of Study Units on Economic Problems From American Secondary
Schools

Agriculture:
"AdjastinR Agricultural Life To Meet the Conditions Created by the Power Age." Section 11,

Materials of j'nstruc'ion Suggested for the Second Year ofthe Core Curriculum of Virginia Secondary Schools.
Richmond, Va.: State Board of Education, October 1938. p. 75. (Mimoo.)

Bu.siNEss Cycles:
"The American People Have Tried To Evolve an Economic System Which Provides the Greatest

Good for the Greatest Number." Unit II. Eleventh Grade Social Studies. Benjamin Franklin
High School, Rochester, N. Y. Problem 6, p. 37-39. (Mimeo.)

Conservation:
Summary of a ninth grade project. Memorandum from Hazel Sample. Norris School, Norris, Tenn.

January 31, 1939. 3 p. (Mimeo.) Also 3-page typewritten statement entitled: "Ninth Grade Report
Section B."

Consumer Protection and Education:
"Social Problems." Senior course. Eugene High School, Eugene, Oregon. (Mimeo.)
"Consumer Education." Sacramento High School, Sacramento, Calif, p. 32-33. (Mimeo.)

Economic Organization:
"The Origin and Development of Our Democratic Institutions." Unit III. New York City Public

Schools, p. 6. ((Mimeo.)
"A Comparison of Modern Forms of Government." Contemporary Problems (XI A & B-II).

Social Studies. Central High School, Tulsa, Okla., 1938. p. 14. (Mimeo.)
Income Distribution:

"Proposed Means of Bringing about a Better Distribution of Wealth." Unit III. Curriculum
Record 1938-39. Grade 12. P. K. Yonge School, Gainesville, Fla. (Mimeo.)
"Current Economic Problems." Grade 12, South Pasadena High School, South Pasadena, Calif.

p. 15-17. (Mimeo.)
Labor Relations:

"Employer and Employee." Modern Problems Unit No. 7. Grade 12. Cleveland, Ohio: Board"
of Education, Division of Social Studies, October 1938. p. 11-12. (Mimeo.)
"Labor in America." (for use in Bll American Life and Institution.) Los Angeles, Calif.: City

School District, Division of Instruction and Curriculum, Secondary Curriculum Section, November
1938. p. ir^-17. (Mimeo.)

Money—Control and Issuance:
"The American People Have Tried to Evolve an Economic System Which Provides the Greatest

Good for the Greatest Number." Unit II. Eleventh Grade Social Studies. Benjamin Franklin
High School, Rochester, N. Y. Problem 3, p. 27-30. (Mimeo.)

Public Finance:
"Governmental Expenditures and Income." Unit 4, Section I. Social Civics. Grade 12. Senior

High School, Springfield, Mo. p. 10. (Mimeo.)
Public Utilities:

"Exchanging Products." Nine A, Social Studies. UnitI II. Tentative Outline. Cleveland,
Ohio: Departmentof Social Studies, Cleveland Public Schools, September 8, 1936. p. 67-68. (Mimeo.)

Regulation of Industry:
"The Development of the United States After the Civil War." IIB History (Special). Guide

Sheet 1. South Philadelphia High School for Girls, Philadelphia, Pa. (Mimeo.)
Social Security:

"Social Security." Modern Problems Unit No. 9. Grade 12. Cleveland, Ohio: Board of Educa-
tion, Division of Social Studios, September 1939. p. 4-5. (Mimeo.)

Transportation Problems:
"American Economic Life." Benjamin Franklin High School, New York, N. Y. p. 15-16.

(Mimeo.)

EXAMPLE OF A UNIT ON BUSINESS CYCLES

"The American People Have Tried To Evolve an Economic
System Which Provides the Greatest Good for the Greatest Num-
ber." Unit II. Eleventh Grade Social Studies. Benjamin
Franklin High School, Rochester, N. Y. Problem 6, p. 37-39.
(Mimeo.)

The business cycle is the topic of Problem 6. The following material is included:
A. Economic Ideas and Terms You Should Know:

Business cycle
Difference between "panic" and "depression"
Theories regarding the causes of this cycle
The use of index number to measure the cycle
The stages of a "normal" cycle.

B. Guide Posts:
Although the business cycle seems to operate in accordance to certain

"laws" it must be remembered that these are not "natural laws,"
but are laws brought about by man-made conditions.

It seems certain that the business cycle operates only as it does because
society previously establishes, or fails to remove, certain conditions
which bring it about.

Therefore, depressions may be called "man made." This seems to indi-

cate that thev can be "man controlled."

1 Supplement to Statement, "Education and Economic Literacy," by William G. Carr, presented before
Temporary National Economic Committee, April 25, 1940.
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One must always distinguish between two conditions which have similar
outward appearances; namely, "overproduction" and "underconsump-
tion."

Depressions are apparently a symptom of an ill in the "social body."
To prevent depressions something must be done, but this requires some

modification of economic conditions as they now are.

A modification of capitalism does not necessarily mean a change to
socialism or communism.

EXAMPLE OF A UNIT ON REGULATION OF INDUSTRY

"The Development of the United States after the Civil War."
11B History (Special). Guide Sheet 1. South Philadelphia
High School for Girls, Philadelphia, Pa. (Mimeo.) ,

Part III of the outline for this history class is headed, "The Growth of Big
Business and Consequent Attempts at Regulation." The topics included are
shown below:

A. List the reasons for the prosperity of the North during the Civil War.
B. Describe the economic rebuilding of the South after the Civil War.
C. The Consolidation of Industry:

1. Causes.
2. Extent of consolidation.

3. Types.
4. The disadvantages and advantages.

D. Governmental Regulation of Big Business:

1. The railroads.

a. Why was regulation desired?
b. Types:

(1) Evaluate attempts at State regulation.

(2) Chart all the Federal Acts regulating the railroads,

giving names of act; date; terms; importance;
attitude of courts (if expressed).

2. Big Business:
a. Review the disadvantages of big business to determine the

causes for regulation.

b. Chart the laws regulating big business as you charted railroad

regulations.
c. What new ideas of regulation have been developed in the

present administration?

EXAMPLE OP A UNIT ON AGRICULTURE

"Adjusting Agricultural Life to Meet the Conditions Created by
the Power Age." Section II. Materials of Instruction Suggested

for the Second Year of the Core Curriculum of Virginia Secondary
Schools. Richmond, Va. : State Board of Education, October
1938. p. 75. (Mimeo.)

The following outline is suggested for discussion of the farm tenancy question:

Combating the Evils of Farm Tenancy

Suggested Content

I. Contributing causes to share-cropping and other forms of farm tenancy:
A. The difficulty experienced by many farmers in retaining possession

or operating a farm successfully due to:

1. Original failure to recognize the necessity of providing public
education.

2. Original unequal distribution of land.

3. The relatively small income from farming.
4. The relative insecurity of farm returns.

5. The relatively high cost of production.
6. Lack of crops suitable to soil areas.

7. Tendency to engage in single-crop farming.

B. Concentration of land and capital in the hands of a few.
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II. Coneomitants of tenancy:
A. Economic insecurity of most tenants.
B. Unsatisfactory standards of living.

C. Impoverishment of soil.

D. IneflRcient farming practice.

E. Transient farm population.
F. Maladjustments of personality:

1. Apathy.
2. Servility.

G. Non-participation in civic life.

H. Large families.

III. Aids that may help in combating the evils of tenancy.
A. More education.
B. Government subsidy.
C. Improved tenant-owner relationships.

D. Attraction of the more capable to the farm.
E. Application of scientific research.

F. Growing crops suitable to the soil and climate.

EXAMPLE OP A UNIT IN CONSERVATION

Summary of a ninth grade project. Memorandum from Hazel
Sample. Norris School, Norris, Tenn. January 31, 1939. 3 p.

(Mimeo.) Also 3-page typewritten statement entitled: "Ninth
Grade Report-Section B."

Excerpts from the memorandum on the selection and development of the
topic, "Game Conservation," follow:

"After due consideration the class selected the topic of Game Conservation
and proceeded to make specific plans for the work. So far, there have been three
steps to this unit: The first step was the preparation of charts giving all the
necessary information concerning cover, food, habitat, predators, range and
present supply of animals, fish and game birds of this area * * *

"The purpose of the next step of the unit was to find out what agencies, Gov-
ernment or private, are connected with the work of conservation and what they
have done and are doing * * * Various committees in the group worked on
the following topics as set up by the class: the history of conservation, the
government agencies that deal with conservation, the government projects, such
as C. C. C, T. V. A., Boulder Dam, United States Bureau of Fisheries, and
National Forests and Parks * * *

"The third step in the unit was the practical one of actually taking part in a
project for game conservation. For the use of this class, Mr. Varnell by recom-
mendation of the Forestry Department secured the allotment of one hundred
acres of land for school use by this group and others which ma> follow. Members
of this class have done a good practical job of surveying and staking this section

of land * * * The class has also divided the strip of land into five units so

that each of the five committees of the class will have the full responsibility of

planning and executing the improvements to the land in the light of their purpose
of taking part in all the activities which go into providing: a game refuge * * *"

From the typewritten report comes the following siipplementary information:

"Type of activities done on the plot: planting of game food, identification of

game food, reforestation, erosion work,thinning of trees, rabbit retreats, clearing

of fire lanes, clearing of debris from two old dwellings, grafting of fruit and nut
trees, identification of wild flowers and their conservation, making of propagation
beds, correct method of pressing and mounting wild flower specimens, and the
possibility of pasturing certain sections advantageously."

EXAMPLE OF A UNIT ON TRANSPORTATION PROBLEMS

"American Economic Life." Benjamin Franklin High School,

New York, N. Y. p. 15-16. (Mimeo.)

The problems of transportation and communication are taken up in Section F
of this unit, in the part entitled, "The United States without a Frontier 1890
* * *." The outline follows:

A. Railroads:
1. Consolidation into great systems.
2. Expansion of the powers of the Interstate Commerce Commission:

a. Hepburn Act.
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b. Mann-Elkins Act.
c. Esch-Cummings Act— 1920.

3. Elements of strength and weakness in the present economic position of
railroads

:

a. Competing means of transportation.
b. Debt burden.
c. Increasing efficiency.

d. Government aid.

e. New policy toward consolidation.
.4. Shall the United States government own and operate the railroads?

B. Automobile and its influence:

1. on the railroad.

2. on road building.
3. on rural life.

4. on problem of Federal regulation of automobile traffic.

C. Water transportation:
1. Development of internal water transportation.
2. Panama Canal.
3. Proposed St. Lawrence Canal.
4. Merchant marine:

a. continued decline to 1914.

b. effect of World War.
c. attempts to preserve World War gains.

d. value of merchant marine.
D. Air Transport.
E. Post office—its expanding activities.

F. Radio:
1, a factor in American economic life.

2. problem of control—Federal Communication Commission.

EXAMPLE OP A UNIT ON PUBLIC UTILITIES

"Exchanging Products." Nine A, Social Studies. Unit III.

Tentative Outline. Cleveland, Ohio: Department of Social Stud-
ies, Cleveland Public Schools. September 8, 1936. p. 67-68.
(Mimeo.)

In part III, which pertains to the relations between business and government,
government aids to business and government restraint of business are discussed.
Public utilities and public control are included in section C, having to do with
restraint of business, as follows:

Government Restraint of Business
1. Laissez-faire.

2. Government control or regulation:
a. Zoning.
b. Bank inspection.

c. Pure food laws.

d. Blue sky laws.
e. Others.

3. Control of public utilities:

a. Reasons for control:

(1) Vital service rendered by utilities.

(2) Supposed to be available to everybody on equal terms.

(3) Can operate only by special authority of government.
b. Provisions for control:

(1) Interstate Commerce Act, 1887.

(2) State Utilities Commissions.
(3) Federal Trade Commission.
(4) New Deal legislation—T. V, A., Holding Company Act, dtc.

(5) Others.
4. Anti-trust laws:

a. Sherman Anti-Trust Act.
b. Clayton Anti-Trust Act.
c. Federal Trade Commission Act.
d. Recent government action.
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EXAMPLE OF A UNIT ON LABOR RELATIONS

"Employer and Employee." Modem Problems Unit No. 7.

Grade 12. Cleveland, Ohio: Board of Education, Division of Social
Studies, October 1938. p. 11-12. (Mimeo.)

Topic VI of this unit is entitled "What Causes Strikes? How Can Strikes Be
Settled?" The following outline is suggested:
1. Causes of strikes.

2. When strikes occur:
a. Principal industries involved.
b. Comparison in periods of depression and prosperity.

3. Types of strikes:

a. "Sit-down."
b. General.
c. Sympathetic.

4. Strike tactics:

a. Use of violence.

b. Picketing.
c. Attitude toward "scabs."

5. Employer tactics:

a. Use of strikebreakers.
b. Use of company guards.
c. Appeal to state for National Guard.
d. Appeal to courts.

6. Cost of strikes:

a. To the workers.
b. To the employer.
c. To the public.

7. Possible methods of settling labor disputes:
a. Conciliation.
b. Mediation.
c. Arbitration.
d. Laws preventing strikes.

EXAMPLE OF A UNIT IN LABOR RELATIONS

"Labor in America." (For use in Bll American Life and Insti-

tutions.) Los Angeles, Calif.: City School District, Division of

Instruction and Curriculum, Secondary Curriculum Section,
November 1938. p. 16-17. (Mimeo.)

Section B of the subject matter outline for the course "Labor in America"
deals with the rise of the problem of of capital vs. labor. Organizations of labor
are discussed within this section, as follows:

Organizations of Labor

A. Labor unions:
1. History—legality—Knights of Labor, etc.

2. Two chief labor unions today.
a. A. F. of L., Gompers, Green.
b. C. I. O., John L. Lewis, Martin, Beck.

3. Methods:
a. Collective bargaining.
b. Strike—walkout—sit down.

B. Company -unions:
1. Purpose—to keep workers satisfied.

2. Methods:
a. Profit sharing.
b. Compensation—unemployment.
c. Pension plans.

EXAMPLE OF A UNIT ON INCOME DISTRIBUTION

"Proposed Means of Bringing about a Better Distribution of
Wealth." Unit III. Curriculum Record 1938-39. Grade 12.

P. K. Yongo Laboratory School, Gainesville, Florida. (Mimeo.)
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The following is part of the outline worked out for the unit on the distribution of

wealth:

A. Meaning of wealth:
1. Social wealth vs. individual wealth.
2. Meaning of money and its functions.

B. The wealth of the United States:
1. Raw materials:

a. Agricultural land.
b. Minerals unmined, estimated.
c. Forest lands stiU standing.

2. Manufacturing plants for:

a. Food production.
b. Textile and clothing production.
c. Automobile and tire production.
d. Paper making, printing and publishing.
e. Iron and steel.

f. Other manufactures.
3. Services:

a. Electric power utilities facilities.

b. Transportation facilities.

c. Merchandising stores.

d. Money and credit establishments.
e. Labor—number of workers, estimated value in production.

C. Distribution and use of wealth in United States:
1. Growth of total income,
2. Sources of total income (use same division as in listing producing

agencies)

.

3. Geographical distribution of wealth.
4. Family division of national income.

a. Per capita division.

5. Distribution of income by size of income per person,
D. Means of increasing wealth and effecting a better distribution:

1. Application of science and invention to means of production.
2. Increase of plant facilities.

3. Improvement of distributive system of commodities.
4. Increase wealth of lower income groups:

a. Lower prices.

b. Higher wages.
c. Income tax on upper groups.
d. Economic security for lower group in old age.

EXAMPLE OF A UNIT ON INCOME DISTRIBUTION

. "Curren* Economic Problems." Grade 12. South Pasadena,
High Schc 1, South Pasadena, California, p, 15-17. (Memeo.)

Among the uiiitss of this course is Unit V, entitled, "Where the Return from
Produotion Goes," The outline of this unit follows:

Problems of the Unit

1. What is distribution? How is distribution related to income?
a. How could the income of the average American family be increased?
b. How do progressive taxes affect distribution?
c. Why do we have poverty?

2. How is distribution related to production?
a. What is the enterpriser's responsibility relative to distribution?
b. Do we have an "economy of abundance" in the U. S.? Explain.

3. How is the amount of rent agricultural land will return determined? urban
land?

a. Why is the farmer's distribution problem so serious? How has govern-
ment sought to aid the farmer?

b. How has cooperative marketing aided California growers?
4. Do those who supply the capital for industry obtain a fair return?

a. Why is interest paid for loans?
b. How are interest rates determined?
c. How is saving motivated?
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5. What is the place of the business man in industry?
a. Is the business man fairly rewarded for his services? Why doesn't

labor carry the risks of business? Would you choose business as a
career? Why or why, not?

b. What are the sources of profits from which the income of management
is drawn? How does competition affect profits?

6. How is government paid for its services to business and industry?
a. is government overpaid?

7. How is the share of income going to labor determined?
a. How are wage rates determined? How do money wages and real

wages differ?

b. What is a fair wage? How may the efficiency of labor be increased?
c. What is collective bargaining? How does it work?
d. How do industrial unions differ from craft unions?
e. Should labor l)e allowed to strike?

f. Should labor unions be compelled to incorporate? Why is the public
vitally concerned in capital labor conflicts?

g. Should the Wagner Act be modified?
h. How do you think labor disputes should be settled?

EXAMPLE OP A UNIT ON SOCIAL SECUBITY

"Social Security." Modern Problems Unit No. 9. Grade 12.

Cleveland, Ohio: Board of Education, Division of Social Studies,
September 1939. p. 4-5. (Mimeo.)

Topic I suggested in this study of social security is "Need for Social Security."
The outlined proposed follows:

1. Relief prior to 1933:
a. Local poor relief.

b. State action on relief.

2. Break-down of the local relief system:
a. Economic changes.
b. Reasons for breakdown of local relief.

c. Federal action in 1932 on relief.

3. Relief under F. E. R. A. and C. W. A.:
a. Diversity of relief y^roblems.
b. Nature of work relief.

c. The Civil Works Program.
d. Direct relief before 1935.
e. Funds appropriated to these agencies.

4. Permanence of the relief problem:
a. Probable permanence of destitution.
b. Our economic instability.

c. Seasonal variations in employment.
d. Technological improvement and unemployment.
e. Increase in the number of aged in the ITnited States.

5. Some other plans proposed to bring about Social Security:
a. The "Share-our-Wealth" movement.
b. The Townsend Old-Age Pension Plan.
c. The National Union for Social Justice.

EXAMPLE OF A UNIT IN CONSUMER PROTECTION AND EDUCATION

"Social Problems." Senior course. Eugene High School, Eu-
gene, Oregon. (Mimeo.)

As part of the Social Problems course, pupils take up the pfoblems of the con-
sumer. Section A and the first part of Section B are quoted from the suggested
study and discussion problems on consumer exploitation and the cooperative
movement:
A. Slalement of the Main Problem: How can the consumer be protected from

exploitation?
1. Who is the Consumer?
2. What is exploitation?
3. What is consumer exploitation?

B. Analysis of the Problem:
1. Where is the problem of consumer exploitation located?
2. When did the problem start?
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How serious is the problem? To what extent does each of the fol-

lowing contribute to the seriousness of the problem:
a. The changing nature of human wants?
b. False and misleading advertisements and testimonials?
c. Inability of consumers to judge quality of goods?
d. Wide price variations for the same or similar quality. (Dump-

ing)?
e. Confusion of labels and brands?
f. Short weights: Honest versus intentional errors?

g. Intentionally cheapened quality of products?
h. Artificial scarcity and planned destruction?
i. Needless wastes of depressions, unemployment, duplication,

cut-throat competition, swift changes in style, etc.

Increased price of product far be}'ond that which wage cost
increases justify?

Low incomes and inadequate levels of living?
Inadequate pure food and drug laws?
Indifference to Consumer Welfare?
Exploitation by middlemen?

]•

k.

1.

m.
n.

EXAMPLE OF A UNIT ON CONSUMER PROTECTION AND EDUCATION

"Consumer Education." Sacramento High School, Sacramento,
Calif, p. 32-33. (Mimeo.)

In division III on the improvement of buying. Unit III pertains to protection
and aid for consumer by law and other organizations. The following outline is

offered for the study of federal control:

Problems and Suggested Procedure

PROBLEM I

Some legislation has been enacted for
the purpose of protecting the con-
sumer-buyer against misrepresenta-
tion.

What are the federal laws protecting
the consumer?

Content

PROCEDURE

1. Explain the control exercised by
the Federal Trade Commission.

2. Examine the Commission's Annual
Report.

3. Discuss the labeling of furs prior to
the rules set and adopted by the
fur industry at the suggestion and
force of the Federal Trade Com-
mission.

4. What are the present rules for
labeling of furs?

5. What trade practice was adopted in
the knit underwear industry in
1930 due to the Commission?

6. Discuss other instances of control
exercised by the Commisbion for
the advantage of the consumer.

7. What new powers have been granted
the Federal Trade Commission
under the Wheeler-Lea Bill?

8. Discuss the Commission's present
ruling regarding "rayon" labeling.

9. Review the Federal Food and Drug
Act as studied in the unit on

1. FEDERAL CONTROL

a. Federal Trade Commission:
1. Issues orders to "cease and

desist" questionable business
practices.

2. Practices include adulteration,
misleading as to quality,
origin, weight and composi-
tion.

3. Limitations of the powers of the
Commission to protect the
consumer.

4. Penalties.
b. Federal Food and Drug Act:

1. A mislabeling act.

2. Punches attempt to mislead and
deceive the purchaser through
the statements or devices
that appeaj* on the label.

3. Sets up relatively few positive
requirements as to what in-
formation must be given.

4. Operates primarily to protect
the consumer's pocketbook,
and only to an uncertain and
limited degree as a protection
to health.
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Problems and Suggested Procedure Content

PSOCEDURE 1. FEDERAL CONTROL

10. Ask the students to look for the 5. Limitations of the act give no
purple stamp, "U. S. Inspected control over advertising of
and Passed, on meat purchased foods and medicines either in

for the home. Discuss the pur- the press, billboards, poster
pose of such control. What or radio,

events prior to the enactment of 6. Many loopholes in which the
this legislation brought about manufacturer is able to evade
this need? control, such as the distinc-

11. Discuss the advantages to our tive name clause "misleading
business system of uniformity in and fraudulent," etc.

weights and measures. Mention c. Federal and State Meat Inspection:
some new weights and measures 1. Inspect at slaughtering and
adopted after exhaustive research meat packing establishments,
work has been done such as the 2. Meat found unsound, unhealth-
measurement of electricity, radi- ful, unwholesome is rejected
um, light, radio, etc. and cannot be sold as food.

12. Read "Weighed and Found Want- d. Regulations of weights and measures

:

ing" by R. Littell, Reader's 1. Standard weights and measures
Digest, March 1938. uniform throughout U. S.

2. Bureau of Standards created in

1901 to take over the work of

the office of weights and
measures.

3. Investigation, education and
research carried on in prob-

, lems of measurement.

EXAMPLE OF A UNIT ON MONEY—CONTROL AND ISSUANCE

"The American People Have Tried To Evolve an Economic
System Which Provides the Greatest Good for the Greatest Num-
ber." Unit II. Eleventh Grade Social Studies. Benjamin Frank-
lin High School, Rochester, N. Y. Problem 3, p. 27-30. (Mimeo.)

Problem 3 pertains to the nature and origin of the American money system.
The following material is included:
A. Economic Ideas and Terms You Should Know:

The superiority of money over barter.

Qualifications of good money.
Bi-metalism, mono-metalism, and Gresham's Law.
The quantity theory of money and the meaning of inflation.

The United States Constitution; Article I, Sec. 8.

Credit.
i3. Outline of Content:

History of "hard" money:
The multiplicity of money types up to 1792.

The establishment of the decimal system.
Law of 1792; the 15-1 ratio.

Law of 1834; gold dollar fixed at 23.2 grains of gold.

Law of 1837; new ratio 16-1.

Discovery of gold—1849.

The fight over bi-metalism versus mono-metalism:
"The crime of '73."

Bland-Allison Act—1878.
Sherman Silver Purchase Act and its repeal—1890-'93.

The presidential campaign of 1896.
The Gold Standard Act of 1900.

The Pittman Act of 1918.

Effects of the depression of 1929:
General effects.

Gold Repeal Resolution—1933.
Gold Reserve Act of 1934.
Silver Purchase Act of 1934.
The stabilization fund.
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History of paper money:
Paper money before the Constitution,:

Colonial paper issued before the Revolutionary War,
"Continentals."

The redemption of colonial currency.
Bank Credit 1791-1861.

First and Second U. S. Banks.
Bank credit of "wild cat" and "pet banks."
Effects of the depression of 1837.
Effects of the "Specie Circular."

Establishment of the National Banks.
Issuance of "Greenbacks."

The reason.
Redemption Act of 1875.

The Federal Reserve System and its credit money.
Types of money in the U. S. today:

An analysis of descriptive nature should be undertaken for each of
the following types:

Coin.
Certificates.

Credit (government, bank, and private).
Fiat (if any).

C. Guide Posts:
Money is a means and not an end; it' is a "go-between."
Money is essential under any highly organized economic system.
The value of money changes, even when we have a fixed metal coin.
Changes in the value of money bring hardships to one group or another;

therefore, a dollar of stable value would be desirable.
The replacement of government bonds by paper money would not neces-

sarily mean inflation, as the money might only be used as a reserve for
more bank loans.

Money is a commodity. It responds in value to the laws of supply and
demand like other commodities.
(At least until 1933 money was considered and treated as a commodity,

but recently there has been a tendency to consider it purely as a medium
of exchange.)

EXAMPLE OP A UNIT IN PUBLIC FINANCE

"Governmental Expenditures and Income." Unit 4, Section I.

Social Civics. Grade 12. Senior High School, Springfield, Mo.
p. 10. (Mimeo.)

Point 5 in this section of the Social Civics unit on governmental financing
pertains to the payment of taxes. The pupils take up various theories of taxa-
tion, as indicated in the following outline:

Theories of Taxation

1. Equal distribution:

a. Club dues are equally distributed.
b. Persons who have no children in school may pay as much or more in

taxes than those who send children to school.
c. Burden would fall too heavily on people with low incomes.

2. Benefit theory:
a. It is hard to apportion taxes according to the benefit received.
b. Many persons who are poor receive great benefits from the government,

but cannot pay taxes.
3. Ability to pay:

a. This leads to progressive taxation—the tax rate increases as the income
increases.

b. The proportional tax is also used—the rate is the same for all persons.
c. At times the regressive plan is used to tax business. The license tax

decreases as the business increases.
4. Single tax:

a. According to this theory all social progress increases the value of land.
b. People are wealthy because they appropriate the economic rent of land.

124491—41—pt. 30 84
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c. Persons are able to hold land for speculation.

d. The unearned increment belongs to society.

e. Does all social progress increase the value of land?
f. If we tax only land value, is the tax flexible enough?
g. If land values fall, how would the income of the government be affected?
h. The tax would lead to nationalization of land.

EXAMPLE OF A UNIT ON TYPE OF ECONOMIC ORGANIZATION

"The Origin and Development of Our Democratic Institutions."
Unit III. New York City Public Schools, p. 16. (Mimeo.)

In Section V, "Democracy in Crisis," of Unit III, one of the topics considered
is the challenge of other political systems of our day. The following outline is

used:

1. The democracies of England and France compared to ours:

a. Cabinet vs. presidential systems of government; their respective merits.
b. Unitary vs. federal system; their respective merits.

2. Communist dictatorship in Russia; a challenge to democracy founded on the
ideals of priva,te ownership and private gain. The challenge lies in ideals,

influences, or achievements, such as the following:
a. Socialization of wealth.
b. Control by the proletariat.

c. Planned economy.
d. A comprehensive program of social security.

e. Political changes: occupational representation, limited sufferage, re-

strictions on civil liberties.

f. Attitude tov/ard religion.

3. Fascist dictatorship in Italy and Germany: a challenge to parliamentary
government., to democracy founded on the idfeals of individual freedom and
laissez-faire, to the alleged cumbersomeness and inefficiency of democratic
government. The challenge lies in ideals, influences, or achievements, such
as the following:

a. Spread of fascism to other countries; fear of fascism in America.
b. Planned economy.
c. Control by the bourgeoisie.

d. Rigid government control of private industry and of capital-labor
relations.

e. Aggressive nationalism.
f. Dictatorship.

(1) Practical disappearance of government (local).

(2) Practical disappearance of constitutional and parliamentary
government.

(3) Restrictions on civil liberties.

4. Democracy's answer to the challenge of communism and fascism.

EXAMPLE OF A UNIT ON TYPE OF ECONOMIC ORGANIZATION

"A Comparison of Modern Forms of Government." Contem-
porarv Problems (XI A & B-II). Social Studies. Central High
School, Tulsa, Okla. 1938. p. 14. (Mimeo.)

The following arc among the topics for study suggested in this course, which
compares and contrasts democracy, fascism, naziism, and communism:
1. What were the conditions under which each form of government originated?
2. How do the forms of government compare?

a. Executives.
b. Legislatures.
c. Who is allowed to vote?
d. What party system is used?
e. Police power.

3. What is the attitude of each toward industry, public utilities, ownership of
property?

4. What is the attitude toward classes and race prejudices?
5. What are the living conditions under which people live?

a. Houses.
b. Food.
c. Clothing.
d. Luxuries, etc.
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6. What is the situation in regard to laboring conditions and unemployment?
a. What are the conditions of women workers?

7. What is the position of freedom of press, speech, religion, all individual liber-

ties, education, etc.?

Exhibit No. 2736

Summary of Testimony Relating to Education *

By William G. Carr, Secretary, Educational Policies Commission

Education, provided it is right in amount, distribution and kind, can and will

improve the economic welfare of the American people. The evidence in support

of this conclusion was drawn in part from the recent report of the Educational

Policies Commission on Education and Economic Well-Being in American De-

mocracy and in part from a nationwide study of citizenship training, recently

completed by the Commission.
In applying this generalization the following bill of particulars was developed

by the evidence before the Committee.
1. The American people should encourage qualified youth to remain in school,

beyond the legal school-leaving age, by:

a. Development of technical and vocational schools at the upper high-school

and junior-college levels.

b. Provision of scholarships, private and public.

c. Adapting the course of study to individual needs.

2. We ought at once to remove youth from the labor market by:

a. Approval of the Federal Child-Labor Amendment.
b. Fixing the school-leaving age at 16 years, at least, in every State.

c. Improve the enforcement of school attendance laws, especially for children

in industrialized agriculture and street-trades.

3. We should encourage the revision and vitalization of economic education by:

a. Better vocational guidance, based on community surveys of occupational

information.
b. Better vocational training—utilizing public schools, industry, labor and

private efforts.

c. Better consumer education.

d. Conservation education.
e. Health education.
f. Vocational retraining for workers displaced by illness, accident or techno-

logical changes.
4. Education for economic citizenship may be improved by:

a. Giving public support to the discussion of important economic issues in

secondary schools, colleges, and adult forums.
b. Improving the preparation of teachers in economics and the other social

sciences.

c. Supplying much better teaching materials, and more of them, including

textbooks, recordings, pamphlets, photographs and moving pictures.

5. We should use free education as one of the means to improve the nation's

economic well-being by:
a. Removing the artificial and financial barriers which now bar many youth of

real ability from advanced training which would greatly benefit them and society.

b. Destroy the monopoly, or partial monopoly, in certain occupations by
opening up training opportunities.

6. Let America proceed to make good on the claim that the United States is a
land of equal opportunity by

:

a. State equalization of educational opportunity among school districts.

b. Federal equalization of educational opportunity among states.

c. Effectively free education.
7. Many factors affect economic well-being; education is only one factor, but

a highly important one.

8. Education has many other highly important values which are not primarily

economic in nature. Emphasis on the economic values of education in no way
ignores or minimizes these other important values.

' Presented before a meeting of the Temporary National Economic Committee (TNEC) held in Wash-
ington, D. C, April 25-26, 1940.'
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Exhibit No. 2737

Statement Submitted by Charles O'Neill, President, United Eastern
Coal Sales Cori'oration, New York City

It is difficult to add anything new to a discussion about the bituminous coal

industry beyond that which is now known to government. The bituminous coal

industry has been under investigation almost continuously since 1917. These in-

vestigations have been conducted at different times by hearings before House and
Senate Committees, by Commissions established by the President and by the
Congress, also in numerous investigations into the regulations and charges for

transportation conducted by the Interstate Commerce Commission and more
recently by the detailed investigations conducted by the N. R. A., the National
Bituminous Coal Commission, now the Bituminous Coal Division under the
Department of the Interior.

These latter investigations conducted by the Bituminous Coal Division as to

marketing practices, distribution, quality, cost of production and fair minimum
prices developed a record of nearly 35,000 pages of transcript and nearly 3,000
exhibits. It is my understanding that the Findings of Fact of these questions
which are now in the process of being released by the Examiners for the Division
will cover 4,000 pages, containing with the findings, rules and regulations, de-
scriptions of marketing areas, classification of coals, denomination of sizes of coal

and prescription of minimum prices.

In inviting me to appear before this committee I was informed that you were
seeking the facts with respect to "The combination of changes in the techniques
of management, trade, finance, production, processing and distribution, by which
the productivity of labor is considerably increased"; and * * * "determin-
ing the influences which prevent the expansion of the national income and pur-
chasing power of the people"; and * * * "the role played by technology in

economic and business concentrations."
I shall attempt to do no more than bring to the attention of this committee

some of the salient facts pertaining to the mining of coal, its place in our national
economy and the labor relations within our industry and the competitive situation

which confronts coal, a situation over which the producers of coal have compara-
tively little control. In so far as these facts fall short of satisfying this committee's
search for knowledge, I respectfully refer you to the voluminous records obtained
in the multitudinous investigations of our industry previously mentioned.

Most of the technological changes in the mining of coal come under the general

heading of mechanization. A discussion of the actual progress of recent develop-
ments of mechanization in the industry should be ascertained in detail from mining
men in different sections of the country. This is because of the wide dispersion

of bituminous coal and lignite and the varying natural conditions under which
coal is to be extracted in different parts of the country. The application of

machinery and power to mining coal varies greatly, depending upon location, and
like the industry itself is local in character. There is no such thing as a national

coal mine. The output of any particular mine is usually marketed in certain

well defined but limited territory. Testirnony as to mechanization in its detailed

application to any particular field must necessarily come from those who are

personally familar with and responsible for the mining operations in the various
locaUties.

But I have no hesitation in asserting the broad and fundam^ental proposition
that mechanization in the coal industry to date has been a matter of necessity

rather than a matter of choice. It has come about not for the purpose of reducing
employment, nor for the purpose of increasing the producers' margin of profit.

It has been in order to enable the producer to remain in busine^ and to keep his

mines open. It is obvious that coal cannot be mined for any great length of time
if it fails to return to the producers the cost of production. If competitive condi-

tions, either within the industry or with other fuels and other sources of eneiigy

preclude an increased price, a price that will return the cost of production and a
profit, then the alternative is either to find some way of reducing the cost of

production or else go out of business. Mechanization in that aspect of the matter
has been the means of keeping mines open and therefore keeping men employed,
both at the mines and in transportation and trade. It is my belief that if there

were no mechanization within our industry, unemployment would be greater than
it is today rather than less because less coal would be sold and fewer mines would
be open.

Resources of bituminous coal, are very large and widely distributed. The
United States Geological Survey estimates the total reserves of bituminous coal

J
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and lignite in excess of 3,500,000,000,000 tons. An estimate of the amount of
bituminous coal actually recoverable in 1923, placed the amount in excess of

1,600,000,000,000 tons. At a normal rate of production of 600,000,000 tons a
year, this lower estimate indicates that the available supply will last well over
3,000 years.
Bituminous coal is mined in commercial quantities in 31 states. The states

are nearly coterminous with the Union, from Pennsylvania in the east to the
State of Washington in the west. Coal is found in great quantities in the Middle
West, Southwest, Northwest, South and in the Northeast. Millions of tons of

coal are mined in these different sections of the counry that are not affected in any
way, directly or indirectly, by competition of the coal produced in other faraway
sections of the country. Real competition in coal is local.

The bituminous coal industry is composed of many relatively small units. In
1937 there were 6,548 producing mines in the United States, exclusive of wagon
and truck mines producing less than 1,000 tons each per year. Only 212 of these
mines produced over 500,000 tons each in that year. The largest company
produced only about 3 percent of the total output. This is one of the basic facts
which account for the too highly competitive situation in the industry.

Since 1923 the industry has had highly competitive conditions. During this

period the industry has suffered large financial losses and has lost greatly its pro-
portion of the total energy produced in the country, because of inroads upon its

business made by competitive fuels and other sources of energy. The shrinkage
in tonnage reflected in loss of business has not tended to "business concentration
in coal." Indeed, it has intensified the struggle between competitors to remain
in business. In addition to the 6,548 producing mines heretofore mentioned,
there are thousands of so-called "wagon" or "truck" mines operating. The last

account of the rail, river and truck butuminous coal Code member producers
under the Bituminous Coal Act of 1937 was given by the Division as over 13,000.
The principal factors that have affected employment in the bituminous coal

industry are:

(a) Improvement in the utilization of coal through improvement in burning
equipment; improvement in the preparation of coal at the mines and more careful
selection of adaptable coal to plant and equipment by the buyer has resulted in
lessening the quantity of coal used each year in the production of an equivalent
amount of power and heat. These economies have tended to lessen the total
consumption of coal, hence to diminish the mine output and the volume of em-
ployment.

(b) The substitution of fuel oil, natural gas and hydro-generated electricity
for coal formerly used has likewise tended to labor displacement in the coal
industry.

(c) The enhancement of the opportunity for fuel oil, natural gas and hydro-
generated electricity to make severe inroads in the markets formerly supplied by
coal because of the great increases in rail freight rates for transportation of coal
occurring since June 30, 1917. These increases have yielded earnings so high as
to be termed "unconscionable" by Interstate Commerce Commissioners and, in
my judgment, outrage all sense of decency. Taking June 30, 1917, as 100, the
increases in freight rates in existence today for the carriage of coal by rail are
shown by the following index numbers: Eastern group, 193; Southern group, 173;
Western group, 186; Mountain-Pacific group, 173.

(d) The increasing cost of production at the mines due to increases in wages,
increases in general and social welfare taxes, and the increasing cost of supplies
add to the industry's competitive difficulties.

(e) The progression of the industry from the ancient hand tools, sledge, wedge,
pick, shovel and barrows to the use of explosives, mining cars drawn on tracKs by
animals, and with the perfection of transmission of compressed air aiid electricity,

to locomotives and mining machines that cut and shear the coal. The only hand
tool that has survived to a large extent is the shovel and now it is gradually being
replaced by loading machinery.

Great strides have been made in the mechanization of bituminous coal mines
since the World War. ' Some mechanization had occurred before that time. It
is not my purpose to attempt to minimize the growth of mechanization of the
industry or its effect on labor. The more rapid rate of mechanization which is

now apparent in the industry is the result of the effect of the conditions growing
out of (a), (h), (c), and (d) heretofore stated. The effect of (a) and (e) has been
to keep some of the present portion of bituminous coal production and employment
in existence, that had these results not been obtained, would also have shifted
with the other millions of tons that have gone to competitive fuels and other
sources of power.
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I do not believe that mechanization of the mines has generally displaced men
from employment. This is not a denial of the fact that workers have been thrown
out of employment at bituminous mines as the result of the installation of labor-
saving devices. It should be repeated that the installation of mechanical devices
in coal mines has made it possible for those mines to continue in operation in com-
petition with rival sources of power and heat and thereby made possible the
retention of considerable labor on railroads, boats and trucks employed in

transporting the coal to the point of consumption. Improvements in the processes
of production of coal and in combustion practice have actually saved many men
employment.
The statistics of income published by the Bureau of Internal Revenue show the

huge losses sustained by the industry every year since 1925 and tend to prove
that (a) and (e) are all that saved what remains of the industry.
The trouble in the industry is that coal loading mechanization comes late and

not soon enough to prevent great losses to capital and labor. Increased pro-
duction per man by the use of labor-saving devices, together with the economies
effected in the more efficient burning of coal, have enabled the industry to survive
in its present state.

INCREASING ECONOMIES IN COAL CONSUMPTION

While economy in the use of coal is not a form of mechanization in bituminous
mines, I wish to briefly point out what has happened in this respect since the
World War, and during which time such great progress has been made in decreasing
the amount of coal required to do a ^iven amount of work. These economies have
been taking place in all lines of coal consumption, but are capable of exact measure-
ment in only a few lines. Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4, attached hereto, show the effect

of such economies in detail for the years 1920 through 1938. Recent statistics

indicate that further progress was made in 1939.
The tables show that in 1920 the average numl)er of pounds of coal per thousand

gross ton miles in freight service on steam railroads was 172; in 1938 the figure

was only 115, a reduction of 33.1 percent, or a reduction in use of 25,998,982 tons
for the year 1938.
Pounds of coal per passenger train car mile between 1920 and 1938 were reduced

from 18.8 to 14.9, a reduction of 20.7 percent, or a reduction in use of 5,546,165
tons for the year 1938.

In electric public utility power plants 3 lbs. of coal were required to generate a
kilowatt hour of electricity in 1920; in 1938 only 1.41 lbs. were required, a decrease
of 53 percent, or a reduction in use of 57,047,000 tons for the year 1938.

In 1920 in the manufacture of iron and steel, the number of pounds of coking
coal required per ton of pig iron was 3,421—in 1938 it was reduced to 2,865, a
reduction of 16.3 percent, or a reduction in use of 5,325,551 tons for the year 1938.

These economies have played an important role in retaining the markets for
coal and have supplemented the efforts that are being made to further reduce cost
by the use of labor-saving devices in the mines.

COMPETITIVE FUELS

The three competitors of coal are fuel oil, natural gas, and hydro-generated
electricity, much of the latter being generated in plants built by Government
funds.

Fvel Oi7.—Exports of coal from the United States, never large, have now prac-
tically disappeared, with the exception of shipments into neighboring Canada.
(The present European war may temporarily change this condition.) American
coals are now facing severe competition in the Canadian market, brought about
partly by the action of the Canadian government in absorbing a large portion of
the freight rates on Nova Scotia coals to distant industrial centers in Canada, and
partly by preferential duties on British coal. In some instances the subventions,
or subsidies, range as high as $2.00 or $2.50 a ton; the duty is 40 cents a ton less

on British than on American coal.

With our normal export situation in this condition, coal produced in this country
must find an outlet in the energy markets within the confines of our own borders.
These markets, once available almost exclusively to bituminous coal, have now
become centers of competition between the four major sources of heat and power,
namely, coal, oil, natural gas and hydro-generated electricity.

Competition of coal with the other three sources of energy was but slight in

1918 when coal's share of the total energy market ofHhe country was 70 percent.
In the years following, however, production of fuel oil, natural gas and electricity
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generated by water power has shown an almost uninterrupted increase, until in
1938 the aggregate production of the three for that single year was equivalent, in
B. t. u. content, to nearly 200,000,000 tons of coal.

Fuel oil is used in both the industrial and the domestic field, and its consump-
tion has increased both in periods of prosperity and in periods of depression.

Without considering gasoline and other lighter products of petroleum distilla-

tion and their effect upon the declining market for coal, fuel oil—a residual
product—is coal's greatest competitor from a quantitative point of view. Its
consumption in 1938 was equal to over 102>000,000 tons of bituminous coal on
an energy basis.

That most, if not all, of this increased use of fuel oil was made possible through
lost markets for bituminous coal is seen by a comparison of the year 1923 with
the year 19,38. In the latter year, consumption of fuel oil exceeded that in the
former year by a coal equivalent of over 35,000,000 tons, while bituminous coal
consumption in 1938 was over 178,000,000 tons below that of 1923. (See Table 5.)

That this increased consumption of fuel oil i reflected in unemployment in the
coal mining industry, not Offset by a counter-balancing increase of employment in
the petroleum industry (the petroleum and fuel oil industries employ a relatively
small number of men in the production branch compared with coal) is shown by
figures covering man years eliminated. The increased use of fuel oil in 1937, over
1923, eliminated a year's work for 48,041 men engaged in bituminous coal mining.
The encroachment of fuel oil upon the bituminous coal market is in no small

measure due to the methods in which fuel oil is marketed. Fuel oil is the residual
product of petroleum distillation and as such is put on the market at whatever
price will enable the producer to dispose of it. This is forcibly illustrated by the
fact that according to the figures published annually by the eminent petroleum
authority, Joseph E. Pogue, fuel oil sells at the Oklahoma refineries for less than
the same refineries pay for the crude petroleum from which the fuel oil is produced.
The refiners' losses on fuel oil are recovered from consumers of gasoline, lubricating
oil, and other refined products.

Natural Gas.—While the tonnage lost by bituminous coal to natural gas since
1923 has not been as large as the loss to fuel oil, the percentage increase in con-
sumption of natural gas is much greater than the percentage increase in fuel-oil

consumption. The coal equivalent of the increase in natural-gas consumption
in 1938 over 1923 amounted to 38,075^000 tons, or 137 percent of the 1923 equiva-
lent, and in the previous year 1937, the increase was even more pronounced,
amounting to slightly less than 43,000,000 tons, or 154 percent. (See Table 6.)

The effect of the increase in natural gas consumption on coal mine employment
is likewise shown by figures covering man years eliminated. The increase in

1937 over 1923, eliminated a year's work for 46,732 men engaged in coal mining.
While natural gas is sometimes looked upon as primarily a domestic household
fuel, its industrial use accounts for by far the greater proportion of total con-
sumption. This increasing industrial use is in no small degree attributable to

the low "dumping" rates at which producers offer gas to industrial users in order
to secure an equalized outlet for their pipe-line load. On the average, these
"industrial" gas rates are about J4 or }^ of the rates charged domestic or household
users, and in some localities the domestic rate is as much as ten times the industrial

rate.

Hydro-electricity.—The increased generation of electricity by water power in

1938 over 1923, displaced in that single year 17,562,000 tons of bituminous coal,

an increase of 76 percent in coal displacement over the year 1923, and this dis-

placement was made notwithstanding the improvement in efficiency in the genera-
tion of electricity by steam. While sufficient data are not available to make
complete comparisons of 1938 with 1923, the increased output of electricity gene-
rated by water power in 1937 over 1923 had the effect in that single year of elimi-

nating one year's employment for 18,888 men engaged in bituminous coal mining.
This increasing encroachment of hydro-generated electricity on the bituminous

coal market is to a great extent made possible by the erection of many large hydro
plants, either directly by the government or with the aid of government funds.

Their output is sold at prices which bear no relation to the cost of production,

since a large portion of the cost of construction is charged to the other factors,

such as navigation, irrigation or flood control.

COMBINED EFFECTS OF COMPETITI\E FUELS

A summary of the competitive situation is outlined in Tables 5 and 6. Table 6
shows the combined effect of the encroachment of the three competitive sources
of energy on the bituminous coal market.
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While most of the calculations have been based upon the theory that the con-
sumption of coal's competitors had been frozen at the 1923 rate, it is by no means
to be inferred that these rivals do not have a proper right to their proportionate
share of the total energy market. The fact that demands attention is that the
output or use of these fuels has increased in a proportion far exceeding the indus-
trial or economic growth of the nation, and the tables show that scuh increase
has been accompanied by a proportionate loss in the market for bituminous coal.

The increased demand for gasoline and the light oils and lubricants refined from
crude petroleum has forced an excessive amount of fuel oil on the market at de-
pressed prices. Imports of crude petroleum and gas and fuel oils coming into
this country at the rate of between 50,000,000 and 60,000,000 barrels a year on a
duty of only )^ cent per gallon (applicable on only part of the imports) have further
aggravated the already severe competitive situation. In December, 1939, the
Venezuela Reciprocal Trade Agreement reduced the duty to ^4 cent per gallon.

This implies a greater quantity of foreign oil will be imported.
Sales of natural gas to industrial consumers at unjustifiably low prices have

seriously affected the use of bituminous coal. Generation of electricity by water
power has in recent years in large degree been financed or subsidized by the
federal government.
The importation of foreign oil amounting to about 50,000,000 barrels in 1938,

only a part of which was taxed at yi cent per gallon, caused the displacement of

approximately 1 0,000,000 tons of coal on the Atlantic and Gulf coasts. Under the
lower rate more oil will come in.

To the railroads this meant a loss in gross freight receipts of over $23,000,000
and to the producers of coal, at an average realization of $1.85 per ton, it resulted
in a loss of approximately $18,500,000 in gross receipts, or a total of over $40,000,000
in gross receipts to both railroads and coal producers.

For every ton of coal displaced, some employee dependent on the coal industry,
either directly or indirectly, loses a day's work. Coal mine labor receives approx-
imately 60 cents out of every dollar received by the coal producers. Railroad
laborers receive 45 cents out of every dollar received by the railroads for handling
freight.

There are many persons employed indirectly by the coal industry who are ad-
versely affected by the loss of coal tonnage. Tariff protection against the flood

of this imported oil, which comes in primarily from Venezuela and the Dutch West
Indies, is essential not only to the coal industry but to the American oil industry
.tself.

The displacement of coal by fuel oil and natural gas, in both of which the em-
ployment of labor is very small as compared with coal, and by the generation of

electricity by water power, in which the employment of labor is infinitesimal, is

an angle of the employment problem to which the public has been seemingly blind.

The fact is that each ton of bituminous coal mined in the United States brings

to the mine workers an average of $1.27 in wages. The labor cost in the produc-
tion of 4 barrels of fuel oil (fuel equivalent to 1 ton of coal) is about 68 cents.

The labor cost in the production of 20,000 cubic feet of natural gas (fuel equivalent
to a ton of coal) is about 8 cents. The labor cost in the production of 2,000
KWH of hydro-electric power (energy equivalent to that produced by a ton of

coal) is less than one cent.

These figures require no comment. They emphasize their own moral—and the
moral is that displacement of coal by substitute fuels is one of the major factors

in the country's present unemployment problem.
Three remedies, if applied, would at least partially aid the coal industry and in

turn relieve the unemployment situation of the nation. These remedies are:

(1) A substantial protective duty on imports of crude petroleum and gas and fuel

oils; (2) Regulation by law of the dumping of industrial gas at rates that have no
relation to costs, and (3) Withdrawal of the federal government from competition
with private industry in the production and sale of electrical energy.

The tabulations which accompany this statement give a detailed picture of the

losses sustained by bituminous coal in the past two decades in the share which it

has had of the total fuel and energy requirements of the nation.

Table 5 shows the consumption of bituminous coal, fuel oil, natural gas, and the

output of hydro-electric pc^yer on the basis of coal equivalents, fbr the years bince

1923, as well as the percentage each fuel constitutes of the total. Note how the

coal percentage has gone down while the percentages of other fuels have gone up.

The heading on Table 6 is self-explanatory.
Also attached is a statement, Table 7, showing per capita production of bitum-

inous coal, petroleum, natural gas and hydro-generated electricity for certain years

since 1910. This is i^nother indication of the effect of these rival fuels and other

sources of energy on the coal mir.ing industry.
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TRANSPORTATION CHARGES OF BITUMINOUS COAL

Transportation Factors.—Few mines are located at the points of consumption.
Of all bituminous coal sold, 85 percent is shipped by rail. Many pf these ship-
ments are over considerable distances. On the average, less than half of the price
paid by carload consumers of bituminous coal goes to the mine owner and laborer
who produce it and more than half goes to the railroads which transport it. Hence
the delivered cost of coal is often more affected by changes in freight rates than by
changes in cost of mine operation.

Although in recent years competitive forms of transportation, such as motor
trucks and waterways, have made appreciable inroads in the movement of coal by
railroads, the great preponderance of coal transported is still moved by the rail

carriers. The inter-dependence of the railroads and the bituminous industry is

shown in the following facts: bituminous coal furnishes the roads with approxi-
mately % of their total freight tonnage and accounts for 20 cents of every dollar

received by them in freight revenue. In turn the railroads are the most important
single class of consumers of bituminous coal for industrial purposes, using for

locomotive fuel and other purposes approximately one-fifth of all coal produced.
Bituminous coal is one of the few commodities or classes of freight where freight

rate exceeds the value of the commodity at point of production.
On the revenue coal traffic which the railroads handled during the period from

1928 through 1937, inclusive, the revenue received by the railroads for handling
that tonnage exceeded the revenue received by the coal industry for producing and
selling the same tonnage slightly in excess of $1,491,000,000. From a gross
revenue standpoint, the transportation of bituminous coal fares far better than the
producing branch of the coal industry. It is readily apparent that the relative

level of freight rates on bituminous coal is an important factor governing the
the delivered price of the product to the ultimate consumer.

Since 1922 the general freight rate structure on bituminous coal has been
relatively stationary with the exception of intermittent temporary additions to the
present rates which have now been made permanent by the Interstate Commerce
Commission, but between 1917 and 1922 there were several increases in railroad
freight rates on bituminous coal and only one small decrease. As a result of these
changes a conservative estimate of the average rate of increase between those
two years is 50 percent. As freight charges constituted approximately half of the
delivered cost of carload coal shipments, this freight rate increase resulted in an
increase of about 25 percent in the delivered cost of coal. This was in addition
to the increase in labor cost which, on the basis of delivered prices, amounted to

approximately 35 percent. The consumer's price, therefore, had to advance at
that time by an average of approximately 60 percent.

Because transportation charges constitute so large a factor in the delivered
price of coal, a reduction in freight rates on bituminous coal could do much to
enable the industry to check the inroads of competitive sources of energj' and to
recover for the railroads at least a part of the tonnage already lost by them
through the curtailment of coal as a fuel by consumers.
These high rail freight rates, coupled with the construction of improved high-

ways, have encouraged in recent years the movement of bituminous coal by truck.

A commodity formerly considered adaptable to rail and water transportation,
bituminous coal is now being transported by truck in an amOunt well in excess of

30,000,000 tons, and official figures available for the year 1936 show a percentage
growth in the movement of coal by truck in that year over 1933 of 80.6 percent.

In the year 1936 there were loaded at mines for shipment by water slightly

less than 25,000,000 tons of bituminous coal. This was an increase of 91 percent
over the 13,000,000 tons so loaded in 1933. In this figure I have not included the
substantial tonnage of coal moved from rail mines to river ports for water ship-

ment beyond, nor the large tonnage moved by rail to lower Lake Erie ports for

transshipment beyond by water. Neither does it include the coastwise water-
borne coal.

In 1936 there were over 52,000,000 tons of coal moved by trucks and waterways,
and had this coal been moved by railroad, the gross revenue of the railroads would
have been increased over $92,000,000, of which railroad labor would have received
almost one-half. This is estimated by use of average rates.

In order to emphasize these facts as to high rates on bituminous coal, the 27
railroads that in the year 1938 handled 325,537,446 tons of revenue bituminous
coal, or 76 percent of the total handled, and which originated 92 percent of all

of said coal originated by Class I roads in that year, show for the first 10 months
of 1939 the following, quoted from a National Coal Association Bulletin:

"Official figures for the last 2 months of 1939- are not as yet available, but it

will be poted that for the first 10 months of 1939 the net railway operating income
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of these 27 roads amounted to $247,368,419, an increase of slightly less than 50
percent over the corresponding 10 months of 1938. After fixed charges had been
deducted, these same roads had a net income for the 10 months of 1939 of

$64,393,969, compared with a deficit in 1938 of $17,679,524, an increase for the

1939 period over that of 1938 undeterminable in percentage, but in dollars amount-
ing to $82,073,493. Reports for Class I railroads of the United States in the first

10 months of 1939 show a net income of $23,245,000. Thus the 27 large coal-

carrying roads showed a net income of almost S times that of the total for all Class I

railroads, thus proving that the profits of the large coal-carrying roads are offset

against the deficits of the roads that carry little or no coal, and that the net income
figure for Class I roads as a whole is in no way representative of the profits derived

by the railroads in the handling of bituminous coal traffic."

A tabulated summary of the railroad freight changes affecting bituminous coal

since June 30, 1917, as measured by index numbers, is herewith submitted. It

is marked Table 8. It shows since June 30, 1917, an increase in the rates in the

Eastern group—from 100 to 193—and a little less, but not a great deal less, in

the rates in other groups.

INCREASED LABOR COST

The amount wages of coal mine labor have been increased can be obtained by
comparing the present scale of base wages with that of 1933. These increases

have been of a dual character; first, by an increase in the actual wages paid per

day, and secondly, in a reduction of the number of hours in the work-day. On
April 1, 1934, the hours of work per day were decreased from 8 to 7 hours, and at

the same time the basic inside day wage was increased from $4.60 to $5.00. On
an hourly basis the increase amounted to 24 percent. Piece work rates were

increased by an amount more than sufficient to provide the workers with the same
daily earnings for 7 hours work they had received for 8 hours. Between May,
1933 and April, 1937, labor cost per ton increased from 63 cents to $1.27, an increase

of 102 percent, and during the same period the average hourly earnings of bitumi-

nous miners increased from 45 cents to 85 cents, an increase of 94 percent. During
this same time the cost of living increased only 11 percent, so that real wages of

the miners increased practically 75 percent during this period. It is worthy of

note that of the 122 industries for which the Bureau of Labor Statistics published

average hourly earnings, for December, 1939, only 6 showed higher hourly earnings

than did bituminous coal mining. Another factor which has increased the cost

of production since 1933 is the indirect labor cost items such as old age and
unemployment insurance taxes which are paid by the employer and actually

constitute a part of the cost of labor. These costs, which were not in force in

1933, amounted in the year 1938 to approximately 5 cents per ton of coal produced.

The following table shows the changes in wage scales since May, 1933. There

has been no change in the wage scale since the April, 1937 wage scale. Therefore,

the cost shown, ascertained by the Bituminous Coal Division, of $1,273 would be

approximately correct today.
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may be said that this agreement also had a compelling influence on the structure
and consummation of agreements in the remaining 30 percent of the industry.
Since then, except for 6 weeks' suspension beginning April 1, 1939, there has been
peace in the industry.
The Agreement provides for the specification of wages, hours, rules and regula-

tions usually contained in an agreement of this kind. Several features are called
to your attention: it provides "That the right to hire and discharge, the manage-
ment of the mine, and the direction of the working force is vested exclusively in

the operator and the United Mine Workers of America shall not abridge these
rights." This important clause is strongly enforced by the operators, and it may
be added, respected by the United Mine Workers. The Agreement does not pro-
vide for, and gives no recognition to, seniority rights. This is considered import-
ant, both as to efficiency and safety. It is a union shop agreement, but the union
must accept for membership anyone employed by the operators, except one who
has already been expelled by the union, which is very rare. It provides for the
"check-oflF'' (deduction of dues from payroll), and limits the monthly amount of
dues to $1.50, the maximum initiation fee to $10 and a maximum national assess-
ment that can be levied in 1 year to $3.00.

So far as is within my knowledge, and certainly so far as the Central Pennsyl-
vania district is concerned, I believe it may be said that these joint relations have
been satisfactory and have been of beneficial influence toward stabilization of the
industry. I believe that there is greater cooperation between management and
worker in the bituminous coal industry today than at any time in its history, and
probably better cooperation than in any other American industry.
Our industry pioneered the 7-hour day, 35-hour week, which went into effect

in April, 1934. It is sometimes suggested that it would be desirable from the
standpoint of labor in our industry to substitute a 6-hour day, 30-hour week.
This has been advocated as a means of spreading employment and making more
jobs. The real fact is that such a change would spread unemployment instead
of relieving it. The theoretical effect of such a change would be to pay the miners
more money for less work and perhaps in periods of peak production at the mines,
the temporary employment of some additional men. This would be the theoretical
effect, but the practical result would be reduced output per man per day, increased
labor cost per ton and collatteral increases in almost all the other phases of mining
operations. This inevitably would mean increased prices for coal and increased
fuel cost to consumers who continued their present rate of coal consumption.
The effect in the long run would be an increased incentive to the invention and
adoption of still higher efficiencies in the utilization of coal so as to use less, and
the more rapid replacement of coal by other sources of energy. It would put an
increased premium on mechanization as a means of offsetting the higher labor
cost. Taking it all in all, the 6-hour day, 30-hour week, in our industry would
inevitably result in less demand for coal, less business for the operator and less

employment for labor.

MECHANIZATION OF THE BITUMINOUS COAL INDUSTRY

Table 9 shows that outptit per man {per 7-hour day in all bituminous mines
in the United States has increased from 3.88 tons in 1923 to 4.68 tons in 1937, an
increase of 20.6 percent. As explained in the table, all figures on output per man
per day have been converted to a 7-hour day basis, as the industry, since April,

1934, has been on that basis. In deep mines only, the output increased from 3.84
tons in 1923 to 4.46 tons in 1937, an increase of 16.1 percent. In 1923 the output
in strip mines was 6.51 tons; in 1937 it waal4.04 tons, an increase of 115.7 percent.

CUTTING MACHINES AND STRIP MINING

Table 10 shows how the use of cutting machines has increased from 1896 to
1936, the percentage of total production cut by machine increasing from 11.9 to

79.3 and the percentage of underground production from 11.9 to 84.8. Informa-
tion on stripping is not available before 1914. The percentage of the total pro-
duction mined by stripping in that year was 0.3^—in 1937 it was 7.1. The per-
centage of total production cut by machine increased between 1914 and 1936 from
51.7 to 79.3 and the percentage of underground production cut by machine in-

creased from 51.8 to 84.8 between the same two years. The table also shows a
great drop in percentage mined by all other methods.

MECHANICAL LOADING

Statistics on mechanical loading are not available prior to the year 1923. Table
11 shows that the percentage of underground production mechanically loaded by
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all types of equipment increased from 0.3 in 1923 to 20.2 in 1937. There is a
breakdown in the table showing amounts and percentages loaded by dififerent

typte of equipment.
MECHANICAL CLEANING

Mechanical cleaning is a type of mechanization which tends to increase rather
than decrease labor requirements. For a good many years there has been an
increasing demand for clean coal. Table 12 shows that the percentage of the
national production cleaned by wet and pneumatic methods at the mines increased
from 2.7 in 1906 to 12.8 in 1937. As will be noted from the table, beginning in

1927, information is available as to the quantity of coal washed at central plants
operMed bj' consumers. The grand total of all coal cleaned at the mine and at

central washing plants and the percentage of the grand total mechanically cleaned
are shown in the last two columns of the table. It will be noted that the latter

percentage increased from 5.3 in 1927 to 14.6 in 1937.

MONET LOSSES

Table 13, "Statistics of Income in the' Bituminous Coal Mining Industry",
published by the Income Tax Unit, is attached hereto and shows huge losses since

1925, and furnishes in part a compelling necessity for reducing costs of production
in this industry.

MINE REALIZATION

The best information ascertainable of the average mine realization for bitumi-
nous coal for the years since 1925 is as follows:

Year Realization

1932 $1.31
1933 1.34
1934 1. 75
1935 1. 77
1936 1.76
1937 (includes, selling expense) _ . 1. 95

Year Realization

1925 $2. 04
1926 . 2.06
1927 1.99
1928 1. 86
1929 1. 78
1930- 1. 70
1931 1.54

It will be noted that in 1927 the average mine realization was''$1.99. In no
year subsequent thereto, as shown by table 12, has the bituminous industry
operated in the black, deficits ranging from $10,000,000 to almost $52,000,000
yearly. In 1936 mine realization was $1.76, or 23 cents below the $1.99 realiza-

tion in, 1937.
A saving in the price of coal to the domestic consumer naturally leaves such

consumer with that saving in moaey to be used in purchasing other materials,

necessaries and luxuries of life, in which the labor factor, while not determinable,

is an important factor.

In the case of the industrial consumer, a saving in the cost of coal is reflected in

reduced operating costs, and that saving is either passed on to the consumer in a
lower priced article, is used in the purchase of other materials in larger quantities

or is disbursed to stockholders, and in either event goes into the purchasing power
of the nation, thus making for employment in other lines of endeavor.

It is comparatively simple to show by figures that a certain number of coal

miners have been displaced or their working opportunities reduced by technologic

development, but it is not so simple—in fact impossible—to show by figures,

although it is equally true, that such development has retained jobs for miners,

due to the fact that such development has enabled coal to hold at least some of

its markets, which it would have otherwise lost had some effort not been made to

reduce operating and production costs.

It may be true that the "combination of changes" affecting bituminous coal

production and distribution has reduced the number of men employed in bitumin-
ous coal mining, which is one of the largest labor-employing industries in the

country and to which 60 percent of the cost of production is applied in the payment
of wages, but there has been some offset in labor employed in other industries or in

other occupations, such as in the manufacture of machinery and in the operators of

trucks for the carriage of coal formerly transported by railroads.

It is my belief that a greater number of men are employed to haul a given

amount of coAl by truck than would be employed in carrying the same qua,ntity

of coal by rail.

Mechanization in burning coal and in producing coal is the main thing that

has enable^ the coal industry to retain as much of its market as it now possesses.
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I do not wish to be understood as asserting that bituminous coal should have the
monopoly of the fuel market. We understand that competitors have a perfect

right to take business away from our industry under fair competition. We do
feel, however, that it should be on fair prices and not on dumping prices as we
believe has been the case from time to time with fuel oil and natural gas. We also

believe that government should not subsidize hydro-electric power plants from
public funds, taking away business from the bituminous coal industry and throw-
ing miners out of employment, especially when electricity nine times out of ten
can be generated as cheaply by coal as it can by water.
We believe the coal industry is essential to the nation's welfare, and even with a

further decline in production, wiU continue to be the most important supplier
of the nation's energy.

Failure to stop losses from competitive conditions that sell coal continuously
below cost of production wiU bring impoverishment of workers, bankruptcy of

owners, abandonment of mines, equipment and communities, and inevitably
produce chaos and labor strife. When it has reached such a state, tae cost to
consumers and the public is much greater than under stable and rational
conditions.
The public must have coal and if it does not "pay as it goes" for the cost of the

product, it will pay much more than the accumulated difference between prices

and cost of production in rehabilitation charges, relief costs and in exasperating
and costly interruptions to industry and transportation, as well as to the de-

pressing occurrences that are part and parcel of great coal strikes or lockouts.

In other words, if the industry is not maintained in an eflHcient and prosperous
condition to serve the people at all times, with coal at a reasonable price, the
total cost, when settlement is made, will be much greater to all concerned.

It may be that it is one of the insoluble problems of our generation. However,
many men in the coal industry are hoping that the present developments as to
mechanization ; movements designed to lower transportation rates on coal, stabiliza-

tion of coal prices through marketing agencies and federal regulation, attempts to
enlarge coal markets, eliminations of unfair competition by other fuels and sources
of energy, or imports of foreign oil, continuing improvement in relations between
management and workers, wiU bring about a solution of the problem and a stabili-

zation of employment in the bituminous coal industry.

Table 1.

—

Estimated reduction in coal consumption through increased economy
in utilization
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Table 2.

—

Estimated reduction in coal consumption through increased economy in
utilization

RAILROADS (PASSENGER SERVICE) 1920-1938
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Table 4.

—

Estimated reduction in coal consumption through increased economy in
utilization

MANUFACTURE OF PIG IRON 1920-1938

Authority: Columns 1, 2, 3 and 4—Minerals Yearbooks.

April 20, 1940.

Other columns computed.
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Table 6.

—

Statement showing consumption of fuel oil and natural gas and pro-

duction of hydro-generated electricity and coal tonnage displaced and employmetn
displaced by increased consumption and production of those sources of fuel and
energy for years 1923-19S8, inclusive

FUEL OIL

1
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Table 6.

—

Statement showing consumption of fuel oil and natural gas and pro-

duction of hydro-generated electricity and coal tonnage displaced and employment
displaced by increased consumption and production of those sources of fuel and
energy for years 1923-19S8, incZusiye—Continued

HYDRO-GENERATED ELECTRICITY

1
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Table 7.

—

Per capita production of bituminous coal, petroleum, natural gas, and
hydro-generated electricity 1910, 1919, 1920, 19S0, 1936, 1937, and 1938

POPULATION AND PRODUCTION

Year
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Table 8.

—

Changes in railroad freight rates on bituminous coal 1917-19S8 index
numbers

Eastern
Group
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Table 12.

—

Growth of bituminous coal mechanically cleaned, 1906-1937

[No canvass was made in 1911, 1922, 1924, 1925 and 1926]

Bituminous coal cleaned by wet and pneumatic methods at mines

Year Wet
Mettiods

Pneumatic
Methods Total

Percent of

National
Production

Washed at
Central
Plants

Operated
by Con-
sumers

Grand
Total Me-
chanically
Cleaned

Percent of
National

Production

1906...
1907...
1908...
1909..
1910-

.

1912...

1913..
1914..
1915..
1916..
1917..
1918..
1919..
1930..
1921..
1923..
1927..
1928..
1929..
1930..
1931..
1932..
1933..
1934..
1935.

.

1936 .

1937 ».

251,946
269, 518
870, 438
443, 147
035, 387
538, 572
069, 691
264, 141

873, 727
922, 218
483, 696
017, 293
884,062
954,289
628,724
140, 385
119,441
188,911
427, 971

794, 648
063, 165
818, 509
992, 596
555, 730
006,643
795, 529

(2)

(»)

W
(»)

3, 650, 584

3, 786, 185
5, 843, 979
7, 895, 109

8, 514, 638

6, 539, 090
7, 573, 839
8, 297, 984

8, 504, 533
10, 590, 948

9,251,946
11.269,518
11, 870, 438
14, 443. 147

16, 035, 387
17, 538, 572
22, 069, 691
20, 264, 141

20, 873, 727
22, 922, 218
25, 483, 696
22, 017, 293

{^)

(')

(?)

(})

24, 770, 025
24, 975, 096
32, 271, 950
35, 689, 757
33, 577, 803
27, 357, 599
30. 566, 429
S5. 853, 714
39, 511, 176
53, 386, 477
57, 000, 000

2.7
2.9
3.6
3.8
3.8
3.9
4.6
4.8
4.7
4.6
4.6
3.8

«3.6
S3. 3

»3.4
»3.8
4.8
5.0
6.1
7.6

9.2
10.0
10.6
12.2
12.8

(')

(')

(')

0)
(')

(')

(')

0)
(')

(0
922,

807,

527,

109,

594,

920,

991,

972,

849,

708,

866,

(')

(')

(')

(')

(')

(')

(')

(')

(')

(')

(')

()
(>)

(')

(')

(')

892,

783,

799,

799,

172,

278,

558,

826,

361,

094,

000,

5.3
5.7
6.9
8.3
9.5
9.8
10.4
11.1
12.2
13.9
14.6

' Not available.
* Pneumatic cleaning began in 1919 but no statistics are available for 1919 to 1923.

years were small but estimates are included in percentages of national production.
3 Preliminary.

Authority: Geological Survey, Bureau of Mines and Bituminous Coal Division.

April 20, 1940.

Tonnages in those
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Table 13. -Net income and income taxes of the bituminous coal mining industry as
shown by income tax returns

Year
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MOTIVES RESULTING IN DISEMPLOYMENT

All reasons for the wide and fast spread of mechanization in the mines on one
side, and technological means for reducing coal consumption on the other, may
be reduced to one common motive: increased financial returns on operation.

When rationalized, they may appear in a variety of garbs: One company claims
that without conveyors they would be forced out of business—that is, financial

returns must be increased to make it profitable; another corporation admits that
unless they produL-j the required tonnage within a short season their total annual
output will be too small to carry on—that is, speed of production within a busy
season enhances financial returns. On the consumer's side, a manufacturer claims
that unless he reduces coal consumption per unit of output in his plant he cannot
meet competition. Landlord, hotel keeper, railroad manager—all clamor for

reduced coal bills. Therefore, technicians of combustion, of insulation, of heat
convection, of processing do their bidding by getting more B. t. u.'s from every
pound of coal, and less tonnage is necessary.
These financial incentives to mechanization affect the various members of the

industrv in special ways:
1. The manvfacturer of machines and mine equipment, attempting to increase

his volume of salfes, not only advertises his product but, in order to expedite in-

stallations, he is frequently willing to finance the buyer. By the time the first

payment is made a number of coal miners are laid off as unnecessary.
2. The coal operator reduced the cost of production per ton and reduces the

payroll, but increases the fixed charges. As a result of $10,000 invested in a
mobile loader some 18 families lose a wage earner.[^ ^Around 78,000 miners have
lost their jobs to machines in this way within the last 15 years.

3. The coal user welcomes technological means for reducing coal bills for nec-
essary Ye&t, power, and light—for lowering the amount of coal necessary per unit
of his output, be it steel ingots, pulp and paper, sugar, canned goods, etc. Within
the last 15 jyears some 34,000 miners lost jobs on account of such technological
"perfection .

4. The oil refineryand gas well operators, on the other hand, in order to increase
their financial returns, are quick to make alluring offers to reduce the consumer's
coal bill by selling him fuel oil or natural gas. Thesfe substitute fuels eliminated
at least 75,000 jobs in coal mines between 1923 and 1938.

Each of these groups, by attaining their goal of increased financial returns, dis-

place men in the coal mining industry, in rail transportation, in trucking, and in

gas works. Each man thus dispossessed of job contributes from $800 to $1,200
a year to the business! In return, each of the 81,842 miners who were on relief
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rolls in March 1935 received a pittance ranging at the present rate from $41.88
in West South Central part of the United States to a maximum in Pennsylvania
of $61.77 for full-time WPA work.
And when disemployed miners, as all other unemployed, can no longer buy

what they need, industry slows down and uses still less coal. So technological
unemployment caused a net reduction of another 86,000 jobs in and around mines..
This is over and above the jobs lost because of increased productivity of miners
and the shrinking consumption of coal.

ECONOMT IN MECHANIZATION

Mr. Percy Tetlow, formerly Chairman of the National Bituminous Coal Com*
mission, said at the 36th Constitutional Convention of the Uijited Mine Workeri
of America:
"On the technical side, the bituminous coal industry is making every eflfort to

reduce costs by the spread of mechanization. * * * In 1934 it was 12.2 per
cent of the total production; in 1938, about 25 per cent, * * * Mechanical
loading underground trend will continue upward. * * * The effect upon
employment will be pronounced."
From the figures for Illinois alone it is obvious that the reduction in costs, due

to mechanization, is very substantial. Compared with hand loading, the produc-
tion cost per ton of mechanically loaded coal is 43.36 cents, or nearly 20 per cent,
below the cost of hand loaded coal. In the case of strip mines the cost is 74.74
cents, or 34 per cent, below the cost of coal hand loaded. The estimate of a
mobile loading machine manufacturer places the saving at a more conservative
figure of 41 cents per ton.
The Engineering Department of the United Mine Workers of America made a

special study of net savings on labor costs per ton in 9 Districts, allowing for
explosives furnished by the company and for maintenance and depreciation of
machinery. The results indicate a difference varying from a few cents to over 80
cents per ton in the cost per ton of mechanically loaded and hand loaded coal.

Grouping the findings according to Districts the advantages are reduced by
the inclusion of unprofitable installations. Differences among Districts vary
from 7.25 cents to 39.13 cents per ton. A comparison of the findings of the
Engineering Department of the United Mine Workers and the reports of the
National Bituminous Coal Commission shows a very close similarity:

Difference in Labor Cost per Ton in 9 District, Mechanically
Loaded and Hand Loaded:

United Mine Workers of America, Engineering Department- _ 25. 47 cents.
National Bituminous Coal Commission » 26, 10 "

' Crude average for nearly corresponding areas,

ECONOMIC SIGNIFICANCE

An inevitable consequence of these financial advantages is thw-displacement of
men by machines. A typical case is reported by a Personnel Director of a large
coal operation: "We mine bituminous coal and employ 6,000 men. When we are
fully mechanized we will have laid off about 1,000 men." This is a conservative
estimate—one out of 6 men displaced. Generally for every 12 men on a mobile
loading machine crew about 18 men become unnecessary to produce the same
tonnage in a given time.
Now, consider that an average modern mobile loading machine costs $10,000.

It means that for the construction of the machine the labor of some 13,000 man-
hours is necessary. And with this investment the labor of 18 miners is eliminated.
If miners work 200 7-hour days, a total of 1,400 hours, per year, the eliminated
mine labor amounts to 25,200 man-hours for every year of the life of the machine.
This means that each year the mining community is deprived of $16,000 in pay-
roU because of one mobile loading machine. Suppose that the machine is not
junked for 5 years. This means that as a result of that $10,000 investment, the
community lost $81,000 in purchasing power. In other words, business loses net

$70,000 of sales in the 5 years of operating that mobile loader and, in addition,
pays taxes to support relief agencies.

Obviously, such an economic set-up in an industry producing a non-elastic
commodity, such as coal, the use of which cannot be expanded by "creating a
desire" to burn more coal than what will do the work, is rot sound and, in the
long run, ruins not only the industry but the business of the community ts St

whole.
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ment technique. The balance of the displaced labor is due to the reduced tonnage
resulting from the combined effect of the improved technique in combustion and
utilization of power, by the technology of substitute fuels, and by diminished
industrial and transport activities and more frugal use of coal for domestic
heating during the depression. Of these three causes only the displacement of
employment by substitute fuels caii be calculated with some accuracy. The
economy in coal utilization may be estimated with less accuracy because of the
lack of data from all industries, and the shrinkage of employment due to economic
set-back is to be reckoned merely as the remaining balance.

Section A. Engineeking Estimate op Disemployment Due to Increased
Productivity of Labor

growth oe mechanization

With the spread of loading machines in the mines since 1923, intensity of work
and hourly productivity increased, although perhaps not at a uniform rate since,

obviously, the first mechanical loaders were installed experimentally, and new
skill and new management technique improved with use. The next period of
mechanization had the advantage of experience and loading machines were largely
introduced in the most suitable mines. Later installations were made, however,
not only in less suitable mines but occasionally in mines definitely not suitable for
mechanical loading because of low or weak roof, impurities or bands in the seam,
gassy condition, or other factors. Likewise the installment payments, credit
extended to operators by machine manufacturers, and high-pressure salesmanship
resulted in slightly diminished advantages from loading machines installed in the
more recent years. The growth of installation of different loading devices is

shown in the following table:

Table 2.

—

Mechanical loading equipment

Year
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It is also significant that during the past 2 years (1938 and 1939), for which no
final record of tonnage is yet available, the number of new machines sold was
greatly increased (75.6 percent). Therefore, it may be expected that the per-

centage of mechanically loaded coal went up and employment correspondingly
went down.

Mechanically loaded tonnage in 1937 was 2.2 times greater than in 1929 in

bituminous fields, and over 3 times greater in anthracite. Such was the effect

of the depression years, in the efifort of the operators to reduce pay rolls.

DISEMPLOYlVlENT DUE TO INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY OF LABOR

The Engineering Department of the United Mine Workers of America has
carried on for nearly 3 years exhaustive studies of the effects of mechanization
(specifically, of mechanical loading) in the Appalachian Region. These studies

were based on mine-to-mine examinations of checkweigh sheets and pay slips in

over 90 percent of the mechanized and partly mechanized mines at the time of the

study.
From these studies the productivity of loading crews, operating different types

of equipment, was determined and compared with the productivity of hand loading
in the same mines or adjoining mines in the same seam of coal. Then, comparisons
were made of the productivity of the entire personnel in both types of mines,
determining all-around productivity per man-day with and without the aid of

machines. Similarly, labor costs per ton were computed for both types of mining.
Substantially, these field studies disclosed the following increases in the intensity

of work and hourly (or daily) productivity of men in the loading crews:

Table 4.

—

Productivity per man-shift (in 204 mines in Appalachian region by
types of loading)

Hand Loading
in Non-Mech-
anized Mines

Hand Loading
in Partly Mech-
anized Mines

Loading on
All Types of

Conveyors
Mobile Loading

Tons per Man-Shift -.

Index Number of Men Needed,
5.80
315

7.43
246

9.04
202

18.28
100

Consequently the average output per man in and around mines (not loading
crew only) has also increased; but what is equally important and significant is

the fact that, in the mines which are only partly mechanized, the hand-loading
speed also increased as men spurred their production in the race with machines.
Thus we notice that the daily output of hand-loaders in partly mechanized mines
becomes 28 per cent higher than it is in the neighboring mines in the same seam of

coal where no mechanized loaders are used.
A similar effect of mechanized portions of work has been observed even in

clerical operation, for instance, in bookkeeping by hand in offices where part of

the staff did identical work with the aid of machines.

Table 5.

—

Speeding up of manual work alongside of the mechanized work

[Insurance Audit)

Year
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of 5 years. This result had a repercussion on the remainder of the clerks who
were still without machines, and their average output per man-hour for an average
of 5 years went up to 1.36, or 24.77 percent higher than it was before any ma-
chines were used by the company. Professor T. North Whitehead (Harvard
University, Cambridge, Massachusetts) reported similar results from experiments
conducted among a group of factory operatives, in "Social Relationships in the
Factory"—The Human Factor, Vol. IX, No. 11, November 1935.
From the studies of the Engineering Department of the United Mine Workers

of America, some definite relationships between disemployment per loading device
of each type were established as follows:

Table 6.^

—

Average loss of jobs per loading machine
Men

Mobile loaders 18. 9
Scrapers 7. 47
Self-loading conveyors 0. 50
Pit car loaders and hand-loaded conveyors 0. 48

Similarly, for any ^iven relation in the use of thesi devices the loss of employ-
ment per 1,000 tons was computed:

Table 6-A.—Average loss oj employment per 1,000 ions loaded by various machines

Men
Mobile loaders 0. 81

2

Scrapers - 0. 529
Self-loading conveyors 0. 566
Pit car loaders and hand-loaded conveyors 0. 465

Weighted average - 0. 693

On the basis of these test data it appears that in 1936 we had labor displacement
by types of loaders as follows:

Table 7.

—

Loss of employment in bituminous coal mines

Mobile loaders:
Tonnage loaded, 40,969,625 tons.

Number of men needed to load it by hand, 44,532 men.
Actual employment, 11,252 men.
Men displaced, 33,270.

Conveyors (duckbills)

:

Tonnage loaded, 3,240,411 tons.

Number of men needed to load it by hand, 3,522 men.
Actual employment, 1,688 men.
Men displaced, 1,834.

SoT*fmPT*R

'

Tonnage loaded, 1,272,466 tons.

Number of men needed to load it by hand, 1,383 men.
Actual employment, 710 men.
Men displaced, 673.

Pit car loaders and hand-loaded conveyors:
Tonnage loaded, 21,494,370 tons.

Number of men needed to load it by hand, 23,363 men.
Actual employment, 14,060 men.
Men displaced, 9,303.

Total displacement by loading machines in 1936: ^"^
Mobile loaders 33, 270
Self-loading conveyors 1, 834
Scrapers 673
Pit car loaders and conveyors 9, 303

Total - .45,080

Displacement of men on the basis of 1937 tonnage mechanically loaded would
be about 56,163 men. This estimate does not include the strip mining responsible
for large additional disemployment.
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STRIPPING

Stripping operations are characterized by very high labor productivity, as
shown in the table below:

Table 8.

—

Labor productivity in strip mines
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Table 10.

—

Disemployment due to mechanization, etc.

Men
Bituminous deep mines 56, 163
Bituminous strip mines 19, 552

Total 1 75, 715

Anthracite deep mines—gain 28
Anthracite strip mines—gain . 2, 455

Anthracite total 2, 427

Grand total 78, 142

• It is important ta note that this engineering computation compares with statistical calculations based on
Bureau of Mines data of labor productivity within one quarter of one percent (75,905 and 75,715)

.

INFLUENCE OP MACHINES ON SEASONAL UNEMPLOYMENT

Several studies illustrate the effect of the mechanical loaders on employment in
slack seasons. Inasmuch as the installments and interest on the investment have
to be paid even vi^hile idle men are off the payroll, the management seeks to use
machinery more uniformly and laj^ off hand-loading men. Thus in our studies we
have a record comparing man-days worked by mechanical crews and hand and
pick miners during high and low production months:

Table 11.

—

Effect of slack operation on character of employment.

Slack
Month

Hand loading and pick mining 1,200 300
Mechanical operation 2,830 2,570

The above shows that while in dull seasons only 25 percent of hand miners are
employed, nearly 91 percent of mechanized operations are still going on.

actual vs. statistical men

Because of uneven distribution of employment throughout a year, and more
particularly because of the widespread practice of sharing the work among
miners^.the computed number of men are not necessarily wholly out of work. In
other words, some of the 78,140 men are undoubtedly sharing some work with
those regularly employed. As a result they work per week generally less than
5 days.

Section A-1. Statistical Basis for Estimate of Disemployment

shortcomings of statistical data

Obviously, statistical compilations can never be as reliable and as detailed as

engineering estimates based on test data. Statistical errors may, however,
sometimes cancel each other.

To use the statistics of the Bureau of Mines for determination of displacement of

miners by increased mechanization requires several adjustments. The Bureau
itself admits that "until the Ataerican coal industry arranges to keep an accurate

record of the man-days or man-hours of employment, all computations .... will

remain subject to qualification." (Minerals Yearbook, 1939, p. 790.)

Moreover, the Bureau of Mines statistical method does not recognize the
principle of dimensionality and adds together manual production and mechanical
production in its attempt to determine the "average" rate of productivity.

Therefore, the Bureau of Mines had no knowledge of relative productivity of

different types of mining equipment. Furthermore, part-time employment is

not taken into account wheh an attempt is made to compute the total man-
hours of work and base on it the labor productivity.

Therefore, in order to compute the displacement of labor by mechanization we
must not only accept admittedly incomplete records of the Bureau of Mines, but
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also lump together: (1) psychological effect on the efficiency of manual operations;
(2) productivity of all types of mechanical loading confounded with productivity
of hand mining; and (3) consider all operations in and around mines as a whole.
And after that we must correct year-by-year records for (a) variations in tonnage;
(b) variations in number of days worked per year; (c) variations in number of
hours per day, and leave as an indeterminate factor all changes in management
technique, in the use of explosives, personnel relations, etc., etc.

TOTAL INCREASE OF LABOR PRODUCTIVITY

Statistics of the Bureau of Mlne3 determine the productivity of labor by
dividing the total tonnage output reported for the year by the average number of
miners employed. This tonnage per man is then divided by the reported number
of days (average) worked at the tipple, and this result is accepted as the rate of
productivity per man-day in the mine.
Even with so crude an approximation of labor productivity, its rise is definitely

noticeable. In 1923 the Bureau of Mines (Geological Survey) made note of the
appearance of the underground loading machine. Since then the portion of ton-
nage mechanically mined and loaded has steadily reflected its influence on Bureau
of Mines records.
The productivity of mechanized mines influences the average productivity of

all mines in the country, and the intensification of work is clearly seen from the
rapid increase of productivity per man-hour. Since 1923 it has grown as follows:

Table 12.

—

Hourly productivity of mine labor
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But the drop in tonnage was even greater than the reduction in the number
of days worked. Thus 1938 bituminous tonnage was 64.5 percent of the 1929
output, and 1938 anthracite tonnage was 70 percent of the 1929 output. This
situation, together with the steadily increasing productivity of labor, led to
wholesale dismissals of miners.

REDUCTION OF HOURS PER DAY

To counteract this gradual starvation of miners through loss of jobs, the
United Mine Workers of America secured a shorter working day to provide
work for more men. This reduction of working hours per week in the bituminous
coal industry was as follows:

Table 14.— Working hours per week—Bituminous coal

Yea?
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Therefore, under old efficiencies, to produce 345,400,000 tons would have re-

quired per year 555,305 men as against the actual employment of 469,000 men,
representing the disemployment in 1938 of 86,305 men.
By the same method of calculation we find that disemployment due to increased

labor productivity has changed as follows:

1936 89,028 men
1937' 75,905 "

1938 86,305 "

' Year comparable with the field study of the Engineering Department, United Mine Workers of America,
to determine labor productivity by types of machines and mining.

TOTAL DISPLACEMENT OF LABOR DUE TO INCREASED LABOR PRODUCTIVITY

Recapitulating now the results of our field tests and the Bureau of Mines sta-

tistics, we can state with reasonable accuracy the extent of destroyed opportunities
for employment due to increased productivity of labor modified by reduced
working time.

Table 16.- -Disemployment due to increased labor productivity with -mechanical and
managerial developments—1923-1937

Class of Labor
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This record indicates a reduction of coal consumption since 1923 to 1937 of 40.4
percent per kilowatt hour.
A similar reduction of coal consumption per unit of output was recorded in

transportation (R. R., Class I). There coal consumption per thousand ton-miles
of freight dropped as follows:

Table 18.

—

Coal consumption

Year
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LOSS OF EMPLOYMENT DUE TO HIGHER EFFICIENCY OF COAL UTILIZATION

Such an adjusted estimate of jobs lost due to increased efficiency in the utiliza-

tion of licat, light, and power appears to be:

Table 20.-

—

Loss of employment due to increased efficiency in uses of coal

Electric utilities 7, 870 men
Steam railroads 5, 895 "

Manufacturing and domestic uses 20, 195

Total 33, 960 men

Section C. Technological Disemployment Due to Substitute Fuels

•general developments

The last score of years witnessed a rapid advance in technique of recovery of

petroleum and natural gas. Coupled with the progre.ss in the field, there was
notable expansion and change in the technique of refining and the transportation
of gas and oil by pipe lines. Widespread motor vehicle transportation caused an
increased demand for gasoline; hence the bj'-product of the refineries—fuel oil

and Diesel oil—appeared on the market in great quantities. The price was
juggled so that the main portion of production cost was borne by the consumers of

gasoline, who in this way subsidized fuel oil and made it a competitor of coal.

Furthermore, the development of the Diesel engine and its widespread adaptation
to tran.sportation, municipal and public works had its effect. While in 1929 only
430,000 horse power of Diesel engines were sold, the sale of Diesels in 1939 ex-

ceeded 2,144,000 horse power, making total installations by 1940 of 15,265,000
horse power using heavy oil, partly instead of gasoline but largely replacing coal.

Similarly, natural gas, through long transport pipes, reached remote parts of

the country and, with the aid of technical improvements in pumping stations,

automatic heaters, metallurgical processes, etc., became a competitor of coal and
manufactured gas.

DISPLACEMENT OF COAL BY OTHER ENERGY SOURCES

National consumption of coal has steadily declined after it passed the peak in

1920, but the total consumption of all fuels and water power is still increasing:

Table 21.

—

Energy consumption in U. S. A.

[In trillions of B. t. u.]

Year
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INCREASE IN NATURAL GAS USE

The growth of natural gas uses in industry and in homes was likewise rapid, and
even more disastrous to the coal industry. Since 1923 the uses of natural gas
have increased as follows:

Class of Service Increase

Domestic consumption 211,016,000,000 cu. ft.

Industrial 319,635,000,000 "

530,651,000,000

This quantity is equivalent (1 ton of coal= 24,372 cu. ft. of gas) to 21,772,977
tons of bituminous coal. This tonnage, if needed, would have provided employ-
ment to 23,900 men in the coal mines.

INCREASE IN HYDRO-ELECTKIC POWER

In addition to the use of these substitute fuels made possible by the advance in
fuel technology and power engineering, the capacity of power dams, hydro-
turbine?, and hydro-electric plants increased rapidly. The hypothetical displace-
ment of miners by the hydro-electric power is shown in the following table:

Table 22.

—

Hydro-electric output and equivalent displacement

Year
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Table 24.

—

Recapitulation—Continued

GROWTH OF MECHANIZATION AND DISEMPLOYMENT
Bituminous Coal
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Exhibit No. 2739

Technological Changes in Bituminous Coal Mining and Their Social-
Economic Consequences

By Walter M. Polakov, Director, Engineering Dept., United Mine Workers of

America

The coal industry has been technologically backward from its beginning in

1720 until the end of the last century.
The first issue on machine mining arose in 1901 when, at the 12th Annual

Convention of the United Mine Workers of America, it was pointed out that
12,000.000 tons more of bituminous coal were produced by the cutting machine
in 1899 than in 1898. During that Convention the contention of the miners was
stated for the first time that "If machine mining is to be the system through
which coal is to be produced in the future and if the cost of production is thereby
lessened, labor is entitled to and should receive a reasonable portion of the financial

advantages".
To understand the revolutionary changes brought about by the mechaniza-

tion of mining it may be advantageous to visualize the labor process in coal
mining. Coal deposits are generally deep underground. To reach the seam of

coal it is necessary to sink a shaft to the level of the coal deposit or make an entry
into the outcropping seam as a drift or slope from the surface. Then a tunnel
is dug (called an entry) from which tunnels (called rooms) branch off, from which
coal is removed to the main tunnel and then to the surface.

In the manual operation the miner using a pick undercuts the layer of coal (an
operation called "kerfing"); then drills holes with a breast auger, places explo-
sives into these holes, and blasts the "face". The fallen, broken coal is then
loaded with shovels into cars. These cars are pushed by men to the main haul-
age way from which thej" are taken out by mules or ho;ses to the surface, or to

the base of the shaft and then hoisted to the surface.

Obviously, working underground, the first requirement is fresh air to breathe.

In former days it was furnished from the main entry by creating a draft by means
of an air shaft at the end of the mine, on top of which fire was built to create a
sort of chimney draft effect. With deeper mines and longer tunnels it became
necessary to force the air to men underground by means of fans. Both fans

and hoists were driven by a steam engine on the surface as the presence of explo-

sive gas and coal dust inside the mine precluded the use of boilers and steam
locomotives inside the mine.
When the first attempts at mechanization underground were made, electricity

was not yet available. So the early machines, few in number, were driven by
compressed air. But when electricity ceaseT* to be only a source of illumination

and means were discovered to generate electric power, the mechanization of

mines became feasible to a greater extent.
The first step in mechanization was made when coal cutting machines were

introduced to displace hand kerfing. By 1930, 81 percent of coal mined under-
ground was already cut by machines, and in 1936 the percentage was 84.8.

It is noteworthy that in non-union areas a much larger percentage of coal

was mined by pick than in unionized areas (Central Competitive Field) where
most of the coal was mined by machine.
Thus the 1923 record shows:

Pick Mined Per-

son-Union Area: ««'«»« '" ^•"«'

Northwest Maryland 83. 5

Northwest Colorado 48. 2

Tennessee 31. 6

West Virginia 20.

Fayette and Westmoreland Co., Pa 50.

Union Area:
Ohio . 2.7
Illinois 5. 5

Indiana 7. 3

Pennsylvania 33. 1

This placed upon union miners the first brunt of the displacement of men by
machines.

As a result of this first stage of mechanization, employnqient in the West declined

by 25 per cent between 1923 and 1929, while total tonnage was only 4 per cent
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lower, and in the Southern Appalachian Region 44,500 tons more coal were
produced in 1929 than in 1923 with 25,500 fewer workers.
Mass diseniployment was aggravated by the receding coal market in 1923

when 1,745 mines were shut down and some 85,000 men were squeezed out of
employment.
As the use of coal cutting machines became general, the electrification of mines

revolutionized also the haulage method. Mules were practically displaced by
1924, when 3,585 mines producing 88 per cent of the total tonnage used locomo-
tives. This change displaced mule drivers, stable men and others by a few motor-
men.

Mechanical loading devices, while known and experimented with for some
time, did not play any important part until about 1923. In that year President
John L. Lewis of the United Mine Workers of America called a conference of
union leaders to discuss loaders and conveyors and to work out a set of principles
with reference to them. This awoke the statisticians of the Bureau of Mines,
who made the first reference to this type of mechanical loading in the report on
coal for 1923.
The decision reached at the conference called by Mr. Lewis ruled: "That it be

the understanding in this matter that in districts where coal loading machines
are in operation, the Mine Workers will insist upon the appointment of a joint
commission in their respective districts to determine exactly what the machine
will do, and that all data on the subject secured in the respective districts through
the negotiations of commissions, be submitted to the International Union and
that in all districts where it is necessary to make arrangements governing the
operations of these machines . . . and that the respective districts shall
adopt such day wage scale for temporary purposes as they may deem necessary to
protect their membership." '

In the interhn the widespread introduction of loading machines displacing the
most numerous group of mine labor, the loaders, became so threatening to em-
ployment that in the 1937 Appalachian Wage -Agreement a special clause was
included calling for a Joint Committee on Mechanized Mining, whose dutj' it

shall be to study "the problems arising from mechanization of bituminous coal
production by the use of conveyors and mobile loading machines for the area
covered by the Appalachian Joint Wage Agreement, including the problem of
displacement of employees."

Despite this contractual agreement, the operators consistently refused for over
two years to cooperate in such a joint study and even refused, with only two ex-
ceptions, to have union representatives obtain data from their mines.
At that time the only official study in existence was that of the Bureau of

Labor Statistics, "Employment in Relation to Mechanization in the Bituminous
Coal Industry" (Monthly Labor Review, Vol. 36, December 1933, p. 264). At
that time some mines in Illinois, Pennsylvania, and Wyoming already had
mechanical loaders and conveyors in use.

These mines produced about 5,650,000 tons of coal in 1931 and employed
some 4,000 miners. Some of these mines were selected for the study which
disclosed that mechanical loading increased the average output per man per day
by 46.8 per cent for all mines in the sample (partly and fully mechanized).
The fully mechanized mines atone showed the increase in productivity of 65.7

per cent.

Such a reduction of labor force by displacement of two out of everj' three men
was indeed serious, but at that time (1931) the mechanical loading of all bitunimous
coal mined extended only over 13.1 per cent of the total tonnage.

Since then the steadily and rapidly increasing mechanization of mines fully
warranted the concern expressed by Mr. John L. Lewis in 1923 and further empha-
sized the point in the Appalachian Wage Agreement on the joint study of the
3ffects of mechanization. This clause was again incorporated in the 1939 Appa-
lachian Wage Agreement, but so far the operators have taken no steps to fulfill

their obligation of the joint study.
Consequently the Engineering Department of the United Mine Workers of

America has carried on the study unaided and against the obstacles or non-
cooperation and disregard of the contractual agreement. Its study covered 204
mines in the Appalachian Region, and since no factual data were available for
the fully mechanized mines where union check weighmen do not keep production
records, the findings of necessity are understatements. Yet the comparison of
the United Mine Workers' computations of their field studies differ from the
official records of the Bureau of Mines by only a fraction of one per cent, showing
that 78,140 miners are displaced due to increased productivity ot labor alone.

' Quoted from "Labor Agreements in the Coal Mines," by Louis Bloch, 1931, p. 187.
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While the Bureau of Mines statistics of productivity of labor lumped together
all forms of mechanical loading, methods, and equipment underground with hand
loading, the United Mine Workers data clearly differentiates the labor-eliminating
effects of each of the principal types of loading equipment as well as the effect

of mechanization on speed up of hand work.
This detailed study indicates that with the use of mobile loading machines two-

thirds of hand loaders are no longer needed to load the same tonnage as by hand,
and, with all types (average) of conveyors, one-third of the jobs is eliminated.

Since the coal loaders constitute the most numerous class of mine labor, the
devastating effects of such mechanization on employment is evident.
Yet the introduction of mechanical loading equipment affects the method of

mining in many other respects. Thus, loading coal on conveyors, whether by hand
or automatically, reduces the work of laying tracks from the loading point to the
point where these conveyors discharge coal into cars. In some mines the so-called
"face" conveyors discharge coal not in cars but on gathering convej^ors, and these
in turn feed the main conveyors that bring the coal to the surface, totally elimi-
nating all jobs of track laying, maintenance, switching, locomotive crews, and
repair. This method makes unnecessary such jobs as trip riders, spraggers, car
repair men, etc., and provides employment for a much smaller number of men to
take care of conveyors at the loading point and for maintenance.
With the old type of mobile loaders tracks were necessary, but more recent

models of these machines are mounted on the caterpillar track-laying tractors,
eliminating the work of trackmen, etc. Later development has introduced rubber-
tired machines for drilling holes (Sullivan) and so-called shuttle-cars which are
automatically loaded by mobile loaders or self-loading conveyors, and deliver
and discharge coal on the main transport belt or on a main haulage train. A
number of completely trackless mines are now in operation in different parts of

the country.
With such technological changes the output per man per day has risen to an

unprecedented high. A man on the loading crew in some West Virginia mines
handles up to 40 tons per shift. A recent account in "Coal Age" (April 1940,

p. 63) describes a mine in Logan County, West Virginia, where, working in a 40-

inch seam of coal and removing 14 inches of impurities (rash and draw-slate),
performance reached 13.2 tons per man per shift underground.
To further expedite the work of men as well as to improve the quality of coal

as to size and to save on time, ventilation, and safety measures, a new technique
of blasting is being introduced.

While the Bureau of Mines has spent many years and a huge sum of money
on testing explosives and prescribing "permissible" practice, powder and dynamite
are being slowly replaced by liquid carbon dioxide (cardox) and hydraulic breaking
units. By rapid expansion of liquefied gas, coal is broken into larger fragments
without emission of flame or noxious gases. In hydraulic breaking, rubber tubes
3 to 7 feet long are encased in protective steel braiding and expanded by oil pumps
to the pressure of 2,000 pounds per square inch. This tube is inserted into a drilled

hole and, when expanded, breaks the coal without shock or jar.

With resulting increases of labor productivity the cumulative effects of new
technology in coal mining, besides I'ts direct result of disemploying superfluous
men, is evident in several other respects:

First of all, the nature of mechanized mining calls for greater strain, both
muscular and netvous. The machine must run without interruption. It creates
noise, it demands constant attention, and it calls for prompt adjustmens and
movements to avoid damage or personal injury.

Because the employers realize this added intensity they seek to eliminate the
older men of greater experience. Mr. Frank E. Christopher, president of the
coal company bearing his name, recently told the American Mining Congress
that "mechanization of coal mines calls for a higher type of worker jn industry".

Second, as the productivity of labor rose tremendously in mechanized operations,
the payment by the hour, irrespective of the output of a man, took the place of the
piece-rate or payment per ton basis.

Thus the labor cost per ton went down approximately 45 cents per ton in mech-
anized mining, but part of the saving on the payroll went to the manufacturers of

equipment as payment for machines, patents, rights, supplies, etc.

Third, the labor employed in building mining machines does not equal that dis-

placed by machines. This is obvious as otherwise the investment would hold
little or no incentive for the operators. As a matter of fact, a mobile loading
machine costing $10,000 requires not over 16,000 man-hours to build it. Yet this

machine eliminates the employment of some 12 miners for the life of the machine
Thug in 10 years 168,000 man-hours are rendered idle as against 16,000 engaged
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in the production of a machine. A net loss, of employment is therefore equal to

152,000 man-hours per machine. With the average pay of $5.60 per day for mine
labor, the net loss of purchasing power is thus equal to $121,000, for the life of the
machine.

Fourth, the increased hazards to life and limb are created by the fact that loading

machines and conveyors produce deafening noise, drowning all sounds of warning
as the roof or coal is "working" and ready to fall. Accidents due to falls of roof

and coal constitute some 60 per cent of total mine accidents. Another source of

mine hazards is the fact that with no illumination in the working place save a dim
cap light (which is sometimes obstructed by coal dust to such an extent that a
man has to touch his buddy before he can see his lamp), working around fast-

moving, unprotected machine parts is by no means safe. Furthermore, as most of

the mining machinery is electrically driven, the electric cables, trolley wires, etc.

create an additional hazard of explosion. A recent report of the Bureau of Mines
on the Hartley Mine explosion said, "While hand loading methods may not be as

efficient as the conveyor used in this mine, there is no doubt that hand loading

would be safer, especially in a mine as dangerously gassy and dusty as this one
* * *. The operation of numerous pieces of electrical equipment * * * i§

too great a risk to take in extremely gassy mines".

Of all forms of mechanization strip mining has the lowest labor content per ton

of coal produced. P^ssentially it consists of removing the top soil and the rest of

the so-called overburden to expose the coal deposits close to the surface. This

work is done by large steam or electric shovels and the top soil together with the

imder soil is mixed and thrown promiscuously in heaps, thus destroying farm and
forest land for centuries. Then the exposed coal is similarly removed from the

open pit by steam shovels, loaded into the cars or trucks, and delivered to wash-

eries for preparation.
The tonnage of coal thus mined increased between 1923 and 1934 by 9,000,000

tons, while employment increased only by 360 men. Within the last 15 years the

expanded strip operations have displaced 19,550. miners, computed on the basis

ot labor requirements for the average deep mining. Thus, besides the great

destruction of employment opportunities, strip mining destroys thousands and
thousands of acres of fertile land. With proper methods of mining, however, not

only the reclamation of land is feasible, but the employment of a larger number
of men is claimed not to increase the cost of operation (Edward O. Keator method).

The econoynic consequences of such changed technique in mining are grave and
far-reaching. With 78,000 men who lost their jobs in mines due to mechanization

within 15 years, and with a total of 187,000 men displaced by all forms of changed
technology, the industry and the Nation is faced with a problem of what to do

with these men and their dependents—a total of well over 1,000,000 people.

One Director of Personnel of a typical coal company wrote to us: "We mine
bituminous coal and employ 6,000 men. When we are fully mechanized we will

have laid off about 1,000 men. I realize that the general thought is that these

men will be employed in other industries as there will be more men employed in

the manufacturing of these machines. But, to start with, this type of labor and

the age of these men will make it practically impossible for them to even do this

type of work, and besides the automobile and steel plants and machine shops are

reducing their personnel and have the same problem. Industry is using the best

talent and research for improving its machinery so as to lower their costs and in

many instances to just maintain their present business. Of course, no corporation

can afford to maintain these extra men, and if industry doesn't take care of these

men the government must—and in the end the industry must pay for this in the

way of taxes.

"These men cannot go "Out West" because there is no "West" any more. There

is plenty of land on which these men could raise everything they need for them-

selves and their famiUes, but a bricklayer today earns more in an hour than a

farmer does in 12 hours.
.

"It is estimated that there are 9,000,000 people unemployed right now. It is

very difficult to give any specific plan as to how we are going to keep labor em-

ployed while we modernize our plants. Man created the machine to be his servant,

but sometimes I feel that the man becomes the servant of the machine. I know
many people say "We will discover new industries". For instance, what will they

be?
" Should industry give more attention to the men replaced by machinery or

should that be government's responsibility?"

The United Mine Workers of America have favored tlie introduction of a 6-hour

day, 30-hour week, with 200 days a year of guaranteed work ever since Mr. John

L Lewis proposed this measure at the 1933 Bituminous Coal Code hearings ("Brief

Supporting General Coal Code", John L. Lewis, United Mine Workers Journal,

September 15, 1933, p. 9).
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And at its next convention the Resolutions Committee of the United Mine
Workers of America pointed out that the introduction of machinery had "brought
grave economic problems", and proposed "rather than object to mechanization
of industry * * * to devote our efforts toward the shorter work day and work
week".
When the 7-hour day, 35-hour week was finally secured, it was obvious that

this measure was no longer adequate to absorb the technological displacement,
and again at the wage negotiations in April 1939 the 30-hour week was sought,
but without success.

Miners themselves, rather than see their neighbors and their children starve,
frequently demand that local management reduce the number of working days
for aU instead of laying off completely the men whose jobs are eliminated by
machines. "Work together, starve together" seems to be a motto in most of the
mining camps. And the work for 2 or 3 days a week instead of 5 is frequent in

many locahties. The United Mine Workers of America exonerates from the
payment of dues those members who work 5 or less days a month.

In other words, in such closely knit and mutually supporting communities as
we find among miners, disemployment appears in two forms: direct displacement
by technology and indirect underemployment created by the sharing of unemploy-
ment. How great is this indirect disemployment is difficult to estimate, but it is

certain that it is at least half as large as the direct disemployment; that is, it

affects not less than 40,000 famihes.
The economic phght of both of these groups injured by mechanization is further

aggravated by their economic dependence and frequent indebtedness to the former
employer. This situation gives rise to two dastardly abuses: the high cost of

goods in company stores and the exchange rate of the company's scrip.

A group of photographs taken from the files of the Farm Security Administra-
tion, Federal Works Agency, and of our Engineering Department portray the
dismal consequences of technology in its lop-sided application. Destitution inade-
quately stayed off by the food distributed by the Federal Surplus Commodity or
meager WPA pay checks on one side and the scores of ghost towns with business
blocks delapidated, stores and banks closed on the other.

In Illinois, where mechanization of mines is far advanced, WPA conducted a
census in three counties: Williamson, Saline, and Franklin. It was found that
"a large part of the working population is completely stranded * * * Coal
miners constitute the great bulk of the worker population * * * Mine opera-
tors have mechanized the loading of coal to the point where thousands of hand
loaders have been eliminated * * * Employment in the coal mines has de-
clined much more than has coal production, and the decline in employment oppor-
tunities in the mines is so pronounced that a large part of the worker population
is permanently unemployed * * *"

One of the most telling effects of mechanization was recorded in the town of

West Frankfort, Illinois. In 1930 the population of West Frankfort was 14,683;
in 1939 it was 12,733—a decline of 13 per cent. During 1926 the average output
per man-day of the town's 6,000 mine workers was 5.46 tons. By 1937 efficiency'

increased so that one man working one day produced 8.91 tons. An increase of
63.2 per cent.

"To equal the all-time record of coal production West Frankfort operators
need to rehire only 700 men of the 3,000 miners displaced."

Another case is reported at Ziegler, Illinois. "At the time of the census (De-
cember 11-17, 1938) there were 3,017 persons living in Ziegler. * * * 774 of
them were engaged in private employment, either in the service industries or at
the mines * * * 269 persons were orf WPA, NYA, or in CCC camps * * *

107 persons were without work of any kind * * * Thus a total of one-third
of aU Ziegler workers were without private employment during the census week.
The full gravity of the situation will be realized when it is remembered that these
figures show unemployment in one of the most active coal towns in Illinois during
the. -peak of the year's activity." (Social Security Board, Technical Publications
Digest, April 4, 1940, pp. 1, 9, 11.)

In West Virginia the district north of Morgantown (Scott's Run) and the south-
ern part of the State (Logan County) are perhaps even more desperately hit. A •

special report prepared by the National Research Project (WPA) describing the
plight brought in by machines is so shocking that it is not even released for
publication.

In Pennsylvania both central Pennsylvania coal fields and the anthracite region
offer many similar exhibits of deterioration, ghost towns, and population wholly
without economic background.
With such and similar ghastly results of mechanization introduced without

regard to social and economic consequences, the question arises whether the limit
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of mine mechanization and resulting disemployment is in sight. To that query
the answer is an emphatic NO.
With only 25 per cent of the underground coal loaded mechanically and with

immediate possibility of using labor-saving equipment in mining more than half
of the coal output, the mechanization of loading did not reach the midstream.
Considering that in 1935 only 13.5 per cent of coal tonnage was mechanically
loaded and in 1939 25 per cent was so loaded, we may expect within the next five
years to double the mechanical tonnage. This would throw out of employment
some 80,000 more mine employees.

This estimate takes into account merely the existing state of technique and pro-
jects it into the future. Yet we are reasonably sure that further steps in tech-
nology will be of even more drastic nature. Recent reports indicate the success-
ful operation of coal mines on. a wholly different basis. In Russia, for example,
we are informed that some mines are sealed and set afire, which is maintained by
a regulated supply of air and steam to produce "water gas" underground. This
gas is then cooled and purified in the scrubbers and piped to distant points of
consumption at a cost said to be one-fourth of the cost of gas generated from the
mined coal. Such a process requires indeed a very small crew of gas workers on
the surface, thus virtually eliminating all mine labor as such.*******
From this sketchy review of technological changes in bituminous deep coal

mining, certain general observations are in order. Essentially there are two
kinds of inventions:
The first kind is the discovery of some fundamental principle upon which the

new technology is later developed. Discoveries of Faraday, Clerk Maxwell,
Guy Lussac, Roentgen, Marconi, and others gave us new technologies and new
industries—electrical, liquefaction of gases, refrigeration. X-ray, wireless, radio,
etc.

The second kind of discoveries consist of the application of the already dis-
covered principles to the technology of production, such as design of labor-saving
equipment, improvements of processes and other forms of inventions comprising
the body of technological improvements.
The applied technological developments with which we are here concerned fall

into four main groups:
1. Developments increasing productivity of labor, leading to disemployment;
2. Developments leading to intensification of labor and resulting in greater

strain and hazards to workers;
3. Developments eliminating unnecessary fatigue and hazards;
4. Improvements in the quality of the product itself.

In the coal industry we readily find all of these types.
Mechanization of mines clearly falls into the first two classifications resulting

in both disemployment and increased hazards. Use of non-explosive means for
breaking coal belongs in the third group, while such technical processes and equip-
ment as are used for dedusting of coal, washing, sizing, preparation, packaging,
by-product extraction, etc. are clearly serving to improve the quality of the
product.
From a purely engineering standpoint the coal industry has ample"opportunities

for economic resurrection:
1. Reduction of accidents, averaging 1,800 fatalities and 73,000 non-fatal in-

juries would give a saving of upward of 10 cents per ton of coal mined—some
$40,000,000 annually.

2. Multiple production of coal by-products, liquefaction, etc. will not only
reduce the freight charges, now about equalling the cost of coal, but will also help
to recapture the market lost to petroleum and natural gas because of a higher
state of technology in these competing industries. This technique can re-employ
a greater part of the 40,000 men disemployed by the use of substitute fuels.

Against this last possibility the fact that the coal industry is in a weak financial
position strongly mitigates. Indeed bituminous coal industry consists of a large
number of small concerns, notorious for their economic weakness—the largest
unit produces less than 3 per cent of the total annual tonnage.

It might be presumptuous at this point to indicate the general theory of unem-
ployment of which the coal industry is but a special c^se. The operating economy
is attained by the transfer of a portion of the labor cost to fixed charges account
(depreciation, insurance, obsolescence, interest and upkeep). While through the
introduction of automatic machines a portion of the fixed charges on labor-saving
•equipment goes to payrolls in other industries (capital goods), it is much smaller
than the portion of the direct labor cost eliminated by the labor-saving devices.
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Therefore, the net economy in production may appear either in the dividends
of the industry or in the reduced price of the product.
But the economy attained by the reduction of labor costs (direct labor and

capital goods industry labor) reduces total payroll and consequently the pur-
chasing power of the wage earners shrinks.

If the reduction of selling price be as great as the reduction of payrolls, the
industry remains stagnant.

If the reduction of selling price is not as great as the saving on the payroll, the
remaining purchasing power becomes inadequate to consume the full output of
industrial products, and industry shivels.

Consequently, the money saved on labor cost cannot be reinvested into expan-
sion of industry as there is no corresponding expansion of consumers' demand.
The special case of the coal industry differs from the general case insofar as the

coal is an inelastic commodity and no amount of advertising can create a desire
to overheat a house, run trains twice the distance to their destination, or otherwise
consume more coal. Hence, no decrease in price could stimulate consumption to
any appreciable degree, particularly when the competing fuels are already sold
below the cost of production—-fuel and gas oil being subsidized by overpriced
gasoline. The saving on coal miners' payrolls through technological increase of

labor productivity reduces the purchasing power of wage earners of this industry
to such an extent that it seriously affects all consumer goods industries which are
gradually losing the market among the 3,000,000 members of the families of coal
miners. Further reduction of miners' purchasing power is being made by means
of company stores and camp commissaries often trading at greatly advanced prices

(up to 40 and more percent), or making unscrupulous profit on the issue of tokens
or scrip money with average discount of some 25 percent. This excessive price
increase or discount on the scrip totals well over $130,000,000 on the volume of
business carried annually by the National Industrial Stores Association.
The conclusion is therefore inescapable that the solution to the disemployment

problem in the coal industry cannot be attained as long as the employees do not
fully participate in the financial advantages of new technology.

'Exhibit No. 2740" appears in text on p. 17201.
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Exhibit No. 2744

ENERGY CONSUMPTION
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Exhibit No. 2746

T0NNA6E OF BITUMINOUS COAL
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Exhibit No. 2747

PETROLEUM PRODUCTION AND
REVENUES IN 1937 BY DIFFERENT PRODUCTS OF CRUDE
REVENUE

^^^^^,^^
PRODUCTS

^^^^ SSS «B SBS SB^^5

EACH SYMBOL REPRESENTS 5 PERCENT OF GROUP SHOWN

UNITED MINC WORKERS OF AMERICA

'Exhibit No. 2748," Displacement of Miners by Mechanization, is on file with
the Committee

Exhibit No. 2749

Technological Unemployment and Decentralization in the Rubber
Industry

Statement of Thomas F. Burns, Vice-President of the United States Rubber
Workers of America

The rubber industry is one which has been characterized during recent years by
tremendous technological gains and increased value for the consumer. Un-
fortunately, this progress has resulted, for many of those depending on the rubber
industry for their livelihood, not in improved, but in worse conditions.
The workers employed in this industry and the union which represents them,

the United Rubber Workers of America, have been facing for the past few years
the problem of technological unemployment—the problem of thousands of skilled
and able-bodied workers who have been driven from the rubber industry. The
issue of decentralization looms large in this story of loss of jobs in the rubber
industry.

Employing 149,148 workers in 1929, this industry in 1939 employed only about
113,800 workers. (Figures from U. S. Census of Manufactures and U. S. Bureau
of Labor Statistics.)

What has happened to the jobs of these 35,000 American workers? An exami-
nation of developments in the tire and tube branch of the industry will tell part of
the story.
Back in 1923, approximately 74,000 workers were employed in the tire and tube

industry. (U. S. Census of Manufactures figures.) ' Some 45,259,000 tires were
produced in that year. (Figure from Survey of Crirrent Business, U. S. Dep't. of
Commerce, May, 1939.) In 1939, about 57,078,000 tires were produced.
(Figure from Rubber Age, February, 1940.) But in 1939, only 52,100 workers
\irere employed in the rubber industry. (Estimate by Bureau of Labor Statistics.)
In other words, production increased some 26 percent, but employment feU by
about 30 percent.
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The extent of speed-up and technological advance in the tire industry is sug-
gested by one reprsentative tire plant. This plant was built in 1918. It was
designed at that time to employ a maximum of 10,000, and to produce 10,000 tires

a day. In 1939, that plant employed 6,000, and produced an average of 36,000
tires a day. From 1 tire per man in a day, to 6 tires per man—that is the kind of
progress we have been seeing in the rubber industry.

General figures for the industry show this to be no isolated example of increased
productivity. Figures for the tire and tube industry isued by the National
Research Project of WPA, give the most reliable estimate of increased productivity
here. Because the National Research Project determines production levels on the
realisitc basis of the nymber of pounds of tires and tubes turned out, rather than
on the absolute number of tires or tubes, a fuller picture is given of value created
for the consumer. Because they do not include mechanical goods production of

large Akron plants in the tire and tube total, as the Census of Manufactures
does, National Research Project statisticians have given a much clear picture of
developments in our industry, than any other economic authority.

These figures show productivitv per man-hour in the tire industrv rising from
an index of 46.5 in 1921 to 100- in 1929, and 200.3 in 1938. That "is, man-hour
productivHy increased by over 300 percent between 1921 and 1939, and by some
100 percent ^between 1929 and 1938.
The sharpest increases have come since the 1929 depression. The biggest

yearly increase was in the year 1931, when man-hour productivity jumped 18
points, or some 13 percent. We have statistical proof here of the belief of many
rubber workers that speed-up, etc., is pushed through when people are scared
about losing their jobs, and are, therefore, less inclined to resist the change; and
that rationalization coming in most intense form just as unemployment is deep-
ening helps, in turn, to intensify the unemployment crisis.

The preliminary figure for 1939 indicates an increase in man-hour productivity
which almost touched that of 1931, namely, an increase of 1939 of 12.1 percent.
This means that in the one j^ear 1939, roughly 1 out of every 8 tire workers were
rationalized out of the factories.

The National Research Project figures further reveal that in 1938 63.5 percent
of 1929 tire production was obtained with 31.7 percent of 1929 man-hours, and
that in spite of decreased hours per emploved tire worker, output per wage earner
rose from an index of 46.9 in 1921 to lOO'in 1929, to 145.6 in 1937, and 132.6 in

1938 when very short time was general in the tire shops.
In 1937, with a production level of 93.3 (1929=100), employment was only

64.1, and m^n-hours worked, 45.4. It would be fair from this to estimate that
even with 1929 levels of production, the tire and tube industry can absorb only
about 50 percent of 1929 hours of labor.

This is what speed-up and technological change mean in statistics. What they
mean in practice, rubber workers have learned very well. They know that this

level of efficiency has been obtained not only through the introduction of new
machinery and improved methods, but through an intensification of the physical
and nervous demands upon the worker.

POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS

In glossing over the effects of speed-up and technological change in employment,
certain compensating factors are sometimes referred to, such as: (1) the develop-
ment of new branches of the industry; (2) an increase in demand for products
manufactured at lower prices.

Figures for the development of what is known as the "other rubber goods"
industry since 1929 indicate that divecsification and the development of new
products will not solve the problem which we are facing in the rubber industry.
Other rubber goods include all products other than tires and tubes. In spite

of the fact that there has been some diversification in the production of other
rubber goods since 1929, with new products' entering the mariiet, total man-houi^s
for that branch of the industry fell from a total of 226,013,000 in 1929 to a total

of 121,800,000 in 1938. Output per man-hour increased from 1929 to 1937 froni(

100 to 126.3, with a fall in man-hours of 100 to 73.8. (1937 is the most recent
year for which production figures in this branch of the industry have been calcu-
late r' )

Diversification and new production, in other words, has fallen very short of

taking up the slack caused by speed-up and technological change. In spite of

the fact that rubber consumption in long tons, according to the Wall Street Journal
of January 16, 1940, stood at an all-time high in 1939 of 577,591, employment in

the entire industry in 1939 was 12.2 percent under 1937 and 23.7 percent under
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1929. Consumption of crude rubber, on the other hand, had gone up 6.2 percent
over 1937 and 23.6 percent over 1929.
New products have not solved and will not solve the problem of technological

unemployment in the rubber industry, nor is an expansion of the market for
rubber goods likely to be stimulated by lower unit prices. For tires and tubes
in particular, the market is limited very definitely by the usage of motor vehicles.
It is doubtful whether even a 50 percent cut in the price of tires would increase
to any considerable degree the sales of tires and tubes. Those sales are definitely
tied down to the level of motor vehicle utilization.
One reservation to the last statement should be made. Technological im-

provements in tires and tubes have increased tremendously their average life

expectancy. For that reason, although there has been a tremendous increase in
motor vehicle mileage since the early 20's, there has been no appreciable increase
in the number of tires and tubes sold.

A comparison of gasoline consumption with tire shipments will indicate the
truth of this statement. Gas consumption increased about 43 percent between
1929 and 1938, while tire shipments decreased 31.8 percent in this same period.
(Basic figures from U. S. Dep't of Commerce publications.)

It is clear from these figures that technological improvements in the tire itself

have more than compensated for any increase in motor vehicle mileage in recent
years.

Only one force operating to preserve employment can be pointed out in the rubber
industry, and that is the organized labor movement. Organized labor in the rubber
industr}^ has, by its efforts to maintain a shorter work day at a decent wage, saved
tens of thousands of rubber workers as solvent members of their respective
communities.

In 1929, for instance, the average tire worker worked 44.2 hours per week to
make a weekly wage of $29.95. In 1939, the average tire worker had a weekly
income of $33.36, and worked 35 hours.
The work of the union in making it possible for workers to be retained in the

industry at their normal or somewhat increased wage, in spite of reduced man-
hours, should be made clear by this evidence. Further verification of the union's
contribution is seen in the contrast between man-hours worked and total em-
ployment in the rubber tire and tube industry, as stated by the National Research
Project. In 1938, for instance, man-hours worked had fallen 68.3 percent since
1929, whereas employment had fallen 52.1 percent. For the industry as a whole,
employment fell only 32.6 percent between 1929 and 1938, whereas man-hours
worked fell 54.4 percent. If employment had fallen as steeply as man-hours, only
some 68,000 rubber workers would have been employed in 1938, in contrast to
the 100,482 who were actually employed in that year.

In other words, some 32,000 jobs for rubber workers were saved by the union's
policy of shorter hours and higher wages.

It is clearly recognized by the URWA, however, that action beyond its power,
or the power of any single union, must be taken, if employment of a large section
of the rubber industry's labor force is to continue. This problem is one which
we share with all forward-looking agencies of government. It is one which strikes
close to the roots of our national well-being. Action to solve this problem of

unemployment in our country is the most pressing need of the day.

SOME RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

Something should be said about the methods which have been employed in our
industry to bring about the results outlined above. For those who are interested
in an exhaustive treatment of this subject, Mr. Boris Stern's Labor Productivity
in the Automobile Tire Industry, Bulletin of the U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics

No. 585, should be recommended. Mr. Stern has analyzed and laid out very
fully and clearly the changes in the tire industry which have resulted in its tre-

mendously increased productivity. Mr. Stern shows that increased productivity
in the tire industry is due to the "so-called evolutionary small changes in produc-
tion", and that this process goes on "quite irrespective of the trend in the total
production", and is, in fact, swiftest in years of depression.

Below are just a few examples of what has been going on in the industry during
the past few years. Though necessarily incomplete,, these examples will indicate
what is behind the National Research Project figures quoted above.

1. The method of operating calendars in a Pennsylvania tire plant was changed
last year. It resulted in a 33 percent cut in the amount of labor required per
unit of production.
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2. In 1938, in one Akron tire plant, a change from the core to the flat top crown
method of truck tire building, with certain other minor modifications in the
operation, resulted in the elimination of 150 jobs in a departmetit previously
employing 525.

3. Another Akron plant recently changed, over from the pot heater method of
vulcanizing tires, to the automatic watch case mold. The labor cost of curing
100 tires (600X16) was reduced by this change from $13.50 to $6.00. Man-hour
productivity was increased from 9.9 tires to 21.3 tires. Watch case molds are
now operating or are being introduced in all efficient plants.

4. In the compound and mill room of another Akron plant, production was
increased by 15 percent in 1938, without any changes in machinery or methods
of operation. Many changes have taken place in machinery and methods of
operations, which, without basically changing the process, ate intended simply
to secure the more efficient utilization of labor.

5. An example of this is the conveyor method of building tires. Ordinarily,
the tire builder works at a single machine, performing all the necessary operations
for building a tire. By the conveyor method of building tires, however, the in-

dividual tire builder performs only one part of the whole operation, on a number
of machines. Tire machines are fixed on either a rotary or straight line conveyor,
and the individual worker is responsible for performing continuously only one
of the numerous operations involved in tire building.

Information from our local unions indicates that this method, although it

involves no basic change whatever in the construction of the tire, has increased
tire builders' productivity by at least 43 percent. This method, with its much
intensified demands on the nervous energy and endurance of the workers, is being
introduced in nearly all the more efficient tire plants.

6. Two changes in tire building machines in the Goodyear Akron plant since
1934 have increased a tire builder's production from about 38 per 6-hour day to
around 92, an increase of over 2}i times in four years.

7. An example of the increased productivity through simple intensification of
effort is to be found in a recent episode in the curing room of the Firestone Tire
and Rubber Co. There, in October, 1938, the time for cui-ing tires was shortened
from 9tf to 60 minutes. This made it possible for the workers to increase the
number of heats cured per 6-hour shift considerably. p]mployees in that depart-
ment were informed one morning as they came into work that they were expected
to increase the number of heats they cured on iheir shift from 54 to 67. They
were informed that unless they did this, their work would be moved to Firestone
plants outside of Akron.
At that time, a considerable propaganda campaign on the issue of decentraliza-

tion had been developed at the instigation of the companies, which coincided with
the recession and layoffs of 1938. In this situation, this group of Firestone em-
ployees refused to accept the advice of union committeemen, and insisted on com-
plying with the company's demands.

For some days they succeeded in meeting the new level of production, that is,

67 heats per shift, but in subsequent weeks, they found it physically impossible
to meet the increased production requirements. As a consequence, daily wages
were considerably reduced. It may be added here that work in the pit is recog-
nized as one of the heaviest and most disagreeable jobs in the rubber industry.
Temperatures in this department range up to 130 degree-'.

It will be understood what constant labor without a minute's respite under
these conditions meant to the welfare and health of the rubber workers. These
Firestone employees reported to local union officials that frequently it was im-
possible for them to eat a meal until they had had a number of hours rest following
shift end.
Examples given si far are drawn from a great numb3r available in the tire and

tube industry. They are typical, also, of situations in the other rubber goods
industry.

8. For instance^ in one highly efficient plant, manufacturing mats for auto-
mobiles and other mechanical goods, a number of changes were made in the mill-

room during 1936. As a result, a 30 percent increase in man-hour labor product-
ivity was obtained, and the working force of that department proportionately
reduced.

9. In the compound room of the same plant, a similar increase in the man-hour
productivity was obtained, simply by demanding increased effort from the v.'orkers

employed. Subsequent action by the local union in defense of the health of these
employees brought some reduction in ^he total output expected, although they
were still considerably speeded up over previous levels.
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10. And, to give one final example, in a boot and shoe plant, where the local
union has no direct speed-up to report, a change in the method of construction of
shoes took place. This resulted in the displacement of 150 workers out of 500
formerly employed in the building department.

WAGE INCENTIVE SYSTEMS

The rubber industry, like most mass production industries at the present time
uses a number of different wage incentive systems. It is not our purpose to go
into any exhaustive analysis of the complexities of these systems. There are a
number of points in connection with them, however, which bear directly upon
this inquiry.

It will be agreed, in the first place, that the underlying purpose of the wage in-

centive systems—time study, Bedaux, etc., is to increase man-hour labor pro-
ductivity, without further investment in productive equipment or basic change
in productive methods. All rubber workers know what these systems have meant
to their working conditions. As the plans are applied generally, a base is deter-
mined upon the productive record of the average employee on a given operation.
He is then offered a series of bonuses upon production exceeding the base rate
established. He is persuaded and induced by every means to increase his produc-
tion, and he is instructed by time study experts upon more efficient methods of
attaining this end.
Rubber workers have found, of course, that as their general level of production

increases, the base or minimum expected of them is likewise increased. They are
forced, therefore, to put forth more and more intensive efforts, in order to main-
tain a stable level of hourly earnings.
Champions of these wage incentive schemes assure us that when properly ap-

phed, they result in no greater physical demands upon the worker. Speaking
from the almost universal experience of the rubber workers, however, we testify

that the intensity and speed of the physical effort involved has definitely been in-

creased with the introduction of wage incentive systems throughout the rubber
industry. Whether this increase in physical effort is to be attrib'uted to an im-
proper method of applying wage incentive systems, or to the very nature of the
system itself, we are not in a position to say. Whatever may have been the cause,
the result in increased eflort for rubber workers is clearly apparent.
On this general question of new machinery and intensified physical effort, we

quote from a statement made by Mr. George Dirks, in his pamphlet entitled
Time Study in a Union Shop. Ur. Dirks is manager of the Time Study and
Standards Department of the Service Divisions of the B. F. Goodrich Co. In
commenting on this problem arising from the creation of "surplus help," Mr. Dirks
has a number of interesting points to make. (Surplus help, of course, is help made
surplus by new equipment and intensified methods of work.)

"1. Consideration should be given to the handling of surplus help previous to
the installation of the new equipment. Transfers of course to other operations
should be made whenever possible. When layoffs are necessary they should all

be made before the new equipment is installed. By handling the problem in this

way the layoff can be handled as a separate and distinct problem and not made a
part of the problem of introducing the new equipment to the remaining crew.

"2. The hourly earnings of the workmen in the remaining crew should not be
reduced. Often it is found that by conscientious attention to details during the
design stage of the new equipment, ways and means are found whereby the man
power as well as the machine can be arranged for maximum usefulness and the
hourly earnings of the men thereby actually increased.

"3. Job improvements affecting a large number of employees can best be
handled during periods of low production. Later, when production increases, it

often is found that the available working force can adequcttely handle the in-

creased production. ^

"4. Large projects can sometimes be handled on a so-called piece meal basis.

That is, by installing certain self-contained units one at a time, and then working
out the individual problems on each unit. By handling the problem in this

gradual way, tlie possibilities of the Corporation absorbing some of the surplus
workers are enhanced, particularly if the changes occur during a period of rising

activity."

Mr. Dirks deserves congratulations on his very clever methods of sugar-coating
for rubber workers the bitter pill of technological displacement. But we fear

that methods such as his will not help us very much in approaching the basic
problems of our industry, and our economy as a whole. Concealing the effects

of new machinery and intensified methods of work will not give jobs to the un-
employed.
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QUESTION OF DECENTRALIZATION

The tremendous drive toward increased productivity in the rubber industry is

related very closely to recent developments in the shiftiiig of production. Ex-
perience in other industries has shown that where an industry has operated for a
number of years in a given locality, certain definite standards of wages and effort

are established.
The textile industry, in particular, has shown that where new techniques come

in, bringing new efforts to intensify labor, there is a tendency to shift production
to new localities, where a raw labor supply will more likely yield to the demands
of industry.

There are often other factors in cheaper costs. Lower freight rates, which we
understand have sometimes taken the form of differentials favoring particular
localities, lower taxes, cheaper power, and control over public officials frequently
come into the picture.

To understand the fuU implications of developments in shifting production in
the rubber industry, the strategy of decentralization must be clear. One of the
most important elements in the so-called decentralization from Akron is its use
as a threat against labor standards, and, indeed, general standards of living in

the community.
Decentralization offers the possibility of lower costs in outside, less highly in-

dustrialized communities, and at the same time can be used as a lever against the
older community, Akron, to bring down costs there. One large factor in bring-
ing down costs is the use of machinery and new processes to increase labor pro-
ductivity and lower labor costs. To be most effective in achieving lo\Ver costs
for the companies, these changes must be introduced exactly as the companies
want them. A union which, for instance, insists on maintaining a shorter work
week and higher hourly rates, in order to alleviate unemployment resulting from
increased productivity, such a union may seem to be a nuisance to the companies.
Perhaps the most potent weapon which can be used to dishearten a labor group
is the threat of losing jobs.

The experience of Akron, Ohio will indicate the possibilities of the power to
decentralize, or to threaten to do so. This is indeed a strong weapon in the hands
of employers who may choose to disregard the well-being of communities.
The rubber industry, in its history, has seen two distinct tendencies in the move-

ment of production from state to state: (1) the early movement from New Eng-
land and the East Coast to the state of Ohio, and to Akron in particular; (2) the
more recent tendency toward partial decentralization of production from Akron.

In 1899, out of 36,566 rubber workers employed throughout the country, 2,677
or 7.3 percent were employed in Akron. Out of a total wage bill in the rubber
industry of $15,426,573, Akron workers received $1,005,405, or 7 percent. (These
figures are from Rubber Industry of the United States, 1839-19S9, published by the
U. S. Department of Commerce.)
By 1935, however, 64.2 percent of workers in the tire and tube industry were

concentrated in the Akron industrial area. Akron rubber workers received wages
of over $78,000,000 in 1935, 69.9 percent of the United States total. (Figures
from U. S. Census of Manufactures.)
The predominance ot Akron in the rubber industry came with the growth of

the automobile industry, with its mounting demands for pneumatic tires, in the
first 20 j'ears of this century. By 1919 Ohio, including Akron, reported 48.5
percent of the total value of production, and 40.2 percent of the total wage
earners in the rubber industry. (Figures from the Department of Commerce
study mentioned above.)

This tendency toward concentration in Akron continued with the rising power
of the Big Three—Goodrich, Firestone and Goodyear—whose production facili-

ties during the early 20's were ahnost entirely concentrated in Akron.
This tendency was strengthened, not primarily through the actual movement

of production by companies from one state to another, but by the growing domi-
nation of the larger companies throughout the industry. With the development
of intense competition during the late 20's, and in the depression period of the
30's, many smaller companies located outside of Akron fell by the wayside.

During the 20's, on up to 1936, productive capacities for 38,000,000 tires a year
were closed down throughout the industry. (Excess capacity, in spite of this,

was "almost 40 percent".) (Information from Rubber by Howard and Ralph
Wolf, p. 464.) A large share of the wreckage took place outside of Akron. The
big companies, with their tremendous financial resources, their partial command
over raw material supplies, and their highly developed research and engineering

"

staffs, were able to ride out depression conditions, intensified by bitter price wars.
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The smaller companies, dependent upon the declining replacement market for all

sales, were hard put to it to live through this period, especially in face of the cut-
throat price wars instigated by the giants of the industry.
Even the powerful United States Rubber Co. had a narrow escape from extinc-

tion during the early SO's. All of these factors combined to produce a tendency
toward concentration in Aliron's more efficient plants.

The trend toward concentration is demonstrated in the decline in the number of

tire and tube establishments. The number fell from 178 in 1921 to 46 in 1937.
(U. S. Census of Manufactures.) We estimate that the number of tire companies
in 1937 was only about 30. {Rubber Red Book, 1937.) (Many of the companies
have several different plants, which accounts for the difference in the 2 figures.)

It has been estimated that in 1935 about 90 percent of the tire business was in

the hands of the Big Four tire companies. This estimate was made by Fortune
and published in the November, 1936 issue.

In the rubber industry as a whole we also find a high degree of concentration.
In 1935, 4.3 percent of the corporations owned 80.4 percent of the assets. These
figures are based on the fact that the 25 companies which had assets of $5,000,000
or more apiece; had total assets of $762,443,000. The remaining 553 companies,
those with less than $5,000,000 apiece in assets, had a total of $190,369,000.
(Figures from U. S. Dept. of Commerce, Bureau of Internal Revenue.)
By 1936, however, the tendency toward concentration in Akron, through the

mounting power of the Big Three, was met increasingly by a counter-tendency,
that of decentralization. Business Week for April 18, 1936, states, "Decentraliza-
t on of the rubber industry, which has gone forward quietly for the past 10 years,

was brought into the open last week by rubber manufacturers as a threat and a
promise." The nature of that threat and promise we will refer to later.

The movement away from Akron served to diminish somewhat the level of

concentration in Ohio, during the depression period previously referred to. It

should be noted, however, that in the tendency away from Akron, a major part
was played by the establishment of branch plants of the major rubber corporations,
rather than the development of new and competitive plants.

The first move toward decentralization by the Big Three took place in 1920,
with the establishment by the Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co., of a branch plant
in Los Angeles, California. This plant, employing 1800 workers was established
apparently to give the Goodyear savings on transportation and distribution costs.

The other major rubber companies were not long in following Goodyear's
example. Firestone opened its Los Angeles plant, employing 1,700, in 1927, and
Goodrich, with an employment of 750, in 1928. In 1929, at tho request of Sears,

Roebuck and Co., Goodyear established in Gadsden, Alabama, another tire and
tube plant, employing about 1,600.

It is not without interest that during these years, also, the major rubber com-
panies were establishing for themselves branches and subsidiaries outside of the
United States. Without question, one important factdf in the establishment of

these foreign plants was the desire to overcome tariff barriers established over the
world during the 1920's. We estimate as 10,000 the total number of jobs in the
rubber industry moved out of the country by the Big Four, including U. S.

Rubber, of the industry, during the 1920's. Accurate totals, however, are not
available to us.

Another factor, however, in the location of foreign plants is suggested by the
Goodyear plant now operating in Java, and employing approximately 750. TMs
plant set up to give Goodyear an entry into the Japanese market, pays its tire

builders at the rate of from 3 to 8 cents per hour. In this plant, and in certain

others, it is probable that the desirability of low wage rates has been an important
factor

Representative oi the tendency followed in the location of plants outside of the
United States is the history of the Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co.'s expansion.

Goodyear's plants are now located in Canada, England, Java, Australia, Argentina,
Brazil and Sweden.
These plants employ, according to our estimates, the following number of

workers: England, 2,696; Java, 1,217; New Toronto, Canada, 1,443; Australia,

1,226; Argentina, 997; Bowman ville, Canada, 489; Sweden and Brazil, 200 each.

(The last 2 are a very rough estimate, based on newspaper reports.)

(The above estimates are based on a report of man-hours per year in Goodyear
plants, published in India Rubber World, December, 1939, p. 68. It was assumed

^ that 1600 hours per year represented one job in all plants. 1600 is a liberal eSti-

mate of the:nuniber of hours worked per year by Akron Goodyeai employees.)
Thus, the Goodyear Co., for various reasons, decentralized not from Akron,

but from America, Some 8,400 jobs since 1920.
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So far as its American operations are concerned, Goodyear has found it advan-
tageous to shift part of its production outside of the main Akron plant during
recent years. The establishment of the Gadsden plant in Alabama in 1929, at
the request of Sears, Roebuck and Co., with which Goodyear had a contract, the
taking over ofthe bankrupt Kelly-Springfield Tire and Rubber Co. at Cumberland,
Maryland in 1935, together with the establishment of plants in Jackson, Michigan
and Windsor, Vermont in 1937, and St. Mary's Ohio in 1940, have indicated a
recent trend of company policy.

The Firestone Tire and Rubber Co., also, during recent years, has established
branch plants outside of Akron. This development took place almost entirely
within the year 1937. At that time, according to our estimate productive capac-
ity,, sufficient to employ in the neighborhood of 4,000 workers was established by
Firestone in the cities of Memphis, Tennessee, Fall River, Massachusetts, and
Wyandotte, Michigan. A good share of this outside productive capacity was
established, apparently, to take the place of production formerly carried on at the
company's main plant in Akron, Ohio. Before 1937, Firestone had established
only 1 outside plant, employing 1700 workers, in Los Angeles, California.
The Goodrich Tire and Rubber Co., in the same year, established outside of

Akron productive facilities to employ 750 rubber workers. A mechanical rubber
goods plant in Cadillac, Michigan, and a highly efficient tire plant in Oaks, Penn-
sylvania were established in 1937 by this company. For 1940, the company is

announcing the opening of a mechanical goods plant in Clarksville, Tennessee.
In 1928, Goodrich established a tire plant in Los Angeles, to employ 750, and in

1929 took over the Hood Rubber plant in Watertown, Massachusetts, for the
employment (at capacity) of 4,500.

These facts will indicate what Business Week was writing of when it described
decentralization as a threat and a promise. The threat was to Akron, and its

industrial employees, the promise to any community willing to meet demands
laid down by the rubber corporations. Since decentralization has been made a
prominent issue, through the publicity of the rubber companies, the certain so-
called "community agencies," analysis of the causes and effects of these moves is

of considerable importance.

COMMUNITY BLACKMAIL

On February 28, 1936, Mr. L. Hurley of the Goodyear Tire and Rubber Com-
pany wrote to E. S. Cowdrick of the Special Conference Committee concerning
the strike then in progress at Goodyear's Akron plants:

"While McGrady says he has a plan, it is very similar to the one he put in down
at Toledo, and as you know, this has not put a permanent end to this sort oi labor
difficulties. Just off the record, you know that General Motors is doing every-
thing possible to move all of their operations out of Toledo, and an agreement to a
plan such as this would mean that we would eventually move our operations to
other parts of the country."

This was not the first time the threat of decentralization had been used in an
attempt by the Goodyear Company to wring concessions from the citizens and
workers of Akron.

Since the emergence of the union as an active force in Akron rubber plants, the
threat of decentralization has been thrown constantly at rubber workers and the
community.

For the most part, the companies have been content to allow the proclamations
of disaster to be issued by various so-called "citizens' committees." For a num-
ber of months in late 1937 and 1938, the Greater Akron Association paid for
regular radio programs and newspaper ads, in which the cupidity of the rubber
workers and the CIO was held responsible for making Akron a "ghost town".
The Akron Chamber of Commerce also prophesied civic disaster.

Although it was first to open fire with the decentralization propaganda, Good-
year has not carried recent decentralization so far as at least one other big com-
pany, the Firestone Tire and Rubber Co. The two Goodyear plant-, established
since 1936 at Jackson, Michigan and Windsor, Vermont employ an approximate
total of 1,845. Firestone, since 1-036, has set up plants at Fall River, Massachu-
setts, Memphis, Tennessee, and Wyandotte, Michigan, to employ a total of about
4,000.

Off-the-record gossip from sources close to rubber company management is that
most of the decentralization planned since 1929 by the big tire companies is

completed. It was the relative prosperity of 1936, rather than excessive union
demands, which stimulated the burst of decentralization that saw close to 5,000
new jobs established outside of Akron.
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Only with tire sales up, the industry stabilized through an armistice to price
wars, and profits increasing, did the big companies feel justified in launching on
their program of decentralization. ,

Recent investments by Goodyear and Firestone for the "modernization" of

their Akron plants indicate that major steps in the direction of more decentraliza-
tion are not to be undertaken in the immediate future.

The extent to which decentralization has taken place from Akron is difficult to
determine in the atmosphere of gossip and hysteria which has attended the moves.

In 1929, 61.4 percent of tire workers, or 51,135 workers, were employed in

Akron; in 1938, 49.4' percent, or 25,100. If the 1929 percentage of jobs in Akron
had prevailed in 1938, the Akron 1938 employment in the tire industry would
have been 29,042. This indicates that around 4,000 jobs had been decentralized
from Akron since 1929. It should be remembered that this does not represent,
necessarily, the movement of jobs and equipment outside of the city. Had the
capacity of outside plants been utilized at top levels, and Akron allowed to absorb
the full impact of the depression in the form of reduced output and employment,
figures for 1938 would have little real meaning in terms of shifted productive
facilities.

At any rate, it is clear that enough jobs have been moved from Akron to make
rubber workers and Akron people fear the threat of decentralization.

How the B. F. Goodrich Co. attempted to use this threat in an effort to force

through a heavy wage cut was shown in the spring of 1938. At that time, the
company announced that competition would force it to move 5,000 jobs out of

Akron unless the union agreed to reduce labor costs by taking a general wage-cut,
ranging up to 17)^ percent.

"

Following an impartial study of the company's position by a representative of

the U. S. Dep't. of Labor, which failed to establish the necessity for a cut, the
union rejected the company's proposal. In the meantime, various "civic groups",
playing on the prospect of an income loss to the city, through a fade out of 5,000
jobs, had been bringing to bear upon the union membership intense pressure for

acquiescence to the company's demands. A crowd led by the Secretary of the
Chamber of Commerce, now Administrator of Unemployment Compensation for

the State of Ohio, surrounded and threatened union negotiators on company
property on at least one occasion during the controversy.

However, the union was able to bring its position before a large section of the
public, and no violence materialized out of the whole situation.

Though subsequent movement of 400 jobs in mechanical goods production to

a new plant in Clarksville, Tennessee has scarcely served to vindicate the com-
pany's threat of 5,000 jobs lost, enemies of the union in Akron still charge it with
"driving jobs out of Akron." This experience demonstrates very clearly that in

its power to threaten decentralization, a modern corporation may easily establish

the impetus to vigilante movements threatening the law and order of an entire

community.
In February, 1940, Goodrich announced plans to build a new $70,000 factory

using machinery to cost $100,000 in Akron. This announcement coming less

than 2 years after the drive to "Keep Goodrich in Akron" by lowering wages has
particular significance.
The whole "strategy" of decentralization should be clear. Since 1935, the

Big Three in the rubber industry have been seeking to reintroduce the 8-hour
day in their Akron plants, and to drive their workers to higher and higher levels

of production. Cuts in hourly rates to bring wage levels for the 8-hour day down
to those prevailing for the 6-hour day, were included in the program of the com-
panies.
The direct frontal attack to put over this program failed when Goodyear

workers fought for their standard of living (and the community's) in the strike

of 1936.
Taking a new course, the companies undertook a war of attrition and flank

movement in 1937. In this campaign, "decentralization" was the basic munition.
By taking advantage of the general program of decentralization worked out

during the early thirties, the companies covered their move into low wage areas
with indictments of the union.

Objects of this propaganda were apparently:
(a) To break the unity of employee resistance to lower standards of pay and intensi-

fied production standards.—The outright discharge of a section of organized
workers and their replacement by workers pledged against unionism would have
been a clear violation of the Wagner Act. The transfer of production from
organized plants to new plants where organization was rendered intensely diffi-
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cult, could be expected to accomplish the same purpose, without obvious violation

of the Act. Workers could be deprived of employment because of union activities

without any redress under the law.
Workers in the new outside plants have accepted the speed-up, the 8-hour day,

and wage levels below standard for the industry, because organization and collec-

tive bargaining have been denied them. Some examples of how this is accom-
plished are described below. This has made the defense of union standards
difficult in Akron, Detroit and other organized sections of the industry.

Wage levels in plants set up since 1936 under the decentralization schemes of

the major companies are almost without exception below the wage levels of the
industry. Average hourly wages for the tire and tube industry have stood at

about 96 cents in recent years, while in the other rubber goods industry 60 cents

has been the average. (U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics figures.)

At Goodyear's Gadsden tire plant, workers receive, according to reliable esti-

mates, an average of 75 cents an hour. At Firestone's Memphis plant, 75 cents

is the highest paid wage. Work for other skilled employees ranges from 54
cents to 72 cents an hour. Common labor is paid under 40 cents.

The mechanical goods plant of the Goodrich Company at Cadillac, Michigan,
pays an average of 40 cents per hour, according to information which we believe

to be reliable.

(6) Further object of this decentralization, anti-union propaganda was to identify

the union publicly with the evil social effects of industry's ruthless policies.—Alleged
"excesses" of the CIO were blamed for decentralization policies which were in

operation 15 years ago in the rubber industry, long before labor was organized.

Nation-wide publicity was given this brazen falsehood. It is used to intimidate
workers all over the country, and bring the vigilante spirit to communities
unfamiliar with the labor movement.
By and large, the city of Akron sympathized with the struggle of the Goodyear

workers to protect their hours and wages in 1936. Decentralization scares

sought to substitute antagonism and hostility in the place of this sympathy. As
a result, some Akron storekeepers and businessmen were placed in the anomalous
position of supporting sharp reduction in their customers' purchasing power under
the threat of this social blackmail.

(c) Another object of this propaganda was to establish private industrial control of

public political power.—In the struggle to shift production from community to

community, bidding by communities is intense. Many inducements are offered.

Among them, too often, is an offer of control over, or at least "cooperation" with,
local governments in the interests of the company. Civil rights of the workers
and local democratic institutions and processes are sacrificed to the zeal for

securing "new industry."
In commenting on this issue, the Citizens' Fact Finding Movement of Georgia

(Series III, No. 3, P. 13) states:

"In many cases where the wooing of outside industry has been too eager,, the
community has been committed in advance to a policy of maintaining a force of

cheap and docile labor. Commitments of this kind have always been implied,
if not verbal. The result is the effective suppression of personal rights and civil

liberties in these communities."
This tendency to sacrifice civil liberties and democratic rights is not confined

to any one section of the country. In St. Mary's, Ohio, the Goodyear Tire and
Rubber Co. recently completed the erection of a plant for the manufacture of

pliofilm and miscellaneous rubber goods. Albert M. Koch, Mayor of St. Mary's,
was recently quoted in the Akron Beacon Journal to the following effect:

"There's a strong feeling against them (labor organizers) here, and I dread the
thought of what might happen if they come in." (November 19, 1939.)
Mayor Koch's "dread" has been realized. A citizens' committee came to-

gether recently in his own office, to drive out of town AF of L organizers who
had attempted to bring unionism to construction workers on the Goodyear plant.

The experience of the URWA in Gadsden, Alabama illustrates the completeness
with which an industrial company may dominate a community's agencies of

government. The situation is described in the reports of the hearings before the
La Follette Committee. (Part 8, pp. 3002, ff.)

Examples of this kind could be endlessly multiplied from the general expetience
of the labor movement. It is apparent that with communities vying with each
other for location of new industry, and conniving at the violation of civil liberties

and the maintenance of a "docile" labor supply, the whole foundation of American
democracy is imperiled.
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OTHER POSSIBLE CAUSES OF DECENTRALIZATION OF THE RUBBER INDUSTRY

(1) Decentralization may be in search of lower costs of distribution and trans-

portation.—This will apply, we believe, to the establishment of such plants as
the Goodyear plant in Gadsden, Alabama in 1929, and to the California plants
of the Big Four rubber companies. The policy, also, of such large automobile
manufacturers as Ford and General Motors, with their decentralization of pro-
duction, has tended to force like decentralization in the automobile tire and tube
industry. Here transportation costs bulk as a major factor.

(2) Shifting of production from less to more efficient plants has taken place to

some extent in the rubber industry.—As well as decentralization, the United States
Rubber Co. offers an outstanding example of this tendency in the rubber industry.
When this corporation was taken over by Du Pont interests in 1928, it was made
up of a large number of plants, operating in different localities, many of them at
a very low level of efficiency. In an intense effort to meet competitive costs,

U. S. Rubber management was forced to close down plant after plant throughout
the country, and to centralize production in its most efficient plants. In those
plants, naturally, higher and higher levels of productive efficiency were obtained,
with no substantial increase in the labor force.

From 1928 to 1935, 19 of the 44 plants were closed down, and production con-
solidated in the remaining 25. It must be noted here that the U. S. Rubber Co.
made considerable efforts to secure new employment for its laid-off workers, and
that older employees were partially compensated for their loss of work by dis-

missal pay.

(3) Unscrupulous bidding for new industries by many communities has resulted

in many serious shifts in production.—During depression years, with the failure

of industrial production to expand naturally into new territories, there has been
a tremendous develojJment in competitive bidding for the industrial production
available, as we pointed out before. Without seeking to go fully into this problem,
which concerns the steel, auto, textile, hosiery, shoe and other industries, we
should like to give something of the experience in rubber. There we have seen
various communities in the North and South seeking to entice to themselves new
plants, by offering a whole range of favors and special dispensations. The
presentation of free plant sites, the provision of capital for the construction of

factories, absolution from payment of taxes, or speqial slashes in tax rates, and
other special favors are offered to companies by the representatives of states or
communities.
The city limits of Memphis, Tennessee, lor instance, were swung around the

Firestone plant established there in 1937, so as to allow the rubber company to

pay the county rate, rather than the city tax rate. This made a difference

between $3.09 per thousand in the city, and 96 cents per 1,000 in the county,
in favor of the company. A similar situation prevails in Gadsden, Alabama,
where the Goodyear plant, having been provided with a free site, was placed
outside the limits of the city. In Cumberland, Maryland, by action of the
city council, the Goodyear Co. will pay no taxes until 1945.
The Goodyear plant in St. Mary's, Ohio is being built on a 21-acre farm,

bought by popular subscription of $23,000 by local citizens. In Windsor, Ver-
mont, the machinery, capital stock, and personal buildings of the corporation are

tax exempt for ten years.

The State of Mississippi has authorized local units of government to issue bonds
for the erection of manufacturing plants. The Armstrong Rubber Co., of West
Haven, Connecticut, has taken advantage of thi& offer, and has built in Natchez,
Mississippi, a plant which will furnish employment to about 400. It may be
added that the Armstrong Rubber Co. is not organized by any lajsor union, and
has, nevertheless, seen fit to "decentralize".

It is assumed by the rubber companies that their choice of location for operation
is a private matter, for decision according to the immediate interests of manage-
ment. It must be remembered, however, that both the community and the
nation have a vital interest in the economic forces determining their very life.

The city of Akron is a city built for and by the rubber industry. Experiencing
a rise in population from 69,000 in 1910 to 250,000 in 1930, this city has no
substantial economic base outside the rubber industry. (In 1929, some 76
percent of the employed industrial workers of Summit County were tire and tube
workers; total number of wage earners was 67,298, and total wages, $107,253,929.
In 1937, these totals had dropped to 52,888, and $80,701,916. In the latter year,

some 67 percent of the industrial workers were tire and tube workers.) (Figures
from the U. S. Census of Manufactures.)
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SOCIAL EFFECTS OF DECENTRALIZATION

Akron citizens invested from 1914 to 1929 over 973^ million dollars in homes.
Without the rubber industry, the value of these homes and the value of Akron
real estate would be reduced to practically nothing.

Civic improvements have been made for the rubber companies and paid for
from tax money. For example, the $1,600,000 Mogadore dam which is nearing
completion was started at the insistent demand of the Goodyear Co. The
company said that it would have to move some production from Akron unless
its water service was improved. Early in 1938,. however, long after the project
had been undertaken, Mr. Litchfield, President of the Goodyear Co., blandly
declared that Goodjear no longer needed the water from this dam. Large public
investments, as well as rubber workers, seem to be at the mercy of rubber com-
pany whims.

Decentralization of the industry seemed to threaten disaster, therefore, to the
full security of Akron's middle and commercial classes. The loss of 5,000 or
more jobs to Akron would mean the loss of something like $7,500,000 in yearly
income and cash circulating through the veins of the city's economic life. In
comparison to it, the social consequences of a major air raid would be incidental.
At the same time, Akron's middle class has come more and more to realize

that surrender to the companies' campaign of longer hours and shorter wages
would have equally disastrous results. That campaign, too, meant the loss of
jobs and the loss of basic income to the community. Thus, this community
seemed to be facing strangulation—loss of income through increased shifting of
jobs, or through increased exploitation of its workers.
From these circumstances, it is clear that the tremendous economic power of

corporations over the communities in which they operate must be subjected to
some kind of regulation, for the public good. If stable community and civic

enterprise is to be built up, if the investment of a lifetime of saving and endeavor
is to be secured, there must be some guarantee that powerful corporations will

not be allowed freely to overthrow the economic life of a community. If Ameri-
can society is to be stabilized, the responsibility of corporations to the community
and to the nation at large must be established.

It should be clear that what we are discussing is not simply an Akron problem,
that what we are interested in is not simply the welfare of Akron. The unregulated
power to decentralize and shift production, without consideration of its social

consequences, is a thing which threatens the security of every community and
state in the nation today.

It is difficult to estimate the full social cost of speed-up and decentralization in

the rubber industry upon such a city as Akron, Ohio. From January of 1938 to
January of 1939, the number on WPA in Summit County increased from 8,356
to 19,876 (From WPA Administrator Roose.) Although WPA authorities have
no information to give on the number of rubber workers in this group, they are
generally estimated to make up the large bulk of those securing WPA employment.
By January, 1940, WPA rolls in Akron have been cut from the high point of

January, 1939 to 9,919. It must be added that in January approximately 4,000
employable workers were on city relief, where they are living on a relief quota
providing 4)^ cents for each meal. The level of production in the rubber industry
is, very roughly, equal to what it was in the middle of 1937, when 6,000 were on
WPA, and only 362 employables on city relief. It would be correct, then, to
estimate that in Akron there are at least 6,000 rubber workers whose jobs at
present levels of production have been wiped out by the combined forces of
technological advance and decentralization.
The total loss which this represents to the community is by all estimates

tremendous. Even assuming the continuance of adequate WPA and city relief

(a very large assumption, indeed, these days), buying power of these 6,000 em-
ployable workers is cut by more than half. Akron WPA workers receive $57.20
a month; rubber workers, about $140.00.
A series of interviews with a group of former rubber workers now on WPA

indicates something of what this means to their standard of living, and to their
buying habits. Everyone interviewed had been forced to cut their rent by 50
or 60 percent. Incidental expenses, such as entertainment, automobile travel,
etc., were entirely eliminated. Expenditures for clothes of these workers and
their families in the past two years averaged from $20 to $30, and in no case reached
over $50.

Stories presented were of unpaid doctors, grocery and insurance bills, of cars
no longer operated because the rubber workers could not buy tires, and of a
general reduction of living standards to the rnost meagre level of subsist ;nce,
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Investors in the rubber industry may look with some wonderment on the
expansion of facilities, even if the ostensible reason for such expansion is to get
greater "efficiency" from operations.
The rubber industry has been notorious for its excess capacity. In NRA

days, the Rubber Manufacturers Association estimated by a most conservative
method that there was excess capacity in the tire industry of some 37 percent in
the years 1927-1933, and felt "quite confident that this information conclusively
demonstrated the desirability of limiting the creation of additional productive
capa,city". (From The Riihher Industry Study put out by the NRA Division of
Review.) At that time, it was estimated that the industry had to count on
carrying between $35,000,000 and $40,000,000 in fixed assets which were idle.
We estimate that 5 tire plants built since 1933, when these remarks were made

about the seriousness of excess capacity, account for capacity for about 9,500,000
more tires a year.

Investors, if the facts were revealed to them, might well join the rubber workers
in looking with disfavor on the building in the name of greater efficiency of more
and more plants, in an industry already overbuilt.

THE NATIONAL PROBLEM OF DECENTRALIZATION

Decentralization has brought, perhaps, certain temporary advantages to the
communities in which new factories have been erected, but it has brought also,
to those communities, ever-increasing speed-up in the factories, an unparalleled
flouting of civil liberties, and no secure guarantee of economic welfare. It
results, indeed in an economic debasement, eventually, which threatens our
vaunted American standard of living.

Unrestricted decentralization is as much a threat to the new as to the old
community. Gadsden, Alabama, for instance, is told by the Goodyear company
union that union organization will drive jobs out of Gadsden back into Akron.

Looking at the whole problem on the national scale, it is clear that the issues
have been intensified by our present economic difficulties. The failure of indutsry
to expand in the past decade has intensified competition among communities and
states for a larger and larger share of already existing production.

Autarchy has been criticized as an economic doctrine in its application to the
life of modern nations at large. The idea that a nation may live outside the
sweep of the world economic system has proved false. The effect of the un-
restricted power to decentralize has been to establish throughout this country
tendencies toward autarchy, or economic isolation, on a regional, state or even
community-wide basis. Tire dealers in the South advertise, "Buy Southern
Made Tires". On the other side, there is a strong tendency among Ohioans to
demand Akron or Ohio made tires. This kind of sectional economic rivalry is

surprising and disconcerting in our country, whose greatness has been established
upon, the unity and cooperative endeavor of all sections in the building of a
common economic life.

Few other issues in the life of our country today seem to us more in need of
investigation than this. Our experience has been but a small part of general
developments. We believe that we are expressing not the interest of any single
community or any single region in saying that the threat to American living
standards, implicit in the power of shifting production at will, is one which re-
quires an early and thorough investigation looking to the framing of appropriate
legislation.

SOME CONCLUSIONS

We submit, in the first place, that we have no panacea to offer for the imme-
diate solution of the problems which we have outlined. A constantly rising power
of production has brought with it in our industry, as in many others, a constantly
declining power of consumption. As immediate steps toward a solution of this
problem which threatens the foundation of our American way of life, we have the
following suggestions:

(1) The recognition of labor's contribution to the stabilization of our economy,
together with continued guarantees of labor's right to organize and bargain col-

lectively with employers. Labor alone, during the past few years of intense
technological advance and unemployment, has taken steps to check this fatal
tendency. We have gladly accepted the new efficiency of machines, but we have
striven to maintain the yearly income of our workers, in spite of reduced hours.
This, in our industry, has meant the salvation, as we estimated before, of approxi-
mately 32,000 jobs. The CIO has made a similar contribution in the country at
large. We have striven to protect the communities in which we have members
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against the evil results of irresponsible decentralization—but it is obvious that we
cannot cope with this problem single-handed.

(2) More definite support from government agencies for the union's attempt to
maintain the living standards of America's industrial workers. The legislative

program of the CIO stands as the clearest expression of necessary steps for the
attainment of this end, and for American economic stability, at the present time.

(3) A thorough-going investigation of the problems whose main features we
have endeavored to describe. Both technological unemployment and the ques-
tion of decentralized or shifted production are closely related, one to the other.
They stand out as subjects upon which thorough investigation by authorities
having access to all the necessary information should be carried out within the
immediate future. We are confident that once the facts are completely known
to the American public, it will be possible to enact legislation necessary on these
vast social problems.
We are convinced that intelligent action on the part of our government will

be necessary to check and regulate the ruthless exploitation of men and com-
munities by powerful corporations. Action along these lines, action to preserve
the living standards of the unemployed, is, in our opinion, action to secure the
future of this country.

Respectfully submitted.
Thomas F. Burns,

Vice-President, United Rubber Workers of America.
uopwa #4.

"Exhibit No. 2750" appears in text on p. 17222
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Exhibit No. 2752
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Work Projects Administration, National Research Project

David Weintraub, Director

Reports Published as of April 1940

Unemployment and Increasing Productivity, by David Weintraub assisted by
Harold L. Posner, Report No. G-1, March 1937. Prepared for the National
Resources Committee report, Technological Trends and National Policy.

The Research Program of the National Research Project, by Irving Kaplan, Report
No. G-2, August 1937.

Summary of Findings to Date, March 1938, by David Weintraub and Irving
Kaplan, Report No. G-3, March 1938.

Effects of Current and Prospective Technological Developments Upon Capital Forma-
tion, by David Weintraub, Report No. G-4, March 1939. Also published in

the American Economic Review, Vol. XXIX, No. 1 (Mar. 1939), Supplement.
Industrial Change and Employment Opportunity—A Selected Bibliography, prepared

under the supervision of Alexander Gourvitch with the assistance of Carolyn
Blanks, Marion Hayes, Esther Skala, and Sophie Udiri, Report No. G—5, July
1939.

Survey of Economic Theory on Technological Change and Employment, by Alexander
Gourvitch, Report No. Gr-6, in press.

Selected References on Practices and Use of Labor on Farms, compiled by William
A. Newman and Loring K. Macy, Report No. A-3, October 1937. Prepared
under the supervision of John A. Hopkins.

studies in types and rates of technological change

Manufacture

Industrial Instruments and Changing Technology, by George Perazich, Herbert
Schimmel, and Benjamin Rosenberg, Report No. M-1, October 1938. Pre-

pared under the supervision of George Perazich.

124491—41—pt. 30- >88
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Mechanization in the Brick Industry, by Alfred J. Van Tassel and David W.
Bluestone, Report No. M-2, June 1939. Prepared under the supervision of
George Perazich.

Mechanization tn the Cement Industry, by George Perazich, S. Theodore Woal,
and Herbert Schimmel, Report No. M-3, December 1939. Prepared under
the supervision of George Perazich.

Industrial Research and Changing Technology, by George Perazich and Philip M.
Field, Report No. M-4, January 1940. Prepared under the supervision of
George Perazich.

Mechanization in the Lumber Industry, by Alfred J. Van Tassel with the assistance
of David W. Bluestone, Report No. M-5, March 1940. Prepared under the
supervision of George Perazich.

Mechanical Changes in the Cotton- Textile Indwstry, 1910 to 1936, by Boris Stern,
Report No. B-2, October 1937. Conducted in cooperation with the United

States Department of Labor, Bureau of Laloor Statistics, and prepared under
the supervision of Boris Stern; reprinted from the Monthly Labor Review.

Mechanical Changes in the Woolen and Worsted Industries, 1910 to 1936, by Boris
Stern, Report No. B-3, January 1938. Conducted in cooperation with the
United States Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, and prepared
under the supervision of Boris Stern; reprinted from the Monthly Labor Review.

Systems of Shop Management in the Cotton-Garment Industry, by N. I. Stone,
Report No. B-5, August 1938. Conducted in cooperation with the United
States Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, and prepared under
the supervision of Boris Stern; reprinted from the Monthly Labor Review.

Mining

Technology and the Mineral Industries, by F. G. Tryon, T. T. Read, K. C. Heald,
G. S. Rice, and Oliver Bowles, Report No. E-1, April 1937. Prepared for the
National Resources Committee report. Technological Trends and National
Policy; conducted in cooperation with the United States Department of the
Interior, Bureau of Mines, and prepared under the supervision of O. E. Kiessling.

Mechanization Trends in Metal and Nonmetal Mining as Indicated by Sales of
Underground Loading Equipment, by L. N. Plein, F. E. Berquist, and F. G.
Tryon, Report No. E-3, June 1937. Conducted in cooperation with the
United States Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines, and prepared under
the supervision of O. E. Kiessling.

Fuel Efficiency in Cement Manufacture, 1909-1935, by Nicholas Yaworski, Vivian
Spencer, Geoffrey A. Saeger, and O. E. Kiessling, Report No. E-5. April 1938.
Conducted in cooperation with the United States Deprtment of the Interior,
Bureau of Mines, and prepared under the supervision of O. E. Kiessling.

Mineral Technology and Output per Man Studies: Grade of Ore, by Andrew V.
Corry and O. E. Kiessling, Report No. E-6, August 1938. Conducted in

cooperation with the United States Department of the Interior, Bureau of

Mines, and prepared under the supervision of O. E. Kiesshng.
Mineral Technology and Output per Alan Studies: Rock Drilling, by C. E. Nighman
and O. E. Kiessling, Report No. E-11, February 1940. Conducted in coopera-
tion with the United States Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines, and
prepared under the supervision of O. E. Kiessling.

Agriculture

Changes in Farm Power and Equipment: Mechanical Cotton Picker, by Roman L.
Home and Eugene G. McKibben, Report No. A-2, August 1937. Prepared
under the supervision of John A. Hopkins.

Changes in Farm Power and Equipment: Tractors, Trucks, and Automobiles, by
Eugene G. McKibben and R. Austin Griflin, Report No. A-9, December 1938.
Prepared under the supervision of John A. Hopkins.

Changes in Farm Power and Equipment: Field Implements, by Eugene G. Mc-
Kibben, John A. Hopkins, and R. Austin Griffin, Report No. A-11, August
1939. Prepared under the supervision of John A. Hopkins.

STUDIES IN PRODUCTION, PRODUCTIVITY, AND EMPLOYMENT

Man-ufacture

Production, Employment, and Productivity in 59 Manufacturing Industries, 1919-
36, by Harry Magdoflf, Irving H. Siegel, and Milton B. Davis, Report No. S-1,
May 1939. Prepared under the supervision of Harry Magdoff,
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Productivity and Employment in Selected Industries: Beet Sugar, l)y Ra.\moiid K.
Adamson and Miriam E. West, Report No. N- 1, October 1938. Conducted
in cooperation with the National Bureau of Economic Research, and prepared
under the supervision of Harry Jerome and William A. Neiswanger.

Productivity and Employment in Selected Industries: Brick and Tile, By Miriam
E. West, Report No. N-2, February 1939. Conducted in cooperation with the
National Bureau of Economic Research, and prepared under the supervision of

Harry Jerome and William A. Neiswanger.
Labor Productivity in the Leather Industry, by John R. Arnold, Report No. B-1,

October 1937. Conducted in cooperation with the United States Department
of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, and prepared' under the supervision of
Boris Stern; reprinted from the Monthly Labor Review.

Effects of Mechanization in Cigar Manufacture, by W. D. Evans, Report No. B-4,
May 1938. Conducted in cooperation with the United States Department of

Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, and prepared under the supervision of Boris
Stern; reprinted from the Monthly Labor Review.

Labor Productivity in the Boot and Shoe Industry, by Boris Stern, Report No. B-6,
February 1939. Conducted in cooperation with the United States Department
of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, and prepared under the supervision of

Boris Stern; reprinted from the Monthly Labor Review.
Mechanization and Productivity of Labor in the Cigar Manufacturing Industry,

prepared by W. D. Evans. Conducted in cooperation with the United States
Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, and prepared under the super-
vision of Boris Stern; published ai Bulletin No. 660, September 1938, of the
Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Productivity of Labor in the Cotton-Garment Industry, prepared by Nahum I. Stone
assisted by Alfred Cahen and Saul Nelson. Conducted in cooperation with
The United States Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, and pre-

pared under the supervision of Boris Stern; published as Bulletin No. 662,
November 1938, of the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Mining

Small-Scale Placer Mines as a Source of Gold, Employment, and Livelihood in 1935,
by Charles White Merrill, Charles W. Henderson, and O. E. Kiessling, Report
No. E-2, May 1937. Conducted in cooperation with the United States Depart-
ment of the Interior, Bureau of Mines, and prepared under the supervision of

O. E. Kiessling.

Employment and Related Statistics of Mines and Quarries, 1935, Part I, "Bitumi-
nous Coal," by F. G. Tryon, W. H. Young, M. E. Wilson, and F. E. Berquist
and Part II, "Pennsylvania Anthracite," by F. G. Tryon, M. Otero, W. H.
Young, and D. C. Ashmdad, Report No. E-4, July 1937. Conducted in co-

operation with the United States Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines,
and the United States Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, and
prepared under the supexvision of O. E. Kiessling.

Technology, Employment, and Output per Man in Phosphate-Rock Mining, 1880—
1937. by A. Porter Haskell, Jr., and O. E. Kiessling, Report No. E-7, November
1938. Conducted in cooperation with the United States Department of the
Interior, Bureau of Mines, and prepared under the supervision of O. E. Kiessling.

Changes in Technology and Labor Requirements in the Crushed-Stone Industry,

by Harry S. Kantor and Geoffrey A. Saeger, Report No. E-8, February 1939.

Conducted in cooperation with the United States Department of the Interior,

Bureau of Mines, and prepared under the supervision of O. E. Kiessling.

Mechanization, Employment, and Output per Man in Bituminous-Coal Mining,
by Willard E. Hotchkiss, F. G. Tryon, Charlotte K. Warner, L. N. Plein,

Walter M. Dake, R. L. Anderson, J. J. Gallagher, and Margaret H. Schoenfeld,
Report No. E-9, August 1939. Conducted in cooperation with the United
States Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines, and prepared under the
supervision of O. E. KiessUng.

Technology, Employment, and Output per Man in Petroleum and Natural-Gas
Production, by O. E. Kiessling, H. O. Rogers, G. R. Hopkins, N. Yaworski,
R. L. Kiessling, J. Brian Eby, Lew Suverkrop, J. S. Ross, R. E. Heithecker,
W. B. Berwald, Andrew W. Rowley, M. A. Schellhardt. Richard Sneddon,
Boyd Guthrie, Herbert Schimmel, and J. C. Albright, Report No. E-10, July
1939. Conducted in cooperation with the United States Department of the
Interior, Bureau of Mines, and prepared under the supervision of O. E.
Kiessling.
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Technology, Employmenl, and Output per Man in Copper Mining, by Y. S. Leong,
Emil Erdreich, J. C. Burritt, O. E» Kiessling, C. E. Nighman, and George C.
Heikes, Report No. E-12, P^ebruary 1940. Conducted in cooperation with the
United States Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines, and prepared
under the supervision of O. E. Kiessling.

Agriculture

Changes in Technology and Labor Requirements in Crop Production: Sugar Beets,
by Loring K. Macy, Lloyd E. Arnold, Eugene G. McKibben, and Edmund J.

Stone, Report No. A-1, August 1937. Prepared under the supervision of
John A. Hopkins.

Changes in Technology and Labor Requirements in Crop Production: Potatoes, by
Harry E. Knowlton, Robert B. Elwood, and Eugene G. McKibben, Report

No. A-4, March 1938. Prepared under the supervision of John A. Hopkins.
Changes in Technology and Labor Requirements in Crop Production: Corn, by Loring

K. Macy, Lloyd E. Arr.old, and Eugene G. McKibben, Report No. A-5, June
1938. Prepared under the supervision of John A. Hopkins.

Changes in Technology and Labor Requirements in Crop Production: Cotton, by
William C. Holley and Lloyd E. Arnold, Report No. A-7, September 1938.
Prepared..under the supervision of John A. Hopkins.

Changes in Technology and Labor Requirements in Crop Production: Wheat and
Oats, by Robert B. Elwood, Lloyd E. Arnold, D. Clarence Schmutz, and
Eugene G. McKibben, Report No. A-10, April 1939. Prepared under the
supervision of John A. Hopkins.

Changes in Technology and Labor Requirements in Crop Production: Vegetables, by
J. C. Schilletter, Robert B. Elwood, and Harry E. Knowlton, Report No. A-12,
September 1939. Prepared under the supervision of Kohn A. Hopkins.

Trends in Size and Production of the Aggregate Farm Enterprise, 1909-36, by
Raymond G. Bressler, Jr., and John A. Hopki,ns, Report No. A-6, July 1938.
Prepared under the supervision of John A. Hopkins.

Trends in Employment in Agriculture, 1909-36, by Eldon E. Shaw and John A.
Hopkins, Report No. A-8, November 1938. Prepared under the supervision
of John A. Hopkins.

STUDIES OF EFFECTS OF INDUSTRIAL CHANGE ON LABOR MARKETS

Recent Trends in Employment and Unemployment in Philadelphia, by Gladys L.
Palmer, Report No. P-1, December 1937. Conducted in cooperation with the
Industrial Research Department of the University of Pennsylvania and pre-
pared under the supervision of Gladys L. Palmer.

The Labor Force of the Philadelphia Radio Industry in 1936, by Gladys L. Palmer
and Ada M. Stoflet, Report No. P-2, April 1938. Conducted in cooperation
with the Industrial Research Department of the University of Pennsylvania
and prepared under the supervision of Gladys L. Palmer.

Employment and Unemployment in Philadelphia in 1936 and 1937, Part I, by
Gladys L. Palmer and Part II by Margaret W. Bell and Gladys L. Palmer,
Report No. P-3, August 1938 and October 1938. Conducted in cooperation
with the Industrial Research Department of the University of Pennsylvania
and prepared under the supervision of Gladys L. Palmer.

Ten Years of Work Experience of Philadelphia Weavers and Loom Fixers, by Gladys
L. Palmer with the assistance of Kate Edelman, M. Eileen Leach, and Helen
Klopfer, Report No. P-4, July 1938. Conducted in cooperation with the
Industrial Research Department of the University of Permsylyania and pre-
pared under the supervision of Gladys L. Palmer.

Ten Years of Work Experience of Philadelphia Machinists, by Helen Herrmann,
Report No. P-5, September 1938. Conducted in cooperation with the In-
dustrial Research Department of the University of Pennsylvania and prepared
under the supervision of Gladys L. Palmer.

Reemployment of Philadelphia Hosiery Workers After Shut-downs in 1933-34, by
Gladys L. Palmer and Constance Williams with the assistance of Valda Noll,

Report No. P-6, January 1939. Conducted in cooperation with the Industrial
Research Department of the University of Pennsylvania and prepared under
the supervision of Gladys L. Palmer.

The Search for Work in Philadelphia, 1932-36, by Gladys L. Palmer, Report No.
P-7, May 1939. Conducted in cooperation with the Industrial Research
Department of the University of Pennsylvania and prepared under the super-
vision of Gladys L. Palmer.
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The Long-Term Unemployed in Philadelphia in 1936, by Gladys L. Palmer and
Janet H. Lewis, Report No. P-8, August 1939. Conducted in cooperation
with the Industrial Research Department of the University of Pennsylvania
and prepared under the supervision of Gladys L. Palmer.

Cigar Makers—After the Lay-Off, by Daniel Creamer and Gladys V. Swackhamer..
Report No. L-1, December 1937.

Decasualization of Longshore Work in San Francisco, by Marvel Keller, Report
No. L-2, April 1939.

Employment Experience of Paterson Broad-Silk Workers, 1926-36, by James E.
Wood, Report No. L-3, May 1939.

Selective Factors in an Expanding Labor Market: Lancaster, Pa., by Edward J.

Fitzgerald, Report No. L-4, June 1939,
Labor and the Shut-down of the Amoskeag Textile Mills, by Daniel Creamer and

Charles W. Coulter, Report No. Lr-5. November 1939.
Changes in Machinery and Job Requirements in Minnesota Manufacutring, 1931-36,
by Charles A. Koepke with the assistance of S. Theodore Woal, Report No.
Lr-6, July 1939. Conducted in cooperation with the Employment Stabilization
Research Institute of the University of Minnesota.

Farm-City Migration and Industry's Labor Reserve, by Francis M. Vreeland and
Edward J. Fitzgerald, Report No. L-7, August 1939.

Trade-Union Policy and Technological Change, by Harry Ober, Report No. L-8,
April 1940.

Employment and Unemployment in A Depressed Labor Market: Brazil, Ind., by
Miriam E. West, Edward J. Fitzgerald, and George L. Bird, Report.No. L-9, in
press.

REPORTS IN PREPARATION

Labor Supply and Employment. Conducted under the supervision of Harry
Magdoff.

Production, Employment, and Productivity in Mineral Extraction. Conducted
under the supervision of Harry Magdoff.

Technology, Employment, and Output per Man in Iron Mining. Conducted
in cooperation with the United States Department of the Interior, Bureau of
Mines, under the supervision of O. E. Kiessling.

Technology, Employment, and Output per Man in Lead and Zinc Mining.
Conducted in cooperation with the United States Department of the Interior,

Bureau of Mines, under the supervision of O. E. Kiessling.
Technology, Employment, and Output per Man in Gypsum Mining. Conducted

in cooperation with the United States Department of the Interior, Bureau of

Mines, under the supervision of O. E. Kiessling.
Technical and Resource Factors Influencing Output per Man in Anthracite

Mining. Conducted in cooperation with the United States Department of the
Interior, Bureau of Mines, under the supervision of 0. E. Kiessling.

Trends in Railroad Traffic, Revenues, and Investments. Conducted in coopera-
tion with the Railroad Retirement Board under the supervision of A. G,
Silverman.

Technological Change and Investments in Railroad Property. Conducted in

cooperation with the Railroad Retirement Board under the supervision of A. G.
Silverman.

Employment, Compensation, and Productivity of Railroad Labor. Conducted in

cooperation with the Railroad Retirement Board under the supervision of A. G.
Silverman.
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Exhibit No. 2753

Indexes of production, employment, man-hours, and productivity in manufacturing,
1919-39 '

[1929=100]
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Exhibit No. 2755

17583

Indexes of production, employment, man-hours, and productivity in the electric light
and power industry, .1917-89 ^

[1929=100]

Year
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Exhibit No. 2757

Indexes of production, employment, and productivity in the telephone industry,
1919-39 >

[1929=100]

Year
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Exhibit No. 2760

Cost of instrumentation of three sizes of petroleum-refining equipment, 1939 *

Capacity of unit (barrels per day) and relative cost of instruments per unit of

capacity

:

5,000- 100
15,000 41
25,000 . - 29

> Data refer to combination units and were obtained by the WPA National Research Project from a large
manufacturer of this equipment.

Exhibit No. 2761

Industrial-instrument expenditures per $1,00(1 worth of machinery and equipment

Year: Dollars

1919 . $3. 8
1929 L 10. 6
1939 - 14.4

' Data represent total industrial-instrument sales per $1,000 worth of all industrial machinery and equip-
ment produced and are from George Perazich, Herbert Schiramel, and Benjamin Rosenberg. Industrial
Instruments and Changing Technology (WPA National Research Project, Report No. M-1, Oct. 1938), p. 33.

The figure for 1939 is estimated from recently available data.

Exhibit No. 2762

Trend toward automatic-control instruments •

Year and percent that sales of control instruments are of sales of all instruments:

1923.
1925.
1927.
1929.

7.7
12. 5
19.6
21.6

1931.
1933.
1935.

23.0
29.9
33.0

1 Data refer to dollar values of sales and are based on George Perazich, Herbert Schimmel, and Benjamin
Rosenberg, Industrial Instruments and Changing TechnologyX'WFA National Research Project, Report No.
M-1, Oct. 1938), p. 39.

Exhibit No. 2763

Automatic control of heat treating of steel '

Year and percent of new installations equipped with controlling instruments:

1924.
1925.
1926.
1927.
1928.

26
39
57
74
81

1929.
1930.
1931.
1932.

85
89
92
95

I Data are based on sales of one type of electric heat-treating furnace and are from George Perazich, Herbert
Schimmel, and Benjamin Rosenberg, Industrial Instruments and Changing Technology (WPA National
Research Project, Report No. M-1, Oct. 1938), p. 42.
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Exhibit No. 2764

Concentration of industrial research, 19S8 '

Size of staff

Companies

Number Percent

Research
employees

Number Percent

All companies

Companies having stafts of—
501 or more persons
51-500 persons
1-50 persons

100.0 44,292 100.0

12

108

1,602

0.7
6.3

93.0

14,444
14,226
15,622

32.6
32.1
35.3

' Data are from George Perazich and Philip M. Field, Industrial Research and Changing Technology (WPA
National Research Project, Report No. M-4, Jan. 1940), p. 66. There were in addition about 150,000 in-

dustrial corporations which reported no organized research activities.

Exhibit No. 2765

Concentration of research in various industries, 1938

Industry

Quartile of companies having
largest research staffs

Number
of

compan-
ies

Research employees

Number Percent
of total

All industries

Blast-furnace, steel-works, and rolling-mill products
Electrical machinery, apparatus, and supplies
Industrial chemicals
Motor vehicles, bodies, and parts -.

Petroleum
Radio apparatus and phonographs
Rubber products
Textiles and their products .-.

Utilities (gas, light, and power)

36. 215 81.8

462
2,459
4,6.32

1,737
4,275
924

2.022
209
785

59.3
82.2
88.3
89.0
85.0
82.8
90.0
66.9
78.5

1 Data for each industry are for the 25 percent of the companies conducting research that employed the
largest research staffs and are from George Perazich and Philip M. Field, Industrial Research and Changing
Technology (WPA National Research Project, Report No. M-4, Jan. 1940), p. 10. The data are based upon
a survey of 1,722 companies made by the National Research Council, and it is believed that coverage of

the large companies is quite complete.
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Exhibit No. 2766

Labor requirements per unit of output for large and small operations

Industry and unit labor requirements of large operations as a percent of
those of small operations:

Brick and tile: i

Stiflf-mud process 56
Soft-mud process 55

Cement: ^

Wet process ^ 89
Dry process : 82

Crushed stone:

'

Limestone 50
Basalt 75

Beet Sugar * 54
Flour* _ 65
Iron ore * 30

1 Small operations have an annual capacity of less than 15 million common-brick equivalents; large opera-
tions have an annual capacity of 30 million or more. Data are from Miriam E. West, Productivity and
Employment in Selected Industries: Brick and Tile (WPA National Research Project in cooperation with
National Bureau of Economic Research, Report No. N-2, Feb. 1939), p. 120.

' Small operations have an annual capacity of less than 1.0 million barrels, larpe operations have an annual
capacity of 1.5 million or more. Data are from George Perazich, S. Theodore Woal, and Herbert Schimmel,
Alechanization in the Cement Industry (WPA National Research Project, Report No. M-3, Dec. 1939), p. 28.

' Small operations produce less than 100,000 tons per year; large operations produce 100,000 or more. Data
are from Harry S. Kantor and OeofTrey A. Saeger, Changes in Technology and Labor Requirements in the
Crushed-Stone Industry (WPA National Research Project in cooperation with U. S. Department of the
Interior, Bureau of Mines, Report No. E-8, Feb. 1939), p. 87.

* Small operations have a daily capacity of lass than 1,100 short tons; large operations have a daily capacity
of 2,000 or more. Data are from Raymond K. Adamson and Miriam E. West, Productivity and Employ-
ment in Selected Industries: Beet Sugar (WPA National Research Project in cooperation with National
Bureau of Economic Research, Report No. N-1, Oct. 1938), p. 100.

' Small operations have an annual capacity of 200-349 thousand barrels; large operations have an annual
capacity of 1,000 thousand or more. Data are from WPA National Research Project flies, and are based on
field survey data covering the years 1926-35.

' Small operations have an annual capacity of less than 1 million tons of ore; large operations have an
annual capacity of 1 million or more. Data are from N. Yaworski, O. E. Kiessling, and Others, Technology,
Employment, and Output per Man in Iron Mining (WPA National Research Project in cooperation with
U. S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines, in preparation).

Exhibit No. 2767

Productivity and Employment in Agriculture '

Over the years the volume of agricultural employment has been declining.

From 1909 to 1929 the output per person working in agriculture increased 37
percent. This increased productivity made it possible for 7.5 percent fewer
persons to produce an agricultural output which was 27 percent greater in 1929
than in 1909. The increased productivity reflects increased mechanization and
other changes in agricultural techniques and such other factors as a shift of some
marketing functions from agriculture to other industries. Although the average
fertility of the soil has certainly not increased and although efforts toward a higher
quality of agricultural products have tended to increase labor requirements, the
improved techniques of production have nonetheless cut the total number of

persons working in agriculture in spite of an increased output. For instance,

it is estimated that since 1920 the combined harvester-thresher has displaced
most of the 100,000 to 200,000 migratory harvest hands who used to find employ-
ment every summer in the wheat belts of the Great Plains; more recently many
tenants and sharecroppers have lost their homes as well as their jobs when land
owners in Texas and other southern States bought tractors and consolidated their

holdings into larger, power-farmed units; and most recently the mechanization of

corn harvesting appeared likely to wipe out in a few years the customary full

employment of many thousands of corn huskers.

• Based on letter of transmittal of Eldon E. Shaw and John A. Hopkins, Trends in Employment in Agri-

culture, 1909-Se (WPA National Research Project, Report No. A-8, ^fov. 1938).
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Exhibit No. 2768

Effects of Tractor and Motor Vehicles on Farm Labor Requirements '

The widespread adoption of the tractor, supplanting draft animals as a source of
power, has been by far the most important technological change in agriculture
during the past 25 years. Not only has the tractor proved to be in many respects
a more efficient power unit than the draft animal, but it also has made feasible the
use of larger field implements and harvesting equipment which have reduced the
labor time required to prpduce the country's crops. In many ways the auto-
mobile and the truck, too, have brought about outstanding changes in the farm
economy. They have not only quickened and cheapened transportation on and
off the farm but have also widened the area in which the farmer may advanta-
geously buy supplies and sell his produce.
A major feature of, the adoption of automotive equipment in agriculture has

been the resultant decline in the number of horses and mules on farms. It is

estimated that about 5.6 million mature draft animals have been displaced since

1909, with, the tractor accounting for half and the truck and automobile for

the other half. Without taking into account the tremendous increase in the
amount of transportation which mechanical motive power has made feasible, the
total saving in labor in the fields and in raising feed and caring for the animals
which would have been required in the absence of tractors, trucks, and automobiles
comes to about I billion man-hours per year. Against this must be set about 1%
billion man-hours of work in nonfarm areas needed to produce the automotive
equipment, to replace the worn-out units and parts, and to supply the necessary
fuel and oil. This balance in favor of work created as against labor saved does
not, however, tell the story of displacement on the farms, the migrations in search
for new sources of income, and the unemployment which precedes the new job,

if indeed it is found. In some parts of the country "tractored off" has therefore
become synonymous with "displaced" and "technologically unemployed."

Continued adoption of tractors, trucks, and automobiles is anticipated. In'

19S7 there was 1 tractor to about 280 crop acres. Even if the number of farm
tractors in use doubled during the next two decades^ that number would provide
only about half the farms of 50 acres or more with tractors. A particularly rapid
rate of tractor adoption is to be looked for in the cotton-growing States, although,
relative to some other areas, the number of tractors used in this region will

probably be small for several years. Some increase in the use of automobiles and
of trucks by farmers is also to be expected.

Exhibit No. 2769

Effects of Changes in Field Implements on Farm Labor Requirements ^

It is notable that few of the types of implements now widely used are entirely
new since 1909, the beginning date for this study. New kinds of equipment
have been developed for some purposes, especially for the harvesting of particular
crops, but in most cases these new implements have been adopted by relatively few
farmers. A much more important change in the last 25 or 30 years has been the
adoption of larger or more efficient implements of types already existing. There
has been a general increase in working widths, improvement in construction, and
change in designs to permit work at higher operating speeds.
The National Research Project study of field implements shows that in almost

all cases the labor required per crop-acre decreased progressively as the size of

implements in use increased. This was true for each of the 26 implements studied
and in all of the seven major farming areas in which the field survey was con-
ducted. Where the motive power of tractors was substituted for that of horses,

the productivity of labor using the same size of implement was usually much
greater.

Although increased size of implement has been a general development, it has by
no means aff"ected all agricultural regions in equal degree. Thus in the eastern
cotton aro-s farmers have been slow to shift to larger implements and larger power
units. '

1 actors and larger equipment had been adopted on a few farms, but the
implements most often found in 1936 were horse-drawn and of the same si-zes as
those most commonly reported in use more than a quarter of a century ago. In

Based on letter of transmittal of Eugene O. McKibben and R. Austin Oriffln, Changes in Farm Power
«nd Equipment: Tractors, Trucks, and Automobiles (WPA National Research Project, Report No. A-9,
Dec. 19S8).

> Based on letter of transmittal of Eugene O. McKibben and Others, Changes in Farm Power and Equip-
ment: Field Implements (WPA National Research Project, Report No. A-11, Aug. 1929).
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the major wheat-producing areas, on the other hand, the implements most fre-
quently in use 25 or 30 years ago had by 1936 been almost entirely replaced by
larger-capacity equipment. Moreover, they were tractor.-drawn and performed
the operations of seedbed-preparation, planting, and harvesting in about three-
tenths of the time required by the equipment that was typical before the World
War.
Other areas fell between the extremes represented by the cotton and wheat

areas. But even in the wheat region the equipment most commonly used in 1936
was considerably less effective than the most up-to-date types available and in use
on some farms. This difference between implements used and improved imple-
ments available points to the existence of a broad physical basis for substantial
further increases of labor productivity in agriculture.

Exhibit No. 2770

Labor Requirements in Cotton Production '

Of the country's five major crops, cotton requires much the greatest amount of
labor, both in total and per acre. This crop also, more than most others, has
resisted the tendency toward mechanization in agriculture, although recently
there have been indications of an introduction of power farming in some of the
major cotton-producing areas.

Between the periods 1907-11 and 1933-36 the labor requirements of cotton
production declined by 16 percent per acre or, on a pcr-bale basis, by 20 percent.
The greatest declines took place in the Western Cotton Area, that is, the area
which also experienced the greatest increa.se in production during the period.
The marlced shift in the geographic distribution of cotton production to Oklahoma,
Texas, and the far West has resulted in some economy in the utilization of labor.
This shift is, however, partly offset bj' the increased proportions produced in the
Delta Area, where labor requirements are above the average and where production
has been more quickly adjusted to the changed requirements imposed by the boll
weevil.
The decline in labor requirements per acre and per bale, in which all areas

shared to some extent, reflects the increasing application of more efficient equip-
ment. The development and introduction of large-scale and expensive equip-
ment in cotton production has been seriously impeded by the small size of the
farm unit and by the prevailing system of land tenure, particularly in the Old
South. However, the accumulation of possibilities for economies through the
use of modern equipment may overcome the resistance against extensive mechan-
ization. These factors may in turn tend to change the tenancy and sharecropping
system under which cotton is now raised in the Old South.
The tractor is nqw available for the preha'rvest operations of seedbed prepara-

tion, planting, and cultivation. Its use is feasible wherever the topography of
the country presents level or gently rolling land, as in the Mississippi Delta, the
Western Cotton Area of Oklahoma and northwest Texas, and the cotton lands of
California, Arizona, and New Mexico. Under such conditions the use of the
tractor is economical when cotton is grown on large farm units, such as exist in
relatively greater numbers in the areas west of the Mississippi where the topog-
raphy is most favorable. In all these areas tractors have been gradually replacing
horsepower. Increasing sales of tractors and displacement of sharecroppers,
with attendant increased demand for seasonal laborers, were reported in 1937.
In the Mississippi Delta, for instance, sharecroppers and share tenants have
already been displaced to some extent by wage labor, whereas in the western
Areas a large proportion of the cotton has for some time been harvested by
migratory labor.

A primary obstacle to the extended mechanization of preharvest operations is

the peak labor requirements for harvesting operations. The development of the
mechanical cotton picker raises prospects for overcoming this impediment. It is

believed that machines now under development warrant expectations of their
adoption during the next decade. They are especially adaptable to use on the
relatively level lands favorable to the use of tractors, and they are likely to be
used there first. A further shift in cotton production to such lands may then be
expected, accompanied by an increase in the size of cotton farms. The successful
development of a mechanical cotton chopper, such as was Vecently reported,
would enhance the prospects for adoption of a successful cotton picker by reducing
the secondary peak of labor requirements in cotton production.

' Based on preface of William C. Holley and Lloyd E. Arnold, Changes in Technology and Lahor Require-
ments in Crop Production: Cotton (WPA National Research Project, Report No. A-7, Sept. 1938).
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Exhibit No. 2771

Labor Requirements in Corn Production •

In this report it is estimated that, although production during the period
1932-36 was only slightly less than during the period 1909-13, the number of
man-hours needed to produce the corn crop declined by more than 20 percent
between the two periods. This reduction in the volume of work amounts to
about 600 million man-hours, or the equivalent of 200,000 men working 3,000
hours a year. The decline in the amount of work needed cannot, however, be
translated into reductions in actual employment because the volume of agricul-

tural employment depends also on the other agricultural enterprises carried on
and upon a great many factors which differ from area to area. Nonetheless,
there is no doubt that the reduced volume of labor required to produce corn has
contributed toward the general reduction in the volume of agricultural employ-
ment during the last two decades.

During the past 25 years the development and adoption of specialized machines
in corn production have been extensive. Two-row cultivators have for the most
part replaced one-row cultivators, except in the South, and in some areas much
larger cultivators are in use. Lister planters which open the furrow and plant
in one operation have come into use in western areas where semiarid climatic
conditions reduce weed growth to negligible proportions. A variety of mechan-
ical devices suited to the various methods of harvesting has been introduced.
Potentially the most important of these is the mechanical corn picker. The
adoption of this machine in the Corn Area has been increasing in recent years,

and in 1937 some manufacturers reported more orders than they could fill.

The data indicate that changes in methods of harvesting corn, for instance,

from husking by hand to mechanical picking in the Corn Area and from husking
from the shock to ensiling in the Dairy Areas, have affected the volume of employ-
ment for transient seasonal laborers who work from 6 weeks to 2 months during
the corn harvest.
The continued adoption of the mechanical corn picker in the Corn Area, which

produces about 40 percent of the crop, wiU in all likelihood result in further dis-

placement of seasonal laborers during the harvesting season. Furthermore, the
adoption of tractors is still progressing in most corn-producing areas. Improved
practices and wider adoption of hybrid seed corn promise higher yields per acre

with little or no increase in the amount of labor needed. In the light of these
findings and of the fact that corn production has not increased during the past
quarter century, further declines in employment in the corn fields are predicted.

Exhibit No. 2772

Labor Requirements in Wheat Production '

For the country as a whole, the labor used per acre in wheat production declined
during the period studied by more than 50 percent, or from 12.7 hours in the
1909-13 period to 6.1 hours in the 1934-36 period. The period of greatest reduc-
tion was the decade following the war, during which the average labor require-
ment decreased from 10.3 hours per acre to 6.7 hours. In this decade tractors

and combines came into use in large numbers.
The greatest reductions have occurred in the more specialized wheat-producing

areas. For instance, the amount of labor used per acre has declined in the West-
ern Cotton Area by 68 percent, in the Range Area by 60 percent, in the Small
Grain Area by 57 percent, and in the Northwestern Area by 53 percent. On the
other hand, in the P^astern and Delta Cotton Areas labor requirements remained
nearly the same throughout the period. In the Middle Eastern Area they were
reduced only 7 percent and in the FJastern Dairy Area 24 percent.

According to our estimate the production of wheat in this country normally '

required 367 million hours of farm labor annually in the 1934-36 period. This is

over 240 million hours, or 40 percent, less than was used annually just prior to the

' Based on lottcr «( transmittal of Loring K. Macy, Lloyd E. Arnold, and Eup'-ne O. McGibben, Changes
in Technology and J,al>nr-Rrquirements in- Crop Production: Corn (WPA National Research Project, Report
No. A-5, June 19:)8).

• Ba.sed on Robert IV Elwood, Lloyd E. Arnold, D. Clarence Schmutz, and Eugene G. McKibben,
Changes in Technology and Labor Reguirements in Crop Production: Wheat and Oats (WPA NationaliRe-
search Project, Report No. A-10, Apr. 1939), pp. 90-2, 94-96.

> In order to eliminate the etTect of the AAA program and the drought in recent years, the average acreage
in the 1927-31 period was used in computing the normal labor needs in the 1934-36 period.
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war. The reduction in the Small Grain Area alone amounts to 80 million man-
hours, but in the Corn Area and the Western Dairy Area the labor used in wheat
production has decreased 64 million and 41 million hours respectively.
One factor which has tended to reduce the labor needs of wheat production has

been the trend toward expansion of acreage in areas of low per-acre labor require-
ments and contraction of acreage in areas where labor requirements are high.
Thus in the Western Cotton Area the acreage in wheat increased by 232 percent
from the 1909-13 to the 1927-31 period. A slight increase in total labor require-
ments has occurred there, whereas in the Dairy Areas, largely due to a reduction
in acreage, there has been a substantial decrease in labor needs. The net effect
of this shift in acreage has been to reduce the labor needed in wheat production in
the country as a whole.

This reduction in the labor requirements of wheat production, besides reducing
the need for regular farm labor prior to harvest, has virtually destroyed the de-
mand for nonresident wheat-harvest laborers in those regions where the combine
has come into general use. It has been estimated that in 1920 from 100,000 to
200,000 of these migratory laborers found employment in Texas, Oklahoma,
Kansas, Nebraska, and the Dakotas. In the winter wheat belt, where the major-
ity of these men were employed, combines now make it possible for the regular
farm labor to complete the harvest with very little extra help.

Exhibit No. 2773

Labor Requirements in Oat Production '

The fact that oats are usually profitable only when grown in a diversified crop-
ping system has resulted in the production of this crop remaining less mechanized
than has that of wheat. Yet, with the exception of the labor used in the produc-
tion of wheat and possibly barley, that used in the production of oats has declined
more since 1909 than that of any other major crop.

Since the 1909-13 period the average amount of labor used in producing an acre
of oats has declined from 12.5 to 7.9 hours, a reduction of 37 percent. In contrast
with the production of wheat, where large reductions in labor requirements have
occurred only in the specialized wheat-producing areas, reductions in the labor
used in oat production have been comparatively uniform over a wide region. Re-
ductions since 1909 in labor requirements per acre ranging from 34 to 44 percent
have occurred in the Corn, Eastern Dairy, Western Dairy, Small Grain, Range,
and Northwestern Areas. In California, an area of very small production, it is

estimated that labor requirements per acre have decreased 72 percent since 1909.
On the other hand, in the Eastern Cotton, Delta Cotton, and Middle Eastern Areas
reductions in the labor used per acre range from 8 to 10 percent.

According to our estimates the normal annual labor needs of oat production
in the 1934-36 period were roughly 316 million hours as compared with 458 million
hours in the 1909-13 period. In the Corn and Eastern Dairy Areas the reduction
amounted to over 30 million hours, and in the Western Dairy and Small Grain
Areas the decline in labor needs has been nearly as great. Decreases ranging from
3 to 7 million hours have occurred in the Eastern Cotton, Delta Cotton, Range,
Middle Eastern, and Northwestern Areas. The labor used in the Western Cotton
Area increased more than 4 million hours during the period studied.

Exhibit No. 2774

Labor Requirements in All Small-Grain Production ^

The estimated reduction in the amount of labor used annually in producing nnd
marketing small grains (wheat, oats, barley, and rye), totaling about 450 million

man-hours, is the equivalent of 150,000 man-years of 3,000 hours of labor each.
However, it is difficult to estimate the extent to which the decline in the labor
requirements of these crops has actually affected employment in agriculture.

The intricate and ever-changing relationships among the various farm enter-

1 Based on Robert B. Elwood, Lloyd E. Arnold, D. Clarence Schmutz, and Eugene Q. McKibben,
Changes in Technology and Labor Requirements in Crop Production: Wheat and Oats (WPA National Re-
search Project, Report No. A-10, Apr. 1939), pp. 96. 99.

' Based on Robert B. Elwood, Lloyd E. Arnold, D. Clarence Schmutz, and Eugene Q. McKibben,
Changes in Technology and Labor Requirements in Crop Production: Wheat and Oats (WPA National Re-
search Project, Report No. A-10, Apr. 1939), pp. 102-.^.
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prises is such that all or part of the labor saved in one enterprise may merely be
shifted to another. Or again, a reduction in the labor used in an enterprise may
result in greater leisure for the fanner and his family without any actual reduction
in employment.

In the regions where small grains are the most important crops, as in the Small
Grain Area and in parts of the Western Cotton, Range, and Northwestern Areas,

there has no doubt been a definite relationship between the hours of labor used in

small-grain production and the number of persons employed in agriculture.

Statistics of agricultural employment in the Small Grain Area appear to support
this conclusion. Employment remained about constant from 1909 to 1930 while
the indexes of crop acreage and livestock numbers were increasing about one-third
and one-fourth respectively. From 1930 to 1926 employment in the Small Grain
Area dropped 7 percent. Both hired labor and family labor have felt the impact
of mechanization. Transient labor formerly used in harvesting has been dis-

placed on many farms by the combine. The use of this machine and the tractor

has increased the area which one family can operate so that vast areas of new land
have been brought under cultivation with no increase in employment of farm
operators and members of their families. In Montana, for example, the number
of wheat farmers declined from 35,000 in 1915-17 to 14,000 in 1929, though wheat
acreage rose about two-thirds. Much of this consolidation of farms was due to

causes other than mechanization; yet the example indicates the trend throughout
the Wheat Belt. Thus, the decreasing volume of work nefeded in the wheat fields

of the middle western and eastern States due to the westward movement of wheat
production has not been compensated for by increased employment in the newer
areas.

It must be remembered, however, that from 70 to 80 percent of the small-grain

acreage is located in diversified farming areas. On individual farms in these

regions less employment does not necessarily follow a decline in small-grain acreage
or in labor requirements of these crops. Nevertheless, these factors have un-
doubtedly been partial causes of declining agricultural employment in the Middle
West and East.

Exhibit No. 2775

Labor Requirements in Potato Production *

Potato production in recent years has not been much above the pre-war level.

In the heavy potato-producing regions of the North and Northeast the labor

required to produce a bushel of potatoes declined nearly 20 percent during the

past 25 years. During that time the total labor required to produce the country's

potato crop is estimated to have declined by about 45 million man-hours.
It is to be expected that further concentration of the country's potato crop lies

ahead, as well as further mechanization of production, especially of the processes

which consume most labor—^picking up and grading. Machines for both of these

processes are available, and an increase in their use is likely. It is also likely that

the further development of disease- and pest-resistant varieties will make possible

the elimination of part of the labor now needed to fight these blights.

Exhibit No. 2776

Labor Requirements in Vegetable Production ^

In contrast with other major crops, vegetable production and acreage have
grbwn substantially and at a fairly steady rate during the past 30 years. Im-
provements in transportation and storage techniques and the opening up of new
irrigated lands have been important factors in bringing about increased con-
sumption in this field. Vegetables are produced commercially in all areas of

the country. The increase in production has affected all areas in some degree
but it has been especially marked in the Southwest and in California.

Growth of production, combined with a decline in average productivity that
is unusual among agricultural products, has resulted since 1909 in doubling the

• Based on letter of transmittal of Harry E. Knowlton, Robert B. Elwood, and Eugene O. McKibben,
Changes in Technology and Lahor Requiremenls in Crop Production: Potatoes (WPA National Research
Project. Report Mo. A-i, Mar. 1938).

* Based on letter of transmittal of J. C. Schilletter, Robert B. Elwood, and Harry E. Knowlton, Changes
in Technology and LalMr Requirements in Crop Prod^iction: Vegetables (WPA National Research Project,

Report No. A-12, Sept. 1939).
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volume of labor required. The continuing growth of population, a persistence
of the dietary trend toward greater use of vegetables (particularly green and
leafy vegetables), and further improvements in quality and in transportation and
storage methods are all likely to bring about further increases in vegetable con-
sumption. The production of vegetables is thus one branch of agricultural
enterprise which, in contrast with other branches, promises to afford an increase
in employment opportunities.

Total man-hours of employment in this field, however, have recently amounted
to only 2 or 3 percent of all direct labor used in agriculture. Furthermore, much
of the employment afforded is highly seasonal in. character, most of the jobs are
casual, and a large part of the labor force (especially during the harvest periods)
is composed of migratory men, women, and children.

Exhibit No. 2777

Employment and Relief Problems and Migration of the Lumber Industry'

The economic dislocation which attended the decline of lumber production
has been intensified in particular regions by the depletion of the timber resources.
The traditional clear-cutting policy resulted in the migration of the industrj- to
fresh sources of supply, leaving abandoned cut-over areas in its wake. In the
period of agricultural expansion the population of these areas frequently made a
successful transition to agriculture; studies of the Division of Research of the
Work Projects Administration have shown that in recent years such areas have
become, for want of alternative employment opportunity, centers of particularly
aggravated relief problems.
Timber depletion has taken its toll of lumber and related forest industries,

particularly in the Northeastern, Lake, and Central States. Although the
southern lumber regions as a whole are not now similarly threatened, particular
localities have been struck by the passing of the lumber industry. The United
States Forest Service found that in 1934 there were over 18 thousand workers
employed in southern logging and sawmilling operations of large mills whose
owners expected to exhaust their local timber supplies by 1944. The expected
increase in the number of small and medium-size mills is not likely to enhance
the employment security of workers attached to such mills because of the pro-
spective depletion of the timber supply within the working area of the mills.

Although in the Pacific Coast States fewer localities are subject to the same im-
minent dangers, the potential economic dislocation due to timber depletion is

much greater because of the.strategic position occupied by the forest industries
in the economy of the Northwest.

Exhibit No. 2778

Effects of Mechanization of Bituminous-Coal Mining on Labor
Requirements ^

Technical advances underground and on the surface reduced the number of
men required to mine a given volume of coal, though doubtless aiding coal to meet
the competition of other sources of power. At underground mines the average
output per mine worker per hour increased by 24 percent between 1920 and 1935.
The continued spread of the mechanical devices thaf^'ere available before the
war, such as the undercutting machine; the electrification of underground trans-
portation; and improvements in mine lay-out and management methods contrib-
uted toward the rising output per worker. Shortly after the war a new machine,
the mechanical coal loader, was introduced.

In a mine in which coal is loaded by hapd, from one-half to two-thirds of the
entire working force consists of miners who, in addition to undercutting the seam
and preparing shot holes for blasting down coal, shovel the coal into mine cars.

Most of their time is spent in loading coal and the mechanization of this process
can obviously have an important effect on the amount of labor required by the
mines.

1 B$Bed on letter of transmittal of Alfred J. Van Tassel with the assistance of David W. Bluestone,
Mechanization in the Lumber Industry (WPA National Research Project, Report No. M-5, Mar. 1940).

2 Based on letter of transmittal of Willard E. Hotchkiss, F. Q. Tryon, and Othnrs, Mechanization, Em-
ployment, and Output per Man in Bituminous Coal Mining (WPA National Research Project in cooperation
with Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines, Report No. E-9, Aug. 1939).

124491—41—pt. 30 89
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Machine loading was adopted slowly in the early years of its introduction.
Only 0.3 percent of all underground bituminous-coal tonnage was loaded by
machine in 1923. By 1929 the percentage was 7.3 and in 1935 it was 13.5.

Between 1935 and 1937 the machine-loaded tonnage increased from 47 to 83
million tons, or to 20.3 percent of all underground production, and it is estimated
that in 1938 one-quarter of the output was loaded mechanically.
The installation of mechanical loaders has not taken place at an even rate in all

producing areas. During the twenties and the years between 1930 and 1935 it

had its principal acceptance in the great lUinois-Indiana producing district and
in some of the less important producing States of the far West. In West Virginia,

the country's leading coal producer, 21 percent of the output was mechanically
loaded in 1938 as compared with 2 percent in 1935. While it was being adopted
to an increased extent in other areas the coal loader also continued to be more
extensively used in Illinois and Indiana.

It is estimated that within another decade as much as half of the total tinder-

ground output may be mechanically loaded. How this will affect employment
in the industry depends upon a multitude of factors. Between 1929 and 1935
output per man-hour in underground mines increased by 5 percent and production
declined by 32 percent, but the average number of men employed declined by
only 9 percent. The men have worked fewer hours per day and fewer days per
year.
Some mines and mining communities which by virtue of natural conditions or

other factors have been unable to adopt mechanical loaders are being placed in

unfavorable competitive positions and are finding their employment opportunities
restricted. Some of the older miners, accustomed to the tempo of hand-loading
naines, are finding themselves displaced 'and unable to gain a foothold in the
mechanized mines. To many of these communities and for many of these older
miners emergency relief measures of one type or another are the only alternative
to destitution as long, at least, as mass unemployment remains a problem in the
United States.

Exhibit No. 2779

Employment status of textile workers during year following mill shut-down in 19S5
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Exhibit No. 2780

17595

Duration of unemployment since last job ' of iveavers and loom fixers who were unem-
ployed m May 1936 2
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Exhibit No. 2782

Age distrihxition of cigar-machine operators and of hand cigar makers whom they

replaced '

Agpcn July I, 1931

Machine operators

Number Percent

Hand cigar makers

Number Percent

Total.

lG-19 years..
20-24 years..
25-34 years..
35-44 years..
45-54 years..
55-64 years..
65 and over.

184 100.0 100.0

34
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SUPPLEMENTAL DATA

The following letter appears at this point in connection with the

testimony of Wilham S. Elliott, supra, p. 17079.

International Harvester Company, Incorporated

180 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, U. S. A.

July 9, 1490.

Dr. H. Dewey Anderson,
Temporary National Economic Committee,

Apex Building, Washington, D. C.

Dear Sir: On April 24, 1940, I made the following request of the Temporary

National Economic Committee:
. . ^ . , xi

"I would like to ask, if I may, that we might have permission to put into tlie

record some statements of our own as to our estimates of the relative cost of

horse-farming and power-farming. We find the industry m a curious position—

Dr Johnson of the Department of Agriculture put figures m here yesterday to

show that the farmer made no more money out of tractor farming than he did

out of horse-farming, and today Dr. Taylor shows that it is so much more eco-

nomical that it is sweeping the country and v.ill go further."

The Department of Agriculture statements above referred to appear in the

TNEC record as exhibits No. 2663 and No. 2664. From these statements and

the working papers which Dr. Sherman E. Johnson has kindly made available

to us it appears that the comparisons of income and expense of farms using

animal power and tractor power are based on only one wheat farm ana one corn

farm The excess of income over expense, the dollar difference and the per-

centage difference resulting from the use of horse or tractor power as shown in

said exhibits are summarized in the following tabulation:

320 Acre Wheat Farm..
200 Acre Corn Farm

—

Excess of Income Over
Expense by the Use of

Horses

$644
2847

Tractors

$633
2922

Dollar
Difference

-$11
+75

Percentage
Difference

-1.7%
+2.G

Individual cases such as the two selected above can be found, where the advan-

tage of tractor power over animal power is very slight or entirely absent, but we

believe such cases are the exception, rather than the rule.

It is our understanding that the above tables had to be selected by the UbDA
for presentation to the TNEC on very short notice. Had there been more tmae

for preparation, data based on a larger number of wheat and corn farms could

have been selected from the numerous publications of State Colleges which

cooperate with USDA. This would have enabled the USDA to base its con-

clusions on a representative sample of wheat and corn farms, rather on such a

thin sample as one wheat and one corn farm. ^,tt^^ xx

In the case of the study presented by the USDA to the TNEC on cotton pro-

duction which was based on a larger number of farms, the excess of income over

expense on tractor-operated farms under normal conditions was substantially

larger than on mule-operated farms. Basing a judgment on our studies of all

published data available, we believe that similar difference would be found on

any representative number of wheat and corn farms.
4. +u„

In further support of our claim that it is dangerous to base ajudgment on the

comparative cost of operating a single farm with tractors and horses we submit

the following criticisms of the wheat cost data submitted to the UbDA by its

field forces and resubmitted by USDA to TNEC:
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Cost of "Machinery (repairs, fuel, oil)"—Under this cost classification, $96
appears for the horse-powered farm and $543 for the tractor-powered farm. The
breakdown of this cost for the tractor farm is as follows:

Tractor fuel— 1800 gal. @ 12fi $216.00
Tractor oil—75 gal. @ 60j5 . 45. 00

Total for 600 hours $261. 00
Tractor and combine repairs 61. 00
Truck operation (fuel, oil & repairs)—5000 mi. @ 2>^j4 125. 00
Repairs on tillage and other equipment 96. 00

Total. _. $543. 00

CRITICISM

(a) The tractor farm costs are loaded with $125.00 of expense for operating a
motor truck. The changeover to tractor power would not necessarily require
the acquisition of a motor truck and does not ordinarily result in the purchase
of a motor truck, particularly in cases such as on this farm, where it is apparent
that a number of horses were retained on the farm after it became a tractor farm.
Iowa State College in its Research Bulletin No. 258 showed that out of 1711
farms studies, only 24% had motor trucks. These were found on 10% of the
horse farms and 29% of the tractor farms. Furthermore, 72% of the farms had
tractors but there were only 11 on which no horses were kept.
The University of Illinois study of costs on Illinois farms in 1938 showed that

only three out of 27, or 11.1% of the farms had motor trucks.
(b) The repairs for tillage and other equipment are given as $96, precisely the

same as the entire repairs, fuel, and oil cost on the horse-powered farm. There
arese veral machines, such as the grain binder, bundle racks, wagons and also
harness that are used on horse-powered farms I:, at not on tractor farms. Oper-
ating cost for this extra machinery was not charged on horse powered farms.

(c) In the USDA calculation, it was assumed that tractors were used 60 days
for an average of ten hours per day. On that basis, the fuel and oil cost of $261
for the tractor would average 43.5 cents per hour. This cost is excessive when
compared with the results of other studies. The following table shows a com-
parison of tractor fuel and oil costs.

Study or Source
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This table shows that in none of these representative studies did the cost per
hour for fuel and oil, even for three-plow tractors, approach the calculated amount
shown in the United States Department of Agriculture's table.

(d) The item of $61 for tractor and combine repairs is also high. How much
of this applies to combine and how much to tractor is not stated, but considerably
more than half would naturally apply to tractors. This can be compared with
the actual average repairs cost as found by studies at Iowa State College and the
University of lUinois. The Iowa State College studies found that in 1936-37
the average repairs cost for 73 steel wheel two-plow general purpose tractors was
$13.16; for 61 rubber tired, two-plow general purpose tractors it was $19.38; for
20 three-plow general purpose tractors it was $19.15; for 66 standard type, two
plow steel v/heel tractors it was $15.00 and for 39 three-plow standard type steel
wheel tractors it was $30.54.
The University of Illinois study showed that in 1936 the average cost of repairs

for 18 two-plow tractors was $22.94; in 1937 for 23 two-plow tractors it was
$13.51 and in 1938 for 22 two-plow tractors it was $15.65. The same study
shows the following average per-tractor repairs for three-plow tractors in 1936--8
tractors average repair cost $20.70; in 1937 9 tractors average repair cost of
$11.59 and in 1938—9 tractors average repair cost of $14.18.

"Purchased Feed".—This figure is the same for both typefe of farms because it

is said most of the horse feed was produced on the farm and the purchased feed
is used primarily for other types of livestock than horses. The horse feed neces-
sary has been taken care of by adjustment of the feed crop acreages.

CRITICISM

If a comparison of costs between horse and tractor use is desired, the cost of
horse feed should be included with the other costs of horse maintenance, regardless
of whether horse feed was purchased or produced on the farm. Another objection
to the method of acreage adjustment used by the Department of Agricutlure is

that a specific acreage cannot be accurately allocated to the production of horse
feed. The acreage used might produce too much or not enough feed, depending
upon crop conditions in which case, either the sale or purchase of feed would be
in order. Clear and accurate cost accounting demands that the horse feed lised

be included under its proper caption rather than allowed for through an acreage
adjustment.

Depreciation.—Depreciation of horses is not included in the costs of the horse-
power farm. This is an omission which would raise the cost of the horse-power
farm considerably.

The same amount of pasture and woodland was assumed for each type of farm.
No charge or acreage adjustment is made for the extra pasturage required by
horses on the horse-power farm. This cost, like the depreciation on horses, is

ignored by the comparison.
General.—The corn cost submitted by the United States Department of Agri-

culture are also based on the operation of a single farm and are not, in our judg-
ment, representative costs. We shall not, however, write detailed criticisms as
in the case of the wheat farm.

In conclusion, we wish to submit that our studies and observations indicate
that in general it is cheaper to farm with tractors than with animal power and
the fact that more than a million United States farmers have purchased tractors

indicates that they are convinced that tractor power is cheaper power.
Yours very truly,

(Signed) Wm S Elliott,
Wm. S. Elliott,

Vice-President.
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